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This Supplement is available from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161, at the price code E07 ($1250 domestic,
$25 00 foreign)
INTRODUCTION
This issue of Energy A Continuing Bibliography with Indexes (NASA SP-7043(20)) lists
1250 reports, journal articles, and other documents announced between October 1, 1978 and
December 31, 1978 in Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) or in International
Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). The first issue of this continuing bibliography was published in
May 1974 and succeeding issues are published quarterly.
The coverage includes regional, national and international energy systems; research and
development on fuels and other sources of energy; energy conversion, transport, transmission,
distribution and storage, with special emphasis on use of hydrogen and of solar energy. Also
included are methods of locating or using new energy resources. Of special interest is energy
for heating, lighting, for powering aircraft, surface vehicles, or other machinery.
Each entry in the bibliography consists of a standard bibliographic citation accompanied
in most cases by an abstract. The listing of the entries is arranged in two major sections, IAA
Entries and STAR Entries in that order. The citation, and abstracts when available, are
reproduced exactly as they appeared originally in IAA or STAR including the original
accession numbers from the respective announcement journals. This procedure, which saves
time and money accounts for the slight variation in citation appearances.
Five indexes — subject, personal author, corporate source, contract number, and report
number — are included The indexes are of the cumulating type throughout the year, with the
fourth quarterly publication containing abstracts for the fourth quarter and index references
for the four quarterly pubhcatidns.
in
AVAILABILITY OF CITED PUBLICATIONS
IAA ENTRIES (A78-1OOOO Series)
All publications abstracted m this Section are available from the Technical Information Service.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc (AIAA), as follows Paper copies of
accessions are available at $6 00 per document up to a maximum of 20 pages The charge for
each additional page is $0 25 ^ Microfiche of documents announced in IAA are available at the
rate of $250 per microfiche on demand, and at the rate of $1 10 per microfiche for standing
orders for all IAA microfiche • The price for the IAA microfiche by category is available at the rate
of $1 25 per microfiche plus a $1 00 service charge per category per issue Microfiche of all the
current AIAA Meeting Papers are available on a standing order basis at the rate of $1 35 per
microfiche
Minimum air-mail postage to foreign countries is $1 00 and all foreign orders are shipped on
payment of pro-forma invoices
All inquiries and requests should be addressed to AIAA Technical Information Service Please refer
to the accession number when requesting publications
• t
STAR ENTRIES (N78-10OOO Series)
One or more sources from which a document announced in STAR is available to the public is
ordinarily given on the last line of the citation The most commonly indicated sources and their
acronyms or abbreviations are listed below If the publication is available from a source other than
those listed, the publisher and his address will be displayed on the availability line or in combination
with the corporate source line
Avail NTIS Sold by the National Technical Information Service Prices for hard copy (HC)
and microfiche (MF) are indicated by a price code followed by the letters HC or MF in
the STAR citation Current values for the price codes are given in the tables on page
VIII
Documents on microfiche are designated by a pound sign (#) following the accession
number The pound sign is used without regard to the source or quality of the
microfiche
Initially distributed microfiche under the NTIS SRIM (Selected Research in Microfiche) is
available at greatly reduced unit prices For this service and for information concerning
subscription to NASA printed reports, consult the NTIS Subscription Section. Springfield.
Va 22161
NOTE ON ORDERING DOCUMENTS When ordering NASA publications (those followed
by the * symbol), use the N accession number NASA patent applications (only the
specifications are offered) should be ordered by the U S-Patent-Appl-SN number
Non-NASA publications (no asterisk) should be ordered by the AD. PB, or other report
number shown on the last line of the citation, not by the N accession number. It is
also advisable to cite the title and other bibliographic identification
Avail SOD (or GPO) Sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U S Government Printing
Office, in hard copy The current price and order number are given following the
availability line (NTIS will fill microfiche requests, at the standard $300 price, for
those documents identified by a # symbol)
(1) A microfiche is a transparent sheet of film 105 by 148 mm m size containing as many as 60 to 98 pages of
information reduced to micro images (not to exceed 26 1 reduction)
Avail NASA Public Document Rooms Documents so indicated may be examined at or
purchased from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Public Documents
Room (Room 126). 600 Independence Ave, SW. Washington, DC 20546. or public
document rooms located at each of the NASA research centers, the NASA Space
Technology Laboratories, and the NASA Pasadena Office at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
Avail DOE Depository Libraries Organizations in U S cities and abroad that maintain collections
of Department of Energy reports, usually in microfiche form, are listed in Energy Research
Abstracts Services available from the DOE and its depositories are described in a
booklet, DOE Technical Information Center - Its Functions and Services (TID-4660).
which may be obtained without charge from the DOE Technical Information Center
Avail Univ Microfilms Documents so indicated are dissertations selected from Dissertation
Abstracts and are sold by University Microfilms as xerographic copy (HC) and microfilm
All requests should cite the author and the Order Number as they appear in the
citation
Avail USGS Originals of many reports from the U S Geological Survey, which may contain
color illustrations, or otherwise may not have the quality of illustrations preserved in the
microfiche or facsimile reproduction, may be examined by the public at the libraries of
the USGS field offices whose addresses are listed in this introduction The libraries
may be queried concerning the availability of specific documents and the possible
utilization of local copying services, such as color reproduction
Avail HMSO Publications of Her Majesty's Stationery Office are sold in the U S by Pendragon
House. Inc (PHI). Redwood City, California The U S price (including a service and
mailing charge) is given, or a conversion table may be obtained from PHI
Avail BLL (formerly NLL) British Library Lending Division. Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire.
England Photocopies available from this organization at the price shown (If none is
given, inquiry should be addressed to the BLL)
Avail ZLDI Sold by the Zentralstelle fur Luftfahrtdokumentation und -Information, Munich.
Federal Republic of Germany, at the price shown in deutschmarks (DM)
Avail Issuing Activity, or Corporate Author, or no indication of availability Inquiries as to the
availability of these documents should be addressed to the organization shown in the
citation as the corporate author of the document
Avail U S Patent and Trademark Office Sold by Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.
U S Patent and Trademark Office, at the standard price of 50 cents each, postage free
Other availabilities If the publication is available from a source other than the above, the
publisher and his address will be displayed entirely on the availability line or in combination
with the corporate author line
GENERAL AVAILABILITY
All publications abstracted in this bibliography are available to the public through the sources
as indicated in the STAR Entries and IAA Entries sections It is suggested that the bibliography
user contact his own library or.other local libraries prior to ordering any publication inasmuch as
many of the documents have been widely distributed by the issuing agencies, especially NASA
A listing of public collections of NASA documents is included on the inside back cover
SUBSCRIPTION AVAILABILITY
This publication is available on subscription from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) The annual subscription rate for the quarterly supplements is $40 00 domestic. $80 00
foreign All questions relating to the subscriptions should be referred to NTIS. Ann Subscrip-
tions. 5285 Port Royal Road. Springfield Virginia 22161
VI
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ESRIN
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NTIS PRICE SCHEDULES
Schedule A
STANDARD PAPER COPY PRICE SCHEDULE
(Effective October 1 1977)
Pile*
Code
A01
A02
A03
AO4
AOS
A06
A07
A08
AO9
A10
All
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A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
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900
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North American
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Foreign
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1800
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-«-N78-10O36*# Douglas Aircraft Co Inc Long Beach Calif -«
--COST/BENEFIT TRADEOFFS FOR REDUCING THE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION OF THE COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORTA-
TION SYSTEM Summary Report. 5 Nov 1974 - 30 Jun
1976
-*-E F Kraus and J C VanAbkoude Jun 1976^77 p
-^(Contract NAS2-8618)
r»-(NASA-CR-137925 MDC-J7340) Avail NTIS-
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 05C ••
The fuel saving potential and cost effectiveness of numer-
ous operational and technical options proposed for reducing the
fuel consumption of the U S commercial airline fleet was examined
and compared The impact of the most promising fuel conserving
options on fuel consumption passenger demand operating costs
and airline profits when implemented in the U S domestic and
international airline fleets was determined A forecast estimate
was made of the potential fuel savings achievable in the U S
scheduled air transportation system Specifically the means for
reducing the jet fuel consumption of the U S scheduled airlines
in domestic and international passenger operations were
investigated A design analysis was made of two turboprop aircraft
as possible fuel conserving derivatives of the DC-9-30 Author
-AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
LCORPORATE
SOURCE
PUBLICATION
DATE
-AVAILABILITY
SOURCE
•COSATE
CODE
TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT FROM IAA
NASA SPONSORED
DOCUMENT
ACCESSION
NUMBER
TITLE-
-fc-A78-11391
M
Evaluation of initial collector field per-
formance at the Langley Solar Building Test Facility R J Boyle, R -
H Knoll (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OhioLandRN
Jensen (NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va) Inter-
national Solar Energy Society, Annual Meeting, Orlando, Fla, June-»
6-10. 1977. Paper 20 p 6 refs "*-->
The thermal performance of the solar collector field for the
NASA Langley Solar Building Test Facility is given for October 1976
through January 1977 An 1180 square meter solar collector field
with seven collector designs helped to provide hot water for the
building heating system and absorption air conditioner The col-
lectors were arranged in 12 rows with nominally 51 collectors per
row Heat transfer rates for each row are calculated and recorded
along with sensor, insolation, and weather data every 5 minutes using
a mini-computer The agreement between the experimental and
predicted collector efficiencies was generally within five percentage
points (Author)
-AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
-AUTHORS
AUTHORS
AFFILIATION
-CONFERENCE
DATE
-CONFERENCE
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1. Incineration studies, volume 2 Citations from the engineering index data base — waste
disposal
 P0556 N78-28999
2. Pipeline corrosion. Citations from the NTIS data base p0557 N78-29229
3. Pipeline corrosion, volume 1. Citations from the engineering index data base
p0557 N78-29230
4. Pipeline corrosion, volume 2. Citations from the engineering index data base
P0557N78-29231
5. Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and agricultural wastes. Citations from the
NTIS data base p0558 N78-29266
6. Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and agricultural wastes. Citations from the
American Petroleum Waste Institute data base p0558 N78-29267
7. Underground coal gasification. Citations from the NTIS data base p0558 N78-29268
8. Underground coal gasification. Citations from the engineering index data base
, . p0558 N78-29269
9. Desulfunzation of coal and petroleum, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
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10. Coal tar technology. A bibliography with abstracts p0558 N78-29271
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the NTIS data base .p0560 N78-29551
12. Oil shale mining, processing, uses, and environmental impacts, volume 2. Citations from
the engineering index data base p0560 N78-29552
13. Energy conservation: Buildings, volume 1. A bibliography with abstracts
p0564N78-29617
14. Energy conservation Buildings, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
p0564N78-29618
15. Appropriate technology for natural resources development: An overview, annotated
bibliography, and a guide to sources of information — organizations and information
sources for technology utilization in developing countries p0566 N78-29981
16. Hydrogen storage. Part 2: Hydrogen as a hydride. A bibliography with abstracts
p0568 N78-30267
17. Hydrogen storage. Part 1: Storage as a gas or liquid. A bibliography with abstracts
P0569 N7&-30270
18. Thermionic energy conversion, volume 1. A bibliography with abstracts
p0585 N78-30705
19. Thermionic energy conversion, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
p0585 N78-30706
20. Microwave electric power transmission. A bibliography with abstracts p0590 N78-31379
21. State-of-the-art reviews and bibliographies on energy. A bibliography with abstracts
P0598N78-31586
22. Physical properties data compilations relevant to energy storage. 1. Molten salts
Eutectic data — bibliography p0598 N78-31589
23. Hydrogen use as a fuel. A bibliography with abstracts p0602 N78-32292
24 Natural gas- Supply, demand and utilization, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
p0602 N78-32293
25. Hydrogen production. A bibliography with abstracts p0602 N78-32294
26 Electric power consumption, volume 1 Citations from the NTIS data base
p0603 N78-32359
27 Electric power consumption, volume 2. Citations from the NTIS data base
p0603 N78-32360
28. Electric power consumption Citations from the engineering index data base
p0603N78-32361
>
29 Energy conservation Industry A bibliography with abstracts p0608 N78-32585
30. Energy supply and demand modeling. A bibliography with abstracts p0609 N78-32586
31. Fuel cells, volume 2 Citations from the NTIS data base p0609 N78-32591
32 Fuel cells, volume 3 Citations from the NTIS data base p0609 N78-32592
33. Hydrocarbon fuel cells. Citations from the American Petroleum Institute data base
p0609 N78-32593
34. Alcohol fuels. Citations from the NTIS data base p0612 N78-33262
35 Alcohol fuels. Citations from the engineering index data base p0612 N78-33263
36. Biomass energy success stories A portfolio illustrating current economic uses of renewa-
ble biomass energy p0623 N78-33598
37. Fuel consumption: Transportation, volume 1 A bibliography with abstracts
p0623 N78-33599
38. Fuel consumption: Transportation, volume 2 A bibliography with abstracts
p0623 N78-33600
XI
39. Fuel consumption: Industrial, residential, and general studies. Volume 1. A bibliography
with abstracts p0623 N78-33601
40. Fuel consumption: Industrial, residential, and general studies. Volume 2. A bibliography
with abstracts p0623 N78-33602
41. Lithium batteries, volume 2. Citations from the NTIS data base p0623 N78-33603
42. Lithium batteries. Citations from the engineering index data base p0623 N78-33604
43. Lead batteries. Citations from the NTIS data base p0624 N78-33605
44. Heliostat systems design and operation. Citations from the engineering index data base
p0624 N78-33608
45. Flat plate solar collector design and performance. Citations from the engineering index
database p0624N78-33610
46. Geothermal energy. Part 1- Exploration, volume 3. Citations from NTIS data base
p0625 N78-33881
47. Geothermal energy. Part 2: Corrosion and equipment, volume 3. Citations from the
NTIS data base * p0625 N78-33882
. 48. Geothermal energy. Part 3: Technology and general studies, volume 3. Citations; from
the NTIS data base p0625 N78-33883
49. Geothermal energy, volume 3. Citations from the engineering index data base
p0626 N78-33884
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IAA ENTRIES
A78-43325 # Detection of heat loss from buildings through
aerial thermography - Applications and methodology G R Law-
rence (Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing, Toronto, Canada) In
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May
16-18, 1977, Proceedings Ottawa, Canadian
Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p 220-226 5 refs
The article discusses the application of aerial thermography for
the identification of buiTding heat losses The following necessary
conditions are identified (1) the overflight should begin 3 hours
after sunset or 1 hour after the expected nighttime low, (2) daytime
temperature should be about 5 C and nighttime temperature should
be about 3 C, (3) the air should be relatively calm, (4) the sky should
be relatively clear, (5) there should not be a temperature inversion
between the ground and the aircraft, (6) the dew point should be at
least 3 C, and (7) the aircraft should be flown at an altitude in the
360-540 m range Building heat loss is related to the apparent
roof-top temperature sensed by the scanner This temperature is
translated into grey tones on the film Information gathered by field
checking has indicated that the technique yields reasonably accurate
measurements of building heat loss S C S
A78-43357 * tl Planning a new era in air transport efficiency
J J Kramer (NASA, Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology,
Washington, D.C ) Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol 16, July-Aug
1978, p 26-28
The current status of the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency
(ACEE) program is briefly reviewed with reference to CTOL aircraft
Attention is given to four basic technologies turboprop, advanced
aerodynamics and active controls, laminar flow control, and com-
posites B J
A78-43358 * # CTOL concepts and technology development
D W. Conner (NASA, Langley Research Center, Systems Analysis
Branch, Hampton, Va) Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol 16
July-Aug 1978, p 29-37 11 refs.
Various developments in the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE)
program are discussed Terminal-area operations are considered with
emphasis on the Terminal Configured Vehicle program Considera-
tion is also g /en to aircraft systems studies and economics (including
noise reduction programs), coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
(including LH2-fueled aircraft), and transport-aircraft concepts (in-
cluding laminar flow control). BJ
A78-43359 * # Airframes and aerodynamics R W Leonard
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va ) Astronautics and
Aeronautics, vol 16, July-Aug 1978, p 38-46
The first part of the paper discusses the Energy Efficient
Transport program of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE)
program, giving attention to the development of active aerodynamics
and active controls The second part of the paper deals with two
other portions of the ACEE program Composite Primary Structures
and Laminar Flow Control B J
A78-43360 * # Propulsion D L Nored (NASA, Lewis Re-
search Center, Energy Conservative Engines Office, Cleveland, Ohio)
Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol 16, July-Aug 1978, p 47-54,
119 14 refs
NASA aims at developing propulsion technology to reduce the
fuel consumption of present engines by 5%, that of new engines of
the late 1980s by at least 12%, and that of an advanced early 1990s
turboprop by an additional 15% This paper reviews three separate
NASA programs which take up these aims They are, respectively.
Engine Component Improvement, Energy Efficient Engine, and
Advanced Turboprops B J
A78-43388 Solar energy conversion using semiconducting
photoanodes W A Gerrard and L M Rouse (Materials and Energy
Research Centre, Teheran, Iran) (American Vacuum Society and
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Symposium on
Electron, Ion, and Photon Beam Technology, 14th, Palo Alto, Calif,
May 25-27, 19771 Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, vol
15, May-June 1978. p 1155-1165 133 refs
The application of photoelectrochemical devices for solar energy
conversion is considered Problems associated with performance
degradation when illuminated in an aqueous environment have been
overcome by the addition of stabilizing redox ions to the electrolyte
In such devices conversion efficiency is a function of the Schottky
barrier at the interface, the semiconductor bandgap and affinity, and
the electrolyte redox level Conversion efficiencies of 7-9% have been
achieved S C.S
A78-43402 The reduction of nitrogen oxide emission m
oil-burning installations (Sticfcoxid-Emissionsverrmgerung bei 01-
feuerungen). M Buzina, E Petro (Gebr Sulzer AG, Wmterthur,
Switzerland), and H J Janssen (Senvico AG, Langnau, Switzerland)
Brennstoff-Warme-Kraft, vol 30, June 1978, p 255-257 In German
A description is presented of an investigation which was
conducted in connection with the further development of an
industrial burner Heavy and very light fuel oil fractions were used in
the investigation The burner design with respect to air and flue gas
supply makes a variation of the operational conditions possible
Changes in the operational conditions were found to have a
pronounced effect on the formation of nitrogen oxide Reactions
occurring under four different sets of operational conditions were
investigated It was found that the process of air and flue gas mixing,
the injection location, and the entrance velocity of the gaseous
mixture in the combustion chamber are important factors which
determine the characteristics of the combustion process The
conditions for a minimization of nitrogen oxide formation are
discussed G.R
469
A78-43403
A78-43403 Coal processing technology Volume 3 New
York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977 200 p $20
Clean fuels from coal are considered along with uses for
fluidized bed coal combustion, coal-fired MHD power generation, the
environmental influence of coal liquefaction, presulfiding coal liquid
hydrodesulfunzation catalysts, removing micron size particles from
coal liquids, the evaluation of coal carbonization processes, alterna-
tives to stack-gas scrubbing, effluents from Synthane gasification of
lignite, pressurized feed for coal gasification, purification processes
for coal gasification, and experimental studies of gas-solids transport
Attention is also given to high-rate coal gasification, the influence of
environment on coal conversion sites, jet fuels from synthetic crudes,
gas turbine engine fuel from synthetic crude, an evaluation of
coal-derived JP-5 fuels, environmental aspects of coal gasification,
coal-based ammonia plant operation, and design concepts for a coal
hydrocarbomzation plant G R
A78-43404 Clean fuels from coal E P Stambaugh, J F
Miller, S S Tam, S P Chauhan, H F Feldmann, H E Carlton, H
Nack, and J H Oxley (Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus,
Ohio) Ifi Coal processing technology Volume 3
New York, Amencin Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1977, p 1-4
A description is presented of a new coal desulfunzation process
which is based on heating a water coal slurry and a leaching agent at
moderate temperatures and pressures The technology involved
promises to be an excellent process for reducing the sulfur level of
high-sulfur coals to meet Federal sulfur emission standards The
eported process has successfully extracted up to 99% of the pyritic
ulfur and up to, 70% of the organic sulfur in both batch laboratory
ixperiments and small-scale prepilot plant continuous operation to
iroduce a clean solid fuel for electric utilities, industrial boilers,
chools, and any facility using coal as the source of energy The
>rimary end products of the process are clean solid fuel and
'lemental sulfur, which can be marketed or easily stored Sodium
lydroxide and calcium hydroxide have been identified as the most
jromising leaching agents G R
^78-43405 Uses for fluidized bed coal combustion. A P
:raas (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn) In Coal
processing technology Volume 3 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 5-11 18 refs
It is pointed out that burning coal in a fluidized bed offers an
intriguing means of obtaining electricity as well as high-temperature
process heat from many types of coal fuels, and with no need for
costly air pollution control systems in the stack emission Coal fuels
which can be used employ lignite and high sulfur bituminous coal
The thermodynamic cycles that appear most attractive are a closed
cycle gas turbine and a cesium- or potassium-steam binary vapor
cycle The former has the advantage that it is more conventional
whereas the latter gives a higher efficiency for the production of
electricity The potassium (or cesium) cycle has the additional
advantage that it makes clean process heat available at any given
constant temperature up to 1540 F G R
A78-43406 Coal-fired MHD power generation A J
Kumnick (Montana State University, Bozeman, Mont) In Coal
processing technology Volume 3 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 12-15 12 refs
The first MHD generator, which became a laboratory reality in
1959, produced 11 5 kW of electric power The interest in MHD
generators is related to their potential of converting fossil fuel
(particularly coal) to electricity at a higher efficiency than existing
technologies In an MHD generator of the considered type, the metal
armatures of a conventional turbogenerator are replaced by a very
hot conducting gas moving at a high velocity perpendicular to a
magnetic field In the operation of an open cycle coal-fired MHD
generator, the gas is combustion gas which is obtained by burning
pulverized coal with preheated air The electrical conductivity of the
gas is increased by the addition of a 'seed' material such as
potassium Critical problem areas regarding the development of a
commercially feasible MHD system are examined G R
A78-43407 The environmental influence of coal lique-
faction E M Magee, C E Jdhnig^ and C D Kalfaldelis (Exxon
Research and Engineering Co, Linden, NJ) In Coal processing
technology Volume 3 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 16-22 20 refs
The coal-processing plants required to replace a significant
fraction of the U S oil consumption by synthetic liquids derived
from coal could potentially represent a formidable source of
environmental pollution An investigation was in this connection
conducted regarding the environmental influence of coal liquefaction
processes Effects on the environment are related to the natural
resources consumed and the effluents emitted Water is required for
the processing operations The requirements for water are a very
critical factor in many western areas where coal is abundant but
water is scarce The principal emissions of concern are huge
quantities of gaseous, liquid, and solid effluents, as well as waste
heat The composition of stack gases from the processes depends on
the fuel which is used G R
A78-43408 Presulfiding coal liquid hydrodesulfunzation
catalysts M M Ahmed and B L Crynes (Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, Okla) In Coal processing technology
Volume 3 New York, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 23-27 11 refs
Some coal liquefaction processes under consideration may
require secondary hydrotreatment with hydrodesulfunzation (HDS)
as an important step in upgrading the coal-derived liquids A
specialized program developed for HDS is discussed A trickle bed
reactor is used in the conducted experiments The significance of the
obtained results is considered It is found that the total amount of
H2S supplied during catalyst presulfiding has an effect on the
catalyst activity A relatively small amount of H2S results in a lower
activity of the catalyst The activity of the catalyst decreases also
when the sulf ided catalyst is treated with pure hydrogen G R
A78-43409 Evaluation of coal carbonization processes J
M Holmes, H D Cochran, Jr, M S Edwards, D S Joy, and P M.
Lantz (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn) In Coal
processing technology Volume 3 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 40-46 8 refs
The reported survey shows that a number of processes for the
carbonization and hydrocarbomzation of bituminous coals are
available However, only the development of the Lurgi-Ruhrgas
process has currently reached the commercial stage The others are in
various stages of development, including the Coalcon process, which
is currently being scaled for a use in a demonstration plant A wide
range of yields can be obtained by these processes which are
primarily dependent upon coal rank and process operating condi-
tions Agglomeration of the coal during carbonization can be
prevented by a variety of methods An attractive approach appears to
be the bed recirculation method Desulfunzation of the liquid and
char products can be achieved by additional treatment with
hydrogen G R
A78-43410 Alternatives to stack-gas scrubbing J M
Evans (Enviro Control, Inc, Rockville, Md ) In Coal processing
technology Volume 3 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 47-52 25 refs
Physical coal beneficiation processes considered include a
coal-agglomeration process, a multistream coal cleaning system,
two-stage froth flotation, electrophoretic separation, and magnetic
separation Chemical processes investigated are related to a hydro-
thermal process, an oxygen leaching process, 'sulfur oxidation',
chemical comminution, and chemical cleaning A description is
presented of the approaches used to obtain accurate specific gravity
control in a multistream technique Physical and chemical methods
employed to reduce particle size are discussed along with the
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concepts involved in chemical leaching The important parameters of
chemical coal cleaning processes are presented in a table G R
A78-43411 Effluents from Synthane gasification of lig-
nite. M J Massey (Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa.), 0
V. Nakles, A J Forney, and W. P Haynes (U.S Department of
Energy, Pittsburgh, Pa ) In Coal processing technology Volume 3.
New York, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1977. p 53-59 8 ref s.
An extensive experimental program was initiated to study
quantitatively the nature of effluent production and the various
gasifier process variables which affect it The investigation included
studies of the rates of production of various gasifier effluents as a
function of time from gasifier startup to shutdown and the effects of
changes in selected process variables on the rate of production of
various effluents The associated effects of changes in these variables
on yields of total product gas and equivalent methane were also
examined along with the impacts of changes in selected process
variables on the composition and physical properties of char and tar
produced Attention is given to the equipment arrangement for
gasification trials, the effect of coal injection geometry, and the
mechanisms responsible for the observed results G.R
A78-43412 Pressurized feed for coal gasification A H
Furman (General Electric Co, Schenectady, N.Y) In Coal pro-
cessing technology Volume 3 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 60-65 Research
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute
A description is presented of a continuous 'cold'coal extrusion
process to compact and feed coal fines directly into a pressurized
gasifier This process is to make it possible to utilize coal fines which
cannot be processed in conventional fixed-bed gasifiers Such a
utilization of fines is economically important because mine coal can
contain as much as 30%-40% fines In the described process, screened
coal fines are mixed with a tar binder and fed into the hopper of the
extruder The mix is conveyed down the barrel' by a screw and
compressed into a solid continuous rod of extrudate in the die area
A two-inch extruder was employed in the first scale-up of the
process It was found that the screw component was subjected to
much wear A screw/ram device was designed in an effort to
overcome these difficulties Other problems which had to be solved
were related to pressure maintenance and variations in the charac-
teristics of the coal G R
A78-43413 Purification processes for coal gasification. D
K Fleming and H S Pnmack (Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago,
III) In Coal processing technology Volume 3 (A78-43403 19-44)
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p
66-78 47refs
A review! is conducted of purification processes for gas streams
generated in high-Btu coal gasification processes Particular attention
is given to systems for sulfur removal and recovery from the raw
product gas and for cleaning the Claus plant tail gas Certain
problems are created by the variations in the coal properties
Therefore, the coal gasification facility has a feedstock that cannot
be adequately characterized, but is known to vary widely The group
of systems that remove sulfurous compounds and carbon dioxide
from gases are genencally called acid-gas removal processes The
selection of an acid-gas removal system will depend, in part, upon the
process chosen for treating the off-gas for sulfur recovery In general,
it is economically preferable to process as much of the gas through a
Claus process as possible Attention is given to selectivity in acid-gas
removal, the use of alkanolammes, the employment of physical
solvents, and details regarding the Claus process G R
A78-43414 High rate coal gasification R L Coates
(Eyrmg Research Institute, Provo, Utah) In Coal processing
technology Volume 3 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 89-94 Contract No
£(49-181-1548
Studies of pressurized gasification of coal in experimental
entrained flow gasifiers conducted between 1953 and 1962 by the
U S Bureau of Mines has demonstrated that the reactfiw j^jf
pulverized bituminous coal with oxygen and steam could be
efficiently carried out at gasifier coal throughput rates as high as,500
Ib/hr/cu ft of reaction-zone volume. This rate is more than an order
of magnitude greater than the volumetric throughput rates of
existing commercial stirred-bed gasifiers A description is presented
of an experimental gasifier similar to the Bureau of Mines design, but
with provisions for recovering sensible heat from the product stream
Recent results are also reported in which efficient gasification has
been achieved at throughput rates of 1000 Ib/hr/ft The pulverized
coal, entrained in a recycled stream of product gas, and a mixture of
preheated oxygen and superheated steam are fed to the top of the
gasifier Attention is given to a design employed to prevent slag
solidification, results obtained with Utah bituminous coal, and a
comparison with prior data ' G R
A78-43415* Jet fuels from synthetic crudes A C Antome
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) and J P Gallagher
(A*'antic Richfield Co , Harvey, III) In Coal processing technology
Volume 3 New York, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 107-114 Contract No NAS3-19747
An investigation was conducted to determine trie technical
problems in the conversion of a significant portion of a barrel of
either a shale oil or a coal synthetic crude oil into a suitable aviation
turbine fuel Three syncrudes were used, one from shale and two
from coal, chosen as representative of typical crudes from future
commercial production The material was used to produce jet'fuels
of varying specifications by distillation, hydrotreating, and hydro-
cracking Attention is given to process requirements, hydrotreating
process conditions, the methods used to analyze the final products,
the conditions for shale oil processing, and the coal liquid processing
conditions The results of the investigation show that jet fuel's of
defined specifications can be made from oil shale and coal syncrudes
using readily available commercial processes , " 'J G*R
A78-43416 Gas turbine engine fuel from synthetic crude
F S EisenandJ D Tice (Suntech, Inc , Marcus Hook, Pa ) In Coal
processing technology Volume 3 New' York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 115-121 7*refs
In an effort to expand the domestic supply base for hqu'id fuel,
a program was initiated to evaluate the suitability of synthetic fuels
(from coal, oil shale, and tar sands) for DOD needs In this
connection a contract was awarded to an American company to
produce jet fuel from coal-derived synthetic crude oil The objective
was to provide JP-5 type jet fuel samples for testing In the first
phase of the project four 10-gal lots of jet fuel were prepared from
coal syncrude During the second phase 250 gal were produced of
one of the fuels The investigation shows that gas turbine engine fuels
having 2-25 vol % aromatics, which meet most current^ JP-_5
specifications, can be produced from the coal syncrudes tested
Severe hydrogenation conditions are required to reduce the aromatic
content of the coal syncrude kerosme fraction to 20-25 vol % in one
stage Meeting the current JP-5 smoke point specification will be
difficult for coal-derived fuels with aromatics greater than 20 vol %
or so '' ;G'RX
A78-43417 Evaluation of coal-derived JP-5 fuels C J<
Nowack, J Solash, and R J Delfosse (US Naval Air Propulsion
Test Center, Trenton, N J ) In Coal processing technology Volume
3 New York, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1977, p 122-126 5 refs
On the basis of an evaluation of the data obtained in the pilot
plant experiment of an American company, it is concluded that it
will be difficult to convert coal syncrudes from the Char Oil Energy
Development process into a jet fuel having all the properties of the
present MIL-T-5624K specification for grade JP-5 fuel Those*
properties which will not be acceptable fo a wide boiling range fuel!;
having an end point of 575 F, are specific gravity, viscosity, and
smoke point on a 25% aromatic level Development work on refining
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coal syncrudes should be conducted to improve process variables
This work should also include the development of catalysts that are
resistant to those compounds in coal syncrudes which are responsible
for deactivation Both high and low aromatic fuels derived from Utah
and Western Kentucky coals had acceptable storage and thermal
oxidation stability G R
higher ash-content agglomerates for a given feed particle size range
The average feed particle size appears to affect the bed temperature
at which agglomerates begin to form The required bed agglomerating
temperature increases with decreasing particle size Ferrous alumi-
num silicate eutectic was found to promote the formation of ash
agglomerates V P
A78-43418 Environmental aspects of coal gasification. C
E Jahnig and R R Bertrand (Exxon Research and Engineering Co ,
Linden, NJ) In Coal processing technology Volume 3
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1977, p 127-132 17 refs
It would take about 80 large plants for converting coal to
synthetic natural gas to provide clean fuel equivalent to 20% of the
U S current oil consumption Required new supplies of coal will be
over 300 million ton/yr compared to current production of about
600 million ton/yr Detailed evaluations have been conducted
concerning the impact of this new coal conversion industry on the
environment Specific areas of concern are related to solids disposal,
emissions to the air, water effluents, and trace metals The area of
trace elements warrants special mention because a lareje number of
toxic trace elements have considerable volatility in the gasifier and
become concentrated in the raw gas clean up system Specific
methods will have to be developed for their recovery or proper
disposal Approaches for environmental controls are discussed, taking
into account cooling and scrubbing, water clean up, acid gas removal,
and solids disposal GR
A78-43419 The Exxon donor solvent process L E
Furlong, E Effron, L W Vernon, and E L Wilson (Exxon Research
and Engineering Co , Baytbwn, Tex ) In Coal processing technol-
ogy VolumeS New York, American Institute of
'Chemicar'Engmeers, 1977, p 145-151 6 refs
' In the present paper, Exxon's research work on coal liquefaction
is reviewed, and the currently envisioned commercial EDS process is
outlined Particular attention is given to the donor solvent, the
currently operating 1-ton/day pilot plant, and the nature of the
liquid products The principal steps of the EDS process directed
'toward production of naphtha blending components and low-sulfur
fuel oil are discussed, and the basic requirements and specifications
for a 250-ton/day pilot unit are established V P
A78-43420 'Fluid bed processing of agglomerating coals J
Yerushalmi (New York, City University, New York, NY) In Coal
processing technology Volume 3 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 156-165 36 refs
, Fluid bed technologies for processing coal may benefit sub-
stantially if a caking coal could be fed directly to the bed without
pretreatment In the present paper, a number of techniques that
might be employed to process a caking coal in fluidized beds are
discussed, and a technical basis for each of the techniques is
developed Particular attention is given to means of achieving
effective dispersal of raw particles of coal in the dry char that
comprises the bed V P
A78-43421 A fluidized-bed ash-agglomeration gasifier W
A Sandstrom, A G Rehmat, and W G Bair (Institute of Gas
Technology, Chicago, III ) In Coal processing technology Volume
3 New York, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1977, p 180-186 Research sponsored by the American
Gas Association and ERDA
The test program described has provided conclusive evidence
that high-ash-content agglomerates can be selectively removed on a
steady-state long-term basis from a dense-phase fluidized bed of high
carbon content Carbon utilization is further improved by fines
recycle, so that carbon gasification efficiencies over 95% are
obtainable In tests at near atmospheric pressure, it proved possible
to obtain agglomerates of 65 to 95 percent ash content from a
dense-phase fluidized bed with an average ash content between 22
and 28 percent Higher bed temperatures were found to produce
A78-43422 The AOL extractive coking process S A
Reber, R M Nadkarm, R W Hyde, A H Schutte, and R P Stickles
(Arthur D Little, Inc, Cambridge, Mass) In Coal processing
technology Volume 3 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1977, p 187-193 15 refs
Coal liquefaction processes are considered and a description is
presented of an extractive coking coal liquefaction process, called the
ADL process The process involves the use of a hydrogen-donor
solvent under mild conditions to achieve the liquefaction and the use
of cracking and coking to separate the product as an overhead vapor
from the coal ash and the heavy portion of the coal extract
Pittsburgh seam coal is ground to 80% mmus-200-mesh and dried
Coal is crushed and ground, then added to the coke drum along with
mildly hydrogenated recycled solvent whose boiling range is approxi-
mately from 450-700 F The coal and solvent react in the drum at
about 750 F The yield structure for the ADL process depends
heavily upon process conditions, in particular, upon the coking
pressure Attention is given to process development unit and
bench-scale data, a preliminary economic analysis, and the advan-
tages of the ADL process over other processes G R
A78-43492 H Operation of an electrohydrodynamic heat
pipe against gravity (O rabote elektrogidrodmamicheskoi teplovoi
truby protiv sil tiazhesti) V D Shkilev Akademna fJauk Moldavskoi
SSft, Izvestna, Sen/a Fiziko-Tekhnicheskikh i Matematicheskikh
Nauk, no 1, 1978, p 89-91 7 refs In Russian
The paper describes an experimental study of the possibility of
achieving high efficiency heat transfer with an EHD heat pipe, with a
high-voltage electrode situated only above the evaporation zone (an
area of 20 sq cm) The working fluid was Freon-113, refrigerator
temperature was maintained at about 16 C during the experiment
Consideration is given to the dependence of mean temperature of the
evaporator on the specific heat flux and on the heat power of the
pipe, the temperature profile along the pipe is presented It is shown
that the use of EHD effects is an efficient way to improve the
performance of heat pipes that operate against gravity B J
A78-43504 • # Design approaches to more energy etticient
engines. N T. Saunders, R S Colladay, and L E Macioce (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engineers,
Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev., July 25-27,
1978, AIAA Paper 78-931 10 p 5 refs
In 1976 NASA initiated the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE)
Program to assist in the development of technology for more
fuel-efficient aircraft for commercial airline use The Energy Effi-
cient Engine (EEE) Project of the ACEE program is intended to lay
the advanced-technology foundation for a new generation of
turbofan engines This project, planned as a seven-year cooperative
government-industry effort, is aimed at developing and demonstrat-
ing advanced component and systems technologies for engines that
could be introduced into airline service by the late 1980s or early
1990s In addition to fuel savings, new engines must offer potential
for being economically attractive to the airline users and environ-
mentally acceptable A description is presented of conceptual
energy-efficient engine designs which offer potential for achieving all
of the goals established for the EEE Project G R
A78-43505 * # General aviation internal combustion engine
research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center E A Willis
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engi-
neers, Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev, July
25-27, 1978, AIAA Paper 78-932 15 p 17 refs
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An update is presented of non-turbine general aviation engine
programs underway at the NASA-Lewis Research Center in Cleve-
land, Ohio The program encompasses conventional, lightweight
diesel and rotary engines Its three major thrusts are (a) reduced
SFC's, (b) improved fuels tolerance, and (c) reducing emissions
Current and planned future programs in such areas as lean operation,
improved fuel management, advanced cooling techniques and ad-
vanced engine concepts, are described These are expected to lay the
technology base, by the mid to late 1980's, for engines whose life
cycle fuel costs are 30 to 50% lower than today's conventional
engines (Author)
A78-43530 # An overview of the Satellite Power System -
Transportation system. G M Hanley and R P Bergeron (Rockwell
International Corp, Space Div, Seal Beach, Calif) American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive
Engineers, Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev, July
25-27, 1978, AIAA Paper 78-975 11 p 6 refs
A key element in the overall feasibility of the Satellite Power
System (SPS) is the transportation concept either available or
projected to be available in the time being considered Since
transportation costs contribute significantly to the total SPS life
cycle cost, methods of reducing transportation cost or simplifying
transportation operations greatly enhance the acceptance of the SPS
concept Major elements of the SPS transportation system consist of
heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV), Space Shuttle, cargo and personnel
orbit transfer vehicles (COTV and POTV), and on-orbit mobility
system (OOTV) A major driver in transportation system selection is
the COTV concept used for transfer from low earth orbit (LEO) to
geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) Depending on COTV
concept selection, two of every three launch vehicle flights to LEO
may be required for OTV propellant resupply Trade studies were
conducted on SPS construction site (LEO or GEO) and COTV
concepts (chemical, nuclear, and electric self powered or dedicated)
A preferred system concept was selected on the basis of cost,
operational complexity, and environmental considerations (Author)
A78-43603 # Parameter optimization for engine control
systems. W R Seitz (Bendix Research Laboratories, Southfield,
Mich ) and S J Citron (Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind )
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of
Automotive Engineers, Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las
Vegas, Nev, July 25-27, 1978, AIAA Paper 78-1105 8 p 11 refs
This paper describes the steps followed in optimizing the design
of an automotive engine control system Adjustment of design
parameters allows the control to be adapted to a particular engine,
but the complexity of system interactions may limit the designer's
ability to achieve optimum performance by intuitive feel alone The
system may be represented in the design process by an analytical
model, a computer simulation, or indeed may be the actual engine
hardware Three techniques of parameter optimization are described,
two of which have intuitive justification The design approach is
applied to the calibration of an electronic fuel injection and ignition
control system (Author)
A78-43613 if Study of solar energy systems for warm water
production with natural circulation (Studie van zonneenergie-
systemen voor warmwaterproduktie met natuurlijke cirkulatie) C
Van Geit and H Vasseur Leuven, Katholicke Universiteit, Fakulteit
der Toegepaste Wetenschappen, Burgerlijk Werktuigkundig Ingemeur
Dissertation, 1977 150 p 22 refs In Dutch
The performance of a solar energy system for household warm
water, in which the solar energy not only heats the water but is also
responsible for the flow of the water, is analyzed with atmospheric
conditions taken into account First a theoretical study of the
thermal losses of a flat-plate collector is carried out These results are
compared with some experimental data A model of a complete
system is developed, that permits one to calculate the temperature
variation in the storage vat as a function of time This model gives
accurate results if the solar radiation varies in a regular manner
FORTRAN computer programs for all calculations are given P T H
A78-43615 fj Design of a measurement facility for determin-
ing the losses of a solar collector under standard conditions (Ontwerp
van een meetopstellmg voor het bepalen van de verliezen van een
zonnekollektor onder standaardvoorwaarden) J Kegels and J
Tiebout Leuven, Katholieke Universiteit, Fakulteit der Toegepaste
Wetenschappen, Burgerlijk Elektrotechmsch-Werktuigkundig Inge-
meur Dissertation, 1977 119 p 14 refs In Dutch
A measuring facility is described in which it is possible to
calculate the various kinds of losses in a flat-plate collector under
controlled conditions The basic part of the facility is a test chamber
consisting of a box of small height The bottom surface of the box is
formed by the glass of the collector, the upper consists of perforated
strips and slots Cold air is blown through the holes in the strips
perpendicular to the glass The air is then sucked up along the slots
In this way convection losses are simulated The strips also serve as
counter upper surface in radiation exchange Extensive loss measure-
ment results are presented, and accuracy evaluations are carried out
P T H
A78-43618 # The PERICLES project (Le projet
P E R I C L E S ) B Authier L'Astronomie, vol 92, June 1978, p
265-275 5 refs In French
The use of spherical solar receptors in a simply constructed
device and in the PERICLES project is examined (PERICLES is an
acronym derived from the French words for energy production in
isolated regions by limited concentration of solar energy) The
optimum position, form, and size of a boiler associated with a
spherical solar receptor is determined for an installation with a
200-400 kW peak The efficiencies of spherical solar receptors of
different types or locations are surveyed, and it is thought an exit
temperature of 350 C can be obtained by use of this design M L
.. >o\ •••
A78-43700 Controlled nuclear fusion, a challenge for the
engineer IV - Systems and components for fusion reactors (Kon-
trollierte Kernfusion, eine Herausforderung an den Ingemeur. IV •
Systeme und Komponenten fur Fusionsreaktoren). H Frey
(Leybold-Heraeus GmbH und Co, Hanau, West Germany) VDI-Z,
vol 120, no 13, July 1978, p 641-645 InGerman ,
 uo ,
The design and the functions of the reactor blanket^are
discussed along with the electrical systems and components of, the
reactor The blanket, a complex envelope structure surrounding the
thermonuclear plasma, has important functions These functions are
related to the transformation of the kinetic energy of fusion
neutrons into thermal energy, the breeding of tritium, and, *in the
case of reactors using magnetic containment, also the shielding of the
superconducting coils Tritium is produced in connection with
processes involving the nuclear reaction of Li-6 and Li-7 with
neutrons The high diffusion rate of tritium through niobium can be
utilized for its separation Details concerning the fuel cycle of a
fusion reactor, the tritium separation system, the lithium-potassium-
steam cycle (direct cooling), and the lithium-helium cycle (indirect
cooling) are illustrated with the aid of diagrams Attention is also
given to the structure of a Tokamak reactor with a thermal power of
5 GW, the design of a blanket module, the stored energy of
magnetic-field coils with superconducting material as a function of
mean current density, measurement and control technology, and
power supply systems G R
A78-43706 Organometallic-sourced VPE AIGaA/GaAS
concentrator solar cells having conversion efficiencies of 19% N J
Nelson, K K Johnson, R L Moon, H A Vander Plas, and L W
James (Varian Associates, Inc , Palo Alto, Calif) Applied Physics
Letters, vol 33, July 1, 1978, p 26, 27 7 refs Contract No
A78-43725 Work function and Auger measurements of the
initial oxidation of hydrogenated amorphous Si and of single-crystal
Si. B Goldstein and D J Szostak (RCA Laboratories, Princeton,
NJ) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, July 1, 1978, p 85-87 13
refs
We have monitored the change in work function during the
initial oxidation of discharge-produced amorphous Si(H) and corre-
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lated this change with the amount of adsorbed oxygen as measured
by Auger spectroscopy With exposure to oxygen, the work function
first increases .(explained in terms of a dipole layer on the surface)
and then decreases (explained in terms of penetration of oxygen
below the surface) The explanation appears to be confirmed by
similar measurements on the three primary crystallographic faces of
single-crystal Si Initial sticking coefficient and dipole strength of
oxygen adsorbed on amorphous Si are given (Author)
A78-43748 Emission control technology for sulphur
oxides and nitrogen oxides from flue gases in Japan T Ohtsuka and
Y Ishihara (Central Research Institute of Electrical Power Industry,
Tokyo, Japan) (Institute of Fuel, Conference on Advancing Energy
Technology, Eastbourne, Sussex, England, Oct 31-Nov 2, 1977)
Institute of Fuel, Journal, vo\ 51, June 1978, p 82-90 31 refs
Flue-gas desulfunzation plants installed in Japan total approxi-
mately 1000 units having a capacity of 93 x 10 to the 6th normal cu
m/h as of late 1976 The 30 large-capacity plants installed in the
electric power industry process flue gases of about 22 x 10 to the 6th
normal'cu m/h (equivalent to 7188 MW of power generation) To
reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides, combustion modification
systems have been installed m most of the boilers in the electric
power industry Many organizations have been developing various
flue gas denitrification processes to reduce emissions of nitrogen
oxides further The catalytic reduction process has reached the
commercial stage for processing 'clean gas', but for 'dirty gas',
technical problems remain Wet processes for flue gas denitrification
have'the1 advantage of removing both nitrogen oxides and sulfur
oxides, simultaneously Therefore, various processes have been
developed at pilot plants but several technical problems have not yet
been solved these are described (Author)
represents the, trend The regression model does better according to
both criteria As an example, the regression model is used to predict
seasonal volumes of coal consumption B J
A78-43771 On photo fuel J O Bockrrs and L Handley
(Flinders University, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia) Energy
Conversion, vol 18, no 1, 1978, p 1 8 24 refs
The process of direct solar conversion of water into hydrogen
and oxygen gas is discussed The most important research goal is the
attainment of a stable photoanode with a small energy gap (0 75-1 5
eV) Recent advances in cladding, stable photocathodes, and a stable
working photodnven cell are characterized Examined topics related
to the optimization of photoelectrolysis include thermodynamic
requirements, band bending, the reduction potential value, surface
states, and doping of semiconductors Photocorrosion and its
possible prevention is considered Present hydrogen generation
efficiencies are only 0 1% with at least 5 10% needed for commercial
utility M L
A78-43772 Economic analysis of heat transmission from
low temperature geothermal .sources H E Klei (Connecticut,
University, Storrs, Conn ) Energy Conversion, vol 18, no 1, 1978,
p 17-23 9 refs Contract No E(10-1) 1628
The costs of transmitting low-temperature geothermal water
(150-300 F) were Devaluated as a function of wellhead temperature,
distance between the geothermal field and the energy usage site, and
total energy demand of the system It was found that transmission
was not practical beyond 2-3 miles and that economies of scale are
very important Energy demand should be above 50,000,000 Btu/hr
For drying operations located within a three mile radius of a 270 F
geothermal source, energy costs are within the SI 50-S3 00 per
1,000,000 Btu range and could become competitive (Author)
A78-43749 Photosynthesis in vitro M D Arcner (Cam-
bridge University, Cambridge, England) (Institute of Fuel, Confer-
ence on Advancing Energy Technology, Eastbourne, Sussex,
England, Oct 31-Nov 2, ,1977) Institute of Fuel, Journal, vol 51,
June 1978, p 100-108 47 refs
Various methods of direct conversion of solar energy to
electrical or chemical energy are reviewed The principles that
underlie photovoltaic cells, and the mechanism of photosynthesis in
vivo areidiscussed, and loss factors which describe the operational
efficiency'of these two direct converters are defined Newer, less
highly developed photoelectrochemical and photochemical methods
of solar energy conversion are described and their efficiencies are
discussed in terms of the same loss factors (Author)
A78-43750 The future of geothermal energy H C H
Armstead (Institute of Fuel, Conference on Advancing Energy
Technology, Eastbourne, Sussex, England, Oct 31-Nov 2. 1977)
Institute of Fuel, Journal, vol 51, June 1978, p 109-118 9 refs
A review of present and potential geothermal energy sources is
presented noting hyperthermal and semrthermal fields and large
masses of hot rocks Methods for rock fracturing, drilling, and
deep fracture dilation are outlined Estimates are made of the order
of magnitude of extractable heat and its qualitative value It is
observed that geothermal heat causes the least pollution of all energy
sources and that it is a relatively economical procedure S C S
A78-43752 # Criteria for choosing a regression model for
the analysis and prediction of fuel-supply processes with a seasonal
component (Obosnovanie vybora regressionnoi modeli dlia analiza i
prognozirovanna protsessov tophvosnabzheniia s sezonnoi sostavhaiu-
shchei) V I Zorkal'tsev Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestua, Energeti-
ka i Transport, May June 1978, p 135-143 7 refs In Russian
Two methods of time series analysis - the sliding mean formula
and the regression equation - are compared with respect to their
ability to predict trends and seasonal fluctuations on the basis of two
criteria (1) determination of a priori requirements placed on the
method of computing components, and (2) determination of the
maximum power of the polynomial with respect to the time which
A78-43773 On the relation between insolation and di-
matological variables V - Estimation of availability of solar energy
D Rapp (Texas, University, Richardson, Tex ) and A A J Hoffman
(Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Tex ) Energy Conversion,
vol 18, no 1, 1978, p 31-37
A new procedure is developed for estimating availability of solar
energy in localities where adequate data are not available The hourly
variations in solar intensity with day of the year during clear weather
(essentially no clouds and unlimited visibility) are shown to follow
regular repeatable patterns These patterns have been determined for
four southwestern locations From these data, it is possible to
estimate the maximum possible available solar energy for perfectly
clear weather The effect of clouds and reduction in visibility is to
reduce the solar intensity below the value appropriate to any hour of
any day in clear weather A study of the dependence of reduction in
solar intensity on cloud cover and visibility is now being conducted
for several southwestern locations A model for the dependence of
direct normal solar intensity on total insolation is also being
developed , (Author)
A78-43774 On the relation between global insolation on
horizontal and tilted surfaces D Rapp and D Oxley (Texas,
University, Richardson, Tex ) Energy Conversion, vol 18, no 1,
1978, p 39-43 6 refs
Global insolation has been measured at many sites on a
horizontal surface, but is needed on a tilted surface A study has
been made of patterns of global insolation for 12 months at Fort
Hood, Texas, where measurements are made on both horizontal and
tilted surfaces The results indicate that, during clear weather, use of
a geometrical formula for converting horizontal to tilted insolation
for direct rays result m values 3 3% high For the twelve month
period March, 1976-February, 1977, including all weather, but only
hours where the insolation on the tilted surface is greater than 22
Langleys/hr, the geometrical formula is 4 6% high It is concluded
that the geometrical formula can be used with small corrections
(Author)
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A78-43775 Two-phase flow in geopressured geothermal
wells S K Garg and J W Pritchett (Systems, Science and Software,
La Jolla, Calif ) Energy Conversion, vol 18, no 1, 1978, p 45-51
13 refs Contract No EY 76-C-5040-IS
The production characteristics of two-phase (free methane and
liquid water with dissolved methane) geopressured geothermal wells
are analyzed The fluid flow in the aquifer is treated as single-phase
(liquid water with dissolved methane) unsteady radial Darcian flow,
two-phase flow is assumed to occur only in the cased part of the
production hole The mathematical model allows for different gas
and liquid velocities in the two-phase regime Sample calculations
illustrate the effects on production of aquifer permeability and
compressibility, the depth of the geopressured aquifer, the reservoir
temperature, and the dissolved methane content of the aquifer fluids
(Author)
A78-43795 Long-term energy program related to regener-
ative sources (Langzeit-Energieprogramm aus regenerativen Quellen)
H Seitz Sonnenenergie, vol 3, May June 1978, p 7, 8, 11, 12 14
refs In German
It is pointed out that with respect to historical dimensions the
epochs of fossile and nuclear energy generation are very brief time
periods In order to satisfy energy requirements on a long term basis,
it is necessary to utilize existing natural energy streams The huge
potential of solar energy is in this connection considered The
question whether solar energy can satisfy human energy require-
ments leads to another question regarding the quantity of energy
needed for the current standard of life An investigation is conducted
regarding the approaches which can be used to reduce energy losses
as much as possible, taking into account conditions related to the use
of low temperature heat, process heat and electric power, and fuels
The generation of low-temperature heat with the aid of solar energy
is considered along with the various approaches available for the
generation of electric power It is proposed to combine wind-energy
installations with solar cells at a ratio 4 1 for the generated energy
The yearly distribution of the supplied energy would in this case
optimally approach the distribution of yearly energy demands and
energy storage requirements would be low Attention is also given to
energy related to refuse and biological sources and the production of
hydrogen G R
A78-43796 Low-temperature heating systems and solar
energy (Niedertemperaturheizungen und Sonnenenergie) A
Urbanek Sonnenenergie, vol 3, May-June 1978, p 16-18,21 7 refs
In German
It has been generally recognized that an economical supply of
heat for buildings is only possible with the aid of low-temperature
systems. An investigation is, therefore, conducted regarding the
central significance of low-temperature heating for future residential
heating applications It is pointed out that for the utilization of solar
energy, directly via solar collectors or indirectly via heat pumps, a
warm-water low-temperature heating system is a necessity for an
ontimal economical operation The low-temperature system (+50/25
C) operates with lower heat losses than the customary central heating
system (+90/70 C) and even the medium-temperature system
(+70/50 C) Attention is given to a reduction of heat losses related to
a utilization of low operational temperatures, advantages of floor
heating, economical operational temperatures for collectors, a
limiting temperature for heat pumps, and aspects of solar heating
technology G R
A78-43825 Unit helium requirements for superconductive
energy applications in the USA M A Hilal (Wisconsin, University,
Madison, Wis), G E Mclntosh (CTI, Denver, Colo), E L Stone,
and S W Van Sciver Cryogenics, vol 18, July 1978, p 415-422 36
refs U S Bureau of Mines Contract No PO480374
The paper provides estimates of the helium inventory and
annual makeup needed for commercial size units of several high
technology energy systems under study and development The study
considers superconductive magnetic energy storage, magnetically
confined fusion reactors, superconducting power transmission lines,
magnetohydrodynamic units, superconducting motors and genera-
tors, and particle accelerators Estimates are based on published
system studies and private information provided by various experts.
Simple scaling laws are developed and used to calculate heStuji
inventory where appropriate Helium loss rates are discussed and
used in estimates of annual helium makeup M L.
A78-43881 A baseline of logistic and power requirements
for full-scale manufacturing of metallic materials in earth orbit H
Bloom (General Electric Co , Space Div , Valley Forge, Pa ) In The
industrialization of space. Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual
Meeting, San Francisco, Calif, October 1820, 1977
San Diego, Calif, American Astronautical Society,
Univelt, Inc , 1978 22 p 11 refs (AAS 77 237)
A number of preliminary surveys have been carried out to
identify potential space processed materials that might be of suffi-
cient worth in earth-based applications to warrant their full-scale
production in space From these surveys, this paper extracts those
quantities of materials to be transported and stored, physical
parameters of production equipment and facilities, on-orbit operat-
ing needs, crew needs, and power requirements that are upper limits
of space processing requirements These data are then developed into
a representative baseline of the logistics and power requirements of a
future mature space manufacturing program B J
A78-43922 Planar solar energy convenor and concentrator
based on uranyl-doped glass R Reisfeld and S Neuman (Jerusalem,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel) Nature, vol 274, July 13,
1978, p 144, 145 7 refs
The paper describes the use of a fluorescent plane uranyl-doped
glass to convert and concentrate the UV and blue part of the solar
spectrum The device is able to dissipate the heat energy coming
directly from the sun over the large area of the glass so that only the
energy in the visible part of the spectrum will reach the solar cell
The excess between the absorbed energy and the band-gap energy
which is evolved as heat in the solar cell can be diminished by
decreasing the difference in wavelength between the useful and
excess energy When a rectangular slab of uranyl-doped glass is
coupled to a silicon cell and excited by a high pressure mercury
source, a considerable increase of current and voltage is obtained
The luminescence of uranyl does not fall in the spectral range of
maximum sensitivity of silicon cells, energy transfer from the uranyl
ion to an ion emitting closer to the maximum spectral sensitivity of
silicon is recommended M L
A78-43926 Solar-cell design based on a distributed diode
analysis J L Boone and T P Van Doren (Missouri-Rolla,
University, Rolla, Mo ) IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, vol
ED-25, July 1978, p 767-771 5 refs
The front surface of a p-n junction solar cell has resistive losses
associated with the diffused layer, the metal-semiconductor contact,
and the grid structure These losses are analyzed by considering the
spatially distributed nature of the p-n junction and the grid
conductors This distributed diode analysis is especially useful for
solar cells operated under concentrated sunlight conditions The
results show the dependence of the V-l characteristics and the
maximum power output per unit cell on the ratio of the diffused
layer resistance to the junction dynamic resistance This ratio can
assist the designer in establishing proper grid structure geometries
and should typically be less than 0 1 if the power output per unit cell
is to be within 3% of that for the lossless case Experimental
measurements are reported which confirm the theoretical calcula-
tions An analysis of the grid conductor losses associated with
multiple-connected unit cells shows the disastrous effect that the grid
header resistance can have on the perfornance of a solar cell A
tapered header conductor to decrease the metal coverage may
actually worsen cell performance (Author)
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A78-43958 Railroad electrification and energy conserva-
tion. W D Middleton (U S Marine Corps Air Station, Iwakuni,
Japan) Traffic Quarterly, vol 32, July 1978, p 383-397 10 refs
The history, use, and prospects of railroad electrification in the
U S are discussed with reference to the costs and oil consumption
associated with the use of diesel engines Capital investment
requirements are considered the main obstacle to electrification
Factors improving feasibility of electrification are examined, poten-
tials for operating economies, impact of oil price increases, impact of
national energy policy, and energy savings in freight movement are
considered A table which lists existing railroad electrifications is
presented The outlook for government assistance on electrification
is examined with attention to the provisions of the 1976 4-R Act
ML
A78-43968 Solar cooling and heating- Architectural, engi-
neering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach,
Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volumes 1, 2, & 3. Forum supported
by the Energy Research and Development Administration and
University of Miami Edited by T N Veziroglu (Miami, University,
Coral Gables, Fla ) Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978 Vol 1, 328 p., vol 2, 382 p, vol 3, 398 p Price of three
volumes, $120
Architectural considerations and solar buildings are discussed
along with flat plate collectors, concentrating tracking collectors,
concentrating passive collectors, aspects of energy storage, cooling
systems, heating systems, cooling and heating systems, questions of
system simulation and control, and economic and legal aspects
Attention is given to the suntrap insolator/msulator, solar aesthetics
and incentives, the solar energy research facility at the University of
Texas at Arlington, an integrated wind/solar dwelling project, solar
energy for the Hotel/Motel industry, an investigation into solar
heating with some methods for convection suppression, the com-
parative performance of several flat plate designs, the characteristics
of a subatmospheric distributed flow flat plate collector, the
performance of low cost solar panels, a laboratory solar pond,
heliostat structural stability as a function of solar heating and
ambient temperature changes, the optimization of heat exchangers
for.solar concentrators, long duration earth storage of solar energy,
the geothermal storage of solar energy for electric power generation,
and a field study of a solar energy assisted heat pump heatrng system.
GR
A78-43969 Investigation into solar heating with some
methods for convection suppression A A M Sayigh (Riyadh,
University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach. Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 1.
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 85-98 16 refs
This paper deals with convection suppression in flat plate
collectors Seven 50 x 50 cm flat plate collectors made of 0 5 mm
copper plate with copper pipes 10 cm apart carrying water and 4 mm
glass covers were tested in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Three of the
collectors were filled with a honeycomb structure made of cylin-
drical, rectangular and square copper honeycomb Three of the
remaining four were filled with different diameter of glass pyrex
cylindrical honeycomb structures The seventh collector was left as it
was (Author)
A78-43970 Comparative performance of several flat plate
designs. M W Rupp (Olin Brass, East Alton, III ) In Solar cooling
and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Pro-
ceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976
Volume 1 Washington, D C, Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corp , 1978, p 99-112 8 refs
Tests were run to experimentally determine the collector
efficiency factor for several flat plate absorber designs The tests
were performed outdoors using methods proposed by the National
Bureau of Standards The results indicate good correlation between
experimental and theoretical values The results also indicate that
commercially available absorber plates can achieve efficiency factors
in the range of 98 to 99 (Author)
A78-43971 Thermal, fluid flow and mechanical charac-
teristics of a subatmospheric distributed flow flat plate collector. D
L Spencer, C A Foster, J W. J Robinson, and R L Suiter (Iowa,
University, Iowa City, Iowa) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 1
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 113-135 5 refs Research supported by the Iowa Energy
Policy Council
A78-43972 A design criterion on flat solar collectors based
on thermal efficiency measurements S .Lin (Concordia University,
Montreal, Canada) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural,
engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami
Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 1
Washington, D.C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp, 1978, p 151-158
National Research Council of Canada Grant No A-7929
An experimental investigation of the effect of the geometric
configuration of flat solar collectors on thermal efficiency has been
conducted Three different solar collectors having the same surface
area of 0 86 x 1 18 sq m have been designed, manufactured and
tested Experimental results provide a general guideline for the design
of flat solar collectors (Author)
A78-43973 Analytical model of flat plate solar collectors.
R K McMordie (Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colo) In
Solar cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal
aspects. Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Pla, December
13-15, 1976 Volume 1 Washington, DC,
Hemisphere Publishing Corp, 1978, p 195-224 Contract No
E(40-1)-4941 s
The described model accounts for solar and IR radiation,
conduction and convection losses to the ambient air, forced
convection between the collector working fluid and the absorber
plate, and conduction along the absorber plate between the fluid
channels The model is based on an employment of the Martin
Marietta Interactive Thermal Analysis System (MITAS) Attention is
given to the solar collector thermal network, the transmissivities of
the glass plates, the solar collector computer program input listing,
the correlation of analytical and experimental data, analytical
predictions regarding two aspects of collector design, collector
performance as a function of solar absorptivity, and collector
performance for two transparent covers G R
A78-43974 Optimal combinations of flat plate collector
configurations P C Lobo, P I F Almeida, and EGO Nobrega
(Parafba, Universidade Federal, Joao Pessoa, Brazil) In Solar cooling
and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceed-
ings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976
Volume 1 Washington, D C, Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corp, 1978, p 225-251 Research sponsored by the
Financiadora de Estudos e Proietos
Flat plate collector configurations are compared on the basis of
efficiency and economy for thermal and power plant applications.
The performance is evaluated through numerical solution on a digital
computer of the set of equations constituting a mathematical model
of each collector configuration The performance envelopes that
describe optimal collector combinations are expressed in terms of
both efficiency and economy Three different absorber materials are
considered, each with 1, 2 or 3 glass covers Two glass prices are used
for calculations of collector economy Results demonstrate that the
optimum collector design is a function of solar radiation flux, water
outlet temperature desired, air temperature, absorber material and
cost It is therefore very much a function of local conditions
(Author)
A78-43975 The FMSC collector subsystem for the Sandia
Solar Total Energy Facility G H Eggers and J L Russell (General
Atomic Co, San Diego, Calif) In Solar cooling and heating
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A78-43981
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the
Forum,' Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 1
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978. p 255-271
The 'Fixed Mirror Solar Concentrator (FMSC) concept can
possibly provide an alternative to the use of high-cost steerable solar
concentrators The concept is related to the discovery that there is a
particular trough-like shape which will reflect light to a sharp line
focus regardless of the direction of the incident sunlight. The
construction of the required large fixed structure would be less
expensive than a comparable large moveable structure With the
mirror in a fixed position, it is necessary to move the receiver to
track the focal line as it moves in response to the sun's daily and
seasonal movements Development work conducted for an implemen-
tation of FMSC concept is discussed. A metal frame-mounted
working model is now delivering heated oil A picture is presented of
a cast concrete mirror with a 3 05-m aperture, recently cast to
demonstrate this novel and potentially very inexpensive construction
method G R
A78-43976 Heliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes F M Cutting
(Honeywell, Inc , St Petersburg, Fla ) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 1
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 287-313 6 refs
There are indications that thermal expansion or distortions in
heliostat elements may create pointing errors of the order of
accuracy required for efficient heliostat operation A numerical
evaluation is, therefore, conducted regarding the effectiveness of
various approaches intended to minimize such thermal expansion and
distortion, taking into account the painting of machine elements
with a white cellulose lacquer, the use of insulation, and the
employment of solar shielding It is found that a solar shield for each
machine element offers trip most effective solution to unsymmetrical
heating However, the cost of the louvered sheet metal panels,
support framework, and brackets, may represent a significant cost
impact G R.
A78-43977 * A vacuum tube vee-trough collector for solar
heating and air conditioning applications. M K Selcuk (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and
legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla,
December 13-15, 1976 Volume 2 Washington,
DC, Hemisphere Publishing Corp, 1978, p 317-339 5 refs
Contract-; No E(49-26)-1024, No. NAS7-100
An analysis is conducted of the performance of a vee-trough
vacuum tube collector proposed for use in solar heating and cooling
applications The vee-trough reflector is a triangular sectioned, flat
surfaced reflector, whose axis is laid in the East West direction A
vacuum tube receiver placed at the bottom of the vee-trough collects
solar heat most efficiently since convection is completely eliminated
Radiation losses are reduced by use of selective coatings on the
absorber Owing to its high temperature capabilities (300-400 F), the
proposed scheme could also be used for power generation applica
tions in combination with an organic Rankine conversion system It
is especially recommended for unattended pumping stations since the
reflectors only require reversal once every six months G R
A78-43978 A solar collector based on an array of linear
'clipped-V channels F A Bynum, R L Donnelly, and K C
Bordoloi (Louisville, University, Louisville, Ky ) In Solar cooling
and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceed
ings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla , December 13-15, 1976
Volume 2 Washington. D C , Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corp , 1978. p 341-349
An absorbing type air heating solar collector of clipped-V
geometry is studied in terms of the effect of the variation of two
geometric variables namely, the ratio between the width at the
bottom of the channel and the width at the top of the channel and
the angle between the two side panels The results indicate that there
is a trade-off between the heat loss coefficient and the collector
efficiency factor when these are considered as functions of the two
above mentioned geometric variables The studies were done assum-
ing as fixed another set of variables such as those which determine
the toploss coefficient and the radiative heat loss coefficient Other
variables which were held fixed were the width of the channel and
the ratio between the flow length and five times the spacing between
the glass covers and the bottom of the channel Further studies need
to be done in order to ascertain whether different assumptions made
in modeling relations between the variables would produce signifi-
cantly different results (Author)
A78-43979 Design and operational evaluation of a non-
tracking solar concentrator. J Villanueva and H V Truong (Florida
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Fla ) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla. December 13-15, 1976 Volume 2
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 351-365 9 refs
This paper is concerned with the design, construction and
operational evaluation of a truncated nontrackmg concentrating solar
collector of the type proposed by Winston (1975) The collector
design was optimized for operation in the range of temperatures
required to fire an absorption air-conditioning system with reason-
able efficiency The equilibrium temperature of the collector was
measured with the solar radiation beam at angles of 0, 5, 10, andT5
deg with the optical axis of the collector and a solar intensity of 270
BTU/sq ft-hr The measured equilibrium temperatures were 248 F at
10 deg of incidence and 230 F at 15 deg of incidence The tests
performed on the collector were in a temperature range of T(out)
from 110 F to 194 F which can be considered moderate However,
the equilibrium temperatures measured (around 250 F at a solar
intensity of 270 BTU/sq ft-hr) indicate that higher outlet tempera-
tures are possible with better insulation around the storage tank and
over the circulation system (Author)
A78-43980 A moderately concentrating solar collector H
S Robertson (Miami, University, Coral Gables, Fla) In Solar
cooling and heating Architectuial, engineering, and legal aspects, '
Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15,
1976 Volume 2 Washington, D C , Hemisphere
Publishing Corp , 1978, p 377-381
The collector described and analyzed in this paper has the
properties that it collects radiation from the whole sky while
concentrating the beam radiation by a factor of 13-16 Its
performance, at worst, equals that of a comparable flat-plate
collector, and when the sun is shining it provides significantly higher
output temperatures and efficiencies In a typical example, if the
comparable flat-plate collector produces fluid at 180 F and 40%
efficiency, the collector described will give 204 F at 50% efficiency
and the same flow rate or 210 F at reduced flow rate and 40%
efficiency The gams in output temperature occur in a range of
considerable importance to the performance of solar absorption air
conditioners, and appreciable improvement should result from the
use of this collector (Author)
A78-43981 Optimization of heat exchangers for solar
concentrators P R Damshala and j R -Williams (Georgia Institute
of Technology, Atlanta, Ga) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach. Fla, December 13-15. 1976 Volume 2
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 383-407 9 refs ERDA-supported research
A parametric study is done on heat exchangers to be used for
cylindrical fixed mirror concentrators The operational parameters,
such as inlet fluid temperature, solar insolation, fluid flow rate,
ambient temperature and wind velocities, are varied The geometrical
parameters, the absorber plate width and the diameter of the
embedded copper tubes are also varied The results of variation of
these parameters and their effect on thermal efficiency of the heat
exchanger are presented in graphical form A mathematical expres-
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A78-43982
sion for predicting the thermal efficiency or exit fluid temperature is
developed for a given solar data and inlet fluid temperature The
Rankme fluid (Toluene or Benzene) vaporized by the collector fluid
(Thermmol 66) in a heat exchanger is passed through a Rankme
turbine to produce shaft power The collector mean fluid tempera-
ture is optimized to produce the maximum power for a given solar
insolation and ambient conditions The overall efficiency of the solar
system vs the mean collector fluid temperature are presented in
graphical form for series and parallel connectionsof solar collectors
(Author)
A78-43982 Geothermal storage of solar energy for electric
power generation R E Collins (Houston, University, Houston, Tex )
and K E Davis (Subsurface, Inc , Bellaire, Tex ) In Solar cooling
and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceed-
ings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla , December 13-15, 1976
Volume 2 Washington, D C , Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corp , 1978, p 411-424 14 refs
An investigation is conducted of a system for storing solar
energy in the form of heat in permeable subsurface rock formations
The system envisioned consists of a well bore penetrating a deep
lying porous permeable aquifer of considerable thickness High
pressure hot water or superheated steam would, when injected into
the aquifer, displace the resident brine away from the well bore
After an initial period of 12 days for the establishment of the
required conditions, about one third to two thirds of each day's
production of solar energy would be injected during daylight hours
for retrieval at night Attention is given to a theoretical analysis of
the thermal losses, the well system, aspects of well design, site
selection, environmental considerations, and economics On the basis
of the investigation it is concluded that the considered method of
solar energy storage might have the potential for providing a solar
energy system for baseline electric power generation G R
A78-43983 Some experimental data for thermal pile ener-
gy storage A A M Sayigh and M R Shaalan (Riyadh, University,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural,
engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the Forum, Miami
Beach. Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 2
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978, p 425 444
13 refs
A description is presented of a theoretical analysis and an
experimental investigation regarding the possibility to use rocks for
thermal storage applications in connection with the utilization of
solar energy The theoretical analysis reported is concerned with the
mathematical relations governing the flow of air through packed
beds In the experimental investigation a number of materials were
tested separately concerning their suitability for storing a given
amount of heat Twenty-four thermocouples were used to record the
temperatures at various locations in the employed container It was
found that the best thermal storage material available in Saudi Araoia
is limestone Other materials studied include sandstone, petrified
wood, concrete, water bottles, bricks, glass balls, and steel balls
G R
A78-43984 Long duration earth storage of solar energy S
W Yuan, A M Bloom, and M Nazh (George Washington University,
Washington, DC) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural,
engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami
Beach, Fla , December 13-15, 1976 Volume 2
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978, p 445 457 5
refs
This investigation analyzes the heat transfer characteristics of
long-duration storage of solar energy in an earth reservoir The heat
input to the earth storage is provided for by the operation of solar
collectors A water pipe heat exchanger is used to (1) distribute the
solar collected heat throughout the earth storage and (2) extract heat
from the earth storage for space heating The solar collection process
is performed each day and is shut off during theYiight Solar energy
is collected in this manner throughout the entire'year and stored in
the earth reservoir For space heating applications house load data is
applied to the earth storage during the winter months It is
demonstrated that year round solar collection and approximately
400,000 cu ft of earth storage are adequate to provide space heating
for twelve average size houses in most areas of the United States
(Author)
A78-43985 On the prediction of melting rate in a solar
energy storage subsystem utilizing latent heat M N Ozisik and K J
Mody (North Carolina State University, Raleigh, N C ) In Solar
cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects,
Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla , December 13-15,
1976 Volume 2 Washington, D C , Hemisphere
Publishing Corp, 1978, p 471-479
A method of analysis is presented for the determination of the
rate of melting in a solar energy storage subsystem in which a phase
change material in the form of a slab is heated with channel flow
over its bounding surfaces The results of the analysis are presented
in dimensionless form for the thickness of the melt layer and the
temperature of the fluid along the channel as a function of time and
position over a range of parameters of practical interest (Author)
A78-43987 Field study of a solar energy assisted heat
pump heating system S f Oilman, E R McLaughlm (Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, Pa), and M W Wildm (New
Mexico, University, Albuquerque, N Mex ) In Solar cooling and
heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of
the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13 15, 1976 Volume 2
Washington, D C, Hemisphere Publishing Corp,
1978, p 577 614 NSF ERDA supported research
A description is presented of a portion of a project involving a
field evaluation of an existing solar energy assisted heat pump in a
commercial office building The Solar Building has a solar-heated
floor area of 5000 sq ft, thai is separated from a conventionally
heated and cooled portion by means of fixed partitions and doors
equipped with door closers The performance of the solar collector
used is comparable to currently available liquid types It is found
that the relative amounts of direct heating and heat pump heating
have considerable influence on the seasonal performance factor
These amounts are dependent on many variables, such as the .
building, its use, and the local climate The completion of a
computer model will permit studying the influences of these
variables as well as predict the energy consumption over the entire
winter period G R
A78-43988 Second-law assessment of solar heating and
cooling systems J E Lay (Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Mich) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and
legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla ,
December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3 Washington,
D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978, p 701 722 15 refs
Service hot water and residential heating and cooling are the
first significant applications of solar energy in the latter part of the
twentieth century The technology is well developed, the systems are
known to be viable, and the costs of solar heating are competitive
with conventional fuels in many parts of the country This paper
presents a thermodynamic analysis of present solar systems and
proposes a second-law efficiency rating in lieu of the standard
first law efficiency rating for the evaluation of the performance of
energy conversion devices The second law efficiency is defined as
the ratio of the least available work to perform an energy transfer to
the actual available work to perform the transfer All the second law
efficiencies presented are extremely low, proving that present
systems are fai from ideal It is, however, within reach of present
technology to achieve higher second law efficiencies (Author)
A78-43989 * Alternate working fluids for solar air condi-
tioning applications R D Evans and J K Beck (Florida Tech
nological University, Orlando, Fla ) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 1315, 1976 Volume 3
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Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 737-746 9 refs Contract No NAS8-30756
An experimental investigation of sixteen different refrigerant-
absorbent fluid pairs has been carried out in order to determine their
suitability as the working fluid in a solar-powered absorption cycle
.air conditioner The criteria used in the initial selection of a
refrigerant-absorbent pair -included high affinity (large negative
deviation from Raoult's Law), high solubility, low specific heat, low
viscosity, stability, corrosive properties, safety, and cost For
practical solar considerations of a fluid pair, refrigerants were
selected with low boiling points whereas absorbent fluids were
selected with a boiling point considerably above that of the
refrigerant Additional restrictions are determined by the operating
temperatures of the absorber and the generator, these temperatures
were specified as 100 F (39 C) and 170 F (77 C) Data are presented
for a few selected pressures at the specified absorber and generator
temperatures (Author)
A78-43990 Solar energy powered domestic air conditioner
for solar day operation A F Romero and G Best (Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico) In Solar
cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects,
Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla , December 13-15,
1976 Volumes Washington, D C , Hemisphere
Publishing Corp, 1978, p 771-778
A solar air conditioning unit has been designed based on an
NH3-H2O-H2 cycle which requires no moving part except the air fan
at the evaporator The system was a two ton evaporator and the
design operating conditions are those of the city of Mexicali, Baja
California None, Mexico, where temperatures of more than 308 K
are not uncommon, but where an average of 272 sunny days per year
and a mean annual daily radiation of 500cal/sq cm per day permit a
theoretical coefficient of performance (COP) of 0 609, even at
generating temperatures as low as 353 K (Author)
A78-43991 Stirling cycle solar cooling system R I
Pedroso (American Industrial Systems, Inc , Miami, Fla ) In Solar
cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects,
Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, F la, December 13-15,
1976 Volumes Washington, D C , Hemisphere
Publishing Corp , 1978, p 793-799 8 refs
The Stirling cycle engine is considered for application to solar
powered cooling systems Two approaches are possible First, the use
of a Stirling engine transmitting mechanical power to anytype of
cooling unit, and the integral design of a Stirling engine and cooling
system The first approach offers more flexibility in the design of the
engine and allows for a broader selection of cooling systems The
integral design would use a single drive mechanism for both the
engine and cooling units, thereby, reducing total mechanical friction
and possibly offering a better efficiency The integral design would
be self contained using the same working fluid in the cooling cycle as
in the engine (Author)
A78-43992 Dynamic simulation of a solar powered
Rankine cycle/vapor compression cycle /RC/VCC/ R W Allen, D
K Anand, and A N Egrican (Maryland, University, College Park,
Md ) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and
legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla,
December 1315, 1976 Volume 3 Washington,
DC, Hemisphere Publishing Corp, 1978, p 803-814 9 refs
Contract No E (401)-4976
A simple solar air conditioning system incorporating a Rankine
cycle vapor compression cycle (RC/VCC) cooling subsystem is
simulated by means of equations RC/VCC overall (heating-to-
cooling) cycle coefficient of performance (OCCOP) is reported as a
function of input temperatures for sample design point models and
for sample off-design models Off-design capacity performance of a
sample RC/VCC subsystem is reported Sample RC/VCC subsystems
with selected design and off-design OCCOP characteristics are
coupled to high and moderate performance collectors and the
hourly, daily, and weekly performance is determined in terms of the
system (insolation to-cooling) coefficient of performance (SCOP)
Selected parametric effects are described (Author)
A78-43993 Dynamic modelling of solar energy systems
using DYIMSYS A I Johnson and H N Nwagha (Western Ontario, ,.
University, London, Canada) In Solar cooling and heating Archi
tectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the Forum,
Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978,
p 815-830 14 refs
DYNSYS, an acronym for DYNamic SYstems Simulator, is a
modular problem-oriented executive program based on matrix
combination structure to allocate streams and equipment informa-
tion A mam executive program performs all the control operations
for the computer system such as printing and graphics, calls for input
data reading, calculations, and checking and writing output results
Various matrices are used to store information which describes the
simulation network, the equipment parameters and component
properties, and the state of the various streams at the predictor and
corrector steps In solar energy systems modeling, different modules
describe the collector, heat exchanger, storage tanks, valves, con-
trollers, absorption systems (Comprising the generator, evaporator,
condenser, absorber and cooling tower) The modeling so far is
confined to home heating and cooling (Author) ,
A78-43994 Study on parameter variations for solar
powered lithium bromide absorption cooling W F Bessler and C N
Shen (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, IM Y) In Solar '
cooling and heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects.
Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15,
1976 Volume 3 Washington, D C , Hemisphere
Publishing Corp , 1978, p 847 864 6 refs
This paper investigates methods of improving the performance
from an economic and performancy standpoint of a solar sysYem by
varying the pertinent parameters Use of solar energy is considered to
provide a low temperature heat source to power an absorption cycle
refrigeration to be used in the cooling of buildings The vana'bles that
are investigated are mass flow rate, temperature of condenser, ~
absorber, evaporation to determine the effect on the coefficient of'r'
performance, to study the system sensitivity and to optimize system""1
performance The concept of latent heat storage within 'tffe'y
_ absorption-cycle is examined by a computer program to account for
all important temperature and flow parameters so that sensitivity and
optimization studies can be made with respect to temperature'flows
and storage requirements (Author)'"'
A78-43995 Simulation of a solar assisted and open cycle
cooling/system using air as the transport medium R L Gamble
(Ohio State University, Cincinnati, Ohio) In Solar cooling and
heating Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of
the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 865-893 10 refs
This paper presents the formulation of a model of a solar-
assisted air-transport conditioning system for a typical residential
home The model simulates five major equipment components and
two supportive units The operation of the system depends basically,
on the functioning of the transfer of heat between rotary air heat
exchangers Cooling effect is provided to circulating air by the
transfer of moisture from one wheel to another, as does the Munter's'
Environmental Unit (MEC) now being tested in prototype by the
Institute of Gas Technology Results of the mathematical formula-
tion of the model are analyzed using actual solar and weather data
The results identify the operating ranges, constraints, and thermal
efficiency of the system Operating curves are presented, and the ,
performance of this and other systems are compared The validity of
the model and the feasibility of the cooling apparatus within various
operating and ambient temperature ranges are discussed (Author)
A78-43996 Comparison of simulated solar cooling systems
in Saudi Arabia R L Jenks, A Kremheller (Petroleum and Minerals
University, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia), and R W Jones (South Dakota,
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A78-43997
University, Vermillion, S Dak) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects. Proceedings of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 907-920 15refs
Solar-powered space cooling of buildings in the Gulf region of
Saudi Arabia is simulated by digital computer The cooling is
achjeved by a lithium bromide-water absorption air conditioner
powered by hot water supplied by flat-plate solar collectors The
Gulf region has a cooling season which combines high temperature
and high relative humidity This extreme climate provides a rigorous
test of the feasibility of space cooling under severe conditions Two
different systems of energy storage are simulated one in which hot
water from the solar collectors is stored and used to drive the air
conditioner which directly cools the building, and the other in which
the air conditioner is operated as a water chiller, the cold water being
stored and used, as required, for cooling Present results indicate that
a combined system appears desirable, since it will provide nearly the
total cooling load of a building with a solar-collector area of about
one-third of the floor area of the building (Author)
A78-43997 Solar energy coupled networks J R Marks, P
D Lonski, K M Casey, and L A Madonna (Widener College,
Chester, Pa ) In Solar cooling and heating Architectural, engineer-
ing, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum, Miami Beach, Fla
December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3 Washington,
D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978, p 939-954
The paper presents an analysis of the coupling networks
associated with solar energy absorbing systems The networks are
treated as phase spaces, and, in the investigated problem, two phase
spaces are coupled through the use of a transduction element which
is the turbine Matrix-type mathematical models for the phase spaces
are constructed by assigning every piece of equipment a number and
calling that piece of equipment a network node The transport
equation is transposed and subtracted from the original expression to
generate a generalized Kirchoff matrix equation which shows all net
energy or matter flows from each node In general, two Kirchoffian
expressions, one for energy and the other for matter, are required
M L
A78-43998 The differential cost of a solar energy system
Completing the assessment. R H Rand (Ballmger, Architects and
Engineers, Philadelphia, Pa ) In Solar cool ing and heating Architec-
tural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedings of the Forum,
Miami Beach, Fla, December 13-15, 1976 Volume 3
Washington, D C , Hemisphere Publishing Corp , 1978,
p 1005-1015
It is suggested that cost analyses of solar heating and cooling
should take related implementation costs, land and space costs, and
time-generated costs into account in addition to costs directly
attributable to solar energy equipment and resultant changes in
energy Consumption Related implementation costs include the
design and construction of structural support, weathertignt integrity,
and environmental control systems Site configuration and orienta-
tion may increase land cost, reduce building size, or introduce
structural complexity, it is estimated that any of these can generate a
premium equal to 1% of land plus building cost Time-related costs
include taxes, interest on construction loans, escalation, and delayed
return on investment An example cost analysis involving support,
land, space, and time costs is presented M L
A78-43999 Considerations in the development of a high
performance per unit cost solar collector W H Sims (Chamberlain
Manufacturing Corp , Waterloo, Iowa) In Solar cooling and heating
Architectural, engineering, and legal aspects, Proceedmas of the
Forum, Miami Beach, Fla, December i3-15, 1976 volume J
Washington, D C, Hemisphere Publishing Corp ,
1978, p 1017-1031
The paper describes the development of a flat-plate solar
collector which is capable of energy output levels commensu'-ate
with the requirements of driving an absorption refrigeration * n
while operating at efficiency levels in the 35-40% range S' . °
absorber surfaces of black chrome over nickel and black copper over
copper were tested The primary consideration during development
was to ensure the cost effectiveness of each component selected
Comparative analyses were performed for many combinations of
collector components, with major emphasis being placed on the
glazing material and the absorber plate coating, both selective and
nonselective Comparison of performance per unit cost figures for
combinations of variables are prpw"ted M L
A78-44O47 Buried impact craters in the Wilhston Basin
and adjacent area H B Sawatzky In Impact and explosion
cratermg Planetary and terrestrial implications. Proceedings of the
Symposium on Planetary Cratermg Mechanics, Flagstaff, Ariz,
September 13-17, 1976 New York, Pergamon
Press, Inc. 1977, p 461-480 17refs
Five subsurface structures, either within or adjacent to the
Wilhston Basin, reveal some of the essential ear-marks of terrestrial
impact craters One (Viewfield, Saskatchewan) is a simple bowl-
shaped crater and the remainder are complex models, which, in
addition to the structurally elevated outer rim, also display a positive
highly,disturbed central core Two of these features appear to be
Late Cretaceous, or younger, in age and three are dated as
Jurassic-Tnassic The Red Wing Creek, North Dakota and Viewfield,
Saskatchewan geophysical anomalies (interpreted as buried impacts)
have yielded commercial oil production, the former from the central
area and the latter from the outer rim Some interesting hydrocarbon
occurrences are indicated at the other sites These too may be
potential commercial oil producers but they have been inadequately
explored to date (Author)
A78-44097 Photooxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons by
Europium/Ill/salts G Levin (New York, State University, Syracuse,
NY) Journal of Physical Chemistry, vol 82, July 13, 1978, p
1584-1588 15refs NSF-supported research
Rate constants for the photooxidation of tetracene, perylene,
coronene, and naphthalene in acetonitnle are reported Eu (3+)
perchlorate or nitrate is used to photooxidize the compounds to
their radical cations The reverse reaction occurs in the dark period
The rate constants satisfactorily correlate with the reduction
potential The rate constants for the oxidation of the excited singlets
of tetracene and coronene by Eu (3+) were determined, but the
triplets of tetracene and coronene are not oxidized by Eu (3+),
which implies that the rate constants of these reactions are smaller
than 1,000,000/M per sec ML
A78-44107 Materials compatibility problems in magnetic
fusion energy - A review E N C Dalder (U S Department of
Energy, Div of Magnetic Fusion Energy, Washington, D C ) National
Association of Corrosion Engineers, International Corrosion Forum
Devoted Exclusively to the Protection and Performance of Materials,
Houston, Tex , Mar 6-10, 1978, Paper 18 p 30 refs
A functional description of a tokamak power reactor is given,
and types of corrosion and materials compatibility problems are
discussed The structural material classes for fusion power are
identified as austenitic stainless steels, heat-treatable N-Cr Fe alloys,
vanadium and its alloys, columbium and its alloys, molybdenum and
its alloys, and titanium and its alloys Corrosive attack caused by
impingement of energetic hydrogenous species from the plasma onto
the first-wall structural material is examined relative to chemical
reactions on metal surfaces, vaporization of the first-wall structural
material, blistering and exfoliation, and near-surface wall modifica-
tion One or more of the following changes in the first-wall structural
material may be expected to occur phase changes, alloy composition
changes, macrostructural changes, and changes in physical and
mechanical properties Corrosion caused by interaction between the
first wall/blanket structural material and candidate breeding-heat
transport materials is discussed along with interaction between
magnetic fields used for plasma confinement and electrically conduc-
tive breeding-heat transport liquids S D
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A78-44108 * Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen
suKWe D Ehezer and H G Nelson (NASA Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif). National Association of Corrosion Engineers,
International Corrosion Forum Devoted Exclusively to the Protec-
tion and Performance of Materials, Houston, Tex, Mar 6-10, 1978,
Paper 9 p 9 ref s
An experimental study is conducted on 12 5-mm-thick SAE
1020 steel (plain carbon steel) plate to assess hydrogen attack at
room temperature after specimen exposure at 525 C to hydrogen and
a blend of hydrogen sulf ide and hydrogen at a pressure of 3 5 MN/sq
m for exposure times up to 240 hr The results are discussed in terms
of tensile properties, fissure formation, and surface scales It is shown
that hydrogen attack from a high-purity hydrogen environment is
severe, with the formation of numerous methane fissures and bubbles
along with a significant reduction in the room-temperature tensile
yield and ultimate strengths However, no hydrogen attack is
observed in the hydrogen/hydrogen sulfide blend environment, i e
no fissure or bubble formation occurred and the room-temperature
tensile properties remained unchanged It is suggested that the
observed porous discontinuous scale of FeS acts as a barrier to
hydrogen entry, thus reducing its effective equilibrium solubility in
the iron lattice Therefore, hydrogen attack should not occur in
pressure-vessel steels used in many coal gasification processes. S 0
A78-44109 Liquid metal cooling concepts in solar power
application P 6 Deegan, J D Mangus, and G A Whitlow
(Westmghouse Electric Corp, Advanced Reactors Div , Madison,
Pa ) National Association of Corrosion Engineers, International
Corrosion Forum Devoted Exclusively to the Protection and Perfor-
mance of Materials, Houston, Tex, Mar 6-10, 1978, Paper 15 p 7
refs.
The paper evaluates the application of liquid-sodium cooling to
solar thermal power plant with appropriate comparisons with other
proposed coolant fluids It is shown that the thermodynamic and
thermophysical properties as well as the proven technology of a
liquid sodium heat transport system provide numerous advantages
and benefits for application to a central receiver solar thermal power
plant concept Major advantages are (1) attainment of high
thermodynamic-cycle efficiencies, (2) reduced relative costs, and (3)
realization of the system concept by the mid-1980s through the use
of proven liquid-metal technology developed in the power industry,
without recourse to extensive development programs The overall
plant net efficiency is predicted to approach 40% for either storage
or receiver operation, which is beneficial for the size, cost and design
of pertinent subsystems. S D
A78-44112 Liquid metal requirements for mertial confine-
ment fusion. W R Meier and J A Maniscalco (California,
University, Livermore, Calif) National Association of Corrosion
Engineers, International Corrosion Forum Devoted Exclusively to
the Protection and Performance of Materials, Houston, Tex, Mar
6-10, 1978, Paper 21 p 22 ref s Contract No W 7405-eng-48
The paper surveys and evaluates the possible applications of
liquid metals in laser mertial confinement fusion power plants and
describe a particular laser fusion reactor concept that uses liquid
lithium for first-wall and blanket structure protection, tritium
breeding, and heat removal The absence of magnetic fields makes it
easier to use liquid metals as coolants, and the lower fusion chamber
vacuum requirements make it possible to consider liquid metals as
first-wall and blanket structure protectors Lead, sodium, and lithium
are compared in performing these three functions, and lithium is
shown to adequately fulfill all the functions Lithium also serves for
tritium breeding The liquid-lithium waterfall reactor is presented as
a concept in which liquid lithium acts as the coolant, tritium breeder,
and first-wall and blanket structure protector S D
A78-44119 Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
uses solar energy to apply thermal shocks to gas (Evaluation de
I'efficacite d'un dispositif permettant de reahser des chocs ther-
miques sur des gaz par concentration d'energie sola ire) J Lede, C
Weber, and J Villermaux (CNRS, Laboratoire des Sciences du Genie
Chimique, Nancy, France) Academie des Sciences (Pans), Comptes
Rendus. Serie B - Sciences Physiques, vol 286, no 22, June 5, 1978,
p 299-302 5 refs In French
The thermal shock device described uses a conical injector
nozzle as an absorbing cavity for concentrated solar energy
Experiments with methane are reported, the gas flowing rapidly
through the nozzle is heated to nearly 1700 K by the walls which are
nearly 2500 K The methane was very rapidly chilled by contact with
jets of cold argon gas in a reaction chamber Four jets of argon assure
complete mixing Two methods in conjunction with two models are
used to analyze the results and determine the rate of heating One
method involves solution of heat equations and the other method is
concerned with the amount of acetylene formed Both methods
indicate that the methane is heated in the order of 1,000,000 deg/s
M L
A78-44122 Energy analysis, energy quality, and environ-
ment. H T Odum (Florida, University, Gainesville, Fla ) In Energy
analysis A new public policy tool Boulder, Colo , Westview Press,
Inc (AAAS Selected Symposia Series, No 9), 1978, p 54-87 13
refs Research supported by the National Research Council, Contract
No EI40-D-4398
The paper describes methods of energy analysis used to
characterize the energetics of man and the biosphere and to evaluate
alternative choices in energy utilization The basic energy diagram
and the preparation of relevant data are explained, energy quality, its
evaluation, and its significance as a value measure are considered,
concepts of energy cost and energy quality are presented, and the
application of these concepts to natural and economic systems as
well as to alternatives of special interest in energy policy-making are
discussed M L
A78-44123 Energy analysis and energy RD&D - Planning
and decisionmaking R H Williamson (US Department of Energy,
Office of the Assistant Administrator for Planning, Analysis and
Evaluation, Washington, DC) In Energy analysis A new public
policy tool Boulder, Colo , Westview Press, Inc (AAAS Selected
Symposia Series, No 9), 1978, p 88-96
The paper presents a status report on what ERDA has done in
the way of net energy analyses, summarizes the energy analysis
procedures and guidelines used within ERDA, reports a few insights
and findings from ERDA's current work, and discusses how ERDA is
currently progressing towards the use of net energy analysis m
decision-making The goals of the ERDA net energy analysis are to
obtain an initial energy analysis for each of the generic technologies
under consideration, to improve the definitional and computational
aspects of net energy analysis, and to establish some uniform
guidelines for the sake of compatibility M L
A78-44149 Geothermal perturbations on the atmospheric
environment R E Kelly (Mississippi, University, University, Miss.)
Geothermal Energy, vol 6, June 1978, p 19-24 9 refs Contract No
W-7405-eng-48
A simple but not precise procedure for using existing meteoro-
logical data to predict air quality changes due to geothermal sources
is explained Since geothermal sources emit large amounts of water
vapor and heat, the procedure is concerned with predicting changes
in relative humidity and temperature Modifications caused by
atmospheric inversions and nonzero stack heights are examined, and
the effects of paniculate settling, chemical reactions, and radioactive
decay are studied The statistical Gaussian equation for dispersion is
applied in the mathematical method used to calculate pollution
concentration as well as temperature and relative humidity changes
by an emitted plume The procedure is used to predict characteristics
of Imperial Valley, California, installations M L
A78-44150 The effect of the Broadlands Geothermal
Power Scheme on the Waikato River D J Willis (New Zealand
Electricity Department, Power Station Siting Section, New Zealand)
Geothermal Energy, vol 6, June 1978, p 25-34 6 refs
The Broadlands Geothermal Power Scheme which, in its first
full year of operation is planned to provide 3% of the total energy
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generated in New Zealand, is described, and procedures for disposing
of the hot and chemical-laden bore water without damaging the
Waikato River are considered Characteristics of the Waikato River
and of the bore water are reported Since river temperature increases
that would result from open cycle condenser cooling are unaccept-
able, condenser cooling alternatives are examined, and the use of
mechanical draft cooling towers is found to be most suitable While
chemical procedures for reducing ammonia and arsenic ion levels in
the bore water could be established, the problem is obviated by
injecting waste bore water directly • into the ground, this is the
recommended method for disposal M L
A78-44192 A graphical approach to determine the eco-
nomics of recovering resources from municipal solid waste J G
Abert and R M Vancil (National Center for Resource Recovery,
Inc , Washington, D C ) Conservation and Recycling, vol 1, no 3-4,
1977, p 299-314 43 refs
A rough determination of the economic feasibility of resource
recovery as a substitute in whole or in part for traditional forms of
solid waste disposal may be all that is necessary for a community to
embark on a course leading to the construction of a facility, or to
show a lack of economic viability in particular circumstances Often,
feasibility studies are commissioned which result in rather targe
expenditures of time and money The purpose of this paper is to
offer a convenient method of evaluating recovery potential, given a
set of initial and locally determined inputs The evaluative tool is a
graphic device which combines in the form of a nomograph the
pertinent cost and revenue relationships The device answers the
question as to whether recovery is economically competitive with the
alternatives for solid waste disposal Put differently, the device will
help decide whether recovery is likely to increase or decrease costs
(Author*
A78-44197 # The effect of fuel consumption on cost devel-
opments (Der Einfluss des Kraftstoffverbrauchs auf die Kostenen-
twicklung). B Glockner (Gesellschaft fur Internationalen Flug-
verkehr mbH, Berlin, East Germany) Technisch-okonomische Infor-
mation der zivilen Luftfahrt, vol 14, no 2, 1978, p 80-83 In
German
In connection with the trends of increasing fuel costs, ap-
proaches for reducing fuel consumption have become very important
for the profitableness of airline operations The introduction of new
directions for refueling in conjunction with an adherence to
favorable flight regimes has made it possible for INTERFLUG, the
airline of the German Democratic Republic, to save huge amounts of
fuels without violating the requirements of flight safety An
investigation is conducted regarding the connection between fuel
consumption and cost developments Differences in the fuel prices of
different countries are one of several factors which make it difficult
to optimize costs The cost of fuel as a part of the flight-time related
expenses depends to a very large extent on the route of the aircraft
In the case of great price differences, it is customary to obtain
additional fuel at places where the prices are low The transportation
of a greater amount of fuel, on the other hand, leads to a greater fuel
consumption, which has also to betaken into consideration Aspects
of fuel consumption in relation to air route and flight time are
studied and costs which depend on the time of flight are considered
GR.
A78-44220 Voltage transformers for solar elements (Span-
nungswandler fur Solarelemente) N Rohde (Neurologische Univer-
srtatsklinik, Dusseldorf, West Germany) Elektronik, vol 27, July
1978, p 76-78 7 refs In German
The design of solar generators must be based on the voltage
provided by the individual element This voltage does not exceed a
value of 0 5 V Approaches involving a voltage transformation with
the aid of germanium transistors were used to avoid series combina-
tion of many elements. The introduction of field-effect power
transistors has improved conditions significantly Certain limitations
are related to the voltage level required for the control of the
field-effect power transistors The design of self-starting transformers
appears, therefore, difficult However, the solar generator employs
generally a buffer which provides energy during darkness Attention
is given to the control of the transformer device in connection with
an operation during the times at which sufficient light is available,
taking into account design details involving the use of a photovoltaic
cell G R
A78-44222 Silicon solar cells in appliances arid installa-
tions (Silizium-Solarzellen in Gebrauchsgeraten und Anlagen) P
Kipp (Ferranti GmbH, Munich, West Germany) Elektronik, vol 27,
July 1978, p 95-99 In German
The use of silicon solar cells in devices and installations with
power requirements of several watts is considered, taking into
account, in addition to a use of solar radiation, also a utilization of
artificial light sources, such as incandescent and fluorescent lamps
The spectral sensitivity of silicon cells is compared with the spectral
energy distributions of solar radiation, the light of an incandescent
lamp, and the light of a fluorescent lamp The determination of the
required dimensions for a solar generator is illustrated with the aid of
an example involving the design of a solar generator for a 100 W
radio relay station Applications of the considered solar generators
are related to radio beacons mounted on a buoy, a mobile receiving
station, a portable generator for a daily electrical energy consump-
tion of 3 Ah, a mobile home, a large clock, and a flashlight G R
A78-44226 A solar airship - More than a flight of fancy G
Khoury (Imperial College of Science and Technology, London,
England) and E Mowforth (Surrey, University, Guildford, England)
New Scientist, vol 79, July 13, 1978, p 100-102
The development of a solar-powered aircraft is considered The
design consists of an aircraft carrying an array of solar cells over most
of its surface The cells represent a weight of approximately one
third of the overall envelope A 20% efficiency in energy conversion
is expected along with an airspeed of over 100 km/h for over six
hours during the day Potential energy storage systems include the
use of-electrolysis to produce hydrogen which would be stored in
pods and used to fuel gas turbines SC$
A78-44333 ft Solar water heater using heat pipes (Solnech-
nyi vodonagrevateT na osnove teplovykh trubok) 0 Mukham-
metdurdyeva, R Bairamov, and K Toiliev (Turkmenskn Gosudarst-
vennyi' Universitet, Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR) Akademna Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Izvestiia, Sen/a Fiziko-Tekhnicheskikh, Khimi-
cheskikh i Geologicheskikh Nauk, no 2, 1978, p 111-113 In
Russian
A solar water heater is described, the heat receiving part of
which consists of two heat pipes in a copper container 82 cm in
length and with an outer diameter of 17 mm Twenty Duralumin
plates measuring 8 x 8 cm are soldered onto the heated portions of
the heat pipes in order to increase the useful area The heated part of
the pipes is located in a box measuring 65 x 21 5 x 10 5 cm made of
2-cm-thick boards The insulating material is covered by aluminum
foil By the use of heat pipes, not all of the heated water is contained
in the box, so that heat losses through the transparent coating are
reduced Lower working temperatures can be used, since the heat
pipes can transfer heat at low temperature gradients between the
evaporation and condensation zones Tests showed the heat-pipe
water heater to be as effective as conventional ones P T H
A78-44334 ff Analysis of the effect of mismatch of thermal
battery parameters and external factors on the operation of a solar
thermoelectric generator (Analiz vliianu rassoglasovann parametrov
termobatarei i vneshmkh faktorov na rezhim raboty solnechnogo
termoelektrogeneratora /STEG/I Ch Agabaev, O Annaev, S Khan-
dovletov, and A Charykuliev (Akademna Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR,
Fiziko-Tekhnicheskn Institut, Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR) Akade-
mna Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, Izvestiia, Serna Fiziko-
Tekhmcheskikh, Khimicheskikh i Geologicheskikh Nauk, no 2,
1978, p 113-115 In Russian
A78-44429 Comparative calculations for thin-film and
bulk single-crystal Schottky-barner solar cells. R J Soukup and L
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A Akers (Nebraska, University, Lincoln, Neb) Journal of Applied
Physics, vol 49, July 1978, p 4031-4034 Hrefs
A mathematical analysis of the expected short-circuit current
density in Schottky-barner solar cells is presented For a solar cell
with the Schottky barrier on the bottom, back illuminated, the
active semiconductor material, GaAs for this example, must be a thin
film for maximum efficiency A comparison between this cell and a
single-crystal solar cell with the Schottky barrier on the top, front
illuminated is made This comparison shows that solar cells made
from polycrystallme films could deliver the same short-circuit
current as a single crystal solar cell provided that the minority-carrier
diffusion length in the polycrystallme films can be kept to within
one order of magnitude lower than that for the single-crystal
material The reason for this is that solar-reflection losses for the
back-illuminated thin-film cell can be minimized, while for the
front-illuminated single-crystal cell the losses must always be high
(Author)
A78-44451 ft Energy resources - Revisited 1977 W B
Haidler (Southwestern Michigan College, Dowagiac, Mich) Air
University Review, vol 29, May-June 1978, p 39-50 23 refs.
The energy crisis is presented as being real and immediate
Attention is given to the problem of dwindling reserves of oil and
natural gas (especially in the United States), coupled with energy
consumption at or above pre-cnsis levels (before 1973) It is
emphasized that America must rely increasingly on imported oil
from politically unstable areas, i e , the Middle East, and that for the
short term, conservation is essential to hold down imports Alter-
native sources of energy, e g , wind, solar, tar sands, and nuclear
fusion, are expected to make substantial contributions to the total
energy supply beginning only in the period around the turn of the
century Until then, coal and its derivatives (in solid, liquid, and
gaseous form) can make up the shortfall if steps are taken now to
develop the required technology D M W
A78-44472 # Thermoelectric efficiency of some composi-
tions from the /GeTe/x-/AgSbTe2/1-x system S K Decheva and S
K Dimitrova (Sofnski Universitet, Sofia, Bulgaria) Bulgarian Journal
of Physics, vol 5, no 1, 1978, p 94-100 14 refs
A78-44505 # An aerospace technology developer's perspec-
tive T J Kelley (Grumman Aerospace Corp , Bethpage, NY) In
Aerospace technology transfer to the public sector, Proceedings of
the Conference, Crystal City, Va, November 9-11, 1977
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. 1978, p 20-25
Various contributions of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation
to the public sector are discussed with reference to their origins in
high technology programs and their present use in everyday
applications Among the items mentioned are aluminum canoes and
truck bodies, windmills for electricity generation, solar collectors for
homes, and advanced firef ightmg equipment, e g , a radio-controlled
nozzle pump, and lighter, more flexible protective clothing for
firefighters D M W
A78-44535 Nonequilibnum processes under conditions of
T-layer formation. S S Katsnel'son and V S Slavm (Akademna"
Nauk SSSR, Institut Teoreticheskoi i Prikladnoi Mekhamki, Novo-
sibirsk, USSR) ITeplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur. vol 15. Sept-
Oct 1977, p 1064-1070) High Temperature, vol 15, no 5, Mar
1978, p 899-905 9 refs Translation
The complete system of one dimensional MHD equations is
solved in the two-temperature plasma approximation for the forma-
tion of a current sheet in a rare-gas plasma flow with a nonumformly
distributed alkali-metal impurity It is shown that nonequihbrium
processes, leading to the detachment of electron temperature, have a
significant effect on the dynamics of current sheet formation, and
this formation is initiated at the moment of establishment of
lomzation equilibrium The theoretical analysis is compared with
experimental data on a flow of helium (with initial parameters of 3 2
atm, 33 km/sec and 1040 K) in an MHD generator channel It is
noted that the current sheet effect can be used to raise the energy
conversion efficiency of an MHD generator B J
A78-44536 Method for taking account of the effect of
chemical kinetics on the thermodynamic properties of the working
body in supersonic MHD generators N M Prusova and N N
Pshemchnov (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Energeticheskii Institut
Irkutsk, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Sept
Oct 1977, p 1071-1076) High Temperature, vol 15, no 5, Mar
1978, p 905-910 23 refs Translation
A78-44537 Indian experimental MHD unit V R Rama-
prasad (Indian Company for Heavy Electrical Equipment, Madras,
India) ITeplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Sept-Oct 1977,
p 1077-1085) High Temperature, vol 15, no 5, Mar 1978, p
911-917 15 refs Translation
A review is presented of the Indian MHD energy program with
emphasis on a detailed description (schematics are presented) of the
U-05 experimental MHD power plant Consideration is given to coal
gasification processes (especially the Lurgi process) as one way to
fuel such power plants and to the basic operating parameters of the
U-05 plant Lab and simulation studies in the field of MHD energy
are discussed and attention is given to the reduction of nitrogen
oxide pollutants as a way to provide raw material for MHD
enrichment processes B J
A78-44538 Selection of the optimal configuration of the
frame and the form of the transverse cross section of a frame-type
MHD channel V A Bitiurm and S A Medin (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'sku Institut Vysokikh Temperatur,
Moscow, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Sept -
Oct 1977, p 1086-1094) High Temperature, vol 15, no 5, Mar
1978, p 918-925 6 refs Translation
The vanational problem of optimal distribution of current and
potential in the cross section plane of a MHD generator channel is
solved In the case of a uniform distribution of velocity and a
two-dimensional nonumformity of distribution of conductivity, the
potential distribution on the walls of the optimal channel is linear,
i e , the walls are formed of flat conducing frames A numerical
solution of the direct problem of electrodynamics is used to
investigate the effect of the cross section shape of the channel with
flat frames on its characteristics It is shown that channels of
elliptical (or circular) cross section are more efficient than channels
of rectangular cross section , ^ B J
A78-44569 Optical and infrared detectors Edited by R J
Keyes (MIT, Lexington, Mass ) Berlin and New York, Sprmger-
Verlag (Topics in Applied Physics Volume 19), 1977 316 p $3960
The volume is written for those who desire a comprehensive
analysis of the latest developments in infrared detector technology
and a basic insight into the fundamental processes which are
important to evolving detection techniques The photon detection
process is considered along with thermal detectors, photovoltaic and
photoconductive infrared detectors, and photoemissive detectors
Attention is also given to charge transfer devices for infrared imaging
and aspects of nonlinear heterodyne detection Charge-coupled
devices and nonlinear photon interactions represent new techniques
for extracting more information from weak infrared signals G R
A78-44572 Photovoltaic and photoconductive infrared
detectors D Long (Honeywell Corporate Research Center, Bloom-
ington, Minn ) In Optical and infrared detectors
Berlin and New York, Sprmger-Verlag, 1977, p
101-147 88 refs
Photovoltaic and photoconductive infrared detectors offer very
high detectivities, although they must often be cooled The continu
ing improvement of detector performance is related to the develop-
ment of highly purified, single-crystal semiconductors as their active
materials Aspects of basic theory are examined, taking into account
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direct photon detection, photocurrent, gam, responsivity, noise
mechanisms, detectivity, response time, and problems of electrical
power dissipation The important photovoltaic detectors use intrinsic
photoexcitation General relations regarding their theory are dis-
cussed Attention is given to suitable photovoltaic infrared detector
-material, the theory and the materials used in the case of intrinsic
photoconductive detectors, and the characteristics of extrinsic
photoconductive detectors G R
A78-44620 Material research with Spacelab R Hosten-
kamp and J Lorschiedter Dormer-Post (English Edition), no 2,
1978, p 54-58 . ,
The materials laboratory in the European Spacelab utilization
program will permit experimentation at virtually zero grayity in the
fields of metals, laminated materials, glasses, ceramics, and semicon-
ductors The equipment includes a central control console, consisting
of a computer system, a peripheral unit, and a data acquisition
system The central experimental facility is the mirror heating
facility, designed primarily for liquid and gas zone pulling of crystals
The mirror furnace uses the geometrical characteristics of an
enclosed ellipse of rotation to heat a sample positioned at one focus
point by a lamp at the second focus Details on the operation of this
unit are given P T H
A78-44752 Efficient amplification of a discharge-pumped
KrF laser S Watanabe, S Shiraton, T Sato, and H Kashiwagi
(Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Electrotechmca!
Laboratory, Tanashi, Tokyo, Japan) Applied Physics Letters, voJ
33, July 15, 1978, p 141-143 6 refs
An output energy of 0 75 J has been obtained with a pulse
width of 40 ns and an efficiency of 0 8% by using a UV-preionized
KrF amplification system The stored energy in an amplifier has been
improved by a factor of about 1 6 by control of self-breakdown
voltage with a change of electrode separation The measured
saturation energy for this device was 51 mJ/sq cm corresponding to a
KrF saturation intensity of 1 2 MW/sq cm The small-signal gain
coefficient reached 4 3%/cm at a charging voltage of 35 kV (Author)
A78-44759 * Emitter current suppression in a high-low-
junction emitter solar cell using an oxide-charge-induced electron
accumulation layer A Neugroschel, F A Lmdholm, S C Pao
(Florida, University, Gainesville, Fla ), and J G Possum (Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, N Mex ) Applied Physics Letters, vol
33, July 15, 1978, p 168-170 17 refs Research supported by the
U S Department of Energy and NASA
A78-44762 Effects of pmholes, oxide traps, and surface
states on MIS solar cells M A Green (New South Wales, University,
Kensington, Australia) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, July 15,
1978, p 178-180 16 refs Research supported by the Utah
Foundation and Australian Research Grants Committee
It is shown that the insulating layer in metal-msulator-
semiconductor (MIS) solar cells by no means has to be perfect to
obtain optimum photovoltaic performance Oxide pmhole densities
as large as 1000/sq cm can be tolerated without degrading the device
properties Large densities of oxide traps at energies close to the
majority-carrier band edge in the semiconductor can reduce the cell
efficiency as can surface states in nonoptimal devices Devices
optimally designed with an inversion layer at the IS interface are
virtually immune to these states, densities in excess of 10 to the
13th/sq cm causing no degradation in properties (Author)
A78-44875 Magnetohydrodynamic energy for electric
power generation Edited by R F Grundy Park Ridge, N J , IMoyes
Data Corp (Energy Technology Review Series Volume 20), 1978
239 p 77 refs $36
Aspects of Soviet MHD development are considered along with
details concerning open-cycle and closed-cycle MHD studies con-
ducted by American companies Liquid-metal MHD studies per-
formed by American companies are also discussed, taking into
account the selection of parametric study points, the study param-
eters, the LM-MHD/steam binary cycle configuration, assumptions,
methodology, the results of a parametric study, cost methodology,
MHD duct and magnet costs, liquid-metal pumps and subsystems
costs, heat transfer equipment costs, the costs of gas compressors and
motor drives, steam turbine/generator costs, the sizing and cost
algorithm computer program, component installation costs, a com-
parison of the cost of electricity for a LM-MHD/steam binary power
plant, and aspects of cycle description. Hydrogen-oxygen combus-
tion powered steam MHD systems are also examined G R
A78-44988 R Improving the efficiency of high-temperature
power plants (0 povyshenn effektivnosti vysokotemperattirnykh
energeticheskikh ustanovok) N A Mmiailenko (Akademna Nauk
Ukramskoi SSR, Institut Tekhmcheskoi Teplofiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian
SSR) Teplofiztka i Teplotekhnika, no 35, 1978, p 59-63 5 refs In
Russian
It is proposed that the efficiency of high-temperature power
plants (i e, conventional and nuclear gas-turbine plants) can be
improved by intensifying radiative heat transfer in heat exchanger
channels This can be done by increasing the absorptivity of the
heat-carrying fluid (e g , helium) through the addition of optimal
(minimal) concentrations of minute (0 1-3 microns) graphite parti-
cles A heat-carrying fluid with a minimum concentration of graphite
particles is practically a clean gas, which assures reliability operation
of the plant B J
A78-45076 The environment today R E Tram (World
Wildlife Fund, Washington, D C ) Science, vol 201, July 28, 1978,
p 320-324
Consideration is given to various aspects of current environmen-
tal research noting energy conservation programs associated with
space heating and cooling, automobiles, the industrial cogeneration
of steam and electricity, and commercial lighting Efforts aimed at
environmental protection are reviewed with reference to the Clean
Air Act, the national energy policy, and the planned World Climate
Conference Water quality projects are described such as waste-
treatment procedures for municipal and industrial wastes The 1976
Toxic Substances Control Act is discussed and' prospects for a
worldwide system to protect representative ecosystems are pre-
sented S C S
A78-45090 Urban fuel economy - An alternate interpreta-
tion of recent computer simulation calculations L Evans and R
Herman (GM Research Laboratories, Warren, Mich ) Transportation
Research, vol 12, June 1978, p 163-165 7 refs
Estimates of the effect of different traffic control scenarios on
vehicular fuel consumption in an urban network were obtained in a
recent report using detailed computer simulation In the present
work it is shown that these computer simulation results are
consistent with a previously developed model of fuel consumption in
urban traffic systems derived by conducting experiments in street
traffic (Author)
A78-45097 * // Fuel consumption improvement in current
transport engines R W Hines (United Technologies Corp , Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, Conn ) and J A Ziemianski
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engi-
neers, Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev, July
25-27, 1978, AIAA Paper 78-930 7 p 7 refs Contracts No
NAS3 20630, No NAS3-20632
A review is conducted of improvements which can be made with
respect to the fuel consumption of current engines and new
production versions of current engines A description is presented of
an engine diagnostics program which has the objective to identify
and quantify the causes and sources of performance deterioration in
the JT9D turbofan engine and to develop basic data which will be
applied to minimize performance degradation of current and future
engines General areas where performa ice losses occur are examined,
taking into account seals, blades and vanes, and cases Potential
performance improvement concepts are related to improved compo-
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nent aerodynamics, improved flowpath sealing, blade tip clearance
control, improved turbine cooling effectiveness, improved turbine
materials and coatings, duct and nozzle aerodynamic refinements,
nacelle aerodynamic refinements, forced exhaust mixers, advanced
nacelle materials, and advanced fuel control G R
A78-45098 * # NASA/General Electric Engine Component
Improvement Program A J Albright, D J Leonard (General
Electric Co , Cincinnati, Ohio), and J A Ziemianski (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engineers, Joint
Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev, July 25-27, 1978,
AIAA Paper 78-929 7 p Contracts No NAS3-20629, No NAS3-
20631
The Engine Component Improvement (ECO Program has been
initiated in connection with projects designed to reduce the impact
of the world-wide energy crisis in the area of aviation The two parts
of the ECI program have the overall objective to identify and
quantify the sources and causes of CF6 engine performance
deterioration, and to reduce the fuel consumption of CF6 engines
through the development and the incorporation of various perfor-
mance improvement concepts The CF6 high-bypass turbofan engine
was selected as a basis for this effort, since it is expected to be a
significant fuel user in commercial revenue service for the next 15 to
20 years The first part of the ECI program represents the initial step
in an effort to achieve a goal of five percent reduction in fuel usage
for CF6 engines in the 1979-82 time period The first performance
improvement concept selected is an improved efficiency fan blade
Other improvements are related to a short core exhaust system and
an improved high pressure turbine GR
A78-45135 ft The slagging MHD generator - A parametric
study J G Taylor (Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N Mex ).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid and
Plasma Dynamics Conference, 11th, Seattle, Wash, July 10-12,
1978, Paper 78-1174 tip 11 refs Research supported by the U S
Department of Energy
A coal combustion MHD generator is examined to determine the
influence of a liquid slag layer which coats the electrode walls The
slag layer is formed by vapor condensation from the gas stream and
maintained in equilibrium by shear flow along the wall Boundary
layer theory is applied to give a self-consistent analysis of the core
flow, gas phase boundary layer, and liquid slag layer (Author)
A78-45136 * # High temperature solar photon engines A
Hertzberg, R Decher, A T Mattick (Washington, University, Seattle,
Wash ), and C V Lau (Boeing Commercial Airplane Co , Seattle,
Wash ) American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid
and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 11th, Seattle, Wash, July 10-12,
1978, Paper 78-1177 32 p 30 refs Grant No NGL-49-002-044
High temperature heat engines designed to make maximum use
of the thermodynamic potential of concentrated solar radiation are
described Plasmas between 2000 K and 4000 K can be achieved by
volumetric absorption of radiation in alkali metal vapors, leading to
thermal efficiencies up to 75% for terrestrial solar power plants and
up to 50% for space power plants Two machines capable of
expanding hot plasmas using practical technology are discussed A
binary Rankme cycle uses fluid mechanical energy transfer in a
device known as the 'Comprex' or 'energy exchanger ' The second
machine utilizes magnetohydrodynamics in a Brayton cycle for space
applications Absorption of solar energy and plasma radiation losses
are investigated for a solar superheater using potassium vapor
(Author)
A78-45215 To bed betimes W Patterson (Friends of the
Earth, Ltd , London, England) New Scientist, vol 79, July 20,
1978. p 180, 181
Fluidized bed combustion (which usually takes place at temper-
atures between 700 and 900 C) is discussed with reference to its
potential for energy production in coal-fired systems It is noted that
even high-sulfur coal may be used without danger to the environ-
ment, because the sulfur combines with calcium in the limestone or
dolomite ash in the bed to form a precipitate of calcium sulfate Two
types of fluidized beds are described one which operates at ambient
pressure, another which operates at pressures of ten atmospheres or
more Fluidized bed boilers are already in operation, e g , a 25 MW
plant outside Enkopmg, Sweden, which supplies the town's heating
system, with other larger (up to 200 MW) plants either under
construction or in the design stage D M W
A78-45245 Wave interaction in a beam-plasma system in
presence of dispersion and higher order non-linear effects M Lisak
(EURATOM and Chalmers University of Technology, Institute for
Electromagnetic Field Theory, Goteborg, Sweden) Physica Scripts,
vol 17, June 1978, p 577581 11 refs
The third-order perturbation theory based on the method of
multiple scales is applied in order to describe wave interactions in a
beam-plasma system The formalism includes simultaneous effects of
dispersion and nonlmeanties giving rise to self and mutual inter-
actions Some traveling wave solutions are obtained in special cases
of physical interest (Author)
A78-45251 A practical method for determining wind
frequency distributions for the lowest 200 m from routine meteoro-
logical data A -S Smedman-Hogstrom and U Hogstrom (Uppsala,
Umversitet, Uppsala, Sweden) Journal of Applied Meteorology, vol
17, July 1978, p 942-954 8 refs Research supported by the
National Board for Energy Source Development
A simple model is described which in a crude way considers the
effects of variation of terrain characteristics and of stability on the
wind profile in the lowest 100 or 200 m of the atmosphere The
model is not primarily intended for giving exact individual profiles
but rather for producing statistics of wind speeds at levels in the
height range below, say, 200 m The study is concerned with rural
conditions only The input to the model is routine meteorological
data and detailed information on the roughness characteristics as a
function of distance and direction relative to the measuring point
The results suggest that the general approach of describing the wind
profile in the various internal boundary layers as power laws with
exponents characteristic of the origin of the respective boundary
layers is basically valid S D
A78-45321 CO2 and spaceship earth S Terra EPRI
Journal, vol 3, July Aug 1978, p 22-27
Carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere has been
steadily increasing (from an estimated 293 ppm before 1860 to
about 334 ppm in 1977) Mainly responsible for the increase is the
burning of coal, oil, and natural gas as fuel in industrial and
commercial applications It is suggested that the elevated levels of
atmospheric CO2 may be leading to a global warming on the order of
2-3 C, a 2% increase in average relative humidity, and 7% higher
average rainfall It is also suggested that the world's forests may be a
source rather than a sink for C02 Scenarios range from a disasterous
5 m rise in the mean sea level, resulting from the melting of the polar
caps, to a simple shift of rainfall patterns toward the more populated
areas of the northern hemisphere, thus opening up previously arid
areas to agriculture and settlement D M W
A78-45365 High-efficiency p/+/-n-n/+/ back-surface-field
silicon solar cells J G Fossum and E L Burgess (Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, N Mex ) Applied Physics Letters, vol
33, Aug 1, 1978, p 238-240 9 refs Research supported by the U S
Department of Energy
The design and fabrication of high-efficiency p(+)-n-n(+) back-
surface-field silicon solar cells are described The fabrication process
has been developed to yield maximum attainable carrier lifetimes
(about 0 7 msec) in the base region of the cell, thereby allowing the
back n-n(+) junction to enhance effectively the cell performance A
surprising conclusion drawn from a study of the device physics
supporting the experimental development of the cell is that the
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front-surface recombination velocity controls the recombination in
the emitter That is, the bulk p(+) emitter is 'transparent' to
minority-carrier (electron) flow The recognition of the significance
of the front silicon surface has led to process modifications that
result in improvements in both the short-circuit current density and
the open-circuit voltage of the cell With these improvements, the
cells exhibit AM1 conversion efficiencies of nearly 17% The
fabrication process is reliable and reproducible with exceptionally
high yield (Author)
In the present paper, available theoretical and experimental data
on the properties of discharges in a strong magnetic field are used as
a basis to arrive at certain conclusions concerning the calculation of
the electron temperature in the channel of a Faraday MHD generator
of nonumform conductivity It is shown that to calculate Joule
dissipation in the channel, it is imperative to take into consideration
such experimentally observed phenomena as lonization turbulence
and the presence of a mean Hall current V P
A78-45435 * H Medium power voltage multipliers with a large
number of stages W T Harngill and I T Myers (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Power Electronics Specialists Conference,
Syracuse, N Y .June 13-15, 1978, Paper 7 p 13 refs
Voltage multiplier techniques were extended at medium power
levels to larger multiplication ratios A series of DC-DC converters
were built, with from 20 to 45 stages and with power levels up to
100 watts Maximum output voltages were about 10,000 volts
(Author)
A78-45453 Thermal regimes in a primary fluid heated by
solar energy in a linear collector 0 Barra, M Conti, L Correra, R
Visentin, and E P Caratelli (Calabria, Universita, Cosenza, Italy)
Nuovo Cimento, Sezione C, vol 1 C, Mar-Apr 1978, p 167-184 15
refs
The steady-state heat transfer equation has been solved for the
determination of temperature profiles in a diathermic oil flowing
through a linear boiler placed on the focal line of cylindrical
parabolic solar concentrators Finite-difference methods have been
employed to solve the equation, by assuming Nikuradse velocity
profiles and available experimental data to supply boundary condi-
tions and to estimate equation parameters A set of solutions for
several physical and qeometrical situations is shown and discussed in
order to give useful indications on the design of solar power plant
(Author)
A78-45454 . Transient temperature variations in the pri-
mary network of a solar power plant 0 Barra, M Conti, L Correra,
R Visentin, and V Marmelli (Calabria, Universita, Cosenza, Italy)
Nuovo Cimento, Sezione C, vol 1 C, Mar -Apr 1978, p 185-195 6
refs
The energy conservation equations are solved to determine the
transient behavior of a solar power plant, made of linear concentra-
tors The equations are solved by the finite-difference method,
assuming typical project parameters and the available experimental
data Different physical and geometrical configurations are consid-
ered, the results are shown and discussed in order to supply useful
indications for the design of a solar power plant (Author)
A78-45648 Conditions for near-electrode contraction of a
discharge in a combustion-product plasma A M Virnik, N M
Zykova, T S Kurakina, and E V Mel'mkov (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur,
Moscow, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Nov
Dec 1977, p 1148-1151 ) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May
1978, p 982-986 12 refs Translation
The experiments described were carried out to study the
processes occurring at the electrodes of an MHD power generator
during the transition from a diffuse to a constricted discharge The
tests were performed with laboratory equipments simulating a
combustion product plasma in a space charge layer (flow tempera-
ture of 2600 K, conductivity of 1 5 to 9 mho/m) The threshold
current density of a diffuse discharge is plotted against the anode
temperature and the plasma conductivity V P
A78-45654 Electron heating in channel of nonequilibnum
magnetohydrodynamic generators N A Kruzhilm (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur,
Moscow, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Nov
Dec 1977, p 1262 1268 ) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May
1978, p 1082-1088 21 refs Translation
A78-45655 Near-cathode region of contracted discharge at
MHD-generator metallic electrodes I I Beilis (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Mos
cow, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Nov Dec
1977, p 1269-1275 ) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May 1978, p
1088-1094 21 refs Translation
The parameters of an arc-discharge spot are studied with
allowance of the processes in the cathode plasma, on the basis of a
mathematical model that takes into consideration the presence of a
film on the electrode surface It is shown that at mean electrode
temperatures above 900 K, the current density in the spot decreases
markedly while the spot temperature is hardly affected An electrode
erosion mechanism associated with melting and evaporation of the
electrode metal is proposed The phenomenon of constricted
discharge is analyzed for high electrode temperatures It is shown
that for cathode spot parameters characteristic of MHD generators,
the arc discharge at a steel electrode (contrary to that at a copper
electrode) is thermally unsteady V P
A78-45656 Switching of electrodes in the end zone of a
series MHD generator G P Bazarov, E N Kufa, and S A Medm
(Voronezhskn Politekhmcheskn Institut, Voronezh, Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Mos
cow,'USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15. Nov Dec
1977, p 1276-1283) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May 1978, p
1094-1100 8 refs Translation
The influence of the technique of commutatmg segmented
electrodes at the end sections of an MHD channel on the local and
integrated characteristics of the power generator is studied A
numerical solution is obtained to the two-dimensional electro-
dynamics problem for the end section of a channel carrying a
homogeneous flow An analysis of the integrated characteristics
shows that maximum energy conversion efficiency is achieved when
short-circuited segmented electrodes are commutated at small angles
The current and potential distributions at the contact of a solid
electrode are examined, showing that for any commutation tech-
nique, there exists a contact arrangement that eliminates current and
voltage buildup at a contact V P
A78-45657 Investigation of the temperature dependence
of the electrical conductivity of the working fluid of large MHD
generators N A Balashov, I A Vasil'eva, I M Gaponov, G P
Mahuzhonok, A P Nefedov, V B Novosadov, F M Oberman, L P
Proberezhskn, and E M Shelkov (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Nauchno-
lssledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Moscow, USSR)
(Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Nov-Dec 1977, p
1284-1293) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May 1978, p
1101-1110 15 refs Translation
The paper deals with the results of a joint Soviet-American
experiment which was carried out to measure the dependence of the
electrical conductivity of the plasma of an open-cycle MHD
generator on the temperature, the plasma pressure, the degree of
oxygen enrichment, and the amount of lomzable addition The U-25
and the AVCO Mark VI facilities employed in the experiments are
described, along with the respective procedures An approximate
expression is derived which does not require a computer to calculate
the electron density, electron mobility, and the electrical con-
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ductivity of the combustion-product plasma over the entire range of
working-fluid parameters V P
A78-45658 Appearance of mterelectrode arcs and electric
fluctuations in an MHD channel V I Kovbasiuk.N N Baranov, A
D Iserov, and I I Klimovskn (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skii Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Moscow, USSR)
(Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 15, Nov Dec 1977, p
1294-1302) High Temperature, vol 15, no 6, May 1978, p
1110-1118 21 refs Translation
In the experiments described, the conditions leading to the
onset of Hall (electrode) arcs in diagonal MHD channels were studied
by recording and analyzing the fluctuations of the electrode
potentials The experiments were carried out with the U-25 facility,
employing induced electric fields It is shown that the onset of Hall
arcs (breakdowns) in an induced electric field is accompanied by the
onset of high-frequency (on the order of 100 kHz) noise in the
spectrum of electrode voltage fluctuations, and that the moment of
onset of Hall arcs depends strongly on the Faraday currents to the
electrodes and on the magnetic field induction V P
A78-45661 Efficiency of a pulsed Faraday MHD generator
in a scheme with a thermonuclear reactor V V Breev, V P
Panchenko, and V V Chernukha (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut
Atomnoi Energn, Moscow, USSR) (Teplofizika Vysokikh Tempera-
tur, vol 15, Nov -Dec 1977, p 1321-1323 ) High Temperature, vol
15, no 6, May 1978, p 1140-1142 Translation
The plasma-generating energy storage system examined in the
present paper is composed of a pulsed MHD power generator and a
pulsed thermonuclear reactor The system is quasi-stationary in the
sense that its parameters vary in time The problem of defining the
optimal configuration of the MHD channel and the optimal mode of
operation is discussed, evaluating the efficiency of the system in
terms of the ratio of the electric energy generated to the thermal
energy of the source The pressure, total temperature, current voltage
characteristic, and effective conductance at the channel inlet are
plotted vs time It is shown that for operation at an active load the
system efficiency may approach 30 percent V P
A78-45735 , Performance analysis and cost optimization of
a solar-assisted heat pump system J W MacArthur (Honeywell
Energy Resources Center, Minneapolis, Minn ),W J Palm, and R C
Lessmann (Rhode Island, University, Kingston, R I ) Solar Energy,
vol 21, no 1, 1978, p 1-9 16 refs
A solar-assisted heat pump system with a conventional backup
unit was simulated for a 93-sq m (1000 sq-ft) house in Rhode Island
using quasi-dynamic computer models The performance of the
system as a function of collector area and thermal storage volume
was evaluated to determine the fraction of the space heating and
domestic hot water load that was supplied by the solar-assisted
system This information was used to compute the payback time,
based on cumulative costs, for each variation of the system's
parameters when compared to a conventional system The optimal
combination of system components which had a payback time less
than the mortgage life was determined For the given initial costs of
solar panels and storage reservoir, this optimal combination was
found to be insensitive to the variations in mortgage and fuel cost
growth rates presented in this report (Author)
A78-45736 The result of cooling operation of Yazaki
Experimental Solar House 'One' T Ishibashi (Yazaki Buhm Co ,
Ltd , Kosai, Shizuoka, Japan) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 1, 1978, p
11-16
The testing of a solar cooling system for a 127-sq-m residence is
described The refrigerating unit is a 6000 kcal/hr compact water
lithium bromide absorption unit, the solar collector, heat storage
tank, fan coil unit, floor panel heating, cooling tower, and four
pumps are characterized, and the Yazaki experimental house design
is reported Data on the relation of total insolation to produced
energy, cooling load, temperature parameters, and solar utilization
are presented, and the data are discussed with reference to the design
of solar cooling systems for houses M L
A78-45737 Absorption of solar radiation in ponds. R
Viskanta (Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind ) and J S Toor
(Science Applications, Inc. La Jolla, Calif) Solar Energy, vol 21,
no 1, 1978, p 17-25 29 refs
Analysis is presented to predict the local rate of solar energy
absorption in a pond using the radiative transfer theory The physical
model considers absorption and scattering by the water and internal
reflection of radiation from the air-water interface as well as the
bottom A forward scattering approximation and a discrete-
coordinate approximation of the radiative transfer equation are
discussed Numerical results for the local volumetric rate of solar
energy absorption in the water are presented in the paper for a range
of parameters of physical interest The effects of the directional
distribution of solar radiation incident on the water surface, the
attenuation of solar radiation by the atmosphere during the diurnal
cycle and the modification of the spectral radiation characteristics of
water by impurities and additives on the absorption and distribution
of the absorbed energy in the pond are investigated (Author)
A78-4S739 PVSS - A photovoltaic system simulation
program L H Goldstein and G R Case (Sandia Laboratories.
Albuquerque, N Mex ) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 1,1978, p 37-43
7 refs
A computer program has been developed to accurately simulate
the performance of a photovoltaic system Sixteen configurations
can be simulated, including systems with combinations of battery
storage, inverters, d c -voltage regulators and maximum power point
trackers Models are presented for system components, and sample
runs illustrating various aspects of program performance are de-
scribed , (Author)
A78-45740 A solar-assisted heat pump system for heating
and cooling residences B W Tleimat and E D Howe (California,
University, Berkeley, Calif) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 1, 1978, p
45-54 6 refs
It is proposed that heating and cooling of the all-electric
residence unit be accomplished by using a solar-assisted heat-pump J
system This system would make use of a, conventional air-
conditioning unit which would be modified by fitting controls to ,
reverse the flow of refrigerant for the heating mode and by changing
the outdoor heat exchanger from refrigerant-to-air to refrigerant-to-
water The system would also require a solar collector and two
insulated water-storage tanks The system is described, and the
energy output and costs are calculated It is concluded that the
solar-assisted heat-pump system with current fuel prices can provide
immediate economic benefit over the all-electric home and is,
possibly on par with residences using fuel or liquefied petroleum gas,
but would cost more than systems using natural gas M L
A78-45741 Determining typical weather for use in solar
energy simulations W R Petrie (Clark University, Worcester, Mass )
and M McClmtock (Boston University, Boston, Mass) Solar Energy, '
vol 21, no 1,1978, p 55-59 10 refs
The use of simulation methods to predict the performance of a
solar energy system is considered The paper describes a method of
analyzing an optional number of years of weather data for a chosen
month resulting m a 'typical week' which is characterized in terms of
solar radiation, ambient dry bulb temperature, and wind speed The
'typical week' is allowed to vary in length between Sand 10 days in
the analysis in order to enable selection of a period that best
represents a given month A comparative computer analysis is used to
verify the method, the differences between the averaging method and
the 'typical' weather method are less than 7%, and the 'typical'
method requires less computer time M L
A78-45742 Eutectic mixtures for solar heat storage N
Yoneda and S Takanashi (Tokyo, Science University, Noda, Japan)'
Solar Energy, vol 21, no 1, 1978, p 61-63 11 refs Research '
supported by the Iwtani Naoji Foundation
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Several inorganic eutectic mixtures which have melting points in
a range most suitable for solar heat storage and which have high heats
of fusion were investigated Thermodynamic properties of LiNOS-
NH4N03-NH4CI, LiN03-NH4NO3-NaN03, LiN03-NH4NO3-KN03,
Mg(N03)2 6H2O-MgCI2 6H20, and Mg(N03)2 6H20-MgBr2 6H2O
are reported Supercooling, corrosion, and other problems associated
with practical application of the eutectic mixtures are examined, the
heat content of one system is calculated, and the costs per kilojoule
are estimated M L
A78-45743 Units and symbols in solar energy W A
Beckman, J A Duffie (Wisconsin, University, Madison, Wis ), J W
Bugler (Capricorma Institute of Advanced Education, Rockhampton,
Australia), P I Cooper, R V Dunkle (Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization, Melbourne, Australia), P E Glaser
(Arthur D Little, Inc , Cambridge, Mass), T Horigome (Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, Electrotechmcal Laboratory,
Tokyo, Japan), T A Lawand (McGill University, Montreal, Canada),
E D Howe, and P L Van der Mersch Solar Energy, vol 21, no 1,
1978, p 65-68
The application of SI units to some common solar energy
quantities is discussed, and some interpretations are recommended
for particular cases The new system of units is based on metric
quantities but is not the same as any previous system of metric units,
in other words, both metric and imperial units must be changed to
conform to the new system SI units for energy, power, force,
pressure, velocity, flow, and temperature are described, and lists of
recommended symbols for material quantities, sun and related
angles, miscellaneous quantities, subscripts, and radiation quantities
are presented *" '
A78-45830 if Heat transfer in wicks of tow-temperature heat
pipes (Teploobmin u gnotakh nizlcotemperatumikh teplovikh trub)
V I Tolubmslcii, V 0 Antonenko, lu M Ostrovs'ku, and E M
Shevchuk (Akademna Nauk Ukrams'ko; RSR, Institut Tekhnichnoi
Feplofiziki. Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Akademna Nauk Ukrains'koi
RSR, Dopovidi, Serna A - Fiziko-Matematichni ta Tekhmchm Nauki,
May 1978, p 466-470 5 refs In Ukrainian
Experiments were conducted to study heat transfer in liquid-
saturated metal wicks in low-temperature heat pipes The cooling
liquids used were distilled water at pressures of 01-04 MPa and
butyl alcohol, normal heptane, benzene and acetone at atmospheric
pressure, 35 types of porous capillary wick structures were tested
Visualization experiments disclosed no boiling in the wick, but only
evaporation of the liquid from the free surface of the meniscus The
evaporation is accompanied by the removal of liquid drops The
mechanism of this process is discussed and, as an illustration,
attention is given to the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient
on heat flux density for a perforated nickel wick and distilled water
at a pressure of 0 4 MPa B J
A78-45902 # Is Europe's space power technology competi-
tive J J Capart (ESA, Spacecraft Power Supplies Div , Noordwijk,
Netherlands) ESA Bulletin, no 12, Feb 1978, p 56-61
The evolution of spacecraft power systems and design require-
ments are discussed in terms of European development objectives
The economics of European power-system development is examined
with attention to the limited scope of research and development
possibilities, market considerations, and prospects for reductions in
hardware costs The technology of solar arrays, batteries, and power
conditioning is considered, and mass, payload, and photovoltaic
requirements are described ML
A78-45914 Effect of economic development on climate
(L'mfluence du developpement economique sur le chmat) R Gibrat
La Miteorologie, Mar 1978, p 528 44 refs In French
The paper discusses the problem of the effect on world climate
of carbon dioxide gas emissions and thermal waste emissions, and
then examines a proposal for using the world's deep ocean waters as
a solution to the problem of disposal of C02 and thermal emissions
Various past estimates of the contribution by man to fluctuations in
climate, both for the present and extrapolated to the future, are
examined The idea of direct introduction of C02 into deep waters,
due to Marchetti, is studied The use of deep waters as a cold water
source calls for deeper understanding of ocean variability and the
formation of deep waters P T H
A78-45917 Simplified two-state Markov meteorological
model - The Odeillo example (Modele Markovien simplifie de
meteorologie a deux etats - L'exemple d'Odeillo) R Lestienne La
M6teorologie, Mar 1978, p 53-64 5 refs In French
A simple meteorological model is developed, where the succes-
sion of days is regarded as a Markov chain of two states 'good
weather' and 'bad weather' A day's weather is classified as good or
bad according as the ratio of length of time during which the sun
shines to the maximum possible it could shine that day is greater or
less than 50 percent The model reproduces satisfactorily most of the
features of the phenomena considered, especially the proportion of
good weather days and bad weather days and the distribution of
lengths of sequences of the same type The model confirms the
importance of correlations between successive days which must be
taken into account in predictions of yield and storage requirements
of solar power generating plants P T H
A78-45946 Fluorescent solar energy collectors - Operating
conditions with diffuse light A Goetzberger (Fraunhofer-
Gesellschaft zur Forderung der angewandten Forschung, Institut fur
angewandte Festkorperphysik, Freiburg im Breisgau, West Germany)
Applied Physics, vol 16, Aug 1978, p 399-404 6 refs Research
supported by the Bundesmimstenum fur Forschung und Techno-
logie
The fluorescent energy conversion principle using several sheets
of transparent material doped with fluorescent molecules to con-
centrate radiation is extended to include diffuse radiation Two cases
are treated here diffuse radiation only and a composite spectrum
consisting of 40% direct and 60% diffuse radiation simulating the
average illumination of a flat exposure in central Europe In both
cases photovoltaic conversion efficiency is significantly higher than
with the AMI spectrum This is due to the blue shift and narrow
shape of the diffuse spectral distributions With realistic boundary
conditions the theoretical conversion efficiency is 1 56 times higher
than for the AMI case The highest theoretical conversion efficiency
is now 38% (Author)
A78-46023 Elemental particle-size emissions from coal-
fired power plants - Use of an inertia! cascade impactor J M Ondov,
R C Ragaini, and A H Biermanh (California, University, Liver-
more, Calif) Atmospheric Environment, vol 12, no 5, 1978, p
1175-1185 27 refs Contract No W-7405-eng-48
Coal-fly-ash particles collected on coated and uncoated impac
tion substrates were analyzed by scanning electron microscope
techniques in combination with instrumental neutron activation
analysis to verify the sizes and elemental composition of collected
particles The results were used to estimate the significance of
bounce-off and reentramment onto back-up filters and to evaluate
wall and interstage losses for the University of Washington MK III
Source Test Cascade Impactor Particles were analyzed for a total of
39 elements Characteristics of particles collected downstream from
an electrostatic precipitator and of particles collected on back-up
filters are described Wall and interstage losses of most elements were
estimated to be about 40% of mass A wet scrubber and coated
impaction substrates did not greatly reduce bounce-off and reentram-
ment of small wet particles M L
A78-46025 An observation of cooling tower plume effects
on total solar radiation E Ryznar (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor,
Mich ) Atmospheric Environment, vol 12, no 5, 1978, p 1223,
1224 5 refs Research supported by the Consumers Power Co
Measurements of total solar radiation were made on 7 March
1977 The sky was cloudless but a cooling tower plume occasionally
came between the sun and the pyranometer that was used These
measurements resulted in values that were greater than those
expected with a cloudless sky It is likely that reflections from the
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plume, whose average position was slightly north of an imaginary
sun-pyranometer line, were responsible (Author)
A78-46028 Mathematical modelling of dispeuion and
chemical reactions in a plume - Oxidation of NO to NO2 in the
plume of a power plant 0 T Melo (Ontario Hydro Research
Laboratories, Toronto, Canada), M A Lusis (Department of the
Environment, Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview, On-
tario. Canada), and R D S Stevens (Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, Toronto, Canada) Atmospheric Environment, vol 12,
no 5, 1978, p 1231-1234 24 refs
A78-46051 Visual impact of plumes from power plants - A
theoretical model D A Latimer and G S Samuelsen (California,
University, Irvine, Calif) Atmospheric Environment, vol 12, no
6-7, 1978, p 1455-1465 25 refs
The impact of emissions on the visibility and esthetic qualities
of the existing environment is an important issue in the evaluation of
the environmental effects of power plants The reported investigation
has the objective to present and to illustrate the use of a
mathematical model for predicting the visual impact of e'missions
from a power plant based on a knowledge of expected pollutant
emission rates and the visual effects of the pollutants The model is
based on the physics of light scattering and absorption but differs
from previous models in two key aspects First, the present model
predicts both the impact of the plume on visual range and the color
and appearance of the plume Second, the present work takes into
account wavelength-dependent light scattering, scattering and absorp-
tion, size distribution and density of fly ash, chemical conversion of
nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide, formation of sulfates and nitrates,
and observer-plume geometry G R
A78-46069 A resonating transducer for the utilization of
sea wave energy. E Taschdjian Energy Communications, vol 4, no
4, 1978, p 393-404 5 refs
A device for the utilization of the energy of sea waves is
described, consisting essentually of a narrowing channel, a swimmer,
a magnetized lever and a set of transducing wires The whole
arrangement is modelled upon and is analogous to the structure and
function of the mammalian ear It is proposed that the electricity
produced, after rectification, be used locally for the electrolysis of
sea water (Author)
A78-46119 Advances in and prospects for the develop-
ment of solar power generation in the USSR S A Azimov
(Geliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 3-8 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13,
no_5,1977, p 1-5 Translation
The article presents a broad survey of the development of sclar
power engineering in the USSR Attention is given to regional
programs utilizing solar energy for various everyday tasks, the
construction of solar-heated dwellings, the development of solar
distillers, and the construction of solar furnaces Plans for building
solar power stations are reviewed as are projects for the automatic
transformation of solar into mechanical energy using the Stirling
engine or Rankine cycles. Plans for the generation of energy from
solar power using conical and cylindrical concentrators and Fresnel
mirrors are proposed Particular consideration is given to research in
solar energy as applicable to agricultural projects S C S
laminar reflectors of various forms, and for the form control of
reflecting surfaces during their manufacture and use S C S
A78-46121 Comparative analysis of models of irradiance
field formation in wide aperture-optical systems I V Baum and S
0 Mamedmiazov (Akademna Nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhmcheskii Institut, Dyushambe, Tadzhik SSR) (Geliotekhnika,
no 5, 1977, p 26-36 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 5, 1977, p
19-26 14 refs Translation
The article briefly discusses the development of wide-aperture
optical systems used for concentrating radiated streams, and
employed in devices such as optical furnaces with artificial sources,
high-temperature solar furnaces, and parabolic reflectors in radio-
telescopes. A comparative analysis is presented of various models of
the irradiance fields of such wide-aperture optical systems The
analysis is based on mathematical calculations of the primary
radiation source characteristics, concentrator parameters, and the
thermal regimes of the receiver S C S
A78-46122 Equalization of irradiation field on receiver
surface. I V Baum and S 0 Mamedmiazov (Akademna Nauk
Tadzhikskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskn Institut, Dyushambe, Ta-
dzhik SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 37-43) Applied Solar
Energy, vol 13, no 5, 1977, p 27-32 Translation
For many types of equipment based on radial heating, the
homogeneity of the irradiance field of solar concentrators has been
emphasized The article presents a computational procedure for
evaluating the homogeneity of irradiance fields on the surface of
two-dimensional receivers Consideration is also given to losses in
boundary homogeneity caused by the finite angular dimensions of
the source S C S
A78-46123 Evaluation of deformation technique for form-
ing solar concentrator reflecting surfaces. R A Zakhidov, lu A
Dudko, 0 P Petrosov, G S Zmener, and L A Dubrovsku
(Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR, Tsentral'noe Proektno-
Konstruktorskoe i Tekhnologicheskoe Biuro Nauchnogo Priboro-
stroenna, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 44, 45 )
Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 5, 1977, p 33,34 Translation
A78-46124 On'the role of macrorelief of semiconductor
branches during .their commutation in thermoelements E A
Malygm and M P Kozorezov (Voronezhskn Politekhnicheskn
Institut, Voronezh, USSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 46-48 )
Applied Solar Energy, vo\ 13, no 5, 1977, p 35-37 Translation
A study is made to determine the dependency of the mechanical
strength of a semiconductor on the degree of roughness of its
branches Low-temperature thermoelectric materials based on Bi, Se,
Te, and Sb are considered The branches were formed by a technique
of compression followed by annealing Geometrical impurities of the
backing are found to significantly influence nucleation during
condensation Two types of impurities are identified macroscopic
and microscopic Using microphotographs and corresponding pro-
filograms, the influence of macrodefects on the surface of semi-
conductor branches is studied SCS
A78-46120 Development and application of the moire
method in solar engineering problems lu K Shcherbakov and L P
Tairova (Moskovskoe Vysshee Tekhmcheskoe Uchihshche, Moscow,
USSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 9-17 ) Applied Solar Energy,
vol 13, np_5, 1977, p 6-12 10 rpfs JTranslation
Consideration is given to tne moire method a* applied to
measuring the angles of rotation of normals and the curvature of
reflecting surfaces of solar engineering apparatus Various procedures
for visualizing moire maps are discussed with reference to circular
and hexagonal film facets The results indicate that the proposed
method is effective for defining the characteristics of flexible
concentrators having various types of supports, two-dimensional
A78-46125 Classification of wind and solar power plant
output regulation modes R B Salieva (Tashkentsku Elektrotekhni-
cheskn Institut Sviazi, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 5,
1977, p 49-60 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 5, 1977, p
38-47 14 refs Translation
Consideration is given to monitoring the productivity of wind
and solar power stations on daily, seasonal, and many-year bases.
Methods for calculating the parameters of wind and solar energy
collectors are proposed, noting those based on data gathered over
many years, and those based on statistics and probability The
conditions under which each of the methods may be used are
identified SCS.
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A78-46126 , Polyurethane foam solar energy concentratoi
resistance to climatic influences B A Bazarov, A G Dement'ev,
and B A Kalinin (Akademna Nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhnicheskn Institut, Dyushambe, Tadzhik SSR, All-Union Scien-
tific Research Institute of Synthetic Resins, USSR) (Geliotekhnika,
no 5, 1977,p 67-71 ) Applied Solar £nergy, vol 13, no 5,1977, p
53-56 8 refs Translation
A78-46127 Intermittent-operation absorption solar refrig-
erator A T Vakhidov and T M Maksudov (Akademna Nauk
Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhmcheskii Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek
SSR) IGeliotekhnika, no 5, 1977, p 76-78) Applied Solar Energy,
vol 13, no 5, 1977, p 60-62 B.refs Translation
A study is made of an absorption solar refrigerator based on a
liquid Particular attention is given to a model solar refrigerator
having periodic operation and using ammonia as a cooling agent and
water as an absorber It is found that the apparatus' thermal inertia is
a function of heat capacity, generator-absorber mass, and the
ammonia-water solution A numerical procedure is derived for
determining the necessary amount of this solution, and optimal
concentrations are given for various times of the year S C.S
A78-46128 Structure of beam reflected by heliostat V K
Baranov (Geliotekhnika, no 6, 1977, p 3-10) Applied Solar
Energy, vol 13, no 6, 1977, p 1-6 Translation
If a heliostat is situated at a considerable distance from the
illuminated target, the structure of the reflected beam will be
considerably, different from that of the original solar beam It is
shown that for a Jiel lostat-target distance of about 107 times the
diameter of the heliostat aperture, there will be a central zone in the
form of a convergent cone within which the flux density is uniform
and varies little from the flux incident on the reflector Further on
there is a stretch, the central zone of which has the form of a
divergent cone, where the flux density decreases with the square of
the distance from the reflector P T H
A78-46130 Technological evolution of the quality of
facets produced by deformational forming R A Zakhidov, lu A
Oudko, and L A Dubrovskn (Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR,
Tsentral'noe Proektno-Konstruktorskoe i Tekhnologicheskoe Biuro
Nauchnogo Pribordstroeniia, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 6,
1977, p 19-22 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6, 1977, p
13-15 Translation '
"ATnixed numerical-experimental method of evaluating the
quality of the facets of solar concentrators is proposed The method
is such that the quality of a facet, by which is meant principally the
concentrating power of the facet, can be estimated during the
development of a processing method Hence it is based on results of
local monitoring of the concentrating power, with comparisons being
made with calculations for an ideal concentrator P T H
A78-46131 ' Automatic control of tower-type solar power
station optical system /Survey/ A M Khalykov and R R Apansi
(Gosudarstvennyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Energetichesku Institut,
Moscow,, USSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 6, 1977, p 23-3? ) Applied
Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6, 1977, p 16-22 14refs Translation
Two possible schemes for controlling the mirror reflectors
(heliostats) of the optical concentrator of a solar power station using
the concept of a solar tower are outlined The two schemes call for
individual control and centralized control, respectively, of the system
of heliostats In the former concept each heliostat has its own
servosystem providing independent angular displacement The latter
concept, suited for large systems, incorporates into an individual
control system the possibility of feedback and monitoring control
P.TH
A78-46132 Photoelectric radiation densitometer B A
Bazarov, Kh Bazarov, and D S Strebkov (Akademna Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhmcheskii Institut, Ashkhabad,
Turkmen SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 6, 1977, p 3234) Applied
Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6,1977 p 23-25 Translation
A method allowing measurement of radiation flux at any point
of a region with high flux density is described The sensitive element
is a high-voltage matrix photocell Several of these devices are
displaced through the focal region of a concentrator at a velocity not
exceeding the velocity corresponding to the maximal critical frequen-
cy of the p-n junctions of the photocells If the energy flux exceeds
100,000 V/sq m, trie-matrix photocells are cooled in a quartz tube
filled with circulating water P T H
A78-46135 Study of the physical and chemical processes
in fabricating reflectors from polymer materials 0 lu Sobrov, A .M
Gafurov, S N Vil'kova, and G la Umarov (Akademiia Nauk
Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhmcheskii Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek
SSR) IGeliotekhnika, no 6, 1977, p 44-49) Applied Solar Energy,
vol 13, no 6, 1977, p 33-37 Translation
The study concerns the physicochemical processes involved in
the formation of a strong bond between the coating material and the
reflecting surface of a foam-film solar concentrator Attention is
given to (1) formation of contact, le, physical approach of the
molecules of the vapor-deposited polymers and the substrate to the
proper distance for chemical reaction, (2) activation and chemical
interaction of the molecules, leading to a strong bond, (3) film
formation, and (4) relaxation processes such as recrystallization,
heterodiffusion, new phase formation, etc, which can either enhance
or dimmish the bond strength The change in the contact surface
during coalescence of like particles is analyzed, and the relation
between temperature, viscosity and surface tension of the material is
examined Optimal process parameters are determined , PTH.
A78-46136 Influence of heat treatment on solar energy
collector optical properties A A Fattakhov, Sh A Faiziev, U Kh
Gaziev, and V S Trukhov (Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR,
Fiziko-Tekhmcheskii Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekh-
mka, no 6, 1977, p 50, 51 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6,
1977, p 38, 39 8 refs Translation
A78-46137 Thin-film black-and-white coatings for solar
energy collectors V V Li, Sh A Faiziev, U Kh Gaziev, and V S
Trukhov (Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhmcheskii
Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 6, 1977, p
52-55 ) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6, 1977, p 40-42 8 refs
Translation
The paper describes the development of a high-temperature
selective coating for solar receivers using Si02 and CeO2 for the
dielectric layers and a thin film of molybdenum as the metallic layer.
Three different materials were used for the substrates stainless steel,
glass covered by an aluminum film, and molybdenum foil The
thicknesses of the metallic and dielectric layers were optimized
experimentally From transmission and reflection curves it was
determined that the optimal thickness of the molybdenum film is
250-300 A By using two-layer antireflection coatings it was possible
to raise the absorption coefficient to 0 85-0 9 When molybdenum
foil or Al-coated glass are used as substrate, the integral radiation
coefficient is lowered to 0 06-0 1 P.T.H
A78-46138 Calculation of cylindrical pebble-bed hothouse
heat accumulator gasdynamic resistance B Khamtdinov, T A
Sadykov, and A B Vardnashvili (Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR,
Fiziko-Tekhnicheskn Institut, Tashkent, Karshmskn Gosudarstvennyi
Pedagogicheskn Institut, Karshi, Uzbek SSR) (Geliotekhnika, no 6,
1977, p 73-75) Applied Solar Energy, vol 13, no 6, 1977, p
59-61 8 refj Translation
The paper describes an empirical method of determining the
hydraulic resistance of an underground heat accumulator consisting
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of a cylinder filled with pebbles and wrapped in a transparent
polyethylene film The method is based on measuring the flow rate
of water through the accumulator at various pressures The depen-
dence of hydraulic pressure on Reynolds number is determined The
results can be transferred to the case of air in order to determine the
proper power of the fan P T H
A78-46184 Axial feedback stabilization of flute mode in a
multiple mirror. S L Wong and M A Lieberman (California,
University, Berkeley, Calif) Plasma Physics, vol 20, May 1978, p
403-408 14 refs NSF Grant No ENG-75-02709, Contract Nc
E(04-3)-34-PA-215
Experimental results are reported for axial feedback stabiliza-
tion by line-tying the p = 1 flute mode in a multiple-mirror plasma
where the growth rate greatly exceeds the rotation frequency A
seven-cell multiple-mirror configuration was used and in steady state
the plasma was produced by constant lomzation of lithium vapor on
a tungsten plate at nominally 25QO K Plasma density ranged from 10
to the 10th/cu cm near the hot plate to 10 to the 9th/cu cm near the
endwall Langmuir probes biased to -12 volts were used to sense the
plasma perturbation at the edge and in the center of the plasma It
was found that the p = 1 flute mode is developed in the absence of
feedback The gain amplitude versus the phase angle is plotted for a
600-microsec confinement time durmo which the plasma decays to
90% of the original level S C <?
A78-46185 Beta-dependence of the particle and energy
confinement times in the low collisionality regime in toroidal
systems R M 0 Galvao (Campinas. Universidade Estadual, Cam-
pinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil) Plasma Physics, vol 20, May 1978, p
409414 6 refs Research supported by the Fmanciadora de Estudos
e Projetos, Conselno Nacional de Pesquisas Grant No 8271/75
A78-46194 The theoretical energy conversion efficiency
of a high temperature fuel cell based on a mixed conductor 0 S
Tannhauser (Techmon - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
Electrochemical Society, Journal, vol 125, Aug 1978, p
1277-1282 7 refs Research supported by the National Council of
Research and Development of Israel and Kernforschungsanlage
Juhch
We have calculated the voltage vs current characteristic and the
energy conversion efficiency of a fuel cell based on a mixed
ionic-electronic conductor The transport equations for the electro
lyte are solved exactly and the material parameters which determine
the shape of the characteristic are determined The equations are
then applied to the special case of doped cena, which becomes a
mixed conductor only at low oxygen pressures We then show that
for the purpose of efficiency calculations, the finite but small ratio
of ionic to electronic mobility valid for cena can be safely taken as
zero, and we compare the resulting simple equations with the
equivalent circuit approach to a fuel cell The characteristic is found
to be curved instead of being a straight line and for typical operating
conditions the best energy conversion efficiency is, for the transport
theory approach, 50% higher than for the equivalent circuit one We
conclude from the calculated new values of conversion efficiency
that the equivalent circuit underestimates the conversion efficiency
of a mixed conductor seriously and that doped cena as a solid
electrolyte is a more serious contender to doped zircoma than,
believed up to now (Author)
A78-46196 The possibility of black zinc oxide as spectral-
ly selective coating for low temperature solar collectors M van der
Lei) (Delft, Techmsche Hogeschool, Delft, Netherlands) Electro-
chemical Society, Journal, vol 125, Aug 1978, p 1361-1364 9 refs
The best spectrally selective surface, taking into account
corrosion resistance and thermal and UV stability, appears to be zinc
oxide on polished leaf-zinc prepared by anodic treatment of the
substrates in a solution containing 30 g/l NaOH, 20 g/l NaNO3, and 5
g/l NaCIO2 at 40 C bath temperature with 20 (ac) A/sq dm for 1 mm
or slightly longer treatment time The present paper describes the
preparation of this spectrally selective coating for low temperature
solar collectors, and presents results of optical measurements (in the
035-2 5 micron range), and discusses the effects of temperature and
UV aqing Normal hemispherical spectral reflectivity curves for the
coatint. c - presented R J
A78-46279 § Study of the thermophysical characteristics of
cryogenic heat pipes with a metallic fibrous wick (Issledovame
teplof izicheskikh kharaktenstik knogennykh teplovykh trub s metal-
lovolokmstym fitilem) M G Semena and A I Levterov (Kievsku
Politekhmcheskii Institut, Kiev. Ukrainian SSR) Imhenerno-
Fizicheskn Zhurnal, vol 35, July 1978, p 48-53 11 refs In Russian
The experiments described were carried out to study the
thermophysical characteristics of liquid-hydrogen heat pipes with
fibrous stainless steel and copper wicks The temperature fields and
critical heat fluxes are determined as a function of heat-transfer-
agent excess and heat-pipe angle of inclination The influence of the
thermophysical properties of the working fluid and transport
oroperties of the wicks on heat pipe performance is investigated It is
shown that heat pipes of this type exhibit excellent heat transfer
characteristics V P
A78-46369 Assessing coal conversion processes J T Tally
(National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati,
Ohio) Environmental Science and Technology, vol 12, Aug 1978,
p 890-894 7 refs
Consideration is given to the health hazards associated with coal
conversion processes The available coal-gasification unit operations,
coal-liquefaction processes, and gas-liquor treatment techniques are
identified Procedures are suggested for the collection and analysis of
samples and for air monitoring at various workplaces Specific areas
for research and development are discussed, including studies of trace
elements in coal-conversion plants, volatiles occurring in cooling
water through leakage, the composition of purge streams, and the
leachability of inorganic materials from coal ash ' S C S
A78-46371 Fluidized-bed combustion of coal with lime
additives - Catalytic sulfation of lime with iron compounds and coal
ash R T Yang, M-S Shen.andM Steinberg (Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton, N Y ) Environmental Science and Technology,
vol 12, Aug 1978, p 915-918 19 refs Contract No EY-76-C
020016
A78-46443 Amorphous silicon as a selective absorber of
solar energy - A spectral emissivity study J 0 White (California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif ), T R Kirst, and J Tauc
(Brown University, Providence, R I ) Applied Optics, vol 17, Aug
1, 1978, p 2427-2430 Srefs NSF Grant No DMR-76-17443
A method for the measurement of the thermal emissivity of
films on substrates and for the subsequent determination of the
optical constants is described It is applied to sputtered amorphous
silicon films on saphire substrates The results, obtained in the 3-6 3
mirron spectral range and at 400-800 C, confirm the existence of
residual ir absorption in this region with an absorption coefficient on
the order of 100 (Author)
A78-46444 * Solar concentrating properties of truncated
hexagonal, pyramidal and circular cones D G Burkhard, G L
Strobel (Georgia, University, Athens, Ga), and D L Shealy
(Alabama, University, Birmingham, Ala ) Applied Optics, vol 17,
Aug 1, 1978, p 2431-2449 Research supported by the University
of Georgia, Contract No NAS8-32149
The solar concentrating properties of specularly reflecting
truncated pyramidal, hexagonal, and circular cones are evaluated
Pyramidal and hexagonal configurations are discussed with reference
to the concentration factor as a function of half apex angle and the
length of the side over the width, and to the irradiance distribution
Expressions are derived for the concentration factor and the
irradiance at the base of a circular cone when the sunlight is incident
normal to the aperture and for oblique incidence S C S
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A78-46446 Effect of finite conductivity on vertical sta-
bility of a tokamak plasma column with a noncircular cross section
without conducting shell. K Sakurai, T Okuda (Nagoya University,
Nagoya, Japan), and Y Tanaka (Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute, Tokyo, Japan) Electrical Engineering in Japan, vol 97,
July-Aug 1977, p 15-19 9 refs Translation
V
A78-46474 Research challenge • Clean energy from coal
B. R Cooper (West Virginia University, Morgantown, W Va)
Physics Today, vol 31,Aug 1978, p 32-39 22 refs
Research approaches to reducing pollution from coal combus-
tion are discussed Techniques for analyzing coal are considered,
procedures for removing impurities from coal are examined, and the
use of catalysts is surveyed Coal-fired MHD power generation is
described with attention to problems cdused by erosion and
corrosion The effect of the use of coal on the environment is
examined Problems associated with an increase in atmospheric C02
levels are considered, and the need for innovative mining techniques
is explained M L
A78-46488 The employment of the X-ray fluorescence
radioisotope technique for the determination of sulfur in fuel oils
(L'impiego delta tecnica XRF radioisotopica per la determmazione
dello zolfo negli oh combustibili) M Salmi (Calibria, Universita,
Cosenza, Italy), L Storelli (Roma, Universita, Rome, Italy), and F
Vicmanza (Metronik, Rome, Italy) Inqumamento, vol 20, May
1978, p 41-43 6 refs In Italian
The determination of the sulfur content in fuel oils is important
in connection with an evaluation of the amount of air pollution due
to sulfur dioxide which might be caused as a consequence of the use
of the fuel Conventional standard techniques of analysis are too
complex for routine and line controls of the fuel, and a simple
analysis procedure is needed A description is presented of a
radioisotope X-ray fluorescence technique which satisfies the require-
ments for such a rapid and simple analysis method The conventional
analytical standard methods for the determination of sulfur concen-
tration are also discussed G R
A78-46490 Fiat has presented at Basel its proposal in the
field of recycling (La Fiat ha presentato a Basilea la sua proposta nel
campo del riciclo) Inqumamento, vol 20, May 1978, p 83-87 In
Italian
The paper describes the Totem (Total Energy Module) system
which is based on the use of a Fiat 127 motor to produce heat for
water heating and electric energy from the combustion of methane,
alcohol, commercial gas, or other fuel The gas generated by the
fermentation of domestic, agricultural, or industrial wastes would be
a suitable fuel A unit would be capable of simultaneously producing
15 kW and 33,000 kcal/hr, and if the equivalent of 50,000 kcal/hr of
methane is consumed, only 10 percent of the heat would be lost The
noise level can be kept to less than 70 dB Networks involving Totem
and fuel sources from recycling are considered M L
A78-46525 Thermal storage. T S Dean (Kansas, Univer-
sity, Lawrence, Kan) Philadelphia, Pa , Franklin Institute Press,
1978 58 p 29 refs $650
The problems of thermal energy storage are examined in terms
of the design characteristics of systems to be used with solar heating
units Among the systems considered are active and passive heating,
water, rock, and hybrid systems, and specially designed houses The
physics of heat storage are discussed with reference to heat
conduction and loss in storage, and in terms of storage materials and
the size and shape of storage containers D M W
A78-46579 ?/ Heat balance of earth (Teplovoi balans zemli)
M I Budyko, T G Berliand, N A Efimova, L I Zubenok, and L
A Strokma Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat, 1978 41 p 51 refs In
Russian
Results of improved calculations of the heat-balance com-
ponents of earth's surface are reported for yearly average conditions
The technique used to determine the heat-balance components from
land- and sea-based actmometric observations as well as from satellite
data on the radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system is
described in detail, with special attention given to short-waVetength
solar radiation on the continents, effective radiation from the land
surface, the radiation balance of the ocean surface, heat expended by
evaporation from the land surface, and heat expended by both
evaporation from the ocean surface and turbulent heat transfer
between the ocean surface and the atmosphere World maps of
heat-balance components are presented which show yearly average
values of total radiation, radiation balance, heat expended by
evaporation, the turbulent heat flow between earth's surface and
atmosphere, and heat transfer between the ocean surface and
underlying waters The global surface heat balance is estimated along
with global values of the various components and the heat balance
components for different latitude zones F G M
A78-46601 Distributed solar power systems - An option.
A B Memel and M P Meinel (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz)
(American Association for the Advancement of Science, Annual
Meeting, Denver, Colo, Feb. 21-26, 1977 ) Energy, vol 3, Summer
1978, p 23-25
The paper is concerned with the economics of a distributed
system of individual solar collector modules interconnected to a
single power producing unit by the means of a heat transfer medium
A distributive system can use fixed mirror collectors which have a
better survivability/cost relationship than heliostat or tracking
collectors, and some examples of modular concentrating collectors
are examined The use of three large modules and the use of 100
small modules are compared A cost effectiveness study of solar
power collectors suggests that significant cost reductions are neces-
sary to equal the cost of power from conventional power plants
Ways of improving the cost effectiveness of solar systems are
considered , M L
A78-46602 Production of medium pressure process steam
from low temperature geothermal fluid C D Hornburg (DSS
Engineers, Inc , Ft Lauderdale, Fla ) Energy, vol 3, Summer 1978,
P 29, 30
Procedures for utilizing large amounts of'moderate-temperature
geothermal energy are examined, and the cost and profitability of
geothermal energy supply systems are discussed with reference to the
supplying of energy to a 1000-ton-per-day bleached kraft pulp and
paper mill. Steam compression is considered, and it is suggested that
a multieffect compression with desuperheating between effects
would give reasonable efficiency coupled with simplicity A simpli-
fied geothermal energy self-beneficiation system is described, this
system, which uses only geothermal fluid after flashing to heat,
evaporates isobutane which passes through a turbine driving the
steam compressors It is thought that processes can be grouped
together at specific geothermal sites for synergic production of
products in an optimum economic manner M L
A78-46825 Solar energy satellites and satellites for energy
transmission (Sonnenenergie-Satelliten und Energie-Ubertragungs-
Satelliten) H Hartbaum (Telefunken AG, Backnang, West Ger-
many) (Verband Deutscher Post-lngenieure, Post- und Fernmelde-
technische Tagung, Hanover, West Germany, Apr 22, 19771
Astronautik, vol 15, no 3, 1978, p 78-83 In German
The possibility of using large geosynchronous satellite platforms
for the collection of solar energy to be transmitted in the form of
microwaves to earth antennas is examined in terms of available and
predictable advances in technology, and m terms of cost Three basic
design concepts are presented thermoelectric, whereby a large
parabolic reflector concentrates solar energy onto an absorber for an
actual power capability in the 10 GW range, photoelectric, which
uses photovoltaic cells for the direct conversion of solar energy (a
simpler but less powerful technique than thermoelectric), and a
smaller (100 kW) modular concept employing characteristics of both
thermo- and photoelectric methods, whereby the mam advantage is
ease of assembly Also briefly considerec is ijhe possibility of a simple
microwave reflector in GEO, which could transmit energy generated
on earth to another earth receiving station D M W
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A78-46872 Energy - A review and survey B F Williams
(RCA Laboratories, Princeton. N J ) RCA Engineer, vol 24,
June-July 1978, p 10-17 7 refs
It is noted that growth in U S energy demand has up till now
been met by increased consumption of easily accessible supplies of
oil and natural gas (this availability also includes OPEC production,
which, though expensive, has allowed the West to rely on its
traditional energy sources) Even OPEC oil, however, will begin to
fall short of demand before the end of the century, and energy
supplies will have to be found elsewhere For the medium-term (until
the first decades of the 21st century), this means conversion of oil
and natural gas facilities (mostly in industry) to coal, more nuclear
power plants are also required, and hydroelectric facilities can be
expanded Eventually, inexhaustible sources of energy, i e , solar and
nuclear fusion, will become economical Attention is given to both
national and RCA company strategy for dealing with the energy
crisis, i.e. conservation, conversion to abundant indigenous North
American sources, and research into new energy technologies
D M W
A78-46873 Comparative numerical studies of ideal mag-
netohydrodynamic instabilities M S Chance, J M Greene, R C
Grimm, J Manickam (Princeton University, Princeton, NJ) , W
Kerner (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik GmbH, Garchmg, West
Germany), D Berger, L C Bernard, R Gruber, F Troyon
(Lausanne, Ecole Polytechnique Federale, Lausanne, Switzerland),
and J L Johnson Journal of Computational1 Physics, vol 28, July
1978, p 1-13 15 refs Research supported by the Swiss National
Science Foundation, Contract No EY-76-C-02-3073
Stability properties associated with a specific analytic equi-
librium have been calculated to compare the accuracy of three large
computational programs that have been developed at Garchmg,
Princeton, and Lausanne All three use a Galerkm formulation of the
vanational principle for determining spectra Good agreement is
found, verifying the efficacy of all three codes (Author)
A78-47187 # The concept of availability for gas turbine
application evaluation .T C Heard and R P Lang (General Electric
Co , Schenectady, Kl Y ) (American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, Gas Turbine'Conference, London, England, Apr 9-13, 1978,
Paper 78-GT-140 J ASME, Transactions, Journal of Engineering for
Power, vol 100, July 1978, p 452-456
It is attempted to demonstrate that the productivity of different
gas turbine applications and arrangements can be relatively easily
estimated. The availability of a gas turbine or installation is the
portion of time the turbine or installation is capable of normal
operation when it is needed A general probability formula which
indicates the fraction of the time which a specific number of units
can be expected to be shut down and unavailable is presented for an
installation with more than one gas turbine unit Attention is given
to single station expected power productivity, single station expected
flow productivity, a single station with one sp'are unit, and pipeline
productivity G R
A78-47190 # Hydrogen gas generation in water heat pipes
G F Pittmato (McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co, Huntmgton
Beach, Calif.) ASME, Transactions, Journal of Engineering Materials
and Technology, vol 100, July 1978, p 313-318 13 refs NSF Grant
No GI-41310
Water heat pipes were fabricated from 316, 347, and 430
stainless steel, Monel 400, CDA 715, Inconel 600, and Incoloy 800
All of these materials generated varying amounts of hydrogen gas
during the first few days of operation However, as the heat pipes
continued to operate, the amount of gas in each heat pipe, excluding
430 stainless steel, decreased by permeating through the heat pipe
walls Inconel 600 appeared to be the most acceptable material for
water heat pipes by returning to isothermal operation over a short
time period An equation based on a diffusion dependent mechanism
was developed that predicts heat pipe performance recovery rates
(Author)
A78-47205 Oil-shale kerogen - Low temperature degrada-
tion in molten salts R C Bugle, K Wilson, G Olsen, L G Wade,
Jr, and R A Osteryoung (Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
.Colo) Nature, vol 274, Aug 10, 1978, p 578-580 12 refs
Research supported by the U S Department of Energy
The degradation of Green River oil shale, principally at 320 C,
with use of a sodium chloride-saturated tetrachloro-aluminate melt is
studied Yield data are presented, and it is found that, while aromatic
moieties are relatively inert to the solvent system, aliphatic materials
containing carbon in other than sp3 hybridization are especially
reactive It is suggested that the mechanism of degradation involves
intramolecular disproportion catalyzed by the tetrachloroalummate
melt's ability to stabilize the resulting short-lived intermediates until
the participating macromolecules have been sufficiently reduced in
size to become soluble in conventional solvents M L
A78-47269 ff Let's put fuel efficiency into perspective J P
Dow (Grumman American Aviation Corp , Savannah, Ga ) Aircraft
Engineering, vol 50, July 1978, p 24 27
The paper discusses several measures of fuel efficiency and
examines the advantages of each as it applies to business aircraft The
measures of efficiency discussed are passenger miles, fuel consump-
tion per mile or specific range, range factor (a measure of design
efficiency), and specific fuel consumption (a measure of engine
efficiency) Figures are presented illustrating changes of specific fuel
consumption for four different conditions of net thrust definition
Specific range comparisons are then presented for a mission of 500
nautical miles along with a range factor analysis for missions of the
same distance B J.
A78-47295 Radial profile of dc toroidal current driven by
RF travelling field M Fukuda (Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan)
Physical Society of Japan, Journal, vol 45, July 1978, p 283-288
20 refs
The radial profile of dc toroidal current driven by an RF
travelling field is studied experimentally in a magnetized plasma, in
connection with the radial profile of RF field As the toroidal
magnetic field increases, the RF field penetrates the plasma and
becomes bell-shaped profile, while the dc current has a hollow
structure The hollow type structure of induced current is inter-
preted on the basis of force balance between the electromotive force
due to RF travelling field'and the frictional force due to collisions,
where the former is proportional to the absorbed RF power
(Author)
A78-47423 The second generation of high-bypass turbo-
fans-A market clouded by uncertainty J F Bnndley Interavia, vol
33, Aug 1978, p 711-714
Second-generation high bypass turbofan concepts for commer-
cial aviation are reviewed in terms of performance and fuel economy
The General Electric/SNECMA CFM56 is considered the most
advanced, offering fuel savings on the order of 30% per passenger
over older engines The CFM56 will be rated at 10,885 kp and could
enter service by 1981 Other engines are also reviewed, including the
RB 211-535, the JT10D, rated at 14,515 kp, to be used in a new
Boeing trijet, and the CF6-32, which maintains the core of the
Dash-6D2 while incorporating a new LP turbine and turbine
mid-frame " D M W.
A78-47449 A possible explanation for the photovoltaic
effect in indium tin oxide on InP solar cells. R Singh and J
Shewchun (McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario. Canada). Jour-
nal of Applied Physics, vol 49, Aug 1978, p 4588-4591 29 refs
Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada,
Contract No E(04-3)-1203
Recently, Sree Harsha and co-workers reported a 144% efficient
n-mdium tin oxide/p-lnP solar cell In principle, it is difficult to
visualize a high-efficiency photovoltaic device with this particular
structure because of large mterfacial defects due to crystal structure
and lattice mismatch However, an explanation for the operation of
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this solar cell based on the presence of a thin mterfacial insulating
layer between the indium tin oxide and the InP is proposed The
operation is similar to tunnel MIS solar cells where the metal is
replaced by a degenerate wide-band-gap oxide (indium tin oxide)
semiconductor The calculations show that such semiconductor-
msulator-semiconductor solar cells can yield efficiencies as high as
26% (AM?) with InP as the base semiconductor (Author)
A78-47474 Advanced processing techniques for the manu-
facture of nickel-base alloy discs from powder G J Lewis, D M
Parkin, and F A Thompson (Henry Wiggm and Co , Ltd , Hereford,
England) In Forging and properties of aerospace materials. Proceed-
ings'of the International Conference, Leeds, England, January 5 7,
1977 London, Metals Society, 1978, p
399-416 15refs
Powder metallurgical techniques used to obtain disk alloy
properties suitable for improving aero gas turbine efficiencies are
discussed Three approaches are examined - the processing of disk
alloys to obtain property improvements over existing materials, the
utilization of powder metallurgy to shorten disk production routes
and reduce costs, and future trends in powder metallurgy for disks
The importance of the ability to produce segregation-free billet is
considered, and the capabilities of hot isostatic pressing and powder
canning techniques are described M L
A78-47485 Controlled fusion - Progress to date M P
Bachynski (MPB Technologies, Inc , Ste Anne de Bellevue, Quebec,
Canada) Engineering Journal, vol 61, July 1978, p 15-19 9 refs
The development of laser fusion for eventual commercial energy
production is reviewed in terms of the physical principles of the
deuterium reaction, and in terms of a comparison between the most
promising concepts for fusion reactors, i e , tokamaks and laser
fusion Attention is given to the Canadian research effort, and it is
noted that in spite of high quality research being conducted on a
small scale, the large scale effort necessary to help meet Canada's
future energy needs is lacking A partial solution may be found in
increased Canadian cooperation in international fusion research
D M W
A78-47596 * # Substitution of ceramics for high temperature
alloys H B Probst (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio) American Chemical Society, Federation of Materials Societies
and American Society for Metals, State-of-the-An Symposium on
Scarce and Critical Materials, 14th, Washington, D C, June 5-7,
1978, Paper. 17 p 20 refs
Ceramics such as silicon nitride and silicon carbide are currently
receiving a great deal of attention as potential materials for advanced
gas turbine engines The primary advantage offered by ceramics is
their high temperature capability which can result in turbine engines
of improved efficiency Other advantages when compared to the
nickel and cobalt alloys in current use are raw material availability,
lower weight, erosion/corrosion resistance, and potentially lower
cost The use of ceramics in three different sizes of gas turbine
engines is considered, these are the large utility turbines, advanced
aircraft turbines, and small automotive turbines The effects of
material substitutions are reviewed in terms of engine performance,
operating economy, and secondary effects (Author)
A78-47748 Progress in geothermal energy J D Garnish
{Department of Energy, London, England) Endeavour, vol 2, no 2,
1978] p 66-71 15 refs
Techniques for utilizing geothermal energy are discussed with
attention to French installations and the cracking of dry rock The
four geothermal heating installations already functioning in the Paris
region draw water (between 57 and 75 C) from 1500-2000 m and
serve 13,000 dwellings The additional use of hot water as a heat
pump permits heat utilization until the water temperature is as low
as 7 deg, this water is then remjected into the Dogger sandstone
stratum, the source of the hot water The rock cracking procedure,
tested at Los Alamos, involves the pumping of water under pressure
into a deep borehole in a uniform impermeable rock, in principle, a
single vertical disk-shaped crack should be formed, and the growth of
the crack should be controllable If a second borehole is drilled to
intersect the crack of the first borehole, water circulated in the loop
can extract heat from the hot (granite) rock formation M L
A78-47749 Gasifying coal underground P N Thompson
(National Coal Board, London, England) Endeavour, vol 2, no*2,
1978, p 93-97 7 refs
The technology of underground coal gasification (UCG) is
discussed Topics examined include combustion characteristics, the
construction of a linkage channel between boreholes, the use and the
upgrading of the gas, methods of underground gasification, and the
economics of UCG Upgrading to a clean fuel gas, to SNG, or to
hydrogen as well as production of carbon monoxide are considered,
and the linked vertical well system being tested at Hanna, Wyoming
is described It is noted that UCG is not suitable for gasifying thin
poor-quality seams, that UCG has considerable environmental effects
since a borehole is required every 30 m that is, 20-50 hectares are
required for a 100 MW generating station, and that the gas produced
is dirty and of low calorific value (4-5 MJ/cu m) ML
A78-48056 , A Be p-silicon MIS solar cell Y Maeda (Hoxan
Corp, Sapporo, Japan) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, Aug' 15,
1978, p 301, 302 9 refs
An MIS solar cell, consisting of beryllium on p type silicon with
an mterfacial oxide layer, has been found to have good conversion
efficiency and good reproducibility Sunlight conversion efficiency
appeared to be more than 9% without the use of an anti reflection
coating (Author)
A78-48097 •/ Modeling and evaluation of combustion pro-
cess of a three-valve stratified charge engine T Asanuma (Tokyo,
University, Tokyo, Japan), M K Gajendra Babu (Tokyo, University,
Tokyo, Japan, Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India), and
S Yagi (Tokyo, University, Tokyo, Honda Research and Develop-
ment Co , Ltd , Japan) Tokyo, University, Institute of Space and
Aeronautical Science, Report no 556, vol 43, Apr 1978, p 15 28
12 refs Research supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science
This paper describes the development of a mathematical model
for the compression, combustion and expansion process of a
stratified charge engine, consisting of an auxiliary combustion
chamber with an inlet valve and a mam combustion chamber with
both the inlet and exhaust valves After calculating the mixture
formation at the end of compression process, a simple combustion
model was developed to compute the gas temperature, gas pressure
and the rate of formation of NO and CO at each crank angle, using
the basic energy equation and reaction kinetics for both the auxiliary
and main chambers The above calculations were also extended for
the expansion process The evaluation of the model was carried out
by comparing the computed and experimental data A satisfactory
correlation was observed between them (Author)
A78-48360 it In vitro models for photosynthesis /The
Bakenan Lecture, 1977/ G Porter (Royal Institution of Great
Britain, Davy Faraday Research Laboratory, London, England)
Royal Society (London) Proceedings, Series A - Mathematical and
Physical Sciences, vol 362, no 1710, Aug 22, 1978, p 281-303 28
refs Research supported by the Science Research Council, English
Electric Co , and General Electric Co
In vitro systems which perform photosystem II reactions are
described The reactions which are modeled, which are probably the
principal stages of the process, involve (1) light harvesting and
trapping, (2) electron transfer from chlorophyll to a qumone, and (3)
oxidation of water via an intermediate containing manganese For
the first reaction, kinetic studies m vitro are reported for porphyndi-
um cruentum as well as chlorophyll A in chlorella and chloroplasts
In vitro models of the light harvesting unit and mechanisms of
concentration quenching are examined Models for the third reaction
are discussed with reference to the photochemical reactions of
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The use of beta-alumina as a solid ionic conductor in a variety of
power sources is now well established The properties of beta-
alumina with regard to these devices are discussed with particular
reference to the sodium-sulphur battery The relationships between
phase composition and microstructure with ionic conductivity and
mechanical strength are considered and the constraints these proper-
ties place on cell design are outlined Recent experimental data on
the mechanical and electrical behaviour of beta-alumina are reported
and critical problems for the successful application of beta-alumina
are identified (Author)
n
A78-49328 ff A program code and tables of analytical
solutions of the Helmholtz equation for toroidal coordinates M
Seki, I Ka|i, and T Honma. Hokkaido University, Faculty of
Engineering, Bulletin, bug 1978, p 23-40 5 refs In Japanese, with
abstract in English
The Helmholtz equation is solved in toroidal coordinates The
solutions are useful for analyses of a toroidal plasma and of other
problems to be solved in toroidal coordinates A FORTRAN program
for numerical calculation uses series representation of Legendre
functions. The solutions of the Helmholtz equation for toroidal
coordinates were computed by the FORTRAN program and tabu-
lated. (Author)
A78-49335 Nuclear process heat for coal gasification and
hydrogen production K. F Knoche (Rhemisch-Westfalische Tech-
nische Hochschule, Aachen, West Germany) Progress in Energy and
Combustion Science, vol 4, no 2,1978, p 63-72 14 refs
The basic concepts of nuclear coal gasification with steam and
with hydrogen are described, cost factors in the processes are
reviewed, and the status of hydrogen production with nuclear
process heat is discussed. Nuclear latent heat transport is discussed,
and is shown to be a possible means of reducing gas consumption is
introduced into a general gas distribution system For countries
where coal mining and coal production costs are quite high, nuclear
coal gasification can be competitive with conventional gasification
methods. Cost estimates for hydrogen production by thermo-
chemical and hybrid cycles indicate that so far they are not
competitive with energy conversion processes using fossil fuels, but
they do have potential to be competitive with direct water
electrolysis P T H
A78-49337 Fifty years of combustion research at General
Motors W G Agnew (GM Research Laboratories, Warren, Mich )
Progress in Energy and Combustion Science, vol 4, no 2, 1978, p
115-155 127 refs
This paper surveys the work and research carried out at one
automotive research laboratory since 1927 on the single problem of
the process of combustion during a cycle in an internal combustion
engine Broken down into the engine types on which the research
was focused, the studies embraced the following aspects (1)
conventional spark-ignition engines preflame reactions, pressure
development, halo-carbon effects, hydrocarbon emissions, NOx
formation model, fuel atomization effects, turbulent flame propaga-
tion model, (2) diesel engines additive effects on ignition lag,
scavenge ratio measurements, hyprex free piston engine movies,
diesel odor, emissions reduction, paniculate formation, (3) uncon-
ventional intermittent combustion engines 2 stroke U-engine, direct
cylinder air injection, stratified charge rotary engine, fuel spray/air
flow interaction, (4) continuous combustion engines T 56 turbojet
combustor probing, Stirling GPU combustor, swirl combustor,
Rankine engine combustor, catalytic combustion, methanol combus-
tion, and fuel bound nitrogen studies Research on hydrogen engines
is also reported, and examples of some of the instrumentation
developed for many of the studies are described P T H
A78-49421 Observations on boron release from coal-fired
power plants E S Gladney, L E Wangen, 0 8 Curtis, and E T
Jurney (California, University, Los Alamos, N Mex ^ Environmental
Science and Technology, vol 12, Sept 1978, p 1084, 1085. 24 refs
Research sponsored by the U S Department of Energy, NSF Grant
No GI-36338X
The boron content of coal and power plant process ashes is
investigated. Calculation of mass balances suggests that a large
fraction of the boron is being released to the atmosphere (Author)
A78-49603 Some results of researching the application of
magnetohydrodynamics in power engineering. E M Shelkov, S I
Pishchikov, M S Pmkhasik, and lu A Zakharko (Magnitnaia
Gidrodirramika, Oct.-Dec. 1977, p 87-97) Magnetohydrodynamics,
vol 13. no. 4, Apr 1978, p. 454-462 14 refs Translation
The results of studies conducted with the aid of various MHD
devices, including the U-02 and U-25, are presented Particular
attention is given to the preparation, supply, and heating of oxidants,
the intake and outlet of admixtures, combustion chamber pa-
rameters, MHO generators, magnetic and inversion systems, and
measurement and recording techniques S C S
A78-49604 Integral characteristics of induction-type MHD
machines with large electromagnetic-interaction parameters R A
Valdmane, R R Knshberg, ia la Lielpeter, Ch K Miknukov, and
L la. Ulmanis (Magnitnaia Gidrodinamika, Oct -Dec. 1977, p.
107-109) Magnetohydrodynamics, vol 13, no 4, Apr 1978, p
471-474 Translation.
A78-49637 Degradation of solar cell efficiency by sheet
resistance. K Lehovec and A Fedotowsky (Southern California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif ) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p
81-86 Contract No E(49-18)-2457
The efficiency degradation of solar cells due to sheet resistance-
generated losses is computed as a function of light intensity and
electrode spacing The degradation derived by Heizer and Chu is
shown to be 33 per cent too large at small electrode spacing We give
an approximate analytic relation for the efficiency degradation and
derive from it the electrode spacing which minimizes the combined
losses due to sheet resistance and electrode shading An electrode
configuration which prevents extreme power loss by local short
circuits in the photoj jnction is described (Author)
A78-49638 The photochemical heat pipe B Carlsson and
G Wettermark (Kungl Tekniska Hogskalan, Stockholm, Sweden)
Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p 87-92 10 refs
The performance of a solar collector system for high tempera-
ture heat delivery based on a photochromic reaction is discussed The
system consists of a non-focusing collector and a reactor integrated
into a flow system In the collector, kept close to ambient
temperature, the chemical potential of the photochromic system is
increased through an endothermic photochemical reaction and is
used to drive the reverse thermal reaction taking place in the reactor
at a high temperature No separation of the photoproducts is
involved Accordingly, the highest temperature at which heat can be
delivered from the reactor is determined by the maximum attainable
photostationary state in the collector and not, as in a conventional
flat-plate collector, by heat-loss from the collector to the surround-
ings Accordingly, the highest temperature at which heat can be
delivered from the reactor is determined by the maximum attainable
photostationary state in the collector and not, as in a conventional
flat-plate collector, by heat-loss from the collector to the surround-
ings The functioning of the device is exemplified by calculations for
a model system utilizing the photodissociation of gaseous mtrosyl-
chlonde The results show that it should be possible to build a
system which, on a dear day, delivers about 100 W heat at
temperature above 200 C for each square meter of collector area A
tenfold reduction in the radiation flux density of the incident light
will only slightly reduce output efficiency (Author)
A78-49639 'Wet-type' solar cells with semiconductor elec-
trodes H Tsubomura, M Matsumura, K Nakatani, K Yamamoto,
and K. Maeda (Osaka University, Toyonaka, Japan) Solar Energy,
vol 21, no 2, 1978, p 93-98 16 refs
The photovoltages and photocurrents arising from 'wet' solar
cells of the type, (semiconductor electrode/aqueous solution of
electrolyte/platinum electrode), have been measured and discussed
Earlier work by the present authors and others on such 'wet' solar
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cells using a semiconductor electrode is briefly and critically
reviewed. The effect of dyes, either dissolved in the solution or
coated on the electrode surface, was studied in detail including the
effect of reducing agents, which turned out to act as electron
suppliers. The photovoltaic effects in nonaqueous solutions were also
studied The photocurrent efficiencies of the dye-sensitized cells
were improved by increasing the quantities of dyes adsorbed on the
surface and reached 19 percent for monochromatic illumination at
the wavelengths of the absorption peaks of the dyes and under
sufficient anodic biases (Author)
A78-49640 Assessment of solar applications for transfer of
technology - A case of solar pump. J K Parikh (International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria)
(UNESCO, Conference on Solar Energy, London, England, May
1977) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p 99-106 8 refs
For the large and increasing rural population in the developing
countries, decentralized solar applications could be relevant How-
ever, new solar technologies being currently developed in the
laboratories have to be ultimately acceptable in the field The
conditions which have to be satisfied before the solar applications
could be acceptable are discussed The solar pump is examined in
detail A comparative techno-economic analysis is carried out for
solar pumps and diesel pumps Attention is given to an escalation of
the diesel price and factors related to climate, geography, locale, and
social and institutional environment, for two types of uses namely
for drinking water and for irrigation It seems unlikely that a solar
pump could compete with the diesel engine before the costs are
brought down by a factor of 20-50 for irrigation purposes The issues
discussed for the case of a solar pump are also relevant for other solar
applications (Author)
A78-49641 * Theory and applications for optimization of
every part of a photovoltaic system D Redfield (RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N J) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p 107-112
ERDA-NASA-sponsored research
A general method is presented for quantitatively optimizing the
design of every part and fabrication step of an entire photovoltaic
system, based on the criterion of minimum cost/Watt for the system
output power It is shown that no element or process step can be
optimized properly by considering only its own cost and perfor-
mance Moreover, a fractional performance loss at any fabrication
step within the cell or array produces the same fractional increase in
the cost/Watt of the entire array, but not of the full system One
general equation is found to be capable of optimizing all parts of a
system, although the cell and array steps are basically different from
the power-handling elements Applications of this analysis are given
to show (1) when Si wafers should be cut to increase their packing
fraction, and (2) what the optimum dimensions for solar cell
metallizations are The optimum shadow fraction of the fine grid is
shown to be independent of metal cost and resistivity as well as cell
size The optimum thicknesses of both the fine grid and the bus bar
are substantially greater than the values in general use, and the total
array cost has a major effect on these values By analogy, this
analysis is adaptable to other solar energy systems (Author)
A78-49642 An analytic evaluation of the flux density due
to sunlight reflected from a flat mirror having a polygonal boundary
F W Lipps and M D Walzel (Houston, University, Houston, Tex )
Solar Energy, vol. 21, no 2, 1978, p. 113-121 5 refs Contract No
E(04-3)-1108
Computer algorithms for the flux density of reflected sunlight
from a heliostat become an essential part of the optical simulation
problem for the central receiver system An exact analytic result is
available for heliostats having polygonal boundaries An analytical
method for round heliostats is given in Appendix A, which is
extremely complex and requires quartic roots A useful numerical
method is given an Appendix B for heliostats of arbitrary shape A
comparison is made between the analytic method and the Hermite
function method, which is much faster but less accurate The
analytic method provides a basis for evaluating all other flux density
calculations (Author)
A78-49643 Thermal conversion of solar radiation • Theo-
retical performance of collectors furnished with an absorbent
selective surface R Pasquetti and F Papmi (Aix-Marfetlle I,
University, Marseille, France) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p
129-138 8 refs Translation
The present study is concerned with the determination of the
behavior of selective surfaces in thermal convenors of solar energy
By means of an idealized model, the influence of various parameters
such as selectivity, concentration ratio and working temperature on
the efficiency of the collector is thus brought out The study leads to
an optimized selective surface for each condition of use, either by
considering the instantaneous efficiency or, in a more realistic way,
by introducing the daily efficiency of an installation Furthermore, a
'temperature-concentration' diagram allows us to make an a priori
estimation of the suitable value of the selectivity if the temperature
and the concentration ratio are externally determined It is also
shown how convective phenomena have to be taken into account in
the establishment of the characteristics of the collector (Author)
A78-49644 Optical properties of compound circular arc
concentrators R E Jones, Jr and G C Anderson (Lakehead
University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada) Solar Energy, vol 21,
no 2, 1978, p 149-151 8 refs
The chief disadvantages of focusing solar radiation concentrators
are that they require continual tracking to follow the sun, and that
they do not collect diffuse radiation The cylindrical reflector-type
nonfocusing concentrators considered do not have these disadvan-
tages The design of a compound circular arc concentrator (CCAC) is
discussed The cylindrical compound parabolic concentrator (CPC)
has two reflector surfaces A description is presented of approaches
for approximating the CPC by circular arcs A numerical ray tracing
technique is used to investigate the optical properties of the CCAC
for several concentration ratios It is found that the optical
properties of the CCAC are at a disadvantage in comparison with the
CPC, although less so for low concentrations It is suggested that any
decision to use the CCAC rather than the CPC design should be based
on economic grounds G R
A78-49645 Metal hydrides as chemical heat pumps D M
Gruen, M H Mendelsohn, and I Sheft (Argonne National Labora-
tory, Argonne, III ) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p. 153-156
10 refs ERDA-sponsored research
Chemical heat pumps, as distinguished from other heat pumps,
rely on chemical equilibria rather than mechanical compressors for
their operation Gruen and Sheff (1975) have proposed a two metal
hydride chemical heat pump system using solar or any other
appropriate energy source for space heating and cooling, refriger-
ation, and power production A detailed description is presented of
the refrigeration mode of operation for a two metal hydride chemical
heat purnp system The derivation of general heat pump equations
which may be applied to any pair of compounds, which depend on a
linear relationship of In P vs 1/T for their heat pump utility is also
given Attention is paid to basic physico-chemical properties of
metal-hydrides and their application in an absorption refrigerator,
the considered cooling cycle compared to a standard absorption
refrigeration cycle, and the coefficient of performance G R
A78-49646 A novel solar collector Y Caouns, R
Rigopoulos, J Tripanagnostopoulos, and P Yianoulis (Patras, Uni-
versity, Patras, Greece) Solar Energy, vol 21, no 2, 1978, p
157-160 6 refs
In the proposed solar collector design, the working fluid (liquid)
circulates above the absorbing surface and absorbs the IR radiation
which is emitted by it There is, therefore, no need for the selective
black surface of the conventional flat solar thermal collector The
proposed collector consists of a number of plates, which are
transparent in the visible and near IR part of the spectrum and have
small thermal conductivity The last surface is black and absorbs the
solar radiation A working liquid is used which has high transmit-
tance in the visible and near IR part of the spectrum and nearly zero
transmittance at longer wavelengths The mathematical relations
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manganese porphynns and phthalocyanins with quinone While each
of the three processes has been reproduced to some extent in vitro,
light harvesting antenna efficiencies are lowered by concentration
quenching M L
A78-48401 H New models of solar components and pros-
pects of their optimization (Norye modeli solnechnykh elementov s
perspektivy ikh optimizatsii) N S Lidorenko, V M. Evdokimov, A
K Zaitseva, M M Koltun, S V Rcabikov. and D S Strebkov
(Vsesomznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Istochmkov Toka,
Moscow, USSR) Gehotekhnika, no 3, 1978, p 3-17. 34 refs In
Russian
Consideration is given to the theory of solar cells with 'built-in'
electric fields The development of a method for determining
impurity concentration profiles which would optimize the accumu-
lation of carriers from the doped layer is discussed Attention is given
to infrared-transparent solar cells and to cells with two-sided
sensitivity The use of solar concentration techniques to increase the
efficiency of solar arrays is discussed Different types of matrix
multijunction cells with various p-n junction configurations are
described The possibility of producing solar cells on the basis of the
volume photovoltaic effect is discussed B.J
A78-48402 ft Photoelectric properties of the thin-film
pCdTe-nCdS heteroju notion (Fotoelektricheskie svoistva
plenochnogo pCdTe-nCdS-geteroperekhoda) S A Azimov, Sh A
Mirsagatov, and D T Rasulov (Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR,
Fiziko-Tekhnicheskn Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) (Vsesoiuznaia
Konferentsiia po Ispol'zovannu Solnechnoi Energn, Ashkhabad
Turkmen SSR, Sept 1977) Geliotekhnika.no 3, 1978, p" 18-24 13
refs In Russian
A study was performed to evaluate the spectral distribution of
the collection coefficient, Q, of the thin-film pCdTe-nCdS hetero-
junction (a possible solar cell element) for different thicknesses of
the wideband upper layer of CdS, the photo-volt-ampere charac-
teristics were also determined for different levels of illumination It is
found that Q increases with increase in thickness of the CdS layer, at
5 microns, a Q of 0 94-0 95 is obtained in the 0 56-0 8 micron
wavelength region An analysis of photoelectrical and electrophysical
measurements has shown that there is an i-region in the pCdTe-nCdS
heterojunction This i-region appears to be due to the vaporization of
cadmium from the surface of sublimated CdTe films during cooling
BJ
A78-48403 J? Optimizjrtipnjmd design calculation of a radi-
ative cooling system for a Stirling-engine energy unit (Optimizatsna i
raschet sistemy teplosbrosa izluchemem energoustanovki s
dvigatelem Stirlmga) G la Umarov, L M Drabkm, and V. S
Trukhov (Tashkentskn Institut Zheleznodorozhnogo Transporta,
Akademna Nauk Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskn Institut,
Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Geliotekhnika, no 3, 1978, p 25-30 In
Russian
The paper presents a method of specific-area optimization for
the radiative cooling-fin system of a Stirling-engine solar energy unit
in a planetary environment An expression is obtained which enables
optimization by means of the most easily obtainable experimental
characteristics of the Stirling cycle. A method for the design and
calculation of a one-dimensional radiator of tube-membrane type is
developed on the basis of results of Stirling-cycle optimization B J
A78-48404 ft Characteristics of silicon photovoltaic cells
with inversion layers (Kharaktenstiki kremnievykh fotopreobra-
zovatelei s inversionnym sloem) B I Gil'man, V V Kasatkm, lu V
Sorokm, lu B Skokov, and M B Zaks Geliotekhnika.no 3,1978,
p 31-38 9 refs In Russian
Experiments were performed to investigate the output charac-
teristics of silicon solar cells with doped inversion layers, the
function of these layers is to collect minority carriers in the space
charge region Output current and the shape of the volt ampere
characteristics are studied as a function of initial voltage, intensity
and wavelength of illumination, as well as the geometrical dimensions
of inversion regions Spreading of the photocurrent in the inversion
layer plays a dominant role in the conversion process Ways to raise
the energy conversion efficiency of this type of solar cell are
discussed B J
A78-48405 # Composite heliostats of high-power solar en-
ergy systems (Sostavnye gehostaty moshchnykh solnechnykh urtano-
vok) R A Zakhidov and A Sh Kholzhaev (Akademna Nauk
Uzbekskoi SSR, Tsentral'noe Proektno-Konstruktorskoe i Tekhno-
logicheskoe Biuro Nauchnogo Priborostroenna, Uzbek SSR) Gelio-
tekhnika, no 3, 1978, p 39-44 8 refs In Russian
A mathematical model has been developed for investigating the
mutual shading of individual heliostats in a paraboloidal multihelio-
stat system On the basis of an analysis of shading effects, formulas
are obtained for the optimization of the dimensions and mutual
positioning of heliostats Computer calculations are used to deter-
mine optimization relations which can be used to establish oper-
ational modes and possible power losses for the solar system. The
model can be applied to the analysis and optimization of solar tower
systems B J
A78-48406 ff Determination of contact thermal resistances
(Opredelenie kontaktnykh teplovykh soprotivlenn) Ch Agabaev and
N Obezsakhatov (Akademna Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhnicheskn Institut, Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR) Geliotekhnika,
no 3, 1978, p 51-55 In Russian
An experiment was conducted to investigate heat transfer
between copper plates for the following conditions (1) plates in
contact, (2) plates separated by thin air gaps (0 5-1 0 mm), (3) plates
separated by electrical insulation, and (4) plates separated by layers
of scale The heat source was an electric furnace and the test
temperature range was 300-1000 K Values of specific heat flux and
total thermal resistance are presented for the four schemes of contact
and for different temperatures Total thermal resistance and temper-
ature jumps are obtained for a heat flux of 130,000 W/sq m The
types of plate contact examined here are such that may be
encountered in different types of solar energy systems, and particu-
larly in solar thermoelectric generators B J
A78-48407 ft Dependence of the thermal engineering charac-
teristics of a glassed solar regenerator on the cross section of the air
slit (Zavisimost' teplotekhmcheskikh kharaktenstik osteklennogo
gelioregeneratora ot sechenna shcheh dlia vozdukha) A Kakabaev,
A Khandurdyev, 0 Klyshchaeva, and 0 Tuiliev (Akademna Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Fiziko-Tekhmcheskn Institut, Ashkhabad, Turk-
men SSR) Geliotekhmka.no 3, 1978, p 56-58 In Russian
The paper presents experimental results on the intensity of
evaporation and temperature of the solution in a solar regenerator
for different upper cross sections of the air slit between the covering
glass and the surface of the regenerator The amount of evaporated
moisture is studied as a function of solar irradiation intensity and air
gap width (0 08 and 0 05 m) Empirical relationships are determined
for the amount of evaporated moisture and for the temperature of
the solution at the end of the regenerator. These relationships can be
used to optimize the operation of this type of solar regenerator,
optimization is achieved by regulating the cross section of the air
gap B J.
A78-48408 # Principles of the mathematical modeling of the
energy structure of solar radiation regimes (Osnovy matemati-
cheskogo modelirovanha energeticheskoi struktury rezhima solnech-
noi radiatsn). R B Saheva (Tashkentskn Elektrotekhnicheskn
Institut Sviazi, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Geliotekhnika, no 3, 1978, p.
62-71. 11 refs In Russian
A statistical modeling procedure is presented for studying solar
radiation distribution on the earth surface The procedure is based on
periodic observations of normal-incidence insolation, but can also be
used to construct models for other components of solar radiation,
including total, scattered, and reflected The approach is a probabi-
listic one, viewing the influx of solar radiation as a stationary
stochastic temporal process The procedure can be used to evaluate
performance indices for various solar energy systems B J
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A78-48463 # The development of a low cost turbojet engine
in the 1 kN thrust class W C Elrod, H E Wright (USAF, Institute
of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio), and D B Wilkinson
(USAF, Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of
Automotive Engineers, Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las
Vegas, Nev, July 25-27, 1978. AIAA Paper 78-966 9 p 5 refs
Turbojet engines in the 1 kN class were developed by the
conversion of two different sizes of turbosuperchargers into turbojet
engines Each engine was run from idle to maximum allowable
turbine inlet temperature (1250K) The larger engine was derived
from a turbosupercharger typically found on diesel truck engines
while the smaller unit was from one used on the sports car size
internal combustion engines The larger unit using JP-4 type fuel
produced 0 33 kN thrust dry and 0 483 kN thrust with afterburner
The afterburner was a dump type combustor using only the natural
ecirculation zone produced by the step change in diameter as the
flame holder The smaller unit operating on gaseous hydrogen
produced 0 15 kN thrust The combustor was a conventional tube
type unit with a catalytic converter located at its exit section
(Author)
A78-48486 ," Propulsion for future supersonic transports -
1978 status G B Evelyn, P E Johnson, and A Sigalla (Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co , Seattle, Wash ) American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engineers,
Joint Propulsion Conference, 14th, Las Vegas, Nev, July 25-27,
1978, A IAA Paper 78-1051 14 p 13 ref s
Results of several studies that have taken place since the
cancellation of the United States SST program in 1971 have shown
significant progress in the technology that may make such an
airplane eventually possible Advances in propulsion technology have
been a strong element of this progress The state of propulsion
technology, as applicable to a future SST, is reviewed, with emphasis
on the progress and changes that have occurred since 1971 The
review includes discussion of the basic technology that affects
thermodynamic and mechanical characteristics of supersonic engines,
competitive types of engine cycles, the state of supersonic intake
technology and candidate concepts, and supersonic engine nozzles
Emphasis is placed on the interactions of the propulsion system with
the rest of the airplane and on the assessment of the propulsion
system in terms of airplane performance and noise (Author)
A78-48505 Photovoltaic power generation. D L Pulfrey
(British Columbia, University, Vancouver, Canada) New York, Van
Nostrand Remhold Co , 1978 230 p 240 ref s $1695
The elements of photovoltaic power systems are examined,
taking into account insolation, photovoltaic arrays for use in
unconcentrated and concentrated sunlight, power conditioning and
solar/nonsolar power plant interconnection, energy storage, present-l
day photovoltaic power systems, geosynchronous satellite solar
power, and the institutional aspects of photovoltaic power develop-
ment Basic theory and present performance of solar cells are
considered along with solar cells for unconcentrated sunlight
systems, solar cells for concentrated sunlight systems, and the
economic aspects of photovoltaic power systems Attention is given
to the solar cell equivalent circuit, the short circuit photocurrent, the
conversion efficiency in large area solar cells, silicon solar cells,
cadmium sulfide solar cells, inorganic semiconductors, organic
semiconductors, gallium arsenide solar cells, and the cost of
electricity from photovoltaic power systems G R.
A78-48519 Principles and applications of solar energy P
N Cheremismoff (New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark,
N J ) and T C Regmo (Pandullo Quirk Associates, New York, N Y )
Ann Arbor, Mich , Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc , 1978 254 p
130 ref s $15
Historical aspects regarding the utilization of solar energy are
considered along with questions concerning solar energy availability,
thermal collection devices, thermal solar energy applications, the
pnotovoltaic generation ot electricity, energy from the wind, ocean
thermal gradient power, chemical conversion of solar energy, and
biological conversion of solar energy Attention is given to-fiQncon-
centratmg collectors of the flat-plate type, liquid-cooled flat-plate
collectors, air-cooled flat-plate collectors, evacuated tube types of
nonconcentratmg collectors, concentrating collectors, th? heating of
buildings, air systems, hydronic systems, the cooling of buildings,
domestic water heating, solar irrigation, thermal generation of
electricity, the Smith-Putnam wind turbine, photoelectrolysis, elec-
trochemical photovoltaic cells, hydrogen utilization, the production
of photosynthetic biomass, solid and animal wastes as biomass, and
the conversion of biomass to energy G R
A78-48535 # Free convection across inclined air layers with
one surface V-corrugated S M Elsherbmy, K G T. Hollands, and
G D. Raithby (Waterloo, University, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)
ASME, Transactions, Journal of Heat Transfer, vol 100, Aug 1978,
p 410-415 26refs Contract No EY-76-C-02-2597
Experimental measurements are presented for free convective
heat transfer across inclined air layers, heated from below, and
bounded by one V-corrugated plate and one flat plate The
measurements covered three values for the ratio A (averaged plate
spacing to V-height), namely, A = 1,25 and 4 They also covered
angles of inclination with respect to the horizontal of 0, 30, 45 and
60 deg, and a Rayleigh number range of (10-4) million The study
proves, both theoretically and experimentally, that the free convec-
tive heat transfer is essentially the same, regardless of whether the
V-corrugated plate is above or below It was found that for the same
average plate spacing, L, the convective heat losses across air layers
bounded by one V-corrugated and one flat plate are greater than
those for two parallel flat plates by up to 50 percent for the range
studied Experimental results are given as plots of Nusselt number
versus Rayleigh number A correlation equation is given for Nusselt
number, Nu, as a function of the above-mentioned parameters
(Author)
A78-48550 ft An assessment of overburden stability in the
in-situ gasification of Texas lignite T W Thompson, T F Edgar,
and K E Gray (Texas, University, Austin, Tex ) (American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Petroleum Mechanical Engineering and
Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference, Mexico City, Mexico, Sept
19-24, 1976 i ASME, Transactions, Journal of Pressure Vessel
Technology, vol 100, Aug 1978, p 285-290 14 refs Research
supported by the Texas Utilities Co, Atlantic Richfield Co,
Continental Oil Co , Dow Chemical Co , Du Pont de Nemours and
Co , Mobil Oil Corp , Shell Development Co , and NSF
In-situ gasification can be competitive with shaft mining for the
exploitation of coal at depths too deep for surface mining The
lignite deposits in Texas may be well suited to this process because of
their high reactivity, comparatively high field permeabilities and
closeness to industrial demand centers Controlled operation of a
gasification facility demands a knowledge of the likely behavior of
the overburden and other surrounding rocks Fracture or collapse of
the roof rock can lead to excessive gas loss, water influx and
subsidence effects The overburden in much of Texas is weak and
poorly compacted Early roof collapse seems inevitable, and substan-
tial upward caving may occur Subsidence could be significant if high
extraction ratios are used (Author)
A78-48557 ff Calculation of unsteady two-dimensional mag-
netohydrodynamic flows in a radial channel (Raschet nestatsio-
narnykh dvukhmernykh magnitogidrodmamicheskikh techenn v
radial'nom kanale). N P Gndnev and S S Katsnel'son Magnitnaia
Gidrodmamika, Apr -June 1978, p. 77-82 9 ref s In Russian
The present analysis deals with the situation where the flow
generated in a cylindrical tube by the passage of a shock wave
through an inert gas with an alkali metal addition issues into a
disk-shaped MHD channel The complex interaction of the expanding
plasma flow with the magnetic field is analyzed, and a finite-
difference scheme of third order accuracy, with a uniform time step,
is proposed for calculating the shock interactions For illustration,
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the flow is calculated for conditions where both the magnetic
Reynolds number and the Hall parameter are small V P
A78-48558 ti Allowing for the action of the yoke of an
induction MHD machine by introducing new boundary conditions
(Uchet deistvna larma Imeinoi mduktsionnoi MGD-mashmy vvede-
niem novykh granichnykh uslovn) A la Vilnius Magnitnaia
Gidrodinamika, Apr -June 1978, p 87-96 19 refs In Russian
In the present paper, the action of the magnetic yoke of a linear
MHD machine is expressed by introducing a neiv type of boundary
conditions in the form of a stepped normal induction component
This, together with the passage to a 'thin' working fluid at the limit,
makes it possible to reduce the regions of both the working fluid and
the yoke to lines (traces) with specified boundary conditions,
assuming all the while that the Laplace equation is satisfied
everywhere else The new boundary conditions can be obtained by
Fourier transforms with respect to the longitudinal coordinate For
an infinite yoke, the solution is shown to be rational The case of a
finite yoke leads to an integral equation or to an infinite system of
algebraic equations V P.
A78-48559 // Optimization of a diagonal MHD-channel (Op-
timizatsiia diagonal'nogo MGD-kanala) 0 A But, I I Doperchuk,
and S M -A Koneev Magnitnaia Gidrodinamika, Apr -June 1978, p
110-116.13 refs In Russian
In the present paper, a diagonal MHD-channel is optimized with
allowance for transient turbulent boundary layers and boundary
layer separation, placing constraints on the channel geometry, the
magnetic field, and some other parameters of the problem Optimiza-
tion is achieved by a nonlinear programming method, termed the
method of moving tolerances, modified to improve the convergence
of the iterations. It is shown that the value of the conversion
coefficient can be increased by 10 to 12% by rational profiling of the
channel and electrode walls. V P
A78-48733 Research conducted by Gaz de France on
hydrogen (Les recherches menees par le Gaz de France dans le
domame de I'hydrogene) G Donat, A Lecoanet, and J -P Roncato
(Gaz de France, Pans, France) (Association Technique de /'Industrie
du Gaz en France, Congres, Vichy, France, Sept 1977) Institut
Franfais du Petrole, Revue, vol 33, May-June 1978, p 391-416 11
refs In French
The surveyed research suggests that thermochemical procedures
for generating hydrogen from water are not likely to be competitive
with electrolytic techniques, which are thought to show good
prospects for improvement Computer and economic studies of
thermochemical cycles are described The stockpiling of hydrogen in
caverns or in porous geological formations is considered, and the
transport and utilization of hydrogen is examined M L
A78-43813 Development co-operation and solar energy T
Thalhammer, G Prast, J Langerhorst (Philips' Gloeilampen
fabneken. Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherlands),
and W Floor (Mimstene van Buitenlandse Zaken, The Hague,
Netherlands) International Journal of Energy Research, vol 2,
July-Sept 1978, p 211-228 11 refs
The energy needs of some developing countries are discussed
with reference to the possible use of solar energy in the period up to
1985 Various technologies are examined, and cooperative programs
between industrialized and developing countries for the purpose of
implementing the technologies are considered Some recommended
systems include small thermal electric generators powered by
concentrated sunlight at an operating temperature of about 300 C,
the principal application being for irrigation pumps in India and
Pakistan, small absorber cooling systems for India and Pakistan,
drinking-water punfication for Niger, Pakistan, Senegal, and Upper
Volta, battery-charging systems for India and Pakistan, reforestation
for firewood production in the Sahel countries M L
A78-48814 Solar wall performance J Cash (College of
Technology, Dublin, Ireland) International Journal of Energy
Research, vol 2, July-Sept 1978, p 229245 9 refs
The thermal behavior of small solar walls consisting of an
opaque inner leaf and a transparent outer leaf is characterized The
data support application of one-dimensional heat transfer theory
which describes thermal behavior in terms of the wall thermal
transmittance, a solar gain factor, and an environmental temperature
Solar radiation measurements, environmental temperatures, and
determinations of the average solar gain and the instantaneous solar
gams are reported Limitations of data obtained from small test units
and modifications of solar wall design are considered M L
A78-48816 Effect of nonideal conditions on the electrical
performance of Faraday MHD generators R Jayakumar, D K
Goyal, S Ghosh, and V K Rohatgi (Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay, India) International Journal of Energy Research,
vol 2, July-Sept 1978, p 265-280 18 refs
A two-dimensional analysis of the current flow in a MHD
generator is used to characterize nonideal conditions in terms of
internal resistance. Hall voltage, and uniformity of current distribu-
tion In particular, the effects of (1) temperature profile along the
Faraday direction in the plasma, (2) current bunching on cathode
surfaces due to phenomena like arc spots, and (3) electrical leakage
between adjacent electrodes due to finite resistance of the insulator
segments are investigated It is found that cold boundary layers near
metallic electrode surfaces tend to relieve current concentration and
that the electrical performance of a MHO generator is not adversely
affected by current leakage along insulator segments for small
insulator conductivities The optimum resistivity of wedge-shaped
electrodes for obtaining uniform current distribution in the duct has
been calculated for various temperature profiles M L
A78-48817 Theoretical analyses of some simple wave
power devices N A Tornqvist (Helsinki, University, Helsinki,
Finland) International Journal of Energy Research, vol 2, July-Sept
1978, p 281-294 14 refs Research supported by the Academy of
Finland
A theoretical analysis of the hydrodynamic properties of a few
ideal devices which utilize vertical energy-absorbing plates is present-
ed A proposed system which uses vertical elastic plates perpendic-
ular to incoming waves is described The system includes a rather
immobile wave reflector situated about a quarter of a wavelength
behind the first plate The optimal force field is considered, the
spectrum of appropriate wavelengths can be broadened by adding
more swinging plates, so that efficiencies of 80-100% are theoreti-
cally attainable for a wavelength spectrum extending over an order of
magnitude M L
A78-48854 Possible similarity solutions for free convec-
i tion boundary layers adjacent to flat plates in porous media C H
Johnson and P Cheng (Hawaii, University, Honolulu, Hawaii)
Internationa/ Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, vol 21, June 1978,
p 709-718 20 refs NSF Grant No Gl 38319, Contract No
EY-76-C-03-1093
The necessary and sufficient conditions under which similarity
solutions exist for free convection boundary layers adjacent to flat
plates in porous media are examined in this paper For steady free
convection it was determined that similarity solutions exist for
vertical plates when the temperature difference between the wall and
the environment varies according to power-law and exponential
forms and for horizontal plates according-to power-law forms Also,
several very specific solutions exist for unsteady free convection
about flat plates in a porous medium For a stable thermally
stratified environment similarity solutions exist only for steady free
convection about vertical plates (Author)
A78-48910 Magnetic confinement fusion energy research
H Grad (New York University, New York, N Y) International
Journal of Fusion Energy, vol 2, Summer 1978, p 3-38 31 refs
Contract No EY-76-C-02-3077
Controlled thermonuclear research and magnetic fusion energy
characteristics are surveyed The contribution of mathematical
analysis to an understanding of these processes is considered with
attention to the stimulatory effect generated by fusion problems for
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the field of pure mathematics The present status and future
projections of the extent of understanding of magnetic confinement
fusion are discussed Mathematical examples include treatment of the
adiabatic problem and generalized differential equation in a simple
geometry, isolation and generalized adiabatic constraints, and resis-
tive diffusion M L
A78-48975 The 'Windmill Case' - Facing up to appropriate
technology T J Lodge (Department of Community Development,
Toledo, Ohio) Environmental Affairs, vol 6, no 4, 1978, p
491-510 79 refs
The 1977 NY Public Service Commission decision concerning
the Windmill Case is discussed with attention to the organization of
the electric utility industry and the response of the industry to
innovative small-scale power-generation techniques The Windmill
Case involves generation of electricity sufficient for the inhabitants
of a NYC apartment house by means of a windmill located on the
building roof While the building inhabitants, who form a co-op, did
not object to the minimum demand charge imposed by the utility,
the co-op did object to the minimum customer charge The relevance
of the Gainesville Utility Case is considered, the implications of the
three stages of the modern electricity market are examined, and the
consequences of windmill proliferation for utilities and windmill
owners are explored M L
A78-49000 Energy balance for ethyl alcohol production
from crops J G da Silva, G E Serra (Sao Paulo, Universidade
Estadual, Sao Paulo, Brazil), J R Moreira, J Goldemberg (Sao
Paulo, Universidade, Sao Paulo, Brazil), and J C Concalves Science,
vol 201, Sept 8, 1978, p 903-906 18 refs
Energy requirements to produce ethyl alcohol from three
different crops in Brazil (sugarcane, cassava, and sweet sorghum)
were calculated Figures are presented for the agricultural and
industrial phases The industrial phase is always more energy-
intensive, consuming from 60 to 75 percent of the total energy
Sugarcane is the more efficient crop for ethyl alcohol production,
followed by sweet sorghum and cassava from a net energy viewpoint
The utilization of sweet sorghum stems might increase the total
energy gain from this crop to almost the same level as sugarcane
Cassava has a lower energy gam at the present state of agriculture in
Brazil (Author)
A78-49038 # Dynamic characteristics of a system consisting
of a free-piston diesel and an MHD generator (Dinamicheskie
kharaktenstiki svobodnoporshnevogo dizel'-MGD-generatora). B M
Antonov, V A Bashkatov, lu M Kinllov, I N Postnikova, S S
Safonova, and E. E Shpil'ram (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skn Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Moscow, USSR)
Teplofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 16, May-June 1978, p
611-619 5 refs In Russian
The paper proposes a method for calculating the dynamic
characteristics of a system consisting of a free-piston diesel engine
and a liquid-metal MHD generator Results of the computation of the
dynamic, thermodynamic and cost-efficiency characteristics of the
system are presented for the following initial conditions indepen-
dent excitation, a channel induction of 2 T, active electrical loading,
a load coefficient of 0 95, a rectangular cross section of the MHD
channel of 5 mm x 20 mm, and three different piston areas, 312,
467, and 623 sq mm B J
A78-49039 # Construction of a mathematical model of the
arc-discharge operational mode of the electrodes of an MHD
generator (K postroennu matematicheskoi modelidugovogo rezhima
raboty elektrodov MGD-generatora). L P Poberezhskn Teplofizika
Vysokikh Temperatur, vol 16, May-June 1978, p 620-623 12 refs
In Russian
A78-49155 # Attitudes and behavior of the general public
regarding different forms of energy production. C Krebsbach, J
Schanoth, and I -G Schmid-Jorg. Battelle Information (Frankfurt),
June 1978, p 20-25.
The goals, organization, and some results of a survey to
determine the attitudes of the general public towards different forms
of energy production in West Germany are reported A checklist of
research topics such as 'What are the mam arguments given by
members of the public to substantiate their attitude for or against
specific forms of energy production' is provided The survey was
conducted in Voerde on the Lower Rhine, Mannheim/Ludwigshafen,
and the rural district of Emmendingen Expressed attitudes towards
nuclear power plants, coal, oil, water, gas, and sun derived energy are
summarized, and factors affecting attitudes and the firmness with
which these attitudes are held are examined M L.
A78-49159 # The heat distribution in the Stechlm Lake as a
result of anthropogenic effects (Die Warmeverteilung im Stechlmsee
in Auswirkung anthropogener Beemflussung) A Klamt (Meteorolo-
gischer Dienst, Forschungsmstitut fur Hydrometeorolog'e, Berlin,
East Germany) Zeitschrift fur Meteorologie, vol 28, no 3, 1978, p
165-169 In German
With reference to a 7-year measuring series the temperature field
at the water surface formed by the cooling water circuit of the
nuclear power plant is described From a comparison of the
measured and the theoretical cooling curves - calculated on the
assumption of the presence of heat exchange only between water
surface and atmosphere - the portion of the vertical heat flux can be
obtained The influence of the stratification inside the lake and of
the wind is investigated (Author)
A78-49170 The solar timetable D. Hayes (WorldWatch
Institute, Washington, D C ) Environment, vol 20, July-Aug 1978,
p 6-13, 38, 39-36 refs
A timetable for introduction and development of solar, renew-
able, and electrical energy sources is presented as an attempt to
describe a feasible course for moving rapidly toward increased
reliance upon renewable energy Heating and cooling of homes is
discussed with attention to passive and active systems Wood,
ethanol/methanol, and methanol are considered as examples of
renewable fuels The prospects for generating electricity by hydro-
power, wind power, and photovoltaic cells are examined Attitudes
and obligations required for meeting the timetable for these classes
of energy sources are indicated M.L.
A78-49171 The case for CASES. W R Powell (Johns
Hopkins University, Laurel, Md.). Environment, vol 20, July-Aug.
1978, p 14-20, 40, 41 Contracts No W-31-109-38-3995, No.
N00017-72-C-4401
The paper describes the Community Annual Energy Storage
System (CASES), a computer-simulated thermal utility plan for
providing the heating and cooling required by a whole community
through_the storage of summer heat and winter cold for use in the
opposite~season Although CASES has not been put into operation,
all the necessary equipment already exists and is commercially
available CASES provides cooling and heating for buildings by
means of two water pipes which distribute water from cold and
warm water storage facilities Warm water produced during summer
can be stored in an aquifer or, if an aquifer is unavailable, the cold
water returned to the central CASES facility is heated and passed
back to the community, the needed heat can be obtained from a
separate water pond through the use of an ice machine M.L
A78-49246 Observation of a forbidden line of Fe XX and
its application for ion temperature measurements in the Princeton
Large Torus tokamak. S Suckewer and E Hinnov (Princeton
University^ Princeton, N.J ) Physical Review Letters, voL_41,_Sjept
11, 1978, p~756-759 14 refs Contract No EY-76-C-02-3073.
A78-49288 The development of beta-alumi'>a for use in
electro-chemical cells - A survey G J May (Chloride Silent Power,
Ltd , Astmoor, Ches, England) (Chemical Society, International
Symposium on Mo/ten Electrolytes and High Temperature Batteries,
Brighton, England, Sept 22, 23, 19771 Journal of Power Sources,
vol 3, Aug 1978, p 1-22 64 refs
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which describe the operational processes in the collector are
considered and the efficiency of the collector is calculated Attention
is given to the possibility to use the described principle of operation
also in other applications G R
A78-49659 Oil spill recovery with magnetically retrievable
sorbents - Preliminary performance report of MAG-I A 24-foot
magnetic type recovery vessel for light oils J E Turbeville In
Oceans 77, Annual Combined Conference, 3rd, Los Angeles, Calif ,
October 17-19, 1977, Conference Record Volume 2
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc , Washington, D C , Marine Technology Society, 1977,
p 33E-1 to 33E-6
A portable oil spill recovery vessel which incorporates magnetic
principles for the retrieval process was completed in the spring of
1977 An integral part of the project was the lab research required to
obtain the optimum formulation for a magnetically retrievable
sorbent material The following properties were considered to be
essential for the 'ferrofoam' product (1) high magnetic force to
weight ratio, (2) positive flotation on water, (3) discriminative
absorption of oil vs water even after extended periods of use, (4)
high percentage of oil retention in saturated foam prior to wringing,
low percentage of oil retention after wringing, (5) no significant loss
of physical characteristics after continued wringing, and (6) harmless
to marine life and ocean ecology Details of ferrofoam production
and of test procedures employed to analyze the essential operational
functions of the recovery unit are presented Sorbent requirements,
oil recovery rates, limitations, and a cost-to-benefit analysis are
discussed in detail B J
A78-49662 Interpretation of oceanographic data for the
design of ocean thermal energy conversion plants. L F Lewis (U S
Department of Energy, Washington, D C) and J. W Mavor, Jr
(Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass) In
Oceans 77, Annual Combined Conference, 3rd, Los Angeles, Calif ,
October 17-19, 1977, Conference Record Volume 2
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., Washington, D C , Marine Technology Society, 1977,
p 41B-1 to 41B-7 16 refs ER DA-supported research
The design of an OTEC plant requires oceanographic measure-
ments at the specific site to a fine degree of detail over a time
interval and with a frequency sufficient to assure optimum configura-
tion and performance A part of the design process is the continuous
evaluation of the oceanic data and matching it to the needs of design,
construction, and test The present paper describes a program
underway to assess available ocean data (pertaining to such parame-
ters and phenomena as temperature, extreme events, waves, internal
waves, biofouling, and corrosion and erosion), to design a plan and
schedule to match ocean data to OTEC design, to match existing
data to this plan, and to recommend a program of additional
measurements. BJ
A78-49663 OTEC - An emerging program of significance
to the marine community C E Rudiger, Jr and L 0. Smith
(Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Inc, Sunnyvale, Calif) In
Oceans 77, Annual Combined Conference, 3rd, Los Angeles, Calif ,
October 17-19, 1977, Conference Record Volume 2
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc .Washington, D.C , Marine Technology Society, 1977,
P.41C-1 W41C-7 8 refs
ERDA intends to conduct a commercial demonstration of the
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) concept in 1984. This
paper describes the ERDA program plan leading to the demonstra-
tion, discusses some commercialization considerations, and gives
special attention to two of the major steps in the plan - OTEC-1
(design of a closed-cycle power plant) and OTEC-100 (selection of
hull shape) Consideration is also given to cycle efficiencies and
several key marine-technology issues Among the latter are biofouling
and its potential impact on heat exchanger performance, the cold
water pipe (OTEC's major ocean structure), and the heavy marine
construction aspects of an OTEC plant BJ
A78-49664 Ocean thermal energy conversion heat ex-
changer biofouling - Strategies of control P. C. Springer (Lockheed
Ocean Laboratory, San Diego, Calif.) In Oceans 77, Annual
Combined Conference, 3rd, Los Angeles, Calif., October 17-19,
1977, Conference Record. Volume 2 New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, Washington,
D C., Marine Technology Society, 1977, p 41D-1 to 41D-4 6 refs.
The potential effect of biofouling on OTEC heat exchanger
performance is considered A brief review is presented of some of the
candidate biofouling control systems, including chlormation, Amer-
tap (a continuous tube-cleaning system that circulates sponge rubber
balls), a shuttle brush system, biocidal soak, toxic impregnation,
slurries, screening, and a number of experimental countermeasures.
Factors considered in evaluating the suitability of these counter-
measures for OTEC are described, and areas of research that must be
addressed are identified B J
A78-49666 Deep ocean inflatable pipe A L James
(SEACO, Inc, Kailua, Hawaii) and J G Blackmton (Hawaii,
University, Honolulu, Hawaii) In Oceans 77, Annual Combined
Conference, 3rd, Los Angeles, Calif, October 17-19, 1977, Confer-
ence Record Volume 2 New York, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc , Washington, D C , Marine
Technology Society, 1977. p POSTER-F-1 to POSTER-F-6 7 refs
Research supported by the University of Hawaii
The concept of a large-diameter inflatable pipe for open ocean
upwellmg and OTEC applications is discussed The pipe is a
double-wall, honeycombed structure of flexible material Water fills
the cavity between the walls, pressurizing this water inflates the pipe
which produces a stiff structure Cold water is pumped to the surface
through the cavity bounded by the inner wall The inflatable pipe
offers the advantages of ease of installation and noncatastrophic
buckling Pipe geometry and inflation-induced loads are analyzed,
and a preliminary bending analysis is performed Model tests are
compared with the analysis, substantiating the feasibility of the
concept BJ
A78-49669 Generation of thermonuclear neutrons by laser
action on a conical target V I Vovchenko, A S Goncharov, lu S.
Kas'ianov, 0 V Kozlov, I K Krasiuk, A A Maliutm, M G
Pastukhov, P P Pashimn, and A M Prokhorov (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR) IZHETF Pis'ma v
Redaktsnu, vol 26, Nov 5, 1977, p 628-630 ) JETP Letters, vol 26,
Nov 5, 1977, p 476,477 Translation
Experiments were performed on laser-beam compression of a
deuterium-filled target consisting of conical cavities pressed into lead
and closed with a lavsan polyester shell 5 microns thick and radius of
curvature of 1 7 mm, the same as the dimension of the cone
generator The cone apex angle was 53 deg The radiation was
focused by a lens with f = 30 cm The largest neutron yield of about
26,000 neutrons was recorded when laser radiation of energy 70 J
and duration 25 nsec was focused on a target at 1 atm An estimate
shows that 8-14% of the laser radiation energy should be converted
into energy of the compressed plasma Shortening the laser pulse
duration to 5 nsec while decreasing total energy to 30 J led to nearly
complete vanishing of neutrons P T H
A78-49731 # Use of a field bench for testing turbojet
engines (Utilizzazione di un banco campale per la prova di
turbomoton). A Russo, A Colantomo (Aeconautica Militare, Rome,
Italy), and G Torella (Napoli, Umversita, Naples, Italy) Associa-
zione Italians di Aeronautica e Astronautica. Congresso Nazionale,
4th, Milan, Italy, Sept 19-23, 1977, Paper 48 p 7 refs In Italian
The paper describes the use of a field test bench for taking
measurements of the thermodynamic cycle of aircraft turbojet
engines The guiding concept in selecting the instrumentation was to
use a minimum of sensors without sacrificing measurement accuracy
and reliability Two attached sensors were used, consisting of two
thermocouples, of which one furnished data on the static tempera-
ture downstream of the compressor and the second measured the
static temperature downstream of the turbine The test bench,
sensor, and other instrumentation are described, and the method of
determining the cycle from the measurements is explained P T H
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A78-49781 * ff A laser-powered flight transportation system
A Hertzberg, K C Sun (Washington, University, Seattle, Wash ), and
W S Jones (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co , Inc, Palo Alto,
Calif ) American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Los Angeles, Calif, Aug
21-23, 1978, Paper 78-1484 31 p 28 refs Grant No
NGL-49002044
Laser energy transmitted from a solar-power satellite via a set of
relay satellites is used to power a cruising air transport, i e , a
laser-powered airplane The result is a nearly fuelless pollution-free
flight transportation system which is cost competitive with the
fuel-conservative airplane of the future The major components of
this flight system include a laser-power satellite, relay satellites,
laser-powered turbofans, and a conventional airframe The relay
satellites are orbiting optical systems which intercept the beam from
a power satellite and refocus and redirect the beam to its next target
(Author)
A78-49802 * # The solar power satellite concept - A space
program perspective. C C Kraft, Jr (NASA, Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Tex ) Journal of Energy, vol 2, July-Aug 1978, p
193-195
The Space Shuttle will reduce the cost of transportation to
space from thousands of dollars per pound to hundreds of dollars per
pound. Studies of future systems indicate that these costs may be
further reduced to tens of dollars per pound by using large space
freighters, which would be required to build solar power satellites It
is pointed out that the Space Shuttle will provide a versatile tool in
the 1980's to support the exploration of the solar power satellite
concept as well as other space programs of the future Three
apparently different applications, related to materials processing in
space, advanced satellite communications, and solar power satellites,
have a number of common requirements These include the need for
large solar power arrays in space and/or the need to construct large
systems in space Consequently, a space program which includes
development of the techniques for large power supplies and
structural systems provides the basis for selecting and implementing
any or all of these promising applications G R
A78-49803 * # SPS cost considerations. G R Woodcock
(Boeing Aerospace Co, Ballistic Missiles and Space Div., Seattle,
Wash ) Journal of Energy, vol 2, July-Aug. 1978, p. 196-202.
Contract No NAS9-15196.
Recent solar power satellite (SPS) system definition studies have
emphasized cost estimation for the operational phase of an SPS
program, in order to assess economic practicality of SPS. A cost
analysis approach is described Cost results for a silicon photovoltaic
SPS are reported, showing SPS costs from $1700 to $2700 per
kilowatt and busbar power costs from 3 cents to 7 cents per
kilowatt-hour Rationales behind the estimates are discussed
(Author)
A78-49805 ff Particle trajectories in swirling flows. R P.
Drmg and M Suo (United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn ). Journal of Energy, vol 2, July-Aug 1978, p.
232-237 8 refs
The ability to utilize fuels which form paniculate matter upon
combustion (eg., coal) in a gas turbine depends in part upon an
understanding of the nature of particle trajectories in swirling flows.
Although a number of investigators have studied specific flows or
developed specific computational methods for particle trajectories in
swirling flows, none have obtained solutions which are general in
nature In this paper a series of exact general solutions for
trajectories of spherical particles in free-vortex swirling flow have
been obtained in the absence of aerodynamic lift phenomena. As
would be expected from related works, it has been found that for
low particle Reynolds numbers (Stokes flow) the degree to which a
particle either follows the flow streamlines or is centnfuged out
across .them is essentially described by a single dimensionless
parameter, the Stokes number For higher particle Reynolds numbers
the results can be presented in terms of two relevant parameters, one
of which may be the Stokes number Furthermore, even in this latter
case the results indicate that the Stokes number is the dominant
parameter Based on these resuu a number of conclusions have been
drawn on the nature of particle trajectories in turbine airfoil
passages, and in centrifugal separators. (Author)
A78-49808 ff Assessment of energy conservation using solar
energy in Kansas. J T Pytlmski (New Mexico State University, Las
Cruces, N Mex ). Journal of Energy, vol 2, July-Aug 1978, p
250-253 7 refs
The continuous depletion of fossil fuels has created a situation
which demands a gradual replacement of quickly depletable re-
sources by nondepletable resources such as solar energy Growth of
the use of solar energy systems is related to several factors such as
solar energy rights, system cost-effectiveness, availability of data
actually tested for construction costs, maintenance requirements,
and system reliability, integration of solar energy facilities into
utilities load-management planning, and local and federal incentives,
which when put together, control solar energy devices deployment
Several solar bills active in Kansas induce citizens in the state to use
solar energy. A study of energy conservation in Kansas by using solar
energy is conducted. It is concluded that although solar energy
growth at present is impressive, solar energy will contribute little to
energy conservation in the state by 1980 It is recommended to
consider steps related to a mandatory use of solar energy in new state
and federal buildings, and the mandatory use of solar energy in new
dwellings when technically feasible G R
A78-49838 Some preliminary results on the performance
of a small vertical-axis cylindrical wind turbine. G Ahmadi (Pahlavi
University, Shiraz, Iran) Wind Engineering, vol 2, no 2, 1978, p
65-74. 20 refs Research supported by the Pahlavi University
The performance of a newly developed small vertical-axis wind
turbine with two sail blades is described The model design is
explained, and the effect of wind velocity and various blade angle
settings on the power coefficient is studied Maximum power
coefficients for various conditions are plotted Although the maxi-
mum efficiency of the model is only about 7%, it is suggested that
the use of this wind energy converter in remote rural areas of
developing countries might be feasible due to the simplicity of the
blade design and the relatively low cost of construction. M L.
A78-49839 Model and prototype performance characteris-
tics of Savonius rotor windmill. M H Khan (Illinois, University,
Urbana, III ) Wind Engineering, vol. 2, no 2, 1978, p 75-85. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Ford Foundation
Model tests were conducted in a wind tunnel to arrive at an
optimum configuration of Savonius rotor windmill Effects of three
design parameters, namely rotor shape, overlap between rotor blades,
and separation gap between rotor blades, on the operating charac-
teristics were studied Rotor models with different combinations of
the variable parameters were tested under three wind velocities to
determine the configuration which would provide the best relative
performance From this study it was found that the optimum
configuration was different from the standard Savonius design not
only in the blade shape but also in the overlap distance between
blades. On the basis of the results obtained from model tests, a
prototype unit based on the optimum design configuration was built
and tested on an open site Results obtained from the tests of the full
scale design are encouraging The results have corroborated some of
the original findings of Savonius (Author)
A78-49840 Optimum design point geometry and perfor-
mance of propeller type wind turbines. N H Juul (New York, State
University, Buffalo, N.Y.). Wind Engineering, vol 2, no 2, 1978, p
86-102.6 refs
The simple strip theory is used to develop the equations which
are required to determine the optimum design point geometry and
performance parameters of propeller type wind turbines. The
optimum design point is defined by the conditions which maximize
the power absorbed by each blade element along the blade. A
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computer program is developed to calculate, for a given airfoil, the
dimensionless optimum design point performance The behavior of
the important local and total turbomachinery parameters are studied.
The range of tip speed ratios for which the strip theory is applicable
is determined. The effects of viscosity, compressibility and tip losses
are investigated As an example, the results for wind turbines with
NACA 4312 blades are presented graphically These graphs may be
used to choose the design point best suited for a desired application
c, , (Author)
A78-49841 Improvement of windmill efficiency by
boundary layer control J S Montes (Tasmania, University, Hobart,
Australia) Wind Engineering, vol 2, no 2, 1978, p. 103-114 7 refs.
The desirability of using boundary layer suction to increase the
efficiency of conventional windmills is discussed The rotation of the
windmill blades provides a source of internal flow which can be
utilized as a simple pump for the boundary layer suction, and a
simplified mathematical model of the internal flow is presented.
Equations are integrated numerically for some assumed values of the
windmill geometrical parameters, and it is shown that, if certain
conditions are assumed, advantages of some 20% in the operational
efficiency of a variable pitch windmill and 33% for the fixed-pitch
windmill can be obtained M L.
A78-49842 The application of small wind powered genera-
tors in telecommunications and other high reliability systems A. J
A Hinsley and D A. D Smith (Pye Telecommunications, Ltd,
Cambridge, England) Wind Engineering, vol. 2, no 2, 1978, P
115-126. 9 refs.
The use of 2-kW wind-powered generators of proven design to
provide a highly reliable source of power for radio communication is
discussed Australian experience in using wind generators to provide
power for remote sites is surveyed, and power requirements for
different purposes are calculated Engineering of systems is con-
sidered, and the total cost of wind-power generators, tower, energy
storage, control equipment, and necessary buildings and foundations
is estimated to be in the order of 8500 British pounds to supply a
load of 200 watts. This form of wind-powered generation is
economically justifiable only if the expenses involved in providing a
connection with a cheap electricity source are considered in
comparison M.L.
A78-49849 Potential lithium requirements for fusion
power plants. J. N Hartley, B F. Gore, and J. R. Young (Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Wash.) Energy (UK), vol
3, June 1978, p. 337-346. 16 refs.
The use of lithium by fusion power plants is discussed, and it is
estimated that a 1000-GWe generating capacity (twice current U.S
generating capacity) would require 400,000 to 1,200,000 metric tons
of natural lithium. While U S. supplies of lithium are considered
sufficient, the rate of increase in U.S. production would have to be
accelerated to meet the expected demand. The fusion process is
surveyed, and the fusion fuel requirements are examined with
attention to fuel consumption by fusion reactions, fuel consumption
due to blanket requirement, and blanket inventory requirements.
The economics and feasibility of increasing the rate of lithium
production are discussed M L.
A78-49948 Design of solar heating and cooling systems for
nonresidential buildings in the east north central region of the United
States. R K Newman (Dayton, University, Dayton, Ohio) In
NAECON '78, Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electron-
ics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 16-18, 1978 Volume 2.
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
.Engineers, Inc , 1978, p 862-867
Descriptions of various solar heating and cooling projects in an
area irf which 60 percent of the U S population lives are given with
emphasis on the Troy-Miami County Library system which was put
in operation this past winter Instrumentation and control strategies
for the various modes of operation are discussed for this system, the
Columbus Technical Institute Phase V, and the Stark County Library
buildings which will provide both solar heating and cooling The use
of solar energy to provide a large quantity of domestic hot water,
swimming pool heat, and assistance to heat pumps is discussed with
respect to the Deer Creek Lodge solar project Brief descriptions of
solar heating systems for a Dayton Fire Station and a Mound
Laboratories building are also given (Author)
A78-49949 Research in the electrofluid dynamic /EFO/
wind driven generator. J E. Minardi and M 0. Lawson (Dayton,
University, Dayton, Ohio) In NAECON '78, Proceedings of the
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May
16-18, 1978 Volume 2 New York, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, 1978, p 869-873 8 refs
Contract No EY-76-S-02-4130
The Electrofluid Dynamic (EFD) wind driven generator directly
converts wind energy to electrical energy without moving parts
Conventional wind turbines are currently limited in size, with the
greatest diameter presently envisaged being 300 to 400 feet For the
EFD wind driven generator there are no fundamental reasons to
restrict the size, therefore, economics of scale and far larger powers
than conventional systems can be realized Analyses predict favorable
performance characteristics for EFD wind generators, however,
specific experimental data have been lacking Research areas present-
ly being emphasized are discussed and performance of experimental
arrays being conducted in an Eiffel-type wind tunnel are also
discussed (Author)
A78-49950 A low cost aerodynamic heater representing a
fully matched load for wind energy systems. M 0 Lawson (Dayton,
University, Dayton, Ohio) In NAECON '78, Proceedings of the
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May
16-18, 1978 Volume 2 New York, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, 1978, p 874-880
The aerodynamic heater described operates on fluid dynamic
principles as does the wind turbine This relation makes it possible to
operate the wind turbine at its optimum tipspeed to wind velocity
ratio up to the wind turbines rate value. The heater resembles a
centrifugal blower shaped like a disk 12-mches in diameter by
4-inches thick A sketch is provided of a heater which consists of a
sheet metal case having an air intake port at the center of one
circular face, and an air outlet along the perimeter An internal rotor
with blades around its circumference, an internal toroidal air passage
with stator blades, and a variable outflow butterfly-valve to regulate
temperature are the other components The aerodynamic heater
system may consist of a fixed-pitch wind turbine mounted on a
tower along with a step-up transmission to match the torque
characteristics of the wind turbine and the heater G.R
A78-49961 Modeling refinements for the rectified super-
conducting alternator T A Stuart (Toledo, University, Toledo,
Ohio) and M W Tripp (Detroit Edison Co, Detroit, Mich) In
NAECON '78, Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electron-
ics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 16-18', 1978 Volume 3
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc, 1978, p 1002-1009. 10 refs Grants No AF-AFOSR-
76-2997, No AF-AFOSR-77-3413
Certain characteristics of an earlier steady state model developed
by Stuart and Tripp (1977) for the rectified superconducting
alternator are examined The earlier approach involved the derivation
of a set of five nonlinear equations, these equations were then solved
via a standard Newton-Raphson algorithm, and the solution was used
to evaluate several other variables The present paper carries out an
analysis which shows that the earlier model can be improved by
eliminating an ambiguity associated with the ac field current and by
reducing the number of system equations from five to two Data are
included to show that the modified equations are consistent with the
earlier model B J
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A78-501Z6 Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volumes 1 & 2
Congress sponsored by the Inter-American Confederation of Chemi-
cal Engineering and Asian Pacific Confederation of Chemical
Engineering New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978 Vol 1, 732 p , voi 2, 711 p Price of two volumes, $35
The Congress places emphasis on chemical processes of energy
development and pollution control Consideration is given to reuse
and treatment of industrial waste water, utilization of cellulosic
materials in unconventional food production, SO2 stack gas scrub-
bing technology, environmental aspects of shale oil production and
processing, advances in petroleum and petrochemical technology in
the Pacific, forest residuals for the production of chemicals and
energy, and filtration and magnetic separation for liquified coal and
other liquids The following topics are also examined biochemical
sources of energy, the environmental aspects of coal conversion,
status and prospects of unconventional fuels, environmental aspects
of tar sands processing, and the design and industrial applications of
fluidized bed reactors B J
A78-50128 Potential and economics of energy production
by bioconversion E C Clausen, 0 C Sitton, and J L Gaddy
(Missouri-Rolla, University, Rolla, Mo ) In Pacific Chemical Engi-
neering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo , August 28-31, 1977, Proceed-
ings Volume 1 New York, American Institute
of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 183-186 16refs
It is estimated that approximately one-fourth of the total energy
requirement of the United States could be met by using present
farming techniques on idle lands to produce biomass and by utilizing
biomass from agricultural wastes Conversion of biomass to methane
can be accomplished through the process of anaerobic digestion It is
concluded that bioconversion of plant matter to methane is
economically attractive at today's fossil fuel prices Based on present
technology, a reasonable return could be expected with a gas price of
S2/MSCF B J
A78-50130 Flue gas desulfunzation and other options F
T Princiotta (U S Environmental Protection Agency, Washington,
D C ) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo ,
August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 1
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p
256-260 6refs
Present-day options for utilizing coal to produce electricity
consistent with, sulfur oxide emission regulations are limited to
obtaining low-sulfur coal, employing flue gas desulfunzation (FGD)
and in some cases physically cleaning the coal Other emerging
technologies which may be competitive with FGD in the early to
mid 1980 period include fluidized bed combustion (atmospheric
and pressurized), coal gasification (steam and combined cycles) and
coal liquefaction (Author)
A78-50133 Sulfur dioxide removal at Salt River Project's
Coronado Generating Station G E Palomino and A G Sassi
(Bechtel Power Corp, Los Angeles, Calif) In Pacific Chemical
Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977,
Proceedings Volume 1 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978 p 276-283
A78-50134 Critical analysis of sulfur dioxide removal
systems for power generation applications J M Slammski (U S
Naval Construction Battalion Center, Civil Engineering Laboratory",
Port Hueneme, Calif) and D W Christian (Public Service Company
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N Mex ) In Pacific Chemical
Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977,
Proceedings Volume 1 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 284-294 7 refs
Seven commercial processes for extracting sulfur dioxide from
steam or steam-electric generating plants are analytically compared
The operation and economics of lime and limestone slurry scrubbing,
dilute and concentrated double alkali, and dilute sulfunc acid
processes with gypsum disposal products, are contrasted with sodium
sulfite/bisulfite and activated char sulfur recovery systems Each
process is critically analyzed to yield system flow and •operating
expenses, including equipment power consumption, product disposal
costs or credits, reagent requirements and operating and maintenance
costs The laws for scaling these results to any given plant capacity
and coal sulfur content are developed and parametrically graphed
This information is an invaluable guide for the Navy or utility
engineer to perform accurate system evaluations with ease (Author)
A78-50135 Interface design problems between coal fired
boilers and SO2 scrubbing systems. J D Ferrell and E W Stenby
(Stearns-Roger, Inc , Denver, Colo ) In Pacific Chemical Engineer-
ing Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings
Volume 1 New York, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 295-302
For the past five to ten years, an accelerated engineering effort
has been expended for the purpose of developing sulfur dioxide
(S02) removal systems capable of treating the flue gases produced in
coal-fired, steam/electric generating stations As a result of these
activities, there are now commercially available ten to twenty
systems which can meet the needs of the Utility Industry Although
each of these systems is characterized by certain unique equipment
designs and operating parameters, they also have in common many
interfaces with the boiler system and operation This paper presents
an overview of the interactions of the bqilaj operation on the
scrubber and vice versa Special emphasis is placed on recent
developments in applying sulfur dioxide scrubbers to large coal-fired
steam generators Where possible, the adverse operations experienced
in these systems are highlighted (Author)
A78-50136 Flue gas desulfunzation in ventun scrubbers
and spray towers F Bondor, J Englick, and A Saleem (Chemico Air
Pollution Control Co, New York, NY) In Pacific Chemical
Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977,
Proceedings Volume 1 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 303-307
One of the major contributors of sulfur dioxide emissions in the
atmosphere today is the combustion of sulfur-bearing fossil fuels,
such as those used in industrial boilers and power generating stations
These two sources account for approximately 77% of the total sulfur
dioxide emissions in the United States Enactment of sulfur dioxide
emission regulations in the developed countries of the world in
recent years has spurred the development of the broad range of
systems for sulfur dioxide emission control Wet scrubbing with
alkali chemisorbents in water has emerged as the most widely used
means of accomplishing this purpose This paper presents a review of
the commercial development of wet scrubbing processes for flue gas
desulfunzation in the U S with particular emphasis on the use of
lime/limestone alkali slurries in ventun and spray tower absorbers
(Author)
A78-50137 A review of the preliminary operating results
of the flue gas desulfunzation unit at the Valmont Generating
Station S W Goering (Public Service Company of Colorado,
Denver, Colo ) and R E Nilan (Stearns-Roger, Inc , Denver, Colo )
In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo,
August 2831, 1977, Proceedings Volume 1
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p
316322
A78-50141 Design of a spray tower scrubber for Coal
Creek Station J R Martin (Combustion Engineering, Inc , Windsor,
Conn ), R W Dutton (Black and Veatch Consulting Engineers,
Kansas City, Mo), D C Kettner (United Power Association, Elk
River, Minn ), and W W Hickok (Cooperative Power Association,
Minneapolis, Minn ) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 1
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978, p 389-394
Coal Creek Station is a two-unit 1000-MW generating plant
being constructed in N Dakota The present paper describes the
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design and operational features of the spray tower scrubber system
designed to control sulfur dioxide emissions from the power plant,
which burns low-sulfur lignite Plant design considerations which
influence the cleaning and dispersal of combustion gases are
presented Some of the features of the scrubber system designed to
meet the requirements imposed by the plant design are high-
efficiency spray tower absorbers, use of alkali in fly ash, and scale
control B J
A78-50142 Factors that influence the leaching of organic
material from in situ spent shale G Amy and J Thomas (California,
University, Berkeley, Calif ) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Con-
gress, 2nd, Denver, Colo , August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume
1 • New York, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1978, p 398-402 Research sponsored by the U S
Department of the Interior and ERDA
A series of batch and continuous flow experiments were run in
order to assess the potential for contamination of groundwater by
organic material leached from in situ spent shale The specific
objectives of these experiments were to (1) estimate the concentra-
tion of organic material present in leachate derived from various
types of in situ spent shale, and (2) identify variables that affect the
concentration of organic material in leachate Concentrations of total
organic carbon (TOO as high as 50 milligrams per liter were detected
during experimentation Factors that significantly influenced the
concentration of organic material present in leachate included (1)
retorting conditions associated with spent shale, (2) spent shale
particle size, (3) water temperature, and (4) leaching time (Author)
A78-50143 Sorption of SO2 on spent shale in packed
beds M A Hasanam, A L Mines, C L Murphy (Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, Colo ), and J J Duvall (U S Department of Energy,
Laramie Energy Research Center, Laramie, Wyo) In Pacific
Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31,
1977, Proceedings Volume 1 New York, Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 416-421 6 refs
Contract No E(29-2)-3780
Adsorption studies of SO2 have been carried out on spent shale
that was retorted at temperatures ranging from 300 to 1000 deg C A
chemical analysis and an X-ray diffraction analysis of all retorted
samples were made In addition, breakthrough curves of S02 on
spent shale are presented along with the calculated isotherm
(Author)
A78-50144 Should anaerobic digestion - for methane gas
recovery - be included in a sludge treatment process utilizing
incineration L Hamer (Passavant Corp, Birmingham, Ala) In
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo , August
28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 1 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 698-702
The paper examines the economic feasibility of using anaerobic
digestion and incineration in the treatment of a municipal primary/
waste-activated sludge stream It is shown that the process which
utilizes anaerobic digestion and incineration has a cost per ton of
treated sludge considerably greater than either of those which do not
employ digestion Moreover, the sludge conditioning cost-reduction
realized by using the incinerator ash as an admix agent sufficiently
offsets other somewhat greater expenses B J
A78-50145 Technical and economical feasibility of bio-
mass utilization as energy source in California V Cervmka
(California State, Dept of Food and Agriculture, Sacramento,
Calif) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver,
Colo, Auoust 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978, p 752-758 11 refs.
The potential overall biomass resource of California, including
crop residues, dairy and feedlot waste, food processing industry
waste, and municipal solid waste, is estimated to be 1 570 x 10 to
the 7th dry tons per year The heat content value of this resource is
1 11648 x 10 to the 10th J/ton, the gasification efficiency is 62, the
energy equivalent value of gas generated is 1 0861 x 10 to the 17th
J/year To make California agriculture self-supporting, the remaining
55% of total energy required for food production can be potentially
generated from crops grown as renewable energy resources B J
A78-50146 Biochemical routes to energy recovery from
municipal wastes A J Klee and C J Rogers (U S Environmental
Protection Agency, Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory,
Cincinnati, Ohio) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978, p 759-764 15 refs
After analyzing the weaknesses of the conventional process to
produce methane from the anaerobic digestion of municipal solid
wastes, three pretreatment approaches are described and compared
alkali pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis, and acid hydrolysis The
major findings are that alkali pretreatment is effective and holds
promise particularly for small-scale operations, and that recent
advances m acid hydrolysis make it a significant and economically
attractive technology for energy, chemical, and food production
(Author)
A78-50147 Survey of pyroconversion processes for bio-
mass T B Reed (Synthetic Fuel Research Center, Concord, Mass )
In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo,
August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p
765-768 12 refs
The chemistry, thermodynamics, and process steps of the
pyroconversion of biomass are described Consideration is given to
chemical reactions of biomass, char reactions and charcoal produc-
tion, pyrolytic oil production, and gasification, hydrogenation, and
combustion of biomass The biomass can be burned directly for heat,
or it can be converted to solid, liquid or gaseous synthetic fuels B J
A78-50148 Multi-stage digestion to fuel gas of municipal
solid waste D L Wise, R L Wentworth, D C Augenstem
(Dynatech R/D Co, Cambridge, Mass), and C L Cooney (MIT,
Cambridge, Mass) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978, p 769-776 14 refs Research supported by the Consolidated
Natural Gas Service Co
Multistage digestion experiments on shredded municipal solid
waste were carried out with the aim of developing improved practical
processing systems for solid waste The multistage digestion process
is primarily one of separating two broad groups of microorganisms,
namely, the acid formers which solubilize cellulosic materials to
organic acids, and the methane formers which convert the solubilized
materials to fuel gas The acid forming step was accomplished using a
plug flow digester system of up to 10 individual reactors in series
When solubilized breakdown products were used as feed material to
the second stage or methane forming reactor, conversion to fuel gas
at high methane content was achieved B J
A78-50149 Environmental factors for Fischer-Tropsch
coal conversion technology J B. O'Hara, B I Loran, A Bela, and N
E Jentz (Ralph M Parsons Co, Pasadena, Calif) In Pacific
Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo , August 28-31,
1977, Proceedings Volume 2 New York, Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 855-863 8 refs
ERDA-supported research
The environmental factors of a conpeptual commercial Fischer-
Tropsch coal conversion plant are discussed The Fischer-Tropsch
process, which converts coal into gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, is
briefly reviewed The removal of sulfur and particulates from the
syngas generated, the sulfur balance of the conversion process, and
the quantity and types of effluent streams projected to be released
are described Estimated air emissions and aqueous effluents are
compared with applicable standards and found capable of meeting
the present and projected regulations The fate of trace elements
present in the coal and occupational safety aspects are also briefly
considered (Author)
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A78-50150 Conversion of western U S coals to liquid
products. R H Wolk, H E Lebowitz, W C Rovesti, and N C
Stewart (Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif) In
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo., August
28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2 New York,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 900-907 '15 refs
Information is reviewed on yields and operating conditions
based on Wyodak, Amax, Kaiparowitz, and Black Mesa subbitumi-
nous coals These are compared with results from eastern coals
Recent information on early reaction chemistry for Wyodak coal is
also presented and compared to similar results with bituminous coal
The formation of calcium-rich solids has been noted in several of the
test programs Several speculative flowsheets are presented which
combine hydrogenation, residue gasification, and solids separations
in new ways with the aim of lowering liquid product cost B J
A78-50151 The SRC-II process B K Schmid and D M
Jackson (Gulf Mineral Resources Co, Denver, Colo ) In Pacific
Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31,
1977, Proceedings. Volume 2 New York, Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 908-915 5 refs
SRC-II is an improved version of the Solvent Refined Coal
process The primary product of this advanced process is an ashless
distillate fuel containing less than 0 4% sulfur, in contrast to the solid
fuel produced in the original version of the process Additional
products of SRC-II are pipeline gas, LPG, a light distillate liquid,
phenols, and ammonia With the completion of pilot scale develop-
ment work, the SRC-II process will be ready for commercial-scale
demonstration A demonstration program is proposed using full-scale
equipment in a single process module plant which could eventually
be incorporated in a commercial facility B J
A78-50152 Recovery and utilization of extreme low tem-
perature geothermal energy in Korea H D Yoo (Korea Advanced
Institute of Science, Seoul, South Korea) In Pacific Chemical
Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo. August 28-31, 1977,
Proceedings Volume 2 New York, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 923-929 14 refs Research
supported by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science
The recovery of low temperature geothermal energy (40-80 C)
in Korea is investigated by injecting air seasonally for local
community heating without heat exchangers, when a gas storage
development is planned A preliminary design was conducted to
study the feasibility of the scheme Safety, economics, reserve
estimation, and aquifer dynamics were studied Other recovery
methods and power generation have been briefly reviewed Conver-
sion to a small gas storage system upon depletion of geothermal
energy, because of Korea's pressing need for underground storage
system and the overall economic advantage, plays a very significant
role to make the energy recovery attractive (Author)
A78-50153 Impact of solar heating and cooling on electric
utilities R Llavma, Jr and J A Bonnet, Jr (Puerto Rico Water
Resources Authority, San Juan, P R ) In Pacific Chemical Engineer-
ing Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings
Volume 2 New York, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 1068-1075
The impact of solar heating and cooling on an electfic utility
was assessed in terms of the effect of this load on the generating
system, transmission system, and corporate financial structure during
the next ten years Heating and cooling loads were defined in terms
of their number, their energy consumption, and their load pattern
Estimates of these loads were validated through load survey
measurements on a selected statistical sample of customers The
effect of solar heating and cooling on the utility was found to be
relatively minor although a revision of the existing rate structure will
probably be required within three or four years (Authbr)
A78-50154 Evaluation of a commercial-scale hydrocarbon-
ization process to produce clean char, oil, and pipeline gas from coal.
J M Holmes, D A Dyslm, M S Edwards, D S Joy, G R Peterson,
C B Smith, and P M Lantz (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tenn ) In Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings Volume 2
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
1978, p 1081-1087 17 refs ERDA-sponsored research
This preliminary design and an economic evaluation of a
hydrocarbonization facility include (1) beneficiation of the coal
feed, (2) coal hydrocarbonization to produce char, oil, and pipeline
gas fuels, (3) fluid-bed combustion for steam and power generation,
(4) liquid product hydrotreatmg, and (5) treatment of all plant
effluents A discounted cash flow analysis assuming 100% equity
financing, 12% return on equity, and coal priced at $20/ton resulted
in a product fuel price of S3 15/milhon Btu An alternative system,
in which the char is utilized as fuel for a power plant and a coal mine
is included, demonstrated that for a power cost of 30 mills/kWhr and
a gas price of $3 50/MSCF, the oil price would be $12 50/bbl using
utility financing (Author)
A78-50155 The Pacific area energy supply/demand out-
look - The next fifteen years versus now J A West (Federal Energy
Administration, Washington, DC) In Pacific Chemical Engineering
Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings
Volume 2 New York, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 1092-1097
The Pacific region's current and evolving energy situation is
evaluated and assessed in terms of its associated economic and
political implications The Pacific area is expected to continue as an
energy deficit area through 1990 Total primary energy requirements
(TPE) are forecast to grow at about 6 percent per annum and reach
266 million barrels per day of oil equivalent in 1990 Oil, largely
from other sources, will remain the primary fuel consumed in the
area and account for nearly two-thirds of projected TPE As in the
past, Japan will remain the largest energy user and account for over
two-thirds of the region's forecasted 1990 crude oil imports of 14
million barrels per day and about 57 percent of the region's
forecasted TPE Higher world energy prices will dampen demand and
stimulate the development of alternative energy sources in the area
Steam coal and nuclear energy offer good supply prospects in the
post-1985 period (Author)
A78-50157 Application of best practicable technology in
air pollution control for the Syncrude project R R Goforth
(Syncrude Canada, Ltd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada) In Pacific
Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd, Denver, Colo, August 28-31,
1977, Proceedings Volume 2 New York, Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1978, p 1287-1294 9 refs
The Syncrude project in northeastern Alberta, requiring the
mining of -83,000,000 tonnes of tar sand feed per year, is designed to
produce 125,000 barrels a day of synthetic crude The air pollution
control facilities in the Syncrude project are reviewed in terms of
'best practicable technology' criteria, which involve three basic
requirements (1) environmental need, (2) demonstrated technologi-
cal and economic feasibility, and (3) acceptable overall project
economics including consideration of energy and environmental
costs ' B.J
A78-50221 * ij Attitude control of large solar power satellites
R E Oglevie (Rockwell International Corp, Downey, Calif) In
Guidance and Control Conference, Palo Alto, Calif , August 7-9,
1978, Technical Papers New York, American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc , 1978, p 571-578 14
refs Research supported by the Rockwell International Corp,
Contract No NAS8-32475 (AIAA 78-1266)
Satellite power systems are a promising future source of
electrical energy However, the very large size solar power satellites
(relative to contemporary spacecraft) requires investigation of the
resulting attitude control problems and of appropriate control
techniques The principal effects of the large size are a great increase
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in sensitivity to gravity-gradient torques and a great reduction in
structural bending frequencies with the attendant likelihood of
undesirable control system interaction A wide variety of control
techniques are investigated to define approaches that minimize
implementation penalties. These techniques include space-
constructed momentum wheels, gravity-gradient stabilization, quasi-
mertial free-drift modes, and various reaction control thruster types,
some of which reduce the implementation penalties to a few percent
of the spacecraft mass. The control system/structural dynamic
interaction problem is found to have a tractable solution Some of
the results can be applied to other large space structure spacecraft
(Author)
A78-50251 Chances for exotics - Regenerate energy
sources (Chance fur Exoten - Regenenerbare Energiequellen). U.
Kaier (Kraftanlagen AG, Heidelberg, West Germany) Energie, vol
30, July 1978, p 219-223 In German
Characteristics of several forms of regenerable energy - moving
water, earth heat, solar radiation, biochemical processes, and wind -
are briefly surveyed Other topics include energy storage and the
generation of electricity from sunlight Costs and prospects of
development are considered in some cases. M L
A78-50252 Oil shale - Power source and raw material
(Olschiefer • Energietrager und Rohstoff). Energie, vol 30, July
1978, p 224-227 In German
The 'Rohrback' direct combustion procedure for obtaining both
energy and a raw material for cement manufacture from oil shale is
described Combustion occurs rapidly in a fluidized bed oven kept at
800-850 C Pulverization, preheating, role of the waste-heat boiler,
and treatment of the clinker are described, and the economics of the
process is examined M.L
A78-50253 Cold energy (Die 'kalte' Energie). 0 Weber
(Gutehoffnungshutte Sterkrade AG, Oberhausen, West Germany)
Energie, vol 30, July 1978, p 238-241 In German
A procedure for obtaining low-cost electricity by using evapo-
rated LNG to drive gas turbines in a closed process is proposed The
gas turbine in conjunction with a diesel motor would be located at an
LNG terminal and is thought to be capable of providing 211 MW at
an efficiency of 60% The components and the circulation scheme of
the proposed gas turbine are considered, and characteristics of
existing gas turbines, LNG terminals, LNG evaporation, and cost
estimates are explained. ML
A78-502S4 Pyrolysis Flameless competition - Gasification
of trash for the recovery of material (Pyrolyse Konkurrenz ohne
Flamme - Die Vergasung von Abfallen zur Gewmnung von Energia)
F Nowak Energie, vol 30, July 1978, p 243-247 In German
Pyrolytic procedures for obtaining energy from garbage are
discussed The procedures might be able to provide a higher energy
yield more economically than is obtained from the burning of
garbage Attention is directed to the Kiener system which utilizes a
low-temperature procedure for gasification of the organic material
from garbage The pyrolysis of household garbage by the Kiener
system is considered with attention to the material balance and
energy balance of the process M L
A78-50300 Back-reflection effect on the long-wavelength
spectral response of solar cells L A Hussain (Ibadan, University,
Ibadan, Nigeria) Journal of Physics D • Applied Physics, vol 11,
Aug 1, 1978, p 1535-1537
In the present paper, the effect of back reflection on the
long-wave spectral response of solar cells is calculated on the basis of
a simple n-on-p solar cell model The effect is found to depend
primarily on the cell thickness and to be sufficiently strong to justify
consideration in solar cell design and manufacture and in the analysis
of spectral response data V P.
A78-50401 Solar cell materials and their basic parameters.
E Bucher (Konstanz, Universitat, Konstanz, West Germany). Ap-
plied Physics, vol 17, Sept 1978, p 1-26 286 refs Bundesmmiste-
rium fur Forschung und Technologic Contract No ET-4007-A,
Deutsche Forschungsgememschaft Contract No BU-362/1
An extensive survey of solar cell materials and their basic
parameters is presented Various types of cells (homojunctions with-
elements, heterojunctions with elements, MIS and Schottky diodes
with elements) are classified according to cell structure, crystalline
state, gaps, open-circuit voltage, illumination condition, and the
constitution and thickness of antireflex layers Developments in the
silicon area, III-V compounds, II-VI compounds, binary compounds,
chalcopyntes II-IV-V2 and I-III-VI2, and organic semiconductors are
discussed An extensive bibliography is included S C S
A78-50423 Fossil fuel - Future shock. J Gribbm (Sussex,
University, Brighton, England) New Scientist, vol 79, Aug 24,
1978, p 541-543
The effect of an increased amount of atmospheric C02 on the
climate is discussed The role of natural reservoirs of CO2 is
examined with attention to the question of whether the reservoirs
still retain unlimited capacity or are nearing the end of their
capacity It is suggested that the oceans, which now contain more
than ten times as much carbon as the biomass and atmosphere
together, might serve for longterm and massive storage of CO2 The
'quality of life' likely to result if C02-induced temperature increases
and changes in water/ram patterns occur is weighed, and it is
suggested that the changes should not a priori be judged undesirable
Limitation of model predictions and possible model accuracies are
considered M L
t
A78-50425 Sweden strides towards a solar society. G
Taylor New Scientist, vol 79, Aug 24, 1978, p 550-552
The Swedish program for developing solar energy sources is
described and contrasted with the British approach to energy
research The Swedish program envisions a 37% larger supply of
energy in 2015 than was available in 1975, about 12% of the
increased energy would come from direct solar heating, 62% would
come from biomass-yielding solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels, and
approximately 26% would come from solar-generated electricity,
including hydroelectricity It is suggested that, in contrast with the
British approach, the Swedes have placed more emphasis on simply
applied conservation practices, are lass interested in expensive
research programs, and have funded a more diverse group of
researchers The program for developing residential passive solar
heating in Sweden is described M L
A78-50568 # Combustor performance of high availability
fuels C A Moses and D W Naegeli (U S Army, Fuels and
Lubricants Research Laboratory, San Antonio, Tex ) Combustion
Institute, Spring Technical Meeting, West Lafayette, Ind, Apr 3, 4,
1978, Paper 10 p
In connection with shortages which might occur with respect to
currently used jet fuels, investigations have been conducted regarding
the feasibility to employ other fuels, which are available in adequate
quantities The reported study is concerned with the effect which the
substitution of such fuels will have on combustor performance A
2-inch diameter cylindrical research combustor designed for high
temperatures and pressures was used in the study It was found,
however, very difficult to draw significant conclusions about the
effects of fuel properties on combustion efficiency This difficulty
was related to the geometry of the combustor which was such that if
the flame could be stabilized in the primary zone, combustion was
very efficient Even the two fuels with the highest end points and
viscosities were not significantly different G R
A78-50569 ff Variability of emissions measurements on a
small gas turbine engine G Opdyke, Jr (Avco Corp , Avco
Lycoming Stratford Div , Stratford, Conn ) Combustion Institute,
Spring Technical Meeting, West Lafayette, Ind, Apr 3, 4, 1978,
Paper 15 p
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A turboprop engine, rated at 620 equivalent shaft horsepower at
takeoff, configured with a shaft engine gearbox for test convenience,
was tested twenty times in a one-month period for measurement of
emission levels Ten different fuel manifold and injector assemblies
were tested The obtained results show that changing fuel injectors
will have an impact on emission levels The variability which results is
larger than that caused by injector design differences or by the
differences in the physical characteristics between Jet A and DF-2
fuels The fuel injector effect could not be explained by the variation
of fuel flow between individual injectors It is concluded that the
fuel spray droplet spatial distribution, probably unique to each single
injector, is such that hydrocarbon emissions are significantly affected
by fuel droplet or vapor impingement in the wall cooling film, and
CO emissions vary because of reaction quenching in the mainstream
and in the cooling film G R
A78-5Q571 ff Alternative fuel effects upon combustion ef-
ficiency in continuous combustors D A Schmidt and A M Mel lor
(Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind ) Combustion Institute,
Spring Technical Meeting, West Lafayette, Ind, Apr 3, 4, 1978,
Paper 8 p 5 refs Army-supported research
The ability of the gas turbine engine to burn a variety of fuels is
an important asset in connection with considerations which take into
account the undesirability of a dependency on foreign crude oil A
gas turbine engine will, therefore, power the next generation Army
mam battle tank Effects related to the use of different fuels are to
be investigated A systematic study is in this connection conducted
of fuel volatility and viscosity relationships with efficiency It is
found that an increase in combustion inefficiency with heavier fuels
is due to the larger droplets in the spray penetrating through the
shear layer into the relatively cooler free stream air where CO and
HC oxidation reactions are quenched Results to date show that Jet
A blended exhibits slightly higher combustion inefficiency then no 2
diesel fuel The 90% distillation point appears to be the important
distillation regime relevant to combustion inefficiency G R
A78-50587 The development of a regenerator seal for
vehicular use M Kitano, H Okano (Toyota Motor Co, Ltd,
Shizuoka, Japan), T Otani (Hino Motors, Ltd , Hino, Tokyo, Japan),
and Y Kondo (Nippon Denso Co, Ltd , Kariya, Aichi, Japan) In
Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977,
Proceedings Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of
Japan, 1977, p 97-103, Discussion, p 104. 5 refs
The development of a regenerator seal for the GT-21 two-shaft
regenerative gas turbine engine for the Hino RL bus is described It
was very important for seal durability that the mean contact pressure
of the seal against the core should be small and that local contact
pressure should not be excessive Candidate materials were surveyed
and graphite was found to be the most suitable for a cold side seal
and for the peripheral part of the hot side seal A modified seal,
whose peripheral part was made of graphite and a thin metal plate,
showed good performance and seemed to have good durability B J
A78-50588 Aluminous keatite - A durable ceramic mate-
rial for rotary regenerator cores D G Grossman and J G Lannmg
(Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) In Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine
Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p
105-110 7 refs
Operating characteristics of rotary ceramic regenerator cores in
small gas turbines are discussed Included in the discussion are
material, configurations and structural considerations Core perfor-
mance in several different engine designs is described (Author)
A78-50592 A study on a premixed combustor for a
vehicular gas turbine T Monshita (Toyota Motor Co , Ltd , Susono,
Shizuoka, Japan), K Nakamura (Toyota Motor Co, Ltd, Toyota,
Aichi, Japan), and Y Tanasawa (Toyota Central Research and
Development Laboratories, Inc , Nagoya, Japan) In Tokyo Joint
Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p
137-141, Discussion, p 142 6 refs
A study on premixed combustion and its characteristics are
presented Its marginal air temperature and pressure at its flash back
limits are quite high up to 700 C and 5 ata which are the conditions
required to the premixed combustor as a component of a regenera-
tive gas turbine engine with low pressure ratio And also, combustion
characteristics of a premixed annular combustor developed on this
concept of the premixed combustion are presented as well (Author)
A78-50601 Development of the experimental gas turbine
bus S Yamazaki and T Itoh (Nissan Motor Co , Ltd , Central
Engineering Laboratories, Yokosuka, Japan) In Tokyo Joint Gas
Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p
223-229, Discussion, p 230
Nissan Motor Company has designed and built the experimental
gas turbine buses to evaluate the performance of vehicles equipped
with gas turbines The purposes of developing a gas turbine bus are to
purify exhaust gas emissions, eliminate smoke and odor, reduce
driving noise, and ultimately to manufacture a bus that permits
greater riding comfort, with less pollution and less vibration This
paper describes the construction, performance, noise reduction and
emission control of the Nissan Gas Turbine Bus (Author)
A78-50602 Advantages of 3-shaft KTT gas turbine con-
figurations for automotive applications S O Kronogard (United
Turbine AB and Co , Malmo, Sweden) In Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine
Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p
231-238, Discussion, p 238-240 6 refs
This paper gives a brief description of an experimental version of
the KTT turbine system, its components and their relative arrange-
ment as well as some of the basic thinking behind this new concept
The paper also gives a short description of the possibilities with this
system to introduce ceramics at an early stage It also describes a new
way of obtaining fast acceleration, low idling speed and low part load
fuel consumption (Author)
A78-50603 A development of advanced radial gas turbine
for automobile S Sasaki, K Takizawa (Toyota Motor Co, Ltd ,
Susono, Shizuoka, Japan), and N Mizumachi (Tokyo, University,
Tokyo, Japan) In Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo,
Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings Tokyo,
Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p 241-247, Discussion, p 247,
248 5 refs ,
A performance estimation of a radial inflow turbine based
commonly on the assumption in which the flow at rotor-exit was
one-dimensional having no rotor-exit swirl Through the investigation
of the test results obtained from the turbine designed with this
design procedure, it was found to be expectable to have some
improvements by having an alternative design approach The new
design procedure would be described as follows The flow at
rotor-exit was analyzed two-dimensionally in which the loss distribu-
tion from the rotor hub to tip was assumed to be a function of
rotor-exit radius The optimum rotor-exit swirl corresponding to the
maximum efficiency was obtained by estimating performances for
various intensities of swirl The efficiency of the turbine designed
with the improved design procedure indicated the improvement by
about 7 percent compared to the case of the turbine designed by
jsmg the conventional procedure (Author)
A78-50804 Energy economy with high temperature gas-
turbine H G Munzberg (Munchen, Technische Universitat, Munich,
West Germany) In Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo,
Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings Tokyo,
Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p 249-258, Discussion, p 259
5 refs
Techniques for cooling high-temperature gas turbines are con-
sidered, and a comparison of air cooling and liquid-metal cooling of
gas turbines with hollow blades shows the superior advantages of the
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latter technique. An optimization study for the liquid-metal cooling
is reported, and the utilization of the liquid-metal heat and of the
exhaust heat is considered Gas turbines with good fuel consumption
characteristics are compared with gas turbines with optimized
construction features. ML
A78-50612 A research on centrifugal compressor for small
gas turbine - The effect of recirculatmg flow S Higuchi (Toyota
Motor Co, Ltd, Susono, Shizuoka, Japan) and K Nakamura
(Toyota Motor Co , Ltd , Toyota, Aichi, Japan) In Tokyo Joint Gas
Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p
337-342, Discussion, p 342, 343
The recirculatmg flow in centrifugal compressor was investigated
on its effects to the performance through both the empirical and
theoretical studies The effects on compressor performance were
investigated here by considering it for impeller and diffuser separate-
ly This study indicated that the compressor stage characteristics
were continuously deteriorated as the recirculatmg flow rate in-
creased, which would adversely affects on the performance of a gas
turbine engine especially when the engine size is small Since the
recirculatmg flow effects tend to increase as mass flow rate reduces
This study also indicated that the effects were predictable by
considering both the pressure droo at diffuser inlet and the resulting
mismatching of diffuser inlet angle due to the recirculatmg flow It
was suggested that the degree of the deterioration due to the
recirculatmg flow would be minimized by guiding the recirculatmg
flow towards radial direction at rotor tip (Author)
A78-50632 Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine P Walzer (Volkswagenwerk AG, Wolfsburg,
West Germany) and S Forster (Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH,
Julich, West Germany) In Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine Congress,
Tokyo, Japan, May 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
Tokyo, Gas Turbine Society of Japan, 1977, p 550-557, Discussion,
p 557, 558 14 refs Research sponsored by the Bundesmimsterium
fur Forschung und Technologic
The article surveys the development of components made from
high-temperature ceramics for applications in automotive gas tur-
bines Requirements for ceramic turbine components are identified
for both steady-state and unsteady operation Various high-
temperature ceramics are described including Si3N4 (hot pressed,
reaction sintered), SiC (hot pressed, reaction bonded, Si-infiltrated),
and glass ceramics Current research on the development of ceramic
combustion chambers, turbine rotors, and rotors with metallic hubs
and ceramic blades is reviewed S C S
A78-50850 Alternative fuel methanol - Selection criteria
and status of research (Alternativkraftstoff Methanol - Auswahlkri-
tenen und Stand der Forschung). A Konig, H Menrad, W Lee, and
W Bernhardt (Volkswagenwerk AG, Wolfsburg, West Germany)
Erdol und Kohle Erdgas Petrochemie veremigt mit Brennstoff-
Chemie, vol. 31, Aug 1978, p 360-367 17 refs In German.
Research supported by the Bundesministenum fur Forschung und
Technologic
A description is presented of the results of an investigation in
which the possibilities and problems with respect to a use of
methanol as alternative fuel for motor vehicles have been studied It
is pointed out that of all available fuel alternatives methanol appears
to be most suited for a possible replacement of currently used fuels.
Prototypes of vehicles for the use of methanol in undiluted form are
being developed and optimized The use of a 15% methanol-gasolme
mixture as an intermediate step with respect to the introduction of
methanol was investigated in a fleet test Economic factors are of
primary importance concerning the time of an introduction of
methanol as fuel On the basis of long-term considerations, a
comparison of the costs involved in producing methanol and
conventional fuels from coal appears vital Such a comparison is in
favor of methanol G R
A78-50900 Photo-voltaic properties of metal-oxide-CdS
solar cells. K P Pande (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Trow N Y.)
and B Singh (National Physical Laboratory of India, New~6elhi,
India) Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers,
Journal, vol 24, June 1978, p 253-256 12 refs
MIS solar cells based on metal-oxide-CdS structures have been
fabricated and their photovoltaic properties have been evaluated For
a typical cell, maximum open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
have been obtained as 0 55 V and about ) mA/sq cm at an
illumination intensity of 120 mW/sq cm Dark current in the cells has
been found to be mainly dominated by tunnelling via interface
states A high density of states seems to exist in the interface
between oxide and CdS which is estimated as approximately 10 to
the 12th power/sq cm/eV (Author)
A78-51062 Solar cells - Plugging into the sun J C C Fan
(MIT, Lexington, Mass) Technology Review, vol 80, Aug-Sept
1978, p 14, 15, 20, 22-36 60 refs Research supported by the U S
Department of Energy and U S Air Force
An elementary discussion of the principles of solar cells is given
Factors affecting solar cell efficiency are discussed The concept of
splitting the solar spectrum into different ranges for which different
cells operate most efficiently is described The tandem cell system
and filter-reflector system for achieving the splitting are illustrated
The principle types of cell structures are described, and the needed
cost reductions in materials and technologies for silicon solar cells to
meet DOE. goals are discussed P T H
A78-51063 Used oil - Collection, recycling and disposal
W A Irwm (U S Department of the Interior, Washington, D C )
Technology Review, vol 80, Aug-Sept 1978, p 54-61
Some of the basic processes by which used oil is rerefmed are
briefly reviewed, and the status of the laws and statutes of the U S
federal government and state governments touching on the question
of oil reuse and/or safe disposal of used oil are examined It is
pointed out that the government through tax rulings and consumer
protection regulations has placed the used oil recycling industry at a
competitive disadvantage with the virgin oil industry The D 0 E 's
involvement with used oil recycling efforts is outlined A model bill
requires a government agency to issue rules which prescribe means
for the provision of safe and conveniently located collection facilities
for used oil Recyclers or disposers would be licensed and would be
required to submit reports to the agency A summary of oil recycling
policies in several European countries is given P T H
A78-51064 Can we save energy by taxing it J F Boshier
Technology Review, vol 80, Aug-Sept 1978, p 62-66,70,71
The present paper discusses the political and economic issues
raised by the two principal components of the current National
Energy Plan - investment tax credit and taxes on energy sources It is
argued that taxation to increase the price of energy will enable the
economic and social effects of higher energy prices to be monitored
and managed Taxes can be used to stimulate necessary new
technologies On the other hand, the conservation tax credit is
working against a long-term U S policy of taxation which encourages
investment in energy-intensive equipment to substitute for labor
P T H
A78-51066 Use of carbon dioxide in energy storage R
Williams, R S Crandall, and A Bloom (RCA Laboratories, Prince-
ton, NJ) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, Sept 1, 1978, p
381-383 14 refs
A method for hydrogen storage is described which involves
electrochemical reduction of CO2 in water to produce organic
compounds The relevant reaction sequence for electrochemical
reduction of C02 to formic acid is outlined It is noted that the
formic acid so produced is easily stored as a stable product and can
be either converted to hydrogen by means of a catalyst or used
directly as a fuel The energy storage density achieved by this
method is shown to be high Experiments are discussed which
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indicate that hydrogen could be produced at pressures of the order
of 1000 atm by catalytic conversion of formic acid to hydrogen and
CO2 and that the energy efficiency for the proposed process can be
as high as 60% F G M
A78-51067 * A cesium plasma TELEC device for conversion
of laser radiation to electric power E J Britt, N S Rasor (Rasor
Associates, Inc, Sunnyvale, Calif ), G Lee, and K W Billman
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif) Applied
Physics Letters, vol 33, Sept 1, 1978, p 384-386 11 refs Contract
No NAS2-9109
Tests of the thermoelectronic laser energy converter (TELEC)
concept are reported This device has been devised as a means to
convert high-average-power laser radiation into electrical energy, a
crucial element in any space laser power transmission scheme using
the available higVoower/efficiency infrared lasers Theoretical cal-
culations, based upon inverse bremsstrahlung absorption in a cesium
plasma, indicate internal conversion efficiency up to 50% with an
overall system efficiency of 42% The experiments reported were
made with a test cell designed to confirm the theoretical model
rather than demonstrate efficiency, 106-micron laser-beam absorp-
tion was limited to about 0001 of the incident beam by the short
absorption region Nevertheless, confirmatory results were obtained,
and the conversion of absorbed radiation to electric power is
estimated to be near 10% (Author)
A78-51068 * A Schottky-barner solar cell on sliced poly-
crystalline GaAs Y C M Yeh and R J Stirn (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif ) Applied
Physics Letters, vol 33, Sept 1, 1978, p 401-403 6 refs
Antireflecting-metal-oxide-semiconductor (AMOS) technology
has been applied to sliced wafers of polycrystallme GaAs having grain
sizes of about 100 microns Simulated AMI sunlight efficiencies up
to 14% were obtained, and studies using the scanning electron
microscope showed that gram boundaries have a minimal effect on
short-circuit current density However, current-voltage characteristics
show some influence on open-circuit voltage (Author)
A78-51070 Open-circuit voltage of vertical-junction
photovoltaic devices at high intensity T W Ekstedt, J E Mahan, R
I Frank, and R Kaplow (MIT, Cambridge, Mass) Applied Physics
Letters,'vol 33, Sept 1, 1978, p 422, 423 9 refs Research
supported by the National Patent Development Coip
Vertical single-junction silicon photovoltaic cells show a steady
increase in open-circuit voltage with increasing incident light inten-
sity of approximately 01 V per decade of intensity, up to
approximately 100 W/sq cm (about 1000 suns) Voltages as high as
0 76 V have been observed at 25 C with no apparent saturation of
voltage at high intensity Measurements are presented for cells of
various base doping levels An efficiency of 19 1%has been observed
at 76 W/sq cm and 25 C using an unfiltered xenon short-arc lamp for
a nonoptimized cell (Author)
A78-51220 A technical, economic and environmental as-
sessment of utillizing solar energy for heating/cooling and energy
conversion R Romancheck (Research and Technical Services,
Allentown, Pa ) Energy Communications, vol 4, no 5, 1978, p
433 439
The desirability of employing solar energy for heating is
examined with attention to the availability of sunshine in different
regions of the U S A solar collection cost breakdown is presented,
and it is concluded that government subsidy will be required if
collector panels are to be sold cheaply Electrical energy conversion
and solar cooling are not thought to be economically feasible for
extensive use Procedures for increasing the cost effectiveness of solar
equipment are surveyed M L
A78-51221 Implications of utilizing synthetic fuels in
combined cycles D J Ahner (General Electric Co , Schenectady,
N Y ) Energy Communications, vol 4, no 5, 1978, p 441-468
Ash-forming trace contaminants, chemical properties, and physi-
cal properties of synthetic fuels derived from coal are discussed with
reference to the design of gas turbines and related equipment It is
noted that most turbmeo have been designed for use with fuel oil,
and a change in fuel characteristics would probably require modifica-
tion of materials selection, thermodynamic cycle, and operating
conditions as well as design conversion Combined cycle performance
and synthetic fuel requirements are summarized, and the effects of
synthetic fuel combustion on air pollution are considered M L
A78-51243 Electronic characterization of indium tin
oxide/silicon photodiodes N S Chang and J R Sites (Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colo ) Journal of Applied Physics,
vol 49, Sept 1978, p 4833-4837 18 refs Contract No
E(04-3)-1203
The electronic characteristics of photodiodes of indium tin
oxide deposited on single-crystal p-sihcon are reported Where
possible, comparisons are made with measurements of a standard
NASA p-n-junction solar cell Dark measurements include the current
and capacitance dependences on voltage and temperature Photo-
current measurements show the relationships between illumination
intensity, temperature, and wavelength of light It is concluded that
the ITO/Si structure forms a good Schottky-barner structure with a
large built-in voltage (over 1 0 eV at low temperatures). S C S
A78-51271 Linear machine power requirements and sys-
tem comparisons E Abel, J L Wlahtam, and R G Rhodes
(Warwick, University, Coventry, England) I International Magnetics
Conference, Florence, Italy, May 9-12, 1978 > IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics, vol MAG-14, Sept 1978, p 918-920 7 refs
A study is conducted of the German magnetic levitation
(Maglev) revenue vehicles The study evaluates and compares total
substation power required by the Germany revenue vehicle designs
The evidence suggests that the linear induction motor does not
appear to be a good choice for a propulsion subsystem at 500 km/h
or indeed at 400 km/h The long stator motor does not perform well
either when loaded at 400 km/h or run at 500 km/h The
electrodynamic-hnear synchronous motor system, on the other hand,
appears to show definite promise for the envisaged operating speed
range from 400 to 500 km/h G R
A78-51316 ft The use of liquid dielectrics for the cooling of
photoelectric converters (Ispol'zovanie zhidkikh dielektrikov dlia
okhlazhdemia fotopreobrazovatelei) B A Bazarov, V 0 Tereshm,
and A Pendzhiev (Akademiia Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhmcheskn Institut, Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR) Akademiia Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Izvestua, Serna Fiziko-Tekhmcheskikh, Khimi-
cheskikh i Geologicheskikh Nauk, no, 3, 1978, p 119-121 In
Russian
The efficiency of several liquid coolants when applied to silicon
solar cells was studied The spectral sensitivity of the solar cells was
determined for the following coolants Freon-113, ethyl ether, and
distilled water It is found that Freon-113 is the best of the three,
because of its spectral properties, chemical inertness with respect to
the converter material, and nonflammability B J
A78-51321 Neutron and X-ray diffraction investigation of
deuterium storage in La7Ni3 P Fischer, W Halg (Eidgenossische
Techntsche Hochschule, Wurenlmgen, Switzerland), L Schlapbach
(Eidgenossische Techmsche Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland), and K
Yvon (Geneve, Universite, Geneva, Switzerland) Journal of the
Less Common Metals, vol 60, July 1978, p 1-9 18 refs Research
supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation
According to quantitative phase analysis by neutron powder
diffractometry, deuteration of La7Ni3 at room temperature leads to
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the irreversible decomposition of the La7Ni3 into LaD3 and LaNiS
The D atoms are found to be distributed over the tetrahedral and
octahedral interstices of the fee metal atom arrangement, the D
atoms occupying the octahedral interstices are not exactly at the
center but appear to be shifted away from it along different
directions A reason for this delocalization is proposed The
determined structure of La7Ni3 is discussed with reference to other
Th7Fe3-type structures M L
A78-51342 * Hydrogen from the solar photolysis of water
P R Ryason (California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif ) Energy Sources, vol 4, no 1, 1978, p
1-22 56refs Contract No NAS7-100
Developments related to the study of photosynthesis are
examined and aspects of photosensitization by solids are considered.
It is pointed out that solids photosensitization for solar photochemi-
cal fuel formation is now an extremely active research area as a
consequence of the promising results obtained with semiconductor
photoelectrodes The investigation of water decomposition schemes
involving heterogeneous reactions is likely to be a productive area As
is the case for photosynthesis, the known examples of water
decomposition by solids photosensitization involve charge separation
processes immediately following light absorption Homogeneous
photoredox reactions are also discussed, taking into account thermo-
chemical and photochemical cycles leading to the formation of a
photooxidized ion, hydrogen quantum yields in the photo-oxidation
aqueous ions, and thermochemical and photochemical cycles leading
to the formation of a photoreduced ion G.R
A78-51343 Carbonate rock • A resource for energy K. E
Haque (Department of Energy, Mmps and Resources, Mineral
Sciences Laboratories, Ottawa, Canada) Energy Sources, vol 4, no
1, 1978, p 77-84.11 refs
Carbonate rock is considered one of the major sources of carbon
dioxide, capable of catalytic conversion to methane, synthetic
natural gas (SNG), and other organic products A brief account of
various research reports available in the literature on the catalytic
hydrogenation of carbon dioxide is included Finally, carbon dioxide
or, more specifically, carbonate rock is advanced as a potential
source of products that might serve either as feedstocks for
petrochemical industries or for production of energy (Author)
A78-S1396 tf Optimization of the operation of a solar
energy converter (Optimizatsna rezhima preobrazovatelia solnechnoi
energii). lu V Mitrishkm Avtomatika i Telemekhamka, July 1978,
p. 53-60 8 refs In Russian
Consideration is given to the automatic optimization of the
operation of a solar energy converter (solar array, solar thermoelec-
tric generator, etc) in autonomous power-supply systems The
process of search for maximum power extracted from the converter
by means of a pulsed automatic optimizer is investigated A
de-converter with parallel switch is used in the power circuit of the
optimizer B J
A78-51398 # Algorithm and block diagram for controlling
the modes of operation of a hydroelectric plant with energy storage
in a large energy complex (Algontm i blok-skhema upravleniia
rezhimami raboty GAES v energoob'edmenii) L A Karol', B I
Silaev, and V M Rabmku (Moskovskn Energetichesku Institut,
Moscow, USSR) Energetika, vol 21, June 1978, p 97-101 In
Russian
The paper presents the block diagram of an algorithm for
optimizing the diurnal operations of a hydroelectric power plant
with energy storage This algorithm is part of the software of an
automatic system of dispatcher control of the short-term operations
of a power plant in a large energy complex Some computational
results are presented for the particular example of the Kiev
hydroelectric plant, and recommendations relating to improvement
of the algorithms are given BJ.
A78-51490 Solar power satellite developments P E
Glaser (Arthur D Little, Inc, Cambridge, Mass) (American Astro-
nautical Society and Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Goddard Memorial Symposium. 16th, Washington, D C, Mar 8-10.
19781 Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences, vol 26, Apr -June
1978, p 101-127 26 refs.
The terrestrial solar energy conversion methods capable of
generating power continuously are reviewed and the rationale for
solar energy conversion in geosynchronous orbit is outlined The
principles of the concept of solar power satellites (SPS) are presented
and the technology options for converting solar energy in space,
transmitting microwave power, and converting it on earth into
electricity, are summarized The development of the design concept
of the SPS, based on solar thermal and photovoltaic conversion, is
examined and salient characteristics are provided The details of
microwave power generation, beam transmission, and conversion to
DC at the receiving antenna on earth are discussed The requirements
for a space transportation system, orbital construction and assembly,
maintenance and operations are reviewed The environmental im-
pacts of SPS operation, such as stratospheric emission by space
vehicles and atmospheric attenuation and scattering, ionospheric
interactions, and biological effects of the microwave beam are
high-lighted Economic and social issues are considered and the
potential contribution of the SPS to meet future energy demands is
projected (Author)
A78-51501 An analysis on solar concentrators with a
curvature determined by gravity and a mobile focal axis G A
Rottigm (Geneva, Universita, Genoa, Italy) Nuovo Cimento C, Sene
1, vol 1 C, May-June 1978, p 197-206 5 refs
The use of gravity to obtain a desired deformation of the surface
of cylmdrically symmetric solar concentrators is considered Charac-
teristics of east-west and north-south concentrators with gravity-
determined curvatures are calculated and compared The calculations
suggest that the energy collected during the half-year March
21-September 21 by the 100-cm-diameter collector with the east-
west axis is on the average about 25 percent more than that collected
by the north-south collector, as a result of the greater operating
interval for the east-west collector M L
A78-51528 # Recent advances in solid state microwave
devices. G Gibbons (Plessey Co, Ltd , Allen Clark Research Centre,
Towcester, Northants, England). In European Microwave
Conference, 7th, Copenhagen, Denmark, September 5-8, 1977,
Proceedings. Sevenoaks, Kent, England,
Microwave Exhibitions and Publishers, Ltd, 1978, p 71-82. 32 refs
The current status of microwave solid-state devices is outlined
with reference to GaAs FETs, InP TEDs, and Si TRAPATTs Values
are given for the carrier density profile of a GaAs FET layer as well
as the noise figure versus the frequency, and added power versus
frequency It is noted that GaAs FET noise figures under 1 5 dB have
been achieved in X-band Studies of cathode contact and the
fabrication of two-zone cathode structures have resulted in improved
efficiency in transferred electron oscillators Avalanche diodes are
considered and it is shown that 30-35% efficiencies have been
achieved in X-band using CW GaAs Read diodes and pulsed Si
TRAPATTs SCS
A78-51602 ft Helium in soil gases of the Roosevelt Hot
Springs Known Geothermal Resource Area, Beaver County, Utah M
E Hmkle, E H Denton, R C Bigelow, and R L Turner Journal of
Research, vol 6, Sept-Oct 1978, p 563-569 11 refs
A78-51603 t! CS2 and COS in soil gases of the Roosevelt
Hot Springs Known Geothermal Resource Area, Beaver County,
Utah M E Hmkle and T F Harms. Journal of Research, vol 6,
Sept-Oct 1978,p 571-577 7 refs
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A78-51621 » Turboexpanders for energy conservation J
Holm and J S Sweanngen (Rotoflow Corp, Los Angeles, Calif)
Mechanical Engineering, vol 100, Sept 1978, p 34-40 13refs
It is pointed out that significant amounts of energy are wasted
in industrial and gas processing facilities where pressurized gas is
reduced by throttling Approaches for conserving energy are dis-
cussed, taking into account the various types of turbines and the
design qualifications needed to meet energy conservation require-
ments Attention is given to expander applications, efficiency
considerations with respect to turbine design, the direct connected
compressor, and arrangement consisting of a high-speed turboex-
pander and a generator, turboexpander qualities, variable flow
control, the expansion of condensing streams, journal bearings,
thrust bearing force meters, shaft seals, and the available sizes of
turboexpanders G R
A78-51674 Secondary batteries Recent advances R W
Graham Park Ridge, N J , Noyes Data Corp (Chemical Technology
Review, No 106, Energy Technology Review, No 26), 1978 413 p
$42
Information drawn from U S patents issued since July 1975 is
incorporated in this discussion of secondary batteries and their
commercial technology Topics include lead acid batteries, zinc
electrodes and batteries, nickel-cadmium and other alkaline batteries,
sodium-sulfur solid electrolyte batteries, lithium batteries, and other
battery systems Besides providing technical information, the book
serves as a guide to U S patent literature, and a company index, an
inventor index, and a U S patent number index are supplied M L
A78-51713 * Corrosion behavior of type 310 stainless steel
in coal-gasification environments O K Chopra and K Natesan
(Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, III ) In Environmental
degradation of engineering materials. Proceedings of the Conference,
Blacksburg, Va, October 10-12, 1977
Blacksburg, Va , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
1978, p 247-256 6 refs ERDA-supported research
A78-51776 Energy and resource recovery from industrial
and municipal solid wastes Edited by G F Kroneberger (Envirotech
Corp, Belmont and Menlo Park, Cali f) AlChE Symposium Series,
vol 73, no 162, 1977 231 p S20
A city view on solid waste management is considered along with
a review of advanced solid-waste processing technology, a review of
resource recovery technology, the operating experience of the Ames
solid waste recovery plant, the effective separation of shredded
municipal solid waste by elutnation, and the character and dewater
ing properties of sludges from water treatment Attention is also
given to processing of industrial waste for solar evaporation, metal
and glass recovery from municipal solid waste, the chemistry of
recycling aluminum, the outlook for recycling ferrous scrap from
solid waste, pyrolysis and assessment of pyrolysis systems, opera
tional experiences with the CPU 400 pilot plant, direct and indirect
energy recovery via pyrolysis in multiple hearth furnaces, and the
combined processing of wastewater and solid waste G R
A78-51777 Review of advanced solid-waste processing
technology D G Wilson (MIT, Cambridge, Mass) AI ChE Sym-
posium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p 16-30 62 refs NSF Grant
No GI-392278
Size reduction has become an accepted method of solid-waste
processing When applied to solid-waste processing, size reduction
implies that large pieces of solid waste are torn, sheared, cut, or
fractured, to produce smaller pieces Baling by high pressure compac-
tion is a viable process which can reduce the long-haul transportation
costs of solid wastes and improve the properties of landfills
However, there is presently no known commercial baling operation
which is profitable Attention is aiso given to conventional incinera-
tion, fluidized-bed incineration, air-pollution control equipment,
incineration with heat lecovery, solid waste as supplementary fuel.
the conversion of solid wastes into a storable transportable fuel,
separation processes', and composting G R
A78-51778 A review of resource recovery technology B
Morey and A Gupta (Occidental Research Corp, La Verne, Calif)
AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p 31-51 38 refs
The interface of separation technology on resource recovery is
reviewed The review briefly describes processes for making useful
products from the organics Since the specifications determine the
quality of separation that must be achieved, a description of the
markets is included After a discussion of markets and the more
widely explored processing techniques, two largely different systems
are described that represent the range of resource recovery tech-
nology today Attention is given to aspects of energy recovery, steam
recovery, gas systems, gas from biological conversion, magnetic
metals recovery, and wet processing G R
A78-51779 Operating experience of the Ames Solid Waste
Recovery Plant H D Funk and S H Russell (Hennmgson, Durham
and Richardson, Inc , Omaha, Neb I AlChE Symposium Series, vol
73, no 162, 1977, p 52-58
The Ames Solid Waste Recovery System consists of three major
components, including the processing plant, the refuse derived fuel
storage and retrieval system, and the power plant In a discussion of
the operation of the system, attention is given to aspects of materials
flow, the ferrous metal fraction, the glass/grit fraction, wood chips,
aluminum and nonferrous metals, the rejects fiaction, the refuse fuel,
questions of energy usage, operation under emergency conditions,
and system costs G R
A78-51780 Effective separation of shredded municipal
solid waste by elutnation R M Hill (Triple/S Dynamics, Inc,
Dallas, Tex ) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p
59-61
Elutnation is defined as a washing action to purify, separate, or
remove The equipment used for elutnation is named 'VibroLutna
tor' to emphasize the true nature of an elutnation (or air washing)
process using both mechanical vibration and air as contrasted with
primitive air blast separators described by the familiar term 'aspira-
tion' The VibroLutnator differs from the ordinary aspirator in two
very important respects Material is moved through the treatment
zones by vibration on a horizontal, or slightly inclined surface, and
elutnation takes place in a deep and slow-moving, but turbulent, bed
of material which is fluidized by all or part of the same air that
entrains and conveys the light fraction out of the separating zone
G R
A78-51785 Pyrolysis and assessment of pyrolysis systems
R C Bailie and D M Doner (West Virginia University, Morgantown,
W Va ) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p
102-119 41 refs
For clarification 'pyrolysis' has been defined as the term used
for an irreversible chemical change brought about by the action of
heat in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen On the basis of this
definition, it is found that of the various 'pyrolysis' systems
considered only few involve pure pyrolysis A review of waste
pyrolysis systems is provided, taking into account four systems
which are now on the verge of commercialization It is pointed out
that the pyrolysis of many materials including solid waste provides
alternatives to incineration and can produce valuable products that
can be piped or trucked considerable distances and used as a fuel or
chemical raw material G R
A78-51786 Operational experiences with the CPU-400
pilot plant R H VanderMolen and G L Wade (Combustion Power
Co , Inc , Menlo Park, Calif) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no
162, 1977, p 120 132
A solid fueled gas turbine pilot plant has been constructed and
operated by the Combustion Power Company in Menlo Park,
California This plant has proven the reality of combusting solid fuels
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such as high sulfur coal, industrial wood waste, and municipal refuse,
in a pollution-free manner, in a gas turbine cycle The plant is
described and operating data are discussed The plant status and
major problem areas are also detailed (Author)
A78-51787 Direct and indirect energy recovery via pyroly-
sis in Multiple Hearth Furnaces G F Kroneberger (Envirotech
Corp, Belmont and Menlo Park, Calif) AI ChE Symposium Series,
vol 73, no 162, 1977, p 133-142
The use of the Multiple Hearth Furnace (MHF) for pyrolysis
applications is discussed Design details of the MHF are provided and
a process description is presented Attention is given to aspects of
nomenclature, thermal energy considerations, proven types of
pyrolysis, the equipment used for the processing of sludge and refuse
derived fuel, and observations regarding pyrolysis in general It is
pointed out that for 'high heat' feed materials the pyrolysis process is
much easier to control than an incineration process The segregation
of solid wastes into reuseable resources and the recovery of the
energy from the remainder, maximizes the environmental benefits of
this previously troublesome 'waste' G R
A78-51788 Combined processing of wastewater and solid
waste R B Sieger and B D Bracken (Brown and Caldwell, Walnut
Creek, Calif) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p
143-149 5refs
A description is given of a process involving the combustion and
pyrolysis of sewer sludge and refuse-derived fuel (RDF) The process
utilizes a fully automated, dry classification type, resource recovery
plant to provide RDF from the combustible fraction of solid waste
while recovering ferrous metals and aluminum The RDF is pneu-
matically conveyed to the water reclamation plant site for storage
and use as fuel in the multiple hearth sewage sludge furnaces The
heat of combustion of the furnace exhaust is recovered by waste heat
boilers to produce steam Some of the steam is used to drive steam
turbines for aeration blowers, electrical generators, and various
mechanical drives The remaining steam is used to satisfy treatment
plant heating and cooling loads G R
A78-51789 Pyrolysis of municipal solid waste to fuels and
chemicals N W Snyder (Ralph M Parsons Co, Pasadena, Calif)
AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p 150-159 9 refs
A description is presented of a number of systems which can
dispose of sewage sludge along with refuse Municipal solid waste
collected for disposal contains approximately 75% organics, which
are mostly cellulosic Aspects of resource recovery are examined
Recovery of energy by pyrolysis is accomplished by the thermal
decomposition of organic matter into gases, oil, and char in an
oxygen free atmosphere Attention is given to pyrolysis systems, the
Purox system and nitrogen-free synthesis gas utilization, occidental
flash pyrolysis, the Monsanto/Landgard system, the Andco-Torrax
system, construction and operating costs, and thermal efficiencies
GR
A78-51790 Union electric's solid waste utilization system
D L Klumb and P R Brendel (Union Electric Co , St Louis, Mo )
AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977. p 160-167
A solid waste utilization system for the St Louis region,
including the City of St Louis, is considered Public and private trash
haulers are employed in connection with the collection and the
transport of the trash The trash will be dumped in conveyor
dumping pits or on the floor at a transfer station The solid waste
will be loaded into rail car containers and be brought to the
processing plants by means of special trains Attention is given to the
processing facilities, the boiler charging systems, solid waste charac-
teristics, and bottom ash and fly ash characteristics G R
A78-51791 Technology options in thermal processing of
organic hazardous wastes R D Ross (Read-Ferry Co, Inc,
Haddonfield, NJ) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162,
1977. p 176-187
It is assumed that the majority of wastes from process
applications are hazardous in one way or another A classification of
the considered wastes involves the determination of the nature of the
waste, and a determination of its degree of toxicity There are three
basic recovery possibilities in any thermal processing operation The
first is heat value, the second is related to the chemical value, and the
third takes into account the fuel value A description of the currently
available systems is presented, giving attention to the fluid bed
incinerator, a process for recovering carbonate salts in the wet form,
and the combustion process of a chlorinated or fluonnated waste
system The present status of pyrolytic systems is also examined
G R
A78-51792 Recovery and use of products from petroleum
treating wastes R E Maple and A R Price (Menchem Co,
Houston, Tex ) AlChE Symposium Series, vol 73, no 162, 1977, p
200-206
A78-51814 Energy use and climatic changes J Williams
and W Hafele (International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis,
Laxenburg, Austria) (International Astronautics! Federation, Inter-
national Astronautical Congress, 28th, Prague, Czechoslovakia. Sept
25-Oct 1, 1977.) Acta Astronautics, vol 5, July-Aug 1978, p
589-600 51 refs
The potential impact of the large-scale use of solar, nuclear, and
fossil-fuel (coal) energy options on global climate is discussed The
role of space observations in the evaluation of the impact of energy
systems on climate is considered and shown to be significant The
impact on climate is examined for waste heat, increased atmospheric
C02 levels, and solar energy conversion systems such as solar thermal
electric conversion, ocean thermal energy conversion, photovoltaic
conversion, biomass conversion, and solar satellite power systems
Results of sensitivity tests with numerical models of atmospheric
circulation are noted which suggest that the release of large amounts
of waste heat would cause hemispheric or global climate changes,
that fossil-fuel systems would lead to an increase in atmospheric
CO2, and that solar energy conversion systems would also cause
climate changes if employed on a large scale F G M
A78-51818 Projections of the price of hydrogen fuel J O
Bockris (South Australia, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia)
International Journal of Energy Research, vol 2, Jan -Mar 1978, p
9-17 23 refs
The cost of hydrogen obtained by various procedures is
estimated In an expression for the cost of 1 MBTU of hydrogen by
electrolysis, the cost is set equal to the sum of a constant and a
constant times the product of the voltage and the cost Cost
predictions for hydrogen obtained using photovoltaic electricity,
coal, chemical processes for water, new electrochemical processes,
improved electrolysis of water, electrolysis at very high temperature,
pnotoelectrochemical production, photosynthesis, and aerogenera-
tion are discussed The cost of electricity under relevant circum-
stances is examined, and the cost of hydrogen storage is considered
M L
A78-51819 Solar energy conversion through phase trans-
formations R C Srivastava (Birla Institute of Technology and
Science, Pilam, India), A S N Murthy, and G R Saint (Indian
Institute of Technology, New Delhi, India) International Journal of
Energy Research, vol 2, Jan Mar 1978, p 43-45 12 refs
Sodium thiosulphate pentahydrate and sodium sulphate deca-
hydrate show appreciable potential differences and currents when
the solid phase is in contact with its molten phase The studies offer
a new method for converting solar energy into electrical power
(Author)
A78-51906 Solar cells for terrestrial communications I
(Solargeneratoren in der terrestnschen Nachrichtentechmk I) E
Sommer (Fachbeirat Laser-Optoelektronik, Bonn, West Germany)
Nachrichten Elektronik, vol 32, Apr 1978, p 115-118 In German
The significance of solar cells for powering communication
systems in remote areas will increase dramatically during the next
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few years This paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
solar-cell power sources and compares them with other energy
sources | A number of applications of solar cells in terrestrial
communication systems are examined B J
A78-51909 Solar cells tor terrestrial communications II
(Solargeneratoren in der terrestrischen Nachnchtentechnik II) E
Sommer (Fachbeirat Laser-Optoelektromk, Bonn, West Germany)
Nachrichten Elektromk, vol 32, May 1978, p 159, 160 In German
The present use of solar arrays to power terrestrial communica-
tion systems is reviewed Consideration is given to such applications
as educational television, radio receivers in remote areas without
power lines, and military applications B J
A78-51926 Intraregional variations of solar radiation in
the eastern United States M A Atwater and J T Ball (Center for
the Environment and Man, Inc, Hartford, Conn) Journal of
Applied Meteorology, vol 17, Aug 1978, p 1116-1125 16 refs
NSF Grants No ATM-76-09581. No AER-75-14536
Data generated by a physically based solar radiation model
consisting of hourly values of total and direct-beam solar radiation
were computed at nearly 50 stations in the United States for the
years 1971 and 1972 The radiation model used in the computations
includes the effects of Rayleigh scattering, absorption by water vapor
and permanent gases, and absorption and scattering by clouds and
aerosols Random and systematic variations of total solar radiation
are presented for the eastern United States Errors in computed
radiation on a daily basis were less than distance-induced random
variations for distances of no less than about 100 km Systematic
intraregional differences in monthly solar radiation of between 15%
and 30% were computed within distances of 200 km in the eastern
United States The spatial distribution of total solar radiation is
significantly influenced by coastal-inland and urban-rural climatic
differences, with radiation minima computed for some large cities
(Author)
A7 8-51943 Photoconductivity and Dember effect in
Zn3P2 J M Pawhkowski, N Mirowska, and F Krolicki (Wroclaw,
Politechnika, Wroclaw, Poland), Infrared Physics, vol 18, July 1978,
p 343-346 11 refs Research sponsored by the Politechnika
Wroclawska
The photoelectric properties of 2n3P2 monocrystals in photo-
conductivity and Dember photovoltaic modes have been investigated
in the 0 5-1 2-micron wavelength range The analysis of long-wave
edge and a possible application as a high-sensitivity detector are
presented (Author)
A78-51977 ff Solar power satellite construction and main-
tenance- The first large-seale use of man-m-space K H Miller and E
Davis (Boeing Aerospace Co, Seattle, Wash ) American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Conference on Large Space Platforms
Future Needs and Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29,
1978, Paper 78-1637 10 p
The 10 GWe photovoltaic solar power satellite concept de-
veloped' by NASA and Boeing Aerospace Company is described
Current construction and maintenance approaches are discussed This
concept requires several hundred people working in space They will
be located at a low-earth-orbit construction base, a geosynchronous
earth-orbit final assembly base, or on the satellites performing
maintenance The text includes discussions of crew jobs, work
schedules, rotation, transportation, productivity, and other human
factors considerations (Author)
A78-51981 * tf Design concept of geostationary platform E
C Hamilton and W T Carey, Jr (NASA, Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Ala ) American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Conference on Large Space Platforms Future Needs
and Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29, 1978, Paper
78-1642 8p
The payload efficiency of communication satellites has typically
averaged 25 to 30% while meteorology and earth observation
satellites range from 30 to 35% Improvement in solar cell efficiency,
batteries, electric propulsion for stationkeepmg, and solid-state
cncuitry will increase this efficiency in the future, but it will still be
advantageous in the Shuttle era to reduce the expenditure for
support systems A platform that provides all the support functions
could reduce the initial cost due to economics of scale and also
reduce transportation cost Three alternate configurations of a
platform for geosynchronous orbit communications and meteorology
missions are presented (Author)
A78-51982 * H Large space structures at the Marshall Space
Flight Center J K Harrison and C R Darwin (NASA, Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala) American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Conference on Large Space Platforms
Future Needs and Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29,
1978, Paper 78-1650 18 p
The Space Shuttle will provide a new capability for the
construction in space of structures too large to be accommodated in
the Shuttle bay To understand and develop this new capability
several construction methods and design approaches are being
studied by MSFC and industry This paper relates the general scope
of these ongoing activities, the project aims and objectives, and a
discussion of many design and equipment variables Major design and
construction variables, such as on-orbit or ground fabricated con-
struction and type of materials to be used, are discussed relative to
their status and applicability to various designs Construction
methods and options are reviewed and many of the support
equipments under study or development are described (Author)
A78-51999 * ff Thermal control requirements for large space
structures M Manoff (Rockwell International Corp, Downey,
Calif ) American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Confer-
ence on Large Space Platforms Future Needs and Capabilities, Los
Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29, 1978, Paper 78-1675 7p Contract No
NAS1-14116
Performance capabilities and weight requirements of large space
structure systems will be significantly influenced by thermal response
characteristics Analyses have been performed to determine tempera-
ture levels and gradients for structural configurations and elemental
concepts proposed for advanced system applications ranging from
relatively small, low-power communication antennas to extremely
large, high-power Satellite Power Systems (SPS) Results are present-
ed for selected platform configurations, candidate strut elements,
and potential mission environments The analyses also incorporate
material and surface optical property variation The results illustrate
many of the thermal problems which may be encountered in the
development of three systems (Author)
A78-52001 * # Solar power satellites - Heat engine or solar
cells H Oman and D L Gregory (Boeing Aerospace Co, Seattle,
Wash ) American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Confer-
ence on Large Space Platforms Future Needs and Capabilities, Los
Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29, 1978, Paper 78-1684 8 p 5 refs
Contract No NAS9-15196
A solar power satellite is the energy-converting element of a
system that can deliver some 10 GW of power to utilities on the
earth's surface We evaluated heat engines and solar cells for
converting sunshine to electric power at the satellite A potassium
Rankme cycle was the best of the heat engines, and 50 microns thick
single-crystal silicon cells were the best of the photovoltaic conver-
ters Neither solar cells nor heat engines had a clear advantage when
all factors were considered The potassium-turbine power plant,
however, was more difficult to assemble and required a more
expensive orbital assembly base We therefore based our cost analyses
on solar-cell energy conversion, concluding that satellite-generated
power could be delivered to utilities for around 4 to Scents a kWh
(Author)
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A78-52005 * ft The 25 kW power module - First step beyond
the baseline STS. G W Mordan (NASA, Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Ala ) American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Conference on Large Space Platforms Future Needs
and Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif., Sept 27-29, 1978, Paper
78-1693 6p
The backbone of the first reusable Space Transportation System
(STS) is the Space Shuttle The 25 kW Power Module is currently
being defined by NASA as the first significant increment in
capability beyond the baseline STS and is to be available for use in
1983 The Power Module is an orbit-based space system which will
augment the capability of the Space Shuttle Orbiter to support
Spacelab sortie missions and will provide a unique free-flying mode
for a variety of payloads which require high capability, long
duration, and man-tended operation The Power Module will make it
possible for the Space Shuttle Orbiter and Spacelab to remain
on-orbit for periods of time significantly in excess of that provided
by the baseline STS (7 days) without major penalty to the Shuttle
and its payload G R
A78-52076 The physics of MHD generators. A V IMedo-
spasov (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Institut
Vysokikh Temperatur, Moscow, USSR) (Uspekhi Fizicheskikh
Nauk, vol. 123, Oct 1977, p 333-348.) Sower Physics - Uspekhi,
vol 20, Oct 1977, p 861-869 13refs Translation
Physical phenomena occurring in plasma MHD electrical-energy
generators are reviewed Distinctions between closed- and open-cycle
MHD generators are summarized, the mechanism of interaction
between a weakly ionized gas and a transverse magnetic field is
examined, and the major possible instabilities of such a flow are
explained qualitatively along with various effects arising near the
electrodes Some properties of the plasma in MHD generators with
nonequilibnum conductivity are discussed, including lomzation
turbulence, lonization-front propagation through the weakly ionized
gas, and lonization-front stabilization at the MHD-channel inlet Data
are presented which illustrate recent achievements in open-cycle
MHD generator development F G M
A78-52083 # The behavior of Aitken nucleus plumes from
coal-fired power plants in the Midwest A H Auer, Jr and M J
Komp (Wyoming, University, Laramie, Wyo ) In Joint Conference
on Applications of Air Pollution Meteorology, Salt Lake City, Utah,
November 29-December 2, 1977, Preprints
Boston, Mass , American Meteorological Society. 1978, p 29 32 6
refs NSF Grant No AEN-73-07881
A78-52125 ft Evaluation of the Gaussian plume model at
Maryland power plants. J/ C Weil (Martin Marietta Laboratories,
Baltimore, Md ) In Joint Conference on Applications of Air
Pollution Meteorology, Salt Lake City Utah, November 29-
December 2, 1977, Preprints Boston, Mass,
American Meteorological Society, 1978, p 305314 18 refs
Research supported by the Maryland Power Plant Siting Program
A78-52136 fi Regional air quality assessment for coal-related
energy development in the Northwest. D L Elliott and D S Renne
(Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Wash ) In Joint
Conference on Applications of Air Pollution Meteorology, Salt Lake
City, Utah, November 29-December 2, 1977, Preprints
Boston, Mass , American Meteorological Society,
1978, p 386-391 12 refs Contract No EY-76-C-06-1830
A78-52146 * " Alternative approaches to plasma confine-
ment J R Roth (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio)
IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, vol PS-6, Sept 1978, P
270295 78 refs
The paper discusses 20 plasma confinement schemes each
representing an alternative to the tokamak fusion reactor Attention
is given to (1) tokamak like devices (TORMAC, Topolotron, and the
Extrap concept), (2) stellarator like devices (Torsatron and twisted-
coil stellarators), (3) mirror macninei (Astron ana reversed-f.eld
devices, the 2XII B experiment, laser heated solenoids, the LITE
experiment, the Kaktus-Surmac concept), (4) bumpy ton (hot
electron bumpy torus, toroidal minimum-B configurations), (5)
electrostatically assisted confinement (electrostatically stuffed cusps
and mirrors, electrostatically assisted toroidal confinement), (6) the
Migma concept, and (7) wall confined plasmas The plasma param-
eters of the devices are presented and the advantages and dis
advantages of each are listed S C S
A78-52149 Diffusive losses and scaling law for large
tokamaks C R Harder and D K Bhadra (General Atomic Co , San
Diego, Calif) IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, vol PS-6, Sept
1978, p 317-328 15 refs Contract No EY-76 C-03-0167 PA 38
The paper discusses a multiparameter model for plasma diffu-
sion in a reactor size tokamak device Limitations to density and
temperature due to qlobal hydromagnetic equilibrium and macrosta-
bility requirements are noted Consideration is given to the collision-
less regime where plasma energy degradation is primarily due to
micromstabilities caused by trapped electrons and ions With
reference to a reactor using scaling concepts, ignition and burn
equilibrium are outlined within the framework of a time-dependent
zero space-dimensional computer code Results are given for-confine-
ment scaling, reactor power and density development in time, and
the attainment of burn equilibrium ' SCS
C
A78-52193 Primary Li/SOCI2 cells IV - Cathode'reaction
profiles. A N Dey and P Bro (P R Mallory and Co , Inc,
Laboratory for Physical Science, Burlington, Mass ) (Electrochemi-
cal Society, Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev, Oct 17-22, 1976) Electro-
chemical Society, Journal, vol 125, Oct 1978, p 1574-1578 11
refs
The Li/SOCI2 inorganic electrolyte system is one of the highest
energy density systems known to date The system consists of a Li
<jnode, a porous carbon cathode, and an LiAICI4-SOCI2 electrolyte
The reported investigation had the objecfve to determine the
reaction profiles (both cross-sectional and longitudinal) of the porous
carbon cathodes used in the Li/SOCI2 D cells to assess its
performance-limiting characteristics in some detail The ultimate
objective of these studies is to improve the porous carbon cathodes
so that they may perform efficiently at high current densities, thus
rossibly eliminating the need of two types of cells for high and low
rate applications The obtained cross-sectional reaction profiles of
the carbon cathodes show that mass transport through the porous
carbon is the limiting feature of the cathodes G R
A78-52195 S/Se substitution in poiycrystallme CdSe
photoelectrodes - Photoelectrochemical energy conversion D Cahen,
G Hodes, and J Manassen (Wetzmann Institute of Science, Rehovot
Israel) Electrochemical Society, Journal vol 125, Oct 1978, p
162J-1628 20 refs U S-Israel Bmational Science Foundation Grant
No 1314
A description is presented of results wnich have been obtained
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) The results show the
occurrence of S/Se substitution both in the light and in the dark
Additional evidence is given which supports such a substitution and
the resulting effect of it on the conversion efficiency and stability of
CdSe electrodes in polysulfide solutions The mechanism of the
substitution is discussed On the basis of the obtained data a h<ind
scheme is presented for the polysulfitie electioly'e CdS CdSe system
in which the CdS layer is considered as essentially an insulator The
substitution phenomenon is used as a basis foi an explanation ot the
difference in behavior between poiycrystallme and single uystai
electrodes taking into account also the short- and long term changes
m photovoltage and photocurrents obtained from such a photoelec
trochemical cell G R
A78-52198 * Recovery of shallow junction GaAs solar cells
damaged by electron irradiation G H Walker and E J Conway
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va ) Electrochemical
Society, Journal, vol 125, Oct 1978, p 1726,1727
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Solar cells operated in space are subject to degradation from
electron and proton radiation damage It has been found that for
deep junction p-GaAIAs/p-GaAs solar cells some of the electron
radiation damage is removed by annealing the cells at 200 C The
reported investigation shows that shallow junction p-GaAIAs/p
GaAs/n-GaAs heteroface solar cells irradiated with 1 MeV electrons
show a more complete recovery of short-circuit current than do the
deep junction cells The heteroface p-GaAIAs/p-GaAs/n-GaAs iolai
cells studied were fabricated using the etch-back epitaxy process
G R
A78-52236 Numerical modeling of a desatu rating geo-
thermal reservoir R N Home (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif )
and M J O'Sullivan (Auckland, University, Auckland, New
Zealand) Numerical Heat Transfer, vol 1, Apr-June 1978, p
203-216 15 refs New Zealand Energy Research and Development
Committee Contract No 3039
The Wairakei geothermal field is modeled in a single-phase
axisymmetric representation in which fluid is withdrawn through
bores grouped around the axis and replaced at the surface
Assumptions include the Boussmesq property, negligibility of mertial
effects, constant viscosity and constant thermal expansion coeffi-
cient Drawdown and production are modeled The model is run for
two operating procedures dwindling production over a long period
of time, and sustained production over a shorter period P T H
A78-52252 ii Wind power resources and methods for eval-
uating them (Vetroenergeticheskie resursy i metody ikh otsenki) L
E Anapol'skaia and L S Gandm (Glavnaia Geofizicheskaia Observa
torna, Leningrad, USSR) Meteorologna i Gidrologua, July 1978, p
11-17 5 refs In Russian
The described procedure for evaluating the attainable wind
power utilization for given climatic conditions uses data on the
statistical distribution of wind velocity patterns as well as wind-
power generator parameters It is demonstrated that the annual
variation in air density can be ignored in the calculation of mean
annual wind power resources Calculations of climatic mean annual
wind power resources for a number of areas with strong winds are
reported, and the likelihood of utilizing wind power in the USSR is
examined M L
A78-52500 Fluidized-bed energy technology Coming to a
boil W C Patterson and R Griffin Research supported by the U S
Department of Energy and Rockefeller Brothers Fund New York,
INFORM, Inc , 1978 141 p 47 refs $45
Fluidized-bed combustion may play a significant role in permit
ting the burning of coal in an environmentally acceptable manner, a
step forward towards the widespread use of clean technologies
Additionally, this technology offers the user flexibility in burning
virtually any type of fuel, individually or simultaneously, without
significant boiler modifications A review is presented of the
worldwide status of research, development, demonstration, and
commercialization of fluidized bed combustion Attention is given to
the basic principles of fluidized-bed operation, aspects of historical
development, environmental implications, prospects for commerciali-
zation, and the profiles of major organizations with respect to
fluidized-bed combustion research and developments G R
A78-52548 Performance ana NOx emissions of spark
ignited combustion engines using alternative fuels - Quasi one-
dimensional modeling II - Methanol fueled engines M B Rubin and
W J McLean (Cornell University, Ithaca, N Y ) Combustion Science
and Technology, vol 18, no 56, 1978, p 199206 19 refs US
Department of Transportation Grant No OS-30113
A thermodynamic model employing a one-dimensional semi-
empincal flame speed has been used to evaluate methanol as a
reciprocating engine fuel The empirical parameters in the flame
speed were determined by matching computed combustion durations
with experimental values reported in the literature Satisfactory
agreement was obtained between predicted and measured values for
power, efficiency and NOx emissions The model predicts maximum
thermal efficiency of the methanol engine for equivalence ratios in
the 07 to 08 range This is within practical operating range, as
experiments have shown the lean misfire limit to be near an
equivalence ratio of 0 6 No emissions are predicted to reach a
maximum near an equivalence ratio of 0 9 and are reduced by about
two-thirds at an equivalence ratio of 0 75 Addition of water to
methanol is shown to significantly reduce NOx emissions, although
with some loss m thermal efficiency Improved fuel economy
without excessive NOx emissions can be obtained by employing
methanol-water blends at high compression ratios (Author)
A78-52550 Synthesis and flammability limits of low-Btu
gas mixtures W M Heffmgton (Texas A & M University, College
Station, Tex ) Combustion Science and Technology, vol 18, no 5-6,
1978, p 229-233 23 refs Research supported by Texas A & M
University
Representative low-Btu gas mixtures derived from coal are
presented and simplified, resulting in synthetic low-Btu gas mixtures
composed of H2, CO, CH4, and CO2 Mine-atmosphere flammability
data are applied to the synthetic mixtures to produce flammability
limits at one atmosphere and 77 F Two-component synthetic
mixtures of CH4 and an inert gas are shown to be not suitable for
certain combustion experiments requiring low-Btu gases (Author)
A78-52597 OTEC - Electricity from the ocean W F
Whitmore (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co , Inc , Sunnyvale, Calif I
Technology Review, vol 81,0ct 1978, p 58-63
Although thermodynamically inefficient (2 5%), OTEC plants
become competitive in view of the fact that the fuel (sun's energy) is
free Major cost element is the massive heat exchangers operating at
40 F temperature differences of less than 40 F A design for a single
25-MW modular unit requires about 640 miles of two-inch tubing, in
either aluminum or titanium Methods of removing slime from the
heat exchangers without detriment to marine environment are being
developed The current estimate for the cost of a moored OTEC
plant is about $2000/kW capacity, with costs decreasing with
improvements in heat exchangers P T H
A78-52599 Specific energy consumption of the transport
modes - A new systematic consideration (Spezifischer Energie-
verbrauch der Verkehrstrager - Erne neue systematische Betrach-
tung). K Bauermeister (Deutsche Bundesbahn, Frankfurt am Mam,
West Germany) Elektrische Bahnen, vol 49, Sept 1978, p 220-224
In German
The data regarding the specific energy consumption of the
modes of transport reported from different sources are listed in a
table It is found that values for the same mode of transport provided
by different investigations differ from each other within a compara-
tively wide range Ratios of 1 4 are observed, for instance, for values
concerninq the specific energy consumption in the case of buses
'Even greater variations are observed for the values determined for the
specific energy consumption in the transportation of freight It
appears, therefore, that the considered data do not provide a
satisfactory basis to derive reliable conclusions regarding the relative
standing of two modes of transport with respect to the consumption
of primary energy involved in a specific case involving the transport
between two given locations To obtain values which can be used for
such evaluations it will be necessary to take into account the specific
conditions for which the values have been determined Attention is
in this connection given to study which is concerned with the
general, intermediate, and fine structure of transport relations G R
A78-52625 Graded band-gap pAI/x/Ga/1 -x/As-nGa As
heterojunction solar cells prepared by molecular beam epitaxy N
Matsunaga and K Takahashi (Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Tokyo, Japan) International Journal of Electronics, vol 45, Sept
1978 p 273282 9 refs
Molecular beam epitaxy ,s used to fabricate graded band gap
pAI(x)Ga(1-x)As nGaAs heterojunction solar cells The composition
profile is examined by Auger electron spectroscopy with ion
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sputter-etching and ion microprobe analysis For the alloy obtained
by varying the temperature of effusion cells linearly with time, the
profile becomes ideal so as to drive carriers generated near the
surface toward the junction In the presence of the internal electric
field, the carriers generated near the surface by shorter-wavelength
photons are collected effectively before they recombme through the
surface states, so that the collection efficiencies are substantially
improved The spectral response of the graded band-gap cell
compared with abrupt hetero)unction cells with AI(x)Ga(1 x)As
layers of uniform composition shows the improvement of the
collection efficiency in the region of shorter wavelength as well as
the effect of the internal electric field S D
A78-52721 Underground coal gasification D W Gregg
(California, University, Livermore, Calif ) and T F Edgar (Texas,
University, Austin, Tex ) A/ChE Journal, vol 24, Sept 1978, p
753-781 142 refs Research supported by the US Department of
Energy, Continental Oil Co, Mobil, Texas Utilities, Shell Oil Co,
Dow Chemical Co, Atlantic Richfield Co, SUIMEDCO, Lone Star
Gas, DuPont de Nemours and Co , and NSF
The historical development of underground coal gasification is
examined and the field design of an underground coal gasification
system is considered, taking into account the Soviet system for
underground coal gasification, the significance of enhanced coal
permeability, a field design for steeply dipping coal seams, a field
design for horizontal coal seams, the critical channel width, the
maintenance of constant composition of product gas, and aspects of
system efficiency The chemistry and physics of underground coa!
gasification are considered along with the plastic properties of coal
and their importance to underground coal gasification, current field
testing results, and the modeling of underground coal gasification
Attention is given to aspects of system identification, chemica
composition models, and heat transfer and channel growth during in
situ gasification G R
A78-52722 A model for moving-bed coal gasification
reactors. H Yoon (Delaware, University, Newark, Del , Conoco Coal
Development Co , Libraryville, Pa ), J Wei (Delaware, University,
Newark, Del , MIT, Cambridge, Mass ), and M M Denn (Delaware,
University. Newark, Del ) AlChE Journal, vol 24, Sept 1978, p
885-903 58 refs Research supported by the Electric Power Research
Institute
A steady state model of moving-bed coal gasification reactors
has been developed Model predictions are in agreement with
published commercial plant data for Lurgi pressurized gasification
reactors and a pilot plant slagging gasifier The dependence of reactor
performance on operating variables has been studied for Illinois and
Wyoming coals For a given coal, maximum efficiency is determined
by the coal-to-oxygen feed ratio The location of the maximum
temperature, which defines the combustion zone, is an important
operating variable Efficient operation of the dry ash reactor cannot
be carried out below a critical feed gas temperature because of
insufficient gasification and excessive carbon loss in the ash
(Author)
A78-52742 # Automatic fabrication of large space structures
- The next step W K Muench (Grumman Aerospace Corp,
Bethpage, N Y ) American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Conference on Large Space Platforms Future Needs and
Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif, Sept 27-29, 1978, Paper 78-1651 8
P
An outline is presented of a plan which will lead to the
establishment of an operational five giga watt solar power satellite in
space A detailed description is presented of the first stage of this
plan This stage is concerned with the development of a machine that
is to be employed to produce the basic building block beams in
space, which are used in the assembly of the large space structures
required A ground demonstration version of this machine has
already been completed After the feasibility of automatically
producing beams has been successfully demonstrated, questions arise
concerning the next step which has to be taken One possible answer
to this question is discussed, taking into account the development of
a special end effector for the Space Shuttle's remote manipulator
system ' G R
A78-52746 * < Photovoltaic power-system options for the
manned space construction base G G McKhann (McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co, Huntington Beach, Calif ) American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Conference on Large
Space Platforms Future Needs ana Capabilities, Los Angeles, Calif,
Sept 2729, 1978, Paper 78-1683 20 p 7 refs Contract No
NAS9-14958
The function of the proposed manned Space Construction Base
(SCB) is to provide a permanent manned orbital facility for the
construction and operation of a variety of space experiments, ranging
from a space-processing development to on orbit constructed micro
wave radiometers and antennas A typical SCB system might reach
initial operational capability in low earth orbit in 1985, have a
10-year mission duration, and have an initial power requirement of
50 kWe A summary of the requirements imposed by the SCB on the
electrical power system (EPS) is presented in a table Attention is
given to EPS options, baseline power platform system operations, an
energy storage system evaluation, advanced-technology NiCd bat
tenes and lifetime, and orbital buildup operations , G R
A78-52764 # Steady-state-act ion magnetoplasmadynamic
source (Magnitoplazmodmamicheskii istochnik statsionarnogo deist-
vna) V S Ermachenko, F B lurevich, M N Rolm, A la Venger,
and V N Bonsiuk (Akademna Nauk Belorusskoi SSR-, Institut
Teplo i Massoobmena, Minsk, Belorussian SSR) Inzhenerno-
Fizicheskii Zhurnal, vol 35, Sept 1978, p 459465 10 refs In
Russian
The paper describes a magnetoplasmadynamic generator with
magnetic arc, the generator operates at powers ranging up to 400 kW
Experimental results are presented on the electrical and thermal
properties of the generator Volt-ampere characteristics as well as
mean-mass enthalpy are studied as a function of power supplied to
the arc, magnetic flux density in the discharge region, and working
gas flow rate B J
A78-52770 if Rar..(ine-cyde systems with organic working
fluids and prospects of the application of such systems in the solar
energy field /Review/ (Paroturbmnye ustanovki s orgamcheskimi
rabochimi telami i perspektivy ikh primenenna v gelioenergetike
/Obzor/) V A Gnhkhes, M M Grishutm, and V S Evseev
Geliotekhnika, no 4, 1978, p 3-18 43 refs In Russ'an
The basic characteristics of cycles and energy converters for
Rankine cycle electric energy systems with organic heat-exchange
fluids are surveyed Consideration is also given to the basic design
features of such systems, with emphasis on the heat exchange
equipment (steam generators, regenerators, and condensers) The
application of such organic systems to the production of electric
power from low-potential heat sources - solar radiation, geothermal
waters, and industrial waste heat - is considered It is found that the
use of organic heat-exchange fluids will lead to considerable
cost-savings B J
A78-52771 # Thermodynamic analysis of a combined gas-
turbme-thermoelectnc solar energy converter (Termodmamicheskn
analiz kombmirovannogo GTU-TEG preobrazovateha solnechnoi
energu) L M Drabkin (Tashkentskn Institut Zheleznodorozhnogo
Transporta, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Geliotekhnika, no 4, 1978, p
19-22 In Russian
Consideration is given to the thermodynamic cycle of a solar
energy system consisting of a thermoelectric generator connected to
a gas turbine Expressions are obtained for the efficiency and specific
area of the refrigerator-radiator of such a system This combined
scheme is compared with a Brayton-cycle system with respect to
optimization in terms of efficiency and specific area B J
5'17
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A78-52772 # Optimization of the exponential distribution
of dopant in the base of a semiconductor photocell (Optimizatsna
eksponentsial'nogo raspredelenna legiruiushchei pnmesi v baze polu-
provodmkovogo fotopreobrazovatelia) V M Evdokimov and lu D
Lisovsku (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Istochmkov
Toka, Moscow, USSR) Geliotekhmka. no 4, 1978, p 23-29 17 refs
In Russian
A theoretical analysis is presented of the effect of the uniform
electric field produced by an exponential distribution of dopants in
the base of a photocell of finite thickness on the accumulation of
charge carriers It is assumed that the mobility and lifetime of
carriers depend in power law fashion on dopant concentration An
optimal field strength is determined and the dependence of the field
on the parameters of the semiconductor and the wavelength of
incident light is considered B J
A78-52773 # Effect of temperature on the operational
parameters of pCdTe-nCdS thin-film photocells (Vlnanie tempera-
tury na ekspluatatsionnye parametry plenochnykh pCdTe-nCdS
fotopreobrazovatelei) S A Azimov, Sh A Wlirsagatov, D T
Rasulov. and N lunusov (Akademna IMauk Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhmcheskii Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Geliotekhmka, no 4,
1978, p 30-32 In Russian
A78-52774 # Thermal detector of solar energy with selective
coating and vacuum thermal-insulation (Teplopnemmk solnechnoi
energii s selektivnym pokrytiem i vakuumnoi teploizoliatsiei) G la
Umarov, ,V S Trukhov, U Kh Gaziev, T Baimatov, T Z Abidov,
and lu E Klmchevskn (Akademna IMauk Uzbekskoi SSR, Fiziko-
Tekhmcheskn Institut, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Geliotekhmka, no 4,
1978, p 46-50 8 refs In Russian
The paper describes two design modifications of a solar-thermal-
radiation detector with selective coating and screening vacuum
insulation which operates reliably up to temperatures of 400 C A
method for calculating the operational characteristics of the detector
is presented Curves reflecting the dependence of thermal losses and
efficiency on detector temperature for different modifications of the
detector system and different solar energy densities are presented
B J
A78-52776 Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Conference
sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978 1378 p In English,
French, and German $66 15
Recent developments and general aspects concerning silicon are
considered along with the preparation of silicon material, poly-
crystalline silicon cells, the production of silicon cells from amor-
phous material, the fabrication of silicon concentrator solar cells, and
silicon heterojunction cells Attention is given to fundamental studies
regarding photovoltaic devices, concentration devices, GaAs and
similar cells, national activities and programs with respect to solar
cells, CdS and similar cells, questions of module engineering,
measurement problems, and systems and applications G R
A78-52777 Introduction to the 1977 Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference (Introduction a la Conference de 1977 sur la
Conversion Photovoltaique de I'Energie Solaire) R Chabbal and M
Rodot (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France)
In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 29-50 In French
The paper reviews economic aspects and R&D aims in the
photovoltaic conversion field Particular attention is given to the
short-term or medium-term aim of improving the technology of
single-crystal silicon solar cells Consideration is also given to the
long-term aim of developing the second generation of solar cells
polycrystallme and amorphous silicon cells, GaAs cells, and cells
based on CdTe and C,u2S Technical data on solar cells are presented
BJ
A78-52778 Silicon solar cells from polycrystallme mate-
rial H Fischer (Telefunken AG, Heilbronn, West Germany) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27 30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 52-75 32 refs
This paper is intended to provide a review of the current status
and the trends in the development of efficient low cost poly-
crystallme silicon solar cells Theoretical estimates indicate that a
reasonable conversion efficiency can be expected with this kind of
cell, if both controlled size and structure of the grains can be
achieved Various methods producing polycrystallme silicon sheets
are pursued (a) films deposited by vacuum evaporation or CVD on
non-silicon and MG-silicon substrates, (b) direct use of silicon as-cast
as ingot or foil As demonstrated recently nonsmgle crystalline solar
cells have achieved promising characteristics But considerable
development and engineering efforts are still required for all
processes to meet the long-range cost goals (Author)
A78-52779 * New developments in silicon solar cells. J
Lmdmayer (Solarex Corp, Rockville, Md ) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 76-91 9 refs Contracts No JPL-954290, No F33615-76-C-2058
Three areas of silicon solar cell development are discussed The
first area relates to ultra thin cells about 50 microns in thickness,
which can be made with relative good yield and efficiency The
second describes a new effort in vertical junction cells which show
increased efficiency and continues to improve The third area
describes our semicrystallme silicon work which resulted in silicon
solar cells that show over 10% terrestrial conversion efficiency and
are tolerant to impurities (Author)
A78-52780 Process to reduce the manufacturing cost of
monocrystalhne silicon solar cells H Lauvray and Y Salles (RTC La
Radiotechmque-Compelec, Pans, France) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 92-103
The paper discusses several production techniques whose imple-
mentation will lead to a reduction in the manufacturing costs of
single-crystal silicon solar cells These techniques include (1)
increasing the diameter of ingots, accompanied by an improvement
in machining, (2) the use of large slices in a simple manufacturing
range, which leads to improved efficiency and lifetime, and (3) the
development of new encapsulation techniques B J
A78-52781 High performance thin solar cell S Y Chiang,
B G Carbajal, and G F Wakefield (Texas Instruments, Inc, Dallas,
Tex ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 104-112 12 refs
A tandem junction cell (TJC) has been developed which has
collecting junctions on both the illuminated and dark sides The I-V
photoresponse performance of the cell was measured for the case of
collection from both sides and for the case of collection from the
dark side only Current collected from both sides of a 100-micron-
thick cell was approximately 46 mA/sq cm, with the maximum
expected at 30-50 microns Current collected from the dark side only
was 34 mA/sq cm for a 125-micron-thick cell, with 45 mA/sq cm
expected for 30-50 microns BJ
A78-52782 Study of ion implanted n/plus/ layers for
silicon solar cells F Zignam (Bologna,-Universita, Bologna, Italy), F
Cembali, R Galloni, L Pedulli, and M Servidon (CNR, Laboratono
LAMEL, Bologna, Italy) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
113-124 13 refs Consigho Nazionale delle Ricerche Contract No
195,76,7,ESI
Phosphorus ions have been implanted - at energies of 100-150
keV at a constant dose of 2 x 10 to the 15 atm/sq cm - in silicon
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single crystals Experimental results are presented regarding iso-
chronal recovery, charge carrier profiles, radiation damage, low
temperature annealing, and solar cell volt-ampere characteristics
Particular attention is given to residual damage, responsible for the
reduction of the lifetime of minority carriers in the n(plus) layer
The results have suggested the possibility of realizing a 'cold' solar
cell by ion implantation B J
A78-52784 Chemical vapour deposition of silicon on a
liquid tin layer M W M Graef, L J Gilmg, and J Bloem
(Nijmegen, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, Netherlands) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 136 142
A78-52785 Recrystallization of C V O grown poly-
crystalline silicon W J H Schms, J Bezemer, C Daey Ouwens, and
S Radelaar (Utrecht, Rijksumversiteit, Utrecht, Netherlands) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co, 1978, p 143-152 6 refs Research supported by the
European Communities
A78-52787 Continuous polycrystallme silicon layers on
carbon substrates C Belouet, J J Brissot, R Martres, and Mr Ngo
Tich Phuoc (Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Apphquee,
Limeil-Brevannes, Val-de-Marne, France) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 164-175 15 refs Research sponsored by the Commission of
European Communities
This article presents the early results of the study of the freezing
of silicon films on carbon substrates by the ribbon against drop
(RAD) pulling process in view of achieving low-cost solar cells for
terrestrial applications The mam features relevant to this new
deposition process are outlined, and the physical performances of the
polycrystallme layers thus obtained are described In particular, it is
shown that the size of the columnar grains can be large (300 x 200
microns) and that encouraging conversion efficiencies above 6
percent (AM1 simulated illumination) have already been obtained on
n(plus)/p diffused structures (Author)
A78-52788 Polycrystallme silicon solar cells E Fabre and
Y Baudet (Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Apphquee,
Limeil-Brevannes, Val-de Marne, France) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 178186 14 refs Research supported by the Delegation Generale
a la Recherche Scientifique et Technique
Solar cells have been made on polycrystallme silicon layers
deposited onto a carbon substrate from the melt Three different
structures have been investigated for the collecting junction the
n(plus)/p diffused homoiunction, the M I S barrier and the hetero-
junction with In203 A conversion efficiency of 62 percent is
reported for a homojunction cell under AM1 simulated sunlight
Minority carrier diffusion length enhancement has been observed
when the photon flux is increased on the cell (Author)
A78-52789 Polycrystallme solar cells fabricated on metal-
lurgical silicon substrates T Warabisako, T Saitoh, H Itoh. N
Nakamura, and T Tokuyama (Hitachi, Ltd, Central Research
Laboratory, Kokubunji, Tokyo, Japan) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 187-196 7 refs Research supported by the Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry of Japan
One way to reduce solar cell cost is the fabrication of a thin-film
active layer on polycrystallme silicon substrate prepared from
metallurgical-grade material A cell of 8 3-sq cm area is found to
exhibit an AM1 conversion efficiency of 73% when a 25-micron-
thick p-type active layer is grown on a CZ-pulled polycrystalline
silicon wafer by a CVD process using SiH2CI2, followed, by the
formation of a grown junction with a 0 54-micron thickii(>)-layer
The photocurrent degradation due to grain boundaries was'estimated
to be less than 3% under light at a wavelength of 0 6 micron B J
A78-52790 The limitations imposed by gram boundaries
on the performance of epitaxially deposited polycrystallme silicon
tolar cells G A van der Leeden, T L Chu, and C J Lin (Southern
Methodist University, Dallas. Tex ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
197-206 Srefs Contract No E(04-3)-1285
A78-52791 Progress on aluminium p-type silicon SBSCs
W G Townsend and D R Lillmgton (Royal Military College of
Science, Shrivenham, Wilts, England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
207-213
A simple process is described for making aluminium p-type
silicon SBSCs (Schottky barrier solar cells) on both single crystal and
Wacker 'Silso' cast silicon substrates The importance of the
processing of the mterfacial oxide layer in determining'both cell
efficiency and stability is stressed Results of both electrical and
optical properties of the cells are presented These show that
consistently high AM1 efficiencies of over 9 and 8% respectively may
be achieved for single and cast silicon substrates and'that the
characteristics are stable over long periods of testing The cells were
all approximately 1 sq cm in area and coated with simple ZnS
coatings The high short circuit currents (approximately 22m A/sq
cm) obtained for the polycrystallme substrates indicate that gram
boundary recombination is not a serious problem with these devices
(Author)
A78-52792 A model for amorphous silicon solar cells B
T Debney (Plessey Co , Ltd , Allen Clark Research Centre, Tow
cester, Northants, England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer
ence, Luxembourg, September 2730, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
216-222 Srefs
The paper shows that the photocurrent in amorphous silicon
solar cell is determined by the photogeneration of carriers in the
depletion region and their subsequent emoval with the aid of the
build-in field This is confirmed by an analysis of the spectral
response curve for a p-i-n device The I-V characteristics for a model
Schottky barrier solar cell under illumination are calculated B J
A78-52795 Fabrication and measurement of silicon con-
centrator solar cells J F Gibbons and F C Wu (Stanford
University, Stanford, Calif ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer
ence, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
242-248 '
Basic considerations relevant to the design of epitax'ial silicon
solar cells for concentrator applications are presented, including
specific criteria for selecting the thickness of the epitaxial layer, the
contact geometry, and the anti-reflection coating Measurements
made on cells fabricated according to the principles discussed show
efficiencies at 20 suns of 165% at 30 C and 12 6% at 100 C These
values compare very favorably with theoretical expectations The use
of a continuous Ar laser for measurement of cell efficiency versus
concentration is also described (Author)
A78-52796 High intensity silicon solar cells E Fabre
(Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Apphquee, Lmneil
Brevannes, Val-de-Marne, France), L De Smet, and R Mertens
(Leuven, Katholieke Universiteit, Heverlee, Belgium) In Photo-
voltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27 30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co, 1978, p 249258 7 refs Research supported by the
Commission des Communautes Europeennes
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Optimization of 2 x 2 sq cm silicon solar cells for operation
under medium range solar concentration has been carried out both
theoretically and experimentally A series resistance as tow as 20
milhohms is shown to be necessary in order to keep the conversion
efficiency above 12 percent for concentration ratios ranging between
20 and 50 Back surface field cells have been made with optimized
top contact grid pattern on a 1 ohm cm base material The influence
of the diffused layer sheet resistance upon the series resistance and
the photogenerated current has been investigated A comparison
between computed series resistance values and measured ones is
presented (Author)
A78-52797 Sunlight concentration for silicon rod solar
cells G R Johnson, M G Miles, D P Tanner (Monsanto Co, St
Louis, Mo ), and G L Ball, III (Monsanto Research Corp, Dayton,
Ohio) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 259-261 7 refs
Solar cell devices were made using diffused junctions on the
surface of 4mm silicon rods together with non-tracking, 'ideal'
trough concentrators Two embodiments of the ideal concentrator
design were studied metallized opaque plastic forms and internally
reflecting clear plastic castings Combined solar cell/concentrator
efficiencies of 10% were measured and efficiencies of 12% are
projected Small diameter silicon rod is considered as a high
efficiency alternative to silicon ribbon for use in trough concentra-
tors , (Author)
A78-52798 Double sided /D S / solar ceHs to improve
static concentration A tuque, J M Ruiz, A Cuevas, J Eguren, and
M G Agost (Madrid, Universidad Politecnica, Madrid, Spam) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 269-277 7 refs
Solar cells to be illuminated on both sides by placement in
proper Winston mirrors have been developed to permit double static
concentration gain for a given acceptance angle Theory and
experiments show that the product of open circuit voltage and
short-circuit current is higher in double sided (DS) cells than in
conventional or BSF cells The DS cells have high series resistance
which reduces the efficiency of experimental structures to 7 percent
at two AM2 suns A theoretical model of the DS structure series
resistance is presented showing that, with proper metallization
patterns, efficiencies of 11 percent at ten AM2 suns can be attained
(Author)
A78-52799 Improvement of the efficiency of silicon MIS-
mversion layer solar cells P Van Halen, R Mertens, R Van
Overstraeten, J Van Meerbergen (Leuven, Katholieke Universiteit,
Heverlee, Belgium), and R E Thomas (Carleton University, Ottawa,
Canada) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 280-288 8 refs Research
supported by the Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappehjk Onder-
zoek
Two new types of solar cells are described in which either a
TiOx or a SiO2 layer is deposited onto p-silicon, contacts are
obtained by means of a MIS tunnel-diode grid It is shown that the
TiOx-MIS cells can be realized by single mask completely low
temperature processing by employing spin-on of titanium-oxide
antireflective coating Conversion efficiencies of 8% at AMI have
been achieved with these cells, they perform even more efficiently at
higher illumination levels With the SiO2 MIS cells efficiencies of
12% have been reached, at the expense of a more complicated
process A detailed comparison between the two cells is given
(Author)
A78-52800 Preparation and investigation of Sn doped
Si/n/-ln2O3 heterojunction J C Manifacier, L Szepessy, and M
Savelli (Montpellier II, Universite, Montpellier, France) In Photo-
voltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co, 1978, p 289-298 15 refs
ln2O3(n plus)-Si(n) heterojunction solar cells have been ob-
tained, with the oxide prepared by closed space vapor transport
(CSVT) on Si single crystals A major feature of the Sn-doped In203
thin films is their excellent transparency (greater than 85 percent)
over the complete useful window of the substrate spectrum A
conversion efficiency of 11 percent was obtained for 2-sq-cm cells
with open circuit voltages of approximately 500 mV and short
circuit currents of approximately 32 mA/sq cm, with a fill factor of
065 BJ
A78-52801 The MIS and MISIM solar cell M A • Green
and R B Godfrey (New South Wales, University. Kensington,
Australia) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27 30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 299-307 10 refs Research
supported by the Australian Radio Research Board, Australian
Research Grants Committee, and Sydney County Council
The insertion of a very thin insulating layer (less than 20 A)
between the metal and the semiconductor of a Schottky solar cell
can dramatically improve the open circuit voltage of the cell The
resulting MIS structure is shown to be electronically equivalent to a
p-n junction device, provided that minority current flow is dominant
The MISIM solar cell, a new development, is also described, and it is
shown that this structure is equivalent to the high-efficiency
n(+)pp(+) junction cell B J
A78-52802 Schottky /MIS/ solar cells on ribbon silicon
A E Delahoy, W A Anderson, and J K Kim (Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, N J ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
308-318 9 refs Research supported by Rutgers University and NSF
Schottky MIS cells have been fabricated on single crystal silicon
with an open-circuit voltage of 0 60 V and an AMI conversion
efficiency of 12% This paper investigates the ribbon silicon (from
Mobil-Tyco and IBM) used as the substrate It is found that the
degree of perfection of Tyco and IBM ribbon may influence the open
circuit voltage of the finished cell It is apparent that surface-state
effects can influence the open circuit voltage and that this influence
may be modified by surface treatment of the silicon prior to the
formation of the Schottky barrier B J
A78-52804 Comparison between the efficiencies of MIS
and SIS solar cell structures P De Visschere and H Pauwels (Gent,
Rijksunwersiteit, Ghent, Belgium) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
330339 12 refs
The paper analyzes the SIS solar cell structure, taking account
of interface recombination and tunneling Analytical results are
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obtained and the efficiencies of various optimum structures are
compared It is found that the insulating layer is advantageous for
heterojunction cells based on the collection of minority carriers
excited in the weakly doped semiconductor, if the discontinuity in
the energy band has the appropriate sign The efficiency of the SIS
cell can then be as high as that of a MIS or homojunction cell B J
A78-52805 A collection-velocity model for predicting
efficiency of Schottky barrier solar cells P F Ordung, A Adibi, D
Heald, R Neville, and J Skalnik (California, University, Santa
Barbara, Calif ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem
bourg September 27 30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 340-349
A minority-carrier collection-velocity model is derived and
applied to the problem of predicting the collected photogenerated
minority current in a Schottky barrier solar cell The model
establishes that the collected current can be viewed as two
superimposed but unrelated components the photogeneration in the
depletion region and that in the neutral region For collection
purposes the neutral region is represented as a region in which the
diffusion equation applies and which is bounded at each end by a
specific velocity-collection model The collection velocity model at
the ohmic end is the standard surface-recombination model At the
Schottky barrier end a collection-velocity model equivalent to the
depletion region of the device is employed Short-circuit currents
predicted by this model are found to compare favorably with those
numerically obtained by Possum for a 0 1-micron-junction n-p cell
(Author)
A78-52806 New model of conduction mechanisms in
disordered and amorphous photovoltaic devices. B Pistoulet, J L
Robert, J M Dusseau, F Roche, P Girard, and L Ensuque
(Montpelher II, Universite, Montpelher, France) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27 30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co, 1978, p 350358 19refs
The paper develops a theoretical model which demonstrates the
existence of medium range disorder spatial fluctuations of impurity
density - in amorphous and disordered semiconductors These spatial
fluctuations produce potential wells in which part of the earners is
localized when kT is smaller than the mean depth of the wells The
model can quantitatively explain the temperature dependence of
drift mobility and conductivity of such semiconductors as amor-
phous silicon for use in solar cells B J
A78-52807 Design of a photovoltaic power-array with
concentrated sunlight D Esteve, G Vialaret, K Achaibou, and D
Follea (CNRS, Laboratoire d'Automatique et d'Analyse des
Systemes, Toulouse, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer-
ence, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
360 369
A design procedure for solar arrays with sunlight concentration
is elaborated on the basis of a morphological analysis which defines
materials and structural constraints associated with the costs of
installation The procedure was applied to the design of a 1 kW
prototype array which uses silicon solar cells with concentration
levels exceeding 50 The array consists of a flat panel mounted on a
two-axes controlled tracking heliostat made of sealed rigid module'
which protect the solar cells BJ
A78-52808 A solar cell system for concentrated sunlight
G Yekutieli, A Brandstetter, B Haber, R Joulzary, E Kntchman,
and J Mandelkorn (Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel)
In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 370-376
A test and evaluation facility for high-concentration solar cells
and optical concentrators was constructed including a two-axis sun
tracker and measuring instruments interfaced with a small computer
Silicon solar cells, Fresnel lenses, concentrating mirrors, and other
elements of the system were evaluated in the facility Using the
results of the study, a silicon solar cell and a Fresnel lens were chosen
for a prototype solar cell system, designed to operate at 100 suns
with approximately 10% efficiency B J
A78-52809 The solar eyeball - A self-powered self-steering
photovoltaic generator D H Mash and P W Ross (Standard
Telecommunication Laboratories, Ltd , Harlow, Essex, England) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 377-385
A description is presented of a solar-electric conversion module
which uses a plastic Fresnel lens to concentrate sunlight onto a group
of GaAs/GaAIAs solar cells These cells have yielded 16-20%
conversion efficiency and are expected to maintain this level at high
intensities and temperatures involved The ability to track the sun is
achieved using a novel pneumatic system powered by solar energy
When the 'eyeball' is misaligned, the sun's image falls on a heat
exchanger in one of the two air-reservoirs adjacent to the cells The
resulting expansion forces a magnetized piston against a fixed
external magnetic field, causing the complete module to rotate until
the solar cells are again in focus B J
A78-52810 Metal alkyl grown GaAs solar cells E Fabre,
A Bnere, and J P Andre (Laboratoires d'Electromque et de
Physique Apphquee, Limeil-Brevannes, Val-de-Marne, France) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 388-394 12refs Research supported by the
Delegation Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et Technique
Gallium arsenide solar cells have been made using the metal-
alky I growth technique A p-n homojunction within the GaAs is
covered by a p-GaAIAs window layer in order to decrease the surface
recombination velocity down to values as low as a few 1000 cm/s
The AMI efficiency is close to 16 percent with the following
characteristics open-circuit voltage equals 895 mV, short circuit
current equals 24 mA/sq cm, FF equals 0 74 (Author)
A78-52811 Gallium arsenide solar cells for use with
concentrated sunlight. J W Burgess, R Davis, B T Debney, and R
Nicklin (Plessey Co , Ltd , Allen Clark Research Centre, Towcester,
Northants, England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
395-404 12 refs Research supported by the Commission of the
European Communities
Standard theoretical modeling techniques have been used to
compare the performances of GaAs/Ga(1-x)AI(x)As solar cells with
graded band gap and 'window' structures It is shown that graded
band gap structures can give a solar cell performance superior to the
standard heteroface cell when operating at high concentration ratios
The graded structures can be conveniently prepared by the metallo-
orgamc chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) process A VPE reactor
has been constructed for the preparation of large area devices B J
A78-52812 Preparation of Ga/1-x/AI/x/Sb p-n homo-
junctjons and study of the photovoltaic effect (Preparation d'homo-
jonctioni p-n a Ga/1-x/AI/x/Sb et etude de I'effet photovoltaique)
A Nguyen Van Mau, G Bougnot, H Y Muoy, and G M Moussalli
(Montpelher II, Universite, Montpelher, France) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co, 1978. p 405-414 15 refs In French
Ga(1-x)AI(x)Sb layers have been obtained by vertical liquid-
phase epitaxy The junctions were prepared on tellurium-doped GaSb
substrates As a result, Ga/1-x/AI/x/Sb(p)-Ga/1-x/AI/x/(n),-GaSb(n)
structures were formed with junction depths of 5 20 microns, with x
between 00 and 075 The dark I-V and C-V characteristics of the
structure are presented and its photovoltaic characteristics are
investigated B J
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A78-52813 Stabilization of the GaP/electrolyte photo-
voltaic cell M J Madou, W P Gomes, and F Cardon (Gem,
Rijksumversiteit, Ghent, Belgium) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
415-424 7 refs
Experimental results are presented on GaP/electrolyte solar
cells Flat-band potential, open circuit voltage, and dark open circuit
voltage were measured as a function of pH (sulfate medium) for
n-type GaP Photocurrent was measured as a function of applied
voltage and of time for n-GaP and anodic current density was
measured as a function of pH Open circuit photovoltage and dark
rest potential are presented for different electrolyte compositions It
is shown that the Fe/CN/6(4-) ion captures holes from the GaP
anode, and that this competing hole reaction can prevent the anodic
dissolution of the electrode, leading to the stabilization of the latter
BJ
A78-52814 Semiconductor-electrolyte solar cells - A new
rechargeable redox solar battery W Gissler (Commission of the
European Communities, Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy) and R
Memmmg (Philips Forschungslaboratonum Hamburg GmbH, Ham-
burg, West Germany) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 425-435 31 refs
Semiconductor electrolyte electrodes can be used for solar
energy conversion into electric and storable chemical energy The
working mechanism of regenerative and water photoelectrolysis cells
is described and discussed A new semiconductor-electrolyte cell is
proposed m which solar energy is transformed into storable chemical
energy using two different redox systems as in a rechargeable redox
battery First experimental results are reported (Author)
A78-52815 A novel electrochemical solar cell J R Owen
and W A Gerrard (Arya Mehr University of Technology, Teheran,
Iran) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977., Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 436-444 7 refs
A new low-temperature method for the preparation of cadmium
selenide (ihotoanodes is described The method involves the electro-
plating of cadmium onto a steel plate and the subsequent conversion
of cadmium to its selenide by corrosion in a hot solution of selenium
in 5M KOH solution Upon immersion of this photoanode into a
sodium sulfide/polysulfide solution together with a suitable counter-
electrode, a solar cell can be produced which has shown conversion
efficiencies up to 1 7% B J
A78-52816 The photovoltaic project of the Commission
of the European Communities W Palz (Commission of the European
Communities, Brussels, Belgium) and R van Overstraeten (Leuven,
Katholieke Universiteit, Heverlee, Belgium) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27 30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 446-452
Attention is given to the first phase of the European Communi-
ties photovoltaic project This phase includes studies on the
improvement of solar cells, feasibility studies on new concepts and
alternative cells, techniques for the fabrication of thin silicon and
CdS sheets, the utilization of concentrators, and encapsulation and
interconnection problems Some of the aims of the second phase of
the project are also discussed, including the improvement and
automation of existing technology, and the development of proto-
type cells and plants BJ
A78-52817 Current status of the U S terrestrial photo-
voltaic conversion program L M Magid (US Department of
Energy, Div of Solar Energy, Washington, DC) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co , 1978, p 453-465
The United States Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration (ERDA) is currently restructuring the Photovoltaic Program
within the Division of Solar Energy The desire is to (1) reorient the
program to near-term goals and accomplishments, (2) increase the
involvement of industry in the identification and selection of the
right technology, experiments and systems, and (3) increase the
activity in breakthrough (high-risk) research The key assumption in
undertaking this reonentation is that the market will enter an
explosive self-sustaining growth phase at an array price of $1 to $2
per peak watt by 1980 The current status of the draft program being
planned to achieve these objectives will be reviewed (Author)
A78-52818 'Photovoltaic conversion - French research and
development activities (La conversion photovoltaique - Actmtes
francatses de recherche etdeveloppement) M Rodot and M Claverie
(CNRS, Paris, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 466-479 In
French
The current status of the French photovoltaic conversion
program is reviewed Consideration is given to such technological
developments as evaluations of photovoltaic systems and concentra-
tion systems, the development of amorphous silicon, and the
characterization of thin polycrystallme silicon layers Some results of
research and development are discussed, including solar cells and
panels manufactured by RTC, the realization of silicon contacts and
junctions, cadmium tellunde solar cells, layered semiconductor
crystals, and solar pumps BJ
A78-52819 Solar cell programme for India In Photo-
voltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co , 1978, p 480-492
Technical and economic factors associated with the develop-
ment of solar-cell energy in India are discussed. Emphasis is placed
on the use of solar cells in rural areas for purposes of water pumping
for drinking and irrigation, and rural home electrification Govern-
ment policy with respect to the solar cell program is reviewed, and
attention is given to projects undertaken under the aegis of this
program, including conventional and high-concentration silicon solar
cells, low-cost techniques, and GaAs, MIS, and heterojunction cells
B J
A78-52820 Status of the West German terrestrial photo-
voltaic program H R Losch (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsan-
stall fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Bereich fur Projekttragerschaften,
Cologne, West Germany) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 493-500 23 refs
This paper gives a summary of the different activities on
terrestrial photovoltaic developments in West Germany Scientific
details on most of the work performed can be found in several papers
of this conference and in the numerous references listed The overall
objective is to develop low-cost reliable photovoltaic systems
Research, development and demonstration tests on photovoltaic
systems were conducted The work on silicon cells has been
emphasized and led to novel, very promising cells made of
polysilicon Novel materials have been investigated to find out their
feasibility of low-cost cells A long time program is under discussion,
but has not yet been approved (Author)
A78-52821 Photovoltaic: activity in Mexico E J Perez
(Institute Politecnico Nacional, Mexico City, Mexico) In Photo-
voltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co , 1978, p 501-510
The paper presents the historical background of the develop-
ment of photovoltaic conversion in Mexico Particular consideration
is given to the development of photovoltaics at the Electrical
Engineering and Physics Departments of the Study Center of the
National Polytechnical University, and at the Material Study Center
at the National University Economic factors are also considered BJ
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A78-52822 Italian activities in the field of photovoltaic
conversion S Pizzini (Montedison S p A , Novara, Italy) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 511-514
A description of the major research activities in the field of
photovoltaic conversion in Italy is given Emphasis is placed on the
structure of the national research program and the selection of the
objectives, which assign a leading role to the conversion devices
under concentrated sunlight (Author)
A78-52823 Photovoltaic system in 'Sunshine Project' na-
tional R & D program in Japan T 'Koyanagi (Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, Electrotechnical Laboratory,
Tokyo, Japan) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem
bourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 515-521
The purpose of R&D for the photovoltaic system in the
Sunshine Project is to reduce the cost of the conversion system for
terrestrial use by a factor of 100 This" R&D is discussed with
reference to silicon ribbon crystals, silicon thin film solar cells, new
types of solar cells and arrays, solar cells using II-VI compound
semiconductors, and fundamental research on solar cells. (Author)
A78-52824 Photovoltaic activities in the United Kingdom
A A Dollery (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants,
England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 522-531
Research and development aimed at reducing the cost and
increasing the efficiency of solar cells, modules, arrays, and systems
in the United Kingdom is reviewed The cell types involved include
crystalline and amorphous silicon, thin film and ceramic cadmium
sulfide. cadmium sulfide/mdium phosphide, gallium arsenide and
Schottky barrier Summary tables of these activities are provided
BJ
A78-52825 Progress in the development of high efficiency
thin film cadmium sulfide solar cells A M Barnett, J D Meakm, A
Rothwarf (Delaware, University, Newark, Del ) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co, 1978, p 535-546 14 refs NSF Grant No AER-72-03478,
Contract No E(49-18)-2538
Thin film cadmium sulfide/copper sulfide solar cells have been
developed and optimized for specific cell designs The application of
analytic techniques to specific cell designs is responsible for the
improvements achieved to date, and it is expected to lead to a basic
cadmium sulfide/copper sulfide cell with an efficiency exceeding
10% It is also expected that the application of similar analytic
techniques to a modified cell of cadmium-zinc sulfide/copper sulfide
will lead to a conversion efficiency in direct sunlight of up to 14%
BJ
A78-52827 On optimization of performance of a Cu2S-
CdS heterojjunction solar cell through heat treatment S Deb
(Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India) and H Saha (Chloride India,
Ltd , Calcutta, India) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
557-569 10 refs
A78-52828 Behaviour of deep centers in Cu2S/CdS solar
cells. J Bernard and J P Vormus (Toulouse, Centre d'Etudes etde
Recherches, Toulouse, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
570-580 16 refs Delegation Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et
Technique Contract No 76-7-1487
Results of photocapacitance studies of Cu2S/CdS solar cells are
presented The deep centers of the cells were excited by monochro-
matic radiation at 0 4 and 1 1 micron in the 77-300 K temperature
range. Particular consideration is given to the relaxation of optically
excited deep centers A phenomenological model is used to charac-
terize the photovoltaic mechanisms observed in this heterostructure
Jhe model takes account of tunneling in the photocurrent, thermal
and optical cross sections of the deep centers, and photocarner
injection levels BJ
A78-52831 Spray preparation of cuprous sulfide layers J
Vedel, M Soubeyrand, P Cowache, and G Leduc (Ecole Nationale
Supeneure de Chimie, Paris, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 2730, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
601-607 9 refs
It is shown that CuCI-thiourea complexes may be prepared using
acetomtnle as a solvent The process thus avoids the side reactions
produced when water is used as the solvent The preparation is
discussed noting comparative physical and chemical properties of
both acetomtnle and water Thermal decomposition is evaluated by a
thermogravimetric analysis and the final products are identified by
X-ray diffraction analysis S C S
A78-52832 II-VI compound solar energy converters A L
Fahrenbruch, J Aranovich, F Courrages, S Y Yin, and R H Bube
(Stanford University, Stanford, Calif) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
608-617 10 refs ERDA-supported research
Consideration is given to the design and performance of II-VI
compound heterojunction solar convenors which use p-CdTe as the
absorber layers It is shown that cells based on a p-CdTe absorber
with CdS, ZnCdS, ITO, or ZnO wmdov* offer efficiencies of at least
8% Values are presented for a series of p-CdTe-based heterojunctions
noting window bandgap, open-circuit voltage, and solar efficiency
measured in simulated and natural sunlight The photovoltaic
properties of metal-oxide/CdTe junctions are discussed S C S
A78-52826 CdS-Cu2S thmjilm solar cells for terrestrial
applications. W Arndt, G Bilger, W H Bloss, G. H Hewig, F
Pfisterer, and H W Schock (Stuttgart, Universitat, Stuttgart, West
Germany) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 547-556 Bundesmimstenum fur
Forschung und Technologie Contract No ET-4045.
CdS-Cu2S thin film solar cells of size 7 x 7 sq cm have been
investigated to optimize the processes of technology and to provide
large scale terrestrial applications economically The fabrication
process of 30 micron CdS layer and 0 3 micron Cu2S layer the
connection and integration of discrete cells in panels and the method
of encapsulation are described. A series of accelerated tests of
optimized front contact materials, with degradation due to irradia-
tion and thermal cycling have been performed and field tests for a
period of about one year of operation are reported. (Author)
A78-52836 Zn3P2 as a photovoltaic material A Catalano,
V Dalai, E A Fagen, R B Hall, J V Masi, J D Meakm, G
Warfield, and A M Barnett (Delaware, University, Newark, Del ) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27 30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co, 1978, p 644-653 7 refs Contract No E(49
18) 2460
An examination is made of Zn3P2 as developed for low-cost,
high-efficiency photovoltaic cells Material preparation is outlined
noting that single crystals up to 1 x 2 cm have been grown by vapor
transport using the Bndgman technique Consideration is given to
defect chemistry with reference to electrical resistivity measured by
the four point probe method, the influence of annealing.Kand hole
concentration as a function of phosphorous equilibrium partial
pressure Based on X-ray diffraction analysis, the degree of prefer
ential orientation was determined Optical properties are outlined in
terms of the interband absorption edge of Zn3P2 bulk monocrystals
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and room-temperature reflectivity Consideration is given to the
development of Zn3P2 photovoltaic cells and values are presented
for the dark current-voltage characteristics of Mg Schottky contacts
to single crystal Zn3P2 S C S
A78-52837 * Real-time and accelerated outdoor endurance
testing of solar cells A F Forestien and E Anagnostou (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) In Photovoltaic Solar
Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceed-
ings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978,
p 656-676 6 refs ERDA-supported research
Materials for solar-cell module construction have been studied
on the basis of limited real-time outdoor exposure evaluations The
materials tested included transmission samples, sub-modules, and
actual solar cells The results suggest that glass, fluormated ethylene
propylene, and perfluoroalkoxy are good materials for the covering
or encapsulation of solar-cell modules In all cases, dirt accumulation
and cleanabihty are important factors S C S
A78 52838 Terrestrial solar array experiments performed
by Space Department, RAE Farnborough M W Walkden and A A
Dollery (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants,
England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 677-684
Various studies of solar cells and arrays designed for terrestrial
applications are reviewed A study in Malta aimed at measuring array
degradation, evaluating panel performance, and gathering insolation
data is considered A flashing xenon lamp navigation system is
described A radio navigation beacon system is discussed noting the
power supplied by the solar array and auxiliary batteries S C S
A78-52841 Environmental and endurance tests for space
application of low cost solar cells made of terrestrial silicon base
material H Bebermeier (Telefunken AG, Wedel, West Germany) and
J C Larue (ESA, European Space Research and Technology Centre,
Noordwijk, Netherlands) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
710-719
In 1,975 AEG-Telefunken began a research and development
program [in the field of terrestrial solar arrays A non-single
crystalline silicon base material has been introduced This paper
describes space environmental and endurance tests which have been
performed with 2x2 and 5 x 5 sq cm terrestrial solar cells partly by
AEG-Telefunken and partly by ESTEC The tests show that
non single crystalline solar cells (N S C S ) developed for terrestrial
application survive the environmental conditions for space applica-
tion (Author)
A78-52843 Terrestrial photovoltaic performance measure-
ment F C Treble In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
732 744 8 refs
Procedures for measuring the performance of terrestrial photo-
voltaic cells are presented Possible standards for rating solar spectral
energy distribution and for selecting 28 C as a standard temperature
for performance rating are noted Procedures for measurements in
natural and simulated (steady-state or pulsed) sunlight are given The
selection of cells for calibration as standards is described noting the
NIP (Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer) and global methods The
development of solar simulators is considered in terms of total
irradiance, spectral match, uniformity, temporal stability, and beam
subtense angle Instrumentation is briefly reviewed S C S
A78-52844 * US terrestrial solar cell calibration and mea-
surement procedures H W Brandhorst, Jr (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 745-753 10 refs
ERDA-supported research
An outline is presented of changes in measurement procedures
concerning solar cells Outdoor measurements of cell performance
based on pyranometer or pyrheliometer determination of intensity
are discouraged The absolute scale of irradiance is to be adopted as
soon as possible The standard atmosphere conditions are 1000 W/sq
m irradiance, temperature 28 C, air mass 1 5, and precipitable water
vapor content of 2 cm The allowable light sources for solar
simulation are short arc xenon lamps, pulsed xenon tamps, and
dichroic filtered tungsten lamps Key considerations in the design of
a reference cell are considered and approaches for the matching of a
reference cell to a test cell or modules are discussed G R
A78-52846 A pumping station powered by a photovoltaic
converter in the Sahel (Une station de pompage alimentee par
generateur photovoltaique au Sahel) B Keita, M Cadene, G W
Cohen-Solal, and P Chartier (Dakar, University Dakar, Senegal) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publish ing Co, 1978, p 770-778 8 refs In French
A water pumping station powered by photovoltaic converter is
studied The efficiency and reliability are analyzed The effect of
external parameters, solar declination, dust, temperature is studied
A more powerful station is proposed according to the experimental
results (Author)
A78-52847 Optimization of a pumping station powered
by a photovoltaic converter (Optimisation d'une station de pompage
alimented par generateur photovoltaique) M Barlaud and C
Masselot (Dakar, Ecole Nationals Supeneure Universitaire de Tech-
nologie, Dakar, Senegal) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p.
779-789 In French
The reported investigation has the objective to determine
optimum operating conditions for a pumping station which is
powered by a photovoltaic converter It is found that an operation of
the photovoltaic converter at constant voltage is required to ubtam
maximum power In the investigation the voltage was automatically
adjusted with the aid of a servochopper Under the considered
conditions, the motor which drives the water pump consumes a
constant current at a variable voltage The hydraulic energy obtained
was more than twice the amount of energy obtained under
comparable conditions in the case in which the photovoltaic
converter was directly connected to the motor G R
A78-52848 Field tests of photovoltaic power systems. M
D Pope and R W Matlin (MIT, Lexington, Mass) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co , 1978, p 790-800 6 refs
The reported field tests were conducted to establish the
technical credibility of solar photovoltaic (PV) energy systems and to
identify and eliminate technical and institutional constraints to their
widespread acceptance The first step towards the rehzation of large
scale agricultural systems utilizing photovoltaics was made during the
summer of 1977 in connection with the construction and operation
of a subscale experimental unit generating approximately 25 kW
peak power The photovoltaic array was used to drive a 7 5 kW pump
that is interconnected with an automatic gated pipe irrigation system
and a reservoir of 2500 cubic meter capacity Attention is also given
to photovoltaic applications in the U S National Park Service and
photovoltaic power for a lighting system at a Chicago museum G R.
A78-52849 New energies in telecommunications (Les ener-
gies nouvelles dans les telecommunications). R Colin In Photo-
voltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co , 1978, p 801-808 In French
A description is presented of a power station which was
designed to supply electric energy to radio relays in remote locations
The station contains a solar battery and a wind-driven generator
connected in parallel A storage ba tery ensures continuity and
regularity of output power Power in the range from 100 to 400
watts can be supplied Power supplies for devices installed along
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highways for making emergency calls are also considered. Difficulties
which arise in particular in developing countries with respect to the
supply of batteries in the case of battery-operated devices, can be
eliminated by making use of solar cells G R
A78-52850 Putting to use solar energy with silicon photo-
voltaic cells G J Naaijer (Laboratoires d'Electronique et de
Physique Appliquee, Limeil-Brevannes, Val-de-Marne, France) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 809-816
An approximately constant output voltage is required for an
operation of photovoltaic cells or modules under optimum power
transfer conditions For most applications, the best approach for
obtaining the desired operational conditions involves the employ-
ment of secondary batteries as an interface This approach provides
the constant voltage output characteristics needed and, in addition,
makes day and night operation possible A further advantage of such
a buffer battery is related to the capability of the battery to deliver
to the load an instantaneous power which can be much higher than
the maximum photovoltaic generator output Attention is given to a
use of photovoltaic cells with a battery for pumping water, the
employment of an adaptive switching system, a case in which a
constant output current was needed, and approaches for decreasing
the battery capacity which is needed G R
A78-52851 * The ERDA/LeRC Photovoltaic Systems Test
Facility A F Forestien (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 817-824 5 refs ERDA supported
research
The ERDA/LeRC Photovoltaic Systems Test Facility (STF)
provides a vital support function to the overall ERDA National Solar
Photovoltaic Program It allows preliminary investigation and check
out of components, subsystems, and complete photovoltaic systems
before installation in actual service The STF can also be used to
determine optimum system configurations and operating modes A
facility description is presented, taking into account the solar cell
array, the energy storage equipment, the power conditioning
equipment, electric utility distribution network and loads, and
instrumentation and data acquisition systems Safety procedures
which have been set up for maintenance and inspection of the solar
array are discussed Attention is also given to a number of
investigations regarding the effect of environmental factors on solar
cell array operation . G R
A78-52852 The solar breeder J Lindmayer (Solarex
Corp, Rockville, Md ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 825-835 5 refs
It was pointed out that a photovoltaic panel manufacturing
plant can be made energy-independent by using energy derived from
its own roof using its own panels Such a plant becomes not only
energy self-sufficient but a major supplier of new energy, hence the
name solar breeder The reported investigation establishes certain
mathematical relationships for the solar breeder which dearly
indicate that a vast amount of net energy is available from such a
plant for the indefinite future It is pointed out that if solar electric
plants would be built according to the solar breeder principle, their
operation as a net energy source would be automatically assured
G R
A78-52853 * Candidate solar cell materials for photovoltaic
conversion in a solar power satellite /SPS/ P E Glaser and D W
Almgren (Arthur D Little, Inc , Cambridge, Mass) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co , 1978, p 836-845 7 refs Contract No. NAS9-15294
In recognition of the obstacles to solar-generated baseload
power on earth, proposals have been made to locate solar power
satellites in geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO), where solar energy
would be available 24 hours a day during most of the time of the
year In an SPS, the electricity produced by solar energy conversion
will be fed to microwave generators forming part of a planar
phase-array transmitting antenna The antenna is designed to
precisely direct a microwave beam of very low intensity to one or
more receiving antennas at desired locations on earth At the
receiving antenna, the microwave energy will be safely and efficiently
reconverted to electricity and then be transmitted to consumers An
SPS system will include a number of satellites in GEO Attention is
given to the photovoltaic option for solar energy conversion in GEO,
solar cell requirements, the availability of materials, the implication
of large production volumes, requirements for high-volume manu-
facture of solar cell arrays, and the effects of concentration ratio on
solar cell array area G R
A78-52854 Solarelectric power supply for a television
transmitter in Western Germany H K Kothe (VARTA Battene AG,
Kelkheim, West Germany) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer-
ence, Luxembourg, September 2730, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
846-850
In order to reduce the costs of the installation for small
television transmitters the broadcasting company 'Sudwestfunk'
performs a five years service test with a solar powered 25 Watt
transmitter in the mountains of the Eifel The layout involved the
problem of minimizing the costs of solar generator and battery and
having sufficient safety for continuous supply in spite of the
considerable annual variations in solar energy The method for
solving this problem developed by the author is described (Author)
A78-52862 Indium tin oxide/silicon solar cells J R Sites
and J 8 DuBow (Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo ) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 930-936 8 refs Contract No E(04-3)-1203
Twelve percent efficient solar cells consisting of indium tin
oxide on single crystal silicon have been fabricated and characterized
Study of the interface indicates the existence of a silicon dioxide
layer A theoretical model which fits experimental observations is
that of a tunnel semiconductor-msulator-semiconductor diode De-
tailed electrical measurements indicate that the solar cell perfor-
mance approximates that of diffused p-n junction solar cells
Economic models and studies of indium supply indicate that an
economically viable ITO terrestrial photovoltaic conversion tech-
nology is possible (Author)
A78-52865 Silicon double solar cell I Chambouleyron
and Y Chevalier In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem-
bourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 967-976 10 refs
Research supported by the Organization of American States
The silicon double cell consists of a p-type material sandwiched
between two identical n(+)-type diffused regions The cell is analyzed
for two different irradiation conditions (1) irradiation of one of the
diffused surfaces, and (2) irradiation of both sides of the cell. The
various mechanisms involved in the photoresponse are discussed, and
design criteria for the double cell are analyzed as a function of
material characteristics B J
A78-52866 Getting more power out of silicon. Y Cheva-
lier and I Chambouleyron In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer-
ence, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
977-986 Research supported by the Organization of American
States
A study was conducted to investigate the possiBility of
obtaining more power from silicon solar cell wafers without
increasing the complexity of cell manufacturing Two such1 possibili-
ties were studied (1) the simultaneous illumination of both faces of
a classical cell, and (2) the use of twin cells A nonconventional solar
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cell has been investigated which may yield twice the power obtained
from a conventional cell on the same silicon wafer B J
A78-52867 Solar cell sheet resistance analysis I Cham-
bouleyron In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 987-995 Research supported by
the Organization of American States
In this paper a theoretical analysis is carried out on the influence
of collecting grid patterns in solar cell sheet resistance Several
conventional grids are studied in different cell geometries Numerical
calculations are presented as well as expressions giving the sheet
resistance as a function of collecting finger density and diffused layer
characteristics A graphical representation of the results is given in a
single figure which allows a rapid determination of the appropriate
geometry and the finger density corresponding to a specified sheet
resistance These results are compared with previous calculations
(Author)
A78-52868 Thermal modeling of solar cells operating
under concentrated sunlight B Hachem (Liege, Universite, Liege,
Belgium) and R Mertens (Leuven, Kathoheke Umversiteit, Louvam,
Belgium) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 996-1003 10 refs Research
supported by the Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappehjk Onder-
zoek
The paper develops a rather rigorous model to calculate the
temperature field in a photovoltaic system, operating under concen-
trated sunlight General equations describing energy conservation in
the cell and governing its temperature field are obtained The
equations depend on effective concentration, efficiency, and the
optical, thermal, and geometrical properties of the cell The model is
applied to two particular systems those with passive fin-cooling and
those with active cooling BJ
A78-52869 Non-linear analysis of solar-cells-senes resis-
tance S Bobbio, f P Califano (Napoli, Umversita, Naples, Italy),
and E Ciccarone (Olivetti Controllo Numenco S p A , San Bernardo
d'lvrea,'Italy) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem-
bourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel P' Wishing Co, 1978, p 1006-1018 Research
supported by the Consigho Nazionale delle Ricerche
Both one- and two-dimensional models are used in a nonlinear
analysis of the series resistance of solar cells Consideration is also
given to the effects of series resistance on the fill factor and on the
equivalent circuit of the cell The results are used to examine a
variety of cases illustrating the behavior of solar cells at high levels of
illumination It is found that an overly high finger-spacing reduces
cell performance B J
A78-52870 On the improvement of Schottky solar cells
A H M Shousha (Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co, 1978, p 1019-1026 8 refs
Simplified expressions which relate conversion efficiency to cell
parameters are derived for Schottky barrier solar cells Barrier height
and the q-factor are studied as a function of cell parameters It is
shown that increasing the potential barrier height increases the open
circuit voltage as well as the fill factor, on the other hand, increasing
the q-factor increases the open circuit voltage, but has no appreciable
effect on the fill factor BJ
A78-52871 Transition region recombination in solar cells
J R Mallmson and P T Landsberg (Southampton, University,
Southampton, England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 1027-1032 7 refs
The paper develops a theoretical model which shows that the
effect of recombination current density in the transition region is
significant in a typical silicon n-on-p homojunction solar cell This
effect appears to become less important with increasing concentra-
tion of solar radiation for concentration values in the range 1-100
The present theory becomes less reliable for larger concentration
values Shockley-Read type recombination tends to predominate
over Auger effects and band-band recombination B J
A78-52872 Indirect gap semiconductors for photovoltaic
solar energy conversion C Verie, M Leroux (CNRS, Laboratoire de
Physique du Solide, Meudon, Hauts-de-Seme, France), A Tromson,,
and P Gibart (CNRS, Laboratoire de Magnetisme, Meudon, Hauts-i
de-Seine, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem-
bourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p 1033-1043 15 refs
Delegation Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et Technique
Contract No 76-7-1500
The paper considers the possibility of utilizing the direct-
indirect gap transition of certain ternary III A-V A alloys for the
purpose of high-efficiency photovoltaic solar energy conversion The
importance of the Aid x)ln(x)Sb and AI(1-x)ln(x)As alloys in this
connection is discussed The thermodynamics of the chemical vapor
deposition of these two types of alloys is examined in detail B J
A78-52S74 SARA - Concentration solar array with
reflector-radiations W D Ebelmg, D Rex (Braunschweig, Tech-
msche Hochschule, Braunschweig, West Germany), J Gulpen, and E.
Hornung (ERNO- Raumfahrttechnik GmbH, Bremen, West Ger-
many) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D. Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 1056-1070
The feasibility of a new design for space solar generators is
investigated, which uses cylinder-parabolic reflector-radiators to
concentrate solar radiation on to solar cells and to radiate the
thermal energy off the solar cells The reflector-radiators are
thermally optimized and their mechanical stability is investigated A
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) frame which holds the CFRP
reflectors is designed The calculations show that this panel has a
mass to power ratio lower than any known nonconcentratmg light
weight panel and that only one third of the solar cells is needed
Technological results on manufacturing of thm parabolic CFRP
reflectors, application of specular surfaces and CFRP thermal
conductivity are reported (Author)
A78-52875 Linear Fresnel lenses and their use in photo-
voltaic generators B Hachem (Liege, Universite, Liege, Belgium) and
R Mertens (Leuven, Kathoheke Umversiteit, Louvam, Belgium) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co, 1978, p 1071-1079 9 refs Research supported by
the Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappehjk Onderzoek
An analytical method is proposed for computed-assisted calcula-
tion of the collection efficiency of concentrator systems based on
linear Fresnel lenses and operating in a quasi-static mode The
method allows calculation of the collection efficiency throughout
the year for all orientations (as long as the axis is east-west oriented)
and all locations Attention is given to the analytical simulation of a
system consisting of a linear Fresnel lens mounted on a V trough,
thereby reducing the necessary cell area and causing a more uniform
illumination of the cells S D.
A78-52879 The influence of the composition of the
solution on GaAs-electrolyte photovoltaic cell characteristics. R L.
Van Meirhaeghe, F Cardon, and W P Gomes (Gent, Rijksumversi-
teit, Ghent, Belgium) In Photovoltaic" Solar Energy Conference,
Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings.
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p.
1109-1118 9 refs
A78-52881 Dry barrier formation of Cu2S-CdS junctions.
A N Casperd and R Hill (Newcastle-upon-Tyne Polytechnic,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Con-
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ference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, 0 Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
1131-1140 12refs
Chemical and physical processes that take place during dry-
barrier formation of a Cu2S-CdS junction are studied Emphasis is
placed on preparation techniques which bring about a significant
improvement in the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell
produced The thickness of the Cu2S layer is about equal to the
theoretical optimum when a silver back-surface contact is used
Improvements in efficiency are expected when silver-coated glass is
used as the substrate in place of molybdenum Further improvements
in efficiency might result if the cells were ehca'psulated, because ot
improved optical matching and reductions 'inMthe outer 'surface
recombination rate S D
A78-5288S Cuprous oxide as a photovoltaic converter C
Noguet, M Tapiero, C Schwab, J P Zielmger (Strasbourg I,
Universite, Strasbourg, France), D Tnvich, R J Komp, E Y Wang,
and K Weng (Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich ) In Photo-
voltaic Solar Enerqy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30,
1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publish-
ing Co, 1978, p 1170-1179 lOrefs
Cuprous oxide is an attractive material for large scale use in
photovoltaic cells for terrestrial solar energy conversion because of a
series of characteristics Semi-empirical calculations indicate that a
conversion efficiency of up to 12 percent is possible in principle,
nevertheless the practical conversion is still limited to approximately
1 percent whatever the methods developed for making the junctions
Therefore a study of the physical parameters of importance such as
barrier height, diffusion length of minority carrier and spectral
response has been undertaken on several types of junctions (Author)
A78-52887 A new approach for developing solar photo-
voltaic cells (Nouvelle approche de realisation de cellules photo-
voltaiques solaires). X Gerbaux, A Hadni, and R Thomas (Nancy I,
Universite, Nancy, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer
ence, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p
1186-1191 6refs In French
The study demonstrates the effectiveness of the method of
epitaxial growth in submicroscopic holes (EGSH) in obtaining thin
single crystal films deposited by evaporation of tnglycme sulfate
(liquid and vapor phases) The EGSH method is used to fabricate a
quasi-smgle-crystal film of tellurium having a thickness of 3 15
microns and an area of 5 x 8 sq mm The single-crystal state is
assessed by observation of IR birefringence Striking advantages of
the EGSH method are low-cost production of evaporated films and
high photoelectric efficiency of single crystals S D
A78-52889 * Method for minimizing the cost/Watt of com-
plete. photovoltaic systems and applications D Redfield (RCA
Laboratories, Princeton, NJ ) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Confer
ence, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co, 1978, p
1202-1210 ERDA-NASA-sponsored research
The paper describes an optimization method and some applica-
tions in which the design criterion for every part of a photovoltaic
system is the minimum power cost for the complete system The
various parts of a photovoltaic system are grouped so that all costs
fall into four classes fabrication steps of the active solar cells, steps
associated with the collector array and its complete structure,
power-handling elements such as switchgear, storage, etc, and fixed
costs that do not vary directly with any of the system parts, such as
factory-level overhead It is assumed that the total collector area is
independent of any of the optimization processes A general
equation is found to be capable of optimizing all parts of a system,
although the cell and array steps are basically different from the
power-handling elements It is shown that the optimization of any
step in the system requires inclusion of the properties of the other
parts of the system S D
A73-52890 Calculations and m situ experimental data on a
water pumping system directly connected to an 1/2 Kw photovoltaic
convenors array. J A Roger, A Perez, D Campana, A Cast lei, and
CHS Dupuy (Lyon I, Universite, Lyons, France) In Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September 27-30, 1977,
Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing
Co, 1978, p 1211-1220 5 refs
A78-52891 Water pumping system using solar power from
photovoltaic source R Prido (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales,
Paris, France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxem
bourg, September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
Dordrecht, D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 1221-1228
Various configurations of solar pumping systems are studied,
including (1) batteryless systems, (2) systems with a sun-tracking
solar generator, (3) systems using solar generators with variable
characteristics, and (4) systems using electronic impedance matchers
Combinations of these configurations are also studied Experimental
results are presented along with photographs of some of the
configurations 8 J
A78-52892 Solar-cell power supplies for radio communica-
tion and TV broadcasting equipment (Generateurs solaires pour
I'alimentation des equipments de radiodiffusion et de television) S
Polgar (TSIeDiffusion de France, Montrouge, Hauts-de-Seme,
France) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 1229-1242 In French
The use of solar arrays to power microwave links and TV
translators and receivers in areas remote from electric utilities is
considered Installations with a peak power of 30 W for supplying
TV sets in Africa are described, and specifications for the technical
checkout of these installations are discussed Consideration is also
given to rapid calculation methods for sizing such installations, the
computer analysis of solar cell characteristics, and the prospects for
the increased use of solar arrays for powering TV systems B J
A78-52893 dc motor characteristics from solar cell supply.
J Appelbaum and J Bany (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel) In
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg, September
27 30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht, D Reidel
Publishing Co , 1978, p 1243-1252
Theoretical and experimental results are presented on the
performance of three types of solar cell powered dc motors
separate-excitation, series, and shunt The torque-current and torque-
speed characteristics are plotted as a function of irradiation levels
The motor starts at some irradiation level which is determined by the
mechanical load, and the speed varies with load characteristics and
irradiation B J
A78-52894 The effect of temperature within the encapsu-
lation on charging current of solar silicon electric generator DCS
Chuah, S K Tan, C K Koh, R Ratnalmgam, C Singh, and M J
Basha b Adlan (University of Sciences, Penang, Federation of
Malaysia) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings Dordrecht,
D Reidel Publishing Co , 1978, p 1253-1260
The response of a 7 2 watt silicon solar electric generator to
local atmospheric condition with respect to the cell temperature
showed that the charging current deteriorated as the cell temperature
approached the maximum operating temperature A control experi-
ment of two similar units of arrays of silicon solar cells, in which one
unit was cooled and the other was not cooled, indicated that the
charging current for cells without cooling was less than that for cells
which were cooled (Author)
A78-52895 Reliability simulation of a large solar, battery
A Bogomolny, I Gertsbakh, and M Slonim (Negev, University,
Beersheba, Israel) In Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference,
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Bhavaraju (Public Service Electric and Gas Co, Newark, NJ)
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Winter Meeting,
New York, N Y, Jan 29-Feb 3, 1978) IEEE Transactions on Power
Apparatus and Systems, vol PAS-97, Sept-Oct 1978, p 1805-1813
This paper evaluates the long range economic benefits of first
generation and advanced fuel cells in the future generation capacity
plans of a representative electric utility system The economic
benefits of fuel cells' unique characteristics are separately quantified
and the relationships between market penetration, fuel price, and
capital cost are analyzed Reliability, production cost, and optimum
generation mix methods commonly used for generation planning m
utilities were used for this study The results indicate that the first
generation fuel cells are attractive for intermediate duty and second
generation for both intermediate and base load duty if the projected
goals of capital cost and heat rate can be met (Author)
A78-53248 Raw tidal energy absorption capability of a
power system G B Furst and S Sud (Tidal Power Consultants,
Ltd , Montreal, Canada) (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Summer Meeting, Mexico City, Mexico, July 17-22,
1977) IEEE Transactions or Power Apparatus and Systems, vol
PAS-97, Sept Oct 1978, p 1910-1915, Discussion, p 1916,1917 5
refs
This paper presents a new and efficient semiprobabilistic
method developed during the Bay of Fundy studies, to determine the
raw tidal energy absorption capability of a power system This
method uses the annual load and tidal duration shapes, but does not
require the hourly simulation of system load and tidal generation
The power system constraints on raw tidal energy absorption and the
concept of 'must-run' generation together with the modification of
the annual load duration curve are also discussed (Author)
A78-53326 Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and
storage. Proceedings of the Symposium, New York, N Y , April 5-8,
1976. Symposium sponsored by the American Chemical Society
Edited by J B Goodenough (Oxford University, Oxford, England)
and M S Whittmgham (Exxon Research and Engineering Co,
Linden, NJ) Washington, DC, American Chemical Society (Ad-
vances in Chemistry Series, No 163), 1977 380 p $3850
Hydrogen as an energy carrier is considered along with the
catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from carbon monoxide and
hydrogen, the photoelectrochemical production of hydrogen, the
conversion of visible light to electrical energy, solar energy conver-
sion through photosynthesis, photovoltaic solar cells, the recrystalli-
zation of semiconducting polycrystallme ribbons using the Peltier
effect, wavelength-selective surfaces, thermodynamic studies of some
electrode materials, and new solid electrolytes Attention is given to
the sodium-sulfur battery, the chemistry of hot corrosion, non-
Stoichiometry and disorder in fluonte-related materials for energy
conversion, properties relating to the application of solid metal
hydrides in solar heating and cooling, the storage of hydrogen
isotopes in intermetallic compounds, chemical conversion using
sheet-silicate intercalates, and material problems with respect to high
temperature electrolysis/fuel cells G R
A78-53327 Hydrogen as an energy carrier - A European
perspective of the problem. P Hagenmuller (Bordeaux I, Universite,
Talence, Gironde, France) In Solid state chemistry of energy
conversion and storage, Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
N Y , April 5-8, 1976 Washington, D.C , Ameri-
can Chemical Society, 1977, p 1-14 13 refs
The production of low-cost hydrogen may be useful both as
energy storage method for nuclear electric-power plants and as
feedstock for the chemical energy In the medium-to-long term, two
methods of producing hydrogen more efficiently from nuclear power
can be envisioned These methods are based on electrolysis at
medium or high temperature and the thermal decomposition of
water with the aid of thermochemical cycles Both methods use
water as raw material Methods for increasing the efficiency of water
electrolysis are considered along with suitable cycles for the
decomposition of water by means of a thermochemical approach
Attention is given to the transport of hydrogen in pipes, the storage
of hydrogen in underground cavities, hydrogen storage in the form of
hydrides, and safety problems G R
A78-53328 Catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from car-
bon monoxide and hydrogen M A Vannice (Exxon Research and
Engineering Corporate Research Laboratories, Linden, NJ) In
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings
of the Symposium, New York, NY, April 58, 1976
Washington, DC, American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 15-32 25 refs
Knowledge of the catalytic behavior of the Group VIII metals is
an important step toward the achievement of the goal of controlling
product selectivity in CO-H2 reactions A short review of existing
synthesis processes provides a description of the state of the art in
CO-H2 catalysis Recent research using well-characterized, supported
metal catalysts is presented, and the significance of the results is
discussed Attention is given to complicating reactions in CO
hydrogenation, the uniqueness of ruthenium with respect to the
production of high molecular weight paraffmic waxes, supported
metal catalysts, ,the methanation kinetics over alumina-supported
metals, and metal crystallite size effects and metal support inter-
actions G R
A78-53329 Photoelectrochemical production of hydrogen
J 0 Bockris and K Uosaki (South Australia, Flinders University,
Bedford Park, Australia) In Solid state chemistry of energy
conversion and storage, Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
NY, April 5-8, 1976 Washington, DC,
American Chemical Society, 1977, p 33-70 91 refs
An efficient process for the photoelectrochemical production of
hydrogen would contribute significantly to the solution of the
problems of future energy requirements Genscher has pointed out
that in principle all p- and n type semiconductors can be used for a
photocell electrode when a suitable reversible redox system is found
which induces the formation of a depletion of a space charge layer
The theory of hydrogen production in a photoelectrochemical cell is
considered along with the photochemical reaction on a Ti02 single
crystal, the photoelectrochemical reactions on metal titanates, and
the prevention of anodic dissolution of a photon absorber by Ti02
coatings G R
A78-53330 * Conversion of visible light to electrical energy -
Stable cadmium selenide photoelectrodes in aqueous electrolytes. M
S Wrighton, A B Ellis, and S W Kaiser (MIT, Cambridge, Mass)
In Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceed-
ings of the Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, D C , American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 71-92 65 refs NASA-supported research
Stabilization of n-type CdSe to photoanodic dissolution is
reported The stabilization is accomplished by the competitive
oxidation of S(--) or S(n)(~) at the CdSe photoanode in an
electrochemical cell Such stabilized cells are shown to sustain the
conversion of low energy (not less than 1 7 eV) visible light to
electricity with good efficiency and no deterioration of the CdSe
photoelectrode or of the electrolyte The electrolyte undergoes no
net chemical change because the oxidation occurring at the photo-
electrode is reversed at the cathode Conversion of monochromatic
light at 633 nm to electricity is shown to be up to approximately 9%
efficient with output potentials of approximately 04V Conversion
of solar energy to electricity is estimated -to be approximately 2%
efficient (Author)
A78-53331 Solar energy conversion through photo-
synthesis R K. Clayton (Cornell University, Ithaca, N Y ) In Solid
state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings of the
Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, DC, American Chemical Society, 1977, p 93-108 36
refs
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Energy sources of possible quantitative significance which are
directly or indirectly of contemporary solar origin are considered,
taking into account wind-powered electric generators, ocean thermal
gradients, direct solar heating, variations of agriculture, photo-
synthetic hydrogen production, and photoelectric devices The most
practical schemes for capturing solar energy appear at this time to be
directly heating and harnessing the wind Silicon photovoltaic cells
could contend with these if a means were discovered for reducing
their cost sharply The conversion of organic waste, plants, and algae
into fuel has immediate practicality, but on a limited scale relative to
the total needs In comparison with these approaches, the schemes
for using photosynthetic tissues in special ways seem highly
visionary However, it is recommended to press forward on all fronts
until one or more working systems are established and proven G R.
A78-53332 Photovoltaic solar cells. S Wagner (Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Inc , Holmdel, N J ) In Solid state chemistry of
energy conversion and storage; Proceedings of the Symposium, New
York, N Y , April 5-8, 1976 Washington, D.C,
American Chemical Society, 1977, p 109-133. 63 refs
Attention is given to the properties of semiconductor cells
which make them suitable for photovoltaic cells, the operation of
diodes as solar cells, the photovoltage, the optimum band gap, the
direct and indirect band gap. the photocurrent, heterodiodes and
Schottky barrier diodes, and approaches for reducing the cost of
solar cells While much progress has been made in analyzing and
improving the performance of solar cells, it is not yet possible to
predict materials and processes for inexpensive converters The
present situation calls for an increase in the number of available
options and for the development of new production techniques, both
with a substantial input from chemists G R.
A78-53333 Recrystalhzation of semiconducting poly-
crystalline ribbons using the Peltier effect S Vojdani and R
Hashemian (Arya Mehr University of Technology, Teheran, Iran) In
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings
of the Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, D C, American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 134-148 9 refs
A new approach to zone refining thin semiconductor ribbons or
films necessary for the production of low-cost solar cells is
investigated using the Peltier effect The results indicate that under
certain conditions the Peltier current tends to stabilize the freezing
interface allowing an increase in the grain size of a thin film (Author)
A78-53334 Wavelength-selective surfaces. J C C Fan
(MIT, Lexington, Mass) In Solid state chemistry of energy
conversion and storage. Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
NY, April 5-8, 1976 Washington, DC,
American Chemical Society, 1977, p 149164 10 refs USAF-
sponsored research
Wavelength-selective surfaces have important applications in
solar-energy collection and energy conservation Both transparent
heat mirrors and selective-black absorbers present challenging mate-
rial requirements Although several wavelength-selective films have
been developed, materials research in this area continues to be of
interest Attention is given to the mechanisms of heat loss in a
flat-plate collector, transparent heat mirrors, an estimate of savings
with heat mirrors on domestic windows, and selective-black ab-
sorbers It has been found that MgO/Au cermet films deposited by rf
sputtering on metallic substrates are excellent selective-black ab-
sorbers G R
A78-53335 Thermodynamic studies of some electrode
materials P G Dickens (Oxford University, Oxford, England) In
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings
of the Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington. D C, American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 165-178 19 refs
The thermochemistry of a class of ternary oxide phases, the
'oxide bronzes,' A(x)MO(n) is investigated In this formulation
M0(n) is the highest oxide of a transition metal M = W, Mo. or V, A
is some other electropositive inclusion element such as Na, K, or H,
and x is a variable in the range from 0 to 1 The materials chosen for
study are chemically inert towards nonoxidizmg acid media and are
good electronic conductors, some have previously been examined as
potential fuel cell electrodes Enthalpies of formation of a range of
tungsten, molybdenum, and vanadium oxide bronzes are determined
The thermodynamic stability of these materials towards oxidation
and disproportionation is examined, and their electrochemical
characteristics are discussed (Author)
A78-53336 New solid electrolytes H Y -P Hong (MIT,
Lexington, Mass ) In Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and
storage. Proceedings of the Symposium, New York, N Y , April 5-8,
1976 Washington, D C, American Chemical
Society, 1977, p 179-194 13 refs DARPA-NSF-sponsored research
Solid electrolytes for fast alkali-ion transport are under investi-
gation for possible use in high-specific-energy secondary batteries,
electrolytic cells for extracting metals from molten salts, and
thermoelectric generation A summary is presented of the results of
studies which have led to the synthesis of a number of new alkali-ion
solid electrolytes One of these materials is comparable in Na(+)-ion
conductivity at 300 C to beta-double-pnme alumina, which is
presently the leading candidate for use in Na-S high-specific-energy
batteries, and another has the highest K(+) ion conductivity so far
reported A description is provided of the crystallography principles
relating to alkali-ion transport that have evolved during the studies
The new materials developed are discussed individually G R
A78-53337 Polanzability enhancement of ionic conduc-
tivity for A/+/ in A/+/M2X6 series A W. Sleight, J £ Gulley, and
T Berzins (Du Pont de Nemours and Co , Inc. Wilmington, Del) In
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings
of the Symposium, New York, NY, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, D C, American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 195-204. 43 refs
The ionic conductivity of A(+) is studied in the isostructural
series of the general formula A(+)M2X6 where A(+) is Rb, Cs, or Tl,
M is Ta, Nb, or W, and X is 0 or F High polanzability of either A(+)
or the (M2X6M-) framework enhances the ionic mobility of A(+).
Thus although Tl(-t-) is essentially the same size as Rb(+), the
mobility of TK+) is much higher in a given (M2X6H-) framework
This is attributed to the higher polanzability of Tl(+) The
polanzability of the (M2X6K-) framework is related to the polanza-
bility of M-X bonds The influence of polanzability in beta-alumina
and anion conductors is also discussed (Author)
A78-53338 The sodium-sulfur battery - Problems and
promises S A Weiner (Ford Motor Co , Dearborn, Mich ) In Solid
state chemistry of energy conversion and storage, Proceedings of the
Symposium, New York, N Y , April 5-8, 1976
Washington, DC, American Chemical Society, 1977, p 205-224
NSF Grant No. C-805
The sodium-sulfur battery consists of two liquid electrodes,
sodium and sulfur, and a ceramic electrolyte membrane allowing the
transport of sodium ions The sodium electrode does not present
material problems The operation of the sulfur electrode, however, is
quite complex Because elemental sulfur is an electronic insulator,
graphite felt is added to provide a large area electrode The two
major applications currently envisioned for the sodium-sulfur battery
are electric utility load leveling and automotive propulsion The
reported program has two goals, including the development of an
efficient high energy battery and the development of a low weight,
high power battery Attention is given to the results of cell testing,
sodium-sodium cells, sodium-sulfur cells, an examination of sodium-
sulfur 'cells after testing, and a materials costs estimate for a
sodium sulfur cell G R
A78-53339 Chemistry of hot corrosion. J F Elliott (MIT,
Cambridge, Mass ) In Solid state chemistry of energy conversion
and storage. Proceedings of the Symposium, New York, N Y , April
531
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5-8, 1976 Washington, D C, American Chemical
Society, 1977, p 225-239 34 refs ERDA-supported research
The current view of the chemical aspects of the hot corrosion of
ceramic and superalloy materials is discussed The theory based on
the acid/base concept is considered by many in the field to account
for the corrosion effects that have been observed It is proposed,
however, that there may be other phenomena related to physical
imperfections and detects in the protective oxide layer on a ceramic
or metal part that may be important Surface and electrochemical
effects must be considered also in the development of a compre-
hensive treatment of hot corrosion (Author)
A78-53340 Nonstoichiometry, order, and disorder in
fluonte-related materials for energy conversion L Eyrmg (Arizona
State University, Tempe, Ariz ) In Solid state chemistry of energy
conversion and storage, Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
NY, April 5-8, 1976 Washington, DC,
American Chemical Society, 1977, p 240-270 35 refs ERDA-
supported research
Fluonte-related materials in energy-winning roles are considered,
taking into account the use of zircoma- and hafnia-based materials
and the employment of thona-rare earth oxide systems as solid
electrolytes, fluonte-related oxides for the nuclear industry, fluonte-
related> ordered phases in the M2O3W03 system, structural charac-
teristics of the CeO(x) system, and the structure and texture in the
binary rare earth oxides Structural data on intermediate rare earth
oxide phases are presented in a table Attention is also given to
calculated images of the iota phase, observed images of the iota
phase, the images of phase transformations and intergrowth in
fluonte-related binary oxide systems, and the images of beta, epsilon,
and zeta phases G R
A78-53341 Solid metal hydrides - Properties relating to
their application in solar heating and cooling G G Libowitz and Z
Blank (Allied Chemical Corp , Mornstown, N J ) In Solid state
chemistry of energy conversion and storage, Proceedings of the
Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, D C , American Chemical Society, 1977, p. 271-283 24
refs
Concepts for using solid metal hydrides for solar heating and
cooling are described In solar heating the enthalpy of formation of
the metal hydride provides a means of storing solar thermal energy,
while fn cooling the endothermic dissociation of the hydride is used
The properties of metal hydrides required for these applications are
reviewed, the most important properties being large enthalpies of
formation (but relatively low thermal stabilities) and high hydrogen-
to-metal ratios. There are two approaches to developing new
hydrides to meet these, requirements (1) modifying the properties of
known hydrides - examples based on the thermodynamics of solids
are discussed in some detail, and (2) synthesizing new intermetallic-
compound hydrides. (Author)
A78-53343 Chemical conversion using sheet-silicate inter-
calates. J M Thomas, J M Adams, S H Graham, and D T B
Tennakoon (University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Vtfales) In
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and storage. Proceedings
of the Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, D C , American Chemical Society, 1977,
p 298-315 36 refs
A description is presented of investigations regarding the
synthesis of molecular catalysts by means o* a utilization of certain
sheet silicate structures within which ion-exchange may first be
performed Structural studies of the parent silicates and their
deliberately modified derivatives were conducted It is pointed out
that a wide variation is possible in regard to the nature of the
particular cations that can be inserted between the infinite, two-
dimensional anions The interlayer spacing, which obviously governs
the ease of diffusion of intercalated reactants and products, is, to a
degree, adjustable depending, inter alia, upon factors such as the
humidity and the nature of the organic molecules present in the
system A resume of structural characteristics of sheet silicates is
provided and the formation and structural aspects of sheet silicate
intercalates are discussed G R
A78-53344 High-temperature electrolysis/fuel cells - Mate-
rials problems. H Obayashi and T Kudo (Hitachi, Ltd, Central
Research Laboratory, Kukubunji, Tokyo, Japan). In Solid state
chemistry of energy conversion and storage, Proceedings of the
Symposium, New York, N Y, April 5-8, 1976
Washington, DC, American Chemical Society, 1977, p 316-363.
152 refs.
The motivation for electrolysis/fuel cell technology is sum-
marized, and problems regarding the development of high-
temperature electrolysis cells and medium-temperature fuel cells are
discussed (1) a suitable solid electrolyte, (2) a cathode for operating
in a highly oxidizing atmosphere mechanically compatible with the
electrolyte, (3) a cell design that minimizes material and heat transfer
problems, and (4) an electronic conductor stable in a wide range of
oxygen partial pressures (1-10 to the minus 20th power atm P02) for
series connection Materials research addressed to solving these
problems is reviewed (Author)
A78-53376 Remote-sensing applications for mineral ex-
ploration Edited by W L Smith (Michigan, Environmental Research
Institute, Arlington, Va ) Stroudsburg, Pa , Dowden, Hutchmson
and Ross, Inc. 1977 404 p $50
Consideration is given to mineral exploration on the basis of
remotely sensed data Landsat applications are reviewed and the
exploration for fossil and nuclear fuels from orbital altitudes is
explored Remote sensing projects for energy development are
outlined along with geochemical mapping by spectral ratiomg
methods Remote sensing projects in Brazil and India are noted
S C S
A78-53342 Storage of hydrogen isotopes in mtermetalhc
compounds S A Steward, J F Lakner, and F Uribe (California,
University, Livermore, Calif ) In Solid state chemistry of energy
conversion and storage, Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
NY, April 5-8, 1976 Washington, DC,
American Chemical Society, 1977, p 284-297 29 refs Contract No
W-7405-eng-48
Reaction of LaCo5 under high pressure has produced a hydride
with the LaCo5H9 composition, which is the expected maximum
stoichiometry A comparison of hydrogen solubility in ErCoB with
solubilities of previous studies in PrCo5, PrCo3, and ErCo3 show that
hydride stability decreases with lanthanide atomic number and with
increasing atom ratio of transition metal to lanthanide metal
Empirical methods for estimating ternary hydride enthalpies and free
energies are evaluated and are found inadequate for calculating
approximate hydrogen plateau pressures (Author)
A78-53377 Foreseeable energy and mineral resource prob-
lems W L Smith (Michigan, Environmental Research Institute,
Arlington, Va ) In Remote-sensing applications for mineral explora-
tion Stroudsburg, Pa , Dowden, Hutchmson and
Ross, Inc , 1977, p 9-27 27 refs
The paper surveys present and anticipated mineral resource
requirements noting the U S dependence on foreign sources
Projected energy resources are discussed with reference to oil and gas
liquids, coal, natural gas, nuclear energy, and geothermal power
Landsat projects in monitoring surface water, soil moisture, snow-
pack, and for resource mapping are discussed Remote sensing for
nonfuel minerals such as beryllium, cobalt, molybdenum, tungsten,
and zinc is considered SCS
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A78-53382 • Exploration for fossil and nuclear fuels from
orbital altitudes N M Short (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Earth Resources Branch, Greenbelt, Md ) In Remote-sensing appli-
cations for mineral exploration Stroudsburg,
Pa , Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, Inc. 1977, p 157-198
The paper discusses the application of remotely sensed data
from orbital satellites to the exploration for fossil and nuclear fuels
Geological applications of Landsat data are described including map
editing, lithologic identification, structural geology, and mineral
exploration Specific results in fuel exploration are reviewed and a
series of related Landsat images is included S C S
A78-53383 The role of remote sensing for energy develop-
ment J E Johnston (U S Geological Survey, Office of Energy,
Reston, Va ) and F J Janza (California State University, Sacra-
mento, Calif) In Remote-sensing applications for mineral explora-
tion Stroudsburg, Pa , Dowden, Hutchinson and
Ross, Inc , 1977, p 199-234 20 refs
The application of remote sensing techniques to energy develop-
ment projects is considered noting the nature of the data collected
and the various types of remote sensors available, such as photog-
raphy devices, infrared scanners, radiometers, and radar systems
Processes for converting sensor data into the necessary form are
described including magnification, restoration, image transfer, en-
hancement, and image coding Several types of static hardware and
image data processors are listed " S C S
A78-53420 Prospects for the use of amorphous semicon-
ductors in solar energy conversion J I B Wilson and 0 Weaire
(Henot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland) Nature, vol 275,
Sept 14, 1978, p 93-96 18 refs Research supported by the Science
Research Council
Potential applications of amorphous Si in the field of solar
energy conversion are reviewed Research has been stimulated by the
comparatively low cost anticipated for the industrial production of
amorphous Si, and applications such as photovoltaic conversion of
solar energy and photothermal conversion are discussed Amorphous
and crystalline Si are compared for use in several specific contexts
The basic principles and parameters for the operation of solar energy
devices are indicated, and some data on the performance of
amorphous silicon solar cells are presented M L
A78-53424 Photoetectrochemtcal reduction of aqueous
carbon dioxide on p-type gallium phosphide in liquid junction solar
cells. M Halmann (Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel)
Nature, vol 275, Sept 14, 1978, p 115,116 16 refs
A78-53425 * Variable-temperature cryogenic trap for the
separation of gas mixtures. D J Des Marais (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Extraterrestrial Biology Div , Moffett Field, Calif) Analyti-
cal Chemistry, vol 50, no 9, Aug 1978, p 1405,1406 Grant No
NGR-05-007-221
The paper describes a continuous variable-temperature U-shaped
cold trap which can both purify vacuum-line combustion products
for subsequent stable isotopic analysis and isolate the methane and
ethane constituents of natural gases The canister containing the trap
is submerged in liquid nitrogen, and, as the gas cools, the gas mixture
components condense sequentially according to their relative vapor
pressures After the about 12 mm required for the bottom of the
trap to reach the liquid-nitrogen temperature, passage of electric
current through the resistance wire wrapped around the tubing
covering the U-trap permits distillation of successive gas components
at optimal temperatures Data on the separation achieved for two
mixtures, the first being typical vacuum-line combustion products of
geochemical samples such as rocks and the second being natural gas,
are presented, and the thermal behavior and power consumption are
reported M L
A78-53437 Fuel cells for public utility and industrial
power Edited by R Noyes Park Ridge, N J , Noyes Data Corp.
(Energy Technology Review, No 10), 1977 331 p. $42.
The various types of fuel cells, their operation, and use are
considered along with an assessment of fuels for power generation by
electric utility fuel cells, aspects of fuel cell power plant evaluation,
and marketing considerations A description is presented of fuel cells
for public utility applications, taking into account aqueous acid fuel
cells, alkaline fuel cells, molten carbonate fuel cells, stabilized
zirconia fuel cells, the phosphoric acid fuel cell power system, the
alkaline fuel cell power system, the molten carbonate fuel cell power
system, the solid electrolyte fuel cell power system, approaches to
efficiency calculations, the results of parametric assessment, and
capital, site-labor, and operation and maintenance costs Attention is
given to an employment of low-temperature and high-temperature
fuel cells G R
A78-53438 World energy resources 1985-2020 World
energy demand. I J Bloodworth, E Bossanyi, 0 S Bowers, E. A C
Crouch, R J Eden, C W Hope, W S Humphrey, J V Mitchell, D
J Pullin, and J A Stamslaw (Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England) Guildford, Surrey, England, IPC Science and Technology
Press, 1978 115p $31.20.
It is concluded that world energy demand in the year 2020 will
be between three and four times present consumption if average
economic growth is between 3 0 and 4 1 percent per year and if the
efficiency of energy use is improved Various scenarios of world
energy demand are examined with reference to regional energy
balances The future roles of several energy sources such as oil and
nuclear energy are considered, and assumptions, methodology, and
uncertainties are discussed M.L.
A78-53439 Unconventional energy resources. P L Auer
(Cornell University, Ithaca, N Y ), P B Bos, V W Roberts, andW
C. Gough (Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif) In
World energy resources 1985-2020 Renewable energy resources
Guildford, Surrey, England, IPC Science and Technology Press,
1978, p 1-7,9, 11-63(61 ff)
Solar energy, geothermal energy, and fusion power- are dis-
cussed Solar sources considered include energy derived directly from
sunlight and indirectly in the form of wind, waves, tides, ocean
thermal gradients, and fuel (from btomass and other photochemical
reactions) Hydrogen production, market penetration of solar energy
systems, and solar energy in developing nations are examined. Topics
related to geothermal energy include resource types, distribution,
electric energy conversion, and economics Subjects related to fusion
power include fusion fuel cycles, progress toward scientific feasibil-
ity, and safety and environmental aspects M L
A78-53440 Hydraulic resources. E L Armstrong (Utah,
University, Salt Lake City, Utah) In World energy resources
1985-2020 Renewable energy resources Guildford, Surrey,
England, IPC Science and Technology Press, 1978, p 129, 131-155,
157-180
The utilization of hydraulic resources is examined Favorable
features of hydraulic energy are surveyed, and factors affecting the
development of hydraulic resources in both industrialized and
nomndustrialized countries are discussed It is estimated that the
probable hydroelectric production by 2020 will increase about five
times to approximately 28 million terrajoules, which is a little over
80% of the total developable hydroelectric resource reported in the
1976 World Energy Conference Survey M.L.
A78-53453 Hydrogen. Its technology and implications.
Volume 1 - Hydrogen production technology. Volume 2 - Transmis-
sion and storage Edited by K E Cox (New Mexico, University,
Albuquerque, N Mex ) and K. D Williamson (California. University,
Los Alamos, N Mex ) Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc , 1977 Vol.
1, 203 p , vol 2, 153 p Price of vol 1, $49 95, vol 2, $41 50
Questions of hydrogen production technology are examined,
taking into account aspects of water electrolysis, thermochemical
water decomposition, hydrogen from fossil fuels, hydjrogen from
nuclear energy*, and hydrogen from solar energy. Problems of
hydrogen transmission and storage are also investigated, giving
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attention to the transmission of gaseous hydrogen, metal hydrides as
hydrogen storage media and their applications, questions of liquid
hydrogen storage and transmission, and materials for hydrogen
service G R
A78-53454 Water electrolysis. A P Fickett and F R
Kalhammer (Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif ) In
Hydrogen Its technology and implications, Volume 1.
Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc, 1977, p 3-41 37
refs
The fundamentals of water electrolysis are examined, taking
into account cell reactions and functional components, cell voltage,
cell current density, polarization curves, the effects of temperature
on water electrolysis, the effects of pressure on water electrolysis,
and the electrolysis module or stack The generic types of water
electrolysis systems are discussed along with electrolysis system
requirements, water electrolysis technologies, and the economics of
water electrolysis Attention is given to the unipolar electrolyzer, the
bipolar electrolyzer, aspects of power conditioning and control,
cooling fluid circulation and control, product gas-water removal,
electrolyte monitoring and control, instrumentation and controls,
capital costs, operating costs, and the relationship of hydrogen cost
to capital and operating costs G R
A78-53455 * Thermochemical water decomposition. J E
Funk (Kentucky, University, Lexington, Ky) In Hydrogen Its
technology and implications. Volume 1 Cleve-
land.,'Ohio, CRC Press, Inc, 1977, p. 45-57 36 refs NASA-
supported research
At present, nearly all of the hydrogen consumed in the world is
produced by reacting hydrocarbons with water As the supply of
hydrocarbons diminishes, the problem of producing hydrogen from
water alone will become increasingly important Furthermore,
producing hydrogen from water is a means of energy conversion by
which thermal energy from a primary source, such as solar or nuclear
fusion of fission, can be changed into an easily transportable and
ecologically acceptable fuel The attraction of thermochemical
processes is that they offer the potential for converting thermal
energy to hydrogen more efficiently than by water electrolysis. A
thermochemical hydrogen-production process is one which requires
only water as material input and mainly thermal energy, or heat, as
an energy input Attention is given to a definition of process thermal
efficiency, the thermodynamics of the overall process, the single-
stage process, the two-stage process, multistage processes, the work
of separation and a process evaluation G.R
A78-53456 Hydrogen from fossil fuels. R I Kermode
(Kentucky, University, Lexington, Ky) In Hydrogen Its tech-
nology and implications Volume 1 Cleveland,
Ohio, CRC Press, Inc , 1977, p 61-115 90 refs
Questions concerning the present and historical industrial use of
hydrogen are examined. Ammonia and methanol account for almost
50% of the total U S consumption of hydrogen General process
considerations with respect to the water-gas shift reaction and
acid-gas removal are discussed, taking into account equilibrium
conditions, the process flowsheet, high-temperature low-temperature
shift-conversion catalysts, aspects of reactor design, ammonia solu-
tion absorption, ethanolamine absorbent systems, alkaline salt
processes, the hot carbonate process, and absorption in cold
methanol. The different commercial processes are considered, giving
attention to process economics, the catalytic decomposition of
methane, catalytic steam reforming of hydrocarbons, the catalytic
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons, noncatalytic partial oxidation, the
steam-iron process, and hydrogen from coal G R
A78-53457 Hydrogen from nuclear energy. R J Jiacoletti
(California, University, Los Alamos, N. Mex). In Hydrogen" Its
technology and implications Volume 1 Cleve-
land, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc., 1977, p. 119-141 34 refs
The predicted domestic energy supply and demand deficit could
be met by expanded utilization of the large domestic reserve of coal
and uranium as fuels and for the production of synthetic liquid and
gaseous fuels The graphite moderated gas-cooled reactors presently
under development are potentially capable of producing the highest
process temperatures (about 1800 F) that could be required for
larger high-temperature process applications The development re-
quirements for the realization of a nuclear heat source in high-
temperature industrial processes are discussed, taking into account
reactor and fuels, materials, and heat-exchange and process systems
Details of hydrogen production with nuclear process heat are
considered, giving attention to steam reforming, hydrogen from coal
with nuclear process heat, hydrogen from water by thermochemical
decomposition with nuclear process heat, and nuclear process heat
and the energy future. G R
A78-53458 Hydrogen from solar energy K E Cox (New
Mexico, University, Albuquerque, N Mex) In Hydrogen Its
technology and implications Volume 1 Cleve-
land, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc , 1977, p 145-175 44 refs
Both coal and nuclear energy are considered the primary energy
sources from which hydrogen will be produced in the near term
However, alternate energy sources must be sought and developed for
the long term The most obvious energy source possessing the
required attributes is solar energy Use of solar energy has not
become widespread largely due to the costs of its collection,
conversion, and storage To use solar energy as a major source of
energy, it is highly desirable to be able to store it in a concentrated
form that can be easily transported A candidate system that appears
to offer high potential for solar energy conversion and storage is that
of the decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen Attention
is given to the solar resource, proposed methods of solar energy
conversion, ocean thermal energy conversion, power from wind,
biomass, artificial solar collection schemes, methods of solar energy
conversion to hydrogen, photosynthetic methods, and the economics
of hydrogen production from solar energy G R
A78-53459 Transmission of gaseous hydrogen. G G
Leeth (General Electric Tempo, Santa Barbara, Calif ) In Hydrogen
Its technology and implications Volume 2
Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc , 1977, p 3-10 13 refs
For any hydrogen energy system, pipeline transport of gaseous
hydrogen is clearly a major element A summary is provided of the
present status of hydrogen pipeline knowledge Gas pipelines are
considered along with aspects of gas pipeline dynamics, gas pipeline
costs, hydrogen pipeline analyses, hydrogen pipeline safety, and
hydrogen pipeline operating experience It is found that the
transmission of hydrogen gas in a large pipeline network is
technically and economically feasible For large energy flow rates,
the transmission cost would be approximately 50% greater per
energy unit than for natural gas Sufficient experience is available to
be confident that hydrogen pipelines can be designed, built, and
safely operated on a commercially profitable basis Modification of
existing natural gas pipelines to transport hydrogen is probably
feasible G R
A78-53460 Metal hydrides as hydrogen storage media and
their applications. J J Reilly (Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, NY) In Hydrogen Its technology and implications
Volume 2 Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc ,
1977, p 13-48 62 refs ERDA-sponsored research
Perhaps the most important factor which limits the use of
hydrogen at the present time is the difficulty involved m storing it
conveniently and economically A gaseous storage of hydrogen for
use as a common mobile or stationary fuel is not feasible because of
the large volume and/or weight of the storage vessels The storage of
hydrogen in the liquid form is expensive and uneconomical in
connection with the energy required by the liquefaction process One
potentially attractive alternative to conventional storage methods is
storage as a metal hydride Aspects of metal hydride chemistry are
considered along with specific metal-hydrogen systems and their
properties Attention is given to magnesium and magnesium alloys,
rare earth alloys, iron-titanium alloys, and vanadium dihydnde G R
534
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A78-53461 Liquid hydrogen storage and transmission F
J Edeskuty and K 0 Williamson, Jr (California, University, Los
Alamos, N Mex ) In Hydrogen Its technology and implications
Volume 2 Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc.
1977, p 51 81 46 refs
Liquid hydrogen properties reJative to storage and handling are
considered along with the current state of the art with respect to
storage, transport, and transfer in vacuum jacketed lines Design and
operational considerations concerning storage systems and transfer
systems are discussed, taking into account sources of heat, insulation
systems, structural materials, instrumentation, design and construc-
tion, and operations The discussion gives ample evidence of the
existence of a well-developed liquid hydrogen technology Because of
the care which was taken in the anticipation of problems, it has been
possible to produce, transport, store, and use hundreds of millions of
gallons of liquid hydrogen while maintaining an admirable safety
record G R
A78-53462 Materials for hydrogen service A W Thomp-
son (Rockwell International Science Center; Thousand Oaks, Calif I
In Hydrogen Its technology .and implications Volume 2
Cleveland, Ohio, CRC Press, Inc , 1977, p 85-124 71
refs
Manifestations of hydrogen damage are considered along with
materials characteristics for hydrogen service, taking into account
tensile tests, delayed failure and fracture mechanics, fracture surface
appearance, effects at elevated temperature, composition, micro-
structure, strength level, weldability, and cost The behavior of alloy
systems in hydrogen is examined, giving attention to ferntic and
martensitic steels, austenitic stainless steels, age-hardening stainless
steels, titanium alloys, nickel alloys, aluminum alloys, and high-
temperature materials The structural behavior of engineering sys-
tems is discussed and a description is provided of hydrogen energy
system applications G R
A78-53463 The fate of fossil fuel CO2 in the oceans
Edited by N R Andersen (NSF, Washington, D C ) and A Malahoff
(NOAA, Rockville, Md ) New York, Plenum Press (Marine Science
Volume 6), 1977 760 p $5950
Carbon in the atmosphere and in the ocean is considered, taking
into account the fossil fuel problem and carbon dioxide, the
influence of the southern oscillation on atmospheric carbon dioxide,
hydrogen ions and the thermodynamic state of marine systems,
seasonal patterns in suspended calcium carbonate concentrations
during the dry and wet seasons in the eastern Caribbean, modeling
the oceans and ocean sediments and their response to fossil fuel
carbon dioxide emissions, and the land's response to more carbon
dioxide Aspects of carbonate dissolution are examined, giving
attention to the neutralization of fossil fuel carbon dioxide by
marine calcium carbonate, .the sedimentation and dissolution of
pteropods in the ocean, biogenic carbonate particles in the ocean, the
carbonate chemistry of North Atlantic ocean deep-sea sediment pore
water, and the mechanisms for calcite dissolution on the sea floor
Aspects of sediments and sedimentation are also discussed G R.
A78-53464 Modeling in the oceans and ocean sediments
and their response to fossil fuel carbon dioxide emissions. B Bolm
(Stockholm, Universitet Stockholm, Sweden) In The fate of fossil
fuel C02 in the oceans New York, Plenum Press,
1977, p 81 95 22 refs
The continuity equation for the distribution of an arbitrary
tracer in a water body is integrated with due regard to the basic
characteristics of the ocean circulation to deduce a multiple reservoir
model for the carbon cycle Methods for evaluating the flux of
carbon between the reservoirs are presented in some detail Awaiting
results from a series of model computations, some principle
characteristics are pointed out, particularly the dependence of the
downward flux of carbon into the sea on the sinking of detritus and
thus, of the biological production in the surface layers of the ocean
The possible role of man's input of phosphorus into coastal waters
(and possibly the open sea) is assessed (Author)
A78-53465 The land's response to more carbon dioxide.
E Lemon (U S Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service, Washington, DC) In The fate of fossil fuel C02 in the
oceans New York, Plenum Press, 1977, p.
97-130 37 refs
An investigation is conducted concerning land plant synthesis
and carbon accumulation in response to added carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere The hierarchy of yield response is considered, taking
into account the primary biochemical CO2 fixation level, the intact
mesophyll cell level, the intact leaf level, the daytime net photo-
synthesis of pure crop stands, and the short-term'crop growth rate in
pure stands The photosynthesis response to C02 is discussed, giving
attention to jeaf chamber studies, field chamber studies, and the
modeling of short-term response Growth cabinet studies are dis-
cussed along with the modeling of long-time response, the living
forest biomass, and the soil humus pool G R
A78-53467 Global carbon dioxide production from fossil
fuels and cement. A D 1950-A D 2000 R M Rotty (Institute for
Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge, Tenn ) In The fate of fossil fuel CO2
in the oceans New York, Plenum Press, 1977, p
167-181 7 refs
A78-53468 Neutralization of fossil fuel C02 by marine
calcium carbonate W S Broecker (Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory, Palisades, N Y ) and T Takahashi (Queens College,
Queens, NY) In The fate of fossil fuel C02 in the oceans
New York, Plenum Press, 1977, p 213-241 15
refs NSF Grant No OCE-72-06419, Contract No E(11-1)-2185
Carbon dioxide generated by the combustion of fossil fuels will
ultimately be neutralized through combination with sedimentary
calcium carbonate Regardless of whether this dissolution takes place
on land or in the sea, the calcium and bicarbonate ions generated will
end up as part of the ocean's dissolved salt load Some of the details
of this process are considered For the purposes of the discussion, the
, sediments of the sea are divided into five categories A basis for
future dissolution rate estimates is considered along with the time
constant for sediment dissolution A model is presented for the
dissolution of sediment in the western basin of the Atlantic Ocean
G R.
A78-53487 Materials and energy. Selected topics. Edited
by J H Wernick (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc, Murray Hill,
N J ) Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co (Journal of Crystal
Growth, vol 39), 1977 217 p $3925
Topics relevant to the application of photovoltaic materials,
novel electrode materials, and solid electrolytes for use in solar cells
are discussed Techniques for reducing the cost of silicon solar cells
are examined with attention to improved procedures for crystal
growth and solar cell fabrication Information derived from single-
crystal studies is reported, and the prospects of using materials other
than silicon for solar cells are explored Transition-metal chalcogen-
ides and electrode materials are described M L.
A78-53488 The growth of EFG silicon ribbons K V Ravi
(Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp , Waltham, Mass ) In Materials and
energy, Selected topics Amsterdam, North-
Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 1-16 33 refs
The technology associated with the Edge-Defined, Film-Fed
Growth (EFG) process of producing ribbon-shaped crystals of silicon
is discussed Aspects relating to the growth of crystals, equipment
and theoretical considerations are presented The crystallographic
and electrical characteristics of these crystal are discussed in terms of
their impact on the performance characteristics of solar cells. Solar
cell data are presented demonstrating the capability of these crystals
of furnishing cells with conversion efficiencies in excess of 10%
(Author)
A78-53489 * Dendritic web silicon for solar cell application.
R G Seidensticker (Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh,
Pa ) In Materials and energy. Selected topics
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Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co, 1977, p 17-22 18 refs
USAF-supported research. Contracts No NAS3-18034, No NAS3-
19439
The dendritic web process for growing long thin ribbon crystals
of silicon and other semiconductors is described Growth is initiated
from a thin wtrelike dendnte seed which is brought into contact with
the melt surface Initially, the seed grows laterally to form a button
at the melt surface, when the seed is withdrawn, needlelike dendntes
propagate from each end of the button into the melt, and the web
portion of the crystal is formed by the solidification of the liquid
film supported by the button and the bounding dendntes Apparatus
used for dendritic web growth, material characteristics, and the two
distinctly different mechanisms involved in the growth of a single
crystal are examined The performance of solar cells fabricated from
dendritic web material is indistinguishable from the performance of
cells fabricated from Czochralski grown material M L
A78-53490 Epitaxial silicon solar cells on 'ribbon' sub-
strates. H Kressel, R V D'Aiello, E R Levin, P H .Robinson, and
S H McFarlane (RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NJ ) In Materials
and energy. Selected topics Amsterdam, North-
Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 23-44 7 refs NSF Grant No
AER-74-15532
The paper describes the use of thin (approximately 50-micron)
epitaxial layers formed from high-purity dichlorosilane and grown on
Si in ribbon form to obtain solar cells Characteristics of these diodes
are reported The epitaxial silicon solar cells are found to perform
better than solar cells prepared by a direct diffusion process The
reasons for the differences in performance are examined with
attention to electrical properties, solar cell structures, and the effects
of major defects (boundary effects and the effects of large
inclusions). M L
A78-53491 Silicon films on foreign substrates for solar
cells T L Chu (Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex ) In
Materials and energy. Selected topics Amster-
dam, North-Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 45-60 22 refs Contract
No E(04-3)-1285
Silicon films on foreign substrates have been used for various
device applications for over fifteen years The current interest in the
photovoltaic conversion of solar energy for terrestrial applications
has stimulated investigations on the feasibility of using polycrystal-
line silicon films on low-cost substrates for solar cell purposes In this
paper, the deposition and properties of silicon films on several low
cost substrates, such as steel, aluminum, graphite, and metallurgical
silicon, are reviewed The characteristics of solar cells prepared from
these films are discussed The present results indicate that the
deposition of a silicon film containing a p-n junction on a purified
recrystallized metallurgical silicon substrate is a promising approach
for the fabrication of low-cost solar cells for terrestrial applications
(Author)
A78-53492 Materials aspects of Cu2S for CdS/Cu2S solar
cells. H C Hadley, Jr and W F Tseng (Delaware, University,
Newark, Del ) In Materials and energy, Selected topics
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co, 1977, p
61-72 29 refs NSF Grant No AER-72-03478
Renewed interest in CdS/Cu2S solar cells has led to significant
improvements in conversion efficiency and theoretical understand-
ing These developments are discussed from the viewpoint of the
material properties of the copper sulfide necessary for efficient thin
film polycrystallme devices Both the bulk electronic properties and
the structural aspects are shown to play a role in the device
operation A clearer understanding of the role these properties play
in device operation may lead to even further improvements in
efficiency or to processing compromises for cost reduction (Author)
A78-53493 II-VI compounds in solar energy conversion.
A L -Fahrenbruch (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif ) In
Materials and energy, Selected topics Amster-
dam, North-Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 73-91 99 refs
The preparation of thin (2-10 micron) films of II-VI compounds
and their application in heterojunction solar cells are discussed
Advantageous features of heterojunction cells are considered,'and
properties of CdS, CdSe, CdTe. ZnTe, ZnSe, ZnS, ZnCdS, ZnSeS,
and CulnSe2 are reviewed Simple models are proposed for determin-
ing the effects of grain boundaries in thin films and heterojunction
lattice mismatch, and the results are considered in the context of
required film properties and cell configurations Experimental results
are presented for a number of heterojunctions with particular
attention directed to the CdS/CdTe cell. M L
A78-53494 CdS thin films for terrestrial solar cells. L M
Fraas (Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif) and Y Ma
(Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif I In Materials and energy.
Selected topics Amsterdam, North-Holland Pub-
lishing Co , 1977, p 92-107 41 refs
Four different polycrystallme thin-film CdS-based solar cells
have been reported with conversion efficiencies in excess of 5%.
These cells (Cu2S/CdS, CdTe/CdS, InP/CdS, and CulnSe2/CdS) are
briefly reviewed here It is noted that present economic projections
require the fabrication of terrestrial solar cells with 10% conversion
efficiency, a constructed array cost of $60/sq m, and at volumes of
approximately 100 million sq m/yr The paper describes some of the
physical constraints on CdS thin films and the economic constraints
on CdS thin film fabrication, imposed, respectively, by the 10%
conversion efficiency requirement and the low-cost production
scale-up requirement (Author)
A78-53495* LPE growth of GaAs-Ga/1-x/AI/x/As solar
cells J M Woodall and H J Hovel (IBM Thomas J Watson
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N Y ) In Materials and energy,
Selected topics Amsterdam, North Holland Pub-
lishing Co . 1977, p 108-116 11 refs NASA-supported research
The procedures for the liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) growth of
high efficiency p-Ga(1-x)AI(x)As,p-GaAs,n-GaAs solar cells have
been developed The methods are based on forming the structure by
a one-step process in which the Zn-diffused p-n junction in the
n-type GaAs substrate forms in conjunction with the LPE growth of
the Zn-doped p-Ga(1-x)AI(x)As layer For structures with 1-10
micron thick Ga(1-x)AI(x)As layers, an isothermal soak of the GaAs
substrate in a saturated Ga-AI-As Zn melt followed by ramp cooling
produces good cells For structures with less than one micron thick
Ga(1-x)AI(x)As layers, it is necessary to isothermally soak the GaAs
substrate in an undersaturated melt, and ramp cooling is not
required (Author)
A78-53496 Vapor-phase-epitaxial growth of n-AIAs/p-
GaAs solar cells W D Johnston, Jr (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc. Holmdel, NJ) In Materials and energy. Selected topics
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co,
1977, p 117-127 20 refs
The described procedure for producing high performance
heterostructure solar cells involves the chloride-transport vapor-phase
growth of n-AIAs on p-GaAs single-crystal substrates in an all-
alumina reactor The same technique and conditions can be applied
to grow AlAs layers on polycrystallme films of GaAs on graphite
substrates, and it is suggested that this material can be used for less
expensive lower-performance cells after some problems relating to
compatible contracting technology are resolved The stability of
single-crystal and polycrystal AlAs layers is considered, and the
suitability of the vapor-phase growth method for large-scale produc-
tion is examined M L
A78-53497 Chemistry and preparation of InP/CdS solar
cells. S Wagner, J L Shay, M Bettmi (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc. Holmdel, NJ), K J Bachmann, and E Buehler (Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc , Holmdel <md Murray Hill, N J ) In
Materials and energy. Selected topics Amster-
dam, North-Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 128-136 17 refs
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The p-lnP/n-CdS heterodiode has reached Air Mass 2 solar
conversion efficiencies of 150% in single crystal and 57% in
polycrystalhne thin film form After a brief description of the
physical principles of this solar cell, an account of its preparation and
characterization is given Key results are included on photocurrent,
photovoltage, quantum efficiency, as well as on stability and
operation at high temperature (Author)
A78-53498 The current status of the preparation of single
crystals, bicrystals, and epitaxial layers of p-lnP and of poly crystal-
line p-lnP films for photovoltaic applications K J Bachmann, E
Buehler, F A Thiel (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc , Murray Hill,
NJ), B I Miller, and J H McFee (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc, Murray Hill and Holmdel, N J ) In Materials and energy,
Selected topics Amsterdam, North-Holland Pub-
lishing Co , 1977, p 137-150 68refs
A78-53499 Multicomponent tetrahedral compounds for
solar cells S Wagner and P M Bridenbaugh (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc , Holmdel, N J ) In Materials and energy, Selected
topics Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing
Co , 1977, p 151-159 72 refs
Preparation and properties are reviewed of solar cells based on
multicomponent compounds Cells made with CulnSe2, CulnS2, and
CuGaSe2 are discussed in detail New results are presented on
single-crystal p-CulnS2/n-CdS and p-Cu2CdSnS4/n-CdS hetero-
diodes (Author)
A78-53500 Ionic and mixed conductors for energy storage
and conversion systems D H Whitmore (Northwestern University,
Evanston, III ) In Materials and energy. Selected topics
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p
160-179 122 refs Contract No EY-76-S-02-2564
Experimental information is reviewed on the structures and the
ionic transport properties of a number of solids which are predomi-
nantly ionic conductors possessing unusually mobile selected ionic
species The structural criteria for finding fast ionic diffusivity in
such solid phases (fast ion conductors) is discussed and the current
status of the theory of optimized ionic conduction in solid
electrolyte materials is reviewed Recent data on selected materials
which exhibit tunnel or layer structures, within which significant
charge transport occurs due to the motion of both ionic and
electronic species (mixed conductors), is also discussed Emphasis is
placed on those mixed conductors which might find application as
cathode materials in secondary cells (Author)
A78-53502 Metal chalcogenides as reversible electrodes in
nonaqueous lithium batteries D W Murphy and F A Trumbore
(Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc, Murray Hill, NJ) In Materials
and energy, Selected topics Amsterdam, North-
Holland Publishing Co , 1977, p 185-199 46 refs
The paper describes the preparation and properties of the
transition metal chalcogenides as reversible cathode materials and
explains the materials aspects of lithium batteries involving the di-,
tri-, and tetrachalcogenides of niobium and/or titanium A number of
transition metal chalcogenides possessing van der Waals bonded
structures undergo topotactic reactions with lithium, and, as this
type of reaction is often quite reversible, it provides the basis for a
new class of secondary lithium batteries Structures, electrochemis-
try, and changes that occur during lithiation are summarized M L.
A78-53S03 Electrode materials for photoelectrochemical
devices A J Nozik (Allied Chemical Materials Research Center,
Mornstown, N J ) In Materials and energy, Selected topics
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co . 1977, p
200-209 57 refs
The theory and experimental status of energy conversion using
photoelectrochemical devices is reviewed Two classes of devices are
considered photoelectrolysis cells and electrochemical photovoltaic
cells The advantages of these devices, as well as associated unique
materials problems, are discussed and compared to all solid-state
devices (Author)
A78-53S19 H Solar power plant with folding concentrator
for carrying out industrial processes in space (Solnechnaia energeti-
cheskaia ustanovka to skladyvaiushchimsia kontsentratorom dlia
osushchestvlenna tekhnologicheskikh protsessov v kosmicheskom
prostranjtve) I N Frantsevich, V S Dvermakov, V V Pasichnyi, I.
E Kasich-Pihpenko, A F Rozhenko, and D K Sattarov tlntema-
tional Astronautics! Federation, International Aeronautical Con-
gress, 27th, Anaheim, Calif, Oct. 10-16, 1976) Kosmicheskie
Issledovanna na Ukraine, no 11, 1977, p 70-74 7 refs In Russian
The folding solar power plant is designed according to a
Mersenne optical arrangement with Fresnel lens, in which a power
fiber optical waveguide is used to transmit the high-density luminous
flux The weight of the paraboloidal concentrator, counterreflector,
focusing lens, and all other structural components is 60 kg The
ground version is the Helios 2 installation, on which experimental
investigations are being carried out on melting, welding, soldering,
and cutting of metals with the aid of concentrated solar energy. The
possibilities of the installation for space operation are evaluated on
the basis of results obtained so far P T H
A78-53610 * ff Advantages of thin silicon solar cells for use in
space. 0 S Denman (Boeing Aerospace Co, Seattle, Wash).
American Astronautics! Society and Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Goddard Memorial Symposium, 16th, Washington,
D.C, Mar 8-10, 1978, AAS Paper 78-024a 12 p 5 refs. Contract
No NAS9-15196
A system definition study on the Solar Power Satellite System
showed that a thin, 50 micrometers, silicon solar cell has significant
advantages The advantages include a significantly lower performance
degradation in a radiation environment and high power-to-mass
ratios The advantages of such cells for an employment in space is
further investigated Basic questions concerning the operation of
solar celts are considered along with aspects of radiation induced
performance degradation The question arose in this connection how
thin a silicon solar cell had to be to achieve resistance to radiation
degradation and still have good initial performance It was found that
single-crystal silicon solar cells could be as thin as 50 micrometers
and still develop high conversion efficiencies It is concluded that the
use of 50 micrometer silicon solar cells in space-based photovoltaic
power systems would be advantageous G R
A78-53639 The application of a 2-D convective cloud
model to waste heat release from proposed nuclear energy centers. C
E Hane (Battelle'Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Rich land, Wash.).
Atmospheric Environment, vol 12, no 9, 1978, p. 1839-1848 20
refs Contract No E(45-11-1830
A78-53653 The importance of the electron affinity of
oxide-semiconductors as used in solar cells R Singh and J
Shewchun (McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada) Ap-
plied Physics Letters, vol 33, Oct 1, 1978, p 601-603 14 refs
Contract No E(04-3)-1203
Oxide semiconductors (such as ln2O3 and Sn02) may be used
to form barrier devices on semiconductors with high photovoltaic
conversion efficiencies It is noted that the electron affinity of such
semiconductors as found by electrical measurements of oxide-
semiconductor/base-semiconductor systems are often incorrect Thus
electron affinity must be determined on'the basis of techniques
which do not incorporate the electrical parameters of the device
S.CS.
A78-53654 Vapor-grown InGaP/GaAs solar cells. G H
Olsen, M Ettenberg, and R V D'Aiello (RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, NJ ) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, Oct 1, 1978, p
606-608 9 refs
The GaCI/AsH3 hydride technique was used to grow GaAs solar
cells with conversion efficiencies to 14% at Ami The GaAs top
surface was passivated by thin InGaP layers and a 70-fold increase in
photolummescence was observed Open-circuit voltages to 0.96 V
and short-circuit current densities to 22 mA/sq cm were reported
Increasing p-layer thickness caused increased open-circuit voltage, fill
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factor, and conversion efficiency Decreasing p-layer thickness caused
increased short-circuit current density S C S
A78-53658 A 15% efficient silicon MIS solar cell R B
Godfrey and M A Green (New South Wales, University, Kensington,
Australia) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33, Oct 1, 1978, p
637-639 11 refs Research supported by the Australian Research
Grants Committee, Electrical and Radio Research Boards of
Australia, and Utah Foundation
Substantial improvements in energy conversion efficiency are
reported for silicon MIS solar cells fabricated on both single-
crystalline and semicrystallme substrates Based on active area, AMI
efficiencies of 15 1% and 12 6%, respectively, have been obtained for
3 1-sq-cmcellsat26 C (Author)
A78-53659 Fabrication and characterization of indium tin
oxide /ITO//polycrystallme silicon solar cells. G Cheek, N Inoue, S
Goodnick, A Gems, C Wilmsen, and J B DuBow (Colorado State
University, Fort Collins, Colo ) Applied Physics Letters, vol 33,
Oct 1, 1978, p 643-645 17 refs
Efficient indium tin oxide (ITO)/polycrystalline silicon hetero-
junction solar cells have been fabricated utilizing neutralized ion-
beam sputtering techniques These cells were fabricated on single-
pass float-zone-refined silicon Conversion efficiencies of 6 25%
under AM1 illumination have been observed Cells were analyzed by
I-V characteristics and a scanning laser photoresponse technique
Qualitative minority-carrier lifetime has been mapped using the EBIC
mode of a SEM This has revealed a reduced photoresponse at the
grain boundaries independent of grain size, and also at defect clusters
within individual grains Surface blemishes and etch pits are not
important in reducing the cell photoresponse It appears that the
low-temperature processing inherent in semiconductor-msulator-
semtconductor solar cells is applicable to polycrystallme material
(Author)
A78-53681 Theory of finite-beta-modified drift waves L
Chen, J Hsu, P K Kaw, and P H Rutherford (Princeton University,
Princeton, NJ ) Nuclear Fusion, vol 18, Oct 1978, p 1371-1378 8
refs. Contract No EY-76-C-02-3073
A theory is presented for radial eigenmode analyses of finite-
beta-modified drift waves in a sheared magnetic field The finite-beta
effects are separated from electrostatic effects On the basis of three
spatial scales, a matching procedure is used to find the finite-beta
effects A perturbation analysis is used to include electrostatic
effects The theory is applied to the universal drift mode An analysis
is also made of the corresponding eigenmode structure, noting finite
magnetic perturbations S C S
A78-53682 Plasma energy confinement in conventional
mirrors with externally heated electrons H L Berk, D L Correll,
M E. Rensink (California, University, Livermore, Calif), and C
Gormezano (California, University, Livermore, Calif, EURATOM
and Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, Grenoble, France) Nuclear
Fusion, vol 18, Oct 1978, p 1379-1388 13 refs Contract No
W-7405-eng-48
By means of a 2-D, multi-species, Fokker Planck code, it is
found for conventional mirror reactors that heating of the electrons
from an external power source leads to a decrease m Q Likewise, for
mirror plasmas such as 2XIIB, electron heating does not improve the
total energy confinement because of additional losses associated with
quasi-linear stabilization requirements (Author)
A78-53683 Non-linear saturation of the trapped-ion mode
by mode coupling in two dimensions B I Cohen and W M Jang
(Princeton University. Princeton, N J ) Nuclear Fusion, vol 18, Oct
1978, p 1389-1416 21 refs Contracts No £(11-1)3073, No
W-7405-eng-48
Consideration is given to the nonlinear idtL-ruiion by mode
coupling of the dissipative trapped-ion mode, noting both radial and
poloidal variations The derivation of the nonlinear model equa'.iu.i ,»
presented noting the systematic addition of weakly perturbative
kinetic effects to the Kadomtsev-Pogutse fluid equations Attention
is given to the radial instability of one-dimensional equilibria and to
two-dimensional equilibria established by three-wave interactions
The case very close to linear marginal stability is examined where a
single unstable mode couples with itself via a four-wave interaction
Calculations are presented for the transport of particle flux and the
scalmgs of the transport coefficient The saturated amplitude with
tokamak parameters is reported S C S
A78-53685 Numerical computation of the density profile
produced by 106-micron irradiation of an SiO2 microballoon M A
Stroscio, D B Henderson (California, University, Los Alamos, N
Mex ), and A G Petschek Nuclear Fusion, vol 18, Oct. 1978, p
1425-1430 27 refs
The paper presents a two-dimensional numerical simulation of
the time-dependent density profile produced by the irradiation of a
200-micron-diameter Si02 microballoon with a two-beam C02 laser
operating at 0 5 kJ Each laser beam is assumed to have a Gaussian
spot profile containing 80% of the energy in a 180-micron diameter,
a temporal profile rising to a peak at 200 ps, and a 250-J energy The
results are considered with reference to (1) absorption measurements
which are based on the assumption that scattered light emanates
from a point source, (2) the unification of previous calculations, and
(3) expanding plasma symmetry S C S
A78-53686 Feedback stabilization of axisymmetric MHD
instabilities in tokamaks E Rebhan (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Plasma-
physik GmbH, Garchmg, Dusseldorf, Umversitat, Dusseldorf, West
Germany) and A Salat (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik
GmbH, Garchmg, West Germany) Nuclear Fusion, vol 18. Oct
1978, p 1431-1444 35 refs EURATOM-sponsored research
A stability principle is derived and applied to simple tokamak
configurations in order to study feedback stabilization of unstable,
vertically elongated tokamak plasmas For practical applicability it is
assumed that the fast instabilities are slowed down by passive
conductors so that only slow motions have to be considered
Numerical results are presented for a surface current model of plasma
with one conjugate pair of axisymmetric feedback loops. Stabiliza-
tion is possible, except in a limited region of loop positions The
optimum loop position in the region with possible stabilization is
determined (Author)
A78-53690 Laser acceleration of reactor-fuel pellets F S
Felber (General Atomic Co , San Diego, Calif ) Nuclear Fusion, vol
18, Oct 1978, p 1469-1471 15 refs Research supported by the
Electric Power Research Institute
A method for fuelling a fusion power reactor by the injection of
pellets accelerated by laser-produced ablation is reported Estimates
suggest that present laser technology is adequate for accelerating fuel
pellets to a velocity required for the fuelling of a demonstration
thermonuclear reactor The laser requirements are energies of tens of
kJ, pulse widths of tens of microsec, intensities of about 1 GX/sq cm
focused over a 10-cm pellet trajectory, and a repetition rate of tens
of Hz S C S
A78-53696 Photocurrent loss within the depletion region
of polycrystallme solar cells M A Green (New South Wales,
University, Kensington, Australia) Solid-State Electronics, vol 21,
Sept 1978, p 1139-1144 7 refs
The collection efficiency of carriers optically generated within
the depletion region of polycrystallme solar cells is analyzed The
extent of the low collection efficiency region surrounding gram
boundaries is shown to be very much smaller in the depletion layer
than in the bulk quasi neutral regions of the cells For the optimum
case where the gram boundaries are perpendicular to the edges of the
depletion layer, it is shown that, near the center of the layer, the low
collection efficiency area extends only a fraction of an extrinsic
Debye length from the gram boundary (Author)
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A78-53804 # Calculation of the electromagnet for a high-
speed magnetic-levitation surface transportation system (Ratchet
elektromagmta sistemy magnitnogo podvesa dlia vysokoskorostnogo
nazemnogo transporta /VSNT/I. B V Lobov, V la Pain, A G
Nikitenko, V P Grmchenkov (Novocherkassku Politekhnicheskn
Institut. Novocherkassk, USSR), and V I Bocharov (Vsesoiuznyi
Elektrotekhnicheskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut, Moscow,
USSR) Elektromekhamka, July 1978, p 712-717 In Russian
The paper discusses the calculation and optimization of magnets
for a maglev transportation system The optimally criterion is the
maximum ratio of electromagnetic force to gravity force acting on
the portion of the magnet suspended to the rail, for given values of
air gap, pole width, and coil length, the ratio of electromagnetic
force to consumed power is also taken into account B.J
A78-53807 Energy reeds and the environment. S. Bjork
and W Graneli (Lund, Uruversitet, Lund, Sweden) Ambio, vol. 7,
no 4, 1978, p 150-156 25 refs
The cultivation of reeds (Phragmites) in Sweden as a source of
heating fuel is considered Ecology, environmental modification,
harvesting, energy output, and costs are discussed It is suggested that
it is economically advantageous to preserve wetland areas for reed
growth, and that the preservation, enlargement, management, and
utilization of wetlands would supply several gains in terms of
environmental protection The storage of water to keep the water
level high during the period of rapid growth, the attractiveness of the
pond environment for birds and roe deer, and the retardation of
pond ageing are considered M L.
A78-53863 Short-term storage and wind power availabil-
ity. M B Anderson, K Newton, M Ryle, and P F Scott
(Cambridge University, Cambridge, England) Nature, vol 275, Oct
5, 1978, p 432434 6 refs Research supported by the Science
Research Council and Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851
Hourly wind and temperature measurements over a 17-yr period
were used to investigate the feasibility of a simple system in which
wind power is used in conjunction with 150-hour thermal storage for
providing domestic space heating for the U K The model system
consists of connected turbines providing the sole means of heating
for three groups of houses, each house being equipped with a thermal
store having a half-power decay time of ISO hours It was found that
the temperature in the houses is kept within 3 C of the nominal
temperature of 20 C for 86% of the time It is shown that use of too
high a rated speed (wind speed at which turbine produces peak
output) leads to large fluctuations in available power and could result
in more expensive design of turbine for a given annual energy output
PTH.
A78-53916 ff Development of a combustion chamber for an
experimental MHD generator (Razrabotka kamery sgoranna opyt-
nogo MGD generator a) la S Zholudov (Akademna Nauk Ukramskoi
SSR, Institut Elektrodmamiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Teploener-
getika, Aug 1978, p 45-48 8 refs In Russian
The requirement placed on the combustion chamber of an MHD
generator operating with nonpreheated fuel are formulated A
combustion chamber designed for gaseous fuel, which meets the
formulated requirements is described Particular attention is given to
design solutions leading to an ordered spatial structure of the flow
and a drastic decrease in fluctuations V'P
A7JJ-53817 Solar generators and their possibilities (Solar-
generatoren und ihre Mogltchkerten) E Sommer (Fachhefrat Laser-
Optoelektronik, Bonn, West Germany) Sonnenenergie, vol 3,
July-Aug 1978, p 19-21 In German
Terms used to describe solar cells and solar generator systems
are defined, and solar energy applications which do not require large
amounts of energy are surveyed (Examples include providing power
for telephone centers in remote areas and warning lights for aircraft)
The present capabilities of solar generators which produce less than
100 kW is examined with reference to alternate energy sources and
technical and economic limitations Tiie future role of solar energy is
considered M L.
A78-53818 The cost/effectiveness of future solar electric-
ity generation (Die Wirtschaftlichkeit kunftiger solarer Stromer-
zeugung). H Seitz Sonnenenergie, vol. 3, July-Aug 1978, p. 23, 24
9 refs In German
The cost of solar electricity generation from a system of solar
cells and wind converters is estimated and compared to the costs of
generating and transporting energy produced by nuclear energy or by
coal Durability, fuel costs, and power-heat coupling are examined.
The increase in energy use in West Germany by the year 2000 is
considered, and the proportion of this demand that could be satisfied
by solar energy is estimated M L
A78-53819 Energy considerations in the operation of solar
installations (Energiebetrachtungen zur Steuerung von Solaranlagen).
K Schwarz Sonnenenergie. vol 3, July-Aug 1978, p 26,28-30 In
German
Equations relating various parameters of solar collectors are
introduced, and several examples of their application are presented.
Topics considered include the amount of useful energy derived from
a collector, the control of energy transport, energy storage, and the
operation of a collector in conjunction with a storage system The
numerical examples involve problems such as the calculation of
usable energy obtained at different temperatures M L.
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STAR ENTRIES
N78-28081# National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,,
Atlantic City N J
TESTS OF CRASH-RESISTANT FUEL SYSTEM FOR
GENERAL AVIATION Interim Report. Feb. 1976 - Jun.
1977
William M Perrella, Jr Mar 1978 32 p
(FAA Proj 184-521-100)
(AD-A054141 FAA-NA-77-48. FAA-RD-78-28) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01/3
A significant percentage of general aviation aircraft accidents
result in post-crash fires due to the ignition of fuel spillage,
often contributing injury or death to the aircraft occupants Testing
was performed to demonstrate the performance of light-weight,
flexible, crash-resistant fuel cells combined with the use of
frangible fuel line couplings Included in these tests were three
full-scale crash tests of a typical light twin aircraft In all of
these tests, the crash-resistant fuel system performed sat-
isfactorily Author
N78-28132*fjl Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif Inst of Tech . Pasadena
ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROGRAM. A COMPUTER
MODEL SIMULATING ENERGY LOADS IN BUILDINGS
F W Stoller. F L Lansing. V W Chai. and S Higgms In its
The Deep Space Network 15 Jun 1978 p 288-289 refs
Avail NTIS HC A14/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The JPL energy consumption computer program developed
as a useful tool in the on-going building modification studies in
the DSN energy conservation project is described The program
simulates building heating and cooling loads and computes thermal
and electric energy consumption and cost The accuracy of
computations are not sacrificed, however, since the results lie
within + or - 10 percent margin compared to those read from
energy meters The program is carefully structured to reduce
both user's time and running cost by asking minimum information
from the user and reducing many internal time-consuming
computational loops Many unique features were added to handle
two-level electronics control rooms not found in any other
program J M S
N78-28149jfl Committee on Science and Technology (U S
House)
SOLAR POWER SATELLITE
Washington GPO 1978 461 p refs Hearings before Subcomm
on Space Sci and Applications and the Subcomm on Advanced
Energy Technologies and Energy Conservation Res , Development
and Demonstration of the Comm on Sci and Techno!. 95th
Congr, 2d Sess. No 68. 12-14 Apr 1978
IGPO-28-155) Avail Subcomm on Space Sci and
Applications
Legislation to establish a program office within the Department
of Energy for assigning roles to both NASA and DOE foi
determining the technical feasibility, economic viability, and social
acceptability of satellite solar power transmission to earth is
discussed Cooperation between the two agencies is reviewed
and the systems definition efforts being conducted at NASA
centers are described by Deputy Administrator. Dr Alan
Lovelace ARM
N78-28226*jjl National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
EROSION /CORROSION OF TURBINE AIRFOIL MATERI-
ALS IN THE HIGH-VELOCITY EFFLUENT OF A PRESSUR-
IZED FLUIDIZED COAL COMBUSTOR
Glenn R Zellars Anne P Rowe. and Carl E Lowell Jul 1978
33 p refs
(NASA-TP-1274 E-9507) Avail NTIS HCA03/MFA01 CSCL
11F
Four candidate turbine airfoil superalloys were exposed to
the effluent of a pressunzed fluidized bed with a solids loading
of 2 to 4 g/scm for up to 100 hours at two gas velocities.
150 and 270 m/sec. and two temperatures. 730 deg and
795 C Under these conditions, both erosion and corrosion
occurred The damaged specimens were examined by cross-section
measurements, scanning electron and light microscopy, and X-ray
analysis to evaluate the effects of temperature, velocity, particle
loading, and alloy material Results indicate that for a given
solids loading the extent of erosion is primarily dependent on
gas velocity Corrosion occurred only at the higher temperature
There was little difference in the erosion/corrosion damage to
the four alloys tested under these severe conditions G G
N78-28282# SRI International Corp. Menlo Park. Calif
HOMOGENEOUS CATALYTIC HYDROCRACKING OF COAL
TO LIQUID FUELS. BASIC AND PROCESSES FOR
CONVERSION OF COAL TO LIQUID FUELS- BASIC AND
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH Monthly Report. Sep 1977
3 Nov 1977 7 p
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2202)
(FE-2202-23. MR-23) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
MeOH was found to be more effective than i-PrOH in the
base-catalyzed cleavage of the model compound phenyl ether
(Ph-o-Ph), and with much less alcohol condensation Also, CO
in the presence of H20 and KOH effectively reduces coal in
reactions at 400 C (753 F) for 20 mm, providing about 20%
hexane soluble and 50% benzene soluble products, with the
remainder being pyridme soluble The interaction of Illinois No 6
(PSOC-25) coal with a 50/50 mixture of tetralm and decane
and also with dihydronaphthalene were determined at 4OO C
Coal treated with the tetralm decane mixture yielded products
about half as soluble in pyridme as those obtained with pure
tetralm Under the same conditions dihydronaphthalene was
superior to Tetralm for coal solubihzation at 400 C and reaction
times up to 4 mm Illinois No 6 coal from Franklin County was
treated with tetralm at 400 C for reaction times from 30 sec to
4 mm ERA
N78-28263# Department of Energy. Washington. D C Div
of Solar Energy
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR FUELS FROM
WOODY BIOMASS Program Research and Development
Announcement
14 Nov 1977 194 p
(TID-28024. ET-78-D-01-4126) Avail NTIS
HC A09/MF A01
A program is summarized which develops biomass resources
to produce clean fuels, petrochemical substitutes, and other energy
incentive products These products will supplement similar
products made from conventional fossil fuels All forms of plant
materials, those grown on land and m water were considered
Forest and crop residues, crops grown for their energy content,
and animal manures were also considered Research and
development in the following areas were conducted (1) growing
biomass, (2) harvesting collection, transporting, and storing
biomass, and (3) converting biomass Author (ERA)
N78-28290 British Library Lending Dry. Boston Spa (England)
MODEM POWER INSTALLATIONS FOR TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS
J Maine 20 Jul 1977 18 p Transl into ENGLISH from
L'Echo des Rech (France), no 86. Oct 1976 p 14-23
(BLL-Trans-3501-17737 470)1 Avail British Library Lending
Div, Boston Spa. Engl
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After first demonstrating the need for power installations,
the author traces the technical and economic criteria which have
dictated their construction in their most modern form He discusses
the design problems encountered and explains how they may
be solved He goes on to describe their probable development
Author
N78-28389 Miami Univ Coral Gables. Fla
THREE DIMENSIONAL FREE SURFACE MODEL FOR
THERMAL DISCHARGE STUDY Ph D Thesis
Chmg-fen Tsai 1977 211 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-08254
The rapid growth both in electrical energy demand and in
the unit size of thermal power plants has resulted in an increasing
concern with the effects of heated water on the environment
The analysis of thermal discharges with the least possible
environmental impact and with an increase in cooling efficiency
has become an important part of power plant siting evaluation
The set of governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy
were solved simultaneously by using the finite difference
approximation method Both surface and submerged types of
discharge systems in an estuary and ocean coast were modelled
with various environmental conditions The results from the model
were satisfactorily compared both with airborne I-R data and
m-situ field measurements When applying the model to a specific
site, only the initial conditions, boundary conditions, and the
bottom topography need to be modified Dissert Abstr
N78-28464 Cornell Univ , Ithaca. N Y
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RECIPROCATING INTER-
NAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OPERATED ON HYDROGEN
Ph.D Thesi*
Howard Stokes Homan 1978 220 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7809490
In order to determine the potential of direct cylinder injection
for hydrogen-fueled engines, power output thermal efficiency,
and oxides of nitrogen emissions were measured for cooperative
fuel research engines configurations having the standard Otto
head, the standard Diesel head, and a Diesel head modified to
simulate the combustion chamber of D399 series Caterpillar diesel
engines Reciprocating internal combustion engines can be
operated on hydrogen using direct cylinder injection starting late
in the compression stroke This mode of operation provides control
over the rate of combustion, offers a solution to fundamental
engine problems such as knock, rough running due to high rates
of pressure rise, and to high amplitude pressure waves in the
cylinder Dissert Abstr
N78-28466*jjl General Motors Corp . Indianapolis. Ind Detroit
Diesel Allison Div
STUDY AND PROGRAM PLAN FOR IMPROVED HEAVY
DUTY GAS TURBINE ENGINE CERAMIC COMPONENT
DEVELOPMENT Final Report
H E Helms May 1977 156 p refs
(Contract EX-76-A-31-1011, NAS3-20064)
(NASA-CR-135230. CONS/0064-1, DDA-EDR-9068) Avail
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 21A
A fuel economy of 213 mg/W h(0 35 Ib/hp-hr) brake specific
fuel consumption by 1981 through use of ceramic materials,
with conformance to current and projected Federal noise and
emission standards was demonstrated and a commercially viable
engine is described Study results show that increased turbine
inlet and regenerator inlet temperatures, through the use of
ceramic materials, contribute the greatest amount to achieving
fuel economy goals Further, improved component efficiencies
(for the compressor, gasifier turbine, power turbine, and
regenerator disks show significant additional gains in fuel economy
Fuel saved in a 500.000 mile engine life, risk levels involved in
development, and engine related life cycle costs for fleets
(100 units) of trucks and buses were used as critena to select
work goals for the planned program ERA
N78-28467# Sandia Labs. Albuquerque. N Mex
CRASH TESTING OF NUCLEAR FUEL SHIPPING CONTAIN-
ERS
R M Jefferson and H R Yoshimura Dec 1977 50 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-1462) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
In an attempt to understand the dynamics of extra severe
transportation accidents and to evaluate state-of-the-art computa-
tional techniques for predicting the dynamic response of shipping
casks involved in vehicular system crashes, a program was initiated
to investigate these areas Computational methods for predicting
the effects of the accident environment were utilized and the
damage incurred by a container as the result of such an accident
was calculated The second phase involves the testing of 1/8 scale
models of transportation systems Through the use of instrumenta-
tion and high-speed motion photography, the accident environ-
ments and physical damage mechanisms were studied in detail
After correlating the results of these first two phases, a full
scale event involving representative hardware was conducted
Results indicate that both computational techniques and scale
modeling are viable engineering approaches to studying accident
environments and physical damage to shipping casks ERA
N78-284«8# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. West Palm Beach.
Fla Government Products Div
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY
READINESS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM PHASE 1:
DESIGN STUDY Final Report
J K Schweitzer and B T Brown Oct 1977 220 p
(Contract EY-76-C-05-5035)
(HCP/T5035-1) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
Design optimization studies and resulting conceptual engine
definition of an advanced industrial gas turbine in the 15,000
shp/IOMw class are presented along with the detail aerodynamic
and mechanical design of the 18 1 pressure ratio axial/
centrifugal compressor and 2500 F combustor exit temperature
(CET) turbine first vane and blade critical component test rigs
The design approach was to combine advanced aircraft turbine
cooling and high pressure compressor technology with the
requirements of simplicity and rugged construction for industrial
engines to achieve increased efficiency, improved durability, fuel
flexibility, fewer number of parts, and hence, lower initial and
operating costs as compared to current industrial gas turbines
Cycle studies indicate that a specific fuel consumption at ISO
conditions of 0 37 is attainable ERA
N78-28501# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
SOLAR ENERGY
1977 709 p refs Proc of the UNESCO/WMO Symp, Geneva.
30 Aug - 3 Sep 1976
(WMO-477. ISBN-92-63-10477-8) Avail NTIS
HC A99/MF A01
Selected papers on solar energy are discussed They include
monitoring solar radiation for solar energy, solar radiation on
inclined surfaces, meteorological data in different regions,
measurement and evaluation of radiation data, planning and
coordination, general aspects of utilization of solar energy and
energy production, solar electricity, and fuel production
N78-28602jf National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
Silver Spnng, Md
MONITORING SOLAR RADIATION FOR SOLAR ENERGY
Lester Machta In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 1-3S refs
(Grant NSF AFR-75-17303)
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Requirements for solar energy monitoring are reviewed These
include instruments, type of users, accuracy and network
requirements, insolation data requirements, and scientific
requirements for solar radiation data related to a comprehensive
solar energy program A method is suggested which corrects
542
N78-28626
past insolation data This method compares actual observations
for clear solar noon with those estimated from other observations
or from theory Global solar radiation estimates are derived using
sunshine or cloud information either through regression analysis
or from theoretical calculations The need for providing users
with data on solar radiation falling on inclined surface, requiring
the separation of direct and diffuse components from the global
solar radiation is emphasized ESA
N78-28611# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
FIRST RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE SWISS MOBILE
.SYSTEM FOR SOLAR RADIATION MEASUREMENTS
A Heimo and P Valko In its Solar Energy 1977 p 144-152
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
An autocar, equipped with a number of different radiation
, measuring instruments was set m operation at various locations
in Switzerland during the last two years By using seven
pyranometers movable with step-motors in any position this mobile
.system permits the determination of global radiation falling on
arbitrarily orientated and inclined plane surfaces The direct solar
radiation on a normal surface was measured in the total spectrum,
the three broad spectral ranges of the Schott filters OG1. RG2.
and RG3 and also at 12 quasi-monochromatic wavelengths
Terrain properties and cloudiness distribution were recorded by
a 180 deg (fish-eyel-camera By these means also the diffuse
radiation flux on 77 differently orientated and tilted planes was
determined in several hundred cases for each plane The
dependence of the global and diffuse radiation intensities on
solar height, atmospheric turbidity, cloudiness, terrain characteris-
tics and on the orientation and inclination of the plane are
discussed Instruments for determining the intensity distribution
of the radiation density over the sky hemisphere in the total
spectrum as well as for spectral scanning in the sun's vertical
to get the polarization parameters of sky radiation, are under
construction Author (ESA)
process water supply to coastal industries, etc For this purpose
a national energy research committee was constituted and a
national integrated program drawn up The various aspects of
this program include solar insolation mapping, solar thermal
devices and wind mills and photovoltaic conversion Special
mention is made of two other major projects (1) the solar
space heating and'(2) the 10 kW solar power plant ESA
N78-28621# Bandung Inst of Technology (Indonesia)
FRAMEWORK FOR A SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT POLICY PROPOSED FOR INDONESIA AND
ITS RELEVANCE TO SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION IN
BUILDING SYSTEMS
Iskandar Danusugondho and Aldy Anwar In WMO Solar Energy
1977 p 223-251 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
A framework for a comprehensive and long-range national
policy for the development of solar energy utilization in Indonesia
is proposed, introducing a fresh approach and a new orientation
into solar energy research, development, and education based
on a broad concept of solar energy utilization An initial study
to apply this concept and an approach to develop solar energy
utilization in building systems is currently under way at the
Bandang Institute of Technology This program is briefly
outlined Author (ESA)
N78-28622# Mali National Solar Energy Lab. Bamaco (West
Africa)
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN MALI
Cheichne Traore In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 252-258
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Activities concentrated mainly on studying means of using
< solar radiation without prior conversion are presented They include
i a program on water heating industrial heating, solar distillation
land steam production, solar drying, solar cookers, and solar pumps
Existing facilities required to carry out the various programs are
briefly cited and future requirements mentioned ESA
N78-28519jjl United Nations Environment Program
SOLAR ENERGY APPLICATIONS FOR THE ARID AREAS
Bertrand Chatel In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 219-225
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
In April 1975, an inter-agency fact-finding mission visited
some of the Sahehan countries to collect facts about possible
applications of solar energy to solve the most urgent problems
of drought stricken countries such as Senegal, Gambia Maure-
tania. Upper Volta Mali, and Niger The mission found that useful
applications could be developed, notably for pumping underground
water and generating small outputs of electric power for villages
Other useful devices would include water heaters to replace the
present burning of scarce wood for cooking, solar distillers, food
dryers, and refrigeration equipment for food conservation and
the cooling of buildings The grinding of cereals by solar electricity
would be a particularly useful labor-saving equipment The
Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology
to Development has urged the use of nonconventional sources
of energy (solar, wind, and biological energy conversion) for many
applications in developing countries Author (ESA)
N78-28520# World Meteorological Organization Geneva
(Switzerland)
SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN
INDIA
A Ramachandran In its Solar Energy 1977 p 226-232
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Areas of utilization of solar energy and wind power in India
can be divided into the following different categories rural sector,
urban sector, and special applications such as salt production
metallurgical furnaces and milk and paper industries, desalinated
N78-28523# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland) ' ,
A BRfEF REVIEW OF THE UNITED STATES SOLAR
RESOURCE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
Michael R Riches In its Solar Energy 1977 p 259-261
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01 '
The U S insolation resource assessment program is bnefly
outlined including user requirements, data format, data networks,
and data estimation ESA
N78-28624# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
NATIONAL SOLAR PROGRAM FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN ARGENTINA
R Fernandez L Saravia, and W Scheuer In its Solar Energy
1977 p 263-271 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
A national program for research and development in solar
energy, to coordinate the activities of 22 groups belonging to
universities institutes, and federal agencies, and to cover three
main areas (1) conversion to thermal energy (applications to
buildings, industry, and agriculture). (2) conversion to other forms
of energy (electricity gas, etc). and (3) related studies (solar
climatology national solar data center, transfer to industry,
socio-economical studies, etc) is presented The state-of-the-art
in Argentina is briefly described with references to climatological
conditions, social needs and results so far obtained, including
their regional implementation Author (ESA)
N78-28626# World Meteorological Organization. .Geneva
(Switzerland)
UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY IN BRAZIL
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Antonio M A MacDowell In its Solar Energy 1977 p 272-277
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The research program on the use of solar energy in Brazil
has been guided mainly towards application in the fields of
collectors, dryers, stills, refrigeration, heat engines, solar architec-
ture, photovoltaic effect, thermo-mechanical conversion, storage,
bioconversion. concentrators, wind energy, and solanmetry
Protects are briefly outlined ESA
N78-28626# University of the West Indies, Saint Augustine
(Tnnidad)
SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION IN THE WEST INDIES
S Satcunanathan In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 278-291
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Agriculture forms the basis of the economy of most of the
twelve terntones that comprise the CARICOM states of the
Carnbean. contributing between 25% and 40% of the GDP
and accounting for between 20% and 50% of the 'abor force
Tourism forms the mainstay in some of the terntones and
contributes significantly to the national economies in several
others Solar energy utilization in crop drying, water heating,
desalination, and refrigeration could therefore be of considerable
benefit to these territories The solar energy research and
development work earned out in the region in several relevant
areas is reviewed Author (ESA)
by demonstration projects and preparation for quantity production
processes In a few years, complete solar hot water systems
will be economically feasible For the time being solar-electric
conversion based on thermodynamic cycles is essentially cheaper
than direct conversion by photovoltaic cells Small solar power
stations in the 10 kW level were to be available in 1977 Improved
production processes for silicon photo cells, as well as alternative
material combinations, are under investigation, the aim being to
achieve a substantial price reduction Together with research on
fuel production, these projects can have a significant economical
impact by the end of the century Author (ESA)
N78-28631# Pahlavi Univ. Shiraz (Iran) Solar Energy
Center
INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION AND PLANNING FOR
A MORE EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY
Mehdi Nejad Bahadon In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 351-3S6
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Measures are suggested for global planning for more effective
solar energy utilization including more efficient energy conversion
or energy conservation It is shown that by effective global planning
it is possible to make better use of available energy resources
and to improve the quality of the environment, thus using solar
energy more effectively to meet the energy requirements of the
world ESA
N78-28628jj> Pahlavi Univ. Shiraz (Iran) Solar Energy
Center
SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION RESEARCH IN IRAN
Mehdi N Bahadon In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 309-327
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The solar energy research activities of several universities in
Iran up to June 1975 are briefly described The activities at
Pahlavi University in Shiraz include the development of solar air
heaters, water heaters, steam cookers, dehydrators desahnators,
sterilizers, and power production and a feasibility study of solar
house heating in Iran The solar research at the Arya-Mehr
University of Technology include the development of solar
desahnators and inexpensive production of Cd-S solar cells The
solar research activities of the University of Tehran. College of
Science and Technology, and the University of Azarabadegan
are in their beginning stages and limited to the thermal applications
of solar energy Author (ESA)
N78-28629f National Research Centre. Cairo (Egypt)
ASPECTS OF SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH IN EGYPT
I A Sakr In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 328-341
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
A series of investigations and studies utilizing the solar
energy in different fields and including both engineering and
economical evaluations were earned out The program started
with the thermal utilization of solar energy in different domains
including solar water heating for domestic purposes, water
desalination, refrigeration, cooking, and power generation ESA
N78-28S30jjf World Meteorological Organization, Geneva
(Switzerland)
STATUS OF SOLAR ENERGY PROJECTS IN THE FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
F J Fnednch and H Klein In its Solar Energy 1977 p 342-350
refs <
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
In early 1974 the Federal Government initiated its Energy
Research and Development Program for non-nuclear sources of
energy aiming at reduction of dependence on oil imports and
the long-term security of a wide range of energy supplies Within
this program solar energy research for both solar-thermal and
photo-voltaic conversion is subsidized In the field of solar-thermal
conversion, a technological gap existed Industry was first provided
with the necessary funds to accumulate the required know-how
The second phase - which is now under way - is characterized
N78-28S32# State Univ of New York. Albany
SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Ronald Stewart and Volker A Mohnen In WMO Solar Energy
1977 p 357-371 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The Atmospheric Sciences Research Center and its profes-
sional staff received a special appropriation in 1974 from the
Legislature of the State of New York to prepare options for the
implementation of solar energy concepts These included
interaction with government, educational institutions and industry,
research, development, and demonstration and position papers
on energy policy A statewide network for incoming solar radiation
was established Data analysis included hourly means and the
monthly variation of hourly means, daily means and running
means of three and five day periods, and monthly means with
yearly variation of monthly means Administrative results and
research problems associated with the continued operation of
the network are discussed Projects for conversion of solar radiation
for heating and cooling purposes are presented Author (ESA)
N78-28533# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
SOLAR HOUSES A GENERAL APPRAISAL OF SOLAR
BUILDING DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
C N D Stambohs In its Solar Energy 1977 p 372-414
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
An overall appraisal of solar heated and cooled buildings in
the world today is given A study, undertaken by the author on
behalf of UNESCO aimed at analyzing and comparing comprehen-
sively in terms of construction and performance, a number of
successful solar buildings is presented A brief historical
introduction to the concept of using the sun's energy directly
for heating buildings is made and the basic types of solar buildings
are described and classified Solar components and systems
currently in use are discussed and the level of technological
involvement present in the various types of solar building referred
to is assessed Selected examples of solar buildings are analyzed
in terms of their location, construction, solar system, design and
performance and climatic adaption Tables are presented
comparing the above factors for various solar buildings and some
conclusions are drawn as to the size of components used and
the suitability of particular building designs for different climatic
zones The economics of solar building and the prospects which
lie ahead for further research, development and applications in
this field are explored Author (ESA)
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N78-28534# Copenhagen Univ (Denmark)
SOLAR HEAT SYSTEMS FOR USE AT HIGH LATITUDES
Bent Soerensen In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 415-421
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Factors such as the relative importance of the solar collector
area, absorber efficiency, heat and reflection losses, concentrating
collectors, and the nature and size of the storage facility of a
solar heat system to be used in polar regions were investigated
for vanous modes of operation The economic justifications for
adding the cost of a heat pump to the system are discussed
ESA
N7B-28S36J Genoa Univ (Italy)
SOLAR ENERGY AND LIMITS TO THE ENERGY ON THE
EARTH
G Francia In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 422-430
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The consequences that man-produced energy might have
on the planet's temperature were examined It is shown that
the production of energy on the earth's surface is considerably
altering the thermal equilibrium at the earth surface and therefore
modifying the climate in a dramatic way The use of solar energy
is recommended ESA
N78-28B36jP Akademiya Nauk URSR, Kiev
INFLUENCE OF SOLAR RADIATION AND RADIANT HEAT
FLOW MEASUREMENT ERROR ON MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY OF MATERIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
IN SOLAR FURNACES
I N Frantsevitch. V S Dvernyakov. and V V Pasichny In
WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 431-437 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
A solar furnace complex the Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine was used for the study of physical, mechanical, optical
as well as some thermo-physical and physico-chemical properties
of materials in temperature range from 180 C to 3500 K The
influence of solar radiation and heat flow measurement error at
the focal spot on the physical properties are investigated It is
shown that based on an army searchlight with a 2 meter mirror,
the measurement error of heat flows in the focal spot of a
typical laboratory furnace is up to 15% to 20% The calculation
was carried out taking into account the guidance accuracy of
the mirror, normal solar radiation measurements, the pattern
position selected in relation to the focal spot, the accuracy of
the calorimeter and measurement devices used, and other factors
In particular experimental data variability caused by the non-
uniform structure of materials often surpass measurement errors
While studying matenal and coating radiative characteristics that
undergo phase transformation over a given temperature range,
the experimental data variability also surpasses measurement
error because of the surface instability Some considerations on
ways of reducing measurement error and on the influence on
accuracy of atmosphere phenomenon experiments that change
the radiation spectrum but are not recorded by the usual laboratory
actmometer AT-50 Author (ESA)
N78-28637/C Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales. Toulouse
(France)
INTEGRATION OF INFRA-RED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
AND WIND CONDITIONS IN FLAT COLLECTOR PERFORM-
ANCE PREDICTION
R Ployart, J Colomes, and B Devm In WMO Solar Energy
1977 p 438-449 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The performance prediction of flat plate solar collectors is
dependent on solar incidence angle, global radiation, and
environmental conditions which determine the losses of the device
Extensive collector testing on solar simulator and curve fitting
with physical models has shown the necessity to have infrared
radiation collector performance at any location Pyrradiometers
can be used for infrared measurements, but it has been shown
that a more simple method could be used at weather stations
to derive a figure representative of ambient conditions for flat
plate collectors This is a stagnation temperature of a specific
glass window which integrates the influence of infrared, wind,
and ambient temperature Justification and use of this environment
equivalent temperature in collector performance is given and
the measuring device described Author (ESA)
N78-28538# Building Research Establishment Watford
(England)
SOLAR ENERGY APPLICATIONS IN UK BUILDINGS
R G Courtney In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 450-458
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Recent studies have shown that 40% to 50% of the UK
energy consumption is used in buildings for heating lighting
etc Solar energy could assist in the provision of space and
water heating and in the long term potentially cut energy
consumption by 10% to 20% The mam characteristics of solar
radiation in the UK are (1) a high proportion (more than 50%)
of diffuse radiation and (2) a large annual variation (10 1) in
the energy received each month These characteristics cause
problems in the utilization of solar energy in buildings which
are discussed The economics of solar water heating - for which
a small market exists in the UK - are briefly discussed and
experimental projects in the use of solar energy for water and
space heating purposes are described These include, a water
heating system in a school and three houses which have
installed 40 sq m of collector panels, 20 sq m of collector
panels and 36 cu m of hot water storage, and a solar air heat
and heat pump The latter two houses are under construction
Prospects for the widespread use of solar energy m UK buildings
are discussed Author (ESA)
N78-28543# World Meteorological Organization Geneva
(Switzerland)
DESIGN AND ECONOMY OF SOLAR POWER PLANTS WITH
INTEGRATED THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
P V Gilli and G Beckmann In its Solar Energy 1977 p 498-506
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Due to discrepancies of electric supply and demand patterns
in solar steam power plants, energy storage - either integrated
thermal energy storage (before generator) pumped hydro storage
(after generator, before meter), or storage at the customer (after
meter) - ts required Steam storage requires pressure vessels
and is limited in temperature, but oil or fused salt are more
expensive and require heat transfer equipment - and a temperature
differential - for charging and discharging It is claimed that the
new technology of the Prestressed Cast Iron Pressure Vessel
(PCIV) has shifted the economic balance in favor of steam storage,
because due to the character of the_PCIV cost function, higher
pressures have become economically interesting and much larger
units (of. for instance, 8000 cu m at a pressure of 60 bar) can
be built The PCIV leads to the development of new flow sheets
for the integration of the thermal storage system into the plant
PCIV steam accumulators of the pressure-drop type and of the
new expansion-type with flash evaporators are investigated There
is also a limited possibility for utilizing feed water storage Cost
data presented show that integrated steam storage by means
of PCIV of the types considered is an attractive possibility for
balancing electric supply and demand and thus for maximum
utilization of insolation in solar steam power plants
Author (ESA)
N78-28544# Rome Univ (Italy)
SOLAR DESALINATION STATUS AND POTENTIAL
Carlo Mustacchi and Vincenzo Cena In WMO Solar Energy
1977 p 507-518 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
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Freshwater can be produced by means of solar energy at a
cost of 1 to 1 7 $/cu m with a margin of the order of 5%
towards fossil-fired operation This concerns plants having a
nominal production of at least 50 cu m/hr and the multistage
flash evaporator concept For much smaller capacities, basin stills,
at a cost of 2 $/cu m, are a convenient low-technology solution
These margins will increase to 30% within the next ten years,
and can even lead to better prospects provided that priority is
given to the present bottlenecks of this technology, namely,
increasing lifetime and reliability, designing an appropriate heat
storage system, improving the dynamics of startup and shutdown
for the plants Author (ESA)
N78-28S45 Centre National d Etudes Spatiales, Paris (France)
SOLAR ELECTRICITY
W Palz In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 519-538
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The possibility of direct solar energy to displace part of the
conventional fossil prime energy which serves to generate the
remainder of the electricity is emphasized Potential conversion
processes for solar electricity generation are reviewed, including
solar cells and mechanical conversion by engines Photovoltaic
solar generator performance is discussed It is concluded that
current and future development programs on solar electricity
should be planned as an integrated effort on various related
problems, particularly in the areas of energy storage and
meteorglogical data collection ESA
'(
N78-28546# College of Petroleum and Minerals. Dhahran (Saudi
Arabia) <
DIRECT CONVERSION OF SOLAR ENERGY INTO ELEC-
TRICITY
M Ah Kettam In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 539-549 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Possibilities of conversion of solar energy into electricity are
considered namely direct conversion, conversion through heat
stage, conversion through a mechanical stage, and through a
chemical stage Four methods are discussed the photovoltaic
conversion photoemissive conversion photogalvanic conversion,
and photomagnetic conversion A material surface could absorb
as much as 95 percent of solar energy and convert it into heat
The difference between input heat and the rejected heat could
be converted into electricity directly or indirectly In the direct
case thermo-electricity and thermionic processes are used In
the indirect case, heat engines and regenerative fuel cells can
be considered Solar energy can first be converted into mechanical
or hydrauhcal energy before being converted into electricity It
can also be converted into chemical or biological energy or any
other form These different possibilities are analyzed and their
potentialities discussed Author (ESA)i,
N78-28649# World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
STATUS REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TER-
RESTRIAL SOLAR GENERATORS
E F Schmidt In its Solar Energy 1977 p 570-580
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The goal of utilization of solar energy as a competitive
power'source to cover considerable portions of power demand
can only be met if the cost expenditure for solar-electric devices
is kept to a minimum When designing power supply systems,
the following sub-system areas have to be considered
(1) development of low cost Si-base material, (2) development
of technologies for manufacturing solar cells from different new
types of base material (3) development of low-cost generator
modules by integrating solar cells mechanically and electrically,
and (4) development and/or stimulation of development of
e'ectronic power conditioning and energy storage sub-systems
The market for terrestrial solar generators is surveyed To study
long-term environmental effects a solar generator of 1 kW is
being manufactured and a test program is being carried out
The plannpd acti»>' °s in development of terrestrial solar generators
» '. c. leletunken within the next decade are surveyed
Author (ESA)
N78-28660jjl World Meteorological Organization Geneva
(Switzerland)
PROSPECTS OF POWER GENERATION FROM SOLAR
PLANTS IN THE NORTH EAST OF BRAZIL
L. S Cheema, Cleantho daCamaraTorres and Pio Caetano Lobo
In its Solar Energy 1977 p 581-590 rels
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The prospects for the utilization of solar power plants in
the north east of Brazil are studied for small communities removed
from the power grid The number of units that would be
economically feasible depends on the price of plant per unit of
installed capacity and the possibility of energy storage and
subsidiary functions (distillation pumping) performed by the plant
Some solutions that may reduce the cost of plant and price
targets that appear to be viable in the near future are considered
The most interesting applications of solar power plant he in the
low capacity range (up to 10 kW) This position derives from
the fact that solar power cost per unit installed capacity is
practically independent of unit size Whereas in conventional plants
the economics of scale apply i e cost per unit installed capacity
falls as the capacity of the plant increases Based on the electricity
power grid in the north east of Brazil the maximum demand
for small solar power plants given two different selling prices
per unit of installed capacity is estimated Areas in the north
east of Brazil where the installation of solar power plants is
considered possible are indicated Author (ESA)
N78-28662| World Meteorological Organization. Geneva
(Switzerland)
SMALL SCALE ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION BY MEANS
OF A STATIONARY SPHERICAL REFLECTOR/TRACKING
ABSORBER (SRTA) SOLAR COLLECTOR SYSTEM IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
F KreighandJ F Kreider In its Solar Energy 1977 p 600-610
refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The possibility of using large scale Spherical Reflector/
Tracking Absorber (SRTA) solar collectors for generating electrical
power in various parts of the world is investigated, with particular
emphasis on developing countries Large SRTA reflectors can
be built with medium, technology by using an approach similar
to that employed in the construction of the 305 meter-diameter
Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico To test the proposed concept
an eight foot model of a stationary SRTA solar collector was
built and the efficiency of the collector absorber system was
determined experimentally at the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center The collector is described the experimentally measured
thermal performance is compared with analytical predictions based
on a simplified model and the experimental results of the scale
model are extrapolated to the performance of a 10 and a
100 megawatt solar electrical power generation system Several
methods of construction for the large scale unit are proposed
and possible combinations of the solar power plant with an oil
or coal fired backup and a hydroelectric power station are
described Finally estimates of the cost of solar electric power
derived from an SRTA solar steam generator are presented for
various parts of the world based on available solar insolation
data Author (ESA)
N78-28663jjl World Meteorological Organization, Geneva
(Switzerland)
REALIZATION AND TESTING OF A PUMPING SYSTEM
POWERED BY SOLAR CELLS
D Campana. A Castiel A Perez J A Roger C Dupuy P
Lavit and M Lepert In its Solar Energy 1977 p 611-620
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The possibilities for powering isolated pumping systems by
solar energy are studied Such systems would be suitable for
example for providing water to remote farms or high-
mountamsheep folds for irrigation of these remote lands and in
general should be of interest in regions where electrical power
transmission or transport of fuel oil is difficult or too expensive
Moreover, application m developed countries could avert pollution
where it is a recognized problem The study is based on an
546
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average farm in Corsica and includes the following aspects
determination of the solar flux at the earth's surface based on
meteorological data (statistics during four year) and the design
of panels, determination of the mounting of the panels (total
surface area Orientation grouping, etc ) choice of a direct-current
motor and pump to be operated directly by the panels according
to the requirements of the well, tests of the assembly as a
function of orientation of the panels and comparisons with
theoretical models Various possibilities for improving the system
are discussed Author (ESA)
N78-285S4# World Meteorological Organization Geneva
(Switzerland)
THE THERMODYNAMICS OF SOLAR ENERGY CONVER-
SION
Gerd Blaesser In its Solar Energy 1977 p 622-630 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
A unified thermodynamical description of converting systems
for the utilization of solar energy is given It is shown that the
free energy function can be written approximately as the sum
of two terms. of which the first, the spectral term depends on
the matching of the converter to the sun s spectrum, while the
second the concentration term, contains the effects of the
concentration of the radiation by means of mirrors etc Theoretical
(thermodynamical) efficiencies for some typical systems are
derived within the frame of this general formalism and discussed
as examples Author (ESA)
N78-28655fjf Wien Univ (Austria)
PHOTOCHEMICAL HYDROGEN PRODUCTION THROUGH
SOLAR RADIATION BY MEANS OF THE MEMBRANE
PRINCIPLE
E Broda In WMO Solar Energy 1977 p 631-637 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
Nuclear experts are considering a hydrogen economy where
H2 serves as a fuel to make electricity, as a chemical reactant.
as a metallurgical reductant and as a source of food Now H2
could also be made by photolysis of water Theoretically, a
quantum of green light carries enough energy for the reaction
H20 = H2 + 1/2O2 With long-wave light, photolysis could
be achieved by combination of 2 quanta Yet attempts to photolyze
water, in presence of sensitizers (photocatalusts). have failed In
the last analysis this is due to re-combination of the primary,
highly reactive, products of the photochemical reaction A solution
of the problem is to be found by the spatial separation of the
primary products, i e by development of suitable membranes
where these products, and therefore also the stable gases H2
and 02 come out on opposite sides The feasibility^of this
membrane principle has been shown m Nature for 3 giga-years
Using membranes, all photosynthetic cells (photosynthetic
bacteria and plants) succeed in the photo-production of a reductant
(in many cases at least ferredoxm in the reduced form) with a
redox potential equal to that of H2 in neutral solution (-04 V)
The reductant can, but need not, be used by the cells for CO2
assimilation In man-made technology, the reducing power would
be diverted as H2 It is not suggested to use or copy living
cells Rather their operation is to be studied so that technically
useful membranes for water photolysis can be constructed
abiotically The scientific and practical aspects of large-scale
photolytic H2 production are discussed Author (ESA)
N78-28556jf World Meteorological Organization, Geneva
(Switzerland)
INVESTIGATIONS ON SEMICONDUCTOR/ELECTROLYTE
SOLAR CELLS AND THE QUESTION OF THE PHOTO-
ASSISTED WATER DECOMPOSITION
W Gissler In Us Solar Energy 1977 p 638-647 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The photovoltaic effect at semiconductor/electrolyte interfaces
can be exploited for the construction of solar cells Possible
advantages and problems of such solar cells are discussed The
cells can work in a self regenerative mode of operation converting
solar energy in electrical energy, and/or they can convert solar
energy in chemical energy decomposing the electrolyte or
compounds dissolved in it Most attractive is the photo assisted
water decomposition the conditions for which will be dis-
cussed To demonstrate the feasibility, cells with different
semiconductor/electrolyte combinations have been constructed
and tested In spite of simple electrode preparation techniques
and the use of polycrystalline material large quantum efficiencies
could be obtained (85% for the cell T1O2/0 1 m Na2SO4/Pt)
Losses during the charge transfer can lead to a considerable
reduction of the expected energy efficiency Water decomposition
could not be effected even with large band gap semiconductors
and at high light intensities because the obtained cell voltages
were smaller than the water decomposition voltage Applying to
the solar cell the missing voltage photoassisted electrolysis could
be performed This process might be more effective than the
self regenerative mode of operation Author (ESA)
N78-28557jjl World Meteorological Organization Geneva
(Switzerland)
THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF WOOD AS A
SOURCE OF SOLAR ENERGY
Waldo E Smith In its Solar Energy 1977 p 648-654 refs
Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The waste wood from U S forest harvests is substantial,
and m the face of the rapid depletion of the world's fossil fuels
should be developed as a renewable energy source Also
consideration should be given to the development of energy
farms on which plants of high energy production can rje grown
as an annual or periodic crop on lands now largely lying idle It
would appear that by intensive endeavor the energy equivalent
of two or three percent of current petroleum use within five
years and over a longer period, these sources may have the
energy equivalence of 25 to 30 percent of US current petroleum
usage The sources considered are as follows (1) trimmings in
the conversion of logs to lumber and timber for use (2) small
trees and branches, twigs, etc (3) use of wastes from paper
pulp production (4) improvements in forest management
including genetic control, and development of energy farms
Author (ESA)
N78-28662 Colorado School of Mines, Golden
THE EVALUATION OF OIL FOAM FOR USE AS A DISPLAC-
ING MEDIUM FOR OIL RECOVERY IN POROUS. MEDIA
PhD. The*i*
Hazim Hassan Al-Attar 1976 143 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-02792
The displacement of oil by externally generated foam was
tested for three foam qualities under 15 psi imposed^pressure
differential Test results showed that oil recoveries observed by
oil foam displacement were appreciably higher than those .observed
by gas drive Gravity effects increased oil recovery by as much
as 19 percent over the horizontal test The plastic viscosity of
oil foam was measured for three foam quality ranges; using a
capillary tube Foam viscosity was found to increase as the quality
increased Oil foams expressed non-Newtonian behaviors but low
values of yield stress The existence of foam in the flow tests
was determined by gas breakthrough time, relative permeability
calculations and theoretically by capillary tube representation of
Jt»e porous medium The theoretical results matched the
expenmental results when oil foam displaced oil and when oil
displaced water However, the results showed a discrepancy when
gas displaced oil Dissert Abstr
N78-28573*| Academy of Scientific Research and Technology.
Cairo (Egypt)
LANDSAT SATELLITE MAPPING IN EGYPT AND ITS
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL
GAS EXPLORATION
E M ElShazly and M A Abdel-Hady. Pnncipal Investigators
1977 19 p refs Presented at 10th Arab Petroleum Congr.
Tripoli 19-25 Dec 1977 Sponsored by NASA ERTS
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HC A02/MF 'A01 CSCL 08B
Avail NTIS
N78-28686*# Jet Propulsion Lab , Calif Inst of Tech . Pasadena
A LIFE-CYCLE DESCRIPTION OF UNDERGROUND COAL
MINING Interim Technical Report
Milton L Lavin. Chester S Borden, and John R Duda 1 Jul
1978 102 p Prepared for DOE
(Contracts NAS7-100. ET-76-1-01-9036)
(NASA-CR-157346. JPL-Pub-78-26) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 081
An initial effort to relate the major technological and economic
variables which impact conventional underground coal mining
systems, in order to help identify promising areas for advanced
mining technology is described The point of departure is a series
of investment analyses published by the United States Bureau
of Mines, which provide both the analytical framework and
guidance on a choice of variables G Y
N78-28690jjf Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland Wash
DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL
PROBES" FOR DOWN HOLE AND IN-LINE CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF HIGH PRESSURE. HIGH TEMPERATURE
GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS Interim Report, period ending Oct
1977
M J Damelson. O H Koski and D W Shannon Nov 1977
41 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2459) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A high temperature-pressure, thermodynamic reference
electrode was developed which was demonstrated to be operative
in a simulated geothermal environment up to 250 C containing
the contaminants that would affect its operation An electrodeless
conductivity probe was developed for use in the geothermal
environment The design is particularly resistant to the effects
of scale deposition The probe should be useful for measuring
salinity steam/brine ratios in two-phase flow, flashing point
and as a liquid-level control A large number of sealing materials
were investigated for use in the 250 C geothermal environment
The field test of the conductivity probe and reference electrode
at East Mesa was a success The conductivity probe successfully
predicted the total dissolved solids content of the brine, and the
redox probe data coupled with Pourbaix diagrams indicated FeS
and FeS2 as surface film present on the electrodes and test
loop Instantaneous corrosion rate methods were demonstrated
to be easily set up and convenient to operate ERA
i
N78-28591# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co Palo Alto Calif
Research^ Lab
DEVELOPMENT OF COATINGS . FOR CORROSION/
EROSIOW PROTECTION OF INTERNAL COMPONENTS OF
COAL GASIFICATION VESSELS Monthly Report. 1-31 Jan.
1978
C M Packer and R A Perkins 8 Feb 1978 12 p
(Contract- EF-77-C-01-2592)
(FE-2592-4) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The conclusion can be reached that these preliminary
exploratory studies-with both slurry and plasma/flame coatings--
indicate that laser surface fusion is useful in the deposition of
corrosion/erosion coatings This is supported by responses to
initial inquires regarding the state of laser technology and its
applicability to this type of surface heat treatment Further
experimental work literature reviews, and industry surveys are
necessary Nevertheless, it appears that sound coatings with
controlled compositions can be produced effectively and economi-
cally Furthermore the process lends itself to self-repair and it
appears that the current state-of-the-art will permit scaleup to
large components The program plan oigmally included an
evaluation of slurry fusion techniques for the deposition of coatings
as well as plasma and flame spray approaches ERA
N78-28595 Tennessee Univ . Knoxville
ON THE ECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION OF THE MAGNETO
HYDRODYNAMIC-STEAM POWER PLANT PhD Thesis
James Nolen Chapman 1977 148 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7807683
A model of the entire plant is constructed such that, given
a triple of input conditions combustor pressure air pre-heat
temperature and magnetic field strength, the thermodynamic
properties, flow rates and performance of the plant are calcu-
lated Cost Estimating Relationships are developed so that capital
costs can be estimated from the plant calculation Then using
a set of typical financial assumptions, the cost of electricity
(COE) is calculated With this model. COE is calculated for a
variety of operating conditions The conditions that give minimum
COE are found Based upon these conditions a MHD generator
is designed and the plant performance calculated for this optimum
case Finally the sensitivity of the resulting optimum plant to
variations in seed flow rate coal price and heat loss in the
combustor is calculated Dissert Abstr
N78-28597*jjf Aerospace Corp. El Segundo Calif Systems
Engineering Operations
ADVANCED SPACE POWER REQUIREMENTS AND
TECHNIQUES TASK 1 MISSION PROJECTIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS VOLUME 1 TECHNICAL REPORT
Malcolm G Wolfe 1 Mar 1978 207 p refs
(Contract NASw-3078)
(NASA-CR-157344, ATR-78(7667)-1-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The objectives of this study were to (1) develop projections
of the NASA DoD and civil space power requirements for the
1980-1995 time period (2) identify specific areas of application
and space power subsystem type needs for each prospective
user, (3) document the supporting and historical base, including
relevant cost related measures of performance, and (4) quantify
the benefits of specific technology protection advancements The
initial scope of the study included (1) construction of likely
models for NASA DoD and civil space systems, (2) generation
of a number of future scenarios (3) extraction of time phased
technology requirements based on the scenarios and
(4) cost/benefit analyses of some of the technologies identified
G Y
N78-28598*# RCA Labs, Princeton, N J
AUTOMATED ARRAY ASSEMBLY Final Report
R V DAiello Dec 1977 163 p Prepared for DOE and JPL
(Contract NAS7-100 JPL-954352)
(NASA-CR-157317, DOE/JPL-954352-77/4, PRRL-77-CR-54)
Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A general technology assessment and manufacturing cost
analysis was presented A near-term (1982) factory design is
described, and the results of an experimental production study
for the large-scale production of flat-panel silicon and solar-cell
arrays are detailed G G
N78-28602*# Sensor Technology Inc . Chatsworth. Calif
THE 40 kW OF SOLAR CELL MODULES FOR THE LARGE
SCALE PRODUCTION TASK A LOW COST SILICON SOLAR
ARRAY PROJECT Final Technical Report
Gregory T Jones Dec 1977 38 p refs Sponsored by DOE
Prepared for JPL
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157348 DOE/JPL-95465-77/1) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Forty kilowatts of solar cell modules was produced in this
program This is equivalent to 4123 modules The average power
output per module was 97 wans at 165 volts, 60 C and
100 mW/sq cm The peak production rate was 200 modules
per week which is equal to 1 9 kW per week This rate was
sustained for over four and one-half months and is equivalent
ito 100 kW per year This final report covers the solar cell module
{design electrical and power performance module preproduction
environmental test results production and shipping schedule
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program summary and delivery A cost analysis section is written
Particular emphasis on the percentage of labor and material
utilized in constructing a solar cell module is presented Also
included are cost reduction recommendations Author
N78-28607*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
AN IMPROVED METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF HYDROXIDE
AND CARBONATE IN ALKALINE ELECTROLYTES CON-
TAINING ZINC
Margaret A Reid 1978 14 p refs To be presented at the
154th meeting of the Electrochem Soc Inc . Pittsburgh.
15-20 Oct 1978
(NASA-TM-78961) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
A simplified method for titration of carbonate and hydroxide
in alkaline battery electrolyte is presented involving a saturated
KSCN solution as a complexmg agent for zinc Both hydroxide
and carbonate can be determined in one titration. and the
complexmg reagent is readily prepared Since the pH at the end
point is shifted from 8 3 to 7 9 - 8 0 m-cresol purple or phenol
red are used as indicators rather than phenolphthalem Bromcresol
green is recommended for determination of the second end point
of a pH of 4 3 to 4 4 Author
N78 286O8*# AiResearch Mfg Co Torrance Calif
PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF AN ALTERNATE HEAT
SOURCE ASSEMBLY FOR A BRAYTON ISOTOPE POWER
SYSTEM Final Report. Oct 1977 - Apr 1978
HalJ Strumpf May 1978 112p refs Prepared for J PL
(Contract NAS3-20816)
(NASA-CR-135428 AiResearch-78-15171) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Results are presented for a study of the preliminary design
of an alternate heat source assembly (HSA) intended for use in
the Brayton isotope power system (BIPS) The BIPS converts
thermal energy emitted by a radioactive heat source into electrical
energy by means of a closed Brayton cycle A heat source heat
exchanger configuration was selected and optimized, The design
consists of a 10 turn helically wound Hastelloy X tube Thermal
analyses were performed for various operating conditions to ensure
that post impact containment shell (PICS) temperatures remain
within specified limits These limits are essentially satisfied for
all modes of operation except for the emergency cooling system
for which the PICS temperatures are too high Neon was found
to be the best choice for a fill gas for auxiliary cooling system
operation Low cycle fatigue life natural frequency and dy-
namic loading requirements can be met with minor modifications
to the existing HSA B B
N78-286O9*# Copper Development Association Inc . New York
N Y
COLLATION OF MONTHLY AND SEMIANNUAL REPORTS
COVERING INSTRUMENTATION AT THE DECADE 80
HOUSE IN TUCSON. ARIZONA
Jun 1978 24 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32244)
(NASA CR-150728) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10B
The Decade 80 solar house, located in Tucson. Arizona was
built to show the use of copper in home building and to
demonstrate the use of solar energy to provide space heating
and cooling and domestic hot water The auxiliary energy sources
are electrical resistance heating for the domestic hot water and
a gas fired boiler for space heating and operation of the absorption
air conditioning units The Semi-Annual report gives an over-
view of the instrumentation effort with the back-up monthly
reports reflecting more detail of the effort that went into the
implementation of the data acquisition system G Y
N78-28610*# Moseley (Terrell E ). Inc Lynchburg. Va
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM INSTALLED AT LYNCHBURG.
VIRGINIA
1 Dec 1976 174 p
(Contract EI49-181-2388)
(NASA-CR-150729) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
10B
A solar space and domestic hot water preheating system
was designed and installed in a retrofitted 1780 sq ft office
building The 400 sq ft water cooled flat plate collector is mounted
facing south at a 50 deg slope on the flat roof of an adjoining
warehouse which shelters a 2 000 gal insulated steel tank with
a Bitumastic interior lining In addition to the collector and the
tank, 'the system comprises a gas auxilliary boiler, a duct
distribution system utilizing a hot water duct coil and water-to
air heat pump, and a hot water preheater The system is fully
automatic Installation, operation and maintenance instructions
are included ARM
N78-28611*# Copper Development Association. Inc . New York,
N Y
DESIGN PACKAGE FOR INSTRUMENTATION OF THE
DECADE 80 HOUSE IN TUCSON. ARIZONA
Jul 1978 58 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32244)
(NASA-CR-150730) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
A design package covering instrumentation and system design
for the Decade 80 House in Tucson, Arizona is presented The
solar house is instrumented for the purpose of gathering data
to determine the solar heating and cooling system performance
The use of copper in the construction of the house is a first
choice construction material because it conducts heat and resists
corrosion better than other materials and therefore provides a
more efficient and economical system Equipment and site
specifications are reported, along with floor plans shoeing the
location of the site instrumentation hardware I GY
N78-28612*# Honeywell. Inc. Minneapolis. Minn
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT Quarterly Report. 1 Jan. - 31 Mar 1978
Jul 1978 20 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32093)
(NASA-CR-150732) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The development and delivery of eight prototype solar heating
and cooling systems for installation and operational test are
outlined for single-family residences, and commercial applica-
tions G G
N78-28613*# General Electric Co, Philadelphia Pa
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT Statin Summary through Dec. 1977
6 Apr 1978 26 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32092)
(NASA-CR-150735) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10A .
Application surveys and performance studies were conducted
to determine a solar heating and hot water configuration that
could be used in a variety of applications, and to identify subsystem
modules that could be utilized in a building block fashion to
adapt hardware items to single and multi-family residential and
commercial systems Topics discussed include subsystem
development for the solar collectors, controls other components
energy management module and the heating system configuration
test Operational tests conducted at an Illinois farmhousej and a
YWCA in Spokane. Washington are discussed A R H
N78-28614*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
COMPARISON OF THREE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
USED IN DETERMINING THE THERMAL PERFORMANCE
OF FLAT-PLATE SOLAR COLLECTORS Ph D Thesis - Kansas
Univ
Gregory B Hotchkiss Oct 1978 289 p refs
(NASA-TM-78929 E-9669) Avail NTIS HC A13/MF A01
CSCL 10A
Three experimental methods for evaluating the thermal
performance of flat-plate solar collectors are presented The
methods are classified according to the nature of the ambient
conditions encountered during experimental testing The classifica-
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tions are (1) steady state (2) quasi-steady state and (3) unsteady
state Experimental tests on two solar collectors were conducted
in an indoor solar simulator and also out-of-doors From the
experimental collector data collector efficiency factors, which
describe the steady state behavior of a collector, were determined
for each experimental method A parameter identification
method based upon a discrete gradient optimization technique
was used to determine the collector parameters from unsteady
state data Such a method would allow on-line data reduction
and would enable speedy determination of the collector efficiency
factors from transient data The design construction and operation
of the test rig which was used to obtain the experimental data
are also described Author
N78-28616*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va
EMERGING ENERGY ALTERNATIVES FOR THE SOUTH-
EASTERN STATES
Elias K Stefanakos, ed 1978 149 p refs Proc of Symp
held at North Carolina A and T State Umv Greensboro, 31 Mar
1978. sponsored by DOE and North Carolina A and T State
Univ
(NASA-CP-2042. L-12251) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
CSCL IDA
The proceedings of the first symposium on emerging energy
alternatives for the Southeastern States are presented Some
topics discussed are (1) solar energy, (2) wood energy. (3) novel
energy sources. (4) agricultural and industrial process heat.
(5) waste utilization, (6) energy conservation and (7) ocean
thermal energy conversion
N78-28616*jjf Tennessee Technological Univ Cookeville
AN OVERVIEW OF THE ENERGY SITUATION
Donald R Pitts In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 7-18
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Beginning with a historical review of the domestic pattern
of energy usage, the current dependence of the United States
upon dwindling petroleum resources is examined The possible
limit of petroleum usage is discussed, and recent oil production
trends are presented Coupling these with projected analyses of
OPEC oil productive capability in the early 1980s indicates a
serious worldwide as well as American energy problem in the
next decade The need for conservation and rapid development
of application of alternative energy resources is discussed
including quantitative protections of significant conservation efforts
as well as estimates of domestic alternative energy resource
capabilities L S
N78-28617*# Sandia Labs Albuquerque N Mex
ALTERNATIVES IN SOLAR ENERGY
Donald G Schueler In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 19-25
refs Sponsored by DOE
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Although solar energy has the potential of providing a
significant source of clean and renewable energy for a variety
of applications, it is expected to penetrate the nation s energy
economy very slowly The alternative solar energy technologies
which employ direct collection and conversion of solar radiation
as briefly described Author
N78-28618*# Ultrasystems, Inc Washington D C
WOOD ENERGY-COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Robert P Kennel In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 27-38
refs
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Wood energy is being widely investigated in many areas of
the country because of the many obvious benefits of wood fuel
such as the low price per million Btus relative to coal, oil. and
gas. the wide availability of noncommercial wood and the proven
ability to harvest it established technology which is reliable and
free of pollution, renewable resources better conservation for
harvested land, and the potential for jobs creation The Southeast-
ern United States has a specific leadership role in wood energy
based on its established forest products industry experience and
the potential application of wood energy to other industries and
institutions Significant questions about the widespread usage of
wood energy are being answered in demonstrations around the
country as well as the Southeast in areas of wood storage and
bulk handling, high capitalization costs for harvesting and
combustion equipment long term supply and demand contracts,
and the economic feasibility of wood energy outside the forest
products industry Author
N78-28619*# Old Dominion Univ Norfolk. Va
IMPACT OF NOVEL ENERGY SOURCES OTEC. WIND.
GOETHERMAL BIOMASS
A Sidney Roberts, Jr In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 39-57
refs
Avail NTIS HCA07/MFA01 CSCL 10A
Alternate energy conversion methods such as ocean thermal
energy conversion (OTEC), wind power, geothermal wells and
biomass conversion are being explored, and re-examined in some
cases, for commercial viability At a time when United States
fossil fuel and uranium resources are found to be insufficient to
supply national needs into the twenty-first century, it is
essential to broaden the base of feasible energy conversion
technologies The motivations for development of these four
alternative energy forms are established Primary technical aspects
of OTEC, wind, geothermal and biomass energy conversion
systems are described along with a discussion of relative
advantages and disadvantages of the concepts Finally, the
sentiment is voiced that each of the four systems should be
developed to the prototype stage and employed in the region of
the country and in the sector of economy which is complimentary
to the form of system output Author
N78-28620*| Department of Energy. Washington. D C Office
of Solar Applications
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT
James Dollard In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging Energy
Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 59-86 rets
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The application of solar energy to agricultural and industrial
process heat requirements is discussed This energy end use
sector has been the largest and it appears that solar energy
can. when fully developed and commercialized, displace from
three to eight or more quads of oil and natural gas in U S
industry This potential for fossil fuel displacement in the
agricultural and industrial process heat area sector represents a
possible savings of 1 4 to 3 8 million barrels of oil daily L S
N78-28621*| Department of Energy Washington, D C
CONSERVATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCE
Donald E Allen In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 87-94
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A speech is given outlining the energy situation in the United
States It is warned that the existing energy situation cannot
prevail and the time is fast running out for continued growth or
even maintenance of present levels Energy conservation measures
are given as an aid to decrease U S energy consumption, which
would allow more time to develop alternative sources of
energy LS
N78-28622*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va
THE IMPACT OF MUNICIPAL REFUSE UTILIZATION ON
ENERGY AND OUR ENVIRONMENT
In its Emerging Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States
1978 p 95-116
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
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The incinerator/boiler configuration is stressed as the most
reliable method of waste utilization It is also pointed out that
the high cost of refuse disposal and the ever increasing cost of
energy, have made this method attractive A plan is outlined for
operating a waste utilization plant Community participation is
encouraged in investigating the feasibility of refuse to energy
facilities in their area L.S
N78-28623*# Oak Ridge Associated Universities. Tenn
HOW MUCH ENERGY DOES ENERGY COST?
Warren D Devme, Jr In NASA Langley Res Center Emerging
Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern States 1978 p 117-134
refs '
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Estimating the energy cost of producing and delivering an
energy product involves the quantitative determination of all
relevant energy flows and the aggregation of these flows into
meaningful indices of system performance Five emerging energy
technologies are subjected to energy analysis The energy delivered
by each is substantially greater than the energy consumed during
construction and lifelong operation of the system Net energy
analysis can provide interesting and perhaps useful information
regarding specific technologies, but it does not necessarily provide
additional information essential to the making of decisions
regarding those technologies L S
N78-28626*jjl National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office, Calif
METHOD OF FABRICATING A PHOTOVOLTAIC OF A
SUBSTANTIALLY TRANSPARENT CONSTRUCTION Patent
Application
Paul A Dillard (Lockheed Missile and Space Co, Inc. Sunnyvale,
Calif), Walter M Fritz (Lockheed Missile and Space Co. Inc.
Sunnvale. Calif), and Dan R Lett, inventors (to NASA) (Lockheed
Missile and Space Co. Inc, Sunnyvale. Calif) Filed 26 Jul
1978 12 p
(Contracts NAS7-100)
(NASA-Case-NPO-14303-1. NASA-Case-NPO-14305-1,
US-Patent-Appl-SN-928133) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL IDA
A method of fabricating a photovoltaic module transparent
to all energy not used by the cells to produce electricity was
examined The method is characterized by the steps of register-
ing a plurality of uniformly dimensioned photovoltaic cells of
circular configurations, with a plurality of circular openings formed
in a planar tool for affording access to the P contact surface of
each of the cells The N contact surface of alternate cells was
connected to the P contact surface of the cells interposed between,
removing residue from solder flux NASA
N78-28628j)f Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs Richland. Wash
SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE WIND
CHARACTERISTICS PROGRAM ELEMENT OF THE FED-
ERAL WIND ENERGY PROGRAM
C E Elderkm and L L Wendell Oct 1977 53 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2501) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The Wind Systems Branch (WSB) of the Solar-Technology
Division of DOE is responsible for the FWEP and has divided
the program into several program elements The focus of this
report is on the development of the Wind Characteristics Program
Element (WCPE) The development plan presented contains a
detailed breakdown of the proposed program for FY 1978 and
a program overview and projection through FY 1080 The basic
document provides a basis for communication between the WSB
and the WCPE and will be continually updated as required to
accomplish the overall objectives of the FWEP This summary
document is aimed at apprising the participant and user
communities of the aims and priorities of the WCPE ERA
N78-28630jjl Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc Irvine. Calif
ECONOMIC STUDIES OF COAL GASIFICATION- COM-
BINED CYCLE SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRIC POWER GENERA-
TION Final Report
K Chandra. 8 McElmurry. E W Neben. and G E Pack Jan
1978 459 p refs Sponsored by EPRI
(EPRI Proj 239)
(EPRl-AF-642) Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The objective was to identify whether significant economic
and/or environmental incentives exist for using such systems
compared to the current practice of direct coal firing and stack
gas cleanup The processes studied included the Lurgi dry ash
gasifier, the British Gas Corporation slagger and three entramed-
bed processes All these processes were integrated with
combined-cycle plants based on advanced gas turbine technology
(2,400 F combustion outlet) estimated to be available in the
1981-1985 time period The evaluations were based on complete
grass-roots facilities sized to conform to the present electric
utility practice of building units of approximately 1,000-MW
capacity It is concluded that several of the processes considered
are potentially attractive and are or can be, available for
commercialization during the next decade ERA
N78-28633jfl Brookhaven National Lab Upton. N Y
UTILIZATION OF ENERGY INFORMATION REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR POLICY >
Kenneth C Hoffman Nov 1977 32 p refs Presented at the
Workshop on Energy Inform, Stanford. Calif, 15-16 Dec 1977
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-23643, Conf-771226-1) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
An integrated approach involving the use of aggregated
energy-economic data, as well as more detailed data at the
activity level involving the characterization of specific energy
utilization processes in the residential, commercial and indus-
trial sectors is outlined Such information goes beyond the
traditional treatment of resources utilization and delivered fuels
to incorporate the concepts of energy services delivered and of
the direct plus indirect energy content of goods and services
that are consumed The present situation is, therefore one of
transition from a period where analysis was governed by the
availability of data to one where information must be developed
to support the needs of policy analysis The current information
base is summarized and recommendations are made for-the
future development of an information base and analytical capability
that will support energy-utilization policy analysis • ERA
iN78-28636jf Georgetown Univ Washington. D C
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY COAL USING INTEGRATED
COMMUNITY ENERGY SYSTEM (GU/CU-ICES) 6EMON-
STRATION PROJECT. PHASE 1 DETAILED-. WORK
MANAGEMENT PLAN Final Report. Aug 1977. - Jan
1978 t
31 Jan 1978 167 p refs 'c
(Contract EC-77-C-02-4488)
(COO-4488-1) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The energy conservation potential of a heat and power
generating system using a coal-fired atmospheric pressure fluidized
bed combustor to supply all energy needs to operate the university
buildings was studied A prefeasibihty study determined a group
of ten subsystems that were directly related to the goals of the
program These included cogeneration from a steam turbine grid
connection, diesel cogeneration, desiccant regeneration m HVAC
dehumidification. heat pumping to a higher temperature, seasonal
energy storage cool storage of thermal energy heat storage,
coal and limestone storage and transportation and the combustor
solid waste disposal The goals and the subsystem alternatives
a comprehensive scope of work, detailed task plan schedules
and a management plan are defined ERA
N78-28636rff Oak Ridge National Lab. Tenn
COMMERCIAL ENERGY USE A DISAGGREGATIOW BY
FUEL. BUILDING TYPE. AND END USE
Jerry R Jackson and William S Johnson Feb 1978 94 p
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(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(ORNL/CON-14) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The development of detailed estimates of energy use in the
commercial sector is described The level of detail includes five
end uses, four fuel types, and ten commercial subsectors Energy
use estimates for each of the 200 components are developed
for the years 1965 to 1975 Trends in commercial energy use
by fuel type and end use are presented, energy use estimates
disagregated by building type. fuel, and end use are presented
for 1970 and 1975 The three distinct tasks required to develop
these estimates are presented in detail The first task includes
reviewing, analyzing, and interpreting data on commercial energy
use to reflect consistent commercial sector coverage Floor space
stock estimates are developed in the second task In the third
step information on relative energy use by building type is
synthesized from studies of individual buildings and is used, along
with aggregate fuel and floor space estimates, to calculate detailed
energy use by subsector and year ERA
N78-28638# Massachusetts Inst of Tech . Cambridge Alfred
P Sloan School of Management
CHOICES IN THE NEXT ENERGY AND SOCIAL REVOLU-
TION
Charles J Ryan 7 Jul 1977 28 p
(Contract EX-76-A-01-2195-028)
(TID-28197) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
As fossil fuels the energy source of industrialization, are
depleted, the world enters into the third most important energy
and social revolution in the development of civilization Natural
and social systems operate under the same principles of energy
management The evolution of civilization over more than a million
years can be seen as a successful quest to control greater amounts
of energy through social organization in three different energy
and social systems hunting and gathering agriculture, and fossil'
fuels The energy perspective of the paper suggests the relationship
between continuous growth and social discontinuity in U S history
The physical and social consequences of future energy alternatives
are discussed in terms of an Orwelhan, Jeffersonian, and
Malthusian type future (The Third Revolution Orwell. Jefferson,
or Malthus) The paper concludes with an endorsement of solar
energy as the alternative most likely to afford a stable future in
a humanly organized environment ERA
N78-28641jjf Wormser Scientific Corp, Stamford, Conn
SOLAR HOUSE HEATINC SYSTEM USING REFLECTIVE
PYRAMID OPTICAL CONDENSING SYSTEM Progress
Report. 1 Jun • 31 Dec 1976
Jan 1978 83 p
(Contract EY-76-C-02-2769)
(COO-2769-5) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The prototype system previously built on Westover Road,
Stamford Connecticut, was upgraded instrumented, and
evaluated It was found to perform essentially as expected, but
the open construction was found to have problems A fully
enclosed model Pyramidal Optics house was built by Better Homes
of Delaware near Rehoboth, Delaware After a number of
significant improvements were made in the optical concentrating
system and 'the flat plate receiver assembly the system was
monitored throughout the winter of 1976/1977 and found to
perform very well The solar contribution to heating amounted
to 70 percent during the severe winter months and is expected
to exceed 80 percent throughout the year The Pyramidal Optics
system was found to have a number of economic and operational
advantages It is planned to evaluate additional systems in other
locations and different climatic conditions ERA
(IKE-5-206. Conf-770592-4) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
After a survey of the main parameters for heat store
construction, a new latent-heat store concept is described which
takes account of the experience with stores in existing solar
houses The new concept is based on a modular construction
Each module has a finned heat pipe partitioned into 3 compart-
ments (store space, heat source region, and heat sink region)
The space between the fins is filled with a storage material
which changes Irom the solid to the liquid phase when heat is
added The test model was operated.with paraffin and wax ester
Finally, a proposal is made for an integration of the latent-heat
store concept into a solar space and water heating system ERA
N78-28644jp Boeing Engineering and Construction. Seattle.
Wash
CLOSED-CYCLE. HIGH-TEMPERATURE CENTRAL RE-
CEIVER CONCEPT FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER Final
Report
Jan 1978 279 p refs
(EPRI Proj 377-1)
(EPRI-ER-629) Avail NTIS HC A13/MF A01
The technical feasibility of a high-temperature central receiver
in a solar plant employing closed-cycle helium as a heat transport
fluid was examined in terms of system life, efficiency, cost, and
technology requirements These considerations were implemented
in the conceptual design of a receiver and its components for
utilization in a solar plant of 100 megawatts of electrical power
output The rationale is provided that supports the configuration,
equipment arrangement, and material choices Thermal cycling
tests simulating 30-year lifetime of the receiver's heat exchangers
at temperatures to 816 C and at 500 psi helium pressure,
confirmed material choices Preliminary design considerations are
presented for a 1 megawatt thermal test receiver and for a 10
megawatt electrical pilot plant 'Also, a system/supporting-
subsystem definition is presented for employing the central receiver
design in a solar plant This includes conceptual design of several
thermal energy storage devices and their integration into plant
operation ERA
N78-28646rff Massachusetts Inst of Tech . Cambridge Energy
Lab
WASTE HEAT MANAGEMENT IN THE ELECTRIC POWER
INDUSTRY ISSUE OF ENERGY CONSERVATION AND
STATION OPERATION UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
STRAINTS Progress Report, 1 Jun. - 31 Dec. 1977
Jan 1978 15 p ref
(Contract EY-76-S-02-4114)
(COO-4114-4) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
/» Progress in identifying costs, and in particular operating costs,
associated with the use of various cooling systems for reducing
the thermal impact from base load steam electric power plants
is reported Costs for a single, hypothetical river site are compared
The essential methodology and preliminary results are summarized
A 1200 MWe nuclear plant and an 800 MWe fossil fuel plant
were studied Open cycle diffusers, cooling ponds, mechanical
and natural draft evaporative towers and mechanical draft dry
towers were considered for both plants A set of models was
developed to optimize the components of each cooling system
based on the local meteorological and hydrological conditions at
the site in accordance with a fixed demand, scalable plant concept
The concept allows one to compare the costs of producing the
same net power from each plant/cooling system ERA
N78-28642# Stuttgart Univ (West Germany) Inst fuer
Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme
HEAT STORE FOR SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION IN
HEATING SYSTEMS AND WATER HEATING
A Abhat May 1977 25 p In GERMAN Presented at the
Energy Policies Forum of the Landesregierung, Stuttgart, 9 May
1977
N78-28647# Cornell Univ Ithaca N Y Coll of Agriculture
and Life Sciences
ANAEROBIC FERMENTATION OF AGRICULTURAL RESI-
DUES. POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVEMENT AND IMPLEMEN-
TATION Quarterly and Semiannual Progress Report.
16 Sap - 16 Dae. 1977
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W J Jewell. R W Guest, R C Loehr. D R Price W W
Gunkel. and P J VanSoest 1977 45 p
(EY-76-S-02-2981)
(COO-2981-6. QR-6 SAPR-3) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The development of new and/or improved technology to
facilitate and promote the widespread use of anaerobic fermenta-
tion in agriculture as a source of renewable, clean energy is
outlined Activities reported include completion of the final draft
of the final report describing the findings of the first year of the
project, excavation and site preparation, construction of the full
scale plug flow and pilot scale random mixed fermentors.
installation of the ram pump manure delivery system, construction
of two buildings to house controls and appurtenances, and
continued operation of the pilot scale plug flow fermentor ERA
N78-28648# Illinois Univ. Urbana Dept of Civil Engineer-
ing
BIOLOGICAL CONVERSION OF BIOMASS TO METHANE
Quarterly Progress Report. 1 Jun - 30 Sep 1977
J T Pfeffer Oct 1977 29 p
(Contract EY-76-S-02-2917)
(COO-2917-6) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Work on the use of beef feed lot manure for the production
of methane was studied Additional data were collected on the
operation of the fermentors at thermophilic temperatures Data
were also collected at the mesophihc temperature A consider-
able effort was expended on characterizing the reactor effluent
and evaluating the dewatering characteristics of the reactor slurry
Evaluation of the type of reactor on methane yields were continued
Data were collected on these systems operating at a total
| retention time of 10 days Response of the system and reaction
i rates were determined ERA
N78-286490 Los Alamos Scientific Lab N Mex
ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND STORAGE FOR RESI-
DENCES USING Li/12 ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINES TO
AUGMENT PHOTOVOLTAICS
G R B Elliot 1977 9 p Presented at Electrochem Soc
Meeting. Atlanta. 9-15 Oct 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-77-2330. Conf-771060) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Electrochemical engines use electrochemical cell reactions
and a temperature gradient to convert heat directly to electric
power Such engines can both generate electricity and store
electric energy Application of such engines as used with solar
photovoltaic conversion is discussed Specifically, it is shown
that such engines could both store electric energy generated in
daytime for nighttime use. and generate electric power from
gas or other fossil heat in bad weather If the photovoltaics
remain expensive, the electrochemical engines themselves could
be used to generate electric power from focused solar collec-
tion ERA
N78-28652# California Univ. Uvermore Lawrence Lrvermore
Lab Technology Applications Group
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROGRAM
C F Miller 9 Jan 1978 5 p Presented at the 2d Natl
Conf and Exhibition on Techno! for Energy Conserv , Albuquerque.
New Mex, 24-27 Jan 1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-80431 Conf-780109-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Outreach activities were conducted in approximately 30 states
Primary target audiences include such groups as architects,
builders, lenders, contractors, plumbers manufacturers, distributors
as well as educational institutions state and local offices, and
library systems The outreach program is the only operational
regionalized solar commercialization capability available to DOE
on a nationwide basis at this time ERA
N78-28663# Bechtel Corp. San Francisco Calif
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF SOLAR
DISTILLATION FOR LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION OF
FRESH WATER Final Report
Dec 1977 81 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-8176) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
An assessment of solar distillation plant performance'
attainable with presently implementable technology is presented
A review of existing technology provides the basis for selection
of the design for a 5 million gallon per day solar distillation'
plant The cost of distilled water from this plant is compared,
with the cost of water from an oil fired distillation plant of the,
same installed capacity For present day plant construction and
annual fuel escalation rates below 105 percent, water obtained;
from a solar driven distillation plant is more expensive than that
obtained from conventional oil driven distillers ERA
N78-28654f California Univ Berkeley Cooperative Extension
Service
GOVERNMENTAL COSTS AND REVENUES ASSOCIATED
WITH GEOTHERMAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IN IMPE-
RIAL COUNTY
G Goldman and D Strong Oct 1977 80 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-13800. Publ-13800) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The cost and revenue impacts to local governments of three
geothermal energy growth scenarios in Imperial County were
estimated The level of geothermal energy potential for the three
development scenarios tested is 2.000, 4 000 and 8.000 MW,
enough power to serve 270.000 to 1.000 000 people The analysis
of the three growth scenarios tested indicates that county
population would increase by 3 7 and 19 percent and assessed
values would increase by 20, 60, and 165 percent for Alternatives
No 1. No 2 and No 3 respectively Direct and indirect effects
would increase new jobs in the county by 1,000. 3,000 and
8,000 Government revenues would tend to exceed public service
costs for county and school districts, while city costs would
tend to exceed revenues In each of the alternatives, if county,
cities and school districts are grouped together, the revenues
exceed costs by an estimated $1 600 per additional person either
directly or mdrectly related to geothermal energy development
in the operational stages ERA <
N78-28655rfl California Univ. Uvermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL
IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY RESULTING FROM GEOTHER-
MAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN THE IMPERIAL
VALLEY
P H Gudiksen. M C Axelrod. D L Ermak. K C Lams'on and
R Lange 17 Oct 1977 17 p refs Presented at the Intern
dean Air Conf. Brisbane. Australia, 15-19 May 1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-79388. Conf-780504-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The installation of a network of air quality stations for
characterizing the air quality and atmospheric transport properties
in the valley prior to development is discussed Analyses of
geothermal fluids for various gases were performed to evaluate
the potential emission rates from future geothermal power plants
The principal pollutant of concern was H2S because of its noxious
odor and potential release rate These estimated source emission
rates and the appropriate meteorological measurements were
used as input to a three dimensional, atmospheric transport code
to estimate the potential changes in air quality that result from
various scenarios for development of geothermal power ERA
N78-28657jf General Electric Co. Philadelphia, Pa Space
Div
APPLIED RESEARCH ON ENERGY STORAGE AND
CONVERSION FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC AND WIND ENERGY
SYSTEMS. VOLUME 3: WIND CONVERSION SYSTEMS
WITH ENERGY STORAGE Final Report
27 Sep 1977 330 p refs Sponsored by DOE
(Grant NSF C-75-22221)
(TID-28287/3) Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
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Wind energy conversion systems and their use of energy
storage are studied by the assessment of selected candidate
storage concepts, and by evaluation of the effects of selected
parameters on the attractiveness and worth of energy storage
utilization The scope of the investigations included both utility
and non-utility applications In addition to establishing cost goals
for storage the impact of charging storage from multiple sources,
as well as from wind systems alone, was included, along with
the effects of wind forecasting and transient smoothing of the
wind system output ERA
N78-28658# Foster-Miller Associates. Inc. Waltham Mass
DEVELOPMENT OF A PASSIVE HEATING AND COOLING
SYSTEM USIMG A PUMPED HEAT PIPE Quarterly Technical
Progress Roport, 6 Sep 1977 - 30 Nov. 1977
J T Dieckmann Dec 1977 8 p
(Contract EG-77-C-04-4098)
(TID-28188, QTPR) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The technical progress in the program versus schedule and
budget is summarized The efforts expended on each task are
discussed briefly Author (ERA)
N78-28881# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
ECONOMICS OF THE ATTACHED SOLAR GREENHOUSE
FOR HOME HEATING
C D Kolstad 1978 12 p refs Presented at the 2d Natl
Conf and Exhibition on Technol for Energy Conserv , Albuquerque.
New Mex . 23-27 Jan 1978
(Contract1 EY-76-C-04-0789)
(LA-UR-22. Conf-780109-5) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
For several years, passive solar heating was considered to
be very attractive for home heating in the U S Unfortunately
passive systems are not as easily analyzed as active systems
from an engineering and economic performance point of view
This problem is addressed, and an economic assessment of the
solar greenhouse is given Using simple heat balance analysis, a
greenhouse performance model was developed for assessing
heat available for home space conditioning from an add on solar
greenhouse This forms the basis for an engineering economic
model for assessing the economic viability of the add on solar
greenhouse for home heating Model variables include climate
factors, local costs, alternate fuels and system size The model
is then used to examine several locations in the U S for the
economic attractiveness of the add on solar greenhouse for space
heating ERA
M78-28882jj( Sandia Labs. Albuquerque, N Mex
SOLAR IRRIGATION PROGRAM STATUS
R H Braasch and G E Brandvold 1978 9 p refs Presented
at the Intern Solar Energy Congr. New Delhi, 16 Jan 1978
(SAND-78-0398C. Conf-780114-3) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
A program to develop solar energy as a practical power
source for irrigation pumps is discussed briefly Two experimental
systems in operation or under development for developing system
designs which are technically and economically feasible are
described One is near Willard New Mexico, and the other near
Coohdge. Arizona ERA
N78-28664jjf Sandia Labs. Albuquerque. N Mex
LASER RAY TRACE TESTER FOR PARABOLIC TROUGH
SOLAR COLLECTORS
B D Hansche Jan 1978 18 p Presented at the 24th Intern
Instrumentation Symp. Albuquerque New Mex. 1 May 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-0012C. Conf-780503-7) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
A laser ray trace tester is being developed to measure
slope errors of parabolic trough solar collectors The design
parameters current status of the device, and some improvements
which are necessary are described ERA
N78-28665# Sandia Labs. Albuquerque. N Mex Systems
Analysis Div
SYSTEMS ANALYSES OF STORAGE IN SPECIFIC SOLAR
THERMAL POWER APPLICATIONS
H M Dodd 1978 14 p refs Presented at the SERI Storage
Applications Workshop, Golden, Colo. 14 Feb 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-03424C. Conf-780216-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Several approaches are presented using optimization tech-
niques plus an additional approach which attempts to discover
generalized results concerning the appropriate sizes of solar
collector and storage medium for a given load The optimization
techniques either have thermal storage built into the model or
(in one case) have a general storage module which can be
representative of thermal storage Applications to solar irrigation
and total energy are discussed Author (ERA)
N78-286661 Illinois Univ, Urbana Dept of Civil Engineer-
ing
BIOLOGICAL CONVERSION OF BIOMASS TO METHANE
J T Pfeffer Jan 1978 6 p
(Contract EY-76-S-02-2917)
(COO-2917-7) Avail NTIS HG A02/MF A01
Complete-mix and multistage reactors are evaluated for use
in the anaerobic fermentation of organic solids for methane'
production Results indicate that if a balanced population of
organisms is maintained in the initial stage, multi-stage fermenta-
tion is more efficient than a complete-mix system However, if
the system is stressed, failure of the multi-staged system is
more rapid When the first stage was not inhibited due to a
short retention time, the waste stabilization in the additional
stages was minimal Further studies on the effect of retention
time on reaction rates indicated that the type of reactor design
desired depends upon the objective of the system A staged!
system will produce more methane per unit volume of reactor
for a given quantity of solid substrate Maximal methane production,
per unit volume is obtained by a single-stage reactor operating
at near minimum retention Results of studies on the fermentation'
of manures and corn stover are discussed briefly ERA
N78-28667jjl Istituto Supenore di Sanrta Rome (Italy) Lab '
delle Radiazioni
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON LONG TERM ENERGY'
PROSPECTS
G CamposVenuti. S Frullani, E Tabet, and P Vecchia 7 Nov
1977 23 p refs- In ITALIAN. ENGLISH summary Presented
at the Meeting on Energy in the Future. Rome, 9-10 Jul 1977
(ISS-L-77/11) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The different implications of alternative energy sources
(nuclear, fusion, and solar) for Italy are discussed from the point
of view of environmental problems Natural limits to the increase
of energy production and some energy conservation measures
are also considered Author (ESA)
N78-28669| Istituto Supenore di Sanita. Rome (Italy) Lab
di Fisica
CONSIDERATIONS ON SOME ECONOMIC AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO ENERGY PRODUCTION.,
PART 1
7 Dec 1976 47 p In ITALIAN. ENGLISH summary 3 Vol
(ISS-L-76/15-PM) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Origins and significance of the environmental energy and
economic crises are discussed, with emphasis on the ecologic,
productive, and economic systems Ecological and thermody-
namic fundamentals are presented Topics dealt with under the
theme - the energy sources fossil combustibles - include
petroleum reserves, carbon and synthetic combustibles, environ-
mental dangers, and inflation resulting from the energy problem
ESA
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N78-28670# Istituto Supenore di Samta. Rome (Italy) Lab
di Fisica
CONSIDERATIONS ON SOME ECONOMIC AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO ENERGY PRODUCTION.
PART 2
14 Dec 1976 35 p In ITALIAN ENGLISH summary 3 Vol
(ISS-L-76/16-PI-2) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Topics dealt with under the theme - energy sources nuclear
and solar energy - include the development of nuclear power in
the U S. the nuclear hazards, the nuclear economy, and the
solar alternative, an antidote against the inflation ESA
N78-28671I Istituto Supenore di Samta Rome (Italy) Lab
di Fisica
CONSIDERATIONS ON SOME ECONOMIC AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO ENERGY PRODUCTION.
PART 3
21 Dec 1976 43 p In ITALIAN, ENGLISH summary 3 Vol
(ISS-L-76/17-P1-3) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Environmental and energetic aspects of the transportation
system in the U S are considered Topics dealt with under the
theme - energy use the petrochemical industry - include
substitution of natural products by synthetic products, environmen-
tal and energetic consequences nondegradable toxic substances
and high energy cost, and the economic origins of petrochemical
technology ESA
N78-28672jfl Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington.
Va
TRANSLATIONS ON USSR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY. NO 40.
METHODS OF GAS PRODUCTION FOR AMMONIA
SYNTHESIS
12 Jul 1978 85 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from various
Russian documents
(JPRS-71447) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The economic advantages of producing ammonia from the
gasification of shale are reviewed The use of natural gas is
compared to gasified shale in the ammonia production processes
N78-28673 Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington, Va
A METHOD OF CONVERTING BALTIC SHALE TO PROCESS
GAS FOR AMMONIA SYNTHESIS
Docent Zuhukov In its Transl on USSR Sci and Technol
Phys Sci and Technol. No 40. Methods of Gas Production for
Ammonia Synthesis (JPRS-71447) 12 Jul 1978 p 1-26
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Tr Leningrad Inzhenerno-
Ekonomicheskogo Inst (Leningrad), no 36, 1961 p 76-95
Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The main indices and parameters of the processor of shale
conversion were determined on a pilot facility As calculated
per metric ton of absolutely dry process shale, the yield of
intermediate products and finished goods was converted gas -
1150 cu nm, synthesized gas - 1063 cu nm ammonia and
carbon dioxide - 355 and 605 kg respectively or urea - 612 kg
Synthesized gas was produced by using a steam-air converting
mixture, which obviates the need for building and operating an
air separation plant The process was characterized by efficiency
for utilizing the material potential of the raw material, exceeding
the effectiveness of shale utilization for fuel products by
conventional methods by a factor of 2 5 JAM
N78-28674 Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington, Va
MODERN SCHEMES OF PROCESS GAS PRODUCTION FOR
AMMONIA SYNTHESIS
Ye Ya Melnikov In its Transl on USSR Sci and Technol
Phys Sci and Technol, No 40 Methods of Gas Production for
Ammonia Synthesis (JPRS-71447) 12 Jul 1978 p 28-51
Transl into ENGLISH from Tr Leningrad Inzhenerno-
Ekonomicheskogo Inst (Leningrad), no 37. 1961 p 76-95
Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Specific investments and the cost of synthetic ammonia are
presented The raw material resources in the nitrogen industry
in the U S S R and noncommunist countries were compared A
diagram of the catalytic steam-oxygen conversion of natural gas
under pressure is included Gas composition during high
temperature conversion of natural gas was also examined
J A M
N78-28676# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington,
Va
PROSPECTS FOR THE USE OF CHAMBER GAS
A Ya Arna and P R Lageda In its Transl on USSR Sci and
Technol Phys Sci and Technol, No 40. Methods of Gas
Production for Ammonia Synthesis (JPRS-71447) 12 Jul 1978
p 52-58 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Tr Leningrad
Inzhenerno-Ekonomischeskogo Inst (Leningrad), no 37 1961
p 101-106
Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The use of gas from chamber furnaces for ammonia production
was found economically more effective than its use as a domestic
fuel gas It will be possible to produce ammonia from chamber
gas at practically the same cost as ammonia from natural gas
Ammonia production from gases is described, using the new
system of processing shale with a solid heat transfer media or
pyrolysis of shale tar with simultaneous production of unsaturated
hydrocarbons The economic effect of the use of chamber gas
could be significantly increased by using coke which is currently
dumped JAM
N78-28688]ff Environmental Protection Agency Ann Arbor. Mich
Emission Control Technology Div
AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST EMISSION SURVEILLANCE
ANALYSIS OF THE FY 1976 PROGRAM
James A Rutherford Dec 1977 177 p refs
(PB-279355/2 EPA-460/3-77-022) Avail NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 138
Through the Office of Air and Waste Management. EPA
contracts with several independent laboratories to perform
dynamometer emission testing of in-use light duty vehicles The
Emission Factors Testing Program is a continuing project
administered by the Emissions Control Technology Division, a
part of the Mobile Source Air Pollution Control (MSAPC) program
located in Ann Arbor Michigan The data is summarized from
the fifth year (FY 75) in the series and updates the sample to
include 1976 model year vehicles as well as provides continued
monitoring of previous model years State and local agencies.
Federal air pollution officials, automobile manufacturers and
concerned citizens can use this summary to estimate the impact
of light duty vehicle emissions on air quality and to determine
.conformity of vehicles to the standards under which they were
certified GRA
N78-28695 Utah Umv Salt Lake City
STUDIES IN BASIN AND RANGE VOLCANISM
PhD Thews
Stanley Herbert Evans Jr 1978 131 p
Avail Umv Microfilms Order No 78-09960
A suite of silicic volcanic rocks are described associated
with the Roosevelt Hot Springs geothermal area in southwestern
Utah The volcanic sequence included Tertiary rhyolite 8 m y
old and obsidian ash and rhyolite of Quaternary age The
Quaternary lavas were characterized by high silica content (76 5%
SiO2) and total alkalies in excess of 9 percent Obsidians
commonly contained greater amounts of fluorine than water
Quaternary alkali-olivme basalt and basanite are also studied
which have erupted over 850 sq km in the San Bernardino
Valley, Southeastern Arizona The lava field contained flows cones
of cinder and agglutinate and several large maars up no 1 km
in diameter with associated tuff rings The lavas contained more
alumina and alkalies than typical alkali-ohvine basalts some
varieties contain 6 5% Na20 and 3 4% K20 Dissert Abstr
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N78-28777
W78-28777# California Univ Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab
POTENTIAL OF ARID ZONE VEGETATION AS A SOURCE
OF SUBSTRATES
J A Bassham Nov 1977 44 p refs Presented at Seminar
on Microbial Conversion Systems for Food and Fodder Production
and Water Management Kuwait City Kuwait 12 Nov 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(LBL-7214 Conf-771158-1) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Vegetation in and zones as a source of substrates is discussed
Considered are the limitations on efficiency of conversion of
solar energy to the stored chemical energy of biomass in green
plants, and the subsequent biochemical pathways of carbon dioxide
fixation and biosynthesis, as well as the potential of plants
endogenous to arid zones Finally the use of covered agriculture
or controlled environmental agriculture is considered both in its
present jorm and in terms of possible extension to the large
scale production of stable crops ERA
N78-28953# California Univ. Livermore Lawrence Liverm'ore
Lab
INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION (ICF)
12 Oct 1977 31 p Presented at the 19th Ann Am Phys
Soc Meeting. Atlanta. 7-11 Nov 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-79856. Conf-771136-30) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01
> Rapid progress was made in the four major areas of
ICF-targets, drivers, fusion experiments, and reactors High gain
targets were designed Laser, electron beam, and heavy ion
accelerator drivers appear to be feasible Record-breaking
thermonuclear conditions were experimentally achieved Detailed
diagnostics of laser implosions confirmed predictions of the
LASNEX computer program Experimental facilities are being
planned and constructed capable of igniting high gain fusion
microexplosions in the mid 1980's A low cost long lifetime
reactor design was developed ERA
N78-28984# Tetra Tech, Inc. Arlington. Va
US NAVY ENERGY R AND D PROGRESS. 1977
Mar 1978 160 p
(Contract N00014-77-C-0350)
!(AD-A053428. TETRAT-A-938-78-361) Avail NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 05/1
This^U S Navy Energy R and D Progress report summarizes
the progress of the Navy Energy R and D program from October
through December 1977 and progress prior to October 1977
which had not previously been documented Potential energy
savings for each project is included Author (GRA)
19 Jul 1978 42 p rets
(Contract NAS2-9815)
(NASA-CR-152152-Vol-1. ORI-TR-1298-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A unified framework for comparing intercity passenger and
freight transportation systems is presented Composite measures
for cost, service/demand, energy, and environmental impact were
determined A set of 14 basic measures were articulated to
form the foundation for computing the composite measures A
parameter dependency diagram constructed to explicitly interre-
late the composite and basic measures is discussed Ground
rules and methodology for developing the values of the basic
measures are provided and the use of the framework with existing
cost and service data is illustrated for various freight systems
A R H
N78-28994*# Operations Research. Inc, Silver Spring, Md
PHASE 1 DEFINITION OF INTERCITY TRANSPORTATION
COMPARISON FRAMEWORK VOLUME 2 METHODOL-
OGY Final Report
19 Jul 1978 251 p refs
(Contract NAS2-9815)
(NASA-CR-152152-Vol-2 ORI-TR-1298-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A12/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Categories of cost and service measures that will appropriately
define the characteristics of all intercity transportation systems
were established Previous methods of comparing transportation
systems were reviewed Specific comparison variables, applicable
to all modes were defined, and the functional relationships by
which these variables are interdependent were explored A
framework by which the set of variables may be employed for
comparison of data from the individual systems was construc-
ted ARH
N78-28997# Philadelphia Electric Co , Pa
EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMICAL AND TECHNOLOGI-
CAL VIABILITY OF VARIOUS UNDERGROUND TRANSMIS-
SION SYSTEMS FOR LONG FEEDS TO URBAN LOAD
AREAS Firwl Report
Dec 1977 365 p refs
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2055)
(HCP/T2055-1) Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01
The technical and economic suitability of many of the
underground power transmission systems that may be available
in the 1990's was evaluated The systems considered included
cellulose, polyproplyen, and gas insulated cables, oil filled cables,
and cryogenic cables for 345 kV to 765 kV ac or dc systems
and superconducting cables for 320 kV ac systems and 300 kV
dc systems The results of this economic evaluation and limitation
on applying these results to other underground transmission
applications are presented ERA
N78-2899O# Committee on Energy and Natural Resources (U
3 Senate)
IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC LAW 96-87
Washington GPO 1978 170 p refs Hearing before Subcomm
on Public Lands and Resources of the Comm on Energy and
Natural Resources. 95th Congr. 2d Sess, 24 Apr 1978
(GPO-28-863. Publ-95-122) Avail Subcomm on Public Lands
and Resources
1
 A hearing to review the implementation of the Federal Surface
Control and Reclamation Act is presented Testimony is heard
from heads or their representatives of four Federal agencies
'regarding the problems they were experiencing in carrying out
their responsibilies for implementing the surface mining program
An economic analysis and an environmental impact report are
given to assess the program G Y
N78-28999| National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Va
INCINERATION STUDIES. VOLUME 2. CITATIONS FROM
THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Reports.
1975 - Mar. 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Apr 1978 289 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0331. NTIS/PS-76/0226
(NTIS/PS-78/0367/9. NTIS/PS-77/0331. NTIS/PS-76/0226)
Avail NTIS HCS2800/MF $2800 CSCL 138
Worldwide research on the incineration of municipal,
industrial, agricultural, and shipboard wastes is discussed Topics
I cover incinerator design, air pollution control, materials recovery,
heat recovery, pyrolysis incineration, and cost studies (This
updated bibliography contains 282 abstracts. 78 of which are
new entries to the previous edition )
N78-28993*jjl Operations Research. Inc, Silver Spring, Md
PHASE 1: DEFINITION OF INTERCITY TRANSPORTATION
COMPARISON FRAMEWORK VOLUME 1. SUMMARY
Final Report
N78-29063*| National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center Langley Station, Va
'PROGRESS ON COAL-DERIVED FUELS FOR AVIATION
SYSTEMS
Robert D Witcofski In its CTOL Transport Technol. 1978 1978
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N78 29231
p 927-950 refs
Avail NTIS HCA18/MFA01 CSCL21D
The results of engineering studies of coal-derived aviation
fuels and their potential application to the air transportation system
are presented Synthetic aviation kerosene (SYN JET-A), liquid
methane (LCH4I and liquid hydrogen (LH2) appear to be the
most promising coal-derived fuels Aircraft configurations fueled
with LH2 their fuel systems, and their ground requirements at
the airport are identified Energy efficiency, transportation hazards,
and costs are among the factors considered It is indicated that
LCH4 is the most energy efficient to produce, and provides the
most efficient utilization of coal resources and the least
expensive ticket as well J M S
N78-291O3*# General Electric Co . Cincinnati, Ohio Aircraft
Engine Group
LONG-TERM CF6 ENGINE PERFORMANCE DETERIORA-
TION: EVALUATION OF ENGINE S/N 451-380
Final Report
W H Kramer and J J Smith Aug 1978 112 p
(Contract NAS3-20631)
(NASA-CR-159390) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The performance testing and analytical teardown of CF6-6D
engine serial number 451-380 which was recently removed from
a DC-10 aircraft is summarized The investigative test program
was conducted inbound prior to normal overhaul/refurbishment
The performance testing included an inbound test, a test following
cleaning of the low pressure turbine airfoils, and a final test
after leading edge rework and cleaning the stage one fan
blades The analytical teardown consisted of detailed disassembly
inspection measurements and airfoil surface finish checks of the
as-received deteriorated hardware Aspects discussed include the
analysis of the test cell performance data a complete analytical
teardown report with a detailed description of all observed
hardware distress and an analytical assessment of the perform-
ance loss (deterioration) relating measured hardware conditions
to losses in both specific fuel comsumption and exhaust gas
temperature ARM
N78-29133*# Boeing Aerospace Co Seattle Wash Space
Div
SOLAR POWER SATELLITE SYSTEM DEFINITION STUDY
PART 3 PREFERRED CONCEPT SYSTEM DEFINITION
May 1978 364 p
(Contract NAS9-15196)
(NASA-CR-151746 D180-24071-1-Pt-3) Avail NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 22B
A concise but complete system description for the preferred
concept of the Solar Power Satellite System is presented
Significant selection decisions included the following (1) single
crystal silicon solar cells (2) glass encapsulated solar cell balnkets
(3) concentration ratio 1 (4) graphite composite materials for
primary structure (5) electric propulsion for attitude control.
(6) klystron RF amplifier tubes for the transmitter, (7) one
kilometer diameter transmitter with a design trans mission link
output power of 5 000 megawatts (8) construction in low earth
orbit with self-powered transfer of satellite modules to geosynchro-
nous orbit and (9) two-stage winged fully reusable rocket vehicle
for transportation to low earth orbit ARM
N78-29175 Carnegie-Mellon Univ Pittsburgh. Pa
A MECHANISM FOR ULTRALOW INTERRACIAL TENSION
IN SYSTEMS CONTAINING MICROEMULSIONS THEO-
RETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS WITH
ULTRACENTRIFUGE Ph D. Thesis
Rei-Nan Hwan 1978 131 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-11503
A theory of ultralow interfacial tensions and their relation
to phase separation in micellar solution was developed The theory
predicted that interfaces having very low tensions can be produced
when a micellar solution separated into a micelle-rich and a
micelle-lean phase For phase separation to occur under reasonable
conditions, the micelles must contain enough solubilized oil or
water to be about 100 A in diameter or larger The conditions
for phase separation and the composition of the phases in
equilibrium were also predicted by the theory Interfacial tension
was calculated by adapting Cahn and Milliard s approach Results
showed that interfacial tensions can be 01 dyne/cm or lower
even when the system is far from a consolute point Predictions
of the theory were in general agreement with the data of Healy
et al on low interfacial tensions in oil-water systems with a
synthetic petroleum sulfonate surfactant Dissert Abstr
N78-29198# Bureau of Mines. Albany. Oreg Metallurgy
Research Center
METHANATION ACTIVITY OF RANEY NICKEL CATALYSTS:
EFFECT OF PROPORTION OF NiAI3 AND Ni2AI3 IN
PRECURSOR ALLOYS Technical Report. 6 Jul 1976 - 7 Jill
1977
Laurance L Oden and James H Russell 1978 21 p refs
Prepared in cooperation with ERDA
(PB-279656/3. BM-RI-8272) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 07D
The Bureau of Mines is developing Raney nickel catalysts
for converting synthesis gas derived from coal to synthetic natural
gas The relationship between the composition of Raney nickel
alloys in the range NiAI3 to Ni2AI3 equilibrated at 840 C and
the properties of catalysts is described Methanation activity
was determined in the temperature range of 300 to 360 C in a
flowing gas stream containing 1 pet CO, 8 pet H2 and the
remainder He One ppm H2S was added to the gas stream at
400 C to evaluate the susceptibility of catalysts to sulfur
poisoning , GRA
N78-29229# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
PIPELINE CORROSION. CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS DATA
BASE Progress Report. 1964 - May 1978
Mona F Smith May 1978 140 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0453/7) Avail NTIS HC $2800/MF $2800
CSCL 11F
Federally-sponsored research on pipeline corrosion in soils,
sea water1 and fresh water are covered Studies include pipeline
systems containing natural gas petroleum slurries, water, and
volatile or corrosive liquids Materials for pipelines are discussed
as well as inhibitors for pipeline systems Coatings, linings, welding,
and testing are described as they relate to corrosion,
(134 abstracts) , GRA
N78-2923O# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
PIPELINE CORROSION. VOLUME 1 CITATIONS FROM
THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report.
1975 - 1976
Mona F Smith May 1978 180 p ,„,
(NTIS/PS-78/0454/5-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL11F
Citations from worldwide journals are presented on defects
and hazards caused by corrosion Studies on pipelines for natural
gas. petroleum, slurries, and water are covered Pipeline corrosion
in sea water and soils is described Methods of preventing
corrosion and testing for defects are included, (173 abstracts)
GRA
N76-29231# National Technical Information Service. Springfield
Va
PIPELINE CORROSION. VOLUME 2 CITATIONS FROM
THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report.
1977 - May 1978
Mona F Smith May 1978 144 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0455/2-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC $2800/MF $2800 CSCL11F ?
Worldwide research is cited on corrosion and corrosion
prevention of pipelines for natural gas petroleum, water slurries,
and other gases and liquids Pipes of steel stainless steel, copper
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N78-29259
alloys, galvanized steel, concrete and zinc alloys are the major
materials studied Prevention of corrosion by cat hod ic protection,
coatings, wrappings and linings are covered The use of plastics
for corrosion resistant pipes is included (137 abstracts) GRA
N78-29259# Loughborough Univ of Technology (England)
Dept of Transport Technology
METHANOL AS A POSSIBLE FUEL FOR AUTOMOTIVE
USE
G G Lucas and M F Choi Jul 1977 35 p refs
(TT-7708) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The state-of-the-art of the use of methanol in internal
combustion engines is reviewed Fuel economy, power output
and emission characteristics of methanol-fuel vehicles are reported
Problems associated with automobiles operating with straight
methanol are identified Existing processes -for the manufacture
of methanol are described and further raw material sources for
methanol production and uses are assessed F 0 S
N78-29263# Catalvtica Associates. Inc Palo Alto, Calif
EVALUATION OF SULFUR-TOLERANT CATALYTIC PROC-
ESSES FOR PRODUCING PEAK-SHAVING ALCOHOL
FUELS Final Report
Feb 1978 70 p refs
(EPRI-AF-687) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The objective was to determine the economic incentive for
developing a sulfur-tolerant methanol synthesis catalyst Economic
evaluations were performed on ten conceptual methanol synthesis
processes Synthesis gas feeds of varying sulfur content were
used A literature and industry survey for the availability of such
a sulfur-tolerant catalyst was also performed Little economic
incentive was found for the development of such a catalyst It
was also found that there is now no known sulfur-tolerant catalyst
that has sufficient activity for commercial application ERA
N78-292661 National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Va
SYNTHETIC FUELS FROM MUNICIPAL. INDUSTRIAL. AND
AGRICULTURAL WASTES CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS
DATA BASE Progress Report. 1964 - Apr 1978
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 122 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0112. NTIS/PS-76/0795. NTIS/PS-75/655
(NTIS/PS-78/0499/0, NTIS/PS-77/0112, NTIS/PS-76/0795.
NTIS/PS-75/655) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL
21D
Research efforts directed toward production of gaseous and
liquid synthetic fuels from solid wastes are discussed Waste
products used in the syntheses include manure, sewage, paper,
and wood In most citations, methane is the primary fuel produced,
however the production of oils, ammonia, carbon monoxide, and
methyl alcohol is also discussed This updated bibliography
contains 116 abstracts GRA
N78-29267# National Technical Information Service. Springfield
Va
SYNTHETIC FUELS FROM MUNICIPAL. INDUSTRIAL AND
AGRICULTURAL WASTES CITATIONS FROM THE
AMERICAN PETROLEUM WASTE INSTITUTE DATA BASE
Progress Report. 1975 - Dec 1977
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 295 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0113
(NTIS/PS-78/0500/5. NTIS/PS-77/0113) Avail NTIS
HC $2800/MF $2800 CSCL210
The Bibliography cites worldwide literature on the production
of fuels from waste materials such as animal manure, wood
chips, sewage sludge urban garbage, agricultural wastes, and
old automobile tires This updated bibliography contains 284
abstracts GRA
N78-29268rfl National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION. CITATIONS FROM
THE NTIS DATA BASE Progress Report. 1964 - May 1978
May 1978 200 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0477, NTIS/PS-76/
0407
(NTIS/PS-78/0485/9. NTIS/PS-77/0477, NTIS/PS-76/0407)
Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 210
The bibliography < of Federally-sponsored research cites all
aspects of in-situ gasification techniques, including rock fractunng.
combustion, gas removal economics, costs, and environmental
factors This'updated bibliography contains 194 abstracts GRA
N78-29269# National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION CITATIONS FROM
THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report.
1970 - May 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro May 1978 116 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-
77/0478. NTIS/PS-76/0485
(NTIS/PS-78/0486/7. NTIS/PS-77/0478. NTIS/PS-76/0485)
Avail NTIS CSCL 21D
The bibliography presents worldwide research pertaining to
underground (in-situ) coal gasification It includes environmental
effects, the different processes and techniques that are used,
gas removal, rock fracturing, costs, and economics This updated
bibliography contains 109 abstracts GRA
N78-29270# National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
DESULFURIZATION OF COAL AND PETROLEUM.
VOLUME 2 A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Progress Report. 1976 - May 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro May 1978 226 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-
77/0434. NTIS/PS-76/0399. NTIS/PS-75/381. COM-74-
10935
(NTIS/PS-78/0497/4. NTIS/PS-77/0434. NTIS/PS-76/0399.
NTIS/PS-75/381, COM-74-10935) Avail NTIS
HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
Aspects of coal and petroleum fuel desulfunzation relating
to coal preparation, coal liquids, the gasification of coal, and
crude oil preparation, where the processes specifically accomplish
desulfunzation before combustion of the fuel are covered Coal
liquefaction and gasification are only included if sulfur removal
is stressed Flue gas desulfunzation and other post-combustion
sulfur control processes are excluded This updated bibliography
contains 220 abstracts GRA
N78-29271# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
COAL TAR TECHNOLOGY A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS Progress Report
Diane M Cavagnaro May 1978 143 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0407/3) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800
CSCL 21D
The citations include coal tar production from coal gasification,
synthesis of chemicals from coal tar, toxicology, pollution, chemical
analysis, and the use of coal tar as a wood preservative GRA
N78-29273# Kentucky Univ. Lexington Dept of Chemical
Engineering
SYNTHETIC OIL FROM COAL. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT
OF FIVE ALTERNATIVES FOR MAKING HYDROGEN FROM
COAL Final Report
H F Moore. E T Kim. and R I Kermode Jan 1978 85 p
refs Sponsored in part by Ashland Oil, Inc, Ky
(Grant NSF AER-73-03259-A03)
(PB-279322/2. IMMR33-PD20-78) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 07A
This study evaluated the effect of several hydrogen production
configurations on the cost of syncrude produced by a general
catalytic liquefaction process The five cases analyzed were partial
oxidation of coal at 44 7 500. and 1000 psia. partial oxidation
of char at 1000 psia. and. partial oxidation of process-derived
vacuum bottoms at 1000 psia Material balances for all cases
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were based on a total coat consumption of 25.000 tons per
stream day (TPSDI This study showed that increasing the pressure
of partial oxidation 447 to 1000 psia reduced the oil cost by
10 percent This incremental savings in going from 500 to
1000 psia was only two percent, which may make this increase
marginal GRA
drawdown behaves like water non-Oarcy pressure drawdown as
investigated by fluid dynamists moreover it also behaves like
pressure drawdown in gas wells with turbulent flow The formation
flow capacity indicates the non-Darcy flow induces a skin
which is rate dependent Dissert Abstr
N78-29274# Webb Inst of Naval Architecture, Glen Cove.
N Y Center for Maritime Studies •. < i
POSSIBLE FUTURE MARINE FUELS ,
Harry Silla Nov 1977 34 p refs. Sponsored by Dept of
Commerce Wash , 0 C
(PB-279257/0, NMRC-KP-164) . Avail *? -NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21 D
Several possible future synthetic fuels for marine transporta-
tion were compared The production, handling, and utilization of
these fuels are discussed Particular emphasis was placed on
hydrogen, ammonia, and hydrazme The difficulty of predicting
which one of the synthetic fuels will dominate made it necessary
to keep abreast of developments with all the fuels GRA
N78-29275# Radian Corp , Austin, Tex
LOW- AND MEOIUM-Btu GASIFICATION SYSTEMS:
.TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW Final Task Report, Sep 1977 -
Jan. 1978
Paul W Spaite and Gordon C Page Mar 1978 95 p refs
Prepared in cooperation with Spaite (Paul W) Co, Cincinnati
(Contracts EPA-68-02-2147, EPA-68-02-2149)
(PB-279641/5, EPA-600/7-78-061) Avail NTIS
.HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 07A
Systems or combinations of processes are described which
are likely to be used for production of low- and medium-Btu
gas from coal This involved making judgements as to types of
coals that would be processed, types of gasifiers (and auxiliary
processes) which would be employed, and markets which would
develop for gas from coal Three mam sections are discussed
.(1) status of technology gives a relatively broad definition of
future prospects for coal gasification (2) description of technology
gives more specific information on processes that are likely to
be used commercially, and (3) environmental impacts discusses
the kinds of pollutant discharges that must be anticipated GRA
iN78-29288j$l American Society of Mechanical Engineers. New
York
ASME REPORT ON PIPELINE SYSTEM SAFETY
'Final Report
•Mar 1978 32 p refs
(PB-279330/5, ASME/GPT-1978/1) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13L
Work on a project to study the feasibility of the application
of system safety to gas piping systems is summarized Based
,on studies of selected facilities, it was concluded that system
safety analysis could be applied to all phases of the design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of a natural gas pipeline
system GRA
N78-29406 Tulsa Univ Okla
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NON-DARCY TWO-PHASE
FLOW IN OIL RESERVOIRS Ph D Thesis
Sif-el Kamel Kadi 1977 101 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-05699
A study of computer simulation was extended to single-
phase oil and to two-phase (oil and gas) non-Oarcy flow with
emphasis on the inflow performance relationship (IPR) The
research considers the following (1) the pressure behavior of
black oil non-Darcy flow (2) two-phase non-Darcy flow behavior
in a solution-gas drive reservoir pressure and saturation were
investigated. (3) flow-after flow tests above and below the
saturation pressure in a solution-gas drive reservoir with
formation damage or improvement around the wellbore Analysis
of the numerical results reveals that the oil non-Darcy pressure
N78-29420f National Aerospace Lab. Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Spaceflight Div
THEORY AND DESIGN OF CONVENTIONAL HEAT PIPES
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
A A M Dehl 1 May 1977 170 p refs
(NLR-TR-77001-U) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
Possible operation principles and applications of heat pipes
are scanned The governing equations for a model of a conventional
heat pipe (including the limits to the heat transfer capability)
are derived The theoretical derivation of the formulae! for the
various thermal resistances associated with heat transfer in and
by heat pipes and the equations necessary for the calculation of
the resulting temperature distributions is described Design
philosophy is presented and design procedures are illustrated
Data required for a proper heat pipe design are compiled Typical
space applications of heat pipes (both existing systems and
possible future applications) are surveyed Specific topics and
problem areas associated with heat pipe use in space are
indicated Author (ESA)
N78-29449*# Mechanical Technology. Inc, Latham. N Y
HYDRODYNAMIC AIR LUBRICATED COMPLIANT SUR-
FACE BEARING FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE
ENGINE 2: MATERIALS AND COATINGS Final Report
Bharat Bhushan. David Ruscitto. and Stanley Gray Jul 1978
139 p refs
(Contracts NAS3-19427, EC-77-A-31-1040)
(NASA-CR-135402. CONS/9427-2) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 11A
Material coatings for an air-lubricated, compliant'journal
bearing for an automotive gas turbine engine were exposed to
service test temperatures of 540 C or 650 C for 300 hours,
and to 10 temperature cycles from room temperatures to the
service test temperatures Selected coatings were then put on
journal and partial-arc foils and tested in start-stop cycle tests
at 14 kPa (2 psi) loading for 2000 cycles Half of ,the test
cycles were performed at a test chamber service temperature of
540 C (1000 F) or 650 C (1200 F). the other half were performed
at room temperature Based on test results, the following
combinations and their service temperature limitations are
recommended HL-800 TM (CdO and graphite) on foil versus
chrome carbide on journal up to 370 C (700 F), NASA PS 120
(Tribaloy 400, silver and CaF2 on journal versus uncoated foil
up to 540 C (1000 F). and Kaman DES on journal and foil up
to 640 C (1200 Ft Kaman DES coating system was further
tested successfully at 35 kPa (5 psi) loading for 2000 start-
stop cycles ARM
N78-29466|jl Charles River Associates. Inc. Cambridge. Mass
INDUCING THE DEVELOPMENT AND ADOPTION OF
SOCIALLY EFFICIENT AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Final Report. Jan - Jun 1977
Hayden Boyd Feb 1978 63 p refs Sponsored by DOT
(P8-279454/3, CRA-322. DOT-TSC-RSPD-78-4) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Federal policies for inducing the development and adoption
of innovative automobile technology are examined using a welfare
economics framework Socially efficient technology was defined
and criteria were identified for evaluating public policies, these
include (1) feasibility and efficacy. (2) mechanism for tradeoffs.
(3) information requirements, (4) incentives for information
generation (5) incentives for optimizing technology, and (6) effects
on uncertainty Current and alternative policies were evaluated
by the criteria Policies which place greater reliance on market
foices, product information and fiscal incentives can overcome
many of the barriers to innovation which confront performance
standards GRA
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N78-29547# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N rViex
GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR CATEGORIZATION AND
STIMULATION STUDY
Harold L Overton (CER Inc ) and Robert J Hanold Jul 1977
62 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-6889-MS) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Analyses of the fraction of geothermal wells that are dry
indicate that geothermal reservoirs can be fitted into four basic
categories (1) Quaternary to late Tertiary sediments,
(2) Quaternary to late Tertiary extrusives (3) Mesozoic or older
metamorphic rocks and (4) Precambnan or younger rocks Failure
of geothermal wells to flow economically is due mainly to low
permeability formations in unfractured regions It is the high
stress/low permeability category that is most amenable to artificial
stimulation by hydraulic fracturing, propellant fracturing or
chemical explosive fracturing Category (1) geothermal fields are
not recommended for artificial stimulation because these younger
sediments almost always produce warm or hot water Most
geothermal fields fit into category (2) and in certain cases, possess
some potential for stimulation The Geysers is a category (3)
field, and its highly stressed brittle rocks should make this site
amenable to stimulation by explosive fracturing techniques
Roosevelt Springs. UT. well 9-1 is in category (4) and is a flow
failure It represents a prime candidate for stimulation by hydraulic
fracturing ERA
N78-29561# National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Va
OIL SHALE MINING. PROCESSING. USES. AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL IMPACTS. VOLUME 2 CITATIONS FROM THE
NTIS DATA BASE Progress Report. 1976 - Apr 1978
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 273 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0385. NTIS/PS-76/0319 NTIS/PS-75/362,
COM-74-10969
(NTIS/PS-78/0423/0 NTIS/PS-77/0385, NTIS/PS-76/0319,
NTIS/PS-75/362 COM-74-10969) Avail NTIS
HC'$2800/MF $2800 CSCL 08!
This bibliography contains 118 abstracts Government-funded
research on exploration mining, retorting, chemistry environmen-
tal impacts and policies relating to oil shale research is covered
Abstracts discuss such things as oil shale air and water pollution
control, production of synthetic fuels, use of spent oil shale m
road construction, identification of research and development
priorities' and in situ recovery of shale oil GRA
N78-29562# National Technical Information Service Springfield
Va
OIL SHALE MINING. PROCESSING. USES, AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL IMPACTS. VOLUME 2 CITATIONS FROM THE
ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report.
1976 - Apr 1978
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 281 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0387. NTIS/PS-76/0320
(NTIS/PS-78/0424/8. NTIS/PS-77/0387, NTIS/PS-76/0320)
Avail NTIS HCS2800/MF $28 OO CSCL 081
This bibliography contains 272 abstracts Worldwide research
on exploration, mining, retorting chemistry thermal studies,
environmental impacts and policies relating to oil shale research
is discussed The production of synthetic fuels from shale oil
and the economics of oil shale operations are included GRA
N78-29653| Kentucky Univ , Lexington
ESTIMATING ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGES FROM SUR-
FACE MINING OF COAL IN APPALACHIA A CASE STUDY
Final Report
Alan Randall Orlen Grunewald Angelos Pagoulatos. Richard
Ausriess, and Sue Johnson Jan 1978 143 P refs
(Contract EPA-68-01-3586)
(PB-279150/7. EPA-600/2-78-003) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 081
The value of environmental damage from surface mining for
coal was estimated under four alternative regulatory regimes
(1) the existing regulations (2) a no regulations' regime. (3) a
regulatory regime similar to that which would be established by
a Federal surface mining and reclamation bill and (4) an alternative
regulatory framework generated by the research team, which
relies more heavily on economic incentives for damage prevention
and reclamation Aesthetic damage, deterioration of water Quality
for domestic, commercial and industrial uses, damages from
increased floodmgs damage to land and buildings, and damage
to fish, wildlife and recreation related activities are determined
GRA
N78-29659# Kentucky Univ Lexington Inst for Mining and
Minerals Research
PROCEEDINGS 3RD KENTUCKY COAL REFUSE DIS-
POSAL AND UTILIZATION SEMINAR
Jerry G Rose Dec 1977 119 p Conf held at Lexington.
Kentucky, 11-12 May 1977 Sponsored in part by Southeast
Community Coll. Cumberland Kentucky
(PB-279321/4 IMMR32-M4-77) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 081
State-of-the-art of coal cleaning and preparation is reviewed
Preparation plant design and construction, refuse treatment and
disposal, and waste utilization are among the topics discussed
Economic aspects are included GRA
N78-29563# Iowa Univ. Iowa City Inst of Hydraulic
Research
THERMAL REGIMES OF THE MISSISSIPPI AND MISSOURI
RIVERS DOWNSTREAM FROM THE SOUTHERN IOWA
BORDER
A R Giaqumta and Titus T C Keng Jan 1978 202 p refs
Sponsored in part by Office of Water Res and Technol
(PB-279470/9. IIHR-211) Avail NTIS HCA10/MFA01 CSCL
08H
The steady state version of the Iowa Thermal Regime Model
(ITRM) a numerical model for the calculation of streamwise
temperature distributions in rivers, was used to determine the
existing and future thermal regimes of the Mississippi and Missouri
Rivers downstream from the southern Iowa border The basic
equations governing the conservation of thermal energy in a
free surface flow were reviewed and the numerical model is
presented The empirical equations used to compute varipus heat
transfer quantities are listed The natural thermal regimes and
the modified thermal regimes resulting from the imposition of
external heat loads from power plants and other sources were
calculated, and results are shown in the form of temperature
distributions along the rivers for each case studied GRA
N78-29564 State Univ of New York at Buffalo
HYDRODESULFURIZATION AND LIQUEFACTION OF A
BITUMINOUS COAL IN A BATCH AUTOCLAVE WITH
PARTICULATE AND MONOLITH CATALYSTS
Ph.D Thesis
James Scmta 1978 190 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-10662
The experiments were divided into two studies (1) a 2 to
the 3d power factorial design to investigate the principle effects
and interactions of catalyst pore diameter (100 A and 200 A),
catalyst presulfiding (presulfided or not presulfided) and autoclave
stirring rate (250 rpm and 500 rpm). and (2) a series of duplicate
experiments to study the effects of three novel cobaltmolybdate
monolith catalysts Dissert Abstr
N78-29566*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A PHOTO-
VOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM Final Report
Walter C Merrill. Ronald J Blaha. and Roy L Pickrell Aug
1978 43 p refs
(Contract E(49-26)-1022)
(NASA-TM-78880 E-9609 DOE/NASA/1022-78/30) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The performance and stability characteristics of a 10 kVA
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photovoltaic power system are studied using linear Bode analysis
and a nonlinear analog simulation Power conversion efficiencies,
system stability and system transient performance results are
given for system operation at various levels of solar insolation
Additionally system operation and the modeling of system
components for the purpose of computer simulation are
described f OS
N78-29667*# General Electric Co Wilmington, Mass Aircraft
Equipment Div
SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYTE (SPE) FUEL CELL TECH-
NOLOGY PROGRAM Final Report
15 Mar 1978 88 p
(Contract NAS9-15286)
(NASA-CR-151750 TPR-047) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
CSCL 22A
Many previously demonstrated improved fuel cell features
were consolidated to (1) obtain a better understanding of the
observed characteristics of the operating laboratory-sized cells.
(2) evaluate appropriate improved fuel cell features in 07 sq ft
cell hardware, and (3) study the resultant fuel cell capability
and determine its impact on various potential fuel cell space
missions The observed performance characteristics of the fuel
cell at high temperatures and high current densities were matched
with a theoretical model based on the change in Gibbs free
energy voltage with respect to temperature and internal resistance
change with current density Excellent agreement between the
observed and model performance was obtained The observed
performance decay with operational time on cells with very low
noble metal loadings (0 05 mg/sq cm) were shown to be related
to loss in surface area Cells with the baseline amount of noble
catalyst electrode loading demonstrated over 40,000 hours of
stable performance ARM
N78-29670*# CALMAC Mfg Co Englewood, N J
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR A SOLAR
POWERED PUMP
Jul 1978 34 p refs Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32253)
(NASA-CR-150740) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The design and installation procedures of a solar powered
pump developed by Calmac Manufacturing Company are
presented Subsystem installation operation and maintenance
requirements, subsystem performance specifications and detailed
design drawings are included J M S
N78-29571*# Solar Control Corp. Boulder Colo
INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR 77-180 SOLARSTAT AND
77-1 CONTROLLER
Jul 1978 25 p Prepared for OOE
(Contract NAS8-32258)
(NASA-CR-150743) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The installation operation, and maintenance of the
SOLARSTAT and the basic modular controller are described
Specifications are included J M S
N78-29672*jjf National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville Ala
MSFC ASSESSMENT OF OWENS-ILLINOIS SUNPAK
COLLECTOR PROBLEMS Final Report
Bernhard L Wiesenmaier Jul 1978 62 p refs Prepared for
DOE
(NASA-TM-78179) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
An in-depth assessment is presented of problems encountered
with the Owens-Illinois SUNPAK collector installed in several
ERDA solar system demonstration sites Analysis and independent
tests of the collector in the MSFC Solar Simulator where the
system failure conditions were duplicated are included The basic
design of the SUNPAK collector was shown to be sound, however,
material limitations dictate that near-term applications constraints
be recognized by system designers MSFC recommendations were
presented to ERDA in March 1977 Subsequent retrofit activity
by Owens-Illinois appears to have been effective in demonstrating
the integrity of the SUNPAK collector F 0 S
N78-29573*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center Huntsville Ala
DEVELOPMENT. TESTING. AND CERTIFICATION OF LIFE
SCIENCES ENGINEERING SOLAR COLLECTOR Final
Report
John M Caudle Jul 1978 103 p refs Prepared for DOE
(NASA-TM-78182) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Results are presented for the development of an air flat
plate collector for use with solar heating combined heating and
cooling and hot water systems The contract was for final
development testing and certification of the collector and for
delivery of a 320 square feet collector panel L S
N78-29576*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
LARGE WIND TURBINE GENERATORS
Ronald L Thomas and Richard M Donovon Mar 1978 37 p
refs Presented at 5th Energy Technol Conf and Exposition,
Washington DC 27 Feb - 1 Mar 1978
(Contract EI49-261-1059I
(NASA-TM-73767 DOE/NASA/1059-78/1. E-9553) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The development associated with large wind turbine systems
is briefly described The scope of this activity includes the
development of several large wind turbines ranging in sizj from
100 kW to several megawatt levels A description of the wind
turbine systems their programmatic status and a summary of
their potential costs is included L S
N78-29576*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE FOR INDUSTRIAL WASTE
HEAT RECOVERY
H W Hoffman (ORNL) R J Kedl (ORNL) and R A Duscha
Aug 1978 10 p Presented at 13th Intersociety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conf San Diego Calif 20-25 Aug
1978
(Contracts EC-77-A-31-1034 W-7405-eng-26)
(NASA-TM-78953 DOE/NASA/1034-78/2. E-9702) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IOC
The potential is examined for waste heat recovery and reuse
through thermal energy storage in five specific industrial
categories (1) primary aluminum (2) cement (3) food processing,
(4) paper and pulp and (5) iron and steel Preliminary results
from Phase 1 feasibility studies suggest energy savings through
fossil fuel displacement approaching 0 1 quad/yr in the 1985
period Early implementation of recovery technologies with minimal
development appears likely in the food processing and paper
and pulp industries development of the other three categories
though equally desirable will probably require a greater investment
in time and dollars L S
N78-29577*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR SOLAR THERMAL POWER
James E Calogeras and Larry H Gordon Aug 1978 9 p
refs Presented at the 13th Intersoc Energy Conversion Eng
Conf. San Diego Calif 20-25 Aug 1978
(Contract EC-77-A-31-1034)
(NASA-TM-78952 DOE/NASA/1034-78/1 E-9698) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IOC
The development status is reviewed of some thermal energy
storage technologies specifically oriented towards providing diurnal
heat storage for solar central power systems and solar total
energy systems These technologies include sensible heat storage
in caverns and latent heat storage using both active and passive
heat exchange processes In addition selected thermal storage
concepts which appear promising to a variety of advanced solar
thermal system applications are discussed L S
N78-29578*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES IDENTIFYING SOME POTENTIAL MAR-
KETS
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Gerald F Hem and Toufiq A Siddiqi (Environment and Policy
Inst Honolulu, Hawaii) Feb 1978 13 p refs Presented at
the Ann Meeting of the Am Assoc for the Advan of Sci.
Washington. DC. 12-17 Feb 1978
(Contract E(49-28)-1022)
(NASA-TM-78964, DOE/NASA/1022-78/41) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The potential use of solar electricity generated from photovol-
taic cells is examined for nineteen developing nations Energy
and economic profiles are summarized for each country , A
comparison is made between the use of autogeneration and
photovoltaics m a rural area of Haiti Author
N78-29579*# RHO Sigma, Inc North Hollywood Calif
RS-600 PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER SOLAR HEAT-
ING AND COOLING Progress Report. 30 Oct 1976 - 1 Jul.
1977
Jul 1978 28 p Prepared for DoE
(Contract NAS8-32256)
(NASA-CR-150744) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Three identical microprocessor control subsystems were
developed which can be used in heating, heating and cooling,
and/or hot water systems for single family, multifamily, or
commercial applications The controller incorporates a low cost,
highly reliable (all solid state) microprocessor which can be easily
reprogrammed JAM
N78-29684*# Rohr Industries. Inc . Chula Vista.'Calif
PRELIMINARY POWER TRAIN DESIGN FOR A STATE-OF-
THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLE Final Report
James A Ross and Gerald A Wooldndge Apr 1978 222 'p'
refs
(Contracts NAS3-20592, EC-77-A-31-1044)
(NASA-CR-135340, RHR-78-035, DOE/NASA/0592-78/1)
Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The state-of-the-art (SOTA) of electric vehicles built since
1965 was reviewed to establish a base for the preliminary design
of a power train for a SOTA electric vehicle The performance'
of existing electric vehicles were evaluated to establish preliminary
specifications for a power train design using state-of-the-art
technology and commercially available components Power tram
components were evaluated and selected using a computer
simulation of the SAE J227a Schedule D driving cycle Predicted
range was determined for a number of motor and controller
combinations in conjunction with the mechanical elements of
power trains and a battery pack of sixteen lead-acid batteries -'
471 7 kg at 0093 MJ/Kg (1040 Ibs at 11 7 Whr/lb) On the
basis of maximum range and overall system efficiency using the
Schedule D cycle, an induction motor and 3 phase inverter/
controller was selected as the optimum combination when used
with a two-speed transaxle and steel belted radial tires The
predicted Schedule 0 range is 904 km (562 mi) Four near
term improvements to the SOTA were identified- evaluated, and
predicted to increase range approximately 7% ' F 0 S
N78-29582jjf Gesellschaft fuer Vergasung und Verfluessigung
von Stemkohle m b H Essen (West Germany)
STUDY OF CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS. COST ESTIMATES
AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A SRC-II (SOLVENT
REFINED COAL) PLANT UNDER CONDITIONS RELATED
TO THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Karl Guenter Stroppel, Eckard Wolowski, Gerhart VonDiest (Gesc-
haeftsbereich Anlagentechnik, Essen), and Hagen Roehng (Gesch-
aeftsbereich Anlagentechnik Essen) Dec 1977 106 p In GER-
MAN. ENGLISH summary
(BMFT-FB-T-77-64) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The capital requirements and costs of a demonstration plant
in the US for the production of liquid fuels based on the Solvent
Refined Coal (SRC-2) process were estimated and the economics
of a commercial SRC-2 plant were analyzed under conditions
related to the Federal Republic of Germany The process
engineering design was adapted to German conditions and a
complete cost calculation based on 1976 prices was elaborated
The results demonstrate that an economic operation of the SRC-2
plant cannot be realized at present The specific product cost
amounts to approximately 346,-DM/t to 400.-DM/t. depending
on the assumptions as regards the project life The current sale
price, which equals 272,-DM/t. covers only 68% to 79% of the
product cost The capital requirements for a SRC-2 plant with a
capacity of 6000 st/d of coal feed were estimated at
800 Mio DM J M S
N78-29583*|P National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
THE 20O-KILOWATT WIND TURBINE PROJECT
Jan 1978 17 p refs Prepared for DOE
(NASA-TM-79757) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The three 200 kilowatt wind turbines described, compose
the first of three separate systems Proposed wind turbines of
the two other systems, although similar in design, are larger in
both physical size and rated power generation The overall objective
of the project is to obtain early operation and performance data
while gaming initial experience m the operation of large,
horizontal-axis wind turbines in typical utility environments Several
of the key issues addressed include the following (1) impact of
the variable power output (due to varying wind speeds) on the
utility grid (2) compatibility with utility requirements (voltage
and frequency control of generated power) (3) demonstration of
unattended, fail-safe operation (4) reliability of the wind turbine
system (5) required maintenance and (6) initial public reaction
and acceptance L S
N78-29688# Naval Civil Engineering Lab Port Hueneme. Calif
ANALYSIS OF CHAMBERLIN FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLEC-
TOR USING NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS TEST
CRITERIA
E R Durlak Mar 1978 20 p refs
(ZF57571001)
(AD-A054215. CEL-TN-1517) Avail NTIS MF A02/MF A01
CSCL 10/2
Test results are presented for a flat plate, single glazed solar
collector tested in accordance with the National Bureau of
Standards test cnteria A description of the test apparatus and
instrumentation is given A graph of solar collector efficiency is
presented There was good agreement between test results and
data taken from the manufacturer's brochure Author (GRA)
N78-29589# Xerox Electro-Optical Systems. Pasadena. Calif
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE DEMONSTRATION UNIT
FOR VUILLEUMIER CRYOGENIC COOLER Final Report,
15 Oct. 1976 - 31 Jul. 1977
Robert Richter Oct 1977 138 p refs
(Contract F33615-75-C-2045)
(AD-A054466. AFAPL-TR-77-65. Rept-2340-F) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 13/1
A thermal energy storage unit for a High Capacity (Hi-Cap)
Vuilleumier Cryogenic Cooler was designed, built and performance'
tested 'The unit was specified to have a sufficient thermal energy
storage capacity for supplying one hot cylinder-of the Hi-Cap
Cryogenic cooler for 18 minutes with 650W of power at a
maximum power loss of 5 percent through the insulation The
discharge of the unit was to take place at a nominal temperature
of 1250 F + or - 25 F A thermal energy storage (TESI unit
with the hot cylinder of the Vuilleumier cooler was designed
with a total thermal capacity of 737100 joules The thermal
energy is stored in the form of latent heat of fusion in the
eutectic salt composed of lithium fluoride magnesium fluoride
and potassium fluoride The unit was insulated with a multiple
radiation shield super-insulation consisting of alternate layers of
0020 inch thick Fiberfrax paper without binder and 0001 inch
Nickel foil The insulation is maintained m a vacuum inside of
an insulation container' The TES unit is instrumented for
temperature control with two chromel alumel thermocouples The
single resistance temperature detector (RTO) failed during testing
and is inoperative All specified goals for the operation of the
TES unit were achieved except for the maximum thermal loss
through the insulation which exceeded the goal by 8W This
deviation could easily be corrected by interposing a condution
insulation at the thermal ring of the unit The report presents
all pertinent design and fabrication information GRA
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N78-29603
N78-296924 Center for Energy Policy Inc Boston Mass
SOLAR ENERGY APPUCATIONS CENTERS A STRATEGY
TO FACILITATE THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SOLAR
ENERGY IN NEW ENGLAND
Jan 1978 151 P refs
(Contract EG-77-C-01-4007)
(HCP/M4007-01) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
A plan is provided for the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) and in particular the four regional solar
energy'centers (RSECs) to establish a workable program for
increasing
 rthe_ commercial market penetration of available solar
technology for space conditioning and water heating It is
recommended that these centers concentrate their commercializing
efforts on the building industry This can be done by establishing
a network of small local solar energy applications centers (SEACs)
within the four regions to provide on-going assistance and
education to members of the industry and their consumers The
present state of the solar energy industry are discussed The
problems faced in the commercialization of solar energy
technology, particularly by the building industry are discussed
The programs that these SEACS will need to undertake are
described in detail G Y
N78-29693*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D C
SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM (SPS) CONCEPT DEVELOP-
MENT AND EVALUATION PROGRAM PLAN. JULY 1977 -
AUGUST 1980
Feb 1978 63 p refs Prepared in cooperation with OoE
(NASA-TM-79400 DoE/ET-0034) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 22B
1
 'An overview of the program to evaluate the solar satellite
power system concept is presented Environmental health and
safety factors are examined along with economic international
and institutional issues ERA
N78-29595# Monosolar Inc. Santa Monica. Calif
IMPROVED SEMICONDUCTORS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC
SOLAR CELLS Quarterly Report. 1 Apr. - 3O Jun 1977
30 Jul ,1977 8 p refs
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2457)
(OSE/2457-4 QR-4) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
An electroplating method for making thin films of both n-
and p-type CDTe and operable photovoltaic junctions of the two
together on a substrate of electrically conductive, light transparent
Sn02 Sb on glass is described For the complete junctions
measured efficiencies ranging between 03 and 06% were
achieved with indications that higher efficiencies could be achieved
upon elimination of a spurious or parasitic junction within the
cell whose output appears to buck the desired one ERA
N78-29596# Catalytica Associates Inc . Palo Alto Calif
ASSESSMENT OF FUEL PROCESSING ALTERNATIVES FOR
FUEL CELL POWER GENERATION Final Report
J A Cusumano and R B Levy Oct 1977 157 p refs
(EPRI Pro) 919-1)
(EPRI-EM-570) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The hydrogen fuel-cell power plant is expected to become
a commercial reality in the near future The fuel processor which
conveits hydrocarbon feedstocks to hydrogen is an integral part
of this system Fuel-cell power systems presently being developed
are capable of utilizing methane through light naphthas for this
puipose however a reasonable fuel-cell market will require the
use of a number of fuels ranging from synthesis gas to distillate
oils In this context No 2 fuel oil is of particular interest The
present study focuses on hydrogen production technologies for
dispersed fuel-cell power stations, using a No 2 fuel-oil feedstock
The primary objective is to provide a perspective for the feasibility
of efficiently converting this feed to hydrogen in a fuel processor
which is integrated with the dispersed power station The approach
involved a comprehensive review and analysis of existing,
emerging and conceptual hydrogen production technologies Of
the processes considered high-temperature steam reforming (both
fixed and fluidized catalytic beds) and autothermal reforming are
the mote promising fuel-processing alternatives ERA
N78-29597| CER Geonuclear Corp Las Vegas Nev
WESTERN GAS SANDS PROJECT Status Report
1 Sep 1977 100 p
(NVO/0655-100) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Resource assessment activities consist of those conducted
by U S G S in Denver and the outcrop study of the eastern
Umta Basin Some base maps are complete and field investigations
in the principal areas of interest are being conducted Laboratory
R and D activities funded by ERDA have been directed toward
new tools and instrumentation systems rock mechanics experi-
ments mathematical modeling and data analysis Many items
are arbitrarily reported in this category and in the section devoted
to the laboratories and Energy Research Centers even though
they require considerable field experimentation The positive results
of system development and data analysis techniques in determin-
ing fiactuie orientation have been very encouraging The Umta
BSIN in Utah and Piceance Basin m Colorado have had seven
massive hydraulic fracture 1MHF) experiments m the Upper
Cretaceous tight gas formations ERA
N78-29598| Illinois Umv Urbana Center for Advanced
Computation
ERDA NET ENERGY ANALYSIS PROGRAM Final Report
Dark W Bullard 30 Sep 1977 17 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-02-2865)
(COO-2865-11) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Work performed from March 1976 through September 1977
in support of the net energy analysis program is summarized A
handbook was prepared for use by persons performing net energy
types of goods and services and embodies several methodological
advances Quantitative estimates were made for the effects of
certain deviations from this standard including mternahzation of
R and D expenditures, regulation and capital investment A
method was developed for evaluating net energy impacts of
energy conservation options and for comparing them to supply
development alternatives ERA
N78-29699# Microeconomic Associates Berkeley Calif
OVERVIEW OF THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF UNCER-
TAINTY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ENERGY SUPPLY
R J Gilbert D M G Newbery and J E Stiglitz Jan 1978
83 p refs
(EPRI-EA-586) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
An overview is given of economic theory of uncertainty
and much of the economics literature of the past 10 to 15 years
on risk and uncertainty is summarized The economic principles
of risk bearing, which include such topics as the measurement
of risk the institutional structures by which risks are shared in
the economy activities that reduce risk and market mechanisms
that provide incentives for risk reduction The effects of uncertainty
on the price and quantity decisions of forms are examined Also
reviewed are the sources of risk the characteristics of risk the
producer s attitudes toward risk and the effects of market structure
and regulation on decision making ERA
N78-29603| Sandia Labs Albuquerque. N Mex
DIAGNOSTICS ASSESSMENT FOR ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEMS Interim Report
D R Hardesty. R J Cattolica W L Flower M C Branch
(Colorado Umv) H W Coleman L A Rahn A J Mulac. R A
Hill and D P Aeschliman Feb 1978 130 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-8206 IR-2) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Work accomplished during the second six month s effort in
Sandia Laboratories Diagnostics Assessment Program for the
Advanced Power Systems Branch of the Energy Technology
Division. Department of Energy is summarized A principal
objective of this program is to perform a continuing review and
technical assessment of state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques
The intended application of these techniques is the characteriza-
tion of the flow at the combustor exit and turbine inlet in advanced
open-cycle gas turbine systems which will be used for stationary
power generation and which will be fired with coal coal-derived
liquid and gaseous fuels or heavy residual fuels A brief outline
of the principal results and conclusions of the first Interim Report
is included ERA
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N78-29605
N78-296O5fjl California Univ Livermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
CURRENT STATUS OF COMPOSITE FLYWHEEL DEVELOP-
MENT
Richard H Toland 17 Jan 1978 23 p refs Presented at
the 23d Natl SAMPE Symp, Anaheim, Calif. 1-4 May 1978
[Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-80604. Conf-780502-4) Avail NTIS
HCA02/MFA01
Recent developments in the applications of fiber composite
n.dteriaib to f!vvb..ce! energy storage systems are reviewed The
impact of these materials on flywheel energy storage is discussed
in relation to transportation systems specifically the perform-
ance requirements and the effect of system constraints on the
ultimate effectiveness of the composite rotors General flywheel
design concepts are discussed in light of several performance
criteria and the inherent design and material limitations including
those effecting reliability and life Specific composite rotors that
were built and tested are discussed in terms of their demonstrated
performance and are assessed for their potential Recent
government-sponsored research and development programs also
are briefly reviewed and recommendations are made^1oT~future
work ERA
N78-296O8jjf Sandia Labs. Albuquerque N Mex Aerother-
modynamics Div
SLAGGING MHO GENERATOR A PARAMETRIC STUDY
John G Taylor 1977 30 p refs Presented at the 17th
Symp on Eng Aspects of MHO Stanford Calif 27 Mar 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-1951) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The design and performance of a direct coal fired MHD
generator depends on the effect the liquid slag layer has on the
fluid dynamic heat transfer and electrical characteristics of the
generator A simplified self consistent analysis of the slagging
MHO generator is presented A detailed study of the interaction
between the turbulent gasdynamic boundary layer and the
condensing slag layer in the presence of electrodynamic forces
was initiated The vapor condensation for a laminar boundary
layer flow over infinitely segmented Faraday connected electrodes
in the entrance region of the generator was examined Simply
stated a mixture of a condensible vapor (slag) and a noncon-
densible gas (seeded coal combustion products) flows through
an MHD channel with wall temperatures below the condensation
temperature of the vapor The vapor condenses on the walls
creating a liquid slag layer ERA
N78-296O9# California Univ Livermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
CONDITIONING OF GEOTHERMAL BRINE EFFLUENTS FOR
INJECTION USE OF COAGULANTS
R Quong F Shoepflm (Bechtel Corp) and N D Stout 1 Feb
1978 18 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCID-17716) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The use of various chemical coagulants and flocculants
with spent geothermal brine for enhancing the removal of colloidal
solids prior to infection was studied Brine at 80 to 85 C was
obtained from the injection line of the SDG and E/DOE Geothermal
Loop Experimental Facility during a period of operation with
Magmamax No 1 Fluid The solids consist primarily of an iron-rich
amorphous silica and heavy metal sulfides principal lead Standard
jar testing equipment was used to carry out the tests ERA
N78-29610# Ohio Agricultural Research and Development
Center Wooster
PROCEEDINGS OF A CONFERENCE ON SOLAR ENERGY
FOR HEATING 'GREENHOUSES AND GREENHOUSE-
RESIDENTIAL COMBINATIONS
T E Bond. L C Godbey, H F Zornig and Ted H Short, ed
Nov 1977 350 p refs Proc held at Cleveland 20-23 Mar
1977 Prepared in cooperation with DoE Washington D C
(CONF-770367) Avail NTIS HCA15/MFA01
A research and development effort is reported that evaluates
the feasibility of heating and cooling greenhouses and greenhouse-
residential combinations by solar energy conversion Energy
research and eneigy policy abstracts represent the current state
of the art G G
N78 29611# Brookhaven National Lab Upton N Y
ALTERNATE MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR
GEOTHERMAL APPLICATIONS Progress Report. Jul - Sep
1977
L E Kukacka J Fontana A Zeldin T Sugama W Horn N
Carciello and J Amaro 1977 30 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-50751 PR-14) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A program to determine if non-metallic materials such as
polymers, concrete polymer composites and refractory cements
can be utilized as materials of construction in geothermal
processes is reported Several high temperature polymer concrete
systems were formulated laboratory and field tests were
performed in brine flashing brine and steam at temperatures
up to 260 C Laboratory data for exposure times more than
two years are available Results are also available from field
exposures of up to 18 months in four geothermal environments
Good durability is indicated Work at four of these sites is
continuing ERA
N78-29613# Grossman (R E) and Associates, Canoga Park,
Calif
REPRESENTATIVE INDUSTRIAL SOLAR ENERGY INSTAL-
LATION, NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL. NORTHRIDGE.
CALIFORNIA
R D Grossman 29 Dec 1977 78 p refs Prepared for Calif
Univ , Lawrence Livermore Lab
(Contract W-7405-ENG-48)
(UCRL-13789) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
An engineering package for the design of a solar water
heating system for the Northridge Hospital, a 300 plus bed
hospital in Southern California is presented Flat plate collectors
were utilized Specifications and drawings of the system were
given Calculation sheets were included for the support system
structural analysis heat exchanger performance check pipe size
and pressure load calculations, pump selection analysis, solar
collector thermal performance and collector attach system design
requirements Author (ERA)
N78-29614# Oynatrend. Inc Arlington, Va
NATIONAL FUEL CELL SEMINAR PROGRAM AND
ABSTRACTS
1977 124 p refs Seminar held at Boston, 21-23 Jun 1977
Sponsored by DoE
(CONF-770664-Absts) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Abstracts of 40 papers are presented Topics include fuel
cell systems, phosphoric acid fuel cells, molten carbonate fuel
cells, solid fuel and solid electrolyte fuel cells, low temperature
fuel cells, and fuel utilization Author (ERA)
N78-29617# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
ENERGY CONSERVATION. BUILDINGS. VOLUME 1 A
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 168 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0502/1) Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800
CSCL 13M
This bibliography contains 162 abstracts Energy conservation
in residential commercial, and industrial buildings through use
of efficient heating, air conditioning, and lighting systems is
discussed Topic areas cover the retrofitting of existing buildings
methods of detecting heat loss efficient use of electric power,
and the use of thermal energy storage and solar heat Potential
for conserving energy in buildings and guidelines and manuals
for building owners are included GRA
N78-29618# National Technical Information Service. Springfield
Va
ENERGY CONSERVATION BUILDINGS. VOLUME 2 A
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Progress Report,
1977 - Apr 1978
Audrey S Hundemann May 1978 161 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0396 NTIS/PS-76/0403 NTIS/PS-75/214
564
N78-29639
COM-74-11138
(NTIS/PS-78/0503/9 NTIS/PS-77/0396) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 13M
This bibliography contains 156 abstracts For abstract see
N78-29617 GRA
N78-29619# Florida Univ Gainesville
CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATION OF
ENERGY-RELATED WATER PROBLEMS Final Report
Flora C Wang Howard T Odum and Melvin E Lehman Dec
1977 70 p refs
(Contract Dl-14-34-0001-6236)
(PB-279608/4 W78-05940 OW;VT-C-7516(6236)<1)) Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The theory of energy analysis and the classical operational
research techniques (linear programming) are applied towards a
procedure that may serve the resource manager in decision making
The theory investigated involves the concepts of net energy
energy quality and energy amplifier value An attempt is made
to estimate the energy value of water The energy value of
water is equal to the flow that it facilitates in a specific use
GRA
N78-29620# Washington State Univ Pullman
ENERGY CONSERVATION POLICY EVALUATION. STUDY
MODULE 1A. VOLUME 2 TECHNICAL APPENDIX
Final Report
Kenneth Bergstresser Robert E Berney, Lewis F Carter. Uoyd
B Crame. and Riley C Dunlap 1978 678 p Sponsored by
Northwest Energy Policy Project Portland Oregon and Pacific
Northwest Regional Commission Vancouver Washington
(PB-279664/7, NEPP-1-A-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Detailed technical analyses of energy conservation measures
are presented For each measure there is a description of how
the measure works to reduce consumption an assessment of
potential savings costs, and returns to adopters, probable
'normal adoption rates under present policies and potential
adoption rates if some additional conservation policy options
are implemented Environmental residuals from energy end uses
and policy preferences of households and energy marketers are
included GRA
N78-29621# Charles River Associates, Inc Cambridge Mass
INTEGRATING POLICY ANALYSIS Final Report
William R Hughes and J Hayden Boyd 1978 456 p Sponsored
by Northwest Energy Policy Project, Portland, Oregon and Pacific
Northwest Region Commission Vancouver. Washington
(PB-279217/4 NEPP-8) Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The future energy supplies and demands in the Pacific
Northwest are discussed along with the principal policy issues
and alternatives which can shape the future of energy in the
region Analyses are provided of the various alternatives and
the environmental impacts are quantified wherever possible
GRA
N78-29623# National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council. Washington D C
COAL AS AN ENERGY RESOURCE. CONFLICT AND
CONSENSUS
Nov 1977 332 p
(PB-279539/1. ISBN-0-309-02728-4) Avail NTIS MF A01.
HC National Academy of Sciences 2101 Constitution Ave
Washington. D C 20418 HCS1100 CSCL 10A
Based on proceedings of an Academy Forum this report
brings together both advocates and adversaries for increased
coal production It emphasizes the need to reconcile regional
interests with the energy needs of the nation Some topic areas
covered are The speed and locations at which coal should be
developed environmental impacts of development coal technolo-
gies and development in the' Ohio River Valley Kaiparowits
and the Northern Great Plains region GRA
N78-29626 California Univ . Los Angeles
THE AIR QUALITY AND OIL SPILL IMPLICATIONS OF
ALASKAN OIL IMPORTATION INTO SOUTHERN CALIFOR-
NIA Ph D Thesis
Stephen Wayne Kahane 1978 253 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7811357
The proposed siting of the Standard Oil of Ohio (SOHIO)
marine terminal and storage facilities in Long Beach. California
was discussed The SOHIO the company with the largest share
of Alaskan oil proposes to transship approximately
500,000 barrels/day of Alaskan oil through the Port of Long
Beach The air quality impacts of the proposed SOHIO project
were determined to be of particular concern because of their
potential contribution to further deterioration of ambient air quality
in an already polluted air basin The air pollutant emissions
associated with each of the various activities and operations of
the marine terminal were identified, characterized and discussed
Various operational scenarios were then developed to estimate
emissions during both routine and emergency conditions
Dissert Abstr
N78-29634jf/ California Univ, Uvermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab Environmental Sciences Div
STUDIES OF AIR POLLUTION EFFECTS ON VEGETATION
Jan 1978 43 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCID-17714) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The report consists of three parts which summarize pollutant-
vegetation effects research studies These include oxidant effects
of primary productivity in ponderosa pine in the San Bernardino
National Forest air pollution effects on vegetation related to
geothermal power development, and regional assessment of air
pollution impact on vegetation by mathematical modeling ERA
N78-29637# California Univ Livermore
SURVEY OF MODELS TO PREDICT THE EFFECT OF
GEOTHERMAL POWER DEVELOPMENT ON DOMESTIC
WATER SUPPLIES AND TO DESIGN POLLUTION MONI-
TORING METHODS
K D Pimental 17 Aug 1977 15 p refs Presentee- at the
Intern Federation for Inform Processing Working Conf on
Modeling and Simulation of Land. Air and Water Resources
Systems. Ghent. 30 Aug 1977 - 2 Sep 1977 Sponsored by
DOE
(UCRL-79977 Conf-770854-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The computer modeling and simulation of ground water solute
transport, applicable to the design of pollution surveillance
monitoring system is considered Emphasis is placed on the effects
of the development of geothermal power production on water
quality of domestic artesian water wells in an area downstream
from geothermal wells J M S
N78-29638# Radian Corp Austin Tex
CONTROLLING SO2 EMISSIONS FROM COAL-FIRED
STEAM-ELECTRIC GENERATORS. WATER POLLUTION
IMPACT VOLUME 1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Final Task
Report. Apr - Dec. 1977
R L Sugarek and T G Sipes Mar 1978 34 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-2608)
(PB-279635/7 EPA-600/7-78-045a-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 07A
Results of a comprehensive program to review a New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) for SO2 emissions from coal-fired
steam-electric generating plants is given The results compare
two alternative standard to the existing NSPS (1 2 Ib SO2/million
Btu of heat input) (1) 05 Ib S02/million Btu of heat input,
allowing credit (as does the existing NSPS) for physical coal
cleaning or use of low sulfur coal, and (2) 90% removal of S02
from stack gases, regardless of original coal sulfur content The
comparisons are in terms of their effect on the quality and quantity
of power plant wastewater effluents and on the amount of
plant water consumption GRA
N78 29639# Radian Corp Austin Tex
CONTROLLING SO2 EMISSIONS FROM COAL-FIRED
STEAM-ELECTRIC GENERATORS. WATER POLLUTION
IMPACT VOLUME 2 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION Final
Task Report. Apr - Dec 1977
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N78-29674
R L Sugarek and T G Sipes Mar 1978 268 p refs
(Contract EPA-68-02-2608)
(PB-279636/5 EPA-600/7-78-045b-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A12/MF A01 CSCL 07A
Potential effects of SO2 control system effluents on the
environment are evaluated and alternative treatment processes
are discussed Volumes and quality of wastewater streams varied
very little from one alternative New Source Performance Standard
to another, all streams can be treated adequately using
commercially available technologies However, the alternative
standards increase total water consumption 8-11%. depending
on the FGD process used Physi-coal Cleaning plus lime/limestone
scrubbing increases total water consumed 8-12% GRA
N78-29674*# Maya Development Corp. San Diego. Calif
STUDY OF EFFECTS OF SPACE POWER SATELLITES ON
LIFE SUPPORT FUNCTIONS OF THE EARTH'S MAGNE-
TOSPHERE Final Report
Marvin Douglas Robert Laquey. Sherman DeForest. Charles
Lmdsey and Howard Warshaw 5 May 1977 152 p refs
(Contracts NAS7-100, JPL-954663)
(NASA-CR-156948 Rept-77-1-1) Avail NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 04A
The effects of the Satellite Solar Power System (SSPS) on
the life support functions of the earth's magnetosphere were
investigated Topics considered include (1) thruster effluent effects
on the magnetosphere. (2) biological consequences of SSPS
reflected light (3) impact on earth bound astronomy.
(4) catastrophic failure and debris. (5) satellite induced processes,
and (6) microwave power transmission Several impacts are
identified and recommendations for further studies are provided
J M S
N78-29759/JI Monosolar Inc. Santa Monica, Calif
IMPROVED SEMICONDUCTORS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC
SOLAR CELLS Quarterly Report. 16 Jul - 31 Oct 1977
30~Nov 1977 18 p refs
(DSE/2457-5. QR-5) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Electroplating doped cadmium tellunde homojunctions on
ITO-coated glass substrates using aqueous electrolytes at a
temperature of 90 C is described Latest cells made 90 C display
very encouraging values of V/sub oc/ = 05 volts showing
good junction formation However J/sub sc/ is still low around
9 ma/sq cm and fill factor continues to measure 025 to 03
both indicating a continuing problem either with high series
resistance in the layers or at the rear contact made to the
p-type layer with silver or both ERA
N78-29784# National Bureau of Standard1-. Washington O C
Inst for Computer Sciences and Technology
MANAGEMENT OF DATA ELEMENTS IN INFORMATION
PROCESSING Final Report
Hazel E McEwen ed Apr 1978 155 p refs Proceedings of
the 3rd Natl Symp held at NBS Gaithersburg Md. 28-30 Sep
1977
(PB-279661/3 NBSIR-78-1446) Avail NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 09B
Data element management in the field of health care energy
paperwork management trade data standards and museum data
is discussed GRA
N78-29981# Arizona Univ. Tucson Dept of Systems and
Industrial Engineering
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY FOR NATURAL RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT AN OVERVIEW, ANNOTATED BIBLIOG-
RAPHY. AND A GUIDE TO SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Robert L Bulfm and Harry L Weaver 1977 174 p refs
Prepared for the Agency for International Development Washing-
ton. DC s'
(PB-279193/7) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 058
Each application of technology requires a special fit to go
with a specific problem the people, the environment the
economics the power available and the politics The philosophy
of mtei mediate technology which advocates the use of the most
appropriate (rather than the most modern) technology is
examined in relation to developing countries A bibliography of
information sources on appropriate technology lists organizations
and publications related to the topic GRA
N78-29989|jl Employment and Training Administration Washing-
ton, D C Office of Research and Development
A REVIEW OF ENERGY MODELS WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO EMPLOYMENT AND MANPOWER ANALY-
SIS Final Report
Albert J Eckstein and Dale M Helen Mar 1978 173 p refs
(PB-279447/7) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 05C
A review of existing energy models to determine their
usefulness with respect to energy-employment issues is presenter1
Includes an introduction and overview of the energy-problem,
and identification of the policy issues which predated much of
the energy modeling effort General conclusions from the review
of energy models are presented The report concludes with a
discussion of the various employment and manpower issues
associated with the energy problem GRA
N78-29994*|jl National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland Ohio
A STIRLING ENGINE COMPUTER MODEL FOR PERFORM-
ANCE CALCULATIONS Final Report
Roy Tew. Kent Jeffenes, and David Miao Jul 1978 102 p
refs
(Contract EC-77-A-31-1011)
(NASA-TM-78884. DOE/NASA/1011-78/24. E-9613) Avail
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10B
To support the development of the Stirling engine as a possible
alternative to the automobile spark-ignition engine, the thermody-
namic characteristics of the Stirling engine were analyzed and
modeled on a computer The modeling techniques used are
presented The performance of an existing rhombic-drive Stirling
engine was simulated by use of this computer program, and
some typical results are presented Engine tests are planned in
order to evaluate this model Author
N78-29996*# Econergy Inc . Los Angeles Calif
A STUDY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERCITY TRANS-
PORTATION SYSTEMS. PHASE 1 DEFINITION OF
TRANSPORTATION COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
J Morley English. Jeffrey L Smith, and Melvin W Ufson Aug
1978 202 p refs Sponsored in part by DOT
(Contract NAS2-9814)
(NASA-CR-152153-1) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
13F
Decision making in early transportation planning must be
responsive to complex value systems representing various policies
and objectives The assessment of alternative transportation
concepts during the early initial phases of the system life cycle,
when supportive research and technology development activities
are defined, requires estimates of transportation, environmental,
and socio-economic impacts throughout the system life cycle,
which is a period of some 40 or 50 years A unified methodological
framework for comparing intercity passenger and freight
transportation systems is described and is extended to include
the comparison of long term transportation trends arising from
implementation of the various R & D programs The attributes
of existing and future transportation systems are reviewed in
order to establish measures for comparison define value functions
and attribute weightings needed for comparing alternative policy
actions for furthering transportation goals Comparison criteria
definitions and an illustrative example are included A R H
N78-29998# California Univ Berkeley Lawrence Radiation
Lab
INDUCTIVE POWER COUPLING FOR AN ELECTRIC
HIGHWAY SYSTEM
J G Bolger F A Kirsten, and L S Ng Jan 1978 10 p ref
Presented at the IEEE Vehicular Technol Conf Denver 24 Mar
1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(LBL-7262 Conf-780303-2) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A dual mode electric transportation system is described in
which energy is electromagnetically transferred from a powered
roadway to moving vehicles Energy fiom the roadway can be
used for high-speed long-range travel and for replenishing energy
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stored in the vehicle in batteries or flywheels The stored energy
is then available for short-range travel off the powered highway
network The power coupling between roadway and vehicle is
functionally similar to a transformer A source is embedded in
the roadway flush with the surface When the vehicle's pickup
is suspended over the source, energy is magnetically coupled
through the clearance air gap between pickup and roadway
source The electromagnetic coupling mechanism was extensively
studied through computer models, circuit analyses, and by tests
of a full-size .'physical prototype The results of these tests are
described ' i • ERA
N78-30171fjl Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND PLANNING OF MULTIHUN-
DRED-WATT IMPACT TESTS
H F Martz. Jr and M S Waterman Oct 1977 16 p refs
(Contract W-740S-eng-36)
(LA-6886-MS) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Modular multihundred watt (MHW) radioisotope thermoelec-
tric generators (RTG's) were used as a power source for spacecraft
Due to possible environmental contamination by radioactive
materials, numerous tests were required to determine and verify
the safety of the RTG There are results available from 27 fueled
MHW impact tests regarding hoop failure, fingerprint failure, and
fuel failure Data from the 27 tests were statistically analyzed
for relationships that exist between the test design variables
and'the failure types Next, these relationships were used to
develop a statistical procedure for planning and conducting MHW
impact tests or similar tests on other RTG fuel sources ERA
N78-301761 Sandia Labs . Albuquerque, N Mex
MATERIALS PROBLEMS IN SOLAR. NUCLEAR. AND
STORAGE OF ENERGY
R S daassen ' 1978 29 p Presented at'the 5th Energy
Techno! Conf. Washington. D C..27 Feb 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-0354C) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Developing energy technologies place increasing demand on
material performance and in some cases exceed known material
capabilities Material choices in solar energy systems are
dominated by cost Distributed collectors and the central receiver
illustrate practical problems The demand for absolute safety in
nuclear power requires a depth of understanding and level of
knowledge about materials unachieved in previous engineering
systems Problems; in water-cooled and breeder reactors emphasize
the point Fusion reactors will push far beyond our present
knowledge of material response and behavior Within limits, energy
storage is practical today but present technologies such as
batteries are being pushed hard and new schemes such as
superconducting solenoids and thermochemicel storage are under
intense study . ERA
N78-30202*jj/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala
CORROSION INHIBITORS FOR SOLAR HEATING AND
COOLING SYSTEMS
T S Humphries Aug 1978 15 p refs
(NASA-TM-78180) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 070
Inhibitors which appeared promising in previous tests and
additional inhibitors including several proprietary products were
evaluated Evaluation of the inhibitors was based on corrosion
protection afforded an aluminum-mild steel-copper-stamless steel
assembly in a hot corrosive water Of the inhibitors tested two
were found to be effective and show promise for protecting
multimetallic solar heating systems S B S
N78-30214# Gmer, Inc. WalthanrTMass
STUDY OF CORROSION AND ITS CONTROL IN ALUMINUM
SOLAR COLLECTORS Annual Progress Report 1 Jun.
1976 - 31 May 1977
J Gmer. F H Cocks, and D Wong 1 Jun 1977 89 p refs1
(Contract EY-76-C-02-2934)
(COO/2934-4) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The corrosion resistance of aluminum alloys in water/ethylene
glycol mixtures was studied in detail under experimental conditions
directly relevant to the operation of existing solar thermal energy
collector systems An aqueous ethylene glycol solution with 35%
ethylene glycol by volume was chosen as the typical heat transfer
medium throughout the entire program The scope of this study
covers the following range of conditions (1) four different
aluminum alloys lie. 999%. 1100. 3003 and 3004 series
aluminum). (2) 70 to 210 F. (3) stagnant solution, laminar and
turbulent flow, (4) under N2 and air. (5) in the presence of
contaminants (e g , Cl(-). Cu(+2) and Fe( + 3) ions), and (6) effects
of ethylene glycol decomposition products The linear polarization
resistance technique was used in determining the overall corrosion
rate, along with accompanying quantitative metallographic analysis
of pit formation and growth ERA
N78-30216# General Atomic Co San Diego. Calif
ELECTRODE POLARIZATION STUDIES IN HOT CORRO-
SION SYSTEMS Progress Report. 1 Jun 1977 - 31 May
1978
0 F Devereux Feb 1978 34 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-02-2960)
(COO-2960-2) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF AQ1
Analysis of thermodynamic models pertaining to coal
gasification is near completion Model 1, comprising a gas phase
and a molten salt phase, pertains to laboratory materials tested,
model 2 incorporates as well a solid carbon phase and is intended
to model typical gasifier environments Anodic and cathodic
polarization measurements on iron, 1018 steel, nickel, and 304
and 316 stainless steel were performed in molten sodium
carbonate under air and oxygen Preliminary metal/gas reactions
tests involving iron, and hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen, were
performed Nitrogen reaction is minimal, hydrogen sulfide reaction
is very nonuniform. rendering kinetic analysis difficult ERA
N78-3O223# Department of Energy Oak Ridge. Tenn
FIRST FOUR YEARS OF OPERATION OF THE LNG PLANT
AT SKIKDA (ALGERIA) CAUSES AND REMEDIES OF THE
CORROSION OF CRYOGENIC EXCHANGES BY MERCURY
Bachir Khenat and Tewfik Hasm [1978] 16 p Trans) into
ENGLISH from unidentified Algerian report
(DOE-TR-16) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A report of Skikda LNG plant startup is presented Discussions
are included on the different major technical accidents which
occurred in the plant, and the training and installation of operating
personnel of the customer A view is also presented of
performances obtained by the plant in general and by certain
'large equipments in particular including the large axial compressors
of the refrigeration cycle, the cryogenic exchangers, and the LNG
storage tanks The first four years of plant operation is summarized
emphasizing equipment operation and personnel management
An account of experience with mercury caused corrosion of
cryogenic exchangers is included Author (ERA)
N78-30227| Sandia Labs. Lvermore. Calif Materials Dept
FORMATION OF PROTECTIVE LAYERS ON ALLOYS USED
IN COAL GASIFICATION ENVIRONMENTS Quarterly
Progress Report. 1 Apr. - 30 Jun. 1977
R W Bradshaw. R E Stoltz. and D R Adolphson Nov 1977
36 p
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-8277) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Alloys which resist corrosive coal gasification atmospheres
better than existing high temperature alloys such as 310 stainless
steel and Ni-Cr binary alloys were investigated Minor alloying
elements were added to existing high temperature alloys which
form protective sulfide layers or improved oxide layers in addition
to or in place of the usual oxide layer The protective layers
should be spall resistant under the thermal and mechanical cycling
conditions encountered in coal gasifiers and be self-healing, in
case of failure by cracking or erosion The level of alloying additions
was adjusted to maximize corrosion resistance while at the same
.time minimize deletenous effects on mechanical properties and
fabncabihty ERA
567
N78-30259
N78-30269# Southwest Research Inst. San Antonio, Tex Army
Fuels and Lubricants Research Lab
EFFECTS OF HIGH AVAILABILITY FUELS ON COMBUSTOR
PROPERTIES Interim Report
C A Moses and 0 W Naegeli Jan 1978 100 p refs
(Contracts DAAG53-76-C-0003. DAAK70-78-C-0001)
(AD-A054229. AFLRL-101) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
CSCL 21/5
Engines now in production or under development were
designed for satisfactory performance and life on current
specification fuels many of these engines may not be able to
handle the stress implied by a broadened fuel specification Among
the fuel properties of greatest concern to turbine engine
combustion are the aromatic content, the distillation curve, and
the viscosity Fuel bound nitrogen is one new property which
has emerged from the use of syncrude fuels because of additional
NOx found in the exhaust GRA
The determination of the recovery process of the evaporation
gases of the LNG tanks and the setting of rational operating
methods imply the exact knowledge of the LNG behavior during
its storage The theoretical studies carried out in this direction
did not allow removing all the uncertainties so that tests were
undertanken on both 35 000 cu m tanks at Fos in order to
determine the evapoiation rate at constant pressure of a tank
for various liquid levels the development of pressure in an entirely
insulated tank and the time taken for the return to the
thermodynamic equilibrium of LNG when the operating pressure
of the tank is suddenly changed Results of simulated operation
without recovery of the boiloff gases carried out on several tankers
journeys are presented ERA
N78-30261fjf Sandia Labs. Albuquerque. N Mex
STUDY OF THE PRODUCTION OF SHALE OIL FROM OIL
SHALE IN WUERTEMBERG Final Report
Frank H Reed May 1977 93 p Transl into ENGLISH of
German report FIAT-447, 31 Oct 1945 Sponsored by DOE
(SAND-77-6014) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The geology of the Wurtemburg oil shale deposits is described
and development of oil shale processing plants during World
War in that area is reviewed It is noted that of ten planned
plants four were producing at the time of allied occupation
Experimental underground distillation of oil shale near Schorzm-
gen is described Test results showed that it is possible to distill
Pasidonia oil shale underground Underground distillation experi-
ments are described in which the effects of distillation chamber
cross section were evaluated In experiments conducted to
evaluate underground oil shale distillation in very large chambers
are detailed ERA
N78-30264# Parsons (Ralph M ) Co Pasadena. Calif
SCREENING EVALUATION SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUELS
MANUFACTURE Final Report
T K Chow and 0 W Stanbndge Aug 1977 129 p refs
Sponsored by EPRI
(EPRI-AF-523) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Various available and proposed gasification processes in
combination with one methanol process in conceptual commercial
zie plant designs for production of clean liquid fuel from coal
were compared A Fischer-Tropsch liquids plant design was
included for direct comparison with a methanol case using one
gasification process The results of this study indicate that there
is an economic advantage to advanced gasification system for
production of methanol They also show that there is an economic
advantage to production of methanol over that of Fischer-Tropsch
liquids when the same type of gasifier is used in both plants
Author
N78-30262# Brookhaven National Lab Upton. N Y
FUSION REACTORS-HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYSIS
(HTE)
J A Fillo ed Jan 1978 133 p
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(COO/0016-01) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
A reference design for synfuel production based on fusion
reactors is discussed High-temperature electrolysis (HTE) has
the highest potential efficiency for production of synfuels from
fusion, a fusion to hydrogen energy efficiency of about 70%
appears possible with 1800 C HTE units and 60% power cycle
efficiency, an power cycle efficiency While design efforts are
required. HTE units offer the potential to be quickly run in reverse
as fuel cells to produce electricity for restart of Tokamaks and/or
provide spinning reserve for a grid system The present reference
design indicates that a 2000 MW(th) fusion reactor could produce
as much at 364 million scf/day of hydrogen which is equivalent
in heating value to 20 000 barrels/day gasoline This would
fuel about 500,000 autos based on average driving patterns A
factor of three reduction in coal feed (tons/day) could be achieved
for syngas production if hydrogen from a fusion-HTE system
were used to gasify coal, as compared to a conventional syngas
plant using coal-derived hydrogen ERA
N78-30263jP Department of Energ/ Oak Ridge Tenn
TESTS AT THE FOS TERMINAL ON THE LNG BEHAVIOR
IN LARGE TANKS
Francois Bellus, Yves Reveillard Christian Bonnaure and Lucien
Chevalier [1978] 16 p Transl into ENGLISH from unidentified
French report Sponsored by DOE
(DOE-TR-17) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
N78-30267# National Technical Information Service Springfield
Va
HYDROGEN STORAGE PART 2 HYDROGEN AS A
HYDRIDE A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Final Report. 1974 - May 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jun 1978 113 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0496 NTIS/PS-76/0461
(NTIS/PS-78/0547/6 NTIS/PS-77/0496 NTIS/PS-76/0461)
Avail NTIS HCS2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
This bibliography contains 107 abstracts on hydrogen storage
as a hydride Citations discuss the chemical and physical
properties of the hydride and how useful it will be for hydrogen
storage References also cover the conversion of hydrogen to a
hydride and the conversion back to hydrogen GRA
N78-30268# Economics, Statistics and Cooperatives Service,
Washington D C
GASOHOL FROM GRAIN THE ECONOMIC ISSUES
Final Report. 1977 - 1978
19 Jan 1978 23 p refs Sponsored in part by Committee on
the Budget (US House) Task force on physical resources
(PB-280120/7 ESCS-11 AGERSF-21) Avail NTISHCA02/MF
A01 CSCL 21D
Proposals for using fermentation alcohol from grains as a
motor fuel supplement are considered in economic feasibility
These proposals originate from the desire of farm groups to
develop an added market foi of grains and coincide with the
Nation's desire to find alternatives to petroleum fuels Results
indicate a national program would require the production of
10 billion gallons of ethanol to mix with 90 billion gallons of
gasoline to produce 100 billion gallons of gasohol annually GRA
568
N78 30307
N78-30270# National Technical Information Service Springfield
Va
HYDROGEN STORAGE PART 1 STORAGE AS A GAS
OR LIQUID A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Final Report. 1974 - May 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jun 1978 118 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0495 NTIS/PS-76/0460
(NTIS/PS-78/0546/8 NTIS/PS-77/0495 NTIS/PS-76/0460)
Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
This bibihography contains aspects of storing hydrogen as a
liquid or a gas Citations cover fuel storage, energy storage and
the construction of tanks used to store the material GRA
N78-30293# Department of Energy Washington D C
Transportation Energy Conservation Div
HIGHWAY VEHICLE SYSTEMS Summary Report no 13
Mar 1978 451 p refs Presented at the 13th Contractors
Coord Meeting Dearburn Mich. 4-6 Oct 1977
(CONF-771037) Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Various types of automobile engines were evaluated for
economy in fuel consumption Engine designs and components
were specified Alternate types of fuels were also considered
N78-30299# Sandia Labs Albuquerque N Mex
SUMMARY OF VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT ENGINE
PROJECT
C W Robinson In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 67-73
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
A variable displacement five cylinder, spark ignition research
engine was designed fabricated and tested This design reduced
partial load fuel consumption by reducing throttling and friction
losses Power was controlled by changing the piston stroke rather
than by throttling except at idle and very low power levels A
linkage arrangement allowed for continuous changes in stroke
and, therefore in engine displacement The prototype has a bore
of 3375 inches and stroke varies from 1 to 4-1/4 inches as
displacement varies from 43 to 190 cubic inches The linkage
concept was such that clearance volume could be changed in
proportion to the stroke Nearly constant compression ratio could
be achieved, or (by proper selection of the linkage dimensions)
compression ratio could be tailored to optimize the design
J A M
N78-30301# Mechanical Technology Inc Latham N Y
DEMONSTRATION OF HYDRAULIC MODULE FOR AN
AUTOMOTIVE HYDROMECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
Paul Lewis In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 94-101
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The engine configuration used a hydrostatic module arranged
in a tandem axial relationship with output planetary gearing
The modular hydrostatic construction provided direct connection
to the engine input and the gearing permitted effective noise
isolation and had minimum structural requirements The configura-
tion was attractive in that it used a proven control system
conventional automotive design and was compatible in size
(envelop), weight and cost with current transmissions The fuel
economy gain came from the improved engine efficiency
achieved through use of the CVT The CVT has the speed and
torque capability to allow the engine to operate close to the
minimum SFC while delivering the required road load JAM
N78-30302# AiResearch Mfg Co. Phoenix Ariz
IMPROVING AUTOMOBILE FUEL ECONOMY WITH
ACCESSORY DRIVES
C H Lefferts In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 101-124
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The major program effort produced a variable ratio belt
accessory drive and demonstrated performance and fuel economy
potential of the constant speed principle The EPA composite
driving cycle fuel economy was improved by 4 8 percent
Installation of the drive system permitted cost effective acces-
sory array redesign and improved load matching Vehicle and
accessory performance emissions noise and accessory life were
also improved JAM
N78-30303*/? National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
GAS TURBINE PROJECT STATUS
W E Goette In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 125-129
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 21A
The state-of-the-art of automobile gas turbine technology,
particularly with respect to fuel economy and emissions, was
defined An advanced gas turbine system is proposed which
incorporates significant advances in technology, and has a fifty
to sixty percent gam in fuel economy over the spark ignition
engine, while meeting the same goals of the improved gas turbine
engine JAM
IM78 30304# Chrysler Corp Detroit. Mich
STATUS OF THE CHRYSLER UPGRADED GAS TURBINE
ENGINE PROGRAM
C E Wagner In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 129-142
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The program is currently utilizing five engines Three are
being used in test cells for engine development, two at Chrysler
and one at NASA and two are installed in vehicles Of the two
engines still to be built one will be instrumented for development
toward minimizing bulkhead cooling and the other will be for a
third car Although no formal endurance effort was undertaken
600 hours of accumulated testing have revealed no significant
mechanical problems Of the two running vehicles, one is being
used principally for exhibit and the other for control and general
vehicle system development Contramts were eased to allow
designs which should eliminate the present 25 percent power
shortfall JAM
N78-30305'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER SUPPORT OF CHRYSLER
UPGRADED ENGINE PROGRAM
E L Warren In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 143-149
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 21A
Running of the upgraded engine has indicated that although
the engine is mechanically sound, it is deficient in power Recent
modifications and corrective action have improved this Testing
of the engine is being done in the test cell This simulates an
automobile installation Located in the inlet flow ducts are two
turbine flow meters to measure engine air flow JAM
N78-30306# General Motors Corp, Detroit Mich
IMPROVED HEAVY DUTY GAS TURBINE ENGINE PRO-
GRAM
H E Helms and Franklin A Rockwood In DOE Highway
Vehicle Systems Mar 1978 p 149-164
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Ceramic components were tested on a baseline engine for
initial ceramic regenerator disk chemical stability evaluation The
baseline engine testing was accomplished at regenerator inlet
temperatures of 1425 - 1450 F. 1800 hours of accumulated
engine test time has shown chemical stability of aluminum silicate,
heavy wall, regenerator disks JAM
N78-30307# Ford Motor Co . Dearborn. Mich
STATUS OF FORD REGENERATOR SYSTEMS DEVELOP-
MENT
C S Rahnke In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 165-174
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
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Data show that two material, AS and MAS, have the potential
of achieving the program objective of a BIO life (10,000 hours
at 800 C) To date eight AS cores have accumulated over
4000 hours with three accumulating over 5000 hours None of
these cores show any serious signs of chemical attack JAM
N78-30308| Mechanical Technology. Inc. Latham, N Y
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPLIANT FOIL BEARINGS FOR
AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINES
Stanley Gray In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 174-194 i
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The 1-1/2 inch diameter bearing was developed and is being
used in the engine program at 60,000 rpm and temperatures of
500-600 F, currently limited developmental work is continuing
in which the mam emphasis is on the long term reliability aspects
of the bearing-rotor system and on delivery of engine bearings
J A M
N78-30309# Ford Motor Co Dearborn, Mich
FABRICATION AND TESTING OF SILICON NITRIDE
TURBINE ROTORS
D L Harstock In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 194-208
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The most complex and highly stressed component is the
duo-density turbine rotor The high strength of hot pressed silicon
nitride was used in the hub region where stresses were highest,
but temperatures were moderate, and, therefore, creep resulting
from the use of a magnesium densification additive was minimized
The blade ring was made from reaction bonded silicon nitride,
which could be formed into complex airfoil shapes by injection
molding or slip casting Although the reaction bonded material
was of lower density and, thus, lower strength, it was adequate
for the turbine blades, since stress levels in this region were
lower than in the hub, and particularly since the creep resistance
of the reaction bonded material was superior at high temperature,
to that of the hot pressed silicon nitride The hub was formed
and bonded to the blade ring in one hot-pressing operation
J A M
N78-30312# Owens-Illinois. Inc Toledo Ohio
IMPROVED HEAT EXCHANGER MATERIALS
Kenneth Kormanyos In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 225-238
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Material C-144 was comparable to Corning 9460 AS Both
materials have excellent sulfunc acid resistance but only fair
sodium chloride resistance All materials have an acceptable
thermal expansion of less than 800 ppm Delta L/L change in
length from ambient to 1000 C Material C-144 had superior
thermal expansion stability to 1100 C and 1200 C exposure
compared to Corning 9460 AS JAM
N78-30314*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STIRLING ENGINE PROJECT STATUS
R G Ragsdale In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 241-243
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL21A
The status of the Stirling project is summarized Contract
negotiations were completed with Ford Motor Company to carry
out a major cost-shared development program for an improved
engine A parallel but independent development activity by a
second team is also planned L S
N78-30315# Ford Motor Co Dearborn Mich
IMPROVED STIRLING ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
Norman D Postma In DOE Highway Vet- He Systems Mar
1978 p 243-254
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Specific data from the 170 HP test program are provided
some of the problems encountered are described and the overall
plan for continuance of the program under a cost-sharing contract
with DOE and NASA is reviewed L S
N78-30316*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
INITIAL TEST RESULTS WITH SINGLE CYLINDER RHOM-
BIC DRIVE STIRLING ENGINE
James E Cairelli In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 254-258
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 131
A brief description is given of the GPU 3-2 hardware, the
test methods used, and the result of these tests Comparison is
made to unpublished data from similar hydrogen tests performed
by the U S Army
 v LS
N78-30317# Boeing Commercial Airplane Co, Seattle. Wash
EVALUATION OF RECIPROCATING SEALS FOR STIRLING
CYCLE ENGINE APPLICATION
Al W Waterman In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p258-266
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The technical effort is divided into the three units of work
The first of these is to conduct the analysis of prospective seals
and to procure the necessary seals for test During this effort,
the designs of three seals were examined for material compatibility
with the engine environment adaptability of the geometry to
compensate for wear dimensional fit in standard glands, and
experience demonstrated in similar environments Two seals were
selected as having thd best potential for satisfying the rod seal
requirements for the Stirling engine .One of these seals, the
NASA polyimide chevron, requires the development of dimensions
to fabricate a 7/8-inch rod size L S
-N78-30318*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio ' '
MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT FOR STIRLING
ENGINES
Joseph R Stephens In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 267-274
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 21A
The object'ves are to assess the current state-of-the-art of
metals and ceramics that are potential candidate materials for
hot components in the improved or advanced Stirling engines,
identify materials research development and testing required to
support the development of automotive Stirling engines, and
recommend materials technology program plans to assure material
readiness in time with the engine system development pro-
grams L S
N78-30319| Washington Univ Seattle
SURVEY OF STIRLING ENGINE ANALYTICAL DESIGN
METHODS
W R Martin In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 274-286
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The essential character of a Stirling engine is explained and
an appreciation of the three orders of Stirling engine design
methods is given The first order methods are useful for system
studies For already optimized engines this method shows roughly
how engine performance relates to operating conditions The
second order methods assume that relatively simple formulas
can be used to compute the power output and the mechanical
and thermal losses This method is short enough to be used for
design optimization of the engine The third order methods employ
rigorous nodal analysis of the actual engine process with few
approximations L S
N78-30320# Mechanical Technology Inc Latham N Y
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE/HEAT ENGINE FOR
HIGHWAY VEHICLE PROPULSION
L R Folsom In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 286-303 refs
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The feasibility of the thermal energy storage/heat engine
concept as an energy conversion system was demonstrated The
effectiveness of this system as an alternative to storage
battery/electric motor for highway vehicle propulsion was not
determined The program involves system studies to assess the
570
N78 30328
economic and Technical feasibility of thermal energy storage (TES)
for highway vehicle application The thermal energy storage
concept for highway vehicle propulsion uses a storage unit, a
heat transfer device a heat engine and a power transmission/
differential to drive Ihe wheels The concept should have inherent
compatibility with any heat source that provides the required
storage temperature, e g 1000K Electric resistance, solar heating
and the combustion of a fuel are all possible Once charged
the TES/heat engine propulsion system operates with zero
exhaust emissions and with low noise The Stirling cycle heat
engine appears to be the best choice LS
N78-30321# California Umv. bvermore Lawrence bvermore
Lab
ALTERNATIVE FUELS UTILIZATION PROGRAM (AFUP)
REASSESSMENT
Carl J Anderson In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 305-311
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Feasibility studies were made on what alternative fuels might
be for the 1985-2000 time period These studies were the corner
stone of the program and subsequent activities Ideas and
philosophies were developed along with the projects A
comprehensive review and assessment of the program was
instituted A very brief summary of this effort is presented here
LS
N78-3O322jj' Southwest Research Inst. San Antonio Tex
IDENTIFICATION OF PROBABLE AUTOMOTIVE FUELS
COMPOSITION 1986 - 2000
John A Russel In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
P 311-333
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Methodology is presented to be utilized in projecting most
probable compositions of hydrocarbon and methanol automotive
fuels, using domestic nonpetroleum resources (oil shale and coal)
in their manufacture Compositional factors are critically contingent
upon syncrude conversion process parameters which require
further development and definition If the emerging syncrudes-
synfuels industry develops at currently forseeable rates, such
syncrudes will be blended with petroleum crudes in such a manner
as to have no impact on conventional automotive fuels composi-
tion L S
N78-30323# Solar Turbines International. San Diego. Calif
AUTOMOTIVE HYDROGEN STORAGE WITH MAGNESIUM
HYDRIDE
D A Rohy In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 334-341 '
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
From experimental data it can be seen that modified Mg-Ni
alloys offer the greatest potential for reaching that goal
Dissociation temperature at one atmosphere h-.-drogen pressure
is reduced to 204 C for an alloy of Mg, Ni Cu. Si and Y from
302 C for MgO 9NiO 1 Hx Nickel content has been reduced to
24 percent from 55 percent in Mg2NiHx Dissociation tempera-
tures as low as 223 C were achieved with alloys containing 10
percent nickel Dissociation pressure, hydrogen capacity kinetics,
and safety are other hydride characteristics considered Practical
considerations of the cost size weight fueling and storage period
of a hydride system with energy equivalent of 20 gallons of
gasoline are reviewed Some of the key features of this system
are reviewed in this presentation L S
.N78-3O324I Miami Umv Fla
DATA FOR DESIGN OF A HYDROGEN ENGINE A
PROGRESS REPORT
Robert R Adt Jr and Michael R Swain In DOE Highway
Vehicle Systems Mar 1978 p 341-350
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
A data base is developed for hydrogen engine design and
also hydrogen fuel system design A secondary objective is to
try to make sense out of existing hydrogen engine data Much
of the existing data is incoherent LS
N78-3O32S# Escher Technology Associates St Johns Mich
ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR INTERCITY TRUCKING SYS-
TEMS
William J 0 Escher In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 350-352 <
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The objectives are (1) to compare past and contemporary
alternative fuels work with the needs and problems unique to
intercity trucking systems (2) to document the organizational
and equipment charactenstics of intercity trucking systems and
to identify the problems that would be created by the transition
to alternative fuels and (3) to present a Preliminary Program
Plan to assist industry and government planners in developing
an effective alternative fuels utilization plan for the intercity
trucking sector L S
N78-30326# Department of Energy Bartlesville Okla Energy
Research Center
NON-PETROLEUM FUELS AND COMPATIBLE ENGINES
1977 BERC UP-DATE REPORT
R W Hum In its Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 352-362 refs
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
Experimental work designed to provide information for best
utilization of nonpetroleum transportation fuels is described Since
its inception, this work focused (1) upon fuels and engine systems
that could be introduced or adapted in the very short term as a
means to alleviate shortfall or potential shortfall in traditional
supply and (2) upon fuels that might be produced from oil shale
or from coal as supplementary or replacement resources for
petroleum The time frame within which the problem is considered
in the context of this program is from the early 80s through
the turn of the century Selection of fuels and fuel components
to be used in the study was guided by the following considerations
(1) feasibility of, and energy recovery in producing fuels from
the primary energy resource, (2) availability and extent of the
primary resource, and (3) suitability of the fuel for those engine
and fuel supply systems that could be expected to be (or become)
available within the time frame considered L S
N78-30327# Miami Umv , Fla
ALCOHOL/GASOLINE BLENDS LEAN MISFIRE LIMITS
Robert R Adt. Jr In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 362-365 refs
Avail NTIS • HC A20/MF A01
Various methods were used for measuring lean misfire limit
(LMI) characteristics The methods and their relative merits are
discussed The four-cylinder Pontiac engine used in the tests is
described and all testing was done at steady state conditions It
is shown that there is an extension of the LML when a 20
percent methanol blend is substituted for Indolene (gasoline)
This LML extension is attributed to an extension of ignition
failure to leaner mixtures with the blend Of the commonly-used
LML detection methods the counting of motoring cycles, as
asscertamed from m-cylinder pressure transducer measurement,
is more sensitive than the monotoring of HC emissions The
sensitivity of counting misfires audible at the exhaust pipe falls
between the sensitivities of the motoring cycle- and HC
monitonng-methods The sensitivity of the standard deviation of
the leanest cylinder blowdown-purse pressure as a LML detector
is about the same as the sensitivity of the method using motoring
cycling frequency-of-occurrence as a LML detector LS
N78-30328# Santa Clara Univ. Calif
METHANOL UTILIZATION
Richard Pefley In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 365-376 refs
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The experimental phase of the program focused on the steady
state mapping of performance and exhaust emissions of a
dynamometer mounted 2300cc Ford Pinto engine The Indolene
and methanol baseline comparison with original equipment
indicated that gains in thermal efficiency and reduced exhaust
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emissions (with the exception of aldehydes) are obtained while
operating on methanol at the same engine speed, load and
equivalence ratio phi All of the observed comparative performance
and emissions characteristics were subject to the inherent
cylinder-to-cyhndei variations m phi of this particular 4-cylmder
engine Based on the observed maldistribution for both Indolene
and methanol it appears that additional relative gains for methanol
ranging from 2 to 5 percent in thermal efficiency (and power)
are possible if the maldistribution is eliminated in the range 0 8
less than phi less than 1 0 Individual exhaust cylinder measure-
ments were recorded From these measurements the maldistribu-
tion effects on exhaust emissions of the NOx UBF and CO
were resolved L S
N78-30329# Southwest Research Inst San Antonio Tex Army
Fuels and Lubricants Research Labs
ENGINE LUBRICANTS FOR USE IN METHANOL FUELED
HIGHWAY VEHICLES
E C Owens In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 377-385
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
In order to provide an initial screening for problems when
methanol fuels are used in conjunction with present commercially
available lubricants a series of engine tests were conducted
using the Coordinated Lubricants Research (CLR) single-cylinder
engine The initial test cycle was patterned after the ASTM
Sequence II-C cycle normally used to evaluate the rusting and
corrosion characteristics of motor oils After these initial series
of wear screening tests were completed it became apparent
that methanol produced additional wear apparently of a corrosive
nature The CLR was fitted with a piston which allowed diversion
and collection of blowby from the piston ring zone for analysis
Analysis of the liquid and gaseous phases of this blowby showed
that methanol produced significant concentrations of formal-
dehyde In addition, a significant concentration of formic acid
was present L S
N78-30332# North Atlantic Treaty Organization Brussels
(Belgium) Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON AUTOMOTIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS.
VOLUME 1
Feb 1978 529 p refs Symp held at Washington D C
18-22 Apr 1977 Sponsored by DOE
(NATO/CCMS-61-Vol-1 Conf-770430-1-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A23/MF A01
The status and plans for research and development in
automotive propulsion systems were reviewed Areas of
examination are some of the following (1) gas turbines (2)
diesel engines, (3) Stirling and Rankme engines (4) spark ignition
improvements, and (5) alternative fuels
N78-30333*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
CATALYTIC COMBUSTION FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE GAS
TURBINE ENGINE
D N Anderson In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 47-54
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 21A
Fuel-air premixing-prevaponzmg systems and commercial
catalysts were studied as part of a demonstration of a low
emissions combustor for an automotive gas turbine engine A
fuel preparation system which would supply a fuel-air mixture
which was uniform to within + or - 10 percent of the mean
fuel-air ratio with 90 percent fuel vaporization and with no
autoigmtion is described The catalytic reactor was required to
produce emissions which were low enough to meet the most
stringent proposed U S automotive standards The overall pressure
drop for both systems was to be less than 3 percent, with
1 percent allowed in the fuel-air preparation system and the
remainder in the catalytic reactor B B
N78-30330# Michigan Univ Ann Arbor
SOLVING ALCOHOL FUEL PROBLEMS BY ENGINE
MODIFICATION
D J Patterson In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar 1978
p 385-397
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The approach used to identify problems and solutions for
use of methanol and blends is two pronged First a careful
review of the literature made and pertinent references photocopied
and abstracted for the project files Because published papers
often reflect work that is more than one year old and because
the understanding of the problems of methanol use is rapidly
changing, it was deemed essential to make a number of personal
contacts with individuals and laboratories having on-going
programs For this effort, a questionnaire was prepared This
study of the problems and solutions for retrofiting older vehicles
is expected to provide guidelines for the design and materials
of future vehicles in order to facilitate their operation on methanol
or blends should that become desirable L S
N78-30331# Union Oil Co of California. Los Angeles
SOLVING ALCOHOL FUEL PROBLEMS BY FUEL MODIFICA-
TION
James L Keller In DOE Highway Vehicle Systems Mar
1978 p 397-407
Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
There are two basically different methods available for altering
these properties so as to alleviate problems (1) converting
methanol itself into other chemical species with more favorable
properties and (2) modifying fuel composition by adding or
removing other components Examples of the first are conversion
to gasoline hydrocarbons by the Mobil process, conversion to
t-alkyl methyl ethers by reaction with olefms, and effective
conversion to high alcohols The latter is taken to include the
conversion of CO and H2 partially to higher all alcohols instead
of to methanol during methanol synthesis Possibilities for
modification by means of additives and otherwise altering fuel
composition are discussed L S
N78-30337# United Turbine A B . Malmo (Sweden)
THREE-SHAFT TURBINE-TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS FOR
VEHICULAR APPLICATIONS
S 0 Kronogard In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 94-115
ref >
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
The versatility of the KTT system was highlighted It was
shown how such an engine transmission system can satisfy the
installation requirements for light vehicles Its potential for use
in multiple engine installations in larger heavy duty vehicle
application was indicated B B
N78-30339# Booz-Allen Applied Research. Inc. Chicago. Ill
GAS TURBINE ENGINE APPLICATIONS IN TRANSIT
COACHES
H Backel In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 127-136
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
An investigation of gas turbine engine application in transit
coaches was conducted to determine the viability of the gas
turbine engine as a potential power source for transit coaches
An in-depth survey was taken of gas turbine engine manufacturers
whose products may be suitable for installation in transit coaches
Their engine products were evaluated to determine their potential
merits against those of the conventional diesel engine used in
transit coaches In addition to research and development engines,
nearly 100 DOAD gas turbines were field tested in trucks,
transit coaches, intercity coaches, marine craft, industrial electrical
generator sets, and air compressors Three DDAD gas turbine
engines were installed in the Transbus prototype coaches B B
N78-30340# Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, Ind
IMPROVED HEAVY DUTY GAS TURBINE ENGINE
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H E Helms In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 136-164
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
An assessment of sensitivity to change in some of the
following was summarized (1) component efficiencies. (2) turbine
pressure losses, (3) engine heat rejection, and (4) cooling air
requirements A list of sensitivities compiled shows the change
in parameters required to obtain 1 percent improvement in specific
fuel consumption Mechanical analysis was applied to establish
which parameters could be improved with development of
materials B B
N78-30346# United Stirling A B , Eskilstuna (Sweden)
THE DEVELOPMENT OF 4O-160 kw STIRUNG ENGINES
IN SWEDEN AND THEIR APPLICATION IN MINING
EQUIPMENT. TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS AND ROAD
VEHICLES
8 Hallare In NATO Proc "f the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 248-268 refs
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Development of the Stirling engine components acceptable
to the market is described as well as the development of suitable
engine configurations Special market approach for the engine is
also discussed B B
N78-30348# Ford Motor Co. Dearborn. Mich
STIRUNG ENGINE PROGRAM
E Kitzner In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 279-291
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Reduction of emission levels in automobiles is discussed
with relation to the Stirling external combustion engine A detailed
review of testing of the 4-215, 170 HP Stirling powered Torino
was given B B
N78-30349# Renner (R A), Livermore Calif
AUTOMOTIVE RANKINE ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
R A Renner In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 291-297
ref
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Recent engine development programs are reviewed in
reference to the Rankine automotive engine Various design
approaches were examined Other areas of consideration were
(1) emission control (2) fuel economy. (3) operating reliability
and (4) thermal efficiency 6 8
N78-30360# Jay - Carter Enterprises. Inc. Burkburnett. Tex
DESCRIPTION AND TEST RESULTS OF THIRD GENERA-
TION CARTER STEAM SYSTEM AS INSTALLED IN A VW
DASHER
J W Carter, Jr In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 297-301
refs
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Bench tests on the Dasher expander were used in conjunction
with a computer simulation to determine the fuel economy of
the Dasher vehicle Projected fuel economy in the 2.500 Ib
vehicle over the Federal City Driving Cycle is 24 8 mpg which
compares to the best achieved by a 2,500 Ib 1977 vehicle
equipped with an automatic transmission Its idle fuel rate is
between 17 and 2 gallons/hour (75 liters/hour) The com-
plete 85 HP steam system weighs 345 Ibs (Figure 203). fits in
the Dasher engine compartment, and is capable of vehicle
acceleration from 0-60 mprt (965 km/hour) n 14 seconds The
projected exhaust emissions are below the original 1976
requirements and are a valuable characteristic in the congested
city environment All test results indicate that the engine is a
viable candidate as an alternative automobile power plant B B
N78-30364# Curtiss-Wright Corp Wood-Ridge, NJ
AN UPDATE OF THE DIRECT INJECTED STRATIFIED
CHARGE ROTARY ENGINE DEVELOPMENTS AT CURTISS-
WRIGHT
C Jones In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 443-460 refs
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Development progress of the unthrottled direct injected
Stratified Charge Rotary Combustion Engine Program at the
Curtiss-Wright Corporation is updated since the 1974 status
report Emphasis during this period was on performance
improvements in the automotive road load range Results are
given for a number of variations tested since that date including
engine performance with gasoline and other fuels The baseline
configuration was further improved and new designs which have
improved fuel consumption and reduced hydrocarbon emissions
These data are presented showing steady state SFC equal or
better than representative automotive diesel engines, comparable
untreated emission data are presented with HC emissions reduced
to a representative band level of automotive carburetted engines
with relatively low CO and NOx G Y
N78-30366# Porsche (Ferdinand) AG, Stuttgart (West Germany)
OPERATING WITH LEAN MIXTURES A SOLUTION FOR
THE FUTURE?
R Hahn In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 480-487
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
Further development of the passenger car engine will definitely
be determined by energy and ecology requirements The reduction
of energy consumption and the optimization of the engine for
minimal fuel consumption are of most importance Engine test
data are presented showing the following relationships (1) shape
of the combustion chamber - exhaust emission and fuel
consumption (2) compression ratio - exhaust emission, fuel
consumption, and lean mixture limit. (3) exhaust emission and
fuel consumption with Porsche vehicles. (4) comparison of
combustion processes (5) orifice - auxiliary-chamber-volume, (6)
octane requirements of the Porsche 911 (7) exhaust emission
of the Porsche 911 G Y
N78-30367# Siemens A G , Erlangen (West Germany) Research
Labs
DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPACT GAS GENERATOR FOR
FUEL GASIFICATION ABOARD A MOTOR VEHICLE
A Michel In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 488-501
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
The use of gaseous fuels in internal combustion engines
represents a suitable means to reduce the specific pollutant
emission and the specific fuel consumption when compared with
conventional carburetor operations Gas engines can be oper-
ated far into the lean region due to the homogeneous miscibility
of fuel gas cylinders This gives rise to supply problems and
makes it difficult to apply this technique to motor vehicles It is
more favorable to generate the low molecular fuel gas from
easily storable liquid hydrocarbons within a gas generator aboard
the motor vehicle Requirements for a gas generator are presented
The requirements may be realized through the catalytic partial
oxidation of hydrocarbons with air at low air/fuel (A/F) mass
ratios A suitable catalytic process operating with an A/F ratio
of 0 7 to 1 7 at about 820 C was developed G Y
N78-30369# Harker Industries. Inc Annandale. Va
A NEW LOOK AT EXHAUST GAS RECYCLE AND ITS
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING FUEL FLEXIBILITY AND
ECONOMY OF SPARK IGNITION ENGINES
A Lowi In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems Vol 1 Feb 1978 p 510-515
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Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01
This inquiry proceeds from the general view of engine
optimization by charge modification rather than the more narrow
objectives of traditional exhaust gas recycle (EGR) Some
theoretical and experimental background is reviewed to identify
some of the more significant factors characterizing the interaction
of the engine and the chemical make-up of the cylinder charge
Some exploratory engine test data were obtained to gain additional
appreciation for some of the possibilities for charge modification
using certain species found in the engine exhaust The results
were examined for indication of how some of these factors might
influence further advancements in the automobile toward reduced
rates of both environmental pollution and petroleum consump-
tion Author
N78-30370# North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Brussels
(Belgium)
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON AUTOMOTIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS.
VOLUME 2
Feb 1978 505 p refs Proc held at Washington. D C.
18-22 Apr 1977
(NATO/CCMS-61-Vol-2 Conf-770430/1-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A22/MF A01
Automobile engine design and transmission system modifica-
tions for fuel economy and emission control are described as
well as the efficiency of various alternate fuels Performance
standards for electric automobiles and for electric hybrid systems
are discussed
N78-30371# Postal Service Washington, 0 C Transportation
Div
AUTOMOTIVE EMISSIONS
T A Norman In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 516-524
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The magnitude of the U S Postal fleet and the operational
mission of the various sized vehicles used are described The
agency s program for reducing vehicle life cycle costs and
decreasing dependence on oil based fuels includes the test and
evaluation of light duty diesel engines stratified charge engines,
hydrogen fueled engines and a gasoline-electric hybrid vehicle
Procedures for testing performance following installation in a
1/4 ton delivery vehicle and during simulated route tests are
described Fuel consumption results indicate that the diesel engine
obtained about 122% more miles per gallon during operational
use than the gasoline engine 'under the same conditions The
stratified charge engine when using diesel fuel, exhibits the same
level of fuel efficiency as the diesel engine The hybrid system
consumed the greatest amount of fuel The hydrogen engine is
still under development and not yet available for testing A R H
N78-30372# Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd . London (England)
DEVELOPMENT OF CATALYSTS FOR EXHAUST EMISSION
CONTROL
R A Searles In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 524-539
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The use and effectiveness of noble metal catalysts in exhaust
emission control is reviewed More cost effective methods being
considered include using low metal loading catalysts with platinum
oxidation changing the volume of the catalyst while maintaining
constant precious metal loading, and improving oxidation catalysts
such as platmum/paladium and platinum/rhodium oxidation
systems The effect of low. medium, and high metal loading on
CO emissions after 300 hours thermal aging is illustrated The
identification of suitable alloys for fabricating multicellular
thin-walled metal supports is discussed A R H
N78-30373# Daimler-Benz A G Stuttgart (West Germany)
EMISSION CONTROL OF V-ENGINES WITH OXYGEN
SENSORS
H D Schuster In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 540-552
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The various possible arrangements for application of closed
loop mixture control with oxygen sensor for fuel-injected V-engmes
with catalytic emission control are described The decisive criteria
such as fuel injection system lay-out of exhaust system,
characteristics of contrcl positioning, and operation data of oxygen
sensor and catalysts, which define the concept are reviewed In
addition, the conversion rate of three-way catalysts in quasi-
stoichiometric operation is discussed The influence of,nobel metal
composition and quantity, as well as aging of catalysts on the
size of the air/fuel ratio-window are explained, also the possibility
for optimizing the closed loop system CVS test results of such
systems are presented • " Author
N78-30374jjl Volkswagen A G , Wolfsburg (West Germany)
CRITICAL SURVEY OF TEST PROCEDURES FOR AUTOMO-
TIVE EMISSIONS
H Klmgenber In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 553-566
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Current U S and European test procedures for automobile
exhaust emissions differ not only in the driving cycles, but also
in the sampling and analyzing equipment The different exhaust
emission assembly line test procedures and certification test
procedures, including the selective enforcement auditing, are
surveyed A probability analysis carried out shows that there is
an important relationship between the certification and assembly
line procedures Proposals for the improvement and standardization
of existing procedures are deduced ARM
N78-30375# Institut Francais du Petrole, Rueil-Malmaison
DIESEL EXHAUST ODOR MEASUREMENTS
P H Degobert In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 566-581
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A sensory analysis system was developed to get simultaneous
responses of a selected nose panel of 12 people sniffing engine
exhaust diluted with purified air in known proportions Because
of different individual preferences for certain diesel exhaust odor
types, measurements are made by matching the unknown exhaust
odors with pyndine standards, chosen as better than standard,
and more closely related to certain diesel exhaust odors
Simultaneously, odorous pollutants are analyzed by physio-
chemical methods, flame lonization detection for unburned
hydrocarbons. MBTH calonmetry for aldehydes, and liquid
chromatography for LCO and LCS fractions following a modified
procedure First results show that the liquid chromatographic
data fit neither better nor worse with sensory olfactory results
on unburned hydrocarbons and aldehydes A R H
N78-30376# Technischer Uerberwachungs-Verein Rhemland.
e V Cologne (West Germany)
EXHAUST GAS EMISSION FACTORS IN THE MOTOR
TRAFFIC FIELD THEIR IMPACT ON AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL
E Plassmartn In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 581-598
4vail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Cadastral emission surveys, required by the German Federal
Air Control Act of 1974 are discussed in relation to the total
emissions from passenger cars and their impact on air quality
Road traffic in West Germany is shown to contribute to air
pollution by releasing substances other than air consituents by
noise emission, by impairing subsoil water and air during refueling
operations, and by contributing scrap and waste materials which
must be disposed on through some industrial process A fleet
of 100 passenger cars were tested to establish the 1975 reference
year in respect to emission-specific parameters Topics covered
include (1) the driving mode test for description of road traffic
(range and velocity), (2) driving moc'es for exhaust emissions
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testing for passenger cars and (3) emissions and fuel consumption
as functions of mean speed and as functions of the registration
year of in-use cars ARM
N78-30377# Billings Energy Research Corp Provo. Utah
HYDROGEN ENGINE NOx CONTROL BY WATER INDUC-
TION
R L Wooley In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 598-608
.Avail "NTIS „ HC A22/MF A01
Water induction is an effective means of suppressing flashback
and reducing nitrogen oxides in a hydrogen engine Spraying
water into the hydrogen stream prior to mixing with air is more
effective than spraying it into the air/hydrogen mixture in the
intake manifold The level of nitrogen oxide production is an
exponential function of several parameters spark advance,
equivalence ratio, and ratio of water to hydrogen mass flow
rates Excessive water is not detrimental to engine power and
efficiency in the range of interest for automobile engines ARM
N78-30381$ General Motors Technical Center, Warren Mich
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF TRANSMISSION MODIFICA-
TIONS AS RELATED TO VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
H E Ghana In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 647-650
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A method of vehicle performance measurement developed
so that selection of optimum fuel-economy-performance trade-offs
can be made for a vehicle having various power train components
was utilized in an analytical study of drive train component features
such as overall ratio range number of ratio steps, locked
converters continuously variable drives Both manual and
automatic type transmissions are considered Indications are that
ratio range is an important consideration in the selection of
transmission design parameters, and also conventional transmis-
sion concepts can be competitive with the more exotic contin-
uously variable type units A R H
N78-303780 Miami Univ. Fla
THE EFFECT OF METHANOL ADDITION TO GASOLINE ON
TOTAL AND INDIVIDUAL HYDROCARBONS. METHANOL,
AND FORMALDEHYDE EMISSIONS FROM A CAR-
BURETTED SPARK IGNITION ENGINE
R 0 Doepker In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 608-609
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A four-cylinder, spark ignition carburetted engine was fueled
with Indolene (gasoline) and 20 and 30 percent by volume blends
of methanol-mdolene Reduced pressure sampling, followed by
vapor phase chromatography techniques were utilized to
determine qualitatively and quantitatively the composition of the
exhaust emissions, including specific hydrocarbon species,
methanol and formaldehyde The light C sub 1 through C sub
5 hydrocarbons were also found to decrease with increasing
blend level Separation of these hydrocarbons into saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarbons further demonstrate these observed
decreases These C sub 1 through C sub 5 hydrocarbons represent
from 65 to 70 percent of the total hydrocarbon emissions on a
gram/Hp-hr basis and over 85 percent on a moles/Hp-hr basis
Chemical composition of the C sub 1 through C sub 5 hydrocarbon
fraction was independent of blend level but dependent on
equivalence ratio The C sub 6 through C sub 16 hydrocarbon1
emissions followed similar trends A R H
N78-30380# Ultra Electronics. Ltd London (England)
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS A CONTROL ENGINEER'S
DREAM
A N Thatcher In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 627-647
ref
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Practical experience in the automotive gas turbine engine
field demonstrates the ease of application and the flexibility of
programmable analog controls Because of the high level
programming language and the consequent nonreliance on
specialist programmers, the programmable analog controller (PAC)
provides the facility for minimizing system development time
The unit, being production hardware, eliminates the cost of
electronic circuit development Applications of the PAC include
Stirling cycle engine control system development, control of a
complex steam valve arrangement for submarines and projected
use as a control element in an auto-pilot system to enable
accurate positional control of oil rig support vessels in bad weather
situations A R H
N78-30382# Little (Arthur 0 ). Inc Cambridge Mass
A STUDY TO VALIDATE AUTOMOBILE DRIVE TRAIN
MODIFICATIONS THAT IMPROVE FUEL ECONOMY
Philip G Gott In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 650-651
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Computerized simulation is used to validate computer
.predictions of the EPA urban and highway fuel economy
improvements that can be achieved through the use of wide-range
three- and four-speed automatic transmissions with and without
torque converter lock-up The impact of these transmissions on
driveabihty engine life, emissions and performance are also
determined A R H
N78-30383# Orshansky Transmission Corp San Diego Calif
DESIGN FACTORS OF HYDRO-MECHANICAL TRANSMIS-
SIONS FOR PASSENGER CARS
Peter Huntley In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern,Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 651-670
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A concept demonstration prototype hydromechanical trans-
mission for U S passenger cars contains a hydrostatic module
consisting of 2 two pump/ motor units mounted side by side on
countershafts The gearing, bulkheads, and large case required
by the countershafts contribute substantially to the excessive
weight of 62 kg in relation to current production automatic
transmissions Although the module is bulkly. it satisfied the
original EPA/ERDA requirement that it must package into the
transmission tunnel of a U S compact car Continuously variable
transmission features and specifications as well as potentials for
fuel economy and noise reduction are discussed A R H
N78-30384# Global Scientific Engineering Inc , Portland. Oreg
THE INERTIAL STORAGE TRANSMISSION
Vincent E Carman In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp
on Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 671-672
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
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A simple energy storage system that utilizes pressurized oil
as an energy storage medium is described When the internal
combustion engine (ICE) and the pump put out more oil than
the drive motor requires for vehicle motion the excess is stored
in the accumulator When a pre-determmed pressure is reached,
the ICE shuts off When pressure drops off. the pump is used
as a starter motor and ICE restarts Also, the drive motor is
connected as braking pump and vehicle inertia is stored in the
accumulator This results in three means of energy saving (1)
the engine can be shut off instead of idling during deceleration,
slow cruise, or when stopped (2) a small engine (60 HP) and
powerful drive motor (150 HP) can combine to give optimum
performance in most instances with appreciable savings, and
(3) the energy of a moving vehicle is not lost in heat during
the braking cycle A R H
N7830386# Volkswagen AG. Wolfsburg (West Germany)
THE EFFECT OF AERODYNAMIC DRAG ON THE FUEL
ECONOMY OF PASSENGER CARS
Hans J Emmelmann In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp
on Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 673-680
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The relationship between fuel economy and aerodynamics
for full size and subcompact cars is discussed Gasoline-powered
and diesel-powered synthesized cars were selected for an analysis
using a computerized simulation program to predict fuel economy
and performance with and without incorporation of aerodynamic
improvements The technique for realizing the desired aerodynam-
ic improvements on cars is shown By the so-called detail
optimization method, a drag coefficient of c sub D = 042
within a usual styling concept is achievable With such optimized
gasoline-powered cars maximum improvements in fuel economy
referred to average 1977 cars of 7% for full size cars and 4%
for subcompact cars are possible By aerodynamic modification
with a minimum assumed drag coefficient of c sub D = 032.
which implies a styling concept strongly influenced by aerodynam-
ics, improvements in fuel economy of 14% for full size cars and
11 % for subcompact cars are achievable Values for diesel powered
cars are included A R H
N78-30386# Transport and Road Research Lab Crowthorne
(England)
ENERGY FOR ROAD TRANSPORT IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM
J Porter In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 681-685
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The use of computer simulation and instrumented cars to
identify and evaluate potential energy conservation measures for
the short-to-medium term is discussed For the longer term,
when natural crude oil becomes scarce and expensive, vehicles
using synthetic gasoline from coal and battery vehicles will be
used These vehicles are compared and the factors needed to
give a primary energy advantage of one type of vehicle over
the other are examined as well as other considerations requiring
assessment A R H
N78-30388# Harker Industries, Inc. Annandale. Va
COMBINING ENGINE COOUNG WITH HEAT DRIVEN AIR
CONDITIONING TO IMPROVE AUTOMOTIVE FUEL
ECONOMY
Ah/in Lowi. Jr In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 691-696
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A format for evaluating the energy impact of automotive air
conditioning and waste heat alternatives is presented The
conceptual design of one such alternative - an organic fluid
engine cooling system combined with a novel jet-vapor-
compression automotive air conditioning system - is described
and evaluated in comparison with the conventional belt-driven
vapor compression system added on to the contemporary
water-cooled power plant The salient features of this Rankine
bottoming cycle approach and some of its characteristics are
also described The value of shifting from a prime shaft-driven
system to a hypothetical light-weight waste heat recovery system
is determined for a single model year fleet A potential reduction
in the annual energy cost of automotive air conditioning usage
of more than 70 percent is indicated, which is shown to be
equivalent to the conservation of about 270 million barrels of
crude oil over a ten-year period A R H
N78-3038Sf Wayne State Univ. Detroit. Mich
FLAME SPEEDS. PERFORMANCE. AND EMISSIONS WITH
METHANOL-INDOLENE BLENDS
Naeim I Henem In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 697-706
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Methanol. added at different ratios to mdotene. has various
effects on combustion, performance and emissions in a CFR-SI
engine Flame speed is measured by fixed lonization probes and
by a newly developed travelling lonization probe The resulting
turbulent flame speeds, computed laminar flame speeds, and
the equivalent spherical flame speeds are analyzed to detect
the turbulence decay over the cycle The following effects were
noted increased octane number and brake specific fuel consump-
tion, improved thermal efficiency, increased flame speed,
increased BSCO and BSHC and decreased BSNOx emissions
Author
N78-30390# Miami Univ Fla
AUTOMOTIVE MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY WITH METH-
ANOL FUEL BLENDS
LE Poteat In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 707-711
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The effects of methanol on the materials m automobile fuel
systems were investigated using several methanol/gasoline blends
including blends with water to simulate moisture pick-up by the
methanol The conditions included ambient and elevated tempera-
tures and with and without agitation Evaluation was based on
weight loss due to uniform corrosion and indications of pitting
corrosion, stress corrosion, cracking, and galvanic corrosion
Methanol and'methanol/gasoline blends increase the corrosion
rates of most metals over the rates found in straight gasoline
Two areas of potential corrosion problems were determined The
most severe problem was the attack of methanol and methanol
blends on terne plated steels Methanol and methanol blends
also produced severe pitting in aluminum Agitation did not appear
to have a marked effect on the rate of corrosion, and the difference
in temperature from 70 F to 120 F did not make an appreci-
able difference in corrosion rates A R H
N78-30391fjf Volkswagen AG. Wolfsburg (West Germany)
RECENT PROGRESS IN AUTOMOTIVE ALCOHOL FUEL
APPLICATION
Holger K Menrad In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 712-727
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Topics covered include (1) biomass energy production of
ethanol. (2) methanol synthesive. (3) fleet tests of Volkswagen
vehicles using 15 volume % methanol mixture. (4) fleet tests
using straight methanol or straight ethanol, (5) improved
performance of spark ignition engines during bench tests using
alcohols as fuel or components. (6) emissions, (7) prototype
vehicles using pure methanol fuels, (8) properties of methanol/
' gasoline blends, and (9) the costs and energy values of methanol
and ethanol fuels A R H
N78-30392# Research Inst for Road Vehicles. TNO. Delft
(Netherlands)
ALTERNATIVE FUELS WITH REGARD TO LPG AND
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METHANOL
J VanDerWetde In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 727-730
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The increased use of LPG in many Western European countries
as an automotive fuel in cars vans and taxis results from the
long term availability of LPG from the North Sea where it exists
in the form of an associated gas The exhaust emissions produced
in seven European cars each running on four different gasolines
(lead-free low octane lead-free high octane, premium and regular)
LPG and NG were compared Favorable emission data obtained
for LPG and NG are discussed Strongly reduced exhaust emissions
(which meet US standards for 1978) and substantial noise
reduction were obtained when LPG was used in city buses during
demonstration projects in London Vienna, and Amsterdam Cost
calculations for large-scale operations are comparable to those
for diesel vehicles Experience with methanol as a fuel or blending
component is less extensive Its use as an alternative fuel in
the Netherlands is discussed ARM
N78-30393# Miami Univ Coral Gables Fla
THE EFFECT OF BLENDING METHANOL WITH GASOLINE
ON GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION
R R Adt In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 730-732
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A four cylinder carbureted engine was fueled with Indolene
(gasoline) and a blend of Indolene and 20 percent by volume
methanol to determine the effect of the blend on geometric
distribution The engine parameters varied were engine speed
manifold vacuum equivalence ratio, and simulated cruising speed
The results show that while both fuels, tn general exhibited
similar distribution patterns as a function of the engine parameters,
the blend fueled mode of operation yielded a greater difference
between the fuel-air equivalence ratios of the richest and leanest
cylinders Author
N78-30394# Energy Research and Development Administration,
Bartlesville. Okla Energy Research Center
ALTERNATIVE FUELS THE OUTLOOK AND OPTIONS
WITHIN THE NEXT DECADE
R W Hum In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 732-735
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A recent interagency governmental study group conclusion
that automobile fuel to the year 2000 will be primarily conventional
hydrocarbon liquids such as gasoline diesel fuel, or a combination
of gasoline and distillate-type fuels narrows the issue for the
primary fuel However, highly significant questions remain
concerning both the possible secondary supplemental fuels and
the characteristics of the hydrocarbon type fuels Such fuels as
ammonia and hydrogen which require production distribution
and engine fuel system technologies can be dismissed for the
near-term The current need is to identify those fuel forms their
fuel characteristics and the compatible engines that may result
from the utilization of solids for conversion to liquid fuels, as
well as the adaption of new or upgraded engine technologies to
achieve parallel objectives of low emissions and improved fuel
economy ARM
N78-30395# General Motors Research Labs . Warren, Mich
VEHICLE EVALUATION OF NEAT METHANOL- COM-
PROMISES AMONG EXHAUST EMISSIONS, FUEL ECON-
OMY. AND DRIVEABILITY
N D Bnnkman In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 736-738
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Two cars one carbureted and the other fuel iniected. were
modified to burn neat methanol Exhaust emissions fuel economy
and dnveability were measured and compared to those obtained
with gasoline in the unmodified (production) cars Because
acceptable dnveability and durability were obtained only with
the fuel injected car. it was used to investigate the spark timing
and equivalence ratio settings which would give an acceptable
compromise among exhaust emissions fuel economy and
dnveability Average equivalence ratios of 0 96 to 0 62 and spark
timing from best power to 15 degrees retarded were studied
With spark timing set for best power and the average equivalence
ratio for maximum fuel economy (0 83) dnveability was acceptable
and CO and NOx emissions met the 1977 standards However
the unburned fuel emissions exceeded the 1977 standards for
hydrocarbons even though the car was equipped with a catalytic
converter At 083 average epuivalence ratio NOx emissions
were reduced below the statutory standard (04) by retarding
spark timing, however dnveability and fuel economy deterior-
ated Author
N78-30396# General Motors Research Labs. Warren, Mich
EVALUATION OF ACETYLENE AS A SPARK IGNITION
ENGINE FUEL
D L Hilden In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 738
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Acetylene was evaluated in a single cylinder engine to
investigate performance and emission characteristics with special
emphasis on lean operation for NOx control Testing was carried
out at constant speed, constant airflow and MBT spark timing
Equivalence ratio and compression ratio were the primary variables
With acetylene the engine operated at equivalence ratios as
lean as 0 53 and 0 43 for compression ratios of 4 and 6.
respectively However, the operating range was very limited
Knock-induced pre-ignition occurred either with compression ratios
above 6 or with mixtures richer than 0 69 equivalence ratio
Both the indicated thermal efficiency and power output.were
less for acetylene fueling than for gasoline Acetylene combus-
tion occurred at sufficiently lean equivalence ratios to produce
very low NOx and CO emissions However, when the low NOx
levels were achieved, hydrocarbon control was not improved over
that with gasoline ARM
N78-30398# Daimler-Benz, A G Stuttgart (West Germany)
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SINGLE-CYLINDER HYDROGEN-
FUELED I C ENGINE USING VARIOUS MIXTURE FORMA-
TION METHODS
K W Drexel and M Gutmann In NATO Proc of the 4th
Intern Symp on Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb
1978 p 741-745
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Research work on hydrogen engines is survey It is shown
how the output of the engine depends on the mixture formation
method used Direct injection of hydrogen into the cylinder results
in a gain in b m e p as compared with mixture formation in the
intake pipe The engine s operational parameters were set to
reach minimum fuel consumption and minimum emissions This
involves combined quality/quantity-contiol and a compression
ratio of 7 1 to avoid knocking at stoichiometric air/fuel-ratios
GY
N78-304OO# Toyota Motor Co Tokyo (Japan)
A STUDY ON REFORMED FUEL FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE
GASOLINE ENGINE
K Onoda In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
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Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 *p 759-768
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A .prototype on-board fuel reformer was developed and
laboratory tests were conducted to determine the effects of the
amount of reformed fuel on cumbustion The results of these
tests are discussed in this paper On the Japanese test cycle,
an extremely low NOx emission level was attained with relatively
good fuel economy However, in a limited combination of engine
size and vehicle weight, engine power was sacrificed somewhat
because of this lean combustion A solution to this problem,
while maintaining the lower NOx emission level is to adopt a
richer air-fuel ratio and a higher EGR rate In this approach, the
amount of hydrogen must be increased to improve combustion
stability For this purpose, methanol reforming was introduced
whereby the additional hydrogen was supplied without any
deterioration in energy efficiency Author
N78-304O1/J! Billings Energy Research Corp Provo Utah
A HYDROGEN-POWERED MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM
R L Wooley In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern* Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 768-773
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Hydrogen's application to mass transit systems is considered
A 21 passenger bus is converted to hydrogen using a engine
which was modified for high compression operation Backfiring
and nitric oxide pollution formation are controlled by a water
injection technique Hydrogen fuel storage for the experimental
prototype is accomplished by two metal hydride containers using
an iron-titanium alloy Data are presented regarding equipment
conversion and design, energy resource utilization, economics,
and safety . G Y
N78-304O2# Billings Energy Research Corp Provo, Utah
REFUELING HYDROGEN TRANSIT FLEETS. PART A:
ECONOMICS
R B Beyer In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 774-784
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The economics of several hydrogen manufacturing, distribu-
tion, and use strategies are evaluated for a fleet of converted
buses for the purpose of setting a guide in selection of feasible
methods for refueling The most attractive alternative is pipeline
distribution of hydrogen produced from gasified coal and water
for use in FeTi hydride vehicles A system based on existing
technology is estimated to cost midway between the current
cost of gasoline (US) and the predicted cost of synthetic gasoline
from coal A hydrogen bus fleet supplied by pipeline will have a
lower total cost than systems using other synthetic fuels derived
from coal G Y
organics and organic starches, respectively The implications of
the utilization of alcohols and gaseous fuels for transportation
are discussed /' G Y
/
N78-30405| Transportation Systems Center/Cambridge, Mass
HYBRID HEAT ENGINE PROPULSION OF URBAN BUSES
G Larson In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 795-802
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01 i V ,'
The developments to date in hybrid heat engine .propulsion
of buses are reviewed Urban bus driving cycles and performance
requirements are presented, based upon a survey of available
urban bus driving patterns Using these cycles and requirements,
promising hybrid systems were sized through use of a vehicle
propulsion simulation computational program Both battery and
flywheel energy storage subsystems were considered The results
of the hybrid study to date are reported The heat energy simulated
was a diosel From the near-optimum hybrid propulsion system
generated by the trade-off analysis, fuel economy and weight
are presented and compared with values of present operational
diesel buses negotiating the same driving cycles A diesel/ fly wheel
series configuration is protected to have at least a 100 percent
increase in fuel mileage (mpg) over,the baseline diesel bus fuel
mileage Author
N78-3040*# Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg (West Germany)
ELECTRIC AND HYBRID-VEHICLE POWER-TRAIN DEVEL-
OPMENT
J P Altendorf /n NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 .p 803-822
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Prompted by air pollution from emissions from internal
combustion engines there is a world-wide effort to find alternative
power drive systems Electric and hybrid drive systems constitute
two possible alternatives The characteristics of the two systems
, for use in motor vehicles is discussed Comparisons of the two
systems are made Each power drive system is analysed by
characterizing its components Performance test data are given
for an electric delivery truck and a hybrid bus G Y
N78-304O7# Wisconsin Univ Madison
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF A FLYWHEEL ENERGY
MANAGEMENT AUTOMOBILE
N H Beachley In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 822-829
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Based on detailed computer simulations and optimization
studies, a flywheel-IC engine hybrid automobile was constructed
and experimentally evaluated The power plant consists of a
engine with electronic fuel injection, an energy-storage flywheel
in an evacuated housing, a continuously variable transmission
(CVT) based on the hydrostatic power-split principle, and the
necessary controls and instrumentation Road testing, chassis
dynamometer runs and component tests were conducted to
experimentally evaluate the driveability, the control, and the fuel
saving potential of the concept and to verify the computer
simulation models G Y
N78-30404# Mueller Associates. Inc , Baltimore. Md
ALCOHOLS AND GASEOUS FUELS FROM BIOMASS
P W McCallum In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 789-795
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Bioconversion processes for the production of alcohols and
gaseous fuels from biomass or organic plant and animal matter
are discussed An anaerobic digestion (fermentation) scheme is
presented for the production of methane and ethanol from complex
N78-304O8# ESB. Inc Yardley. Pa
FLYWHEEL ELECTRIC MOTOR HYBRID POWER TRAIN FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
G C Kugler In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 829-845
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The performance of an automotive power source can be
described using two parameters energy storage capacity and
power output capability The total amount of usable energy
determines the vehicle's range under defined driving profiles,
while the maximum power output or the rate of energy utilization
limits the maximum dynamic performance capabilities such as
rate of acceleration and grade climbing ability Specific power
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(watts/lbs) and specific energy (watt-hours/lb) requirements of
a battery used to power an electric vehicle with certain
performance envelopes is shown The hypothetical vehicle weight.
2000 Ibs. has a rolling friction of 35 Ibs, and an aerodynamic
coefficient of 0 60. a frontal area of 20 sq ft. and a battery
weight of 500 Ibs .It is concluded that the only battery system
that will be economically available for the next half decade in
high quantity production is lead acid G Y
N78-30409# Fiat Research Center. Orbassano (Italy)
FIAT ELECTRIC CITY CAR PROTOTYPE
G Brusaglmo In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 846-854
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Electric vehicles represent an important research activity One
of the themes was the development of a two city car prototype
with property designed body The main purpose was to define a
vehicle capable of meeting the multiple requirements of a
comfortable and easy driving - handling - parking, and suitable
performance for urban operation in level or hilly routes The
general concept is in accordance with a near term solution of
the electrical power equipment, both for propulsion and on-board
storage systems The propulsion system consists in a separately
excited high specific power d c motor fed by transistor double
chopper An Ni-Zn battery was provided for on-board storage
equipment . Author
N78-3O410||f Exxon Enterprises, inc , New York
COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF ALTERNATIVE FUTURE
AUTOMOTIVE POWER SYSTEMS
G P Fetterman In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 855-864
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
An analysis of the overall energy efficiency of a small (2 +
2) urban vehicle powered by five different power trains, all with
similar acceleration performance and payload capabilities is
presented The drive trains compared are a hydrogen-fueled-spark-
igmtion engine, an advanced gasoline-fueled-spark-ignrtion
engine, diesel engine, a diesel/electnc hybrid, and a oure electric
with an advanced motor/controller and battery The test weight
of each vehicle is varied so that differences in both power system
weight and chassis weight propagation are reflected Each vehicle
is mathematically modeled and driven over the EPA urban
driving cycle so that its road load energy requirements are
generated The energy usage of each vehicle is then traced through
its drive train and fuel processing efficiencies and measured in
terms of raw energy m the ground Estimates are made of the
energy used in the production of each vehicle, and the total life
cycle energy consumption is calculated Author
N78-30411|P California Univ, Uvermore Lawrence Uvermore
Lab
THE FLYWHEEL-BATTERY HYBRID POWER SYSTEMS: A
CONCEPT TO IMPROVE ELECTRIC VEHICLE PERFORM-
ANCE
D D Davis In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 864-876
(CONF-770430-2) Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The benefits to be gained through the use of the flywheel
in conjunction with improved and advanced batteries predicted
for development over the next decade are examined In addition
to the state of the art lead-acid battery, the advanced lead-acid,
nickel-zinc, and lithium-iron sulfide systems with 1980-85
development goals are examined as prime power sources for a
flywheel-battery hybrid system In order to illustrate the
improvements in range to be realized through the flywheel
addition, a four-passenger commute vehicle was chosen as a
baseline design The vehicular model was used to calculate the
range of all-battery or hybrid powered baseline vehicles Range
comparisons between the all-battery and hybrid vehicles are made
with the vehicles operating at constant velocity and according
to a cyclic pattern representative of urban driving ' G Y
N78-3O413# General Research Corp Santa Barbara Calif
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
J Brennand In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 891-901
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The rationale leading to recommendations for specific
performance standards for near-term and advanced electric
vehicles which are to be leased or purchased by the U S Energy
Research and Development Administration is set forth The
underlying analytical basis is derived Performance standards
include ranges from SO km (J227a/C. near-term private^vehicles)
, to 150 km (J227a/D advanced private vehicles) Energy
consumption maximum at the input to the charger are 0 25
and 02 kWh/km for the private vehicles (near-term and
advanced) and 045 and 035 kW h/km for commercial
vehicles Author
N78-30414| AiResearch Mfg Co. Los Angeles Calif
BATTERY-FLYWHEEL POWER SYSTEM FOR AN URBAN
AUTOMOBILE
B H Rowlett In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern ,Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems, Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 902-913
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
The work being done under contract to the Energy Re-
search and Development Administration is described The flywheel
supplies the energy for all of the high power requirements, which
results in good vehicle acceleration characteristics, the combina-
tion of regenerative braking and load leveling of the battery
current results in improved range of the vehicle G Y
N78-30416# AiResearch Mfg Co, Los Angeles Calif
A NEW LOOK AT FLYWHEEL PROPULSION FOR URBAN
TRANSIT BUSES
L J Lawson In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on
Automotive Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 913-930
refs
Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
A comparative analysis of operational performance energy
effeciency, and lifecycle costs was made of four flywheel propulsion
systems in contrast with three baseline vehicles (standard diesel
bus. electric trolley coach and battery bus) The four flywheel
propulsion systems are (1) a pure flywheel system, (2) a
flywheel/battery hybrid system. (3) a flywheel/diesel engine hybrid
system and (4) a flywheel-augmented trolley coach The analysis
results show that all four flywheel propulsion configurations have
sufficient advantages to remain as candidates for planned design
studies Author
N78-30416# California Univ, Lwermore Lawrence Uvermore
Lab
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE UPGRADING OF THE EVA
ELECTRIC VEHICLE BY USE OF A FLYWHEEL/BATTERY
HYBRID POWER TRAIN SYSTEM
R C Epps In NATO Proc of the 4th Intern Symp on Automotive
Propulsion Systems. Vol 2 Feb 1978 p 930-942
(CONF-770430-3) Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01
Performance data for advanced batteries as well as the current
state of the art lead-acid battery are shown The all-electric
drive tram was theoretically replaced by a hybrid system (flywheel
addition) of equal weight and performance and range were
evaluated The vehicle model was used to calculate and compare
vehicle performance of the all-electric drive to that of hybrid
power system Test results indicate a rather dramatic improvement
in range for the hybrid powered vehicle especially when operating
in accordance with the cyclic schedule which represents urban
driving conditions G Y
N78-3O476*# Rice Univ. Houston. Tex
IONOSPHERE/MICROWAVE BEAM INTERACTION STUDY
Final Report
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Wm E Gordon and Lewis M Duncan Jul 1978 53 p refs
(Contract NAS9-15212)
(NASA-CR-151821) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
20N
The microwave beam of the Solar Power Satellite (SPS) is
predicted to interact with the ionosphere producing thermal
runaway up to an altitude of about 100 kilometers at a power
density threshold of 12 mW/cm sq (within a factor of two)
The operation of the SPS at two frequencies, 2450 and
5800 MHz is compared The ionosphere interaction is less at
the higher frequency but the troposphenc problem scattering
from heavy rain and hail is worse at the higher frequency
Microwave signals from communication satellites were observed
to scintillate but there is some concern that the uplink pilot
signal may be distorted by the SPS heated ionosphere The
microwave scmtillationos are only observed in the tropics in the
early evenings near the equinoxes Results indicate that large
phase errors in the uplink pilot signal can be reduced S E S
t
N78-3O499# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland Wash
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY, TROPOSPHEBIC
AND IONOSPHERIC ASPECTS OF SPS MPTS OPERA-
TIONS
Mar 1978 40 p refs
(Contract EW-78-1-06-1071)
(PNL-2616) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The results of a preliminary study of the effects of opera-
tion of a Solar Power Satellite (SPS) on the general performance
of terrestial and space based electromagnetic systems are
given In addition the effects of a passing high energy Mi-
crowave Power Transmission System(MPTS) through the
troposphere and through the ionosphere are also considered
Study topics include (1) the susceptibility of electronic equipment
to SPS emission, (2) the interference potential of SPS emission
and harmonics to electromagnetic systems (3) the impact of
troposphenc attenuation and scattering associated with SPS
operation on microwave terrestrial, air/ground and satellite/ground
telecommunication systems, (4) the production of ionospheric
irregularities resulting from microwave heating and (5) impact
of SPS operation on the telecommunication system performance
collected in conjuction with a microwave heating experiment
ERA
N78-3059Ojjf Energy Research and Development Administration.
Bartlesville Okla
INVESTIGATION OF FUEL ECONOMY POTENTIAL OF FOUR
1977 MODEL VEHICLES
R L Bechtold and R D Fleming 1977 10 p refs Presented
at Passenger Car Meeting. Detroit 26-30 Sep 1977 sponsored
by SAE
(CONF-7709103-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A vehicle testing program was conducted to determine the
inherent fuel economy potential of current (1977) technology
engines given freedom to opimize engine adjustment for best
fuel economy with no constraint on engine-out emissions The
average city/highway fuel economy of four car models with
optimized air-fuel ratio and spark timing was improved by 4 1%
as compared to the fuel economy of the baseline values found
for the vehicles with air-fuel ratio and spark timing at
manufacturer's specifications ERA
N78-30595*# National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council. Washington. D C Federal Construction Council
STATIONARY DIESEL ENGINES FOR USE WITH GENERA-
TORS TO SUPPLY ELECTRIC POWER
1977 37 p
(Contracts NASw-2988 EA-77-C-01-2641
N00025-77-C-0001 GS-OO-B-871)
(PB-280112/4. TR-69) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21G
The procurement of stationary diesel engines for on-site
generation of electric power deals with technical criteria and
policy relating to federal agency not electrical components of
diesel-generator sets or for the design of electric-power generating
plants or their air-pollution or noise control equipment GRA
N78-3O636*# Jet Propulsion Lab Calif Inst of Tech Pasadena
A CLOSED NETWORK QUEUE MODEL OF UNDERGROUND
COAL MINING PRODUCTION. FAILURE. AND REPAIR
G M Lohman 15 Aug 1978 52 p refs Sponsored by DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157554, JPL-Pub-78-72) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 081
Underground coal mining system production, failures and
repair cycles were mathematically modeled as a closed network
of two queues in series The model was designed to better
understand the technological constraints on availability of current
underground mining systems, and to develop guidelines for
estimating the availability of advanced mining systems and their
associated needs for spares as well as production and maintenance
personnel It was found that mine performance is theoretically
limited by the maintainability ratio significant gains in availabil-
ity appear possible by means of small improvements in the time
between failures the number of crews and sections should be
properly balanced for any given maintainability ratio and main
haulage systems closest to the mine mouth require the most
attention to reliability S B S
N78-30641# Energy Research and Development Administration
Laramie, Wyo Energy Research Center
THERMAL ANALYSIS ON OIL SHALE DETERMINATION
OF POTENTIAL OIL YIELDS AND DAWSONITE. NAHCOL
ITE. AND NORDSTRANDITE CONTENT
Donald R Johnson N B Young and J W Smith 1977 20 p
refs
(LERC/R'-77/6) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Thermal analysis was applied to Green Rivei Formation oil
shales to demonstrate the method s capabilities for estimating
oil yields and for determining dawsonite nahcohte and nordstran-
dite A single sample heated in thermal analysis apparatus
incorporating differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetry
will produce quantitative data on the three oil shale minerals
and excellent oil yield estimates Coefficients of determination
ranged from 0 88 for dawsonite and nordstrandite determinations
to 0 998 for nahcohte Requirements to be met by thermal analysis
equipment to obtain accurate oil shale compositional data are
outlined The method is especially useful where minerals are
encountered that interfere with other analytical techniques ERA
N78-30643# California Univ Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab
NORTHERN NEVADA GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION
STRATEGY ANALYSIS
N E Goldstein Dec 1977 58 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(LBL-7012) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The results of exploration techniques applied to geothermal
resource investigations m northern Nevada were evaluated and
rated A quantitative rating scheme was used to obtain estimates
of technique effectiveness From survey cost information
cost-effectiveness estimates for the various techniques were also
obtained and compared Effectiveness estimates were used to
develop an exploration strategy for the area However, because
no deep confirmatory drilling has been done yet the technique
evaluations and exploration strategy must be considered as
preliminary The strategy was further studied by means of a
decision tree analysis merging the strategy with the timing of
land acquisition and deep drilling to find the scenario that gives
the highest cost-effectiveness values for drilling success overall
project success, and maximum expected returns on exploration
investment Based on assumed probabilities it is shown that
land acquisition should be deferred until after the basic detail-phase
exploration is completed The cost effectiveness of the initial
confirmatory drill hole will be a maximum when land acquisition
is followed by a supplemental detail-phase program, but this
approach does not lead to the highest expected return on
investment ERA
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N78-30653 Oklahoma State Univ. Stillwater
TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF WIND DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUS
MACHINES Ph.D Thesis
Abdul Qavi Qazi 1977 156 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7811064
The transient behavior of wind driven synchronous machines
under conditions of wind gusts and faults for various system
configurations were investigated and design recommendations
from the view point of electrical stability and energy delivered
to the utility grid were made This task was performed in the
following steps (II formulate the mathematical model for each
identified and selected system configuration (2) solve the sets
of non-linear differential equations by employing an appropriate
numerical technique and digital simulation, (3) present the
results in the form of curves (4) interpret these curves (5) draw
some useful conclusions and (6) suggest areas for future research
work Dissert Abstr
N78-30654*ffl IBM Federal Systems Oiv Huntsville. Ala
SYSTEM INTEGRATION OF MARKETABLE SUBSYSTEMS
Second Collection of Progress Reports'
Jul 1978 68 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32036)
(NASA-CR-150742) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
These monthly reports covering the period February 1978
through June 1978, describe the progress made in the major
areas of the program The areas covered are systems integration
of marketable subsystems development design and building of
site data acquisition subsystems, development and operation of
the central data processing system operation of the MSFC Solar
Test Facility and systems analysis S B S
N78-30658*# Barry (Theodore) and Associates Los Angeles
Calif
SAMICS MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION MODEL
Apr 1978 109 p refs Prepared for JPL and DOE
(Contract NAS7-100, JPL-954905)
(NASA-CR-157552 DOE/JPL-954909-78/2) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A SAMICS (Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing
Standards) was formulated as a computer simulation model Given
a proper description of the manufacturing technology as input
this model computes the manufacturing price of solar arrays for
a broad range of production levels This report presents a model
for computing these marketing and distribution costs, the end
point of the model being the loading dock of the final manufac-
turer G Y
N78-3O659*# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Sunnyvale
Calif Electrical Power Systems Dept
STUDY OF SEP SOLAR ARRAY MODIFICATIONS
Final Report
G J Antomdes 14 Jul 1978 57 p refs
(Contracts NAS7-100 JPL-995070)
(NASA-CR-157403 LMSC-D573788) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The feasibility of modifying the solar electric propulsion (SEP)
66 watt/kilogram, 125 kilowatt solar array blanket design to
incorporate ultra-low mass blanket technology and to generate
conceptual design data by modifying the SEP solar array design
to 17 5kW power output was performed Five modified designs
were developed which substituted present SEP solar array
design components with one or more of 50 micron thick solar
cells, 75 micron cell coverglasses. and a different blanket
substrate developed by GE A parametric analysis was performed
to determine the solar array mast least weight and blanket tension
required to maintain a minimum natural frequency of 004 Hz
The solar array wing assembly weights and power outputs were
calculated and preliminary cost estimates for flight hardware
development fabrication and qualification were made for each
case studied S E S
N78-3066O*# IBM Federal Systems Div Huntsville Ala
SIMS PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 3 TEST RESULTS ENGINEER-
ING ANALYSIS
Aug 1978 70 p
(Contract NAS8-32036)
(NASA-CR-150758) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The results obtained during testing of a closed hydronic dram
down solar system designed for space and hot water heating is
presented Data analysis is included which documents the system
performance and verifies the suitability of SIMS Prototype
System 3 for field installation L S
N78-30663*# Jet Propulsion Lab Calif Inst of Tech Pasadena
SITING ISSUES FOR SOLAR THERMAL POWER PLANTS
WITH SMALL COMMUNITY APPLICATIONS
J J Holbeck and S J Ireland 20 Jul 1978 49 p refs
Sponsored by DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157559 JPL-Pub-78-75 DOE/JPL-1060-78/2)
Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Technologies for solar thermal plants are being developed
to provide energy alternatives for the future Implementation of
these plants requires consideration of siting issues as well as
power system technology While many conventional siting
considerations are applicable there is also a set of unique siting
issues for solar thermal plants Early experimental plants will
have special siting considerations The siting issues associated
with small dispersed solar thermal power plants in the 1 to
10 MWe power range for utility/small community applications
are considered Some specific requirements refer to the first
1 MWe engineering experiment for the Small Power Systems
Applications ISPSA) Project The siting issues themselves are
discussed in three categories (1) system resource requirements
(2) environmental effects on the system and (3) potential impact
of the plant on the environment Within these categories specific
issues are discussed in a qualitative manner Examples of limiting
factors for some issues are taken from studies of other solar
systems S E S
N78-30664# Naval Civil Engineering Lab Port Hueneme, Calif
SOLAR HEATING OF BUILDINGS AND DOMESTIC HOT
WATER Final Report. Jul 1974 - Dec 1975
E J Beck Jr and R L Field Nov 1977 88 p refs Revised
(YF57571999)
(AD-A054601 CEL-TR-835) Avail NTIS HC A05/MC A01
CSCL ,03/2
The" purpose of this document is to provide guidance in the
design and cost analysis of solar heating systems for buildings
and domestic hot water (OHW) The nature of solar radiation
several types of solar systems storage devices and architectural
considerations are among topics included Calculation methods
are included for determining collector size storage size simplified
building and DHW loads value of fuel saved and saving-
investment ratios The calculation procedure is based on
parametric curves for fraction of heating load supplied by solar
energy and several rules of thumb for design A series of 11
worksheets is used to enable the engineer with no prior experience
with solar systems to accomplish a complete design and cost
analysis With this information he can prepare bidding and
specification documents for the |Ob Tables of solar insolation
at various Navy stations typical building heat loads, collector
prices by type and storage tank prices are included Two example
problems are worked for tube-m-sheet collectors one for space
and DHW heating for a single dwelling and the other DHW
supply for a dispensary Neither was found to be cost effective
when competing against present day prices for natural gas A
directory of manufacturers and bibliography is also included
Author (GRA)
N78 30667# Argonne National Lab III
ADVANCED FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT Progress Report.
Apr - Jun 1977
J P Ackerman K Kinoshita J W Sim. R Swaroop and P A
Nelson Aug 1977 22 p refs
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(ANL-77-56) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
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Efforts were directed toward understanding and improvement
of molten-carbonate-electrolyte fuel cells operating at tempera-
tures near 923 K A primary focus of the work was on developing
electrolyte structures which have high strength and conductivity,
as well as good electrolyte retention and on developing methods
of synthesis for electrolyte structures that are amenable to mass
production A low temperature synthesis which produces material
having rodhke particles of beta-LiAI02 was refined and is now
used for preparing electrolytes Cell testing is essential for
understanding and evaluating individual component behavior and
the interactions of the components under realistic operating
conditions Most of the testing to date was conducted in a
7-cm (2 3/4-m )-dia cylindrical cell with Type 316 stainless steel
housings and current collectors a nickel anode and a nickel
oxide cathode ERA
the plant and to evaluate the merits of using an organic Ranking
system for this application either as a single cycle or in
combination with the gas turbine system The electrical efficiency
and overall fuel utilization of the reference gas turbine plant
were severely degraded by reducing the turbine inlet temperature
The electrical efficiency was reduced about two points for each
100 F (56 K) reduction in temperature with little if any. change
in the the cost of the plant over a temperature range from
1500 to 1200 F (1089 to 922 K) A single cycle organic RanVine
system was not well suited for this application and would, at
best, be very marginal The addition of an organic Rankine
secondary cycle to the gas turbine system offered the potential
for significant improvements in both efficiency and cost over
that of the reference gas turbine plant ERA
N78-30668# Tennessee Valley Authority Muscle Shoals Ala
EVALUATION OF INTERMEDIATE-Btu COAL GASIFICA-
TION SYSTEMS FOR RETROFITTING POWER PLANTS
Final Report
0 A Waitzman H Faucett D E Nichols. S V Tomlmson. and
W J Broadfoot Aug 1977 126 p refs Sponsored by Electric
Power Research Inst
(EPRI-AF-531) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Process and economic evaluations were made of two different
intermediate-Btu coal gasification systems retrofitted to an existing
electric power unit One of the systems uses fixed-bed
oxygen-blown Lurgi gasifiers for sized coal (coal fines are sold
as a byproduct) with a tar and oil cleanup, hydrogen sulfide
removal and sulfur recovery processes The other system uses
entramed-bed gasifiers which gasify the coal including fines,
with a hydrogen sulfide removal and sulfur recovery process
Using a prescribed set of representative power unit process
design and economic premises, a base case (500 MW 3 5% S
in coal existing unit) incorporating the latest available technology
was defined for each system including a complete material
balance equipment list and construction and operating require-
ments Cap'tal investment annual revenue requirements (7,000
hr/yr) and lifetime revenue requirements (over a 25-yr declining
operating profile) were estimated for the base case of each
system ERA
N78-30669# RCA Advanced Technology Labs Camden, N J
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF THERMAL
STORAGE Final Report
B Shelpuk P Joy and M Crouthamel Jun 1977 118 p
refs
(Contract EY-76-C-02-2591) .
(COO/2591-76/1) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Various thermal energy storage alternatives were compared
for performance and annualized cost which result from each
storage alternative operating with the same solar collector model
the same building load model and the same heating system
and controls model Performance and cost calculations were made
on the basis of an hour-by-hour time step using actual weather
bureau data for Albuquerque N M , and New York City for a
single six-month heating season The primary conclusion is that
using current costs for materials and containers, water is the
cheapest storage alternative for heating applications in both
Albuquerque and New York City The cost of containing or
encapsulating phase change materials, coupled with their small
system performance advantage is the main reason for this
conclusion The use of desicant materials for thermal storage is
considered to be impractical due to irreversibihties in thermal
cycling ERA
N78-3067O# Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn
ALTERNATE OPERATING CONDITIONS AND SYSTEMS
FOR THE COAL-FIRED MODULAR INTEGRATED UTILITY
SYSTEM
G Samuels and W M Wells Feb 1978 54 p refs
(Contracts W-7405-eng-26 EX-76-A-01-1742)
(ORNL/HUD/MIUS-46) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
An analysis is made to determine the effects of varying the
operating conditions of a coal-fired closed-cycle gas turbine
modular integrated utility system on the efficiency and cost of
N78-30«73# Argonne National Lab III
PROSPECTS FOR OPEN-CYCLE MHD PLANTS
A/I Petrick and W C Redman 1977 27 p refs Presented at
the Am Inst of Chem Engr Symp on Alternate Processes for
Clean Generation of Electric Power from Coal New York 16 Nov
1977
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(CONF-771102-20) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Technical problems to be solved and economic promise
vis-a-vis other advanced systems for electrical power generation
are assessed The bases for a reduced environmental impact are
explained Ongoing programs for the development of coal-fired
plants are reviewed ERA
N78-30674# Brookhaven National Lab Upton. N Y Technology
Assessment Group
ENERGY USE IN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES
A Doernberg Aug 1977 73 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-50713) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
This comparative study was undertaken to explain in part
the per capita differential between the two countries In the
introduction the ratios of energy per capita and energy per dollar
of gross domestic product (GOP) are presented The exchange
rates utilized to convert GDP to a common currency are discussed
Brief sections on the energy supply and electric generation
situation in Japan are included for background information,
followed by the energy consumption sectors The industrial sector
merits most attention because Japan s industrial capacity is second
only to that of the U S among industrialized nations and it is
here where an mtercountry comparison can reveal possibilities
of technology transfer A gross energy efficiency indicator for all
industry (measured as industrial energy use per dollar of GDP
originating in industry) is established ERA
N78-3067S| Illinois Umv , Urbana Survey Research Lab
PUBLIC REACTIONS TO WIND ENERGY DEVICES
Final Report
Oct 1977 215 p Sponsored in part by DOE
(Grant NSF APR-75-22213)
(NSF/RA-770026) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
Reactions of the general public toward different types of
wind energy devices for generating electric energy were explored
More specifically the objectives were twofold to provide
substantive information on public acceptance of different types
of wind energy devices in different settings and to furnish a
methodological base for more intensive studies of public
acceptance of such devices Personal interviews with statistical
random samples of adults in six different parts of the country
were conducted with primary emphasis on rural and smaller
urban areas The locations selected were western Michigan,
southeastern Wyoming, western Washington eastern Rhode Island
the Chicago area and the Sandy Hook Unit of the Gateway
National Recreation Area in New Jersey Those interviewed were
questioned on a number of topics including their attitudes toward
their opinions on paying extra for po'lution-free sources of
energy In addition they were shown slides of different wind
energy machines in various 'settings and were asked 10 indicate
their preferences from an aesthetic point of view ERA
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N78-3O6770 Arkla Industries. Inc Evansville, Ind
UNITARY SOLAR HEATING/COOLING SYSTEM PACKAGE
DEVELOPMENT Progress Report. 1 Jun 1977 - 31 Jan.
1978
R H Merrick 1978 20 p
(Contract EG-77-C-02-4593)
(COO/4593-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
During this period, a 3 ton residential system hardware
package was developed and is operating in an Arkla owned
solar house in Evansville The Arkla tower-cooled WF36 chiller
was substituted for the evaporatively cooled chiller under
development in the package The residential software and
manufacturing programs are underway ERA
N78-30078# Department of Energy Washington, D C
GUIDE TO SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAMS
Mar 1978 72 p
(DOE/ET-0036) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The mission and objectives of the U S Department of Energy
(DOE) are outlined An overview of DOE'S solar energy programs
is given, including (1) the solar thermal power systems program
(2) the photovoltaic systems program. (3) the fuels from biomass
program. (4) the ocean thermal systems program, and (5) the
wind energy systems program Also, the environmental and
resource assessment program and the satellite power system
program are described Solar energy programs now functioning
under the Division of Conservation and Solar Applications are
described, including the solar technology transfer program and
the thermal applications program Methods of procurement and
guides for proposal preparation and sources of solar energy
information and activities supporting the solar energy program
are discussed Author (ERA)
N78-30680| Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors
National Assoc Vienna Va
FUNDAMENTALS OF SOLAR HEATING Correspon-
dence Course
Jan 1978 176 p refs
(Contract EG-77-C-01-4038)
(HCP/M4038) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
This correspondence course contains the following lessons
solar heating and cooling, solar radiation, solar collectors heat
storage, control devices and specialty items sizing solar system
components, operation of solar heating systems, domestic water
heating, heating system installation, servicing, and legal responsi-
bilities Author (ERA)
N78-30682# Stuttgart Univ (West Germany) Inst fuer
Flugzenugbau
WIND POWER
Ulnch Huetter 1977 4 p In GERMAN Presented at Energy
Policies Forum. Stuttgart, 9-12 May 1977
(AED-Conf-77-139-004) Avail NTIS (US Sales Only)
HC A02/MF A01. DOE Depository Libraries
A survey is presented of the possibilities to utilize wind
power In the FRG. wind power plants could meet about 70%
of the electricity demand (approximately 200 TWh) on the basis
of figures of 1973 Interconnected operation between wind
power converters and solar energy collectors for supplying remote
properties or villages seems particularly promising ERA
N78-30683# Booz-Allen Applied Research. Inc. Bethesda. Md
STANDARD CRITERIA FOR THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION
OF ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE AND FUEL GAS DEMONSTRA-
TION PLANT DESIGN CONCEPTS Final Task Report
Sep 1977 42 p
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2343)
(FE-2343-42, Task-0421 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The recommended procedures for comparative economic
evaluations of demonstration plants are primarily that a base
case economic analysis performed in accordance with specified
assumptions and procedures, to be part of the proposal is required,
and specific economic data elements be provided for use in a
computerized economic analysis performed by analysts This
course of action will provide uniformly developed base case
analyses which can be used with a high degree of comparability
among projects Moreover, the submission of specified data
elements will enable analysts to perform sensitivity studies
without significantly increasing the requirements Recommenda-
tions, plus supplemental analyses are presented to provide a
sound framework for making economic comparisons between
alternative plant design concepts ERA
N78-30«84| Foster Wheeler Corp . Livingston. N J
DESIGN REPORT VOLUME 1. PROCESS DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT WORK FOR AN ADVANCED COAL
GASIFICATION SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC POWER GENERA-
TION FROM COAL DIRECTED TOWARD A COMMERCIAL
GASIFICATION GENERATION PLANT. PHASE 2
Oct 1977 324 p refs
(Contracts EX-76-C-01-1521. E(49-18)-1521)
(FE-1521-20-Vol-1| Avail NTIS HCA14/MFA01
The status of a design for a pilot plant to gasify 20 t/h of
coal in an entrained flow gasifier and produce low-Btu gas for
power generation in a combine cycle is summarized The pilot
plant is designed to obtain the technology required to build
commercial coal gasification/combined cycle power plants To
minimize problems which might interfere with achievement of
these objectives, sections of the pilot plant auxiliary to the gasifier
were designed to use available, commercially proven processes
and equipment wherever possible ERA
N78-3068B# Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn Chemical
Technology Div
SUPPORT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON SEPARA-
TIONS TECHNOLOGY Final Report
B R Rodgers. S Katz. and P R Westmoreland Oct 1977
92 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(ORNL/TM-5843) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Separations technology was studied for coal conversion
systems Alternative methods for accomplishing the solid liquid
separations that are required for liquefaction processes were
examined Phase II characterization tests of selected process
streams and scouting tests for some alternate separations methods
were carried out Bench-scale development of agglomeration
settling separations techniques, verification of methods to
significantly improve process filtration rates, and selected
characterization and aging tests were also surveyed ERA
N78-30686# Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn
STEADY-STATE COMPOSITION PROFILES IN MIXED
MOLTEN SALT BATTERY AND FUEL CELL ANALOGS
C E Vallet and J Braunstem 1977 22 p refs Presented at
ANS Winter Meeting, San Francisco, 27 Nov 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(CONF-771109-67) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Steady state equations were derived for composition gradients
in battery and fuel cell analogs with binary mixtures of molten
salts as electrolytes Conditions of current density, electrode
separation, electrolyte composition, temperature, ion mobilities
and electrode reaction are presented that favor steady state,
precipitation of a solid phase, or depletion of an ionic constituent
at an electrode ERA
N78-30687# Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn
RESIDENTIAL ENERGY USE TO THE YEAR 2000 A
REGIONAL ANALYSIS
E Hirst and J B Kunsh Nov 1977 50 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(ORNL-CON-17) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The effects of residential energy conservation programs in
each of the ten Federal regions are evaluated The programs
considered are those proposed in the National Energy Plan
appliance efficiency targets, thermal standards for construction
of new residences and weathenza'ion of existing housing units
Implementation of these programs might cut cumulative
(1977-2000) national residential energy use by 41 QBtu Relative
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energy savings are highest in Regions 7 and 8 (11 and 10%
respectively, of their baselines) and smallest in Region 9 (7%)
The net economic benefit to the nation's households of these
three Federal programs is $21 billion Benefits exceed costs in
each region the benefit/cost ratio ranges from a low of 1 4 in
Region 10 to a high of 2 0 in Region 6 ERA
N78-30688# National Energy Information Center. Washington,
D C
THE 1977-1978 HEATING SEASON. PROJECTED NATURAL
GAS CURTAILMENTS AND POTENTIAL NEEDS FOR
ADDITIONAL ALTERNATE FUELS
Nov 1977 116 p refs Sponsored by DOE
(DOE/EIA-00151 Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Curtailments of natural gas reguirements for end-use
customers at the national level during the 1977-1978 heating
season (November-March) are projected to be 1 83 trillion cubic
feet (Tcf) These protected curtailments are 60 billion cubic feet
(Bcf) or 3 percent lower than projections made for the 1976-1977
season with both projections based on assumptions of normal
winter weather Protected gas curtailments at the national level
for the 1977-1978 heating season are 155 Bcf lower than the
actual curtailments reported for the 1976-1977 heating season
The higher curtailments last season were influenced by colder-
than-normal winter weather that occurred in many states east
of the Mississippi River and in the upper Midwest Reasons for
changes in curtailments, projections of curtailments by type of
customer, local areas subject to gas curtailments problems,
availability of alternate fuels and estimated magnitude of
additional costs of substituting alternate fuels for curtailed gas
volumes are given ERA
N78-3O689# Colorado State Umv, Fort Collins Dept of
Atmospheric Science
EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC VARIABILITY ON ENERGY
UTILIZATION AND CONSERVATION. SUMMARY OF
RESEARCH Technical Progress Report. 1 Nov. 1976-31 Jul
1977
E R Reiter, B R Johnson B C MacDonald, W L Somervell.
Jr. and A M Starr Sep 1977 71 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-02-1340)
(COO-1340-55) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Various feedback mechanisms between the oceans and the
atmosphere were examined Several of these mechanisms appear
to be the cause of the mterannual variability of the atmosphere s
general circulation and of climatic changes on a time scale of
several tens of years Specifically, a recent cooling-trend in the
North Pacific north of 40 N, and sea surface temperature
fluctuations with an irregular periodicity of 2 to 4 years
superimposed upon this trend were examined To advance
regional long-range forecasting skills January temperature
anomalies over the eastern United States were correlated with
flow patterns over the U S and Canada The space heating energy
consumption model for Greeley, Colorado, for the winter of
1976-77 was within 989 percent of actual natural gas
consumption for that city ERA
N78-30693# Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Reno
SUMMARY REPORT OF AVAILABILITY OF GEOTHERMAL
DATA FOR POTENTIAL DIRECT HEAT APPLICATION IN
NEVADA
D T Trexler Sep 1977 12 p
(Contract EY-76-S-08-0671)
(NVO/0671-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
An assessment of available data on geothermal springs and
wells was performed by first ascertaining which agencies both
State and Federal maintain files which have water temperatures
The principal files are maintained by the Nevada Bureau of Mines
and Geology US Geological Survey and Water Resources
Center-Desert Research Institute The State Engineer's office
maintains files of driller's logs Requirements for completing
drillers logs under subsection 5 states water temperature will
be reported, if thermometer is unavailable an estimated tempera-
ture will be given as cold, warm or hot The second phase of
the assessment of available data to determine the quality of the
data in each file was performed by inventory of files and by
cross-correlating files by cursory examination An estimate of
the number of entries in the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology
(NBMG) file with inferred temperatures that could be associated
with confidence to replace data was also made ERA
N78-30694jf> Energy Research and Development Administration.
Washington. D C Div of Solar Energy
ERDA FACILITIES SOLAR DESIGN HANDBOOK
Aug 1977 178 p refs
(ERDA-77-65) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
This handbook covers design of solar heating systems for
commercial and laboratory buildings at Energy Research and
Development Facilities It includes discussions of solar energy
fundamentals solar heating and cooling technology, systems and
components, as well as a discussion of solar system economics
Quantitative analysis with generalized design and sizing curves.
is presented for solar heating so that collector and other system
parameters can be cost economically sized without a computer
simulation Solar system design considerations and guidelines,
as well as guidelines for developing subsystem specifications,
are presented Thus, this handbook is both a primer for the
solar novice and a reference manual for the solar system
designer ERA
N78-30695# Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant Tenn
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BANDWRAP FLYWHEEL
C E Knight Jr J J Kelly, R L Huddleston and R E Pollard
1977 20 p refs Presented at the Flywheel Technol Symp
San Francisco 5-7 Oct 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(Y/DA-7290 Conf-771053-3) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The development of the first test flywheel is discribed The
flywheel design uses a thick rim element and unidirectional fiber
composite bands which pass around the rim diameter and across
a metal hub fined to the drive shaft The individual bands are
meshed together at the hub and function similar to spokes on a
wheel The design is called the bandwrap' flywheel In the
development process, conceptual designs were selected for
detailed study After detailed study the bandwrap design was
selected for fabrication and test After fabrication, the flywheel
was spun to 18.000 rpm where where a predicted delammation
occurred in the rim At this speed, the energy stored was 0 25 kwh
and the energy density was 10 1 Wh/lb ERA
N78-30696# Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Tenn
ANALYSIS OF THE DELTAWRAP FLYWHEEL DESIGN
C E Knight. Jr 1977 9 p refs Presented at the Flywheel
Technol Symp San Francisco 5-7 Oct 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(Y/DA-7292 Conf-771053-6) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
An extension of the 'bandwrap design is discussed A model
and computer program developed calculates the thickness and
elastic properties versus position on the overwrap The thickness
is calculated based on coverage per band number of bands,
and band thickness at a given radial coordinate The elastic
properties are derived assuming the overwrap material to be
modeled by the properties of an angle ply laminate The thickness
and properties provide input to a finite element model A linear
elastic finite element analysis provides an estimate of the energy
storage potential for this design The model was two dimensionally
axisymmetric and was anlayzed using the AOINA finite element
program ERA
N78-30697# California Umv , Livermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
R W Selden, ed H D Shay ed R B Crawford ed, K L
Cummings. ed. and J T Staehle ed Jun 1977 35 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-52000-77-6) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A pool-type reactor used in research on radiation damage
and a quasi-electric drive vehicle to help reduce petroleum use
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are described in a review of energy technology Wmdpower on
Oahu Hawaii to develop methods of documenting and predicting
wind energy in mountainous regions was also studied B B
N78-30699f California Univ . Livermore Lawrence Uvermore
Lab
UTILIZATION OF FLYWHEELS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF
HIGH-PERFORMANCE ELECTRIC VEHICLES
L G OConnell. J F Cooper A B Miller and H W Newkirk
19 Oct 1977 16 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-52346) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The performance of current and future electric vehicles is
examined and compared with that of projected heat engine
vehicles The shortcomings of electric vehicles in the near future
are also discussed It is predicted that the all-electric vehicle
even those utilizing flywheels to meet transient power demands
will not gam wide acceptance in the near future because of
degraded performance characteristics It is indicated that the
flywheel always improves performance and range under certain
circumstances Therefore, a hybrid concept that can increase
performance in the near future is examined This type of vehicle
is a much-needed transition system to provide an evolutionary
change from the heat engine vehicle of today to future electric
vehicles with acceptable performance ERA
N78-307OO# California Univ Livermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
INFLATED CYLINDRICAL SOLAR CONCENTRATOR FOR
PRODUCING INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT
J W Gerich 14 Oct 1977 23 p refs Sponsored by DOE
(UCID-17612) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The use of industrial process heat below 170 C accounts
for 5% of this country's total energy consumption A concentrating
solar collector to produce hot water and steam in this temperature
range is under development The collector structure consists mainly
of an inflated thin film plastic cylinder that is clear on the upper
portion and is an alummized reflector on the lower portion The
reflector concentrates sunlight on a receiver tube which is jacketed
with a heat transfer suppressing, thin film plastic cylinder Because
of its simplicity, it is believed this collector will be cost effective
relative to fossil fuels such as oil at S15/bbl Computer codes
were written to analyze the optical and thermal properties of
this collector Results indicate that weekly tilting of the collector
provides over 90% of the energy available from continuous
tracking A selective surface on the receiver tube increases the
useful energy gam by more than a factor of five at 170 C ERA
N78-30701# Department of Energy. Washington. D C
METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ESTIMATING THE
EFFICIENCY Of UTILIZATION OF FUEL AND ENERGY
RESOURCES
R B Akhmedov [1977] 17 p refs Transl into ENGLISH of
Report from All-Union Sci Res Inst of Complex Fuel and Energy
Probl State Planning Comm of the USSR, Moscow. 1977
(DOE-TR-25) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The economy of the Soviet Union is developing on the basis
of utilization of its own fuel and energy resources (FER) This is
an important advantage of the Soviet economy and one of the
prerequisites for its stable growth However in order to make
full use of this advantage it is necessary to utilize the available
FER as efficiently as possible This means that the actual demand
for various types of fuel and energy in all the branches of the
national economy must be satisified with minimum total national
economic expenditures on the prospecting, extraction, processing,
conversion distribution, and utilization of the energy resources
A methodological basis for planning measures aimed at raising
the efficiency of FER utilization and conservation includes the
identification and study of existing reserves of FER economy,
and technical and economic justification of the sequence periods,
scales, and branch and territorial structure of their realization
Depending on the planning period of a measure, various methods
of study were used Some specific data were used to show
calculation methods Author (ERA)
N78-30702# Energy Research and Development Administration
Washington D C
HYDROTHERMAL ENERGY SYSTEMS FY 1977 ENVIRON-
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (EDP)
R R Loose and H R Wasson Jun 1977 92 p
(EDP/G-OK77)) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
This plan identifies the environmental, health safety social
and economic (EH and S) issues which are associated with the
development, demonstration and commercialization of hydrother-
mal resources and conversion technology and the ERDA actions
required to resolve them These actions may include the initiation
of R and D activities, operations monitoring baseline characteriza-
tion studies, or activities leading to the development of EH and
S standards and criteria in concert with other responsible agencies
Hydrothermal energy development program environmental,
health and safety issues and environmental program are
discussed Titles of the four appendixes are forecast guide for
active geothermal development areas discussion of environmental
issues, environmental research supporting the resolution of
environmental issues and elements of the hydrothermal
environmental projects ERA
N78-30703# Institute for Energy Analysis. Oak Ridge, Tenn
CAN THE SUN REPLACE URANIUM?
Atvm M Wemberg Jul 1977 31 p refs
(ORAU/IEA(M)-77-2) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Two asymptotic worlds one based on solar energy the other
based on nuclear energy are compared The total energy demand
in each case is 2 000 quads Although the sun can in principal
supply this energy, it probably will be very expensive If the
energy were supplied entirely by breeders the nuclear energy
system would pose formidable systems problems--particularly
safety and proliferation It is suggested that in view of these
possible difficulties, all options must be kept open ERA
N78-30704)jl National Conference of States on Building Codes
and Standards. Inc McLean, Va
MODEL CODE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION IN NEW
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Dec 1977 86 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1230)
(SAN/1230-1) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
A model code for energy conservation in building construction
was developed, setting forth the minimum regulations found
necessary to mandate such conservation The code addresses
itself to the administration, design criteria, systems elements,
controls, service water heating and electrical distribution and
use. both for depletable and nondepletable energy sources The
document is intended for use by state and local building officials
in the implementation of a statewide energy conservation
program ERA
N78-30706/C National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVERSION. VOLUME 1 A
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Final Report. 1970 -
May 1977
William E Reed Jun 1978 301 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0590/6) Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $28 00
CSCL 108
Research on thermionic power generation, power plant design,
converter design, and basic research on thermionic materials
are cited in the bibliography Spacecraft applications are included
(This updated bibliography contains 296 abstracts none of which
are new entries to the previous edition) GRA
N78-3O706# 'National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVERSION. VOLUME 2 A
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Final Report. Jun
1977 - May 1978
William E Reed Jun 1978 67 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0527, NTIS/PS-76/0389. NTIS/PS-75/372
(NTIS/PS-78/0591/4. NTIS/PS-77/0527. NTIS/PS-76/0389
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NTIS/PS-75/372 COM-73-11692) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 10B
A bibliography containing 62 abstracts concerning research
on thermionic power generation, power plant design, converter
design, and basic research on thermionic materials is presented
GRA
N78-30708# General Accounting Office Washington, D C
Energy and Minerals Oiv
SOLAR DEMONSTRATIONS ON FEDERAL RESIDENCES-
BETTER PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT CONTROL
NEEDED
14 Apr 1978 16 p
(PB-279700/9. EMD-78-40) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL IDA,
This report is a review of an attempt to demonstrate the
practical use of solar heating on Federal residences and makes
recommendations to avoid a recurrence of problems encoun-
tered G RA
N78-30709# National Inst of Building Sciences Washington,
D C
ENERGY CONSERVATION STANDARDS FOR BUILDINGS
STATUS OF STATES' REGULATORY ACTIVITIES
15 Feb 1978 32 p
(Contract HUD-H-2822-RG)
(PB-279936/9, HUD/RES-1331) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A directory of the state executive offices with responsibility
for energy conservation and buildings standards under the divisions
of (1) energy policy (2) Standards Administration (3) Standards
Enforcement, and (4) Building Codes and Standards is reported
GRA
N78-30710# Environmental Law Inst Washington D C
LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON SOLAR
ENERGY IN COLORADO A CASE STUDY OF LAND USE
AND ENERGY DECISION-MAKING Final Report
Karin H Hillhouse, Ellen E Kohler, Richard A Luoff and Alan
S Miller Nov 1977 243 p
(Grant NSF APR-75-18247)
(PB-279994/8, NSF/RA-770336) Avail NTIS
HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Colorado's institutional and regulatory structure relevant to
an emerging energy technology is considered Topics covered
include (1) an examination of the potential effect of federal
jurisdiction over matters relevant to solar utilization (2) an analysis
of a number of Colorado's incentives proposed and implemented,
that might encourage solar applications and build a solar
assessment capability into the state s energy planning institutional
structure, (3) development of these considerations with specific
attention to utility regulations and to land use planning for solar
utilization, and (4) an examination of the general appeal of solar
systems by exploring energy literature and social and architectural
history GRA
N78-30711# ARI Foundation Inc Arlington Va
ORGANIZATION OF CERTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR
SOLAR COLLECTORS Final Report
G R Munger and Robert J Evans 30 Nov 1977 99 p
(Contract NBS-7-35734)
(PB-280025/8. NBS/GCR-78/125) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Proposed documentation is presented for the operation of a
solar collector certification program The documents included are
a Equipment Rating Standard, a Certification Program Operational
Manual, a Certification Laboratory Contract and a Manufacturer's
License Agreement Also provided are a typical calendar for the
initiation of a program and an estimate of the first annual budget
for a certification program GRA
N78-30717# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland, Wash
IMPACT OF INCREASED COAL CONSUMPTION IN THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
J B Burnham, comp Mar 1976 327 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(BNWL-RAP-21) Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Environmental, health and socioeconomic impacts to be
expected from the increased use of coal were identified
Mitigation strategies that might be used to manage these impacts
were investigated A number of energy issues were identified
Probably the most significant issues in this region are the siting
of coal-fired power plants and the tradeoff in water allocation
between energy and agriculture Choices of coal-fired generation
sites and water use determine the level of impacts to air, water
land, terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and human health and
socioeconomics Air quality impacts were studied by incorpora-
ting current and projected emission inventories into both,
short-range and long-range air quality diffusion models Results"
indicate that annual average ambient air quality standards will
not be exceeded at any of the sites ERA
N78-30718/C Washington State Univ. Pullman Thermal Energy
Lab
INORGANIC POLLUTANTS FROM PULVERIZED COAL
COMBUSTION. A REVIEW
Philip C Malte Oct 1977 26 p refs Presented at Fall
Meeting of the Western States Section of the Combust Inst.
Palo Alto, Calif, 17 Oct 1977
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2252)
(USS/CI-77-48. Conf-771015-16) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01
A review of inorganic pollutants in coal classifies them
according to affinity with other major inorganic mineral compo-
nents (sulfides, sulfates carbonates, etc) or affinity with the
organic coal The latter elements are B Br and Ge and. in
some coals Be Ga. Sb, Ti, U and V Most elements have a
lower concentration in coal than in the surrounding rocks but a
few are more concentrated in the coal (As Cl. B and especially
Se) Dunng combustion some of the calcium and other alkali
metal compounds appear to tie-up a portion of the sulfur in the
coal as sulfates (and thus reduce the air pollution by S02), if
the combustion temperature is not too high Fly ash formation
is also discussed and the tendency of the more volatile elements
(or their compounds) to be concentrated on the submicron particle '
sizes Finally, several elements in the ash are recommended for
special attention because of possible toxic effects on terrestrial
systems, as a result of air pollution or leaching from ash disposal
sites ERA
N78-30719# Argonne National Lab. Ill
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR COAL-
FIRED PLANTS: A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
C D Livengood. Paul S Farber, and Samuel H Wong 1977
9 p refs Presented at the 5th Ann Energy and Environ Conf.
Cincinnati, 3 Nov 1977
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(CONF-7710101-6) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The implications of environmental control technologies for
the coal-to-electncity process are assessed from a detailed
engineering and cost point of view Comparative evaluations of
their efficacies were made from a total system viewpoint, taking
into account different geographic, environmental, and regulatory
constraints The focus was on control of airborne emissions by
presently available technology The results point out that there
are usually several cost-competitive routes to achieving compli-
ance with existing regulations ERA
N78-30720# Institute for Energy Analysis. Oak Ridge. Tenn
ATMOSPHERIC CO2 CONSEQUENCES OF HEAVY DE-
PENDENCE ON COAL
R M Rotty Dec 1977 39 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-05-033)
(ORAU/IEA-M-77-27) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Increases in the atmospheric concentration of CO2 cause
concern only when the quantities become large--ie several
hundred billion tons of additional carbon The direct contribution
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from emphasis on coal use through 1985, as called for in the
U S National Energy Plan is of minor consequence On the
other hand if such a policy continues into the next century, or
if it serves as a model for major segments of the world then
the quantity of resulting C02 could have serious consequences
early in the next century Further if coal is used on a large
scale as the base for liquid and/or gaseous synthetic fuels as
the oil and natural gas reserves are depleted the inefficiencies
of conversion would serve to increase the CO2 produced per
unit of delivered energy and further aggravate the problem ERA
N78-30722# Brookhaven National Lab, Upton N Y Economic
Analysis Div
LONG-TERM ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSE-
QUENCES
David J Behlmg Jr William Maccuse. Joan Lukachmski. and
Robert Dullien Jun 1977 102 p refs Presented at ORSA/TIMS
Meeting, San Francisco May 1977
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-22735, Conf-770526-4) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Potential energy economic and environmental impacts that
would result from a policy decision to halt any further construction
of nuclear power plants were studied Wherever possible each
modeling group used the same set of model input parameter
values to estimate the impacts The analysis was based on the
use of an integrated modeling system the long term interindustry
transactions model, the Brookhaven dynamic energy system
optimization model, and several groups of interface equations
The model system is first described and then used to estimate
four alternative energy economic and environmental futures In
the Base Case scenario it was assumed that growth in the
nuclear sector will not be constrained by safety or security
considerations so that, when economical, nuclear reactors will
build up at reasonable rates including advanced uranium and
breeder reactors, starting in 2000 ERA
N78-30731jP Alabama Umv University Coll of Engineering
SITE SELECTION AND DESIGN FOR MINIMIZING POLLU-
TION FROM UNDERGROUND COALMINING OPERATIONS
Final Report. Jun 1974 - Dec 1976
Reynold Q Shotts. Eric Sterett, and Thomas A Simpson Jan
1978 111 p refs
(Contract EPA-68-03-2015)
(PB-280180/1 EPA-600/7-78-006) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 13B
The objectives of how best to select a layout and mining
system were examined and also to develop and operate an
underground coal mine while at the same time minimizing pollution
of the environment The pre-mming environment was assessed
by sampling Cedar Creek 3 and other streams Analyses of samples
of groundwater into the mine of the water pumped from the
mine sump, and of water from Cedar Creek below the mine,
made possible the assessment of the area with regard to water
quality Principal factors associated with mining which affected
downstream water quality were sulfide oxidation and acid
formation in the mine the quality of the groundwater seeping
into the mine the limestone used for rock dusting, and the
quality of the resettled but not treated mine and washing plant
water carried to the continuous miners for dust suppression
Deep mines in Alabama's synclinal coalfields, if entered some
distance from the outcrop, or mined down-dip if started on the
cutcrop. should produce little surface pollution GRA
N78-30736# Pacific Northwest Environmental Research Lab,
Corvallis, Ore
THE BIOENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF A COAL-FIRED
POWER PLANT. COLSTRIP. MONTANA. DECEMBER 1977
Interim Report
Enc M Preston and Robert A Lewis Feb 1978 531 p refs
(PB-280326/0. EPA-600/3-78-021. IR-3) Avail NTIS
HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 13B
The EPA has recognized the need for a rational approach
to the incorporation of ecological impact information into-power
facility siting decisions in the northern great plains Research
funded by the Colstrip, Coal-fired Power Plant Project is a first
attempt to generate methods to predict the bioenvironmental
effects of air pollution before damage is sustained Pre-construction
documentation of the environmental characteristics of the
grassland ecosystem in the vicinity of Colstrip. Montana began
in the summer of 1974 Since then key characteristics of the
ecosystem were monitored regularly to detect possible pollution
impacts upon plant and animal community structure In the
summer of 1975 field stressing experiments were begun to
provide the data necessary to develop dose-response models for
S02 stress on a grassland ecosystem These experiments involve
continuous stressing of one acre grassland plots with measured
doses of S02 during the growing season (usually April through
October) Results of the 1975 field seasons investigations are
summarized in this publication The six-year project will' terminate
in 1980 and a final report will be published after data analyses
are complete GRA
N78-30746 California Umv . Berkeley
MICROSEISMS IN GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION STUD-
IES IN GRASS VALLEY. NEVADA Ph D Thesis
Alfred bang-Chi Liaw 1977 188 p
Avail Umv Microfilms Order No 78-12658
Frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectra of seismic noise
measured at several places in Grass Valley Nevada, exhibited
numerous features which were correlated with variations in surface
geology and sources associated with hot spring activity
Exploration techniques for geothermal reservoirs, based upon
the spatial distribution of the amplitude and frequency characteris-
tics of short-period seismic noise, were applied and evaluated
A detailed investigation of the spatial and temporal characteristics
of the noise field was made to guide subsequent data acquisition
and processing A small two-dimensional array was placed at
16 locations in the region to map propagation parameters The
f-k spectra reveal local shallow sources, but no evidence for a
significant body wave component in the noise field was found
With proper data sampling array processing provides a powerful
method for mapping the horizontal component of the vector
phase velocity of the noise field Dissert Abstr
N78-30784# Wyoming Umv . Laramie
LOCATING AREAS OF HIGH WIND-ENERGY POTENTIAL
BY REMOTE OBSERVATION OF EOLIAN GEOMORPHOL-
OGY AND TOPOGRAPHY
Ronald W Marrs and J Marwitz 1977 23 p refs Presented
at 3d Biennial Wind Energy Conversion Systems Conf, Washing-
ton, D C, 19 Sep 1977
(Contract EY-76-S-06-2343)
(RLO/2343-5 Conf-770921-5) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
An area in central Wyoming was chosen as the test site
The site contained many well-developed eolian landforms and
was noted for its high winds While some members of the research
team interpreted satellite imagery and aerial photos and gathered
field data in regions of dunes and blowouts, others compiled all
available climatic information and collected additional data via
low altitude flights with a specially instrumented aircraft
Observed characteristics of eolian features were then correlated
with the wind data Cause-and-effect interrelationships were
identified and theoretical models were tested as possible
explanations to the observed relationships Relationships which
proved useful in the Wyoming test area were then applied over
a broader region and in other areas of the country to test for
regional applicability of each predictor ERA
N78-30940# RCA Labs Princeton N J
GRANULAR OPTICAL MATERIALS Final Report. 1 Jan
1975 - 31 Dec 1977
J Gittleman and E K Sichel 28 Feb 1978 61 p refs
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(Contract F44620-75-C-0057 AF Proj 2306)
(AD-A054099 PRRL-78-CR-8. AFOSR-78-07,14TR) Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20/6
The research under this contract has been directed mainly
toward the understanding of the optical behavior of those
composite materials whose components are separated on a scale
that is very small (- 100 A) compared with the wavelength of
light In the course of this work two types of new materials
have been developed (1) semiconductor-insulator composites
which may be valuable as selective absorbers of solar radiation
in solar thermal applications and (2) electrochromic cermets
which may have applications in a variety of display devices
Comparison of the predictions of two theories -- the Maxwell-
Garnet! theory (MG) and the effective-medium theory — with
the observed optical behavior of cermets formed by cosputtermg
a metal and an insulator clearly favored the MG theory The
optical properties of most Au, Ag. and W cermets were at least
qualitatively described by MG and good quantitative agreement
could be obtained in most cases by modifying the published
values of the optical constants of the metals to take into
account the very short electron-scattering times found in the
cermets The most notable exception was Au-MgO which did
not exhibit the dielectric anomaly GRA
N78-3O952# Bechtel Corp San Francisco Calif
LASER FUSION-FISSION REACTOR SYSTEMS STUDY.
4000 MW LASER FUSION HYBRID REACTOR
Jan 1977 70 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-13796) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
A hybrid reactor with a sodium-cooled depleted uranium
fission blanket and liquid lithium tritium breeding fusion blankets
is the central point in a laser fusion-fission reactor power plant
Driven by a selenium gas laser the reactor produces a total of
4000 MWt This energy is transferred by sodium and lithium
coolant systems to steam generators The thermal energy in the
steam is then converted to electrical energy by a modified light
water reactor (LWR) steam turbine generator system A gross
electrical output of 1520 MWe is attained The net electrical
output varies between 1195 and 1232 MWe depending upon
the changing multiplication of energy in the reactor and the
complementary consumption of power by the laser system Topics
covered include (1) reactor design. (2) laser system, (3) power
plant concept (4) environment and safety (5) economics, and
(6) design options ERA
N78-30959# Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn
ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF TOKAMAK POWER
PLANTS
R L Reid and D Steiner 1977 23 p refs Presented at the
IAEA Conf and Workshop on Fusion Reactor Design Madison
Wis 12 Oct 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(CONF-771056-3) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The impact of plasma operating characteristics engineering
options and technology on the capital cost trends of Tokamak
power plants is examined Tokamak power systems are compared
to other advanced energy systems and found to be economically
competitive A three-phase strategy for demonstrating com-
mercial feasibility of fusion power, based on a common-site
multiple-unit concept is presented ERA
N78-31076)P Committee on Science and Technology (U S
House)
FUTURE NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Washington GPO 1977 716 p refs Hearings before Subcomm
on Transportation, Aviation and Weather of the Comm on Sci
and Technol. 95th Congr 1st Sess, 8-9. 14-16 Jun 8 Sep
1977
(GPO-98-931) Avail Subcomm on Transportation. Aviation
anrf Weather
Testimony concerning the philosophies and issues related to
future or post third generation air traffic control (ATC) systems
is presented Research and development programs, microwave
landing systems, wind shear, wake vortex, availability of energy,
and the economic climate are among the factors considered
Emphasis is placed on the enhancement of system capacity,
safety and productivity Aviation demands of the public are
protected through the turn of the century in terms of expansion
of ATC services J M S
N78-31085*# Lockheed-California Co. Burbank
STUDY OF FUEL SYSTEMS FOR LH2 FUELED SUBSONIC
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT. VOLUME 1 Final Report. Sep
1976 - Dec 1977
G D Brewer R E Morris, G W Davis, E f Versaw. G R
Cunnington Jr (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. Inc). J C
Riple (AiResearch Mfg Co) C F Baerst (AiResearch Mfg Co).
and G Garmong (Rocketdyne) Jul 1978 202 p 2 Vol
(Contract NAS1-14614)
(NASA-CR-145369-Vol-1 LR-28384-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL QIC
Several engine concepts examined to determine a preferred
design which most effectively exploits the characteristics of
hydrogen fuel in aircraft tanks received major emphasis Many
candidate designs of tank structure and cryogenic insulation
systdms were evaluated Designs of all major elements of the
aircraft fuel system including pumps lines, valves, regulators,
and heat exchangers received attention Selected designs of boost
pumps to be mounted in the LH2 tanks, and of a high pressure
pump to be mounted on the engine were defined A final
design of LH2-fueled transport aircraft was established which
incorporates a preferred design of fuel system That aircraft was
then compared with a conventionally fueled counterpart designed
to equivalent technology standards Author
N78-31086*# Lockheed-California Co. Burbank
STUDY OF FUEL SYSTEMS FOR LH2-FUELED SUBSONIC
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT. VOLUME 2 Final Report. Sep.
1976 - Dec 1977
G D Brewer R E Morris. G W Davis. E F Versaw, G R
Cunmnq'on Jr (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. Inc). J C
Riple (AiResearch Mfg Co). C F Baerst (AiResearch Mfg Co).
and G Garmong (Rocketdyne) Jul 1978 356 p refs 2 Vol
(Contract NAS1-14614)
(NASA-CR-145369-Vol-2) Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL
01C
For abstract, see N78-31085
N78-31108*jjl General Electric Co Cincinnati Ohio Aircraft
Engine Group
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE. PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND
INTEGRATION STUDIES Final Report. Jan 1977 - Apr
1978
R P Johnston. R Hirschkron C C Koch. R E Neitzel, and P
W Vmson Sep 1978 417 p refs
(Contract NAS3-20627)
(NASA-CR-135444. R78AEG510) Avail NTIS
HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Parametric design and mission evaluations of advanced
turbofan configurations were conducted for future transpot aircraft
application Economics environmental suitability and fuel efficiency
,vere investigated and compared with goals set by NASA Of
the candidate engines which included mixed- and separate-flow
direct-drive and geared configurations an advanced mixed flow
direct-drive configuration was selected for further design and
evaluation All goals were judged to have been met except the
acoustic goal Also conducted was a performance risk analysis
and a preliminary aerodynamic design of the 10 stage
23 1 pressure ratio compressor used in the study engines
Author
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N78-31143*# Raytheon Co. Wayland. Mass Microwave and
Power Tube Drv
DESIGN. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF A CFA FOR
USE IN THE SOLAR POWER SATE LUTE Final Report
William C Brown Aug 1978 152 p rets
(Contract NAS3-20374)
(NASA-CR-159410, PT-5228) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
CSCL 228
A crossed field amplifier was designed to meet the perform-
ance objectives of high signal to noise ratio an efficiency of
85%, a CW microwave power output of 5-8 kW. and a frequency
of 2450 MHz The signal to noise ratio achieved was better
than 69 db/MHz in a 2000 MHz band centered on the earner
High circuit efficiency of 97% and a sharp knee on voltage
current characteristic were achieved The basic problem of
maintaining good transfer of heat to the external radiator while
providing for adequate connections to input and output was
solved Maximum efficiency achieved was 70 5% and gam and
power level were below objectives An investigation of causes
of reduced performance indicated the poor field pattern in the
cathode anode interaction area of the tube was a major cause
BB
N78-3117O# Department of Energy. Washington. D C ERDA
Materials Coordinating Committee
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF SELECTED TOPICS WITHIN
THE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINIS-
TRATION'S (ERDA) MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVEL-
OPMENT PROGRAMS
Jan 1978 137 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(DOl'/ET-OOOe) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
A review of the following is presented (1) structural alloy
development (2) nondestructive testing, (3) structural ceramics
development. (4) general corrosion, (5) erosion and wear, and
(6) effects of hydrogen on materials Author (ERA)
N78-31237*# Jet Propulsion Lab Calif Inst of Tech Pasadena
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF ELASTOMERIC
MATERIALS FOR GEOTHERMAL APPLICATIONS
Annual Report. Oct 1976 - Oct 1977
W A Mueller S H Kalfayan W W Reilly and J 0 Ingham
1 Sep 1978 60 p refs Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(JPL-Pub-78-69) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL11G
A material for a casing packer for service for 24 hours in a
geothermal environment was developed by synthesis of new
elastomers and formulation of available materials Formulation
included use of commercial elastomer gumstocks and also
crosslinkmg of plastic (high Tg) materials Fibrous reinforcement
of fluorocarbon rubbers was emphasized Organic fiber reinforce-
ment did not increase hot properties significantly Glass fiber
reinforcement gave significant increase in tensile properties
Elongation was reduced and the glass-reinforced composition
examined so far did not hold up well in the geothermal
environment Colloidal asbestos fibers were also investigated A
few experiments with polyphenyl ether gave material with low
tensile and high compression set Available high styrene SBR
compositions were studied Work to date suggests that new
synthetic polymers will be required for service in geothermal
environments G G
N78 31266| Naval Weapons Center China Lake, Calif
ANTIMISTING FUEL SPILLAGE/AIRSHEAR TESTS AT
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER Final Report. Sep 1975 - Dec
1977
Anthony San Miguel and Marion D Williams Mar 197& 36 p
refs Original contains color illustrations
(Contract DOT-FA76WAI-589)
(AD-A056113 FAA-RD-78-50) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21/2
A test apparatus consisting of a large scale airfoil located
within a temperature-velocity-controlled air stream was used to
evaluate the fire suppression afforded by FM9 andmisting fuel
additive in Jet A A homogeneous low turbulence air stream
between 100 and 170 knots was used to obtain crash-survrvable
antimisting fuel kinematic data It was demonstrated that FM9
could be an effective antimisting agent The failure envelope for
FM9 in 27 C Jet A fuel was measured for agent concentrations
from 03 to 05 percent and 32 C air flow velocities between
100 and 170 knots Author
N78-31257# Naval Weapons Center. China Lake Calif
CONVERSION OF TRASH TO GASOLINE Summary Report,
1974 - 1977
James Diebold and Garyl Smith Apr 1978 26 p refs
(Contract EPA-IAG-D7-0781)
(AD-A055113 NWC-TP-6022) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 07/1
This report describes a thermochemical process through which
organic waste materials found in municipal trash are 'Converted
into a high grade gasoline product The process involves three
major steps selective pyrolysis to form gases relatively rich in
olefins such as ethylene propylene and butylene. compression
and purification of the pyrolysis gases to concentrate the olefins
and polymerization of the olefins to form polymer gasoline
Pyrolysis experimentation has resulted in about half of the energy
in the organic feed being found in the gaseous olefin pyrolysis
product Polymerization of pure ethylene has produced a synthetic
crude oil product containing about 90% gasoline having an
unleaded motor octane of 90 Preliminary economic evaluation
has shown the process to be suitable for relatively small plant
sizes The projected yield of gasoline and oils is about 019
I/kg (46 gal/ton) The process is currently in the bench-scale
development stage Author (GRA)
N78-31261# Defense Intelligence Agency, Washington. DC
HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY. FOREIGN
James D Busi Jun 1978 103 p refs Supersedes DST-1850S-
522-76
(AD-A055024. DST-1850S-522-78 DST-1850S-522-76) Avail
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21/4
Molecular hydrogen has the long-range capability of being
a fuel and an efficient energy carrier' (a medium for transporting
chemical and/or electrical energy), however, hydrogen is not a
primary energy source since it is dependent upon other energy
sources for its actual production In general these dependent
energy sources are thermal energy, electrical energy, and radiant
energy Because of hydrogen's specific chemical and physical
properties, its more immediate applications are for aviation fuels,
industrial chemical production industrial and domestic heating,
off-peak energy storage electrical.and thermal energy transmis-
sion reduction of metal ores, and synthetic food production
Automotive applications employing hydrogen as a fuel are hindered
by its poor volumetric energy storage density The high cost of
hydrogen (about $2 14/GJ (1977 dollars US)) will prevent its
use as standard fuel in the near future Other synthetic fuels
denved from advanced coal-gasification processes or fermentation
of organic matter for the production of synthetic natural gas
(SNG) or alcohols (Methanol and ethanol) presently appear more
practical, and are receiving greater foreign and domestic funding
The greatest impact of hydrogen will be on the future international
energy policy of the United States By reducing a country s
dependency on imported energy, hydrogen can greatly affect its
military capability and socioeconomic stability The pendulum is
presently swinging towards hydrogen acceptance in industri-
alized countries dependent upon imported energy resources
such as Japan. France West Germany and Italy Significant
hydrogen research programs presently exist in these Western
countries GRA
N78-31268| Open Univ Milton (England) Energy Research
Group
THE RELATIVE COSTS OF PRODUCING SYNCRUDE FROM
OIL SHALES OF VARIOUS GRADES UNDER VARYING
CONDITIONS
D F Hemming Jan 1978 49 p refs
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(ERG-022) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01. Seer Energy Res
Group .Walton Hall Milton Keynes Engl
The .r'ost of producing syncrude from oil shales using
underground mining and surface retorting and open-pit mining
and surface retorting are analyzed The sensitivity of the calculated
cost'of production of syncrude to the estimated capital cost of
plant and facilities is discussed The effect on the cost on syncrude
production of a labor rate related to the cost of syncrude is
also considered Appendices cover the energy and labor
requirements of producing syncrude from oil shales in various
ways ' ESA
Fuel economy exhaust emissions, multifuel capability
advanced materials and cost/manufacturability for both conven-
tional and advanced alternative power systems were assessed
To'insure valid comparisons of vehicles with alternative powe-
systems, the concept of an Otto-Engine-Equivalent (OEE) vehicle
was utilized Each engine type was sized to provide equrva'cn;
vehicle performance Sensitivity to different performance criteria
was evaluated Fuel economy projections are made for each
engine type considering both the legislated emission standards
and possible future emissions requirements ARM
i478-31379# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va > .
MICROWAVE ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION A
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Final Report. 1964 -
May 19V8 i -
/Villiam E Reed Jun 1978 56 p .Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0517. NTIS/PS-76/0445
tNTIS/PS-78/0580/7. NTIS/PS-77/0517. NTIS/PS-76/0445)
Avail NTIS HCS2800/MF $2800 CSCL 09C
The' citations cover research on the transmission of electric
power from one point to another using wireless free space radiated
microwave beams Some of the studies deal with the feasibility
of these microwave transmission systems to transmit power from •
satellite solar power stations GRA
N78-313861 Battelle Columbus Labs. Ohio
STUDY OF HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH REFRACTORY
LINED GASIFIER VESSEL , WALLS.
Monthly Technical Program Report, Jul 1977
J Richard Schorr Aug 1977 8 p
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2210)
(FE-2210-18) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Heat transfer through refractory lined coal gasification vessel
walls was evaluated An empirically derived computer model
suitable for determining the heat flow through complex,
multicomponent refractory linings, such that the effect of lining
thickness, density composition, anchors, gases was developed
The program involves both the development of a heat flow
computer model and the experimental measurement of heat flow
in a test apparatus ERA
N78-31394# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland. Wash
THERMAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON ULTI-
MATE HEAT SINKS. COOLING PONDS
R K Hadlock and 0 O Abbey Feb 1978 105 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(NUREG/CR-0008. PNL-2483) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Data were collected to characterize thermal performance of
heat sinks for nuclear facilities existing at elevated water
temperatures in result of experiencing a genuinely large heat
load and responding to meteorological influence The data reflect
thermal performance for combinations leading to Worst-case
meteorological influence A geothermal water retention basin was
chosen as the site for the measurement program The data
illustrate the thermal and water budgets during episodes of cooling
from an initially high pond water bulk temperature Monitoring
proceeded while the pond experienced only meteorological and
seepage influence The data are discussed and are presented as
a data volume which may be used for calculation purposes ERA
N78-31428*! Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech, Pasadena
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY STATUS AND PROJECTIONS
VOLUME 1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
M Oowdy, A Burke, H Schneider W Edmiston G Klose anu,
R Heft Jun 1978 51 p refs
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157593. JPL-Pub-78-71-Vol-1> Avail NTI&
HC A04/MF A01 CSCU 131
N78-31429*j|! Jet-Propulsion Lab Calif Inst of Tech Pasadena
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY STATUS AND PROJECTIONS
VOLUME 2 ASSESSMENT REPORT
M Dowdy A Burke H Schneider W Edmiston. G Klose. and
R Heft Jun 1978 414 p refs
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157594, JPL-Pub-78-71-Vol-2) Aval! ^T!S
HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 131
Current and advanced conventional engines advanced
alternative engines advanced power train components, and other ,
energy conserving automobile modifications which couid be
implemented by the end of this century are examined Topics
covered include gas turbine engines. Stirling engines advanced
automatic transmissions alternative fuels, and metal and cera uic
technology Critical problems are examined and areas for future
research are indicated A R H
N78-31436)1' Teledyne Continental Motors Muskegon. Mich
General Products Div
AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Final Report. Jun 1976 - Apr 1977
Stephen H Hill Aug 1977 124 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1099)
(SAN-1099-1) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The preliminary design was finalized for a lightweight
automotive diesel that can meet EROA specification goals
Technology included in the concept design can meet the
emission and fuel economy goals of 041HC/34CO/04NO/sub
x/ and 25 miles per gallon on the Federal Urban Driving Cycle
The major conclusion reached are that a variable compression
ratio swirl chamber diesel with variable injection timing and
exhaust gas recirculation can (1 (achieve emissions of 0 4 HC/3 4
CO/040 NO/sub x/ (2)have fuel economy 55 percent better
(MPG)than comparable gasoline engines Olgave an early
introduction into production over present gasoline engine
lines (4)have a broad fuel tolerance (unleaded gasoline was
run) and (5)be smaller in size and comparable in weight to existing
gasoline engines ERA
N78-3144O# Maryland Dept of Transportation. Baltimore
THE OUTLOOK FOR AUTOMOTIVE FUEL SUPPLIES.
ALTERNATIVE VEHICLE ENGINES. AND POTENTIAL
IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION TAX STRUC-
TURES (1986-2000) Final Report
William Barren. Edwin Crawford, and Morton Wemberg Feb
1978 206 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Johns Hopkins
Univ. Baltimore
(PB-279679/5. FR-2) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
13F
Potential developments in automotive fuel supplies, alterna-
tives to the Otto Cycle engine, and implications of projected
developments in these areas for state road user tax arrangements
are examined Alternative heat engines, electric vehicles, and
fuel cells are considered in regard to the state of their technological
development and ability to utilize nonstandard fuels Alternative
taxing arrangements briefly evaluated are BTU based tax on
liquid fuels, increased annual registration fees for alternatively
powered vehicles, electric flow recharge metering, tax on traction
batteries, periodic odometer readings, and road surface checkpoint
metering GRA
590
N7831526
N78-314410 Mmicars. Inc . Goleta. Calif
RESEARCH SAFETY VEHICLE PHASE 2. VOLUME 2:
COMPREHENSIVE TECHNICAL RESULTS Final Report Jut.
1876 - Dec. 1976
N DiNapoli. M Fitzpatrtck, C Strother. D Struble. and R Tanner
Nov 1977 609 p
(Contract DOT-HS-5-01215)
(PB-280153/8. DOT-HS-803250-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Phase 1 identified trends leading to the desired national
social goals of the mid-1980's in vehicle crashworthiness. crash
avoidance, damageabihtv. pedestrian safety, fuel economy,
emissions and cost, and characterized an RSV to satisfy,-them
In Phase 2 an RSV prototype was designed., developed^and
tested to demonstrate the feasibility of meeting these goals
simultaneously Although further refinement is necessary to assure
operational validity, in all categories the results meet or exceed
the most advanced performance specified by the presidential
task force on motor vehicle goals beyond 1980 GRA
N78-31444| National Bureau of Standards, Washington. 0 C
Structures. Materials and Safety Oiv
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS. STANDARDS FOR RUBIER
SEALS Final Report
Robert D Stiehler. Arthur Hockman, Edward J Embree. and
Larry W Masters Mar 1978 66 p
(PB-280114/0, NBSIR-77-1437) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11A
Thirty preformed and liquid applied seals were evaluated in
the laboratory using modified ASTM standard test method* to
obtain data needed to prepare the standards Also, studies ware
performed to develop a test method for determining the effects
of outgassing on the transmittance of solar collector covert.
The results of the laboratory tests are presented and standard*
for rubber seals in solar energy systems are proposed GRA
N78-31496*j|l Central Treaty Organization Ankara (Turkey)
REGIONAL INVESTIGATIONS OF TECTONIC AND IG-
NEOUS GEOLOGY. IRAN. PAKISTAN. AND TURKEY
Final Report. 1974 • 1978
May 1978 56 p refs Sponsored by NASA Original contains
color imagery Original photography may be purchased from
the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls S 0 57198 ERTS
(£78-10197, NASA-CR-157387, Rept-28410) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 08G
The author has identified the following significant results
An extension of the trace of the Chaman-Nushki fault was detected
and delineated for 42 km. as was the Ornach-Nal fault for
170 km Two structural intersections responsible for restricted
movements in particular segments of the Chaman-Nushki fault
were detected and interpreted The newest and youngest fault
named the Quetta-Mustung-Surab system was delineated for
580 km The igneous complex of the Lasbela area was interpreted
and differentiation was made between ultramafic complex, mafic
complex', and basaltic lava flows One oblong feature was also
found which was interpreted as a porphyntic basalt plug
N78-31606*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D C
A SUMMARY OF THE USERS PERSPECTIVE OF LAND-
SAT-D AND REFERENCE DOCUMENT OF LAND SAT
USERS
A Donald Goedeke and Alexander J Tuyahov. Principal
Investigator 31 Jan 1977 330 p refs Original contains
imagery Original photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center Sioux Falls, S D 57198 ERTS
(E78-10208. NASA-TM-79744) Avail NTIS
HC A15/MF AOl CSCL 05B
N78-31B11'|)I Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech, Pasadena
A STUDY OF ALTERATION ASSOCIATED WITH URANIUM
OCCURRENCES IN SANDSTONE AND ITS DETECTION BY
REMOTE SENSING METHODS. VOLUME 1
James E Conel. M J Abrams. and A. F H Goetz 1 Aug
1978 261 p refa Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157600, JPL-Pub-78-66-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A12/MF AOl CSCL 08G
The anomalous coloration of altered rocks associated with
tabular uranium occurrences m the San Raphael Swell. Utah,
and remnants of roll-front type deposits in the Powder River
Basin. Wyoming was studied Field and Laboratory spectral
reflectance studies on these uranium deposits or occurrences
were carried out and supplemented with mineralogical and
chemical analyses to determine the ongin of spectral features
observed The principal alteration products are geothite/Jimomte
(Utah deposits) and geothite/limonite and hematite (Wyoming
deposits) The principal clay mineral present in the deposits is
montomorillonrte Statistical analysis of the field data was
performed using a stepwise linear discriminant function analysis
computer program that determines which combinations of input
wavelengtn bands provide best separation of specified groupings
of data Altered and unaltered rocks could be repeated with
95% accuracy using spectral data including all wavelength bands
Of the satellite-simulated wavelength region tests. LAND SAT D
bands gave the best classification accuracy ARM
N78-31S12*rfl Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech , Pasadena
A STUDY OF ALTERATION ASSOCIATED WITH URANIUM
OCCURRENCES IN SANDSTONE AND ITS DETECTION BY
REMOTE SENSING METHODS. VOLUME 2
James E Conel. Michael J Abrams. and A F H Goetz 1 Aug
1978 139 p refs Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157601. JPL-Pub-78-66-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 08G
This document contains tabular and graphic data for
volume 1 ARM
N78-31B26* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office. Calif
SOLAR POND Patent
Charles G Miller (JPL) and James B Stephens, inventors (to
NASA) (JPL) Issued 30 May 1978 9 p Filed 30 Jun 1977
Supersedes N77-28584 (15 - 19, p 2550) Continuation of
abandoned US Patent Appl SN-590975. filed 27 Jun 1975
sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-NPO-13581 -2, US-Patent-4,091.800,
US-Patent-Appl-SN-811815. US-Patent-Class-126-271.
US-Patent-Class-237-1A. US-Patent-Appl-SN-590975) Avail
US Patent Office CSCL IOC
Shallow pools of liquid to collect low-temperature solar
generated thermal energy are described Narrow elongated
trenches, grouped together over a wide area, are lined with a
heat-absorbing black liner The heat-absorbing liquid is kept
separata from the thermal energy removing fluid by means such
as clear polyethylene material The covering for the pond may
be a fluid or solid If the covering is a fluid, fire fighting foam,
continuously generated, or siloons are used to keep the surface
covering clean and insulated If the thermal energy removing
fluid is a gas. a fluid insulation layer contained in a flat polyethlene
tubing is used to cover the pond The side of the tube directed
towards the sun is treated to block out ultraviolet radiation and
trap m infrared radiation
Official Gazette of the U S Patent Office
N7S-31626* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office, Calif
NON-TRACKING SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR SYSTEM
Patent
M Kudret Selcuk. inventor (to NASA) (JPL) Issued 30 May
1978 7 p Filed 3 Feb 1977 Supersedes N77-19579 (15 -
591
N78-31527
10 p 13358) Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-NPO-13813-1, NASA-Case-NPO-13914-1.
US-Patent-4.091.798. US-Patent-Appl-SN-765139.
US-Patent-Class-126-271 US-Patent-Class-126-270.
US-Patent-dass-350-299) Avail US Patent Office CSCL
10A
A solar energy collector system characterized by an improved
concentrator for directing incident rays of solar energy on parallel
vacuum-jacketed receivers or absorbers is described Numerous
individually mounted reflector modules of a common asymmetrical
triangular cross-sectional configuration are supported for
independent reonentation Asymmetric vee-trough concentrators
are defined Official Gazette of the U S Patent Office
N78-31627* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office, Calif
COAL OESULFURIZATION PROCESS Patent
George C Hsu (JPU. George R Gavalas (JPL). Partha S Ganguli
UPL) and Sarkis H Kalfayan (JPL) Issued 28 Mar 1978 7 p
Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-NPO-13937-1 US-Patent-4081.250.
US-Patent-Appl-SN-718137 US-Patent-Class-44-1R.
US-Patent-Class-44-2 US-Patent-Class-201-17) Avail US
Patent Office CSCL 07D
A method for chlormolysis of coal is an organic solvent at
a moderate temperautre and atmospheric pressure has been
proven to be effective in removing sulfur particularly the organic
sulfur from coal Chlorine gas is bubbled through a slurry of
moist coal in chlorinated solvent The chlorinated coal is
separated, hydrolyzed and the dechlonnated Preliminary results
of treating a high sulfutr (477%S) bituminous coal show that
up to 70% organic sulfur 90% hyritic sulfur and 76% total sulfur
can be removed The treated coal is dechlonnated by heating at
SOO C The presence of moisture helps to remove organic
sulfur Official Gazette of the U S Patent Office
N78-31529 Ohio State Univ, Columbus
A VARIABLE INERTIA FLYWHEEL AS AN ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEM Ph D Thesis
David Gordon Ullman 1978 216 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7812395
A variable inertia flywheel (VIF) system was designed and
fabricated to verify theoretical predictions and to evaluate the
basic operating characteristics of the concept A fully controllable
VIF, full control over the moment of inertia irrespective of the
VIF state, is not practical as the efficiency obtained can be no
better than a fixed inertia flywheel with an infinitely variable
ratio transmission However, a VIF with a fixed power recirculation
results in a flywheel with a unique torque/angular rate characteris-
tic A VIF can theoretically be formed such that the torque is
related to any function of angular rate Dissert Abstr
(NASA-TM-78919 E-9656, DOE/NASA/1040-78/1) Avail
NTIS, HCA03/MFA01 CSCL 10B
A 6 kW (8 hp) single-cylinder, rhombic-drive Stirling engine
was restored to operating condition and preliminary characteriza-
tion tests run with hydrogen and helium as the working gases
Initial tests show the engine brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) with hydrogen working gas to be within the range of
BSFC observed by the Army at Fort Belvoir. Virginia in 1966
The minimum system specific fuel consumption (SFC) observed
during the initial tests with hydrogen was 669 g/kW hr
(1 1 Ib/hpx hr), compared with 620 g/kWx hr (1 02 Ib/hpx hr)
for the Army tests However, the engine output power for a
given mean compression-space pressure was lower than for the
Army tests The observed output power at a working-space
pressure of 5 MPa (725 psig) was 3 27 kW (4 39 hp) for the
initial tests and 3 80 kW (5 09 hp) for the Army tests As expected,
the engine power with helium was substantially lower than with
hydrogen J M S
N78-31534*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF INLET TEMPERATURE ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF A CATALYTIC REACTOR
David N Anderson 1978 21 p refs Presented at the 3d
Workshop on Catalytic Combust Asheville N C 3-4 Oct 1978.
sponsored by EPA
(Contract EC-77-A-31-1040)
(NASA-TM-78977. DOE/NASA/1040-78/3 E-9752) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A 12 cm diameter by 15 cm long catalytic reactor was
tested with No 2 diesel fuel in a combustion test rig at inlet
temperatures of 700, 800 900 and 1000K Other test conditions
included pressures of 3 and 6 x 10 to the 5th power Pa reference
velocities of 10, 15. and 20 m/s and adiabatic combustion
temperatures in the range 1100 to 1400 K The combustion
efficiency was calculated from measurements of carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbon emissions Nitrogen oxide emissions
and reactor pressure drop were also measured At a reference
velocity of 10 m/s the CO and unburned hydrocarbons emissions,
and. therefore, the combustion efficiency were independent of
inlet temperature At an inlet temperature of 1000 K they were
independent of reference velocity Nitrogen oxides emissions
resulted from conversion of the small amount (135 ppm) of
fuel-bound nitrogen in the fuel Up to 90 percent conversion
was observed with no apparent effect of any of the test variables
For typical gas turbine operating conditions all three pollutants
were below levels which would permit the most stringent proposed
automotive emissions standards to be met Author
N78-31532*|C Honeywell. Inc . Minneapolis Minn
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT Quarterly Report. 1 Apr 1977 - 30 Jun
1977
Jul 1977 88 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32093)
(NASA-CR-150770. QR-4) Avail NTIS HCA05/MFA01 CSCL
IDA
The development of twelve prototype solar heating/cooling
systems, six heating and six heating and cooling systems, two
each for single family, multi-family, and commercial applications,
is reported Schedules and technical discussions along with
illustrations on the progress made from April 1, 1977 through
June 30. 1977 are detailed G G
N78-31633*|C National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
INITIAL TEST RESULTS WITH A SINGLE-CYLINDER
RHOMBIC-DRIVE STIRLING ENGINE Final Report
J E Cairelli. L G Thieme and R J Walter Jul 1978 42 p
refs
(Contract EC-77-A-31-1040)
N78-31536*# CALMAC Mfg Co. Englewood. N J
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR THE
SUNMAT FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR
Mar 1978 63 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32253)
(NASA-CR-150741) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The information used in evaluating the design of a liquid
flat plate solar collector is reported Included in this package
are subsystem performance specification, installation, operation
and maintenance manuals, collector sizing guides, and detailed
drawings of the single-glazed collector G G
N78-31637*# Boeing Co. Seattle. Wash
APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE TO
PROCESS HEAT STORAGE AND RECOVERY IN THE PAPER
AND PULP INDUSTRY Final Report
J H Carr, P J Hurley (Weyerhaeuser Co). and P J Martin
(SRI Intern Corp) Sep 1978 245 p refs Sponsored by
NASA'
(Contract EC-77-C-01-5082)
(NASA-CR-159398 CONS/5082-1) Avail NTIS
HCA11/MFA01 CSCL 10A
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The transfer of steam production from fossil fuel boilers to
waste fuel boilers in a paper and pulp mill powerhouse was
studied Data from specific mills were analyzed, and various TES
concepts evaluated for application in the process steam supply
system Constant pressure and variable pressure steam accumula-
tors were found to be the most attractive storage concepts for
this application Performance analyses based on the operation
of a mathematical model of the process steam supply system
indicate potential substitution of waste wood fuel fuel for
100.000 bbl oil per year per installation with the accumulator
TES system Based on an industry survey of potential TES
application, which requires excess base steaming capability, the
results from the individual installation were extrapolated to a
near-term (1980's) fossil fuel savings in the paper and pulp
industry of 3 2 x 1 .million bbl oil/year Conceptual designs of
mechanical equipment and control systems indicate installed
cost estimates of about S560.000 per installation, indicating an
after tax return on investment of over 30 percent G G
N78-31538*# Solar Engineering and Mfg Co. Ft Lauderdale.
Fla
DESIGN DATA BROCHURE: SOLAR HOT WATER
SYSTEM
Jul 1978 21 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32247)
(NASA-CR-150699) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
A design calculation is detailed for a single-family residence
housing a family of four in a nonspecific geographical area -The
solar water heater system is designed to provide 80 gallons of
140 F hot water per day G G
N78-31B39*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md
GREENBELT COMMUNITY PROJECT. SOLAR ENERGY
RETROFIT FOR A MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING
E W Hymowitz. R J Hannemann (Hannemann Eng Serv. Upper
Marlboro. Md). I L Millman. and J E Pownell Jun 1978
133 p refs
(NASA-TM-79612) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A cooperative project was initiated between Goddard Space
Flight Center and the nearby community of Greenbelt. Maryland
The purpose was to design, install and operate an experimental
solar heating system on a group of four tandem town houses
The system was successfully developed and is operating A
description is given of the design, installation, system operation
and performance as well as the important considerations for
judging the economic feasibility of solar heating systems L S
N78-31541*# Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech . Pasadena
JPL ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROGRAM (ECP) DOCUMEN-
TATION A COMPUTER MODEL SIMULATING HEATING.
COOLING AND ENERGY LOADS IN BUILDINGS
F L Lansing. V W Chat. D Lascu. R Urbenajo. and P Wong
15 Sep 1978 239 p refs
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157599. JPL-PUB-78-76) Avail NTIS HCA11/MF
A01 CSCL 10A
The engineering manual provides a complete companion
documentation about the structure of the mam program and
subroutines the preparation of input data, the interpretation of
output results, access and use of the program, and the detailed
description of all the analytic, logical expressions and flow
charts used in computations and program structure A numerical
example is provided and solved completely to show the sequence
of computations followed The program is carefully structured to
reduce both users time and costs without sacrificing accuracy
The user would expect a cost of CPU time of approximately
$5 00 per building zone excluding printing costs The accuracy,
on the other hand measured by deviation of simulated consump-
tion from watt-hour meter readings, was found by many simulation
tests not to exceed + or - 10 percent margin G G
N78-31542# Committee on Science and Technology (U S
House)
BRIEFING ON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Washington GPO 1977 36 p Hearing before the Subcomm
on the Environment and the Atmosphere of the Comm on Set
and Technol. 95th Congr. 1st Sess 4 Nov 1977
(GPO-20-083) Avail Subcomm on the Environment and the
Atmosphere
The organization of the Department of Energy is discussed
in terms of environmental, safety, and related activities The
functions of the various offices within the structure of Department
of Energy are stressed Other topics discussed include the role
that environmental impact plays in awarding contracts and the
enforcement of occupational health and safety regulations and
environmental protection requirements J M S
N78-31643fjf Committee on Science and Technology (U S
House)
ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES OF THE PRESIDENT'S
ENERGY PLAN IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Washington GPO 1977 181 p refs Rept for Subcomm on
the Environment and the Atmosphere of the Comm on Sci and
Technol. 95th Congr. 1st Sess. Oct 1977 Prepared by the
Library of Congr, Congressional Res Service
(GPO-96-834) Avail SOD HC
An overview of perceived environmental concerns and Federal
environmental related-energy research and development is given
with emphasis on the environmental implications of the President's
Energy Plan An experimental environmental monitoring program
is suggested to ensure adequate perto'it.ance of pollution control
techniques J M S
N78-31S45jfl Optical Coating Lab Inc City of Industry. Calif
Photoelectronics Div
HIGH OUTPUT SOLAR CELL WITH MULTILAYER AR
COATING Final Report. Aug 1976 - Aug 1977
Peter lies Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio AFAPL Nov 1977
84 p refs
(Contract F33615-76-C-2166 AF Proj 682J)
(AD-A054226. AFAPL-TR-77-71) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
During this contract, high efficiency polished surface
uncoated cells were prepared and when AR coated with
multilayers achieved AMO cell output in the range 74-80 mW
These cells showed promise for space uses, additional work
was identified to make these cells fully compatible with present
methods for electrostatically bonding integral covers to cells
Author (GRA)
N78-31546# Army Electronics Technology and Devices Lab,
Fort Monmouth N J
ALTERNATE POWER SOURCES SESSION NUCLEAR
BATTERY HYBRID CONFIGURATION STUDY
Guido Guazzom 1978 4 p ref Repr from 27th Ann Proc
Power Sources Conf Jun 1976
(AD-A055182) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
Power source requirements for worldwide military applications
include a need for low level power (milliwatts average power)
under conditions for unattended extended periods of time The
energy content needed in such applications and the requirement
for continuous troublefree operation led to the investigation of
the military potential of radioisotope thermoelectric power sources,
with specific interest in a hybrid configuration using a sealed
nickel-cadmium battery By using the nuclear particle emission
energy of radioactive decay nuclear battery devices have the
highest stored energy density of any other power source However
the power output is low being related to the emission half-life
of the isotope Attainment of inherently good device power
regulation requires a relatively long life isotope Plutonium-238
(Pu-238) an 86 year half-life alpha (short range) emitter, has
become available in practical quantities It offers a very low
emission hazard and when properly encapsulated in a sintered
oxide fuel form it provides an almost ideal isotopic heat source
which is safe to use under all anticipated extremes of heat and
shock Author (GRA)
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N78-31547I Colorado State Univ Fort Collins Dept of
Mechanical Engineering
THERMAL STRATIFICATION ENHANCEMENT FOR SOLAR
ENERGY APPLICATIONS Final Report
R I Loerke. M K Sharp H N Can. and R 0 Haberstroh
Jul 1977 80 p refs
(Contract N68305-76-C-0036 ZF57571001)
(AO-A055918 CEL-CR-78 011) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10/3
A study is presented that shows methods to enhance
stratification in liquid storage tanks The report focuses on the
development of a passive inlet distributor which minimizes mixing
between incoming and stored fluids at unlike temperatures
Theoretical analyses and scale model tests were performed
Computer simulations were used to compare mixed storage
with stratified storage in a solar space heating system Test
results showed that in some cases nearly ideal stratification can
be obtained, and the computer simulations indicated that the
load carrying capability of a solar system may be increased 5-10%
through the use of stratified storage Author (GRA)
N78-31648# Globe-Union. Inc. Milwaukee. Wis
DESIGN AND COST STUDY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
LEAD-ACID BATTERIES SUITABLE FOR ELECTRIC VEHI-
CLE PROPULSION Fmal Report
C E Weinlern 1977 126 p
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(ANL-K-77-3624-1) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
A design for an improved state-of-the-art (ISOA) battery is
proposed It is believed that this ISOA design is the most efficient
design achievable within the constraints of the ISOA battery
development program These constraints include realistic time
and financial limitations, and compatibility with existing highspeed
production equipment The ISOA battery is in fact an improved,
state-of-the-art lead acid battery for use in an electric vehicle
A durable, light weight polypropylene container and cover complete
with single point watering and venting features are incorporated
in the ISOA design A number of materials and process
parameters with profound affect on battery performance were
chosen after extensive evaluation and cell testing Development
of an advanced lead acid electric vehicle battery involved the
evaluation, and application of effective forward concepts in the
design of the battery Many weight-saving designs were
incorporated Significant improvements in active material
effic.encies and integrity are required Author (ERA)
N78-3164SJ California Univ, bvermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
HIGH PERFORMANCE METAL/AIR FUEL CELLS.
PARTI: GENERAL REVIEW
J f Cooper 15 Aug 1977 27 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCID-17558-PM) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Metal/air fuel cells are reviewed in terms of their potential
application in electric vehicles Attention is focused on those
metals (light alkali and alkaline earth metals, and aluminum)
which, in combination with oxygen, have theoretical energy
densities exceeding that of gasoline Lithium and aluminum yielded
8* and 4 kWh/kg. respectively, in laboratory experimental cells
The slurry Zn/air system achieves 085 kWh/kg-Zn in prototype
vehicle cells and is reviewed for comparison The remaining metals
appear to be unsuitable for use in aqueous electrolyte fuel cells
The discharge characteristics of lithium, aluminum, and (possibly)
calcium/air cells indicate the potential for electric vehicles of
the highway performance and minimum range (300 miles) of
subcompact automobiles, rapid refueling for unlimited range
extension, and the storage in the fuel cell of sufficient metal for
ranges in excess of 1000 miles The energy efficiency of a
transportation system using aluminum was estimated using data
on the current aluminum production industry ERA
N78-31650I Sandia Labs, Livermore. Calif
SOLAR CENTRAL RECEIVER POWER PLANTS
A C Skmrood Sep 1977 21 p refs Presented at Solar
Energy Workshop. Ashkhabad, USSR. Sep 1977
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-8510. Conf-770944-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Prototype heliostats, receivers, and storage subsystems were
built and tested as a part of the recently completed two year
research and development program for solar central receiver
system technology This technology will serve as the basis for
the detailed design and construction of a 10-MW pilot plant in
Barstow, California, scheduled for operation in 1981 Successful
operation could lead to the construction of a demonstration plant
in the mid to late 1980s ERA
N78-316610 Westinghouse Electric Corp Tampa Fla
DESIGN AND COST STUDY OF A NICKEL-IRON OXIDE
BATTERY FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES. VOLUME 2 PUBLIC
REPORT Final Report
R E Vaill 23 Aug 1977 73 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-38)
(ANL-K-3723-1) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
A nickel iron oxide battery design concept is proposed
Development problems were addressed and the methods of
solution, identified The manufacturing cost of the proposed design
is identified for annual production.quantities of 1,000, 10000,
and 100,000 25 kWh batteries Based on the high-volume
estimates of material labor, and capital requirements, a selling
price of $60/kWh was found to be attainable Battery test
requirements were identified which will serve to define the
performance characteristics of interest to a potential user A
follow-on R and D program plan was developed which com-
bines significant electrode and cell development with demonstra-
tions of performance and potential costs in the form of prototype
hardware ERA
N78-31662I Oklahoma Univ Norman Office of Research
Administration
THERMAL AND KINETIC ANALYSIS OF THE PYROLVSIS
OF COALS Final Report
V V Hathi and C M Shepcevich Aug 1977 253 p refs
(EPRI Pro) 368-1)
(EPRI-AF-528) Avail NTIS HC A12/MF A01
The thermal decomposition (pyrolysis) of nine bituminous
coals of the United States was investigated in a nitrogen
atmosphere Weight loss and rate of weight loss were measured
at various heating rates The major devolatilization occurred
between 300 C and 700 C with the peaks shifting to higher
temperatures at faster heating rates Kinetic parameters for
each heating rate were derived from these measurements by
means of a model which has been used successfully to describe
the pyrolysis of woods and wildland fuels Energetic effects during
pyrolysis were measured directly up to 727 C on a Perkin-Elmer
different scanning calorimeter The decomposition of bituminous
coals is endothermic up to 500 C and exothermic thereafter
the energy of pyrolysis is more exothermic with decreasing heating
rates Quantitative repeatibility of those energetic measurements
was less than desired because of baseline shifts arising from
condensation of decomposition products on the surfaces of the
sample holder ERA
N78-31663# Los Alamos Scientific Lab, N Mex
HOT DRY ROCK. AN ALTERNATE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
RESOURCE A CHALLENGE FOR INSTRUMENTATION
B R Dennis and E H Morton 1978 14 p refs Presented
at 24th Intern Instrumentation Symp, Albuquerque. N Mex
1 May 1978 -
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-78-707 Conf 780503-8) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The hot dry rock that composes most of the earth's crust
has the potential of becoming one of the largest reservoirs of
energy economically available in the near future A technique to
demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of extracting
heat from the hot dry rock source is reported that depends
upon the connection of two deep boreholes drilled into imperme-
able precambnan granite where the temperature approaches
594
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200 C The boreholes are connected by a system of hydraulic-
produced fractures Cold water flowing down the deeper hole is
heated by the hot rock and biought to the surface through the
second hole The hot water is circulated through a closed-loop
heat exchanger For optimum extraction of energy from this
man-made geothermal reservoir it is vital that the absolute
location of the fractured system be well established Fiacture
mapping techniques include an array of downhole instrumenta-
tion ERA
N78-31S54# National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council Washington D C Ad Hoc Panel on Low-Btu Gasification
of Coal
ASSESSMENT OF LOW AND INTERMEDIATE Btu GAS
IFfCATION OF COAL
Dec 1977 114 p refs
(Contract EX-76-C-01-1216)
(FE-1216-4) Avail NTIS HC £06/MF A01
Low- and mtermediate-Btu gases nade from coal may be
used instead of natural gas or oil in electric power generation
'and industrial plants Low-Btu gas cannot be stored economically
or transmitted over appreciable distances Production of low-Btu
gas from coal may increase energy costs by approximately
200 percent above the cost of the coal The overall thermal
efficiency of the process is estimated to be about 70 to 80
percent based on cold gas purification The use of mtermediate-Btu
gas involves fewer problems than the use of low-Btu gas since
the heating value of the gas is high enough to reduce flame
temperature limitations and feed gas volumes It is estimated
that the use of intermediate-Btu gas would raise fuel costs 200
to 300 percent above the cost of the coal The thermal efficiency
of the process is 65 to 70 percent based on gas purification at
temperatures below 120 C For the equivalent amount of energy,
intermediate-Btu gas is estimated to cost 65 to 75 percent of
the cost of pipeline gas produced from coal A number of other
conclusions are listed ERA
N78-31566)41 Florida Univ , Gainesville Dept of Environmental
Engineering Sciences
ENERGY ANALYSIS OF MODELS OF THE UNITED STATES
Annual Report
Howard T Odum and John F Alexander Jr 15 Oct 1977
449 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-05-4398)
Avail NTIS HCA19/MFA01
Systems anslysis methods are used to develop bases and
environment simulation models for energy concepts and trends
N78-31666| Florida Univ Gainesville
ENERGY ANALYSIS OF MODELS OF THE UNITED STATES.
NARRATIVE
Howard T Odum In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 1-18
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Energy bases for the United States were investigated by
developing models making quantitative evaluations, and using
simulations to understand trends Concept of energy quality, energy
spectra and structure of surviving patterns were studied Net
energies and energy quality factors were calculated with several
methods and compared for coal, oil shale, water advection,
casatrophes. farming inputs soils housing, trade and main flows
of biosphere Models were evaluated from the state of Florida
showing its basis in renewable and purchased energies G G
N78-31667# Florida Univ. Gainesville
ENERGY ANALYSIS OF MODELS OF THE UNITED STATES.
A SUMMARY OF PROGRESS
John F Alexander Jr In its Energy Analysis of Models of the
US 15 Oct 1977 p 19-41
Avail NTIS HCAI9/MFA01
Systems analysis was used to evolve aggregated and
component models of energy relationships to make quantitative
evaluations and simulations and to calculate parameters of interest
in public policy Current progress in the energy analysis of the
United States is indicated and the concurrent development of
theory on energy flow relationships is outlined G G
N78-31568# Florida Univ Gainesville Dept of Environmental
Engineering Sciences
ENERGY ANALYSIS, ENERGY QUALITY. AND ENVIRON-
MENT
Howard T Odum In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 44-77 refs
(Contract E(40-1)-4398)
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
A language of energy symbol diagrams was used to
develop models and organize data for energy systems analysis
and synthesis Energy analyses included calculations of (1) net
energy to evaluate primary sources. (2) an energy investment
ratio to evaluate secondary sources (3) energy savings ratios to
evaluate energy conservation (4) energy effectiveness ratios to
evaluate competitive consumer roles G G
N78-31559# Florida Univ. Gainesville
ENERGY MODELS OF EXCHANGE WITH SIMULATION OF
THE ROLE OF EXCHANGE IN SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
Robert Costanza In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 78-94 refs
Avail NTIS HC«ia/MFA01
An energy model of exchange is formulated that shows energy
relations to economics Computer simulations were used to study
effects of external energy resources on exchange and the effect
on spatial organization of landscapes G G
N78-31560jf Florida Univ. Gainesville
EFFICIENCY AND INVESTMENT MATCHING OF HIGH
QUALITY ENERGY
Michael S Burnett In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 95-114 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Total efficiency is defined as the energy output divided by
the sum of the inputs from fossil fuel and natural sources, including
embodied energy all measured in coal equivalents For a given
energy signature or natural energy input an optimal amount of
fossil fuel investment maximize/efficiency However, maximizing
power causes operation at a lower efficiency than the max-
imum G G
N78-31561jjf Florida Univ Gainesville
ENERGY DIAGRAMS OF PUBLISHED ENERGY ANALYSIS
OF OTHERS
Howard T Odum. John F Alexander. Jr. D P Swaney. A
McCalhster E J Regan Jr. M S Burnett. E Titron. B Hanley.
G Noyes. and A Hermann In its Energy Analysis of Models of
the US 15 Oct 1977 p 116-166 refs
Avail NTIS HCA19/MFAOJ
Energy analyses were compared by preparing a generalized
diagram representing all results in a similar way Numbers for
dollars flows, energy flows, and storages were translated into
energy circuit language The developed diagram aggregates flows
into externals, feedbacks from the main economy, and output to
the mam economy G G
N78-31B62# Florida Univ Gainesville
A MESO-MODEL OF THE ECONOMY OF THE UNITED
STATES FOR COMPARISON OF ECONOMIC AND ENER-
GETIC ANALYSIS
Robert Costanza. Amy McCallister, and Jesse Boyles In its
Energy Analysis of Models of the US 15 Oct 1977 p 167-173
refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
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A preliminary aggregated 13 sector model of the U S economy
is presented and possible methods for including renewable
energies and labor feedbacks in the calculations, as well as the
effects of their inclusion on the final results are discussed An
energy circuit diagram of the economy is also presented and
utilized to discuss the relationship between these two ap-
proaches G G
N78-31663| Honda Univ Gainesville
COMPARISON OF ENERGY ANALYSIS OF OIL SHALE
George M Gardner In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 174-212 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Available data and projections on net energy of oil shale
were studied Included is an energy analysis of oil production at
a pilot plant near Rifle, Colorado A review of seven net energy
analyses of proposed and projected oil shale operations showed
yield ratios claimed from 68 to 198 as compared to 6 for
purchase of foreign oil G G
N78 31664# Florida Univ Gainesville
ENERGY ANALYSIS AND MODELS OF SOIL FORMATION
Edward J Regan Jr /" its Energy Analysis of Models of the
US 15 Oct 1977 p 213-260 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Solar energy costs of soil energy storages were evaluated
based upon an energy analysis of soil forming factors estimates
of the calorie value of soil parameters and the rate of soil
formation The rates of soil formation were derived from literature
values and a simulation model of soil formation The results of
the above analyses allow the energy storages of soil to be
expressed in solar and coal equivalents G G
N78-316B6# Florida Univ . Gainesville
ENERGY-QUALITY CALCULATIONS FOR FRESHWATER
CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
Robert Costanza In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 287-296 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
The energy quality of fresh water chemical potential is defined
as the relative ability of fresh water to do work in the production
processes of the earth The first calculation was based on process
analysis in which specific energy process inputs are traced back
to a common source A biosphere approach determined the cost
in solar calories of producing fresh water from ram by the ratio
of total input of solar calories to the biosphere to the total
quantity of ram produced A third method of calculation was
based on economic input-output analysis and yielded an estimate
of the total embodied fossil fuel energy in products A marginal
productivity approach evaluated a substance s ability to do work
in specific interactions by production functions G G
N78-31568# Florida Univ. Gainesville
A HISTORIC AND CURRENT ENERGY ANALYSIS OF
FLORIDA
Neil Sipe In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US 15 Oct
1977 p 313-337 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Energy circuit models were used to analyze Florida's current
energy base as well as three periods of the state's past These
three periods, primitive colonial, and limited agriculture were
delineated based upon primary energy sources It is shown that
Florida's growth was greatly accelerated due to the effects of
war and that the state exports luxury items to the rest of the
U S in exchange for fossil fuels G G
N78-31669# Florida Univ. Gainesville
STATISTICAL TEST OF ENERGY MODELS FOR PREDIC-
TION OF URBAN GROWTH IN FLORIDA
Edward J Regan Jr In its Energy Analysis of Models of the
US 15 Oct 1977 p 338-369 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
A model of additive energy input to a logistic balance of
input and losses provided the best correlation for predicting urban
growth based on energy flows Included were vegetation and
urban production processes The natural energies were shown
to enter d..ectly into the soil and urban production processes
from the outside G G
N78-31570# Florida Univ , Gainesville
SOME ASPECTS OF ENERGY USE IN HOUSING
Mark Brown and Larry Arnngton In its Energy Analysis of Models
of the US 15 Oct 1977 p 400-413 refs
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
Energy calculations are reported for a house unsnaded in
summer and equiped with solar hot water heating The energy
flows represent the energy required to cool the structure as a
result of unshaded, exposed roof, and east, south, and west
walls and the energy cost of heating hot water with a solar
heater, and also for a shaded home equipped with electric hot
water heating The difference between the shaded and unshaded
house is the energy cost of maintaining a solar collector on the
roof It is shown that the energy savings for a solar collector in
South Florida are 24 1 x 1 million kcal for 10 years When the
difference in the cost of cooling an unshaded house is substracted
from this energy savings, the savings are substantially reduced
GG
N78-31671# Florida Univ . Gainesville
ENERGY ANALYSIS AND MODEL OF INTERMEDIATE
AGRICULTURE
Michael S Burnett In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 414-429 ref
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01
An energy analysis of a 160 acre low-energy homestead in
Arkansas was performed Low quality solar-driven natural energies
were upgraded via the farm system to high quality meat products,
which were exchanged for goods and services necessary to
maintain the durable technology of the system Animals grazing
on natural improved pasture were the focal point of the energy
flows Wood use for heating, a large garden providing vegetables
and fruit for fresh consumption and storage, and several small
gram patches were considered important energy conservative
habits Results shown that fossil fuel energy requirements of
this family are 15 percent of the American average G G
N78-31572# Florida Univ , Gainesville
ENERGY ANALYSIS OF BRAZIL
Howard T Odum In its Energy Analysis of Models of the US
15 Oct 1977 p 430-440 refs
Avail NTIS HCA19/MFA01
An energy model for the accelerated growth of the Brazilian
economy is reported that utilizes statistical data to evaluate overall
flows of money .and energy in relation to coal equivalents A
summarizing diagram shows that high quality energies of the
urban development are made up of hydroelectric power and a1
free input of renewable resources of the sun because of the
large geographic area The renewable sunlight with its auxiliary
energy of the land. soil, rain, and wind contributes six times as
much energy in coal equivalents as recognized in the statistical
summary of other energies G G
N78-31673jjf General Atomic Co. San Diego. Calif
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM DOCUMENT FOR
76 mW RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
PROGRAM
B M Gregory Sep 1977 16 p
(Contract EY-76-C-03-0167-060. Proj 3246)
(GA-A-14807) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The specifications for the design, fabrication assembly, testing,
and delivery of the 75-mW electrical thermoelectric generators
596
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test units in accordance with the contractual requirements are
given The Operating agreements and relationships between GA
and other participants on quality assurance matters on the program
are described The equipment and activities subject to the quality
assurance program and GA's scope of supply and documenta-
tion requirements for retention and delivery to the customer are
identified The customer may refer to this document in signifying
approval of the quality assurance program what will be
implemented by GA for the items within the scope of supply
ERA
N78-31674jjf Honeywell. Inc. Minneapolis, Minn Energy
Resources Center
SOLAR PILOT PLANT. PHASE 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
REPORT VOLUME 7 PILOT PLANT COST. COMMERCIAL
PLANT COST AND PERFORMANCE, CDRL ITEM 2
1 Jun 1977 140 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1109)
(SAN-1109-8/9-Vol-7) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Cost estimates are presented for the Solar Pilot Plant by
cost breakdown structure element, with a commitment schedule
and an expenditure schedule Cost estimates are given for a
commercial plant, including several point costs for plants with
various solar multiples and storage times Specific questions
pertaining to commercial plant design and performance data are
addressed The cost estimates are supplemented by two books
of vendor and subcontractor cost data ERA
N78-31576# HOLT/PROCON. Pasadena. Calif
PRELIMINARY DESIGN MANUAL FOR A GEOTHERMAL
DEMONSTRATION PLANT AT HERBER. CALIFORNIA
B Holt and E L Ghormley Feb 1978 149 p
(EPRI Proj 580)
(EPRI-ER-670) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
A site description, design basis process design, trade-off
studies to optimize plant operations, and an economic analysis
of the plant are presented The plant design provides flow
diagrams and equipment specifications for the energy conversion
system, the cooling water system, the plant and instrument air
system, the flare system, the firewater system the electrical
system, the piping system instruments and controls, and buildings
and structures ERA
N78-31676# Drexel Umv Philadelphia, Pa
DOUBLE-EXPOSURE COLLECTOR SYSTEM Technical
Progress Report. 30 Sep - 30 Dec 1977
Donald C Larson and F William Savery 14 Feb 1978 21 p
(Grant EG-77-G-04-4089)
(TIO-28291) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A retrofit solar water-heating system was installed m a
three-story apartment building at Drexel University The system
employs two conventional collector banks (10 PPG collectors)
mounted at the latitude angle for Philadelphia of 40 deg from
the horizontal and two double-exposure collectors (DEC'S)
mounted vertically in mirrored enclosures The performance of
the DEC units relative to conventional collectors has been
calculated for both a fixed-mirror and an adjustable-mirror
configuration Instrumentation for testing the DEC units perform-
ance has been developed and is presently being installed in the
apartment building Preliminary measurements have been
obtained, however of the useful heat output of the DEC units
relative to the PPG collectors these data were obtained on two
clear and cold days in December 1977 On these days the DEC
units delivered 5 6 to 9 1 times more heat per panel area than
the PPG collectors as the PPG collector efficiency varied from
30 2% to 11 9% ERA
N78-31577# Texas Univ at Dallas Richardson Center for
Energy Studies
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION TECHNIQUES A CASE
STUDY Final Report
Jim Combs Feb 1978 71 p refs
(EPRI-ER-680) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
A cntical evaluation of geothermal exploration methods and
techniques are reviewed and performed The original intent was
to publish the work as a handbook, however the information is
not specific enough for that purpose A broad general survey of
geothermal exploration techniques is reported in combination with
one specific case study ERA
N78-31578| Utah Univ. Salt Lake City
APPLICATION OF DIRECT CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGERS
TO GEOTHERMAL POWER PRODUCTION CYCLES
Project Review. 1 Dec 1974 - 31 May 1977
H R Jacobs R F Boehm. and A C Hansen 1977 181 p
refs
(Contracts EY-76-S-07-1549. EY-76-S-07-1523)
(IDO-1549-8) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
The development of direct contact heat exchanger power
cycles for geothermal applications is reviewed Results from a
large experimental program on heat exchanger development as
well as from many analyses of components and cycle performance
and economics are given A number of working fluids and operating
conditions have been considered, and no major obstacles for
the implementation of the concept were discovered ERA
N78-31679# McDonnell Aircraft Co. St Louis. Mo
GIROMILL WIND TUNNEL TEST AND ANALYSIS.
VOLUME 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Final Report. Jun.
1976 - Oct. 1977
W A Moran Oct 1977 20 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-02-2617)
(COO-2617-4/1-VOI-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Data from wind tunnel tests are compared with the' Larsen
cyclogiro vortex theory program employed for predicting the
Giromill performance The Giromill model had a rotor diameter
of 7 ft (213 meters) and a solidity (total blade area divided by
rotor span times diameter) of 0 3 This was achieved by a three
bladed rotor having blade chords of 84 in (21 3 cm) and a
span of 5 ft (1 52 meters) The blades were modulated by use
of replaceable cams, that simulated the various operating
conditions, and a push rod arrangement connected to a bellcrank
about the blade pivot point Rotor RPM control was achieved
with an electric motor/generator that could be used to either
drive the rotor or absorb the rotor power to maintain RPM ERA
N78-3168O# Sandia Labs, Albuquerque. N Mex
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF WIND ENERGY CON-
VERSION SYSTEMS USING THE METHOD OF BINS.
CURRENT STATUS
R E Akms Mar 1978 21 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-1375) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A detailed description of the method of bins, a technique of
data collection and reduction for field performance evaluation of
Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) is provided The method
of bins is a straightforward yet useful approach to the complex
problem of relating the response of a WECS to a variable wind
field Examples of typical results obtained using the method of
bins are presented Methods of determining that the measure of
performance of a WECS obtained is correct are outlined Areas
in which further modifications to the technique may be appropriate
are also discussed ERA
N78-31581J? Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
USE OF SUPERCONDUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR ENERGY
STORAGE AND POWER TRANSMISSION FOR LARGE
POWER SYSTEMS. POWER PARKS
W E Keller 1977 19 p refs Presented at Intern Scientific
Forum on an Acceptable Nuclear Energy Future of the World.
Coral Gables. 7 Nov 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-77-2805. Conf-771130-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
A general review and technology assessment of supercon-
ducting magnets for energy storage and superconducting cables
for power transmission are presented It is concluded that the
technology is now available for applying superconductivity in
the power industry ERA
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N78-31682| Monsanto Research Corp, Dayton. Ohio
FORM-STABLE CRYSTALLINE POLYMER PELLETS FOR
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE, PHASE 1
R A Botham. G H Jenkins. G L Bali. Ill, and I 0 Salver
Jul 1977 115 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-05-5159)
(ORO-5159-10) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
TES bed material useful in the 120 to 140 C temperature
range suitable for solar absorption air conditioning applications
was developed A Si-O-Si cross-linked HOPE pellet material,
demonstrated to have a high heat of fusion value was tested
On melt/freeze cycling of these TES pellets through 400 cycles
in ethylene glycol they retained nearly 100% of their initial heat
of fusion value, and had excellent form-stability characteristics,
with little or no inter-particle adhesion Testing of this TES pellet
material, from analytical to a one gallon lab-scale TES unit and
finally to a 60 gallon prototype TES demonstration unit
consistently verified these results C-C crosslmked PE products,
which were slightly inferior to the Si-O-Si crosslmked PE in
terms of good heat of fusion and form-stability properties, were
also developed and are potential alternatives to the prime PE
TES product ERA
N78-31683| Waterloo Univ (Ontario)
CONTINUATION STUDY OF THE POTENTIAL FOR SOLAR
HEATING OF BUILDINGS IN CANADA
K G T Hollands and J F Orgill Aug 1977 44 p refs
(NP-23162) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
WATSUN. a computer program designed to simulate the
performance of a solar heating system, was modified The printed
output form was revised to provide more information to the
user, and a subroutine was added to model a solar heating
system with two liquid storage subsystems WATSUN was also
compared with existing simplified design methods The program
can be used to determine the performance of a specific system
for a given location and building S B S
N78-31684f Open Univ, Milton (England) Energy Research
Group
ENERGY ANALYSIS AND OIL SHALE RESERVES
0 F Hemming Feb 1978 25 p refs
(ERG-023) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 Seer. Energy Res
Group, Walton Hall. Milton Keynes. Engl
Resources and reserves of shale oil throughout the world
are reviewed with the United States having the largest known
resources Locations in the U S of these reserves are noted An
assessment of the ultimate recoverable reserves of oil available
from oil shales in the world and in the U S is made with the
economically and efficiently recoverable reserves also being
given ESA
N78-31S86# National Technical Information Service Springfield.
Va
STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEWS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON
ENERGY A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Final Report. 1964 - May 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 219 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0520
(NTIS/PS-78/0586/4. NTIS/PS-77/0520) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 10A
This updated bibliography contains 214 abstracts Citations
to bibliographies, state-of-the-art reviews, and literature surveys
on various aspects of fossil fuels, wind, solar energy, hydrogen.
geothermal energy, nuclear energy and batteries are presented
A few citations pertain to electric power GRA
N78-31687jf! Charles River Associates. Inc. Cambridge. Mass
INTEGRATING POLICY ANALYSIS' STUDY MODULE 7
VOLUME 2. TECHNICAL APPENDIX Final Study Module
William R Hughes 1978 127 p Sponsored by Northwest
Energy Policy Project, Portland, Oregon
(PB-280037/3, NEPP-7-Vol-2) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
CSCL 10A
A demand model and a supply model and an equilibrating
program which ties together the demand and supply models to
produce internally consistent forecasts of supply, demand, and
prices are described Tables presenting the results of high
moderate, and low energy forecasts for the Pacific Northwest
are included The methodology used in computing regional benefits
and costs is discussed, as is the methodology used to estimate
effects of higher energy prices on regional employment income
and population GRA
N78-31688# Utah State Univ, Logan
USE AND ABUSE OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS IN A
DEVELOPING SOLAR ENERGY SPACE CONDITIONING
INDUSTRY
H Craig Peterson and Bruce M Owen (Stanford Univ) Dec
1977 60 p refs
(Grant NSF APR-75-18004)
(PB-280165/2. NSF/RA-770457) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 05C
Emerging industries providing goods and services in competi-
tion with existing regulated industries may find that the regulatory
process is used as a weapon against them to prevent their
successful entry into the field Strategic use of regulatory
procedures may be as important a, competitive tool for regulated
industries as are the traditional weapons of price, innovation
and product differentiation in unregulated markets Eight general
possibilities for existing regulated firms and potential entrants
into an industry to use the regulatory process for their own
advantage are suggested Specific ways in which gas and electric
utilities or solar equipment suppliers could use these strategies
to alter the rate and nature of development of a solar space
conditioning industry are also discussed GRA
N78-31689# National Standard Reference Data System
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DATA COMPILATIONS RELEVANT
TO ENERGY STORAGE 1. MOLTEN SALTS- EUTECTIC
DATA
George J Jam Carolyn B Allen. Joseph R Downey, and R P
T Tomkms Mar 1978 252 p refs
(PB-280795/6. NSRDS-NBS-61-PM LC-77-10824)
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A12/MF A01 CSCL 07D
An authoritative compendium of melting points and composi-
tions of molten salt eutectic mixtures is presented Data for
mixtures melting in the range - 138 C to 2800 C are reported
Titles of the articles in the literature citations and a system
index are included for approximately 6000 eutectic entries GRA
N78-31598# Bechtel Corp , San Francisco Calif
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION SYSTEMS- DESIGN AND
OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS VOLUME 1. EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY Final Report. Apr. - Dec 1977
C C Leivo Mar 1978 29 p 2 Vol
(Contract EPA-68-02-2616)
(PB-280253/6 EPA-600/7-78-030a) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13B
Flue gas desulfunzation (FGD) systems and the design and
operating parameters that are monitored to ensure proper
operation are described The control of parameters to prevent
such problems as scale buildup is included Effects of designing
and operating FGD systems for 90% or greater S02 removal
effluences based on current testing program data, are considered
along with effects of coal characteristics on FGD performance
Operating and design techniques used to compensate for coal
property variations are discussed Methods for exhaust gas reheat
downstream of FGD systems and alternatives to exhaust gas
reheat are discussed GRA
N78-31S99# Bechtel Corp , San Francisco, Calif
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION SYSTEMS- DESIGN AND
OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS VOLUME 2 TECHNICAL
REPORT Final Report. Apr. - Dec 1977
C C Leivo Mar 1978 221 p refs 2 Vol
(Contract EPA-68-02-2616)
(PB-280254/4, EPA-600/7-78-030W Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 13B
For abstract, see N78-31598
N78-31891
N78-31606# Research Triangle Inst Durham. N C
IDENTIFICATION OF COMPONENTS OF ENERGY-RELATED
WASTES AND EFFLUENTS
Edo D Pellizan Jan 1978 525 p refs
(Contract EPA-68-03-2368)
(PB-280203/1 EPA-600/7-78-004) Avail NTIS
HC A22/MF A01 CSCL 07A
A state-of-the-art review on the characterization of organic
and elemental substances m energy-related liquid and solid
effluents was conducted Reviewed were data on chemical
elements and organic compounds in solid waste and aqueous
effluents from (1) coal liquefaction and gasification plants. (2)
coal fired power plants, (3) oil shale precessors. (4) oil
refineries 15) coal mines and (6) geothermal energy Samples
for organic and mercury analysis were subjected to a single
analytical protocol in each case to permit comparison among
samples Organic constituents were analyzed by gas chromatog-
raphy/mass spectrometry/computer and elemental components
were determined and measured by spark-source mass spectrom-
etry GRA
N78-31608| Missouri Water Resources Center. Rolla
CLEANING COAL WITH COAL: COAL HUMIC ACIDS FOR
REMOVAL OF ACIDS. ALKALI. SALINITY, AND HEAVY
METAL POLLUTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF
COAL AS A FUEL Final Report
Stanley E Manahan, John B Green. Judith Godwin and Bill
Ting 15 Feb 1978 184 p refs
(Contract DI-14-31-0001-4170)
(PB-280580/2. W78-06347 OWRT-B-115-MOI2)) Avail
NTIS HC A09/MF AOt CSCL 07A
The use of humic acid (HA) (a constituent of low rank coal)
and fly ash (FA) as potential scrubber chemicals for the treatment
of water pollution arising from coal combustion effluents is
investigated HA is characterized and purification processes are
described Cation binding by HA is believed to occur via 3 main
mechanisms (1) ortho-phenolic-carboxylic chelation. (2) mtra-
and mtermolecular exchange of acidic groups having appreciable
acidity, and (3) exchange following hydrolysis of groups on HA
The mechanism of absorption of S02 (a primary constituent of
coal combustion effluents) by sodium humates is detailed
Conclusions are an HA-FA system is feasible. HA is effective
in dissolving FA. and HA-FA solutions absorb S02 well GRA
N78-31612# Acurex Corp, Mountain View. Calif Energy
and Environmental Div
CONTROL TECHNIQUES FOR NITROGEN OXIDES EMIS-
SIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES - SECOND EDITION
Final Report
R M Evans. R J Schreiber H B Mason. W M Toy. and L
R Waterland Jan 1978 387 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-2611)
(PB-280034/0 ACUREX/TR-77/87) Avail NTIS
HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 07A
Information on NOx emissions covers achievable control levels
and alternative methods of prevention and control of NOx
emissions, alternative fuels, processes, and operating methods
which reduce NOx emissions, cost of NOx control methods,
installation, and operation, and the energy requirements and
environmental impacts of the NOx emission control technology
Each stationary source of NOx emissions was discussed along
with the various control techniques and process modifications
available to reduce NOx emissions Various combinations of
equipment process conditions and fuel types are identified and
evaluated for NOx emission control GRA
N78-31616| Institute of Gas Technology. Chicago. Ill Applied
Combustion Research
BURNER DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NOx CONTROL FROM
LOW-BTU GAS COMBUSTION. VOLUME 2. ELEVATED
FUEL TEMPERATURE Final Report. Oct 1976 - Oet 1977
Donald R Shoffstall and Ricchard T Waibel Dec 1977 87 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-1360)
(PB-280199/1. EPA-600/7-77-094b) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21D
The results of a program to provide quantitative data on
combustion emissions from high-temperature low-Btu gas are
given The experimental results were gathered from a pilot-scale
furnace fired with a movable-vane boiler burner at a heat input
of 0 66 MW (2 25 million Btu/hr) The gases tested in this
program-Wmkler oxygen Koppers-Totzek oxygen and Wellman-
Galusha air-ranged from 58 MJ/cu m (156 Btu/cu ft) to
9 9 MJ/cu m (266 Btu/cu ft) Measurements were made of
NO emissions, temperatures within the flame, and flame emissivity
A mathematical model was used to predict the efficiencies of
the furnace with the various fuels, the model agreed well with
the experimental measurements The NO emissions of the gases
tested were ordered by the adiabatic flame temperature' GRA
N78-31627 California Umv . Berkeley
TELLURIC AND D C RESISTIVITY TECHNIQUES APPLIED
TO THE GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF BASIN AND
RANGE GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS Ph D Thesis
John Henry Beyer Jr 1977 475 p
Avail Umv Microfilms Order No 7812493
In recent years considerable interest has developed in the
use of geothermal energy However much of the exploration
technology which exists to find and delineate the features of
geothermal systems is in its infancy Several electrical techniques
as applied to geothermal exploration are divided mtp three
.independent parts A natural field electrical exploration technique
the E-field ratio telluric method is described m Part 1 Two
dimensional numerical model study and comparison of the polar
dipole-dipole and Schlumberger resistivity arrays is described in
Part 2 A detailed interpretation of E-field ratio telluric bipole-
dipole festivity mapping, and dipole-dipole resistivity data obtained
in the course of geophysical exploration of the Leach Hot Springs
area of Grass Valley Nevada is discussed m Part 3
Dissert Abstr
N78-3189Of Institute for Energy Analysis Oak Ridge. Tenn
AN ACCEPTABLE NUCLEAR FISSION FUTURE Summary
Interim Report
M J Ohanian and A M Wemberg Dec 1977 37 p refs
(ORAU/IEA(M)-77-29) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The preliminary results of the Institute's examination of the
technical and institutional ways of preserving the nuclear option
are presented The main preliminary finding is that nuclear energy
ought to be confined to relatively few sites with existing nuclear
sites serving as the basis for such a policy The key elements
of a highly collocated system are described with emphasis on
strengthened security, professionalism of nuclear personnel,
establishment of generating consortia. institutional longevity, and
the transition from the LWR-based system to the asymptotic
breeder-based system Brief summaries of the supporting
studies in the areas of safety, siting, waste management, legislative
and regulatory aspects, and proliferation issues are also in-
cluded ERA
N78-31891| General Atomic Co. San Diego. Calif
ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SYSTEMS SATISFYING US
ENERGY NEEDS
R F Turner. R H Brogli, D M Ligon. and C J Hamilton
Feb 1978 35 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-0167-065)
(GA-A. 14848) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A number of strategies for the development of nuclear power
in the U S over the next 50 to 60 years were studied
systematically These strategies were evaluated with reference
to four vital criteria (1) limiting the proliferation of nuclear weapon
materials. (2) preserving alternatives for assuring a very long
term nuclear energy supply to the nation ERA
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N78-31906 Stanford Univ , Calif
AXIAL FIELD LIMITATIONS IN MHD GENERATORS
Ph.D Thews
William Charles Unkel, Jr 1978 393 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-14215
The results of an experimental and analytical investigation
of axial field breakdown in non-slagging wall, combustion-driven
MHD generators are presented Some experiments and analysis:
were performed for a segmented Faraday generator, however I
more detail for a simplified configuration in which a voltage'
was applied to a pair of adjacent electrodes in the absence of I
a magnetic field were performed Significant improvements in;
generator performance can result from prevention of breakdown
is shown Non-slagging wall generators careful thermal design
of the inter-electrode region should alleviate the problem of
insulator initiated breakdown is indicated The results also indicate
that for both plasma and insulator initiated breakdown reducing
the electrode pitch at fixed average current density to the electrode
increases for the resistance of channel to breakdown
Dissert Abstr
N78-31954*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
OUTLINE OF COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND A CASE
STUDY
Abe Kelhzy Sep 1978 28 p refs
(NASA-TM-78984. E-9761) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 05C
The methodology of cost-benefit analysis is reviewed and a.
case study involving solar cell technology is presented Emphasis
is placed on simplifying the technique in order to permit a technical
person not trained in economics to undertake a cost-benefit study
comparing alternative approaches to a given problem The role
of economic analysis in management decision making is discussed
In simplifying the methodology it was necessary to restrict the
scope and applicability of this report Additional considerations
and constraints are outlined Examples are worked out to
demonstrate the principles A computer program which performs ,
the compt stional aspects appears in the appendix " L S
N78-31967# Department of Energy, Washington. D C
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND VIEWS CONCERNING THE
EXEMPTION OF AVIATION GASOLINE FROM THE MANDA-
TORY PETROLEUM ALLOCATION AND PRICE REGU-
LATIONS
Jan 1978 84 p
(DOE/ERA-0001) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Preliminary findings indicated that the fuel is not in short
supply, exemption will not have an adverse impact on supply of
any other petroleum product subject to the Emergency Petroleum
allocation Act of 1973, competition and market force are
adequate, exemption will not result in inequitable prices, and
exemption will not have adverse state or regional impacts or
any other adverse impacts Background information on the use.
production, and distribution of aviation gasoline is provided The
historical interaction of supply, demand and price is analyzed
The market structure for aviation gasoline during 1968 to 1976.
prior to and during imposition of allocation and price controls is
explored Aviation gasoline supply, demand price, and market
structure impacts of exempting aviation gasoline from controls
is examined The potential economic impacts of exemption are
evaluated A final summary of the DOE's findings and views in
support of its preliminary judgment that avaition gasoline should
be exempted from allocation and price regulations is provided
ERA
N78-31968| Department of Energy, Washington D C Energy
Information Administration
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND VIEWS CONCERNING THE
EXEMPTION OF KEROJET FUELS FROM THE MANDATORY
PETROLEUM ALLOCATION AND PRICE REGULATIONS
Jan 1978 109 p
(DOE/ERA-0002) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Preliminary findings indicated the following kerojet fuel is
not in short supply, it will not adversely impact on the supply
of other petroleum products subject to the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act, competition and market forces are adequate, and
it will not result in inequitable prices for kerojet or other products
Background information on the use. production, and distribution
of kerojet is provided The historical interaction of supply, demand,
and price is provided The market structure for kerojet during
1968 to 1976. prior to and during imposition of allocation and
price controls is explored The effect upon kerojet supply, demand,
price, and market structure of exempting kerojet from controls
is examined The benefits derived from such exemption is indicated
The potential economic impacts of exemption are evaluated A
final summary of the DOE s findings and views in support of its
preliminary judgment that kerojet should be exempted from
allocation and price regulations is provided ERA
N78-32104j|l Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France)
TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT ON THE 51STIB) PEP
SPECIALISTS' MEETING OF THE PROPULSION AND
ENERGETICS PANEL ON SEAL TECHNOLOGY IN GAS
TURBINE ENGINES
B Wngley (Rolls-Royce Ltd Derby England) Jul 1978 10 p
refs Meeting held at London 6-7 Apr 1978
(AGARD-AR-123. ISBN-92-835-1289-8) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The following topics are discussed in relation to aircraft and
industrial gas turbines (1) material technology, particularly as
applied to main flow path blao^e tip seals, (2) user's view of
seal technology. (3) measurements of seal behavior. (4) laboratory
experiments, and (5) design aids B B
N78-32164*# Rockwell International Corp Diwney. Calif
Satellite Systems Div
SATELLITE POWER SYSTEMS (SPS) CONCEPT DEFINITION
STUDY- SPS POINT DESIGN DEFINITION UPHATE
G M Hanley 30 Jul 1978 106 p
(Contract NAS8-32475)
(NASA-CR-150690 SD-78-AP-0113) Avail NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 22A
The Rockwell International Photovoltaic Satellite Based
Satellite Power System (SPS) Point Design as it is defined through
July 1978 is described The point design to be presented is the
result of a series of trade studies The data established during
the period May through July 1978 is incorporated in this summary
document The system relationship of the total Satellite Power
System is depicted This document discusses only the first two
elements the satellite and ground systems G Y
N7B-32186*fjl Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. Seattle Wash
ADVANCED COMPOSITES WING STUDY PROGRAM.
VOLUME 2 Final Rvport
Stanley T Harvey and Gary L Michaelson 1 Aug 1978
119 p 2 Vol
(Contract NAS1-15003)
(NASA-CR-14E382-2) Avail NHS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
110
The study on utilization of advanced composites in commercial
aircraft wing structures was conducted as a part of the NASA
Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program to establish, by the mid-1980s,
the technology for the design of a subsonic commercial transport
aircraft leading to a 40% fuel savings The study objective was
to develop a plan to define the effort needed to support a
production commitment for the extensive use of composite
materials in wings of new generation aircraft that will enter
service in the 1985 1990 time period Identification and analysis
of what was needed to meet the above plan requirements resulted
in a program plan consisting of three key development areas
(1) technology development. 12) production capability develop-
ment, and (3) integration and validation by designing, building
and testing major development hardware JAM
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N78-32196 California Univ . Berkeley
LEAN UMIT COMBUSTION IN AN E«»ANDING CHAMBER
Ph.D. Thesfe
Owen Irby Smith 1977 140 p •
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-12782
The propagation of methane-air flames in an enclosure
designed to simulate conditions encountered in an internal
combustion engine was investigated As the lean flammability
limit is approached, the typical automotive engine exhibits an
increase in unburned hydrocarbon emissions along with an increase
in specific fuel consumption which is characteristic of incomplete
combustion Emphasis was placed on experimental conditions
where incomplete combustion in the bulk gas (as opposed to
the thermal boundary layer) due to quenching of hydrocarbon
oxidation reactions by volume expansion was'Observed Cases
involving flame propagation in a constant volume chamber, an
expanding chamber, and a chamber subjected to a compression-
expansion sequence were investigated The amount of volume
expansion is found to be directly related to the occurrence of
bulk quenching, while the rate of volume expansion is not
Dissert Abstr
N78-32276jjl Army Mobility Equipment Research and Develop-
ment Center. Fort Belvoir. Va
USE OF THE JET FUEL THERMAL OXIDATION TESTER
(JFTOT) FOR PREDICTING DIESEL FUEL PERFORMANCE
Interim Report
Maurice E LePera and Fred McCaleb Mar 1978 14 p refs
(AD-A055421 MERADCOM-2235) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21/4
An investigation' was conducted to define the feasibility for
using the Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester (JFTOT) as a laboratory
predictor to assess diesel fuel quality relative to operating
performance A methodology was subsequently established to
define diesel fuel performance relative to filter pressure differentials
at limiting operating temperatures A variety of diesel fuels and
candidate additives were screened using this approach The
modified JFTOT did'effectively screen and discriminate between
the fuels as a result of their composition hydrocarbon quality,
and possible contaminants Author (GRAI
H78-32282# Energy Research and Development Administration.
Washington D C
ALTERNATIVE FUELS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
Final Report
Sep 1977 362 p refs
(ERDA-1547-Vol-2) Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01
Alternatives to the proposed demonstration plant program,
including environmental trade-off possibilities and a discussion
of comments (and the responses) received on the draft
environmental statement aie given Five appendices are devoted
to synthetic fuel processes air emission calculations, solid waste
calculations, long term scenarios and comment letters ERA
N78-32283jjf Oak Ridge National Lab. Tenn
SYNTHETIC FUELS PROCESS RESEARCH DIGEST
F M OHara Jr and Alan R Spiewak. ed Nov 1977 69 p
refs
(Contract W-7405 eng-26)
(ORNL/FE-1) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Coal energy conversion processes are descnbed They are
(1) coal gasification with chemically incorporated catalysts. (2)
flash hydrolysis of coal (3) zinc chloride hydrocracking of coal
and coal extracts and (4) conversion of methanol to high octane
gasoline L S
N78-32284jjf Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.
Lower Hurt (New Zealand)
METHANOL FROM NATURAL GAS FOR ENGINE FUEL
B T Judd B V Walker E E Graham (Canteibury Univ N
Zealand). I F Rees (Canterbury Univ N Zealand), and E K
Girardm (Canteibury Univ N Zealand) N Zealand Energy Res
and Develop Comm Jun 1977 30 p refs
(NP-22771. IR-2 Rept-23) Avail NTIS (US Sales Only)
HC A03/MF A01, ERDA Depository Libraries
The water tolerance of the methanol/i-octar,e/benzene system
was studied, including the effect on the water tolerance of the
presence of selected additives The conclusion that methanol/
gasoline/i-butanol blends can be obtained of adequate stability
for commercial distribution is derived Results show that the
use of emulsifying agents to achieve stable blends is no: technically
possible at the present time The corrosive effect of menthanol
on the materials currently used in vehicle fuel systems and in1
the fuel distribution system is discussed It is recognized that
the introduction of methanol/gasolme blends could create
problems in the area of materials compatibility vis-a-vis gasoline
and it is recommended that additional work be initiated to provide'
more detailed information than is presently available The problem
of mcreaseu vapor pressure and methods of distribution of
methanol/gasoline blends are noted Results of initial experimental
work undertaken with a single cylinder Ricardo engine are1
described The need for further extensive work is indicated '
however, both with single cylinder and multicyhnder engines
ERA
N78-32286| Brookhaven National Lab Upton N Y
HYDROGEN-TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT TEST PROGRAM
AT BNL
G Strickland. G Beaufrere and A H Rosso 1977 11 p refs
Presented at DOE Ann Chemical Energy Storage and Hydrogen
Energy System Contracts Review Baltimore Md. 16 Nov
1977
(Contract EY-76-C-02-O016)
(BNL-23931. Conf-771131-5) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
In furthering the development of hydrogen energy technology
it is essential to test both major and supporting components on
a practical scale The Hydrogen-Technology Advanced-Component
Test System (HYTACTS) is being constructed to fulfill this need
Components for production of hydrogen by electrolysis storage
of hydrogen as a metal hydride, and use m several types of
energy conversion devices will be tested and evaluated The
first application to be evaluated uses hydrogen as an energy
earner in an electric-energy storage system Off peak or spinning
reserve power is used to electrolyze hydrochloric acid, the
hydrogen and chlorine are stored for recombination in the same
cell when the demand for power exceeds the system capacity
Hydrogen stored in containers of hydride will also be tested for
use as an automotive fuel The program phases are described
along with some details on the equipment to be tested in the
hydrogen storage section of the system now being constructed
ERA
N78-32288| Institute of Gas Technology Chicago. Ill
DEVELOPMENT OF COMBUSTION DATA TO UTILIZE LOW
Btu GASES AS INDUSTRIAL PROCESS FUELS Annual
Report. 1 Oct 1976 - 30 Sap 1977
Richard T Waibel Jan 1978 40 p
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2489 Proj 8985)
(FE-2489-16) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The combustion data needed to retrofit existing industrial
burners to low and medium Btu fuel gases were provided The<
pilot-scale furnace was modified to allow the insertion of cooling
tubes to provide an adjustable furnace load This allows the
furnace to simulate a variety of industrial processes A special
gas generating system for producing the necessary low and
medium-Btu gases was constructed A Bloom baffle burner,
representative of the forward flow type of burner, was installed
as the first type of burner to be tested The cooling tubes were
adjusted to simulate the load in the preheat zone of a five-zone
steel slab reheat furnace and natural gas baseline data were
collected with an input of 5 25 million Btu/hr The combustion
trials included measurements of the thermal efficiency, heat
absorption profile, flame shape flame temperatures resonance
noise level and flow direction profiles The thermal efficiencies
were 35% for natural gas 26% for KTO 23% for WGA. and
22% for WA ERA
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N78-32287f Mobil Research and Development Corp . Paulsboro.
N J Process Research and Technical Service Div
ECONOMIC SCREENING EVALUATION OF UPGRADING
COAL LIQUIDS TO TURBINE FUELS Final Report
M J Dabkowski R M Heck A V Perrella. M Schremer. Jr.
and T R Stem Mar 1978 76 p refs Sponsored by Electric
Power Research Inst
(EPRI-AF-710) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Experimental fixed bed hydroptocessmg data were used to
estimate costs for a 20 MB/SO hydrotreater including waste
water treater and sulfur plant using both utility and equity methods
of financing The costs of upgrading the five coal liquids from
the H-Coal and Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) processes vary from
$0 34 to $2 59/MMBTU of liquid fuel product with utility financing
(1976 dollars. 0 percent/ year inflation) and SO 36 to
S287/MMBTU with equity financing (1980 dollais 5 percent/
year inflation) Cost is a function of the raw coal liquid quality
and the hydreprocessing severity necessary 10 achieve a givon
product quality Approximately one-half of the processing cost
is for hydrogen input, the other half is about equally divided
between capital recovery and operating costs Capital investment,
ranged from $39 MM to $273 MM for utility financ.ng (1976
dollars) and $45 MM to $308 MM for equity financing (1980
dollars) ERA
N78-32288f Department of Energy Washington, DC Div
of Transportation Energy Conservation
PROGRAM PLANNING DOCUMENT HIGHWAY VEHICLE
ALTERNATIVE FUELS UTILIZATION PROGRAM (AFUP)
Apr 1978 96 p refs
(DOE/CS-0029) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
An alternative automobile fuels research program to assess
the feasibility of replacing petroleum as the fuel for highway
vehicles in the 1985 to 2000 and beyond time frame is descnbed
Topics discussed include (1) a summary and overview, (2) an
analysis of the transportation energy problem and its solution.
(3) the justification for a Federal role, (4) technology assessment
summary, (5) goals and strategy of the program, and (6) scope
of the program ERA
N78 32289| Oak Ridge National Lab. Tenn Chemistry Dry
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION METHODS
C E Bamberger 1978 13 p refs Presented at the Symp
on Energy and Develop in the Americas, Santos, Brazil, 12 Mar
1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(CONF-780325-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Methods presently used and proposed are reviewed Since
it is expected that water will be the only abundant source of
hydrogen available in the future the different ways in which
water can be decomposed and the possible primary sources of
energy that may be used are emphasized Thermochemical cycles
are described in more detail than other methods Thermochemical
cycles consist of several chemical reactions run in a sequence
at different temperatures and all the chemicals involved, except
water, are regenerated and reused continuously ERA
N78-3229Ojjl Air Products. Inc. Allentown, Pa Corporate
Research Dept
CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION. HANDLING. AND
REFINING OF SOLVENT REFINED COAL TO LIQUID FUELS
Final Report
E N Givens. M A Collura W Alexander. E J Greskovich. C
D Engelman, J 6 Wethenngton. C W Clump (Lehigh Univ.
Bethlehem Pa), and E K Levy (Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem, Pa)
Sep 1977 297 p refs
(Contract EY-77-C-01-2003)
(FE-2003-27) Avail NTIS HC A13/MF A01 »
Solvent refined coal (SRC) products from the Wilsonville,
Alabama and Tacoma. Washington liquefaction facilities were
characterized by a broad range of chemical methods Analytical
procedures were established to analyze feed and products from
the hydroprocessmg of these SRC materials in a unit designed
and built specifically for processing residual materials Authentic
and synthetic filtrates were processed upflow in hydrogen over
three different commercially available catalysts Residual (greater
than 850 F boiling point) SRC conversions up to 46 wt percent
were observed under typical hydrotreating conditions on authentic
filtrate over a cobalt molybdenum catalyst A synthetic filtrate
comprised of creosote oil containing 52 wt percent Tacoma SRC
was used for evaluating nickel molybdenum and nickel tungsten
catalysts Nickel molybdenum on alumina catalyst converted more
850 F+ SRC. consumed less hydrogen and produced a better
product distribution than nickel tungsten on silica alumina ERA
N78-322911 Texas Technological Univ. Lubbock
CONVERSION OF CATTLE FEEOLOT MANURE TO ETH-
YLENE AND AMMONIA SYNTHESIS GAS Final Report.
1 Jan. 1974 - 3O Jun 1977
William J Huffman. James E Halhgan and Roger L Peterson
Feb 1978 74 p refs
(Grant EPA-S-802934)
(PB-280189/2 EPA-600/2-78-026) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 07A
A partial oxidation reactor was scaled-up to evaluate the
potential for producing an ammonia synthesis gas from cattle
feedlot residue The synthesis gas from the reactor can be further
processed to produce ammonia, using existing commercial
technology A 2 5 meter long, falling-bed reactor was designed,
constructed, and operated along with supporting feed and recovery
equipment, manure feed rates to the reactor ranged from 7 7
to 23 6 kilograms per hour The results show that significant
yields of an ammonia synthesis gas and ethylene can be produced
in the same reactor when the system is fed with a mixture of
air, steam, and manure GRA
N78-32292jP National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
HYDROGEN USE AS A FUEL. A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS ProgreM Report. 1964 - May 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 167 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0522. NTIS/PS-76/0458
(NTIS/PS-78/0635/9. NTIS/PS-77/0522. NTIS/PS-76/0458)
Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
Federally-funded research studies pertaining to the technical
feasibility of using hydrogen as a fuel for vehicular transportation,
electric power generation, and both subsonic and supersonic
aircraft are discussed Excluded are studies on hydrogen production
and storage These topics are covered in other bibliographies
This updated bibliography contains 162 abstracts. 29 of which
are new entries to the previous edition) ' GRA
«C
N78-32293fJI National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Va
NATURAL GAS- SUPPLY. DEMAND AND UTILIZATION.
VOLUME 2. A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS
Progress Report. 1976 - Jun. 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 259 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0574. NTIS/PS-76/0498
(NTIS/PS-78/0621/9. NTIS/PS-77/0574, NTIS/PS-76/0498)
Avail NTIS HC$2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
Abstracts pertaining to natural gas supply and demand,
industrial and residential consumption, fuel substitution, availabil-
ity, costs Government policies, and regulations are presented
Studies dealing with projections of natural gas use and the
economics of supply and demand are included (This updated
bibliography contains 254 abstracts. 90 of which are new entries
to the previous edition ) GRA
/
N78-32294| National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION. A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS Final Report. 1967 - May 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jun 1978 260 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0492. NTIS/PS-76/0459
(NTIS/PS-78/0514/6. NTIS/PS-77/0492. NTIS/PS-76/0459)
Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
A bibliography containing 254 abstracts concerning the
manufacturing of hydrogen by electrolysis coal gasification, and
other techniques is presented Both experimental research and
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production on the industrial scale was reviewed Production
methods, as well as economic studies are also included. GRA
N78-32310*# Newsom (Bernard D) Los Altos Hills. Calif
RESEARCH PLAN FOR STUDY OF BIOLOGICAL AND
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE SOLAR POWER SATELLITE
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM Final Report
Bernard D Newsom Aug 197B 361 p refs
(Contract NAS2-9655)
(NASA-CR-3044) Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 20N
A programmatic research plan for a three year study is
presented to generate knowledge on effects of the continuous
wave 2 45 GHz microwave power transmission that the Solar
Power Satellite might have on biological and ecological elements
within and around the rectenna receiving site Author
N78-323B9f National Technical Information Service. Springfield
Va
ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION. VOLUME 1. CITA-
TIONS FROM THE NTIS DATA BASE Progress Report.
1971 - 1976
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 247 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0644/1) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $28 00
CSCL 10B
A bibliography containing 241 abstracts concerning industrial,
commercial, and residential aspects of electric power consumption
and demand are presented Topic areas cover the economics of
supply as well as amount of consumption GRA
N78-3236Ojjf National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION. VOLUME 2. CITA-
TIONS FROM THE NTIS DATA BASE Progras* Report.
1977 - Jun 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 127 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0546. NTIS/PS-76/0476, NTIS/PS-75/368
(NTIS/PS-78/0645/8. NTIS/PS-77/0546 NTIS/PS-76/0476.
NTIS/PS-75/368) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL
10B
A bibliography containing 121 abstracts concerning industrial,
commercial, and residential aspects of electric power consumption
and demand are presented Topic areas cover the economics of
supply as well as amount of consumption GRA
N78-32381jfl National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION CITATIONS FROM THE
ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Program Report 1970
- Jun. 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 236 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0547 NTIS/PS-76/0477
(NTIS/PS-78/0646/6. NTIS/PS-77/0547. NTIS/PS-76/0477)
Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 10B
Citations from worldwide research on electricfriwer consump-
tion in the commercial, residential, and industrial sectors of the
U S and many foreign countries are presented Topic areas cover
methods of forecasting electric power demand computerized load
control, and trends in electric power consumption A few abstracts
pertain to the economics of supply and conservation measures
GRA
N78-32387*l California State Univ. Los Angeles Dept of
Mechanical Engineering
DEVELOPMENT OF A DIRECT CONTACT HEAT EXCHANG-
ER. PHASE 1 STUDY REPORT
Ram Manvi 30 Sep 1978 75 p refs
(Grant NsG-7229)
(NASA-CR-157737, ME-78-NSG-7229) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Electric power generation from geothermal brine requires,
first, bringing the hot brine to the surface and then converting
the heat to electric power Binary conversion schemes were
proposed, with the heat transfer between the brine and the
working organic fluid taking place m a conventional tube and
shell heat exchanger If the brine is heavily laden with dissolved
solids, however, solids buildup on "the heat exchanger surfaces
leads to a considerable degree of fou'mg and an accompanying
drop in performance is experienced A possible solution to this
problem is the use of a direct contact exchanger with the secondary
fluid power cycle The proposed concept involves the formation
of fluid sheets and bells as heat angles Results of a study
concerning the fluid mechanics of such surfaces are given G G
N78-32428*|ff Jet Propulsion Lab Calif Inst of Tech Pasadena
AUTOMOTIVE FUEL ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS PRO
GRAM Final Report. Jun 1975 - Dec. 1970
Mack W Dowdy and Ronald L Baisley Jun 1978 209 p
refs Sponsored in part by NASA
(Contract DOT-HA75-41)
(NASA-CR-157604. JPL-Pub-78 2M Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 131
Experimental data were generated to support an assess-
ment of the relationship between automobile fuel economy and
emissions control systems Tests were made at both the engine
and vehicle levels Detailed investigations were made on cold-start
emissions devices exhaust gas recirculation systems, and air
injection reactor systems Based on the results of engine tests,
an alternative emission control system and modified control
strategy were implemented and tested in the vehicle With the
same fuel economy and NOx emissions as the stock vehicle
the modified vehicle reduced HC and CO emissions by about
20 percent By removing the NOx emissions constraint the
modified vehicle demonstrated about 12 percent better fuel
economy than the stock vehicle G G
N78-32443| Department of Energy Bartlesville. Okla Energy
Research Center
INVESTIGATIVE STUDY OF ENGINE LIMITING
R L Bechtold Feb 1978 19 p refs
(BERC/RI-77/13) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The effect of cylinder cut-out or engine limiting on fuel
consumption and exhaust emissions for a V-type 8-cylmder engine
was determined Increases in energy conversion efficiency while
operating with only 4 cylinders ranged from 10 to 40% compared
to operation with 8 cylinders at the same power outputs The
speeds and loads chosen were representative of those required
to operate a 4 500 Ib vehicle at speeds up to 60 mph
Hydrocarbon emissions increased at low speed/load points under
4 cylinder operation An insignificant change in carbon monoxide
emissions Was observed while an increase in oxides of nitrogen
emissions resulted at the higher speed/load points ERA
N78-32470'# Tennessee Eastman Corp , Kmgsport
TYPICAL USES OF NASTRAN IN A PETROCHEMICAL
INDUSTRY
J Ronald Winter In NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Seventh
NASTRAN Users Colloq Oct 1978 p 33-65 (For primary,
document see N78-32466 23-39)
Avail NTIS HC A21/MF A01 CSCL 20K
NASTRAN was principally used to perform' failure analysis,
and redesign process equipment It was also employed in the,
evaluation of vendor designs and proposed design modifications
to existing process equipment Stress analysis of forced draft
fans distillation trays, metal stacks, jacketed pipes heat
exchangers, large centnfugal fans, and agitator support structures'
are described JAM
N78-32620*# Geological Survey. University Ala
REMOTE SENSING OF STRIPPABLE COAL RESERVES AND
MINE INVENTORY IN PART OF THE WARRIOR COAL FIELD
IN ALABAMA Final Report
Thomas J Joiner. Charles W Copeland. Jr. Donald D Russell.
Francis E Evans. Jr. C Daniel Sapp. and Peter A Boone Jul
1978 128 p refs
(Contract NAS8-31573)
'(NASA-CR-150781) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
08G
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N78-32540
Methods by which estimates of the remaining reserves of
strippable coal in Alabama could be made were developed
Information acquired from NASA's Earth Resources Office was
used to analyze and map existing surface mines in a four-
quadrangle area in west central Alabama Using this information
and traditional methods for mapping coal reserves, an estimate
of remaining strippable reserves was derived Techniques for the
computer analysis of remotely sensed data and other types of
available coal data were developed to produce an estimate of
stnppable coal reserves for a second four-quadrangle area Both
areas lie in the War nor coal field, the most prolific and active
of Alabama's coal fields They were chosen because of the amount
and type of coal mining in the area, their location relative to
urban areas, and the amount and availability of base data necessary
for this type of study J M S
N78-3264O State Univ of New York at Bmghamton
AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF AIR AND
WATER RESIDUALS IN THE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
FOR STEAM-GENERATING ELECTRIC PLANTS
Ph.D. Thnis
Tran Thi Ngoc Bich 1977 221 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-05543
A production technology model was developed (1) to assess
the role of air- and water-borne residuals in the production
technology of the plants, (2) to estimate the partial elasticities
of substitution between labor and fuel, (3) to test input
homotheticity of the production technology (4) to test the
hypotheses of separability betweeen the joint outputs de,
electricity and residuals emissions) and factor inputs (labor and
fuel) Estimates of the role of air- and water-borne emissions in
the ex post production technology for the 128 fossil-fuel fired
steam-generating plants constructed during the period of 1948
to 1968 in the United States are presented The overall results
strongly support the inclusion of both air- and water-borne
residuals measures in estimating the nature of the production
technology for fossil-fuel plants for all vintages Dissert Abstr
N78-32541 Southern Illinois Univ at Carbondale
THE FEASIBILITY OF SOLAR HOUSE HEATING A STUDY
IN APPLIED ECONOMICS Ph.D Them
Ah Shams 1977 120 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7804312
The performance of a solar heating system for the average
single family house in St Louis, Missouri was examined The
optimal mix of solar and conventional forms of heating, taking
into account the factors of climate, heat loss coefficient of
residential structures, fuel costs, and capital costs associated
with solar heating systems of varying sizes was determined A
simulation model was used to measure the annual performance
of a solar heating system design of varying capacities The optimal
mix of solar and conventional heat sources was found where
the present value of the savings on conventional fuel, taken
over the life of the system, is equal to the cost of the system
at the margin The present value of the marginal savings on
conventional fuel resulting from the utilization of the solar heating
system was compared with the capital cost of the system
Dissert Abstr
N? 8 32643*# Reedy Creek Utilities Co, Inc. Lake Buena Vista
Fla
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM FOR AN OFFICE
BUILDING AT KEEDY CREEK UTILITIES
Aug 1978 213 p Sponsored by NASA
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2401)
(NASA CR 150748) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The solar energy system installed in a two story office building
at a utilities company which provides utility service to Walt
Disney World 11 described The solar energy system application
is 100 percent heating 80 percent cooling, and 100 percent
hot water The storage medium is water with a capacity of
10.000 gallons hot and 10000 gallons chilled water Perform-
ance to date has equaled or exceeded design criteria J M S
N78 32644*^ Little (Arthur D ). Inc. Cambridge Mass
ASSESSMENT OF INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS FOR FUEL
CELL COGENERATtON SYSTEMS
R P Stickles J K ONeill and E H Smith Sep 1978 210 p
refs
(Contract NAS3-20818)
(NASA CR-135429. C-81173) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
CSCL 10A
The fuel cell energy systems are designed with and without
a utility connection for emergency back-up power Sale of
electricity to the utility during periods of low plant demand is
not considered For each of the three industrial applications
conceptual designs wete also developed for conventional utility
systems relying on purchased electric power and fossil-fired boilers
for steam/hot water The capital investment foi each energy
system is estimated Annual operating costs are also determined
for each system These cost estimates are converted to levehzed
annual costs by applying appropriate economic factors The
breakeven electricity price that would make fuel cell systems
competitive with the conventional systems is plotted as a function
of naphtha price The sensitivity of the breakeven point to capital
investment and coal price is also evaluated Author
N78-32646*| Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech , Pasadena
CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLAR CELLS FOR SPACE
APPLICATIONS VOLUME 3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF OCLI HYBRID MLAR SOLAR CELLS AS A
FUNCTION OF INTENSITY AND TEMPERATURE
R G Downing and R S Weiss 1 Sep 1978 39 p refs
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157605, JPL-Pub-78-15-Vol-3) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Electrical characteristics of hybrid multilayer antireflectance
coated silicon solar cells are presented in graphical and tabular
format as a function of solar illumination intensity and tempera-
ture Author
N78 32546* # Honeywell Inc, Minneapolis. Minn Energy
Resource Center
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
Jul 1978 22 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32093)
(NASA-OM507861 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The development and delivery of prototype solar heating
and cooling systems for installation and operational test are
detailed G G
N78-32547*# Solafern Ltd. Bourne Mass
INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR A DOMESTIC SOLAR
HEATING AND HOT WATER SYSTEM
Aug 1978 51 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32246)
(NASA-CR-150760) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The installation of two prototype solar heating and hot
water systems is described The systems consists of the followmn
subsystems solar collector, storage control, transport, and
auxiliary energy G G
N78-32B48*jjf Northrup Inc Hutchms Tex
INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR CONCENTRATING SOLAR
COLLECTOR PANELS
Aug 1978 55 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32251)
(NASA-CR-150780) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The concentrating solar collector panels comprise a complete
package array consisting of collector panels using modified Fresnel
pnsmatic lenses for a 10 to 1 concentrating ratio, supporting
framework fluid manifolding and tracking drive system, and
unassembled components for field erection G G
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M7S-32661
N7S-32MS*f Colt. Inc of Southern California. Rancho Mirage
. PHOTOTYPE SOLAR HEATING AND HOT WATER SYSTEMS
Quwtnfy Reports. 1 Oct. 1977 - 30 Jun. 1978
Apr 1978 16 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32242)
(NASA-CR-150785) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Two prototype solar heating and hot water systems are
reported that of the following subsystems collector, storage,
control, transport, hot water, and auxiliary energy G G
N7S-3266O*| Colt. Inc of Southern California. Rancho Mirage
INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR A SOLAR HEATING AND
HOT WATER SYSTEM
Aug 1978 76 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32242)
(NASA-CR-150757) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Development and installation of two commercial solar heating
and hot water systems are reported The systems consist of the
following subsystems collector, storage, transport, hot water,
auxiliary energy and controls General guidelines are provided
which may be utilized in development of detailed installation
plans and specifications In addition, operation, maintenance and
repair of a solar heating and hot water system instructions are
included G G
N7S-326S2# Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab. Wngbt-Patterson
AFB. Ohio Energy Conversion Branch
USAF TERRESTRIAL ENERGY STUDY VOLUME 1:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Find Report. 1 Apr 1978 - 1 F«b
197S
David C Hall Apr 1978 29 p
(Contract E(49-28)-1013. AF Pro) 3145)
(AD-A055213. ~ AFAPL-TR-78-19-VoK1) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
Present and future Terrestrial Power (Electncaf and Thermal)
requirements of the Air Force are summarized and categorized
at both base and subbase level, with consideration given to
applicable energy conversion technology and potentials
Author (QRA)
N7S-32BB6jfl Research. Analysis and Development Corp,
Colorado Spnngs. Colo
WASTE ENERGY RECOVERY STUDY Final Report Apr. -
Dec. 1977
Robert A Golobic. Dennis A Mrkvicka. and Harold C Schlicht
May 1978 212 p rets
(Contract F08635-77-C-0126)
(AD-A055452. AFCEC-TR-78-4) Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 13/2
Part I of this report outlines the techniques used for
determining appropriate schemes for energy recovery Both
thermodynamic and economic considerations are presented
Part 2 contains rejected-energy recovery studies for facilities,
which are r -iical nt most installations Part 3 is primarily concerned
with special industrial recovery systems an'd most examples are
a result of the Tinker AFB. OK. survey Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH. was also surveyed dunng this study GRA
N7S-32666*l National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala
FINAL DESIGN REVIEW: MULTI-PURPOSE SENIOR
CENTER. SOLAR HEATING AND HOT WATER SYSTEM
1978 11 p
(Contract EX-77-A-29-1055)
(NASA-TM-79754. TID-28140) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Discussion at the final design review meeting on the solar
heating and hot water system for the multi-purpose Senior Center
is presented Schematics of the system are included ERA
JN78-32B570 California Univ . Uvermore Lawrence Uvermore
!Lab
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: LAWS AND
REGULATIONS
James C Wharton 25 Aug 1977 67 p rets
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-52327) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
California state laws on geothermal power production are
discussed Pertinent federal and state provisions are compared
land inconsistencies are reported The question of designating
theothermal resource as a mineral was also reviewed B B
N78-32668I Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Tenn
ECONOMY OF A RETROFIT SOLAR SYSTEM
J M Scnreyer Sep 1977 22 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(Y-2098) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A privately financed solar augmented hot water system was
demonstrated to pay off in less than 10 years if a loan is
obtained at 105% interest Calculations were made on the
assumption that electricity cost 5 cents oer kWh and water
consumption averages 30 gallons per day ERA
! ,
N78-32569# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland. Wash
SURVEY AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY APPLICATIONS FOR RIVERSIDE.
CALIFORNIA
C H Bloomster. L L Fassbender, A H Schilling, and H E.
Uppek Mar 1978 83 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2597) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
A preliminary assessment of the potential applications for
geothermal energy in Riverside. California, was made The
assessment includes both potential electrical and non-electncal
applications, and focuses on the following factors (1) the location
of nearby geothermal resources. (2) characteristics of these
resources. (3) types of applications suited to each resource.
(4) technical and economic feasibility of these applications, (5) the
potential impact on the energy demand of each application, and
(6) potential deterrents to the utilization of geothermal energy
for the most promising application It is concluded that geotherma
energy has a promising potential to supply electricity, space
heating and cooling, and process heat to Riverside ERA
N78-32MO# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland. Was!
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL USES OF GEOTHER-
MAL ENERGY IN AGRICULTURE
Bruce W Cone Feb 1978 78 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2568) Avail NTIS HC AOS/MF A01
The economic feasibility and water quality considerations of
the cultural practice of soil warming was evaluated using existing
technical agronomic, and economic data It was hypothesized
that it is technically and economically feasible to use geothermal
energy in the cultural practice of soil warming form specific
crops The analysis attempted to reject the hypothesis Since
the hypothesis could not be rejected, the results are presented
as a profit equation suitable for inclusion in the GEOCOST
computer program This determination of economic feasibility
utilized heterogeneous crop yield data by companng the elasticity
of response with a normalized product-factor price ratio Soil
warming was determined to ho feasible, when the elasticity of
production was equal to or greater than the normalized
product-factor price ratio ERA
N78-32661|fl Electric Power Research Inst Palo Aho. Calif
ELECTRIC UTILITY SOLAR ENERGY ACTIVITIES: 1977
SURVEY
L D deary Feb 1978 133 p
(EPRI-ER-649-SR) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Brief descnptions are given of 458 projects being conducted
by 150 utility companies Also included is a list of participating
utilities with information contacts and addresses, a list of utilities
with projects designated by category and a list of utilities
organized by state ERA
605
N78-32562
N78-32662|jf Washington Scientific Marketing. Inc . Washington.
D C
' DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PROGRAMS AND OBJECTIVES-
FLUID WASTE HEAT RECOVERY AND UTILIZATION
'Feb 1978 36 p
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(TID-28393) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The primary objective of the Division of Industrial Energy
Conservation is to improve technology that will make industry
' and agriculture more energy-efficient Work to remove technologi-
' cal and economic barriers to enhance industrial implementation
I of energy-efficient processes and technology is reported
' Subprograms to carry out the Division's goals are described
These are waste energy reduction, alternate matenals utilization,
advanced cogeneration-mdustnal process efficiency, and agricul-
tural and food process efficiency ERA
N78-32S631 Electric Power Research Inst. Palo Alto. Calif
-DEMAND 77- EPRI ANNUAL ENERGY FORECASTS AND
'CONSUMPTION MODEL. VOLUME 1 • FORECASTS AND
'GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
L J Williams J W Boyd, and R T Crow Mar 1978 77 p
'refs
(EPRI-EA-621-SR-Vol-D Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Forecasts of end-use consumption of electricity, petroleum,
natural gas and coal for the years 1980 to 2000 are presented
The forecasts are based on an econometric model whose equations
represent energy consumption of each form of energy in each
end-use sector The forecasts are based on a forecast of longrun
economic growth coupled with three scenarios concerning
energy prices and conservation policy Each of the scenarios
was coupled with two scenarios concerning natural gas availability,
one in which natural gas is freely available at the assumed
price Forecasts are presented for each of the sectors and for
each of the forms of energy by five-year periods The structure
of the econometric model is described along with plans for further
development ERA
N78-32664# Department of Energy, Washington, D C Div
of Consumption Data Studies
FEDERAL ENERGY DATA SYSTEM (FEDS). STATISTICAL
SUMMARY
Raymond F Fuller Feb 1978 891 p ref
iUOE/EIA-0031/2) Avail NTIS HC A99/MF A01
The Federal Energy Data System (FEDS) has data on annual
energy consumption from 1960 through 1975, categorized by
fuel sector, and geographic area The major fuels considered
are coal, natural gas, motor gasoline, jet fuel, distillate, residual,
electricity and hydro and nuclear power Data on petrochemical
feedstocks other petroleum products and other raw materials
are also included The sectors considered are residential,
commercial industrial, transportation, and electric utilities The
data are at the State level with census division and national
'totals included The FEDS data base also includes selected
1
 macroeconomic and demographic data , ERA
N78-32565jjt Department of Energy. Washington. D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (EDP). SOLAR
HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS. 1977
Mar 1978 54 p refs
(DOE/EDP-0001) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The present status and goal? of ERDA's solar heating and
cooling program are described Potential environmental, health,
safety and socio-economic impact* of solar technology develop-
ment and deployment are toentined and screened for key issues
iA management plan is presented for conducting and coordina-
ting environmental research* in concert with technology develop-
ment to ensure that environmental issues are resolved prior to
significant public deployment of the technology ERA
N78-32606# Electric Power Research Inst, Palo Alto, Calif
Fossil Fuel and Advanced Systems Drv
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PROSPECTS FOR THE NEXT
'50 YEARS. PRELIMINARY REPORT TO THE CONSERVA-
TION COMMISSION WORLD ENERGY CONFERENCE - -
Feb 1978 92 p refs
(EPRI-ER-6T1-SR) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Various facets of geothermal energy-resource base electric
power potential, and ootential nonelectric uses-are considered,
using information derived from three sources (1) analytic
computations based on gross geologic and geophysical features
of the earth's crust. (2) the literature, and (3) a worldwide
questionnaire Discussion is presented under the following section
headings geothermal resources, electric energy conversion,
nonelectric uses, recent international developments, environmental
considerations and bibliography Author (ERA)
N78-32567jjl Colorado State Univ, Fort Collins Dept of
Atmospheric Science
EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC VARIABILITY ON ENERGY
UTILIZATION AND CONSERVATION Final Report. 1 Nov.
1976 - 31 Oct. 1977
Elmar R Reiter. E Dreiseitl, G R Johnson. H H Leong, 8 E
MacDonald. W L Somervell. Jr, A M Starr, and K O Timbre
Feb 1978 89 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-02-1340)
lCOO-1340-56) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
A space-heating energy-consumption model for Greeley.
Colorado for the winter of 1976-77 was within 989 percent of
actual natural gas consumption for that city Modeling of
Cheyenne. Wyoming, including the testing of a new statistical
scheme to develop the building census required by the energy
consumption model, has progressed to the point where reliable
natural gas consumption estimates can be made with the model
for that community A detailed study of temperature and surface
wind patterns in and near the city of Greeley Colorado revealed
that, at times, an urban heat island effect is present, in spite of
the relatively small size of that town Various feedback mechanisms
'between the oceans and the atmosphere were examined Several
of these mechanisms appear to be the cause of the mterannual
variability of the atmosphere's general circulation and,of climatic
changes on a time scale of several tens of years To advance
regional long-range forecasting skills January temperature
anomalies over the eastern United States were correlated with
flow patterns over the U S and Canada ERA
N78-325S8| California Univ Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab
ONLY SOURCE OF ENERGY
G J Calvin and M Calvin Mar 1978 15 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
XBL-7548) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Various plants that might play a role in the energy mix of
the future are discussed and illustrated Included among them
are the Euphorbias and Guayule ERA
H79-32S7OJ Alaska State Div of Energy and Power Develop-
ment. Anchorage
MINIMIZING CONSUMPTION OF EXHAUSTIBLE ENERGY
RESOURCES THROUGH COMMUNITY PLANNING AND
DESIGN Final Report
Oct 1977 149 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-2332)
(RLO-2332-1) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
A study was performed in the State of Alaska and numerous
consultants on energy conservation techniques which could be
applied to the planning design, and construction of a new
community in the northern climates This study focused on the
minimizing of exhaustible energy resources through planning and
design of this new capital city It was found that the major
determinants to energy consumption in a community are the
land-use patterns, which affect intracity transportation and utilities
distribution, and the built density of the individual homes and
buildings which affects heat losses Configuration of the
community also affects the savings that may be realized through
the use of district heating and other energy-conserving technolo-
gies ERA
606
N78-32578
N78-32b/10 Brookhaven National Lib. Upto.i. I Y Dept
of Nuclear Energy
POTENTIAL NEED FOR FUSION IN THE US ENERGY SYS-
TEM
E Beardsworth and J Powell Sep 1977 159 p
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-50724) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
A study was undertaken to examine how and to what degree
fusion might be expected to contribute to U S energy system
especially as interpreted through a cost benefit analysis, and as
it might bear on current research and development decisions
Conditions under which fusion could contribute significantly to
long range U S energy needs was determined A methodologtca1
frame work which sufficiently and appropnately characterizes thi
U S energy system was developed and key factors that wil
bear on *** need *er fusion were identified B B
N78-32S72jjf California Univ Uvermore Lawrence Uvermore
Lab
ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
H D Shay, ed. R B Crawford, ed. J K Prono. ed. and J T
Staehle. ed Oct 1977 30 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-52000-77-10) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Topics covered include the following mirror fusion test
facility, developing criteria for the management of nuclear wastes,
and a dissector-restorer framing tube for recording very fast
experiments ERA
N7S-32673f Oak Ridge National Lab . Tenn Energy Dry
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A LOW-FIRST-COST.
THREE TON. AIR-TO-AIR HEAT PUMP IN THE HEATING
MODE
Albert A Dommgorena 1978 40 p ref Presented at the 3d
Ann Conf on Heat Pump Technol Stillwater Okla 10-11 Apr
1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(CONF-780429-1) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The thermal performance of a three-tone air-to-air heat
pump was evaluated in the laboratory under steady-state (no
frost) and frosting conditions In both cases the heating capacity
and the coefficient of performance were computed During frosting
conditions, there was a significant decrease in the outdoor airflow
rate through the outdoor coil and this resulted in the decrease
in the heating capacity and the coefficient of performance Results
indicate the importance of considering the effect of frost
accumulation on the outdoor coil There may be a significant
reduction in thermal performance when the outdoor conditions
result m substantial formation of frost on the coil and fins of
the outdoor unit Characteristic curves of both fan-motor units
indicate that improvement of the efficiency of the units would
reduce the operating costs during the life of the heat pump
system with a relatively small increase in the fan-motor unit
first cost ERA
N78-32674| Los Alamos Scientific Lab . N Mex
ENEROV SYSTEMS AND STATISTICS Progress Report.
Oct. - Dec. 1877
E A Snyder. comp Apr 1978 29 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-7240-PR) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Work was done to display radiometnc data from the Lubbock
Quadrangle in pseudocolor plots Procedures were developed and
implemented^ to split previously sampled areas into 1 deg by
2 deg map sheet areas in support of the Hydrogeochemical
and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance Project Data in the new
data base. OILS, were reviewed and missing and erroneous data
entries reported to the Geological Survey Hardware specifications
were developed for a stand-alone/distnbuted-processmg graphics
terminal A method for measuring the sensitivity of an output
to a group of inputs taken collectively was implemented in the
Transient reactor analysis code In reviewing documents on the
line of assurance approach to reactor safety, the probability model
underlying the new approach was analyzed ERA
N78-32676ffl institute for energy Analysis Oak Fudge, lenn
ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE. TODAY AND TOMOR-
ROW
J N Barkenbus Apr 1978 35 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-05-0033)
(ORAU/IEA(0)-78-3) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The current fossil fuel era. differs substantially from the
wood-based energy system large institutions are now responsible
for satisfying the consumer's energy needs, long distances often
separate resource exploitation from resource consumption, and
governments now play The finite nature of fossil fuel resources
has created a precarious network of global energy trade and led
to serious vulnerabilities within the industnal nations Future
jenergy systems, based upon nuclear and solar technologies, will
Imake use of fuels which, unlike fossil fuels, are abundant and
^ubiquitous An energy future free from the limitations and
{vulnerabilities associated with the fossil fuel era is envisioned
'For numerous reasons, however, utilization of these technologies--
lover the next half century or so—will require interaction among
nations As a consequence, energy interdependence, rather than
national energy independence, is likely to predominate well into
the twenty-first century ERA
N7S-32576jjl Institute for Energy Analysis. Oak Ridge. Tenn
SERVICES AND ENERGY IN U S. ECONOMIC GROWTH
R W Gilmer Dec 1977 59 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-05-0033)
(ORAU/IEA(M)-77-33) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
It is often arqued that, as economic growth proceeds, service
industnes will inexorably displace basic manufacturing If true,
and if it is accepted that goods production requires less energy
than services, the result will be a decline in energy needs resulting
strictly from a secular readjustment of consumption It was found
that such projections are generally over-optimistic, energy savings
from structural changes in consumption are probably small in
contrast to the kinds of savings that result from policies designed
to promote conservation by legal or institutional change or through
pnce incentives This failure results in part from serious problems
concerning productivity and cost escalation in service industries
And it results in part from the dependence of services on sectors
using high levels of energy, the total requirements for energy
by services, including those requirements they impose on their
suppliers, limits the range of potential savings from service-sector
growth Numencal estimates anH -'niections are developed from
1975 to 2000 ERA
N78-32677|fl Department of Energy. Washington, D C
ENERGY IMPACT ASSISTANCE: REPORT TO THE
PRESIDENT
Mar 1978 139 p
(DOE/IR-0009) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Topics covered include (1) the nature of the adverse
socio-economic impacts from large new energy development
projects now occurring and which are likely to occur in the
future as domestic resources are developed (2) the degree to
which.Federal, state, local, and private programs and efforts are
meeting the current needs of communities impacted by energy
development and the degree to which they are capable of meeting
anticipated needs, and (3) set forth, for the President's decision,
possible approaches that might be taken at the Federal .level to
provide additional assistance to communities that now experience,
or may experience in the future, adverse impacts as a result of
large new energy developments The nature of energy development
related growth is discussed along with the needs that energy-
development-impacted communities are currently experiencing
in five areas public facilities' and services, commercial facilities
and professional services, housing, social and cultural needs, and
transportation ERA
N78-3267** Argonne National Lab. Ill
COMMUNITY SYSTEMS PROGRAM: ITS GOALS AND
ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 1878
Apr 1978 33 p
(Contract W-31 -109-eng-38)
(ANL-78-XX-92) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
607
N78-32579
The Community Systems Program is concerned with
conserving energy and scarce fuels through new methods of
satisfying the energy needs of American communities These
programs are designed to develop innovative ways of combining
current, emerging and advanced technologies into Integrated
Community Energy Systems (ICES) that could furnish any. or
all. of the energy-using services of a community The key goals
of the Community System Program then, are to identify, evaluate,
develop demonstrate, and deploy energy systems and community
designs that will optimally meet the needs of various communities
During 1977. contracts for the following Grid-Connected ICES
(G-C ICES) demonstration teams were negotiated City of
Independence, Missouri, dark University, City of Trenton. New
Jersey, Health Education Authority of Louisiana (HEAL), and
University of Minnesota A coal-using ICES, proposed for
Georgetown University, also has made noticeable strides toward
demonstration of the concept ERA
N78-32679# Westmghouse Research and Development Center.
Pittsburgh. Pa Research and Development Center
REGIONAL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
STUDIES FOR RESIDENTIAL PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
Interim Report
P F Pittman. E f Federmann, R W Stoeltzmg. W J McAllister,
P R Rittlemann. and S Nearhoof Apr 1978 147 p
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-7014) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
This preliminary report deals with the methodology of selecting
superior on-site photovoltaic total energy residential systems that
could apply to most regions of the United States Selection of
sites representing these regions typical insolation and residential
electrical and thermal loads for these sites, and the means of
utilizing these data to select the superior systems for each
region are reviewed This entails acquisition of the best available
insolation data for the sites selected and analysis of this data
to determine a typical year for each site so that hour-by-hour
computer analysis can be limited to one year for determination
of the lifetime benefit of the system A further requirement is
the determination of electrical and thermal loads for each site
so that the match of solar energy converted by the various
solar energy systems to the residential load can be made and
the solar displacement can be computed Three levels of screening
are used to systematically eliminate those systems which offer
less potential than the eventual superior systems ERA
N78-3268O# Department of Energy, Washington. D C
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRA-
TION'S (ERDA) MATERIALS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
(EMACC) Annual Report FY 1977
Feb 1978 54 p
(DOE/ET-0011) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
A set of program summaries from member divisions of the
ERDA Materials Coordinating Committee are presented for all
divisions except solar energy procurement. Biological and
environmental research and environmental control technology
The materials R and D budgets in FY 1977 for the divisions
that contributed to the report are summarized ERA
N78-32581# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N rviex
SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AT LASL Progress Report.
1 Jul 1976 - 30 Sep 1977
C A Bankston. comp and D A Neeper comp Apr 1978
116 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-7115-PR) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The work of the solar energy group (Q-11) during the period
July 1976 through September 1977 is reported The group
provided technical support to ERDA performed research on solar
collectors, and carried out systems studies on both active and
passive systems In addition, significant accomplishments
occurred in the group's solar air conditioning and mobile/modular
solar home projects ERA
N78-32582/JI Sandia Labs, Uvermore. Calif Solar Protect
Drv i
ISSUES AND METHODOLOGY FOR THE SELECTION OF
A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR A SOLAR CENTRAL
RECEIVER PILOT PLANT
A C Skmrood 1978 14 p rets Presented at Symp on
Solar-Thermal Power Stations Cologne 12 Apr 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-8763 Conf-780425-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The selection process developed to recommend a conceptual
design for the solar central receiver pilot plant to be built at
Barstow. California is described Included are the key selection
issues and their significance ERA
N78-32S83fj( Department of Energy. Washington. D C
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND THE CONGRESS ON
THE STATE ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM Annual
Report
Dec 1977 130 p
(DOE/CS-0019/1) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
The State Energy Conservation Program was established on
December 22 1975 by the Energy Policy and Conservation Act
The program provided a means by which a State may voluntarily
enter into a cooperative effort with the Federal government to
further that State's energy conservation efforts Under the program,
each State bore the responsibility for developing and implementing
a comprehensive State energy conservation plan The Federal
government, in turn, provided both technical assistance and
financial support Eligibility was extended to all 50 States, the
District of Columbia Puerto Rico. Guam. American Samoa, the
Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific - a total of
56 junsdications Fifty-five of the 66 jurisdictions were participa-
ting The program goal was to reduce the energy consumption
within each participating jurisdiction by 5 percent or more annually
by 1980 ERA
N78-32684f California Univ, Uvermore Lawrence Uvermore
Lab
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY WORKSHOP FOR THE
GEYSERS-CAUSTOGA KNOWN GEOTHERMAL RE-
SOURCES AREA
Gene Ledbetter and Neil B Crow 8 Feb 1978 13 p Workshop
held at Sonoma. Calif. 28-29 Nov 1977
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-52418) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The study included the effects of development on air and
water quality, geology, the ecosystem socioeconomics, and noise
The Geothermal Resource Impact Projection Study (GRIPS) has
grants to undertake similar work On 28 and 29 November 1977.
LLL and GRIPS jointly sponsored a workshop at Sonoma State
College at which earth scientists presented their views on the
potential geological hazards of geothermal development The
workshop produced recommendations for studies in geological
mapping, slope stability subsidence, seismicity. and groundwater
hydrology ERA
N78-32586jfl National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
ENERGY CONSERVATION INDUSTRY. A BIBLIOGRAPHY
WITH ABSTRACTS Fin*l Report. 1964 - May 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 229 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0505. NTIS/PS-76/0404.
(NTIS/PS-78/0570/8. NTIS/PS-77/0505. NTIS/PS-76/O404)
Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 10A
Potential methods of conserving energy, including fuel and
materials substitutions, are considered for various industries Many
abstracts deal with reports that also cover processes used amount
p of energy consumed, and environmental considerations of energy
onserving options Industries covered include food paper.
hemical. cement, metals petroleum refining contract construc-
.ion. synthetic rubber plastic, drug manufacturing and stone
clay, and glass Energy conservation through the use of waste
heat is covered in a related published search entitled Waste
Heat Utilization
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N79-32S68| National Technical Information Service. Springfield.,
Va
ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND MODEUNQ. A BIBLIOG-
RAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Fine! Report, 1864 - May
1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jun 1978 99 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0599/7) Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800
CSCt 10A
This bibliography contains 94 abstracts The use of energy
models to estimate the supply and demand of electricity, oil.
natural gas. coal, and petroleum products on national, regional,
and state levels is discussed The models cover residential,
commercial, and industrial supply and demand, the impact of
economic conditions on demand, energy use alternatives, and
optimal allocation of regionally produced energy resources
Abstracts pertaining to design and development of energy models
are included GRA
N78-32588| Applied Physics Lab Johns Hopkins Univ . Laurel.
Md
INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF OCEAN
THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION (OTEC) PLANT-SHIPS
Final Report Sap. 1976 - Aug. 1977
E J Francis Dec 1977 227 p refs
(Contract MA-5-38054)
(PB-280922/6. APL/JHU/SR-77-3 MA-RD-920-78038) Avail
NTIS HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 07A
The use of ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) as an
alternative to fossil fuels and nuclear power is discussed In
addition to initial use of OTEC ammonia for production of fertilizers
and industrial chemicals, OTEC ammonia can be used as a
hydrogen earner for production of electricity Economic recom-
mendations and analysis are given GRA
N78-32689# Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Expenment
Station, Fort Collins. Colo
INTEGRATED INVENTORIES OF RENEWABLE NATURAL
RESOURCES
H Gyde Lund (Bureau of Land Management. Denver), Vemon
J Labau. Peter F Ffolliott (Arizona Unrv, Tucson), and David
W Robinson (Oklahoma State Univ. Stillwater) 1978 493 p
refs Workshop held at Tucson. Anz. 8-12 Jan 1978. sponsored
by Soc of Am Foresters, Arizona Univ. US Forest Service.
Dept of Intenor, and Renewable Natural Resources Foundation
(PB-281036/4, FSGTR/RM-5S) Avail NTIS
HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Efficient, objective and timely inventory systems through
integrated inventories are presented in 82 papers Included are
papers covering information requirements, current techniques,
need for integrating inventories, land classification systems, remote
sensing, principles for integrating inventories, data processing,
information systems, and state of the art GRA
N78-32S9O# Bureau of Mines. Pittsburgh Pa Eastern Field
Operation Center
PROJECTS TO EXPAND FUEL SOURCES IN EASTERN
STATES. SURVEY OF PLANNED OR PROPOSED COAL
MINES. COAL AND NONCOAL CONVERSION PLANTS.
ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS OIL REFINERIES.
URANIUM ENRICHMENT FACILITIES. AND RELATED
INFRASTRUCTURE. IN STATES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI
RIVER Final Report, period ending 31 Jul. 1977
David C Benson and Frank J Doyle Aug 1977 153 p
(PB-281249/3 BM-IC-8765) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
CSCL 10A
Tables listing the name location, and other pertinent data
concerning future energy related protects are presented The tables
include information on projects involving the proposed or planned
development of fuel resources, as well as the development of
storage transportation and conversion facilities, the report
covers the 26 States east of the Mississippi River Of the total
535 projects for which information is provided 429 concern
coal mines and electric generating plants GRA
N78-32591|P National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
FUEL CELLS. VOLUME 2 CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS
DATA BASE Progress Report. 1974 - 1976
Diane M Cavagnaro Jul 1978 205 p
INTIS/PS-78/0632/6) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $28.00
CSCL 10B
This bibliography contains 200 abstracts dealing with fuel
cell applications, components fabrication, design, catalysts, and
chemistry Hydrogen oxygen cells, hydrocarbon air cells, and
biochemical cells are covered GRA
N78-32692# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
FUEL CELLS. VOLUME 3. CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS
DATA BASE Progress Report 1977 - Jun. 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jun 1978 143 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0544. NTIS/PS-76/0507 NTIS/PS-75/479. COM-74-11533
(NTIS/PS-78/0633/4. NTIS/PS-77/0544, NTIS/PS-76/0507,
NTIS/PS-75/479 COM-74-11533) Avail NTIS
HC $28 00/MF $28 00 CSCL 1 0B
This bibliography contains 138 abstracts Fuel cell applica-
tions. components, fabrication, design, catalysts, and chemistry
are covered Hydrogen oxygen cells, hydrocarbon air cells, and
biochemical cells are included GRA
N78-32693jfl National Technical Information Service Springfield.
Va
HYDROCARBON FUEL CELLS. CITATIONS FROM THE
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE DATA BASE Progress
Report. 1967 - Apr 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jul 1978 137 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0651/6) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800
CSCL 108
This bibliography presents 126 abstracts on worldwide
research on hydrocarbon fuel cells The citations cover their
application, design performance, fabrication, catalysts, and
electrochemistry * GRA
N78-32606jjf equitable Environmental, Inc Park Ridge III
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF RELAXING THE REGULATION ON
SULFUR CONTENT OF FUEL OILS (R76-8) Final Report
Apr 1978 195 p refs Sponsored by Illinois Inst for
Environmental Quality
(PB-280974/7. IIEQ-77/30) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
CSCL 05C
As a consequence of enacting the proposed regulation
ambient sulfur dioxide levels in Illinois would increase No
violations of the standards would be caused by enacting the
proposed regulation however, several existing violations were
recorded in the state No environmental benefits would result
from the proposed regulation Environmental costs investigated
were health ecological and materials costs Enacting the proposed
regulation would not. of itself, result in a cost-savings benefit.
rather, fuel oil costs might then vary only as a function of natural
market place forces On the other hand it seems certain that if
the current regulations were maintained, the result would be
increases in the cost of both fuel oil and the goods and services
of fuel oil users L S
Illinois Inst for Environmental Quality, Chicago
MORTON GROVE LEAD STUDY AN INVESTIGATION OF
THE CONTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE LEAD FROM AUTO-
MOBILE EXHAUST TO BLOOD LEAD LEVELS IN SUBUR-
BAN CHILDREN Final Report
Sally J Jansen, Bertram W Carnow. and Tsukasa Namekata
Apr 1978 73 p refs
(PB-280717/0. IIEQ-77/13) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 06E
Results suggest that airborne lead from autos using heavily
traveled roadways may contribute to the blood lead levels of
children, especially to that of preschool children Because of
these findings, it is recommended that baffles, such as trees, be
utilized along major roadways passing through populated areas
Children residing along such roadways should receive instruction
in hygiene so they understand the importance and reason foi
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keeping non-food items out of their mouths and for 'frequent
and thorough handwashmg GRA
N78-32611|jf Automotive Testing Labs Inc Aurora. Colo
STUDY OF EXHAUST EMISSIONS FROM 1986 THROUGH
1976 MODEL-YEAR LIGHT-DUTY VEHICLES IN DENVER.
CHICAGO. HOUSTON AND PHOENIX
Douglas R Uljedahl and Jerry L. Terry Aug 1977 803 p
(Contract EPA 68-03 2378)
(PB-280725/3. EPA-460/3-77-005) Avail NTIS
HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 13B
Emission tests were performed on a sample of light-duty
vehicles operating in the Chicago, Houston. Phoenix and Denver
metropolitan areas These tests were performed for the determina-
tion of light-duty vehicle emission factors All vehicles were tested
in the as-received condition by the Federal Test Procedure Other
tests are included and were also performed under the Federal
Test Procedure GRA
N78-32648f Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs Richlantf Wash
ESTIMATES OF THE NUMBER OF LARGE AMPLITUDE
GUSTS
J V Ramsdell Mar 1978 55 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-18301 '
(PNL-2508) Avail NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 '
Preliminary estimates for use in the design of wind energy
conversion systems are presented Existing turbulence information
was combined with an assumed wind speed distribution to arrive
at the estimates The number of large amplitude gusts per year
was treated as a function of the annual mean wind speed and
terrain roughness This treatment is based upon the assumptions
that the atmosphere has neutral stability during high winds and
that the gustmess is induced by flow ovet, surface roughness
elements Large gusts during thunderstorms and other severe
weather phenomena are not treated The results of the study
are presented in tabular form as a function of gust amplitude
and hourly average wind speed ERA
N78-32613jfl Texas Univ at Austin Dept of Chemical
Engineering.
DYNAMICS OF AUTOMOTIVE SULFATE EMISSIONS
Interim Report. Nov 1976 - Nov. 1977
S H Suck. K DeBower and J R Brock Apr 1978 56 p
refs
(Grant EPA-R-803660)
(PB-280559/6 EPA-600/3-78-043) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 13B
An assessment of the potential environmental impact of
automotive sulfunc acid for sulfate) aerosol was made by analyzing
the aerosol dynamics This analysis lead to a prediction of ambient
automotive sulfunc acid aerosol concentrations over and around
a large, ten-lane highway with most cars having catalytic
converters The attachment rate of fine automotive sulfunc acid
aerosols' 10 ambient aerosols was examined The dispersion and
deposition of automotive sulfate was modelled over the highway
for 'worst case' meteorology The neutralizing effect of ambient
ammonia on sulfunc acid concentrations around the highway
was examtmed by a direct simulation procedure for dispersion
calculations GRA
N7S-32619f GCA Corp. Bedford. Mass Technology Div
REGULATORY GUIDANCE FOR CONTROL OF VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSIONS FROM IB CATEGO-
RIES OF STATIONARY SOURCES Fine* Report
Stephen V Capone. Mark I Bomstem. Robert J Brennan. and
William H Battye Apr 1978 209 p refs
(Contract EPA-68-02-2887)
(PB-281138/8, GCA-TR-78-15-G. EPA-905/2-78-001) Avail
NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 13B
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS)
Guidance is provided for regulation development in the form of
sample regulations based heavily on the guidelines prepared by
EPA for 15 categories of stationary sources as well as existing
Federal and State laws In addition a compendium of existing
regulations and test procedures is given The sample regulation
are set forth in regulatory format definitions, emission limitations
equipment standards, exemptions, compliance schedules and
testing methods and procedures GRA
N78-32628jf! Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
A METHOD OF LOWERING TOXICITY OF EXHAUST FROM
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Endre Pattantyush-kh In its Transl on USSR Sci and Techno!
Biomedical and Behavioral Sci 8 Aug 1978 p 116-117 refs
Transl into ENGLISH from Gigiyena Sanitanya (USSR), no 5
1978 p 86-87
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The use of ionizing readiation is proposed to lower exhaust
toxicity of internal combustion engines that depend on hydrocarbon
fuels Radiochemical reactions break fuel particles down into
smaller drops and thus provide for enhanced combustion and
lower exhaust gas toxicity G G
N7832709# Franklin Inst Research Labs. Philadelphia. Pa
Dept of Science Information Services
A LITERATURE REVIEW- PROBLEM DEFINITION STUDIES
ON SELECTED TOXIC CHEMICALS VOLUME 4. OC-
CUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE
FOG OILS SGF NO. 1 AND SGF NO. 2 AND SMOKE
SCREENS GENERATED FROM THEM Fbwl Report Mar.
1977 - Apr 197S
Deborah Liss-Suter. Jon E Villaume. and Paul N Craig Apr
1978 162 p refs
(Contract DAMB17-77-C-7020. DA Pro) 3E7-62720-A-83S)
(AD-A055903) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 06/20
Literature is reviewed (144 references) on the following
subjects physico-chemical properties generation of fog oil smoke,
human toxicity. occupational hazards and associated health and
safety practices and standards, toxicologies! investigations in
animals including mice. rats, guinea pigs, hamsters, monkeys,
rabbits, dogs, cats and calves, absorption, distribution, metabolism
and excretion in mammals, methods of sampling and determining
atmospheric fog oil smoke, and extraction and determination of
oils in biologic media The two fog oils. SGF No 1 and SGF
No 2. are both refined petroleum products SGF No 1 is
representative of fuels (similar to fuel oils No 1 and No 2 and
light grades of diesel fuel), while SGF No 2 is a lubricating oil
(related to light automotive and industrial lubricating oils and
mineral oils) The two fog oils have different viscosities,
distillation ranges, flash points, and different hydrocarbon
compositions, among others Both oils are used in smok«
generators, which vaporize the oils and force the vapors into
the atmosphere, where they condense into a dense white snx>k«
screen consisting of oil microdroplets Effects of continuoul
exposure of U S Army personnel to fog oil smoke screens, foi
weeks on end. have not been documented GRA
N78-32868 Stanford Umv Calif
INSULATING WALL BOUNDARY LAYER IN A FARADAY
MHD GENERATOR Ph.D Thews
Roy R Rankm 1978 129 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7814201
The velocity profile at the center of the insulating wall n
an MHD generator was measured using a dual beam real fring,
anemometer system with an argon ion laser The analytic mode
involved the computer solution, using fmte difference technique!
of the momentum, energy, and electrical equations including MHI
effects for the turbulent insulating wall boundary layer Th
turbulence model used was the mixing length theory which wa
modified to include turbulence damping Variable, equihbnur
properties were employed producing a coupling between th
momentum, energy, and electrical equations resulting in extende
Hartmann flow Calculations for a supersonic generator indical
that turbulence damping is unimportant, but that extende
Hartmann flow causes a reduction in both the skin friction an
the heat transfer and could lead to separation of the insulatm
wall boundary layer Dissert Abst
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N78-32M6 Carnegie-Mellon Univ. Pittsburgh. Pa
THE USE OF DISSOCIATING GASES AS THE WORKING
FUIIO IN THERMOOYNAMIC POWER CONVERSION
CYCLES Pti.D. Thesis
Knshnamurthv Kesavan 1978 274 p
Avail Unrv Microfilms Order No 7814383
Increasing need for more effective utilization of all available
energy sources and for reduction in the capital costs of
electrical power generation points to the need for developing
systems with higher thermodynamic efficiencies and smaller
simpler components The potential of steam, which is the
dominant working fluid in fossil and nuclear power conversion
cycles, were fully exploited The potential of chemically dissocia-
ting substances working fluids in achieving smaller and simpler
plants with improved cycle performance is explored Results
indicate that the dissociating gases can provide attractive
alternatives to conventional steam and inert gases in terms of
reduced electric generation costs through improved cycle
efficiencies, smaller components and simpler plant arrange-
ments Dissert Abstr
jture dependent Hydrogen sulfide aosoios dissociativeiy and fully
'saturates nickel surfaces above 5 ppm in hydrogen Activity tests
'show nickel and cobalt to be very active methanation catalysts
'Metal loading and composition alter catalyst activity and product
'distribution, especially higher hydrocarbons Adsoibed sulfur also
alters activity and product distribution Dissert Ahst>
N78-33164*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office Calif
COAL DESULFURIZATION Patent Application
George C Hsu, inventor (to NASA) (JPL) Filed 16 Feb 1978
13 p Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-NPO-14272-1 US-Patent-Appl-SN-878253) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 07 D
Organic sulfur is removed from coal by treatment with an
organic solution of iron pentacarbonyl Organic sulfur compounds
can be removed by reaction of the iron pentacarbonyl with coal
to generate CO and COS off-gases The CO gas separated from
COS can be passed over hot iron fillings to generate iron
pentacarbonyl NASA
N7S-32*2Sf Committee on Science and Technology (U S
House)
NASA AUTHORIZATION. 197*. VOLUME 1. PART 3
Washington GPO 1978 2091 p refs Hearings on H R
10604 (superseded by H R. 11401) before Subcomm on Space!
Sci and Applications of the Comm on Sci and Techno!, 95th'
Congr. 2d Sess. 8-9. 22-23 Feb 1978
(GPO-25-291) Avail Subcomm on Space Sci and
Applications
- Testimony given in response to direct questions and state-
, ments delivered in support of NASA budget requests are presented
Topics cover NASA OE cooperation in the development of energy
'technology with emphasis on the satellite solar power satellite
program, space shuttle status and applications, satellite com-
munication systems. NASA in-house management matters, and
'the agency's operating plan ARM
N7S-33102*))' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
RESULTS AND STATUS OF THE NASA AIRCRAFT ENGINE
EMISSION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
R E Jones, L A Oiehl. D A Petrash. and J Grobman Oct
1978 53 p refs
(NASA-TM-79009. E-9793) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 21E
The results of an aircraft engine emission reduction study
are reviewed in detail The capability of combustor concepts to
produce significantly lower levels of exhaust emissions than
present production combustors was evaluated The development
status of each combustor concept is discussed relative to its
potential for implementation in aircraft engines Also, the ability
of these combustor concepts to achieve proposed NME and
NCE EPA standards is discussed B B
N78-33210# General Electric Co. Schenectady. N Y Energy
Systems Programs Dept
HOT CORROSION/EROSION TESTING OF MATERIALS FOR
APPLICATIONS FOR ADVANCED POWER CONVERSION
SYSTEMS USING COAL-DERIVED FUELS. TASK 2
EVALUATION OF TURBINE MATERIALS FOR USE IN A
COAL-FIRED FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION ENVIRON-
MENT Progress Report. Feb. 187S
R L McCarron Mar 1978 21 p
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2326)
(FE-2326-20. PR-20) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Activities are reported in a program to provide 1000-hour
engineering data on the corrosion/erosion deterioration of gas
turbine materials U 700 and IN-738 exposed to thec exhaust
gas from a pressurized fluidized bed combustor The results show
that on the leading edges of the specimens there was deposition
corrosion, and erosion all occurring in the same area It is
reasonable to expect that corrosion and erosion might occur
simultaneously The occurrence of erosion and deposition in the
same area is unlikely except if there was a significant change
in the gas velocity during the test This was the case for the
100 hour shakedown test since the mass flow through the turbine
test section decreased significantly after the first 50 hours due
to plugging of the inlet orifice of the turbine test section upstream
of the cascades ERA
N78-33161 Bngham Young Uiuv , Piouo Ut«n
METHANATION CATALYSTS ACTIVITY. ADSORKHON
AND DEGRADATION STUDIES OF NICKEL AND NICKEI
BIMETALLIC CATALYSTS FCR METHANATION
Ph.D. ThMis
Richard Byron Paon-II 1S/8 1«9 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7813&I3
Adsorption of hydjogen >,jrbor monovidu oxyyen aii,1
hydrogen sulfide catalytic activity for methanatimi and thermal
degradation of nickel and nickel bimetallic catalysts were
investigated The adsorption i f hyrtirgen on nuAel powder was
shown to be H/Ni- 1 This ralio was also s.'iown 10 be one- .m
supported nickel catalysis tiom nydio-jon cfermsorpt'O'-, X-ray
line broadening and election micioscopy CO adsorption was
shown to depeni upon pressure t>,-.pt-ralnre t-ompos'ticn iin.1
support Oxygen adsorption is multilayer in nati.re and tempera
N78-33224jjl Vermont Unrv, Burlington
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF
INTERSTITIAL HYDROGEN ISOTOPES IN METAL SYSTEMS
Final Report. 1 Apr. 1S69 - 31 Mar 1978
J S Brown 1978 19 p refs *
(Contract EY-76-S-02-3551)
(COO-3551-44) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 *f
The results of work under AEC in 1969 to its conclusion
under ERDA in 1978 are discussed The initial objectives of the
research and how these objectives have changed over the period
are presented All papers and conference talks which relate to
1969 through 1978 are listed Current endeavors are summarized
and the present status of the published literature is surveyed In
addition, a number of problems that are still unresolved are
identified, and some directions that future research might take
on the electronic and transport properties of PdH and PdD and
liquid transition metals are indicated ERA
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N78-33266|P Department of Energy, Washington. D C
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY POSITION PAPER ON ALCO-
HOL FUELS
Mar 1978 6 p
(DOE/US-0001/1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The supply, utilization and economic characteristics of
alcohols (methanol and ethanol) and the major issues associated
with their implementation are briefly described The major elements
in the current evaluation of alcohol fuels as a candidate for
federally-assisted commercialization of a nonpetroleum fuel are
also described ERA
N78-33267jj! Arizona State Univ. Tempe Coll of Engineering
and Applied Sciences
CONVERSION OF CELLULOSIC AND WASTE POLYMER
MATERIAL TO GASOLINE Proem* Report
J L Kuester Nov 1977 5 p refs
(Contract Ey-76-S-02-2982)
(COO-2982-21) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Improvements in the composition of pyrolysis gas produced
by the Fischer-Tropsch catalytic reactor and operational difficulties
are reported The effects of pressure on product yields are
discussed ERA
N78-33268jjl California Univ. Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab Energy and Environment Div
CATALYTIC CONVERSION OF SOLVENT REFINED COAL
TO LIQUID PRODUCTS M.S Thesis
Kylan C Tanner and Alexis T Bell Feb 1978 98 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(LBL-6807) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Catalytic reactions of solvent refined coal (SRC) were
studied using mixed metal oxide and low melting Lewis acid
catalysts in extracting solvent media From characterization of
the benzene- and cyclohexane-soluble products ZnQ2 and SnQ2
were determined to be the most effective at hydrogenating and
solubilizmg SRC while assisting in heteroatom removal ZnO2
and SnQ2 were also found to be more effective at producing
oil-like products rather than alphaltene-like products Further
enhancement of the solubihzation of SRC could be achieved by
the addition of isopropanol to the Lewis acid-substrate-solvent
reaction mixture Dry HCt was also investigated for its effect on
the solubihzation of SRC The solubilized products and residues
were characterized and the effect of reaction temperature,
hydrogen pressure, and catalyst loading on the yield of soluble
products were studied ERA
N78-332BSI Battelle Columbus Labs. Ohio
FUELS FROM SUGAR CROPS Quarterly Report
E S bpmsky. S Kresovich T A Mcdure. and W T Lawhon
31 Jan 1978 89 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-92-077)
(TID-28191. QR-3) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Substantial progress was made on both the agricultural and
the processing aspects of these fuels from biomass research
program Harvesting operations were performed at all locations
for both sugarcane and sweet sorghum Although final yield data
were not statistically analyzed, it is apparent that large gains in
total biomass were achieved through the introduction of narrow
row spacing An agronomic demonstration of sweet sorghum
production in the Midwest was carried out The information
collected indicated sweet sorghum showed considerable potential
in the Midwest, provided that short season processing problems
can be overcome Total biomass yields reached values of
256 metric tons per hectare on a dry weight basis Under
nonirngated conditions, it appeared that sweet sorghum was
energy self-sufficient Laboratory work on bagasse drying rates
was initiated ERA
N78-33261jjl Department of Energy. Bartlesville. Okla Energy
1
 Research Center
PERFORMANCE OF GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUELS
PRODUCED FROM COED SYNCRUDE
R L Bechtold and R D Fleming Jun 1978 26 p refs
•(BERC?RI-78/2) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Fuel consumption and exhaust emissions characteristics were
evaluated for gasoline and diesel fuel produced from coal liquid
derived syncrude The engine types used were (1) current
technology spark-ignition homogeneous charge. (2) stratified-
charge, and (3) Stirling There were no significant changes in
fuel consumption or exhaust emissions between syncnide-denved
fuels and conventional fuels in stratrfied-charge and Stirling
engines Because of its low (approximately equal to 70) synthetic
gasoline required a reduction in compression ratio to achieve
knock-limited, MBT spark timing This was in comparison to the
reference gasoline, in a single cylinder, spark ignited, test engine,
at one speed/load point Exhaust emissions were very similar
between the two fuels ERA
N78-33262| National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
ALCOHOL FUELS. CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS DATA
BASE Progress Report. 1964 - Jun. 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jul 1978 193 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0620
(NTIS/PS-78/0673/0, NTIS/PS-77/0620) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
The bibliography covers Federally-funded research on alcohol
based fuels that might have to be used in the future as a fuel
source The citations cover synthesis, chemical analysis, perform-
ance testing, processing, pollution economics, environmental
effects, and feasibility GRA
N78-33263f National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
ALCOHOL FUELS. CITATIONS FROM THE ENGINEERING
INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report 1970 - Jun. 1978
Diane M Cavagnaro Jul 1978 198 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0621
(NTIS/PS-78/0674/8. NTIS/PS-77/0621) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 21D
The bibliography covers the different blends, synthesis,
processes used, properties, engine performance evaluations,
economics, safety measures, pollution effects, and combustion
studies The research also covers sources from which alcohol
fuels can be obtained such as coal, solid wastes, industrial
by-products, and agricultural wastes GRA
N78-33264| Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric
Sciences, Miami. Fla Div of Biology and Living Resources
PHOTOPROOUCTION OF HYDROGEN BY MARINE
BLUE-GREEN ALGAE Progress Report. 15 Jim. - 16 Dee.
1977
Akira Mitsui 1977 53 p refs
(Grant NSF AEH-77-11545)
(PB-280995/2, NSF/RA-770482) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 06A
A survey of tropical Atlantic marine photosynthetic organisms
was conducted in order to find an organism exhibiting exceptionally
high hydrogen producing capabilities Such an organism was
found in the form of a blue-green algal strain, Miami BG7 As
part of -an in-depth investigation of hydrogen production in this
species, the mechanisms of this process and hydrogen photopro-
duction were studied The use of vanous metabolic inhibitors to
investigate the biochemical pathways of hydrogen production was
investigated Results indicate that the process is strongly
photodependent GRA
N78-33265*l General Electric Co. Schenectady, N Y
FLOATING SUBSTRATE PROCESS: LARGE-AREA SILICON
SHEET TASK LOW-COST SOLAR ARRAY PROJECT
Fine) Report
M Garfinkel and R N Hall 23 Jun 1978 85 p
(Contract JPL-954350)
(NASA-CR-157759, OOE/JPL-954350-78/3) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 13H
Supercooling of silicon-tin alloy melts was studied Values as
high as 78 C at 1100 C and 39 C at 1200 C were observed,
corresponding to supersaturation parameter values 0025 and
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0063 at 1050 C and 1150 C. respectively The interaction of
tin with silane gas streams was investigated over the tempera-
ture range 1000 to 1200 C Single-pass conversion efficiencies
exceeding 30% were obtained The growth habit of spontaneousty-
nucleated surface growth was determined to be consistent with
dendritic and web growth from singly-twinned triangular nucleti
Surface growth of interlocking silicon crystals, thin enough to
follow the surface of the liquid and with growth velocity as
high as 5 mm/mm, was obtained Large area single-crystal growth
along the melt surface was not achieved Small single-crystal
surface growth was obtained which did not propagate beyond a
few millimeters LS
N78-332741 National Bureau of Standards. Washington. D C
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU
OF STANDARDS. VOLUME 83. NO. 1. JANUARY -
FEBRUARY 1978
1978 119 p refs
(PB-281311/1) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 070
Tubular flow reactors with first-order kinetics and units in
magnetism are discussed The first spectrum of ytterbium and
norm approximation problems and normal statistics are also
reviewed along with vector-valued entire functions of bounded
index, satisfying a differential equation GRA
N78-33291 |f National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center.
Atlantic City. N J
TERMINAL RADAR INTERFERENCE CRITERIA STUDY
Final Report Jan. - Dec. 1976
John Kenton Jun 1978 84 p refs
(FAA Pro| 213-061 110)
(AD-A057280 FAA-NA-77-20 FAA-HO-78-/5) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 17/9
Tests were undertaken to investigate the relationship between
pulsed-type interference and the air traffic controller working in
the terminal area This was done by recording a series of
pulsed-type interference cases and combining them with simulated
analog radar targets to form a set of scenarios for display to a
group of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) controllers Sfcveral
operational responses were used as performance measures to
investigate interference criteria The mterfeience cases were
then quantified and ordered based on two indexing schemes
Tests based on the indices and the performance measures revealed
that correlations exist between the operational responses and
the interference cases Author
N7B-334Mffl Department of Energy. Bartlesville, Okla Energy
Research Center
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES IN THE UNITED STATES. SECOND SERIES.
REPORT NO. 1: 1976 CHEVROLET VEOA 14O ICID
(2.3 LITERS). 2V Interim Report
T W Chamberlain. D E Koehler. K R Stamper, and W F
Marshall Apr 1978 62 p
(Contract DOT-RA-76-23)
(PB-281774/0. BERC/OP-77/47-1. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-2.
DOT-HS-803-275) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21G
Experimental data were obtained in dynamometer tests of a
1976 Chevrolet Vega 23 liter. 140-CID engine to determine
fuel consumption and emissions (hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide,
oxides of nitrogen) at steady-state engine-operating modes
Engine-performance data are presented for estimating emissions
and fuel economy for varied engine service and duty Basic engine
characteristic data required as input for engineering calculations
involving ground transportation are provided GRA
N78-33466jjl Department of Energy. Bartlesville. Okla Energy
Research Center
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES IN THE UNITED STATES. SECOND SERIES.
REPORT NO. 2: 1976 CHEVROLET 306 CID (6.0 LITERS).
2V Interim Report Aog 1977
T W Chamberlain. D E Koehler. K R Stamper and W F
Marshall Apr 1978 60 p refs
(Contract DOT-RA-76-23)
(PB-281775/7. BERC/OP-77/47-2. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-3.
DOT-HS-803-276) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21G
Experimental data were obtained in dynamometer tests of a
1976 Chevrolet 3050CIO V-8 engine to determine fuel comsump-
tion and emissions (hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, oxides of
nitrogen) at steady-state engine-operating modes Engine
performance data for estimating emissions and fuel economy
for varied engine service and duty are provide along with basic
engine characteristic data required as input for engineering
calculations involving ground transportation GRA
N78-33467jff Department of Energy. Bartlesville. Okla Energy
Research Center
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES IN THE UNITED STATES SECOND SERIES.
REPORT NO. 3. 1977 CHRYSLER 226 CID (37 LITERS).
2V Interim Report Aug. 1977
T W Chamberlain D E Koehler. K R Stamper, and W F
Marshall Apr 1978 62 p
(Contract DOT-RA-76-23)
(PB-281776/5. BERC/OP-77/48 OOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-4.
DOT-HS-803-277) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21G
Experimental data were obtained in dynamometer tests of a
1977 Chrysler 225-CID engine to determine fuel consumption
and emission (hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen)
at steady-state engine-operating modes Estimation of emissions
and fuel economy for varied engine service and duty was
emphasized Engine data required as input for engineering
calculations involving ground transportation are given GRA
N78-33468| Department of Energy Bartlesville Okla Energy
Research Center
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES IN THE UNITED STATES FIRST SERIES. REPORT
NO. 12: 1976 PERKINS DIESEL 247 CID (4.0 LITERS). Fl
W F Marshall and K R Stamper Apr 1978 36 p ,
(Contract DOT-RA-75-10)
(PB-281777/3 BERC/OP-77/28. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-5
DOT-HS-803-278) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21 G
Experimental data were obtained in dynamometer tests of a
1975 Perkins 247 -CID diesel engine to determine fuel consump-
tion and emissions (hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, oxides of
nitrogen) at steady-state engine operating modes Emissions and
fuel economy for varied engine service and duty are estimated
Basic engine characteristic data required as input for engineering
calculations involving giouna ciansportation <ire presented GRA
N78-33469]f Department of Energy. Bartlesville. Okla Energy
Research Center .,..
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES IN THE UNITED STATES. FIRST SERIES. REPORT
NO 13- 1976 AMERICAN MOTORS. 268 CID (42 LITERS).
IV Interim Report. Jun. 1977
W F Marshall and K R Stamper Apr 1978 38 p
(Contract DOT-RA-75-10)
(PB-281778/1. BERC/OP-77/28. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-5
DOT-HS-803-279) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21G
Experimental data were obtained in dynamometer tests of a
1975 AMC 258-CID production IV engine to determine fuel
consumption and emission (hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, oxides
of nitrogen) at steady-state engine-operating modes Emissions
and fuel economy are estimated for varied engine service and
duty Basic engine characteristic data required as input for
engineering calculations involving ground transportation are
given GRA
N78-33516jf R and D Associates. Marina Del Rey. Calif
EVALUATION OF QEOTHERMAL ENERGY EXPLORATION
AND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT. VOLUME 1 A REVIEW
OF GEOTHERMAL SUBSIDENCE MODELING Final Report
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M K Grover. J G Lewis. D Oberste-Lehn G E Rawson, and
D S Snnivasa Dec 1977 296 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1269)
(SAN-1269-1-Vol-1. RDA-TR-0400-001-Vol-1) Avail NTIS
HC A13/MF A01
Numerical modeling of subsidence phenomena associated
with the production of fluid from geothermal reservoirs is
evaluated A comparative analysis of their potential for application
to specific geologic environments where the subsidence may
occur is presented Guidelines for subsidence modeling application
to assist program managers responsible for the supervision of
subsidence monitoring and control measures associated with
geothermal development are included Data acquisition and
management, a proposed method for qualitatively ranking the
subsidence risks of a known geolhermal reservoir, and data
uncertainties management are reviewed ERA
N78-33516# Westmghouse Electric Corp Pittsburgh. Pa
SENSOR APPLICATIONS STUDY TECHNICAL REPORT.
TASK 1
1978 57 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-02-4082)
(TID-27941) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Task 1 is a survey of well logging instrumentation undertaken
to determine to what extent various tools can make use of
severe environment acoustic sensor technology The major goal
was to establish the most appropriate tool for Task 2-Sensor
Development and Optimization Subject tools are borehole
televiewer (BHTV) acoustic caliper, acoustic velocity logger, down
hole flow meter (DHFM) and passive listening monitor This
report describes the investigation of tool capabilities, applications
operation and limitations under present and anticipated geother-
mal conditions Acoustic velocity logger and passive listening
devices are viewed as playing an important but lower priority
role in geothermal resource characterization and development
ERA
N78-3362Of General Accounting Office, Washington D C
Community and Economic Development Div
BENEFITS DERIVED FROM THE OUTER CONTINENTAL
SHELF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM ARE
QUESTIONABLE
1 Jun 1978 33 p refs
(P8-281782/3. CED-78-93) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 08!
The Outer Continental Shelf environmental studies program
is costly and may uo little toward minimizing environmental
damage during oil and gas exploration development, and
production in the Outer Continental Shelf Uncertainties about
program effectiveness are exemplified in the Alaska studies
program GAO believes that the Outer Continental Shelf
environmental studies program needs to be reassessed for how
it can best be used in the decision making process, what
information is needed, and the type of plans that are necessary
This report includes recommendations to the Secretaries of the
Interior and Commerce GRA
N78-33621jj! General Accounting Office. Washington, D C
Energy and Minerals Div
LOWER COOK INLET ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF MORE
DATA NEEDED FOR APPRAISING OUTER CONTINENTAL
SHELF.OIL AND GAS RESOURCES Report to th»
Congress
8 Jun 1978 56 p refs
(PB-281769/0 EMD-78-48) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 08!
Improved methods for selecting and evaluating outer
continental shelf lands for oil end natural gas exploration are
discussed One hundred thirty-five oil and gas tracts off the
southern Alaskan coast. Lower Cook Inlet were offered for lease
to the highest industry bidders Two types of bidding systems
used were cash bonus bid with a fixed royalty and required
bonus with a percentage royalty bid The revenue received from
the lease tracts was about 398 5 million GRA
N78-33B22|jl Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for
Alaska, Anchorage
LAND USE PLANNING ISSUES AND THE ALASKA GAS
PIPELINE A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT
Walter B Parker. Jerry D Kreitner. Dennis M Dooley. and Kris
Hoeltgen Aug 1977 120 p refs
(PB-281327/7) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Information needed for the selection of an appropriate route
for transportation of Alaska North Slope gas is given Broad
social, economic, and environmental concerns are presented
Topics considered include the following design and routing
implications of the Alaskan gas pipeline proposals, suggested
outline for policy development relating to long-term Alaska oil
and gas development and transportation system, and a review
of the status of Canadian native land claims GRA
N78-33624 Pennsylvania State Univ. University Park
HIGH-TEMPERATURE LINEAR RADIATION-CAVITY SOLAR
COLLECTOR WITH A FRESNEL CONCENTRATOR
PhD. ThMte
Zenen Igor Antoniak 1978 234 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7812029
A model solar-thermal concentrator-collector that is 1/6th
scale relative to a system considered to be of practical dimensions
for power generation was constructed and tested It consists of
a mirror-concentrator, a receiver pipe, a graphite absorber, and
a gaseous heat transfer medium The mirror-concentrator utilizes
40 suitably tilted reflective strips mounted in a parallel planar
array which moves eastwest The effect of various parameters
such as insulation thickness, aperture width, and anttreflective
coatings were investigated in an optimization study of the
proposed full-scale collector Aperture width aperture emmance,
and mirror reflectance exert the strongest influence on exit
temperature and collector efficiency Dissert Abstr
N78-3352S Carnegie-Mellon Univ Pittsburgh Pa
SIGNIFICANCE OF PROCESS VARIABLES ON LIQUID
EFFLUENT PRODUCTION IN COAL GASIFICATION
Ph.D. Thnis
David Vincent Nakles 1978 312 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7814230
The production of liquid effluents condensible hydrocarbons
and water soluble contaminants, was investigated Significant
vanations in tar. phenol, chemical oxygen demand, and total
organic carbon production occur during transient operating periods,
i e. start-up or shutdown and between steady state operations
at different gasifier operating conditions In particular, changes
in conditions which enhance the approach of effluent species to
chemical equilibrium dramatically influence steady state liquid
effluent production Increasing gas-solid contacting, the final
reaction temperature and residence time of the devolatilized
species in the hot zone of the reactor reduce organic liquid
effluent production significantly Near complete extinction of these
compounds is possible by providing the appropriate combination
of coal devolatilization conditions and product gas residence
time Dissert Abstr
N78-33S26* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office, Calif
HYDROGEN-FUELED ENGINE PMant
Eugene A Lauman (JPL) and Rollins K Reynolds, inventors (to
NASA) (JPL) Issued 12 Sep 1978 6 p Filed 27 Aug 1976
Supersedes N77-1I398 (15 - 02 p 0200) Sponsored by
NASA
(NASA-Case-NPO-13763-1. US-Patent-4,112.875
US-Patent-Appl-SN-718268 US-Paient-Class 123-DIG 12
US-Patent-Class-123-1A US-Patent-Class-123-3) Avail US
Patent Office CSCL 10A
A hydrogen-oxygen fueled internal combustion engine is
described which utilizes an inert gas such as argon as a working
fluid to increase the efficiency of the engine eliminate pollution,
and facilitate operation of a closed cycle energy system In a
system where sunlight or other intermittent energy source is
available to separate hydrogen and oxygen from water, the oxygen
and inert gas are taken into a diese'i engine into which hydrogen
is injected and ignited The exhaust is cooled so that it contains
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only water and the inert gas The inert gas in the exhaust is
returned to the engine for use with fresh oxygen while the
water in the exhaust is returned to the intermittent energy source
for reconversion to hydrogen and oxygen
Official Gazette of the U S Patent Office
N78-33627*# Honeywell. Inc. Minneapolis. Minn
DEVELOPMENT OF FLAT-PLATE SOLAR COLLECTORS FOR
THE HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
(1978] 21 p
(Contract NAS3-17862)
(NASA-CR-134804) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
An efficient, low cost, flat-plate solar collector was developed
Computer aided mathematical models of the heat process in
the collector were used in defining absorber panel configuration,
determining insulation thickness, and in selecting the number,
spacing, and material of the covers Prototypes were built and
performance tested Data from simulated operation of the
collector are compared with predicted loads from a number of
locations to determine the degree of solar utilization S B S
N78-33528*fP Owens-Illinois. Inc . Toledo. Ohio
INSTALLATION PACKAGE FOR SUNPAK SOLAR COLLEC-
TORS
Sep 1978 13 p refs Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32259)
(NASA-CR-150802) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
A subsystem (air/liquid vacuum collector) was developed
for use with solar combined heating and cooling subsystems
The collector is modular in design, is approximately twelve-feet-
three-mches wide and is eight-feet-seven-inches high The module
contains 72 collector tube elements and weighs approximately
300 pounds G G
N78-33B29*# Northrup Inc. Hutchms Tex
DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF A CONCENTRAT-
ING SOLAR COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM Quarterly Reports.
1 J«n. 1978 - 30 Jun. 1978
Jul 1978 67 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32251)
(NASA-CR-150787) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Testing and evaluation results for the structural design of
the concentrating solar collector and the attitude control system
are reported G G
N78-33630*# Houston Chemical Co, Corpus Christi Tex
SOLAR HEAT TRANSPORT FLUID Quarterly Report. May
1978 - Aug 1978
Sep 1978 11 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32255)
(NASA-CR-150806) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The development and delivery of noncorrosive fluid subsys-
tems are reported that are compatible with closed-loop solar
heating or combined heating and hot water systems They are
also compatible with both metallic and non-metallic plumbing
systems The performance testing of a number of fluids is
described G G
N78-33631*jjf Solafern Ltd. Bourne. Mass
DESIGN PACKAGE FOR A COMPLETE RESIDENTIAL
SOLAR SPACE HEATING AND HOT WATER SYSTEM
Sep 1978 68 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32246)
(NASA-CR-150795) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Information necessary to evaluate the design of a solar space
heating and hot water system is reported System performance
specifications, the design data brochure, the system description,
and other information pertaining to the design are included G G
N78-33C32*# CALMAC Mfg Co Englewood. N J
CERTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION FOR CALMAC FLAT
PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR
Sep 1978 159 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS8-32253)
(NASA CR-150784 Rept-77S1111) Avail NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Information used in the certifi: ,< ion and verification of the
Calmac Flat Plate Collector is presented Contained are such
items as test procedures and results, information on materials
used installation operation and maintenance manuals, and other
information pertaining to the verification and certification G i"
N78-33633*|C Bechtel International Corp. San Francisco Calif
MODULE/ARRAY INTERFACE STUDY Final Report
Aug 1978 128 p refe Sponsored by NASA Prepared for
DOE and JPL
(Contract JPL-954698)
(NASA-CR-157774 DOE/JPL 954698-78/1) Avail NTIS HC
A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Several aspects of module design are evaluated including
glass superstiate and metal substrate module configurations the
potential for hail damage light absorption in glass superstrates
the economics of glass selection, and electrical design Also
three alternate glass superstate module configurations are
evaluated by means of finite element computer analyses Two
panel sizes, 1 2 by 2 4 m (4 by 8 ft) and 2 4 by 4 8 m are
used to support three module sizes, 06 by 12m 12 by 12
m and 1 2 by 2 4 m. foi design loadings of + or - 17 kPa -t-
or - 2 4 kPa, and -t or - 3 6 kPa Designs and cost estimates
are presented for twenty panel types and nine array configurations
at each of the three design loadings Structural cost sensitivities
of combined array configurations and panel cases are pre-
sented L S
N78 33634*|? Bechtel Corp San Francisco Calif Research
and Engineering Operation
TERRESTRIAL CENTRAL STATION ARRAY UFE^CYCLE
ANALYSIS SUPPORT STUDY Final Report i
Aug 1978 211 p refs Sponsored by NASA Prepared for
JPL
(Contract JPL-954848)
(NASA-CR-157772, DOE/JPL-954848-78/1) Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Plant elements evaluated included designs for module, panel
and array structures, as well as balance-of-plant systems
Installation and maintenance procedures and the impact of site
environment were also evaluated In terms of the cost of energy
produced the horizontal array configuration was found to be
less expensive than the tandem array at latitudes less than 40
deg Both of these configurations are less expensive than the
rack design However, the costs of energy for all three configura-
tions are within approximately ±10 percent of each other For
flat plate panels, the seasonally adjusted and tracking array
configurations are not economically attractive when compared
to the three other designs Balance-of-pljnt costs are ap-
proximately equal to (goal) module costs The array structures
and foundations arc the most expensive items in the balance-of-
plant costs LS
N78-33637*|ff Martin Marietta Aerospace. Denver, Colo
APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE JN THE
CEMENT INDUSTRY Final Report. Sep. 1977 - Mar 1978
F A Jaeger. D G Beshore. F M Miller and E M Gartner
Oct 1978 205 p refs Sponsored by NASA Prepared in
cooperation with Portland Cement Assoc
(Contracts EC-77-C-01-5084. EC-77-A-31-1034)
(NASA-CR-159399. CONS/5084-1) Avail NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL IOC
In the manufacture of cement literally trillions of Btu's are
rejected to the environment each year The purpose of this
feasibility study program was to determine whether thermal energy
storage could be used to conserve or allow alternative uses of
this rejected energy This study identifies and quantifies the sources
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of rejected energy in the cement manufacturing process,
established use of this energy, investigates various storage
system concepts and selects energy conservation systems for
further study Thermal performance and economic analyses are
performed on candidate storage systems for four typical cement
plants representing various methods of manufacturing cement
Through the use of thermal energy storage in conjunction with
waste heat electric power generation' units an estimated 2 4 x
10 to the 13th power Btu/year, or an equivalent on investment
of the proposed systems are an incentive for further develop-
ment Author
N78-3364Ojjl Energy Research Corp. Danbury, Conn
REVERSIBLE METAL HYBRIDE AIR FUEL CELL Final Report,
F«b. 1977 - Feb 1978
Michael George and Joseph Scozzafava Jun 1978 38 p refs
(Contract DAAB07-77-C-2644 DA Proj 1G7-63702-DG-10)
(AD-A056591, ECOM 77-2644-F) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
A 60 watt portable power fuel cell system has been built
operating on ambient air and hydrogen as supplied by the
deactivation of lanthanum nickel hydride The use of the
endothermic hydride deactivation process in conjunction with the
fuel cell considerably reduced steady state system operating
temperatures The hydride reaction was initially sustained through
use of heating coil, but thereafter could be maintained at 20 C
by transferring waste heat from the fuel cell Author (GRA)
N78-33541jj! Energy Research Corp Danbury, Conn
A 1 5 kW METHANOL FUEL CELL POWERPLANT Final
Report
S G Abens. M Lambrech, P Marchetti I Michalko. and D
Patel Apr 1978 155 p refs
(Contract DAAG53-76-C-0118. DA Pro) 1L7-63702-DG-10)
(AD-A057145) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
A 1 5 kW indirect methanol fuel cell powerplant was
constructed and tested A methanol steam reformer was used
in conjunction with a phosphoric acid fuel cell stack Output
voltage was adjustable between 26 and 34 volts, and automatic
unattended operation was provided by a controller Fuel
consumption was 2 1 Ib MeOH/Kwhr at rated power and 1 1 Ibs
MeOH/hr during standby The powerplant was delivered to USA
MERADCOM 2 water recovery study for the powerplant was
conducted Author (GRA)
N78-33642jf! Burns anu Roe, Inc Woodbury. N Y
USAF TERRESTRIAL ENERGY STUDY VOLUME 3.
PART 2 ENERGY CONSERVATION SYSTEMS HANDBOOK
Final Report. 1 Apr 1976 - 1 Feb. 1978
A Carlson. D Fuller. R Reyer C Mallner. and S Fogelson
May 1978 483 p refs
(Contract F33615-76-C-2171)
(AD-A057252. AFAPL-TR-78-19-Vol-3-Pt-2) Avail NTIS
HC A21/MF A01 CSCL 10/2
This report was prepared by Burns and Roe, Inc to serve
as a guide for the U S Air Force in selecting types of energy
conversion systems to meet their future ground power require-
ments The electric power requirements included in this report
range from 10 kilowatts to 50 mega wans Twenty-one types of
systems, conventional as well as advanced, are considered
These include 19 types of energy conversion systems which
utilize either chemical fuel, nuclear fuel, solar energy or wind
energy and two types of energy storage systems which utilize
electric power for recharging Each system is characterized in
terms of a set of economic physical and performance parameters
including acquisition costs, life cycle costs, size, efficiency and
environmental constraints A total of eighteen such parameters
are presented for each type of system for several sets of
requirements The requirements are defined in terms of electric
power level, frequency and duration of operation corresponding
to typical U S Air Force ground applications Author (GRA)
N78-33546j|f Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland, Wash
COMPRESSED AIR ENERGY STORAGE ADVANCED
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS Progress Report. FY 1977
D K Kreid and M A McKmnon Mar 1978 133 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2464) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Technologies that will reduce the consumption of natural
gas and oil are reviewed Maior areas of interest for the
compressed air energy storage (CAES) program are cost
assessment for thermal energy storage (TES) systems that are
suitable for CAES applications, potential fuel savings of hybrid
CAES cycles that incorporate TES for recovery of the heat of'
compression and estimate the economic incentive for using TES
in CAES systems and modified CAES cycles that eliminate the
use of gas and oil by the use of alternative fuels ERA
N78-33546jff Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland, Wash
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF STRONTIUM 90 FUELED
HEATERS FOR USE IN COLD REGIONS
W E Sande and R L Aaberg Feb 1978 54 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2476) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Cost estimates for various radioisotope fueled heating systems
are given The economic feasibility of radioisotope fueled heaters
was determined by comparing them to fuel oil systems The
basic conceptual heat design considered were a heat source
and radiation shielding with no external heat transfer equipment
Radioisotope heaters were much more expensive than fuel oil
systems The radioisotope fuel costs contribute 50 percent or
more to the overall cost An effective method to make a substantial
reduction in radioisotope system cost would be to lower the Sr
price from 10 cents/curie Radioisotope heaters will not be
economically competitive with fuel oil systems unless the price
of strontmm-90 is reduced below 10 cents/curie, fuel oil prices
increase significantly or for a particular application the reliability
or adaptability of a fuel oil system is unacceptable and a
radioisotope system is satisfactory ERA
N78-33547# Criterion Analysis. Inc, Dallas. Tex
APPRAISAL OF ENERGY ANALYSIS Final Report
F J Alessio. B L Jackson, and D B Cohen Mar 1978
109 p refs
(EPRI-EA-504) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The methods and applications of energy analysis are reviewed
and evaluated Energy analysis is viewed in the broadest possible
context, with a broad range of conclusions reached Energy analysis
is a useful complement to economic analysis in technological
assessments and public policy decision making ERA
N78-33548# Department of Energy. Washington. D C Office
of Business Assistance Programs
VOLUNTARY BUSINESS ENERGY CONSERVATION
PROGRAM Progress Report
Apr 1978 161 p
(DOE/CS-0018/6. PR-6) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF AQ1
Data are compiled from 48 industry and trade associations
representing 3.000 firms Progress in energy conservation in the
Voluntary Business Energy Conservation Program is reported In
the first six months of 1977 the Programs index of business
energy efficiency was running at an estimated 9 2 percent above
the 1972 base level This increase is mostly attributable to sizable
gams for the chemicals and petroleum industries, although energy
use improvements were generally widespread However, moderate
declines were recorded in the indexes for primary metals foods,
and textile industries ERA
N78-33649|P Federal Energy Administration Washington D C
Office of Energy Conservation and Environment
FEDERAL-ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND ENERGY-
DEVELOPMENT IMPACTED MUNICIPALITIES
Feb 1976 107 p refs Sponsored by DOE
(FEA/D-77/039) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
A Federal-assistance program that does or could provide
aid for very small communities impacted by major energy
developments is reviewed The discovery of oil. coal, or other
energy sources in sparsely populated Western U S areas would
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create boom towns that would need the rapid development of
facilities and manpower to provide public safety, public utilities,
education, -transportation and hearth care The federal assistance
programs in the areas are described and methods for expediting
and delivering such aid are discussed ERA
N78-3366O# Institute for Energy Analysis Oak Ridge. Tenn
UNITS TO ENERGY CONSERVATION IN CHEMICAL
PROCESSES
W Gool Apr 1978 30 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-05-00333)
(ORAU/IEA-78-6IM)) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
A national policy for energy conservation is handicapped by
two shortcomings First the objectives of energy conservation
are poorly defined in many national policies Second no accepted
yardstick is available by which to determine the priorities for
different conservation projects A general approach to establish
a common conservation measure is described in this paper Use
of the thermodynamic limit to evaluate the conservs'-or potential
is shown to be inappropriate For each production rate a real
energy minimum exists, and it does not correspond to the
thermodynamic limit A simplified model is applied to an average
kind of energy-intensive chemical production The characteristics
of the cost minimum and the energy minimum are used to
derive a value in dollars per megajoule of energy saved and
the importance of this value for ranking priorities in a national
energy policy is explained ERA
N78-33661j)l Resource Planning Associates, Inc Cambridge
Mass
POTENTIAL FOR CO6ENERATION DEVELOPMENT IN SIX
MAJOR INDUSTRIES BY 1985
Dec 1977 217 p refs Sponsored by DoE
(HCP/M60172-01/2) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF'A01
Industrial cogeneration development potential both without
and with government action was estimated for six industries
that consume a significant amount of electricity and process
heat chemicals, petroleum refining, pulp and paper, steel food
processing, and textiles Process-steam topping applications were
studied because the initial analysis of industrial cogeneration
potential indicated that 60 to 70 percent of the potential
development is in these applications The 1985 thermal energy
requirements for process use in industry were projected at 17.900
trillion Btu--13 900 trillion Btu for process steam and 4000
trillion Btu for direct process heat The 1985 waste heat bottoming
cogeneration potential in the six focus industries was estimated
to be 3.540 trillion Btu predominantly (2 760 trillion Btu) in
the chemical, steel and refining industries A maximum technical
potential for cogeneration of 380 to 740 billion kWh of electric
energy produced was used to estimate an energy savings of
1 0 to 16 million bbl/day oil equivalent ERA
N78-33S52jff Department of Energy. Laramie. Wyo Energy
Research Center
THERMAL CONVERSION OF OIL-SHALE KEROGEN USING
CO AND WATER AT ELEVATED PRESSURES
J J Cummmgs and W E Robinson 1978 21 p refs
(LERC-78/1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Temperature heating time, pressure presence or absence
of mineral carbonates, shale particle size shale grade presence
of organic solvents and amount of water were investigated as
variables affecting kerogen conversion Higher conversions ol
kerogen at low temperatures were obtained by using the CO-H2O
reaction anc CO-H2O-solvcnt reaction than by dry thermal
processes The soluble degradation products from the kerogen
have elemental compositions similar to shale oils and would be
suitable materials for hydrocrackmg and refining feedstocks
Other advantages are good conversion of extremely rich oil shales
and good conversion of finely ground oil shale Water-soluble
minerals are removed from the shale residue during the reaction
and are recovered as a valuable byproduct with significant
environmental advantage ERA
N78-33563jj> Burt. Hill Kosar Rmleman. and Associates. Butler.
Pa
MINIMUM ENERGY DWELLING (MED) WORKBOOK: AN
INVESTIGATION OF TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS FOR
ENERGY CONSCIOUS DESIGN
Dec 1977 430 p
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1198)
(SAN-1198-1) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
A workbook is presented based upon information gathered
during the design phase of the Minimum Energy Dwelling The
objective of the project is to substantially reduce energy use by
the incorporation of energy conservation and solar techniques in
a single-family detached dwelling The Project demonstrates to
builders, as well as to the general public, a number of technological
innovations that can at reasonable cost be included in a dwelling
design ERA
N78-33664|jf Department of Energy, Washington D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR ELECTRIC
ENERGY SYSTEMS PROGRAM. 1977
G Hagey and L T Krezanosky Mar 1978 103 p
(DOE/EDP-0016) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
A framework is provided for incorporating environmental
considerations into the planning process at the earliest stage,
resolving environmental concerns concurrently with the technology
development, and ensuring that adverse environmental effects
are mitigated through sound technological design This Environ-
mental Development Plan addresses the Electric Energy System
Program which includes the following technologies overhead
ac/dc transmission, underground transmission (including supe-
rconducting transmission), generation storage applications,
systems development and forecasting studies and systems control
studies ERA
N78-33655jjl Department of Energy, Washington. D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR CONSERVA-
TION RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM. 1977
D Moses and M Shapiro Mar 1978 77 p refs
(DOE/EDP-0017) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The Conservation Research and Technology (CONRT) EDP
covers the environmental concerns related to CONRT technology
R and D. whereas the end-use division EDPs cover the
environmental concerns of system demonstrations and applica-
tions Environmental strategy needs, objectives of this program,
and technique for screening applicable projects are covered
Middle-grade heat utilization, alternative fuels. 48-MW(e)
fuel-cell power plant development, and first-generation systems
development are characterized Scientific disciplines that were
investigated to point out environmental concerns are organic
Rankine bottoming cycle, biphase system resource assessment,
wood-fired and waste-fired boilers and fuel cells The strategy
for resolving environmental concerns is discussed ERA
N78-336Mf Department of Energy Washington D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE
DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVA-
TION. 1977
D Maxfield and D Moses Mar 1978 172 p refs
(DOE/EDP-0018) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The ecosystem, resource, physical environment, health safety
and socio-economic issues associated with the research,
development, demonstration and assessment of thirteen transpor-
tation technologies are identified These include the Stirling and
gas turbine engines constant speed accessory drive system
bottoming cycle for heavy duty trucks, continuously variable
transmission, new hydrocarbons (brood-cut petroleum fuels)
alcohol and synthetic fuels hydrogen electric and hybrid vehicles,
pipeline bottoming cycle, and stratified-charge concept A research
and assessment strategy for resolving any potentially adverse
environmental issues stemming from these technologies is
presented The process provides a framework for incorporating
environmental consideration into agency planning processes at
the earliest stages, resolving environmental issues concurrently
with energy technology development and assuring that adverse
environmental effects are mitigated through sound technological
design and are at the same level of importance as technological,
fiscal, and institutional issues in decision-making ERA
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N78-33657jjf Department of Energy. Washington. D C
SIMPLE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR ENERGY RESEARCH AND
SUPPLY STRATEGIES. DRAFT
G H Canavan and V H Reis Apr 1978 76 p refs
(DOE/ER-OO05/D) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
A simple transparent model of energy economics The model
can be used to determine energy prices and flows under a
resonable range of resource and policy constraints The model
is based on familiar concepts of the equilibration of demand
and supply to determine prices and flows Demand structures
are based on more sophisticated models Supply structures are
a combination of a simple physical model for the motion of
supply curves of depletable resources, exogenous prescription of
supplies* from those sources for which environmental or social
pressure subordinate economics to policy, and highly aggregated
models for the penetration of new alternative energy systems
as a function of their price, date of availability, and maximum
growth rate The model is calibrated by comparison with a
more fundamental model which operates at roughly the same
level of source aggregation ERA
N78-33S68# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
PRELIMINARY OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR ASSESSMENT
OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGION
G Hmman C Kolstad. G Morns. R Palmer, and R Pendley
Mar 1978 61 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-6689-MS) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
A linear programming model was developed to determine
the most economically efficient way (subject to environment and
other constraints) in which extraction, conversion, and transporta-
tion of'energy forms can take place to satisfy demands A
description of the model includes preliminary specification in
some derail a discussion of input data and some characteristic
outputs ' drawbacks in the preliminary version, and model
refinements ERA
N78 33^69# Los Alamos Scientific Lab . N Mex
CONTRIBUTION OF CHEMISTRY TO ENERGY
Kenneth E Cox 1978 23 p refs Presented at Div of Fuel
Chem Meeting Anaheim Calif. 12-17 Mar 1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-78-706. Conf-780305-15) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Several examples of chemical research being done to solve
the problems of energy supply both for near-term and long-term
are described Energy conversion and storage is discussed with
emphasis on the conversion of water to hydrogen as an energy
supply medium to satisfy societal demand B 8
N78-33660f AiResearch Mfg Co. Torrance. Calif
STUDY OF HEAT ENGINE/FLYWHEEL. HYBRID PROPUL-
SION CONFIGURATION WITH ELECTRICAL TRANSMIS-
SION SYSTEM. PHASE 1 Final Report
Apr 1978 151 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(ALO-41/1) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
Mechanical and electronic options for the system were
evaluated in a five passenger family sedan and were ranked
according to cost, weight, and fuel economy The primary use
of this transmission system is to augment the heat engine with
energy from the flywheel in such a manner as to level engine
loads and improve the overall vehicle efficiency The benefits of
using this system are as follows (1) provides fuel economy,
which is unobtainable with conventional propulsion arrangements,
(2) acceleration and passing performance same as provided by
large V-8 engine (3) meets 1985 Federal emission standards,
(4) reduces direct operating cost for the consumer, and (5) reduces
heat engine size The hybrid's fuel consumption if 39 5 mpg,
compared to 15 mpg projected for a conventional vehicle This
represents a 263% improvement in fuel economy The hybrid
also provides a 40% savings in direct operating cost ERA
N78-33661jjl Sandia Labs . Albuquerque. N Mex
SOLAR TOTAL-ENERGY LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENT AT
SHENANDOAH. GEORGIA
R W Hunke 1978 14 p refs Presented at Symp on
Solar-Thermal Power Stations, Cologne. West Germany, 12 Apr
1978
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-77-2075C. Conf-780425-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The background, goals, objectives, and status of the solar
total-energy system are outlined The system is designed to make
maximum use of collected solar energy by supplying both the
low-grade (low-temperature thermal) and high-grade (electrical
and/or mechanical) energy needs of selected applications ERA
N78-33M20 WESTEC Services, Inc. San Diego. Calif
ENGINEERING AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF UTILIZ-
ING GEOTHERMAL HEAT FROM THE HEBER RESERVOIR
FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING PURPOSES AT VALLEY
NITROGEN PRODUCERS INC.. EL CENTRO AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMICAL PLANT Find Report
P B Sherwood and K L Newman Sep 1977 200 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1323)
I SAN-1323-3) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
The analysis proceeds through the preliminary economics to
determine the restraints imposed by geothermal modification size
on internal rates of return, and through the energy utilization
evaluation to determine the best method for substituting
geothermal energy for existing fossil fuel energy Finally, several
geothermal utilization schemes were analyzed for detailed
cost-benefit evaluation An economically viable plan for implemen-
ting geothermal energy in the VNP Plant was identified and the
final conclusions and recommendations were made based on
these detailed cost-benefit analyses Cost associated with
geothermal energy production and implementation were formu-
lated ERA
N78-33563| Department of Energy, Washington D C
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AS A PROCEDURE FOR
ACCELERATING THE APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOL-
OGY CHARPIE TASK FORCE REPORT. VOLUME 1
Feb 1978 48 p 2 Vol
(Contract EX-76-C-01-2295-006)
(DOE/RA-0003/1-Vol-1) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Following the establishment on January 19, 1975. of the
Energy Research and Development Administration, the Task Force
on Demonstration Projects was organized to assist the new agency
in evaluating its planning and management of its projects The
agency was to support research and development in energy-related
areas, to be applied to the civil sector The agency was also
authorized to support the commercialization of new energy
technology The Task Force concluded it could not adequately
provide guidance or demonstrations without examining ERDA's
general commercialization role as defined in the statute The
Task Force decided to concentrate on these general aspects of
the subject The Task Force's general conclusions and recom-
mendations on ERDA's overall commercialization role are given
along with its specific consideration of the demonstration protect
and the demonstration project guidelines ERA
N78-33564fjf Department of Energy, Washington, D C
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AS A PROCEDURE FOR
ACCELERATING THE APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOL-
OGY. CHARPIE TASK FORCE REPORT. VOLUME 2
Feb 1978 461 p 2 Vol
'.Contract EX-76-C-01-2295-006)
(DOE/RA-0003/2-Vol-2) Avail NTIS HC A20/MF A01
The issues associated with government programs proposed
for the commercialization of new energy technologies are
examined These include (1) the role of research and development
within the structure of the national energy goals and policies.
(2) the process of technological change as it occurs with respect
to energy technologies in terms of sources of misalignment of
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social and private incentives. (3) correction of the sources of
misalignment as the goal of commercial demonstration programs,
and (4) circumstances under which government supported
commercialization is likely to affect the success of subsequent
stages of technological change Methods for evaluation and
planning of commercial demonstration programs are analyzed
N78-335«6# Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs. Richland. Wash
ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL INCENTIVES USED TO STIMU-
LATE ENERGY PRODUCTION AN EXECUTIVE SUM-
MARY
B W Cone. D L Brenchley. V L Bnx. M L Brown K E
Cochran. R J Cole, M G Curry. R Davidson J Easterlmg.
and A G Fassbender Mar 1978 15 p .,
(Contract EY-76-C-06-1830)
(PNL-2410) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
An analysis was made of past and present Federal incentives
to production of vanous energy sources and therby assist the
Division of Solar Energy, Energy Research and Development
Administration, in the study and recommendation of Federal
incentives for the development of solar energy The research
was divided into five parts a survey of current thought about
incentives for solar energy production, the theoretical approach
to analyzing and characterizing incentives, a generic view of the
energy incentive-creating landscape for 1976, analysis of the
major energy sources along their trajectories from exploration to
waste management, including their costs in 1976 dollars, and
insights into potential incentives for solar policy Economic,
political, organizational, and legal viewpoints were considered in
formulating the typology of incentives ERA
N78-33666# Aerotherm Acurex Corp. Mountain View. Calif
SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEM: LARGE SCALE EXPERI-
MENT PHASE 2: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Final Technical
ProojnMS Report
C D Hartman Sep 1977 275 p
(Contract EG-77-C-04-3986. Proj 7354)
(SE-3986-1) Avail NTIS HC A12/MF A01
A conceptual design of a solar total energy system for a
Knitwear factory in Shenandoah. Georgia was completed A key
design objective was to maximize the cost effectiveness of
collected solar energy while using it to supply at least 60 percent
of the total annual energy requirements of the plant The design
features a distributed solar energy receiver system with sun-
tracking parabolic trough collectors onented north-south, two
toluene Rankine cycle turbogenerators, absorption cycle and vapor
compression cycle water chillers, and high temperature oil/rock
bed storage reservoirs One turbogenerator at a minimum meets
the solar energy system's own demand for electricity with heat
rejected for this turbine used to generate steam for the factory
When additional solar energy is available, the additional electricity
and heat from this turbine drives the vapor compression and
absorption chillers to produce cold water for the plant's
air-conditioning system The second turbogenerator is designed
to convert solar energy to electricity for the plant at maximum
efficiency ERA
N78-33667| Idaho National Engineering Lab. Idaho Falls
RESIDENTIAL SPACE HEATING COST. GEOTHERMAL VS
CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
I A Engen Feb 1978 49 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-07-1570)
(TREE-1182) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Operating characteristics and economics of several representa-
tive space heating systems are analyzed Analyses are based on
the use of geothermal water at temperatures as low as 120 F
in forced air systems and 140 F in baseboard convection and
radiant floor panel systems The baseboard convection system
is the most economical type of geothermal space heating system
when geothermal water of at least 140 F is available Heat
pumps utilizing water near 70 F, with negligible water costs,
are economically feasible and they are particularly attractive when
space cooling is included in system designs Procurement and
installation costs for similar geothermal and conventional space
heating systems are about equal, so geothermal space heating
is cost competitive when the unit cost of geothermal energy is
less than or equal to the unit cost of conventional energy Guides
are provided for estimating the unit cost of geothermal energy
for cases where a geothermal resource is known to exist ERA\
N78-33668jjl Department of Energy Washington. D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (EDP) SOLAR
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT.
1977
Mar 1978 47 p refs
(DOE/EDP-0002) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Potential environmental health safety and socioeconomic
impacts relevant to solar process heat are described A manage-
ment plan is presented for conducting and coordinating environ-
mental research in concert with the technology development
effort Investigations,include fluid/waste characterization studies,
contamination pathway analyses, ecological effects research,
human toxicology studies, and mitigation strategies ERA
N78-33669f Resource Planning Associates, Inc Washington.
D C
INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR TOTAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS Quarterly Report
31 Jan 1978 75 p refs
(Contract EG-77-C-04-3768)
(ALO-3786-2. QR-3) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Estimates are presented of the availability of land for solar
total energy (STE) systems The investigation of the external
decision processes that affect an STE system choice was
continued The STE system/utility interface was examined,
presenting regional time-of-day pricing scenarios and estimates
of backup rates The possible effects that the financial community
could have on STE market penetration was considered Regional
and sectoral energy use profiles were developed These profiles
served as a basis for simulating yearly system performance on
an hourly basis to estimate system costs and savings Preliminary
conceptual designs were developed for both thermal and
photovoltaic STE systems Refined system designs and detailed
capital cost and performance estimates for the optimized designs
are presented Author (ERA)
N78-33670jjl Oak Ridge National Lab. Tenn Energy Div
COMMERCIAL DEMAND FOR ENERGY: A DISAGGRE-
GATED APPROACH
Jerry R Jackson. Steve Cohn, Jane Cope, and William S Johnson
Apr 1978 69 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-26)
(ORNL/CON-15) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The structure and forecasting accuracy of a disaggregated
model of commercial energy use recently developed is described
The model forecasts annual commercial energy use by ten building
types, five end uses, and four fuel types Both economic (utilization
rate, fuel choice, capital-energy substitution) and technological
factors (equipment efficiency, thermal characteristics of buildings)
are explicitly represented m the model Model parameters were
derived from engineering and econometric analysis The model
was then validated by simulating commercial energy use over
the 1970-1975 time period The model performs well both
with respect to size of forecast error and ability to predict turning
points The model was then used to evaluate the energy-use
implications of national commercial buildings standards based
on the ASHRAE 90-75 recommendations ERA
N78-33671# McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Co . Huntington
Beach. Calif
CENTRAL RECEIVER SOLAR THERMAL POWER SYSTEM.
PHASE 1. CORL ITEM 2. PILOT PLANT PRELIMINARY
DESIGN REPORT. VOLUME 2- SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS
R W Hallet, Jr and R L Gervais Oct 1977 534 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-03-1108)
(SAN-1108-8/1-Vol-2. MDC-G-6776-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A23/MF A01
An active system analysis and integration effort was
conducted Initial program requirements were transformed into
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a preliminary system design Subsystem requirements for
subsystem design and test activity were generated The final
preliminary design was reviewed to ensure that the subsystems
were operationally compatible and capable of producing electricity
at the lowest possible cost per unit of energy ERA
(ALO-3723-76/3) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
The following subjects are covered physical environment,
system layout, warm water loop, turbine/generator, cold water
loop, system performance and cost and areas of major
uncertainty ERA
N78-336720 Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
THERMAL DRAWDOWN AND RECOVERY OF SINGLY AND
MULTIPLY FRACTURED HOT DRY ROCK RESERVOIRS
R Wunder and H Murphy Apr 1978 18 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-7219-MS) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A computer code was written to solve the differential
equations for rock-water heat conduction and convection by finite
differences Temperature versus time functions for multiple
fractures separated by various spacings are presented in
dimensional and in nondimensional plots The results were
specialized for the limiting case of a single fracture in unbound-
ed rock and for the other limiting case where the rock is so
extensively fractured that thermal breakthrough phenomena can
occur Fracture temperatures were calculated during the thermal
recovery following various extraction periods For the single-
fracture case these temperature recoveries could with slight
approximation, be represented as a single curve depending only
upon the ratio of the total elapsed time and the extraction
time . ERA
N78-33673jjf Ocean Data Systems. Inc. Monterey. Calif
OTEC THERMAL RESOURCE REPORT FOR HAWAII
Oct 1977 61 p refs
(Contract EG-77-C-01-4028)
(TID-27950) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Most probable monthly temperature profiles from surface to
1500 meter depths were developed for eight one-degree
latitutde-'longitude squares off Hawaii These ocean areas are
characterized by remarkably homogeneous temperature conditions
and small variability at all depths In particular, a temperature
differential in excess of 20 C exists between the surface layer
and the 1000 meter depth and the entire year in several of the
areas An inventory summary is included of the temperature
observations available in the area, as well as overall bathymetnc
information The monthly temperature data are provided in tabulai
form and as plots of temperature differential versus depth for
each latitude-longitude square ERA
N78-33674f Kaman Sciences Corp, Colorado Springs, Colo
PHOENIX HOUSE: SOLAR-ASSISTED HEAT PUMP
SYSTEM EVALUATION Final Report. Mar. 1878
D M Jardmeand D W Jones Mar 1978 73 p refs Sponsored
by EPRI
(EPRI-ER-712) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Solar electric heating systems, their testing, and their electric
system interfacing with the city of Colorado Springs municipal
utility are examined Thermal load is dynamic and changes
characteristics as residential buildings age Performance character-
istics of an operational ground-coupled thermal energy storage
system linked to fluid-cooled solar collectors and a series
hquid-to-air heat pump are analyzed Validated operational
temperature boundary heat transfer coefficients for the storage
system are developed using seasonal performance data generated
at the Phoenix Project The impact on the city utility's electric
system is developed for connecting various types of solar and
electric-heating systems in vanous quantities from 1978 through
1984 The mam impact statement centers on the average cost
per kWh of generating and delivering electric power to all
classes of customers when the heating systems are connected
in vanous quantities Heating-system load factors, and their impact
on the utility's electric system load factor are analyzed ERA
N78-336761 Colorado School of Mines. Golden Oept of
Engineering Physics
OPEN CYCLE OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION-
A PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING EVALUATION
A D Watt, f S Mathews. and R E Hathaway 31 Dec 1977
132 p refs
(Contract EY-76-S-04-3723)
N78-3357># Bums and McDonnell, Kansas City. Mo
ASSESSMENT OF THE FUEL CELL'S ROLE IN SMALL
UTILITIES Final Report
Peter Steitz. G Mayo. D Taylor, and H Lehman Feb 1978
210 p
(EPRI Proj 918)
(EPRI-EM-696-Vol-D Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
Fuel cell characteristics most important to ensuring its success
in the small utility market were identified Areas studied were
the (1) analysis of small utility characteristics. (2) selection of
six reference systems and expansion from 1980 to 2000 with
conventional generation, (3) expansion of the six reference systems
with five fuel cell types and comparison with conventional
expansions. (4) determination of threshold values for key fuel
cell characteristics, and (5) quantification of the potential benefits
associated with certain of the fuel cell's unique features
Results show that the fuel cell has the potential for significant
penetration into the small utility market, competing'With ,
conventional generation from the base load to the intermediate
and peaking ranges of operation, especially if the characteristics
specified for the advanced fuel cells can be achieved The major
potential limitations on the utilization of fuel cells are oil availability
and price ERA
N78-33577j|f Exxon Research and Engineering Co, Linden. N J
CATALYST SINTERING STUDIES Interim Report
Y C Pan. S C Fung, and G Cipnos Mar 1978 155 p refs
Sponsored by DOE
(EPRL-EM-661) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
Methods to retard the loss of catalyst surface area, ami
therefore, retard the loss of catalytic activity, in phosphoric acid
fuel cells are described Phosphoric acid fuel cells use platinum
catalysts dispersed as small crystallites on carbon supports. These
crystallites are meta-stable and tend to grow to larger size (sinter)
with lower surface area due to surface free energy considerations
The nature of support substrates, catalyst preparation method
addition of adsorbed high valence cations and addition of
potentially stabilizing components were studied Platinum sintering
rates were significantly different for vanous support systems A
very promising high surface area activated carbon was discovered
which showed no measureable loss of platinum surface area
after 1002 hours exposure to standard sintering conditions ERA
N78-33578I Cantor (Irwm G) Office. New York. N Y
INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATE TYPES OF WATER-
STORAGE COMPONENTS TO BE UTILIZED IN CONJUNC-
TION WITH THE ACES SYSTEM
Dec 1977 78 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-26,
(ORNL/Sub-78/14233/1) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
Major areas investigated were cost of the tank, and
integration with the construction project Nationwide tank building
capability, and average costs are given Costs of free-standing
tanks were found to average $2 00/cu ft for a 500 cu ft tank
and $1 37/cu ft for a 3000 cu ft tank. The least-costly tanks
were those which are field constructed and fully integrated with
the project design Traditional matenals and procedures (masonry
and concrete) offer the greatest flexibility and lowest cost Such
integration can create cost savings of approximately 50% since
load bearing walls can fulfill additional structural (foundation)
requirements The least costly method of tank construction
available was foam-form block, a proprietary system Busing
preshaped polystyrene open cell blocks between which are placed
reinforcing steel and concrete ERA
N78-33678# Department of Energy. Washington. D C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (EDP): ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEMS. FY 1877
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Lynne Holt. Richard Jones, and Graham Hagey Mar 1978
145 p rets
(DOE/EDP-0015) Avail NT1S HC A07/MF A01
The physical, biological, social cultural, health and safety
environmental concerns associated with energy storage are
examined The requirements and actions needed to resolve these
concerns, and a time-phased plan for the evaluation and mitigation
of negative environmental impacts are presented A framework
is provided for incorporating environmental considerations into
the planning process at the appropnata stage, resolving environ-
mental issues concurrently with the technology development, and
assuring that adverse environmental effects are mitigated through
sound technological design , , ERA
N7S-3358O| Completion Technology Co. Houston. Tex
GEOTHERMAL WELL COMPLETIONS AN OVERVIEW OF
EXISTING METHODS IN FOUR TYPES OF DEVELOP-
MENTS
Robert E Snyder Jan 1978 128 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-7010) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01
Existing practices and capabilities for completing wells for
geothermal application in each of four categories of geothermal
environments are discussed Included are steam wells in hard,
fractured rocks (The Geysers. California), hot water wells
sedimentary formations (Imperial Valley California), hot. dry
impermeable rocks with circulating water systems (Valles Caldera.
New Mexico), and geopressured, geothermal water wells with
associated hydrocarbon production on the U S Gulf Coast ERA
Mar 1977 234 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-05-5123)
(ORO-5123-1) Avail NTIS HCA11/MFA01
The dehydration operation is described The system design
and its economic analysis are discussed The system analysis
covers the solar collectors, fan and ducting selection, rock storage
design, heat recovery, control system, system simulation, and
the monitoring system The construction costs are discussed
thoroughly The construction design is presented including
drawings ERA
N7S-336S4jjl Brookhaven National Lab. Upton. N Y Dept
of Energy and Environment
AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS IN PHOTOVOLTAIC
AND SOLAR THERMAL CONVERSION
Richard W Griffith 1978 6 p refs Presented at Intern Solar
Energy Congr, New Delhi. 16 Jan 1978
(Contract EY-76-C-02-0016)
(BNL-24216. Conf-780114-71 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Amorphous semiconductor materials promise to play an
important role in solar energy conversion For photovoltaic
applications, acceptable efficiencies eta in large-area Schottky
calls may be possible if hole transport in a-Si can be improved
Indeed, in very small-area cells (approx 1 sq mmlreasonable
upper limits eta approximately 6% were reported in the literature
For solar thermal applications studies on Si/sub 1-x/B sub x/
alloys point toward the realization of solar coatings that are
stable at high temperatures and that satisfy the dual requirement
of high solar absorptance alpha/sub s/ and low infrared emittance
e ERA
N78-33581|jf Bureau of Mines. Washington. D C
PROJECTS TO EXPAND FUEL SOURCES IN EASTERN
STATES: AN UPDATE OF INFORMATION CIRCULAR 8726.
SURVEY OF PLANNED OR PROPOSED COAL MINES. COAL
AND NONCOAL CONVERSION PLANTS, ELECTRIC
GENERATING PLANTS. OIL REFINERIES. URANIUM
ENRICHMENT FACILITIES. AND RELATED INFRASTRUC-
TURE. IN STATES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER (AS
OF JULY 1977)
David C Benson and Frank J Doyle 1978 156 p refs
(BM-IC-876S) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
Tables listing the name, location and other pertinent data
concerning certain fuel-related projects are presented Information
on projects involving the proposed or planned development of
fuel resources, as well as the development of storage, transporta-
tion, and conversion facilities is included Of the total 535 projects
for which information is provided, 429 concern coal mines and
electric generating plants ERA
N78-33682# California Univ. Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab
Cu/SUB x/S-tCd. Zn)8 PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR ENERGY
CONVERTERS Quarterly Report. Jul. - Sap. 1977
T M Peterson. B L Chin, K Seshan. and J Washburn Nov
1977 26 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(HCP/T74Q5-1 QR-2) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
Reproducible growth of uncracked. thick films of (Cd.Zn)S
was accomplished on the Aslantis 111) face of GaAs substrates
and on substrates tilted approximately 14 deg off of (antis 111).
Modifications to the hot wall deposition apparatus were made
to eliminate the trace impurities found at the perimeter of the
films Techniques for transmission electron microscope specimen
preparation were developed Results yielded evidence supporting
Ga-face film cracking by an interfacial layer of GaS The spectral
response portion of the device measurement apparatus is
operational The elastic tunneling calculations agree with
experimental results for I-V characteristics of illuminated cells
ERA
N78-33S83rf California Polytechnic State Univ San Luis Obispo
RESEARCH ON THE APPLICATION OF SOLAR ENERGY
TO INDUSTRIAL DRYING OR DEHYDRATION PROCESSES
Final Ptiasa Report
N78-33686# Argonne National Lab. Ill
DESIGN OF CPC PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR COLLECTORS
R M Graven. A J Gorski. and W R Mclntire 1978 6 p
refs Presented at Intern Solar Energy Congr New Dehlu 16 Jan
1978
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(CONF-780114-8) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Two new photovoltaic solar collectors were designed, built
and tested A substantial improvement in performance was
achieved in that they produce more electrical power and use
significantly less photovoltaic material per unit area than the
present state-of-the-art flat panel arrays A reflective style
Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC) optical system was used
for one collector, and a dielectric style (DCPC) optical system
was used for the other collector to concentrate sunlight-.onto
custom designed photovoltaic solar cells For these two panels
only periodic angular ad|ustments are required which eliminates
the need for two-axis tracking A modular design of individual
sub-units containing an array of series and parallel circuits allows
a user to select a variety of operating conditions ERA
N78-33686jjl Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex
SOLAR-THERMOCHEMICAL PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN
FROM WATER
K E Cox and M G Bowman 1978 16 p refs Presented at
Solar Thermal Test Facilities Users Assoc Meeting, Golden, Colo .
11 Apr 1978 »
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-78-1052. Conf-780447-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Large scale hydrogen production using solar energy for the
decomposition of water by thermochemical cycles electrolysis,
or a hybrid combination of these methods is reviewed The
potential higher efficiency and lower cost for thermochemical
methods, versus the overall electrolysis was recognized The
criteria for the selection of an appropriate thermochemical cycle
for matching with a high temperature solar heat source are
detailed Advantages of a thermochemical cycle based on a solid
sulfate decomposition that makes use of isothermal high
temperature energy is detailed, and a plan for the implementation
of such a cycle on a central tower solar receiver is given ERA
621
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N78-33687# Black and Veatch Consulting Engineers. Kansas
City. Mo
SOLAR-THERMAL CONVERSION TO ELECTRICITY UTILIZ-
ING A CENTRAL RECEIVER. OPEN-CYCLE GAS TURBINE
DESIGN Final Report
J C Grosskreutz Mar 1978 226 p refs Sponsored by EPRI
(EPRI-ER-652) Avail NTIS HCA11/MFA01
A program to develop a solar/electric power plant which
utilizes an open cycle gas turbine as the pnme mover is discussed
A conceptual design for a commercial-scale plant, with a nominal
rating of 60 MWe. was prepared The characteristics of the
design, which employs an elevated central receiver surrounded
by a field of heliostats. are presented Energy storage, both buffer
and long-term is provided by fossil fuels The fuel, either oil or
gas, is burned in combustors which are in a parallel arrangement
with the solar receivers The turbine inlet gas temperature is
982 to 1066 C Because these temperatures preclude the use
of any available metal for the heat transfer surface, ceramics
are employed Experiments verified the suitability of silicon carbide
for an application of this type and also verified the analytic
methodology which had been used in the receiver design activities
Preliminary estimates of the physical and operating characteristics
of a bench model solar receiver employing silicon carbide tubes,
were developed ERA
N78-33689jjl California Univ Ltvermore Lawrence Livermore
Lab
ANALYSIS OF OFF-GUIDEWAY ENERGY STORAGE/
PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR DUAL MODE TRANSIT
SYSTEMS
Ivan J 'Sacks 9 Mar 1978 25 p refs Presented at the
Advanced Transit Assoc Intern Conf Indianapolis, 25-28 Apr
1978
(Contract W-7405 eng-48)
(UCRL-80874. Conf-780426-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
Some evaluation criteria and a method for combining these
criteria for the selection of an energy storage propulsion system
for off guideway operation of a dual mode transit system are
presented In addition, technical options for these energy storage
propulsion systems are discussed These options are drawn from
mechanical, chemical, and electrical energy storage systems The
selection criteria discussed are used to select attractive near
term system option ERA
N78-3359O# Energy Development Associates. Madison Heights.
Mich
DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-EFFICIENCY COST-EFFECTIVE.
ZINC-CHLORINE BATTERIES FOR UTILITY PEAK--
SHAVING. 1976 Interim Report
Philip C Symons Mar 1978 277 p
(EPRI-EM-711) Avail NTIS HC A13/MF A01
Principle thrusts of this program were battery scaleup by a
factor of twenty from earlier work and investigation of the
economics of zinc-chlorine peak-shaving batteries located at utility
substations Development programs on cell performance electrode
research, and materials of construction were conducted in support
of these objectives A battery was designed built, and tested
which delivered 18 kWh dc at an electrochemical energy efficiency
of 60% Two smaller systems were built and tested in order to
permit informed selection of the chlorine electrode material Porous
graphite was chosen The cycle-testing of two battery systems
are successfully automated Two conceptual designs were
prepared A detailed cost breakdown was provided for each
design ERA
N78-33691I Little (Arthur D ). Inc Cambridge. Mass
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ELECTRIC MOTORS
Apr 1978 173 p
(HCP/M50217-01) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The underlying hypothesis of this investigation is that efficiency
ratings are not being given proper consideration in the selection
and purchase of electric motors The study is concerned with
five tasks (1) equipment characterization concerned with standard
and built-in electric motors applied to commercial and industrial
process equipment and including AC single-phase and AC
polyphase. (2) market characterization, identifying the basis of
motor choice by users, (3) tracing the historic progression of
motor efficiencies and projected future trends, (4) technological
assessing and economic constraints, (5) developing policy option
scenarios ERA
N78-33692# Gulf Research and Development Co, Pittsburgh,
Pa
PASSENGER CAR FUEL ECONOMY IN SHORT TRIP
OPERATION Technical Progre** Report 1 May 1977 -
30 Nov 1977
C H Phoebe Nov 1977 25 p refs
(Contract EC-77-C-02-4248)
(COO-4248-1) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
A program is described to provide a base line for studies of
short-trip fuel economy that will eventually be needed to evaluate
alternative power plants and fuels Objectives are the evaluation
of methods devised to provide fuel utilization, and comparison
of conventional gasoline with a special fuel blend aimed at
improved short-trip economy The test design, selection of the
fuel blends, driving cycle operating procedure test equipment.'
selection of the test vehicles, and data handling methods are
outlined Fuel consumption measurements were made on four
vehicles operated on a chassis dynamometer at 0 F and 90 F
ERA
N78-33B94j|l Department of Energy. Washington. DC Div
of Solar Technology
FEDERAL WIND ENERGY PROGRAM. PROGRAM
SUMMARY
Jan 1978 78 p
(DOE/ET-O023/1) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01
The objective of the Federal Wind Energy Program is to,
accelerate the development of reliable and economically viable
wind energy systems and enable the earliest possible com-
mercialization of wind power To achieve this objective for small
and large wind systems requires advancing the technology,
developing a sound industrial technology base, and addressing
the non-technological issues which could deter the use of wind
energy This summary report outlines the projects being supported
by the program through FY 1977 toward the achievement of
these goals It also outlines the program's general organization
and specific program elements ERA
N78-33595jtf Score Inc Cambridge, Mass
THE 1976 ENERGY RESOURCE ALTERNATIVES II COMPE-
TITION Final Report
R A McGill. M lannucilh. J Marshal. J H Sununu J E Eschbach.
J Anson. D Wark. and D E Stock Oct 1977 260 p
(Contract EY-76-C-02-2698)
(COO-2698-2) Avail NTIS HC A12/MF A01
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Descriptions of all the entries in the competition are
presented Competition rules and judging procedures are described
Entries consisted of team efforts from colleges and universities
The competition called for the student teams to develop means
for producing electrical power sufficient to meet the needs of a
single family home, using an energy source other than oil or
natural gas The electric power produced had to be economically
realistic when compared to present energy source? ERA
N78-33696jjf Sandia Labs. Albuquerque N Mex
TORQUE RIPPLE IN A VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE
R C Reuter. Jr and M H Worstell Apr 1978 45 p refs
(Contract EY-76-C-04-0789)
(SAND-78-0577) Avail NTIS HCA03/MF.A01 • •; v«
Torque ripple is a name given to time variations in torque
which are propagated through the drive train of wind energy
conversion systems An analytical and experimental investigation
of torque ripple in a Oarneus vertical axis wind turbine is presented
An analytical model of the turbine is described and numerical
results from a solution to the equations of this model are compared
to experimental results obtained from the existing DOE/Sandia
17 meter vertical axis wind turbine Discussions on the source
of torque ripple, theoretical and experimental correlation, and
means of suppressing its magnitude are included ERA
N78-33697jfl Energy Research and Development Administration,
Washington. D C
EROA FACILITIES: A NATIONAL RESOURCE FOR
RESOLVING ENERGY PROBLEMS
10 Aug 1977 370 p
(ERDA-77-80) Avail NTIS HCA16/MFA01
Information about ERDA's management structure, program
activities, staffing and funding levels is presented The capabilities
of each ERDA s facilities for responding to the nation s energy
priorities are outlined The text was designed for internal use as
a management tool to aid in reorganization decision making
and as a source of general information for new DOE employ-
ees ERA
N78-33698fJ Biomass Energy Inst. Inc Winnipeg (Manitoba)
BIOMASS ENERGY SUCCESS STORIES. A PORTFOLIO
ILLUSTRATING CURRENT ECONOMIC USES OF RENEW-
ABLE BIOMASS ENERGY
Mar 1978 57 p
(Contract E6-77-X-10-0285)
(HCP/T0285-02) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Twenty-one illustrations of the use of energy from biomass
by the sugar, pulp and paper, manufacturing, and wood products
industries and for space heating of residences and institutional
buildings are presented Uses include the combustion of wood
wastes and sugarcane residues for production of mdustnal electric
power needs, steam production for bleaching and dyeing
operations, heat for industrial drying, and space heating The six
appendices give information on the overall availability of biomass
and biomass residues in the U S and Canada ERA
N78-33S8Sj|f National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Va
FUEL CONSUMPTION: TRANSPORTATION. VOLUME 1.
A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Progress Report.
1SS4 - 1B7S
Audrey S Hundemann Jul 1978 193 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0707/6) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800
CSCL 10A
Fuel consumption by automobiles, trucks, buses, and general
aviation aircraft is discussed Topic areas cover the effect of
road conditions, traffic conditions, and emission controls on fuel
economy, projected growth and problems facing air transportation,
energy efficiency of various urban transportation modes, energy
use forecasts, and projections of supply and demand in the
transporation sector This updated bibliography contains
187 abstracts GRA
N78-S360OI National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
FUEL CONSUMPTION: TRANSPORTATION. VOLUME 2.
A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS Progress Report.
1977 - Jun 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Jul 1978 115 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0552
(NTIS/PS-78/0708/4. NTIS/PS-77/0552) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 10A
This updated bibliography contains 109 abstracts, dealing
with fuel consumption by automobiles, trucks, buses, and general
aviation aircraft The effect of road conditions, traffic conditions.
and emission controls on energy efficiency is covered Projected
growth and problems facing air transportation and energy use
forecasts and projections of supply and demand in the transporta-
tion sector are included GRA
N78-33601)P National,Technical Information Service Springfield.
Va
FUEL CONSUMPTION. INDUSTRIAL RESIDENTIAL. AND
GENERAL STUDIES VOLUME 1 A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS Progress Report. 1966 - 1976
Audrey S Hundemann Jul 1978 166 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0709/2) Avail NTIS HC $2800/MF $2800
CSCL 10A
A bibliography containing 162 abstracts concerning research
on fuel supply, demand, shortages and conservation through
effective utilization is presented Energy consumption in the
agricultural sector, fuel substitution economic studies and
environmental concerns relating to energy consumption are also
reviewed G RA
N78-33602^ National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
FUEL CONSUMPTION: INDUSTRIAL. RESIDENTIAL. AND
GENERAL STUDIES. VOLUME 2 A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS Progress Report. 1977 - Jun. 1978 ,
Audrey S Hundemann Jul 1978 136 p Supersedes
NTIS/PS-77/0551 COM-74-11102
(NTIS/PS-78/0710/0. NTIS/PS-77/0551, COM-74-11102)
Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 10A
A bibliography containing 130 abstracts concerning research
on fuel supply, demand, shortages and conservation through
effective utilization is presented Energy consumption in the
agricultural sector, fuel substitution economic studies, and
environmental concerns relating to energy consumption is reported
Bibliographies on electric power consumption and fuel consump-
tion by transportation are also included GRA
N78-336O3|jl National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
LITHIUM BATTERIES. VOLUME 2. CITATIONS FROM THE
NTIS DATA BASE Progress Report. 197S - Jul. 1978
MonaF Smith Jul 1978 246 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0638.
NTIS/PS-76/0543, and NTIS/PS-75/471
(NTIS/PS-78/0660/7. NTIS/PS-77/0638 NTIS/PS-76/0543.
NTIS/PS-75/471) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL
IOC
A bibliography containing 241 abstracts concerning research
on design, development, components, testing, corrosion, electro-
lytes, sealing, and hazards of lithium cells is presented Batteries
studied include lithium organic cells, lithium sulfur cells, 'lithium—
water-air cells, and lithium nickel fluoride cells Applications cover
use in spacecraft, electric vehicles, off peak energy storage, and
forkhft trucks ' GRA
N78-33604)jl National Technical Information Service. Springfield,
Va
LITHIUM BATTERIES. CITATIONS FROM THE ENGINEER-
ING INDEX DATA BASE Progress Report. 1970 - Jul.
1978
MonaF Smith Jul 1978 187 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0639
and NTIS/PS-76/0544
(NTIS/PS-78/0661/5. NTIS/PS-77/0639. NTIS/PS-76/0544)
Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 10C
A bibliography containing 180 abstracts concerning studies
on design, development, components, corrosion, and hazards is
presented Lithium batteries with sulfides. chlorine, thionyl chloride.
623"
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organic compounds, and water are described Applications cover
use of lithium cells in pacemakers, spacecraft, electric vehicles,
and off peak energy storage GRA
N78-336O6| National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
LEAD BATTERIES CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS DATA
BASE Progress Rsport. 1964 - Jul. 1978
MonaF Smith Jul 1978 130 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0633.
NTIS/PS-76/0549 and NTIS/PS-75/472
(NTIS/PS-78/0689/6. NTIS/PS-77/0633 NTIS/PS-76/0549.
NTIS/PS-75/472) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL
IOC
A bibliography containing 124 abstracts concerning the
design, development, components fabrication, chemistry, and
testing of lead batteries is presented Specific applications for
spacecraft consumer products and electric vehicles are presented
Studies on lead recovery from battery scrap were reviewed Several
abstracts on lead toxicity in industrial plants are also cited GRA
N78-33822# Department of Energy, Washington, 0 C
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR BUILDINGS
AND COMMUNITY SYSTEMS. 1977
J Hock. J Duane. G Hagey, and D Moses Mar 1978 193 p
refs
(DOE/EDP-0020) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01
Environmental concerns which include ecological, social/
economic, health, safety, and resource impacts associated with
the research, development, and demonstration of buildings and
community energy systems are identified An environmental
research and development strategy for resolving the concerns is
presented The process provides a framework for incorporating
environmental considerations into agency planning processes at
the earliest stages resolving environmental concerns concurrently
with energy technology development and assuring that adverse
environmental effects are mitigated through sound technological
design and are at the same level of importance as technologi-
cal, economic, and institutional issues in decision making
Technology thrusts covered are architectural and engineering
systems, comsumer products and technology, urban waste
technology, and community systems ERA
N78-33607jjl General Accounting Office, Washington. D C
Energy and Minerals Div
THE MULTIPROCRAM LABORATORIES A NATIONAL
RESOURCE FOR NONNUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH.
DEVELOPMENT. AND DEMONSTRATION Report to the
Congress
22 May 1978 101 p refs
(PB-281265/9 EMD-78-62) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
CSCL 10A
The multiprogram laboratories and their enormous scientific
and technical potential for the development of nonnuclear energy
technologies are examined The eight laboratories represent a
cumulative capital investment of over $3 billion They have a
diversity of scientific and technical resources, manpower, and
plant facilities for developing new energy technologies Sugges-
tions for using these laboratories in nonnuclear energy in a manner
which would improve their working relationships with other
research entities are presented GRA
N7S-33608j|l National Technical Information Service Springfield.
Va
HEUOSTAT SYSTEMS DESIGN AND OPERATION. CITA-
TIONS FROM THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE
Programs Report. 1970 - Jim 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Aug 1978 44 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0842/1) Avail NTIS HC S2800/MF $2800
CSCL 10A
The design and use of heliostats in solar central receiver
thermal power systems aie discussed in abstracts from worldwide
literature Topic areas include hehostat systems performance
efficiency, and optimization Emphasis of the bibliography is on
basic research This bibliography contains 38 abstracts GRA
N78-33610# National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR DESIGN AND PERFOR-
MANCE CITATIONS FROM THE ENGINEERING INDEX
DATA BASE Progress Report. 1970 - Jun 1978
Audrey S Hundemann Aug 1978 150 p
(NTIS/PS-78/0841/3) Avail NTIS HC $28 00/MF $2800
CSCL 10A
Citations from worldwide literature on the design thermal
performance, and optimization of air- and liquid-type flat plate
collectors are covered Topic areas include heat loss and heat
transfer, effect of orientation, corrosion protection optical coatings,
enhancement of performance through the use of planar reflectors
and the effect of honeycomb layers on collector performance
Grooved corrugated, or V-trough collectors are studied Abstracts j
dealing with methods of measuring the performance of flat plate '
collectors and computer optimization studies are included (This
bibliography contains 144 abstracts ) GRA'
N78-33O26I Los Alamos Scientific Lab N Mex
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE VISUAL EFFECTS OF
SMOKE PLUMES
Michael D Williams (John Muir Inst), Mona J Wecksung, and
Ellen M Leonard 1978 8 p refs Presented at the Soc of
Photo-Opt Instrumentation Engr Tech Symp. Washington, D C,
28-31 Mar 1978
(Contract W-7405-eng-36)
(LA-UR-78-689, Conf-780324-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
A technique was developed to modify a clean before scene
as dictated by solutions to the radiation transfer problem in a
polluted atmosphere This allows production of computer simulated
after scenes, which illustrate the visual effects of pollutants emitted
under a variety of circumstances Application of this technique
to very large coal-fired power plants suggests that such facilities
may impair scenic vistas under some circumstances unless stricter
, pollution controls and standards are enforced ERA
i N78-33626jfl Department of Energy. Washington. D C Div
'of Biomedical and Environmental Research
MAP3S: STUDYING THE TRANSPORT. TRANSFORMA-
TION. AND FATE OF ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY-RELATED
POLLUTANTS
Michael C MacCracken Oct 1977 71 p refs
(DOE/EV-0008/1) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Numerical models were developed to accurately simulate
the the atmospheric transformation of atmospheric energy related
! pollutants for use in assessing the various strategies for generating
power Programs aimed at gaming a better understanding of
the role of fossil fuel combustion in affecting the atmosphere
are discussed These discussions include measurements of
chemical and meteorological variables that determine the
distribution of pollutant species from fossil-fuel electric power
production, atmospheric research experiments necessary to
understand the mechanisms and related processes that must be
included in simulation models, and the capability to simulate
the atmospheric behavior pollutant concentrations, and precipita-
tion chemistry, effects of emissions from fossil-fuel power plants
that are relevant to human health and welfare ERA
N78-33628f Energy Research and Development Administration.
Bartlesville Okla Energy Research Center
EFFECTS OF CATALYTIC REACTORS ON DIESEL EXHAUST
COMPOSITION Technfcsl Progress Report
W F Marshall! D E Seizmger and R W Freedman Apr
1978 14 p refs
(Contract DI-8M-J-166023)
(Pd-281083/6. BM-TPR-105) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 07 D
624
N78-33883
Tests conducted with four different catalytic reactor designs
to'determine the influence of exhaust treatment systems on
emissions from diesel engines are discussed Although there are
significant differences in oxidation efficiencies at light to
intermediate engine loads, all four catalysts were very effective
in reducing emissions at heavy loads Compositional determina-
tions included carbon monoxide carbon dioxide, unbumed
hydrocarbons oxides of nitrogen, aldehydes, sulfur dioxide,
sulfates. and paniculate loading Paniculate size, exhaust odor
intensity, and the character of the unburned hydrocarbon
component were also determined GRA
N78-33636jf! Research Triangle Inst. Research Triangle Park.
N C
SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS ENVIRONMENTAL AS-
PECTS OF FUEL CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY. 3 Final
Report. Apr. 1977 - F*b. 1978
Franklin A Ayer and Martin F Massogha Apr 1978 547 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-2612)
(PB-282429/0. EPA-600/7-78-063) Avail NTIS
HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 21D
Environmentally related information on coal conversion
technology is reviewed and discussed Major environmental
programs, contaminants in coal, process technology, control
technology process measurements, sampling, analytical informa-
tion on coal gasification and liquefaction, and product usage are
among the areas summarized Specific topics are program
approach, environmental assessment, and control technology
development S B S
N78-33676j|f Michigan Unrv. Ann Arbor Dept of Atmospheric
and Oceanic Science
RAIN SCAVENGING STUDIES Progress Report
A Nelson Dingle Jul 1977 83 p refs
(Contract ATI117D-1407)
(COO-1407-65 Rept-068670-15-P. PR-13) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01
The emission, transport, and deposition of key contaminants
from coal burning were studied A numerical mesoscale dynamic
model capable of simulating atmospheric motions and precipitation
patterns in. the Lake Michigan Basin region was developed A
numerical model of cloud microphysics and rain generation in
the presence of reactive substances was also derived A
quantitative evaluation of the chemical transformations, the
transport and the removal of atmospheric contaminants is
presented S B S
N7S-33679f Weather Wing (5th). Langley AFB, Va
TAILORED CLIMATOLOGY OF SEVERE WEATHER
Final Report
Robert P Wright Jun 1978 16 p refs
(AD-A056988. Rept-5WWTN-78-2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 04/2
This technical note describes the design and use of computer-
produced climatologies of severe weather reports within 50 statute
miles of a given location Author (GRA)
N78-33642*jff National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D C
OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE
AND ATMOSPHERE FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE
REMOTE SENSING OF NATURAL RESOURCES REVIEW
OF THE CONTEMPORARY STATUS OF THE PROBLEM
V I Tarnopolskiy Oct 1978 73 p refs Transl into ENGLISH
of 'Opticneskiye Kharaktenstiki Poverkhnosti i Atmosfery Zemli
S Tochki Zreniya Distantsionnoqo Issledovaniva Prirodnvkh
Resursov". Rept Pr-287 Acad of Sci USSR Inst of Space Res
Moscow 1976 73 p Transl by Kanner (Leo) Associates. Redwood
City. Calif
(Contract NASw-3199)
(NASA-TM-75548, Pr-287) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 04A
Widely used remote probing methods and especially the
multispectral method, for studying the earth from aerospace
platforms necessitate the systematization and accumulation of
data on the relationships between remote observations and
measured parameters and characteristic properties and condi-
tions of phenomena on the earth s surface Data were presented
on the optical characteristics of natural objects which arise during
observations of these objects over a wide spectral interval which
encompasses solar radiation reflected by the object as well as
the object's inherent thermal radiation The influence of the earth s
atmosphere on remote measurements and several problems in
simulation and calculation are discussed B B
N78 33672rff Wapora Inc, Washington. D C
SURVEY OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS APPLYING
TO GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION. DEVELOPMENT. AND
USE Final Report
Gene V Beeland Fell 1978 257 p refs
(Contract EPA-68-03-2371)
(PB-281023/2. EPA 600/7-78-014) Avail NTIS
HC A12/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Federal State and local environmental lawc and regulations
that apply to geothermal energy development are summarized
Most attention is given to those regulations which deal with air
pollution, water pollution solid wastes and impact assessments
Analyses are made of the regulations with respect to resource
definition, pollutants currently not controlled, duplicity and overlap
in permit and impact assessment requirements, the lack of
uniformity of regulations between states, and the probable future
approaches to the regulatory problems GRA
N78-33881jj! National Technical Information Service. Springfield.
Va
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PART 1 EXPLORATION.
VOLUME 3 CITATIONS FROM NTIS DATA BASE Program
Report May 1976 - Jul 1978
Mona F Smith Jul 1978 180 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0561
(NTIS/PS-78/0664/9. NTIS/PS-77/0561) Avail NTIS
HC $28 00/MF $28 00 CSCL 20A
The bibliography cites Federally-funded research on geophysi-
cal methods, such as electrical resistivity, seismology, magnetic
anomaly, and electromagnetic measurements in geothermal site
survey determination Studies on well logging, remote sensing,
geochemistry, mineralogy radioactivity, mapping volcanism. and
structural geology are included Criteria for location of geothermal
areas are suggested in these abstracts (This updated bibliography
contains 174 abstracts 72 of which are new entries to the
previous edition) GRA
N78-33882jjl National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PART 2 CORROSION AND
EQUIPMENT. VOLUME 3 CITATIONS FROM THE NTIS
DATA BASE Progress Report, May 1976 - Jul 1978
Mona F Smith Jul 1978 94 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0562
(NTIS/PS-78/0665/6. NTIS/PS-77/0562) Avail NTIS
HC $28 00/MF $2800 CSCL 20A
Citations of Government-sponsored research reports on
corrosion and equipment studies related to geothermal energy
are presented Studies on pumps, turbines drilling equipment
pipes, nozzles and well casings are covered, along with studies
on materials including concretes, steels and nonferrous alloys
Silica precipitation and scale formation on equipment are also
cited Performance of equipment in working fluids and brines
and the chemical processes affecting performance are included
(This updated bibliography contains 88 abstracts 42 of which
are new entries to the previous edition ) G RA
N78-33883jf National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY. PART 3 TECHNOLOGY AND
GENERAL STUDIES. VOLUME 3 CITATIONS FROM THE
NTIS DATA BASE Progress Report. May 1976 - Jul 1978
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Mona F Smith Jul 1978 333 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/
0563
(NTIS/PS-78/0666/4, NTIS/PS-77/0563) Avail NTIS
HC S2800/MF $2800 CSCL 20A
This bibliography covers Government-sponsored research on
geothermal energy conversion, power plants, heat extraction, space
heating, and steam power plants Studies on fluid flow, heat
transfer, rock fracturing, computerized stimulation, pressure, and
reservoir engineering are included Reports on economics,
legislation, technology assessment, comparative evaluation with
other energy sources. Government policies, and planning are also
cited (This updated bibliography contains 326 abstracts. 153 of
which are new entries to the previous edition) GRA
N78-33884jjl National Technical Information Service, Springfield.
Va
QEOTHEKMAL ENERGY. VOLUME 3 CITATIONS FROM
THE ENGINEERING INDEX DATA BASE Pragma Report.
1976 - Jut. 1978
MonaF Smith Jul 1978 330 p Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0565.
NTIS/PS-76/0465
(NTIS/PS-78/0667/2. NTIS/PS-77/0565. NTIS/PS-76/0465)
Avail NTIS HCS2800/MF $2800 CSCL 20A
Citations from worldwide literature on geothermal energy
conversion, feasibility, development, and cost estimates are
presented Studies on geothermal exploration, drilling technology,
fluid flow, convection, thermodynamics, heat extraction and
electric power plants are covered Equipment corrosion, reservoir
engineering, and remote sensing are included (This updated
bibliography contains 323 abstracts. 150 of which are new entries
to the previous edition ) GRA
N78-33943# Argonne National Lab. Ill
LOCAL MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-PHASE LIQUID-METAL
MHD
G Fabns. P F Dunn, and E S Pierson 1978 9 p refs
Presented at 2d Seminar on MHD Flows and Turbulence,
Beer-Sheva. Israel. 28 Mar 1978
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(CONF-780336-2) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
Since the inception of the development of a two-phase
liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (LMMHD) power generation
system at Argonne National Laboratory, increasing emphasis is
placed on the relation between the characteristics of local
two-phase flow structure and LMMHD generator efficiency A
local-measurements program was undertaken to characterize the
local flow structure occurring inside two-phase LMMHD mixers
and generators Continuing local-measurement experiments are
in progress at ANL using (single and multiple resistivity probes
and (single) hot-film probes to determine local void fractions,
velocities and turbulence intensities The techniques which were
tested and proved successful in air-water mixtures are now being
extended to NaK-nitrogen mixtures, in which some initial tests
were made ERA
N78-33985jfl Engineering Societies Commission on Energy, Inc.
Washington, D C
ESCOE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM. SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
W J Costley Apr 1978 41 p refs
(Contract EF-77-C-01-2468)
(FE-2468-26) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The Engineering Societies Commission Energy (ESCOE)
Technical Information Retrieval System is described The technical
information needs of the ESCOE resident engineers in providing
services to DOE were identified, and the information resources
that best match those needs were examined The assessment
of information needs resulted in the selection of an ESCOE
information base The best mix of information sources and services
was selected, and a remote terminal was acquired to access
those sources that are available as computerized data bases
ERA
N78-33996# General Accounting Office. Washington, D C
Energy and Minerals Div
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S CONSOLIDATION OF
INFORMATION PROCESSING ACTIVITIES NEEDS MORE
ATTENTION
3 May 1978 54 p refs
(PB-281269/1. EMD-78-60) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 098
The House Committee on Government Operations asked GAO
to review the Department of Energy's information processing
activities The report presented several recommendations to the
Secretary of Energy and to the Congress to improve manage-
ment of information-related activities funded by the Department
GRA
N78-34007*| Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst of Tech . Pasadena
EVALUATION OF FIDC SYSTEM Final Report
Robert A Hall. Mack W Dowdy, and Theodore W Price 15 Oct
1978 132 p Prepared for DOE
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-157763. JPL-Pub-78-93( Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21A
A fuel vapor injector/igniter system was evaluated for its
effect on automobile engine performance, fuel economy, and
exhaust emissions Improved fuel economy and emissions, found
during the single cylinder tests were not realized with a
multicylmder engine Multicylmder engine tests were conducted
to compare the system with both a stock and modified stock
configuration A comparison of cylinder-to-cylmder equivalence
ratio distribution was also obtained from the multicylmder engine
tests The multicylmder engine was installed in a vehicle was
tested on a chassis dynamometer to compare the system with
stock and modified stock configurations The fuel vapor injector/
igniter system (FIDC) configuration demonstrated approximately
five percent improved fuel economy over the stock configuration,
but the modified stock configuration demonstrated approximately
twelve percent improved fuel economy The hydrocarbon emissions
were approximately two-hundred-thirty percent higher with the
FIDC system than with the stock configuration Both the FIDC
system and the modified stock configuration adversely affected
driveability The FIDC system demonstrated a modest fuel savings,
but with the penalty of increased emissions, and loss of
driveability ARM
N78-34O08# Burns and McDonnell, Kansas City, Mo
ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLO-
GIES IN SMALL UTILITIES Final Report
P Steitz and G Mayo May 1978 173 p Sponsored by the
Electric Power Research Inst
(EPRI-EM-696-Vol-2) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The potential role of six advanced technologies in small
municipal and rural electric utility systems was assessed by
comparing the economics of utilizing these advanced technologies
with the economics of conventional generation types The
technologies examined included a 5-MW coal-fired diesel engine,
a 5-MW coal-fired closed cycle combustion turbine, a 2-MW
coal-fired Stirling engine, a 2-MW oil-fired Stirling engine, a
1-MW organic Rankme cycle bottoming on a 5-MW diesel and
a 1-MW two-phase engine bottoming on a 5-MW diesel engine
If the heat rates projected are achieved, significant market
penetration could be realized at capital costs of $250 to $300
per kilowatt m 1975 dollars The coal-fired diesel has the lowest
break-even capital cost and, even allowing for the uncertainties
of operation and maintenance, costs would be only marginally
attractive at a cost above $500/kW The coal-fired combustion
turbine and the coal-fired Stirling engine could be attractive at
costs below $450/kW and 5650/kW respectively ERA
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Future fuels for aviation
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Alternative hydrocarbon fuels for aviation
17 p0077 A78-15400
Current ard future fuels for transport aircraft
17 p0096 A78-18669
Bydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
17 pOlOO A78-18843
Future aviation turbine fuels
[SIAA PAPEB 78-268] 18 p0165 A78-20781
Properties of fuels used in the Czechoslovak
aircraft industry
18 p0217 A78-29588
Aviation fuels - A supplier's perspective
18 p0226 A78-31308
Besearch in a pre-vaporization combustion chamber
on natural gas in liquid and gaseous states
19 p0323 A78-35897
Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
19 p0383 A78-42860
Planning a new era in air transport efficiency
20 p0469 A78-43357
CTOL concepts and technology development
20 p0469 A78-13358
Propulsion NASA program for aircraft fuel
consumption reduction
20 p0469 A78-43360
Let's put fuel efficiency into perspective
, 20 pO<!93 A78-47269
The Liquid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: A status report
[NASA-TH-74089] 17 p0109 H78-10306
Alternative fuels
17 p0118 H78-1107H
Effective fuel conservation programs could save
millions of gallons of aviation fuel
[PB-271249/5] 17 p0128 B78-12552
Effect of fuel properties on performance of single
aircraft turbojet combnstor at simulated idle,
cruise, and takeoff conditions
{BASA-TH-73780] 17 p0129 N78-13056
alternative aircraft fuels
[HASA-TH-73836] 18 p0247 H78-17229
Fuel conservation merits of advanced turboprop
transport aircraft
[NiSA-CB-152096] 18 p0279 N78-21095
Characteristics and combustion of future
hydrocarbon fuels aircraft fuels
[NASA-TH-78865] 19 p0403 N78-24370
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation turbine
fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 3, volume 3
[AD-A053106] 19 pO»1« N78-25239
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systens
[SASA-TS-78696] 19 p0420 H78-25545
Aviation fuels beyond the 1980's —- liquefied
gases and synthetic fuels
[NASA-TH-79510] 19 p0436 N78-26223
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
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Effects of high availability fuels on combustor
properties
[AD-A051229] 20 p0568 H78-30259
AIBCB1FT ISDOSTBT
Energy savings - The viewpoint of an aircraft
mannfactarer
17 p0063 678-12031
AIBCBAFT PBBFOBHABCE
Some aspects of poverplant airfraoe integration
affecting fuel conservation
18 p0226 A78-31304
Impact of broad-specification fuels on future jet
aircraft engine components and performance
19 pO»53 N78-27059
AIECSiFT BELI&BIXITT
Fuels and energy from renewable resources;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, 111.,
August 29-September 2, 1977
17 p0107 »78-2052«
AIBCBAPT STBOCTOBES
Evaluation of a large capacity heat pomp concept
for active cooling of hypersonic aircraft
structure
[HASA-CR-145301] 18 p02q8 H78-17339
ilBPBlSBS
Soie aspects of poverplant airfraoe integration
affecting fuel conservation
18 p0226 A78-3130"
Airfranes and aerodynamics aircraft design in
NASA Energy Efficient Transport prograa
20 pO«69 A78-43359
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Advances in aircraft efficiency
17 p0093 A78-18022
Aviation fuel usage - Economy and conservation
18 p0223 A78-30698
The effect of fuel consoaption on cost developments
20 pOI»82 A78-a*197
Measuring the impact on scheduled air lines
operations of restrictions in fnel availability
18 p0259 H78-185Q9
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Saving ran materials or saving energy ID aircraft
construction
17 p0073 A78-14285
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Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
19 p0383 478-02860
AIBSBIPS
A solar airship - Bore than a flight of fancy
solar cell powered transport aircraft
20 pOa82 A78-«4226
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Solar heating system for recreation building at
Scattergood School
[NASA-CB-150553] 18 p027» H78-20605
Bemote sensing of strippable coal reserves and
mine inventory in part of the Warrior Coal Field
in Alabama
[NASA-CB-150781] 20 p0603 H78-32520
ALASKA
Submarine seepage of natural gas in Norton Sound?
Alaska
17 p0087 A78-17263
lind power potential of Alaska. Part 2: Rind
dotation curve fits and output power estimates
for typical windmills
CBLO/2229/T12-76/1-PT-2] 17 p0113 H78-10578
Pricing effects on frontier oil production
[PB-269807/4] 17 p0115 N78-10593
Site selection feasibility for a solar energy
system on the Fairbanks Federal Building
[SASA-CB-150559] IB p0268 H78-196Q5
Alaskan oil transportation issues
[PB-276QI49/6] 18 p0289 H78-21661
Alaska natural resource issues
[GPO-95-110] 19 pOIOd B7B-24601
Appendix: Cook inlet coal: Economics of mining
and marine slurry transport
[PB-278756/2} 19 pOH55 B78-27493
Feasibility study of mining Alaska coal and
transportation by slurry to the vest coast
[PB-278755/U] 19 p0158 H78-27595
The air quality and oil spill implications of
Alaskan oil importation into Southern California
20 pOS65 H78-29626
Lower Cook Inlet: Another example of more data
needed for appraising outer continental shelf
oil and gas resources resources management
[PB-281769/0] 20 p0614 H78-33521
Land use planning issues and the Alaska gas
pipeline: A report to the President
CPB-281327/7] 20 p0614 H78-33S22
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Investigation of some factors affecting the
performance of an alcohol-diesel oil dual fnel
engine
18 p0199 A78-27829
Gasohol from grain: The economic issues
[PB-280120/7] 20 p0568 H78-30268
Alcohols and gaseous fuels from biomass
20 p0578 B78-30101
Department of Energy position paper on alcohol fuels
[DOE/OS-0001/1] 20 p0612 B78-33256
Alcohol fuels. Citations from the NTIS data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0673/0] 20 p0612 H78-33262
Alcohol fuels. Citations from the engineering
index data base
[HTIS/PS-78/067D/8] 20 p0612 H78-33263
ALGAE
A systems analysis of bioconversion with microalgae
combined sewage treatment and methane
production
17 p003« A78-1112S
Solar energy conversion with microalgal sewage
treatment ponds
17 p0056 A78-11351
A model for solar radiation conversion to algae in
a shallow pond
18 p0205 A78-28167
Photohydrogen production in green algae - Hater
serves as the primary substrate for hydrogen and
oxygen production
18 p0207 A78-28352
Hntational analysis of Chlamydomonas reinhardi -
Application to biological solar energy conversion
18 p0207 A78-28357
Bass production of algae - Bioengineering aspects
for wastewater treatment, protein
production, fertilizers, drug and colloid
manufacture
18 p0208 A78-28363
A critical analysis of bioconversion with microalgae
methane production
18 p0208 A78-28364
Algae cultures and methanization - The role of
these techniques in the bioconversion of solar
energy
19 p038ll A78-42896
ALGEBBA
Sensitivity theory for general nonlinear algebraic
equations with constraints
[OBBL/TB-5815] 17 p0118 U78-10811
AL6EBIA
A few aspects of the energy policy in Algeria
18 p0196 A78-27781
First four years of operation of the LSG plant at
Skikda (Algeria): Causes and remedies of the
corrosion of cryogenic exchanges by mercury
[DOE-TB-16] 20 p0567 H78-30223
AtGOBITHBS
Algorithm and block diagram for controlling the
modes of operation of a hydroelectric plant with
energy storage in a large energy complex
20 p0511 A78-51398
An algorithm for constrained optimization with
semismooth functions
[IIASA-BB-77-3] 17 p0121 1178-11511
Adaptive curve fitting for chemical processes
[AD-AOU6I156] 17 p0158 878-15213
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Experimental determination of alkali impurity
release from various dolomites
17 p0073 A78-10218
Study of the behavior of periclase materials in
gas flows containing alkali additions —- for
BBO channel linings
19 p0328 A78-36578
Electrical conductivity of a plasma composed of
the combustion products of hydrocarbon fuels
with alkali additions
19 p03«1 A78-3896S
Inorganic pollutants from pulverized coal
combustion, a review
[DSS/CI-77-S8] 20 p0586 B78-30718
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Secondary batteries: Recent advances Book on
technical information based on D.S. patents
20 p0512 A78-51674
Inorganic-organic separators for alkaline batteries
[NASA-CASE-1EH-126I49-1 ] 19 pO«19 N78-25530
ALKTL COBPOOHDS
fletal alkyl grown GaAs solar cells
20 p0521 A78-52810
ALLOCATIORS
Net energy effects and resource depletion: An
all-oil economy
fCOO-2865-6] 17 p01«2 N78-13592
ALLOYS
Metallurgical studies of high temperature alloy
capsules after long tine cyclic corrosion tests
as containers for lithiun fluoride
fGMP-2690-SECT-7.109] 19 pOIIO N78-26335
Survey and analysis of selected topics within the
Energy Research and Development Administration's
(ERDA) materials research and development programs
[DOE/ET-0006] 20 p0589 H78-31170
ALPHA PABTICLES
Plasma engineering problems associated with
superthermal fusion products
19 p0358 A78-40081
ALTEBBATI8G CQBBEHT
Thermoelectric power and ac conductivity of A-type
Nd203
19 p0332 A78-369614
ALTBBHATI'ES
Alternative fuels utilization program
[OCID-1 76145] 19 pOI") 178-252141
Viewpoints on key issues and evaluation criteria
for assessing the potential of alternative
nuclear energy systems for improving
proliferation resistance
[TID-28078] 19 p046<4 N78-27591
AUJHISOH
GaAs solar cell development
17 p0138 H78-1354I4
Friction and wear of selected metals and alloys in
sliding contact with AISI i»«0 C stainless steel
in liquid methane and in liquid natural gas
[1ASA-TP-1150] 18 p0273 N78-20512
ALOBINUH ALLOTS
Corrosion fatigue of 5086-H39 aluminum in sea water
for ocean thermal energy conversion
19 p0305 A78-33344
lethanation activity of Baney nickel catalysts:
Effect of proportion of NiA13 and Ni2A13 in
precursor alloys
[PB-279656/3] 20 p0557 N78-29198
Study of corrosion and its control in a l u m i n u m
solar collectors
[COO-2931-1] 20 p0567 N78-30214
4LDSINOH CH10EIDES
High energy density pelletized aluminum chloride
thermal batteries. Part 2: Cathode screening
[AD-i043659] 17 p0120 B78-11502
ALDHIHOH COATINGS
Possible selective solar photothermal absorber -
Hi dendrites formed on Al surfaces by the CVD of
Hi /CO/4
18 p0221 A78-30302
ALOHINOH COHPOONDS
High efficiency GaAs solar cells
17 p0137 H78-13542
ALOBINOB GALLIUM ABSENIDES
- Comparative radiation resistance calculation for
graded- and constant-composition n
Al/x/Ga/1-x/As-p Al/z/Ga/1-z/As solar cells
19 p0338 A78-38551
Photocells based on AlGaAs heterostructure with a
transition layer
19 p03i41 A78-389141
Organometallic-soarced VPE AlGaA/GaAS concentrator
solar cells having conversion efficiencies of 195!
20 pO<473 A78-I43706
Graded band-gap pAl/x/Ga/1-x/As-nGaAs
heterojunction solar cells prepared by molecular
beam epitaxy
20 p0516 A78-52625
Gallium arsenide solar cells for use with
concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52811
LPE growth of GaAs-Ga/1-x/Al/x/As solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53495
ALOBIBOH OXIDES
Fabrication and characterization of solar cells
using dendritic silicon thin films grown on
aluflina ceramic
17 p0013 A78-10916
Optical properties of selectively absorbing
metal/insulator composite films
19 p032<4 A78-36032
Alumina-plasma interaction in the Petula tokamak
19 p0378 A78-142211
The development of beta-alumina for use in
electro-chenical cells - A survey
20 pfli498 A78-49288
AHBIEHT TEHPEBATOBE
Heliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes
20 pOP77 A78-43976
Integration of infra-red ambient temperature and
wind conditions in flat collector performance
prediction
20 p05t45 N78-28537
ABBIFOLAB DIFFUSION
The ambipolarity paradox in toroidal diffusion,
revisited
19 p0380 A78-12259
AHBOHIA
Anoonia synthesis gas and petrochemicals from
cattle feedlot manure
17 p0035 A78-11132
Fume formation in ammonia scrubbers
[ASHE PAPEB 77-«A/APC-2] 19 p0297 A78-33127
Barket definition, commercial development plan,
and OTEC financing - A summary of 1976 API work
for the U.S. Hantioe Administration
19 p0302 A78-33313
Preliminary analysis of the effects of sea water
leakage on the performance of the ammonia cycle
in Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion plants
19 p030€ A78-33351
Production of ammonia using coal as a source of
hydrogen
TPB-271916/9] 17 p0130 H78-13237
Production economics for hydrogen, ammonia and
methanol during the 1980-2000 period
[BSL-50663] 19 p0415 878-252*3
Experimental study of heat transfer enhancement
for ammonia condensing on vertical fluted tubes
[ORHL-5356] 19 p0429 S78-25623
Translations on USSR science and technology:
Physical sciences and technology, no. 40,
methods of gas production for ammonia synthesis
[JPHS-71447] 20 p05S5 K78-28672
A method of converting Baltic shale to process gas
for ammonia synthesis
20 p0555 N78-28673
Modern schemes of process gas production for
ammonia synthesis
t 20 p0555 N78-2867II
Prospects for the use of chamber gas
20 p0555 N78-28675
Conversion of cattle feedlot manure to ethylene
and ammonia synthesis gas
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Solar cells using Schottky barriers on amorphous
silicon
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Anomalous temperature dependence observed on the
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fila-SnO2 heterostructures
18 p0222 A78-306414
Hork function and Auger measurements of the
initial oxidation of hydrogenated amorphous Si
and of single-crystal Si
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A model for amorphous silicon solar cells
20 p0519 A78-52792
Hew model of conduction mechanisms in disordered
and amorphous photovoltaic devices
20 p0521 A78-52806
Prospects for the use of amorphous semiconductors
in solar energy conversion
20 p0533 A78-53420
Amorphous semiconductors in photovoltaic and solar
thermal conversion
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Biooass as an energy mechanism
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Two-phase anaerobic digestion for
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17 p0036 A78-11137
The economics of SBG production by anaerobic
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17 p0036 A78-11138
Bulti-stage digestion of municipal solid waste to
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Fast production of methane by anaerobic digestion
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Anaerobic fermentation of simulated in-situ oil
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A data acquisition system for in sitn measurements
of terrestrial photovoltaic array performance
17 p0023 A78-11029
Programmable controls: A control engineer's dream
analog controls for automotive gas turbines
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Variance analysis of wind characteristics for
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Anchor systems for offshore power plants
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Flow field analysis
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Optimal design of anisotropic /fiber-reinforced/
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Edge-defined Film-fed Growth
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Electrical dissipation effects on propagation of
magneto-hydrodynamic waves in anisotropic media
19 p0327 A78-36321
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Merits of ion-implantation processes in
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irradiation '
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Influence of heat treatment on solar energy
collector optical properties
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Study of ion implanted n/plus/ layers for silicon
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20 p0519 A78-52782
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Seasonal solar collector performance with maxioum
storage
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Specific output of windmills - A discovery
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Estimation of the monthly average of the diffuse
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Selection of a method for calculating parameters
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Effect ol atmospheric variability on energy
utilization and conservation, summary of research
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Stabilization of n-type semiconductors to
photoanodic dissolution by competitive electron
transfer processes
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Thermodynamic potential for the anodic dissolution
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Competitive oxidation at semiconductor photoanodes
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Solar energy conversion using semiconducting
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Rest Antarctic ice sheet and C02 greenhouse effect
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Bew developments in electromagnetic energy beaming
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Satellite Power Systems (SPS) concept definition
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An investigation of coal solubility in anthracene
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cells using AHOS technology
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developing countries
18 p0208 478-28367
Biological constraints on seaweed culture —- for
biomass conversion systems
18 p0208 478-28368
aulti-stage digestion of municipal solid waste to
fuel gas
18 p0218 478-29868
The sarth as a solar beat engine windpower
utilization, ocean thermal conversion, tidal
power, waterwave power and biomass conversion
18 p0223 478-30715
Enzymes show promise for biomass conversion
19 p0327 478-36113
Solar energy conversion through biology - Could it
be a practical energy source
19 p0312 A78-39123
Energy for agriculture and the gasification of .
crop residues
 L
19 p0368 478-11815
Crop residues as energy sources - Assessing the
cost and energy feasibility of direct firing
19 p0368 478-11818
4 study of biochemical fuel cells utilizing animal
and kitchen waste as fuel
19 p0371 478-12137
Algae cultures and methanization - The role of
these techniques in the bioconversion of solar
energy
19 p0381 478-12896
Energy balance for ethyl alcohol production from
crops
20 p0198 478-19000
Potential and economics of energy production by
bioconversion
20 pOSOl 478-50128
Technical and economical feasibility of biomass
utilization as energy source in California
20 p0505 478-50115
Biochemical routes to energy recovery from
municipal wastes
20 pOSOS A78-50116
Survey of pyroconversion processes for biomass
20 p0505 A78-50117
Solar energy conversion through photosynthesis
considering direct solar heating and wicdpower
utilization
20 p0530 A78-53331
Energy reeds and the environment reed
cultivation for energy production
20 p0539 478-53807
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors.
Fuel from biomass — environmental impact
[EHDi-77-17/7] 17 p0120 S78-11506
Economic pre-feasibility study: Large-scale
methanol fuel production from surplus Canadian
forest biomass. Part 2: working papers
[NP-22159/2] 19 p0393 S78-23253
Fuel gas production from animal waste, phase 1
[COO-2991-23] 19 p0115 H78-2S2<!8
Fast production of methane by anaerobic digestion
[COO-2900-11] 19 p0116 1178-25252
Energy from biomass: An overview of environmental
aspects
[COBF-780109-3] 19 p0116 H78-26585
Research and development for fuels from voody
biomass
[TID-28021] 20 p0511 N78-28263
Impact of novel energy sources: OTEC, wind,
goethermal, biomass
20 pOSSO 1178-28619
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Biological conversion of biomass to methane
[COO-2917-6] 20 p0553 S78-286»8
Biological conversion of biomass to methane
[COO-2917-7] 20 p055<l H78-28666
Potential of arid zone vegetation as a source of
substrates
[1BL-72111] 20 p0556 H78-28777
Alcohols and gaseous fuels from bionass
20 p0578 H78-30HOQ
BIOHSDICAL DATA
Health and economic costs of alternative energy .
sources
[IAEA-CN-36/118] 19 p0390 H78-2218H
BJOSTHTBESIS
Hydrogen from sunlight: The biological answer -
, Development of a low-cost biological solar panel
17 p0056 A78-11350
BITOBEHS
Analysis and scale-up consideration of bituminous
coal lignefaction rate processes
18 p018U H78,-25322
A petrographic classification of solid residues
derived from the hydrogenation of bituminous coals
18 p0192 A78-26592
Pyrolysis of subbituminous coal in relation to
in-situ coal gasification
18 p0229 A78-31750
Fydroconversion of a bituminous coal vith CO-H2O
19 p031(2 478-39125
Measurement of the flow properties and capillary
pressure relationships of certain coals
pertaining to underground coal gasification
[COO-ai29-3] 19 pO»10 H78-2«680
BLADES i
The Odass wind furnace blade design
!
 18 p0267 Sl8-196<H
BLOCK DIAGRAHS . >
Programmable controls: A control engineer's dream
analog controls for automotive gas turbines
and other engines
20 p0575 H78-30380
BLOOD
Implanted energy conversion system
[PB-272609/9] 18 p02«3 H78-1616Q
BLOE GREEK ALGAE
Hydrogen from sunlight: The biological answer - '
Development of a lov-cost biological solar panel
17 p0056 A78-11350
Physiological studies of nitrogen fixation by
blue-green algae
17 p0128 H78-126»7
Solar energy conversion with hydrogen producing
algae
CSAV0031I-77/11 19 pO«60 H78-27565
Pbotoproduction of hydrogen by marine blue-green
algae
[PB-280995/2] 20 p0612 R78-3326I1
BOATS
Spee* polar of a wind turbine powered cargo boat
17 p009« A78-1809H
BODIES OF REVOLOTION
Bending free toroidal shells for tokanak fusion
reactors
19 p0351 A78-39915
BOILERS
Densified refuse derived fuels - An alternative
concept
17 pOOOS A78-10630
Experience with burning industrial wastes in
steam-generating and high-temperature heat
recovery systems
17 p0006 A78-10636
The application of solar energy to boiler
feedwater heating in steam-electric power plants
17 p0052 A78-11320
Solar hybrid repowering
17 p0055 A78-113B3
Comparative analysis of the geometrical
characteristics of solar power plant boilers
17 p006« A78-12393
Thermal testing of the GT-35 gas turbine plant in
the steam turbine-gas turbine plant with a
high-head steam generator
17 p0066 A78-13157
Ash fouling in the combustion of low rank Western
O.S. coals
17 p0078 A78-15827
Operational limitations of direct contact boilers
for geothermal applications
[ASBE PAPER 77-HT-5] 17 p0089 A78-17«80
A BED simulation test facility for investigating
the thermal properties of a slag/seed coated
radiant boiler and superheater for a 2000 Bit
BHD power plant
[ASBE PAPER 77-HT-6II] 17 p0090 A78-17196
Future peak-power plants 'based on hydrogen-oxygen
rocket steam generators
17 p0100 178-18816
Technical concepts and economic prospects for
thermal hydrogen power plants for peak load
generation
17 pOlOO A78-18887
Evaluation of two industrial boilers with
combustion modifications for reduced pollutant
emissions
[ASBE PAPER 77-SA/APC-1] 19 p0297 A78-33126
Coal fired non-equilibrium. Closed Cycle HHD/steam
power generation
[ASBE PAPEB 77-IA/EBEB-8] 19 p0298 178-331116
Emissions from FBC boilers Fluidized Bed
Combustion
19 p0310 A78-31186
Bethanol - A boiler fuel alternative
19 p0321 A78-35701
Comparative analysis of geonetric characteristics
of solar power plant boilers
19 p0332 A78-36870
Reducing nitrogen oxides in the flue gases from,
gas/oil-fired boilers at high-capacity power
stations
19 p0335 A78-37862
Interface design problems between coal fired
boilers and SO2 scrubbing systems
20 p050« A78-50135
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from field
operating package boilers, phase 3
[PB-269277/0] 17 p0121 S78-11526
Material handling systems for the fluidized-bed
combustion boiler at Rivesville, west Virginia
17 p0133 N78-13265
Energy consumption of environmental controls:
Fossil fuel, steam electric generating industry
[PB-273019/0] j 18 p02<l4 H78-16U76
Operation and maintenance of particulate control
devices on coal-fired utility boilers
[PB-27410M/9] , fyijjjj, 18 p0251 H78-17505
Central heating: '//Package boilers
[AHL/CES/TE-7,7-6j]f
 r'j'. 19 pO«22 H78-25561
Coal-fired alkali'.metal power system design study
[OBHL-TH-eOOOi]-/ ' /;/1 , ' ,y. 19 pO<!23 H78-25576
Investigation,['of'/th''el'nechanism of fly-ash
formation yin"coal-.f ired utility boilers
[PE-2205-8fj,*y/': \;t'Vi 19 pO«33 H78-25671
Industrial'appl'ifcatipn of fluidized-bed combustion
boiler Hand' pliant design
[FB-2ll61--5K,y t, V , 19 pO«36 H78-26190
Effect ( of liquid waste discharges from steam
generating^facilities
[B8HL-2393J** ',>v 19 pOtSO 578-26639
Standards support and environmental impact
statement. ;' Volume 2: Promulgated standards of
performance for lignite-fired steam generators
[PB-r279008/7] 19 p0166 N78-27621
Flue* g'as^desnlfurization system capabilities for
coal-fired steam generators. Volume 2:
Technical report
[PB-279417/0] 19 pO«67 H78-27659
Effects of alternative new source performance
standards on flue gas desnlfnrization system
supply and deaand
[PB-279080/6] 19 pO«67 B78-27661
On the economic optimization of the
magneto-hydrodynamic-steam power plant
20 p05H8 B78-28595
BOBIDES
Materials for fuel cells
[PB-269518/7] 17 p0113 F78-10573
BOROH
Observations on boron release from coal-fired
power plants
20 p0199 A78-19121
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BOBOB ISOTOPES
Four Workshops in Alternate concepts in Controlled
Fusion. Part A: Executive summaries. Fart B:
Extended summaries. Part C: CTR using the
p-B-11 reaction
[EPBI-EB-429-SB-PT-A] 18 p0290 H78-21927
BOOHDIET LSTEB COHTBO1
Studies of advanced transport aircraft
[HASA-TH-78697] 19 pO«13 H78-250<(7
BOUBDiBY 1AYBB FLOW
Forced convection heat transfer at an inclined and
yawed square plate - Application to solar
collectors'
17 p0076 A78-15053
Analysis of the seeded combustion gas boundary
layer near a cold electrode
17 p0083 A78-168U
Catalyzed combustion in a flat plate boundary
layer. I - Experimental leasnrements and
comparison with numerical calculations
CLBL-6811] 18 p0230 A78-31953
The slagging HHD generator - A parametric study
vapor condensation during coal combustion
[AIAA PAPER 78-117U] 20 p0485 S78-15135
Possible similarity solutions for free convection
boundary layers adjacent to flat plates in
porous media
20 p0497 A78-U885*
BOOBDIBT IATEB P1ASHAS
Kinetic theory of plasma in the limiter-shadow
region
19 p0378 A78-42212
The effect of electric field in the divertor
scrape-off layer
19 p0379 A78-42215
Transport calculations for a Ball-confined
liner-compressed plasma
19 p0380 A78-42258
BOIJBDIBT LAYEBS
Insulating nail boundary layer in a Faraday HBO
generator
20 p0610 B78-3286B
BBAKES (FOB ABBESTI86 BOTIOB)
Design considerations for an electric vehicle
solid-state motor controller with regenerative
braking capability
17 p0092 A78-17570
Computer simulation of an advanced hybrid
electric-powered vehicle
[SAE PAPEB 780217] 19 p0307 A78-33378
The efficiency improvement of electric vehicles by
regenerative braking
[SAE PAPER 780291] 19 p0307 A78-33383
Brake system for the 17 meter vertical axis wind
turbine
[SAKD-77-1331] 19 pO«€1 N78-27569
BBAKIHG
For the latest in energy storage, try the flywheel
18 p0217 A78-29600
BBAYTOB CTCLB
Analysis of closed cycle Brayton systems for solar
electric power generation
17 p0053 A78-11321
Development of a ceramic receiver for a Brayton
cycle solar electric power plant
18 p0165 A78-20621
Preliminary design study of an alternate heat
source assembly for a Brayton isotope power system
[HASA-CB-135U28] 20 p05«9 H78-28608
BBAZIL
Utilization of solar energy in Brazil
20 p0513 H78-28525
Prospects of power generation from solar plants in
the north east of Brazil
20 p05«6 S78-28550
Energy analysis of Brazil
20 p0596 U78-31572
BBBAKDOSH
'Local' breakdown criterion for a highly ionized
gas stream
19 p0292 A78-32707
BBBBDEB BEACTOBS
Energy yield and fuel dynamics of the fusion breeder
17 pOOII A78-11191
Bhat comes after oil and gas - Development trends
offered by energy sources
18 p0223 A78-30709
Poloidal field coil design for a fusion-fission
breeder reactor
19 p035B A78-39977
The 1978 BBDA authorization; the clinch Biver
breeder reactor program, volume 1
[GPO-92-«62] 19 pOH13 H78-25006
BBEDSSIBABLOBG
Intensity dependence of inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption in an inhomogeneons standing wave ..
19 p0332 A78-37139
BBIL10DIB EFFECT
Evolution of stimulated Brillonin to stimulated
ion Conpton scattering in a CO2 laser-plasma
interaction experiment
18 p0235 A78-32425
Effect of Faraday rotation on stimulated Brillouin
backscattering in laser heated nuclear
fusion reactor
19 p0369 A78-11909
Bon-resonant pump field modification of the
sidescatter threshold
19 p0381 A78-<t226B
BBIVBS
Testing of direct contact heat exchangers for
geothermal brines
[ASHE PAPES 77-HT-tt] 17 p0089 A78-17U79
Models for calculating density and vapor pressure
of geothernal brines
18 p0206 A78-28209
Solar ponds for power production
19 p0376 A78-U2161
Analysis of brine disposal in the Gulf of Mexico.
3: Capline sector
[PB-271292/5] 17 p0116 S78-13648
Haterials evaluation for geothermal applications:
Turbine materials , .
[DCHl-79360] 19 p0392 H78-23238
Stady of brine treatment
CEPBI-EB-U76] 19 p0030 S78-25633
Preliminary tests using a laser particle-size
analyzer on geothermal brine
fOCID-17637} 19 pO«30 B78-2563H
Removal of silica from spent geothermal brine
[BCID-17702] 19 p0430 S78-25636
Corrosion of iron-base alloys versus alternate
materials in geothermal brines
[PBL-2A56] 19 P0454 H78-27261
Brine chemistry and combined heat/mass transfer.
Volume 2: Appendixes
[EPBI-EB-635-VOL-2] 19 p0462 S78-27578
Conditioning of geothernal brine effluents for
injection: Use of coagulants
[HCID-17716] 20 p056» S78-29609
BBOADBAHD
Optimum design of wideband selective absorbers
with provision for specified included layers
for solar applications
19 p0323 A78-35796
BBOADCASTIHG
Technology assessment in a dialectic key
[IIASA-PP-77-1] 17 p0123 H78-11896
BBOBIHE COBPOOBDS
Corrective action program for
bromochloromethane-containing fire-safe diesel
fuel
CAD-AOU3323] 17 p011" S78-11253
BOD6BTIHG
Solar energy and Congress program budget
appropriat ions
17 p0083 A78-H828
BOIIOIBGS
Solar building energy use analysis
17 pOO«5 A78-112H3
Application of airborne infrared technology to
conitor building heat loss
17 p0075 A78-1U853
Solar energy and large building BVAC systems - Are
they compatible Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning
17 p0078 A78-15108
Solar energy: Fundamentals in building design
Book
17 pOOSI A78-16275
A performance-optimised wind energy conversion
system for space heating
18 p0171 A78-22251
Passive solar heating and cooling systems
18 p0175 A78-23125
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Solar energy in office and industrial buildings
18 p0181 A78-24760
Solar design and installation experience
pyramidal optics for use in residential buildings
18 p0181 A78-2»761
legal problems of solar energy utilization
18 p021» A78-28595
Energy conservation and thermal comfort in a Hew
York City high rise office building
19 p0311 A78-34380
Detection of heat loss from buildings through
aerial thermography Applications and methodology
20 p0469 A78-43325
Building application of solar energy. Study no.
2: Representative buildings for solar energy
performance analysis and market penetration
riASA-CB-155325] 17 p0125 H78-12527
state solar energy legislation of 1976: A review
of statutes relating to buildings
[PB-273899/5] 18 p0261 N78-18567
Solar heating system for recreation building at
Scattergood School
THASA-CF-150553] 18 p0271 H78-20605
Evaluation of the plan to conserve energy in
federal buildings through retrofit programs
[PB-275311/9] 18 p0276 178-20627
Design and operation of a solar heating and
cooling system for a residential size building
[NASA-TM-78169] 19 pO<!20 N78-255II6
Design data brochure: Solar hot air heater
[HASA-CB-150697] 19 pO«21 H78-255U8
Commercial applications of solar total energy
systems
[AI-ERDA-13203] 19 pO«27 H78-25613
Energy consumption program: A computer model
simulating energy loads in buildings
20 p05«1 S78-28132
Framework for a solar energy research and
development policy proposed for Indonesia and
its relevance to solar energy utilization in
building systems
20 p05«3 N78-28521
Solar heat systems for use at high latitudes
20 p05<!5 S78-28534
Solar energy applications in UK buildings
20 p05a5 B78-28538
Proceedings of a conference on solar energy for
heating greenhouses and greenhouse-residential
combinations
[CONF-770367] 20 p056« B78-29610
Energy conservation: Buildings, volume 1. A
bibliography with abstracts
[HTIS/PS-78/0502/1] 20 p056« N78-29617
Energy conservation: Buildings, volume 2. A
bibliography witl abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0503/9] 20 p056» N78-29618
Solar heating of buildings and domestic hot water
[AD-A051601] 20 p0581 H78-30664
Legal and institutional perspectives on solar
energy in Colorado. A case study of land use
and energy decision-making
[PB-279991/8] 20 p0586 B78-30710
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development --- prototype development
rSASA-CH-150770] 20 p0592 1178-31532
Design data brochure: Solar hot water system
[NASA-CB-150699] 20 p0593 H78-31538
Some aspects of energy use in housing
20 p0596 B78-31570
Installation package for a domestic solar heating
and hot water system
[NASA-CE-150760] 20 00601 H78-32547
Installation package for a solar heating and hot
water system
rHASA-CB-150757] 20 p0605 N78-32550
Environmental Development Plan (EDP) : Solar
heating and cooling of buildings, 1977[ DOE/BDP-0001] 20 p0606 H78-32565
Design package for a complete residential solar
space heating and hot water system[NASA-CH-150795] 20 p0615 H78-33531
Commercial demand for energy: A disaggregated
approach
roBHL/COS-15] 20 p0619 B78-33570
BUOYAHCT
Effect of buoyancy on heat transfer rates in a
solar collector
19 p0375 A78-«2153
BORBEBS
Burner design criteria for HOx control from
low-Bta gas combustion. Volume 1: Ambient fuel
temperature
[PB-27261II/9] 17 p0163 B78-15607
Burner design criteria for HOz control from
low-PTU gas combustion: Volume 2. Elevated
fuel temperature
[PB-280199/1] 20 p0599 H78-31615
BOBBIHG BATS
Some characteristics of oil consumption measured
by hydrogen fueled engine
[AS1E BBEPBIHT 77-LC-5B-11 18 p0209 A78-28113II
Analysis of spray combustion in a research gas
turbine combustor
19 p0333 A78-37297
BOS COBDDCTOBS
Optimum shape of the bus bar on solar cells of
arbitrary shape
18 p0176 A78-23638
Synchronization of wind turbine generators against
an infinite bus under gusting wind conditions
[IEEE PAPEB F 77 675-2] 18 p0219 A78-30196
BOTABBS
Two phase working fluids in solar collectors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-354] 18 p0178 A78-21I030
BYPASSES
Shunt regulation electric power system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10135] 18 p0247 B78-17296
CABLES (HOPES)
Vertical axis wind turbine tie-down design with an
example
[SABD-77-1919] 19 p0429 B78-25631
CADASTBA1 SAPPING
Development of a solar-power cadaster
19 p0331 A78-36862
CADHIOH
Influence of Cd and Zn doping on the electrical
and optical properties of bulk Cu2S
17 pOOIS A78-10979
CADHIOH SELEBIDES
Semiconductor electrodes. IV -
Photoelectrochemical cells with mixed
polycrystalline n-type CdS-CdSe electrodes
18 p0233 A78-32233
Solar conversion efficiency of pressure sintered
cadmium selenide liquid junction cells
19 p0344 A78-39469
S/Se substitution in polycrystalline CdSe
photoelectrodes - Photoelectrochemical energy
conversion
20 p0515 A78-52195
Conversion of visible light to electrical energy -
Stable cadmium selenide photoelectrodes in
aqueous electrolytes
20 p0530 A78-53330
CADBIOB StJlPIDBS
Si/CSS heterojunction solar cells
17
 P0002 A78-10K85
The relationships between preparation parameters,
operating characteristics and physical processes
in Cu2S-cas thin film solar cells
17 p0017 A78-10971
An automatable integrated thin film solar cell array
17 p0017 A78-10972
Variation of short-circuit current spectral
response with Cu/2-x/S composition in thin film
Ce/2-x/S/CdS photovoltaic cells
17 p0017 A78-10973
Bodel of the CdS/Cu2S heterojnnction
17 p0017 A78-10971
The influence of the horizontal and vertical
structure of the p-n junction in Cn2S-CdS solar
cells
17 p0018 A78-10975
Post-fabrication treatments, surface properties,
ar.d front contact of Cn/x/S-CdS solar cells
17 p0018 A78-10978
The formation of Cn2S thin films for CdS solar
cells by snlfurization of copper with thionrea
17 pOOIS A78-10980
CdS sprayed thin files - Electrical and optical
properties
17 p0018 A78-10981
Studies related to zn/x/Cd/1-x/S-Cn2S solar cells
17 pOOIS A78-10982
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InP/cas solar cells
17 p0018 A78-10985
CdS - spattered Cn2S solar cells
17 p0019 A78-10986
Evaluation of the CdS/CdTe heterojanction solar cell
17 p0062 478-11815
4 simple measurement of absolute solar-cell
efficiency
17 p0079 478-15850
Solar cells for terrestrial applications
17 D0083 A78-16826
Silicon monoxide antireflection coatings for
InP/Cds solar cells
18 p0221 A78-30305
Polycrystalline thin film CdS/CdTe solar cells
18 p0225 A78-31210
Tvo-dimensional analysis for Cu/x/S-CdS solar
cells vitfa nonunifora skin region
18 p0228 478-31726
Increases in energy conversion efficiency for
thin-film polycrystalline CdS/Cn2S photovoltaic
cells
18 J0228 478-31730
Semiconductor electrodes. IV -
Photoelectrochemical cells vith mixed
polycrystalline n-type cas-cdSe electrodes
18 p0233 478-32233
Cu/x/S/CdS thin-film solar cells using chemically
sprayed CdS films
19 p0309 478-31009
Thickness dependence of structural and electrical
properties of CdS filns for solar cells
19 p0325 478-36035
Structure and morphology of chemical-sprayed CdS
filns
19 p0325 478-36036
Photoelectric and electric properties of nSiC-nCdS
heterojunctions
19 p0330 A78-36855
Thin film Cds-Cul heterojnnction photocells
19 p0333 478-37260
Photoelectric properties of CdS thin films
obtained by vacuun evaporation frou the
heterogeneous CdS.Cr203 system
19 p0333 478-37261
Calculation of photocurrent and linit efficiency
of p-CdTe - n-CdS film-type photocells
19 p0335 478-379UH
n-CdS/n-GaAs voltage-enhanced photoanode
19 p03«U 478-39467
Investigation on the non-uniform thickness of the
skin region of a CdS solar cell
19 p0372 478-42121
Evaporated CdS film based heterojanction solar cells
19 p0372 A78-42122
Sprayed CdS thin film solar cells
19 p0372 478-1(2123
Failure analysis of cadmium sulphide solar cells
-— for spacecraft pover supplies
19 p0372 476-42121
Technology of Cn2s-CdS solar cells - Germar
state-of-the-art
19 p0373 478-42127
Trap induced photovoltage in thin films of
gold-cadmium sulphide-indium diodes
T9 p0373 478-82131
Photoelectric properties of the thin-film
pCdTe-ncas heterojunction
20 p0495 478-48402
Photo-voltaic properties of metal-oxide-Cds solar
cells
20 p0509 478-50900
Progress in the development of high efficiency
thin film cadmium sulfide solar cells
20 p0523 478-52825
CdS-Cu2S thin filn solar cells for terrestrial
applications
20 p0523 478-52826
On optimization of performance of a Cu2S-CdS
heterojnnction solar cell through heat treatment
20 p0523 478-52827
Behaviour of deep centers in Cn2S/CdS solar cells
20 p0523 478-52828
Dry barrier formation of Co2S-CdS junctions
20 p0526 478-52881
Innovative preparation of thin film CdS-Cn2S
terrestrial cells by an anodization process
20 p0528 478-52897
Baterials aspects of Cu2S for CdS/Cu2S solar cells
20 p0536 478-53192
CdS thin films for terrestrial solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53H9H
Chemistry and preparation of InP/cas solar cells
20 p0536 478-53497
Bulticomponent tetrahedral compounds for solar cells
20 p0537 478-53499
4 stody of copper-salfide/cadoiuB-sulfide t
photovoltaic cells based on snlfurization and
other processes i
17 p0111 078-10556
Ternary compound thin film solar cells-2
IPB-270029/2] 17 p0121 H78-11515
Stractaral effects in chemically sprayed
CdS/Cn/snb i/S photovoltaic cells
[SAHD-76-0737] 17 p0161 B78-15573
Inditto phosphide/cadfiium salfide thinfilm
terrestrial solar cells
f410/3717-1] 19 p0462 H78-27581
TBLIOEIDES
Evaluation of the CdS/CdTe heterojunction solar cell
17 p0062 478-11815
Polycrystalline thin fila CdS/CdTe solar cells
18 p0225 478-31210
Calculation of photocurrent and limit efficiency
of p-CdTe - n-CdS film-type photocells
19 p0335 478-37944
Photoelectric properties of the thin-film
pCdTe-nCdS heferojunction
20 p0495 478-1181102
caTe thin film solar cells
20 p0528 478-52899
CALCIOH C1BBOHATBS
Fluidized-bed combustion of coal sith lime
additives - Catalytic sulfation of lime with
iron compounds and coal ash
20 p0491 478-46371
neutralization of fossil fuel C02 by marine
calcium carbonate
20 p0535 478-531168
CALCIdS OXIDES
Effect of carbon monoxide on the reaction of
hydrogen sulfide and calcium oxide
CASHE PAPEH 77-B4/4PC-6] 19 p0297 478-33129
C4LCDLATOBS
STEAEC: Solar Thermal Electric Annual Energy
Calculator documentation
[S4SD-77-8278] 19 pOilH7 K78-26588
CALIBB4TIBG
a.S. terrestrial solar cell calibration and
measurement procedures
20 p0524 A78-528I1I1
05 terrestrial solar cell calibration and
measurement procedures
[B4S4-T8-73788] 17 pOISO H78-14629
C4LIPOESI4
California's geothermal resource potential
19 p0368 478-U1816
Field infrared method to discriminate natural
seeps from non-seeps, Santa Barbara, California
area
C4D-4012861] 17 p0116 H78-10608
Building application of solar energy. Study no.
2: Representative buildings for solar energy
performance analysis and market penetration
[N4SA-CB-155325] 17 p0125 N78-12527
Remote sensing applications in hydro-geothermal
exploration of the northern basin and range
province
18 p0238 N78-16405
Analysis of requirements for accelerating the
development of geothermal energy resources in
California
CBASA-CR-155782] 18 p0256 H78-18528
Heat flo« in a geothermally active area: The
Geysers, California
18 p0261 N78-18602
Distributed technologies in California's energy
future, volume 1
[IBL-6831-70I.-1] 18 p0285 B78-21623
Geothermal environmental studies, Beber region.
Imperial Valley, California. Environaental
baseline data acquisition
[BPBI-BR-352] 18 p0286 H78-21630
Results of reservoir evaluation tests, 1976 East,
flesa Geothermal Field, California
[LBL-6369] 18 p0286 B78-21631
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Distributed technologies in California's energy
future: A preliminary report, volume 2
n.BL-6831-701-2] 18 p0286 H78-21635
California residential energy standards: Problems
and recommendations relating to implementation,
enforcement, design
[SAN/1178-1] 18 p0287 N78-21610
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
HBDSAT-1 data collection system. Preface and
part 1: The Surtsey, Iceland, temperature data
relay experiment via IAHDSAT-1 Lassen
volcanic region, California, Snrtsey, Iceland
and Ht. St. Helens and Ht Baker, Washington
CE78-10121) 19 p039U H78-23U98
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 1:
Xassen volcanic region
[E78-10123] 19 p0391 N78-23199
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
1ASDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 5:
Electronic thermal sensor and data collection
platform technology
[E78-10121] 19 p0391 N78-23500
Process heat in California: Applications and
potential for solar energy in the industrial,
agricultural and commercial sectors
[SASA-CR-157169] 19 pO«19 N78-25535
Potential for cogeneration of heat and electricity
in California industry, phase 1
{NASA-CR-157168] 19 p0119 878-25536
Potential growth of electric power production from
Imperial Valley geothermal resources
[OCHL-52252] 19 p0130 N78-25635
Governmental costs and revenues associated with
geothermal energy development in Imperial County
[OCRL-13800] 20 p0553 N78-28651
Hethodology for assessing the potential inpact on
air quality resulting from geothernal resource
development in the Imperial Valley
[tJCBl-79388] 20 p0553 N78-28655
Representative industrial solar energy
1
 installation, Northridge Hospital, Northridge,
California
CUCBl-13789] 20 pOS61 N78-29613
Preliminary design manual for a geothermal
demonstration plant at Berber, California
[EPBI-ER-670] 20 p0597 N78-31575
Geothermal resource development: Lavs and
regulations
[OCBl-52327] 20 p0605 N78-32557
Survey and preliminary evaluation of potential
geothermal energy applications for Riverside,
California
[PBL-25973 20 p0605 N78-32559
CAIOBISETBBS
Dielectric relaxation in polymers at Ion
•temperatures
17 p01B8 N78-14170
CAHBEB
Blade twist, droop snoot, and forward spars --- in
windmill blades
18 p023t A78-32121
CANADA
A performance evaluation of a solar house in Quebec
17 pOO«8 A78-11277
The Syncrude Project and the future of heavy oil
development
18 p0196 A78-2778S
Canada's renewable energy resources: An
assessment of potential
C1P-21901] 17 p01«2 878-13588
Use of aerial thermography in Canadian energy
conservation programs
17 p01U9 878-11566
Continuation study of the potential for solar
heating of buildings in Canada
[NP-23162] 20 p0598 878-31583
CAPACITANCE
Behaviour of deep centers in Ca2S/cdS solar cells
20 p0523 A78-52828
CAPACITORS
High energy density, long life energy storage
capacitor dielectric system
19 p0359 A78-10099
Hedium power voltage multipliers with a large
number of stages
20 p0186 A78-15135
Solar energy storage subsystem utilizing latent
heat of phase change
18 p0255 H78-18513
Energy storage apparatus
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12030-1] 19 pOUOH 878-24608
Development of a low cost, 10 kV capacitor
[IA-OR-77-2108] 19 pO»16 1178-25335
Fusion applications of fast discharging hoaopolar
machines
[EPBI-EB-625] 19 p0168 878-27934
CARBIDES
Baterials for fuel cells
[PB-269518/7] 17 p0113 878-10573
CABBOK i
Solar silicon via the Dow Corning process
[BASA-CB-157065] 19 p0106 878-21637
CABBOB DIOXIDE
C02 and spaceship,earth
20 p0485 A78-45321
Ose of carbon dioxide in energy storage for
ultimate hydrogen storage
20 p0509 A78-51066
Carbonate rock - A resource for energy carbon
dioxide source for hydrocarbon production
20 pOSII A78-51313
Photoelectrochenical reduction of aqueous carbon
dioxide on p-type gallium phosphide in liquid
junction solar cells
20 p0533 A78-53424
The fate of fossil fuel C02 in the oceans Book
20 p0535 A78-53163
Modeling in the oceans and ocean sediments and
their response to fossil fuel carbon dioxide
emissions
20 p0535 A78-53164
The land's response to more carbon dioxide
20 p0535 A78-53U65
Global carbon dioxide production from fossil fuels
and cement, A.D. 1950-A.D. 2000
20 p0535 A78-53167
Neutralization of fossil fuel CO2 by marine
calcium carbonate
20 p0535 A78-53168
Present and future production of C02 from fossil
fuels: A global appraisal
[ORAD/IEA(0)-77-15] 18 p02U5 878-16195
Tertiary oil recovery by C02 injection
COBO-5302-20] 19 p0155 H78-27199
CABBOH DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Hodeling the effect of atmospheric carbon dioxide
on the global radiative heat balance
17 p0068 A78-13117
iest Antarctic ice sheet and C02 greenhouse effect
- A threat of disaster
18 p0175 A78-23192
Fossil fuel - Future shock carbon dioxide
pollution effects
20 p0507 A78-50123
Present and future production of C02 from fossil
fuels: A global appraisal
[ORAO/IEA(0)-77-15] 18 p0215 878-16195
Atmospheric CO2 consequences of heavy dependence
on coal
[ORAO/IEA(H)-77-27] 20 p0586 878-30720
CABB08 DIOXIDE LASERS
Pulsed power systems for the LASL high energy gas
laser facility
17 p0007 A78-10691
Direct conversion of CO2 laser energy to
high-voltage electrical energy using a
laser-produced plasma
17 p0078 A78-15788
Evolution of stimulated Brillouin to stimulated
ion Coupton scattering in a C02 laser-plasma
interaction experiment
18 p0235 A78-32125
Thermo-nuclear fusion plasma produced by C02 laser
19 p0362 A78-10385
8umerica] computation of the density profile
produced by 10.6-micron irradiation of an S102
microballoon
20 p0538 A78-53685
Generalization of the description of energy
conversion in C02 impulse lasers
17 p0109 H78-10111
CABBOH DIOXIDE BEHOVAL
Research challenge - Clean energy from coal
20 p0192 A78-16171
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Present and future production of CO2 from fossil
fuels: A global appraisal
[OBA-O/IIAIO)-77-15] 18 p02«5 H78-16195
CABBOH DISOLPIDE
CS2 and COS in soil gases of the Roosevelt Hot
Springs Known Geotheraal Resource Area, Beaver
County, 3tah
20 p0511 478-51603
CiBBOB BOflOXIDB
The effect of ambient temperature and humidity on
the carbon monoxide emissions of an idling gas
turbine '
17 p0065 A78-12557
Stoichioaetnc calcolations concerning the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
17 p0077 A78-15101
Effect of carbon monoxide on the reaction of
hydrogen sQlfide and calcium oxide
[ASBE PAPEB 77-SA/APC-6] 19 p0297 A78-33129
Hew concepts and results concerning the nechanisn
of carbon monoxide hydrogenation. I - Organic
oxygen compounds produced during medium-pressure
synthesis with iron catalysts. II - Evolution of
reaction steps on the basis of detailed product
composition and other data
19 p0337 A78-38POU
Catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from carbon
monoxide and hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53328
Thermal conversion of oil-shale kerogen using Co
and water at elevated pressures
flEEC-78/1] 20 p0617 B78-33552
CABBOH STEELS
Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen sulfide
on carbon steel
20 pOU81 H78-UIH08
Corrosion of iron-base alloys versus alternate
materials in geothernal brines
[PHL-2156] 19 pOUSil S78-2726!)
CARBONATES
Carbonate"rock - A resource for energy carbon
dioxide source for hydrocarbon production
20 p0511 A78-51313
Solten carbonate fnel cell research at OBNL
[ORHL/TH-58861 17 p0151 H78-14639
An improved method for analysis of hydroxide and
carbonate in alkaline electrolytes containing zinc
[NASA-TB-78961] 20 p05«9 N78-28607
National Fuel Cell Seminar. Program and abstracts
[COHF-770664-ABSTS] 20 p0564 N78-29614
Advanced fuel cell development
[AHL-77-56] 20 p0581 N78-30667
CABBOHIZATIOB
Deactivation of hydrodesulfurization catalysts
under coal liguids. I - Loss of hydrogenation
activity due to carbonaceous deposits
18 p0203 A78-27919
Oesulfnrization of petroleum residues and their
carbonization properties
19 p0337 A78-38406
Evaluation of coal carbonization processes
20 pO»70 A78-«3it09
Fluid bed processing of agglomerating coals
20 pOt72 A78-U3U20
Evaluation of a commercial-scale
hydrocarbonization process to produce clean
char, oil, and pipeline gas from coal
20 p0506 A78-5015U
Oil shale - Power source and raw material
20 p0507 A78-50252
CABBCHYL COHPOOHDS
Possible selective solar photothermal absorber -
Hi dendrites formed on Al surfaces by the CVD of
Si /CO/U
18 p0221 A78-30302
Coal desnlfnrization
[NASA-CASE-HPO-1D272-1] 20 p0611 B78-33W
CARGO
Heasurement and simulation of fuel consumption in
rail freight service
18 p02E8 H78-18545
Code of practice for the petroleum industry. Part
1: The handling, storage, and distribution of
petroleum products
CSABS-089-1977-PT-1] 19 pOU02 H78-24366
C4HGO AIBC8AFT
Energy and economic impacts of projected freight
transportation improvements
18 p0257 H78-18537
CABSO SHIPS
Speed polar of a *ind turbine powered cargo boat
17 p009« A78-1809H
CABBIEB BOBIUTT
Analysis of epitaxial drift field H on P silicon
solar cells
17 p0012 A78-10900
Diffusion length measurement by a simple
photoresponse technique for HIS and Schottky
barrier solar cells i
17 p0026 A78-11050
A note on the performance of a Si solar cell under
partial illumination
19 p0371 J78-12119
CATALYSIS
Catalysis and unconventional energy systems
18 p0183 A78-2505S
Early coal hydrogenation catalysis
19 p0337 A78-38103
Kinetics of thermal liquefaction of Belle Syr
snbbitnminous coal
19 p0365 A78-11221
Kinetics of catalytic liquefaction of Big Horn
coal in a segmented bed reactor
19 p0365 A78-U1222
Process variable effects in the conversion of
methanol to gasoline in a fluid bed reactor
19 p0365 A78-H1223
Catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from carbon
monoxide and hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53328
Fuel cells: Applied research fuel cell materials
and electrocatalysis
[BB1-50652] 19 pOO»7 S78-26597
CATALYSIS
Hydrogenation of phenanthrene over a commercial
cobalt molybdenum sulfide catalyst under severe
reaction conditions hydrocarbon fuel from
coal liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26580
Few materials for coal liquefaction catalysts
18 p0190 A78-26581
Hew concepts and results concerning the mechanism
of carbon monoxide hydrogenation. I - Organic
oxygen compounds produced during medium-pressure
synthesis with iron catalysts. II - Evolution of
reaction steps on the basis of detailed product
composition and other data
19 p0337 A78-38UOU
Presulfiding coal liquid hydrodesulfnrization
catalysts
20 pOU70 A78-43t08
Hydrogen from fossil fuels
20 p053» A78-53156
Performance and emissions of a catalytic reactor
with propane, diesel, and Jet A fuels
[BA3A-TH-73786] 17 p01»8 S78-1U177
The conversion of model coal liquids compounds to
Naphtha species
[PB-275891/0] 18 p0272 N78-20291
Experimental evaluation of fnel preparation
systems for an automotive gas turbine catalytic
coobustor
[NASA-TB-78856] 19 p0387 D78-22213
Surface structure and mechanisms of gasification
catalyst deactivation
[FE-2229-5] 19 p0398 S78-23589
Hethanation activity of Eaney nickel catalysts:
Effect of proportion of B1A13 and Ni2A13 in
precursor alloys
[PB-279656/3] 20 p0557 H78-29198
Hydrodesulfnrization and liquefaction of a
bituminous coal in a batch autoclave vith
particnlate and monolith catalysts
20 p0560 H78-2956U
Catalytic combustion for the automotive gas
turbine engine
20 p0572 1178-30333
Development of catalysts for exhaust emission
control
20 p057<4 N78-30372
Hethanation catalysts: Activity, adsorption and
degradation studies of nickel and nickel
bimetallic catalysts for cethanation
20 p0611 H78-33161
Catalyst sintering studies phosphoric acid'
fuel cells
[EPBI-EB-661] 20 p0620 N78-33577
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CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Deactivation and attrition of Co-Bo catalyst
flaring B-Coal operations coal gasification
and liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26582
Catalytic liguefaction of coal
18 p0191 A78-26583
reactivation of hydrodesnlfnrization catalysts
unjler coal liguids. I - loss of hydrogenation
activity doe to carbonaceous deposits
18 p0203 A78-27919
Deactivation of hydrodesnlfnrization catalysts
onder coal liquids. II - loss of hyflrogenation
activity due to adsorption of metallics
18 p0203 A78-27920
Catalytic and structural properties of the enzyme
hydrogenase and its role in biopbotolysis of water
for hydrogen fuel production
18 p0207 A78-28354
catalytic gasification of coal with high-pressure
steam
18 p0227 A78-3HI97
Effects of coal minerals on the hydrogenation,
desulfunzation, and solvent extraction of coal
18 p0229 A78-31870
Catalyzed combustion in a flat plate boundary
layer. I - Experimental measurements and
comparison with numerical calculations
[LBI-68141] 18 p0230 478-31953
Compact gas generator for fuel gasification aboard
motor vehicles
18 p0236 A78-32509
Development studies on selected conversion of
synthesis gas from coal to high octane gasoline
[FE-2276-20] 19 p0454 H78-27289
Evaluation of sulfur-tolerant catalytic processes
for producing peak-shaving alcohol fuels
[EPEI-AF-687] 20 p0558 S78-29263
Effect of inlet temperature on the performance of
a catalytic reactor air pollution control
[NASA-TH-78977] 20 p0592 H78-31534
Catalytic conversion of solvent refined coal to
liquid products
[LBL-6807] 20 p0612 N78-33258
CATHODES
Cathode spots on metallic electrodes under the
conditions of the channel of an MHD generator
17 p0002 A78-10243
Investigation of the thermionic emission of some
advanced cathode materials
19 p0328 A78-36563
On the discharge mechanism of silver/alkylammoninm
polyioflide solid state cells
19 p0363 A78-K0621
Near-cathode re-^on of contracted discharge at
nHD-generator metallic electrodes
20 pO«86 A78-45655
High energy density pelletized aluminum chloride
thermal batteries. Part 2: Cathode screening
[AD-A043659] 17 p0120 N78-11502
Improved cathodes for phosphoric acid fuel cells
catalysts
tEPRI-SH-505] 19 p0423 1178-25578
CATTIE
Biological conversion of biomass to methane
[COO-2917-6] 20 p0553 S78-28648
CAVITIES
High-temperture linear radiation-cavity solar
collector with a Fresnel concentrator
C9.D-A049982] 18 p0276 H78-20628
CAVITY EESOHATOSS
Proposed high-power microwave source using a
saperconducting cavity as an energy storage
fIPPJ-T-30] 18 p0240 H78-16436
CDC 6600 COBPUTBB
STBAEC: Solar Thermal Electric Annual Energy
Calculator documentation
CSAND-77-8278] 19 p0447 H78-26588
CEILISGS (ABCHITECT08E)
lightweight thermal storage for solar heated
buildings
17 p0083 A78-16832
CEIL CATHODES
P r i m a r y L1/SOC12 cells. IV - Cathode "reaction
profiles
20 p0515 A78-52193
CELLULOSE
Utilization of waste cellulose for production of
chemical feedstocks via acid hydrolysis
Conversion to glucose
17 p0035 A78-11129
Enzymes show promise for biomass conversion
19 p0327 A78-36I|I|3
Conversion of cellnlosic and waste polymer
material to gasoline
[COO-2982-21] 20 p0612 H78-33257
CEHEHTS
Applications of thermal energy storage in the
cement industry
tHASi-CB-159399] 20 p0615 S78-33537
CENSUS
Fuels and energy data: Dnited States by states
and census divisions, 1974
[PB-271093/7] 17 p0124 B78-12245
CEBTBAL PEOCESSIBG OBITS
Preliminary design review package for the solar
heating and cooling central data processing system
[NSSA-CB-150594 ] 18 p0274 B78-20604
CEHTBIFOGiL COHPBESSOBS
A research on centrifugal compressor for small gas
turbine - The effect of recirculating flow
automobile engines
20 p0509 A78-50612
Study of the potential for improving the economics
of hydrogen liguefaction through the use of
centrifugal compressors and the addition of a
heavy water plant
[UASA-CB-1 45282] 17 p0159 H78-15564
Design study for high-pressure high-flow oxygen
centrifugal compressor, phase 1
[HTI-77TB17] 19 p0417 N78-25439
CBHTBIFUGAL PUBPS
Calculations and in situ experimental data on a
water pumping system directly connected to an
1/2 Kw photovoltaic converters array
20 p0527 A78-52890
Bocketdyne's advanced coal slurry pumping progran
17 p0133 878-13266
CEBABIC COATIRGS
The possibility of black zinc oxide as spectrally
selective coating for low temperature solar
collectors
20 p0491 A78-U6196
CEEAHICS
Ceramic microstructures '76: With eaphasis on
energy related applications; Proceedings of the
Sixth International Materials symposium.
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.,
August 21-27, 1976
17 p0088 A78-17451
HHD electrode-insulator micro- and macro-structure
17 p0088 A78-17<16<1
High-temperature ceramics for automobile gas
turbines
[DG1B PAPEB 77-073] 17 p0096 A78-18708
Development of a ceramic receiver for a Brayton
cycle solar electric power plant
18 p0165 478-206211
Vehicular gas turbine with ceramic recuperative
heat exchanger
19 p0311 A78-34486
High temperature heat pipes for terrestrial
applications
[AIAA 78-435] 19 p0318 S78-35615
Oxide ceramics for electrodes on open-cycle MHD
generators
19 p0328 A78-36556
Befractory periclase materials and means of using
them in high-temperatnre power plants
19 p0328 A78-36566
Substitution of ceramics for high temperature alloys
20 p0494 A78-47596
Aluninons keatite - A durable ceramic material for
rotary regenerator cores —- for automotive gas
turbine engines
20 p0508 A78-50588
Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine
20 p0509 A78-50632
The sodium-sulfur battery - Problems and promises
20 p0531 A78-53338
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systeas
20 p0531 A78-53339
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A survey of the use of ceramics in battery and
fuel cell applications
[AD-A010888] 17 p0126 H78-12534
Improved ceramic heat exchanger naterial
[HASA-CB-135292] 17 p0130 H78-13209
Interdisciplinary research and development on the
effects of the nature and properties of ceramic
materials in the design of advanced structural
cooponents
[HAS*-CH-155733] 18 p0247 H78-17223
Silicon on ceraaic process. Silicon sheet growth
developaent for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the lov-cost silicon solar array project
[HiSA-CH-155613] 18 p0248 B78-17464
Carbonaceous shales of Indiana as sources of
energy, petrochemicals, and ceraaic materials
[TID-28179] 19 pOB18 H78-25518
Development, testing, and evaluation of HBD
materials and component designs
[FE-2248-15] 19 pO«36 H78-26217
Ceramic technology readiness program
[FE-266(|-3] 19 pO«5K N78-27279
Study and program plan for improved heavy doty gas
tarbine engine ceramic coaponent development
[HASA-CB-135230] 20 p0542 N78-28466
Materials technology assessment for Stirling engines
20 p0570 N78-30318
CBBHBTS
Two-dimensional temperature distribution in a
ceramic-based electrode for BHD channels
18 p0173 (78-22806
Investigation of the thermionic emission of some
advanced cathode materials
19 p0328 A78-36563
Bavelength-selective surfaces for solar energy
absorption
20 p0531 A78-53334
Granular optical materials
fAD-i051)099] 20 p0587 H78-30940
CEBT1PICATIOS
Critical survey of test procedures for automotive
emissions C.S. and European standards and
certification
20 p0574 N78-30374
CBSIDI DIODES
Experiments vith enhanced mode thermionic converters
18 p0218 A78-29636
CBSHJH PLASBA
Optimization of the parameters of a Knndsen
thermionic converter vith Cs-Ba filler
19 p0340 A78-38933
A cesium plasma TE1EC device for conversion of
laser radiation to electric power
20 pOSIO A78-51067
CESIUH VkPOB
Stimulated electronic Raman scattering in Cs
vapour - A simple tunable laser system for the
2.7 to 3.5 micron region
17 p0064 A78-12440
Electron emission from nickel-alloy surfaces in
cesium vapor
18 p0188 A78-26112
CHAIC06BRIDBS
II-VI compound solar energy converters
20 p0523 J78-52832
Hetal chalcogenides as reversible electrodes in
nonagueous lithium batteries
20 J0537 A78-53502
CH1HHEI F10B
Cathode spots on metallic electrodes under the
conditions of the channel of an HHD generator
17 p0002 A78-102U3
Effect of flow inhODogeneity on plasma instability
near a channel wall
17 p0002 A78-10245
Plasaa flow computation method for HHD conversion
channels
17 p0002 A78-10375
Beat-transfer allowing for ion slip in an HHD
channel
17 p0063 A78-123D6
A numerical solution to the unsteady,
quasi-three-dimensional, turbulent heat transfer
problem in an BED channel
[ASHB PAPER 77-HT-90) 17 p0091 A78-17S06
Two-dimensional electrical effects in a frame-type
SHD channel
17 p0103 A78-19269
Choice of optimal configuration of frame and cross
section shape for a frame-type BBD channel
18 p0168 A78-22139
Energy characteristics of an HHD generator cycle
with internal cooling of the channel
18 p0172 A78-22531
Influence of the nonnniformity of the field of
force on the flow in an HHD channel
18 p0216 A78-28951
Heat exchange in an BRD channel with allowance for
the ion slippage
19 p0291 A78-32570
The HHD generator channel No. 1 of the B-25B
facility intended for research in strong
electric and magnetic fields
19 p0293 A78-32717
Subsonic flow in an HHD channel
19 p0341 178-38963
Selection of the optimal configuration of the
frame and the form of the transverse cross
section of a frame-type NHD channel
20 pO«83 A78-44538
• Calculation of unsteady two-dimensional
aagnetchydrodynamic flows in a radial channel
20 pOU96 A78-48557
Optimization of a diagonal BSD-chancel
20 p0497 A78-48559
CHARGE C4BHIEBS
Photosensing arrays with improved spatial resolution
18 p0204 A78-28131I
Spectral characteristics of photoconverters with
nononifom distribution of defects in the base
19 p0326 A78-36134
Analysis of generation in space charge regions of
solar cells
19 p0334 A78-37066
Measurement of material parameters that limit the
open-circuit voltage in P-S-Junction silicon
solar cells
17 p0136 H78-13532
Investigation of the topographical features of
surface carrier concentrations in silicon solar
cell material using electrolyte electroreflectance
17 p0136 H78-13535
CHABSB CODP1ED DEVICES
Infrared focal planes in intrinsic semiconductors
technology review
18 p020" H78-28139
CHAEGE DIST8IBOTIOB
Modeling and evaluation of combustion process of a
three-valve stratified charge engine
20 pO«94 A78-48097
Impurity concentrations and surface charge
densities on the heavily doped face of a silicon
solar cell
17 p0136 H78-13531
CHAEGE BXCHAHGB
Plasma-wall charge-exchange interactions in the
2IIIB magnetic mirror experiment
19 p0377 A78-42207
CHAEGE TB1SSFBB
A new description of electrochemical kinetics
19 p03«3 A78-39159
CHABEIBG
Status of steam-iron pilot plant operations
[COH?-771092-5] 19 p0415 S78-25250
laboratory support for in situ gasification
reaction kinetics
[ABl/CEH/PE-77-2] 19 pOH23 H78-25575
CHEHICAL AHA1ISIS
Chemical and isotopic techniques in geothermal
investigations
17 p0061 A78-1ia90
Analysis of petroleum type hydrocarbons in marine
samples using gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry
17 p0065 A78-1284D
Analyzing liquid products derived from coal
conversion processes
18 p0191 A78-26S89
High pressure liquid chromatographic studies of
coal liquefaction kinetics
18 p0192 A78-2E591
donation of coal gasification plant wastewater
18 p0222 A78-30560
Pyrolysis of snbbitnminons coal in relation to
in-sito coal gasification
18 p0229 A78-31750
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CHEBICAL ATTACK SOBJECT IUDBX
The employment of the X-ray fluorescence
radioisotope technique for the determination of
sulfur in fuel oils
20 pOH92 A78-46488
Qualitative and quantitative studies of volatiles
from coal pyrolysis using mass spectrometry and
gas cbromatography
, 17 p0119 N78-11207
Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet fuels
by high performance liquid chromatography
CNASA-TH-738291 17 p0130 H78-13233
GLC analysis of n-paraffin distributions in crude
oils and topped crude oils for oil identification
[BEBC/RI-77/12] 19 p0402 <!78-2«32<l
Characterization of open-cycle coal-fired HHD
generators, revision 4
[FE-2178-a-EEV-A] 19 p0122 H78-25566
Review of petroleum oil saturation and its
determination
[BEBC/BI-77/15] 19 p04«2 N78-26525
Development of electrical and electrochemical
probes for down hole and in-line chemical
analysis of high pressure, high temperature
geotheraal fluids
[PHI-2H59] 20 p05«8 178-28590
Identification of probable automotive fuels
composition: 1985 - 2000
20 p0571 N78-30322
Identification of components of energy-related
wastes and effluents
{PB-280203/1] 20 p0599 1178-31606
Chemical characterization, handling, and refining
of solvent refined coal to liquid fuels
fFE-2003-27] 20 p0602 1178-32290
CHEBICAL ATTACK
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systems
20 p0531 A78-53339
CHEBICAL CLBAHIHG
Coal desalfurization by the Battelle Hydrothecnal
Coal Process
17 p0029 A78-11082
CHEHICAI COBFOSITION
Son-catalytic hydrogenation of Australian coals
19 p0363 A78-10596
Effect of active-layer composition on the
catalytic efficacy of tvo-layer diffusion
electrodes for the reduction of oxygen in acid
electrolytes
19 p0363 A78-40619
CHEBICAL COMPOUNDS
Ocean energy industrial complexes
19 p0301 A78-33311
CHEHICAL EFFECTS
Oil-shale kerogen - Low temperature degradation in
molten salts
20 pOU93 A78-47205
CHEBICAL EHEBGY
Use of transition metal compounds to sensitize a
photochemical energy storage reaction _ ~ _
- -J7 p0083-A78-16830 '
Utilization of energy from organic wastes through
fluidized-bed combustion -
""18 p0198 1178-27813
Photon energy storage in organic materials - The
case of linked anthracenes
.-._;« ' - 18 p0220 A78-30267
Alternative forms of energy transmission from OTEC
plants
19 p0301 A78-33312
Photosynthesis in vitro for solar energy
conversion
20 pO<!7« A78-137U9
Hetal hydrides as chemical heat pumps
20 pOSOO A78-1I96U5
Primary H/SOC12 cells. IV - Cathode reaction
profiles
20 p0515 A78-52193
Semiconductor-electrolyte solar cells - A new
rechargeable reflex solar battery
20 p0522 A78-52814
Hydrogen as an energy carrier - A European
perspective of the problem
20 p0530 A78-53327
Chemical conversion using sheet-silicate
intercalates
20 p0532 A78-53303
HTCSOS: A chemical heat pump and energy system
based on metal hydrides
[ANI-77-39] 18 p0238 H78-1633H
Optimization study of OTEC delivery systems based
on chemical-energy carriers
[EBDA/HSF-00033/76/TI] 19 pOQ09 H78-2II677
Transmission of energy by open-loop chemical ^
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Electroflnid gasification of coal with nuclear
energy
•i 19 p0338 178-38*07
Engineering development of a short residence time,
coal hydrcpyrolysis process
19 p0362 A78-40592
Economic evaluation of synthetic natural gas
production by short residence time
hydropyrolysis of coal
19 p0363 A78-40593
Instrumentation for in situ coal gasification. I -
Background and overview
19 p0367 178-1(1522
Highlights of the LLL Hoe Creek So. 2 underground
coal gasification experiment
19 p0367 A78-41524
Characterization of nitrogen compounds in tar
produced from underground coal gasification
19 p0368 178-41814
Gasification and residence time of hard-coal
particles in a cyclone reaction chamber
19 p0369 178-41931
Effluents from synthane gasification of lignite
20 p0471 178-03411
Pressurized feed for coal gasification
20 p0471 178-43412
Purification processes for coal gasification
20 p0471 178-43413
High rate coal gasification
20 p0471 178-43414
Environmental aspects of coal gasification
20 p0472 178-43418
Fluid bed processing of agglomerating coals
20 p0472 178-43420
A fluidized-bed ash-agglomeration gasifier
20 p0472 178-43421
Gasifying coal underground
20 p0494 178-47749
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An assessment of overburden stability in the
in-sitn gasification of Texas lignite
20 p0196 A78-48550
Bnclear process heat for coal gasification and
hydrogen prodnction
20 p0999 A78-49335
Corrosion behavior of type 310 stainless steel in
coal-gasification environments
20 p0512 A78-51713
Underground coal gasification
20 p0517 A78-52721
A model for moving-bed coal gasification reactors
20 p0517 A78-52722
Coal gasification study handbook
[AD-AO«2385] 17 p0112 H78-10561
Evaluation of background data relating to new
scarce perfornance standards for Lnrgi
gasification
CPB-269557/5J 17 p0117 K78-10631
Qualitative and quantitative studies of volatiles
froii coal pyrolysis using mass spectrometry and
gas chroaatography
17 p0119 H78-11207
Devolatilization and desnlfurization of Iowa coal
17 p0125 B78-12525
proceedings of the conference on Coal Feeding
Systems
[BASJ-CB-155331) 17 p0131 S78-13211
The Petrocarb pneumatic feeding system: A proven
method for feeding particnlate solids at
controlled rates for coal gasification systens
17 p0131 B78-132U3
Coal pressurization and feeding: Ose of a lock
hopper system
17 p0131 H76-13211
Coal gasification: Hen challenge for the Beaumont
rotary feeder
17 p0131 N78-132H5
Development of coal-feeding systens at the
Borgaotown Energy Research Center
17 p0131 H78-13216
Comparative description of coal feeding systems
for fixed bed pressure gasification
17 p0131 S78-13217
Slarry pumping techniques for feeding
high-pressure coal gasification reactors
17 p0131 H78-13218
Development of dry coal feeders
17 p0131 1178-13219
Dry coal feeder development progran at
Ingersoll-Eand Research, Incorporated for
coal gasification systems
17 p0132 H78-13250
Foster- (filler's development of dry coal feed systems
17 p0132 H78-13251
Evaluation of EHDA-sponsored coal feed system
development
17 p0132 B78-13252
Continuous high pressure lump coal feeder design
study flnidized bed processors
17 p0132 H78-13253
Babcock and Silcox's experience with tvo-phase
flow mixtures of coal and gas
17 p0132 B78-13254
Pressurized feeding on the GEGAS system
17 p0132 N78-1325S
Coal extrusion in the plastic state
17 p0132 H78-13256
A novel dry coal feeding concept for high-pressure
gasifiers
17 p0132 B78-13257
Feeding the feeder
17 p0132 H78-13258
Gravity flow rate of solids through orifices and
pipes
17 p0133 R78-13260
High pressure rotary piston coal feeder
17 p0133 H78-13261
Coal feed component testing for CDIF
17 p0133 H78-13262
Storage and feeding of coal
17 p0133 S78-13263
Injection of coal by sere* feed
17 p0133 H78-13264
Haterial handling systems for the flnidized-bed
combustion boiler at Bivesville, Best Virginia
17 p0133 1178-13265
The use of twin screw extruders for feeding coal
against pressures of up to 1500 PSI
17 p013« H78-13269
Lock hopper values for coal gasification plant
service
17 p013« H78-13270
Oil/gas complex conceptual design/economic
analysis: Oil and SHG production
CPE-1775-8] 17 p0161 B78-15575
Sampling of water and wastewater
[PB-27266VI] 17 p0163 S78-15957
Two-stage coal gasification to higb-BTO gas
18 p0238 B78-16II22
Considerations on coal gasification
[BASA-TB-75233] 18 p0239 B78-16131
Underground coal gasification program
[EBDA-77-51] 18 p02B1 B78-164Q6
Gas generator research and development: Bi-gas
process
CFE-1207-29] 18 pD2»1 H78-16117
Low-Bto coal gasification
[BBBQ-0015] 18 p0280 B78-21318
Investigation of converting the product of coal
gasification to methane by the action of
microorganisms, phase 1
fFE-2203-16] 18 p0280 S78-21319
Environmental assessment of low/nedina BTD
gasification
CPB-276580/8] 18 p0281 S78-21325
Gasification combined cycle test facility, Pekin,
Illinois
[FE-2352-03] 18 p0286 S78-21632
Biser cracking of coal to oil and gas
[COBF-7708H-10] 19 p0392 H78-232SO
Coal gasification valves, phase 2
[FE-2355-2-BE7-D] 19 p039» H78-23»»1
Performance potential of coabined cycles
integrated with low-Btn gasifiers for future
electric utility applications
CBASA-TS-73775J 19 p0395 H78-23557
Besearch and development of rapid hydrogenation,
 lu
for coal conversion to synthetic motor fuels;'-'
(riser cracking of coal) ,.,.(
[FE-2307-17J 19 pO«03 H78-20382
EBT ball-valve stes failure: Synthace
coal-gasification pilot plant, failure analysis
report
[ABL/BSD/FE-77-4] 19 pO»04 B78-21559
Agglomerating burner gasification process: ,
Design, installation, and operation of a
25-ton-a-day process development unit
[FE-1513-6H] 19 pO»09 H78-24675
Solvent Defined Coal (SBC) process
[FE-496-138] 19 p0410 H78-21679
Heasurement of the flow properties and capillary ,
pressure relationships of certain coals
pertaining to underground coal gasification
tCOO-d129-3] 19 p0410 B78-2U680
sources of alcohol fuels for vehicle fleet tests
fCOHS/2693-1] 19 pO«15 H78-25212
Bydrogasifier development for the Bydrane process
[FE-2518-1J 19 pO»15 B78-2S2H*
High temperature turbine technology program. Phase
1: Combined cycle electric power plant with
coal derived low Bta gas or coal-liquid fuel,
book 2
£FE-2291-18-BK-2] 19 pO«17 878-25342
Analysis of a high-temperature coal combustor
according to a one-dimensional flow model
[ANL/SHD-77-2] 19 pO»22 B78-25568
Design, develop, and manufacture process gas
lubricated hot recycle gas circulators
[COO-OOOO-1] 19 pOI»23 B78-25573
Laboratory support for in situ gasification
reaction kinetics
CAHL/CES/FB-77-2] 19 p0423 B78-25575
Agglomerating burner gasification process: design,
installation, and operation of a 25-ton-a-day
process development unit.
[FB-1513-69] 19 p0126 H78-25600
Development work for an advanced coal gasification
system for electric power generation from coal
directed toward a commercial gasification
generating plant, phase 2. Volume 12:
Cold-flow model testing of a two-stage
entrained-flow slagging coal gasifier
[FE-1521-31] 19 pO»26 B78-25601
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Development work for an advanced coal gasification
system for electric power generation from coal
directed toward a commercial gasification
generating plant, phase 2. Voluie 14: System
analysis
tFB-1521-33] 19 p0426 H78-25602
Optimization of pyrolytic conversion of coal to
clean fuel computer programs
CFE-2253-5) 19 p0427 N78-25609
Evaluation of devolatilization concept
[BPBI-AF-608] 19 pO«30 1178-25639
Evaluation of in situ coal gasification processes
on a regional basis
roBBl-5279] 19 pOi!31 N78-25647
Saipling and analysis requirements for lov-Bta
gasification of coal for electric power generation
t?E-15»5-38], 19 pOI»31 H78-25648
Research in coal-based magnetohydrodynamics
fIID-27893] 19 POU32 H78-25650
Foliation and environmental aspects of fnel
conversion, A bibliography with abstracts
CHTIS/PS-78/0314] 19 pO*3U H78-25701
Ultrafiltration and hyperfiltration of phenolic
compounds in coal gasification vastewater streams
19 p0035 H78-26007
Fossil energy demonstration plants
[TID-28182] 19 p04<!5 H78-26573
Ther«odynama.c phase stability diagrams for the
analysis of corrosion reactions in coal
gasification/combustion atmospheres
[EPBI-FP-539] 19 p0445 N78-26574
Environmental assessaent of high-BTO gasification
tPB-278175/5] 19 p0450 B78-26646
Gas core reactors for coal gasification
19 p0451 H78-26869
Coal gasification and liquefaction technology,
volume 3. A bibliography with abstracts
[HTIS/PS-78/0345/5] 19 pO(l66 N78-27609
The evolution of pollutants during the rapid
devolatilization of coal
[PB-278D96/5] 19 p0466 S78-27617
Control of eiissions front Lnrgi coal gasification
plants
tPB-279012/9] 19 p0466 S78-27623
Development of coatings for corrosion/erosion
protection of internal components of coal
gasification vessels
fPE-2592-4] 20 p05<!8 H78-28591
Economic studies of coal gasification: Combined
cycle systems for electric power generation
[BPBI-AF-642J 20 P0551 N78-28630
Dndergroand coal gasification. Citations from the
ITIS data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0485/9] 20'p0558 H78-29268
Underground coal gasification. Citations from the
engineering index data base
[BTXS/PS-78/0486/7] 20 p0558 H78-29269
Low- and medium-Btu gasification systems:
Technology overview
CPB-279641/5] 20 p0559 B78-29275
Formation of protective layers on alloys used in
coal gasification environments
rSAKD-77-8277] 20 p0567 H78-30227
Screening evaluation: Synthetic liquid fuels
manufacture
(EPFI-AF-523] 20 p0568 N78-30264
Evaluation of intermediate-Eta coal gasification
systems for retrofitting power plants
[EP8I-AF-531] 20 p0582 N78-30668
Design report. Volume 1: Process design.
Development work for an advanced coal ,
gasification system for electric power
generation from coal directed toward a
commercial gasification generation plant, phase 2
[FE-1521-20-VOL-1] 20 p0583 K78-30684
Study of heat transfer through refractory lined
gasifier vessel walls
CFEr2210-18] , 20 p0590 B78-31385
Assessment of low- and intermediate-Btu
gasification of coal
CFE-1216-4] 20 p0595 H78-31554
Significance of process variables on liquid
effluent production in coal gasification
20- p061« H78-33525
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Synthetic fuels and combustion
17 p0082 A78-16637
Effect of solvent on molecular composition in coal
liquefaction ,
18 p0173 A78-22823
Liquid fnels from coal - From E 6 D to an industry
18 p0175 A78-23561
Coal conversion to liquid and gaseous fuels -
Aerospace technology in a new role
[AIAA PAPEB 78-293] 18 p0177 A78-24004
Coal-liguefaction products from major
demonstration processes. I - Separation and
analysis
18 pOISO S78-2t625
Materials problems in coal gasification and
liquefaction
18 p0183 A78-25053
Analysis and scale-up consideration of bituminous
coal liquefaction rate processes
18 p0184 A78-25322
Liquid fuels from coal; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., August
29-September 3, 1976
18 p0189 A78-26576
Products from two-step coal liquefaction using
three different first-step reactor packings
18 p0190 A78-26578
Effect ot coal minerals on reaction rates during
coal liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26579
Hew materials for coal liquefaction catalysts
18 p0190 A78-26581
Deactivation and attrition of Co-Bo catalyst
during H-Coal operations coal gasification
and liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26582
Catalytic liquefaction of coal
18 p0191 A78-26583
Kinetics of coal hydrodesnlfnrization in a batch
reactor
18 p0191 A78-26584
Kinetics and solubility of hydrogen in coal
liquefaction reactions -,
18 p0191 A78-26585
Short contact time coal liquefaction - Techniques
and product distributions
18 p0191 A78-26586
Coagulation and filtration of solids from
liquefied coal of SIHTHOIL process
18 p0191 A78-26587
Filterability of a coal-derived liquid
18 p0191 A78-26588
Analyzing liquid products derived from coal
conversion processes
18 p0191 A78-26589
Separation of coal liquids from major liquefaction
processes to meaningful fractions
18 p0191 A78-26590
High pressure liquid chromatographic studies of
coal liquefaction kinetics
18 p0192 A78-26591
A petroqraphic classification of solid residues
derived from the hydrogenation of bituminous coals
18 p0192 A78-26592
An investigation of coal solubility in anthracene
oils
18 p0195 A78-27745
Deactivation of hydrodesulfurization catalysts ,
under coal liquids. I - Loss of hydrogenation
activity due to carbonaceous deposits
18 p0203 A78-27919
Deactivation of hydrodesulfurization catalysts
under coal liquids. II - Loss of hydrogenation
activity due to adsorption of metallics
18 p0203 A78-27920
A dispersion model for the Solvent Hefinefl Coal
process
18 p0230 A78-31871
Organics in aqaeons process streams of a coal
conversion bench-scale unit using the
hydrocarbonization process - HPIC and GC/ss
analysis
18 p0232 A78-32104
Early coal hydrogenation catalysis
19 p0337 A78-38H03
Residence time measurements in a coal
hydrogenation process
1,9 p0337 A78-38H05
Engineering development of a short residence time,
coal hydropyrolysis process
19 p0362 A78-40592
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Coibined gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric'
analyses of nitrogen bases in light oil from a
coal liquefaction product
19 p0363 A78-'1059I1
7iscosity of coal-derived liquids
19 p0363 A78-40595
Don-catalytic hydrogenation of Australian coals
19 p0363 A78-40596
Kinetics of thermal liquefaction of Belle Ayr
snbbitnminous coal
19 p0365 A78-41221
Kinetics of catalytic liquefaction of Big Horn
coal in a segmented bed reactor '
19 p0365 A78-41222
Catalytic hydrosolvation process converts coal to
low-snlfur liqnid fuel
19 p0368 A78-141817
The environmental influence of coal liquefaction
20 p0470 478-13007
Presalfiding coal liquid hydrodesulfnrization
catalysts
20 pO<)70 A78-U3108
Jet fuels from synthetic crudes
20 p0471 A78-43415
Gas turbine engine fuel from synthetic crude
20 p0171 A78-43416
Evaluation of coal-derived JP-5 fuels
20 p0471 A78-43417
The Exxon donor solvent process
20 p0472 A78-U3<419
The ADL extractive coking process
20 p0472 A78-H3122
Conversion of western O.s. coals to liquid products
20 p0506 A78-50150
The SBC-II process solvent Befined Coal '
technology for ashless distillate fuels
20 p0506 A78-50151
Rev method of feeding coal - Continuous extrusion
of fully plastic coal
20 p0528 A78-5307II
Experience in feeding coal into a liquefaction
process development unit
' 17 p0131 S78-13212
BocKetdyne's advanced coal slurry pumping program
17 p0133 H78-13266
Clean solid and liqnid fuels fron coal
[PE-2047-2] 17 p0160 U78-15571
The conversion of model coal liquids compounds to
Naphtha species ' '
CPB-275891/0] 18 p0272 H78-20291
Synthoil hydrodynanics
fCOO-0056-4] 18 p0273 H78-20173
Biser cracking of coal to oil and gas
CC08F-77081Q-10] 19 p0392 1178-23,250
Studies on the separation of coal extract from'
solid residue in liquefied coal
CHSF/ABB-75-15213] 19 p0398 N78-23590
Besearch and development of rapid hydrogenation
for coal conversion to synthetic motor fuels
(riser cracking of coal)
CFE-2307-n] 19 p0403 1178-24382
High temperature turbine technology progran. Phase
1: Combined cycle electric power plant vith
coal derived lov Bta gas or coal-liquid fuel/
book 2
fFE-2291-18-BK-2l 19 p0417 N78-251U2
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
tHASA-TH-78696] 19 p0420 H78-25545
Nondestructive evaluation needs for coal
liquefaction
CANL-77-61] 19 p0426 H78r25606
Bass spectrometric analytical services and
research activities to support coal-liquid
characterization research
tCOO-0020-8] 19 pO«27 N78-25607
Upgrading of coal liquids for use as power
generation fuels
fEPBI-AP-444] 19 pO«27 N78-25608
Assessment of technology for the liquefaction of
coal: Summary
tPB-1216-2) 19 p0445 U78-26572
In situ conversion of coal
[COO-0066-2] 19 p0448 N78-26610
Environmental assessment of coal liquefaction
tPB-278333/0] 19 p0451 878-26650
Enthalpy measurement of coal-derived liquids
(PE-2035-10] - 19 p0452 H78-26962
EOS coal liquefaction process development, phase 3 B
fPB-2893-6] 19 p0459 H78-27549
Coal gasification and liquefaction technology,' '
volume 3. A bibliography with abstracts
[HTIS/PS-78/0345/5] 19 pOU66 N78-27609
Homogeneous catalytic hydrocracking of coal'to
liquid fuels: Basic and processes for '
conversion of coal to liquid fuels: Basic'and
exploratory research ' *J''
[FE-2202-23] 20 p05«1 S78-28262
Synthetic oil from coal: The,economic impact of
five alternatives^for making hydrogen from coal'
' [PB-279322/2] 20 p0558 1178-29273
HydrodesDlfurization and liquefaction of a '
bituminous coal in a batch aatoclave with ',
particnlate and monolith catalysts
' ' 20 p0560 S78-29564
Study of capital requirements", cost estimates add
economic analysis of a SBC-IX (Solvent Befined •
Coal) plant under conditions related to the '
Federal Republic of Germany
[BHFT-FB-T-77-6P] ' 20 p0562 H78-29582
Screening evaluation: Synthetic liquid fuels1"',-'
manufacture ' * ''
[EPBI-AF-523] 20 p0568 »78-3026r«
Economic screening evaluation of upgrading 'coal -
liquids to turbine fuels
CEPBI-AF-710] 20 p0602 H78-32:287
chemical characterization, handling, and refining
of solvent refined coal to liquid fuels "* '
[FE-2003-27] ' 20 p0602 M78-32290
Catalytic conversion of solvent refined coal to''
liquid products
[1B1-6807] 20 p0612 H78-^33258
Symposium proceedings: Environmental aspects of
fuel conversion technology, 3 *"'
[PB-282429/0] 20 p0625 H78-33636
COA1 OTI1I2ATIOS
Scrubbers win the energy-S02 controversy •*''''.'
17 p0002 A78-10300
National program for BHD power generation " *
17 p0010 A,78-10"7q5
Coal-based options for generation of electricity '
17 p0028 A78-'1t110'71
Coal desulfnrization by the Battelle HydrotheraWr
Coal Process * "
17 p0029 'A78;-11082
HHD generators for Caseload power stations '->r'"
17 p0032 A78-14108
Clean fuels from coal - Finding the right •""' !
combination f " 'n^ ^1 "
•' ' 17 p0065 A78-1260H
Critical paths to coal utilization <•' " i
J
 17 p0075 A7e---ltf69"0
Ash fouling in the combustion of low rank Best'e'rn'
' O.S. coals " "\
17 p0078 A78-15827
Physical mechanisms governing the oxidation of '"
volatile fuel nitrogen in pulverized coal flames
17 p0078 A78-15828
The microstructure of pulverized coal-air flames.
I - Stabilization on small burners and direct
sampling" techniques '' -'' *' f
17 p0078 A78-'15829
Flame stabilization of low volatile fuels
17 p0079 A78-15832
The physical transformation of the mineral' matter
in pulverized coal under simulated combustion' '
conditions -"*' '"
17 p0079 A78-1583H
Coal pyrolysis at fire-level heat flux ' s
17 p0079 A78-15835
Flnidized-bed combustion technology - A review '
- 17 p0079 A78-15836
Air pollution assessments of new fossil energy ' '-•
technologies
1
 17 p0086 A78M7092
Relative evaluation of competing processes -
Energetic economy analysis of competing
processes of coal and oil chemistry ' •
• - 17 p0087 A78-173B9
The draft of a law for changing energy-law
regulations
17 p0088 A78717350
Effects of slagging in HHD generator ducts " ' ' •
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BT-59] 17 p0089 A78-17»91^
Specifics of heat exchanger design for' a 2000-iret- ; 1 "*
dual cycle, RBD Topping-Steam Bottoming power '->t
plant
[ASBE PIPES 77-BT-61] 17 p0090 178-17093
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Improving sludge incineration and vacuum
filtration with pulverized coal
17 p0095 478-181198
Comparative evaluation of the radiation danger to
the public caused by atmospheric emissions from
theraal and atonic electric power plants
18 p0166 A78-21319
Process innovation and changes in industrial
energy use
18 p0175 478-23559
Industrial energy in transition - A petrochemcal
perspective
18 p0175 A78-23560
Electricity from coal by the HHD process
C A I A A PAPEB 78-291] 18 pOi77 A78-21002
Key steps to coal conversion from oil burners
J, 18 p0179 478-21328
RHD electric power generation using fossil fuels
18 p0179 478-21329
Coal technology - Dsers' viewpoint
18 p0181 478-21755
Sulfur control for coal combustion
18 p0182 478-21762
Hatenals engineering and development for coal
fired HHD power generators
18 p0182 478-25052
Emissions of trace elements from the combined
firing of coal and BDF in a utility boiler
Befuse-Derived Fuel
[4PCA PAPEB 77-37,6] 18 p0185 478-25101
Character and transfornation of pollutants from
major fossil-fuel energy sources
[APCA PAPEB 77-15,1] 18 p0185 478-25106
The biological effects of air pollution from
fossil fuel burning power plants in the
Horthcentral Great Plains
[APCA PAPEB 77-15,4] 18 p0185 478-25138
Relationships among observed short-term maximum
sulfur dioxide concentrations near coal-fired
power plants
- [APCA PAPEB 77-29,5] 18 pOISS 478-25113
Studies to define the role of coal cleaning in an
• S02 control strategy for TVA
[APCA PAPEB 77-11,1] 18 p0186 478-25116
Potential effects of coal slag condensation on
plasma conductivity in HBD generators
18 p0188 478-26109
EC4S Phase I fuel cell results Energy
Conservation Alternatives Study
18 p0188 A78-26110
The role of solvent in the solvent refined coal
. process
18 p0190 A78-26577
Can coal-oil mixtures make it as industrial fuels
18 p0206 478-28210
Environmental assessment of the fluidized-bed
combustion of coal - Methodology and initial
results
18 p0206 478-28271
Some opportunities in teleoperated mining
18 p0222 478-30507
Surface ignition of coal and other fuel particles
in radiative and diffusive environment in
HHD combustor
18 00222 A78-30511
Physical and morphological studies of
size-classified coal fly ash
18 p0222 478-30555
Bergbau-Forschnng process for the desulfurization
of flue gas
18 p0223 478-30708
Effects of coal minerals on the hydrogenation,
desulfurization, and solvent extraction of coal
18 p0229 478-31870
Inorganic pollutants from pulverized coal
combustion /A review/
[WSS/CI P4PEE 77-18] 18 p0230 A78-31957
The role of a carbon burnup cell in reducing SO2
enissions from fluidized-bed coal combustion
plants
[KSS/CI PAPEB 77-30] 18 p0230 478-31968
Factors detrimental to electrostatic precipitator
performance
CASHE PAPEB 77-R4/APC-7] 19 p0297 478-33130
Design and calculated performance and cost of the
EGAS Phase II open cycle HHD power generation
system
[ASHE PAPEB 77-WA/EHEB-5] 19 p0297 478-33113
Performance and cost evaluation for a thermionic
topping power plant
[ASHE PAPEB 77-WA/EHEB-7] 19 p0297 478-33105
Coal fired non-equilibrium. Closed Cycle HHD/steam
power generation
[ASBE PAPEB 77-BA/BHEB-8] 19 p0298 478-33116
Open-Cycle Gas Turbine/Steam Turbine Combined
Cycles with synthetic fuels from coal
[ASHE PAPEB 77-»A/EHBB-9] 19 p0298 478-33117
Conceptual design of a coal-fueled, fluid bed
combined cycle power plant
[ASBE PAPEB 77-HA/ENBB-11] 19 p0298 478-33119
The utilization of high temperature gas turbines
in integrated coal-derived fuel combined cycles
[4SHE PAPEB 77-W4/EHEB-12] 19 p0298 A78-33150
Combined cycles for operation on coal derived
fuels with high temperature combustion turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BA/ENEB-11] 19 p0298 A78-33152
Effluent characterization from a conical
pressurized fluid bed
19 p0300 478-33221
Flnidized bed combustion of coal and waste materials
Book
19 p0309 478-33803
Performance and economics of advanced energy
conversion systems for coal and coal-derived fuels
19 p0309 478-3*078
Emissions from FBC boilers Fluidized Bed
Combustion
19 p0310 478-31186
Calculation of porous-particle combustion coal
for HHD generators
19 p0315 A78-35052
Chemical desulfurization of coal
19 p0320 478-35693
Power plant performance comparison of coal and
nuclear fueled
19 p0321 A78-35753
The effect of burner design and operational
factors on the emission of nitrogen oxides when
burning an anthracite/slurry mixture
19 p0335 S78-37861
Pyrolysis of 1,2-diphenylethane in the presence of
tetralin
19 p0312 478-39121
Hydroconversion of a bituminous coal with CO-H20
19 p0312 A78-39125
Besearches and experiments concerning the
parameters influencing the application of the
flnidized bed as burning technique of low-grade
lignite
19 p0362 478-10157
Water in synthetic fuel production: The technology
and alternatives Book
19 p0365 478-11000
4 study of production and growth of sulfate
particles in plumes from a coal-fired power plant
19 p0366 478-11251
nuclei formation rates in a coal-fired power plant
plume
19 p0366 478-11253
Aerosol size distributions and aerosol volume
formation for a coal-fired power plant plume
19 p0366 478-11251
HAP3S - An investigation of atmospheric, energy
related pollutants in the northeastern United
States
19 p0366 478-11281
Open-cycle HHD energy conversion - Prospects and
developments for central station power generation
19 p0385 478-13176
CTOL concepts and technology development
20 p0169 478-13358
Coal processing technology. Volume 3 Book
20 p0170 478-13103
Clean fuels from coal
20 p0170 478-13101
Oses for fluidized bed coal combustion
20 p0170 A78-13105
Coal-fired HHD power generation
20 p0170 478-13106
Evaluation of coal carbonization processes
20 p0170 478-13109
Alternatives to stack-gas scrubbing
20 p0170 478-13110
The slagging HHD generator - 4 parametric study
vapor condensation during coal combustion
[AIAA PAPER 78-1171] 20 pOISS 478-15135
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To bed betimes fluidized bed combustion for
coal-fired energy conversion systems
20 pOH85 A78-H5215
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flat receiving surface
19 p0371 A78-U2110
Power increase from solar cells under
pyramidal-horn type concentrator
19 p0372 A78-12125
Performance characteristics of a solar battery
concentrator system using Si and CdS cells
19 p0372 A78-42126
A simple technique of fabrication of paraboloidal
concentrators
19 p0375 A78-142118
Experimental determination of optimal operating
conditions for circular-profile solar
concentrators
19 p0381 A78-12895
The PERICLES project spherical mirror for
solar energy conversion in isolated regions
20 pfli|73 A78-43618
Planar solar energy converter and concentrator
based on uranyl-doped glass
20 pOH75 A78-H3922
The FHSC collector subsystem for the Sandia Solar
Total Energy Facility Fixed Hirror Solar
Concentrator
20 p0076 A78-U3975
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CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS SUBJECT INDEX
Sevelopment and application of the noire method in
solar engineering problems
20 p0189 A78-16120
Comparative analysis of models of irradiance field
formation in wide aperture-optical systems
20 pOH89 A78-46121
Equalization of irradiation field on receiver
surface
20 p0189 A78-46122
Evaluation of deformation technique for forming
solar concentrator reflecting surfaces
20 p0489 478-16123
Technological evolution of the quality of facets
produced by informational forming mirrors
for solar collectors
20 pO<l90 A78-16130
Photoelectric radiation densitometer for
concentrator focal region measurement
20 pOU90 A78-U6132
Study of the physical and chemical processes in
fabricating reflectors from polymer materials
for foao-filo solar concentrators
20 p0190 478-46135
Solar concentrating properties of truncated
hexagonal, pyramidal and circular cones
20 pOt91 A78-46444
Optical properties of compound circular arc
concentrators
20 pOSOO A78-49611
An analysis on solar concentrators with a
curvature determined by gravity and a mobile
focal axis
20 p0511 478-51501
Fabrication and measurement of silicon
concentrator solar cells
20 p0519 A78-52795
High intensity silicon solar cells
20 p0519 478-52796
Sunlight concentration for silicon rod solar cells
20 p0520 A78-52797
4 solar cell system for concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 478-52808
Thermal modeling of solar cells operating under
concentrated sunlight
20 p0526 478-52868
Non-imaging concentrators for vide angle
collection of solar energy, 2
[000-2116-85 17 p0160 N78-15570
Solar array conceptual design for the Halley's
Comet ion drive mission, phase 2
tNASA-CH-155591] 18 p0210 K78-16138
Focusing solar collector development
[PB-275012/0] 18 p0260 N78-18561
Hechanical engineering department
[OCBL-50016-77-3] 19 p0131 M78-25615
High-temperature linear radiation-cavity solar
collector with a Presnel concentrator
20 p0611 N78-33521
COSCEHTEIC CYLINDERS ,
Laminar flow of a conducting liquid between
coaxial cylinders in a traveling magnetic field
19 p0339 478-38673
CONCRETES
Alternate materials of construction for geothermal
applications
[8NL-50751] 20 p0561 H78-29611
CONDENSATION
Potential effects of coal slag condensation on
plasma conductivity in HHD generators
18 p0188 478-26109
Heat transfer for solar energy utilization
18 p0200 A78-27855
CONDENSERS
Selection of the thermal modes of operation for
the reactor/condenser system of electrochemical
current generators
,19 p0315 478-35091
CONDENSERS (LIQUIFIEBS)
Application of direct contact heat exchangers in
geothernal -systems
TASHE PAPEB 77-HT-3] 17 p0089 478-17178
Enhanced performance heat exchangers for Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0301 478-33336
Augmenting the condenser heat transfer performance
of rotating heat pipes
[AI4A 78-109] 19 p0318 A78-35597
Experimental study of heat transfer enhancement
for ammonia condensing on vertical fluted tubes
[ORSL-5356] 19 p0129 N78-25623
CONDENSING
Feasibility study of condensation flue gas
cleaning /CFGC/ system
20 p0529 478-53080
studies of hydrogen liguefier efficiency and the
recovery of the liquefaction energy
[PB-274058/T] 18 p0237 B78-16199
Solar bouse heating system using reflective
pyramid optical condensing system.
[COO-2769-5] 20 p0552 H78-28641
COSDDCTIHG FLUIDS
Evaluation of the feedback in HHD conduction
machines
18 p0167 A78-21397
Laminar flow of a conducting liguid between
coaxial cylinders in a traveling magnetic field
19 p0339 478-38673
CONDDCTIOI BANDS
Theoretical studies of a new double graded
band-gap 41 sub x Ga sub 1-x As-41 sub y Ga sub
1-y As
17 p0138"H78-13513
CONDUCTIVE HEAT THAHSFEB
Bock properties for thermal energy storage systems
in the 0 to 500 C range
17 p0051 A78-11308
Onset of oscillation of a gas-column in a tube due
to the existence of heat-conduction field - A
problem of generating mechanical energy froo heat
17 p0077 478-15115
Underground longterm storage of solar energy - An
overview
17 p0083 478-16827
Two phase working fluids in solar collectors
[4I4A PAPEB 78-351] 18 p0178 478-21030
Cost-effectiveness study of heat pipe heat
exchangers ,
[ASHE P4PEB 77-W4/HT-5] 19 p0298 478-33171
Transient conduction in the space surrounding a
ring of holes solar energy earth storage
[4SHE PAPER 77-BA/HT-12] 19-p0299 A78-33175
The OTEC program at Carnegie-Hellon University -
Heat transfer research and power cycle transient
modeling Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0301 A78-33335
Enhanced performance heat exchangers for Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p030« A78-33336
Heat transfer enhancement for evaporators in
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
^19 p0301 A78-33337
Optical properties of solar-absorbing oxide
particles suspended in a molten salt heat
transfer fluid
19 p0312 A78-34513
A variable conductance heat pipe for terrestrial
applications
[AIAA 78-377] 19 p0317 A78-35578
Direct heat pipe cooling of semiconductor devices
[AIAA 78-150] 19 p0319 A78-35626
The effect of dike intrusion on free convection in
conduction-dominated geothermal reservoirs
19 p0369 A78-12080
A suggestion for improving the heat transfer from
solar heaters
19 p0371 478-12146
Heat transfer in vicks of low-temperature heat pipes
20 p0188 478-15830
Heat transfer effects in forced geoheat recovery
systems
19 p0395 S78-23554
CONFERENCES
Economic and commercial assessment of solar energy
conversion; Proceedings of the Conference,
London, England, July 5, 1977
17 pOOOl 478-10614
Conference on Capturing the Sun Through
Bioconversion, Washington, D.C., March 10-12,
1976, Proceedings
17 pOOOS 478-10623
European Seminar on Biological Solar Energy
Conversion Systems, Grenoble, France, Hay 9-12,
1977, Proceedings
17 pOOOS A78-10621
A-US
SUBJECT IHDBI COSPEBEBCES COHTD
Present status and research needs in energy
recover; from vastes; Proceedings of the
Conference, Oxford, Ohio, Septenber 19-21, 1976
17 pOOOS 478-10626
Ocean energy resources; Proceedings of the Energy
Technology Conference, Houston, Tex., September
18-23, 1977
17 p0006 A78-10651
International Pulsed Pover Conference, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock. Tex., November 9-11, 1976,
Proceedings
17 p0007 A78-10676
Ship Technology and Besearch /STAB/ Symposium,
2nd, San Francisco, Calif., May 25-27, 1977,
Proceedings
17 pOOOS A78-10722
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 12th, Eaton
Songe, la., November 15-18, 1976, Conference
Becord
17 p0012 A78-10902
Energy crisis: An evaluation of oar resource
potential; Proceedings of the Third Annual
UMB-MEC Conference on Energy, university of
Nissouri-Bolla, Holla, Mo., October 12-11, 1976
17 p0030 A78-11089
Clean fuels from biomass and vastes; Proceedings
of the Second Symposium, Orlando, Fla., January
25-28, 1977
17 p0033 A78-11120
Materials and energy froa refuse; Proceedings of
the First International Symposium, Antwerp,
Belgium, October 21, 22, 1976
17 p0036 A78-1111IO
Symposium on Fusion Technology, 9th,
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Rest Germany, June
1D-18, 1976, Proceedings
17 p0038 A78-11161
International Solar Energy Society, Annual
Meeting, Orlando, Fla., June 6-10, 1977,
Proceedings. Sections 1-13, 11-25 5 26-38
17 p0012 A78-11212
International Scientific-Technological Conference
on Space, 17th, Rone, Italy, March 25, 26, 1977,
Proceedings and scientific satellites for
earth resources monitoring; solar and alternate
energy sources
17 p0065 A78-12876
Ceraaic nicrostructares '76: With emphasis on
energy related applications; Proceedings of the
Sixth International Materials Symposium,
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.,
August 24-27, 1976
17 p0088 A78-17451
International Horkshop on Hydrogen and its
Perspectives, Liege, Belgium, November 15-18,
1976, Proceedings. Volumes 1 6 2
17 p0097 A78-18826
Conference on National Energy Policy, Washington,
D.C., Bay 17, 1977, Proceedings
17 p0107 A78-20425
Fuels and energy from renewable resources;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, 111.,
August 29-September 2, 1977
17 p0107 A78-20521
International Symposium on »ind Energy Systems,
St. John's College, Cambridge, England,
September 7-9, 1976, Proceedings
18 p0168 A78-22226
Energy technology IT; Proceedings of the Fourth
Conference, Hashington, D.C., March 11-16, 1977
18 pOISO 878-21751
Oil Shale Symposium, 10th, Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, Colo., April 21, 22, 1977,
Proceedings
18 p0183 478-25225
Unclear Science Symposium, 4th, and Unclear Pover
Systems Symposium, 9th, San Francisco, Calif.,
October 19-21, 1977, Proceedings
18 p0184 A78-2S301
International Topical Conference on High Pover
Electron and Ion Beam Besearch and Technology,
2nd, Cornell University, Ithaca, S.Y., October
3-5, 1977, Proceedings. Volumes 1 6 2
18 p0189 A78-26173
liquid fuels from coal; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., August
29-Septeaber 3, 1976
18 j-0189 A78-26576
7orld Energy Conference, 10th, Istanbul, Turkey,
September 19-23, 1977, Proceedings
18 p0195 A78-27776
Bemota sensing of earth resources. Volume 5 -
Annual Beaote Sensing of Earth Besources
Conference, 5th, Tullahoma, Tenn., March 29-31,
1976, Technical Papers
18 p0198 S78-27823
national Conference on Internal Combustion Engines
and Combustion, 3rd, University of Roorkee,
Boorkee, India, December 10-12, 1976, Proceedings
18 p0198 A78-27826
Solar pover and fuels; Proceedings of the First
International Conference on the Photochemical
Conversion and Storage of solar Energy,
University of Bestern Ontario, London, Canada,
August 24-28, 1976
18 p0202 A78-27889
Biological solar energy conversion; Proceedings of
the Conference, University of Miami, Miami,
Fla., Hovember 15-18, 1976
18 p0207 A78-28351
Energy from wind; Meeting, 4th, Bremen, Rest
Germany, June 7, 8, 1977, Report
18 p0209 A78-28551
Heating vith the sun II - Principles of solar
technology; Meeting, 3rd, Munich, Rest Germany,
March 3, 4, 1977, Beport. Volume 2 - Practical
technology for residences
18 p0212 478-28576
Annual Canadian Symposium on Reliability
Engineering, Qth, Ottava, Canada, October 13,
14, 1977, Proceedings
18 D0217 478-29476
Canadian Symposium on Energy Conserving Transport
Aircraft, Ottava, Canada, October 3, 4, 1977,
Proceedings
18 p0226 A78-31301
Environmental technology '77; Proceedings of the
Tventy-third Annual Technical Meeting, Los
Angeles, Calif., April 25-27, 1977
18 p0231 A78-32101
Heat transfer in solar energy systems; Proceedings
of the Rinter Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.,
November 27-December 2, 1977
19 p0294 A78-33026
Gas turbine combustion and fuels technology;
Proceedings of the Rinter Annual Meeting,
Atlanta, Ga., Novenber 27-December 2, 1977
19 p0296 A78-33108
Annual Conference on Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion, 4th, University of Hev Orleans, Nev
Orleans, La., March 22-2r, 1977, Proceedings
19 p0300 A78-33301
International Heat Pipe Conference, 3rd, Palo
Alto, Calif., May 22-24, 1978, Technical Papers
19 p0317 A78-35576
Dispersion and control of atmospheric emissions:
Hev-energy-source pollution potential From
AIChE meetings
19 p0320 A78-35676
American Vacuum Society, National Symposium, 24th,
and Conference on Hicrobalance Techniques, 15th,
Boston, Mass., November 8-11, 1977, Proceedings
19 p032« A78-36030
The industrialization of space; Proceedings of the
Twenty-third Annual Meeting, San Francisco,
Calif., October 18-20, 1977. Parts 162
19 p0329 A78-36701
Solar architecture; Proceedings of the Aspen
Energy Forua, Aspen, Colo., May 27-29, 1977
19 p0336 A78-38051
Beat transfer and thermal control systems;
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 15th, Los Angeles,
Calif., January 24-26, 1977 and Thermophysics
Conference, 12th, Albuquerque, H. Mex., June
27-29, 1977, Technical Papers
19 p0336 A78-38054-
Summer Computer Simulation Conference, Chicago,
111., July 18-20, 1977, Proceedings
19 p0339 A78-38776
Semiconductor liquid-junction solar cells;
Proceedings of the Conference on the
Electrochemistry and Physics of Semiconductor
Liquid Interfaces under Illumination, Airlie,
Va., May 3-5, 1977
19 p0342 A78-39453
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Symposium on Engineering Problems of Fusion
Research, 7th, Knoxville, Tens., October 25-28,
1977, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
19 p0315 A78-39783
Recent advances in engineering science;
Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Besting,
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., November
111-16, 1977
19 p0360 A78-10301
Israel Conference on Mechanical Engineering, 11th,
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, Israel, July 11, 12, 1977, Proceedings
— compater aided aircraft and radial gas
turbine engines
19 p0367 A78-41506
National Solar Energy Convention, Jadavpur
University, Calcutta, India, November
29-December 1, 1976, Proceedings
19 p0369 A78-M2101
International Symposium on Plasma Rail
Interaction, Juelich, Rest Germany, October
18-22, 1976, Proceedings
19 p0377 A78-»2201
Fusion reactor design. II - Report on the Second
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting and Workshop,
Hadison, Wisconsin, USA, 10-21 October 1977
19 p0381 A78-1I2269
Modeling and simulation. Volume 8 - Proceedings of
the Eighth Annual Pittsburgh Conference,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., April
21, 22, 1977. Parts 1 6 2
19 p0385 A78-13026
Solar cooling anfl heating: Architectural,
engineering, and legal aspects; Proceedings of
the Foram, Miami Beach, Fla., December 13-15,
1976. Volumes 1, 2, 63
20 p0176 A78-113968
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo., August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 & 2
20 p0504 A78-50126
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference, Luxembourg,
September 27-30, 1977, Proceedings
20 p0518 A78-52776
Solid state chenistry of energy conversion and
storage; Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
N.Y., April 5-8, 1976
20 p0530 A78-53326
Aircraft engine emissions conference
[NASA-CP-2021] 17 p0118 H78-11063
Rorkshop on Synthetic Fuels from Fusion
[EPBI-EB-«39-SR] 17 p0131 N78-13239
Proceedings of the conference on Coal Feeding
Systems '
[NASA-CB-155331} 17 p0131 N78-13241
Solar Cell High Efficiency and Badiation Damage
[HAS&-CP-2020] 17 p0136 N78-13527
Energy conservation B and D objectives workshop.
Volume 1: Dorking papers
CCONF-770305-PT-1] 17 p0139 N78-13568
Energy conservation B and D objectives workshop.
Volume 2: Summary
[CONF-770305-PT-2] 17 pOIIO N78-13569
Proceedings of a Seminar on International Energy
[EBDA-79] 17 p01«5 N78-13620
CCHS solar energy pilot study: Report of the
annual meeting
[PB-271797/3] 17 pO1U5 N78-13623
Modeling and analysis of industrial energy usage
fHTH-7329] 17 p0151 N78-11611
Conference proceedings: A critical economic
balance: Hater, land, energy, people
[PB-2711089/2] 18 p0253 K78-1791H!
AIAA/HSFC Symposium on Space industrialization:
Proceedings
[NASA-CP-2026] 18 p0253 N78-18088
Effects of Energy Constraints on Transportation
Systems
18 p0256 N78-18529
Proceedings of the 2d Stationary Source Combustion
Symposium. Volume 5: Addendum
[PB-27B897/8] 18 p0261 N78-18590
Small Power Systems Solar Electric Borkshop
Proceedings. Volume 1: Executive report.
Volume 2: Invited papers
CHASA-CR-156165] 18 p0283 N78-21599
Proceedings of the Energy Research and Development
Administration Conference on Cogeneration ana
Integrated Energy/Utility Systems
[CONF-770632] 18 p0287 H78-21644
Energy/environment 2. Proceeding of 2nd Rational
Conference on the Interagency B and D Program
[PB-277917] 19 p0433 B78-25678
Summary of proceedings of Solar Heating and
Cooling Commercialization workshop
[DSE/4017-1] 19 p<W5 H78-26568
Community leaders workshop on solar energy
assessment
[HLO/2230/T5-1 ] 19 pO»«6 N78-26586
Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program
Contractor's Beview. Summary and analysis of
workshop and panel sessions
[CONF-771229-SOBM] 19 pOQ48 B78-26608
Mathematical aspects of production and
distribution of energy: Proceedings of symposia
in applied mathematics of the American
Mathematical Society, volume 21
[PB-278350/1] 19 pO<(»9 H78-26619
Environmental effects of energy
[PB-278169/8] 19 p01<!9 U78-26620
CTOL transport technology, 1978 conferences
[HASA-CP-2036-PT-1] 19 p0453 B78-270H6
Solar energy conference proceedings, Geneva,
30 Aug. - 3 Sep. 1976
[WHO-477] 20 p05<!2 B78-28501
Emerging Energy Alternatives for the Southeastern
States
[HASA-CP-2012] 20 p0550 H78-28615
Proceedings: 3rd Kentucky Coal Refuse Disposal
and Utilization Seminar
[PB-279321/4] 20 p0560 H78-29559
Proceedings of a conference on solar energy for
heating greenhouses and greenhouse-residential
combinations
CCONF-770367] 20 p056H H78-29610
Coal as an energy resource, conflict and consensus
[PB-279539/1] 20 p0565 S78-29623
Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing
[PB-279661/3] 20 p0566 N78-29781
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 1
[BATO/CCHS-61-V01-1] 20 p0572 U78-30332
Catalytic combustion for the automotive gas
turbine engine
20 p0572 H78-30333
Three-shaft turbine-transmission systems for
vehicular applications
 ( , -
20 p0572 N78-30337
Gas turbine engine applications in transit coaches
20 p0572 S78-30339
Improved heavy duty gas turbine engine
20 pOS72 H78-30310
The development of 1)0-150 kw Stirling engines in
Sweden and their application in mining
equipment, total energy systems and road vehicles
20 p0573 N78-303II6
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 N78-30318
Automotive Hankine engine development
20 p0573 N78-30319
Description and test results of third generation
Carter steam system as installed in a VW Dasher
20 p0573 N78-30350
An update of the direct injected stratified charge
rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Hright
20 p0573 H78-30364
Operating with lean mixtures: A solution for the
future?
20 p0573 N78-30366
Development of a compact gas generator for fuel
gasification aboard a motor vehicle
20 p0573 N78-30367
A new look at exhaust gas recycle and its
potential for improving fuel flexibility and
economy of spark ignition engines
20 p0573 N78-30369
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 2
[HATO/CCHS-61-VOL-2] 20 pOS7» H78-30370
Department of Energy programs and objectives:
Fluid waste heat recovery and utilization
conference
[TID-28393] 20 p0606 N78-32562
A-50
SUBJECT ISDEI COBTAHIBABTS
Integrated Inventories of Renewable Natural
Resources
[PB-281036/4] 20 p0609 H78-32589
Symposium proceedings: Environmental aspects of
fuel conversion technology, 3
[PB-282429/0] 20 p0625 B78-33636
COHFIDBSCB LI8ITS
Overview of the economic theory of uncertainty and
its implications for energy supply
[EPBI-EA-586] 20 p0563 B78-29599
COIGBESSIOHAL HBPOBTS
Bconoiic impact of President Carter's energy program
[SPO-91-295] 18 p0239 B78-16II29
Impact of the national energy plan
[GPO-91-909] 18 p0239 B78-16H30
Beport to Congress on the econonic impact of
energy actions
[PB-272080/3] 18 p02U3 H78-16167
NASA authorization, 1979, progran review, volnne
2, part 1
(GPO-98-9323 18 p0252 B78-17932
Dse of solar energy in Federal Building
[GPO-9B-365J 18 p0284 B78-21610
Incentives for developing new energy sources
[GPO-93-810] 18 p028t N78-21613
Energy Transportation Security Act of 1977
transporting oil iaports in U.S. tankers
[B-BBPT-95-589] 19 p0392 H78-22968
Energy policy and strategy for rural developnent,
part 1
[GPO-91-2753 19 p0397 H78-23569
Energy policy and strategy for rural developnent,
part 2
[GPO-97-39<t] 19 p0397 B78-23570
National Energy Conservation Policy Act
[6PO-9«-8<»3] 19 pOUOl N78-23992
Alaska natural resource issues
[GPO-95-110] 19 pOBOU N78-21601
The inpact of the President's energy plan on the
northeast
[GPO-97-013] 19 pO<405 H78-21619
Petroleum industry involvement in alternative
sources of energy
rGPO-93-800] ' 19 pOOOS B78-2t661
Solar energy
[GPO-94-910] 19 pO»08 N78-21662
Beport to congress on abnormal occurrences July -
September 1977
[PB-27853H] 19 p0112 B78-24923
National Energy Act, part 1
[GPO-96-231] 19 pOU12 H78-25000
National Energy Act, part 5
(GPO-98-577] 19 p0112 S78-25001
The fuel efficiency incentive tax proposal: Its
impact upon the future of the DS passenger
automobile industry
[GPO-93-188] 19 p0012 S78-25002
The 1978 EBDA authorization; the clinch Biver
breeder reactor program, volume 4
tGPO-92-«62J 19 p0413 N78-25006
Solar power satellite
[GPO-28-155] 20 p0511 N78-28149
loplenentation of Public law 95-87
[GPO-28-863] 20 p0556 N78-28990
Future needs and opportunities in the air traffic
control systen
[GPO-98-931] 20 p0588 N78-31076
Briefing on Department of Energy management of
energy programs
[GPO-20-083] 20 p0593 H78-315U2
Environmental challenges of the President's energy
plan: Implications for research and development
[GPO-96-831) 20 p0593 S78-31513
NASA authorization, 1979, volume 1, part 3
[GPO-25-291] 20 p0611 N78-32926
C01ICAL BODIES
Solar concentrating properties of truncated
hexagonal, pyramidal and circular cones
20 P0491 A78-46iaa
Generation of thermonuclear neutrons by laser
action on a conical target
20 pOSOl S78-09669
CONFECTOBS
Improved mesh interconnector technology for the
Heteosat solar array
17 p0016 A78-10957
Advanced interconnect for use with ultrasonic seam
welding on solar cells
17 p0016 A78-10958
A novel solar cell interconnection design
17 p0017 A78-10959
COISEBVATIOB
Energy requirements of alternatives in water
supply, use, and conservation, and water quality
control in California
[OCBL-13780] 19 pOU60 N78-27559
Integrated Inventories of Renewable Natural
Resources
[PB-281036/P] 20 p0609 B78-32589
CONSTRAINTS
Sensitivity theory for general nonlinear algebraic
equations with constraints
[OHHL/TS-5815] 17 pOIIS B78-108K1
An algorithm for constrained optimization with
semismooth functions
[IIASA-BB-77-3] 17 p0121 N78-11511
CONSTBDCTION
Rethod of construction of a Haiti-cell solar array
[HASA-CASE-BFS-235HO-1] 18 p02M N78-17U68
Hanagement of social and economic impacts
associated with the construction of large-scale
projects: Experiences fro* the Bestern coal
development communities
[BNHI.-8AP-16] 19 pOU68 B78-27975
Collation of monthly and semiannual reports
covering instrumentation at the Decade 80 house
in Tucson, Arizona
[BASA-CB-150728] 20 p05H9 N78-28609
Jlodel code for energy conservation in nev building
construction
[SAN/1230-1] 20 p0585 F78-3070H
BiniBum Energy Dwelling (BED) workbook: An
investigation of techniques and materials for
energy conscious design
[SAB-1198-1] 20 p0617 B78-33553
COHSTBOCTIOH BiTEBIALS
Construction physics for solar houses
17 p0071 A78-1Q09U
Heat pipe materials unique requirements for coal
gasification processes
17 p0085 A78-16902
Baterials for hydrogen service
20 p0535 A78-53H62
Lightweight building materials for the storage of
solar energy
[PB-27568Q/9] 18 p0273 N78-20380
Alternate materials of construction for geothermal
applications
[BNL-50751] 20 p0560 N78-29611
Survey and analysis of selected topics within the
Energy Research and Developnent Administration's
(ERDA) materials research and development programs
CDOE/ET-0006] 20 p0589 N78-31170
COBTACT BESISTABCB
The role of macrorelief of senicondnctor branches
during their commutation in thermoelements
semiconductor-metal contacts for thermoelectric
solar batteries
18 p0187 A78-25736
Frequency limitations of transferred electron
devices related to quality of contacts
19 p033« A78-37q68
On the role of macrorelief of semiconductor
branches during their commutation in
thermoelements semiconductor-metal contacts
for thermoelectric solar batteries
20 p0489 A78-U612"!
Determination of contact thermal resistances
for solar thermoelectric generators
20 pOM95 A78-H8106
COITAIBEBS
Hydraulic container pipelining - A future
transportation system to conserve energy
17 p0030 A78-11091
Crash testing of nuclear fuel shipping containers
[-SAND-77-1II62] 20 p0542 N78-28067
COBTABIBASTS
Surface and impurity studies in OBBAK and IS!
tokamaks
19 p0378 A78-12210
Tiee-vanable air pollutant eaission strategies
for individual power plants
[EPBI-EA-118] 17 p0106 B78-13615
Character and transformation of pollutants from
najor fossil fuel energy sources
[OBNL/TB-5919] 17 p0156 B78-1Q698
A-S1
CONTINENTAL SHELVES . SOBJECT INDEX
Oxidant measurements in western pover plant
plumes. Volume 1: Technical analysis
[EPBI-EA-121-VOL-i;j 19 pOUOO S78-23611
Steam reforming of methyl fuel, phase 1
[AD-A011787] 19 pOU03 N78-21375
COITMEBT1L SHELVES
Outer continental shelf sale HO: Inadequate data
used to select and evaluate lands to lease:
Department of The Interior
[PB-269865/2] 17 p0110 N78-10550
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 1
[PB-273700/5] 18 p0251 178-18506
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 2
rPB-273701/3] 18 p0251 1178-18507
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 3
[PE-273102/11 18 p025f) H78-18508
Development and coordination of a program of
energy-related oceanographic research and the
continental shelves of the Gulf of Mexico
[OBO-5017-3] 19 p0131 H78-25742
DCS analytical model offshore energy sources
[SDr/HBI-2315-017] 19 p0151 N78-26832
Probability distribution of bids on outer
continental shelf oil and gas leases
[LA-7190-HS] 19 p0168 N78-27982
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High-power lasers industrial applications
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Becent advances in engineering science;
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Design considerations for an electric vehicle
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Fusion research in the European Community
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Symposium on Fusion Technology, 9th,
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Vacuum pumping for controlled thermonuclear reactors
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Tokamak Experiment
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probabilities
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design
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tier states through 1980
[PB-269809/0] 17 p0116 N78-10600
Field infrared method to discriminate natural
seeps froa non-seeps, Santa Barbara, California
area
[AD-A042861} 17 p0116 H78-10608
Strategic petroleum reserve: Supplement to final
environmental impact statement for bayou choctan
salt dome
[PB-270U35/1] 17 p0119 N78-11251
Strategic petroleum reserve: Central Hock Hine
[PB-27011117/6] 17 p0119 H78-11255
Strategic' petroleum reserve: Byron Hound salt
done, draft supplement
[PB-270108/li] 17 p0119 H78-11256
Offshore oil pollution
[STF21-A7605H] , 17 p0122 H78-11535
Future refinery capacity needs, construction
incentives,' and processing configurations
[PB-271099/U] 17 p0124 H78-1221H
Cumulative production/consumption effects of the
crude oil price incentive rulemakings
[PB-271319/6] 17 p012U H78-12247
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 11: Finance submodel for
the PEA oil and gas supply model
[PB-2699q8/6] 17 p0126 H78-125HO
Heasnrements and standards for recycled oil
rPB-271562/1] ' 17 p0130 K78-13212
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 1: TEA model of oil and
gas supply; Data validation and update
[PB-270385/8] 17 p0139 N78-13559
Het energy effects and resource depletion: An
all-oil economy
[COO-2865-6] 17 p01U2 H78-13592
The Alaskan oil disposition study: Potential air
quality impact of a major off-loading terminal
in the Pacific northwest
[PB-271261/0] 17 p01«7 H78-13657
Translations on eastern Europe: Scientific
affairs, no. 566
[JPBS-70283] 17 p01»7 H78-138U9
Strategic petroleum reserve
[PB-273087/9J 18 p0237 H78-16198
OS oil and natural gas findings costs. A study
for the Federal Energy Administration, Volume 1
[PB-274000/9] 18 p0238 N78-16H13
OS oil and natural gas findings costs. A study
for the Federal Energy Administration. Volume
2: Statistical appendix
CPB-27H001/7] 18 p0238 H78-16H1H
Analysis of the proposed Rational Energy Plan
[PB-273148/7] 18 p02H« H78-16q73
A technology assessment of offshore industry. The
United States offshore industry. Current
status, trends and forecast 1976 - 2000, volume 1
[PB-272983/8] 18 p02S6 N78-16907
A technology assessment of offshore industry and
its impact on the maritime industry 1976 - 2000,
volume 2
CPB-272989/6] 18 p02H6 F78-169H8
A technology assessment of offshore industry and
its impact on the maritime industry 1976 - 2000.
Executive summary
[PB-272985/3] 18 p0216 H78-169t9
Allocation of petroleum feedstocks to synthetic
natural gas plants <
[PB-273098/q] 18 p0251 S78-17D90
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 1
[PB-273700/5] , 18 p0254 H78-18506
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 2
CPB-273701/3] 18 p025« N78-18507
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 3
[PB-273702/1] 18 p025« N78-18508,
Bore attention should be paid to making the D.S.
less vulnerable to foreign oil price and supply
decisions
[P3-275309/3] 18 p0276 H78-20625
Evaluation of a seafloor nuclear power supply and
its potential applications
[COO-4123-1] 18 p0277 H78-206S3
Chemical and physical properties of refined
petroleum products
[PB-277100/Q] 18 p0279 H78-21312
Chemicals from coal: OSBH synthoil
[FE-153H-49] 18 p0280 H78-21320
Alaskan oil transportation issues
[PB-2761119/6] 18 p0289 N78-21661
Ose of the method of one-dimensional nonlinear
transformations to forecast the natural model of
an oil stratum
18 p0290 H78-21693
Strategic petroleum reserve: Final environmental
impact statement for Kleer Bine
[FES-77-2] 19 p0387 H78-22H39
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 1: West Hackberry expansion. Black
Bayou, Vinton, Big Rill
[FEA/S-77/323-V01-1] 19 p0390 F78-22M87
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 2, appendices A and B: Best Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Bill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-2] 19 p0391 H78-22U88
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
volume I, appendices D-S: Rest Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Rill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-I4] 19 p0391 H78-22U90
Energy Transportation Security Act of 1977
transporting oil imports in n.S. tankers*
CH-BEPT-95-589] 19 p0392 S78-22968
G1C analysis of n-paraffin distributions in crude
oils and topped crude oils for oil identification
[BEBC/BI-77/12] 19 pO»02 H78-2432<1
Code of practice for the petroleum industry. Part
1: The handling, storage, and distribution of
petroleum products
[SABS-089-1977-PT-1] 19 p0102 H78-211366
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft
engines and fuel systems
[HASA-TH-78866] 19 p0102 H78-2B369
Oil and gas in coastal lands and waters
19 p040« N78-21597
Occupational exposure to refined petroleum
solvents. Criteria for a recommended standard
[DHEi/POB/HIOSH-77/192] 19 p0112 578-25790
Applications of aerospace technology to petroleum
extraction and reservoir engineering
[HASA-CB-157167] 19 pO<H» S78-25233
computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 3:
Detailed systems and programming documentation
[SASA-CB-135335] 19 pOam H78-25235
CBYOGENIC EQtJIPHEHT SUBJECT HDEX
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation turbine
fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 3, volume 3
f»D-A053106] 19 P01111 178-25239
Small refiner bias analysis
[HCP/B70258-01] 19 p0416 N78-25253
Oil and gas replacement cost: Development and
production. Volume 1: Discussion of
methodology, exhibits, and projections
[TID-28043/1] 19 p0118 S78-2551U
Pilot demonstration of enhanced oil recovery by
micellar polymer waterflooding, phase B
[SAN/1395-14 ] 19 pOil18 178-25519
OCS oil and gas: An assessment of the Department
of the Interior Environmental Studies Program
[PB-277U93] 19 p0419 N78-25526
Petroleum recovery. Volume 2: Reservoir
engineering and recovery methods. Citations
from the engineering index data base
fNTIS/PS-78/0278] 19 pOi(33 N78-25659
Petroleum recovery. Volume 3: Reservoir
engineering and recovery methods. Citations
from the engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0279] 19 pO<433 S78-25660
Review of petroleum oil saturation and its
determination
[BEEC/BI-77/15] 19 pO«U2 N78-26525
The petroleum industry in the Delavare estuary
[PB-277962/7] 19 pO«51 N78-26653
International energy trends: Monthly supplement
on oil trends
CNP-22885] 19 p01|62 1178-27577
Computer simulation of non-Darcy two-phase flow in
oil reservoirs
20 p0559 H78-29H05
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of aviation gasoline from the
mandatory petroleum allocation and price
regulations
CDOE/EEA-0001] 20 p0600 N78-31957
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of kerojet fuels from the mandatory
petroleum allocation and price regulations
CDOE/EBA-0002] 20 p0600 N78-31958
Typical uses of NASTRAN in a petrochemical industry
20 p0603 H78-32U70
CBTOGESIC EQDIPBEST
Investigation of gas-controlled cryogenic heat pipes
18 p0221 A78-30H95
The helium liguefier-refrigerator and distribution
system for the large Coil Program Test Facility
tokamak toroidal magnetic coils
19 p0352 A78-39936
Study of the thermophysical characteristics of
cryogenic heat pipes with a metallic fibrous wick
20 p0491 &78-U6279
Variable-temperature cryogenic trap for the
separation of gas mixtures
20 p0533 A78-53125
Liquid hydrogen storage and transmission
20 p0535 A78-53461
Parametric performance of a spiral-artery,
liguid-trap-diode heat pipe
[NASA-TH-78«lt8] 17 p0134 N78-13368
First four years of operation of the 1116 plant at
Skikda (Algeria): Causes and remedies of the
corrosion of cryogenic exchanges by mercury
(DOE-TS-16] 20 p0567 1178-30223
CBIOGEBIC FLUID STOBAGE
Hydrogen cryogenic storage - Liquid for automotive
applications and cryoadsorbents for pipeline
distribution systems
17 p0100 A78-188UU
Safety problems in the use of liquid hydrogen
17 p0102 A78-18858
Hydrogen fuel and its application to vehicular
systems
19 p0327 A78-36U45
CBTOGEHIC FLDIDS
Parametric performance of a spiral-artery,
liquid-trap-diode heat pipe
[HASA-TM-78UI18] 17 p0131 H78-13368
Cryogenic fluids density reference systen:
Provisional accuracy statement
[PB-275150/5] 18 p0272 H78-20376
CETOPOBPIBG
Vacuum vessel and pumping system of the J.E.T.
experiment Joint European Torus
17 p0038 S78-11164
Cryogenic supplies for the TFTE neutral beam line
cryopanels Tokamak Fusion Test Seactor
19 p0352 A78-39951
Cryopumping system for TFTB neutral beam injectors
19 p0352 A78-39952
Design and performance of large cryopumps for high
po»er neutral injectors
19 p0359 A78-40108
Cryosorption pumping of 95K denterium-5* helium on
molecular sieve-5A at <t.2 K
19 p0359 A78-U0112
large-scale cryopumping for controlled fusion
[OCBL-79381] 18 p0271 578-19957
CBYSTAI DEFECTS
The role of defects on the performance of
epitaxial and diffused solar cells fabricated on
EFG 'ribbon' silicon edge-defined growth
process technology
17 p0012 A78-10905
Spectral characteristics of photoconverters with
nonuniform distribution of defects in the base
19 p0326 A78-36134
Hecbanism of performance limitations in heavily
doped silicon devices transistors and solar
cells
20 p0529 A78-53219
Nonstoichiometry, order, and disorder in
fluonte-related materials for energy conversion
20 p0532 A78-53310
Solar Cell High Efficiency and Badiation Damage
[HASA-CP-2020] 17 p0136 H78-13527
Photon degradation effects in terrestrial solar
cells
[NASA-TB-78921] 19 p0121 H78-25551
CBYSTAI GEOBTH
Silicon for solar photocells
17 p0003 A78-10551
Single crystal silicon photocells for terrestrial
use - State of the art and perspectives on the
future
17 p0003 A78-10553
Silicon solar cells from transition metal doped
Czochralski and web crystals
17 p0013 878-10922
Bibbon-to-nbbon crystal growth for solar cell
fabrication
17 pOOU 478-10929
Economic analysis of low cost silicon sheet
produced from Czochralski grown material
17 p002» A78-11036
Fundamental studies of direct contact latent heat
energy storage
17 p0051 A78-11306
Development of low-cost silicon crystal growth
techniques for terrestrial photovoltaic solar
energy conversion
18 p0220 A78-30268
Observations of anisotropic diffused layer sheet
resistance in EFG silicon ribbon solar cells
Edge-defined Film-fed Growth
18 p0223 A78-30618
Process to reduce the manufacturing cost of
monocrystalline silicon solar cells
20 pOS18 A78-52780
Chemical vapour deposition of silicon on a liquid
tin layer
20 p0519 A78-5278*
Becrystallization of C.V.D. grown polycrystalline
silicon
20 p0519 A78-52785
Continuous polycrystalline silicon layers on
carbon substrates
20 p0519 A78-52787
Hetal alkyl grown GaAs solar cells
20 p0521 A78-52810
Materials and energy; Selected topics Book
20 p0535 A78-53U87
The growth of EFG silicon ribbons Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth
20 p0535 A78-53488
Dendritic web silicon for solar cell application
20 p0535 A78-53U89
Vapor-grown InGaP/GaAs solar cells
20 p0537 A7B-5365B
Structural effects in chemically sprayed
CdS/Cu/sub x/S photovoltaic cells
[SAND-76-0737] 17 p0161 H78-15573
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Silicon on ceramic process. Silicon sheet grovth
development for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the lov-cost silicon solar array project
fBASA-CB-155613] 18 p02H8 B78-17464
Hot forming of silicon sheet, silicon sheet growth
development for the large area silicon sheet
task of the low cost silicon solar area; project
rBA'!»-CB-155934] 18 p0255 B78-18517
Automated array assetbly task, phase 1
fB»S»-CB-156985] 19 p0396 H78-23562
Low cost silicon solar array project large area
silicon sheet task; Silicon veb process
developaent
[ HA Si -CB-15698(1] 19 p0396 H78-23563
Silicon materials task of the lov cost solar array
project, phase 2
[BASA-CB-157082] 19 p0406 B78-24622
Laser-zone grovth in a Bibbon-To-Bibbon (BTB)
process. Silicon sheet grovth development for
the large area silicon sheet task of the lov
cost silicon solar array project
fDOB/JPl-954376-78/1J 19 pO«06 B78-24630
LSSk large area silicon sheet task: Continuous
liquid feed Czochralski grovth
(BAS4-CB-157135] 19 pOUOS 878-24656
CBTStAL MTTICES
Bonstoichiometry, order, and disorder in
flaorite-related materials for energy conversion
20 p0532 478-53340
CBtSTAL STBOCTOBB
Bev solid electrolytes — for fast alkali-ion
transport
20 p0531 478-53336
Chelical conversion using sheet-silicate
intercalates
20 p0532 478-5330.3
The grovth of EFG silicon ribbons --- Edge-defined
Filn-fed Grovth
20 p0535 A78-53488
Porn-stable crystalline polymer pellets for
thermal energy storage, phase 1
COBO-5159-10] 20 p0598 "78-31582
CBTSC1LLIZATXOB
Increasing the resources of jet fuels
17 p0062 A78-11699
Properties of sone salt hydrates for latent heat
storage
17 p0075 478-14691
Hovel silicon crystals and method for their
preparation
[BASA-TH-751951 18 p0290 B78-21957
CBTSTALI06BAPHT
Bev solid electrolytes for fast alkali-ion
transport
20 p0531 478-53336
CUBEBUT COHTBETBBS (AC 90 DC)
Sapercondnctive indactor storage and converters
for pulsed pover loads
17 p0008 A78-10703
Electromagnetic processes in ac/dc pover
converters. II - Symmetrical transient processes
in pover converters. Ill - Bonsymietrical
transient processes
18 p0217 A78-29625
In asynchronous ac/dc/ac link for vind pover
application
18 p0239 1178-16426
COBBEBT BBSSITT
Comparative calculations for thin-film and bulk
single-crystal Schottky-barrier solar cells
20 p0482 A78-44429
Transition region recombination in solar cells
20 P0526 478-52871
High-temperature, bigb-pover-denslty therfflionic
energy conversion for space
fBASA-TH-738441 17 p0147 H78-13890
Test data on electrical contacts at high surface
velocities and high current densities for
homopolar generators
(COHF-771029-1211 19 p0467 B78-27924
COBBBBT DISIBIBOTIOS
Two-dimensional electrical effects in a frame-type
HBO channel
17 p0103 478-19269
Parametric study of plasma startup systems for
tokaaaks
19 p0354 478-39971
Optimization of the current profile in BHD
generators
19 p0364 478-10831)
Effect of nonideal conditions on the electrical
performance of Faraday BHD generators
20 p0497 478-48816
Solar cell sheet resistance analysis
collecting grid geometry influences
20 p0526 478-52867
COBBBIT BEGOLATOBS
Dual 30 k4, HVDC interrupter test facility for
fusion reactors
19 p0353 478-39959
COBBBIT SBEBIS
Bonequilibriam processes under conditions of
T-layer formation in HHD generator
20 p0483 478-44535
CUBVATOBB
An analysis on solar concentrators vith a
curvature determined by gravity and a mobile
focal axis
20 p0511 478-51501
COBVB FITTIBG
Bind pover potential of 4laska. Part 2: Bind
duration curve fits and output pover estimates
for typical vindmills
[BLC/2229/T12-76/1-PT-2] 17 p0113 B78-10578
Adaptive curve fitting for chemical processes
[AD-4046456] 17 p0158 B78-15213
Efficiency and investment matching of high quality
energy
20 p0595 B78-31560
CBfTIBG
Mechanics of cutting and boring. Part 6:
Dynamics and energetics of transverse rotation
machines
[4D-A045127] 17 p0135 M78-13444
CIABIDES
Cyanide removal from petroleun refinery vastevater
using powdered activated carbon
[PB-270862/6] 17 p01»6 B78-13650
CYCLIC HIDiOCABBOSS
Polycyclic aroaatic hydrocarbons in the exhaust
gas of motor vehicles
17 p0061 A78-11459
Analyzing liquid products derived from coal
conversion processes
18 p0191 A78-26589
CILIBDBICAL BODIES
Optimal proportioning of an insulated earth
cylinder for storage of solar heat
17 p0084 478-16836
A cylindrical dioptrics, nonfocalising solar
collector
17 p0102 A78-19225
Oechanical engineering department
[OCBL-50016-77-3] 19 p0431 B78-25645
CZOCHBALSKI RETROD
Economic analysis of lov cost silicon sheet
produced from Czochralski grovn material
17 p0024 A78-11036
LSSA large area silicon sheet task: Continuous
liquid feed Czochralski grovth
[BASA-CB-157135] 19 p0408 H78-24656
D
D4T4 ACQDISITIOH
A data acquisition system for in situ measurements
of terrestrial photovoltaic array performance
17 p0023 A78-11029
Determination of design and operational criteria
for offshore facilities
[AISA 77-1577] 17 p0069 J78-13663
Inexpensive solar collectors for agricultural
requirements
17 pOIOS 478-19837
Solar irradiance, total and spectral data for
cost-effective solar energy conversion
18 p0199 A78-27853
CODAS - The proposed control and data acquisition
system for JET Joint European Torus
19 p0355 478-39986
Hicroprocessor-based solar cell measurement system
19 p0365 A78-40919
Some data collected by experiments to be utilised
for solar energy application
19 p0370 478-42107
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Subsystem design package for "!od 2 site data
acquisition system: Solar heating and cooling
CHASA-CB-150588] 18 p0274 H78-20609
Geothermal environmental studies, Beber region.
Imperial Valley, California. Environmental
baseline data acquisition
tEPBI-ER-352] 18 p0286 S78-21630
Solar energy development and implementation ---
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center network,
20 p05»4 N78-28532
System integration of marketable subsystems ~"
[HASA-C8-150742] 20 p0581 1178-30654
DATA BASES
Hourly direct-normal solar radiation data tapes
for the Onited States
17 p0049 A78-11288
A pilot system for the Texas energy data bank and
information retrieval system
17 p0118 N78-10957
Decision making vith interactive access to
integrated administrative and technological data
bases. An illustrated conceptual overview -—
energy storage
COCBL-80353] 18 p0290 H78-21986
Environmental assessment of high-BTD gasification
[PB-278175/5] 19 p0450 H78-26646
Data bank for the geographical allocation of
future OS energy supply facilities by county
[BHI-5075<t] 19 pO«63 H78-27590
Data-base management system for spatial display of
federal offshore oil and gas lease data
[LA-08-77-2779], , 19 pOU67 N78-27791
Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing ,
tPB-279661/3] 20 p0566 N78-29.784
Data for design of a hydrogen engine: A progress
report
20 p0571 H78-30324
Federal Energy Data System (FEDS): Statistical
summary
[DOE/EIA-0031/2] 20 p0606 S78-32564
DATA COLLBCTIOH PLATFOBHS
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LAHDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 5:
Electronic thermal sensor and data collection
platform technology
[E78-10124] 19 p0394 M78-23500
DATA COHBB1ATION
Synthoil hydrodynamics
[COO-0056-4] 18 p0273 N78-20473
DATA UBAGEHEHT
Interactive data management and analysis system
for the Eastern Gas Shale Program
[(II.f!-2469(OP) ] 19 p0401 1178-23988
Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing
[PB-279661/3] 20 p0566 K78-29784
DATA PBOCESSIRG
Processing the results of experiments on the 0-25
unit by means of an information measuring system
HHD generator
17 p0002 A78-10246
Bemote sensing - A burgeoning science --- Canadian
programs
17 p0063 A78-12214
Central Data Processing System (COPS) user's
manual: Solar heating and cooling program
[NASA-CB-150580] 18 p0283 H78-21595
Interactive data management and-analysis system
for the Eastern Gas Shale Program
[H1B-2<!69(OP) ] 19 p0401 H78-23988
Department of energy's consolidation of
information processing activities needs more
attention
[PB-281269/1] 20 p0626 H78-33996
DATA BECOBDIHG
Tar sand evaluation using geophysical well logs
19 p0368 A78-41819
DATA BEDOCTIOB
Solar power satellite system definition study.
Part 2, volume 6: Evaluation data book
[NASA-CB-151670] 18 p0271 1178-20160
DATA BETBIEVAL
Summary report of availability of geothermal data
for potential direct heat application in Nevada
CFVC/0671-1] 20 pO584 S78-30693
DATA SBOOTHIHG - .
An algorithm for constrained optimization with
semismooth functions
[IIASA-BB-77-3] 17 p0121 878-11511
DATA SYSTEMS
Information system for transportation energy
18 p019« A78-27545
, Performance evaluation of wind energy conversion
systems using the method of bins: Current status
[SAHD-77-1375] 20 D0597 (178-31580
DAT1 TBANSHISSIOH ,
Supervisory and transmission system for the
control of atmospheric pollution in areas
surrounding thermoelectric plants
17 p0065 A78-12936
DECISION BAKIBG
An approach to decision modeling for an ignition
test reactor The next* Step Tokamak design
19 p0346 A78-39797
Information and data flows in societal problem
areas: ,Focus-energy
[PB-269497/4] 17 p0118 H78-10965
Decision making with interactive access to
integrated administrative and technological data
bases. - An illustrated conceptual overview -—
energy storage
[OCBL-80353] 18 p0290 H78-21986
Energy policy and strategy for rural development,
part 1
[GPO-9U-275] 19 p0397 878-23569
Energy policy and strategy for rural development,
part 2
[GPO-97-394] 19 p0397 878-23570
Development of a unified criterion for solar
collector selection for decision making
19 p0402 878-24237
Venture analysis case study of combined gas and
steam power systems for the generation of
utility electric power
[APAE-2483-5] 19 p0416 878-25337
A dynamic energy optimization model under
uncertainty — natural gas models and decision
making
19 p0456 878-27516
solar energy incentives analysis: Psycho-economic
factors affecting the decision making of
consumers and the technology delivery system
[HCP/M2534] 19 p0463, 878-2758"
Concepts and techniques for evaluation of
energy-related water problems
[PB-279608/4] 20 p0565 878-29619
A study of characteristics of intercity
transportation systems. Phase 1: Definition of
transportation comparison methodology
[NASA-CB-152153-1 ] ,20 p0566 878-29995
Institutional applications of solar total energy
systems
[ALO-3786-2] 20 p0619 B78-33569
DECOBPOSITIOB
An ionic model- for the systematic selection of
chemical decomposition reactions 'for energy
storage
17 pOOSI 178-11307
Thermochemical water decomposition -— hydrogen
separation for energy applications
. 20 p0534 A78-53455
DECOBTAHIIAIIOH
Kinetics of chemical processes involved in the
decontamination of seawater with respect to oil
hydrocarbons
18 p0193 A78-26818
Factors that influence the leaching of organic
•aterial from in situ spent shale
20 p0505 A78-50102
DEEP SPACE BBTWOBK
Energy consumption program: A computer model
simulating energy loads in buildings
20 p0541 878-28132
DEBPSATBB TEBBIB1LS
Anchor systems — for offshore power plants
19 p0303 178-33328
DEFE8SE I8DOSIBT
DOD/EBDA- terrestrial photovoltaic systems
demonstration program
17 p0022 478-11016
DBGASSIIG
Clean fuels from coal - Finding the right
combination
17 p0065 A78-1260*
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DB6BADATIOS
Investigations of the effects of shear degradation
on the Theological behavior of oltra-high
...... nolecnlar weight water solable polymers as
applied to enhance oil recover;
18 p0237 878-16171
Photon degradation effects in terrestrial solar
cells
(BASA-TH-7892H] • 19 pO»21 B78-25551
DEHYDBATIOB
Design and performance of an air collector for
industrial crop dehydration
17 pOlOa A78-19828
Besearch on the application of solar energy to
industrial drying or dehydration processes
[OBO-5123-1J 20 p0621 H78-33583
DBH1DBO6BBKI01 , ,
Solar-theraocheaical production of hydrogen from
vater
tLA-OH-78-1052J , 20 p0621 H78-33586
DBL1BABE
The petroleum industry in the Delaware estaary
" CPB-277962/7] 19 pOilSI B78-26653
DELPHI HBTBOD (FOBBCAStlBG)
outline for a hydrogen econony in 1985-2000
17 pOlOO A78-18848
DELTAS
LtHDSAT satellite napping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petrolena and natural
gas exploration
' tE78-'1016B] 20 p05»7 B78-28573
DEflABD (BCOBOBICS)
Energy supply-denand integrations to the year
2000: Global and national studies Book
18 p0165 A78-20618
Development of a flov-Dodel for energies and
' products
18 p0187 A78-25946
Demand sensitive energy storage in nolten salts
18 p0220 A78-30264
Energy - A review and survey
' 20 pO»93 A78-46872
The Pacific area energy supply/demand outlook -
The next fifteen years versos no*
20 p0506 A78-50155
Demand for gasoline '
17 pOIIO H78-10551
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 1*: A users guide
tPB-268850/5] - 17 p0116 B78-10599
Transportation in Aierica's future: Potentials
1
 for the next half century. Part 2.
Transportation forecasts
fPB-270068/2] 17 p0129 H78-12909
Application of noar-teri fossil technologies to
the energy supply/demand profiles of the O.S.
states and regions
[FE-2442-1,1 17 pOISS S78-14679
A study of the energy consequences of alternative
transport policies in intercity freight markets
, ' 18 p0258 878-185*7
Data needs in transportation energy conservation
research
18 p02S9 B78-18554
An overview of OS energy options: Supply- and
de*and-side history and prospects
CHASA-CB-1559U6] 18 p026« B78-19610
Energy demand lodeling and forecasting
CPB-274336/7] 18 p0270 B78-19676
Energy supply•and environmental impacts:
Conventional energy sources
f PB-276U10/8J 18 p0289 N78-21669
The determinants of the demand for residual fuel
oil in the U.S. east coast market, 1960-1976
Venezuelan exports
CAD-A051131] 19 pO»03 B78-24372
Forecasting and modeling time-of-day and seasonal
electricity demands
" [EPBI-EA-578-SB] 19 pO«25 B78-25598
Analysis of policy options for accelerating
commercialization of solar heating and cooling
- systers
fTID-27597] 19 pO«28 H78-25615
Bethodology for predicting the demand for new
electricity using goods
\ [EPRI-EA-593] 19 pOUSS B78-26570
Integrating policy analysis: Study aodule 7.
Volume 2: Technical appendix
[PB-280037/3] 20 p0598 S78-31587
OERABD 77: EPBI annual energy forecasts and
consumption aodel. Volume 1: Forecasts and
general description of the model
[BPBI-EA-621-SB-V01-1] 20 p0606 B78-32563
Energy supply and demand modeling. A bibliography
with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0599/7] 20 p0609 r/8-32586
Commercial demand for energy: A disaggregated
approach
[OBBL/COB-15] 20 p0619 878-33570
DBIDBIfIC CBTSTALS
Fabrication and characterization of solar cells
using dendritic silicon thin films grown on
alumina ceramic
17 p0013 A78-10916
Possible selective solar photothermal absorber -
Bi dendrites formed on Al surfaces by the CVD of
Bi /CO/il
18 p0221 A78-30302
Dendritic web silicon for solar cell application
20 p0535 A78-53489
DEBITHOGB1ATIOH
Catalytic hydroprocessing of shale oil to produce
distillate fuels
[COBF-770814-9] 19 p0423 B78-25579
DEBB1HK
Solar heat systems for use at high latitudes
20 p05tt5 B78-28534
DEBSE PIASBAS
Heutral particle emission of the pulsator plasma
daring high-density discharges in tokamaks
19 p0379 A78-H2216
Sequences of neutron and I-ray flashes during a
long-lasting current in a plasma focus device
19 p0381 A78-42265
DBBSIII (1ASS/VOLOHE) '
Hodels for calculating density and vapor pressure
of geothermal brines
18 p0206 A78-282H9
Borehole gravity survey to determine density
variations in the Devonian shale sequence of
Lincoln County
[BEBC/CB-77/7] 17 p0157 B78-14729
Cryogenic fluids density reference system:
Provisional accuracy statement
[PB-275B50/5] 18 p0272 B78-20376
Measurement of the flow properties and capillary
pressure relationships of certain coals
pertaining to underground coal gasification
[COO-4129-3] 19 p0910 S78-21680
DESSITI DISTBIBOTIOS
Numerical computation of the density profile
produced by 10.6-micron irradiation of an Si02
microballoon
20 p0538 A78-53685
OBBSItt BEASDBEBEBT ;
Cryogenic fluids density reference system:
Provisional accuracy statement
[ PB-275I150/5 ] 18 p0272 S78-20376
DEPOSITIOB
Particalate deposition in direct fired HBD air
preheaters
[ASSE PAPEB 77-BT-65] 17 p0090 A78-17497
DBPRBSSIOB
LABDSAT satellite mapping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petroleum and natural
gas exploration
[E78-10168] 20 p0507 B78-28573
DBSA1IIIZATIOB
Solar energy prospects in Saudi Arabia
19 p0345 A78-39671
The application of wind energy systems to
desalination
[PB-27617Q/0] 18 p0285 B78-21620
Solar desalination: Status and potential
20 P0545 B78-28544
Energy-quality calculations for freshwater
chemical potential
20 p0596 B78-31566
DESBBTS
Hydroelectric solar energy conversion
19 p0368 A78-41813
Solar energy conversion: An analysis of impacts
on desert ecosystems
[COO-«339-1] 19 p0027 H78-25612
LABDSAT satellite mapping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petroleum and natural
gas exploration
[E78-10168] 20 p05»7 B78-28573
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A solar powered desiccant air conditioning system
17 pOO«6 A78-11245
DBSI6I 1H1LYSIS
Interface design considerations for terrestrial
solar cell modules
17 p0023 A78-11030
Design and analysis of a nniaxial tracking device
»ith a cylindrical parabolic solar concentrator
system
17 p0058 A78-11372
Construction physics for solar booses
17 p0071 A78-14094
Solar collector design Book
18 p0167 A78-21698
Choice of optimal configuration of frame and cross
section shape for a frame-type DED channel
18 p0168 A78-22139
Performance-optimized horizontal-axis mnd turbines
18 p0169 A78-22232
Soae design aspects of high-speed vertical-axis
wind turbines
18 p0169 A78-22235
Design and operational influences on thermal
performance of 'Solaris* solar collector
[ASHB PAPEB 77-WA/S01-2] 19 p0299 A78-33190
General principles of calculating multielement
concentrating systems solar collectors
19 p0326 A78-36136
Selection of a method for calculating parameters
of storage devices used at Hind and solar
installations
19 p0326 A78-36138
Israel Conference on nechanical Engineering, 11th,
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Baifa, Israel, July 11, 12, 1977, Proceedings
computer aided aircraft and radial gas
turbine engines
19 p0367 A78-41506
Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
19 p0383 A78-42860
A design criterion on flat solar collectors based
on thermal efficiency measurements
20 P0176 A78-43972
Selection of the optimal configuration of the
frame and the form of the transverse cross
section of a frame-type BHD channel
20 p0483 A78-U1I538
Interpretation of oceanographic data for the
design of ocean thermal energy conversion plants
20 p0501 A78-49662
Optimum design point geometry and performance of
propeller type wind turbines
20 p0502 A78-49840
Linear machine power requirements and system
comparisons for German magnetic levitation
revenue vehicles
20 pOSIO A78-51271
Design of a photovoltaic power-array with
concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52807
Conception-aid methodology for photovoltaic plants
20 p0528 A78-52896
Selenide isotope generators
[COBF-770302-1] 17 p0114 B78-10581
Design and cost study of nickel-zinc batteries for
electric vehicle
[AHL-K-76-3511-1] 17 p0114 B78-10585
Electric vehicle propulsion batteries: Design and
cost study for nickel/zinc battery manufacture,
task A
CABL-K-77-35U2-1] 17 p0142 B78-13594
Hajor features of D-T Tokanak fusion reactor systems
fEPBI-472-1] 17 p0147 H78-13903
Design study of wind turbines 50 kH to 3000 kB for
electric utility applications. Volume 2:
Analysis and design
[RASA-CB-134935] 18 p0248 B78-17462
Design study of wind turbines 50 kH to 3000 kB for
electric utility applications, volume 3:
Supplementary design and analysis tasks
fHASA-CB-135121] 18 p0248 B78-17463
Sins prototype system 1: Design data brochure ™
solar heating system
fSASA-CB-15053'*') 18 p0250 B78-17B84
Some alternative dynamic design configurations for
large horizontal axis DECS
18 p0266 B78-19634
Rear-term electric vehicle program, phase 1
[SAN/1295-1] 18 p0273 H78-20448
Preliminary design review package on air flat
plate collector for solar heating and cooling
system
[BASA-CB-150601] 18 p0275 H78-20616
Preliminary design package for naxi-therm heat ,
exchanger module
[BASA-CB-150620] 19 p0389 H78-22473
Air-liquid solar collector for solar heating,
combined heating and cooling, and hot water
subsystems
[NASA-CB-150569] 19 p0389 H78-22475
Design study of wind turbines, 50 kB to 3000 kH
for electric utility applications: Executive
summary
[BASA-CB-134936J 19 p0395 B78-23559
Design study of wind turbines 50 kR to 3000 kR for
electric utility applications: Analysis and
design
[HASA-CB-134937] 19 p0395 H78-23560
Terrestrial solar cell module automated array
assembly, task V /
[HASA-CB-156982] 19 p0396 H78-23565
Preliminary design package for prototype solar
heating system
[BASA-CB-150615] 19 p0405 B78-24610
High efficiency, long life terrestrial solar panel
[BASA-CB-157060] 19 p0407 B78-2M6U9
Conceptual design of a 5x CPC for solar total
energy systems
[COBF-770953-5] 19 pO<429 H78-25629
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[SASA-CB-150713] 19 p0444 B78-26558
Testing and evaluation of BED materials and
substructures
[PE-2246-3-BEV-A] 19 p0446 H78-26581
HHD generator component development
[FE-2519-1] 19 p0447 B78-26596
Preliminary design package for solar heating and
hot water system
[NASA-CB-150616] 19 p0458 B78-27536
Design and economy of solar power plants with
integrated thermal energy storage
20 p0545 B78-28543
Theory and design of conventional heat pipes for
space applications
[BLB-TB-77001-0] 20 p0559 B78-29420
Survey of Stirling engine analytical design methods
20 p0570 B78-30319
Bodel code for energy conservation in new building
construction
[SAN/1230-1] 20 p0585 B78-30704
Site selection and design for minimizing pollution
from underground coal mining operations
[PB-280180/1] 20 p0587 B78-30731
Design and cost study for development of lead-acid
batteries suitable for electric vehicle propulsion
[AHL-K-77-3624-1] 20 p0594 B78-31548
Final Design Beviev: Hulti-Purpose Senior Center,
solar heating and hot water system
[BASA-TH-79754] 20 p0605 B78-32556
Lead batteries. Citations from the NTIS data base
[BTIS/PS-78/0689/6] 20 p0624 B78-33605
DESULPOBIZIB6
Scrubbers win the energy-SO2 controversy
17 p0002 A78-10300
A history of flue gas desnlfnrization systems
since 1850 - Research, development and
demonstration
17 p0003 178-10502
Coal Jesalfurization by the Battelle Rydrothermal
Coal Process
17 p0029 A78-11082
Experimental determination of alkali impurity
release from various dolomites
17 p0073 478-14218
Coal desulfnrization Book
17 p0087 A78-17143
Aspects relative to security and environment in
the production and use of hydrogen in the new
Esso refinery at Antwerp
17 pOIOI A78-18854
Key steps to coal conversion from oil burners
18 p0179 A78-24328
Sulfur control for coal combustion
18 p0182 A78-24762
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Effect of coal minerals on reaction rates daring
coal liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26579
Catalytic liquefaction of coal
18 p0191 478-26583
Kinetics of coal hydrodesulfnrization in a batch
reactor
18 p0191 478-26584
Deactivation of hydrodesulfnrization catalysts
under coal liquids. I - Loss of hydrogenation
activity doe to carbonaceous deposits
18 p0203 478-27919
Deactivation of hydrodesnlfnrization catalysts
under coal liquids. II - Loss of hydrogenation
activity due to adsorption of netallics
18 p0203 478-27920
Bergbau-Forschung process for the desulfurization
of flue gas
18 p0223 478-30708
Chemistry, thermodynamics and kinetics of
reactions of sulphur in coal-gas reactions - 4
review
18 p0229 478-31749
Effects of coal ninerals on the hydrogenation,
desulfurization, and solvent extraction of coal
18 p0229 478-31870
Khat's new in high temperature sulfur renewal
systems for fluidized-bed coal gasification
18 p0233 478-32217
Chemical desnlfnrization of coal
19 p0320 478-35693
The use of oxygen/water for removal of sulfur from
coals
19 p0320 478-35694
Consol stack gas process for S02 removal
19 p0320 478-35697
Pollution control with S02 recovery
19 p0328 478-36679
Desnlfuri,7ation of petroleum residues and their
carbonization properties
19 p0337 478-38406
Combined gas chromatograpnic-oass spectrometric
analyses of nitrogen bases in light oil from a
coal liquefaction product
19 p0363 478-40594
Clean fuels from coal
20 p0470 478-43404
Presnlfiding coal liquid hydrodesnlfurization
catalysts
20 p0470 478-43408
Flue gas desulfurization and other options
20 p0504 478-50130
Sulfur dioxide removal at Salt River Project's
Coronado Generating Station
20 p0504 478-50133
Critical analysis of sulfur dioxide removal
systems for power generation applications
20 p0504 478-50134
Interface design problems between coal fired
boilers and S02 scrubbing systems
20 p0504 478-50135
Flue gas desulfurization in ventari scrubbers and
spray towers
20 p0504 478-50136
4 review of the preliminary operating results of
the flue gas desulfurization unit at the Valnont
Generating station
20 p0504 478-50137
Design of a spray tover scrubber for Coal Creek
Station
20 p0504 478-50141
Evaluation of background data relating to nev
source performance standards for Lurgi
gasification
[PB-269557/5] 17 p0117 H78-10631
High-temperature desnlfnnzation of low-Btu-gas
[PB-271008/5] 17 p0124 B78-12246
Devolatilization and desnlfncization of Iowa coal
17 p0125 H78-12525
The status of flue gas desnlfurization
applications in the United states: 4
technological assessment, hiqhlights
[PB-271361/8] 17 p0128 H78-12560
The status of flue gas desulfurization
applications in the Onited States: A
technological assessment, report in full
[PB-271362/6] 17 p0128 B78-12561
Electric utilities use of flue gas desnlfnrization
technology in the Dnited States
[PB-274120/5] 18 p0251 H78-17514
Pilot plant study of conversion of coal to Ion
sulfur fuel
[PB-270113/0] 18 p0260 B78-1856S
Coal desnlfarization by low temperature
chlorinolysis, phase 1
[BASA-CB-157172] 19 p0419 H78-25533
Regenerative process for desnlfnrization of high
temperature combustion and fuel gases
[BBL-50706] 19 pO«27 B78-25610
Effective control of secondary water pollution
from fine gas desnlfurization systems
[PB-276373/6] 19 p0450 B78-26645
EPA utility FGD (Flue Gas Desglfnrization) survey:
December 1977 - January 1978
[PB-279011/1] 19 p0466 B78-27622
Fine gas desnlfurization system capabilities for
coal-fired steam generators. Volume 2:
Technical report
[PB-279417/0] 19 p0467 878-27659
Desulfnrization of coal and petroleum, volume 2.
A bibliography with abstracts
[BIIS/ES-78/0497/4] 20 p0558 B78-29270
Hydrodesulfnrization and liquefaction of a
bituminous coal in a batch autoclave with
particulate and monolith catalysts
20 p0560 B78-29564
Coal desulfnrization process
[BAS4-CASB-BPO-13937-T) 20 p0592 B78-31527
Flue gas desnlfarization systems: Design and
operating considerations. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[PB-280253/6] 20 p0598 B78-31598
Floe gas desnlfnrization systems: Design and
operating considerations, volume 2: Technical
report
[PB-280254/4] 20 p0598 B78-31599
Coal desulfurization
[H4S4-C4SE-BPO-14272-1] 20 p0611 B78-33164
DBTBBIOH4TIOB
4 review of diesel fuel deterioration and related
problems
[4D-A043566] 17 p0109 B78-10308
DETOBABLB GAS BIITDBES
Operating with lean mixtures: 4 solution for the
future?
20 p0573 B78-30366
DETOBAIIOB
Theoretical and experimental investigation of
reaction mechanisms of explosives, corrosion,
and battery and fuel technology
[4D-A046641] 17 p0158 B78-15295
DEOTEBIOB
Cryogenic supplies for the TFTB neutral bean line
cryopanels Tokamak Fusion Test Beactor
19 p0352 A78-39951
Ignition of catalyzed-D reactor from D-T burning
19 p0358 478-40083
Exploratory studies of high-efficiency advance
fuel fusion reactors
[EPHI-EH.-581] 19 p0435 B78-25938
DBOTBBIDH COBPOOHDS
Neutron and I-ray diffraction investigation of
deuterium storage in La7Bi3
20 p0510 478-51321
DEOTBBIOH ClASHA
Energy optimization of a cycled Tokamak
17 p0087 478-17133
Heliotron as a D-D fusion reactor - Preliminary
analysis
18 p0220 478-30226
TFTB vacuum system Tokamak Fusion Test Peactor
19 p0325 478-36046
An approach to decision modeling for an ignition
test reactor The Hext Step Tokamak design
19 p0346 478-39797
A lower hybrid heating system for an ignition
tokamak
19 p0354 478-39972
Cryosorption pumping of 95* deateriu«-5X helium on
molecular sieve-5A at 4.2 K
19 p0359 478-40112
The Shiva laser - Bearing completion
19 p0360 A78-40226
Becent results on plasma-wall interaction in the
T. F. B. tokamak
19 p0377 476-42202
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Heasorements of high-energy deuterons in the
plasma-focus device
18 p0235 A78-32039
DB7BIOPISG BITXOBS
Technical and socio-economic aspects of solar
energy and rural development in developing
countries
17 p0083 478-16829
Hind pover installations for water pooping in
developing countries
18 p0171 176-2221)7
Solar energy for village development
18 p0176 478-23560
Energy resources of the developing countries and
sone priority narkets for the nse of sclar energy
18 p0179 A78-24QOO
Application of solar energy bioconversion in '
developing countries
18 p0208 A78-28367
Possibilities for wind energy applications in
nations of the Third florid
18 p0211 178-28569
Development co-operation and solar energy -— for
developing countries
v 20 p0497 A78-48813
Solar-cell power supplies for radio communication
and TV broadcasting equipment
20 p0527 A78-52892
Energy in developing countries: Prospects and
problems
[im-CR-36/581] 17 p0116 B78-10603
Small scale electric power generation by Beans of
a stationary Spherical Beflector/Tracking
Absorber (SETA) solar collector system in
developing countries
20 p0546 "78-28552
Utilization of solar energy in developing
countries: Identifying some potential markets
[HASA-TH-78964] 20 p0561 H78-29578
Appropriate technology for natural resonrces
development: In overview, annotated
bibliography, and a guide to sources of
information —- organizations and information
sources for technology utilization in developing
countries
tPB-279193/7] 20 p0566 H78-29981
DIAGBABS
Energy diagrams of published energy analysis of
others
20 p0595 H78-31561
DIELECTRIC PBOPBBTIBS
Dielectric breakdown of liquid and vapor helium in
bulk and across epozy insulation
19 p0357 178-40017
Dielectric relaxation in polymers at low
temperatures
17 p0148 H78-14170
DIEIECTBICS
All-dielectric compound parabolic concentrator
17 pOOO! S78-10152
Hiqh energy density, long life energy storage
capacitor dielectric system
19 p0359 A78-40099
Development of selective solar surfaces
19 p0375 A78-42152
The use of liquid dielectrics for the coaling of
photoelectric converters
20 p0510 A78-51316
DIESEL BBGISBS
Dse of methanol in diesel engine - An experimental
study of engine performance
18 p0199 A78-27827
Investigation of some factors affecting the
performance of an alcohol-diesel oil dual fuel
engine
18 p0199 678-27829
How do alternative powerplant costs compare
19 p0313 A78-34677
General aviation internal combustion engine
research programs at NASA-Lewis Besearch Center
[AIAA PAPEB 78-932] 20 pO»72 A78-43505
pynamic characteristics of a system consisting of
a free-piston diesel and an HHD generator
20 p0498 A78-49038
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. Beport no. 8: nitsubishi
Model 6DS7 diesel engine
[PBT274374/8] 18 p0254 B78-18437
Transit bos propulsion systems alternate pover
plant installation
[PB-276612/9] 19 p0387 B78-22385
Energy nse and other comparisons between diesel
and gasoline pickup trucks
[PB-277464] 19 p0404 H78-24564
Experiments with novel fnels for diesel engines
[BEBC/TPB-77/8] 19 p0436 H78-26225
Highway vehicle systems
CCOHP-771037] 20 p0569 878-30293
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 1
CBATO/CCHS-61-70L-1] 20 p0572 B78r30332
Diesel exhaust odor measurements —- gas analysis
and olfactory perception test procedures
20 p057« H78r30375
Stationary diesel engines for nse with generators
to supply electric power[PB-280112/4] 20 pOSSO H78-30595
Automotive diesel technology program —
computerized design
[SAB/1099-1] 20 p0590 B78-31436
Dse of the Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester
(JFTOT) for predicting diesel fuel performance
[AD-A055421] 20 p0601 H78-32276
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. First series, report no.
12: 1975 Perkins diesel 247 CID (4.0 liters), FI
to determine fuel consumption and emissions
[PB-281777/3] 20 p0613 H78-33458
DIESEL FUELS
A review of diesel fuel deterioration and related
problems
[AD-A043566] 17 p0109 H78-10308
Corrective action program for
bromochloroaethane-containing fire-safe diesel
fuel
[AD-A043323] 17 p0119 H78-11253
Performance and emissions of a catalytic reactor
with propane, diesel, and Jet A fuels
[BASA-TH-73786] 17 p0148 B78-14177
Comparison tests on the 100-GPt! electrokinetic
fuel decontaminator and a 100-GPH military
standard filter/separator
[AD-A048655] 18 p0253 N78-18226
Time- and space-resolved species determination in
diesel combustion using continuous flow gas
sampling
18 p0279 H78-21227
Diesel fuel oils, 1977
[BBRC/PPS-77/5] 18 p0281 H78-21324
Steam reforming of methyl fuel, phase 1
[AD-A044787] 19 p0403 H78-24375
Experiments with novel fuels for diesel engines
[BEBC/TPR-77/8] 19 p0436 H78-26225
Effect of diesel fuel on Stirling engine ground
power unit components fuel system
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.201] 19 p0437 B78-26251
Ose of the Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester
(JFTOT) for predicting diesel fuel performance
[AD-A05S421] ' 20 p0601 B78-32276
Performance of gasoline and diesel fnels produced
from COED syncrude
[BEBC/BI-78/2] 20 p0612 H78-33261
Effects of catalytic reactors on diesel exhaust
composition
[PB-2810S3/6] 20 p0624 B78-33628
DIFFERENTIAL EQOITIOBS
Dse of asymptotic methods in vibration analysis
18 p0265 H78-19620
DIFFUSE BADI&TIOB
A correction procedure for separating direct and
diffuse insolation on a horizontal surface
17 pOIOS A78-19839
Estimation of the monthly average of the diffuse
component of total insolation on a horizontal
surface
17 pOIOS A78-19840
Solar energy availability prediction from
climatological data
18 p0199 A78-27854
Solar energy for nse as a source of pover
19 p0370 478-42104
Radiation measurements for solar energy utilization
19 p0370 A78-42109
Fluorescent solar energy collectors - Operating
conditions with diffuse light
20 p0488 A78-45946
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Windmills vith diffoser effect induced by small
tipvanes
18 p0171 A78-22245
Diffnser augmentation of vind tarbines
5
 ' 19 p0312 A78-34512
. iDTiscid flov thcoagh side-angle diffaset vith
act aa tor disk --- for vind tar bine augmentation
20 p0529 A78-53095
' Investigation of dif fuser-augmented vind tarbines.
• Part 1: Executive sunary
[COO-2616-2-W-1] 17 p0154 S78-14668
' Investigation of diffuser-angmented vind tarbines.
Part 2: Technical 'report
. [COO-2616-2-W-2J 17 p0154 H78-14669
DXPTOSIOI
Reviev of air gaality modeling techniques. Volume
8: health and safety impacts of nuclear,
geothernal, and fossil-fuel electric generation
in California
tLBl-59981 17 p0117 H78-10615
DirrOSXOB COEFVXCIEHT
Diffusion length measurement by a simple
photoresponse technique --- for HIS and Schottky
barrier solar cells
17 p0026 A78-11050
Study of diffusion processes inflow-temperature
thermal elements - — for solar energy conversion
• 19 p0326 A78-36135
DIFPQSIOB ELECTRODES
Model considerations concerning the
gas-electrolyte balance of supported
gas-diffusion electrodes for fuel cells
17 p0096 A78-18646
DXFTOSIOB BEIDXBG
Development and fabrication of a diffusion velded
Columbian alloy heat exchanger --- for space
pover generation
{AISB PAPEB 178-61] 18 p0228 A78-31500
Surface ignition of coal and other fuel particles
in radiative and diffusive environment — - in
HHD combustor
18 p0222 178-30511
DIGESTING
Fast production of methane by anaerobic digestion
tCOO-2900-11 ] ' 19 p0416 B78-25252
DIGITAL COHPOTEBS
Solar and vind home heating and domestic hot vater
systems: Energy and economics study '
17 p0111 S78-10555
Digital load control for hydroelectric poverplaats
' (PB-274027/2] . . 18 p0251 B78- 17492
Plans for vind energy system simulation
18 p0267 S78-19600
DIGITAL SIB01ATIOB
Simplified technigues for sizing residential solar
heating systems
17 p0047 178-11256
, Gravel-filled trenches in earth for annual thermal
energy storage
17 pOOSO 178-11297
A numerical simulation of heat transfer in rock beds
17 pOOSO A78-11305
Synchronization of vind turbine generators against
an infinite bus under gusting vind conditions
CIBEE PAPER r 77 675-2] is p02i9 A78-30196
A digital computer program for simulating' electric
vehicle performance
[SAB PAPBH 780216] 19 p0307 A78-33377
Computer simulation of an advanced hybrid
electric-povered vehicle
(SAB PAPBB 780217] 19 p0307 A78-33378
numerical modeling of a desaturating geothermal
reservoir
20 pOS16 178-52236
Bnmerical computation of the density profile
produced by 10.6-micron irradiation of an S102
microballoon
20 p0538 A78-5368.5
Generalized numerical model for predicting energy
transfers and performance of large solar ponds
[OCBL-13722] 17 p0161 B78-15576
DIODES
Thermic diode solar panels for space heating
19 p03 10 178-34936
DIPBBBTl COHPOOBDS
Pyrolysis of 1,2-diphenylethane in the presence of
tetralin
19 p0342 178-39120
DIRECT COBBBST
Experiments vith enhanced mode thermionic converters
' 18 p0218 178-29636
Properties of a collectorless motor fed from a
three-phase current-source
18 p0235 A78-32430
Potential damage to dc superconducting magnets due
to high frequency electromagnetic vaves
19 p0350 A78-39902
Dual 30 kA, HVDC interrupter test facility for
fusion reactors
•
 J
 19 p0353 A78-39959
Investigations concerning direct-current operated
local-traffic vehicles vitb lov reactive effects
19 p0365 A78-40866
Radial profile of dc toroidal current driven by RF
travelling field
20 p0493 A78-47295
dc motor characteristics from solar cell supply
20 p0527 A78-52893
Prospects of using superconducting dc lines
[BN1-TB-637] 17 p0115 B78-10589
Homopolar generator development at the Onlversity
of Texas
[080-5594-7] 19 p0467 B78-27922
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. Experimental and computational results on direct
energy conversion for mirror fusion reactors
17 p006<! A78-12486
Methods of energy conversion /Some results of the
International Slectrotechnology Congress -
Hoscov, 1977/
19 p0325 A78-36126
Direct energy conversion of exhaust fusion plasma
by magnetic deflection
19 p03U8 178-39815
Engineering of beam direct conversion for a
120-kv, 1-BH ion beam
19 p03«8 178-39834
Thermodynamic analysis of a combined
gas-turbine-thermoelectric solar energy converter
20 p0517 A78-52771
Solar electricity
20 p0546 H78-28545
Direct conversion of solar energy into electricity
20 p05«6 N78-28506
' DIBBCTIOIAL AMBHHAS
The beamed pover microvave transmitting antenna
19 p03«0 A78-38841
DISKS (SHAPES)
Advanced processing techniques for the manufacture
of nickel-base alloy discs from povder '
20 p0494 A78-47474
DISPBBSIIG
Ambient air quality in complex terrain
18 p0167 A78-21833
DISSBBSIOIS
A dispersion model for the Solvent Refined Coal
process
18 p0230 178-31871
DISPLACE!!*!
Interfacial effects in the recovery of residual
oil by displacement: Studies at Horthvestern
University
[COO-0039-5] 18 p0244 H78-16494
The evaluation of oil foam for use as a displacing
media* for oil recovery in porous media
20 p0547 B78-28562
Summary of variable displacement engine project
20 p0569 B78-30299
DISPIAI DBTICBS '
Granular optical materials
CAD-A054099] 20 p0587 S78-30900
DXSS01TII6
Stabilization of n-type semiconductors to
photoanodic dissolution by competitive electron
transfer processes
19 p0343 A78-39462
Thermodynamic potential for the anodic dissolution
of n-type semiconductors - A crucial factor
controlling durability and efficiency in
photoelectrochemical cells and an important
criterion in the selection of nev
electrode/electrolyte systems
19 p0344 A78-3946S
A-69
DISTILLATIOS SUBJECT IHDBI
DISTILIATIOH
Experimental work on oil shale at Laurence
livermore Laboratory and predictions of
retorting characteristics of oil shales
19 p0367 A78-H1518
The S8C-II process Solvent Refined Coal
technology for ashless distillate foeIs
20 p0506 178-50151
Catalytic hydroprocessing of shale oil to produce
distillate fuels
[COHF-770814-9] 19 pO«23 H78-25579
Enthalpy measurement of coal-derived liquids
CFE-2035-10] 19 p0452 S78-26962
Technical and economic assessment of solar
distillation for large scale production of fresh
water
[SAHD-77-8176] 20 p0553 H78-28653
PISTBIBOTBD PABABETBB STSTEBS
Solar-cell design based on a distributed diode
analysis
20 pO»75 A78-43926
PISTBIBOTIHG
SAHICS marketing and distribution model
[HASA-CB-157552] 20 p0581 1178-30658
DISTBIBOTIOH (PBOPEHTT)
The effect of blending methanol with gasoline on
geometric distribntion
20 p0577 N78-30393
PIOBIAL VABIATIOHS
On the correlation between daily amounts of solar
and Kind energy and monthly trends of the two
energy sources
17 p0052 A78-11318
Variance analysis of vind characteristics for
energy conversion
17 p0092 A78-17653
Selection of a method for calculating parameters
of storage devices used at vind and solar
installations
19 p0326 A78-36138
Daily input modelling for solar collectors and
systems
19 p0383 A78-H2890
Typical vehicle diurnal
[PB-270690/1] 17 p01«5 H78-13633
DIVBBTBES
Design, construction and operation of the DITE
divertor field system Divertor Injection
Tokamak Experiment
17 p0039 A78-11175
The practical feasibility of a bundle divertor for
a Tokamak power reactor
17 pOOIll A78-11188
Bundle divertor designs for the ILB advanced fuel
tokamaks
19 p0355 A78-39985
Divertors for impurity control and review of
impurity effects in PPL tokamaks
19 p0377 A78-H2203
A review of work on plasma-wall interactions and
divertor experiments on DITE
19 p0377 A78-H220U
The effect of electric field in the divertor
scrape-off layer
19 p0379 A78-I12215
On toroidal divertors for tokanaks
19 p0379 A78-H2212
DOLOBITE (BINBBIL)
Experimental determination' of alkali impurity
release from various dolomites
17 p0073 A78-1H218
Acton mass flow system applied to PPBC feed
17 p0133 H78-13267
DOBES (GEOLOGY)
Salt domes - Is there more energy available from
their salt than from their oil salinity
gradient energy due to osmotic pressure difference
18 p0217 A78-29623
Preliminary study of the present and possible
future oil and gas development of areas
immediately surrounding the Interior Salt Domes
Upper Golf Coast Salt Dome basins of east Texas,
north Louisiana, and Hississippi
[ORHL/SOB-75/87988] 17 p0110 N78-10545
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Oraft environmental impact statement.
Volume 1: west Eackberry expansion. Black
Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-1] 19 p0390 878-221I8''
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 2, appendices A and B: Rest Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Bill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-2] 19 p0391 H78-22«88
DOHBSTIC BHBBGI
The value of solar beating
17 pOOOQ A78-10616
Projected market penetration of solar heating and
cooling in the United States
17 pOOOS A78-10622
Power from the oceans' thermal gradients
17 p0006 A78-10652
A long-term solution to fossil fuel depletion —
biomass energy conversion technology assessment
17 p0010 A78-10739
The prospect for geothermal power
17 p0010 A78-107BO
Solar-electric residential system tests
17 p0010 A78-10711
Potential role of solar thermal electric power in
the O.S.
17 pOOlO A78-10743
Coal-based options for generation of electricity
17 p0028 A78-11071
Solar energy and domestic heating needs
17 p0029 A78-11085
Solar energy utilization and resource recovery
application in space heating
17 p0031 A78-11101
Design of a large solar heating system for a
campus complex of buildings
17 p0032 A78-11105
A solar energy system for domestic hot water
17 p0032 A78-11106
Comparative residential energy consumption and
fuel costs with various types of systems - Oil-,
gas-, electric-furnaces and heat pumps
17 p0033 A78-11118
Evaluation of an energy conserving research house
involving multi-modal operation of solar and
heat pump systems
17 p0016 A78-1121K1
Theoretical analysis and design - A solar powered
ammonia/water absorption air conditioning system
17 pOO«6 A78-11216
Simplified techniques for sizing residential solar
heating systems
17 pOOt7 A78-11256
A hybrid passive/active solar house
17 pOO«l7 A78-11269
Evaluation of a residential solar heating and
cooling system with high performance evacuated
tubular collectors
17 pOOUS A78-11280
A feasibility study of a combined wind-solar
system for space and domestic hot water heating
17 p0052 A78-11319
Residential photovoltaic prototype system
definition study
17 p005"t A78-11338
Impact of domestic solar heating systems utilizing
off peak storage on electric utilities
17 p0055 A78-113UII
Preferred residential solar heating and cooling
systems compatible with electric utility operation
17 p0055 A78-11315
Analytical performance and economic evaluation of
residential wind or wind and solar heating systems
17 p0055 A78-11317
A solar economic performance model for residential
applications
17 p0056 A78-1135U
Effect of tax-credits on the economics of solar
heating for homeowners
17 p0057 A78-11356
An evaluation of residential heating methods in
terms of energy conservation, environmental
impact and life-cycle economics
17 p0057 A78-11357
Harshall Space Flight Center development program
for solar heating and cooling systems
17 p0058 A78-11368
Some recent domestic solar energy systems in Europe
17 p0065 A78-12909
Forty-nine theses on energy policy west German
situation
17 p007fl A78-K1U20
»-70
SUBJECT IBDBX DO8BSTIC BBB8GT COBTD
Tritherp heating synthesis of solar, heat palp
and fossil fuel beating
17 p0074 A78-14421
Analysis and optimization of solar hot water systems
17 p0075 A78-11I689
Properties of sole salt hydrates for latent heat
storage
17 p0075 478-11691
Solar energy and economic considerations
17 p0078 A78-15II07
Non-electrical uses of geothernal energy
-~^ -. 17 p0082 A78-16635
Solar energy and Congress progran budget
appropriations
17 p0083 A78-16828
Estimation of the 'characteristic time required for
construction of energy delivery systems
J _ 17 p0088 A78-17424
Ground as a heat source' --- for house heating
17 p0097 A78-18816
Advances in solar vater beating for domestic use
in Australia
17 p0105 A78-19834
On the right to sunshine homeowner access to
solar energy
17 p0105 A78-19836
Passive solar heating and cooling systems
18 p0175 A78-23425
Energy and water energy resources correlation
vith fresh water availability
18 p0175 A78-23562
A microprocessor-based control system for solar
heated/cooled residential dwellings
18 p0176 A78-23896
Cost-effective electricity rates - A stronger
incentive to rational energy use
18 p0176 A78-23919
Input-output models support corrections of
previous, principles for the estimation of energy
economy and development strategies in directed
systems
18 p0177 A78-239I40
Natural gas technology emphasizing production
from unconventional sources in O.S.A.
18 p0180 A78-24752
EBDA's Solar Energy Research and Development Progran
18 p0180 A78-21753
Solar industry - Status report and forecast
18 p0181 A78-20754
Application of solar energy to schools and
residences
18 p0181 A78-24759
Solar design and installation experience
pyramidal optics for use in residential buildings
' 18 p0181 A78-24761
Solar bionass energy - An overview of O.S. potential
* 18 p0193 A78-26967
Oil shale - Its time has come
18 p0196 A78-2778I1
A wealth of waste - A shortage of energy
organic wastes for fuel conversion in O.S.
18 p0197 A78-27802
Solar heating and cooling of bones
18 p0201 A78-27867
Heating with the san II - Principles of solar
technology; fleeting, 3rd, Munich, West Germany,
Barch 3, 4, 1977, Report. Volume 2 - Practical
technology for residences
18 p0212 A78-28576
Energy conservation and energy source substitution
in old buildings - Estimation of cost and efficacy
solar energy utilization
18 p0214 A78-28596
Heating costs and rentabllity - Projection of
growth of demand in the housing market
18 p0214 A78-28597
Payback of solar systems
18 p0220 A78-30266
Thermal simulation of a passive solar house using
a Trombe-Hichel wall structure
18 p0220 A78-30269
Utilities put the sun to work
18 p0223 A78-30744
Row to build wind wheels: Construction and
calculation German book
18 p0231 A78-32075
NHSD - casa del Sol of the future
18 p0232 A78-32114
Empirical and theoretical statistics of
windcharger home heating potential
18 p0236 A78-32506
A solar energy system for space heating and space
cooling
19 p0295 A78-33033
Heat transfer analysis of a system for annual
collection and storage of solar energy
19 p0296 A78-33038
On the study of applications of solar thermal
energy for mobile home park and community
19 p0296 A78-33040
Transient conduction in the space surrounding a
ring of holes -— solar energy earth storage
tASBE PAPEH 77-1A/HT-12) 19 p0299 A78-33175
Economic incentives for the commercialization of
OTEC Ocean Thermal Energy-vOonversion
V19 p0301 A78-33307
OTEC implementation problems for specific missions
-*- Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0302 A78-33315
Coal gasification - Better late than never
19 p0310 A78-3U223
Political and economic justification for immediate
realization of a syn fuels industry
19 p0310 A78-34225
A comparison of some alternative domestic energy
systems solar, heat pomp and conventional
space and water heating
19 p0316 A78-35361
Dse of heat pumps with solar collectors for
domestic space heating in the United Kingdom
19 p0341 A78-38971
Dew designs and applications of medium sized wind
systems
19 p0361 A78-40369
solar heating and air conditioning for the
southwestern United States
19 p0361 A78-40370
Calculation procedure for determining the thermal
performance of solar domestic hot water and
space heating systems
19 p0375 A78-42149
A domestic multi-purpose solar energy unit
19 p0376 A78-42165
Testing of five solar cookers Jodhpur
19 p0376 A78-42166
Solar energy for tractors
19 p0376 878-12168
Emissions and energy conservation in residential
oil heating
19 p038U A78-42902
Study of solar energy systems for warm water
production with natural circulation --- Dutch
thesis
20 p0473 A78-43613
low-temperature heating systems and solar energy
20 p0475 A78-43796
Solar energy powered domestic air conditioner for
solar day operation
20 p0479 A78-43990
Energy resources: revisited 1977 -— domestic and
worldwide current energy situation overview
20 p0483 A78-44451
Advances in and prospects for the development of
solar power generation in the OSSB
20 p0489 A78-46119
Thermal storage Book
20 p0492 A78-46525
Energy - A review and survey
20 pO»93 A78-06872
Sweden strides towards a solar society
government policy for solar energy utilization
20 p0507 A78-50425
Used oil - Collection, recycling and disposal
20 p0509 A78-S1063
Can we save energy by taxing it
20 p0509 A78-51064
A technical, economic and environmental assessment
of utillizing solar energy for heating/cooling
and energy conversion
20 pOSIO A78-51220
The photovoltaic project of the Commission of the
European Communities
20 p0522 A78-52816
Current status of the O.S. terrestrial
photovoltaic conversion program
20 p0522 A78-52817
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DOPBD CBTSTALS SUBJECT IHDEI
Solar cell programme for India
20 p0522 A78-52819
Status of the Vest German terrestrial photovoltaic
program
20 p0522 A78-52820
Photovoltaics activity in Hexico
20 p0522 A78-52621
Italian activities in the field of photovoltaic
conversion
20 p0523 178-52822
Photovoltaic systea in 'Sunshine Project1 national ;
BED program in Japan
20 p0523 A78-52823
Photovoltaic activities in the United Kingdom"
20 p0523 A78-S2824
Survey of research and development activities in
the Netherlands on heat pumps for residential
heating
fCTI-76-09197] 17 p0156 H78-14684
Sits prototype system 1 test results: Engineering,
analysis
[HASA-CB-150522] ' 18 p0256 H78-18527
Fuel and energy price forecasts: Quantities and
long-term marginal prices, volume 1
[EPBI-EA-II33-VOL-1] 18 p0286 1178-21637
Double-exposure collector system
(TID-282913 20 p0597 H78-31576
Continuation study of the potential for solar.
beating of buildings in Canada
fRP-23162] 20 p0598 H78-31S83
The feasibility of solar house heating: A study
in applied economics
20 p0604 H78-32541
Energy impact assistance: Report to the president
[DOE/IB-0009] 20 p0607 N78-32577
Phoeoi* House: Solar-assisted heat pump system
evaluation
fEPBI-EP-712] 20 p0620 N78-33574
Environmental development plan for buildings and -
comnnnity systems, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0020] 20 p0624 H78-33622
DOPBD CBTSTALS
A study of improvements in silicon solar cell
efficiency due to various geometrical and doping
modifications
, 17 p0012 A78-10906
Silicon solar cells f rom transition metal.doped
Czochralski and veb crystals
17 p0013 478-10922
Doped silver catalysts for H2/air fuel cells
17 p0095 A78-18644
Epitaxial silicon solar cells vith uniformly doped
layer
18 p0228 A78-31732
The influence of interface states and energy
barriers on the efficiency of heterojunction
solar cells , ,.
19 p0309 A78-3Q008
New models of solar components and prospects of
their optimization solar cells
,20 p0495 478-48401
Optimization of the exponential distribution of
dopant in the base of a semiconductor photocell
20 p0518 A78-52772
Study of ion implanted n/plus/ layers for silicon
solar cells
20 p0518 A78-52782
Preparation and investigation of Sn doped •
Si/n/-In203 beterojnnction
20 pOS20 A78-52800
Mechanism of performance limitations in heavily
doped silicon devices transistors and solar
cells
20 p0529 A78-53219
Transmutation doping of silicon solar cells
17 p0137 H76-13539
DB1PT (GAS FLOS) , .,
EPA utility PSD (Flue Gas Desulfurization) survey:
December ,1977 - January 1978
[PB-279011/1 ] 19 pO»66 H78-27622
DBAS HBASOBEBBRT
Calculation of the drag of a cylindrical
pebble-type, heat retainer for solar energy
apcnmulation • '
18 p0215 A78-28899
Calculation of cylindrical pebble-bed hothouse -
beat accumulator gasdynamic resistance —- for
solar energy accumulation
20 p0490 A78-46138
DR16 BBDOCTIOH
The influence of blade thickness on the output of
vertical axis wind turbines
19 p0381 A78-42417
DB&IBAGE
LARDSAT satellite mapping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petroleum and natural
gas exploration
[E78-10168] 20 p0547 N78-28573
DBIIL BITS
Seals for geothermal roller drill bits
[ASBE PAPER 77-PET-53] 17 p0077 A78-,15081
Geothermal drill bit improvement - Specific
application to the Geysers
[ASHB PAPEB 77-PBT-67] 17 p0077 A78-15082
DBILLIRG
Summary of 1977 geothermal drilling - Western
Dnited states • ,.
19 p0362 478-40534
Tar sand evaluation using geophysical veil logs
19 p0368 478-D1819
Air quality analysis of the Southern California
Bight in relation to potential impact of
offshore oil and gas development
[PB-279038/9] 19 p0467 R78-27665
DBOFS (LIQUIDS)
Analysis of a ne« concept for a high temperature
direct coal-fired falling particle air
pce-heater for BHD power generation
[1SSB PAPEB 77-HT-60] 17 p0089 A78-17492
DBI HEAT
Heat transfer effects in forced geoheat recovery
systems
19 p0395 R78-23554
Thermal drawdown and recovery of singly and
multiply fractured hot dry rock reservoirs
[IA-7219-HS] . 20 p0620 878-33572
DBIIIG
Europe's largest solar facility dries animal feed
18 p0221 A78-30322
Besearch on the application of solar energy to
industrial drying or dehydration processes
[OBO-5123-1] 20 p0621 R78-33583
DBTIIG APPABltnS
Coal dryer emission control vith the energy saving
centripetal vortex vet scrubber
CAPCA PiPEB 77-17,5] 18 p0185 A78-25424
DUCTED F10I , -, •
Onset of oscillation of a gas-column in a tube due
to the existence of heat-conduction field - A
problem of generating mechanical energy from heat
17 p0077 A78-15115
DOST
A modeling analysis of the impact of the energy
shortage on ambient air guality
19 p0320 A78-35683
DOST COLIBCIOBS
Dust removal in energy generating plants
> 17 p0063 A78-11965
DIE LASBBS
Stimulated electronic Raman scattering in Cs
vapour - A simple tunable laser system for the
- 2.7 to 3.5 micron region
17 p0064 A78-12440
DIBS
Dye sensitization of Schottky barrier solar cells
17 p0055 A78-11340
High-efficiency organic solar cells
18 p0223 A78-30646
DTMBIC CHABACIBHISTICS
Hagdalen Islands wind turbine hybrid computer model
19 p0340 A78-38781
Stationary and dynamic behavior of heat pipes
19 p0364 A78-40864
, Dynamic characteristics of a system consisting of
a free-piston diesel and an BED generator
20 p0498 A78-49038
Rev details on wind power climatology
[SABD-77-0696C] , 17 p0163 H78-15657
Hodal analysis of the first production design
heliostat used at the Solar Thermal Test
Facility (STTF)
[SADD-77-1393] 19 p0410 B78-24686
Study of test methods for large flexible solar
arrays (VELSA) dynamic characteristics
[BSA-CB(P)-1016] 19 p0411 N78-24688
A-72
SUBJECT IHDBI EABYB BESOOBC2S
Summary of the development plan toi the wind
characteristics piograa element of the Federal
Hind Energy Program
[PHl-2501] 20 p0551 878-28628
PIBASIC COSTBOL
Dynamic modeling and control of
magnetobydrodynaoic/steam systems
17 p0028 S78-11070
DTIARIC IOADS
Rind Turbine Structural Dynamics
[BASA-CP-2034] 18 p0265 H78-19616
Comparison of blade loads of fixed and free yawing
wind turbine
18 p0267 N78-19637
Comparison of computer codes for calculating
dynamic loads in *ind turbines
rSASA-TB-73773] 19 p0395 H78-23556
DTBABIC BODBLS
Modeling solar cells for use as optical detectors
- Background illumination effects ' •
19 p0333 A78-37189
(lodeling the sectors of production and energy
transformation - The situation in France
19 p0385 A78-43270
Dynanic modelling of solar energy systens using
DIHSIS
20 pO»79 A78-43993
Dynamic modeling and sensitivity analysis of solar
theraal energy conversion systems
17 p0118 B78-11156
A dynamic lodel for the efficient utilization of
exhaustible energy resources
18 p0263 H78-19598
Dynanic models of the industrial denand for energy
[EPBI-Ei-580] 19 p0125 B78-25596
Dynamic models of falling filn evaporators for
ocean thermal energy conversion plants
[COO-2641-3] 19 pOi|K7 B78-26591
ETA-BACEO: A aodel of energy-economy interactions
[EPBI-BA-592] 19 p04U9 S78-26612
& dynaoic energy optimization model under
uncertainty natural gas nodels and decision
Baking
19 pOH56 H78-27516
Dynaaic models of house heating based on
eguivalent thermal parameters
19 pOU56 S78-27517
DTHABIC PBOGEABBIB6
Design and cost analysis of turbine penstocks for
hydroelectric power plants located at the bottom
of the dam
18 p0222 A78-30571
Algorithm and block diagram for controlling the
modes of operation of a hydroelectric plant uith
energy storage in a large energy complex
20 pOSII A78-51398
DIIAHIC BESPOHSB
Control and dynami'c analysis of a wind energy
conversion and storage system operating at
constant velocity ratio
17 p0028 A78-11076
Drive train dynamic analysis
13 p0266 H78-19630
DYHAHIC STABILITI
Aeroelasticity problems in wind energy converters
18 p0210 A78-28562
DTBABIC STBOCfOEAI ABALTSIS
Rind Turbine Structural Dynaoics
[SASA-CP-2034] 18 p0265 i78-19616
BOD-1 WTG dynamic analysis
18 p0265 H78-19618
Analytical testing techniques
18 p0266 S78-19625
'Drive train dynamic analysis
18 p0266 178-19630
aod-1 wind turbine generator analysis
18 p0266 H78-19631
Analysis of the thermal fatigue induced by DNB
oscillations in the BDAC BocketSyne pilot and
commercial plant solar receiver designs
CSABD-77-8283] 19 pOU31 H78-25642
DTBABOBBTSRS
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. Beport no. 9: Chrysler
(1975) 225-CID 1-bbl engine
' fPB-274375/5] 18 p025« H78-18438
EABTB (PUBBT)
Beat balance of earth --- Russian book
20 p0492 A78-46579
UBTB ALBEDO
Albedo contribution to satellite solar array
performance
17 p0019 478-10990
EABTB ATB03PBEBE
Energy and the atmosphere: A physical-chemical
approach Book
19 p0327 A78-36497
'Optical characteristics of the earth's surface and
atmosphere from the point of view of the remote
sensing of natural resources: Review of the
contemporary status of the problem
[HASA-TB-75548] 20 p0625 H78-336»2
MBtB CHOSI
Bot dry rock, an alternate geotherial energy
resource: A challenge for instrumentation
[LA-OB-78-707] 20 p0594 B78-31553
EABTB EIV1BOHBBBT
Terrestrial solar array experiments performed by
Space Department, BAE Earnborongh
20 pOS24 A78-52838
EABTH BESODBCBS
Energy and remote sensing satellite
exploration, monitoring, siting
17 p0075 A78-14805
The world balance between energy needs and
resources by the year 2000. II - Evolution and
regional aspects of the problem
17 p009» A78-18096
Energy resources of the developing countries and
some priority markets for the use of solar energy
18 p0179 A78-2UBOO
The risks of energy shortage in the world level
18 p0196 A78-27783
Bemote sensing of earth resources. Volume 5 - '
Annual Bemote Sensing of Earth Resources
Conference, 5th, Tullahoma, Tenn., Rarch 29-31,
1976, Technical Papers
18 p0198 A78-27823
Chances for exotics - Begenerable energy sources
— wind, geothermal and bioresonrces
20 p0507 A78-50251
Carbonate rock - A resource for energy --- carbon
dioxide source for hydrocarbon production
20 p0511 A78-51343
Rind power resources and methods for evaluating them
20 p0516 A78-52252
The role of remote sensing for energy development
20 p0533 A78-53383
Domestic energy resource and reserve estimates:
Oses, limitations, and needed data
[PB-268966/9] 17 p0115 H78-10S90
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy resource
development. Volume 1: Summary report
[PB-271752/8] 17 pOW H78-1361C
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy resource
development. Volume 2: Detailed analysis and
supporting materials
fPB-271753/6] 17 p01»4 H78-13617
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy resource
development. Volume 3: Preliminary policy
analysis
[PB-27175V1] 17 p01»» N78-13618
Energy from the vest: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy resource
development. Volume 4: Appendices[PB-272243/7] 17 p01«4 »78713619
Translations on USSR resources, no. 768
[JPBS-70524] 17 p0159 H78-15557
Three-region world dynamics of fossil/hydrogen
energy system
18 p0239 1178-16427
Annotated bibliography of natural resource
information: Horthwestern Hew Rexico(PB-276024/7] 18 p0273 H78-20597
Alaska natural resource issues[GPO-95-110] 19 p0404 R78-24601
Carbonaceous shales of Indiana as sources of
energy, petrochemicals, and ceramic materials
[TID-28179] 19 pO«18 B78-25518
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E1BTH BESOOBCES PB06BAH SUBJECT IBDBI
Solar energy and Units to the energy on the earth
20 p0545 N78-28535
Implementation of Public Law 95-87
[GPO-28-863] 20 p0556 H78-28990
Integrated Inventories of Benevable Natural
Resoarces
[PB-281036/111 20 p0609 H78-32589
Optical characteristics of the earth's surface and
atnosphere from the point of view of the remote
sensing of natural resources: Beview of the
contemporary status of the problem
[NASA-TH-75548] 20 p0625 H78-33642
E1BTH BESOOBCES PBOGBAH
International Scientific-Technological Conference
on Space, 17th, Bone, Italy, March 25, 26, 1977,
Proceedings and scientific satellites for
earth resources monitoring; solar and alternate
energy sources
17 p0065 A78-12876
Industrial use of geological remote sensing from
space
17 p0075 A78-11787
Bemote sensing of strippable coal reserves and
•ine inventory in part of the Warrior coal Field
in Alabama
[UASA-CB-150781] 20 p0603 N78-32520
SMITH SOBPACE
Buried impact craters in the williston Basin and
adjacent area as possible oil field sites
20 p0480 A78-44047
Principles of the mathematical modeling of the
energy structure of solar radiation regimes
20 pO«95 A78-48408
Onsite control of sedimentation utilizing the
modified block-cut method of surface mining
[PB-272244/5] 17
 P0159 1178-15552
Optical characteristics of the earth's surface and
atmosphere fron the point of view of the remote
sensing of natural resources: Beview of the
contemporary status of the problem
[NASA-TB-75548] 20 p0625 H78-33642
ECOLOGY
What does it concern — technological information
dissemination and social response
18 p0218 A78-29873
Energy analysis, energy quality, and environment
•^  20 p0481 A78-UIH22
Analysis of brine disposal in the Gulf of Hexico.
3: Capline sector
[PB-271292/5] 17 p0146 N78-13648
The petroleua industry in the Delaware estuary
tPB-277962/7] 19 p0451 N78-26653
BCONOHETBICS
Forecasting and modeling time-of-day and seasonal
electricity demands
fEPBI-EA-578-SH] 19 p0425 N78-25598
A review of energy models with particular
reference to employment and manpower analysis
[PB-279447/7] 20 p0566 H78-29989
Integrating policy analysis: Study module 7.
Volume 2: Technical appendix
TPB-280037/3] 20 p0598 H78-31587
ECOBOHIC ANALYSIS
Economic and commercial assessment of solar energy
conversion; Proceedings of the Conference,
London, England, July 5, 1977
17 pOOOt A78-10614
The economic evaluation of solar energy schemes
17 pOOOU A78-10615
Economic considerations in the energy supply of
Autarkic dwellings
17 p0005 A78-10621
A long-term solution to fossil fuel depletion
biomass energy conversion technology assessment
17 p0010 A78-10739
Evaluation of wind generator economics in a load
duration context
> 17 p0028 A78-11073
A forecast of electric power generation technology
- 1975-2000
17 p0028 A78-11077
Storage of off-peak thermal energy in oil
17 p0029 A78-11078
Solar energy and domestic heating needs
17 p0029 A78-11085
Technoeconomic aspects of photovoltaic electric
power systems /PEPS/
17 p0031 A78-11098
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State-of-the-art assessment of electric vehicles
and nybrid vehicles
[BASA-TS-73756] 18 p0262 H78-18988
Baseline tests of the EPC Hummingbird electric
passenger vehicle
[HASA-TH-73760] 18 p0279 B78-21010
Introduction to the EBDA electric and hybrid
demonstration project — provisions of the
Legislative Act[EBBQ-0008] 18 p0279 B78-21016
Baseline tests of the Kordesh hybrid passenger
vehicle
[BASA-TB-73769] 19 p0443 B78-26551
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 2
[BATO/CCBS-61-VOI-2] 20 p0574 H78-30370
Design and cost study of a nickel-iron oxide
battery for electric vehicles, volume 2:
Public report
[ABL-ft-3723-1] 20 p0594 B78-31551
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SOBJBCt IBDEI BLBCTBIC StSSBt STOB1CB
BIBCTBIC B1TTBBIBS
Sew batteries and their impact on electric vehicles
17 pOOSS 178-16923
Electric vehicles in the Bell System
[ETC PAPER 7752J 17 p0086 478-16931
Electric utility fleet applications of electric
vehicles
[ZVC PAPBB 7751) 17 p0086 178-16900
\ 25 years of fael cell development /1951-1976/
1 18 P0233 178-32235
' Reliability simulation of a large solar battery| 20 p0527 176-52695
The sodium-sulfur battery - Problems and promises
1 20 p0531 178-53338
Stndy of the manufacturing costs of lead-acid
i batteries for peaking pover
tCOBS/2114-2} 17 pOlia H78-10583
Research on battery-operated electric road vehicles
' fBlSA-TH-75142] 17 p0122 876-11889
1 survey of the use of ceramics in battery and
fael cell applications
tlD-1044888] 17 p0126 878-12530
'Develop nickel-zinc battery suitable for
electronic vehicle propulsion. Task 1: Design
and cost stndy
[ASl-K-77-3558-1] 17 p0143 H78-13607
Assessment of battery buses
[PB-271321/2] 17 pOiqe N78-13976
!lectric car technology for denonstration and
developoent
18 p0259 178-18551
Urban applications and energy impacts of future
electric cars
18 p0259 H78-18552
Development of a Ti/Pe redox couple flo« battery
system
19 p0388 H78-22058
Rapid, efficient charging of lead-acid and
nickel-zinc traction cells
CH&S&,-TH-789011 19 p0405 878-20616
High-performance batteries for stationary energy
storage and electric-vehicle propulsion
flBL-77-68] 19 p042S B78-25593
Baseline tests of the Kordesh hybrid passenger
vehicle
[BASl-TH-73769] 19 p0443 H78-26551
State-of-the-art lead-acid vehicle
f»BL-K-77-3639-1] 19 p0459 878-27547
Ford/EBDA sodium-sulfur battery development, phase 2
[COO-2556-30] 19 p0463 178-27585
Steady-state couposition profiles in nixed molten
salt battery and fael cell analogs
[COBF-771109-67] 20 p0583 878-30686
Development of high-efficiency cost-effective,
zinc-chlorine batteries for ntilitj
peak-shaving, 1976
CBPSI-EH-711] 20 p0622 B78-33590
lithium batteries, volnne 2. Citations fro* the
NTIS data base
[STIS/PS-78/0660/7J 20 p0623 878-33603
lithium batteries, citations from the engineering
index data base
[BTIS/PS-78/0661/51 20 p0623 B78-33604
BLBCTBIC CELLS
Ose of an enzynic electric cell and immobilized
hydrogenase in the stndy of the biophotolysis of
vater to produce hydrogen
18 p0207 178-28355
E1ECTBIC COBDDCTOBS
Ionic thermoelectric pover of snperionic conductors
18 p0192 178-26705
The theoretical energy conversion efficiency of a
high temperature fael cell based on a aired
conductor
20 p0091 478-1161911
Ionic and nixed conductors for energy storage and
conversion systems
20 p0537 178-53500
ELBCTB1C COBT1CTS
Fired through printed contacts on antireflection
coated silicon terrestrial solar cells
17 p0016 178-10956
Frequency limitations of transferred electron
devices related to quality of contacts
19 p0334 178-37468
1 metallic contact, fast-closing, high current
switch for fusion-related bomopolar machine
19 p0359 178-00096
Test data on electrical contacts at high surface
velocities and high current densities for
homopolar generators
[C0»?-771029-121] 19 p0467 B78-27920
BIBCTBIC CORBOl
Control and dynamic analysis of a wind energy
conversion and storage system operating at
constant velocity ratio
17 p0028 178-11076
•oltage-regnlatioa requirements in power-supply
centers in the case of nonnniform user-loads
18 p0189 178-26265
BIBCTBIC CDSBBHT
Photocurrent analysis in HIS silicon solar cells
17 p0025 178-11018
Calculation of photocurrent and limit efficiency
of p-CdTe - n-cds film-type photocells
19 p0335 178-37944
Photocurrent spectroscopy of semiconductor
electrodes in liquid junction solar cells
19 p0343 178-39456
Emitter current suppression in a high-low-junction
emitter solar cell using an oxide-charge-induced
electron accumulation layer
20 p0484 178-40759
Stabilization of the GaP/electrolyte photovoltaic
cell
20 p0522 178-52813
The effect of temperature within the encapsulation
on charging current of solar silicon electric
generator
20 p0527 178-52894
Shunt regulation electric power system
[B1S1-CISB-GSC-10135] 18 p0247 B78-17296
Cost-effective electric power generation from the
wind
[PB-273582/7] 18 p0251 H78-17639
Kine-Pak: 1 self-contained, electrical power
generator system — using a helical spring to
rotate a rotor and generate electric current
lHlSl-ClSE-LlH-11551-1] 19 p0389 B78-22468
Circuit and magnetic analysis for a systen of
Faraday rotator coils driven by a two-spool,
four-rotor homopolar generator
[COBP-771029-119] 19 p0467 878-27927
BLBCTBIC DISCB1BGBS I'
'local* breakdown criterion for a highly ionized
gas stream
19 p0292 178-32707
On the discharge mechanism of silver/alkylammoninm
polyiodide solid state cells
19 p0363 178-40621
Fusion applications of fast discharging homopolar
machines
[BPBI-EB-625J 19 p0468 B78-27934
BIECTBIC ESEBGT STOB1GB
Controllable homopolar motor-generator energy
storage for application in a fusion power reactor
17 p0007 178-10680
Poise power systems employing inductive energy
storage
17 p0007 178-10698
Development of inductive storage for generation of
high voltage pulses
17 p0007 178-10699
Pulsed superconducting inductive storage system
17 p0008 178-10702
Superconductive inductor storage and converters
for pulsed power loads
17 pOOOS 178-10703
Optimum peak-shaving mix for electric utilities
17 p0009 178-10737
Control and dynamic analysis of a wind energy
conversion and storage systen operating at
constant velocity ratio
17 p0028 178-11076
The battery energy storage test /BEST/ facilityi-
Its purposes and description
17 p0029 178-11079
The potential for application of energy storage
capacity on electric utility systems in the
Onited States. II
17 p0030 178-11087
In off-peak energy storage concept for electric
utilities. II - The water battery concept
17 p0068 178-13449
1-79
BLBCTBIC EQOIPBBHT SOBJBCT IBDBI
An electrochemically regenerative
hydrogen-chlorine energy storage system for
electric ntilltles
17 p0095 A78-18412
The regulation, storage, and conversion of wind
proaucedl electrical energy at the level of a few
hundred vatts
18 p0171 A78-222H8
Materials requirements for high performance
secondary batteries
18 p0183 A78-25054
Storage of solar energy
18 p0201 A78-27865
BTS-2 nickel hydrogen battecy performance
navigation Technology Satellite
[AIAA 78-536] 19 p0294 A78-32885
Sapercondocting energy storage coils
19 p0356 A78-40010
High energy density, long life energy storage
capacitor dielectric system
19 p0359 A78-40099
Solar energy and storage batteries /Invited Lecture/
19 p037U A78-42138
Algorithm and block diagram for controlling the
modes of operation of a hydroelectric plant with
energy storage in a large energy conplex
1
 20 p0511 A78-51398
A general method for the evaluation of possible
systeas for electric generation vith solar energy
20 p0529 A78-53245
Ionic and nixed conductors for energy storage and
conversion systens
20 p0537 A78-S3500
Engineering tests for energy storage cars at the
Transportation Test Center. Volute 2:
Performance power consumption and radio
frequency interference tests
[PB-269401/6] 17 p0110 N78-10484
Hydrogen-chlorine energy storage system
[BHL-23670] 19 p0460 H78-27558
Inductive po*er coupling for an electric highway
system supplying power to electric motor
vehicles
CtBL-7262] ' 20 p0566 R78-29998
Ose of superconductive technology for energy
storage and power transnission for large power
systens: Power parks
tLA-OB-77-2805] 20 p0597 H76-31581
Hydrogen-technology egnipaent test program at BNL
CBNL-23931] 20 p0601 R78-32285
ELBCTBIC EQOTPBBHT
A procedure for comparing the economy of different
electrical space heating systems
17 p0068 A78-13151
BIECTBIC HE1DS
A suggestion for improving the heat transfer from
solar heaters
19 p037B A78-42146
The effect of electric field in the divertor
scrape-off layer ,,
19 p0379 A78-42215
Investigation of plasma-wall interaction by the
aid of a plasma accelerator
19 p0379 A78-42218
BLBCTBZC GBSBBATOBS
New energy sources - Are they a substitute or a
supplement
17 pOOOl A78-10131
Explosive magnetic flax compression plate
generators as fast high-energy power sources
17 pOOOS A78-10705
The use of wind power by electric utilities
» 17 p0051 A78-11311
Solar Stirling power generation - Systems analysis
and preliminary tests
^ 17 p0052 A78-11321
Evaluation and design considerations for
liquid-liquid direct contact heat exchangers for
qe_othernal applications
fASBE PAPER 77-HT-2] 17 p0089 A78-17477
Economical photovoltaic power generation with heat
recovery
17 p0091 A78-17552
Numerical methods for studying compressed magnetic
field generators
17 p0102 A78-18908
I low cost windmill rotor
18 p0170 A78-22242
A self-contained 5,000 kv capacity wind energy
conversion system with storage
18' p'0171 A78-22246
Experimental and analytical studies of the
aerodynamic performance of windmills
tilAA PAPEB 78-277] 18 p0172 A78-22612
Experience at. Edmonton /GLC/ of generating
electricity using refuse as fuel ,
18 p0186 A78-25504
find energy program of the Danish government and
the Danish electric power concerns
18 p0209 A78-28551
The Swedish Rind Energy Programme
' ' 16 p0209 A78-28555'
Beteorology and wind energy utilization /
18 p0210 A78-2855I
Cogeneration '--- single site simultaneous I
electricity/heat generation I
18 p0216 A7B-29225
Experiments with enhanced mode thermionic converters
18 p0218 A78-29636
The production of electricity from the wind - A
preliminary feasibility study for Greece |
18 p0231 A78-32019
Renewable energy sources and storage — wind
power in Britain
18 p0233 »7B-322«9
Selection of the thermal modes of operation for '
the reactor/condenser systeo of electrochemical
current generators
19 p0315 »78-35091
An economic comparison of three technologies -
Photovoltaics, nuclear power, co-generating
engines
19 p0321 &7B-35752
nodular approach for emergency and stand-by
electric power in Northern Canada
, 19 p0337 A78-38»02
Application of homopolar generators for high
voltage plasma experiments
19 p0348 A78-39848
High temperature blankets for the production of
synthetic fuels
19 pQ359 A78-40093
Researches and experiments concerning the
parameters influencing the application of the
fluid!zed bed as burning technique of low-grade
lignite
19 p0362 A78-40457
Performance characteristics of compressed air
energy storage systems
19 p036i) A78-U0823
Besearch in the electrofluid dynamic /EFD/ wind
driven generator
20 pOS03 A78-49949
Engineering tests for energy storage cars at the
Transportation Test Center. Volume 2:
Performance power consumption and radio
frequency interference tests
(PB-269401/6] 17 p0110 B78-10484
Bechanics of catting and boring. Part 6:
Dynamics and energetics of transverse rotation
machines
CAD-A045127] 17 p0135 S78-13444
A home central electric system
[BASA-TH-75084] 17 p0159 H78-15561
Ron-imaging concentrators fo.r vide angle
collection of solar energy, 2
[COO-24««-8] , 17 p0160 878-15570
Photovoltaic applications in the southwest for the
Rational Park Service
[COO-4094-3] 17 p0161 078-15578
An examination of small wind electric systems in
Bicbigan
18 p0239 S78-16428
Energy consumption of environmental controls:
Fossil fuel, steam electric generating Industry
[PB-273019/0] 18 p0204 B78-16476
A theory of control for a class of electronic
power processing systems: Energy-storage
dc-to-dc converters
„ 18 p0262 R78-19382
Solar electric generating system resource
requirements and the feasibility of orbiting
solar reflectors
[AD-A048908] 18 p0269 H78-19663
PACES: short cat solation to fusion energy
production
[TID-27687] 18 p0270 B78-19674
A-80
SOBJECT IBDBX BLBCTBIC BOTOB VEBIC1ES
Effects of large interconnected wind generators on
i the electric pover system
v 19 p0388 B78-22462
Kine-Pak: A self-contained, electrical fover
generator system —— using a helical spring to
rotate a rotor and generate electric current
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11551-1] 19 p0389 N78-22468
; lind vbeel electric pover generator
\ CHASA-CASE-IIPS-23515-1] 19 p0389 N78-22469
Sampling and analysis requirements for lov-Btn
gasification of coal for electric pover generation
, [FE-1545-38] 19 p0431 H78-25648
A collection of Stirling engine reports fro*
' ' General ilotors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.1: Hodel 3 ground pover units design,
construction and testing! Government contract
1
 reports
, . [GHB-2690-PT-1.1] 19 p0437 B78-26237
Stirling engine ground pover unit
[G»B-2690-S8CT-1.108] 19 p0437 H78-26245
Stirling engine Ground Pover Unit model GPO 3
acceptance test report
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.110]
 1g poa37 H78-26247
' OS Army Engineer Research and Developnent
laboratories five hundred hour engineering
, evaluation of the Stirling GPO 2-1
fGIIB-2690-SBCT-1.112] 19 p0437 N78-26249
Effect of diesel fnel on Stirling engine ground
pover unit coaponents -— fuel systen
[GSB-2690-SSCT-1-201] 19 p0437 R78-26251
nanual cranking tests of the Stirling engine
ground pover nnit
CGHB-2690-SBCT-1.202} 19 p0437 H78-26252
Combnstor development for Stirling ground pover
units, GPO-2 and GPO-3
[GSB-2690-SBCT-1.204] 19 p0438 H78-26254
Preliminary perfornance tests of a GPO-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
fGHB-2690-SBCT-1.206) 19 p0438 H78-26256
A market survey of geothermal wellhead pover
generation systems
[HaSA-CB-157262] 19 p0458 B78-27533
Brake system for the 17 meter vertical axis vind
turbine[S4BD-77-1331] 19 p0461 S78-27569
Boaopolar generator development at the University
of Texas
(080-5594-7] 19 p0467 H78-27922
Test data on electrical contacts at high surface
velocities and high current densities for.
homopolar generators
' CCOBP-771029-121] 19 p0467 H78-27924
Fusion applications of fast discharging homopolar
machines[EPBI-EB-625] 19 p0468 S78-27934
Georgetown Oniversity Coal Osing-Integrated
Community Energy System (Gn/CO-ICES)
demonstration project. Chase 1: Detailed vork
management plan[COO-4488-1] 20 pOSSI 878-28635
Assessment of fuel processing alternatives for
fnel cell pover generation[BPHI-EH-570J 20 p0563 878-29596
Diagnostics assessment for advanced pover systems
[SAND-78-8206] 20 p0563 H78-29603
stationary diesel engines for use with generators
to supply electric pover
[PB-280112/4] 20 pOSBO H78-30595
Design report. Volume 1: Process design.
Development vork for an advanced coal
gasification system for electric pover
generation from coal directed tovard a
commercial gasification generation plant, phase 2
[FE-1521-20-VOL-1] 20 p0583 H78-30684
Assessment of industrial applications for fuel
cell cogeneration systems
[BASA-CB-135429J 20 p0604 H78-32544
BLBCTBIC BIBBID VESICLES
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 2
tSATO/CCflS-61-»OI.-2] 20 p0574 B78-30370
Automotive emissions --- fuel consumption and life
cycle costs of post office vehicles
20 pOS74 B78-30371
EtECTBIC BOTOB VEHICLES
An electrifying experience - Electric vehicles in
the Postal Service
(ETC PAPEB 7750] 17 p0085 A78-16927
Electrifying the Burlington northern Bailroad
[EVC PAPEB 7780] 17 p0086 A78-16930
Electric vehicles in the Bell System
[ETC PAPEB 7752] 17 p0086 A78-16931
Electric vehicle test and evaluation program of
the O.S. Postal Service
[EVC PAPEB 7747] 17 p0086 A78-16935
Electric utility fleet applications of electric
vehicles
[ETC PAPBB 7751] 17 p0086 A78-16910
Federal policy and the electric vehicle
17 p0092 A78-17S68
Design considerations for an electric vehicle
solid-state motor controller vith regenerative
braking capability
17 p0092 A78-17570
An iron-air vehicle battery
18 p0174 A78-23241
The nev electric locomotives
18 p0179 A78-24378
Pulse battery charger employing 1000 ampere
transistor s»itches
18 p0231 A78-31974
Electric vehicles in Germany - Present and future
[SAB PAPEB 780087] 19 p0307 A78-33368
A digital computer program for simulating electric
vehicle performance
[SAB PAPEB 780216] 19 p0307 A78-33377
Computer simulation of an advanced hybrid
electric-povered vehicle
[SAE PSPEB 780217] 19 p0307 A78-33378
On the relationship betveen gross vehicle veight,
payload, effective range, and cost of electric
vehicles
[SAE PAPEB 780220] 19 p0307 A78-33379
Rathematical model for the design of grids for
electric vehicle batteries
[SAE PAPEB 780221] 19 p0307 A78-33380
Test and evaluation of 23 electric vehicles for
state-of-the-art assessment
[SAE PAPBB 780290] 19 p0307 A78-33382
The efficiency improvement of electric vehicles by
regenerative braking
[SAB PAPEB 780291] 19 p0307 A78-33383
Large buses and the Tovnobile electric city >
transit system '-
[SAE PAPEB 780293] 19 p0308 A78-33385
Decreasing on-board fnel consumption in heat
engine/battery electric hybrids by battery
depletion
[SAE PAPEB 780295] 19 p0308 A78-33386
Electric-flyvheel vehicle for postal service
applications
[SAB FAPEB 780297] 19 p0308 A78-33387
Hov do alternative poverplant costs compare
19 p0313 A78-34677
Lead-acid battery-operated electric street
vehicles - He* constructions from Germany
19 p0322 A78-3S764
Automated complex electromechanical systems in
industry and nev types of electric equipment
/Some results of the International
Electrotechnology Congress - Roscov, 1977/
in transportation
19 p0325 A78-36128
Investigations concerning direct-current operated
local-traffic vehicles vith lov reactive effects
19 p0365 A78-40866
Simulation study of a flyvheel povered electric
vehicle utilizing the modern high energy density
energy storage flyvheel
19 p0385 A78-43044
Design and cost study of nickel-zinc batteries for
electric vehicle '
[ABL-K-76-3541-1] 17 p0114 S78-10585
Besearch on battery-operated electric road vehicles
[BASA-TH-75142] 17 p0122 87^ -11889
Electric vehicle propulsion batteries: Design1 and
cost study for nickel/zinc battery manufacture,
task A
[AHL-K-77-3542-1] 17 p0142 H78-13594
Develop nickel-zinc battery suitable for
electronic vehicle propulsion. Task A: Design
and cost study
[AHL-K-77-3558-1] 17 p0143 H78-13607
Investigation of the feasibility of a dual model
electric transportation system
[IBL-6301J 17 p0157 B78-14954
A-81
ELECTBIC BOTOBS SOBJBCT UDEI
Baseline tests of the C. B. laterman Fenault 5
electric passenger vehicle
[HASA-TH-73759] 18 p02*5 H78-16928
Baseline tests of the power-train electric
deliver; van
[NASA-T1-73765] 18 p0252 K78-17936
Baseline tests of the battronic Binivan electric
delivery van
[SHSA-TR-737613 18 p0253 K78-17940
Electric car technology for demonstration and
development
18 D0259 1178-18551
Urban applications and energy impacts of future
electric cars
18 p0259 H78-18552
Performance of conventionally povered vehicles
tested to an electric vehicle test procedure
[HASA-TH-737681 18 p0271 N78-20022
lear-term electric vehicle program, phase 1
CSAH/1295-1] 18 p0273 N78-204B8
Development schedules for vehicle energy storage
systems
fTID-28030] 19 p0135 R78-26036
State-of-the-art lead-acid vehicle
[ANL-K-77-3639-1] 19 p0459 N78-27517
Ford/EBDA soflium-sulfur battery development, phase 2
[COO-256C-30] 19 pO«63 N78-27585
Preliminary power train design for a
state-of-the-art electric vehicle
[»ASA-CB-1353ao] 20 p0562 N78-295BU
Inductive power coupling for an electric highway
system supplying power to electric motor
vehicles
[LBL-7262] 20 p0566 N78-29998
Electric and hybrid-vehicle power-train development
20 p0578 H78-30<I06
Flywheel electric motor hybrid power train for
electric vehicles
20 p0578 B78-30I108
Fiat electric city car prototype
20 p0579 H78-30409
The flywheel-battery hybrid power systems: A
concept to improve electric vehicle performance
rcONF-770130-21 20 p0579 N78-30411
Performance standards for electric vehicles
20 p0579 N78-301I13
Battery-flywheel power system for an urban
automobile
20 p0579 H78-3011<l
A new look at flywheel propulsion for urban
transit buses
20 p0579 H78-30415
Theoretical performance upgrading of the EVA
electric vehicle by use of a flywheel/battery
hybrid power train systen
(•COSF-770B30-3] 20 p0579 N78-30416
Energy and technology review
[OCB1-52000-77-6] 20 pOSSM N78-30697
High performance metal/air fuel cells. Part 1:
General review
racID-17558-PT-11 20 p0591 H78-315U9
Lithium batteries, volume 2. Citations from the
STIS data base
tHTIS/PS-78/0660/7 ] 20 p0623 N78-33603
Lithium batteries. Citations from the engineering
index data base
r8TIS/PS-78/0661/5] 20 p0623 H78-3360U
ELECTRIC 80TOBS
Fiat electric city car prototype
[ETC PAPEB 77"55] 17 p0085 A78-16926
Prototype testing of a rotary current train in the
Berlin transit system
18 p0191 A78-27171
Superconducting machines homopolar d.c.
machines and a.c. generators
18 p0225 A78-31151
Properties of a collectorless motor fed from a
tMree-phase current-source
18 p0235 A78-32130
Fiat has presented at Basel its proposal in the
field of recycling garbage and industrial
wastes energy utilization
20 pO«92 A78-«6«90
dc motor characteristics from solar cell supply
20 p0527 A78-52893
Research on battery-operated electric road vehicles
f NASA-TM-751<t2] 17 p0122 178-11889
Energy efficiency and electric motors
[HCP/B50217-01] 20 p0622 H78-33591
BLECTBIC BETIOBKS
Economic assessment of the utilization of fuel
cells in electric utility systems
20 p0529 A7B-53247
Evaluation of the economical and technological
viability of various underground transmission
systems for long feeds to urban load areas
[BCP/T2055-1] 20 p0556 H78-28997
ELECTRIC POTEHTI&L
Techniques for the determination of oholc drop in
half-calls and full cells - A review
17 p0095 A78-18«081
The formation of electrode arcs and the electric
fluctuations in an HHD channel
18 p0194 A78-27131
Biological conversion of light energy into
electrochemical potential I
18 p0208 A78-28360
Temperature dependence of flatband potentials at
semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces in '
solar cells /
19 p0362 A78-H0531
Appearance of interelectrode arcs and electric j
fluctuations in an HHD channel ,
20 pOU87 A78-M5658
BLECTBIC POSEB
National program for HHD power generation
17 p0010 A78-10745
Energy from solid waste - Appraisal of alternatives
17 pOOII A78-107H6
Dnal-aedinm thermal storage system for solar
thermal power plants
17 p0051 A78-11310
Solar tower - Thermal collection energy component:
10 ase pilot plant
17 p0052 A78-11322
Fixed micror/distributed focus solar thermal
electric power systems development
17 p0053 &78-11331
Experimental investigation of a solar
cell/inverter system
17 pOOSq A78-11339
Solar hybrid repowering
17 pOOSS A78-1131I3
Impact of domestic solar heating systems utilizing
off peak storage on electric utilities
17 pOOSS A78-113HH
Preferred residential solar heating and cooling
systems compatible with electric utility operation
17 pOOSS A78-113Q5
Solar electric-energy market penetration
17 p0057 A78-11362
Specific output of windmills - A discovery
17 p0078 A78-157B3
Comparison of the fossil fuel energy requirements
for solar, natural gas, and electrical water
heating systems
17 p0106 A78-2024H
Solar electricity - An economic approach to solar
energy Book
18 p017Q A78-22912
Cost-effective electricity rates - A stronger
incentive to rational energy use
18 p0176 A78-23919
Belatxonships among observed short-term maximum
sulfur dioxide concentrations near coal-fired
power plants
[APCA PAPEB 77-29,5] 18 pOISS A78-25113
PDX PP power tests Princeton Divertor
Experiment tokaoak Poloidal Field coil system
19 p0351 &78-39909
Bydroelectric solar energy conversion
19 p0368 A78-U1813
California's geothermal resource potential
19 p0368 478-41816
Dses for flnidized bed coal combustion
20 p0470 A78-a3405
Photosynthesis in vitro for solar energy
conversion
20 pO«7<! A78-0.3709
The 'Rindnill Case' - Facing up to appropriate
technology consumer-utility relationships
20 pO<!98 A78-B8975
Projections of the price of hydrogen fuel
20 p0513 A78-51818
Solar energy conversion through phase
transformations
20 p0513 A78-51819
A-82
SUBJECT IBDEI ELECTBIC POBEE PLAHTS
Rankine-cycle systems with organic working fluids
and prospects of the application of such systems
in the solar energy field /Beview/
20 p0517 A78-52770
Generalization of the description of energy
conversion in C02 inpalse lasers
17 p0109 H78-10q<U
Evaluation of computerized energy programs for the
calcnlation of energy ase in new and existing
buildings
tPB-272337/7] 18 p02«3 H78-16466
Shunt regulation electric power systen
CHASA-CASE-GSC-10135] 18 p02«7 H78-17296
Power oscillation of the Hod-0 wind turbine
18 p0266 R78-19629
Coal energy and the environment: Analysis of
economic and energy efficiency implications of
environmental and resource constraints on the
utilization of coal to produce electricity
18 p027» N78-20600
Solar total energy sfstem, large scale experinent,
Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 2, Section 3:
Facility concept design
[AIO/3987-1/2-VOL-2] 19 pO«09 H78-21672
Solar total energy systen, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia, volume 3
f»LO/3987-1/3-TOL-3] 19 pO»09 B7B-24673
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[HASA-CASE-HPO-13652-3] 19 p0421 578-25560
Fiber composite flywheel program
[OCB1-50033-77-3] 19 p0425 H78-25592
High-performance batteries for stationary energy
storage and electric-vehicle propulsion
[ASI-77-68] 19 p0425 B78-25593
Development schedules for vehicle energy storage
systems
[TID-28030] 19 p0435 B78-26036
Stirling engine ground power unit
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.108] 19 p0437 S78-26245
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Rotors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part 7:
Thermal energy storage and publication list, 7.1
Thermal energy storage, 7.2 List of general
motors Stirling engine publications
[GMB-2690-PT-7] 19 pO«40 B78-26326
Thermal energy storage for road vehicle propulsion
[GMB-2690-SECT-7.103] 19 p0440 B78-26329
Thermal energy storage Stirling engine power
plants 1: Calculated heat transfer and pressure
drop across ground power unit heater assemblies
[GBB-2690-SECT-7.104] 19 p0440 B78-26330
Energy storage systems complement the Stirling
engine
[GMB-2690-SECT-7.107] 19 p0440 H78-26333
Summary cf the metal-air fuel cell research program
[ncID-17591] 19 p<W6 S7B-26580
Value of energy storage for direct-replacement
solar thermal power plants
[COKF-780216-2] 19 p0446 B78-26584
completion of the fuel cycle in small countries
[COHF-770323-5] 19 p0451 B78-26906
High-voltage high-current breaker and closer for
power systems with inductive storage devices
[OCBL-TBAHS-11310] 19 p0454 N78-27344
State-of-the-art lead-acid vehicle
[ABL-K-77-3639-1] 19 p0459 B78-27547
Holten-salt thermal-energy storage systems
[COHF-770955-3] 19 p0460 1178-27556
Thermochemical energy storage systems: A review
[SASD-77-8051] 19 pOU60 B78-27557
Transmission of energy by open-loop chemical
energy pipeline
[CONF-770955-4] 19 p0461 N78-27576
Electrolysis based hydrogen storage system
[BHL-50760] 19 p0462 N78-27580
Direct contact heat exchange for latent
heat-of-fusion energy storage systems
[SAHD-77-8665] 19 pO»64 H78-27595
Circuit and magnetic analysis for a system of
Faraday rotator coils driven by a two-spool,
four-rotor homopolar generator
rcoHF-771029-119] 19 p0467 N78-27927
Electricity generation and storage for residences
asing Li/12 electrocheoical engines to augment
photovoltaics
[LA-OB-77-2330] 20 p0553 N78-28649
Applied research on energy storage and conversion
for photovoltaic and wind energy systems.
Volume 3: Wind conversion systems with energy
storage
[TID-28287/3] 20 p0553 B78-28657
Systems analyses of storage in specific solar
thermal power applications
[SAHD-78-03424C] 20 p0554 N78-28665
Installation package for 77-180 SOLABSTAT and 77-1
controller
CHASA-CR-150743] 20 p0561 N78-29571
Storage systeas for solar thermal power
[HASA-TM-78952] 20 p0561 B78-29577
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Thermal energy storage demonstration unit for
Vuilleuner cryogenic cooler
f AD-A05«<I66] 20 p0562 H78-29589
naterials probleis in solar, noclear, and storage
of energy
[S4RD-78-035UC] 20 p0567 878-30176
Hydrogen storage. Fart 2: Hydrogen as a hydride.
A bibliography Kith abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0547/6] 20 p0568 878-30267
Hydrogen storage. Fart 1: Storage as a gas or
ligaid. A bibliography with abstracts
[HTIS/PS-78/05H6/8) 20 p0569 878-30270
Automotive hydrogen storage with lagnesium hydride
20 p0571 878-30323
The inertial storage transmission
20 p0575 S78-30384
Developaent of the bandwrap flywheel
n/DA-7290] 20 p058» 1178-30695
Analysis of the Deltawrap flywheel design
tVDA-7292] 20 p0584 878-30696
A variable inertia flywheel as an energy storage
system
20 p0592 878-31529
Applications of thermal energy storage to process
heat storage and recovery in the paper and palp
industry
[HASA-CB-159398] 20 p0592 878-31537
Energy analysis and models of soil formation
20 p0596 878-31564
Physical properties data compilations relevant to
energy storage. 1. Molten salts: Eutectic data
bibliography
CPB-280795/6] 20 p0598 H78-31589
Compressed air energy storage advanced systems
analysis
[PBl-2464] 20 p0616 S78-335H5
Contribntion of chemistry to energy
[IA-OF-78-706] 20 p0618 H78-33559
Environmental Development Plan (EOF): Energy
storage systems, FI 1977
CDOE/EDP-0015] 20 p0620 H78-33579
Analysis of off-gnideway energy storage/propulsion
systems for dual mode transit systems
fOC»l-8087a] 20 p0622 S78-33589
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Pnsion research in the European Community
17 p0001 478-10102
The potential of satellite solar power
17 p0002 A78-10111
An overview of the planning considerations in the
United states inertial confinement fusion program
17 pOOOU A78-10606
Economic considerations in the energy supply of
Autarkic dwellings
17 pOOOS A78-10621
Conference on Capturing the Sun Through
Bioconversion, Washington, D.C., Harcb 10-12,
1976, Proceedings
17 pOOOS A78-10623
Present status and research needs in energy
recovery from wastes; Proceedings of the
Conference, Oxford, Ohio, September 19-24, 1976
17 pOOOS A78-10626
Ocean energy resources; Proceedings of the Energy
Technology Conference, Houston, Tel., September
18-23, 1977
17 p0006 878-10651
Annual review of energy. Volume 2 Book
17 p0007 A78-10675
International Poised Power Conference, Texas Tech
University, lubbock, Tex., Hoveuber 9-11, 1976,
Proceedings
17 p0007 &78-10676
Energy development II Book
17 p0009 A78-10729
Some results of research carried ont at the Soviet
0-02 and 0-25 open-cycle 8HD facilities
17 p0009 A78-10734
Solar energy systems for electricity production
17 p0010 A78-10738
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 12th, Baton
Bouge, la., November 15-18, 1976, Conference
Record
17 p0012 »78-10902
Application of thick-film technology to solar cell
fabrication
17 p0015 A78-10947
1 novel solar cell interconnection design
17 p0017 A78-10959
The current status of the Q.S. photovoltaic
convercion program
17 p0020 A78-10998
Status of the EBDA photovoltaic material and
device studies
17 p0020 A78-10999
The solar energy research programme of the
Coamission of the European Communities
17 p0020 A78-11000
French activities in the field of photovoltaic
power conversion for terrestrial use
17 p0020 478-11001
Status of the Rest German terrestrial photovoltaic
program
17 pOOZO &78-11002
Terrestrial solar cell B 8 D in the OK
17 p0020 178-11003
Photovoltaic system in 'Sunshine Project" - B S D
underway in Japan
17 p0020 A78-11004
German activities in the field of terrestrial
application of solar cell arrays
17 p0020 A78-11005
Hajor teriestrial applications for photovoltaic
solar energy conversion in the 1980-2000 period
17 p0020 A78-11006
Status of the EBDA photovoltaic systems definition
project
17 p0021 A78-11009
Computer simulation of photovoltaic systems
17 p0021 A78-11010
Performance and cost assessment of photovoltaic
system concepts
17 p0021 A78-11011
A tracking, high-concentration electrical and
thermal solar energy collection system
17 p002U A78-11032
Some economic and political aspects of
photovoltaic development
17 p0024 A78-11034
Energy development III
17 p0028 A78-11069
Corporate research and development in alternate
energy
17 p0028 A78-11072
Energy crisis: An evaluation of our resource
potential; Proceedings of the Third Annual
DUE-DEC Conference on Energy, University of
Rissonri-Bolla, Bolla, Bo., October 12-14, 1976
17 p0030 A78-11089
Computer aided design of a continuous duty energy
system -— using both solar and wind energy
17 p0030 A78-11093
The status of and need for new coal gasification
technology E
17 p0031 A78-11097
Innovative wind turbines
17 p0031 A78-11101
Thermal processing of biomass materials overview
17 p0033 A78-11117
Clean fuels from biomass and wastes; Proceedings
of the Second Symposium, Orlando, Fla., January
25-28, 1977
17 p0033 A78-11120
A lignio sodium cooled solar tower system
17 p0053 A78-11325
Beview of overseas solar technologies relative to
international cooperation
17 pOOSS A78-11367
Status report on the alternative energy sources
17 p0061 A78-11U89
Experience in the utilization of
absorption-cooling solar equipment with an
open-type regenerator of the solution
17 p0064 A78-12394
The use of natural resources - Solar energy
applied to the construction of human habitats
17 p0065 A78-12908
Principles of nuclear district heating
17 p0066 J78-13150
A procedure for comparing the economy of different
electrical space heating systems
17 p0068 A78-13451
The energy problem of the North power
requirements, resources, and technological '
evolution J
17 p0071 A78-13989
A prefabricated-house series with solar technology
17 p0072 A78-14099
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The outlook for wind energy
17 p0072 478-11101
Investigation of wind energy technical
concepts and research problems
17 p0072 S78-1H102
Wind energy techniques of the past and present
windmill design
17 p0072 478-11103
Basic physical factors in the calculation of
flat-plate collectors. VI
17 p0072 478-11101
Pulverized coal-pressure gasification with air as
a topping stage for the combined gas/steam
turbine process
17 p0071 478-11198
Hydrocarbons via photosynthesis
17 p0071 478-11688
Generation of electricity from the wind
17 pOOSO 478-16053
Semiconductor materials for photovoltaic conversion
17 pOOSO A78-16128
The prospects for photovoltaic conversion
17 p0081 A78-16276
A parametric study of a heat exchanger designed
for geothernal power plant application
[ASBE P4PEB 77-HT-1] 17 p0088 S78-171176
The University of Louisville Dual Solar Energy
Research Center
17 p0091 478-17551
A solid waste package deal - Energy and materials
from garbage
17 p0092 A78-17671
Solar power stations
17 p0092 A78-17673
Exotic power and energy storage
17 p0095 A78-18621
International Workshop on Hydrogen and its
Perspectives, Liege, Belgium, Hovember 15-18,
1976, Proceedings. Volumes 162
17 p0097 A78-18826
Inventory of world energy resources
17 p0098 A78-18827
Methods for the production of hydrogen from
natural gas and petroleum fractions
17 p0098 A78-18828
Possibilities for improving the electrolysis of
water in alkaline solutions
17 p0098 A78-18831
Solid electrolyte and elevated temperature water
electrolysis
17 p0098 478-18832
Thermochemical hydrogen production - Engineering
efficiency and economics
17 p0099 478-18831
Desire and evaluivion of thermochemical cycles -
Ike work performed at J.B.C. Ispra establishment
17 p0099 478-18835
The hydrogen pipeline network in the Ehine-Suhr area
v. 17 p0099 478-18837
Materials problems in hydrogen energy systems
17 p0099 A78-18839
The manufacture of synthetic natural gas by
hydrogenation of fossil fuel residuals
17 p0099 478-18810
Hydrogen fuel cells and hydrogen engines
17 p0099 478-188111
Technical and economic aspects of hydrogen storage
in metal hydrides
17 p0099 A78-18812
Future peak-power plants based on hydrogen-oxygen
rocket steam generators
17 p0100 478-18816
Technical concepts and economic prospects for
thermal hydrogen power plants for peak load
generation
17 p0100 478-18817
Chemistry of thermocbemical cycles from United
States hydrogen programme - Thermochemical
hydrogen production: Chemistry and
thermochemical efficiency for hydrogen
production
17 p0100 A78-18819
Comparison of the costs of producing hydrogen by
electrolysis and by nuclear-based thermochemistry
17 p0101 A78-18850
Profitability of a hydrogen network in a chemical
complex
17 p0101 478-18853
The construction of long-distance thermal-energy
supply systems in Dannbeim within the framework
of a demonstration project
17 p0102 478-19215
Unconventional types of power-heat coupling
17 p0102 478-19216
The block heating power station - Characteristics
and first experience
17 p0103 478-19217
liquid hydrogen as energy source - Economic
considerations through a comparison with
imported liquefied natural gas
17 p0107 478-20516
Fuels and energy from renewable resources;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, 111.,
August 29-September 2, 1977
17 p0107 478-20521
Energy supply-demand integrations to the year
200C: Global and national studies Book
18 p0165 478-20618
The experimental HHD power plant of India
18 p0168 478-22138
International Symposium on Rind Energy Systems,
St. John's College, Cambridge, England,
September 7-9, 1976, Proceedings
18 p0168 478-22226
The potential for power production by large
dispersed arrays of wind turbines
18 p0168 478-22227
Performance-optimized horizontal-axis wind turbines
18 p0169 A78-22232
4 wind energy conversion system based on the
tracked vehicle airfoil concept
18 p0169 478-22231
4 performance prediction model for the Darriens
turbine —- for wind energy conversion
18 p0170 478-22237
Aerodynamic studies on vertical-axis wind turbine
18 pO!70 A78-22239
The variable geometry vertical axis windmill
18 p0170 478-22211
A low cost windmill rotor
18 p0170 A78-22212
Wind energy research in New Zealand
18 p0171 478-22219
Power Soletta: An industrial sun for Europe -
Possibilities for an economically feasible
supply with solar energy
18 p0172 478-22711
Development of solar tower program in the United
States
18 p0173 478-22819
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermocbemical generation of synthetic
fuels. II - The methanol water splitting cycle
18 p0171 478-22868
where aerospace can serve afresh - Paths to energy
independence
18 p0175 478-23120
Photovoltaic power systems - A tour through the
alternatives
18 p0175 478-23563
Electricity from coal by the HHD process
[4144 PAPER 78-291] 18 p0177 478-21002
Coal conversion to liquid and gaseous fuels -
aerospace technology in a new role
[AIA4 PAPEB 78-293] 18 p0177 478-21001
Coal-liquefaction products from major
demonstration processes. I - Separation and
analysis
18 p0180 478-21625
Energy technology IV; Proceedings of the Fourth
Conference, Washington, D.C., Baroh 11-16, 1977
18 p0180 478-21751
EBDA's Solar Energy Research and Development Program
18 p0180 478-21753
Coal technology - Users' viewpoint
18 p0181 478-21755
Underground coal gasification via the LVD process
18 p0182 478-21775
Materials problems in coal gasification and
liquefaction
18 p0183 478-25053
Catalysis and unconventional energy systems
18 p0183 478-25055
Ocean thermal energy conversion material
requirements for large-scale systems
18 p0183 47B-25057
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Oil Shale Symposium, 10th, Colorado School of
Sines, Golden, Colo., April 21, 22, 1977,
Proceedings
18 p0183 A78-25225
»ir pollution potential of solar technologies
eoissions fron varioas fabrication processes
fAPCA PAPEB 77-37,1] 18 p0185 A78-25127
The achleveients and perspectives for the
development of solar power engineering in the OSSB
18 p0186 A78-25730
Future energy alternatives: long-range energy
prospects for America and the world Book
18 p0189 A78-26171
Liquid fuels fron coal; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., August
29-September 3, 1976
18 p0189 A78-26576
School and factory installations demonstrate sbla'r
energy in OS northeast
18 p0193 A78-26950
Effectiveness of using a pulsed Faraday HHD
generator in combination vith a thermonuclear
reactor
18 p0191 A78-27KIO
Solar energy engineering Book
18 p0199 A78-27852
Solar power and fuels; Proceedings of the First
International Conference on the Photochemical
Conversion and Storage of Solar Energy,
University of western Ontario, london, Canada,
August 21-28, 1976
18 p0202 A78-27889
Photochemical production of a fuel
18 p0202 A78-27891
Rind-electric conversion utilizing field modulated
generator systems
18 p0205 A78-28163
Solar progress Down Under solar energy
research in Australia
18 p0206 A78-28199
Energy fron wind; Heeting, 1th, Bremen, West
Germany, June 7, 8, 1977, Report
18 p0209 A78-28551
Possibilities for wind energy applications in
nations of the Third World
18 p0211 A78-28569
Heating with the sun II - Principles of solar
technology; Heeting, 3rd, Munich, West Germany,
Harch 3, 4, 1977, Beport. Volume 2 - Practical
technology for residences
18 p0212 A78-28576
Solar energy utilization in 1977 - status,
results, prospects
18 p0212 A78-28577
Harnessing the wind —- review of wind turbine
machines
18 p0216 A78-29222
Development of small-scale benign sources of
energy in France
18 p0216 A78-29291
The tokamak - Hodel T fusion reactor
18 p0217 A78-29620
Salt domes - Is there more energy available from
their salt than from their oil salinity
gradient energy due to osmotic nressnre difference
18 p0217 A78-29623
Global problems and energy
18 p0218 A78-29772
An analysis of an early hybrid fossil-geothermal
power plant proposal
18 p0218 A78-29998
that comes after oil and gas - Development trends
offered by energy sources
18 p0223 A78-30709
Uses and prospects of solar energy /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ --- French book
18 p022Q J78-31068
Energy and environment /61th Thomas Hawksley
Lecture/ -— overall optimization concept of
energy sources diversification
[ONBBA, TP NO. 1978-20] 18 p0224 A78-31123
Investigation of the electrical characteristics of
low-temperature thermionic power generators
18 p0227 A78-31338
1 scenario for geothermal electric pover
development in Imperial Valley
18 p0228 A78-31743
Energy savings from solid urban waste disposal
systems in Italy
18 p0228 A78-31711
Beat transfer in solar energy systems; Proceedings
of the winter Annual fleeting, Atlanta, Ga.,
November 27-December 2, 1977
19 p0291 A78-3302C
Fusion energy controlled fusion fundamentals
[ASBE PAPEB 77-WA/NE-1] 19 p0299 A78-33185
Annual Conference on Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion, ath. University of Hew Orleans, Hew
Orleans, la., Harch 22-21, 1977, Proceedings
19 p0300 A78-33301
OTSC implementation problems for specific missions
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0302 A78-33315
The foam OTEC system - A proposed alternative to
the closed cycle OTEC system
19 p0306 A78-33350
Solar heating - Solar collectors for heating
purposes — French book
19 p0308 A78-33801
Photovoltaic conversion of solar energy for
terrestrial use - The present sitnatlon and the
developmental trends
19 p0309 A78-34021
Bigh teaperature thermal energy storage, including
a discussion of TES integrated into power plants
Book
19 p0311 A78-31468
Laser fusion overview
19 p0311 A78-319S3
Energy storage cost analysis
19 p0311 A78-3U972
Bydrogen as an energy carrier: Production,
storage, transport German book
19 p0315 A78-35179
Offshore and underground power plants Book
19 p0317 A78-3557U
A non-tracking moderately focusing heat pipe solar
collector
[4IAA 78-102] 19 p0318 A78-35592
Ocean thermal energy - Status and prospects
19 p0323 A78-3S876
Hethods of energy conversion /Some results of the
International Electrotechnology Congress -
Hoscow, 1977/
19 p0325 A78-36126
Application of gas turbines for peak and base load
operation
19 p0327 A78-36371
Experience in operating a solar absorption cooling
plant with open solution regenerator
19 p0332 A78-36871
The hydrogen energy economy: A realistic appraisa'l
of prospects and impacts —- Book
19 p0336 A78-38055
Early coal hydrogenation catalysis '
19 p0337 A78-38103
Electroflnid gasification of coal with nuclear
energy
19 p0338 A78-38Q07
Use of heat pumps with solar collectors for
domestic space heating in the United Kingdom
19 p0311 A78-38971
Is solar power more dangerous than nuclear
19 p0311 A78-38998
Experiments on flat-plate solar energy collectors
19 p0342 A78-39179
Engineering of beam direct conversion for a
120-kV, 1-HW ion beam
19 p0318 A78-39B30
Summary of 1977 geothermal drilling - Western
United States
19 p0362 A78-10531
Geothermal energy resources map of the western
United States
19 p0362 A78-10535
Determination of optimum arrays of vind energy
conversion devices
19 p0364 A78-10821
Rater in synthetic fuel production: The technology
and alternatives Book
19 p0365 A78-91000
Capturing sunlight - A revolution in collector
design' '
19 p0365 A78-H1217
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Experimental work on oil shale at Lawrence
Livermore laboratory and predictions of
retorting characteristics of oil shales
19 p0367 A78-41518
Gasification and residence tine of hard-coal
particles in a C7clone reaction chamber
19 p0369 A78-41931
Cheap packed-bed solar air heaters
19 p0374 A78-42144
Performance study of spray-type solar water heater
19 p0374 A78-42147
A new design of organic vaponr engine for solar
systems
19 p0376 A78-42161
Solar sea power plants - Prospects and problems
19 p0376 A78-42163
4 domestic unlti-pnrpose solar energy nnit
19 p0376 A78-42165
Solar energy for tractors
19 p0376 A78-42168
Energy perspectives for the year 2000
19 p0377 A78-42184
Onion Oil gets np steam for geothermal energy
stean and hot water from the earth's crnst
19 p0383 A78-42773
Energy resources on natoral and nuclear energy
technology and efficiency
19 p0385 A78-43072
Open-cycle HHD energy conversion - Prospects and
developments for central station power generation
19 p0385 A78-43176
Unrealities in the energy BSD program
19 p0385 A78-43276
Coal processing technology. Volume 3 Book
20 p0470 A78-43403
Long-term energy program related to regenerative
sources
20 pO<!75 A78-»3795
A solar collector based on an array of linear
•clipped-V channels
20 pOU77 A78-43978
Design and operational evaluation of a
non-tracking solar concentrator
20 pOH77 A78-43979
Some experimental data for thermal pile energy
storage
20 pO<178 A78-43983
Long duration earth storage of solar energy
20 pO«78 A78-43984
Cn the prediction of melting rate in a solar
energy storage subsystem utilizing latent heat
20 p0478 A78-43985
Energy analysis and energy RDSD - Planning and
decisionmaking
20 p0481 A78-44123
An aerospace technology developer's perspective
1
 20 pO«83 A78-44505
Indian experimental NHD unit
, 20 p0483 A78-44537
Hagnetohydrodynamic energy for electric power
generation
20 pOU8U &78-4487S
Improving the efficiency of high-temperature power
plants
20 pOISU A78-44988
High temperature solar photon engines heat
engines for terrestrial and space-based solar
. power plants
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1177] 20 p0485 A78-45136
To bed betimes fluidized bed combustion for
coal-fired energy conversion systems
20 pOU85 A78-45215
Efficiency of a pulsed Faraday MHD generator in a
scheme with a thermonuclear reactor
20 pOU87 A78-45661
Advances in and prospects for the development of
solar power generation in the OSSE
20 p0189 A78-46119
Fiat has presented at Basel its proposal in the
field of recycling garbage and industrial
wastes energy utilization
20 pOH92 A78-46490
Energy - A review and survey
20 p0093 A78-116872
Controlled fusion - Progress to date
20 pO«9H A78-47485
Progress in geothermal energy
20 pO<!94 A78-47748
Principles and applications of solar energy — Book
20 p0496 A78-48519
Development co-operation and solar energy --- for
developing countries
20 pO<!97 A78-48813
Theoretical analyses of some simple wave power
devices
20 p0497 A78-48817
The '«ind»ill Case' - Facing np to appropriate
technology consumer-utility relationships
20 p0498 178-48975
Attitudes and behavior of the general public
regarding different forms of energy production
20 p0498 A78-49155
The solar timetable international shift to
renewable energy
20 pO«98 A78-49170
The case for CASES Community Annual Energy
Storage Systems
20 p0498 A78-49171
The photochemical heat pipe
20 p0499 A78-49638
Assessment of solar applications for transfer of
technology A case of solar pump
20 pOSOO A78-49640
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd.
Denver, Colo., August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 6 2
20 p0504 A78-50126
The SBC-II process Solvent Befined Coal
technology for ashless distillate fuels
20 p0506 A78-50151
Fluidized-bad energy technology: Coming to a boil
Book
20 p0516 A78-52500
Synthesis and flammability limits of low-Btu gas
mixtures
20 p0516 A78-52550
Underground coal gasification
20 p0517 A78-52721
Introduction to the 1977 Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference
20 p0518 A78-52777
Silicon solar cells from polycrystalline material
20 p0518 A78-52778
Pieia tests of photovoltaic power systems
agricultural applications of solar energy
20 p0524 A78-52848
The solar breeder energy independent facility
for photovoltaic panel manufacture
20 p052S A78-52852
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and
storage; Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
".I., April 5-8, 1976
20 p0530 A78-53326
World energy resources 1985-2020: World energy
demand Book
20 p0533 A78-53438
Hydrogen: Its technology and implications. Volume
1 - Hydrogen production technology. Volume 2 -
Transmission and storage Book
20 p0533 A78-53453
World sources of energy and new energy resource
development in Iran
17 p0111 1178-10553
Energy management as a scientific discipline
17 p0111 H78-10558
Structural descriptions of alternative energy
futures
[COO-2865-7] 17 p0114 1178-10580
Integrated environmental analysis and the
development of new energy technologies
[BHl-22676] 17 p0117 1178-10614
Dynamic oil shale fracture experiments
tSB-269258/0] 17 p0122 B78-11559
Hethanol as an automotive fuel with special
emphasis on metbanol-gasoline blends
(PB-270401/3] 17 p0123 K78-12243
Fossil energy research program of the Energy
Research and Development Administration, FT 1978
[EBDA-77-331 17 p0127 H78-12544
Solar power satellite: System definition study.
Part 1, volume 1: Executive summary
[HASA-CB-151554] 17 p0129 1178-13099
Solar power satellite. System definition study.
Part 1, volume 5: SPS transportation.
Representative system descriptions
[BASA-CB-151558] 17 p0130 H78-13103
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Proceedings of the conference on Coal Feeding
Systeis
CBHSA-CB-155331] 17 p0131 B78-13241
Experience in feeding coal into a liquefaction
process development unit
17 p0131 B78-13242
The Petrocarb pneumatic feeding system: A proven
method for feeding particalate solids at
controlled rates for coal gasification systems
17 p0131 B78-13243
Coal {Iressnrization and feeding: Ose of a lock
hopper system
17 p0131 B78-13244
Coal gasification: Re* challenge for the Beaumont
rotary feeder
17 p0131 B78-13245
Development of coal-feeding systems at the
Rorgantovn Energy Besearch Center
17 p0131 B78-13206
Comparative description of coal feeding systems
for fixed bed pressure gasification
17 p0131 B78-13247
Slurry pumping techniques for feeding
high-pressure coal gasification reactors
17 p0131 B78-13248
Development of dry coal feeders
17 p0131 B78-13249
Dry coal feeder development program at
Ingersoll-Rand Besearch, Incorporated for
coal gasification systems
17 p0132 B78-13250
Foster-Killer's development of dry coal feed systems
17 p0132 H78-13251
Evaluation of EBDA-sponsored coal feed system
development
17 p0132 N78-13252
Continuous high pressure lamp coal feeder design
study fluidized bed processors
17 p0132 B78-13253
Babcock and Silcoi's experience with two-phase
flow" mixtures of coal and gas
17 p0132 B78-13254
Pressurized feeding on the GEGAS system
17 p0132 B78-13255
Feeding the feeder
17 p0132 B78-13258
Acton mass flow system applied to PFBC feed
17 p0133 B78-13267
Lock hopper values for coal gasification plant
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application assessment study. Volume 2:
Sections 1 through 4
[P3-278119/3] 19 p016l) B78-27597
Hybrid vehicle technology constraints and
application assessment study. Volume 3:
Sections 5 through 9
CPB-278 120/1] 19 pO«64 N78-27598
Hybrid"vehicle technology constraints and
application assessment study. Volume 4:
Sections 10, 11, and appendix
[PB-278121/9] 19 pOi(65 B78-27599
Advanced industrial gas turbine technology
readiness demonstration program. Phase 1:
Design study
[BCP/T5035-1] 20 p05U2 N78-28468
Summary of variable displacement engine project
20 p0569 N78-30299
lewis Research Center support of Chrysler upgraded
engine program
20 p0569 H78-30305
Data for design of a hydrogen engine: A progress
report
20 p0571 B78-30324
Son-petroleum fuels and compatible engines: 1977
BEBC up-date report
20 p0571 M7B-30326
Solving alcohol fuel probleas by engine modification
20 p0572 H78-30330
An update of the direct injected stratified charge
rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Bnght
20 p0573 H78-30364
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium
on Automotive Propnlsion Systems, volume 2
[BATO/CCHS-61-VOL-2] 20 p0571 H78-30370
Energy efficient engine: Preliminary design and
integration studies
[NASA-CB-135444] 20 p0588 S78-31108
Automotive diesel technology program
computerized design
CSAB/1099-1] 20 p0590 H78-31436
Initial test results with a single-cylinder
rhombic-drive Stirling engine to be applied
to automobile engine design to conserve energy
[BASA-TH-78919] 20 p0592 S78-31533
Hydrogen-fueled engine
tBASA-CASB-BPO-13763-1] 20 p0614 H78-33526
BB6IHB ISLBIS
Fuel vapoarization - Economy »ith reduced exhaust
emission
18 p0221 A78-30366
EHSIHE HOHITOBIBG IHSTBOBBBTS
Dse of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
20 p0501 A78-S9731
BBGIBB PABTS
BASA/General Electric Engine Component Improvement
Program
[AIAA PAPEB 78-929] 20 p0485 A78-05098
Substitution of ceramics for high temperature alloys
20 p0494 A78-H7596
Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine
20 p0509 A78-50632
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
i General Hotors1 research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.1: flodel 3 ground pover units design,
construction and testing. Government contract
reports
[GSB-2690-PT-1.1] 19 p0437 B78-26237
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Botors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.2: flodel 3 ground pover units design,
construction, and testing. General Hotors
research studies
[GBB-2690-PT-1.2] 19 pOU37 H78-26250
Effect of diesel fuel on Stirling engine ground
power unit components fuel system
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.201] 19 p0437 H78-26251
The GPD-3 Stirling engine ground power nnit
ignition system
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.203] 19 p0438 H78-26253
combustor development for Stirling ground power
units, GPD-2 and GPO-3[GHB-2690-SECT-1.204] 19 pO«38 H78-26254
Impact of broad-specification fuels on future jet
aircraft engine components and performance
19 p0453 H78-27059
Ceramic technology readiness prograa
[PE-2664-3] 19 pOltSll B78-27279
study and prograa plan for improved heavy duty gas
turbine engine ceramic conponent development
[HASA-CB-135230] 20 p05B2 H78-28466
Long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/R 151-380
CHASA-CB-159390] 20 p0557 H78-29103
Improved heavy duty gas turbine engine
20 p0572 H78-303HO
EHGIHE S7ABTEBS
Manual cranking tests of the Stirling engine
ground power nnit
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.202] 19 pO«37 H78-26252
E8GIBE TESTISG LABOBATOBIES
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-Lewis Besearch Center
[HASA-TH-7388lt] 18 p0217 H78-17060
EBGIHB TESTS
Tutorial, test measurement accuracy for gas
turbine engine performance
17 p0088 A78-17U09
Gas turbine module performance analysis
[SAE PAPEB 770992] 18 p0176 A78-23828
Ose of methanol in diesel engine - An experimental
study of engine performance
18 p0199 A78-27827
Investigation of some factors affecting the
performance of an alcohol-diesel oil dual fuel
engine
18 p0199 A78-27829
Some characteristics of oil consumption measured
by hydrogen fueled engine
[AS1E PBEPBIHT 77-LC-5B-1] 18 p0209 A78-2813H
Experimental and theoretical analysis of Rankel
engine performance
[SAE PAPEB 780416] 19 p0308 A78-33388
Rethanol-gasoline blends - Performance and emissions
19 p0321 A78-35702
Use of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
20 p0501 A78-49731
Variability of emissions measurements on a small
gas turbine engine
20 p0507 A78-50569
A study on a premixed combnstor for a vehicular
gas turbine
20 pOSOS A78-50592
Effect of fuel properties on performance of single
aircraft turbojet combnstor at simulated idle,
cruise, and takeoff conditions
[BASA-TB-73780] 17 p0129 N78-13056
Experimental and analytical comparisons of the
performance and combustion characteristics of
gasoline, methane, and methanol in a Bankel engine
17 p0158 B78-15487
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Experiments vith novel fuels for diesel engines
[BEBC/TPB-77/8] 19 p0436 N78-26225
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.1: Model 3 ground power nnits design,
construction and testing. Government contract
reports
rGMB-2690-PT-1.1 ] 19 pO<l37 H78-26237
Stirling engine ground power unit
rGHB-2690-SECT-1.108] 19 p0137 S78-26245
Stirling engine Ground Pover Onit model GPn 3
acceptance test report
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.1103 19 p0437 H78-26247
OS Army Engineer Research and Development .
Laboratories five hundred hoar engineering
evaluation of the Stirling GPO 2-1
(GMB-2690-SECT-1.112] 19 pO«37 B78-26219
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General lotors1 research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.2: Model 3 ground power units design,
construction, and testing. General notors
research studies
[GMB-2690-PT-1.2] 19 p0137 S78-26250
Effect of diesel fuel on Stirling engine ground
power unit components fuel system
[GSB-2690-SECT-1.201] 19 pO»37 B78-26251
Hanaal cranking tests of the Stirling engine
ground power unit
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.202] 19 p0437 B78-26252
Preliminary performance tests of a GPO-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
rGBB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 pO»38 B78-26256
SIIE-LEC 2 Stirling engine performance
fGBB-2690-SECT-1.207] 19 pO»38 H78-26257
liethod of tests and instructions (generator sets,
Stirling engine drive)
[GHE-2690-SECT-1.208] 19 pOU38 H78-26258
Stirling engine heater tube failures
[GBB-2690-SECT-3.101] 19 p0138 B78-26285
Stirling engine heater tube failure
[GBR-2690-SECT-3.102] 19 p0138 178-26286
ETamination of Stirling engine regenerator screens
[GBB-2690-SECT-3.105] 19 p0039 H78-26289
Evaluation of stresses in tubes with external heat
flux and internal pressnrization
[GBB-2690-SECT-3.201] 19 p0039 N78-26294
Long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/B 151-380
[NASA-CE-159390] 20 p0557 H78-29103
Initial test results with single cylinder rhombic
drive Stirling engine
20 p0570 H78-30316
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 B78-30348
An update of the direct injected stratified charge
rotary engine developments at Cnrtiss-Rright
. 20 p0573 B78-30364
Vehicle evaluation of neat metHanoi: Compromises
among exhaust emissions, fuel economy, and
driveability
20 p0577 B78-30395
Characteristics of a single-cylinder
hydrogen-faeled I.e. engine using various
mixture formation methods
20 p0577 B78-30398
Initial test results with a single-cylinder
rhombic-drive Stirling engine to be applied
to automobile engine design to conserve energy
[HASA-TH-78919] 20 p0592 B78-31533
EBGIHEEHIH6
Engineering aspects of geothermal development with
emphasis on the Imperial Valley of California
18 p0228 A78-317H2
EB6IBBEBING DBAWIBGS
Final Design Eeview: Hulti-Purpose Senior Center,
solar heating and hot water system
CHASA-TM-79751] 20 p0605 H78-32556
ENGISEEBIBG BAHiGEBEHT
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 1
[PB-272178/5] ' 17 p0157 B78-1I»939
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 2
f PB-272 179/3] 17 p0157 B78-14940
EBGISEEBIHG TEST BEACTOBS
Engineering features of an upgradable ignition
test reactor
19 p03U9 478-39878
BBGIBES
Materials technology assessment for Stirling engines
[BASA-TH-73789] 18 p02«7 B78-17187
Energy losses in heavy commercial vehicles
[PB-277354] 19 p0117 B78-25434
EBTHALPI
Enthalpy measurement of coal-derived liquids
[FB-2035-10] 19 pfll)52 D78-26962
EITBOFT
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermocheaical generation of synthetic
fuels. II - The methanol water splitting cycle
18 pom H78-22868
EHVIBOBBEBT EFFECTS
The environmental effects and economic costs of
solid waste energy recovery
17 p0033 A78-11113
An evaluation of residential heating methods in
terms of energy conservation, environmental
impact and life-cycle economics
17 p0057 A78-11357
Environmental and safety implications of solar
technologies
17 p0057 A78-11360
Solar panels BPZV7A for terrestrial applications
17 p0071 A78-13984
The impact of H2S emissions on future geothermal
power generation - The Geysers region, California
[IEEE PAPEB A 77 816-2] 17 p0071 A78-1U077
Environmental and energy considerations for
electric vehicles in urban use
[EVC PJPEB 7753] 17 p0086 A78-169U1
Air pollution assessments of new fossil energy
technologies
17 p0086 A78-17092
Oil in the ocean - Circumstances control its impact
17 p0087 A78-17262
Economic and environmental costs of satellite
solar power
18 p0179 A78-21377
Some economic and environmental consequences of
fusion power '
18 p0184 A78-25302
Air pollution potential of solar technologies —
emissions from various fabrication processes
[APCA PAPEB 77-37,1] 18 p0185 A78-25127
Energy and environment /61th Thomas Hawksley
Lecture/ overall optimization concept of
energy sources diversification
[OHEBA, IP BO. 1978-20] 18 p0221 A78-31123
The external flow induced by an Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion /OTEC/ power plant
19 p0302 A78-33319
Development of a numerical ocean model of the Gulf
of Mexico for OTEC environmental impact and
resource availability studies
19 p0302 A7B-33320
A further evaluation of the oceanographic
conditions found off Keahole Point, Hawaii, and
the environmental impact of nearshore ocean
thermal energy conversion plants on subtropical
Hawaiian waters
19 p0303 A78-33324
Prediction of air quality impacts for a commercial
shale oil complex
19 p0320 A78-35700
Hydrogen snlfide as an air pollutant
19 p0337 A78-38245
Highlights of the ILL Roe Creek Do. 2 underground
coal gasification experiment
19 p0367 A78-41521
The environmental influence of coal liquefaction
20 p0470 A78-43407
Environmental aspects of coal gasification
20 p0472 A78-43118
Geothermal perturbations on the atmospheric
environment
2O pOISI A78-14119
C02 and spaceship earth
20 p0485 A78-45321
Effect of economic development on climate
20 pO«88 A78-«591»
Research challenge - Clean energy from coal
20 p0492 A78-16170
Gasifying coal underground
20 p0194 A7B-17749
Sorption of SO2 on spent shale in packed beds
20 p0505 478-50143
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Environmental factors for Pischer-Tropscb coal
conversion technology
20 pOSOS A78-50149
Fossil fuel - Future shock carbon dioxide
pollution effects
20 p0507 A78-50423
Energy use and climatic changes
20 p0513 A78-51814
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors
CEBDA-77-47/5] 17 p0113 H78-10577
Analysis of brine disposal in the Gulf of Mexico.
3: Capline sector
fPB-271292/51
Solar program assessment:
Solar program assessment:
Rind energy conversion
TEBDA-77-47/6]
Solar program assessment:
17 p01!46 H78-136U8
Environmental factors
17 p0156 B78-1U681
Environmental factors.
17 p0156 S78-14682
Environmental factors.
Ocean thermal energy conversion
[EBDA-77-47/8] 17 p0156 178-14683
Western energy resources and the environment:
Geothermal energy
[PB-271561/3] 17 p0156 B78-14687
Environmental issues associated with solar heating
and cooling of residential dwellings
[SABD-77-0172] 17 p0161 H78-15581
Development status and environmental hazards of
several candidate advanced energy systems
[PB-272759/2] 17 p0162 S78-15588
An analysis of alternative residential heating
systems in terms of three criteria: Energy
conservation, environmental impact and
life-cycle econonics
18 p0239 B78-16423
Preliminary environmental assessment of solar
energy systems
[PB-272352/6] 18 p0243 H78-16465
A linear programming model for assessing the
-, regional impacts of energy development on water
resources
[PB-273022/4] 18 p0251 H78-17491
Alaskan oil transportation issues
fPB-276449/6] 18 p0289 N78-21661
Energy supply and environmental impacts:
Conventional energy sources
[PB-276410/8] 18 p0289 1178-21669
Oil shale, PI 1977
[EDP/F-01 (77) ] 19 p0411 B78-24694
Environmental, health, and control aspects of ,coal
conversion, an information overview, volume 1
[ORHL/EIS-9a-VOL-1] 19 pO«11 H78-24696
Solar energy conversion: An analysis of impacts
on desert ecosystems
[COO-4339-1] 19 pO»27 H78-25612
Resource, technology, and environment at the geysers
[LBL-5231] 19 p0430 H78-25637
Assessment, selection, and development of
procedures for determining the environmental
acceptability of synthetic fnel plants based on
coal, appendix 2
[FF-1795-3-PT-2-BEV]
Approach to liquefied natural gas
environmental control research
[DOE/E7-0002]
Environmental effects of energy
[PB-278169/8]
Effect of liquid waste discharges from steam
generating facilities
[BNS1-2393] 19 pODSO B78-26634
Environmental assessment of coal liquefaction
CPB-278333/0] 19 p0451 B78-26654
Environmental effects of burning solid waste as fuel
[IS-H-124] 19 p0466 B78-27637
Three dimensional free surface model for thermal
discharge study
20 p0542 B78-28369
Oil shale mining, processing, uses, and
environmental impacts, volnme 2. Citations from
the BTIS data base
[BTIS/PS-78/0423/0] 20 p0560 B78-29551
Oil shale mining, processing, uses, and
environmental impacts, volnme 2. Citations from
the engineering index data base
IBTIS/PS-78/0424/8] 20 p0560 B78-29552
Estimating environmental damages from surface
mining of coal in Appalachia: A case study
[PB-279150/7] 20 pOS60 H78-29553
19 p0433 B78-2S67q
(LHG) safety and
19 P0437 878-26227
19 p04Q9 B78-26620
Survey of models to predict the effect of
geothermal power development on domestic water
supplies and to design pollution monitoring
methods
[OCBl-79977] ' 20 p0565 878-29637
Study of effects of space power satellites on life
support functions of the earth's magnetosphere
. [BASA-CB-156948] 20 p0566 B78-29674
Exhaust gas emission factors in the motor traffic
field: Their impact on air pollution control
in Best Germany
20 p0574 B78-30376
The bioenvironmental impact of a coal-fired power
plant,"colstrip, Rontana, December 1977
[PB-280326/0] 20 p0587 B78-30736
Environmental challenges of the President's energy
plan: Implications for research and development
[GPO-96-83U] 20 p0593 B78-31543
Besearch plan for study of biological and
ecological effects of the solar power satellite
transmission system
[BASA-CE-3044] 20 p0603 B78-32316
Environmental Development Clan (EDP): Solar
heating and cooling of buildings, 1977
[DOE/BDP-0001] 20 p0606 B78-32565
Borton Grove Lead Study: An investigation of the
contribution of airborne lead from automobile
exhaust to blood lead levels in suburban children
CPB-280717/0] 20 p0609 B78-32609
Dynamics of automotive sulfate emissions
[PB-280559/6] 20 p0610 B78-32613
Environmental Development Plan (EOF): Solar
agricultural and industrial process heat, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0002] 20 p0619 H78-33568
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Energy
storage systems, 11 1977
CDOE/EDP-0015] 20 p0620 B78-33579
Computer simulation of the visual effects of smoke
plumes
[LA-OB-78-689] 20 p0624 B78-33625
Bain scavenging studies
tCOO-1407-651 20 p0625 B78-33676
BHVIBOHHBHT BABAGBBBHT
Coal energy and the environment: Analysis of
economic and energy efficiency implications of
environmental and resource constraints on the
utilization of coal to produce electricity
18 p0274 B78-20600
OC5 oil and gas: An assessment of the Department
of the Interior Environmental Studies Program
[PB-277493] 19 p0419 S78-25526
Environmental development plan for electric energy
systems program, 1977
[DOE/8DP-0016J 20 p0617 H78-33554
Environmental development plan for Conservation
Besearch and Technology Program, 1977
[DOB/BDP-00171] 20 p0617 B78-33555
Environmental development plan for buildings and
community systems, 1977
CDOE/EDP-0020] 20 p0624 H78-33622
BHTIBOHBEBT BODELS
Submarine seepage of natural gas in Norton Sound,
Alaska
17 p0087 A78-17263
Coal gasification and water resources development
17 p0097 A78-18775
Environmental transport model of heavy metals
18 p0215 A78-28946
Mathematical modelling of dispersion and chemical '
reactions in a plume - Oxidation of BO to B02 in
the plume of a power plant
20 p0489 A78-46028
Description and comparison of energy impact
assessment models
[BBWL-2107] 18 p0290 B78-21671
Low-cost silicon solar array project environmental
hail model for assessing risk to solar collectors
' [SiSA-CB-157225] 19 pO«U2 B78-26541
Energy analysis of models of the united States
20 p0595 B78-3155S
Energy analysis of models of the United states,
narrative
20 p0595 B78-31556
Energy analysis of models of the United States, a
summary of progress
20 p0595 H78-31557
Energy analysis, energy quality, and environment
20 p0595 B78-31558
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BBVIBOHHBBT POLLOTIOB SUBJECT IIDBX
A historic and current energy analysis of Florida
20 p0596 078-31568
Energy analysis and model of intermediate
agriculture
20 p0596 N78-31571
BSVIBOBBEBT POLLOTIOH
A detailed analysis of the environmental effects
of energy utilization in the D.S. economy
17 p0031 A78-11102
Environmental impact of solid vaste and biomass
conversion-to-energy processes
17 p0036 478-11139
Engine development toward loner energy consumption
and reduced environmental impact
[AIAA PAPBB 78-307] 18 p0178 A78-21008
Emissions of trace elements from the combined
firing of coal and BDF in a utility boiler
Befuse-Derived Fuel
CAPCA PAPER 77-37,6) 18 p0185 H78-25«0»
Environmental transport model of heavy metals
18 p0215 H78-28946
Assessing coal conversion processes
20 p0491 178-06369
An analysis of the back end of the nuclear fuel
cycle iiith emphasis on high-level vaste
management, volume 1
CHASi-CE-155319] 17 p0128 H78-12823
An analysis of the back end of the nuclear fnel
cycle with emphasis on high-level waste
management, volume 2
[BASA-CB-155320] 17 p0128 B78-12824
Solar program assessment: Envircnaental factors.
solar heating and cooling of buildings
[EBDA-77-47/1] 17 p0155 B78-14680
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors
{BKDA-77-«7/l|] 17 p0156 B78-14681
Site selection and design for minimizing pollution
from underground coal mining operations
CPB-280180/1] 20 p0587 H78-30731
ESVIBOBHEBT PBOTECTIOH
The potential of satellite solar power
17 p0002 A78-10411
French policy in the area of the campaign against
atmospheric pollution
17 p0082 A78-16473
A study of the formation of nnpumpable residues of
crude oil on tankers for the purpose of
preventing marine pollution
17 p0093 A78-18050
On the right to sunshine homeowner access to
solar energy
17 pOIOS A78-19836
Securing energy production and protecting the
environment electric power production
18 p0177 A78-23941
Coal technology - Users' viewpoint
18 p0181 A78-24755
Environmental assessment of the flnidized-bed
combustion of coal - Methodology and initial
results
18 p0206 A78-28271
Legal, political, and environmental aspects of
Ocean Thermal Energy conversion - A report on an
ASI1/EBDA study
19 p0301 A78-33308
A systematic approach to the problem of
characterizing the emission potential of energy
conversion processes coal gasification
pollution potentials
19 p0320 A78-35699
The environment today reviewing protection
legislation and research
20 p048« >78-t5076
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo., August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings.
Volumes 182
20 pOSOtt A78-50126
Sulfur dionde removal at Salt Biver Project's
Coronado Generating Station
20 p0504 A78-50133
Factors that influence the leaching of organic
material from in situ spent shale
20 pOSOS A78-50142
Environmental protection issues facing the nation
[PB-269748/0] 17 p0117 N78-10633
Conference proceedings: A critical economic
balance: Water, land, energy, people
tPB-274089/2] 18 p0253 878-17944
Energy/environment 2. Proceeding of 2nd National
Conference on the Interagency B and 0 Program
[PB-277917] 19 p0433 B78-25678
A national environmental/energy workforce
assessment, business and industry, phase 1
[PB-277904/9] 19 p0452 1178-26968
A national environmental/energy workforce
assessment, national legislation, phase 1
[PB-277905/6] 19 p0452 H78-26969
A national environmental/energy workforce
assessment, national abstract
[PB-277906/aj 19 pO«52 H78-26970
Effects of environmental protection regulation on
regional economic development
[PB-278918/8] 19 p0468 B78-28015
Environmental development plan for the Division of
Transportation energy conservation, 1977
[DOE/BDP-0018] 20 p0617 B78-33556
Symposium proceedings: Environmental aspects of
fnel conversion technology, 3
[PB-282429/0] 20 p0625 H78-33636
EBVI80SHBBT SIHOLillOB
Current progress in materials development for coal
conversion
17 p0073 A78-14399
Applications of wind tunnels to investigations of
wind-engineering problems
[AIAA 78-812] 18 p0233 A78-32366
Development of a numerical ocean model of the Gulf
of Hezico for OTEC environmental impact and
resource availability studies
19 f0302 178-33320
A further evaluation of the oceanographic
conditions found off Keahole Point, Hawaii, and
the environmental impact of nearshore ocean
thermal energy conversion plants on subtropical
Hawaiian waters
19 p0303 A78-3332I1
Thermal performance of HSFC hot air collectors
under natural and simulated conditions
[HASA-CB-150506] 18 p0256 S78-18525
BHVIBOHnBBTAL COHIBOL
Some opportunities in teleoperated mining
18 p0222 A78-30507
Energy conservation and thermal comfort in a Hew
York City high rise office building
19 p0311 A78-34380
Health and environmental aspects of energy
development
CISS-P-77/2] 19 p0399 B78-23599
EBVIBOBHEHTiL BBGIHEEBIHS
a history of flue gas desulfunzation systems
since 1850 - Research, development and
demonstration
17 p0003 A78-10502
Synthetic S02 sorbents for fluidized-bed coal
combustors
17 p0003 A78-10503
Technical and economic impacts of the application
of environmental control technology options
[APCA PSPBB 77-56,4] 18 p0186 A78-25447
Sulfur, energy, and environment Book
18 p0224 A78-31069
Environmental technology '77; Proceedings of the
Twenty-third Annual Technical fleeting, Los
Angeles, Calif., April 25-27, 1977
18 p0231 A78-32101
Factors detrimental to electrostatic precipitator
performance
tASHE PAPBB 77-SA/APC-7] 19 p0297 A78-33130
Research design construction and evaluation of a
low energy utilization school, phase 2
[PB-269407/3] 17 p0112 B78-10569
EBVIBOBSBiTAL HOBITOBIBG
Characterization of terrestrial service
environments - The simultaneous occurrence of
combined conditions of solar insolation and
climatic variables
17 p0049 A78-11283
Energy resource development - The monitoring
components
•• 17 p0104 A78-19616
Oil shale research overview
[PB-278159/9] 19 p0442 B78-26529
Environmental monitoring at major OS Energy
Research and Developoent Administration
contractor sites: Calendar year, 1976, volume 1
[EBDA-77-104/1-VOI.-1] 19 p0466 878-27635
A-13B
SUBJECT IBDEI BBTIBOBHBStll TESTS
Environmental nonitoring at major os Energy
Research and Developnent Administration
contractor sites: Calendar year 1976, volume 2
tERDA-77-10n/2-VOL-2] 19 pO»66 S78-27636
Prospects for open-cycle BSD plants
rcOHF-771102-20] 20 p0582 H78-30673
Rydrothernal energy systems FI 1977:
Environmental Developnent Flan (EDF)
CEDP/G-01 (77)] 20 p0585 H 78-30702
EBVXBOBBEBTll QUALITY
The environment today -— reviewing protection
legislation and research
20 pO»8U A78-15076
Considerations on sone economic and environnental
problens related to energy production, part 1
[ISS-L-76/15-PT-1] 20 p055» H78-28669
Considerations on some economic and environnental
problems related to energy production, part 2
[ISS-L-76/16-PT-2] 20 p0555 N78-28670
Considerations on sone econonic and environnental
problems related to energy production, part 3
[ISS-L-76/17-PT-3] 20 p0555 B78-28671
EBVIBOBHEBTAL SURVEYS
HAP3S - An investigation of atmospheric, energy
related pollatants in the northeastern United
States
19 p0366 A78-S128<I
Integrated environmental analysis and the
development of nev energy technologies
fBHI-22676] 17 p0117 U78-10614
Strategic petrolenn reserve: Supplement to final
environmental impact statement for bayon choctaw
salt dome
[PB-270I»35/1] 17 p0119 H78-11254
Strategic petroleum reserve: Central Hoc* Sine
CPB-270tt7/6] 17 p0119 B78-11255
Strategic petroleum reserve: Byron Hound salt
dome, draft supplement
[PB-270108/B] 17 p0119 H78-11256
'Compilation of air pollutant emission factors,
supplement no. 7
[PB-270281/9] 17 p0122 H78-1151H
Cumulative production/consumption effects of the
crude oil price incentive rulemakings
[PB-271319/6] 17 p012« H78-122U7
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors.
Photovoltaics
CEBD»-77-«7/3] 17 p0142 H76-13593
Pathways of trace elements in the environment
[C01J-770210-3] 17 p01«6 H78-136i»l!
Assessment in industrial hazardous waste
management petroleum re-refining industry
[PB-272267/6] 17 p0157 N78-1M951
Energy conservation and the environment
[PB-272428/14] 17 p0162 N78-15590
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Properties of fuels used in the Czechoslovak
aircraft industry
18 p0217 478-29588
Hethanol - A boiler fuel alternative
19 p0321 A78-35700
Evaluation of NO/x/ emission characteristics of
alcohol fuels for use in stationary combustion
systems
19 p0321 A78-35705
Vehicle evalaation of neat methanol: Compromises
among eihanst emissions, fuel economy, and
driveability
20 p0577 H78-30395
Burner design criteria for HOx control from
low-BTO gas combustion: Volume 2. Elevated
fuel temperature
[PB-280199/1] 20 p0599 178-31615
FOE1 VALVES
Hodeling and evaluation of combustion process of a
three-valve stratified charge engine
20 pO«94 A78-48097
FOEL-AIB BATIO
Quenching of nitric-oxide formation in methane-air
flames by secondary-air injection
17 p0081 A78-16338
Hitric oxide formation in hydrocarbon-air flames
18 p0199 A78-2783H
Development of a new combustion system /BCA-jet/
in gasoline engine
19 p0386 A78-13296
A study on reformed fuel for an automotive
gasoline engine
20 p0577 H78-30&00
POELS
Bioconversion: Fuels from biomass Book
18 p0167 A78-21700
Energy from Bastes - An overview of present
technologies and programs
18 p0197 A78-27803
Photochemical production of a fuel
18 p0202 A78-2789P
Comparative energies of alternative fuels
18 p0216 478-29289
State-of-the-art of functional use data measuring
energy consumption in the commercial sector
[PB-269906/<O 17 p0115 H78-10592
Fuel and energy price forecasts. Volume 1: Report
[EPBI-EA-IH1-VOL-1] 17 p01»2 H78-13589
Fuel and energy price forecasts. Volume 2:
Schedules
[EPBI-EA-M11-VOI-2] 17 p01l|2 H78-13590
Energy Transportation Security Act of 1977
transporting oil imports in U.S. tankers
tB-HSPT-95-589] 19 p03S2 H78-22968
Sources of alcohol fuels for vehicle fleet tests
[COHS/2693-1] 19 pOqiS N78-25292
Regenerative process for desnlfnrization of high
temperature combustion and fuel gases
[BH1-50706] 19 pO«27 B78-25610
Impact of alternate fuels on refractories and
refractory insulations
COBNL/TH-5895-ADD] 19 p0436 1178-26226
Commercial energy use: A disaggregation by fuel,
building type, and end use
[OBNL/CCH-1U] 20 p0551 H78-28636
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of kerojet fuels from the mandatory
petroleum allocation and price regulations
CDOE/SRA-0002] 20 p0600 N78-31958
Department of Energy position paper on alcohol fuels
fDOE/OS-0001/1] 20 p0612 H78-33256
Fuels from sugar crops
TTID-28191] 20 p0612 H78-33259
Alcohol fuels. Citations from the HTIS data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0673/0] 20 p0612 N78-33262
Alcohol fuels, citations from the engineering
index data base
[HTIS/'PS-78/067il/8] 20 p0612 H78-33263
FDBHACES
Comparative residential energy consumption and
fuel costs with various types of systems - Oil-,
gas-, electric-furnaces and heat pumps
17 p0033 A78-11118
Pollutant measurements in A methanol furnace
[KSS/CI PAPER 77-8] 17 pOOBI A78-16339
Direct and indirect energy recovery via pyrolysis
ID Multiple Hearth Furnaces
20 p0513 A78-51787
The Dflass wind furnace blade design
18 p0267 H78-19611
Development of combustion data to utilize low Btu
gases as industrial process fuels
[FE-2189-16] 20 p0601 H78-32286
FDSIOH (BELTIHG)
Solar furnaces
18 p0200 A78-27861
FDSIOH BEACTOBS
Commercial application of laser fusion
17 pOOO<! A78-10605
Hirror reactor studies fusion and
fusion-fission reactors
17 p0011 A78-10874
The present status of fusion power
17 p0028 A78-11075
Symposium on Fusion Technology, 9th,
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Best Germany, June
14-18, 1976, Proceedings
17 p0038 A78-11161
The progress and the development program of fusion
technology in Japan
17 p0038 A78-11162
Vacuum vessel and pumping system of the J.E.T.
experiment Joint European Torus
17 p0038 A78-1116H
Eddy current losses and transient magnetic forces
in pulsed fusion reactors
17 p0039 A78-11172
Analysis of various field programming to produce
the BFP configuration Reversed Field Pinch
17 p0039 A78-11174
A survey of the O.S. magnetic fusion program
17 pOOlO A78-11179
Conceptual design problems in future reversed
field pinch experiments
17 pOOtO A78-11181
Parameter study of a screw-pinch reactor
17 pOOIH A78-11187
Plasma stabilization requirements of the Reference
Theta-Pinch Beactor /BTPR/
17 pOO«1 A78-11193
Investigation of the efficiency of a Faraday '
HHD-generator coupled to a thermonuclear reactor
17 p0063 A78-12318
Experimental and computational results on direct
energy conversion for mirror fusion reactors
17 p0064 A78-12086
iaste management considerations for fusion power
reactors
18 p0176 A78-23588
Materials requirements for fusion reactors
18 p0182 A78-25051
Be-circulating power, unit costs and thermal
pollution of fusion power stations
18 p0189 A78-26372
Effectiveness of using a pulsed Faraday HHD
generator in combination with a thermonuclear
reactor
18 p019« A78-27110
Beliotron as a D-D fusion reactor - Preliminary
analysis
18 p0220 A78-30226
Efficiency of a Faraday HBDG in a scheme with a
thermonuclear reactor
19 p0291 A78-32572
Giant laser system readied for tests for
inertial fusion
19 p0316 A78-35300
On the trends in nuclear fusion research
19 p0338 A78-38H17
Advanced lasers for fusion applications
19 p0312 A78-39367
Symposium on Engineering Problems of Fusion
Research, 7th, Knoxville, Tenn., October 25-28,
1977, Proceedings. Volumes 162 ''
19 p03<!5 A78-39783
The technology of mirror machines - ILL facilities
for magnetic mirror fusion experiments
19 p03Q5 A78-39780
Establishment of design and performance
requirements using cost and systems analysis
for commerical fusion power plant
19 p0316 A78-39793
Superconducting magnets for fusion reactors - The
problem of a reliable and effective cooling system
19 p0350 A78-39897
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FOSIOH-FISSIOH HIBBID BEACTOBS SUBJECT ISDEX
Argonne national laboratory energy storage and
transfer experimental program for fnsion
reactors
19 p0353 A78-39956
Design of the ZT-10 power crowbar system for
toroidal Z pinch current maintenance
19 p0353 A78-39957
Dual 30 kA, HVDC interrupter test facility for
fusion reactors
19 p0353 A78-39959
A UO-kV, 26-ns neutral-bean power supply for THX
Tandem Mirror Experiment
19 p0353 A78-39964
A high thermal efficiency X-ray energy conversion
scheme for advanced fusion reactors
19 p0354 A78-39978
Some design aspects of conputer based control
systems for pulsed fusion experiments
19 p0355 A78-39991
Pulsed acceleration of exhaust plasma in a
fusion-HHD power plant '
19 p0356 A78-40014
Hechanical and thermal design of a gas-cooled
fusion blanket module
19 p0357 S78-1001IO
Ignition of catalyzed-D reactor from D-T burning
19 p0358 A78-40083
High temperature blankets for the production of
synthetic fuels
19 p0359 A78-40093
Design and performance of large cryopumps for high
power neutral injectors
19 p0359 A78-40108
cryosorption pumping of 95X deuterium-5J helium on
molecular sieve-5A at 4. 2 K
19 p0359 A78-40112
A survey of applications of fnsion power
technology for the chemical and material
processing industries
19 p0368 A78-41812
Thermochemistry of the reactions of the metals Ub,
V} and Ho with the residual gases of a vacuum
19 p0379 A78-42227
Symbiotic system of a fnsion and a fission reactor
with very simple fuel reprocessing
19 p0380 A78-42257
Two-component, multiple-mirror reactor with
depressed xon temperature
19 p0380 A78-42263
Fnsion reactor design. II - Report on the Second
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting and workshop,
Madison, Wisconsin, OSA, 10-21 October 1977
19 p0381 A78-42269
Controlled nuclear fusion, a challenge for the
engineer. IV - Systems and components for fnsion
reactors
20 p0473 A78-I43700
Materials conpatibility problems in magnetic
fnsion energy - A review
20 p0480 A78-44107
Efficiency of a pnlsed Faraday HHD generator in a
scheme with a thermonuclear reactor
20 p0487 A78-II5661
Potential lithium requirements for fnsion power
plants
20 p0503 A78-49849
laser acceleration of reactor-fnel pellets
20 p0538 A78-53690
Workshop on Synthetic Fuels from Fnsion
rEPBI-EB-439-SB] 17 p0131 H78-13239
Magnetic confinement fnsion energy research
[COO-3077-143} 18 p0270 H78-19673
Perspectives on the development of fnsion power by
magnetic confinement, 1977
[DOE/ET-0002] 19 p0401 H78-23900
Exploratory stndies of high-efficiency advance
fnel fnsion reactors
[EPBI-EE-581] 19 p0435 H78-25938
Economic impact of nsing refractory metals for
fusion reactors, phase 1
[COO-4247-1J 19 p0435 1178-25939
Inertial Confinement Fnsion (ICF)
[OCB1-79856] 20 p0556 H78-28953
FOSION-FISSI05 BIBBID BEACTOBS
Mirror reactor stndies fnsion and
fusion-fission reactors
17 p0011 A78-108.74
Energy yield and fuel dynamics of the fnsion breeder
, 17 pOO»1 A78-11191
Tokamak reactors review
[ASHE PAPEB 77-WA/HE-3] 19 p0299 A78-33187
Fusion reactor development scenarios for the laser
solenoid concept
19 p0349 A78-39881
Poloidal field coll design for a fnsion-fission
breeder reactor
19 p0354 A78-39977
A tokamak hybrid blanket design
19 p0355 A78-39982
Structural analysis of a two-component torus /TCT/
hybrid reactor first wall
19 p0358 A78-40072
Symbiotic system of a fnsion and a fission reactor
with very simple fuel reprocessing
19 p0380 A78-42257
Fusion reactor design. II - Beport on the Second
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting and Workshop,
Madison, Wisconsin, OSA, 10-21 October 1977
19 p0381 A78-42269
GALEEKIi METHOD
Comparative numerical stndies of ideal
magnetohydrodynamic instabilities
20 pO«93 A78-46873
GALLIBB AHTIMOHIDES
Preparation of Ga/1-x/Al/x/Sb p-n homojnnctions
and study of the photovoltaic effect
20 p0521 A78-52812
GALLIOH ABSEHIDBS
Structures for photocells - Homojnnctions,
heterostructnres or heterojnnctions
17 p0003 A78-10552
Concentrator solar arrays for space power
17 p0017 A78-10970
Potential of GaAs solar cells for Air Force space
power systems
17 p0019 A78-10994
Progress report on a 1-kW terrestrial array of
AlGaAs/GaAs concentrator solar cells
17 p0023 A78-11025
High efficiency and large area /GaAl/As-GaAs solar
cells
17 p0026 A78-11054
Vapor-phase-epitaxial growth, processing and
performance of AlAs-GaAs heterojunction solar
cells
17 p0026 A78-11055
Improved GaAs solar cells with very thin junctions
17 p0026 A78-11057
The structure and Schottky barrier diode
properties of polycrystalline GaAs films grown
by the close spaced vaponr transport technique
on Mo substrates
17 p0027 A78-11060
High efficiency thin window Ga/1-x/Al/x/AS/GaAs
solar cells
17 p0027 A78-11065
Photocells employing smooth AlGaAs-GaAs
heterojnnctions to extend the spectral response
range
17 p0062 A78-11668
High-efficiency GaAs shallow-homojnnction solar
cells
17 p0062 A78-11933
Molecnlar-beam epitaxy in space
17 p0103 A78-19472
Diffusion lengths in amphoteric GaAs heteroface
solar cells
18 p0216 A78-29195
simplified fabrication of GaAs homojnnction solar
cells with increased conversion efficiencies
18 p0216 A78-29199
Theoretical analysis of a novel MPH gallium
arsenide Schottky barrier solar cell
18 p0227 A78-31385
AlGaAs-GaAs graded-heterostrnctnre photocells with
expanded sensitivity spectrnn
19 p0300 A78-33271
A computer analysis of Ga/1-x/Al/x/As-GaAs solar
cells with mnltilayered window structure
19 p0313 A78-34850
State of the art boaojnnction cells
19 p03«3 A78-39<I5<1
n-CdS/n-GaAs vol*-"""-enhanced photoanode
19 p03«U A78-39467
SUBJECT IBDEI 61S DTBABICS
Organonetallic-sonrced VFE AlGaA/GaAS concentrator
solar cells having conversion efficiencies of 19%
20 pO»73 A78-»3706
A Schottky-barrier solar cell on sliced
polycrystalline GaAs
20 pOSIO A78-51068
Recovery of shallow Junction GaAs solar cells
damaged by electron irradiation
20 p0515 A78-52198
Graded band-gap pAl/x/Ga/1-x/As-nGaAs
heterojnnction solar cells prepared by lolecolar
bean epitaxy
20 p0516 A78-52625
The solar eyeball - A self-powered self-steering
photovoltaic generator
20 p0521 478-52809
Hetal alkyl grown GaAs solar cells ' to
20 p0521 A78-52810
Gallinn arsenide solar cells for nse with
concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52811
The influence of the exposition of the solution
on GaAs-electrolyte photovoltaic cell,
characteristics
20 p0526 A78-52879
Enhanced photoelectrochemical solar-energy
conversion by gallium arsenide surface
modification
20 p0529 A78-53216
LPE growth of GaAs-Ga/1-x/Al/x/As solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53495
Vapor-phase-epitaxial growth of n-AlAs/p-GaAs
solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53H96
Vapor-grown InGaP/GaAs solar cells
20 p0537 A78-536511
A Review of Air Force space photovoltaic
Sevelopnent efforts
17 p0136 H78-13530
High efficiency GaAs solac cells
17 p0137 N78-135»2
GaAs solar cell development
17 p0138 S78-135<tH
GA1IIDH PHOSPHIDES
Stabilization of the GaP/electrolyte photovoltaic
cell
20 p0522 A78-52813
Photoelectrochemical reduction of agaeous carbon
dioxide on p-type gallium phosphide in liquid
junction solar cells
20 p0533 A78-53121
CABBAGE
The Gai.rett pyrolysis process
17 p0036 A78-111«1
Partial oxidation of refuse using the Pnrox system
17 p003€ A78-11K13
Prospects of materials and energy from refuse in
India
17 p0037 A78-111U5
Energy recovery from municipal and industrial waste
17 p0037 A78-11146
Combination of refuse incineration with electric
power generation
17 p0037 A78-111U8
Refuse energy in the United States - Two
generations of steam generating waterwall
incinerators
17 p0037 A78-11150
Combined refuse and sludge incineration
17 p0037 A78-11151
A solid waste package deal - Energy and materials
from garbage
17 p0092 A78-17671
Comparing the Ames and St. Louis resource recovery
projects
18 p0186 A78-25700
The significance of domestic refuse recycling for
raw material regnirenents and energy consumption
of the nonferrons metals industry
19 p0332 A78-369H5
A graphical approach to determine the economics of
recovering resources from municipal solid waste
20 pO«82 A78-UU192
Pyrolysis: Plameless competition - Gasification of
trash for the recovery of material
20 p0507 A78-50251
Operating experience of the Ames Solid waste
Becovery Plant
20 p0512 A78-51779
Pyrolysis and assessment of pyrolysis systems
for solid waste treatment and energy recovery
20 p0512 A78-51785
Operational experiences with the CPO-DOO pilot plant
municipal refuse fueled turbogenerator
facility
20 p0512 A78-51786
GAS AIALTSIS
Variation in excess oxidant factor in combustion
products of HBD generator
17 p0066 A78-13155
Helium in soil gases of the Boosevelt Hot Springs
Known Geothermal Resource Area, Beaver County,
Utah
20 p0511 A78-S1602
CS2 and COS in soil gases of the Roosevelt Hot
Springs Known Geothermal Resource Area, Beaver
County, Utah
20 p0511 A78-51603
Geology and gas content of coalbeds in vicinity of
bureau of mines, Brnceton, Pa.
[PB-271875/7] 17 p01U5 S78-13621)
Analyses of natural gases, 1976
[PB-272735/2] 18 p0238 H78-16P19
The evolution of pollutants during the rapid
devolatilization of coal
[PB-278H96/5] 19 pOU66 H78-27617
Diesel exhanst odor measurements gas analysis
and olfactory perception test procedures
20 p0571 N78-30375
GAS BBAEIHGS
Hydrodynamic air lubricated compliant surface
bearing for an automotive gas turbine engine.
2: naterials and coatings
[NASA-CR-1351021 20 p0559 U78-29UU9
GAS CHROHATOGBAPHT
Analysis of petroleum type hydrocarbons in marine
samples using gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry
17 p0065 A78-128i(i)
Ozonation of coal gasification plant wastewater j
18 p0222 A78-3P560
Organics in aqueous process streams of a coal
conversion bench-scale unit using the
hydrocarbonization process - HPLC and GC/HS
analysis
18 p0232 A78-3210U
Combined gas chromatographic-mass spectrometnc
analyses of nitrogen bases in light oil from a
coal liguefaction product t
19 p0363 A78-U0594
Qualitative and quantitative studies of volatiles
from coal pyrolysis using mass spectrometry and
gas chromatography
17 p0119 H78-11207
GLC analysis of n-paraffin distributions in crude
oils and topped crude oils for oil identification
[BEBC/RI-77/12] 19 pO«02 H78-24320
GAS COBPOSITIOH
Consol stack gas process for 502 removal
19 p0320 A78-35697
GAS COOLED BBACTOBS
Large closed-cycle gas turbine plant
[GA-A-1H311] 17 p0152 N78-11652
HTS thermal storage peaking plant
[OBNL/SOB-4188-2] 18 p0277 H78-206II5
GAS COOLIBG
Improving the efficiency of high-temperature power
plants
20 p0181 A78-1414988
GAS DETECTORS
Emission control of V-engines with oxygen sensors
closed loop system
20 p057i) N78-3P373
Critical survey of test procedures for automotive
emissions D.S. and European standards and x
certification -
20 p057» N78-3037I)
GAS DISCHARGES
Sodium vapor heat pipe laser cell ,
[AIAA 78-392] 19 p0317 A78-35587
Neutral particle emission of the pulsator plasma
during high-density discharges in tokamaks
19 P0379 A78-B2216
GAS DTIARICS
Gasdynamic calculation of gas-turbine combustion
chambers with successive air injection
19 p0342 A78-39196
A-1S5
GAS EVOLDTIOH SUBJECT IIDBX
GAS EVOIOTIOW
Performance and HO/x/ emissions of spark ignited
combustion engines using alternative fuels -
Quasi one-dimensional modeling. I - Hydrogen
fueled engines
19 p0333 A78-37299
nodeling in the oceans and ocean sediments and
their response to fossil fuel carbon dioxide
emissions
20 p0535 A78-5346U
Global carbon dioxide production from fossil fuels.
and cement, A.D. 1950-A.D. 2000
20 p0535 A78-53467
Fuel gas production from animal waste, phase 1 '
fCOO-2991-23] 19 p0415 H78-25248
GAS EIPAISIOR
Turboexpanders for energy conservation
20 p0512 A78-51621
GAS EXPLOSIONS
Coaxial, explosive-type HHD generator
18 p0166 A78-21387
Dispersion and analysis of methane in the atmosphere
fCL-1976-16] 19 pOM50 H78-26644
GAS FLO!
Onset of oscillation of a gas-column in a tube due
to the existence of heat-conduction field - A
problem of generating mechanical energy from heat
17 p0077 A78-15115
Analysis of the seeded combustion gas boundary
layer near a cold electrode
17 p0083 A78-16814
"local1 breakdown criterion for a highly ionized
gas stream
19 p0292 A78-32707
A large scale heat exchanger with polygonally
configurated heat pipe units
fllAA 78-393] 19 p0317 A78-35588
Seducing nitrogen oxides in the flue gases from
gas/oil-fired boilers at high-capacity power
stations
19 p0335 A78-37862
The slagging HHD generator - A parametric study
vapor condensation during coal combustion
[AIAA PAPER 78-1174] 20 pO<485 A78-45135
Time- and space-resolved species determination in
diesel combustion using continuous flow gas
sampling
18 p0279 H78-21227
GAS GENERATORS
Autothermal gasification of liquid hydrocarbons by
partial oxidation
17 p0002 A78-10320
Compact gas generator for fuel gasification aboard
motor vehicles
18 p0236 A78-32509
Gas generator research and development: Bi-gas
process
CFE-1207-29] 18 p0241 S78-16447
Development of a compact gas generator for fuel
gasification aboard a motor vehicle
20 p0573 1178-30367
GAS BEATING
Study of the driving forces of heat and mass
transfer in a nozzle reflnx device for heating
air by water
18 p0172 A78-22543
The use of fluidized beds for heating air for wind
tunnels
[AIAA 78-818] 18 p0234 A78-32372
Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
uses solar energy to apply thermal shocks to gas
20 pO<!81 A78-44119
Evaluation of devolatilization concept
[EPRI-AF-608] 19 p0130 N78-25639
GAS IHJjECTIOB
Investigation of the electrical characteristics of
low-temperature thermionic power generators
c 18 p0227 A78-31338
In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
[S1SA-CASE-LEH-12217-1] 17 p0149 H78-14452
Tertiary oil recovery by C02 injection
[ORO-5302-20] 19 p0455 N78-27499
Evaluation of TIDC system fuel vapor
injector/ogniter and lean limit controller for
automobile engines
rmSA-CB-157763] 20 p0626 N78-34007
GAS LASEES
Limitation of 3517 to 1182 A conversion efficiency
in Xe
18 p0215 178-28924
Power deposition in voltmetric /0-235/F6-He
fission-pumped nuclear lasers
18 p0235 A78-32436
Gas laser with solar excitation
19 p0308 178-33395
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Collected
Reprints. Volume 4 Book
19 p0335 A78-37901
Design of the power amplifier for the HEGLF at LASL
High Energy Gas Laser Facility
19 p0349 A78-39861
Design of the energy storage system for the high
energy gas laser facility at USL
•.'•- 19 p0353 A78-39955
GAS LOBBICAHTS
Design, develop, and oanufactare process gas
lubricated hot recycle gas circulators
[COO-OOOU-1] 19 p0423 B78-25573
GAS STROBES
Sas laser with solar excitation
19 p0308 A78-33395
study of the thermodynamics of coal gasification
19 p0337 A78-38200
Synthesis and flammability limits of low-Btn gas
mixtures
20 p0516 A78-52550
Variable-temperature cryogenic trap for the
separation of gas mixtures
20 p0533 A78-53425
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen as a supplement
to natural gas
[TID-27747] 18 p0281 1178-21323
GAS PIPES
Land use planning issues and the Alaska gas
pipeline: A report to the President
[PB-281327/7] 20 p061« H78-33522
GAS BECOVEBT
Technical and economic aspects of hydrogen storage
in metal hydrides
17 p0099 178-18842
Gas stimulation studies at LASL ,
[LA-OH-77-1937] 19 p0410 N78-24678
LLL gas stimulation program
[OCBL-50036-77-3] 19 p0445 N78-26575
G1S TRANSPORT
The hydrogen pipeline network in the Shine-Ruhr area
17 p0099 178-18837
Storage and distribution of large quantities of
hydrogen
17 p0099 178-18838
Use of gas turbines in natural gas transport
systems /pipelines/
19 p0327 178-36372
61S TOBBIBB ENGINES
The effect of ambient temperature and humidity on
the carbon monoxide emissions of an idling gas
turbine
17 p0065 178-12557
Influence of combustion chamber geometry on toxic
compound emissions
17 p0067 178-13169
Hodelling and experimentation of sample probe
effects on pollutant gases drawn from flame zones
CSSS/CI PIPES 77-6] 17 p0081 178-16340
Tutorial, test measurement accuracy —— for gas
turbine engine performance
17 p0088 A78-17401
High-temperature ceramics for automobile gas
turbines
[DGLB PAPEB 77-073] 17 p0096 178-18708
Becent developments in heat exchangers for vehicle
gas turbines
[DGLS PIPES 77-075] 17 p0096 178-18711
Research needs for U.S. Army aircraft propulsion
[llll PIPES 78-45] 18 p0172 178-22558
Gas turbine module performance analysis
[SAE PAPEB 770992] 18 p0176 A78-23828
Engine development toward lower energy consumption
and reduced environmental impact
rilll PIPER 78-307] 18 p0178 178-21008
Some problems in the operational analysis of a
hydrogen-fueled gas turbine
18 p0186 178-25637
1-156
SUBJECT IBDBI GAS TOBBIBE EBGIHES COHTD
Indices and areas of application of
gas-turbine-driven therial power plants
18 p0193 A78-2709C
Evolntion of the aircraft gas turbine engine
18 p0220 &78-30257
Spinning a turbine with sunlight
18 p0223 A78-30742
Energy conserving aircraft from the engine viewpoint
18 p0226 178-31310
Gas turbine coubnstion and fuels technology;
Proceedings of the Sinter Annual fleeting,
Atlanta, Ga., Hovenber 27-Decenber 2, 1977
19 p0296 478-33108
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative
heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor
19 p0296 A78-33114
A low-risk approach to the high-temperature turbine
CASBE PAPEB 77-BA/BBEB-10] 19 p0298 A78-33148
Analytical investigation of thermal barrier
coatings for advanced power generation
combustion turbines
CASHE PAPEB 77-IA/EBEB-13] 19 p0298 A78-33151
An overview of aerospace gas turbine technology of
relevance to the development of"the automotive
gas turbine engine
[SAE PIPES 780075] 19 p0306 A78-33364
Problems and progress in developing the automotive
gas turbine
19 p0316 A78-35423
Aircraft propulsion fron the back room
/sixty-sixth Wilbur and Orville aright Memorial
Lecture/
19 p0326 A78-36279
Analysis of spray combustion in a research gas
turbine combnstor
19 p0333. A78-37297
Investigating the efficiency of gas turbines in
off-design operation multistage experimental
data
19 p0335 A78-37860
Israel Conference on Mechanical Engineering, 11th,
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, Israel, July 11, 12, 1977, Proceedings
—- coiputer aided aircraft and radial gas
turbine engines
19 p0367 A78-41506
Baseload reliability in a combustion turbine
19 p0385 A78-43101
Gas turbine engine fuel fron synthetic crude
20 p0471 A78-43416
Substitution of ceramics for high temperature alloys
20 p0494 A78-47596
Variability of emissions measurements on a small
gas. turbine engine
20 p0507 A78-50569
Alternative fuel effects upon combustion
efficiency in continuous combustors
20 pOSOS A78-50571
The developsent of a regenerator seal for
vehicular use —- for automatic gas turbine
engines
20 pOSOS A78-50587
A luminous keatite - A durable ceramic material for
rotary regenerator cores for automotive gas
turbine engines
20 p0508 A78-50588
A study on a prenixed combustor for a vehicular
gas turbine
20 pOSOS A78-50592
Development of the experioental gas turbine bus
20 p0508 A78-50601
Advantages of 3-shaft KIT gas turbine
configurations for aatoactive applications
20 p0508 A78-50602
A development of advanced radial gas turbine for
automobile
20 p0508 A78-50603
Energy economy with high temperature gastnrblne
20 p0508 A78-50604
A research on centrifugal compressor for small gas
turbine - The effect of recirculating flow ---
automobile engines
20 p0509 A78-50612
Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine
20 p0509 A78-50632
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
tHASA-CASE-LBB-12321-1) 17 p0109 B78-10467
An overview of aerospace gas turbine technology of
relevance to the development of the automotive
gas turbine engine
[HASA-TH-73849] 17 p0129 H78-13062
Baseline gas turbine development program
[COO-2749-17] 17 p0135 H78-13455
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical Beport: Overall plant design
description, low Bto combined cycle electric
power plant
[FE-2290-1B] 17 p01»8 H78-14419
High temperature turbine technology progran.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical Beport: Overall plant design
description liquid fuel combined cycle electric
power plant
[FE-2290-19} 17 p0149 H78-14420
Cold-air performance of free-power turbine
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine
engine. 1: Design stator-vane-chord setting
angle of 35 deg ">
CNASA-Tp-1007] 18 p0237 B78-16053
Interdisciplinary research and development on the
effects of the nature and properties of ceramic
materials in the design of advanced structural
components
[BASA-CB-155733] 18 p0247 H78-17223
The status of small, cooled, axial-flow turbines
18 p0279 N78-21123
Bydrodynamic air lubricated compliant surface
bearing for an automotive gas turbine engine.
1: Journal bearing performance
[HASA-CR-135368] 18 p0281 1)78-21472
Baseline gas turbine development program
[COO-27H9-18] 18 p0281 H78-21479
Experimental evaluation of fuel preparation
systems for an automotive gas turbine catalytic
combustor
[HASA-TH-78856] 19 p0387 B78-22243
Transit bus propulsion systems alternate power
plant installation
[PB-276612/9] 19 p0387 N78-22385
Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[SASA-CASE-IEI-12785-1] 19 p0404 H78-24505
Cold-air performance of the compressor-drive
turbine of the Department of Energy baseline
automobile gas-turbine engine
[HASA-TH-78894] 19 p0436 1178-26098
Liquid-cooling technology for gas turbines review
and status
CBASA-TM-78906] 19 p0436 B78-26105
Issues in Federally supported research on advanced
automotive power systems
[PB-278124/3] 19 p0442 B78-26457
Study and program plan for improved heavy duty gas
turbine engine ceramic component development
[SASA-C8-135230] 20 p0542 H78-28466
Advanced industrial gas turbine technology
readiness demonstration program. Phase 1:
Design study
[HCP/T5035-1] 20 p0542 B78-28468
Long-tern CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/H 451-380
[BASA-C8-159390] 20 p0557 B78-29103
Bydrodynamic air lubricated compliant surface
bearing for an automotive gas turbine engine.
2: Haterials and coatings
[BASA-CB-135402] 20 p0559 B78-29K49
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium '
on Automotive Propulsion Systems, volume 1
[BATO/CCHS-61-VOI-1] 20 p0572 B78-30332
Catalytic combustion for the automotive gas
turbine engine '
20 p0572 B78-303^ 33
Three-ehaft turbine-transmission systems for
vehicular applications "
20 p0572 B78-30337
Gas turbine engine applications in transit coaches
20 p0572 B78-30339
Improved heavy duty gas turbine engine '•
20 p0572 B78-30340
The development of 40-150 kw Stirling engines in
Sweden and their application in mining
equipment, total energy systems and road vehicles
20 p0573 B78-30346
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 B78-30348
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Automotive Bankine engine development
20 p0573 S78-30349
Programmable controls: A control engineer's dream
analog controls for automotive gas turbines
and other engines
20 p0575 H78-30380
Technical evaluation report on the 51st(E) PEP
Specialists' Meeting of the Propulsion and
Energetics Panel on Seal Technology in Gas
Turbine engines
[&GAED-AB-123] 20 p0600 H78-3210U
GAS TOEBIHES
The Gas Turbine HTGR plant with a binary cycle
17 p0029 A78-11083
Reference Bind speed statistics for wind turbine
design
17 p0051 A78-11313
Optimum and near-optimum blade configurations for
high speed vind turbines
17 p0051 A78-11314
A practical approach to vortex augmentation of
mnd turbines
17 p0052 A78-11315
•"hermal testing of the GT-35 gas turbine plant in
the steag turbine-gas turbine plant with a
high-head steam generator
17 p0066 A78-13157
Pulverized coal-pressure gasification with air as
a topping stage for the combined gas/steaa
turbine process
17 p007<l A78-14498
The design and performance of high temperature
turbines in turbofan engines
17 p0093 A78-18023
Selected wind tunnel test results for the Darneus
wind turbine
17 p0091 A78-18099
Review of the development of small- and
medium-capacity gas turbines at the notoren- und
Tnrbinen Onion
[DG1H PAPER 77-061] 17 p0096 A78-18702
The gas turbine as an advantageous propulsion unit
for high-performance rail traffic
17 p0096 A78-18713
Utilization of exhaust-gas heat from gas turbine
pover plants
17 p0103 A78-19525
Gas turbines. Part 2 - Aerodynamic processes,
regenerators, combustion chambers, and
construction /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
18 p0219 A78-30200
Analytic determination of the fuel effect of air
storage gas turbine electric power stations
18 p0227 A78-31364
The technology of closed-cycle gas turbines
19 p0291 A78-32650
Open-Cycle Gas Turbine/Steam Turbine Combined
Cycles with synthetic fuels from coal
[ASHE PAPBB 77-1A/ENER-9] 19 p0298 A78-33147
Conceptual design of a coal-fueled, fluid bed
combined cycle power plant
[ASHE PAPBF 77-1A/ENEB-11] 19 p0298 A78-33149
The utilization of high temperature gas turbines
in integrated coal-derived fuel combined cycles
[ASHE PAPBB 77-WA/EHER-12] 19 p0298 A78-33150
Combined cycles for operation on coal derived
fuels wits high temperature combustion turbines[ASHE PAPBB 77-«A/BNER-i4] 19 p0298 A78-33152
Vehicular gas turbine with ceramic recuperative
heat exchanger
19 p0311 A78-34486
Application of gas turbines for peak and base load
operation
19 p0327 A78-36371
Use of gas turbines in natural gas transport
systems /pipelines/
19 p0327 A78-36372
Characteristics of the utilization of H204 in
solar gas-turbine power plants
19 p0335 A78-37947
Gasdynanic calculation of gas-turbine combustion
chambers nith successive air injection
19 p0342 A78-39196
The concept of availability for gas turbine
application evaluation in electric power
generation
[ASHE PAPBB 78-GT-140] 20 pO«93 A78-47187
Particle trajectories in swirling flows coal
combustion gas turbine technology
20 p0502 A78-49805
Cold energy liguefied natural gas evaporation
energy utilization
20 p0507 A78-50253
Implications of utilizing synthetic fuels in
combined cycles with respect to operating
efficiency and gas tnrbine contamination
20 p0510 A78-51221
Turboexpanders for energy conservation
20 p0512 A78-51621
Operational experiences with the CPO-UOO pilot plant
— municipal refuse fueled turbogenerator
facility
20 p0512 A78-51786
Bankine-cycle systems with organic working fluids
and prospects of the application of such systems
in the solar energy field /Eeview/
20 p0517 A78-52770
Thermodynamic analysis of a combined
gas-turbine-thermoelectric solar energy converter
20 p0517 A78-52771
Baseline gas tnrbine development program
[COO-2749-16] 17 p0120 N78-11<!05
Diagnostic assessment for advanced power systems
[SAHD-77-8216] 17 p0121 1178-11509
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition. Topical
report: Phase 3, preliminary turbine subsystem
technology readiness verification program plan
[FE-2290-21] 17 p0119 H78-14421
Large closed-cycle gas turbine plant
[GA-A-14311] 17 p0152 N78-14652
Effect of fuel bound nitrogen on oxides of
nitrogen emission from a gas turbine engine
[AD-A008382] 18 p0262 S78-19162
Gas turbine HTGR: A total energy utilization option
[GA-A-14484] 18 p0270 H78-19670
High Temperature Tnrbine Technology Program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical report: Low BTO gas combustor
technology development plan
[PE-2290-26] 18 p0282 B78-21480
venture analysis case study of combined gas and
steam power systems for the generation of
utility electric pover
[APAE-2483-5] 19 p0416 N78-25337
Helium heaters of the helium tnrbine unit of the
Oberhausen energy supply
[DOE-TB-35] 19 pOU55 K78-2741IO
Closed gas turbine heater program
[TID-28200] 19 p0455 H78-27441
Highway vehicle systems
[COBF-771037] 20 p0569 H78-30293
Gas tnrbine project status
20 p0569 S78-30303
Status of the Chrysler upgraded gas tnrbine engine
program
20 p0569 N78-30304
Improved heavy duty gas tnrbine engine program
20 p0569 S78-30306
Development of compliant foil bearings for
automotive gas turbines
20 p0570 N78-30308
Improved heat exchanger materials
20 p0570 H78-30312
Alternate operating conditions and systems for the
coal-fired nodular integrated utility system
(OBHL/HOD/HIOS-46] 20 p0582 B78-30670
Solar-thermal conversion to electricity utilizing
a central receiver, open-cycle gas turbine design
[EPBI-EB-652] 20 p0622 B78-33587
eis-Ligaio IHTBBACTIOHS
A novel gas adsorption cycle for solar thermal
pover generation
17 p0052 A78-11323
Investigation of gas-controlled cryogenic heat pipes
18 p0221 A78-30495
Studies on two-phase flow mixing pertaining to
liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic power generation
CCOBF-771098-1] 19 p0452 B78-26933
MS-BBTAL IITEBACTIOHS
Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen snlfide
--- on carbon steel
20 p0481 A78-44108
Corrosion behavior of type 310 stainless steel in
coal-gasification environments
20 p0512 A78-51713
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Automotive materials conpatibility with nethanol
fuel blends
20 p0576 N78-30390
GAS-SOLID IHTZBFACBS
Modeling fluidized bed combastion
18 p0230 478-31959
GASEODS DIFFDSIOB
Model considerations concerning the
gas-electrolyte balance of supported
gas-diffusion electrodes for fuel cells
17 p0096 A78-18646
GASEOUS FISSIOH BEAC70BS
PACEB: Short cut solution to fusion energy
production
TTID-27687] 18 p0270 B78-1967U
GASEOOS FDBLS
Autothernal gasification of liquid hydrocarbons by
partial oxidation
17 p0002 A78-10320
The Andco-Torrax process - A slagging pyrolysis
solid waste conversion systea
17 p0036 A78-111U2
Partial oxidation of refuse using the Purox systen
17 p003€ A78-11143
Methane production from waste
17 p0037 A78-111IHI
Energy - Fluid fuels from solids
17 p0069 A78-13625
Exergy of gas fuels and their combustion gases
17 p0088 A78-17<125
Multi-stage digestion to fuel gas of municipal
solid waste
20 p0505 A78-501«8
Evaluation of a commercial-scale
hydrocarbonization process to produce clean
char, oil, and pipeline gas from ccal
20 p0506 A78-5015U
Development of a combustion chamber for an
experimental HHD generator
20 p0539 A78-53916
Upgrading of coal liquids for use as power
generation fuels
[EPFI-AF-UUll] 19 p0427 S78-25608
Alcohols and gaseous fuels from biomass
20 p0578 N78-3fl<loq
GASES
Heat pipe central solar receiver
[COO-2839-1 ] 17 p011l| 178-10579
Begenerative process for desulfurization of high
temperature combustion and fuel gases
[BHI-50706] 19 pOH27 N78-25610
A method of converting Baltic shale to process gas
for ammonia, synthesis
20 p0555 H78-28673
GASIFICATION
Rotary kiln gasification of biomass and municipal
wastes
17 p0035 A78-11130
Energy recovery from municipal and industrial waste
17 p0037 A78-111II6
Heavy oil gasification Book
17 p0087 A78-171<l<l
Production of low-Btu gas from wastes, using
molten salts
18 p0197 A78-2780I!
Pipeline gas from solid wastes by the Syngas
recycling process
18 p0197 A78-27805
Pyrolytic gasification of Kraft black lignors
18 p0198 878-27811
Haste pyrolysis - Alternative fuel source '
19 p0333 A78-37172
Surface structure and mechanisms of gasification
catalyst deactivation
[FE-2229-5] 19 p0398 N78-23589
Development of a compact gas generator for fuel
gasification aboard a motor vehicle
20 p0573 N78-30367
S1S01IHE
The use of ethanol-gasoline mixtures for
automotive fuel
17 p0034 478-11128
Investigations into the suitability of methanol
and metbanol gasoline blends as s.i. engine fuels
spark ignition engine emission decrease
18 p0199 A78-27828
Hethanol-gasoline blends - Performance and emissions
19 p0321 A78-35702
Process variable effects in the conversion of
methanol to gasoline in a fluid bed reactor
19 p0365 A78-H1223
Development of a new combustion system /HCA-jet/
in gasoline engine
19 p0386 178-43296
Demand for gasoline
17 p0110 B78-10551
Experimental and analytical comparisons of the
performance and combustion characteristics of
gasoline, methane, and methanol in a Hankel engine
17 p0158 H78-15487
Fluid bed process studies on selective conversion
of methanol to high octane gasoline
[FE-2U90-8] 18 p0272 H78-20356
Riser cracking of coal to oil and gas
[COHF-770814-10] 19 p0392 H78-23250
Besearch guidance studies to assess gasoline from
coal by methanol-to-gasoline and sasol-type
Fischer-Tropsch technologies
[FE-2447-12] 19 pOtt15 S78-25251
Motor gasolines, summer 1977
[BEHC/PPS-78/1] 19 p015« N78-27287
Development studies on selected conversion of
synthesis gas from coal to high octane gasoline
[FE-2276-20] 19 pOQ54 N78-27289
Alcohol/gasoline blends: Lean misfire limits
20 p0571 H78-30327
Methanol utilization
20 p0571 N78-30328
Flame speeds, performance, and emissions with
methanol-indolene blends in an automobile
engine
20 p0576 N78-30389
The effect of blending methanol with gasoline on
geometric distribution
20 p0577 N78-30393
Conversion of trash to gasoline
[AD-A055113] 20 p0589 H78-31257
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of aviation gasoline from the
mandatory petroleum allocation and price
regulations
[DOE/EBA-0001] 20 p0600 N78-31957
Conversion of cellulosic and waste polymer
material to gasoline
[COO-2982-21] 20 p0612 N78-33257
Performance of gasoline and diesel fuels produced
from COED syncrude
[BEBC/BI-78/2] 20 p0612 N78-33261
GELS
The use of silicone gel for potting photovoltaic
arrays
17 pOOSI A78-11336
GEKEEAL AVIATION AIRCBAFT
Engine development toward lower energy consumption
and reduced environmental impact
tAIAA PAPEB 78-307] 18 p0178 A78-24008
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center for
non-turbine general aviation engines
18 p0216 A78-29330
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-Lewis Besearch Center
[NASA-TM-7388q] 18 p02«7 N78-17060
Tests of crash-resistant fuel system for general
aviation
[AD-A05IHU1 ] 20 p05U1 N78-28081
Fuel consumption: Transportation, volume 1. A
bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0707/6] 20 p0623 N78-33599
Fuel consumption: Transportation, volume 2. A
bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0708/U] 20 p0623 N78-33600
GEOCHEMISIBY.
Thermal alteration experiments on organic matter
in recent marine sediments as a model for
petroleum genesis
17 p0097 A78-1878U
Hydrothermal alteration in active geothermal fields
19 p0339 A78-38770
Evaluation and targeting of geothermal energy
resources in the southeastern Onited States
CVPI-SD-5103-3] 17 p0162 N78-15585
Analyses of natural gases, 1976
IPB-272735/2] 18 p0238 H78-16019
Geochemical characterization of Devonian gas shale
[MLM-2067(OP)] 19 pOU3« H78-25719
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Physiochemical characterization of Devonian gas
shale
[HLM-2466(OP) ] 19 pO«34 H78-25720
Hydrogeocheoical ana stream-sediment survey of the
National Resource Evaluation (NOBE) program:
western Dnited States
[UCID-16911-77-2] 19 p0434 N78-25722
Geothermal energy. Pact 1: Exploration, volume
3. Citations from NTIS data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0664/9] 20 p0625 N78-33881
GEOGBAPHY
Data bank for the geographical allocation of
future OS energy supply facilities by county
rSNL-50754] 19 p0463 H78-27590
GEOLOGICAL FAOITS
Regional investigations of tectonic and igneous
geology, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey
[E78-10197] 20 p0591 N78-31!)95
GEOLOGICAL SORVEYS
Industrial use of geological remote sensing from
space
17 p0075 A78-14787
Landsat detection of hydrothermal alteration in
the Nogal Canyon Cauldron, Mew Mexico
17 p0075 A78-1I)815
Geothermal energy resources map of the western
Dnited states
19 p0362 A78-M0535
Geology ana gas content of coalbeds in vicinity of
bureau of mines, Bruceton, Pa.
[PB-271875/7] 17 pOlilS H78-13624
Analyses of natural gases, 1976
[PB-272735/2] 18 p0238 N78-16419
Preliminary study of the favorability for uranium
in selected areas in the Basin and Bange
Province, Nevada
[GJBX-74(77) ] 19 p0391 N78-22534
Geothermal reservoir categorization and
stimulation study
[LA-6889-MS] 20 p0560 N78-29547
Geothermal energy prospects for the next 50 years.
Preliminary report to the Conservation
Commission World Energy Conference
rEPHI-EB-611-SB1 20 p0606 N78-32566
Geothermal energy. Part 1: Exploration, volume
3. Citations from NTIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0664/9] 20 p0625 N78-33881
GEOLOGT
Bibliography of earth science reports for 1976
[DCID-17476-76] 17 p0149 N78-14451
Application of remote sensing to geothermal
anomaly mapping in the Caldas Novas County, Goias
[I1PE-1129-TPT/070] 17 p0149 N78-14610
Borehole gravity survey to determine density
variations in the Devonian shale sequence of
Lincoln County
[MEBC/CB-77/7] 17 pO157 N78-14729
Evaluation ana targeting of geothermal energy
resources in the southeastern Dnited States
[VPI-StJ-5103-3] 17 p0162 N78-15585
Geological and geothermal data use investigations
for application explorer oission-A: Heat
capacity mapping mission
[E78-10092] 18 p0263 U78-19570
Bibliography of New Mexico geology and mineral
technology, 1971-1975
[PB-2783U8/8] 19 p0151 N78-26699
Introductory workshops on remote sensing as
related to geological problems in Georgia
[E78-10152] 19 p0455 N78-27H82
Regional investigations of tectonic and igneous
geology, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey
[E78-10197] 20 p0591 N78-31495
A summary of the users perspective of LAHDSAT-D
and reference document of LABDSAT users
[E78-10208] 20 p0591 N78-31506
GEOROBPHOLOGY
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LASDSAT-1 data collection system. Part U:
Lessen volcanic region
TE78-10123] 19 p039U H78-23H99
Locating areas of high wind-energy potential by
reoote observation of eolian geoaorphology and
topography
[BLO/2343-5] 20 p0587 878-30784
GEOPHYSICS
Evaluation and targeting of geothermal energy
resources in the southeastern Dnited States
[VPI-SU-5103-3] 17 p0162 B78-15585
Use of the method of one-dimensional nonlinear
transformations to forecast the natural model of
an oil stratum
18 p0290 878-21693
Geothermal energy. Part 1: Exploration, volume
3. Citations from NTIS data base
[HTIS/PS-78/06611/9] 20 p0625 N78-33881
GEORGIA
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 2, Section 3:
Facility concept design
[ALO/3987-1/2-70L-2] 19 p0409 N78-24672
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia, volume 3
[ALO/3987-1/3-VOL-31 19 p0409 N78-24673
Solar total energy system: Large scale
experiment, Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 1.
Section 1: Conclusions and recommendations.
Section 2: Systems requirements -^
[ALO/3987-1/1-VOL-1] 19 p0431 N78-2564»
Environmental effects of energy
[PB-278169/8] 19 p0449 1178-26620
Introductory workshops on remote sensing as
related to geological problems in Georgia
[E78-10152] 19 p0155 S78-27»82
Solar total-energy large-scale experiment at
Shenandoah, Georgia
[SAHD-77-2075C] 20 p0618 N78-33561
GEOS SATELLITES (ESA)
Implementation of extreme-purity specifications in
the case of solar generators, taking into
account, as an example, the satellites GEOS and
ISSE-B
17 p0085 A78-16852
GEOSYHCHBOHODS DEBITS
Design concept of geostationary platform
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1642] 20 p0514 A78-51981
GBOTHEBHAL EHEBGY CONVEBSIOH
Capital and electrical production costs for
geothermal power plants
, . ._ -- 17 p0010 A78-107U4
Prospects for geothermal energy applications and
utilization in Canada
17 p0067 A78-13343
Non-electrical uses of geothermal energy
17 p0082 A78-16635
Economics and projections for geothermal
development in the Northwest Washington,
Oregon and Idaho
17 p0082 A78-16769
A parametric study of a heat exchanger designed
for geothermal power plant application
[ASME PAPEB 77-HT-1] 17 p0088 A78-17476
Evaluation ana design considerations for
liquid-liquid direct contact heat exchangers for
geothermal applications
[ASME PAPEB 77-HT-2] 17 p0089 A78-17477
Application of direct contact heat exchangers in
geothermal systems
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-3] 17 p0089 A78-17478
Testing of direct contact heat exchangers for
geothermal brines
[ASME PAPEB 77-HT-4] 17 p0089 A78-17479
Operational limitations of direct contact boilers
for geothermal applications
[ASME PAPEB 77-HT-5] 17 p0089 A78-17480
Advances in liquid fluidized-bed heat exchanger
development using geothermal water
[ASME PAPEB 77-HT-66] 17 p0090 A78-17498
Finite-element solutions for geothermal systems
17 p0094 A78-18097
Geothermal well stimulation with a secondary fluid
17 p0104 A78-19625
Investigation of hydrodynamic flows of a heat
transfer fluid in zones of artificial porosity
18 p0172 A78-22537
Stndy of the driving forces of heat and mass
transfer in a nozzle reflux device for heating
air by water
18 p0172 A78-225II3
Geothermal energy utilization Book
18 p0198 A78-2782fl
An analysis of an early hybrid fossil-geotheraal
power plant proposal
18 p0218 A7B-29998
Engineering aspects of geotherial development with
emphasis on the Imperial Valley of California
18 p0228 A78-317B2
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A scenario for geotherial electric power
development in Imperial Valley
18 p0228 A78-31743
Making use of moderate temperature geothermal
resources
18 p0232 A78-32117
Transient conduction in the space surrounding a
ring of holes solar energy earth storage
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HA/HT-12] 19 p0299 A78-33175
The potential for geothermal and solar thermal
power systems
19 p0361 A78-H0368
Dnioo Oil gets up steam for geothermal energy
steam and hot water from the earth's crust
19 p0383 A78-42773
Geothermal perturbations on the atmospheric
environment
20 pOU81 A78-111111I9
The effect of the Broadlands Geothermal Power
Scheme on the Haikato River
20 pOiai A78-1IH150
Production of medium pressure process steam from
low temperature geothermal fluid
20 pOH92 A78-l!660"2
Progress in geothermal energy
20 pOt9i| A78-<|77»8
Recovery and utilization of extreme low
temperature geothermal energy in Korea
20 p0506 A78-50152
Numerical modeling of a desatnrating gecthermal
reservoir
20 p0516 A78-52236
Performance tests of a total flow impulse turbine
for geothermal applications
[OCID-17U11] 17 p0127 S78-125U6
Economic study of low temperature geothermal
energy in Lessen and Hodoc Counties, California
[PB-270256/1] 17 p0127 H78-12549
Besearch on the physical properties of geothermal
reservoir rocks. Summary report on collection
of samples of volcanic rocks for petrophysical
studies
fCOO-2908-1] 17 p01"41 H78-1358K
Coso geothermal corrosion studies
[AD-A045511] 17 p01«7 S78-13681
An evaluation of geothermal energy potential
18 p027« H78-20601
Geothermal direct contact heat exchange
[SAN/1116-1] 18 p0277 H78-20638
Floating power optimization studies for the
cooling system of a geothermal power plant
[TREE-116U] 18 p0277 H78-206U6
Definition of requiredents for geothermal power
conversion system studies
[DC8L-13751] 18 p0288 N78-21650
ERDA Geotherraal Component Test Facility (GCTF) ,
East Mesa, Imperial Valley, California. Test
operations management plan
[TID-28010] 19 p0397 H78-23577
Study of brine treatment
[EPBI-ES-1176] 19 pOU30 N78-25633
Potential growth of electric power production fron
Imperial Valley geothermal resources
[OCRL-52252] 19 pOU30 N78-25635
Corrosion of iron-base alloys versus alternate
materials in geothermal brines
[PNI-2U56] 19 pOU5(4 N78-27261;
Geothermal systems
19 pOU57 H78-2752I(
A market survey of geothermal wellhead power
generation systems
[NASA-CR-157262] 19 pOU58 H78-27533
Governmental costs and revenues associated with
geothernal energy development in Imperial County
[OCBL-13BOO] 20 p0553 N78-2865U
Alternate materials of construction for geothermal
applications
[BN1-50751] 20 p056q H78-29611
Survey of models to predict the effect of
geothemal power development on domestic water
supplies and to design pollution monitoring
methods
[OCBI-79977] 20 p0565 H78-29637
Preliminary design manual for a geothermal
demonstration plant at Berber, California
[EPBI-EB-670] 20 p0597 H78-31575
Application of direct contact heat exchangers to
geothereal power production cycles
[IDO-1519-8] 20 p0597 H78-31578
Development of a direct contact heat exchanger,
phase 1 study report
[HASA-CB-157737] 20 p0603 H78-32387
Geothermal energy prospects for the next 50 years.
Preliminary report to the Conservation
Commission Rorld Energy Conference
[EPBI-EB-611-SB] 20 p0606 B78-32566
Engineering and economic feasibility of utilizing
geotherial heat fron the Heber reservoir for
industrial processing purposes at valley
Nitrogen Producers Inc., El Centro agricultural
chemical plant
[SAN-1323-3] 20 p0618 H78-33562
Residential space heating cost: Geothernal vs
conventional systems
[TREE-1182] 20 p0619 H78-33567
Thermal drawdown and recovery of singly and
multiply fractured hot dry rock reservoirs
[IA-7219-HS] 20 p0620 N78-33572
Geothermal energy. Part 2: Corrosion and
equipment, rolome 3. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0665/6] 20 p0625 K78-33882
Geothermal energy. Part 3: Technology and
general studies, volume 3. Citations fron the
NIIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0666/4] 20 p0625 M78-33883
Geothermal energy, volume 3. Citations fron the
engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0667/2] 20 p0626 K78-33884
GEOTHEBHA1. BESODBCES
Ocean geotheroal energy
17 p0006 A78-10656
The prospect for geothermal power
17 p0010 A78-107I10
Status report on the alternative energy sources
17 p0061 A78-11U89
Chemical and isotopic techniques in geothemal
investigations
17 p0061 A78-111490
Chemical geotheroometers and mixing models for
geothermal systems
17 p0062 A78-11191
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Enhanced performance heat exchangers for Ocean
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Studies of biofouling in Ocean Thermal Energy
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plants
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exchanger module
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engineering index data base
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cooling systems
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cooling systems
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Improved heat exchanger materials
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Solar heat transport fluid
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Augmenting the condenser heat transfer performance
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Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
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Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
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study
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Cost-effectiveness study of heat pipe heat
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International Heat Pipe Conference, 3rd, Palo
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A variable conductance heat pipe for terrestrial
applications
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Emerging heat pipe applications
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Technical applications of heat pipes
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High temperature heat pipes for terrestrial
applications
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Application of heat pipes in electronic modules
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Direct heat pipe cooling of semiconductor devices
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Heat pipe nuclear reactors for space applications
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A theimal canister experiment for the Space Shuttle
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Heat pipes for sun energy conversion
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applications'
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Design and evaluation of an inexpensive heat pipe
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Solar water heater using heat pipes
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Heat transfer in wicks of low-temperature heat pipes
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Study of the thermophysical characteristics of
cryogenic heat pipes with a metallic fibrous vick
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Hydrogen gas generation in water heat pipes
20 pOH93 A78-17190
The photochemical heat pipe
20 p0199 A78-19638
Material selection considerations for fluoride
thermal energy storage containment in a sodium
heat pipe environment
[AD-AOH2389] 17 p0112 B78-10563
Parametric performance of a spiral-artery,
liquid-trap-diode heat pipe
[SASA-TH-78K18] 17 p013« N78-13368
Lifetests of the telecommunications satellite heat
pipes
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Heat pipe reactors for space power applications
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Heat pipe development
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Two-phase working fluids for the temperature range
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Heat pipe with dual working fluids
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Heat pipes and their use in technology
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Research Center
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Reactor technology including heat pipe
specifications
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" Integration of heat pumps into solar-heating systems
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Performance analysis and cost optimization of a
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evaluation
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power systems
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salt heat exchanger design for utility power
plants
[NASA-CB-135245] 17 p0150 N78-14633
Central receiver solar thermal power system, phase 1
[SAN/1110-76/3] 17 p0161 N78-15583
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced Thermal Energy
Storage (TES) systems. Volume 2: Phase change
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[EPBI-EM-256-VOL-2] 17 p0162 1J78-15586
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced Thermal Energy
Storage (TES) systems. Volume 3:
Thermochemical TES sizing computer program
[EPBI-EH-256-VOL-3] 17 p0162 N78-15587
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced thermal energy
storage (TES) systems. Volume 4: Solar Power
Plant Operation, analysis computer program
tESSI-BS-256-VOL-U] 18 p0242 H78-16H62
Heat pipes and their use in technology
[NASA-TM-75148] 18 p025U N78-1S357
Solar energy storage subsystem utilizing latent
heat of pha<3e change
18 p0255 N78-18513
Thermal energy storage
[NASA-CB-150563] 18 p0255 N78-18520
Holten salt thermal energy storage systems
[H8SA-CB-135419] 19 pOUOS H78-2M618
Design method for heat loss calculation for
in-ground heat storage tanks
[COO-2939-3] 19 pO<H)1 S78-26B02
Subsurface waste-heat storage: Experimental study
[OPO-5003-1] 19 p0459 H78-2755U
Heat store for solar energy utilization in heating
systems and water heating
[IKE-5-206] 20 p0552 H78-28642
Thermal energy storage for industrial waste heat
recovery
[NASA-TM-78953] 20 p0561 878-29576
Thermal energy storage/heat engine for highway
vehicle propulsion
20 p0570 S78-30320
Technical and economic feasibility of thermal
storage
[COO-2591-76/1] 20 p0582 878-30669
Form-stable crystalline polymer pellets for
thermal energy storage, phase 1
[OEO-5159-10] 20 p0598 N78-31582
Applications of thermal energy storage in the
cement industry
[8ASA-CB-159399] 20 p0615 878-33537
Compressed air energy storage advanced systems
analysis
[PHI-21161] 20 p0616 N78-33545
Environmental Development Plan (EDP) : Solar
agricultural and industrial process heat, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0002] 20 p0619 N78-33568
Investigation of alternate types of water-storage
components to be utilized in conjunction with
the ACES system
[OEH1/SOB-78/11233/1] 20 p0620 B78-33578
BEAT TEASSFEB
Heat losses from solar energy absorbers enclosed
in glass tubes
17 pOOUU A78-11234
Heat-transfer allowing for ion slip in an HHD
channel
17 p0063 A78-123P6
Interaction between collector and consumer
storage and use of solar energy
17 p0071 A78-14095
Operational limitations of direct contact boilers
for geothermal applications
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-5] 17 p0089 A78-17480
Heat transfer in solar energy storage using
unprepared earth as storage medium
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-38] 17 p0089 A78-17487
Heat transfer problem associated with an HHD power
generation system - An overview
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-62] 17 p0090 A78-17494
Effects of vail electrical conductance and induced
magnetic field on HHD channel heat transfer with
developing thermal and velocity fields
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-63] 17 p0090 A78-17495
Advances in liquid fluidized-bed heat exchanger
development using geothermal water
[ASME PAPEE 77-HT-66] 17 p0090 A78-17498
Economical photovoltaic power generation with heat
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17 p0091 A78-17552
Investigation of hydrodynamic flows of a heat
transfer fluid in zones of artificial porosity
18 p0172 A78-22537
Study of the driving forces of heat and mass
transfer in a nozzle reflux device for heating
air by water
18 p0172 A78-22543
Heat transfer for solar energy utilization
18 p0200 A78-27855
Air as a heat-transfer fluid for solar houses
18 p0213 A78-28589
Heat exchange in an MHD channel with allowance for
the ion slippage
19 p0291 A78-32570
Heat transfer in solar energy systems; Proceedings
of the Winter Annual Heeting, Atlanta, Ga.
November 27-December 2, 1977
19 p0294 A78-33026
Heat transfer analysis of a system for annual
collection and storage of solar energy
19 p0296 A78-33038
Heat transfer effects in compressed air energy
storage
19 p0296 A78-33120
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Variational irreversible thermodynamics of heat
and oass transfer in porous solids - Hev
concepts and methods
19 p0313 A78-31603
natural convection in groove-like geometries - The
overall heat transfer coefficient in solar
collectors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-896] 19 p0323 A78-36016
Heat transfer and thermal control systems;
Aerospace Sciences fleeting, 15th, Los Angeles,
Calif., January 21-26, 1977 and Thermophysics
Conference, 12th, Albuquerque, S. Hex., Jane
27-29, 1977, Technical Papers
19 p0336 A78-38051
Cryostabilization of large superconducting magnets
using pool boiled helium II
19 p0350 A78-39896
Superconducting magnets for fusion reactors - The
problem of a reliable and effective cooling system
19 p0350 A78-39897
Stationary and dynamic behavior of heat pipes
19 p0361 A78-U086U
Solar energy operated oscillating heat engine
19 p0376 A78-IJ2162
Design of a heat pipe »ith separate ducts for
vapor and fluid
19 p0383 A78-32638
Fluids serving as heat transfer agents in solar
energy conversion
19 p0384 A78-42897
Thermal regimes in a primary fluid heated by solar
energy in a linear collector
20 pOH86 A78-U5453
Transient temperature variations in the primary
network of a solar power plant
20 pOU86 A78-U5U51
Solar wall performance
20 p0497 A78-»88m
Heat extraction from hot, dry rock masses
[PB-2711)11/1] 17 p0139 N78-13560
Enhanced single-phase heat transfer for ocean
thermal energy conversion systems
fORNL/SDB-77/1U216/1] 17 p0153 K78-1U657
Heat pipe with dual working fluids
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10198] 18 p02l)8 H78-17336
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Lenox-Foneywell solar collector conducted
using Marshall Space Flight Center Solar Simulator
[NASA-CB-150510] 18 pQ250 N78-17H81
Solar energy storage subsystem utilizing latent
heat of phase change
18 p0255 N78-18513
Solar energy for process heat: Design/cost
studies of four industrial retrofit applications
[NASA-CB-156139] 18 p0276 N78-20619
Low-cost solar air heater
[COO-2929-6] 18 p0277 N78-20639
Solar heat transport fluid
[HASA-CR-150612] 18 p0283 H78-21592
ESDA Geothermal Component Test Facility (GCTF) ,
East Mesa, Imperial Valley, California. Test
operations management plan
[TID-28010] 19 p0397 H78-23577
Study of heat transfer through refractory lined
gasifier vessel walls
fFE-2210-20] 19 p0117 N78-25376
Heat pipes, volume 3. Citations from the NTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0302] 19 p0117 N78-2538K
Experimental study of heat transfer enhancement
for ammonia condensing on vertical fluted tubes
[OR8L-5356] 19 pOU29 H78-25623
CPC thermal collector test plan
[CO1F-770953-6] 19 pO»29 N78-25628
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost reduction
program. Report 1: HET MET fluid friction heat
transfer test results, engine test for four
regeneration materials
[GBR-2690-SECT-6.006] 19 pOUlO N78-2632Q
Thermal energy storage Stirling engine power
plants 1: Calculated heat transfer and pressure
drop across ground power unit heater assemblies
[GHH-2690-SECT-7.10H] 19 pOUUO N78-26330
Effectiveness of spectrally selective surfaces for
exposed, high-temperature solar absorbers
[SAHD-77-8300] 19 pOIII H78-26563
Brine chemistry and combined heat/mass transfer.
Volume 2: Appendixes
[EPBI-ER-635-VOL-2] 19 p0162 H78-27578
Slaggin; HBD generator: A paranetric study
[SAHD-77-1951] 20 p056» B7B-29608
study of heat transfer through refractory lined
gasifier vessel walls
(?E-2210-18] 20 p0590 H78-31385
Development of a direct contact heat exchanger,
phase 1 study report
[HASi-CB-157737] 20 p0603 878-32387
HEAT TBiHSFBB COBFPICIBBTS
Natural convection characteristics of flat plate
collectors
17 pOOiW A78-11235
Solar and wind induced external coefficients -
Solar collectors
18 p0165 A78-20625
natural convection characteristics of flat plate
collectors
19 p029i» A78-33028
Comments on sea water side enhancement for OTEC
heat exchangers
19 p030» A78-33338
Long duration earth storage of solar energy •
20 pOU78 A78-U398Q
Study of the theroophysical characteristics of
cryogenic heat pipes with a metallic fibrous wick
20 p0191 A78-q6279
Determination of contact thermal resistances
for solar thermoelectric generators
20 p0195 A78-U8U06
Boiling heat transfer in a bench-scale molten-salt
thermal energy storage device
[OFBL/TH-5689] 17 p0111 H78-10586
HEAT TRABSBISSIOH
Geot^hermal energy - Heat extraction from hot dry
rock masses
[ASBE PAPER 77-PET-1J1] 17 p0076 A78-15080
The construction of long-distance thermal-energy
supply systems in Bannheim within the framework
of a demonstration project
17 p0102 A78-19245
Utilization of exhaust-gas heat from gas turbine
power plants ,
17 p0103 A78-19525
A reactive-heat-pipe for combined heat generation
and transport
[ A I A A 78-iHIO] 19 p0318 A78-35620
•T-System1 - Proposal of a nev concept heat
transport system
[ A I A A 78-tim] 19 p0319 A78-35623
Economic analysis of heat transmission f rom low
temperature geothermal sources
20 pOK7K A78-U3772
Thermal, fluid flow and mechanical characteristics
of a subatmospheric distributed flow flat plate
collector
20 pOU76 A78-43971
Alternative forms of energy transmission from OTEC
plants
[COUF-770331-5] 18 p02U1 H78-16153
Heat flow in a geothermally active area: The
Geysers, California
18 p0261 N78-18602
HCHB energy budget data as a model input for
assessing regions of high potential groundwater
pollution
[E78-10111] 18 p0282 N78-21516
Thermal drawdown and recovery of singly and
multiply fradtured hot dry rock reservoirs
[LA-7219-BS] 20 p0620 N78-33572
HEAT TBEATBENT
Thermal processing of biomass materials overview
17 p0033 A78-11117
Effect of heat treatment on optical properties of
collectors for solar energy installations
18 p0215 A78-28896
Technology options in thermal processing of
organic hazardous wastes
20 p0513 A78-51791
On optimization of performance of a Cu2S-cdS
heterojunction solar cell through heat treatment
20 p0523 A78-52827
Thermal conversion of oil-shale kerogen using CO
and water at elevated pressures
[LEBC-78/1] 20 p0617 N78-33552
HEATEBS
Testing of flat-plate air heaters according to
ASBRAE Standard 93-77
17 POOH2 A78-11220
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Flat plate air-heater improvements
17 pOOU3 A78-11221
Analysis of a new concept for & high temperature
direct coal-fired falling particle air
pre-heater for HHD power generation
[ASHE PAPEE 77-HT-60] 17 p0089 A78-17II92
Particulate deposition in direct fired MHO air
preheaters
fASME PAPER 77-HT-65] 17 p0090 A78-17U97
Thermal optimization of compact solar water heaters
18 p0206 178-28172
Thermal energy storage—Stirling engine power
plants 2. Calculated energy transfer rates from
solidifying lithium fluoride to a plain-tube
heater
[GHB-2690-SECT-7.108] 19 pOtlO N78-26331
HEATING
Input-output models support corrections cf
previous principles for the estination of energy
economy and development strategies in directed
systems
18 p0177 A78-239110
Beating costs and rentability - Projection of
growth of demand in the housing market
18 p021f| A78-28597
Solar and wind home heating and domestic hot water
systems: Energy and economics study
17 p0111 N78-10555
State-of-the-art of functional use data measuring
energy consumption in the commercial sector
[PB-269906/1] 17 p0115 N78-10592
Performance potential of the energy separator
without mechanical energy recovery
[P8-269721/7] 17 p0116 S78-10601
Solar energy commercialization at the state level:
The Florida solar energy water heater program
[PB-270158/93 17 p0128 578-12551
GEOCITY: A computer code for calculating costs of
district heating using geothermal resources
[B8SL-2208] 17 p0151 H76-1H6UU
Prospects for the utilization of waste heat in
large scale district heating systems
(BtJl-22559] 17 p0152 N78-11651
Combined heat and power: A discussion of Energy
Paper 20
[EEG-018] 18 p028(l N78-21608
Grid-connected integrated community energy system,
executive summary, phase 1
[COO-(|210-1-S0HK] 18 p0286 N78-21638
Solar space heating systems using annual heat
storage
[COO-2939T 18 p0287 H78-216U5
Annual cycle energy system concept and application
[C01F-770870-1] 18 p0288 N78-21617
Geothermal energy potential for district and
process heating applications in the OS: An
economic analysis
[BHWL-2311] 18 p0288 N78-216Q9
Central heating: Package boilers
f ANl/CES/TE-77-6] 19 p0122 N78-2556<1
Evaluation of devolatilization concept
CEPSI-AF-608] 19 pO!|30 H78-25639
Heat store for solar energy utilization in heating
systems and water heating
riKE-5-206] 20 p0552 N78-286H2
BEATING EQUIPBBBT
Utilization of waste heat from electric power
generation
17 p0031 A78-11095
Solar energy utilization and resource recovery
application in space heating
17 p0031 A78-11101
A solar energy system for domestic hot water
17 p0032 A78-11106
Sefuse ircineration with heat recovery - Typical
design and practical experience
17 p0037 A78-11117
Performance tests of a solar energy collector used
to heat air
17 p00143 A78-11221
Experimental investigation and computer modeling
of a solar natural circulation systeit
17 pOOHi) A78-11236
Analytical and experimental study of thermosyphon
solar water heaters
17 pOOUS A78-11237
Prediction of tha monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
17 pOOit7 A78-11255
Monitoring and evaluation of solar heating in
northern New England
17 pOOW A78-11282
An evaluation of residential heating methods in
terms of energy conservation, environmental
impact and life-cycle economics
17 p0057 A78-11357
Principles of nuclear district heating
17 p0066 A78-13150
A procedure for comparing the economy of different
electrical space heating systems
17 p0068 A78-13451
Heat pump application in houses
17 p0068 A78-13U52
Air source heat pumps
17 p0068 A78-13U53
The BBC solar house - Design and operating
experience
17 p0068 A78-1305II
Solar energy installations in Germany
17 p0068 A78-13U55
A heating oil tank as a solar energy reservoir
17 p0072 A78-14105
Tritherm heating synthesis of solar, heat pump
and fossil fuel heating
17 p007t A78-14121
Application of airborne infrared technology to
monitor building heat loss
17 p0075 A78-14853
Non-electrical uses of geothermal energy
17 p0082 A78-16635
The block heating power station - Characteristics
and first experience
17 p0103 A78-19217
A performance-optimised wind energy conversion
system for space heating
18 p0171 A78-22251
Solai air heaters and their applications
18 p0200 A78-27858
Solar-array installations operating in Gemany
18 p0212 A78-28579
Integration of solar-energy designs with existing
heating systems
18 p0213 A78-28586
Water-storage in a solar-heating system - Cost
effectiveness, realization and requirements
18 p0213 A78-28590
Integration of heat pumps into solar-heating systems
18 p0213 A78-28592
Technical safety questions concerning solar energy
installations '
18 pO?1fl A78-28593
Energy conservation and energy source substitution
in old buildings - Estimation of cost and efficacy
solar energy utilization
18 p0214 A78-28596
Monitoring solar space heat
18 p0210 A78-28800
Simple solar technology for applications in rural
areas
18 p0221 A78-30321
The use of fluidized beds for heating air for wind
tunnels
[AIAA 78-818] 18 p023« A78-32372
A stud^ of solar water heating for existing homes
in Southern New England
19 p0295 A78-33031
Economic feasibility of solar heating systems in
the northeastern Onited States
19 p0295 A78-33035
On the study of applications of solar thermal
energy for mobile home park and community
19 p0296 A78-330KO
Temperature operating conditions of the energy
storage device of a solar heating system
19 p0319 A78-356I(6
Solar thermal heating systems: Technical aspects
and economic limits /2nd revised edition/
German book
19 p0328 A78-36650
Design and evaluation of an inexpensive heat pipe
19 p037H &78-U2115
Performance study of spray-type solar water heater
19 p037« A78-U21P7
Testing of five solar cookers Jodhpar
19 p0376 A78-12166
Emissions and energy conservation in residential
oil heating
19 p038« A78-12902
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SOBJECT IHDEI HELIOSTATS
Low-temperature heating systems and solar energy
20 pOt75 A78-U3796
Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
uses solar energy to apply thermal shocks to gas
20 p0481 A78-UU119
Solar water heater using heat pipes
20 pfli|82 A78-HU333
A low cost aerodynamic heater representing a fully
matched load for wind energy systems
20 p0503 A78-49950
Recovery and utilization of extreme low
temperature geothermal energy in Korea
20 p0506 A78-50152
Heat pipe central solar receiver
[COO-2839-1] 17 p011i4 H78-10579
Investigation of methods to improve heat pnmp
performance and reliability in a northern
climate. Final report, volume 1
[EPBI-EH-319-VOL-1] 17 p0139 N78-13567
An analysis of alternative residential heating
systems in terms of three criteria: Energy
conservation, environmental impact and
life-cycle economics
18 p0239 R78-16423
SIHS prototype system 1: Design data brochure
solar heating system
fBASA-CB-15053lt] 18 p0250 JJ78-17tt8U
Installation package - SI1S prototype system 1A
[NASA-C8-15052H1 18 p0255 N78-18523
Design data brochure: SIMS prototype system 2
[NASA-CB-150558] 18 p0268 N78-196U9
Prototype solar heating and hot water system
[NASA-CB-150575] 18 p0268 N78-19653
Installation package maxi-therm S-101 heating module
[NASA-CB-150512] 18 p027t N78-20602
System design package for SI8S prototype system 2,
solar hot water
[NASA-CB-150521] 19 p0388 B78-22165
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[BASA-CR-150693] 19 pOH20 N78-255P2
Solar energy in high-rise buildings
[DSE/1963-1] 19 pO«31 B78-256H1
Total energy systems for buildings. Citations
from the engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0306] 19 pOU32 B78-25657
Total energy systems for buildings. Citations
from the BTIS data base
rBTIS/PS-78/0305] 19 pO<!33 S78-25658
Support testing and design study evaluation of
regenerative air heaters
rFE-225U-5] 19 pOHU1 N78-26398
Design method for heat loss calculation for
in-qronnd heat storage tanks
CCOO-2939-3] 19 pOUi41 H78-26402
Helium heaters of the helium turbine unit of the
Oberhansen energy supply
[DOE-TB-35] 19 p0455 B78-27440
Closed gas turbine heater program
CTID-28200] 19 p0455 H78-27U41
Dynamic models of house heating based on
eguivalent thermal parameters
19 pO«56 B78-27517
Stirling total energy systems study
[HCP/T29U7-1 ] 19 pOi|61 B78-27570
Development of a passive heating and cooling
system using a pumped heat pipe
CTID-28188] 20 pOSSU H78-28658
Energy conservation: Buildings, volume 1. H
bibliography with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0502/1] 20 p0561 H78-29617
Energy conservation: Buildings, volume 2. A
bibliography with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0503/9] 20 pOS61 H78-29618
SIHS prototype system 3 test results: Engineering
analysis
[HASi-CB-150758] 20 p0581 S78-30660
Double-exposure collector system
[TID-28291] 20 p0597 H78-31576
Installation package for a domestic solar heating
and hot water system
[SASi-CR-150760] 20 p060I| B78-32517
Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
[BASi-CB-150785] 20 p0605 B78-32519
Installation package for a solar heating and hot
water system
[BASA-CB-150757] 20 p0605 B78-32550
Development of flat-plate solar collectors for the
heating and cooling of buildings: Executive
samoary
[NASA-Cr-13«8CW] 20 p0615 B78-33527
Economic feasibility of strontium-90 fueled
heaters for use in cold regions
[PHL-2176] 20 p0616 B78-33546
Residential space heating cost: Geothermal vs
conventional systems i
[TEEE-1182] 20 p0619 H78-33567
HB1VT 21EBERTS
Heavy metal interactions with natural organics in
aquatic environments
18 p02«* B78-16X79
BEA7Y LIFT LAOHCH VEHICLES
An overview of the Satellite Power System -
Transportation system
[AlAi PAPEB 78-975] 20 p0173 A78-43530
HEAVY WATER
Study of the potential for improving the economics
of hydrogen liquefaction through the use of
centrifugal compressors and the addition of a
heavy water plant
[HASA-C8-1H5282] 17 p0159 B78-1556H
HELICAL BIHDIHGS
Kine-Pak: A self-contained, electrical power
geaerator system using a helical spring to
rotate a rotor and generate electric current
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11551-1 ] 19 p0389 B78-22<468
HELICOPTER DESIGN
Helicopters and energy savings
17 p0076 478-15020
HELICOPTEB EBGIHES
Fesearch needs for 0.s. Army aircraft propulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 78-45] 18 p0172 A78-22558
HELICOPTEB PEBFOBBAVCE
Some aspects of offshore operations in the
Betherlands
18 p0262 N78-19135
HELICOPTBBS
Some aspects of offshore operations in the
Netherlands
18 p0262 B78-19135
Helicopters and energy savings
[AAAF-NT-77-25] 19 pOUOl B78-21128
BELIOS SATELLITES
Improved Helios cell output solar generator
power efficiency
17 p0019 A78-10995
HELIOSTATS
Besults of experiments with heliostats for central
receiver power plants
17 p0053 A78-11326
Subsystem research experiments on a central
receiver collector for solar thermal power
plant
17 p0053 A78-11327
An analytic evaluation of the flux density due to
sunlight reflected from a flat mirror having a
polygonal boundary
17 p0053 A78-11328
A cellwise method for the optimization of large
central receiver systems solar collectors
17 p0053 A78-11330
The linear Fresnel lens - Solar optical analysis
of tracking error effects
17 p0059 A78-11375
Structure of a beam reflected by a heliostat
18 p021<) A78-28888
Automating the control of the optical system of a
tower-type solar power station heliostat
servocontrol
18 p0215 A78-28891
Solar thermal test facility
18 p0216 A78-29227
Steering a field of mirrors using a shared
computer-based controller for solar array
awd heliostat application
19 p0312 A78-3«516
A cellwise method for the optimization of large
central receiver systems
19 p031» A78-30937
A 1400 k» high temperature solar test facility
19 p0384 A78-Q2894
Heliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes
20 p0177 A78-II3976
Structure of beam reflected by heliostat
20 pOQ90 A78-B6128
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Automatic control of toner-type solar power
station optical system /Survey/
| 20 p01|90 A78-f6131
Distributed solar power systems - An option
20 pOU92 A78-U6601
Composite heliostats of high-power solar energy
systems
20 p0495 A78-48U05
An analytic evaluation of the flux density doe to
sunlight reflected from a flat mirror having a
polygonal boundary
20 pOSOO A78-U9642
Parameter study for a central-receiver power station
[SAHD-77-0667C] 17 p0151 N78-1<t661
Central receiver solar thermal power system.
Phase 1, CBDL Item 2: Pilot plant preliminary
design report. Volume 3, book 2: Collector
subsystem
[SAB/1108-8/3] 19 p0398 N78-23587
Modal analysis of the first production design
heliostat used at the Solar Thermal Test
Facility (STTF)
[SAND-77-1393] 19 p0410 N78-211686
Central receiver solar thermal power system pilot
plant preliminary design report. Volume 3:
Collector subsystem
[SAN/1111-8/2] 19 pOU22 S78-25565
Heliostat systems design and operation. Citations
from the engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0812/1] 20 p0621) H78-33608
BELIOB
Implosion experiments with D2, He-3 filled
microspheres
18 p023S A78-32410
Helium in soil gases of the Roosevelt Hot. Springs
Known Geotheroal Resource Area, Beaver County,
ntah
20 p0511 A78-51602
Preliminary performance tests of a GPD-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 pO«38 N78-26256
Helium heaters of the helium turbine unit of the
Oberhausen energy supply
[DOE-TB-35] 19 p0455 N78-274I10
HEIIOfl PLASH!
Cryosorption pumping of 95>E deutenura-516 helium on
molecular sieve-5A at 1.2 K
19 p0359 A78-t0112
Nonequilibrium processes under conditions of
T-layer formation in HHD generator
20 p0183 A78-U«535
HELIOH-NBOH I1SEHS
Besponse of a solar cell partially illuminated by
a nonuniform light source
18 p0192 A78-26614
HBLHH01TZ EQOATIOHS
A program code and tables of analytical solutions
of the Helmholtz eguation for toroidal coordinates
20 p0199 A78-U9328
HBTEBOJUBCTIOH DEVICES
Photoelectric and electric properties of nSiC-nCdS
heterojunctions
19 p0330 A78-36855
Thin film Cds-Cul heterojunction photocells
19 p0333 A78-37260
Sn02/Si solar cells - Heterostructure of
Schottky-barner or MIS-type device
19 p0338 A78-38550
Comparative radiation resistance calculation for
qraded- and constant-composition n
Al/x/Ga/1-x/As-p Al/z/Ga/1-z/As solar cells
19 p0338 A78-38551
Photocells based on AlGaAs heterostructure with a
transition layer
19 p0311 A78-38911
n-CdS/n-GaAs voltage-enhanced photoanode
19 p03im A78-391I67
low-resistivity ZnCdS films for use as windows in
heterojunction solar cells
19 p0369 A78-II1913
Evaporated CdS film based heterojunction solar cells
19 p0372 A78-U2122
Organometallic-sourced VPE AlGaA/GaAS concentrator
solar cells having conversion efficiencies of 19?
20 p0173 A78-43706
Photoelectric properties of the thin-film
pCdTe-nCdS heteroiunction
20 pfli495 A78-48U02
Eecovery of shallow junction GaAs solar cells
damagod by electron irradiation
20 p0515 A78-52198
Graded band-gap pAl/x/Ga/1-x/As-nGaAs
beterojunction solar cells prepared by molecular
beam epitaxy
20 p0516 A78-52625
Polycrystalline silicon solar cells
20 p0519 A78-52788
Preparation and investigation of Sn doped
Si/n/-In203 heterojunction
20 p0520 A78-52800
Comparison between the efficiencies of HIS and SIS
solar cell structures
20 pOS20 A78-52801
On optimization of performance of a Cu2S>-CdS
heterojunction solar cell through heat treatment
20 p0523 A78-52827
II-VI compound solar energy converters
20 p0523 A78-52832
II-VI compounds in solar energy conversion
20 p0536 A78-53193
Chemistry and preparation of InP/CdS solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53«97
Multicomponent tetrahedral compounds for solar cells
20 p0537 A78-53199
Fabrication and characterization of indium tin
oxide /ITO//polycrystalline silicon solar cells
20 p0538 A78-53659
HEDHISTIC BETHODS
Finite larmor radius egnations in an arbitrary
near-theta pinch geometry
19 p0382 A78-1I2191
HEXAGOHS
Hexagon solar power pauel
[WSA-CASE-KPO-12148-1 ] 19 p0456 N78-27S15
HIGH 4CCELEBATIOH
Acceleration of one ampere negative ion beams to
energies up to 120 kev
19 p03D8 A78-39832
LaseL acceleration of reactor-fuel pellets
20 p0538 A78-53690
HIGH ASPECT BATIO
Classical diffusion in large-aspect toroidal plasmas
19 p0382 A78-I12082
HIGH CUSBEHT
Direct conversion of C02 laser energy to
high-voltage electrical energy using a
laser-prodnced plasma
17 p0078 A78-15788
numerical methods for studying compressed magnetic
field generators
17 p0102 A78-18908
Optimization of the current profile in MHD
generators
19 p0361 A78-l)0831)
High-voltage high-current breaker and closer for
power systems with inductive storage devices
[OCRL-TBANS-11310 ] 19 pOISI B78-2731B
HIGH EBEBGI ELECTBOHS
Intense relativistic electron-beam trajectories
and their effect on beam heating of toroidally
confined plasma
19 p0310 A78-3Q237
Eeversed-field configuration generated by a
rotating relativistic electron beam
19 p0382 A78-I12492
HIGH ESEBGf FOELS
Shock-tube combustion of high density hydrocarbon
fuels
18 p0222 A78-30512
HIGB EHEBGY INTERACTIONS
Fusion energy applied to synthetic fuel
production: A report to the DOE Division of
Magnetic Fusion Energy based on a preliminary
study by an ad-hoc advisory group
[CONF-770593] 19 p0393 N78-23251
HIGH FIELD BAGNETS
TFTB Toroidal Field coil design tokamak Fusion
Test Beactor
19 p03U5 A78-39785
Computational model for superconducting
toroidal-field magnets for a tokamak reactor
19 p0350 A78-39905
Fast ramp superconductor for ohaic heating coils
of Tokamak Next step reactor
19 p0356 A78-H0009
Superconducting energy storage coils
19 D0356 A78-40010
SDBJECT INDEI HIGH TEHPEH4IDBE PLASBBS
First wall surface treating in the Frascati
Tokanak FT
19 p0380 A78-U2215
HIGH FBESSOBE
Mathematical model for the gasification of coal
under pressure
18 p018« A78-25323
Catalytic gasification of coal vith high-pressure
stean
18 p0227 A78-31M97
A noirel dry coal feeding concept for high-pressure
gasiflers
17 p0132 H78-13257
High pressure rotary piston coal feeder
17 p0133 S78-13261
The use of twin screw extruders for feeding coal
against pressures of up to 1500 PSI
17 p013U H78-13269
High pressure rotary piston coal feeder
[HERC/SP-77/61 19 pO<l17 1178-251(113
Development of electrical and electrochemical
probes for down hole and in-line chemical
analysis of high pressure, high temperature
geothermal fluids
[PNL-2D59] 20 p05t8 N78-28590
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOTS
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systems
20 p0531 A78-53339
HIGH TEHPERATORE
Hydrogenation of phenanthrene over a commercial
cobalt molybdenum sulfide catalyst under severe
reaction conditions hydrocarbon fuel from
coal liquefaction
18 p0190 A78-26580
What's new in high temperature sulfur removal
systems for fluidized-bed coal gasification
18 p0233 A78-32217
Combined cycles for operation on coal derived
fuels with high temperature combustion turbines
TAS1E PSPEE 77-WVZ1SR-11] 19 p0298 A78-33152
Evacuated-tube solar collector - Effect cf control
on efficiency at high operating temperatures
19 00317 A78-35560
High temperature heat pipes for terrestrial
applications
[AIAA 78-135] 19 p0318 A78-35615
Thermal optical surface properties and
high-temperature solar energy conversion
[AIAA PAPEE 78-903] 19 p032U A78-36021
Improving the efficiency of high-temperature power
plants
20 pO"81 A78-U1988
The theoretical energy conversion efficiency of a
high temperature fuel cell based on a mixed
conductor
20 p0191 A78-I1619U
Assessment of high temperature nuclear energy
storage systems for the production of
intermediate and peak-load electric power
rORNl/TH-5821] 17 p0115 N78-10588
High-temperature desulf unzation of low-Btu-gas
[PB-271008/5] 17 p012« N7R-122M6
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical Report: Overall plant design
description, low Btu combined cycle electric
power plant
[FE-2290-18] 17 pOUIS N78-111119
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical Report: Overall plant design
description liguid fuel combined cycle electric
power plant
[FE-2290-19] 17 p01<!9 N78-10I120
High temperature torbine technology program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition. Topical
report: Phase 3, preliminary turbine subsystem
technology readiness verification program plan
[FE-2290-21] 17 p01<!9 B78-1I1U21
Coal gasification valves, phase 2
[FB-2355-2-REV-D] 19 p039« N78-23tt.H1
High temperature turbine technology program. Phase
1: Combined cycle electric power plant with
coal derived low Btu gas or coal-l igund fuel,
book 2
[FE-2291-18-BK-2] 19 pO«17 N78-25«a2
fletallurgical studies of high temperature alloy
capsules after long time cyclic corrosion tests
as containers for lithium fluoride
[GBE-2690-SECT-7.109] 19 pOttOO B78-26335
Closed-cycle, high-teoperatnre central receiver
concept for solar electric power
[EPRI-ER-629] 20 p05S2 H78-286UO
HIGH TEflPEEATOBE AIH
Analysis of a new concept for a high temperature
direct coal-fired falling particle air
pre-heater for HHD power generation
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-60] 17 p0089 A78-17Q92
HSFC hot air collectors. Phase 1: Test report
[NA^A-CB-150i»9S] 18 p02«9 N78-17171
Thermal performance of BSFC hot air collectors
under natural and simulated conditions
[NASA-CR-150506] 18 p0256 N78-18525
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
the Solaron (air) solar collector
[NASA-CR-150572] 18 p0268 H78-19652
Design data brochure: Solar hot air heater
[NASA-CR-150697] 19 pOQ21 H78-255Q8
HIGH TEBPEHATURE EUVIROBHEHTS
Silicon solar cell development for
concentrated-sunlight, high-temperature
applications
17 p0022 A78-11020
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systems
20 p0531 A78-53339
High-teuperatare electrolysis/fael cells -
Materials problems
20 p0532 A78-53310
HIGH TEBPEBATOBE FLUIDS
Development of electrical and electrochemical
probes for down hole and in-line chemical
analysis of high pressure, high temperature
geothermal fluids
[PKL-21159] 20 p05«8 H78-28590
HIGH TEBPEBATBBE GAS COOLED BBiCTOBS
The Gas Turbine HTGB plant with a binary cycle
17 p0029 A78-11083
BIGH TEHPBBATUBB GASES
A low-risk approach to the high-temperature turbine
[ASHE PAPER 77-WA/ESEH-10] 19 p0298 A78-331U8
The utilization of high temperature gas turbines
in integrated coal-derived fuel combined cycles
[ASBE PAPEE 77-HA/ENER-12] 19 p0298 A78-33150
High Temperature Turbine Technology Program.
Phase 1: Program and system definition.
Topical report: Low BTD gas combustor
technology development plan
[F3-2290-26] 18 p0282 N78-21S80
Analysis of a high-temperature coal combustor
according to a one-dimensional flow model
[ANL/flHD-77-2] 19 pO«22 S78-25568
Burner design criteria for NOx control from
low-BTO gas combustion: volume 2. Elevated
fuel temperature
[PB-280199/1] 20 p0599 N78-31615
HIGH TBHPERATDBE HOCLBAB BEACTOBS
Oses of nuclear heat at high temperatures for
energy conversion processes
17 pOIOI A78-18852
Survey of atomic energy planning taking into
account the production of energy in addition to
electricity
18 p0227 A78-31H7H
Electrofluid gasification of coal with nuclear
energy
19 p0338 478-38007
Hydrogen from nuclear energy
20 p053<! A78-S3aS7
High-temperature, high-power-density thermionic
energy conversion for space
[SASA-TH-73811D] 17 p01i!7 1178-13890
BIGH TEBPEBATUBE PLASBAS
lonization equilibrium and radiative cooling of a
high temperature plasma
18 p0227 A78-31K23
Plasma engineering problems associated with
superthermal fusion products
19 p0358 A78-10081
Protection of walls from hard disruptions in large
toXamaks
19 p0379 A78-II2211
A-175
HIGH TE1PEB1TOBE BESBABCH SUBJECT IHDEI
High temperature solar photon engines heat
engines for terrestrial and space-based solar
power plants
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1177] 20 p0485 A78-U5136
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE BESEABCB
Processing the results of experiments on the 0-25
unit by means of an information measuring system
PHD generator
17 p0002 A78-10246
The contemporary state of studies on controlled
thermonuclear fusion Soviet plasma research
18 p0166 A78-21350
High-temperature materials for HHD generators
Russian book
19 p0328 A78-36551
Effectiveness of spectrally selective surfaces for
exposed, high-temperature solar absorbers
[SAND-77-8300] 19 pOtHU t78-26563
Fusion reactors-high temperature electrolysis (HTE)
hydrogen energy production
[COO-0016-01] 20 p0568 H78-30262
HIGH TEHSEBATORE TESTS
The design and performance of high temperature
turbines in turbofan engines
17 p0093 A78-18023
Thermal alteration experiments on organic matter
in recent marine sediments as a model for
petroleum genesis
17 p0097 A78-1878II
Testing and evaluation of MHD materials and
substructures
[FE-2246-3-REV-A] 19 pO»«6 N78-26581
HIGH 7&COOH
TFTE vacuum system Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
19 p0325 A78-36046
HIGH VOLTAGES
Development of inductive storage for generation of
high voltage pulses
17 p0007 A78-10699
Direct conversion of C02 laser energy to
high-voltage electrical energy using a
laser-produced plasma
17 p0078 A78-15788
Sodium vapor heat pipe laser cell
[AIAA 78-392] 19 p0317 A78-35587
Application of homopolar generators for high
voltage plasma experiments
19 p03t8 A78-398U8
Potential damage to dc superconducting magnets due
to high frequency electromagnetic naves
19 p0350 A78-39902
The design philosophy and use of high voltage
power systems for mnltimegawatt ion beam
accelerators
19 p0354 A78-39974
The TFTR neutral beam power system Tokamak
Fusion Test Seactor
19 p0354 A78-39976
Nedium power voltage multipliers with a large
number of stages
20 p0186 A78-45435
High-voltage high-current breaker and closer for
power systems with inductive storage devices
tOCBL-TRAIS-11310] 19 pOltSI N78-27341
HIGHWAYS
Investigation of the feasibility of a dual model
electric transportation system
[LBL-6301] 17 p0157 N78-14954
Photovoltaic highway applications: Assessment of
the near-term market
[HASA-TH-73863] 18 p0252 B78-17935
Estimated highway fuel savings in 1975
18 p0257 U78-18539
Inductive power coupling for an electric highway
system supplying power to electric motor
vehicles
CLBL-7262] 20 p0566 N78-29998
HISTOBIES
Resource, technology, and environment at the geysers
[LBL-S231] 19 pOU30 N78-25637
A historic and current energy analysis of Florida
20 p0596 M78-31568
HOLOGRAPHIC IHTEBFEBORBTBY
Heasurement of a theta-pinch plasma by holographic
interferometry
18 p0192 A78-26621
HCmOPOlAB GEHEBATOBS
Insulating wall boundary layer in a Faraday MHD
generator
20 p0610 H78-32868
HOHETCOHB COBES(
Investigation into solar heating with some methods
for convection suppression
20 pO«76 A78-43969
HOHEICOBB STBOCTOBES
An approximate equation for predicting the solar
transmittance of transparent honeycombs flat
plate collector efficiency
17 pOOII A78-11231
Convective heat transfer effects within honeycomb
structures for flat plate solar collectors
18 p0200 A78-27857
Experimental performance of flat plate solar
collectors with various cover materials with and
without transparent plastic honeycomb
[AIAA PAPER 78-899] 19 p0321 A78-36018
Solar and infrared radiation properties of
parallel-plate honeycomb
[AIAA PAPER 78-901] 19 p0324 A78-36019
HOEIZOBTAI TAIL SDBFACES
HOD-1 HTG dynamic analysis
18 p0265 H78-19618
Some alternative dynamic design configurations for
large horizontal axis WECS
18 p0266 N78-1963P
HORSEPOWER
Height propagation and equivalent horsepower for
alternate-engined cars
[SAE PIPES 7803U8] 19 p0366 A78-U1225
HOT SURFACES
Catalyzed combustion in a flat plate boundary
layer. I - Experimental measurements and
comparison with numerical calculations
[LBL-6811] 18 p0230 A78-31953
HOT REATHEB
Analysis of solar space cooling systems suitable
for tropical climates
19 p0375 A78-121S9
HOT WORKING
Hot forming of silicon sheet, silicon sheet growth
development for the large area silicon sheet
task of the low cost silicon solar array project
[NASA-CR-155934] 18 p0255 N78-18517
HOT-STBE FLOSHETEBS
Flow-measurement using solar radiations
19 p0374 A78-021I11
HOOSI8GS
Solar and wind home heating and domestic hot water
systems: Energy and economics study
17 p0111 N78-10555
H0BS
The effect of hub fairings on wind turbine rotor
performance
18 p0219 A78-30039
HOBAB BEHAVIOR
Attitudes and behavior of the general public
regarding different forms of energy production
20 p0498 A78-49155
HOHAH FACTOBS ESGISEERIBG
The use of natural resources - Solar energy
applied to the construction of human habitats
17 p0065 A78-12908
Solar power satellite construction and maintenance
- The first large-scale use of man-in-space
[AIAA PAPER 78-1637] 20 p0514 A78-51977
Industries in space to benefit mankind: A view
over the next 30 years
[HASA-CB-155203] 17 p0118 B78-10973
H0HAB RESOURCES
Conference proceedings: A critical economic
balance: Rater, land, energy, people
[PB-274089/2] 18 p0253 878-17941
ESDA facilities: A national resource for
resolving energy problems
[ERDA-77-80] 20 p0623 H78-33597
HOHIDITY
The effect of ambient temperature and humidity on
the carbon monoxide emissions of an idling gas
turbine
17 p0065 A78-12557
HDIGABI
Translations on eastern Europe: Scientific
affairs, no. 566
[JPBS-70283] 17 p0107 S78-138U9
A-176
SUBJECT IHDEI HTDBOCABBOH FOEL PBODQCTIOR
BYBBID COBPOTEBS
3agdalen Islands wind turbine hybrid computer model
19 p03HO A78-38781
BIBBID PBOPD1SIOH
Computer simulation of an advanced hybrid
electric-powered vehicle
tSAS PAPEB 780217] 19 p0307 478-33378
Decreasing on-board fuel consumption in heat
engine/battery electric hybrids by battery
depletion
[SAE PAPER 780295] 19 p0308 A78-33386
Hybrid drive for motor vehicles with a
preponderantly intermittent method of operation
[NASA-TH-75215] 17 p012fl H78-12118
Hybrid heat engine propulsion of urban bases
20 p0578 H78-30U05
Electric and hybrid-vehicle pover-train development
20 p0578 N78-30406
Flywheel electric motor hybrid power train for
electric vehicles
20 p0578 N78-30408
The flywheel-battery hybrid power systems- A
concept to improve electric vehicle performance
CCOHF-770i(30-2] 20 p0579 H78-30H11
A new look at flywheel propulsion for urban
transit buses
20 p0579 H78-30115
HYDBATES
Properties of some salt hydrates for latent heat
storage
17 p0075 A78-111691
Eutectic mixtures for solar heat storage
20 pO«87 A78-<t57«2
Solar energy conversion through phase
transformations
20 p0513 A78-51819
HYDBADLIC EQ.OIPHEHT
Hydraulic container pipelining - A future
transportation system to conserve energy
17 p0030 A78-11091
Hydraulic resources future water power
development
20 p0533 A78-53UUO
Implanted energy conversion system
fPB-272609/9] 18 p0213 N78-16U6U
Demonstration of hydraulic nodule for an
automotive hydromechanical transmission
20 p0569 N78-30301
HYDEADIIC P10IDS
LLL gas stimulation program
[DCBL-50036-77-3] 19 pOQIS N78-26575
The inertial storage transmission
20 p0575 H78-3038I1
HIDBIDES
Some rate and modeling studies on the use of
iron-titanium hydride as an energy storage
medium for electric utility companies
[BNL-50667] 19 pO<(09 N78-24676
Hydrogen storage. Part 2: Hydrogen as a hydride.
A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/05II7/6] 20 p0568 S78-30267
Automotive hydrogen storage with magnesium hydride
20 p0571 N78-30323
HYDBOCAEBOB COHBDSTIOS
Antothernal gasification of liquid hydrocarbons by
partial oxidation
17 p0002 A78-10320
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the exhaust
gas of motor vehicles
17 p0061 A78-1K159
Coal pyrolysis at fire-level heat flux
17 p0079 A78-15835
Fluidi2ed-bed combustion technology - A review
17 p0079 A78-15836
Pollutant measurements in a methanol furnace
[HSS/CI PAPEB 77-8] 17 pOOSI A78-16339
Modelling and experimentation of sample probe
effects on pollutant gases drawn from flame zones
tBSS/CI PAPEB 77-6] 17 p0081 A78-163GO
Combustion treatment of smoke and odors of
industrial origin - Energy recovery
17 p0082 A78-16175
Citric oxide formation in hydrocarbon-air flames
18 p0199 A78-2783H
Universal formula for the electrocondactivity of a
plasma formed from the combustion products of a
hydrocarbon fuel in HHD generators
18 p0204 A78-28120
Formation and growth of thermal HOx in hydrocarbon
combustion
18 p0227 A78-31198
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative
heat transfer in an aircraft gas tnrbine conbustor
19 p0296 A78-33111
The reduction of nitrogen oxide emission in
oil-burning installations
20 pOO€9 A78-03q02
Fossil fuel - Future shock carbon dioxide
pollution effects
20 p0507 S78-50023
In-sitn laser retorting of oil shale
[FASA-CASE-LEB-12217-1] 17 p01U9 N78-1H152
Lean limit combustion in an expanding chamber
20 p0601 N78-32196
HYDBOCABBOH FOEL PBODOCTIOH
The U.S. Navy's Ocean Food and Energy Farm Project
17 p0007 A78-10657
Devonian - Ohio Shale productive potential
17 p0030 A78-11090
Application of special fluidized bed techniques to
coal gasification
17 p0031 A78-11096
Bioaass as a long range source of hydrocarbons
17 p0031 A78-11122
Methane production from waste
17 p0037 A78-11101
O.S. energy conversion research needs
17 p0069 A78-13624
Energy - Fluid fuels from solids
17 p0069 A78-13625
Combustion processes in in situ coal gasification:
Phenomena, conceptual models and research
status. I - Overview and continuum wave
descriptions
[BSS/CI PAPEB 77-3] 17 pOOSI A78-16337
Fuels and energy from renewable resources;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, 111.,
August 29-September 2, 1977
17 p0107 678-20521
An evaluation of in-situ recovery of tar sands
18 p0189 A78-26250
Liquid fuels from coal; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., August
29-September 3, 1976
18 p0189 A78-26S76
Biogasification using NaOH treated pig faeces
18 p019t A78-27550
Possibilities of biomass from the ocean - The
Marine Farn Project
18 p0208 A78-28362
A critical analysis of bioconversion with microalgae
methane production
18 p0208 A78-2836*
Fuel gas production from selected biomass via
anaerobic fermentation
18 p0208 A78-28366
Multi-stage digestion of municipal solid waste to
fuel gas
18 p0218 A78-29868
The production of substitute natural gas by oil
gasification
18 p0225 A78-31272
H-Gas process for production of fuel gas from
heavy oil
18 p0225 A78-31273
Hew concepts and results concerning the mechanism
of carbon monoxide hydrogenation. I - Organic
oxygen compounds produced during medium-pressure
synthesis with iron catalysts. II - Evolution of
reaction steps on the basis of detailed product
composition and other data
19 p0337 A78-38401
Besidence time measurements in a coal
hydrogenation process
19 p0337 A78-38105
Electrofluid gasification of coal with nuclear
energy
19 p0338 A78-38107
Engineering development of a short residence time,
coal hydropyrolysis process
19 p0362 S78-00592
Economic evaluation of synthetic natural gas
production by short residence time
hydropyrolysis of coal
19 p0363 A78-Q0593
Viscosity of coal-derived liquids
19 p0363 A78-00595
i-177
HtDEOCAHBOH FUELS SOBJECT IMDEI
Process variable effects in the conversion of
methanol -to gasoline in a fluid bed reactor
19 p0365 A78-41223
Catalytic hydrosolvation process converts coal to
low-sulfur liquid fuel
19 p0368 A78-41817
Evaluation of coal carbonization processes
20 p0470 A78-43409
The Exxon donor solvent process
20 pOU72 A78-43419
Gasifying coal underground
20 p0494 A78-47749
Should anaerobic digestion - for methane gas
recovery - be included in a sludge treatment
process utilizing incineration
20 p0505 A78-50144
Environmental factors for Fischer-Tropsch coal
conversion technology
20 p0505 A78-50149
Conversion of western O.S. coals to liquid products
20 p0506 A78-50150
The SEC-II process Solvent Eefined Coal
technology for ashless distillate fuels
20 p0506 A78-50151
Evaluation of a commercial-scale
hydrocarbonization process to produce clean
char, oil, and pipeline gas from coal
20 p0506 A78-50154
Carbonate rock - A resource for energy carbon
dioxide source for hydrocarbon production
20 p0511 A78-51343
Catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from carbon
monoxide and hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53328
HYD80CARBOH F3BLS
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels for aviation
17 p0077 A78-15400
Exergy of gas fuels and their combustion gases
17
 P0088 A78-17425
Characteristics of water-emulsion fuels
combustion of hydrocarbon emulsions
17 p0102 A78-18949
Future aviation turbine fuels
CilAA PAPER 78-268] 18 p0165 A78-20781
Reactions of fuel-nitrogen compounds under
conditions of inert pyrolysis
18 p0173 A78-22822
Liquid fuels from coal - From R S D to an industry
18 p0175 A78-23561
The detection of hydrocarbon sheets on the sea
18 p0209 A78-28395
The emission characteristics, of liquid-fuel flames
18 p0222 A78-30496
Shock-tube combustion of high density hydrocarbon
fuels
18 p0222 A78-30512
Pyrolysis of subbituminous coal in relation to
in-situ coal gasification
18 p0229 A78-31750
Compact gas generator for fuel gasification aboard
motor vehicles
18 p0236 A78-32509
Electrical conductivity of a plasma composed of
the combustion products of hydrocarbon fuels
with alkali additions
19 p0341 A78-38965
Implications of utilizing synthetic fuels in
combined cycles with respect to operating
efficiency and gas turbine contamination
20 p0510 A78-51221
Three-region world dynamics of fossil/hydrogen
energy system
18 p0239 178-161)27
Alternative fuels for transportation:
Implications of the broad-cut option
[UCBL-52313] 18 p0281 S78-21322
An evaluation of the national energy plan
[EHD-77-48] 19 p0396 D78-23566
Characteristics and combustion of future
hydrocarbon fuels aircraft fuels
rmSA-TH-78865] 19 pOIOl 178-21370
Optimization of pyrolytic conversion of coal to
clean fuel computer programs
[FE-2253-5] 19 p0427 N78-25609
Alternative fuels: The outlook and options within
the next decade
20 p0577 N78-30394
Assessment of low- and intermediate-Bta
gasification of coal
[FE-1216-4] 20 p0595 H78-31554
Economic screening evaluation of upgrading coal
liquids to turbine fuels
[EPSI-AP-710] 20 p0602 B78-32287
Investigative study of engine limiting
[BESC/BI-77/13] 20 p0603 S78-32443
Projects to expand fuel sources in eastern states:
Survey of planned or proposed coal mines, coal
and noncoal conversion plants, electric
generating plants oil refineries, uranium
enrichment facilities, and related
infrastructure, in states east of the
Mississippi Fiver
[PB-2812U9/3] 20 p0609 N78-32590
HTDBOCAEBONS
Analysis of petroleum type hydrocarbons in marine
samples using gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry
17 p0065 S78-128«<l
Materials and energy from the sun
17 pOOTI &78-14025
Hydrocarbons via photosynthesis
17 p0074 A78-14688
Isoprenoid hydrocarbons produced by thermal
alteration of Nostoc mnscorum and
Rhodopseudomonas spheroides
18 p0167 J78-22008
Products from two-step coal liquefaction using
three different first-step reactor packings
18 p0190 J78-26578
Kinetics of chemical processes involved in the
decontamination of seawater with respect to oil
hydrocarbons
18 p0193 A78-26818
Photooxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons by
Europium/Til/ salts
20 p0480 A78-44097
Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet fuels
by high performance liquid chromatography
[HASA-TH-73829] 17 p0130 N78-13233
Energy sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
[CONF-770130-2] 17 p01U8 578-14181
Hydrocarbon pollutants from stationary sources
[PB-272784/0] 17 p0163 S78-15605
Effect of hydrocarbon composition on
oxidant-hydrocarbon relationships. Phase 2.
Blend of total hydrocarbon emissions
fPB-273219/6] 18 p0244 878-16483
The effect of methanol addition to gasoline on
total and individual hydrocarbons, methanol, and
formaldehyde emissions from a carburetted spark
ignition engine
20 p0575 1178-30378
Hydrocarbon fuel cells. Citations from the
American Petroleum Institute data base
[BTIS/PS-78/0651/6 ] 20 p0609 S78-32593
HYDROCYAHIC ACID
Reactions of fuel-nitrogen compounds under
conditions of inert pyrolysis
18 p0173 A78-22822
HYDBODYHAHICS
Investigation of hydrodynamic flows of a heat
transfer fluid in zones of artificial porosity
18 p0172 A78-22537
Theoretical analyses of some simple wave power
devices
20 p0497 A78-48817
Synthoil hydrodynamics
[COO-0056-4] 18 p0273 N78-20473
HYDROELECTRIC POHER STATIOHS
Hind energy - A supplement to hydro-electric
energy using the Columbia River Valley as an
example
17 p0052 A78-11317
Underground hydroelectric pumped storage - A
practical option
17 p0063 A78-12221
Economic load distribution in the hybrid
hydrotoermal power system
17 p0092 A78-17949
Design and cost analysis of turbine penstocks for
hydroelectric power plants located at the bottom
of the dam
18 p0222 A78-30571
A-178
SUBJECT IHDBI BYDBOGER FUELS
Problems of electrical energy generation /Some
results of the International Electrotechnology
Congress - Hoscow, 1977/
19 p0325 A78-36127
Hydroelectric solar energy conversion
19 p0368 A78-U1813
Cost-effective electric poBer generation from the
Kind - A system linking wind-power iiith
hydroelectric storage and long-distance
transnission
19 p0381 A78-H2U18
Algorithm and block diagram for controlling the
modes of operation of a hydroelectric plant with
energy storage an a large energy complex
20 p0511 A78-51398
System planning for Bay of Fandy tidal power
developments
20 p0529 A78-532HU
Mathematical model for economic evaluation of
tidal power in the Bay of Pnndy
20 p0529 A78-5321I6
Raw tidal energy absorption capability of a pover
system
20 p0530 A78-53218
Hydraulic resources future water power
development
20 p0533 A78-53MO
Digital load control for hydroelectric powerplants
[PB-274027/2] 18 p0251 N78-17492
HYDROGEN
Stoichiometric calculations concerning the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
17 p0077 A78-15101
An electrochemically regenerative
hydrogen-chlorine energy storage system for
electric utilities
17 p0095 A78-18412
Safety in hydrogen transport and storage
installations
17 p0101 A78-18856
Hydrogen gas generation in water heat pipes
20 pO<193 A78-U7190
Catalytic synthesis of hydrocarbons from carbon
monoxide and hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53328
Production of ammonia using coal as a source of
hydrogen
TPB-271916/9] 17 p0130 N78-13237
Kinetics of thermochemical decomposition of
hydrogen sulfide for the purpose of generating
hydrogen
18 p02<l7 N78-17166
Optimization study of OTEC delivery systems based
on chemical-energy carriers
[ERDA/RSF-00033/76/TI] 19 pO«09 N78-24677
Production economics for hydrogen, ammonia and
methanol during the 1980-2000 period
[ BNL-50663 ] 19 pOU15 N78-252U3
Proceedings of the DOE Chemical Energy storage and
Hydrogen Energy Systems Contracts Eeview
[HASA-CB-1571611 19 pOU19 N78-25532
Preliminary performance tests of a GPD-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
rGHB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 pOi»38 N78-26256
Synthetic oil from coal: The economic impact of
five alternatives for making hydrogen from coal
[PB-279322/21 20 p0558 N78-29273
Hydrogen production methods
[CONF-780325-1] 20 p0602 N78-32289
Reversible netal hybnde-air fuel cell
[AD-A056591,] 20 p0616 N78-335HO
HTDBOGEB CHLORIDES
Hydrogen-chlorine energy storage system
[BHL-23670J 19 pO«60 N78-27558
HTDBOGBF EBBBITTLEBEHT
Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen snlfide
on carbon steel
20 pO«81 A78-IIU108
Materials for hydrogen service
20 p0535 A78-53462
HYDBOGEH ENGINES
Further Stirling engine development work. II
17 p0093 A78-180Q9
Hydrogen fuel cells and hydrogen engines
17 p0099 A78-188I11
Hydrogen cryogenic storage - Liquid for automotive
applications and cryoadsorbents for pipeline
distribution systems
17 p0100 A78-188UU
The storage of hydrogen in the form of metal
hydrides - An application to thermal engines
17 p0100 A78-188115
Farther studies with a hydrogen engine
[SAE PAPER 780233] 19 p0307 A78-33381
An experimental study of reciprocating internal
combustion engines operated on hydrogen
20 p05«2 878-28051
Data for design of a hydrogen engine: A progress
report
20 p0571 B78-30321
Hydrogen engine NOx control by water induction
20 p0575 H78-30377
Hydrogen-fueled engine
[liASA-CASE-BPO-13763-1] 20 p061<l B78-33526
HYDHOGEH ?OELS
Combustion improvement in a hydrogen fueled engine
17 pOOSO A78-16050
The hydrogen pipeline network in the Rhine-Ruhr area
17 p0099 A78-18837
Storage and distribution of large quantities of
hydrogen
17 p0099 A78-18838
Hydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
17 pOlOO A78-18843
Hydrogen cryogenic storage - liquid for automotive
applications and cryoadsorbents for pipeline
distribution systems
17 p0100 A78-1881H1
The storage of hydrogen in the form of metal
hydrides - An application to thermal engines
17 p0100 A78-18845
Safety problems in the use of liquid hydrogen
17 p0102 A78-18858
Liquid hydrogen as energy source - Economic
considerations through a comparison with
imported liquefied natural gas
17 p0107 A78-20516
Some problems in the operational analysis of a
hydrogen-fueled gas turbine
18 p0186 A78-25637
Some characteristics of oil consumption measured
by hydrogen fueled engine
[ASLE PREPRINT 77-LC-5B-1] 18 p0209 »78-28t34
The utilization of LaHi5 as a hydrogen-storage
medium for heat engines
18 p0233 A78-32193
Hydrogen as an energy carrier: Production,
storage, transport German book
19 p0315 A78-35179
Hydrogen fuel and its application to vehicular
systems
19 p0327 A78-36445
Performance and NO/x/ emissions of spark ignited
combustion engines using alternative fuels -
Quasi one-dimensional modeling. I - Hydrogen
fueled engines
19 p0333 A78-37299
Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
19 p0383 A78-U2860
Research conducted by Gaz de France on hydrogen
20 p0497 A78-I48733
Projections of the price of hydrogen fuel
20 p0513 A78-51818
Transmission of gaseous hydrogen
20 p053« A78-53459
Hetal hydrides as hydrogen storage media and their
applications
20 p053U A78-53U60
Liquid hydrogen storage and transmission
20 p0535 478-53461
Materials for hydrogen service
20 p0535 A78-53462
Hydrogen turbine power conversion system assessment
[1ASA-CR-1352981 18 p0276 N78-20621
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen as a supplement
to natural gas
(TID-277II7] 18 p0281 H78-21323
Exploratory studies of high-efficiency advance
fuel fusion reactors
[EPRI-ER-581] 19 p0435 N78-25938
Status of European thermochemical hydrogen programs
[LA-DR-77-2985] 19 pO«U6 N78-26583
Assessment of fuel processing alternatives for
fuel cell power generation
[EPHI-Etl-570] 20 p0563 K78-29596
A-179
HIDBOGEB ISOTOPES SDBJECT IHDEX
Hydrogen storage. Part 2: Hydrogen as a hydride.
A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-T8/05U7/6] 20 p0568 N78-30267
Hydrogen storage. Part 1: Storage as a gas or
liguid. A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/05116/8] 20 p0569 N78-30270
Automotive hydrogen storage with magnesium hydride
20 p0571 N78-30323
Characteristics of a single-cylinder
hydrogen-fueled I.e. engine using various
mixture formation methods
20 p0577 N78-30398
A study on reformed fuel for an automotive
gasoline engine
20 p0577 1178-30100
A hydrogen-powered mass transit system
20 p0578 N78-30U01
comparative efficiencies of alternative future
automotive power systems
20 p0579 N78-30H10
Hydrogen technology, foreign
( AD-A05502<t] 20 p0589 H78-31261
Hydrogen use as a fuel. A bibliography with
abstracts
tNTIS/PS-78/0635/9] 20 p0602 N78-32292
HIDHOGEN ISOTOPES
Storage of hydrogen isotopes in intermetallic
compounds
20 p0532 A78-53312
Four Workshops in Alternate Concepts in Controlled
Fusion. Part A: Executive summaries. Part B:
Extended summaries. Part C: CTE using the
p-B-11 reaction
[EPE1-EE-129-SE-PT-A] 18 p0290 N78-21927
Thermodynamic and transport properties of
interstitial hydrogen isotopes in metal systems
[COO-3551-1U] 20 p0611 N78-33221
RYDROGEH OXTGBH ENGIHES
Future peak-power plants based on hydrogen-oxygen
rocket steam generators
17 pOlOO A78-18816
Technical concepts and economic prospects for
thermal hydrogen power plants for peak load
generation
17 p0100 A78-188U7
Hydrogen turbine power conversion system assessment
[NASA-CE-1352981 18 p0276 H78-20621
HIDEOGEN OXTGEN FOEL CBI1S
An off-peak energy storage concept for electric
utilities. II - The water battery concept
17 p0068 A78-131H9
poped silver catalysts for H2/air fuel cells
17 p0095 A78-1864II
Hydrogen fuel cells and hydrogen engines
17 p0099 A78-18841
on photo fuel solar conversion of water into
hydrogen and oxygen gas
20 p017i) A78-«3771
New materials for fluorosulfonic acid electrolyte
fuel cells
rAD-AOiXl im] 17 p0126 H78-12531
Fuel cells, volume 2. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0632/6] 20 p0609 N78-32591
'Fuel cells, volume 3. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0633/0] 20 p0609 H78-32592
Hydrocarbon fuel cells. Citations from the
American Petroleum Institute data base
CNTIS/PS-78/0651/6] 20 p0609 N78-32593
BTDBOGEH PLASB*-
Evolution of stimulated Brillouin to stimulated
ion Compton scattering in a CO2 laser-plasma
interaction experiment
18 p0235 A78-32U25
BYDEOSEN PBODOCTIOU
Potentials of hydrogen production through
biophotolysis
17 p00314 A78-11125
Hydrogen froa sunlight: The biological answer -
Development of a low-cost biological solar panel
17 p0056 A78-11350
Photoelectrolysis of water at high current density
- ase of ultraviolet laser excitation
17 p0062 A78-11927
Ose of solar energy for direct"and two-step water
decomposition cycles
17 pOOSO 478-16018
High temperature, stable, spectrally selective
solar absorbers for thermochemical hydrogen
production
17 pOOSO A78-160S9
The problem of photosynthetic hydrogen
17 p0095 A78-18521
International Workshop on Hydrogen and its
Perspectives, liege, Belgium, November 15-18,
1976, Proceedings. Volumes 182
17 p0097 A78-18826
Hethods for the production of hydrogen from
natural gas and petroleum fractions
17 p0098 A78-18828
Hydrogen production from coal gasification
17 p0098 A78-18829
Electrolytic production of hydrogen
17 p0098 A78-18830
Possibilities for improving the electrolysis of
water in alkaline solutions
17 p0098 A78-18831
Solid electrolyte and elevated temperature water
electrolysis
17 p0098 A78-18832
Thermodynamics of thermochemical cycles in the
decomposition of water
17 p0098 478-18833
Thermochemical hydrogen production - Engineering
efficiency and economics
17 p0099 A78-1883H
Design and evaluation of thermochemical cycles -
The work performed at J.E.C. Ispra establishment
17 p0099 A78-18835
Materials problems in hydrogen energy systems
17 p0099 A78-18839
Outline for a hydrogen economy in 1985-2000
17 p0100 A78-18818
Chemistry of thermochemical cycles from United
States hydrogen programme - Thermochemical
hydrogen production: Chemistry and
thermochemical efficiency for hydrogen
production
17 p0100 A78-188U9
Comparison of the costs of producing hydrogen by
electrolysis and by nuclear-based thermochemistry
17 p0101 A78-18850
Uses of nuclear heat at high temperatures for
energy conversion processes
17 p0101 A78-18852
Profitability of a hydrogen network in a chemical
complex
17 p0101 A78-18853
Aspects relative to security and environment in
the production and use of hydrogen in the new
Esso refinery at Antwerp
17 p0101 A78-1885I1
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermochemical generation of synthetic
fuels. II - The methanol water splitting cycle
18 p017<t A78-22868
Conceptual design of large scale water
electrolysis plant using solid polymer
electrolyte technology
18 p0174 478-22869
Haterials problems in large scale production of
hydrogen from water and in hydrogen storage
18 p0183 A78-25056
Solar production of hydrogen
18 p0201 478-27868
Photochemical storage of solar energy
18 p0206 478-28170
Photohydrogen production in green algae - Water
serves as the primary substrate for hydrogen and
oxygen production
18 p0207 478-28352
Hydrogen production by marine photosynthetic
organisms as a potential energy resource
18 p0207 478-28353
Catalytic and structural properties of the enzyme
hydrogenase and its role in biophotolysis of water
for hydrogen fuel production
18 p0207 478-2835t
Ose of an enzymic electric cell and immobilized
hydrogenase in the study of the biophotolysis of
water to produce hydrogen
18 p0207 478-28355
The mechanism of hydrogen photoevolntion in
photosynthetic organisms
18 p0207 678-28356
A-180
SUBJECT IHDBX HID80GEB-BISED EHBBGY
Futational analysis of Chlamydomonas reinhardi -
Application to biological solar energy conversion
18 p0207 178-28357
Hydrogen photoproduction from water
18 p0207 A78-28358
The molecular mechanisms of photosynthetic
hydrogen and oxygen production
18 p0208 A78-28359
Procedares for the prodnction of hydrogen froo
natural gas and oil fractions
18 p0209 A78-28475
Status of the DOE /STOR/-sponsored national
program on hydrogen prodnction fron water via
thermochemical cycles
18 p0217 A78-29331
High efficiency water electrolysis in alkaline
solution for hydrogen production
19 p0311 A78-3QI100
Hydrogen as an energy carrier: Production,
storage, transport German book
19 p0315 A78-35179
Water dissociation by a thermochemical cycle - A
thermodynamic analysis of principles and
efficiencies
19 p03UO A78-38893
Solar energy conversion through biology - Could it
be a practical energy source
19 p0312 A78-39123
Optimal electrode properties and the selection of
stabilizing electrolytes for
photoelectrolytic hydrogen production
19 p0314 A78-39U70
High temperature blankets for the production of
synthetic fuels
19 p0359 A78-10093
Application of laser fusion to the radiolytic
production of hydrogen
19 p0383 A78-1I2858
Experimental and theoretical investigation of
thermochemical hydrogen production
19 p0383 A78-42859
On photo fuel solar conversion of water into
hydrogen and oxygen gas
20 pO!)71| A78-43771
Besearch conducted by Gaz de France on hydrogen
20 pOit97 A78-48733
Nuclear process heat for coal gasification and
hydrogen production
20 p0199 A78-19335
Dse of carbon dioxide in energy storage for
ultimate hydrogen storage
20 p0509 A78-51066
Hydrogen from the solar photolysis of water
20 p0511 A78-513U2
Hydrogen as an energy carrier - A European
perspective of the problem
20 p0530 A78-53327
Photoelectrochemical production of hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53329
Hydrogen: Its technology and implications. Volume
1 - Hydrogen production technology. Volume 2 -
Transmission and storage Book
20 p0533 A78-53453
Water electrolysis for hydrogen production
20 p0531 A78-5345U
Hydrogen from fossil fuels
20 p053"4 A78-53it56
Hydrogen from nuclear energy
20 p0531 A78-53II57
Hydrogen from solar energy
20 p0534 A78-53158
Investigation of sulfur based thermochemical
cycles for hydrogen prodnction by water
decomposition
17 p0123 N78-12160
Potential fuel production from magma
[SAKD-77-0509] 19 p0103 N78-24383
SPE water electrolysis technology development for
large scale hydrogen production
[COO-2675-6] 19 p0415 H78-25219
Status of steam-iron pilot plant operations
[COHF-771092-5] 19 pOtlS N78-25250
Development of the steam-iron process for- hydrogen
production
[FE-2135-12] 19 p0416 H78-2525«
Status of photoelectrochemical prodnction of
hydrogen and electrical energy
19 p0451 H78-26865
Gas core reactors for coal gasification
19 pOUSI B78-26869
Solar energy conversion with hydrogen producing
algae
[SAB/00311-77/1] 19 pfliJ60 B78-27565
Electroljsis based hydrogen storage system
[BHL-S0760] 19 p0462 B78-27580
Photochemical hydrogen production through solar
radiation by means of the membrane principle
20 p0547 B78-28555
Fusion reactors-high temperature electrolysis (HTE)
hydrogen energy production
[COO-0016-01] 20 p0568 1178-30262
Hydrogen-technology equipment test program at BNL
[BNI-23931] 20 p0601 B78-32285
Hydrogen production. A bibliography with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/051V6] 20 p0602 N78-32291
Photoproduction of hydrogen by marine blue-green
algae
[PS-290995/2] 20 p0612 N78-3326U
HYDEOGEH SD1PIDE
The impact of H2S emissions on future geothermal
power generation - The Geysers region, California
[IEEE PIPER A 77 816-2] 17 pOOTI A78-14077
Effect of carbon monoxide on the reaction of
hydrogen sulfide and calcium oxide
[ASSE PAPER 77-WA/APC-6] 19 p0297 A78-33129
Hydrogen snlfide as an air pollutant
19 p0337 A78-38205
Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen snlfide
on carbon steel
20 pOMBI A78-H1108
Kinetics of thermochemical decomposition of
hydrogen snlfide for the purpose of generating
hydrogen
18 p02U7 N78-17166
HYDROGEN-BASED EHEBGY
Hydrogen transmission - The significance of
efficiency in comparison with conventional
electric power system
17 p0009 A78-10736
International Workshop on Hydrogen and its
Perspectives, Liege, Belgium, November 15-18,
1976, Proceedings. Volumes 152
17 p0097 A78-18826
Technical and economic aspects of hydrogen storage
in metal hydrides
17 p0099 A78-188U2
Technical concepts and economic prospects for
thermal hydrogen power plants for peak load
generation
17 p0100 A78-188U7
Outline for a hydrogen economy in 1985-2000
17 pOlOO A78-188U8
Profitability of a hydrogen network in a chemical
complex
17 p0101 A78-18853
Toxicological aspects of the use of hydrogen in
the future as main energy source
17 p0101 A78-18855
Safety aspects of a widespread hydrogen energy
economy
17 p0101 A78-18857
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermochemical generation of synthetic
fuels. I - The hybrid sulfuric acid process
18 p017« 478-22867
Where aerospace can serve afresh - Paths to energy
independence
18 p0175 A78-23120
Materials problems in large scale prodnction of
hydrogen from water and in hydrogen storage
18 p0183 A78-25056
The hydrogen energy economy: A realistic appraisal
of prospects and impacts Book
19 p0336 A78-38055
Application of laser fusion to the radiolytic
prodnction of hydroqen
19 p0383 A78-1I2858
Neutron and 7-ray diffraction investigation of
deuterium storage in La7Ni3
20 p0510 478-51321
Hydrogen as an energy carrier - A Enropean
perspective of the problem
20 p0530 A78-53327
Photoelectrochemical production of hydrogen
20 p0530 A78-53329
i-181
HTDHOSENITIOR SOBJECT ISDEI
Storage of hydrogen isotopes in intermetallic
compounds
20 p0532 A78-53342
Hydrogen: Its technology and inplications. Volume
1 - Hydrogen production technology. Volume 2 -
Transmission and storage Book
20 p0533 A78-53453
A hydrogen-powered mass transit system
20 p0578 N78-30401
Hydrogen-technology equipment test program at BNL
[BNL-23931] 20 p0601 H78-32285
BIDBOGENATION
The manufacture of synthetic natural gas by
hydrogenation of fossil fuel residuals
17 p0099 A78-18840
Coal conversion to liguid and gaseous fuels -
Aerospace technology in a new role
fAIAA PAPEB 78-2931 18 p0177 A78-2U004
Analysis and scale-up consideration of bituminous
coal liguefaction rate processes
18 p018il A78-25322
The role of solvent in the solvent refined coal
process
18 p0190 A78-26577
Products from two-step coal liguefaction using
three different first-step reactor packings
18 p0190 A78-26578
Effect of coal minerals on reaction rates during
coal liguefaction
18 p0190 A78-26579
Hydrogenation of phenanthrene over a commercial
cobalt molybdenum snlfide catalyst under severe
reaction conditions hydrocarbon fuel from
coal liguefaction
18 p0190 A78-26580
Catalytic liguefaction of coal
18 p0191 A78-26583
Kinetics of coal hydrodesulfurization in a batch
reactor
18 p0191 A78-26584
Kinetics and solubility of hydrogen in coal
liguefaction reactions
18 p0191 A78-26585
Short contact tine coal liguefaction - Techniques
and product distributions
18 p0191 A78-26586
A petrographic classification of solid residues
derived from the hydrogenation of bituminous coals
18 p0192 A78-26592
Deactivation of hydrodesalfurization catalysts
under coal liquids. I - Loss of hydrogenation
activity due to carbonaceous deposits
18 p0203 A78-27919
Deactivation of hydrodesulfurization catalysts
under coal liquids. II - loss of hydrogenation
activity due to adsorption of metallics
18 p0203 A78-27920
Effects' of coal minerals on the hydiogenation,
desulfurization, and solvent extraction of coal
18 p0229 A78-31870
Early coal hydrogenation catalysis
19 p0337 A78-38U03
New concepts and results concerning the mechanism
of carbon monoxide hydrogenation. I - Organic
oxygen compounds produced during medium-pressure
synthesis with iron catalysts. II - Evolution of
reaction steps on the basis of detailed product
composition and other data
19 p0337 A78-38404
Residence time measurements in a coal
hydrogenation process
19 p0337 A78-38105
Hydroconversion of a bituminous coal with CO-H20
19 p03M2 A78-39125
Engineering development of a short residence time,
coal hydropyrolysis process
19 p0362 A78-40592
Economic evaluation of synthetic natural gas
production by short residence time
hydropyrolysis of coal
19 p0363 A78-40593
Combined gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric
analyses of nitrogen bases in light oil from a
coal liquefaction product
19 p0363 A78-10594
Non-catalytic hydroqenation of Australian coals
19 p0363 A78-40596
Rater in synthetic fuel production: The technology
and alternatives Book
19 p0365 178-11000
Catalytic hydrosolvation process converts coal to
low-sulfur liquid fuel
19 p0368 178-41817
The Exxon donor solvent process
20 p0472 178-43419
Carbonate rock - A resource for energy carbon
dioxide source for hydrocarbon production
20 p0511 178-51343
The conversion of model coal liquids compounds to
Naphtha species
[PB-275891/0] 18 p0272 S78-20291
Research and development of rapid hydrogenation
for coal conversion to synthetic motor fuels
(riser cracking of coal)
[FE-2307-17] 19 p0403 N78-24382
Hydrogasifler developaent for the Hydrane process
[FE-2518-4] 19 pO<!15 N78-25244
Catalytic hydroprocessing of shale oil to produce
distillate fuels
[CONF-770814-9] 19 p0423 N78-25579
Assessment of technology for the liquefaction of
coal: Summary
[FE-1216-2] 19 p0445 N78-26572
In situ conversion of coal
[COO-0066-2] 19 p0448 N78-26610
HYDBOGBHOIYSIS
Dse of solar energy for direct and two-step water
decomposition cycles
17 pOOBO A78-16048
Proceedings of the DOE Chemical Energy Storage and
Hydrogen Energy Systems Contracts Beview
[NASA-CH-157164] 19 p0419 N78-25532
HYDBOGEOIOGT
Making use of moderate temperature geothermal
resources
18 p0232 178-32117
Hydrogeochemical and stream-sediment survey of the
— National Resource Evaluation (ROBE) program:
Hestern United States
[UCID-16911-77-2] 19 p043<4 N78-25722
Environmental Geology Workshop for the
Geysers-Calistoga Known Geothermal Resources Area
[DCBL-52U18] 20 p0608 N78-32584
BYDBOLOGY.
Pilot demonstration of enhanced oil recovery by
micellar polymer waterflooding, phase B
[SAN/1395-15] 19 p0455 H78-27498
HTDBOLYSIS
Oil-shale kerogen - Low temperature degradation in
molten salts
20 p0493 A78-47205
Upgrading of coal liquids for use as power
generation fuels
[EPBI-AF-444] 19 p0427 N78-25608
HYDBOBBCBADICS
Demonstration of hydraulic module for an
automotive hydromechanical transmission
20 p0569 N78-30301
Design factors of hydro-mechanical transmissions
for passenger cars
20 p0575 N78-30383
HYDHOIIDES
An improved method for analysis of hydroxide and
carbonate in alkaline electrolytes containing zinc
[NASA-TB-78961] 20 p05«9 N78-28607
IBH COBPDTEBS
Sims Prototype System 2 test results: Engineering
analysis
[NAS4-CB-150544] 18 p0263 N78-19604
ICELAND
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Preface and
part 1: The Surtsey, Iceland, temperature data
relay experiment via LANDSAT-1 Lassen
volcanic region, California, Surtsey, Iceland
and Mt. St. Helens and nt Baker, Washington
[E78-10121] 19 p039U N78-23498
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
L1NDS&T-1 data collection system. Part 5:
Electronic thermal sensor and data collection
platform technology
[E78-10124] 19 p039i) B78-23500
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SDBJECT IHDBI IHCIIEB1TOBS
IGHBOOS BOCKS
Research on the physical properties of geothernal
reservoir rocks. Summary report on collection
of saeples of volcanic rocks for petrophysical
studies
fCOO-2908-1 ] 17 pOHI1 N78-13580
Regional investigations of tectonic and igneous
geology, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey
[E78-10197] 20 p0591 N78-31195
IGRITEBS
Evaloatxon of FIDC system fuel vapor
injector/ogniter and lean limit controller for
automobile engines
[NASA'CB-157763] 20 p0626 H78-31007
IGNITION
Surface ignition of coal and other fuel particles
in radiative and diffusive environment in
MHD combustor
18 p0222 A78-30511
IGHITIOH IIBITS
Synthesis and flammability limits of low-Btu gas
mixtures
20 p0516 478-52550
IGNITIOS STSTEBS
An approach to decision modeling for an ignition
test reactor The Next Step Tokamak design
19 p03<!6 A78-39797
Engineering features of an upgradable ignition
test reactor
19 p03« A78-39878
A lower hybrid heating systen for an ignition
tokamak
19 p035H A78-39972
The GPtJ-3 Stirling engine ground power unit
ignition system
[GHE-2690-SECT-1.203] 19 pO«38 K78-26253
IGNITION TBBPBBATOPE
A shock tube study of the ignition delay of
methane at elevated temperatures
18 p0199 A78-27831
ILLINOIS
The Illinois program for comprehensive solar
energy legislation
rPB-275565/0] 18 p0277 1)78-20648
Morton Grove Lead Study: An investigation of the
contribution of airborne lead from automobile
exhaust to blood lead levels in suburban children
[PB-280717/0} 20 p0609 B78-32609
ILLDBINATING
Double sided /D.S./ solar cells to improve static
concentration
20 p0520 A78-52798
Research design construction and evaluation of a
low energy utilization school, phase 2
[PB-269107/3] 17 p0112 N78-10569
IMAGE BESOLOTIOH
Photosensing arrays with improved spatial resolution
18 p0201 S78-28131
IBAGE TBANSDOCEBS
Photosensing arrays with improved spatial resolution
18 p020» A78-2813H
IBPACT DAHAGE
Crash testing of nuclear fuel shipping containers
[SAND-77-1162] 20 p0512 578-28U67
IMPACT TESTS
Statistical analysis and planning of
multihundred-watt impact tests
rLA-6886-BS] 20 p0567 N78-30171
IBPED1NCE BBASOBEBEHTS
Experimental determination of series resistance of
p-n junction diodes and solar cells
18 p0228 A78-31731
IBPERIAL VAtLEI (CA)
Engineering aspects of geothermal development with
emphasis on the Imperial Valley of California
18 p0228 A78-31742
A scenario for geothermal electric power
development in Imperial Valley
18 p0228 A78-317H3
Planning and design of additional East Besa
geothermal test facilities, phase 1B. Volume 3:
Appendices
[SPS/1110-V3-VOl-3-APP^ 17 p0127 178-125U5
IBPLOSIOHS
Implosion experiments with 02, He-3 filled
Dicrospheres
18 p0235 A78-32<t«0
Thermo-naclear fusion study by glass laser 'Gekko
II1
19 p0362 A78-I1038«
Computer simulation on laser plasma compression
19 p0362 A78-00386
Initial numerical studies of the behaviour of
Z-pinch plasma under liner implosion conditions
19 p0380 A78-02260
IBPOBITIES
Experimental determination of alkali impurity
release from various dolomites
17 p0073 478-10218
Effects of slagging in BHD generator ducts
[ASBE PIPEB 77-HT-59] 17 p0089 A78-17491
Impurity and gas throughput control for TNS
The Hext step tokamaks
19 p03i»8 A78-39822
Divertors for impurity control and review of
ippurity effects in PPL tokamaks
19 p0377 A78-M2203
Effect of neutral injection heating on the
impurity level in the » VII A Etellarator
19 p0378 A78-B2208
Surface and impurity studies in OBBAK and ISI
tokamaks
19 p0378 A7B-II2210
Screening property of the limiter shadow region
for heavy wall impurities in tokamak
19 p0378 A78-112213
Models for impurity production and transport in
tokamaks
19 p0379 A78-II2217
Belative importance of different lapunty sources
in tokamak reactors as estimated from particle
balance equations
19 p0379 A78-U2221
Impurity gradients and high efficiency solar cells
17 p0136 N78-13531
Impurity concentrations and surface charge
densities on the heavily doped face of a silicon
solar cell
17 p0136 N78-13531
Investigation of the topographical features of
surface carrier concentrations in silicon solar
cell material using electrolyte electroreflectance
17 p0136 H78-13535
Tokamak impurity report
[DOE/ET-0001] 19 pOU3« N78-25920
IHCESTIVE TECHNIQUES
Analysis of federal incentives used to stimulate
energy production: An executive summary
[PNL-2U10] 20 p0619 1178-33565
INCENTIVES
Economic incentives for the commercialization of
OTEC Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0301 A78-33307
The fuel efficiency incentive tax proposal: Its
impact upon the future of the OS passenger
automobile industry
[GPO-03-188] 19 pOU12 K78-25002
Solar energy incentives analysis: Psycho-economic
factors affecting the decision making of
consumers and the technology delivery system
[HCP/B25311 19 p0463 N78-275BO
IHCIDEHCE
On the relation between global insolation on
horizontal and tilted surfaces
20 p0171| A78-H377H
IHCIHEBATOBS
Overcoming obstacles to energy recovery from
industrial wastes
17 p0006 A78-10637
Hazardous wastes and energy recovery
17 p0032 A78-11112
nodular incinerator energy recovery systems - The
Siloam Springs experience
17 p0033 A78-1111I1
Energy recovery from municipal and industrial waste
17 p0037 A78-111H6
Befuse incineration with heat recovery - Typical
design and practical experience
17 p0037 A78-111t7
Combination of refuse incineration with electric
power generation
17 p0037 A78-111B8
Befuse energy in the Onited States - Two
generations of steam generating waterwall
incinerators
17 p0037 A78-11150
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INDEXES (DOCOHENTATIOH) SUBJECT INDEX
Combined refuse and sludge incineration
17 p0037 A78-11151
Combustion treatment of smoke and odors of
industrial origin - Energy recovery
17 p0082 A78-16«75
Improving sludge incineration and vacuum
filtration with pulverized coal
17 P0095 A78-18t98
Energy recovery by the incineration of solid waste
- Development, present status, and experiences
in Germany /James Clayton Lecture/
18 p0221 A78-30373
Combustion and incineration processes Book
, 19 p0300 178-33212
Thermal refuse treatment waste incineration
19 p031S 478-31973
Eefuse without imperfection - Eefuse combustion
with combined sediment processing
19 p0316 A78-35297
Should anaerobic digestion - for methane gas
recovery - be included in a sludge treatment
process utilizing incineration
20 p0505 A78-5014U
Incineration studies, volume 2. Citations from
the engineering index data base waste disposal
[NTIS/PS-78/0367/9] 20 p0556 N78-28999
INDEXES (DOCDHENTATION)
Energy policy making in the Northeast: A
directory of state programs and institutions
[PB-277503/9] 19 POUU9 N78-26621
Guide to solar energy programs
[DOE/ET-0036] 20 p0583 N78-30678
Energy conservation standards for buildings:
Status of states' regulatory activities
fPB-279936/9] 20 p0586 N78-30709
Hydrogen production. A bibliography with abstracts
fNTIS/PS-78/051lt/6] 20 p0602 N78-32294
Electric power consumption, volume 1. Citations
from the HTIS data base
rNTIS/PS-78/06UU/1] 20 p0603 N78-32359
Electric power consumption, volume 2. Citations
from the STIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/06115/8^ 20 p0603 N78-32360
INDIA
The significance of an arc shaped dark patch on
the Nimbus III /HEIR/ imagery of India
17 p0082 A78-16507
Scope for energy substitution policy in India
18 p0196 A78-27780
Solar energy'research and development in India
20 p05U3 N78-28520
INDIAN!
Carbonaceous' shales of Indiana as sources of
energy, petrochemicals, and ceramic materials
[TID-28179] 19 pOUIS N78-25518
INDItJB
Trap induced1 photovoltage in thin films of
gold-cadmium sulphide-indium diodes
19 p0373 A78-12131
INDIUB ALLOTS
Solar cell collector
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12552-1] 19 pO«19 N78-25527
INDIUH COBPOONDS
Low cost, high efficiency solar cells using
indium-tin oxide on semiconductor /OSOS/ solar
cells
17 pOOSU A78-11334
Electrical and photovoltaic characteristics of
indium-tin oxide/silicon heterojunctions
19 p0315 A78-35282
Electronic characterization of indium tin
oxide/silicon photodiodes for solar cells
20 p0510 A78-51213
Preparation and investigation of Sn doped
Si/n/-In2O3 heterojunction
20 p0520 A78-52800
Indium tin oxide/silicon solar cells
20 p0525 A78-52862
Anomalous photovoltaic effect in thin films of
polycrystalline CuInSe2
20 p0528 A78-52898
ISDIDB PBOSPEIDES
InP/CdS solar cells
17 p0018 A78-10985
Indium phosphide films deposited by cylindrical
magnetron reactive sputtering
17 p0019 A78-10987
A simple measurement of absolute solar-cell
efficiency
17 p0079 A78-15850
Silicon monoxide antireflection coatings for
InP/CdS solar cells
18 p0221 A78-30305
A possible explanation for the photovoltaic effect
in indium tin oxide on InP solar cells
20 p0493 A78-<17<1!|9
Chemistry and preparation of InP/CdS solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53«97
The current status of the preparation of single
crystals, bicrystals, and epitaxial layers of
p-InP and of polycrystalline p-InP films for
photovoltaic applications
20 p0537 A78-53198
Indium phosphide/cadmium sulfide thinfilm
terrestrial solar cells
[ALO/3717-1] 19 pOU62 N78-27581
INDIOB SOLFIDES
CuInS2 liquid junction solar cells
19 p0310 A78-3«27»
INDONESIA
Praiework for a solar energy research and
development policy proposed for Indonesia and
its relevance to solar energy utilization in
building systems
20 p0543 N78-28521
INDUCTION HOTOHS
Problem of end effect in a linear induction WHO
machine at arbitrary load current
18 p0167 A78-21395
Three-phase induction motor loads on a variable
frequency wind electric generator
18 p0231 A78-32050
The induction generator for wind energy conversion
18 p0236 A78-32507
Linear machine power requirements and system
comparisons for German magnetic levitation
revenue vehicles
20 p0510 A78-51271
Demonstration of an inductor
motor/alternator/flywheel energy storage system
[COO-4010-2] 17 pOIHI N78-13579
Baseline tests of the power-train electric
delivery van
[NASA-TH-73765] 18 p0252 N78-17936
Inductive power coupling for an electric highway
system supplying power to electric motor
vehicles
[LBL-7262] 20 p0566 N78-29998
IHDOCTOBS
Pulse power systems employing inductive energy
storage
17 p0007 A78-10698
Pulsed superconducting inductive storage system
17 pOOOS A78-10702
Superconductive inductor storage and converters
for pulsed power loads
17 pOOOS A78-10703
Inductor network development for aircraft high
power supplies
[AD-8052750] 19 pOH13 N78-25096
INDOSTEIAL ABE1S
Hulti-organizational strategies: An analytic
framework and case illustrations
[IIASA-EH-77-q] 17 p0122 N78-1186H
INDUSTBIAL EHEBGY
The economic viability of solar assisted
industrial process heat systems - The need for
government economic incentives
17 p0057 A78-1136II
Survey of the applications of solar thermal energy
systems to industrial process heat
17 p0058 A78-11370
A solar collector for industrial and commercial
applications
17 p0058 A78-11371
Reans of transport and the energy consumed by them
17 p0067 A78-13121
Energy economy in the investment policy of French
companies. I - The industrial attitude
17 p0069 A7B-13B69
Forty-nine theses on energy policy West German
situation
17 p007« A78-11020
Combustion treatment of smoke and odors of
industrial origin - Energy recovery
17 p0082 A78-16B75
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Ron-electrical uses of geothermal energy
17 p0082 A78-16635
Relative evaluation of competing processes -
Energetic economy analysis of competing
processes of coal and oil chemistry
17 p0087 478-17349
Design and performance of an air collector for
industrial crop dehydration
17 pOIOt 478-19828
Process innovation and changes in industrial
energy nse
18 p0175 A78-23559
Industrial energy in transition - A petrochemical
perspective
18 p0175 A78-23560
Solar energy in office and industrial buildings
18 p0181 H78-24760
Development of a flow-model for energies and
products
18 p0187 478-2591)6
A short summary of present applications and hopes
for the development of heat pumps in France
18 p0197 A78-27789
Can coal-oil mixtures mate it as industrial fuels
18 p0206 A78-28210
(regeneration single site simultaneous
electricity/heat generation
18 p0216 478-29226
Preliminary assessment of nontechnical issues
related to industrial application of
solar-thermal-energy systems
18 p0232 478-32112
Technologies for the utilization of waste energy
18 p0232 478-32116
Ocean energy industrial complexes
19 p0301 478-33311
OTEC implementation problems for specific missions
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0302 478-33315
Refuse-derived fuel wins out over oil and coal at
new industrial power plant
19 p0315 478-34970
4 survey of applications of fusion power
technology for the chemical and material
processing industries
19 p0368 478-11812
Solar energy for industrial processes - 4
simplified design method
19 p0383 478-42891
Oil shale - Power source and raw material -
20 p0507 478-50252
Fuel cells for public utility and industrial power
Book
20 p0533 478-53437
Hydrogen from nuclear energy
20 p0531| A78-53457
Improvements in energy efficiency of industrial
electrochemical processes
[ANL/OEPH-77-2] 17 p0114 1178-10584
Impact of natural gas shortage on major industrial
fuel-burning installations. Volume 1: Text
[PB-269365/3] 17 p0115 N78-10596
Impact of natural gas shortage on major industrial
fuel-burning installations. Volume 2: Schedules
(data and tables)
[PB-269366/1] 17 p0116 H78-10597
Impact of natural gas shortage on major industrial
fuel burning installations. Volume 3. Appendix:
Summary and analysis of fuel-burning
characteristics of HFBIS
[PB-269367/9] 17 p0116 B78-10598
Industrial energy thrift scheme
[NPI-CHEH-68-PH-1] 17 p0121 878-11510
Energy System Analysis Procedure (ES4P)
C4D-AOU1»131] 17 p0126 N78-12532
Modeling and analysis of industrial energy usage
[HTB-7329] 17 p0151 878-14641
Survey of the applications of solar thermal energy
systems to industrial process heat. Volume 1:
Summary
[TID-27318/1-VOI-1] 17 p0153 S78-1H656
Industrial applications of solar energy
[SA8/1132-1] 18 p02<42 K78-16457
Fuel and energy price forecasts: Quantities and
long-term marginal prices, volume 1
rEPRI-BA-433-VOl-1] 18 p0286 H78-21637
Energy oriented study of industrial cyclone
separators
CTHEE-1174] 18 p0287 N78-21642
Energy audit scheme
[5PL-CHEB-72] 19 p0399 H78-23602
The energy/real gross domestic product ratio: An
analysis of changes during the 1966-1970 period
in relation to long-ron trends
[PB-277235] 19 p0411 B78-24690
Process heat in California: Applications and
potential for solar energy in the industrial,
agricultural and commercial sectors
[N4S4-CR-157169] 19 p0419 B78-25535
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 1: Summary
[S4H/1132-2/1-VOL-1] 19 p0424 B78-25587
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 2: Technical
[SAN/1132-2/2-VOL-2] 19 p0424 N78-25588
Solar total energy system: Large scale
experiment, Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 1.
Section 1: Conclusions and recommendations.
Section 2: Systems requirements
[AIO/3987-1/1-VOL-1 ] 19 p0431 N78-25644
Impact of alternate fuels on refractories and
" refractory insulations
[ORHL/TH-5895-ADD] 19 p0436 N78-26226
4 project to reduce the impact of energy shortages
and cost increases on industrial production in
the southeast. Volume 1: Project overview
[PB-278078/1] 19 p0449 B78-26616
4 project to reduce the impact of energy shortages
and cost increases on industrial production in
the southeast. Volume 2: Case study and
technical assistance
[PB-278079/9] 19 p0449 B78-26617
4 project to reduce the impact of energy shortages
and cost increases on industrial production in
the southeast. Volume 3: Transfer package
[PB-278080/7] 19 p0449 N78-26618
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source electric
power plants
[HCP/L50172-01] 19 p0452 S78-27005
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source: Executive
summary electric power plants
[HCP/L50172-02] 19 p0453 B78-27006
How industrial societies use energy
[EPRI-EA-707-ST] 19 p0461 N78-27572
Agricultural and industrial process heat
20 pOSSO B78-28620
Energy conservation policy evaluation. Study
module 14, volume 2: Technical appendix
[PB-279664/7] 20 p0565 N78-29620
Department of Energy programs and objectives:
Fluid waste heat recovery and utilization
conference
[TID-28393] 20 p0606 H78-32562
Applications of thermal energy storage in the
cement industry
[HASA-CR-159399] 20 p0615 N78-33537
Voluntary business energy conservation program
[DOE/CS-0018/6] 20 p0616 H78-33548
Potential for cogeneration development in six
major industries by 1985
CHCP/H60172-01/2] 20 p0617 H78-33551
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Solar
agricultural and industrial process heat, 1977
[DOE/BDP-0002] 20 p0619 B78-33568
Research on the application of solar energy to
industrial drying or dehydration processes
[080-5123-1] 20 p0621 N78-33583
Energy efficiency and electric motors
[HCP/H50217-01] 20 p0622 H78-33591
Biomass energy success stories: A portfolio
illustrating current economic uses of renewable
biomass energy
[HCP/T0285-02] 20 p0623 H78-33598
Assessment of the role of advanced technologies in
small utilities
[EPBI-EH-696-VOI-2] 20 p0626 H78-34008
IHDOSTBIAL HABAGEHBHT
Preliminary assessment of nontechnical issues
related to industrial application of
solar-thermal-energy systems
18 p0232 478-32112
Computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 1:
Program description
[B1SA-CR-135333] 18 p0272 B78-20350
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Refuse energy in the United States - Two
generations of steam generating waterwall
incinerators
17 p0037 A78-11150
Pollution abatement energy usage of gas treating
and processing plants
17 p0073 A78-14161
Profitability of a hydrogen network in a chemical
complex
17 p0101 A78-18853
Aspects relative to security and environment in
the production and use of hydrogen in the new
Esso refinery at Antwerp
17 p0101 A78-18854
The solar breeder energy independent facility
for photovoltaic panel manufacture
20 p0525 A78-52852
Evaluation of coal feed systems being developed by
the Energy Research and Development administration
fNASA-CR-155267] 17 P012H N78-12419
Lock hopper values for coal gasification plant
service
17 p013<l R78-13270
Energy consumption in commercial industries by
census division - 1974
[PB-268851/3] 17 p0139 S78-13558
Oil/gas complex conceptual design/economic
analysis: Oil and SNG production
[FE-1775-8] 17 p0161 U78-15575
Sampling of water and wastewater
[PB-272664/4 ] 17 p0163 N78-15957
Solar energy for process heat: Design/cost
studies of four industrial retrofit applications
-[NASA-CB-156139] 18 p0276 N78-20619
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 2, Section 3:
Facility concept design
rALO/3987-1/2-VOL-2] 19 pOi!09 N78-24672
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia, volume 3
t ALO/3987-1/3-VOL-3] 19 p01109 N78-2U673
Status of steam-iron pilot plant operations
[CONF-771092-5] 19 pO!|15 N78-25250
Potential for cogeneration of heat and electricity
in California industry, phase 1
tNASA-CR-157168] 19 pO<l19 H78-25536
Development work for an advanced coal gasification
system for electric power generation from coal
directed toward a commercial gasification
generating plant, phase 2. Volume 11: System
analysis
[FE-1521-33] 19 pO<!26 S78-25602
Industrial application of fluidized-bed combustion
boiler and plant design
[FE-2161-5] 19 p0436 N78-26190
Fossil energy demonstration plants
(TID-28182] 19 p0445 1178-26573
Advanced industrial gas turbine technology
readiness demonstration program. Phase 1:
Design study
CHCP/I5035-1 ] 20 p0542 N78-28468
Study of capital requirements, cost estimates and
economic analysis of a SBC-II (Solvent Refined
Coal) plant under conditions related to the
Federal Republic of Germany
rBHFT-FB-T-77-6a] 20 p0562 H78-29582
Screening evaluation: Synthetic liquid fuels
manufacture
TEPHI-Af-523] 20 p0568 N78-30264
Standard criteria for the economic evaluation of
alternative pipeline and fuel gas demonstration
plant design concepts
[FE-2343-42] 20 p0583 S78-30683
Applications of thermal energy storage to process
heat storage and recovery in the paper and pulp
ind ustry
rNASA-CB-1593981 20 p0592 N78-31537
Technical evaluation report on the 51st (B) PEP
Specialists' "leeting of the Propulsion and
Energetics Panel on Seal Technology in Gas
Turbine engines
fAGARD-BR-1231 20 p0600 N78-32104
Alternative fuels demonstration program
[ERDA-1547-VOL-2] 20 p0601 N78-32282
Assessment of industrial applications for fuel
cell cogeneration systems
[HASA-CB-135429] 20 p060(| N78-32544
Solar total energy system: Large scale
experiment. Phase 2: Conceptual design
[SE-3986-1] 20 p0619 N78-33566
Fuel consumption: Industrial, residential, and
general studies. Volume 1. A bibliography with
abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0709/2] 20 p0623 U78-33601
Fuel consumption: Industrial, residential, and
general studies. Volume 2. A bibliography with
abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0710/0] 20 p0623 H78-33602
IHDOSTRIA1 S1FETI
Code of practice for the petroleum industry. Part
1: The handling, storage, and distribution of
petroleum products
[SABS-089-1977-PT-1] 19 pO«02 H78-24366
Occupational exposure to refined petroleum
solvents. Criteria for a recommended standard
[DHEH/PDB/mOSH-77/192] 19 p0412 H78-21I790
First four years of operation of the ING plant at
Skikda (Algeria): Causes and remedies of the
corrosion of cryogenic exchanges by mercury
[DOE-TR-16] 20 p0567 S78-30223
IHDOSTBIAI WASTES
Prospects of energy recovery from the incineration
of chemical plant wastes
17 pOOOS A78-10635
Experience with burning industrial wastes in
steam-generating and high-temperature heat
recovery systems
17 p0006 A78-10636
Overcoming obstacles to energy recovery from
industrial wastes
17 p0006 A78-10637
Hazardous wastes and energy recovery
17 p0032 A78-11112
Prospects of materials and energy from refuse in
India
17 p0037 A78-11145
Energy recovery from municipal and industrial waste
17 p0037 &78-111H6
Constraining the energy gobbler industrial
waste heat recovery techniques
17 p0096 A78-1867H
A continuous monitoring system for sulfur dioxide
mass emissions from stationary sources
[APCA PAPER 77-27,5] 18 p0185 A78-25400
Experience at Edmonton /G1C/ at generating
electricity using refuse as fuel
18 p0186 A78-25504
Fuels from waste Book
18 p0197 A78-27801
Fluidized bed combustion of coal and waste materials
Book
19 p0309 S78-33803
Hydrogen sulfide as an air pollutant
19 p0337 A78-38245
Fiat has presented at Basel its proposal in the
field of recycling garbage and industrial
wastes energy utilization
20 p0492 A78-P6490
Pacific Chemical Engineering Congress, 2nd,
Denver, Colo., August 28-31, 1977, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 S 2
20 p0504 A78-50126
Dsed oil - Collection, recycling and disposal
20 p0509 A78-51063
Energy and resource recovery from industrial and
municipal solid wastes Book
20 p0512 A78-51776
Compilation of air pollutant emission factors,
supplement no. 7
[PB-270281/9] 17 p0122 N78-11541
High-temperature desulfurization of low-Btu-gas
fPB-271008/5] 17 p012« B78-122t6
Water conservation and pollution control in coal
conversion processes
[PB-269568/2] 17 p0128 N78-12556
Synthetic fuel production from solid wastes
[PB-272U23/5] ' 17 p01Q8 N78-10182
Assessment in industrial hazardous waste
management petroleum re-refining industry
tPB-272267/6] 17 p0157 N78-11951
Energy and protein production from pulp mill wastes
[COO-2983-3] 17 p0157 N78-11952
Consequences of new energy patterns
[PB-273259/2] 18 p024U N78-1647«
Energy and protein production from pulp mill wastes
[COO-2983-6] 19 p0428 N78-25617
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Effect of liquid waste discharges froo steam
generating facilities
(BHSl-2393] 19 pO«50 H78-2663II
Effective control of secondary vater pollution
from flae gas desalfurization systems
[PB-278373/6] 19 p0450 H78-266U.5
Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and
agricultural Hastes. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0099/0] 20 p0558 H78-29266
Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and
agricultural wastes. Citations from the
American Petroleum Waste Institute data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0500/5] 20 p0558 N78-29267
Thermal energy storage for industrial waste heat
recovery
fHASA-TH-78953] 20 p0561 S78-29576
Identification of components of energy-related
wastes and effluents
[PB-280203/1 ] 20 p0599 N78-31606
Computer simulation of the visual effects of smoke
pluses
[LA-OE-78-689] - - 20 p0624-R78-33625
INDOSTBIES
Estimating the potential of a solar-to-thermal
collector industry
17 pOOTO A78-13851
Industries in space to benefit mankind: A view
over the next 30 years
[HASA-CB-155203] 17 p0118 N78-10973
Annual survey of manufactures, 1975. Fuels and
electric energy consumed. Statistics for the
United States
fPB-275772/2] 18 p0289 878-21659
Impacts and benefits of a satellite power system
on the electric utility industry
CHASA-CB-157157] 19 pO«02 S78-21255
Code of practice for the petroleum industry. Part
1: The handling, storage, and distribution of
petroleum products
[SABS-089-1977-PT-1] , 19 pOU02 N78-2U366
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 1: Summary
[SAN/1132-2/1-VOL-1] 19 pO«21 H78-25587
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 2- Technical
[ SAN/11 32-2/2-701-2] 19 pO<l2I| 1178-25588
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 3: Market penetration
fSAN/1132-2/3-VOL-3] 19 p002t N78-25589
Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 5: Catalog of conceptual designs
rSAH/1132-2/5-VOL-5] 19 p0025 1178-25590
Dynamic models of the industrial demand for energy
[EPB1-EA-580] 19 pO«25 1178-25596
A national environmental/energy workforce
assessment, business and industry, phase 1
[PB-277904/9] 19 p0152 N78-26968
Inflated cylindrical solar concentrator for
producing industrial process heat
TDCID-17612] 20 p0585 N78-30700
Typical uses of NASTBAN in a petrochemical industry
20 p0603 H78-32470
Energy conservation: Industry. A bibliography
with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0570/8] 20 p0608 178-32585
IHBBTiai FUSION (BEACTOB)
An overview of the planning considerations in the
Dnited States inertial confinement fusion program
17 pOOOl A78-10606
Giant laser system readied for tests for
inertial fusion
19 p0316 A78-35300
An assessment of laser-driven fusion
19 p0338 A78-38418
Liquid metal reguireraents for inertial confinement
fusion
20 pO«81 A78-U14112
INFLATABLE STBOCTDEES
Deep ocean inflatable pipe for OTEC
20 p0501 A78-II9666
Mechanical engineering department
[OCBL-50016-77-3] 19 pO«31 H78-256U5
IHFOBBATION DISSEBINATION
Transportation energy conservation data book,
suppleraent-3
[OBNL-5248] 17 p0121 1178-11508
HFOBHATIOH FLOW
Facilitating data interchange with EBDA
(BDl-22595] 19 pO<!68 H78-27988
IHFOBBATI08 BAHA6BHENT
Hanagenent of Data Elements in Information
Processing
[PB-279661/3] 20 p0566 H78-2978*
Integrated Inventories of Benewable Natural
Resources
[PB-281036/U] 20 p0609 B78-32589
Department of energy's consolidation of
information processing activities needs tore
attention
[PB-281269/1] 20 p0626 K78-33996
INFOBBiTION BETBIEVAL
A pilot system for the Texas energy data bank and
information retrieval system
17 p0118 N78-10957
ESCOE information retrieval system. System
description and operation information needs
of engineers
[FE-2468-26] 20 p0626 1178-33985
INFOBBATION SYSTEHS
A pilot system for the Texas energy data bank and
information retrieval system
17 p0118 N78-10957
Information and data flows in societal problem
areas: Focus-energy
[PB-269497/4] 17 p0118 1178-10965
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 1
[PB-272178/5] 17 p0157 N78-14939
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 2
[PB-272179/3] 17 p0157 1178-14940
Decision making with interactive access to
integrated administrative and technological data
bases. An illustrated conceptual overview
energy storage
[UCBL-80353] 18 p0290 1178-21986
Energy information and analytic system for Hew
York State
[BN1-22677] 19 p0397 1178-23579
Data-base management system for spatial display of
federal offshore oil and gas lease data
[1A-OK-77-2779] 19 p0467 N78-27791
ESCOE information retrieval system. System
description and operation information needs
of engineers
[FE-2468-26] 20 p0626 1178-33985
IHFBABED ABSOBFTION
solar energy applications for heat-absorbing glass
17 pOOUS A78-11273
IHFBABED DETECTORS
A low cost, portable instrument for measuring
emittance
17 p0061 A78-11392
Infrared focal planes in intrinsic seniconductors
technology review
18 p0204 A78-28139
Optical and infrared detectors Book
20 pOU83 A78-44569
Photovoltaic and photoconductive infrared detectors
20 p0483 A78-04572
Photoconductivity and Dember effect in Zn3P2
20 p0514 A78-519U3
IRFBABED IHAGEBY
The significance of an arc shaped dark patch on
the Nimbus III /BBIE/ imagery of India
17 p0082 A78-16507
IHFEABED INSPECTION
Time and space resolved temperature measurements
of a limiter in a Tokamak discharge using an
infra red camera
17 p0041 A78-11200
INFBABEO LASEBS
Stimulated electronic Raman scattering in Cs
vapour - A simple tunable laser system for the
2.7 to 3.5 micron region
17 p0064 A78-12140
Implosion experiments with D2, He-3 filled
microspheres
18 p0235 A78-32440
Preliminary results on the conversion of laser
energy into electricity
19 p0313 A78-31631
Applications of submillimeter waves in plasma
pjysics and controlled fusion research
19 p0360 A78-10241
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Numerical computation of the density profile
produced by 10.6-micron irradiation of an Si02
microballoon
20 p0538 A78-53685
IHFBiEED BADIAHON
Solar and infrared radiation properties of
parallel-plate honeycomb
fAIAA PAPEB 78-901] 19 p0324 A78-36019
Analytical model of flat plate solar collectors
20 p0476 A78-43973
Photoconductivity and Dember effect in Zn3P2
20 p0514 A78-51913
IHFR4EED REFLECTION
Evaluation of portable optical property
measurement equipment for solar selective surfaces
[ASHE PAPER 77-»A/SOL-1 ] 19 p0299 478-33189
INFB4BED SCAHSEES
Application of airborne infrared technology to
monitor building heat loss
17 p0075 478-14853
Energy flux and surface temperature measurements
at surfaces in the DITE tokamak
19 p0377 478-42205
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Transit bus propulsion systems alternate power
plant installation
[PB-276612/9] 19 p0387 B78-22385
Alternative fuels utilization program
[DCID-17615] 19 pOmi H78-25241
Energy losses in heavy commercial vehicles
[PB-277354] 19 pOH17 N78-25»3»
Inducing the development and adoption of socially
efficient automotive technology
[PB-279451/3] 20 p0559 »78-29»65
The development of 10-150 kw Stirling engines in
Sweden and their application in mining
equipment, total energy systems and road vehicles
20 p0573 N78-30316
Development of a compact gas generator for fnel
gasification aboard a motor vehicle
20 p0573 N78-30367
Automotive emissions fuel consumption and life
cycle costs of Post Office vehicles
20 p057it B78-30371
Alternative fuels with regard to LPG and methanol
urban transportation
20 p0576 B78-30392
Hybrid heat engine propulsion of urban buses
20 p0578 N78-30105
Electric and hybrid-vehicle power-train development
20 p0578 N78-30U06
Study of exhaust emissions from 1966 through 1976
model-year light-duty vehicles in Denver,
Chicago, Houston and Phoenix
[PB-280725/3] 20 p0610 H78-32611
BOLTIPBASE FLOH
A dispersion model for the Solvent Refined Coal
process
18 p0230 A78-31871
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ROTATIONS SOBJBCT IHDEI
BOTATIO8S
Butational analysis of Chlamydomonas reinhardi -
Application to biological solar energy conversion
18 p0207 A78-28357
N
H-P-B JUNCTIONS
Solar cell behaviour under variable surface
recombination velocity and proposal of a novel
structure
19 p0334 A78-37469
Silicon double solar cell differential
irradiation response of N+/P/N+ structure
20 p0525 A78-52865
H-TYPB SEMICONDUCTORS
Analysis of epitaxial drift field H on P silicon
solar cells
17 p0012 A78-10904
U-I-S solar cell - Theory and experimental results
17 p0025 A78-11040
Semiconductor electrodes. XV -
Photoelectrochemical cells with mixed
polycrystalline n-type CdS-CdSe electrodes
18 p0233 A78-32233
CnInS2 liquid junction solar cells
19 p0310 A78-34274
Stabilization of n-type sencondnctors to
photoanodic dissolution by competitive electron
transfer processes
19 p03I)3 A78-39462
Thermodynamic potential for the anodic dissolution
of n-type semiconductors - A crucial factor
controlling durability and efficiency in
Photoelectrochemical cells and an important
criterion in the selection of new
electrode/electrolyte systems
19 p03<tl| A78-39465
Study of ion implanted n/plus/ layers for silicon
solar cells
20 p0518 A78-52782
Stabilization of the GaP/electrolyte photovoltaic
cell
20 p0522 A78-52813
CdTe thin film solar cells
20 p052B A78-52899
conversion of visible light to electrical energy -
Stable cadmium selenide photoelectrodes in
agueous electrolytes
20 p0530 A78-53330
NACELLES
Dynamics of drive systems for wind energy conversion
18 p0266 H78-19633
NAPHTHALENE
Enthalpy measurement of coal-derived liquids
[FE-2035-10] 19 p0452 N78-26962
NASA PBOGBAHS
The challenge of advanced fuel-conservative
aircraft - A manufacturer's view
[AIAA PAPEB 78-362] 18 p0178 A78-24034
EGAS Phase I fuel cell results Energy
Conservation Alternatives Study
18 p0188 A78-26110
Industrialization of space - Hyth or the reality
of tomorrow
18 p0218 A78-296€0
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
18 p0226 A78-31302
Making aerospace technology work for the
automotive industry - Introduction
19 p0306 A78-33359
Platform designed for numerous uses in
geostationary orbit
} 19 p0382 A78-42509
Planning a new era in air transport efficiency
20 p0469 A78-43357
NASA/General Electric Engine Component Improvement
Program
[AIAA PAPEE 78-929] 20 pOl|85 A78-I15098
The solar power satellite concept - A space
program perspective
20 p0502 A78-49802
The Liquid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: B status report
rNASA-TS-74089] 17 p0109 N78-10306
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center
tNASA-TN-7388U] 18 p0247 N78-17060
Synchronization of the DOE/NASA 100-kilowatt wind
turbine generator with a large utility network
[NASA-TH-73861 ] 18 p0249 N78-171167
Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
contributions announced in 1976
[NASA-TH-73860] 18 p0252 N78-17921
DOE/HASA Hod-0 100KB wind turbine test results
18 p0266 N78-19628
Description and status of NASA-LeHC/DOE
photovoltaic applications systems
[NASA-TM-78936] 19 p0444 N78-26554
Overview of HASA CTOL program
19 p0453 N78-27047
Solar power satellite
[GPO-28-155] 20 p0541 N78-28149
NASA authorization, 1979, volume 1, part 3
[GPO-25-291] 20 p0611 N78-32926
Results and status of the SASA aircraft engine
emission reduction technology programs
tBASA-TH-79009] 20 p0611 N78-33102
NASTBAH
NASTRAN use for cyclic response and fatigue
analysis of wind turbing towers
17 p0125 N78-12459
Simplified modeling for wind turbine modal
analysis using NASTRAN
18 p0265 N78-19619
Typical uses of NASTRAN in a petrochemical industry
20 p0603 N78-32470
NATIONAL AVIATION STSTEB
Aviation futures to the year 2000
20 p0528 A78-S2966
NATOBAL GAS
Syngas process converts waste to SNG
17 p0035 A78-11134
The economics of SNG production by anaerobic
digestion of specially grown plant matter
synthetic natural gas
17 p0036 A78-11138
pollution abatement energy usage of gas treating
and processing plants
17 p0073 A78-14161
Heavy oil gasification Book
17 p0087 A78-17144
Submarine seepage of natural gas in Norton Sound,
Alaska
17 p0087 A78-17263
Methods for the production of hydrogen from
natural gas and petroleum fractions
17 p0098 A78-18828
The manufacture of synthetic natural gas by
hydrogenation of fossil fuel residuals
17 p0099 A78-18840
Comparison of the fossil fuel energy requirements
for solar, natural gas, and electrical water
heating systems
17 p0106 478-20244
Energy technology IV; Proceedings of the Fourth
Conference, Washington, D.C., March 14-16, 1977
18 p0180 A78-24751
Natural gas technology -•— emphasizing production
from unconventional sources in U.S.A.
18 pOISO A78-24752
The gasification of coal
18 p0196 A78-27788
Procedures for the production of hydrogen from
natural gas and oil fractions
18 p0209 A78-28475
Chemistry, thermodynamics and kinetics of
reactions of sulphur in coal-gas reactions - A
review
18 p0229 A78-31749
Evaluation of two industrial boilers with
combustion modifications for reduced pollutant
emissions
[ASME PAPEB 77-WA/APC-1] 19 p0297 A78-33126
Use of gas turbines in natural gas transport
systems /pipelines/
19 p0327 A78-36372
Variable-temperature cryogenic trap for the
separation of gas mixtures
20 p0533 A78-53425
Preliminary study of the present and possible
future oil and gas development of areas
immediately surrounding the Interior Salt Domes
Upper Gulf Coast Salt pome basins of east Texas,
north Louisiana, and Mississippi
[ORNL/SOB-75/87988] 17 p0110 878-10545
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SUBJECT INDEX BETHEELANDS
Impact of natural gas shortage on major industrial
fuel-horning installations. Volume 1: Text
[PB-269365/3] 17 p0115 N78-10596
Impact of natural gas shortage on oajor industrial
fuel-burning installations. Volume 2: Schedules
(data and tables)
fPB-269366/1] 17 p0116 N78-10597
Impact of natural gas shortage on major industrial
fuel burning installations. Volume 3. Appendix:
Summary and analysis of fuel-burning
characteristics of HFBIS
tPB-269367/9] 17 p0116 N78-10598
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 11: Finance submodel for
the FEA oil and gas supply model
[PB-2699U8/6 ] 17 p0126 B78-12540
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 10: Automation of
finding rate and discount rates in the FEA gas
supply model
[PB-2699117/8] 17 p0127 K78-125U1
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume t: FEA model of oil and '
gas supply: Data validation and update
[PB-270385/8] 17 p0139 H78-13559
US oil and natural gas findings costs. A study
for the Federal Energy Administration, Volume 1
[PB-27HOOO/9] 18 p0238 B78-16113
US oil and natural gas findings costs. A study
for the Federal Energy Administration. Volume
2: Statistical appendix
[PB-270001/71 18 p0238 N78-16tm
Analyses of natural gases, 1976
[PB-272735/2] 18 p0238 K78-16419
Report to Congress on the economic impact of
energy actions
fPB-272080/3] 18 p02M3 N78-16U67
Analysis of the proposed national Energy Plan
[ PB-27311)8/7 ] 18 p02<|!4 178-16473
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 1
rPB-273700/5 ] 18 p0254 H78-18506
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 2
rPB-273701/3] 18 p025U N78-18507
Proposed increase in oil and gas leasing on the
outer continental shelf, volume 3
[PB-273702/1] 18 p0254 N78-18508
Emergency natural gas purchases: Actions needed
to correct program abuses and consumer ineguities
[PB-275876/1 ] 18 p0280 H78-21313
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen as a supplement
to natural gas
[TID-27747] 18 p0281 N78-21323
OS oil and natural gas finding costs. Volume 2:
Statistical appendix
[FEA/G-77/357-VOL-2] 19 p0398 K78-23588
Interactive data management and analysis system
for the Eastern Gas Shale Program
[MLB-2<169(OP) ] 19 p0101 S78-23938
Oil and gas in coastal lands and waters
19 pOUOU N78-2«597
Alternative fuels demonstration program, volume 1
of 2
[ERDA-1547-VOL-1] 19 pO»15 N78-25245
Oil and gas replacement cost: Development and
production. Volume 1: Discussion of
methodology, exhibits, and projections
[TID-280U3/1] 19 p0418 N78-2551I)
OCS oil and gas: An assessment of the Department
of the Interior Environmental Studies Program
[PB-2774931 19 pOI)19 N78-25526
Geochemical characterization of Devonian gas shale
[HLH-2U67(OP) ] 19 pOfl31 N78-25719
Physiochemical characterization of Devonian gas
shale
[HLB-2166 (OP) ] 19 p043<l N78-25720
A dynamic energy optimization nodel under
uncertainty natural gas models and decision
making
19 p0156 H78-27516
Estimating household energy expenditures in the
phase 1 comprehensive human resources data
system, task 2
[HCP/I60901-01] 19 p0461 N78-27575
Probability distribution of bids on outer
continental shelf oil and gas leases
[LA-7190-MS] 19 pO»68 H78-27982
LANDSAT satellite mapping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petroleum and natural
gas exploration
[E78-10168] 20 p05t7 R78-28573
Translations on OSSB science and technology:
Physical sciences and technology, no. 10,
methods of gas production for ammonia synthesis
[JPBS-71««7] 20 p0555 N78-28672
Modern schemes of process gas production for
ammonia synthesis
20 p0555 N78-2867H
Prospects for the use of chamber gas
20 p0555 B78-28675
Western gas sands project
[NVO/0655-100] 20 p0563 N78-29597
The 1977-1978 heating season: Projected natural
gas curtailments and potential needs for
additional alternate fuels
[DOE/EIA-0015] 20 p058Q N78-30688
Hethanol from natural gas for engine fuel
[NP-22771] 20 p0601 F78-32281
Development of combustion data 'to utilize lov Btu
-gases as industrial process fuels
[FE-2189-16] 20 p0601 N78-32286
Natural gas: Supply, demand and utilization,
volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0621/9] 20 p0602 U78-32293
Benefits derived from the outer continental shelf
environmental studies program are questionable
[PB-281782/3] 20 p061« N78-33520
Lower Cook Inlet: Another example of more data
needed for appraising outer continental shelf
oil and gas resources resources management
[PB-281769/0] 20 p0611 N78-33521
NAVIGATION AIDS
Computer program for design and performance
analysis of navigation-aid power systems program
documentation. Volume 2: user's manual
[AD-A017356] 19 p0409 N78-24667
HAVISATIOK SATEIIISES
RTS-2 nickel hydrogen battery performance
Navigation Technology Satellite
[AIAA 78-536] 19 p029<l A78-32885
RAVSTAE SATELLITES
Positioning and navigation by satellite for
marine operations
[AIAA 77-1553] 17 p0069 A78-13684
«AVT
US Havy energy R and D progress, 1977 energy
conservation, synthetic fuels, and energy policy
[AD-A053U28] 20 p0556 N78-2898U
SEAB FIELDS
Stratified turbulence modeling for the near field
external flow application to Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion plants
19 p0302 A78-33316
HEBEASKi
Applications of remote sensing in resource
management in Nebraska
[E78-10099] 18 p0273 H78-20567
BESATIVE HESISTABCE DEVICES
Frequency limitations of transferred electron
devices related to quality of contacts
19 p033« A78-37468
BEODYHIOH COHPODNDS
Thermoelectric power and ac conductivity of i-type
Nd203
19 p0332 A78-36964
BEODIBIOH LASEBS
Giant laser system readied for tests for
inertial fusion
19 p0316 A78-35300
The ONEGA fusion laser system
19 p0359 A78-«0221
Focusing systems for high energy glass lasers
19 p0360 A78-1022H
The Shiva laser - Rearing completion
19 p0360 A78-40226
SETHESLAHDS
Survey of research and development activities in
the Netherlands on heat pumps for residential
heating
[CTI-76-09497] 17 p0156 N78-1U68H
Some aspects of offshore operations in the
Netherlands
18 p0262 N78-19135
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NETWORK ANALYSIS SUBJECT I8DEI
IETHORK ANALYSIS
Analysis of end effects in diagonal type HHD
generator by means of equivalent circuit
19 p0327 A78-36320
Solar-cell design based on a distributed diode
analysis
20 p0475 A78-I13926
Solar energy coupled networks
20 p0480 A78-U3997
•BTROHK SIHTBESIS
The poloidal field circuit in the Joint European
Torus /JET/
17 p0039 A78-11177
Electrical design of TNS Next Step tokamak
19 p0351 A78-39918
The design philosophy and use of high voltage
power systems for multimegawatt ion beam
accelerators
19 p0354 A78-39974
SEUTBAL BEARS
Neutral beam injector research and development
work in the DSA
17 p0012 A78-10878
Development of fast neutral bean injectors at
Fontenay-aux-Boses
17 p0012 A78-10879
Cryogenic supplies for the TFTE neutral beam line
cryopanels Tokamak Fusion Test Seactor
19 p0352 A78-39951
Cryopumping system for TFTH neutral beam injectors
19 p0352 A78-39952
A 40-kV, 26-ms neutral-beam power supply for TMX
Tandem lirror Experiment
19 p0353 A78-39964
Design and test of a series switch/regulator
system for a 10-kV, 80-A, 10-ms, neutral-beam
power-supply
19 p0353 A78-39965
The Princeton neutral injection power supply system
19 p035U A78-39975
The TFTE neutral beam power system Tokamak
Fusion Test Eeactor
19 p035U A78-39976
Magnetics design for ripple-assisted beam
injection into the ISX-B and TFTE tokamaks
19 p0356 A78-40013
Using computer graphics to analyze the placement
of neutral-beam injectors for the Birror Fusion
Test Facility
19 p0357 A78-40026
Performance of a developmental 120-keV, 10-A
deuterium /1U-A hydrogen/ neutral beam system
19 p0357 A78-40027
Facility for the testing of the TFTB prototype
neutral beam injector Tokamak Fusion Test
Beactor
19 p0357 A78-40049
A computer program for parameter studies of a
neutral injection beam line
19 p0357 A78-40052
Design and performance of large cryopnmps for high
power neutral injectors
19 p0359 A78-00108
Effect of neutral injection heating on the
impurity level in the H VII A Stellarator
19 p0378 A78-42208
Electron and ion heating by neutral injection in
the DITE tokamak
19 p0381 A78-42268
Tokamak impurity report
[DOE/ET-0001 ] 19 p0434 H78-25920
HEOTBAL GASES
Neutralization of fossil fuel C02 by marine
cal^cium carbonate
20 p0535 A78-53468
HEOTR1L PARTICLES
Neutral particle emission of the pnlsator plasma
during high-density discharges in tokamaks
19 p0379 A78-42216
IEDTRON DIFFBACTION •
Neutron and X-ray diffraction investigation of
deuterium storage in La7Ni3
20 p0510 A78-51321
NBOTBON EHISSIOB
Generation of thermonuclear neutrons by laser
action on a conical target
20 p0501 A78-49669
NBOTBOH IRHADIATION
Fosion-neutron-induced nuclear recoil emission
probabilities
17 p0062 478-11814
NEOTBOH SODBCES
Thermal-mechanical design of a 150-mA,
direct-current, 100-keV accelerator for
production of 14-HeV neutrons
19 p0357 A78-40032
Sequences of neutron and X-ray flashes during a
long-lasting current in a plasma focus device
19 p0381 A78-42265
HBVADA
Solar insolation measurements at Las Vegas, Nevada
18 p0206 A78-28173
A hypothetical 1000 HH(e) photovoltaic
solar-electric plant
[PB-273108/1] 18 p0243 N78-16468
Preliminary study of the favorability for uranium
in selected areas in the Basin and Range
Province, Nevada
[GJBX-74(77) ] 19 p0391 N78-22534
Northern Nevada geothermal exploration strategy
analysis
[LBL-7012] 20 pOSBO N78-30643
Bicroseisms in geothermal exploration: Studies in
Grass Valley, Nevada
20 p0587 N78-30746
HER ENGLAND (OS)
The impact of the President's energy plan on the
northeast
[GPO-97-013] 19 p0405 N78-24619
Potential of wood as an energy resource in New
England
[TID-2E131] 19 p0432 B78-25655
HER JBBSEY
Trenton ICES, volume 1, phase 1
CCOO-4212-1/1-VOI-1] 18 p0287 N78-21639
HER BESICO
Approach to valuing visual pollution from western
electricity production
[BNWL-2103] 17 p0117 N78-10613
Annotated bibliography of natural resource
information: Northwestern New nexico
[PB-276024/7] 18 p0273 N78-20597
Bibliography of New Bexico geology and mineral
technology, 1971-1975
[PB-278348/8] 19 p0451 S78-26699
Solar irrigation program status
[SAND-78-0398C] 20 pOSSI N78-28662
NEB YOBK
Engineering tests for energy storage cars at the
Transportation Test Center. Volume 3: Noise
tests
[PB-269402/4] 17 p0110 N78-10485
Energy information and analytic system for New
York State[BNL-22677] 19 p0397 N78-23579
Energy modeling and data support for the Electric
Power Research Institute[BHL-50696] 19 p0425 N78-25595
HER ZEALAND
Bind energy research in Nev Zealand
18 p0171 A78-22249
HEBTON-BAPBSOS SETBOD
Junction potentials of strongly illuminated
n/*/-p-p/+/ solar cells
19 p0292 A78-32693
NICKEL
Possible selective solar photothermal absorber -
Ni dendrites formed on Al surfaces by the CVD of
Hi /CO/4
18 p0221 A78-30302
Neutron and X-ray diffraction investigation of
deuterium storage in La7Ni3
20 p0510 A78-51321
Friction and wear of selected metals and alloys in
sliding contact with AISI 440 C stainless steel
in liquid methane and in liquid natural gas
[NASA-TP-1150] 18 p0273 N78-20512
Surface structure and mechanisms of gasification
catalyst deactivation
[FE-2229-S] 19 p0398 N78-23589
Dethanation catalysts: Activity, adsorption and
degradation studies of nickel and nickel
bimetallic catalysts for nethanation
20 p0611 1178-33161
A-220
SOBJECT INDEX BITBOGEB OXIDES
HICK EL ALLOTS
Electron emission froo nickel-alloy surfaces in
cesium vapor
18 p0188 A78-26112
Advanced processing techniques for the manufacture
of nickel-base alloy discs frog powder
20 pOU9Q A78-»707n
Analysis of the failure of the nickel tank used
for IiOH thernal energy storage for the Calvair
autoDobile
rGHB-2690-SECT-7.106] 19 pOPHO H78-26332
Hethanation activity of Raney nickel catalysts:
Effect of proportion of S1A13 and Hi2»13 in
precursor alloys
[PB-279656/3] 20 pOS57 1178-29198
NICKEL CADHIOB BATTEBIES
Alternate power sources session: Nuclear battery
hybrid confiquration study
fAD-A055182] 20 p0593 K78-315II6
NICKEL COATIHGS
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
electroplated black nickel coatings
[DLB-FB-77-231 17 p0156 H78-11686
Performance evaluation of two black nickel and two
black chrome solar collectors
[NASA-CR-1 50*97] 18 p0219 N78-17170
'Selective coating for solar panels using black
chrome and black nickel
[NASA-CASE-LEK-12159-1] 18 p0263 N78-19599
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
electroplated black nickel coatings
[ESA-TT-432] 19 p0390 S78-22482
NICKEL COBPOONDS
The utilization of LaNiS as a hydrogen-storage
medium for heat engines
18 p0233 A78-32193
Design and cost study of a nickel-iron oxide
battery for electric vehicles. Volume 2:
Public report
[AHL-K-3723-1] 20 p0594 N78-31551
NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTEBIES
NTS-2 nickel hydrogen battery performance
navigation Technology Satellite
[AIAA 78-536] 19 p029<l A78-32885
NICKEL ZIBC BATTEBIES
Design and cost study of nickel-zinc batteries for
electric vehicle
[AH1-K-76-35111-1] 17 p011<l N78-10585
Electric vehicle propulsion batteries: Design and
cost study for nickel/zinc battery manufacture,
task A
[ANL-K-77-3542-1] 17 p01it2 N78-13594
Develop nickel-zinc battery suitable for
electronic vehicle propulsion. Task A: Design
and cost study
fAHL-K-77-3558-1] 17 p0143 N78-13607
Bapid, efficient charging of lead-acid and
nickel-zinc traction cells
[HASA-TB-78901] 19 p0405 1178-24616
HIOBIOB ALLOYS
Development and fabrication of a diffusion welded
Columbian alloy heat exchanger for space
power generation
[AIBE PAPER A78-61] 18 p0228 A78-31500
BITIHOL ALLOYS
Nitinol engine development Ni-Ti alloy for
thermal-to-mechanical energy converter
17 p0056 A78-11348
HITBIC ACID
Nitric acid cycle process for extracting thermal
energy from low-level heat sources for Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0315 A78-35171
HITBIC OXIDE
Quenching of nitric-oxide formation in methane-air
flames by secondary-air injection
17 p0081 A78-16338
Nitric oxide formation in hydrocarbon-air flames
18 p0199 A78-2783U
Formation and growth of thermal BOx in hydrocarbon
combustion
18 p0227 A78-31498
Fundamentals of nitric oxide formation in fossil
fuel combustion
(FE-2018-5] 17 p0130 N78-13175
17 p0113 H78-10573
BITBIDES
Materials for fuel cells
[PB-26S518/7]
BItBOGEB
Physiological studies of nitrogen fixation by
blue-green algae
17 p0128 H78-126I17
Preliminary performance tests of a GPO-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 pOB38 B78-26256
BITBOGEB COHPOOHDS
Combined gas chromatographic-nass spectrometric
analyses of nitrogen bases in light oil from a
coal liquefaction product
19 p0363 A78-40594
Characterization of nitrogen compounds in tar
produced from underground coal gasification
19 p0368 A78-U181H
BITBOGEB OXIDES
NOx-03 photochemistry in power plant plumes -
Comparison of theory with observation
17 p0001 478-10059
Physical,mechanisms governing the oxidation of
volatile fuel nitrogen in pulverized coal flames
17 p0078 A78-15828
Reactions of fuel-nitrogen compounds under
conditions of inert pyrolysis
18 p0173 A78-22822
Character and transformation of pollutants from
major fossil-fuel energy sources
[APCA PAPEE 77-15,1] 18 p0185 A78-25M06
Formation and growth of thermal HOx in hydrocarbon
combustion
18 p0227 A78-31Q98
Further studies with a hydrogen engine
[SAE PAPEE 780233] 19 p0307 A78-33381
Evaluation of NO/x/ emission characteristics of
.alcohol fuels for use in stationary combustion
systems
19 p0321 A78-35705
Performance and NO/x/ emissions,.of spark ignited
combustion engines using alternative fuels -
Quasi one-dimensional modeling. I - Hydrogen
fueled engines
19 p0333 A78-37299
The effect of burner design and operational
factors on the emission of nitrogen oxides when
burning an anthracite/slurry mixture
19 p0335 A78-37861
Reducing nitrogen oxides in the flue gases from
gas/oil-fired boilers at high-capacity power
stations
19 p0335 A78-37862
The reduction of nitrogen oxide emission in
oil-burning installations
20 pOI|69 A78-«3»02
Emission control technology for sulphur oxides and
nitrogen oxides from flue gases in Japan
20 pO<470 A78-K37H8
Mathematical modelling of dispersion and chemical
reactions in a plume - Oxidation of HO to H02 in
the plume of a power plant
20 pOH89 A78-H6028
Visual impact of plumes from power plants - A
theoretical model
20 pOQ89 A78-16051
Performance and NOx emissions of spark ignited
combustion engines using alternative fuels -
Quasi one-dimensional modeling. II - Hethanol
fueled engines
20 p0516 A78-525U8
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from field
operating package boilers, phase 3
[PB-269277/0] 17 p0121 H78-11526
Burner design criteria for NOx control from
low-Btu gas combustion. Volume 1: Ambient fuel
temperature
[PB-272614/9] 17 p0163 N78-15607
Standards support and environmental impact
statement. Volume 2: Promulgated standards of
performance for lignite-fired steam generators
[PB-279008/7] 19 pOU66 N78-27621
Bydrogen engine NOx control by water induction
20 p0575 H78-30377
Control techniques for nitrogen oxides emissions
from stationary sources - second edition
[PB-280030/0] 20 p0599 N78-31612
A-221
HITROGBH TETBOXIDE SDBJECT IBDEX
HITBOGEN TETBOXIDB
Characteristics of the atilization of N204 in
solar gas-torbine power plants
19 p0335 A78-37947
flOAA SATELLITES
The quality of NOAA's ocean research and
development program: An evaluation
[PB-277095/6] 18 p0290 N78-21980
NOBLE HETALS
Development of catalysts for exhaust emission
control
20 p0574 N78-30372
BOCTOBNAL VABIATIOHS
Nocturnal boundary-layer wind maxima and the
problem of wind power assessment
18 p0179 A78-24314
SOISE IBTEBSITY
Solar power satellite system definition study.
Part 2, volume 8: SPS launch vehicle ascent and
entry sonic overpressure and noise effects
TNASA-CB-151672] 18 p0272 H78-20163
NONAQOE00S ELECTBOLYTES
Solid electrolyte and elevated temperature water
electrolysis
17 p0098 A78-18832
The development of beta-alumina for use in
electro-chemical cells - A survey
20 pO(!98 A78-II9288
The influence of the composition of the solution
on GaAs-electrolyte photovoltaic cell
characteristics
20 p0526 A78-52879
New solid electrolytes for fast alkali-ion
transport
20 p0531 A78-53336
Polarizability enhancement of ionic conductivity
for A/V in A/+/H2X6 series for fast ion
transport
20 p0531 A78-53337
The sodium-sulfur battery - Problems and promises
20 p0531 A78-53338
Metal chalcogenides as reversible electrodes in
nonaqneoas lithium batteries
20 p0537 A78-53502
NOSDESTBDCTIVE TESTS
Nondestructive evaluation needs for coal
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Tandem Mirror Experiment
19 p0353 A78-39961
Performance of a developmental 120-keV, 10-A
deuterium /10-A hydrogen/ neutral beam system
19 p0357 A78-40027
Thermal-mechanical design of a 150-mA,
direct-current, 400-keV accelerator for
production of 1G-BeV neutrons
19 p0357 A78-H0032
PiBTICLE DIPFOSIOH
Particulate deposition in direct fired BHD air
preheaters
[ASBE PAPER 77-HT-65] 17 p0090 A78-17197
P1BTICLB BBISSIOH
Neutral particle emission of the pulsator plasma
during high-density discharges in tokamaks
19 p0379 A78-I12216
Elemental particle-size emissions from coal-fired
power plants - Ose of an inertial cascade impactor
20 pO«88 A78-U6023
Potential for automotive fuel economy improvement
18 p0258 S78-185«3
Characterization of methanol/gasoline blends as
automotive fuel: Performance and emissions
characteristics
[PB-277135/0] 19 p0393 N78-23261
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 N78-30318
Eesults and status of the NASA aircraft engine
emission reduction technology programs
[NASA-TB-79009] 20 p0611 N78-33102
PSRTICLE EHEBST
neasurements of high-energy deuterons in the
plasma-focus device
18 p0235 A78-32139
PSBTICLE HOTIOH
Relative importance of different impurity sources
in tokamak reactors as estimated from particle
balance equations
19 p0379 A78-02221
PABTICLE SIZE DISTBIBOTIOH
The physical transformation of the mineral matter
in pulverized coal under simulated combustion
conditions
17 p0079 A78-15831
Physical and morphological studies of
size-classified coal fly ash
18 p0222 A78-30555
A-235
PABTICLB TBAJECTOBIES SUBJECT IHDEZ
19 p0430 N78-25630
Aerosol size distributions and aerosol volume
formation for a coal-fired power plant plume
19 p0366 A78-H125U
Elemental particle-size emissions from coal-fired
power plants - Dse of an inertial cascade impactor
20 pO«88 A78-46023
Preliminary tests using a laser particle-size
analyzer on geothermal brine
'COCID-17637]
PAHTICLE THAJBCTOBIES
long-time-scale simulation of resonant particle
effects in Langmuir and whistler waves
18 p0231 A78-32068
Intense relativistic electron-beam trajectories
and their effect on beam heating of toroidally
confined plasma
19 p0310 A78-3U237
Particle trajectories in swirling flows -•— coal
combustion gas turbine technology
20 p0502 A78-49805
PARTICLES
Particulate control highlights: Besearch on
electrostatic precipitator technology
[PB-276 61)3/1)] 19 p0391 N78-22495
PABTICOIATE SAHPIING
The Bicrostructure of pulverized coal-air flames.
I - Stabilization on small burners and direct
sampling techniques
17 p0078 A78-15829
Physical and morphological studies of
size-classified coal fly ash
18 p0222 A78-30555
Operation and maintenance of particulate control
Sevices on coal-fired utility boilers
[PB-27II101/9] 18 p0251 N78-17505
PASSAGEWAYS
Priority treatment for high occupancy vehicles:
Project status report bus and carpool lanes
[PB-270579/1] 17 p0129 N78-12907
PASSEHGEB AIBCBAFT
Improved energy efficiency for small CTOI
transport aircraft
18 p0226 A78-3130S
Fuel efficiency - where we are heading in the
design of future }et transports
18 p0226 A78-31307
PASSENGEBS
Intercity rail energy intensity for passenger
movement
18 p0258 S78-185U6
Near-terra electric vehicle program, phase 1
[SAN/129S-1] 18 p0273 H78-20i)l)8
Phase 1: Definition of intercity transportation
comparison framework. Volume 2: Methodology
operations research of passenger and freight
transportation systems
fNASA-CR-152152-VOL-2] 20 p0556 N78-28994
P1TEHTS
Secondary batteries: Recent advances Book on
technical information based on O.S. patents
20 p0512 A78-5167*
PAYLOADS
On the relationship between gross vehicle weight,
payload, effective range, and cost of electric
vehicles
fSAE PAPER 780220] 19 p0307 A78-33379
PBILETS
Diffraction analysis for multiple-beam pellet
irradiance
19 p0360 A78-40225
Laser acceleration of reactor-fuel pellets
20 p0538 A78-53690
PELTIEB EFFECTS
Eecrystallization of semiconducting
polycrystalline ribbons using the Peltier effect
for solar cell production
20 p0531 A78-53333
PEBFOBHANCE
Solar energy systems. Survey of materials
performance
TPB-273 305/3] 18 p02«<) S78-16<)75
Test- and ^valuation of 23 electric vehicles for
state-of-the-art assessment
[HASA-TK-73850] 18 p0252 N78-17937
Design review package for the on-site monitor for
solar heating and cooling systems
[NASA-CB-150590] 18 p0275 H78-20611
PEBFOBBAHCE PEEDICTION
Potential of GaAs solar cells for Air Force space
power systems
17 p0019 A78-1099I)
Nominal cost and performance objectives for
photovoltaic panels in nonconcentrating central
station applications
17 p0021 A78-11007
Performance and cost assessment of photovoltaic
system concepts
17 p0021 A78-11011
Theoretical method to determine monthly efficiency
of flat plate solar collectors
17 p0029 A78-11081)
A detailed model of flat plate solar collectors
17 pOOU2 A78-11213
Performance analysis and experience for flat plate
collector with absorber operating in a vacuum
17 pOO«2 A78-11215
Performance analysis of a black liquid absorbing
collector /B1AC/
17 pOOI)? A78-11217
Analysis of a matrix solar collector
17 pOO<)3 A78-11222
An approximate equation for predicting the solar
transmittance of transparent honeycombs flat
plate collector efficiency
17 pOOi><> A78-11231
Optimization of solar heating in residential
buildings using a stochastic performance model
17 pOO«6 A78-11252
Hoderate-level-of-ngor methods for solar heating
system performance prediction
17 pOOi)6 A78-11254
Prediction of the monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
17 pOO«7 A78-11255
Simplified techniques for sizing residential solar
heating systems
17 p001)7 A78-11256
Dual phase annual cycle, index of application
solar system for heating and cooling of buildings
17 p0050 A78-11299
Son-evacuated solar collectors with compound
parabolic concentrators
17 p0059 A78-11378
long-term average performance predictions for
compound parabolic concentrator solar collectors
17 p0059 A78-11379
Seasonal solar collector performance with maximum
storage
17 p0078 A78-15D10
Prediction of average collector efficiency from
climatic data
17 pOOSi) A78-16831)
A method of testing for rating thermal storage
devices based on thermal performance
17 p0084 A78-16838
A computer aodel for large-scale offshore
wind-power systems
17 p0093 A78-18089
Solar energy collector orientation and tracking mode
17 p010i) J78-19827
Design and performance of an air collector for
industrial crop dehydration
17 p010i) A78-19828
The effect of off-south orientation on the
performance of flat-plate solar collectors
17 p010U A78-19830
Effects of phase-change energy storage on the
performance of air-based and liquid-based solar
heating systems
17 p010l) A78-19832
Computer aided aerogenerator analysis and
performance
18 p0169 A78-22229
A performance prediction model for the Darriens
turbine for wind energy conversion
18 p0170 A78-22237
An aerodynamic performance theory for the Darriens
wind turbine
18 p0171 A78-22250
Experimental and analytical studies of the
aerodynamic performance of windmills
[AIAA PAPEB 78-277] 18 p0172 A78-22612
On the theory of homojunction and heterojunction
solar cells
18 p0192 A78-26616
A-236
SUBJECT INDEX PEBFOBH1HCE TESTS
Bode of operation and characteristics of Darneus
rotors
18 p0210 A78-28560
The effect of hob fairings on wind turbine rotor
performance
18 p0219 A78-30039
Synchronization of wind turbine generators against
an infinite bus tinder gasting wind conditions
[IE8E PAPER F 77 675-2] 18 p0219 A78-30196
Prediction of the monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
18 p0220 A78-30270
Solar heating design, by the f-chart method Book
18 p0221 A78-31071
Some contribntions to aerodynamic theory for
vertical-ails wind turbines
19 p0291 A78-32534
Junction potentials of strongly illuminated
n/+/-p-p/+/ solar cells
19 p0292 A78-32693
Performance characteristics of air-cooled solar
collectors as determined by computer simulation
19 p029<t A78-33027
Solar powered Rankine cycle/vapor compression
cycle modeling and performance prediction
19 p0295 A78-33036
Design and calculated performance and cost of the
EGAS Phase II open cycle HHD power generation
system
CASBE PAPEH 77-WA/ENEH-5] 19 p0297 A78-331U3
The "1st Flow OTEC Plant convective lift to
achieve hydraulic head in Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion
19 p0306 A78-33352
An overview of aerospace gas turbine technology of
relevance to the development of the automotive
gas turbine engine
fSAE PAPEB 780075] 19 p0306 A78-33364
Experimental and theoretical analysis of Wankel
engine performance
fSAE PAPER 780U16] 19 p0308 A78-33388
Performance and economics of advanced energy
conversion systems for coal and coal-derived fuels
19 p0309 A78-31078
Thermic diode solar panels for space heating
19 p0314 A78-34936
Performance and HO/x/ emissions of spark ignited
combustion engines using alternative fuels -
Quasi one-dimensional modeling. I - Hydrogen
fueled engines
19 p0333 A78-37299
Silicon solar cell designs based on physical
behavior in concentrated sunlight
19 p0331 A78-371162
Influence of bandgap narroving on the performance
of silicon n-p solar cells
19 p0334 A78-37U64
Effects of temperature on the performance of
silicon solar cells
19 p0371 A78-02117
Deviation in solar cell characteristics from their
ideal behaviour
19 p0371 A78-42118
Calculation procedure for determining tie thermal
performance of solar domestic hot water and
space heating systems
19 p0375 A78-421U9
Solar energy for industrial processes - A
simplified design method
19 p0383 A78-42891
Study of the performance of flat plate collectors
in the transient regime
19 p0384 A78-02892
The theoretical and experimental performance of a
solar heater equipped with flat plate collectors
19 p038Q A78-42893
Simulation study of a flywheel powered electric
vehicle utilizing the modern high energy density
energy storage flywheel
19 p0385 A78-43004
Comparative performance of several flat plate
designs solar collector efficiency
20 pfli|76 A78-U3970
Analytical model of flat plate solar collectors
20 pO«76 A78-43973
On the prediction of melting rate in a solar
energy storage subsystem utilizing latent heat
20 pO«78 A78-U3985
Field study of a solar energy assisted heat pump
beating system
20 p0478 A78-43987
flediun power voltage multipliers with a large
number of stages
20 p0086 A78-n5»35
Determining typical weather for use in solar
energy simulations
20 p0487 A78-«57<H
Optimum design point geometry and performance of
propeller type wind turbines
20 p0502 A78-49840
A collection-velocity model for predicting
efficiency of Schottky barrier solar cells
20 p0521 A78-52805
Bethod for minimizing the cost/Watt of complete
photovoltaic systems and applications
20 p0527 A78-52889
Advantages of thin silicon solar cells for use in
space
[AAS PAPER 78-024A] 20 p0537 A78-53610
Selenide isotope generators
[COHF-770302-1] 17 p011« S78-10581
'Performance analysis of a modified internal
combustion engine
[AD-A045378] 17 p0135 N78-13«Q2
Investigation of methods to improve heat pump
performance and reliability in a northern
climate. Volume 3: Appendices B, c, D
[EPBI-EB-319-VOI-3-APP-B] 17 p0139 K78-13565
Thermal performance of BSFC hot air collectors
under natural and simulated conditions
CNASA-CR-150506 ] 18 p0256 H78-18525
Solar power satellite system definition study.
Part 2, volume 8: SPS launch vehicle ascent and
entry sonic overpressure and noise effects
[HASA-CR-1 51672] 18 p0272 N78-20163
Performance potential of combined cycles
integrated with low-Btu gasifiers for future
electric utility applications
[HASA-TH-73775] 19 p0395 N78-23557
Study of test methods for large flexible solar
arrays (VKLSA) dynamic characteristics
[ESA-CR(P)-1016] 19 p0411 N78-24688
Solar energy and the heat pump in a northern climate
[EPRI-EA-407] 19 p0462 N78-27583
Integration of infra-red ambient temperature and
wind conditions in flat collector performance
prediction
20 p0545 S78-28537
Small scale electric power generation by means of
a stationary Spherical Reflector/Tracking
Absorber (SRTA) solar collector system in
developing countries
20 p0546 H78-28552
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. Second series. Report
Ho. 1: 1976 Chevrolet Vega 140 (CID (2.3
liters), 2V —•- to determine fuel consumption
and emissions
[PB-2817711/0] 20 p0613 N78-33455
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. Second series, report no.
2: ia76 Chevrolet 305 CID (5.0 liters), 27
to determine fuel consumption and emissions
[PB-281775/7] 20 p0613 N78-33456
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. Second series, report no.
3: 1977 Chrysler 225 CID (3.7 liters), 2V
to determine fuel consumption and emissions
[PB-281776/5] 20 p0613 H78-33457
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the United States. First series, report no.
12: 1975 Perkins diesel 2»7 CID (<1.0 liters), FI
to determine fuel consumption and emissions
[PB-281777/3] 20 p0613 S78-33U58
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the Onited States. First series, report no.
13: 1975 American Hotors, 258 CID (U.2 liters),
1V to determine fuel consumption and emissions
[PB-281778/1] 20 p0613 H78-33459
PEEFOBHABCE TESTS
The role of defects on the performance of
epitaxial and diffused solar cells fabricated on
EFG 'ribbon' silicon edge-defined growth
process technology
17 p0012 A78-10905
A-237
PBBPOBR1BCB TESTS COHTD SUBJECT IHDEX
Qualification of European high efficiency solar
cells for future ESA satellites
17 p001U A78-10936
Comparative testing of high efficiency silicon
solar cells
17 p0014 A78-10937
States of the ERDA/BASA Photovoltaic Tests and
Applications Project
17
 P0022 A78-11011
The testing of specially designed silicon solar
cells under high sunlight illumination
17 p0022 A78-11021
Recent experimental results on high intensity /HI/
edge-illuminated multijunction silicon solar cells
17 p0023 A78-11027
The analysis, design and thermal performance
testing of a heat pipe flat plate collector
17 p0012 A78-1121I)
Experimental performance study of a 40 sq m vacuum
flow flat plate solar collector array
17 pOO«2 A78-11216
Performance of Lexan vs. ordinary glass as glazing
materials for flat-plate solar collectors
17 p0042 A78-11219
Testing of flat-plate air heaters according to
ASHRAE Standard 93-77
17 p0012 A78-11220
Performance tests of a solar energy collector used
to heat air
17 p0043 A78-11221
A performance evaluation of a solar house in Quebec
17 pOOUS A78-11277
Solar heating and cooling of mobile hones test
results
17 pOO«8 A78-11279
Efficiency of paraffin vax as a thermal energy
storage system
17 p0019 A78-11295
Results of experiments with heliostats for central
receiver power plants
17 p0053 A78-11326
Subsystem research experiments on a central
receiver collector for solar thermal power
plant
17 p0053 A78-11327
One MKth solar cavity steam generator solar test
program
17 p0053 A78-11329
Economic trade-offs between the performance of
collector thermal performance tests on a Solar
Simulator as opposed to outdoor testing
17 p0058 A78-11369
Evaluation of initial collector field performance
at the Langley Solar Building Test Facility
17 p0061 A78-11391
Electric vehicle test and evaluation program of
the U.S. Postal Service
[EVC PAPEE 77H7] 17 p0086 A78-16935
Testing of direct contact heat exchangers for
geothermal brines
[ASBE PIPER 77-HT-4] 17 p0089 A78-17479
Performance characteristics of
concentrator-augmented Savonius wind rotors
17 p009f A78-18092
Design parameters affecting the performance of
resistance-type, vertical-axis windrotors - An
experimental investigation
17 p009l) A78-18093
Gas turbine module performance analysis
[SAE PAPER 770992] 18 p0176 A78-23828
Retrofit precipitators meet rigid new standards
sulfor coal combustion
18 p0189 A78-26475
Use of methanol in diesel engine - An experimental
study of engine performance
18 p0199 A78-27827
Investigation of some factors affecting the
performance of an alcohol-diesel oil dual fuel
engine
18 p0199 A78-27829
The flat solar collector - An approach to its
evaluation
18 p0220 A78-30261
Optimum testing period for new thermomechanical
eguipment
18 p0225 A78-31245
Preliminary performance evaluation of the New
Mexico State University solar house
19 p0295 A78-33032
Design aiid operational influences on thermal
performance of 'Solaris1 solar collector
[ASHE PAPEB 77-WA/SOL-2] 19 p0299 A78-33190
Low cost test procedure for solar collectors
[ASHE PAPER 77-»A/SOL-4] 19 p0299 A78-33192
A 'no-flow' method for measuring solar collector
performance
[ASHE PAPER 77-WA/SOL-5] 19 p0299 A78-33193
Test and evaluation of 23 electric vehicles for
state-of-the-art assessment
[SAE PAPEB 780290] 19 p0307 A78-33382
Testing of solar collectors
19 p0312 A78-34511
Diffuser augmentation of wind turbines
19 p0312 A78-34512
Heat pipe mirrors for high power lasers
[AIAA 78-391] 19 p0317 A78-35586
Augmenting the condenser heat transfer performance
of rotating heat pipes
[AIAA 78-U09] 19 p0318 A78-3S597
Experimental performance of flat plate solar
collectors with various cover materials with and
without transparent plastic honeycomb
[AIAA PAPER 78-899] 19 p0324 A78-36018
Investigating the efficiency of gas turbines in
off-design operation multistage experimental
data
19 p0335 A78-37860
Flat-sided rectilinear trough as a solar
concentrator - An analytical study
19 p03iW A78-39636
PDX PF power tests Princeton Divertor
Experimei-t tokamak Poloidal Field coil system
19 p0351 A78-39909
Design and test of a series switch/regulator
system for a 40-kV, 80-A, 10-ms, neutral-beam
power supply
19 p0353 A78-39965
TFTR tritium valve for pulsed gas feed, test results
19 p0358 A78-40075
Practical interferometry at 1.C6 microns for
testinq high energy fusion laser focusing lenses
19 p0360 A78-40223
The FHSC collector subsystem for the Sandia Solar
Total Energy Facility Fixed Mirror Solar
Concentrator
20 p0176 A78-13975
Performance analysis and cost optimization of a
solar-assisted heat pump system
20 p0487 A78-U5735
Some preliminary results on the performance of a
small vertical-axis cylindrical wind turbine
20 p0502 A78-49838
Model and prototype performance characteristics of
Favonms rotor windmill
20 p0502 A78-49839
CdS-Cu2S thin film solar cells for terrestrial
applications
20 p0523 A78-52826
Terrestrial photovoltaic performance measurement
20 p0524 A78-52843
O.S. terrestrial solar cell calibration and
measurement procedures
20 p052U A78-528U4
Field tests of photovoltaic power systems
agricultural applications of solar energy
20 p052U A78-52818
Hechanism of performance limitations in heavily
doped silicon devices transistors and solar
cells
20 p0529 478-53219
Engineering tests for energy storage cars at the
Transportation Test Center. Volume 2:
Performance power consumption and radio
frequency interference tests
[PB-269401/6] 17 p0110 H78-1018<l
Performance potential of the energy separator
without mechanical energy recovery
[PB-269721/7] 17 p0116 N78-10601
Performance tests of a total flow impulse turbine
for geothermal applications
[tJCID-17l»11] 17 p0127 N18-125U6
Solar power satellite 50 kw VKS-7773 cw klystron
evaluation
[NASA-CR-151577] 17 p0130 K78-13106
Coal feed component testing for CDIF
17 p0133 N78-13262
»-238
SUBJECT IHDEI PETBOLBOB PRODUCTS
The Goddard Space Flight Center high efficiency
cell development and evaluation program
17 p0136 H78-13529
ter pulsejet research for qnatitative
understanding of HcHugh cycle
[AD-AOII6533] 17 p0158 B78-15497
Performance of an experimental solar-driven
\ absorption air conditioner
\ C L B L - 5 9 1 1 ] 17 p0161 H78-15579
Provisional flat plate solar collector testing
(procedures
[PB-272500/0 ] 18 p02"3 B78-16I»63
Baseline tests of the C. B. Saterman Renaalt 5
ilectric passenger vehicle
[BASA-T1-73759] 18 p0215 N78-16928
Performance evaluation of two black nickel and two
black chrome solar collectors
[IASJ-CR-150497] 18 p02«9 N78-17U70
HSPt hot air collectors. Phase 1: Test report
C JASA-CH-150U95] 18 p021)9 B78-17471
Thermal performance of honeyvell double covered
liguid solar collector
[SlSA-CR-1 50505] 18 p02M9 878-17H72
Therial performance evaluation of Solar Energy
Products Company (SEPCO) 'Soloron' collector
tested outdoors
fNASA-CR-150509] 18 p0250 178-171(78
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Lenox-Honeywell solar collector conducted
ttsiiig Marshall Space Flight Center Solar Simulator
[MSi-CB-150510] 18 p0250 H78-17U81
Baselue tests of the AH General DJ-5E electrnck
electric delivery van
CBASA-T1-73758] 18 p0252 B78-17933
Baseline tests of the ETA change-of-pace coupe
electric passenger vehicle
tNASA-TH-73763] 18 p0253 H78-17938
Baseline tests of the EVA contractor electric
passenger vehicle
CSASA-TFI-73762] 18 p0253 N78-17939
Baseline tests of the battronic Hinivan electric
delivery van
tBASA-TM-73761] 18 p0253 N78-17910
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the Dnited States. Report no. 8: Mitsubishi
lodel 6DS7 diesel engine
rPB-27<l374/8] 18 P0254 S78-18I137
Performance characteristics of automotive engines
in the Dnited States. Report no. 11: Chrysler
(1975) 318-CID 2-bbl engine
[•PB-27II377/1 ] 18 p0254 R78-18iHtO
Analytical testing teehnigues
18 p0266 N78-19625
Bod-1 wind turbine generator analysis
18 p0266 N78-19631
Design data brochure: SIMS prototype system 2
[BASA-CB-150558] 18 p0268 K78-19619
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
the solaron (air) solar collector
[BASA-CB-150572] 18 p0268 B78-19652
Performance of conventionally powered vehicles
tested to an electric vehicle test procedure
[NASA-Ttl-73768] 18 p0271 N78-20022
Multi-wire slurry wafenng demonstrations
slicing silicon ingots for solar arrays
C JPl-PtJB-78-371 18 p0276 H78-20620
Baseline tests of the EPC Hummingbird electric
passenger vehicle
[BASA-Ttl-73760] 18 p0279 B78-21010
Analysis of data and results for the roundrobin
flat-plate collector test program
[PB-275576/7] 18 p0289 H78-21655
Indoor thenal performance evaluation of the SEPCO
air collector
[KASA-CR-150631] 19 p0388 B78-22966
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
the Sunvorks (air) solar collector
[BASA-CR-150666] 19 pOPOS B78-2U613
Outdoor thermal efficiency evaluation of the Ting
solar collector
[NASA-CR-150675] . 19 pOIOS »78-2"61«
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
life sciences engineering (air) solar collector
[HASA-CR-150665] 19 p0020 H78-255U7
Development of prototype air/lignid solar
collector subsystem
[NASA-CR-150703] 19 pO<t21 H78-25550
Performance and testing of a stationary
concentrating collector
[COSF-770953-7] 19 pO«29 B78-25627
CPC thermal collector test plan
[COHF-770953-6] 19 pOi)29 S78-25628
Free-air performance tests of a 5-metre-diameter
Darrieus turbine
[SAHD-77-1063] 19 pO«30 B78-25632
OS Army Engineer Besearch and Development
Laboratories five hundred hour engineering
evaluation of the Stirling GPO 2-1
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.112] 19 pO«37 B78-2€2a9
STIB-1EC 2 Stirling engine performance
[GHS-2690-SECT-1.207] 19 pOH38 H78-26257
Hethod of tests and instructions (generator sets,
Stirling engine drive)
[GHR-2690-SECT-1.208] 19 pOq38 B78-26258
Stirling engine regenerator performance analysis
[GHH-2690-SECT-6.003] 19 pO«39 S78-26321
Performance evaluation of a Stirling cycle heat pump
[GHR-2690-SECT-7. 110] 19 pOitdl B78-26336
Baseline tests of the Kordesh hybrid passenger
vehicle
- - [BASA-TB-73769] 19 pOHi!3 B78-26551
Solar house heating system using reflective
pyramid optical condensing system.
CCOO-2769-5] 20 p0552 B78-28681
Long-term CF6 engine perforoance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/0 H51-380
[BASA-CE-159390] 20 p0557 B78-29103
A Stirling engine coapnter model for performance
calculations
[HASA-TM-7888U] 20 p0566 N7B-2999U
Performance standards for electric vehicles
20 p0579 878-301113
Theoretical performance upgrading of the EVA
electric vehicle by use of a flywheel/battery
hybrid power train system
ICOBP-770U30-3] 20 p0579 N78-30<I16
Performance evaluation of wind energy conversion
systems using the method of bins: Current status
[SASD-77-1375] 20 p0597 S78-31580
Performance evaluation of a low-first-cost,
three-ton, air-to-air heat pump in the heating
mode
[COSF-780129-1] 20 p0607 S78-32573
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[BASA-CP-150787] 20 p0615 H78-33529
Lead batteries. Citations from the BTIS data base
[BTIS/PS-78/0689/6] 20 p0624 B78-33605
PERICLASE
Refractory periclase materials and means of using
them in high-temperature power plants
19 p0328 A78-36566
Study of the behavior of periclase materials in
gas flows containing alkali additions for
BHD channel linings
19 p0328 A78-36578
PERIODIC VAHIiTIONS
Optimum peak-shaving mix for electric utilities
17 p0009 A78-10737
PBBBE1BILITT
Measurement of the flow properties and capillary
pressure relationships of certain coals
pertaining to underground coal gasification
[COO-1129-3] 19 pOU10 B78-21680
PBHTDBBiTIOS THBOBI
Destruction of magnetic surfaces near a separatriz
of a stellarator attributed to perturbations of
magnetic fields
18 p0217 A78-29033
Theory of finite-beta-modified drift waves
electrostatic microinstabilities in magnetically
confined plasmas
20 p0538 A78-53681
PETBOGBAPHT
Liptinites and lipoid substances in an oil source
rock
17 p0061 A78-11<158
A petrographic classification of solid residues
derived from the hydrogenation of bituminous coals
18 p0192 A78-26592
PBTBOLEOH PBODOCTS
Computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 2:
Data and technical bases
[BASA-CB-135330] 18 p0262 H78-1S326
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PETBOLOSY SUBJECT INDEX
Desulfunzation of coal and petroleum, volume 2.
A bibliography with abstracts
rnTIS/PS-78/01197/il] 20 p0558 N78-29270
PETBOLOGY
Planning and design of additional East Hesa
geothermal test facilities, phase 1B. Volume 3:
Appendices
[SAN/1140-1/3-VOL-3-APP] n
 P0127 >I78-125H5
PH1SE DI&GBAHS
Thermodynamic phase stability diagrams for the
analysis of corrosion reactions in coal
gasification/combustion atmospheres
[EPBI-FP-5391 19 pO<4l45 H78-2657I)
PHASE BOD01ATION
Closed loop solar array-ion thruster system with
power control circuitry
[NASA-CASE-1EW-12780-1] 19 p0387 N78-22119
PHASE TRAHSFOBHATIONS
Heat transfer from a horizontal plate facing
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Western United States
[OCID-16911-77-2] 19 pO"t3« N78-25722
SEISMOLOGY
Instrumentation for in situ coal gasification. I -
Background and overview
19 p0367 A78-H1522
SELECTION
Site selection for nSFC operational tests of solar
heating and cooling systems
[NASA-CH-150537] 18 p0263 N78-19602
SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF IH70RBATION
What does it concern technological information
dissemination and social response
18 p0218 A78-29873
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 1
[PB-272178/5] 17 p0157 N78-1I4939
SELENIDES
Selenide isotope generators
rcONF-770302-1] 17 p011« N78-10581
SELF ALIGNMENT
An automatic alignment system for a multibeam
laser system for use in fusion reactors
19 p0359 A78-40222
SEMICONDUCTING FILMS
Solar cells by lonized-cluster beam deposition and
epitaxial techniques
17 p0013 A78-10912
The structure and Schottky barrier diode
properties of polycrystalline GaAs films grown
by the close spaced vapour transport technique
on Mo substrates
17 p0027 A78-11060
Sheotaxy for large grain thin film solar cell
fabrication
17 p0027 A78-11067
Low cost, high efficiency solar cells using
indium-tin oxide on semiconductor /OSOS/ solar
cells
17 pOOSU A78-11334
Evaluation of the CdS/CdTe hetero^unction solar cell
17 p0062 A78-11815
Silicon films as selective absorbers for solar
energy conversion
17 p0070 A78-13905
Molecular-beam epitaxy in space
17 p0103 A78-19U72
Thin silicon film p-i-n photodiodes with internal
reflection
18 p0205 A78-28112
Observations of anisotropic diffused layer sheet
resistance in EFG silicon ribbon solar cells
Edge-defined Film-fed Growth
18 p0223 A78-30618
High conductivity ZnSe films for solar cells
19 p0310 A78-3U256
American Vacuum Society, National Symposium, 24th,
ard Conference on Hicrobalance Techniques, 15th,
Boston, Mass., November 8-11, 1977, Proceedings
19 p0324 A78-36030
Thickness dependence of structural and electrical
properties of CdS films for solar, cells
19 p0325 A78-36035
Structure and morphology of chemical-sprayed CdS
films
19 p0325 A78-36036
Photoelectric properties of CdS thin films
obtained by vacuum evaporation from the
heterogeneous CdS.Cr203 system
19 p0333 A78-37261
Calculation of photocurrent and limit efficiency
of p-Cdle - n-CdS film-type photocells
19 p0335 A78-3791U
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low-resistivity ZnCdS films for use as windows in
hetercjunction solar cells
19 p0369 A78-111913
Evaporated CdS film based teterojunction solar cells
19 p0372 A78-112122
Technology of Cn2S-CdS solar cells - German
state-of-the-art
19 p0373 A78-I12127
Photovoltaic system in 'Sunshine Project1 national
R & D program in Japan
20 p0523 A78-52823
Spray preparation c£ cuprons sulfide layers
20 p0523 A78-52831
Eecrystallization of semiconducting
polycrystalline ribbons using the Peltier effect
for solar cell production
20 p0531 A78-53333
Prospects for the use of amorphous semiconductors
in solar energy conversion
20 p0533 A-'8-53»20
Silicon films on foreign substrates for solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53U91
II-VI compounds in solar energy conversion
20 p0536 A78-53493
CdS thin films for terrestrial solar cells
20 p0536 A78-5319U
The current status of the preparation of single
crystals, bicrystals, ana epitazial layers of
p-InP and of polycrystalline p-InP films for
photovoltaic applications
20 p0537 A78-53I198
SBBICOHDOCTOB DEVICES
High efficiency and large area /Gail/As-6aAs solar
cells
17 p0026 A78-1105B
The operation of the
semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor /SIS/
solar cell theory
18 p0192 A78-26717
Direct beat pipe cooling of semiconductor devices
[AIAA 78-H50] 19 p0319 A78-35626
Analysis of the characteristics of semiconductor
photocells in the 100-100 K temperature range
19 p0336 A78-37950
A model for the current-voltage curve of
photoexcited semiconductor electrodes
19 pT>3<!3 A78-39457
Competitive oxidation at semiconductor photoanodes
19 p031t A78-39466
Solar energy conversion using semiconducting
photoanodes
20 p0469 A78-»3388
Photovoltaic and photoconductive infrared detectors
20 p0483 A78-14572
A possible explanation for the photovoltaic effect
in indium tin oxide on InP solar cells
20 pOiI93 A78-H7U49
'Het-type1 solar cells with semiconductor electrodes
20 p0199 A78-U9639
Optimization of the exponential distribution of
dopant in the base of a semiconductor photocell
20 p0518 A78-52772
Effect of temperature on the operational
parameters of pCdTe-nCdS thin-filu photocells
20 p0518 A78-52773
A novel electrochemical solar cell
20 p0522 A78-52815
Advanced semiconductor technology for alternate
energy sources: dc to ac inverters
[AD-A018806] 18 p0269 878-19662
SBB1COSDOCTOE DIODES
Bonreflecting vertical junction silicon solar cell
optimization
[AD-A0161501 17 p0151 N78-ia636
SEHICOHDOCTOE JDHCTIOSS
Structures for photocells - Homojunctions,
heterostructures or heterojanctions
17 p0003 A78-10552
Hodel of the CdS/Cu2S heterojanction
17 p0017 A78-10974
A contribution to Schottky barrier solar cell theory
17 p0025 A78-110111
Vapor-phase-epitaxial growth, processing and
performance of AlAs-GaAs heterojunction solar
cells
17 p0026 A78-11055
Cooputer analysis of heterojunction and graded
bandgap solar cells
17 p0026 A78-11056
Improved GaAs solar cells vith very thin junctions
17 p0026 A78-11057
Photocells enploying smooth AlGaAs-GaAs
heterojunctions to extend the spectral response
range
17 p0062 A78-11668
Photocells with intermediate conversion of
rfdiation and which operate at an increased
concentration /2500-fold/ of solar radiation
18 p0172 A78-22795
Simplified fabrication of GaAs homojunction solar
cells with increased conversion efficiencies
18 p0216 A78-29199
AlGaAs-GaAs graded-heterostructnre photocells with
expanded sensitivity spectrum
19 p0300 A78-33271
CnInS2 liquid junction solar cells
19 p0310 A78-3U27H
Electrical and photovoltaic characteristics of
indium-tin oxide/silicon hetero^unctions
19 p0315 A78-35282
Analysis of generation in space charge regions of
solar cells
19 p033U A78-37Q66
A simple theory of back surface field /BSF/ solar
cells
19 p0338 A78-38552
Semiconductor liquid-junction solar cells;
Proceedings of the Conference on the
Electrochemistry and Physics of Semiconductor
lignii Interfaces under Illumination, Airlie,
Va., Hay 3-5, 1977
19 p03«2 A78-39U53
State of the art homojunction cells
19 p0313 A78-39U5U
Photocurrent spectroscopy of semiconductor
electrodes in liquid junction solar cells
19 p0303 A78-39U56
Stable semiconductor liquid junction cell with 9S
solar to electrical conversion efficiency
19 p03«3 A78-39M61
Stability and voltammetry of illuminated
semiconductor-liquid interfaces
19 P03<I3 A78-391611
Photocells with intermediate radiation conversion
and enhanced concentration of solar radiation
/K=2500/
19 p0381 A78-«2415
Computer aided two-dimensional analysis of
junction type solar cells
19 p0383 A78-U2B07
New models of solar components and prospects of
their optimization solar cells
20 pOt95 A78-<|8«01
Photovoltaic solar cells
20 p0531 A78-53312
Solar Cell High Efficiency and Radiation Damage
[NASA-CP-2020] 17 p0136 H78-13S27
GaAs solar cell development
17 p0138 H78-135UI!
Status of wraparound contact solar cells and arrays
[NASA-TH-78911 ] 19 pO««3 S78-26513
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Fabrication of OSOS cells by neutral ion bean
sputtering Oxide Semiconductor On Silicon
solar cells
17 p0027 A78-11062
Semiconductor materials for photovoltaic conversion
17 pOOSO A78-16128
The role of macrorelief of semiconductor branches
daring their commutation in thermoelements
semiconductor-metal contacts for thermoelectric
solar batteries
18 p0187 S78-25736
Photovoltaic conversion
18 p0201 A78-27862
Power generation by photoelectrolysis
18 p0202 A78-27892
Infrared focal planes in intrinsic semiconductors
technology review
18 p0200 A78-28139
The sun on a semiconductor
18 p0223 A78-307U3
Progress report from Central Electronics Ltd., Delhi
solar cell research projects
19 p0370 A78-02103
Semiconducting materials in solar energy conversion
19 p0371 A78-U2115
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On the role of macrorelief of semiconductor
branches daring their commutation in
thermoelements semiconductor-metal contacts
for thermoelectric solar batteries
20 pO«89 A78-H6124
Solar cell materials and their basic parameters '-
20 p0507 A78-50U01
Photoconductivity and Dember effect in zn3P2
20 p051fl A78-519U3
II-VI compound solar energy converters
20 p0523 A78-52832
Zn3P2 as a photovoltaic material
20 p0523 A78-52836
Indirect gap semiconductors for photovoltaic solar
energy conversion
20 p0526 A78-52872
Materials and energy; Selected topics Book
20 p0535 A78-53U87
Solar cell design study
[AD-AOII8042] 18 p0251 N78-17U89
Investigations on semiconductor/electrolyte solar
cells and the question of the photo-assisted
water decomposition
20 p05U7 H78-28556
Improved semiconductors for photovoltaic solar cells
[DSE/2457-4] 20 p0563 H78-29595
Improved semiconductors for photovoltaic solar cells
rDSE/2H57-M 20 p0566 N78-29759
SBNSOBS
Sensor applications study. Technical report, task 1
[TID-27941] • 20 p0611 1178-33516
SEPAEATION
' Support research and development on separations
technology
[OEN1/TH-58113] 20 p0583 1178-30685
SEPARATORS
Particle separation from a flnidized mixture -
Simulation of the Restinghouse coal gasification
combnstor/gasifier operation
18 p0230 A78-31872
Ball to separator contact forces in angular
contact ball bearings under thrust and radial
loads i
[NASA-CB-2976] 18 p0281 N78-21t69
Energy oriented study of industrial cyclone
separators
[TPEE-11711] 18 p0287 N78-216I»2
Inorganic-organic separators for alkaline batteries
f NASA-CASE-LEH-1 2619-1 ] 19 pO<!19 1178-25530
SEBVICE'LIFE
Computer optimization of solar collector area
based on life-cycle costing
17 pOOU6 &78-11253
Optimization of an annual storage solar heating
system over its life cycle
17 pOOSO A78-11296
Seals for geothermal roller drill bits
[ASHE PAPEB 77-PET-53] 17 p0077 A78-15081
The stability of polynrethane foam solar energy
collectors to climatic effects
18 p0187 A78-25738
Output power and lifetime of high-voltage,
low-temperature thermoelectric batteries
19 p0330 A78-36854
High energy density, long life energy storage
capacitor dielectric system
19 p0359 A78-H0099
A plausible scheme to improve stability, life and
efficiency of thermoelectric energy converters
19 p0373 A78-U2134
Polyurethane foam solar energy concentrator
resistance to climatic influences
20 pOt»90 A78-U6126
Real-time and accelerated outdoor endurance
testing of solar cells
20 p052« A78-52837
Environmental and endurance tests for space
application of low cost solar cells made of
terrestrial silicon base material
20 p0521 A78-52811
Lifetests of the telecommunications satellite heat
pipes
[ESA-CB(P)-997] 17 p0135 H78-13398
SERVICES
Bagic Carpet evaluation study
rPB-2712m/9l 17 p01!48 S78-13975
Federal-assistance programs and
energy-development-impacted municipalities
[PEA/D-77/039] 20 p0616 N78-33519
SEBVOCOHTBOL
Automating the control of the optical system of a
tower-type solar power station heliostat
servocontrol
18 p0215 A78-28891
Automat.-c control of tower-type solar power
station optical system /Survey/
20 p0190 A78-46131
SEIAGE
Operating experience with large scale digestion of
urban refuse with sewage sludge
17 p0036 A78-11136
Combined processing of wastewater and solid waste
20 p0513 A78-51788
Pyrolysis of municipal solid waste to fuels and
chemicals
20 p0513 A78-51789
SEBAGE TBEATHENT
Solar energy conversion with microalgal sewage
tieatment ponds
17 p0056 A78-11351
The conversion of feedlot wastes into pipeline gas
18 p0197 A78-27807
Air vs 02 - Two activated sludge systems compared
19 p0292 A78-32675
Thermal refuse treatment waste incineration
19 p0315 A78-34973
Refuse without imperfection - Befuse combustion
with combined sediment processing
19 p0316 A78-35297
Should anaerobic digestion - for methane gas
recovery - be included in a sludge treatment
process utilizing incineration
20 pOSOS A78-501<|il
Energy consumption of advanced wastewater
treatment at Ely, Minnesota
[PB-278270/4] 19 pOU52 1178-26998
SHADES
Shading effect for uniformly spaced solar
collector arrays on plane surfaces
19 p0296 A78-33039
SHADOWS
Shadows' effect in a large scale solar power plant
17 p008« A78-16813
Determination of shading factor for flat-plate
collectors
19 p0375 A78-112155
Condition for no shadow, and effective shadow due
to plane reflectors
19 p0375 A78-42156
SHALE OIL
Devonian - Ohio Shale productive potential
17 p0030 A78-11090
Developing an experimental oil shale mine
17 p0032 A78-11107
Liptinites and lipoid substances in an oil source
rock
17 p0061 A78-11H58
Energy - Fluid fuels from solids
17 p0069 A78-13625
Contribution to the mineralogy of some Arabian
oil-shales
18 p0168 A78-22021
Net energy analysis of in situ oil shale processing
18 p0173 A78-228HO
Oil Shale Symposium, 10th, Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, Colo., April 21, 22, 1977,
Proceedings
18 p0183 A78-25225
Oil shale - Its time has come
18 p0196 A78-2778I1
Prediction of air quality impacts for a commercial
shale oil complex
19 p0320 A78-35700
Experimental work on oil shale at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory and predictions of
retorting characteristics of oil shales
19 p0367 A78-11518
Oil shale retorting - Effects of particle size and
heating rate on oil evolution and intraparticle
oil degradation
19 p0367 A78-U1521
Shale oil retention on crushed unretorted shale
19 p0367 A78-11523
Jet fuels from synthetic crudes
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Oil-shale kerogen - Low temperature degradation in
molten salts
20 p0193 A78-47205
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Factors that influence the leachirg of organic
material from in situ spent shale
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Sorption of S02 on spent shale an packed beds
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Oil shale - Power source and raw material
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In-sita laser retorting of oil shale
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Oil shale, FY 1977
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Catalytic hydroprocessing of shale oil to produce
flistillate fuels
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Anaerobic fermentation of simulated in-situ oil
shale retort water
[1BL-6855] 19 pOU31 N78-256*6
Energy from in situ processing of antnm oil shale
[FE-23U6-16] 19 p0432 N78-256U9
Energy fron in situ processing of antrin oil shale
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Oil shale programs
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Oil shale research overview
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Oil shale mining, processing, uses, and
environmental impacts, volume 2. Citations from
the NTIS data base
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Oil shale mining, processing, uses, and
environmental impacts, volume 2. Citations from
the engineering index data base
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Study of the production of shale oil from oil
shale in Suertemberg
[SAND-77-6011] 20 p0568 N78-30261
Thermal analysis on oil shale: Determination of
potential oil yields and dawsonite, nahcolite,
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The relative costs of producing syncrude from oil
shales of various grades under varying conditions
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Comparison of energy analysis of oil shale
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Alternative fuels demonstration program
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Thermal conversion of oil-shale kerogen using CO
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SHALES
Water in synthetic fuel production: The technology
and alternatives Book
19 p0365 A78-II1000
Dynamic oil shale fracture experiments
fPB-269258/0] 17 p0122 N78-11559
Borehole gravity survey to determine density
variations in the Devonian shale sequence of
Lincoln County
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Interactive data management and analysis system
for the Eastern Gas Shale Program
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Mechanical properties of oil shale of importance
to in-situ rubblization
[SAHD-77-OU99C] 19 pOH11 N78-2a731
Carbonaceous shales of Indiana as sources of
energy, petrochemicals, and ceramic materials
[TID-28179] 19 pO<!18 N78-25518
Geocheoical characterization of Devonian gas shale
[MLB-2le7(OP) ] 19 pOH3« N78-25719
Physiochemical characterization of Devonian gas
shale
[HLH-2M66(OP) ] 19 pOU3q N78-25720
Translations on USSB science and technology:
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methods of gas production for ammonia synthesis
f JPES-71147] 20 p0555 JI78-28672
A method of converting Baltic shale to process gas
for ammonia synthesis
20 p0555 N78-28673
Study of the production of shale oil from oil
shale in Buertemberg
[SAND-77-6011T 20 p0568 H78-30261
Energy analysis and oil shale reserves
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Simplest physical model of a magnetohydrodynamic
generator
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The slagging MRD generator - A parametric study
vapor condensation during coal combustion
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1174] 20 pO«85 A78-15135
SHEAR STBESS
Investigations of the effects of snear degradation
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molecular weight water soluble polymers as
applied to enhance oil recovery
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Two-phase Hartmann flows in the MHD generator
configuration
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SHELTERS
Evaluation of computerized energy programs for the
calculation of energy use in new and existing
buildings
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SHIPS
Forecast markets, economics and shipbuilding
program for OTEC/industrial plant-ships in
tropical oceans Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion
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Energy - Implications for transport
18 p0218 A78-299011
Energy and economic impacts of projected freight
transportation improvements
18 p0257 N78-18537
Investment in commercial development of Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) plant-ships
[PB-280922/6] 20 p0609 N78-32588
SHOCK TUBES
A shock tube study of the ignition delay of
methane at elevated temperatures
18 p0199 A78-27831
Shock-tube combustion of high density hydrocarbon
fuels
18 p0222 A78-30512
SHOCK RAVE PBOPAGATIO8
Calculation of unsteady two-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamic flows in a radial channel
20 pO«96 A78-48557
SHOBT CIHCniTS
Variation of short-circuit current spectral
response with Cu/2-x/S composition in thin film
Cn/2-x/S/CdS photovoltaic cells
17 pOOIT A78-10973
Enhancement of MIS solar-cell 'efficiency1 by
peripheral collection
17 p0070 A78-13797
Annealing of GaAs solar cells damaged by electron
irradiation
18 p0219 A78-30192
SHOBT HAUL AIHCBAPT
Improved energy efficiency for small CTOL
transport aircraft
18 p0226 A78-31305
SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCHAFT
Some aspects of powerplant airframe integration
affecting fuel conservation
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SBBODOED TOBBINES
The shrouded aerogenerator wind turbines
17 p0067 A78-13341
The LeLost Bind Turbine - Laboratory tests and
data analysis
19 p036« A78-1I08211
SIBEBIA
The energy problem of the North power
requirements, resources, and technological
evolution
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SIDELOBE BBDOCTIOH
Solar power satellite system definition study.
Part 3
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SILARES
Process feasibility study in support of silicon
material task 1
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SILICATES
Chemical conversion using sheet-silicate
intercalates
20 p0532 A78-53313
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Thxn Ft and Pd silicide Schottky barriers for
silicon solar cells
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Sputtered metal silicide solar selective absorbing
surfaces
18 p0221 A78-30303
Sn02/Si solar cells - Beterostrncture of
Schottky-barner or HIS-type device
19 p0338 A78-38550
SILICOS.
Silicon for solar photocells
17 p0003 A78-10551
Single crystal silicon photocells for terrestrial
use - State of the art and perspectives on the
future
17 p0003 A78-10553
Fabrication and characterization of solar cells
using dendritic silicon thin films grown on
alumina ceramic
17 p0013 A78-10916
Low cost solar cells based on large area
unconventional silicon
17 p0013 A78-10918
Production of solar-grade silicon from purified
metallurgical silicon
17 p0013 A78-10925
Dip-coated sheet silicon solar cells
17 p0011 A78-10926
The application of color response data of silicon
cells for improving photovoltaic efficiency
17 p0055 A78-113<t1
Silicon films as selective absorbers for solar
energ7 conversion
17 p0070 A78-13905
Solar cells for terrestrial applications
17 p0083 A78-16826
Theroomigration of silicon wafers in a solar furnace
17 p008« A78-16837
Development of low-cost silicon crystal growth
techniques for terrestrial photovoltaic solar
energy conversion
18 p0220 A78-30268
State of the art homojanction cells
19 p03«3 A78-39151
High-parity silicon for solar cell applications
19 p03«f A78-39567
Work function and Auger measurements of the
initial oxidation of hydrogenated amorphous Si
and of single-crystal Si
20 pO«73 A78-i(3725
Silicon double so3ar cell differential
irradiation response of Ht/P/N* structure
20 p0525 A78-52865
Getting mcLe power out of silicon solar panels
20 p0525 A78-52866
The effect of temperature within the encapsulation
on charging current of solar silicon electric
generator
20 p0527 A78-5289U
The growth of SFG silicon ribbons Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth
20 p0535 A78-53D88
Dendritic web silicon for solar cell application
20 p0535 A78-53489
Epitaxial silicon solar cells on 'ribbon' substrates
20 p0536 A78-53490
Silicon films on foreign substrates for solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53491
High efficiency solar panel (HESP)
[AD-A0133821 17 p0112 N78-10572
A Review of Air Force space photovoltaic
development efforts
17 p0136 N78-13530
Impurity concentrations and surface charge
densities on the heavily doped face of a silicon
solar cell
17 p0136 N78-13534
Investigation of the topographical features of
surface carrier concentrations in silicon solar
cell material using electrolyte electroreflectance
17 p0136 N78-13535
Advanced high efficiency wraparound contact solar
cell
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Transmutation doping of silicon solar cells
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Honreflecting vertical junction silicon solar cell
optimization
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Silicon photovoltaic cells in thermophotovoltaic
conversion
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Silicon on ceramic process. Silicon sheet growth
development for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the low-cost silicon solar array project
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Phase 1 of the automated array assembly task of
the low cost silicon solar array project
[NASA-CR-155935] 18 p0255 H78-18516
Hot forming of silicon sheet, silicon sheet growth
development for the large area silicon sheet
task of the low cost silicon solar array project
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Energy reguirement for the production of silicon
solar arrays
[SASA-CR-155932] 18 p0255 S78-18519
LSSA (low-cost Silicon Solar Array) project
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Compatibility studies of various refractory
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Low cost silicon solar array project large area
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development
[NASA-CR-15698U] 19 p0396 H78-23563
Silicon materials task of the low cost solar array
project, phase 2
[NASA-CR-157082] 19 pO«06 N78-2«622
Dip-coating process: Silicon sheet growth
development for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the low-cost silicon solar array project
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process. Silicon sheet growth development for
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cost silicon solar array project
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Solar silicon via the Dow Corning process
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Silicon solar cells with a total power capacity of
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Low cost silicon solar array project silicon
materials task
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Energy reguirement for the production of silicon
solar arrays
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Array automated assembly, phase 2
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Development of an improved high efficiency thin
silicon solar cell
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Photon degradation effects in terrestrial solar
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Silicon photovoltaic cells in TPT conversion
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HeteFostrncture single crystal silicon
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heterojunction silicon devices
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Automated array assembly
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Floating substrate process: Large-area silicon
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heterojunctions
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Novel silicon crystals and method for their
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SILICOH DIOXIDE
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Double sided /D. S./ solar cells to improve static
concentration
20 p0520 A78-52798
Improvement of the efficiency of silicon
Ills-inversion layer solar cells
20 p0520 A78-52799
Preparation and investigation of Sn doped
Si/n/-In203 heterojunction
20 p0520 A78-52800
The MIS and MISIH solar cell
20 p0520 A78-52801
Schottky /SIS/ solar cells on ribbon silicon
20 p0520 A78-52802
Comparison between the efficiencies of HIS and SIS
solar cell structures .
20 p0520 A78-5280D
A collection-velocity model for predicting
efficiency of Schottky barrier solar cells
20 p0521 A78-52805
New model of conduction mechanisms in disordered
and amorphous photovoltaic devices
20 p0521 A78-52806
Design of a photovoltaic power-array with
concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52807
A solar cell system for concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52808
Ketal alkyl grown GaAs solar cells
20 p0521 A78-52810
Gallium arsenide solar cells for use with
concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52811
Semiconductor-electrolyte solar cells - A new
rechargeable redox solar battery
20 p0522 A78-52811
A novel electrochemical solar cell
20 p0522 A78-52815
Solar cell programme for.India
20 p0522 A78-52819
Status of the West German terrestrial photovoltaic
program
20 p0522 A78-52820
Photovoltaic systen in 'Sunshine Project" national
S 8 D program in Japan
20 p0523 478-52823
Photovoltaic activities in the United Kingdom
20 p0523 A78-52820
Progress in the development of high efficiency
thin film cadmium sulfide solar cells
20 p0523 A78-52825
CdS-Cu2S thin film solar cells for terrestrial
applications
20 p0523 A78-52826
On optimization of performance of a Cu2S-CdS
heterojunction solar cell through heat treatment
20 p0523 A78-52827
Behaviour of deep centers in Cu2S/CdS solar cells
20 p0523 A78-52828
Spray preparation of cuprous sulfide layers
20 p0523 A78-52831
II-VI compound solar energy converters
20 p0523 A78-52832
Peal-time and accelerated outdoor endurance
testing of solar cells
20 p052« A78-52837
Terrestrial solar array experiments performed by
Space Department, EAE Farnborough
20 p052« A78-52838
Environmental and endurance tests for space
application of low cost solar cells made of
terrestrial silicon base material
20 p052» A78-528U1
Terrestrial photovoltaic performance measurement
20 p052H A78-5281I3
O.S. terrestrial solar cell calibration and <
measurement procedures
20 p052t A78-5284U
The solar breeder energy independent facility
for photovoltaic panel manufacture
20 p0525 A78-52852
Candidate solar cell materials for photovoltaic
conversion in a solar power satellite /SPS/
20 p0525 A78-52853
Indium tin oxide/silicon solar cells
20 p0525 A78-52862
Silicon double solar cell differential
irradiation response of N+/P/N+ structure
20 p0525 A78-52865
Getting more power out of silicon solar panels
20 p0525 A78-52866
Solar cell sheet resistance analysis
collecting grid geometry influences
20 p0526 A78-52867
Thermal modeling of solar cells operating under
concentrated sunlight
20 p0526 A78-52868
Non-linear analysis of solar-cells-series resistance
20 p0526 A78-52869
On the improvement of Schottky solar cells
20 p0526 A78-52870
Transition region recombination in solar cells
20 p0526 A78-52871
Dry barrier formation of Cu2S-CdS junctions
20 p0526 A78-52881
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Innovative preparation of thin film CdS-Cu2S
terrestrial cells by an aaodization process
20 p0528 A78-52897
CdTe thin tile solar cells
20 p0528 A78-52899
Enhanced photoelectrochemical solar-energy
conversion by gallium arsenide surface
modification
20 pOS29 A78-53216
Mechanism of performance Imitations in heavily
doped silicon devices transistors and solar
cells
20 p0529 A78-53219
Photovoltaic solar cells
20 p0531 A78-53332
Eecrystallization of semiconducting
polycrystalline ribbons using the Peltier effect
for solar cell production
20 p0531 A78-53333
Prospects for the use of amorphous semiconductors
in solar energy conversion
20 p0533 A78-53U20
Photoelectrochemical reduction of aqueous carbon
dioxide on p-type gallium phosphide in liquid"
junction solar cells
20 p0533 A78-53121
Materials and energy; Selected topics Book
20 p0535 A78-53US7
The growth of EFG silicon ribbons Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth
?0 p0535 A78-53«88
Dendritic web silicon for solar cell application
20 p0535 A78-53039
Epitaxial silicon solar cells on 'ribbon* substrates
20 p0536 A78-53«90
Silicon filns on foreign substrates for solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53191
Materials aspects of Cu2S for CdS/Ca2s solar cells
20 p0536 A78-531192
II-VI compounds in solar energy conversion
20 p0536 A78-531193
LPE growth of GaAs-Ga/1-x/Al/x/As solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53U95
Vapor-phase-epitaxial growth of n-AlAs/p-GaAs
solar cells
20 p0536 A78-53U96
Chemistry and preparation of InP/CdS solar cells
20 p0536 A73-53H97
Multicomponent tetrahedral compounds for solar cells
20 pOS37 478-531)99
Electrode materials for photoelectrochemical devices
20 p0537 A78-53503
Advantaqes of thin silicon solar cells for use in
space
[AAS PAPER 78-02UA] 20 p0537 A78-53610
The importance of the electron affinity of
oxide-semiconductors as used in solar cells
20 p0537 A78-536S3
Vapor-grown InGaP/GaAs solar cells
20 p0537 A78-536514
A 15X efficient silicon MIS solar cell
20 p0538 A78-53658
Fabrication and characterization of indium tin
oxide /ITO//polycrystalline silicon solar cells
20 p0538 A78-53659
Photocurrent loss within the depletion region of
polycrystalline solar cells
20 p0538 A78-53696
Solar generators and their possibilities
20 p0539 A78-53817
High efficiency solar panel (HESP)
[AD-AOU33821 17 p0112 S78-10572
Heat pipe central solar receiver
fCOO-2339-n 17 p011it B78-10579
Ternary compound thin film solar cells-2
[PB-270029/2] 17 p0121 1178-11515
High voltage/ high current Schottky barrier solar
cell
[MASA-CASE-NPO-131(82-1] 17 p0135 H78-13526
Solar Cell High Efficiency and Radiation Damage
[BiSA-CP-2020] 17 p0136 S78-13527
Sunmary of the NASA space photovoltaic research
and technology program
17 p0136 H78-13528
The Goddard Space Flight Center high efficiency
cell development and evaluation program
17 p0136 R78-13529
A Review of Air Force space photovoltaic
development efforts
17 p0136 N78-13530
Impurity gradients and high efficiency solar cells
17 p0136 H7S-13531
Measurement of material parameters that limit the
open-circuit voltage in ?-N-junction silicon
solar cells
17 p0136 D78-13S32
Impurity concentrations and surface charge
densities on the heavily doped face of a silicon
solar cell
17
 P0136 N78-13531
Investigation of the topographical features of
surface carrier concentrations in silicon solar
cell material using electrolyte electroreflectance
17 p01^ !6 H78-13535
Advanced high efficiency wraparound contact solar
cell
[AIAA-PAPER-77-521] 17 p0137 H78-13536
The sawtooth cover slide
17 p0137 H78-13537
Applications of ion implantation for high
efficiency silicon solar cells
17 p0137 1178-13538
Transmutation doping of silicon solar cells
17 p0137 H78-13539
Developments in vertical-junction silicon solar
cells
17 p0137 H78-13540
Project STOP (Spectral Thermal Optimization Program)
17 p0137 V78-13SH1
High efficiency GaAs solar cells
17 p0137 N78-135U2
Theoretical studies of a new double graded
band-gap Al sub x Ga sub 1-x As-Al sub y Ga sub
1-y As
17 p0138 H78-13543
GaAs solar cell development
17 p0138 N78-13SQII
Radiation tests of SEP solar cells
17 p0138 S78-135U8
Ultraviolet damage in solar cell assemblies with
various 3V filters
17 p0138 R78-13551
An improved solar concentrator
[NASA-CASE-HPS-23727-11 17 p0139 H78-13556
Real-time and accelerated outdoor endurance
testing of solar cells
[NASA-TH-737a3] 17
 P0150 K78-14628
OS terrestrial solar cell calibration and
measurement procedures
[5ASA-TM-73788] 17 p0150 H78-1U629
Nonreflecting vertical function silicon solar cell
optimization
CAD-A046150] 17 p0151 N78-1H636
Photovoltaic solar panels and solar modules
[I.PS-7/-12] 17 p0156 N78-11685
Solar cell radiation handbook
[HlSA-CH-15555d] 17 p0160 N78-15566
Assessment of large-scale photovoltaic materials
production
[PB-272601/0] 17 p0162 1178-15589
A hypothetical 1000 MW(e) photovoltaic
solar-electric plant
[PB-273108/1] 18 p02t3 N78-16t68
Shunt regulation electric power system
[11ASA-CASE-GSC-10135] 18 p02U7 1178-17296
Solar cell design study
[AD-AO'80«2] 18 p0251 N78-17489
Silicon ' - vf photovoltaic diodes for solar
energy iion
[PB-27U01. 18 p0251 N78-17»93
A computer ai. 1 'Sis of heterojunction and graded
bandgap sola,, cells
18 p025« 878-18512
Computer program for design and performance
analysis of navigation-aid power systems.
Program documentation. Volume 1: Software
requirements document
[AD-A017925] 18 p0260 S78-18558
Photovoltaic remote instrument applications:
Assessment of the near-term market
[SASA-TB-73881] 18 p0271 K78-19710
Characterization of solar cells for space
applications. Volume Is Electrical
characteristics of OCLI violet solar cells as a
function of intensity and temperature
[NASA-CR-156162] 18 p0283 K78-21601
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Space solar power. Description of concept,
results of preliminary studies, requirements for
evaluation
[HASA-TH-79436] 18 p028l) H78-21611
Double-sided solar cell package
fNASA-CASE-NPO-14199-1;) 19 p0389 H78-22470
High efficiency solar photovoltaic power nodule
concept
[NASA-CR-157002] 19 p0395 N78-23555
Automated array assembly task, phase 1
[HASA-CR-1569851 19 p0396 N78-23562
Low cost silicon solar array project large area
silicon sheet task: Silicon web process
development
[NASA-CB-156984] 19 p0396 N78-23563
Terrestrial solar cell module automated array
assembly, task 4
[NASA-CB-156982] , 19 p0396 N78-23565
Process for utilizing low-cost graphite substrates
for polycrystalline solar cells
tNASA-CASE-GSC-12022-2} 19 p0405 H78-24609
Silicon materials task of the low cost solar array
project, phase 2
CNASi-CP-157082] 19 pOU06 H78-24622
Dip-coating process: Silicon sheet growth
development for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the low-cost silicon solar array project
[NASA-CB-157072] 19 p0406 H78-24627
Laser-zone growth in a Ribbon-To-Ribbon (BTB)
process. Silicon sheet growth development for
the large area silicon sheet task of the lov
cost silicon solar array project
[DOE/JPL-95<t376-78/1] 19 p0406 N78-24630
Solar silicon via the Dow Corning process
[NASA-CR-157065] 19 p0406 H78-24637
Silicon solar cells with a total power capacity of
30 kilowatts
rHASA-C8-157066] 19 p0407 N78-24639
Energy reguirement for the production of silicon
solar arrays
[NASA-CB-157071] 19 pOU07 N78-24643
High efficiency, long life terrestrial solar panel
CNASA-CF-157060] 19 p0107 H78-24649
Automated array assembly, phase 2
[NASA-CD-157134] 19 pO«07 N78-24653
Development of an improved high efficiency thin
silicon solar cell
[NASA-CK-157058] 19 p0408 N78-24654
Computer program for design and performance
analysis of navigation-aid power systems program
documentation. Volume 2: User's manual
fAD-AOU73561 19 p0409 N78-24667
Physics'underlying improved efficiency of
high-low-junction emitter silicon solar cells
CSAHD-77-1610C1 19 pOU10 N78-24685
SAHICS support study. Volume 1: Cost account
catalog
[NASA-CR-157131] 19 p0412 N78-24974
Method for producing solar energy panels by
automation
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12541-1] 19 p0419 N78-25529
Photon degradation effects in terrestrial solar
cells
[NASA-Tn-78924] 19 pO«21 H78-25551
Solar cell system having alternating current output
[HASA-CASE-LEH-12806-1] 19 p0421 N78-25553
A solar array strip and a method for forming the
same
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13652-3] 19 p0421 N78-25560
Battery storage performance requirements for
terrestrial solar photovoltaic power systems
rANL/OEPM-77-3] 19 pO<»28 N78-25614
Status of wraparound contact solar cells and arrays
[NASA-TM-78911] 19 pO«43 N78-26543
Variation of solar cell sensitivity and solar
radiation on tilted surfaces
[HASA-TM-78921] 19 pO<113 1178-26517
Hexagon solar power panel
[NASA-CASE-HPO-12148-1] - 19 p0456 N78-27515
Self-reconfiguring solar cell system
[SASA-CASE-LEW-12586-1] 19 p0456 N78-27520
Solar ohotovoltaic systems
19 p0157 R78-27523
Evaluation of solar cells and arrays for potential
solar power satellite applications
[NASA-CB-151740] 19 p0458 H78-27538
Heterostructure single crystal silicon
photovoltaic cell. Type A: Semiconductor
hetero^unction silicon devices
[TID-2-'910] 19 p0462 N78-27579
Indium phosphide/cadmium sulfide thinfilm
terrestrial solar cells
[M.0/3717-1] 19 p0462 N78-27581
Realization and testing of a pumping system
powered by solar cells
20 p0546 B78-28553
Investigations on semiconductor/electrolyte solar
cells and the question of the photo-assisted
water decomposition
20 p0547 H78-28556
The 40 kB of solar cell modules for the large
scale production task a low cost silicon solar
array project
[HASA-CR-1S73II8] 20 p0548 H78-28602
Improved semiconductors for photovoltaic solar cells
[DSE/21t57-4] -20 p0563 N78-29595
Improved semiconductors for photovoltaic solar cells
[DSE/2457-5] 20 p0566 N78-29759
High output solar cell with multilayer AR coating
[AD-A054226] 20 p0593 N78-31545
Characterization of solar cells for space
applications. Volume 3:, Electrical
characteristics of OCLI hybrid MLAR solar cells
as a function of intensity and temperature
[SASA-CR-157605] 20 p0604 1178-32545
SOLAR COLLECTORS
All-dielectric compound parabolic concentrator
17 p0001 A78-10152
Lens-mirror combinations with maximal concentration
evaluated for solar energy applications
17 pOOCM A78-10170
Materials for luminescent greenhouse solar
collectors
17 p0002 A78-10171
Cost factors in photovoltaic energy conversion
with solar concentration
17 pOOOl) A78-10619
Potential role of solar thermal electric power in
the U.S.
17 pOOlO A78-10743
A tracking, high-concentration electrical and
thermal solar energy collection system •,
17 p0024 A78-11032
Theoretical method to determine monthly efficiency
of flat plate solar collectors
17 p0029 A78-11084
International Solar Energy Society, Annual
Meeting, Orlando, Fla., June 6-10, 1977,
Proceedings. Sections 1-13, 14-25 6 26-38
- 17 p0042 A78-11212
A detailed model of flat plate solar collectors
17 p0042 A78-11213
The analysis, design and thermal performance
testing of a heat pipe flat plate collector
17 p0042 A78-1121U
Performance analysis and experience for flat plate
collector with absorber operating in a vacuum
17 p0042 A78-11215
Experimental performance study of a 40 sg m vacuum
flow flat plate solar collector array
17 p0042 A78-11216
Performance analysis of a black liquid absorbing
collector /DLAC/
17 p0042 A78-11217
Teflon FEP fluorocarbon film for flat plate solar
collectors
17 p0042 A78-11218
Performance of Lexan vs. ordinary glass as glazing
materials for flat-plate solar collectors
17 p0042 A78-11219
Testing of flat-plate air heaters according to
ASHRAE standard 93-77
17 p0042 A78-11220
Flat plate air-heater improvements
17 p0043 A78-11221
Analysis of a matrix solar collector
17 p0043 A78-11222
A solar panel for residential use
17 p0043 A78-11223
Performance tests of a solar energy collector used
to heat air
17 p0043 A78-11224
Be-evaluation of flat plate solar panels in use
for twenty years
17 p0043 A78-11225
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Selecting optimum tilts for solar collectors as a
function of cloudiness
17 pOO»3 418-11226
Finite size corrections for a reflector-collector
system
17 p0013 478-11227
Solar collection at different temperatures by
different collector types under various
orientation methods
17 pOO«3 A78-11228
Optimized spacing between rovs of solar collectors
17 pOOi|3 478-11229
The estimation of dally, clear-sky solar radiation
intercepted by a tilted surface
17 pOO«i» 478-11230
4n approximate equation for predicting the solar
transmittance of transparent honeycombs flat
plate collector efficiency
17 pOOlU A78-11231
The dependence of optical properties on the
structural composition of solar absorbers
17 pOOlUt A78-11232
Optimization of particulate type selective solar
absorber
17 pOOtl A78-11233
Datura! convection characteristics of flat plate
collectors
17 pOOID A78-11235
Analytical and experimental study of thermosyphon
solar water heaters
17 pOOItS A78-11237
The application of stainless steel to solar
collectors
17 pOOUS A78-11238
Computer optimization of solar collector area
based on life-cycle costing
17 pOOU6 A78-11253
Simplified techniques for sizing residential solar
heating systems
17 p001)7 A78-11256
Fluid flow control strategies in flat-plate and
evacnated tube collectors solar collectors
17 pOO»7 A78-11260
Preliminary comparison of proportional and fall
on-off control systems for solar energy
applications
17 pOOU7 478-11261
Maintenance costs of solar air heating systens
17 p0017 478-11261
Design considerations for residential solar
heating and cooling systems utilizing evacuated
tube solar collectors
17 pOOQ7 478-11265
The computer-aided design of windows as passive
solar collectors
17 pOOIIS 478-11272
A study of the differential spectral absorption
flat-plate solar collectors ,
17 pOOIS 478-11275
Evaluation of a residential solar heating and
cooling system with high performance evacuated
tubular collectors
17 pOOItS 478-11280
Shenandoah Solar Recreational Center - An overview
17 p0019 478-11281
An accurate, economical, solar insolation computer
model for the United States
17 p0019 478-112811
Solar tower - Thermal collection energy component:
10 HWe oilot plant
17 p0052 478-11322
Results of experiments with heliostats for central
receiver power plants
17 p0053 478-11326
Subsystem research experiments on a central
receiver collector for solar thermal power
plant
17 p0053 478-11327
A cellwise method for the optimization of large
central receiver systems solar collectors
17 p0053 478-11330
Fixed airror/distnbuted focus solar thermal
electric power systems development
17 p0053 478-11331
Estimated cost of electricity produced by four
types of compound parabolic concentrators
17 pOOSS A78-113H2
Economic trade-offs between the perforaance of
collector thermal performance tests on a Solar
Simulator as opposed to outdoor testing
17 p0058 478-11369
4 solar collector for industrial and commercial
applications
17 p0058 478-11371
Design and analysis of a nniaxial tracking device
with a cylindrical parabolic solar concentrator
system
17 pOOSS 478-11372
4n analytical and experimental investigation of a
1.8 by 3.7 meter Fresnel lens solar concentrator
17 p0059 478-11373
Design, construction and test of a collector
system using a linear asymmetric Fresnel reflector
17 p0059 A78-1137U
The linear Presnel lens - Solar optical analysis
of tracking error effects
17 p0059 A78-11375
Parabolic collector for total energy systems
application
- - - 17 p0059 478-11376
Optical analysis of the Fixed Hirror/Distributed
FOCQS /FHDF/ solar energy collector
17 p0059 478-11377
Ron-evacuated solar collectors with compound
parabolic concentrators
17 p0059 478-11378
long-term average performance predictions for
compound parabolic concentrator solar collectors
17 p0059 478-11379
Optimization of a fixed solar thermal energy
collector
17 p0059 478-11380
Evaluation of an optimized solar thermal collector
by a new method
17 p0060 A78-11381
Optical properties of cylindrical elliptic
concentrators
17 p0060 A78-11382
The compound trapezoidal collector /an optimized
stationary concentrator/
17 p0060 A78-11383
An internal cusp reflector for an evacuated
tubular heat pipe solar thermal collector
17 p0060 A78-1138U
On the design of flat reflector - collector
combinations
17 p0060 478-11385
Augmented solar energy collection using different
types of planar reflective surfaces -
Theoretical calculations and experimental results
17 p0060 478-11386
Measurements on the effect of planar reflectors on
the flux received by flat-plate collectors
17 p0060 478-11387
Enhancement of flat plate solar collector
performance through the use of planar reflectors
17 p0060 478-11388
Analytical and experimental study of total
internal reflection prismatic panels for solar
energy concentrators
17 p0060 478-11389
Solar collector cost reduction with reflector
enhancement
17 p0061 478-11390
Evaluation of initial collector field performance
at the Langley Solar Building Test Facility
17 p0061 478-11391
4 low cost, portable instrument for measuring
emittance
17 p0061 478-11392
Analysis and classification of nethods for
calculating concentrating systems for solar
energy collection
17 p006B 478-12386
Concentration by conical and cylindrical
concentrators of radiation scattered by
near-solar regions of the sky
17 p006U 478-12387
Prospeots for using Fresnel lenses for
concentrating systems of solar energy equipment
17 p006« 478-12388
Beat optimization for solar power plants -
Concentration of radiation and the temperature
of the working medium
17 p0064 478-12392
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The BBC solar house - Design and operating
experience
17 p0068 A78-13«5il
Estimating the potential of a solar-to-thermal
collector industry
17 p0070 A78-13851
Interaction betveen collector and consumer
storage and use of solar energy
17 p0071 A78-1U095
The first 'solar hotel' in Germany
17 pOQ72 A78-1U096
The Tntherm House of Bosch-Junkers in Sernau
solar heating for private homes
17 p0072 A78-14097
The sun satisfies t«o thirds of the heat
requirements
17 p0072 A78-14098
A prefabricated-house series with solar technology
17 p0072 A78-1U099
Basic physical factors in the calculation of
flat-plate collectors. VI
17 p0072 A78-1I(101)
Short communication on the optimum orientation of
solar collectors - An alternative approach
17 p0075 A78-14692
Forced convection heat transfer at an inclined and
yawed square plate - Application to solar
collectors
17 p0076 A78-15053
Seasonal solar collector performance with maximum
stora.ge
17 p0078 A78-15H10
Self-supporting active solar energy system
17 p0078 A78-15I411
Collection properties of generalized light
concentrators
17 pOOSO A78-16093
Solar- energy: Fundamentals in building design
Book
17 pOOSI A78-16275
Ose of the gravity field to shape large linear
solar concentrators with fixed focal axis
17 pOQ82 A78-16633
Experimental study on house cooling and heating
with solar energy using flat plate collector
17 p0083 A78-16831
Prediction of average collector efficiency from
climatic data
17 pOOSU A78-1683H
Shadows' effect in a large scale solar power plant
17 pOOSU A78-168II3
All-glass collectors in solar energy utilization
17 p0097 A78-18785
A cylindrical dioptrics, nonfocalising solar
collector
17 p0102 A78-19225
Current costs of solar powered organic Hankine
cycle engines
17 p010<( H78-19826
Solar energy collector orientation and tracking mode
17 001011 A78-19827
Design and performance of an air collector for
industrial crop dehydration
17 p010U A78-19828
Irradiance for skew rays incident upon a
trough-like solar collector of arbitrary shape
17 p010U A78-19829
The effect of off-south orientation on the
performance of flat-plate solar collectors
17 pOIOI A78-19830
Asymmetrical non-imaging cylindrical solar
concentrators
17 pOlOU A78-19831
Effects of phase-change energy storage on the
performance of air-based and liquid-based solar
heating systems
17 p010<l A78-19832
The circular cylindrical reflector - application
to a shallow solar pond electricity generating
system
17 p0105 A78-19833
Advances in solar water heating for domestic use
in Australia
17 p0105 A78-198311
Geometric factors for plane specular reflectors
17 pOIOS A78-19835
On the right to sunshine homeowner access to
solar energy
17 p0105 A78-19836
Inexpensive solar collectors for agricultural
requirements
17 pOIOS A78-19837
Transmission of sunlight through a uniform
water-drop atmosphere computer-aided design
for solar collectors
17 p0105 A78-19838
Estimation of the monthly average of the diffuse
component of total insolation on a horizontal
surface
17 p0105 A78-198HO
Efficiency of Drude mirror-type selective
transparent filters for solar thermal conversion
17 p0105 A78-19S93
Choice of the optimal parabolocylindncal
concentrator with a tubiform receiver
17 p0107 A78-20121
Calculation of the energy delivered by a collector
with the method of average direct optical output
18 p0165 A78-20620
Evaluation of the energy provided for a solar
collector
18 p0165 A78-20621
Theoretical performance of a passive solar energy
collection system for house heating
18 p0165 A78-20622
Development of a ceramic receiver for a Brayton
cycle solar electric power plant
18 p0165 A78-20621
Solar and wind induced external coefficients -
Solar collectors
18 p0165 A78-20625
Experimental study of temperature fields in
liquids in the steady state regime for solar
thermoelectric generator cooling
18 p0166 A78-21030
Solar collector design Book
18 p0167 A78-21698
Influence of system exactness on the concentration
factor of cylinder-parabolic solar energy
collectors
18 p0176 A78-23920
Heat balance of a solar house: Rapid calculation
method French book
18 p0177 A78-23975
Two phase working fluids in solar collectors
[AIAA PAPER 78-35U] 18 p0178 A78-2U030
Solar challenges to consulting engineers on
optimization of solar collector performance for
heating and cooling applications
18 p0181 A78-21757
Solar energy in office and industrial buildings
18 p0181 A78-2U760
The development and use of the moire method in
solar engineering problems
18 p0187 A78-25731
A parabolo-toroidal conical concentrator as a
secondary concentrator of solar energy
18 p0187 A78-25732
Equalizing an irradiance field on the surface of a
receiver
18 p0187 A78-25734
Estimating the deformation process in the
formation of the reflecting surface of solar
concentrators
18 p0187 A78-25735
The stability of polyurethane foam solar energy
collectors to climatic effects
18 p0187 A78-25738
Solar energy - Its nature and possibilities as a
source of power for terrestrial use
18 p0188 A78-26111
School and factory installations demonstrate solar
energy in OS northeast
18 p0193 A78-26950
Solar energy engineering Book
18 p0199 A78-27852
Solar energy utilization - Liquid flat plate
collectors
18 p0200 A78-27856
Convective heat transfer effects within honeycomb
structures for flat plate solar collectors
18 p0200 178-27857
Solar air heaters and their applications
18 p0200 A78-27858
Concentrating collectors for solar energy
conversion
18 p0200 A78-27859
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Refrigeration and air conditioning by solar
energy
18 p0201 A78-27866
Solar beating and cooling of homes
18 p0201 A78-27867
The economics of solar energy
18 p0202 A78-27870
Determination of the geoaetncal concentration of
a solar collector using a spherical mirror
18 p0203 A78-27922
Building rights, apartment- and
residence-designing in the light of solar energy
atilization
18 p0214 A78-28591
Concentration of the sun's rays asing catenary
curves
18 p0210 A78-288K3
Engineering estimate of the guality of facets
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Photoelectric radiation-density meter for
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Calculation of the drag of a cylindrical
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accumulation
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The flat solar collector - An approach to its
evaluation
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Simple solar technology for applications in rural
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18 p0221 A78-30321
Europe's largest solar facility dries animal feed
18 p0221 A78-30322
Spinning a turbine with sunlight
18 p0223 A78-307U2
Utilities put the sun to work
18 p0223 A78-307UI1
Efficiency of Fresnel lens solar collector
18 p0232 A78-32113
Performance characteristics of air-cooled solar
collectors as determined by computer simulation
19 p029U A78-33027
Natural convection characteristics of flat plate
collectors
19 p0291 A78-33028
Techniques for reducing thermal conduction and
natural convection heat losses in annular
receiver geometries for solar collectors
19 p0294 A78-33029
Experimental evaluation of a fixed collector
employing vee-trough concentrator and vacuum
tube receivers
19 p0295 A78-33030
Operational dynamics of couoled flat plate solar
collector and adsorption cycle heat punp system
vith energy storage
19 p0295 A78-33037
Heat transfer analysis of a system for annual
collection and storage of solar energy
19 p0296 A78-33038
Shading effect for uniformly spaced solar
collector arrays on plane surfaces
19 p0296 A78-33039
Design and operational influences on thermal
performance of "Solaris' solar collector
[ASHE PAPER 77-WA/SOI-2] 19 p0299 A78-33190
Low cost test procedure for solar collectors
[ASHE PAPEF 77-BA/SOL-q] 19 p0299 A78-33192
A 'no-flow' method for measuring solar collector
performance
fASHE PAPEE 77-HA/SOL-5] 19 p0299 A78-33193
Solar heating - Solar collectors for heating
purposes French book
19 p0308 A78-33801
Testing of solar collectors
19 p0312 A78-31511
The effects of air leaks on solar air collector
behaviour
19 p0313 A78-31932
Thermic diode solar panels for space heating
19 p031U S78-3D936
Radiation heat losses in solar collectors with
plastic covers
19 p03ie A78-35362
Evacnated-tube solar collector - Effect of control
on efficiency at high operating temperatures
19 p0317 A78-3S560
A non-tracking moderately focusing heat pipe solar,
collector
[AIAA 78-U02] 19 p0318 A78-35592
Heat pipes for san energy conversion
[AIAA 78 «57] 19 p0319 A78-35632
Experimental evaluation of natural convection
solar ai*" heaters
19 p0323 478-35795
Collection tides for trough-type concentrators
having arbitrary orientation
19 p'J323 A78-35797
The efficiency of solar flat-plate collectors
19 p0323 A78-35798
Time integrated calculation of the insolation
collected by a reflector-collector system
•9 p0323 A78-35799
A simulated comparison of the useful energy gain
in a fixed and a fully tracking flat plate
collector
19 p0323 A78-35800
Natural convection in groove-like geometries - The
overall heat transfer coefficient in solar
collectors
[AIAA PAPER 78-896] 19 p0323 478-36016
Experimental performance of flat plate solar
collectors with various cover materials with and
without transparent plastic honeycomb
[AIAA PAPER 78-899] 19 p032<4 A78-36018
A simple test for determining a best flow rate
through solar collectors
[AIAA PAPER 78-900] 19 p0324 A78-36020
Optical design of solar concentrators
[AIAA PAPER 78-90U] 19 p032« A78-36022
General principles of calculating multielement
concentrating systems solar collectors
19 p0326 A78-36136
A device with a sectioned photodetector and a
laser transmitter for determining the precision
characteristics of solar energy concentrators
19 p0326 A78-36137
Selection of a method for calculating parameters
of storage devices used at wind and solar
installations
19 p0326 A78-36138
Truncated 'focones' and 'foclines' for solar
concentrators
19 p0331 A78-36858
Technique of testing silazane coatings for
solar concentrators
19 p0331 A78-36859
Radiative heat transfer in axially symmetric
hollow collectors of high-temperature solar
installations
19 p0331 A78-36860
Analysis and classification of
concentrating-system design methods for
solar energy collection
19 p0331 A78-36863
Focone and focline concentration of radiation
scattered by circumsolar parts of the sky
19 p0331 A78-36861
Prospect for using Fresnel lenses for the
concentrating systems of solar installations
19 p0331 A78-36865
Thermal optimization of solar power plants -
Radiation concentration and workang-fluid
temperature
19 p0332 A78-36869
Ideal flux concentrators with reflector gaps
solar collectors
19 p0333 A78-37177
Thermal deformations of solar concentrators
19 p0335 A78-37945
Converter of solar radiation to thermal energy
designed on the basis of coaxial evacuated
tubular elements with multilayer and selective
coatings
19 p0335 A78-37946
Natural convection in compound parabolic
concentrators - A finite-element solution
for solar collectors
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Ose of heat pumps with solar collectors foi
domestic space heating in the Onited Kingdom
19 p0341 A78-38971
Experiments on flat-plate solar energy collectors
19 p0342 A78-39179
Flat-sided rectilinear trough as a solar
concentrator - An analytical study
19 p0344 A78-39636
Effect of substrate on graphite and other solar
selective surfaces
19 p0345 178-39637
Design of high efficiency flat plate solar
collectors for space and water heating
[ASHE PAPEE 78-DE-7] 19 p0345 A78-39776
Capturing sunlight - A revolution in collector
design
19 p036S A78-41217
Radiation transfer through specular passages - A
simple approximation
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The natural circulation solar heater-models with
linear and nonlinear temperature distributions
19 p0369 478-42064
Research and Product Development programme in the
area of solar thermal energy
19 p0370 A78-1I2108
Solar energy, reflector using metallised polystyrene
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A non-tracking heat concentrator capable of giving
concentration factor of the order of 20
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Design of a non-tracking solar heat
concentrator/collector system
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Design of a non-tracking concentrator which will
distribute sunlight in a uniform manner over a
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19 p037T A78-42114
Performance characteristics of a solar battery
concentrator system using Si and CdS cells
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Utilisation of solar energy by thermoelectric
generators
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Some aspects of radiation climatology in relation
to applied sclar energy
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A simple technigne of fabrication of paraboloidal
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19 p0375 478-42148
Optimum solar energy collection
19 p0375 478-42150
Experimental studies of selective coatings for
solar energy collectors
19 p0375 478-42151
Development of selective solar surfaces
19 p0375 A18-42152
Effect of buoyancy on heat transfer rates in a
solar collector
19 p0375 478-42153
Experimental investigation of circular cylindrical
solar heat collector of stationary type
19 p0375 478-47154
Determination of shading factor for flat-plate
collectors
19 p0375 478-42155
Condition for no shadow, and effective shadow due
to plane reflectors
19 p0375 478-42156
Flat-plate solar collector design for industrial
air heating using design data hand book
19 p0375 A78-42157
Solar energy - Architectural imperative and
problem of collectors
19 p0375 A78-1I2158
Solar energy for tractors
19 p0376 A78-42168
Daily i»put modelling for solar collectors and
systems
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Study of the performance of flat plate collectors
in the transient regime
19 p0384 A78-42892
The theoretical and experimental performance of a
solar heater eguipped with flat plate collectors
19 p0384 A78-142893
Design of a measurement facility for determining
the losses of a solar collector under standard
conditions Dutch thesis
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Planar solar energy converter and concentrator
based on uranyl-doped glass
20 p0475 A78-<43922
Investigation into solar heating with some methods
for convection suppression
20 p0476 A78-43969
Cooparative performance of several flat plate
designs solar collector efficiency
20 p0476 478-43970
Thermal, fluid flow and mechanical characteristics
of a snbatmospheric distributed flow flat plate
collector
20 pOU76 478-43971
A design criterion on flat solar collectors based
on thermal efficiency measurements
20 pOU76 478-43972
Analytical model of flat plate solar collectors
20 p0476 478-43973
Optimal combinations of flat plate collector
configurations
20 p0476 478-43974
The PBSC collector subsystem for the Sandia Solar
Total Energy Facility -— Fixed Mirror Solar
Concentrator
20 p0476 A78-43975
A vacuum tube vee-trough collector for solar
heating and air conditioning applications
20 pOU77 A78-43977
A solar collector based on an array of linear
'clipped-V channels
20 p0477 A78-43978
Design and operational evaluation of a
non-tracking solar concentrator
20 p0477 A78-43979
A moderately concentrating solar collector for
air conditioning
20 p0477 A78-43980
Optimization of heat exchangers for solar
concentrators
20 p0477 478-43981
Second-law assessment of solar heating and cooling
systems
20 p0478 A78-13988
Dynamic simulation of a solar powered Pankine
cycle/vapor compression cycle /RC/VCC/
20 p0479 A78-43992
Dynamic modelling of solar energy systems using
DtNSTS
20 p0479 A78-43993
Study on parameter variations for solar powered
lithium bromide absorption cooling
20 p0479 A78-43994
Comparison of simulated solar cooling systems in
Saudi Arabia
20 p0479 478-43996
Solar energy coupled networks
20 p0480 A78-43997
The differential cost of a solar energy system
completing the assessment
20 pOIISO A78-43998
Considerations in the development of a high
performance per unit cost solar collector
20 p0480 A78-U3999
Thermal regimes in a primary fluid heated by solar
eneroy jn a linear collector
20 p0486 478-45453
Fluorescent solar energy collectors - Operating
conditions with diffuse light
20 p0488 A78-U5946
Development and application of the moire method in
solar engineering problems
20 p0489 A78-46120
Equalization of irradiation field on receiver
surface
20 p0489 A78-46122
Evaluation of deformation technique lor forming
solar concentrator reflecting surfaces
20 p0489 A78-46123
Polyurethane foaa solar energy concentrator
resistance to climatic influences
?0 p0490 A78-46126
Technological evolution of the quality of facets
produced by deformational forming mirrors
for solar collectors
20 p0490 A78-46130
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Antonatic control of tower-type solar power
station optical system /Survey/
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Photoelectric radiation densitoneter for
concentrator focal region measurement
20 pfli(90 A78-46132
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heat accumulator gasdynamic resistance for
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The possibility of black zinc oxide as spectrally
selective coating for low temperature solar
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20 p0491 A78-46196
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20 p0191 A78-4644II
Distributed solar power systems - An option
20 p0492 A78-16601
Composite heliostats of high-power solar energy
systems
20 p0495 A78-48405
Free convection across inclined air-layers with
one surface V-corrugated over flat and
corrugated solar collectors
20 p0496 A78-48S35
Solar wall performance
20 pO<!97 A78-48814
The photochemical heat pipe
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Assessment of solar applications for transfer of
technology A case of solar pomp
20 pOSOO A78-49640
An analytic evaluation of the flax density due to
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polygonal boundary
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Thermal conversion of solar radiation -
Theoretical performance of collectors furnished
with an absorbent selective surface
20 pOSOO A78-49643
Optical properties of compound circular arc
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20 pOSOO A78-49644
A novel solar collector
20 pOSOO A78-49646
An analysis on solar concentrators with a
curvature determined by gravity and a mobile
focal axis
20 p0511 A78-51501
Double sided /D. S./ solar cells to improve static
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20 p0520 A78-52798
The photovoltaic project of the Commission of the
European Communities
20 p0522 A78-52816
Solar power plant with folding concentrator for
carrying out industrial processes in space
20 p0537 A78-53519
Energy considerations in the operation of solar
installations
20 p0539 A78-53819
Portable linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13734-1] 17 p0111 H78-10551
Solar energy commercialization at the state level:
The Florida solar energy water heater program
[PB-270158/9] 17 p0128 N78-12551
Solar collector field subsystem program on the
fixed mirror solar concentrator
[GA-A-14209-BEV] 17 p01l!1 1178-13583
Solar energy dehumidification experiment on the
Citicorp Center building
[PB-271174/5] 17 p0144 H78-13615
Optimum operating conditions for a cylindrical
parabolic focusing collector/Rankine power
generation cycle system
[SABD-75-6132] 17 p0151 N78-14634
Program Research and Development Announcement
(PBDA). Solar collector materials and fluids
for solar heating and cooling applications
[PHDA-EG-77-D-29-0003] 17 p0151 N73-146i>i
Optimization of coatings for flat plate solar
collectors, phase 2
fCOO-2930-4] 17 p0152 S78-11648
Annual collection and storage of solar energy for
the heating of buildings
[080-5136-76/1] 17 p0152 H78-1II649
Paraoeter study for a central-receiver power station
[SAHD-77-0667C] 17 p0154 H78-14664
HELIOS: A computational model for solar
concentrators
ISAHD-77-06U2C] 17 p0154 H78-14665
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
electroplated black nickel coatings
[DLH-FB-77-23] 17 p0156 N78-14686
Solar heating system
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12009-1] 17 p0159 H78-15560
A fixed tilt solar collector employing reversible
vee-troagh reflectors and vacuum tube receivers
for solar heating and cooling systems
[NAS4-CB-1551I26] 17 p0160 N78-15567
Projection of distnbuted-collector ^olar-thermal
electric power plant economics to years 1990-2000
[BASA-CB-155427] 17 p0160 H78-15568
Bon-imaging concentrators for wide angle
collection of solar energy, 2
[COO-2146-8] 17 p0160 N78-15570
Central receiver solar thermal power system, phase 1
- [SAN/1110-76/3] 17 p0161 578-15583
Selective paints for solar absorbers
18 p0237 N78-16177
Optical analysis of spherical segment solar
collectors
18 p0239 1178-16425
Test and analysis of a Northcup collector controller
[1ASA-TH-78153] 18 p0240 B78-16432
Solar array conceptual design for the Halley's
Comet Ion drive mission, phase 2
[HASA-CB-155594] 18 p0240 1178-16438
Preliminary system analysis of a fixed mirror
solar oover central station
[EPHI-EB-434(6-77)] 18 p0241 H78-16452
Tower design considerations for the solar thermal
central receiver systems
[SAHD-77-8243] 18 p0242 B78-16459
Engineering analysis and testing of water-trickle
solar collectors
[OBO-4927-77/1] 18 p0242 N78-16461
Provisional flat plate solar collector testing
procedures
[PB-272500/0] 18 p0213 S78-16463
Solar energy systems. Survey of materials
performance
[PB-273305/3] 18 p0244 B78-16475
Low co3t solar energy collection system
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13579-1] 18 p0248 K78-17460
Performance evaluation of two black nickel and two
black chrome solar collectors
[HASA-CB-150497] 18 p0249 B78-17470
MSFC hot air collectors. Phase t: Test report
[HASA-CB-150495] 18 p0249 H78-17471
Thermal performance of honeywell double covered
liguid solar collector
[NASA-CB-150505] 18 p0249 1178-17^72
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Libbey-Owens-Ford solar collector using a
solar simulator
[SASA-CB-150508] 18 p0249 H78-17474
Development of surfaces optically suitable for
flat solar panels
[SASA-CB-150539] 18 p0250 N78-17477
Thermal performance evaluation of Solar Energy
Prodacts Company (SEPCO) 'Soloron' collector
tested outdoors
[MASA-CR-150509] 18 p0250 N78-17478
Collation of quarterly reports on air flat plate
collectors
[HASA-CB-150510] 18 p0250 B78-17479
Comparison of solar system measured data for
various sample rates conducted using
Marshall Space Flight Center Solar House
[IASi-CB-150496] 18 p0250 H78-17480
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Lenox-Honeywell solar collector conducted
using Rarshall Space Flight Center Solar Simulator
[HASA-CB-150510] 18 p0250 1178-171(81
Indoor thermal performance evaluation of Daystar
solar collector
[HASA-CB-150511] 18 p0255 N78-18521
Thermal performance of BSFC hot air collectors
under natural and simulated conditions
[HASA-Cfi-150506] 18 p0256 H78-18525
Solafern solar system design brochure
[HASA-C8-150515] 18 p0256 B78-18526
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Focusing solar collector development
[PB-2750U2/0] 18 p0260 H78-18561
A low cost high temperature sun tracking solar
energy collector
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Selective coating for solar panels using black
chrome and black nickel
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Installation package for air flat plate collector
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The Class wind furnace blade design
18 p0267 N7S-196i|1
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Sunworks (liguid) solar collector
[NASA-CB-150573] 18 p0268 N78-19650
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
the Solaron (air) solar collector
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Prototype solar heating and hot water system
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Solar electric generating system resource
reguirements and the feasibility of orbiting
solar reflectors
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collection systems: A collection of quarterly
reports
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liquid flat plate collector and pump for solar
heating and cooling systems: A collection of
guarterly reports
[HASA-CS-150599] 18 p0275 N78-20614
Design data brochure for CSI series V solar
heating system
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assessment
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Subsystem design package for Solar II collector
[NASA-CB-150611] 18 p0283 N78-21602
Development of prototype air/liquid solar
collector subsystem
[NASA-CP-150627] 18 p0283 N78-21604
Ose of the Marshall Space Flight Center solar
simulator in collector performance evaluation
[NASA-TH-78165] 18 p0284 N78-21605
Studies on methods of reducing heat losses from
flat plate solar collectors, phase 2
[COO-2597] 18 p0285 N78-21624
Solar space heating systems using annual heat
storage
fCOO-2939] 18 p0287 1178-2161)5
Analysis of data and results for the roundrobin
flat-plate collector test program
CPB-275576/7J 13 p0289 178-21655
Indoor thermal performance evaluation of the SEPCO
air collector
[NASA-CR-150631 ] 19 p0388 N78-22466
Preliminary design package for solar collector and
solar pump
fNASA-CB-150630] 19 p0389 N78-22472
Air-liquid solar collector for solar heating,
combined heating and cooling, and hot water
subsystems
[NASA-CS-150569] 19 p0389 H78-22475
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
electroplated blacX nickel coatings
[ESA-TT-132] 19 p0390 N78-22482
Combined solar collector and energy storage system
fNASA-CASE-LAB-12205-1] 19 pO396 N78-23567
Central receiver solar thermal power system.
Phase 1, CEDL Item 2- Pilot plant preliminary
design report. Volume 3, book 2: Collector
subsystem
[SAN/1108-8/3] 19 p0398 R78-23587
The modular solar energy satellite. Project
proposal and development strategy
19 p0399 N78-23598
Development of a unified criterion for solar
collector selection for decision making
19 p0402 N78-2U237
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
the Sunworks (air) solar collector
[NASA-CB-150666] 19 pOIOS N78-24613
Outdoor thermal efficiency evaluation of the Ting
solar collector
[NASA-CB-150675] 19 pO<(05 U78-24614
Investigation of test methods, material
properties, and processes for solar cell
encapsnlants. Encapsulation task of the
low-cost silicon solar array project
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SAHICS support study. Volume 1: Cost account
catalog
[NASA-CB-157131] 19 pO«12 N78-2497H
Solar cell collector
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12552-1] 19 p0419 N78-25527
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
life sciences engineering (air) solar collector
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Development of prototype air/liquid solar
collector subsystem
[NASA-CB-150703] 19 p0121 N78-25550
Low cost solar energy collection system
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Central receiver solar thermal power system pilot
plant preliminary design report. Volume 3:
Collector subsystem
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Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 3: Collector subsystem, CDBL
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[SAN/1109-8/5-VOL-3] 19 p0424 N78-25585
Performance and testing of a stationary
concentrating collector
[CONF-770953-7] 19 pO<129 ,178-25627
CPC thermal collector test plan
[COUP-770953-6] 19 pO«29 N78-25628
Conceptual design of a 5x CPC for solar total
energy systems
[COHF-770953-5] 19 p0429 N78-25629
Low-cost silicon solar array project environmental
hail model for assessing risk to solar collectors
[NASA-CR-157225] 19 pOtf l2 N78-26511
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[NASA-CR-1507121 19 p O U H U N78-26557
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[NASA-CE-150713] 19 pOI»«l4 H78-26558
Concentrating solar collector subsystem:
Preliminary design package
[NASA-CB-150714] 19 pO«44 N78-26559
Laser ray trace and bi-directional reflectometry
measurements of various solar concentrators
[SAND-77-1466C] 19 p0444 N78-26564
Optimization of coatings for flat plate solar
collectors, phase 2
[COO-2930-12] 19 pOUM N78-26565
Liquid metal cooled solar central receiver
feasibility study and heliostat field analysis.
Part 1: Liquid sodium cooled central receiver
system conceptual design
[OEO-5178-78/1] 19 p0447 R78-26591
Central receiver solar thermal power system:
Collector subsystem
[SAN/1111-76-7] 19 pOqi48 N78-26609
First results obtained from the Swiss mobile
system for solar radiation measurements
20 p05U3 N78-28511
Integration of infra-red ambient temperature and
wind conditions in flat collector performance
prediction
20 p0545 B78-28537
Comparison of three experimental methods used in
determining the thermal performance of
flat-plate solar collectors
[NASA-TH-78929] 20 p05<49 N78-28611
laser ray trace tester for parabolic trough solar
collectors
[SAHD-78-0012C] 20 p055U H78-28664
Systems analyses of storage in specific solar
thermal power applications
[SAHD-78-03424C] 20 p0554 B78-28665
BSFC assessment of Owens-Illinois SUNPAK collector
problems
[NASA-TB-78179] 20 p0561 N78-29572
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Development, testing, and certification of life
sciences engineering solar collector
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Analysis of Chamberlin flat plate solar collector
using Rational Bureau of Standards test criteria
TSD-A05H215] 20 p0562 1178-29588
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installation, Northridge Hospital, Horthridge,
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Study of corrosion and its control in a luminum
solar collectors
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Hind power
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Inflated cylindrical solar concentrator for
producing industrial process beat
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Organization of certification program for solar
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Solar energy systems. Standards for rubber seals
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Non-tracking solar energy collector system
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Design and installation package for the Sunmat
Flat Plate solar collector
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Double-exposure collector system
[TID-28291] 20 p0597 N78-31576
Installation package for concentrating solar
collector panels
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Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
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Economy of a retrofit solar system
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High-temperature linear radiation-cavity solar
collector with a Fresnel concentrator
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summary
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Installation package for Sunpak solar collectors
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Development and fabrication of a concentrating
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Certification and verification for Calmac flat
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Theoretical modeling of an ammonia/water
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'results
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Assessment of incentives to accelerate market
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development policy proposed for Indonesia and
its relevance to solar energy utilization in
building systems
20 p05U3 B78-28521
Development and use of solar energy in Hall
20 p0543 H78-28522
A brief review of the Onited States solar resource
assessment program
20 p05U3 H78-28523
National solar program for research and
development in Argentina
20 p0543 N78-2852*
Utilization of solar energy in Brazil
20 p05«3 H78-28525
Solar energy utilization in the West Indies
20 pOStt H78-28526
Solar energy utilization research in Iran
20 pOSIU N78-28528
Aspects of solar energy research in Egypt
20 pOSill N78-28529
Status of solar energy projects in the Federal
Republic of Germany
20 pOS«« N78-28530
International coordination and planning for a more
effective utilization of solar energy
20 p05!M N78-28531
Solar energy development and implementation
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center network
20 pOSBI K78-28532
Solar houses: A general appraisal of solar
building design and technology
20 p05«a N78-28533
Solar enecgy and limits to the energy on the earth
20 p05«5 1178-28535
Solar energy applications in OK buildings
20 p05«5 H78-28538
Design and economy of solar power plants with
integrated thermal energy storage
20 p05U5 S78-2851I3
Solar desalination: Status and potential
20 p05«5 H78-285U»
Realization and testing of a pumping system
powered by solar cells
20 p05U6 1178-28553
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The quantitative evaluation of wood as a source of
solar energy
20 p0517 B78-28557
Collation of monthly and semiannual reports
covering instrumentation at the Decade 80 house
in Tucson, Arizona
[NASA-CB-150728] 20 p0519 1178-28609
Alternatives in solar energy
20 p0550 H78-28617
Heat store for solar energy utilization in heating
systems and water heating
[IKE-5-206] 20 p0552 N78-286U2
Closed-cycle, high-temperature central receiver
concept for solar electric power
fEPRI-EB-629: 20 p0552 H78-28641I
Technical and economic assessment of solar
distillation for large scale production of fresh
water
f S A H D - 7 7 - 8 1 7 6 ] 20 p0553 H78-28653
Solar irrigation program status
[SAND-78-0398C] ' 20 p0551 B78-28662
Installation package for 77-180 SOLABSTAT and 77-1
controller
[BASA-CE-1507113] 20 p0561 N78-29571
Storage systems for solar thermal power
TKASA-TH-78952 ] 20 p0561 N78-29577
Otilization of solar energy in developing
countries: Identifying some potential markets
rNASA-TH-78960] 20 p0561 N78-29578
Solar energy applications centers: A strategy to
facilitate the commercialization of solar energy
in Hew England
[HCP/HU007-01] 20 p0563 N78-29592
Representative industrial solar energy
installation, Northridge Hospital, Northridge,
'California
COCBL-13789] 20 p056« B78-29613
System integration of marketable subsystems
[NASA-'CB-1507112] 20 p0581 N78-30651I
Sins prototype system 3 test results: Engineering
analysis
[NASA-CE-150758] 20 p0581 S78-30660
Guide to solar energy programs
[DOE/ET-0036] 20 p0583 B78-30678
EBDA facilities solar design handbook
[EHDA-77-65] 20 p05S» B78-3069U
Can the sun replace nraninn?
COBA[T/IEA(fl)-77-2] 20 pO?85 B78-30703
Legal and institutional perspectives on solar
energy in Colorado. A case study of land use
and energy decision-making
[PB-279991/8] 20 p0586 N78-30710
Greenbelt Communi ty Pro3ect: Solar energy
retrofit for a multi-family dwelling
, [BASA-TH-79612] 20 p0593 878-31539
Thermal stratification enhancement for solar
energy applications
[AD-A055918] 20 p059« N78-31517
Energy analysis and models of soil formation
20 p0596 (178-31561
Energy analysis of Brazil
20 p0596 878-31572
State-of-the-art reviews and bibliographies on
energy. A bibliography with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0586/14] 20 p0598 B78-31586
Ose and abuse of the regulatory process in a
developing solar energy space conditioning
industry
TPB-280165/2] 20 p8598 B78-31588
Solar, heating and cooling system for an office
building at Eeedy Creek Utilities
t XASA-C3-15071I8] 20 p060M B78-325U3
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[BASA-CB-150786] 20 p060U N78-32516
Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
fHASA-CB-150785] 20 p0605 878-32519
Economy of a retrofit solar system
(Y-2098] 20 p0605 178-32558
Electric utility solar energy activities: 1977
survey
rEPBI-EB-619-SB] 20 p0605 878-32561
Energy interdependence: Today and tomorrow
[ORAO/IEA (0)-78-3] 20 p0607 S78-32575
Solar energy research at LASL
[LA-7115-PE] 20 p0608 H78-32581
Issues and methodology for the selection of a
conceptual design for a solar central receiver
pilot plant
[SAND-77-8763] 20 p0608 U78-32582
Contribution of chemistry to energy
[LA-OH-78-706] 20 p0618 H78-33559
Solar total energy system: Large scale
eiperiment. Phase 2: Conceptual design
[SE-3986-1] 20 p0619 H78-33566
Institutional applications of solar total energy
systems
[ALO-3786-2] 20 p0619 B78-33569
Eesearch on the application of solar energy to
industrial drying or dehydration processes
[OBO-5123-1] 20 p0621 878-33583
Solar-thermochemical production of hydrogen from
water
[LA-OB-78-1052] 20 p0621 N78-33586
Solar-thermal conversion to electricity utilizing
a central receiver, open-cycle gas turbine design
[EPBI-EB-652] 20 p0622 B78-33587
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Optimization of particulate type selective solar
absorber
17 pOOIld A78-11233
Heat losses from solar energy absorbers enclosed
in glass tubes
17 pOOtU A78-1123H
Thir film CrO/x/ selective absorbers stable above
500 C
17 pOO<!5 A78-11239
Optically thin diffusion barriers enhance the life
of metil/Betal oxide selective surfaces
17 pOOUS A76-11211
Solar energy applications for heat-absorbing glass
17 pOO<48 A78-11273
Hass and energy transfer in a hot liquid energy
storage system
17 pOOSO A78-11302
Fundamental studies of direct contact latent heat
energy storage
17 p0051 A78-11306
Selective absorption of solar energy in ultrafine
chromium particles
17 p0070 A78-13785
Structural composition and optical properties of
solar blacks - Gold black
17 p0070 A78-13908
The sun .satisfies two thirds of the heat
requirements
17 p0072 A78-1K098
Solar absorption system for space cooling and
heating
17 p0078 A78-15II09
Efficiency of Drnde mirror-type selective
transparent filters for solar thermal conversion
17 p0105 A78-19893
Coatings of ultrafine chromium particles -
Efficient selective absorbers of solar energy
17 p0106 A78-20117
Improvements in the design of solar selective thin
film absorbers
18 p0168 A7B-22018
A sheet-metal roof as a solar absorber
18 p0179 A78-2»3aI-
Possible selective solar photothermal absorber -
Ni dendrites formed on Al surfaces by the CVD of
Ni /CO/1
18 p0221 A78-30302
Sputtered metal silicide solar selective absorbing
surfaces
18 p0221 A78-30303
Evaluation of portable optical property
measurement equipment for solar selective surfaces
[ASHE PAPEE 77-SA/SOL-1] 19 p0299 A78-33189
Optical properties of solar-absorbing oxide
particles suspended in a molten salt heat
transfer fluid
19 p0312 A78-34513
Optical performance of absorber-reflector
combinations for photothernal solar energy
conversion
19 p0316 A78-3S111
A non-tracking moderately focusing heat pipe solar
collector
[AIAA 78-402] 19 p0318 A78-35592
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Optimum design of wideband selective absorbers
•ith provision for specified included layers
for solar applications
19 p0323 A78-35796
Optical properties of selectively absorbing
aetal/insulator composite fills
19 p032M A78-36032
Ideal flax concentrators with reflector gaps
solar collectors
19 p0333 A78-37177
Selective absorption of solar energy in granular
metals - The role of particle shape
19 p0369 478-41910
A non-tracking heat concentrator capable of giving
concentration factor of the order of 20
19 p0371 478-42112
Cheap pacXed-bed solar air heaters
19 p037H 478-42144
Experimental determination of optimal operating
conditions for circular-profile solar
concentrators
19 p038M 478-42895
Planar solar energy converter and concentrator
based on uranyl-doped glass
20 p0475 478-43922
Intermittent-operation absorption solar 'refrigerator
20 p0490 A78-46127
Amorphous silicon as a selective absorber of solar
energy - A spectral emissivity study
20 pO<491 A78-46443
Solar wall performance
20 p0497 A78-48814
Zn3P2 as a photovoltaic material
20 p0523 A78-52836
Wavelength-selective surfaces for solar energy
absorption
20 p0531 A78-53334
HEIIOS: A computational model for solar
concentrators
ISAND-77-06U2C] 17 p0151 N78-14665
Black chrome on commercially electroplated tin as
a solar selecting coating
(NASA-TH-737991 17 p0159 N78-15562
Selective paints for solar absorbers
18 p0237 N78-16177
Solar energy systems. Survey of materials
performance
tPB-273305/3] 18 p02<44 N78-16475
low cost solar' energy collection system
[H4SA-CASE-NPO-13579-1] 18 p0218 N78-17460
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption of
solar energy and the method of producing said
panel
[BASA-CAS2-HFS-23518-3] 19 p0421 S78-25557
Effectiveness of spectrally selective surfaces for
exposed, high-temperature solar absorbers
[SAND-77-8300] 19 p0444 N78-26563
Form-Stable crystalline polymer pellets for
thermal energy storage, phase 1
[OSO-5159-10] 20 p0598 H78-31582
SOLAS EHEE6Y COHVEBSION
The near-term prospectives for photovoltaic solar
energy conversion
17 p0003 A78-1055f
Economic and commercial assessment of solar energy
conversion; Proceedings of the Conference, '
London, England, July 5, 1977
17 pOOOt A78-10614
The economic evaluation of solar energy schemes
17 pOOOQ A78-10615
How much investment in conversion devices for
terrestrial solar energy utilization
17 pOOOl A78-10617
The heat pump in relation to solar energy
17 pOOOil A78-10618
Cost factors in photovoltaic energy conversion
with solar concentration
17 pOOOll A78-10619
Conference on Capturing the Sun Through
Bioconversion, Washington, D.C., Rarch 10-12,
1976, Proceedings
17 pOOOS A78-10623
European Seminar on Biological Solar Energy
Conversion Systems, Grenoble, France, Hay 9-12,
1977, Proceedings
17 pOOOS A78-10624
Energy development II Book
17 p0009 A78-10729
Solar-electrical systems - Theory and applications
17 p0009 A78-10731
Solar energy systems for electricity production
17 pOOlO A78-10738
Solar-electric residential system tests
17 pOOlO A78-10741
Potential role of solar thermal electric power in
the D.S.
17 p0010 A78-10743
The solar energy research programme of the
Commission of the European Communities
17 p0020 A78-11000
Performance and cost assessment of photovoltaic
system concepts
17 p0021 478-11011
Technical and economic results of solar
photovoltaic power systems analyses.
17 p0021 A78-11012
Photovoltaic system design and analysis
application to a shopping center
17 p0022 A78-11013
-Status of the EBDA/RASA Photovoltaic Tests and
Applications Project
17 p0022 478-11014
The conceptual design and analysis of a
photovoltaic powered experimental residence
17 p0022 A78-1101!
DOD/ERDA terrestrial photovoltaic systems
demonstration program
17 p0022 A78-110V
The Eedox Flow System for solar photovoltaic
energy storage
17 p0022 A78-1101
Some economic and political aspects of
photovoltaic development
17 p0024 478-1103'
A simple model for solar energy economics m the
O.K.
17 p002« 478-1103';
Computer aided design of a continuous duty energy
system using both solar and wind energy
17 p0030 A78-11093
Technoeconomic aspects of photovoltaic electric
power systems /PEPS/
17 p0031 A78-11098
A solar panel for residential use
17 p0043 A78-11223
A general design method for closed-loop solar
energy systems
17 p0016 A78-11251
Characterization of terrestrial service
environments - The simultaneous occurrence of
combined conditions of solar insolation and
climatic variables
17 p0049 A78-11283
An accurate, economical, solar insolation computer
model for the Dnited States
17 p0049 478-112811
Estimation of availability of solar energy
17 p0019 A78-11285
Modeling underground storage in aquifers of hot
water from solar power systems
17 pOOSO A78-11298
An ionic model for the systematic selection of
chemical decomposition reactions for energy
storage
17 p0051 A78-11307
On the correlation between daily amounts of solar
and wind energy and monthly trends of the two
energy sources
17 p0052 478-11318
Solar Stirling power generation - Systems analysis
and preliminary tests
17 p0052 A78-11321
One HSth solar cavity steam generator solar test
program
17 p0053 A78-11329
Baseline design of commercial central receiver
solar power plant
17 p0054 A78-11332
Design options in solar total energy systems
17 p0055 A73-11346
Hydrogen from sunlight: The biological answer -
Development of a low-cost biological solar panel
17 p0056 478-11350
Solar energy conversion with microalgal sewage
treatment ponds
17 p0056 A78-11351
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A solar collector for industrial and commercial
applications
17 p0058 A78-11371
Status report on the alternative energy sources
17 p0061 A78-11189
Photocells employing smooth AlGajts-GaAs
hetero'junctions to extend the spectral response
range
17 p0062 A78-11668
Some results of an experimental study of the
Stirling engine in solar energy systems
17 p006U A78-12391
Heat optimization for solar power plants -
Concentration of radiation and the temperature
of the working medium
17 p0064 A78-12392
Comparative analysis of the geometrical
characteristics of solar power plant boilers
17 p006« A78-12393
Byconversion of solar energy to methane
17 p0067 A78-133112
The sunny side of energy solar energy conversion
17 pOOTO A78-13800
Estimating the potential of a solar-to-thermal
collector industry
17 pOOTO A78-13851
Silicon films as selective absorbers for solar
energy conversion
17 p0070 A78-13905
Infrared spectral emittance profiles of spectrally
selective solar absorbing layers at elevated
temperatures'
17 p0070 A78-13907
Materials and energy from the sun
17 pOOTI A78-1U025
Electromechanics in space Russian book on
spacecraft control, navigation and energy
conversion systems
17 p0073 A78-14175
Solar energy and economic considerations
17 p0078 A78-15407
Self-supporting active solar energy system
17 p0078 A78-15111
Limits on the yield of photochemical solar energy
conversion
17 p0079 A78-15847
Semiconductor materials for photovoltaic conversion
17 pOOSO A78-16128
Solar energy: Fundamentals in building design
Book
17 p0081 A78-16275
Underground longterm storage of solar energy - An
overview
17 p0083 A78-16827
Use of transition metal compounds to sensitize a
photochemical energy storage reaction
17 p0083 A78-16830
Optimal proportioning of an insulated earth
cylinder for storage of solar heat
17 pOOSI A78-16836
A method of testing for rating thermal storage
devices based on thermal performance
17 p0081( A78-16838
Heat transfer in solar energy storage using
unprepared earth as storage medium
[ASME PAPEH 77-HT-38] 17 p0089 A78-17U87
Economical photovoltaic power generation with heat
recovery
17 p0091 A78-17552
The microprocessor controlled and instrumented
solar energy project
17 p0091 A78-17556
Solar power stations
17 p0092 A78-17673
A correction procedure for separating direct and
diffuse insolation on a horizontal surface
17 p0105 A78-19839
Calculation of the energy delivered by a collector
with the method of average direct optical output
18 p0165 A78-20620
P fluidized bed solar reactor - A thermochemical
application
18 p0165 A78-20623
High-efficiency solar energy conversion through
flux concentration and spectrum splitting
18 p0168 A78-2206a
Development of solar tower program in the Dnited
States
18 p0173 A78-22S19
Solar electricity - An economic approach to solar
energy Book
18 P0171 A78-229I12
Photovoltaic power systems - A tour through the
alternatives
18 p0175 A78-23563
Energy technology IV; Proceedings of the Fourth
Conference, Washington, D.C., March 10-16, 1977
18 pOIBO A78-21751
EBDA's Solar Energy Research and Development Program
18 pOISO A78-21753
Solar industry - Status report and forecast
18 p0181 A78-2U7SH
Solar energy in perspective - Builder/developer's
view of the industry
18 p0181 A78-21758
Some aspects of the solar case study in lustria
illustrated by the example of hybrid power plants
18 p0183 A78-25256
Air pollution potential of solar technologies
emissions from various fabrication processes
CAPCA PAPER 77-37,1] 18 p0185 A78-25427
Solar energy - Its nature and possibilities as a
source of power for terrestrial use
18 p0188 A78-261I4<1
School and factory installations demonstrate solar
energy in OS northeast
18 p0193 A78-2b950
Solar energy engineering Book
13 p0199 A78-27852
Solar irradiance, total and spectral data for
cost-effective solar energy conversion
18 p0199 A78-27853
Heat transfer for solar energy utilization
18 p0200 A78-27855
Concentrating collectors for solar energy
conversion
18 p0200 A78-27850
Conversion of solar energy into electricity
18 p0201 A78-27864
Refrigeration and air conditioning by solar
energy
18 p0201 A78-27866
Solar production of hydrogen
18 p0201 A78-27868
The economics of solar energy
18 p0202 A78-27870
Solar power and fuels; Proceedings of the First
International Conference on the Photochemical
Conversion and Storage of Solar Energy,
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada,
august 21-28, 1976
18 p0202 A78-27889
Photochemical conversion and storage of solar energy
18 p0202 A78-27890
Photogalvanic processes for solar energy
conversion
18 p0202 A78-27893
Photochemical production of a fuel
18 p0202 A78-27891I
Ultrathin barriers and solar energy conversion
photosynthetic pigmented bilayer lipid membrane
18 p0203 A78-27895
Organic molecular energy storage reactions
18 p0203 A78-27896
Comparisons of deep well and insulated shallow
earth storage of solar heat
18 p0205 A78-2816U
A model for solar radiation conversion to algae in
a shallow pond
18 p0205 A78-28167
The fraction of solar energy available for direct
conversion processes
18 p0205 A78-28168
Thermophotoelectrochemical cells for solar energy
conversion
18 p0205 A78-28169
Photochemical storage of solar energy
18 p0206 A78-28170
Solar progress Down Onder solar energy
research in Australia
18 p0206 A78-28199
Biological solar energy conversion; Proceedings of
the Conference, University of Hiami, Hiani,
Fla., November 15-18, 1976
18 p0207 A78-28351
Hydrogen production by marine photosynthetic
organisms as a potential energy resource
18 p0207 178-28353
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Hutational analysis of Chlamydomonas reinhardi -
Application to biological solar energy conversion
18 p0207 678-28357
Biological conversion of light energy into
electrochemical potential
18 p0208 A78-28360
Synthesis of organic compounds fron carbon dioxide
in land plants energy farm design and solar
energy conversion efficiency liaits
18 p0208 A78-28361
Using sugar crops to capture solar energy
biomass conversion techniques
18 p0208 A78-28365
Application of solar energy bioconversion in
developing countries
18 p0208 A78-2S367
Monitoring solar space heat
18 p021S A78-28800
Solar thermal test facility
18 p0216 A78-29227
Development of small-scale benign sources of
energy in France
18 p0216 A78-29291
The flat solar collector - An approach to its
evaluation
18 p0220 A78-30261
Application of chemical engineering to large scale
solar energy
18 p0220 A78-30265
Payback of solar systems
18 p0220 A78-30266
Photon energy storage in organic materials - The
case of linked anthracenes
18 p0220 A78-30267
The earth as a solar heat engine windpower
utilization, ocean thermal conversion, tidal
power, waterwave power and biomass conversion
18 p0223 A78-307U5
Oses and prospects of solar energy /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ French book
18 p022« A78-31068
Solar heating design, by the f-chart method — Book
18 p022U A78-31071
Influence of light reflection on the collection
efficiency of a solar cell
18 p0229 A78-31767
The technology of closed-cycle gas turbines
19 p0291 A78-32650
The effect of certain major parameters on the
annual effectiveness of solar systems for
residential dwellings
[ASME PAPEB 77-HA/SOI-3] 19 p0299 A78-33191
A 'no-flow1 method for measuring solar collector
performance
[ASHE PAPEB 77-HA/SOL-5] 19 p0299 A78-33193
AlGaAs-GaAs qradea-heterostructure photocells with
expanded sensitivity spectrum
19 p0300 A78-33271
Gas laser with solar excitation
19 p0308 A78-33395
Testing of solar collectors
19 p0312 A78-3II511
The effects of air leaks on solar air collector
behaviour
19 p0313 S78-3I1932
Thernic diode solar panels for space heating
19 p0314 A78-34936
A cellwise method for the optimization of large
central receiver systems
19 p031« A78-3H937
Solar Sweden future renewable energy resources
utilization
19 p0315 A78-35281
Optical performance of absorber-reflector
combinations for photothermal solar energy
conversion
19 p0316 A78-35<!11
Heat pipes for sun energy conversion
[AIAA 78-157] 19 p0319 A78-35632
The solar transition solar energy market
19 p0321 A78-35751
Experimental evaluation of natural convection
solar air heaters
19 p0323 A78-35795
Optimum design of wideband selective absorbers
with provision for specified included layers
for solar applications
19 p0323 A78-35796
The efficiency of solar flat-plate collectors
19 p0323 A78-35798
Thernal optical surface properties and
high-teaperatnre solar energy conversion
[AIAA PAPEB 78-903] 19 p032» A78-36021
Study of diffusion processes in low-temperature
thermal elements for solar energy conversion
19 p0326 A78-36135
Freedoms and constraints in solar power satellite
design
[AAS 77-200] 19 p0329 A78-36702
Solar power satellite construction concepts
[AAS 77-203] 19 p0329 A78-36705
Output power and lifetime of high-voltage,
low-temperature theraoelectric batteries
19 p0330 J78-36854
Photoelectric and electric properties of nSiC-nCdS
heter03unctions
19 p0330 A78-36855
Determination of the thermodynamic parameters of a
thermal compressor for solar energy conversion
19 p0331 A78-36856
" Some results of an experimental investigation of a -
Stirling engine in solar energy systems
19 p0331 A78-36868
Thermal optimization of solar power plants -
Badiation concentration and working-fluid
temperature
19 p0332 A78-368f9
Comparative analysis of geometric characteristics
of solar power plant boilers
19 p0332 A78-36870
Converter of solar radiation to thernal energy
designed on the basis of coaxial evacuated
tubular elements with multilayer and selective
coatings
19 p0335 A78-379»5
Analysis of the characteristics of semiconductor
photocells in the 100-itOO K temperature range
19 p0336 A78-37950
Solar architecture; Proceedings of the Aspen
Energy Forum, Aspen, Colo., Hay 27-29, 1977
19 p0336 A78-38051
Contribution to the global analysis of an energy
system - Optimum operation of solar
electric-energy production French thesis
19 p0336 &78-38068
Oltrafine chromium particles for photothermal
conversion of solar energy
19 p0339 A78-38553
Dynamics of a pistonless engine capable of
utilizing solar energy
19 p0339 A78-3855H
Solar energy conversion through biology - Could it
be a practical energy source
19 p03U2 A78-39123
Experiments on flat-plate solar energy collectors
19 p03«2 A78-39179
Stable semiconductor liguid junction cell with 9)1
solar to electrical conversion efficiency
19 p0313 A78-39161
Solar conversion efficiency of pressure sintered
cadmium selenide liquid junction cells
19 p031i4 A78-39169
Optimal electrode properties and the selection of
stabilizing electrolytes for
photoelectrolytic hydrogen production
19 p03UU A78-39170
Flat-sided rectilinear trough as a solar
concentrator - An analytical study
19 p03<m A78-39636
Effect of substrate on graphite and other solar
selective surfaces
19 p03«5 A78-39637
A pressurized-liqnid concept for solar-thermal
energy storage
19 p0361 A78-U0819
Hydroelectric solar energy conversion
19 p0368 A78-U1813
Selective absorption of solar energy in granular
metals - The role of particle shape
19 p0369 A78-«1910
National Solar Energy Convention, Jadavpur
University, Calcutta, India, ffovember
29-Decenber 1, 1976, Proceedings
19 p0369 A78-42101
Key-note address - Solar energy research and
development
19 p0370 A78-U2102
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Solar energy for use as a source of power
19 p0370 A78-4210U
Progress in the utilization of solar energy in Chile
19 p0370 478-1(2105
Spectral distribution of global solar radiation at
Foona
19 p0370 S78-12106
Some data collected by experiments to be utilises
for solar energy application
19 p0370 A78-U2107
Radiation measurements for solar energy utilization
19 p0370 A78-U2109
Semiconducting materials in solar energy conversion
19 p0371 A78-12115
A note on the performance of a Si solar cell under
partial illumination
19 p0371 A78-U2119
Performance of the novel solar cell
19 p0372 A78-12120
power increase from solar cells under
pyramidal-horn type concentrator
19 p0372 A78-42125
Dependence of Schottky barrier solar cell
efficiency on the thickness of the interfacial
layer
19 p0373 A78-H2128
Utilisation of solar energy by thermoelectric
generators
19 p0373 A78-U2133
A plausible scheme to improve stability, life and
efficiency of thermoelectric energy converters
19 p0373 A78-42131
Photochemical and photoelectrochemical rcutes and
solar energy conversion
19 p0373 H78-12135
Photochemical conversion and storage of solar
energy /An overview/
19 p0373 A78-12136
Solar energy and storage batteries /Invited lecture/
19 p0374 A78-42138
Flow-measurement using solar radiations
19 p037» A78-U2141
Some aspects of radiation climatology in relation
to applied solar energy
19 p0374 A78-112T43
Design and evaluation of an inexpensive heat pipe
19 p037» A78-H2115
A suggestion for improving the heat transfer from
solar heaters
19 p037P A78-«211»6
Optimum solar energy collection
19 p0375 A78-42150
Determination of shading factor for flat-plate
collectors
19 p0375 A78-K2155
Solar energy - Architectural imperative and
problem of collectors
19 p0375 A78-H2158
A new design of organic vapour engine for solar
systems
19 p0376 A78-U2161
Solar energy operated oscillating heat engine
19 p0376 A78-42162
Solar ponds for power production
19 p0376 A78-«216«
A domestic multi-purpose solar energy unit
19 p0376 A78-U2165
Testing of five solar cookers Jodhpur
19 p0376 A78-42166
Solar energy for tractors
19 p0376 A78-12168
Solar energy for industrial processes - A
simplified design method
19 p0383 A78-U2891
A 100 k« high temperature solar test facility
19 p038<l A78-U289U
Experimental determination of optimal operating
conditions for circular-profile solar
concentrators
19 p0381t A78-12895
Algae cultures and methanization - The role of
these techniques in the bioconversion of solar
energy
19 p0384 J78-92896
Fluids serving as heat transfer agents in solar
energy conversion
19 p038"l A78-42897
Solar energy conversion using semiconducting
photoanodes
20 pO«69 A78-43388
The PEBICIES project spherical mirror for
solar energy conversion in isolated regions
20 pflll73 A78-43618
Photosynthesis in vitro for solar energy
conversion
20 p047« A78-4371I9
On photo fuel solar conversion of water into
hydrogen and oxygen gas
20 p017q A78-43771
On the relation between insolation and
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Solar desalination: Statns and potential
20 p05!)5 N78-285BII
Statns report on the development of terrestrial
solar generators
20 p0546 H78-285Q9
Prospects of power generation from sclar plants in
the north east of Brazil
20 p0516 1178-28550
Snail scale electric power generation by means of
a stationary Spherical Reflector/Tracking
Absorber (S8TA) solar collector system in
developing countries
20 p05U6 H78-28552
Siting issoes for solar thermal power plants with
snail commodity applications
[NASA-CB-157559] 20 p0581 N78-30663
Design, fabrication and testing of a CPA for use
in the solar power satellite
[BASA-CR-159U10;) 20 p0589 S78-31143
Research plan for study of biological and
ecological effects of the solar power satellite
transmission system
[B»S4-CB-30««] 20 p0603 N78-32316
Solar total energy system: large scale
experiment. Phase 2: Conceptual design
[SE-3986-1] 20 p0619 1178-33566
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The economic evaluation of solar energy schemes
17 pOOO" A78-10615
The value of solar heating
17 pOOOH A78-10616
The heat pump in relation to solar energy
17 pOOOH A78-10618
Solar water boating - Some economic and commercial
aspects
17 pOOOS A78-10620
Economic considerations in the energy supply of
Autarkic dwellings
17 pOOOS A78-10621
Projected market penetration of solar heating and
cooling in the Dnited States
17 pOOOS A78-10622
A tracking, high-concentration electrical and
thermal solar energy collection system
17 p0024 A78-11032
Solar energy and domestic heating needs
17 p0029 A78-11085
The "sign of passive solar heating systems
17 p0030 A78-1109H
Solar e ergy utilization and resource recovery
app.* Cation in space heating
17 p0031 A78-1110U
Design of a large solar heating system for a
campus complex of buildings
17 p0032 478-11105
A solar energy system for domestic hot water
17 p0032 A78-11106
International Solar Energy Society, Annual
Meeting, Orlando, Pla., June 6-10, 1977,
Proceedings. Sections 1-13, 11-25 B 26-38
17 pOO<!2 J78-11212
Optimized spacing between rows of solar collectors
17 pOO«3 A78-11229
Experimental investigation and computer modeling
of a solar natural circulation system
17 pOOtt A78-11236
Analytical and experimental study of thermosyphon
solar water heaters
17 pOOIIS A78-11237
Non-corrosive, non-freezing, and non-toxic heat
transfer fluids for solar heating and cooling
17 pOOIS A78-112HO
Solar building energy use analysis
17 pOO«5 A78-11243
A solar powered desiccant air conditioning system
17 pOO«6 A78-1121I5
A general design method for closed-loop solar
energy systems
17 pOOQ6 A78-11251
Optimization of solar heating in residential
buildings using a stochastic performance model
17 pOOQ6 A78-11252
Computer optimization of solar collector area
based on life-cycle costing
17 p0046 A78-11253
Moderate-level-of-rigor methods for solar heating
system performance prediction
17 p0016 A78-11259
Prediction of the monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
17 pOOi|7 A78-11255
Simplified techniques for sizing residential solar
heating systems
17 pOO«7 A78-11256
Solar system cost/performance analysis
17 pOO«7 A78-11257
Preliminary comparison of proportional and full
on-off control systems for solar energy
applications
17 pOOU7 A78-11261
A suboptimal controller for a domestic solar
heating system utilizing a time varying price
for electricity
17 pOOH7 A78-11262
Maintenance costs of solar air heating systems
17 pOOU7 A78-1126K
Design considerations for residential solar
heating and cooling systems utilizing evacuated
tube solar collectors
17 pOO«7 A78-11265
A hybrid passive/active solar house
17 pOO«7 A78-11269
The computer-aided design of windows as passive
solar collectors
17 p0048 A78-11272
Thermal mass and beadwalls in two new buildings
—- for solar energy storage
17 p0048 A78-11276
Solar heating and cooling of mobile homes test
results
17 pOOOS A78-11279
Shenandoah Solar Becreational Center - An overview
17 pOOP9 A78-11281
Monitoring and evaluation of solar heating in
northern New England
17 pOOM A78-11282
Optimization of an annual storage solar heating
system over its life cycle
17 pOOSO A78-11296
Dual phase annual cycle, index of application
solar system for heating and cooling of buildings
17 pOOSO A78-11299
ROCKBED - A computer program for thermal storage
17 pOOSO A78-1130*
The application of solar energy to boiler
feedwater heating in steam-electric power plants
17 p0052 A78-11320
Subsystem research experiments on a central
receiver collector for solar thermal power
plant
17 p0053 A78-11327
Baseline design of commercial central receiver
solar power plant
17 p005« A78-11332
Impact of domestic solar heating systems utilizing
off peak storage on electric utilities
17 p0055 A78-113I1U
Design options in solar total energy systems
17 p0055 A78-11316
Analytical performance and economic evaluation of
residential wind or wind and solar heating systems
17 p0055 A78-11317
Economic evaluation of solar cooling and heating
of buildings
17 p0057 A78-11355
Assessment of incentives to accelerate market
penetration of solar heating and cooling systems
17 p0057 A78-11363
The economic viability of solar assisted
industrial process heat systems - The need for
government economic incentives
17 p0057 A78-11360
Effects of solar data accuracy on the performance
and economics of solar energy systems
17 pOOSS A78-11366
Marshall Space Flight Center development program
for solar heating and cooling systems
17 pOOSS A78-11368
Survey of the applications of solar thermal energy
systems to industrial process heat
17 pOOSS A78-11370
Evaluation of initial collector field performance
at the Langley Solar Building Test Facility
17 p0061 A78-11391
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The use of natural resources - Solar energy
applied to the construction of human habitats
17 p0065 A78-12908
Some, recent domestic solar energy systems in Europe
17 p0065 A78-12909
Solar energy installations in Germany
17 p0068 A78-13455
Infrared spectral emittance profiles of spectrally
selective solar absorbing layers at elevated
temperatures
17 p0070 A78-13907
Standard and solar energy exchange-heat water
installation
17 p0071 A78-14092
Solar heating for 10,000 Deutsche Harks solar
house economics
17 p0071 A78-1U093
Interaction between collector and consumer
storage and use of solar energy
17 p0071 A78-14095
The first 'solar hotel1 in Germany
17 p0072 A78-1U096
The Tntherm Bouse of Bosch-Junkers in wernau
solar heating for private homes
17 p0072 A78-1I1097
The sun satisfies two thirds of the heat
requirements
17 p0072 A78-14098
A heating oil tank as a solar energy reservoir
17 p0072 A78-14105
Tritherm heating synthesis of solar, heat pump
and fossil fuel heating
17 p0071 A78-1UU21
Assessing near-term technologies for solar heating
and air-conditioning systems
17 p0071 A78-14540
Analysis and optimization of solar hot~water systems
17 p0075 A78-14689
Solar energy and large building HVAC systems - Are
they compatible Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning
17 p0078 A78-15108
Solar absorption system for space cooling ana
heating
17 p0078 A78-15H09
Experimental study on house cooling and heating
with solar energy using flat plate collector
17 p0083 A78-16831
Lightweight thermal storage for solar heated
buildings
17 p0083 A78-16832
Proposal for the production and seasonal storage
of hot water to heat a city
17 p0083 A78-16833
Optimal sizing of solar heating components by
equating marginal costs of snboptinal investment
paths
17 p0084 A78-16810
The University of louisville Dual Solar Energy
Research Center
17 p0091 A78-17551
Solar and wind power - Some meteorological aspects
17 p009H A78-18325
Design and performance of an air collector for
industrial crop dehydration
17 p0104 A78-19828
Effects of phase-change energy storage on the
performance of air-based and liquid-based solar
heating systems
17 pOIOQ A78-19832
Advances in solar water heating for domestic use
in Australia
17 p0105 A78-1983I1
Efficiency of Drude mirror-type selective
transparent filters for solar thermal conversion
17 p0105 A78-19893
Comparison of the fossil fuel energy requirements
for solar, natural gas, and electrical water
heating systems
17 p0106 A78-20244
Energy performance of solar walls - A computer
analysis
17 p0107 A78-20II96
Theoretical performance of a passive solar energy
collection system for house heating
18 p0165 A78-20622
Passive solar heating and cooling systems
18 p0175 A78-23425
A microprocessor-based control system for solar
heated/cooled residential dwellings
18 p0176 A78-23896
A sheet-metal roof as a solar absorber
18 p0179 A78-2U3<|ll
Solar house Hoehenkirchen heating and hot
water system
18 p0179 A78-24345
Solar industry - Status report and forecast
18 p0181 A78-24754
Solar challenges to consulting engineers on
optimization of solar collector performance for
heatirg and cooling applications
18 p0181 A78-2Q757
Solar energy in perspective - Builder/developer's
view of the industry
18 p0181 A78-2U758
Applicetion of solar energy to schools and
residences
18 p0181 A78-2U759
Solar energy in office and industrial buildings
18 p0181 A78-21760
Solar design and installation experience
pyramidal optics for use in residential buildings
18 p0181 A78-2U761
Solar economics comes home
18 p0186 A78-25718
School and factory installations demonstrate solar
energy in OS northeast
18 p0193 A78-26950
Solar air heaters and their applications
18 p0200 A78-27858
Solar heating and cooling of homes
18 p0201 A78-27867
Comparisons of deep well and insulated shallow
earth storage of solar heat
18 p0205 A78-2B164
Thermal optimization of compact solar water heaters
18 p0206 A78-28172
Heating with the sun II - Principles of solar
technology; Meeting, 3rd, Hunicb, Best Germany,
March 3, it, 1977, Report. Volume 2 - Practical
technology for residences
18 p0212 A78-28S76
Solar-array installations operating in Germany
18 p0212 A78-28579
Proposals for the design and construction of solar
houses
18 p0212 A78-28581
Prospects for the development of solar houses
18 p0212 A78-28582
Integration of solar-energy designs with existing
heating systems
18 p0213 A78-28586
The use of thermal oils for energy transfer in the
primary cycle of solar heating systems and solar
power plants
18 p0213 A78-28588
Water-storage in a solar-heating system - Cost
effectiveness, realization and requirements
18 p0213 A78-28590
Direct utilization of solar energy with the aid of
low-temperature heating
18 p0213 478-28591
Integration of heat pumps into solar-heating systems
18 p0213 S78-28592
Technical safety questions concerning solar energy
installations
18 p021<l 478-28593
Energy conservation and energy source substitution
in old buildings - Estimation of cost and efficacy
solar energy utilization
18 p0214 A78-28596
Monitoring solar space heat
18 p021D 478-28800
Prediction of the monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
18 p0220 478-30270
Simple solar technology for applications in rural
areas
18 p0221 478-30321
Europe's largest solar facility dries animal feed
18 p0221 478-30322
Spinning a turbine with sunlight
18 p0223 478-307»2
Solar heating design, by the f-chart method Book
18 p0224 478-31071
Economics of solar heating and cooling systems
18 p0228 478-31550
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A solar energy systen for space heating and space
cooling
19 p0295 A78-33033
A study of solar water heating for existing hones
in Southern Hew England
19 p0295 A78-3303U
Economic feasibility of solar heating systems in
the northeastern Dnited States
19 p0295 A78-33035
Solar heating - Solar collectors for heating
purposes French book
19 p0308 A78-33801
Thermic diode solar panels for space heating
19 p0311 A78-31936
A comparison of some alternative domestic energy
systems solar, heat pump and conventional
space and water heating
19 p0316 A78-35361
i non-tracking moderately focasmg heat pipe solar
collector
[AIAA 78-102] 19 p0318 A78-35592
Temperature operating conditions of the energy
storage device of a solar heating system
19 p0319 A78-356U6
Experimental evaluation of natural convection
solar air heaters
19 p0323 A78-35795
Solar thermal heating systems: Technical aspects
and economic limits /2nd revised edition/
German book
19 p0328 A78-36650
Solar architecture; Proceedings of the Aspen
Energy Form, Aspen, Colo., Hay 27-29, 1977
19 p0336 A78-38051
Hierarchal modeling of solar heating and air
conditioning systems
19 p03UO A78-38790
Design of high efficiency flat plate solar
collectors for space and water heating
CASME PAPEE 78-DE-7] 19 p03«5 A78-39776
The potential for geothermal and solar thermal
power systems
19 p0361 A78-10368
Solar heating and air conditioning for the
southwestern Dnited States
19 p0361 A78-10370
A pressurized-liguid concept for solar-thermal
energy storaqe
19 p036» A78-I10819
The natural circulation solar heater-models with
linear and nonlinear temperature distributions
19 p0369 A78-4206<1
Key-note address - Solar energy research and
development
19 p0370 A78-42102
Progress in the utilization of solar energy in Chile
19 p0370 A78-42105
Some data collected by experiments to be utilised
for solar energy application
19 p0370 A78-12107
Research and Product Development programme in the
area of solar thermal energy
19 p0370 A78-1I2108
Cheap packed-bed solar air heaters
19 p037<t A78-12111
A suggestion for improving the heat transfer from
solar heaters
19 p037U A78-«21M6
Performance study of spray-type solar water heater
19 p0371 A78-12117
Calculation procedure for determining the thermal
performance of solar domestic hot water and
space heating systems
19 p0375 A78-421U9
Solar energy for industrial processes - A
simplif.ed design method
19 p0383 A78-12891
The theoretical and experimental performance of a
solar heater equipped with flat plate collectors
19 p0381 A78-M2893
Study of solar energy systems for warn water
production with natural circulation Dutch
thesis
20 pO«73 A78-13613
The PERICLES project spherical mirror for
solar energy conversion in isolated regions
20 p0173 A78-Q3618
Low-temperature heating systems and solar energy
20 POH75 A78-H3796
Solar cooling and heating: Architectural,
engineering, and legal aspects; Proceedings of
the Forum, Hiami Beach, Fla., December 13-15,
1976. Volumes 1, 2, 6 3
20 pOB76 A78-U3968
Investigation into solar heating with some methods
for convection suppression
20 pO«76 A78-P3969
Heliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes
20 pO«77 A73-H3976
A vacuum tube vee-troogh collector for solar
heating and air conditioning applications
20 p0177 A78-83977
Field study of a solar energy assisted heat pump
heating system
20 pOD78 478-03987
Second-law assessment of solar heating and cooling
systems
20 pOU78 A78-13988
The differential cost of a solar energy systen
completing the assessment
20 pOIlSO A78-13998
Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
•uses solar energy to apply thermal shocks to gas
20 pO«81 A7S-11119
Solar water heater using heat pipes
20 pOH32 A78-««333
Thermal regimes in a primary fluid heated by solar
energy in a linear collector
20 pOi|86 A78-145»53
Performance analysis and cost optimization of a
solar-assisted heat pump system
20 pO«87 A78-45735
A solar-assisted heat pump system for heating and
cooling residences
20 p0087 A78-U57I10
Thermal storage Book
20 pO«92 A78-U6525
Design of solar heating and cooling systems for
nonresjdeiitial buildings in the east north
centra] region of the United States
20 p0503 A78-l»991)8
Impact of solar heating and cooling on electric
utilities
20 p0506 A78-50153
Solid metal hydrides - Properties relating to
their application in solar heating and cooling
20 p0532 A78-533B1
Portable linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
LHASA-CASE-NPO-1373B-1] 17 p0111 H78-1055«
Investigation of an ejector heat pump
17 p012« 878-12361
Building application of solar energy. Study no.
1: Scenarios for the utilization of solar
energy in southern California buildings, change 1
[HASA-CB-155326] 17 p0125 N78-12528
An attitudinal study of the home market for solar
devices
tAD-AOil5082] 17 p012€ N78-12535
Parametric study of rock pile thermal storage for
solar heating and cooling phase 1
CHiSA-CR-155336] 17 p0138 H78-13552
Intermediate standards for solar domestic hot
water systems/HDD initiative
[PB-271758/5] 17 p0139 H78-13563
Interim policy options for commercialization of
solar heating and cooling systems
[EBDA-77-62] 17 p01«2 S78-13585
Impact of solar heating and cooling on electric
utilities
[PB-2711115/2] 17 p0115 H78-13621
Program Research and Development Announcement
(PBDA). Solar collector materials and fluids
for solar heating and cooling applications
[PRDA-EG-77-D-29-0003] 17 p0151 N78-1«6H3
Annual collection and storage of solar energy for
the heating of buildings
[080-5136-76/1] 17 p0152 N78-116D9
Consumer demand analysis: Solar heating and
cooling of buildings
[COO-25<>8-1] 17 p0153 H78-1H655
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors.
Solar heating and cooling of buildings
[EEDA-77-«7/1] 17 p0155 H78-1U680
Solar heating system
[SASA-CiSB-LAH-12009-1] 17 p0159 B78-15560
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4 fixed tilt solar collector employing reversible
vee-trough reflectors and vacuum tube receivers
for solar heating and cooling systems
[HASA-CB-1551126] 17 p0160 B78-15567
Environmental issues associated vith solar heating
and cooling of residential dwellings
CSAHD-77-0172] 17 p0161 N7B-15581
Development of a freeze-tolerant solar water
beater using crosslinked polyethylene as a
material of construction
CCOO-2956-5] 17 p0162 H78-15584
The solar heating and cooling commercial
demonstration program: Some early problems and
results
rSASA-TH-78152] 18 p02«0 B78-16q33
Systems approach to solar heating and cooling
systems
[CONF-770359-1] 18 p02«2 S78-161I55
Inhibitor analysis for a solar heating and cooling
system
tH1SA-CB-150513] 18 p0219 N78-17475
Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
[NASA-CB-150525] 18 p0250 N78-17182
SIHS prototype system 1: Design data brochure
solar heating system
tHASA-CB-15053U) 18 p0250 H78-1748H
Bet energy analysis model for the evaluation of a
solar heating, ventilation and air conditioning
system
[&D-A0171I33] 18 p0251 N78-17U87
^ Solafern solar system design brochure
' [HASA-CB-150515] 18 p0256 N78-18526
SIMS prototype system 1 test results: Engineering
analysis
[NSSA-CE-150522] 18 p0256 B78-18527
Prototype solar heating and cooling systems,
including potable hot water
f»»SA-CE-150576] 18 p0263 S78-19601
Site .selection for HSFC operational tests of solar
beating and cooling systems
- '--[NSSA-CB-150537] 18 p0263 H78-19602
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[HASA-CB-1505H2] 18 p0263 178-19603
Sims Prototype System 2 test results: Engineering
*' analysis
[NASA-CB-15051KI] 18 p0263 N78-19604
Site selection feasibility for a solar energy
system on the Fairbanks Federal Building
[HASA-CB-150559] 18 p0268 N78-19645
Prototype solar heating and hot water system
[NASA-CB-150575] 18 p0268 S78-19653
Prototype solar heating and cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150570] 18 p0268 H78-19655
' -'Assessment of solar heating and cooling technology
CLA-6379-HS] 18 p0269 878-19667
Installation package maxi-therm S-101 heating module
[HASi-Cfi-150512] 18 p027« S78-20602
Preliminary design review package for the solar
heating and cooling central data processing system
[HASA-CS-15059U] 18 p027H S78-2060U
Solar heating system for recreation building at
Scattergood School
[NASA-CE-1505S3] 18 p027i| K78-20605
Solar heat transport fluids for solar energy
collection systems: t collection of quarterly
reports
[NASA-CB-150560] 18 p0271 1178-20606
Subsystem design package for Hod 2 site data
acquisition system: Solar heating and cooling
tNASA-CB-150588] 18 p027<l B78-20609
Quarterly and monthly reports for solar heating
and cooling systems
• CNiSA-CB-150589] 18 p0275 H78-20610
Design review package for the on-site monitor for
solar beating and cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150590] 18 p0275 178-20611
Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
[NASA-CB-150592] 18 p0275 H78-20612
Modular control subsystems for use in solar
heating systems for multi-family dwellings
[RASA-CB-150593] 18 p0275 N78-20613
liquid flat plate collector and pufflp for solar
heating and cooling systems: A collection of
quarterly reports
[NASA-CB-150599] 18
 P0275 H78-2061Q
Design data brochure for CSI series 7 solar
heating system
CBASA-CB-150600] 18 p0275 N78-20615
Preliminary design review package on air flat
plate collector for solar heating and cooling
system
[HASA-CB-150601] 18 p0275 H78-20616
A survey of considerations for solar energy
facility applications
[&D-AOU9<1903 18 p0277 H78-20630
Low-cost solar air heater
[COO-2929-6] 18 p0277 H78-20639
System design package for IBH systen one: solar
heating and domestic hot water
[HASA-CB-1506114] 18 p0282 K78-21589
Prototype solar heated hot water systems and
double-walled heat exchangers: A collection of
quarterly reports
rBASA-CB-150591] 18 p0282 S7B-21591
Solar heat transport fluid
[HASA-CB-150612] 18 p0283 N78-21592
Central Data Processing System (CDPS) user's
manual: Solar heating and cooling program
[NASA-CB-150580] 18 p0283 H78-21595
Subsystem design package for Solar II collector
[NASA-CR-150611] 18 p0283 S78-21602
Preliminary design package for solar hot water
system
[BASA-CB-150617] 18 p0283 S78-21603
Development of a practical photochemical energy
storage systeb
[SBO-893-6] 18 p0285 N78-21626
Development of a practical photochemical energy
storage system
[SBO-893-8] 18 p0285 H78-21627
System design package for SINS prototype system 2,
solar hot water
[HASA-CB-1505211 19 p0388 S78-22465
Preliminary design package for solar collector and
solar pump
[H&SA-CB-150630] 19 p0389 S78-22472
Preliminary design package for man-therm heat
exchanger module
[HASA-CB-150620] 19 p0389 N78-22473
Air-liquid solar collector for solar heating,
combined heating and cooling, and hot water
subsystems
[NASA-CB-150569] 19 p0389 S78-22U75
Combined solar collector and energy storage system
[HASA-CASE-IAB-12205-1] 19 p0396 H78-23567
Preliminary design package for prototype solar
heating system
[NASA-CB-150615] 19 p0405 N78-21610
Preliminary design package for BS600
microprocessor control subsystem
[HASA-CB-150628] 19 pOUOS H78-21611
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[KASA-CB-150686] 19 pO«20 S78-25537
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150687] 19 pOU20 N78-25538
Hardware problems encountered in solar heating and
cooling systems
[KASA-TB-78172] 19 p0420 N78-25539
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[NASA-CB-150691 ] 19 pfll|20 N78-25510
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150692] 19 pO»20 N78-25541
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[NASA-CB-150693] 19 pO»20 H78-255t2
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[NASA-CB-150691] 19 pOlt20 N78-255U3
Design and operation of a solar heating and
cooling systeo for a residential size building
[SASA-TH-78169] 19 pO«20 H78-255H6
Design data brochure: Solar hot air heater
[HASA-CB-150697] 19 p0121 H78-25518
Preliminary design package for noncorrosive fluid
subsystem, solar heating and cooling
[SASA-CB-150698] 19 pO«21 S78-255H9
Design data brochure: SIRS prototype system 3
[HiSA-CS-150707] 19 pOU21 M78-25552
Analysis of policy options for accelerating
commercialization of solar heating and cooling
systems
CTID-27597] 19 pOU28 1178-25615
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Feasibility evaluation: Solar heated textile
process water
[SRO-088S-75/1] 19 p0428 H78-25621
Solar energy in high-rise buildings
[DSE/1963-1] 19 pOi)31 N78-25641
Design method for heat loss calculation for
in-ground heat storage tanks
[COO-2939-3] 19 p0441 178-26102
Solar heating and cooling system design and
development
[NA3A-C8-1507051 19 p0444 (178-26556
Summary of proceedings of Solar Heating and
Cooling Commercialization workshop
fDSE/4017-1] 19 p0445 (178-26568
Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program
Contractor's Beview. Summary and analysis of
workshop and panel sessions
rcoHF-771229-S0HH] 19 p0448 078-26608
Preliminary design package for Sunspot Domestic
Hot Hater Heating System
[HASA-CB-150605J 19 pOU56 H78-27518
Preliminary design package for solar heating and
cooling systems
C1ASA-CR-15067U1 19 p0456 178-27519
Prelimnary design package for solar heating and
hot water system
rHASA-CR-1506U] 19 p0458 N78-27536
Preliminary design activities for solar heating
and cooling systems
[HASA-CR-150673] 19 p04S8 N78-27537
System definition study: Phase 1 of individual
load center, solar heating and cooling
residential project
[EPRI-EB-594 ] 19 p0459 1178-27548
Subsurface waste-heat storage: Experimental study
rOBO-5003-1] 19 p0459 S78-27554
Analysis of the current economic feasibility of
solar water and space heating
[DOE/CS-0023] 19 p0460 878-27560
Solar energy and the heat pump in a northern climate
fEPBI-EA-407] 19 p0462 1178-27583
DOE facilities solar design handbook
[DOE/AD-0006/1] 19 pOi»63 N78-27586
Solar houses: A general appraisal of solar
building design and technology
20 p0544 S78-28533
Solar heat systems for nse at high latitudes
20 p0545 1178-28534
Solar energy applications in UK buildings
20 p0545 H78-28S38
Solar heating system installed at Lynchburg,
Virginia
[HASA-CB-150729] 20 p0549 N78-28610
Design package for instrumentation of the Decade
80 house in Tucson, Arizona
[NASA-CB-150730] 20 p05«9 N78-28611
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[NASA-CB-150732] 21) p05t!9 ^78-23612
Solar heating and cooling system design and
development
flASA-CB-150735] 20 p05!*9 H78-28613
Solar house heating system using reflective
pyramid optical condensing system.
[COO-2769-5] 20 p0552 N78-28641
Economics of the attached solar greenhouse for
home heating
TLA-DB-22] 20 p0554 178-28661
Design and installation package for a solar
powered pnap
rtIASA-CR-1507l |Oj 20 p0561 H78-29570
Installation package for 77-180 S01ABSTAT and 77-1
controller
[HASA-C8-150743] 20 p0561 H78-29571
BS-600 programmable controller: Solar heating and
cooling
[SASA-CK-150744] 20 p0562 N78-29579
Proceedings of a conference on solar energy for
heating greenhouses and greenhouse-residential
combinations
rcoNF-770367] 20 p0564 H78-29610
Corrosion inhibitors for solar heating and cooling
systems
[NASA-TH-78180] . 20 p0567 1178-30202
Solar heating of buildings and dooestic hot water
[AD-A054601] 20 p0581 1178-30664
Technical and economic feasibility of thermal
storage
fCOO-2591-76/11 20 p0582 B78-30669
Unitary solar heating/cooling system package
development
fCOO-4593-1] 20 p0583 H78-30677
Fundaientals of solar heating
[HCP/14038] 20 p0583 878-30680
EBDA facilities solar design handbook
[EBDA-77-65] 20 p0584 (178-30694
Inflated cylindrical solar concentrator for
producing industrial process heat
( OCID-17612] 20 pOSSS H7S-30700
Solar demonstrations on Federal residences:
Better planning and management control needed
[PB-279700/9] 20 p0586 H78-30708
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development prototype developnent
CBASA-CB-150770] 20 p0592 N78-31532
Design data brochure: Solar hot water system
[HASA-C3-150699] 20 p0593 1178-31538
JP1 Energy Consumption Program (ECP)
documentation: A computer model simulating
heating, cooling and energy loads in buildings
low cost solar array efficiency
[HASA-CH-157599] 20 p0593 H78-315H1
Some aspects of energy use in housing
20 p0596 K78-31570
Continuation study of the potential for solar
heating of buildings in Canada
[NP-23162] 20 p0598 S78-31583
CTse and abuse of the regulatory process in a
developing solar energy space conditioning
industry
[PB-280165/2] 20 p0598 N78-31588
The feasibility of solar house heating: A study
in applied economics
20 p0604 1178-32541
Solar heating and cooling system for an office
building at Beedy Creek Utilities
[NASA-CB-150748] 20 p0604 B78-32543
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[NASA-CS-150786] 20 p0604 1178-32546
Installation package for a domestic solar heating
and hot water system
[HASA-CB-150760] 20 p0604 S78-325U7
Prototype solar heating and hot water systems
[HASA-CB-150785] 20 p0605 1178-32549
Installation package for a solar heating and hot
water system
[NASA-CR-150757] 20 p0605 1178-32550
Final Design Beview: Inlti-Purpose Senior Center,
solar heating and hot water system
[NASA-TB-7975II] 20 p0605 1178-32556
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Solar
heating and cooling of buildings, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0001] 20 p0606 1178-32565
Solar heat transport fluid
[HASA-CB-150806] 20 p0615 H78-33530
Design package for a complete residential solar
space heating and hot water system
[BASA-CB-150795] 20 p0615 1178-33531
linimum Energy Dwelling (RED) workbook: An
investigation of technigues and saterials for
energy conscious design
[SAN-1198-1] 20 p0617 1178-33553
Phoenix House: Solar-assisted heat pump system
evaluation
[EPEI-EB-712] 20 p0620 S78-33574
SOLAR BOOSES
naterials for luminescent greenhouse solar
collectors
17 p0002 A78-10171
Economic considerations in the energy supply of
Autarkic dwellings
17 pOOOS A78-10621
Tue- conceptual design and analysis of a
photovoltaic powered experimental residence
17 p0022 A78-11015
Solar energy and domestic heating needs
17 p0029 A78-11085
The design of passive solar heating systems
17 p0030 A78-11094
Solar energy utilization ana resource recovery
application in space heating
17 p0031 A78-11104
Design of a large solar heating system for a
campus complex of buildings
17 p0032 A78-11105
Optimized spacing between rows of solar collectors
17 p0043 A78-11229
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Evaluation of an energy conserving research house
involving Haiti-modal operation of solar and
heat pump systems
17 p0046 A78-112UU
A saboptinal controller for a domestic solar
heating system utilizing a time varying price
for electricity
17 p0047 A78-11262
A hybrid passive/active solar house
17 p0047 A78-11269
Thermal mass and beadvalls in two new buildings
—— for solar energy storage
17 p0048 A78-11276
A performance evaluation of a solar house in Quebec
17 p0048 A78-11277
Solar heating and cooling of mobile homes test
results
17 p0048 A78-11279
Evaluation of a residential solar heating and
cooling system Kith high performance evacuated
tubular collectors
17 p0048 A78-11280
Shenandoah Solar Becreational Center - Jn overview
17 p0049 A78-11281
Monitoring and evaluation of solar heating in
northern New England
17 pOO<!9 A78-11282
- Analysis of two methods used to generate
cliraatological data for design of solar energy
buildings
17 pOOU9 A78-11289
Dual phase annual cycle, index of application
solar system for heating and cooling of buildings
17 pOOSO ^78-11299
Besidential photovoltaic prototype system
definition study
17 p0054 A78-11338
Preferred residential solar heating and cooling
systems compatible with electric utility operation
17 p0055 A78-11345
•Analytical performance and economic evaluation of
residential wind or vind and solar heating systems
17 p0055 A78-11347
A solar economic performance model for residential
applications
17 p0056 A78-11354
Effect of tax-credits on the economics of solar
heating for homeowners
17 p0057 A78-11356
Measurements on the effect of planar reflectors on
the flux received by flat-plate collectors
17 p0060 A78-11387
Experience in the utilization of
absorption-cooling solar equipment with an
* open-type regenerator of the solution
17 p0064 A78-12394
The use'of natural resources - Solar energy
applied to the construction of human habitats
17 p0065 A78-12908
Some recent domestic solar energy systems in Europe
17 pOO€5 A78-12909
The SBC solar house - Design and operating
experience
17 p0068 A78-13454
Solar energy installations in Germany
17 p0068 A78-13455
Solar energy economizes on heat pump current
in house heating system
17 p0071 A78-14091
Standard and solar energy exchange-heat water
installation
17 p0071 A78-14092
Solar heating for 10,000 Deutsche Harks solar
house economics
17 p0071 A78-14093
Construction physics for solar houses
17 p0071 A78-14094
The first 'solar hotel1 in Germany
17 p0072 A78-14096
The Tntherm House of Bosch-Junkers in Sernau
solar heating for private homes
17 p0072 A78-14097
The sun satisfies two thirds of the heat
requirements
17 p0072 A78-111098
A prefabricated-house series with solar technology
17 p0072 A78-14099
Solar energy: Fundamentals in building design
Book
17 p0081 A78-16275
Experimental study on house cooling and heating
with solar energy using flat plate collector
17 p0083 A78-16831
Energy performance of solar walls - A computer
analysis
17 p0107 A78-20496
Theoretical performance of a passive solar energy
coll3ction system for house heating
18 p0165 A78-20622
Heat balance of a solar house: Rapid calculation
method Prench book
18 p0177 A78-23975
A sheet-metal roof as a solar absorber
18 p0179 A78-24344
Solar house Hoehenkirchen heating and hot
water system
18 p0179 A78-24345
Solar energy in perspective - Builder/developer's
view of the industry
18 p0181 A78-24758
Solar economics comes home
18 p0186 A78-25718
Solar heating and cooling of homes
18 p0201 A78-27867
Heating with the sun II - Principles of solar
technology; Meeting, 3rd, Hunich, Best Germany,
March 3, 4, 1977, Report. Volume 2 - Practical
technology for residences
18 p0212 A78-28576
Solar .energy utilization in 1977 - status,
results, prospects
18 p0212 A78-28577
Solar-array installations operating in Geruany
18 p0212 A78-28579
Buildings design with reference to the natural
utilization of solar energy
18 p0212 A78-28580
Proposals for the design and construction of solar
houses
18 p0212 A78-28581
Prospects for the development of solar houses
18 p0212 A78-28S82
Thermal-engineering preliminaries for the
retrofitting of old houses to solar-energy
utilization
18 p0213 A78-28583
Integration of solar-energy designs with existing
heating systems
18 p0213 A78-28586
Agueous heat-carrying liguids for solar houses
18 p0213 A78-28587
Air as a heat-transfer fluid for solar houses
18 p0213 A78-28S89
Water-storage in a solar-heating system - Cost
effectiveness, realization and requirements
18 p0213 J78-28590
Integration of heat pumps into solar-heating systems
18 p0213 A78-28592
Building rights, apartment- and
residence-designing in the light of solar energy
utilization
18 p021« A78-2859U
Legal oroblems of solar energy utilization
18 p0214 A78-28595
Energy conservation and energy source substitution
in old buildings - Estimation of cost and efficacy
solar energy utilization
18 p0214 A78-28596
Honitoring solar space heat
18 p0214 A78-28800
Thermal simulation of a passive solar house using
a Trombe-Hichel wall structure
18 p0220 A78-30269
Dtilities put the sun to work
18 p0223 A78-30744
N1SU - Casa del Sol of the future
18 p0232 A78-32114
Preliminary performance evaluation of the Hew
Mexico state University solar house
19 p0295 A78-33032
A solar energy system for space heating and space
cooling
19 p0295 A78-33033
A study of solar water heating for existing homes
in Southern New England
19 p0295 A78-33034
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Shading effect for uniformly spaced solar
collector arrays on plane surfaces
19 p0296 A7B-33039
On the study of applications of solar thermal
energy for mobile home park and community
19 p0296 A78-33040
The effect of certain major parameters on the
annual effectiveness of solar systems for
residential dwellings
fASHB PAPEB 77-WA/SOL-3] 19 p0299 678-33191
Experience in operating a solar absorption cooling
plant with open solution regenerator
19 p0332 S78-36871
Ose of heat pomps with solar collectors foe
domestic space heating in the United Kingdom
19 p03H1 A78-38971
Solar heating and air conditioning for the
southwestern United States
19 p0361 A78-40370
Solar energy - Architectural imperative and
problem of collectors
19 p0375 478-112158
The result of cooling operation of Yazaki
Experimental Solar House 'One1
20 pOU87 A78-45736
Assessment of energy conservation using solar
energy in Kansas
20 p0502 H78-49808
Experience ID utilizing an adsorption Solar
Cooling Plant (ASCP) with open regenerator of
the solution
17 p0138 N78-13555
Environmental issues associated with solar heating
and cooling of residential dwellings
[SASD-77-01721 17 p0161 H78-15581
Comparison of solar system measured data fo--
vanous sample rates conducted using
Marshall Space Flight Center Solar House
CSASA-CB-150196J 18 p0250 N78-17480
Solar heating .and ^cooling systems design and
development
fNASA-CB-1505K2] 18 p0263 N78-19603
Utilization requirements. A southern California
Ga«5 Company project SAGE report: Otilization
reguirements
[HASA-CB-155948] 18 p0261 H78-19612
System definition study: Phase 1 of individual
load center, solar heating and cooling
residential project
fE?BI-EB-59a3 19 pOUSS B78-275118
Design package for instrumentation of the Decade
80 house in Tucson, Arizona
fHASA-CB-1507301 20 pOS19 S78-28611
SOLAS IHSTBBBEHTS
Radiation measurements for solar energy utilization
19 p0370 &78-H2109
SOLIB POSCS (BEAT STOBAGE)
Proposal for the production and seasonal storage
of hot water to heat a city
17 p0083 A78-16833
The circular cylindrical reflector - Application
to a shallo" solar pond 'electricity generating
system
17 p0105 A78-19833
Solar pond
18 p0200 A78-27860
Heat transfer analysis of a system for annual
collection and storage of solar energy
19 p0296 A78-33038
Solar ponds for power production
19 p0376 A78-<12161
Absorption of solar radiation in ponds
20 pOU87 A78-45737
General~_ed numerical model for predicting energy
transfers and performance of large solar ponds
fOCBL-13722] 17 p0161 N78-15576
Solar pond
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13581-2) 20 p0591 S78-31525
SOLAB PBOPULSIOS
A solar airship - More than a flight of fancy
solar cell powered transport aircraft
20 pO«82 A78-«i|226
SOLAB BADI&TIOH
Solar radiation ana energy measurements solar
cell meter for meteorological monitoring
17 p0009 A78-10732
The estimation of daily, clear-sky solar radiation
intercepted by a tilted surface
17 pOOIil A78-11230
Hourly direct-normal solar radiation data tapes
for the United States
17 pOO«9 A78-11288
Solar shade control legislation to assure
direct solar radiation availability
17 p0057 A78-113S8
Stochastic modeling and forecasting of solar
radiation data
17 pOOBU A78-168B2
Solar energy availability prediction from
climatological data
18 p0199 A78-2785U
Prediction of the monthly and annual performance
of solar heating systems
18 p0220 A78-30270
Effects of solar radiation pressure on the orbit
of ths Solar Power Satellite
18 p0230 A78-31916
Calibration standards and field instruments for
the precision measurement of insolation
19 p0312 A78-31517
Solar and infrared radiation properties of
parallel-plate honeycomb
[AIAA PAPEB 78-901] 19 p032« A78-36019
Spectral distribution of global solar radiation at
Poona
19 p0370 A78-U2106
Analytical model of flat plate solar collectors
20 p0176 A78-03973
Heat balance of earth Bussian book
20 POU92 A78-H6579
Principles of the mathematical modeling of the
energy structure of solar radiation regimes
20 p0495 478-«8<l08
Thermil modeling of solar cells operating under
concentrated sunlight
20 p0526 A78-52868
Orbital motion of the solar power satellite
[HASA-CB-151603] 17 p0158 N78-151«8
Honitoring solar radiation for solar energy
20 p05«2 H78-.28502
First results obtained fron the Swiss mobile
system for solar radiation measurements
20 p05«3 B78-28511
Influence of solar radiation and radiant heat flow
eeasnreient error on measurement accuracy of
material physical characteristics in solar
furnaces
20 p0545 H78-28536
Photochemical hydrogen production through solar
radiation by means of the membrane principle
20 p051t7 N78-28555
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Mirrors for solar energy application
17 pOOUS A78-11212
In analytic evaluation of the flux density due to
sunlight reflected from a flat mirror having a
polygonal boundary
17 p0053 478-11328
An internal cusp reflector for an evacuated
tubular heat pipe solar thermal collector
17 p0060 A78-1138»
Augmented solar energy collection using different
types of planar reflective surfaces -
Theoretical calculations and experimental results
17 p0060 A78-11386
Measurements on the effect of planar reflectors on
the flux received by flat-plate collectors
17 p0060 A78-11387
Enhancement of flat plate solar collector
performance through the use of planar reflectors
17 p0060 A78-11388
Solar collector cost reduction with reflector
enhancement
17 p0061 A78-11390
Film reflectors in space Bussian book on
orbiting solar power stations and solar sails
17 p0078 A78-15123
Structure of a beam reflected by a heliostat
18 p021* A78-28888
Study of physicochemical processes in fabrication
of reflectors fron polymer materials coat
bond in foam-film solar concentrator
18 p0215 A78-28895
Effect of heat treatment on optical properties of
collectors for solar energy installations
18 p0215 A78-28896
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Thin-film black-white coatings for the receivers
of solar energy installations
18 p0215 A78-28897
Optical performance of absorber-reflector
combinations for photothermal solar energy
conversion
19 p0316 478-35111
Tine integrated calculation of the insolation
collected by a reflector-collector system
19 p0323 A78-35799
fatellite mirror systems for providing terrestrial
power - System concept
tAAS 77-2110] 19 p0330 A78-36717
In orbit manufacture of solar reflector satellites
[SIS 7T-211] 19 p0330 1178-36718
Ideal flux concentrators with reflector gaps
solar collectors
19 p0333 A78-37177
Condition for no shadow, and effective shadow due
to plane reflectors
19 p0375 A78-12156
Testing of five solar cookers Jodhpur
19 p0376 A78-12166
A 400 kR high temperature solar test facility
19 p0384 A78-42894
Experimental determination of optimal operating
conditions for circular-profile solar
concentrators
19 p0384 A78-U2895
The PEBICLES project spherical mirror for
solar energy conversion in isolated regions
20 pOU73 A78-13618
Study of the physical and chemical processes in
fabricating reflectors from polymer materials
for foam-fila solar concentrators
20 pOH90 A78-46135
Influence of heat treatment on solar energy
collector optical properties
20 p0490 A78-46136
Thin-film black-and-white coatings for solar
energy collectors
20 p0490 A78-46137
SARA - Concentration solar array with
reflector-radiations
20 p0526 A78-5287U
Parameter study for a central-receiver power station
[SAHD-77-0667C] 17 pO.151 H78-14664
A fixed tilt solar collector employing reversible
vee-trough reflectors and vacuum tube receivers
for solar heating and cooling systems
[HASA-CB-155426] 17 p0160 N78-15S67
30LAB SAILS
Film reflectors in space Russian book on
orbiting solar power stations and solar sails
17 p0078 A78-15123
SOLAS SEA POSES PLAITS
Solar sea power plants - Prospects and problems
19 p0376 A78-42163
SOLAS SEHSOBS
Solar energy collector orientation and tracking mode
17 p010U A78-19827
A low cost high temperature sun tracking solar
energy collector
18 p0262 H78-19041
SOLAB SIHOLA1IOH
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Sunvorks (liquid) solar collector
[NASA-CB-1S0573] 18 p0268 H78-19650
SOLAB SIHOLATOBS
What is simulated ADO - A comparison of CNB and
violet cell measurements across QSA and Europe
17 p0019 178-10988
Economic trade-offs between the performance of
collector thermal performance tests on a Solar
Simulator as opposed to outdoor testing
17 pOOSB A78-11369
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
Libbey-pwens-Ford solar collector using a
solar simulator
[NASA-CB-150508] 18 p0249 178-17474
Use of the Marshall Space Flight Center solar
simulator in collector performance evaluation
[HASA-Til-78165] 18 p028« H78-21605
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
life sciences engineering (air) solar collector
rnASA-CB-150665] 19 pO<120 B78-25547
SOLAB SPECTBA
High-efficiency solar energy conversion through
flux concentration and spectrum splitting
18 p0168 A78-22061
Solar irradiance, total and spectral data for
cost-effective solar energy conversion
18 p0199 A78-27853
SOLAB TEBBBSTBIAL IHTBBACTIOHS
The earth as a solar heat engine windpower
utilization, ocean thermal conversion, tidal
power, waterwave power and biomass conversion
18 p0223 A78-30745
SOLDEBED JOINTS
Development program for HHD power generation.
Volume 1: Superconducting magnet study
[FE-2015-16-70L-14] 19 p0455 N78-27447
SOLEHOIDS
Fusion reactor development scenarios for the laser
solenoid concept
19 p03«9 A78-39881
SOLID ELBCTBODES
HHD electrode-insulator micro- and macro-structure
17 p0088 A78-17464
"Bet-type" solar cells with semiconductor electrodes
20 pO<!99 A78-49639
Thermodynanic studies of some electrode materials
thermochemistry of oxide bronzes
20 p0531 A78-53335
SOLID STATE
Solid state chemistry of energy conversion and
storage; Proceedings of the Symposium, New York,
H.7.., April 5-8, 1976
20 p0530 A78-53326
SOLID STATE DEVICES
Design considerations for an electric vehicle
solid-state motor controller with regenerative
braking capability
17 p0092 A78-17570
A lithium solid-state cell based on the
Li3.75SO.75PO.250U electrolyte
19 p0363 A78-U0620
On the discharge mechanism of silver/alkylammoniom
polyiodide solid state cells
19 p0363 S78-U0621
Becent advances in solid state microwave devices
20 p0511 A78-51528
Innovations in microelectronics and solid state at
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University
18 p0237 H78-16280
SOLID STATE LASEBS
A 25 megajoule energy storage and delivery system
for the Shiva laser
19 p0351 A78-39920
SOLID SOSPEBSIOHS
Studies on the separation of coal extract from
solid residue in liquefied coal
[H3F/AEB-75-15213] 19 p0398 H78-23590
SOLID HASTES
Quality and characteristics of steam produced from
wastes
17 pOOOS A78-10630
Densified refuse derived fuels - An alternative
concept
17 pOOOS A78-10634
Energy from solid waste - Appraisal of alternatives
17 p0011 A78-10746
The utilization of solid wastes for the generation
of electric power
17 p0028 A78-1107H4
BOEHHC subscript B Burner - High ash solid fuel
combustion system
17 p0032 A78-11111
The environmental effects and economic costs of
solid waste energy recovery
17 p0033 A78-11113
nodular- incinerator energy recovery systems - The
Siloam Springs experience
17 p0033 A78-11114
Utilization of waste cellulose for production of
chemical feedstocks via acid hydrolysis
Conversion to glucose
17 p0035 A78-11129
Pyrolysis of solid wastes for production of
gaseous fuels and chemical feedstocks
17 p0535 A78-11131
Chicago's new refuse disposal installat\on
17 pf»035 A78-11133
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Operating experience with large scale digestion of
urban refuse with sewage sludge
17 p0036 A78-11136
Environmental impact of solid taste and biomass
conversion-to-energy processes
17 p0036 178-11139
The Andco-Torrax process - A slagging pyrolysis
solid vaste conversion systen
17 p0036 178-11142
Energy iron refuse - Theoretical and practical
results
17 p0037 178-11149
* solid waste package deal - Energy and naterials
from garbage
17 p0092 178-17671
Energy fron municipal refnse
18 p0182 178-24763
Fuels from waste Book
18 p0197 178-27801
Energy from wastes - In overview of present
technologies and prograns
18 p0197 178-27803
Production of low-Bta gas from wastes, using
molten salts
18 p0197 178-2780H
Pipeline gas from solid wastes by the Syngas
recycling process
18 p0197 A78-27805
The nature of pyrolytic oil fron municipal solid
waste
18 p0197 178-27806
The production of oil from wood waste
18 p0198 178-27809
Fuels from wood waste
18 p0198 178-27810
Pyrolytic gasification of Kraft black liquors
18 p0198 178-27811
Energy recovery by the incineration of solid waste
- Development, present status, and experiences
in Germany /James Clayton Lecture/
18 p0221 178-30373
Energy savings from solid urban waste disposal
systems in Italy
18 p0228 178-31744
Waste pyrolysis - Alternative fuel source
19 p0333 178-37172
1 graphical approach to determine the economics of
recovering resources from municipal sQlid waste
20 p0482 178-44192
Hulti-stage digestion to fuel gas of municipal
solid waste
20 pOSOS 178-50148
Energy and resource recovery from industrial and
municipal solid wastes Book
20 p0512 S78-51776
Review of advanced solid-waste processing technology
20 p0512 A78-51777
A review of resource recovery technology
materials and fuel from solid wastes
' 20 p0512 178-51778
Operating experience of the Ames Solid Haste
Recovery Plant
20 p0512 178-51779
Effective separation of shredded municipal solid
waste' by elutriation
20 p0512 178-51780
Pyrolysis and assessment of pyrolysis systems
for solid waste treatment and energy recovery
20 p0512 178-51785
Operational experiences with the CPU-400 pilot plant
municipal refnse fueled turbogenerator
facility
20 p0512 A78-51786
Combined processing of wastewater and solid waste
20 p0513 178-51788
Pyrolysis of municipal solid waste to fuels and
chemicals
20 p0513 178-51789
Onion electric's solid waste utilization system
20 p0513 A78-51790
European developments in the recovery of energy
and materials from municipal solid waste
[PB-270219/9] 17 p0122 N78-11892
Synthetic fuel production from solid wastes
[PB-272423/5] 17 p01»8 H78-14182
Environmental assessment of waste-to-energy
processes: Source assessment document
[PB-272646/1] 17 p0163 N78-15956
Hetals in the combustible fraction of municipal
solid waste
[PB-272946/5] 18 p0245 B78-16499
Het energy from municipal solid waste
tOH10/IEl(B)-77-5] 18 p0288 P78-21653
Market analysis of recovered materials and energy
from solid waste, executive summary
[PB-277143/4] 19 p0392 S78-22979
Solid waste utilization: Pyrolysis
[1BL/CE5/TE-77-15J 19 p0435 U78-26038
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source electric
power plants
[HCP/L50172-01] 19 p0452 S78-27005
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source: Executive -
summary electric power plants
[HCP/L50172-02] 19 p0453 H78-27006
Environnental effects of burning solid waste as fuel
[IS-P-124] 19 pfl«66 H78-27637
Biological conversion of biomass to methane
[COO-2917-T) 20 p0554 S78-28666
Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and
agricultural wastes. Citations from the FTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-7 8/04 99/0] 20 p0558 H78-29266
Synthetic fuels from municipal, industrial, and
agricultural wastes. Citations from the
American Petroleum Waste Institute data base
[FTIS/PS-78/0500/51 20 p0558 N78-29267
SOLID-SOIID IHTEBFICES
Dependence of Schottky barrier solar cell
efficiency on the thickness of the interfacial
layer
19 p0373 178-42128
SOIIDIFICWIOH
Purification and characterization of metallurgical
silicon
18 p0219 178-30191
SOLIDS FLOS
Gravity flow rate of solids through orifices^and
pipes
17-p0133 N78-13260
SOLOBILITT ,
Kinetics and solubility of hydrogen in coal
liquefaction reactions
18 p0191 178-26585
In investigation of coal solubility in anthracene
oils
18 p0195 178-27745
Catalytic conversion of solvent refined coal to
liquid products , ,,
[LBL-6807] 20 p0612 H78-33258
SOLVEHT EXTB1CIIOH
Effect of solvent o» molecular composition in coal
liquefaction ..
18 p0173 178-22823
An investigation of coal solubility in anthracene
oils
18 p0195 678-27745
Effects of coal minerals on the hydrogenation,
desulfurization, and solvent extraction of coal
18 p0229 178-31870
Application of solar energy to a solvent
reclamation system
19 p0338 178-38426
studies on the separation of coal extract from
solid residue in liquefied coal
[NSF/1EB-75-15213] 19 p0398 K78-23590
Issessment of technology for the liquefaction of
coal: Sunmary
[FE-1216-2] 19 p0445 K78-26572
Chemical characterization, handling, and refining
of solvent refined coal to liquid fuels
[FE-2003-27] 20 p0602 K78-32290
Catalytic conversion of solvent refined coal to
lignid products
[LBL-6807] 20 p0612 S78-33258
SOLVEHTS
The role of solvent in the solvent refined coal
process
18 p0190 178-26577
Short contact tine coal liquefaction - Techniques
and product distributions
18 p0191 178-26586
Separation of coal liquids from major liquefaction
processes to meaningful fractions
18 p0191 178-26590
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The Exxon donor solvent process
20 p0172 A78-H31119
Spray preparation of cuprous suifide layers
20 p0523 A78-52831
Occupational exposure to refined petroleum
solvents. Criteria for a recommended standard
[DHEH/POB/HIOSH-77/192] 19 pOU12 N78-21790
Characteristics of solvent refined coal: Dual
register burner tests
tEPEI-Fp-628] 19 pOH37 H78-26232
SOBBEHTS
Synthetic S02 sorbents for fluidized-bed coal
combustors
17 p0003 A78-10503
Oil spill recovery with magnetically retrievable
sorbents - Preliminary performance report of
MAG-I: A 24-foot magnetic type recovery vessel
for light oils
20 p0501 A78-49659
SOBPTIOH
Tritium removal from liquid metals by sorption on
yttrium
19 p0358 A78-4007U
SODTB DAKOTA
Legislative handbook on energy-related topics
fPB-276766/3] 19 p0390 S78-22477
SOOTHBBH CALIFOBNIA
Public policy issues. A Southern California Gas
Company project SAGE report
[NASA-CB-155945] 18 p026« S78-19613
The air quality and oil spill implications of
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Thermal testing of the GT-35 gas turbine plant in
the steam turbine-gas turbine plant with a
high-head steam generator
17 p0066 A7B-13157
Pulverized coal-pressure gasification with air as
a topping stage for the combined gas/steam
turbine process
17 p0074 A78-1IHI98
Cogeneration - A systematic analysis of combined
steam and power generation
18 p0188 A78-26108
Catalytic gasification of coal with high-pressure
steam
18 p0227 A78-31497
Steam bottoming plants for combined cycles
19 p0296 A78-33102
Open-Cycle Gas Turbine/steam Turbine Combined
Cycles with synthetic fuels from coal
[ISMS PAPEB 77-HA/EHEE-9] 19 p0298 A78-33147
Combined cycles for operation on coal derived
fuels with high temperature combustion turbines
[ASFE PAPEE 77-BA/ENEE-14] 19 p0298 A78-33152
A parametric study of hot water, storage for peaJt
power veneration
19 p0309 A78-3U076
Production of medium pressure process steam from
low temperature geotherroal fluid
20 p0492 A78-U6602
Venture analysis case study of combined gas and
steam power systems for the generation of
utility electric power
[APAE-2483-5] 19 p0416 N78-25337
Description and test results of third generation
Carter steam system as installed in a VW Dasher
20 p0573 N78-30350
An econometric analysis of the role of air and
water residuals in the production technology for
steam-generating electric plants
20 p0604 H78-32540
STEEL STHDCTDBES
tletallographic analysis of a steel plate which
failed in service in a coal gasifier
17 p0077 A78-15354
STELLABATOBS
Destruction of magnetic surfaces near a separatrix
of a stellarator attributed to perturbations of
magnetic fields
18 p0217 A78-29433
Heliotron as a D-D f*usion reactor - Preliminary
analysis
18 p0220 A78-30226
A computer program for parameter studies of a
neutral injection beam line
19 p0357 A78-40052
Effect of neutral in3ection heating on the
impurity level in the B VII A Stellarator
19 p0378 A78-12208
Alternative approaches to plasma confinement
20 p0515 A78-521U6
A-330
SUBJECT IHDEI STOBAGE B1TTZBIES
STIBOLiTIOB
Gas stimulation sta3i.es at HSL
[LA-OB-77-1937] 19 pfll)10 878-2*678
STIBLIHG CTCIE
Solar Stirling power generation - Systems analysis
and preliminary tests
17 p0052 A78-11321
Some results of an experimental study of the
Stirling engine in solar energy systems
17 p006a A78-12391
Farther Stirling engine developnent work . II
17 j>0093 A78-18019
Determination of the thermodynaoic parameters of a
thermal compressor for solar energy conversion
19 p0331 A78-36856
Some results of an experimental investigation of a
Stirling engine in solar energy systems
19 p0331 A78-36868
Stirling cycle solar cooling system
20 pOU79 A78-13991
Optimization and design calculation of a radiative
cooling system for a Stirling-engine energy unit
operating in planetary environment
20 pO»95 A78-«8403
Materials technology assessment for Stirling engines
[NASA-TFi-73789] 18 p0217 N78-17187
Automotive Stirling engine development program
fuel econoEy assessment
[HASA-CR-135331 ] 19 p0392 N78-22970
A collection of Stirling engine reports fron
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.2: Model 3 ground power units design,
construction, and testing. General Motors
research studies
[GSR-2690-PT-1.2] 19 pO«37 N78-26250
Effect of diesel fuel on Stirling engine ground
power unit components fuel system
[GHR-2690-SECT-1.201] 19 p0437 H78-26251
Santtal cranking tests of the Stirling engine
ground power unit
[GMR-2690-SECT-1.202] 19 p0437 S78-26252
The GPD-3 Stirling engine ground power unit
ignition system
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.203] 19 p01»38 K78-26253
Combustor development for Stirling ground power
units, GPD-2 and GPD-3
[GNB-2690-SECT-1.201»] 19 pOU38 N78-26251
Preliminary performance tests of a GPU-3 Stirling
engine on hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen
[GMB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 p0138 N78-26256
STIB-LEC 2 Stirling engine performance
[GMR-2690-SECT-1.207] 19 pO!|38 N78-26257
Method of tests and instructions (generator sets,
Stirling engine drive)
[GHH-2690-SECT-1.208] 19 p0438 N78-26258
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Hotors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part 2:
Stirling cycle analysis and engine design studies
tGHR-2690-PT-2] 19 pO«38 N78-26262
Stirling engine heater tube failures
fGKB-2690-SECT-3.101] 19 pO«38 K78-26285
Stirling engine heater tube failure
CGHB-2690-SECT-3.102] 19 pOt38 K78-26286
Examination of Stirling engine regenerator screens
[GMB-2690-SECI-3. 105] 19 pO<139 1178-26289
Evaluation of stresses in tubes with external heat
flux and internal pressurization
rGBR-2690-SECT-3.20t] 19 pOM39 1)78-26291
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part 6:
Regenerators
[GHB-2690-PT-6] 19 pO<!39 N78-26318
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost reduction
program outline
[GMB-2£90-SECT-6.001] 19 p01|39 N78-26319
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost redaction
program report 1: Dire cloth natnx materials
[GHR-2690-SECT-6.002] 19 pOU39 S78-26320
Stirling engine regenerator performance analysis
[G1R-2690-SECT-6.003] 19 pO«39 N78-26321
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost reduction
program. Beport 2: June 1965 status
[GMR-2e90-SECT-6.00t] 19 p0139 S78-26322
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost reduction
program. Beport 3: Manufactur ing the
electro-motive division i)S/8Y12C Stirling engine
regenerators
[GBR-2690-SECT-6.0051 19 pOi|39 H78-26323
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost reduction
program. Peport i»: BET SET fluid friction heat
transfer test results, engine test for four
regeneration materials
[GBB-2690-SECT-6.006] 19 pOUUO H78-2632*
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part 7:
Thermal energy storage and publication list, 7.1
Thermal energy storage, 7.2 List of general
motors Stirling engine publications
[GHB-2690-PT-7] 19 pO<!<lO H78-26326
Thermal energy storage Stirling engine power
plants 1: Calculated heat transfer and pressure
drop across ground power unit heater assemblies
[GBB-2690-SECT-7.10«] 19 pOltO B78-26330
Energy storage systems complement the Stirling
engine
CG1TB-2690-SECT-7.107] 19 pO<t10 H78-26333
Thermal energy storage—Stirling engine power
plants 2. Calculated energy transfer rates from
solidifying lithium fluoride to a plain-tube
heater
[GHB-2690-SECT-7.108] 19 pOUMO N78-26334
Performance evaluation of a Stirling cycle heat pump
[GHR-2690-SECT-7.110] 19 pOMU1 N78-26336
Thermal energy storage-Stirling engine poverplants
for road vehicles
 t
CGSB-2690-SECT-7.111] 19 pOfl«1 N78-26337
A Stirling engine computer model for performance
calculations
[NASA-TS-78881] 20 p0566 U78-2999U
Stirling engine project status
20 p0570 B78-3031U
Improved Stirling engine development
20 p0570 S78-30315
Initial test results with single cylinder rhombic
drive Stirling enqine
20 p0570 K78-30316
Evaluation of reciprocating seals for Stirling
cycle engine application
20 p0570 N78-30317
Materials technology assessment for Stirling engines
20 p0570 N78-30318
Survey of Stirling engine analytical design methods
20 p0570 N78-30319
The development of itO-150 kw Stirling engines in
Sweden and their application in mining
equipment, total energy systems and road vehicles
20 p0573 N78-30346
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 B78-303H8
Initial test results with a single-cylinder
rhombic-drive Stirling engine to be applied
to automobile engine design to conserve energy
[SASA-TH-78919] 20 p0592 N78-31533
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Stochastic modeling and forecasting of solar
radiation data
17 pOOSt A78-168H2
STOICHIOHETBY
Stoichiometric calculations concerning the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
17 p0077 A78-15101
Combustion and incineration processes Book
19 p0300 A78-33212
STOBAGE BATTEBIES
Control and dynamic analysis of a wind energy
conversion and storage system operating at
constant velocity ratio
17 p0028 A78-11076
The battery energy storage test /BEST/ facility -
Its purposes ana description
17 p0029 A78-11079
New batteries and their impact on electric vehicles
17 p0085 A78-16923
Techniques for the determination of oheic drop in
half-cells and full cells - A review
17 p0095 A78-18408
Current efficiency in the lithium-water battery
17 p0095 A78-18110
The regulation, storage, and conversion of wind
produced electrical energy at the level of a tew
hundred watts
18 p0171 A78-22218
An iron-air vehicle battery
18 p017H A78-232H1
Haterials requirements for high performance
secondary batteries
18 p0183 A78-2505B
A-331
STORAGE STABILITY SOBJBCT IHDEX
Storage of solar energy
18 p0201 A78-27865
Thermal properties of battery systems
18 p0^33 478-32232
Mathematical model for the design of grids for
electric vehicle batteries
fSAE PAPEB 780221] 19 p0307 A78-33380
Decreasing on-board fuel consumption in heat
engine/battery electric hybrids by battery
depletion
[SAE PAPSF 780295] 19 p0308 A78-33386
The electric automobile technical problems,
market prospects and environmental impact
19 p0321 A78-35763
Lead-acid battery-operated electric street
vehicles - New constructions from Germany
19 p0322 A78-35761
Photoelectrochemcal storage cells - The
importance of the second and third electrodes
19 p03«3 A78-391155
Solar energy and storage batteries /Invited Lecture/
19 p037<t A78-12138
Secondary batteries: Recent advances Book on
technical information based on D.S. patents
20 p0512 A78-5167lt
Semiconductor-electrolyte solar cells - A new
rechargeable redox solar battery
20 p0522 A78-52814
Solar energy conversion and storage by a
photoelectrochemical storage cell
20 p0528 A78-52900
Hetal chalcogenides as reversible electrodes in
nonagueous lithium batteries
20 p0537 A78-5350?
Conceptual design of a battery Energy Storage Test
(BEST) facility
[EPBI-255-TR-21 17 p01«3 K78-13597
Battery storage performance requirements for
terrestrial solar photovoltaic power systems
[AHL/OEPM-77-3] 19 p0128 N78-2561U
Design and cost study of a nickel-iron oxide
battery for electric vehicles. Volume 2:
Public report
[AHL-K-3723-1] 20 p0594 N78-31551
SIOEAGE STABILITY
Influence of the effect of storage on models of
power cell dynamics
17 p0103 A78-19186
A review 01 diesel fuel deterioration and related
problems
[AD-AOI43566] 17 p0109 N78-10308
STORAGE TASKS
Storage of off-peak thermal energy in oil
17 p0029 A78-11078
Air Storage System Energy Transfer /ASSET/ plants
- A utility's evaluation
17 p0029 A78-11081
A heating oil tanK as a solar energy reservoir
17 p0072 A78-1II105
Control of volatile organic emissions from storage
of petroleum liquids in fixed roof tanks
[PB-276749/9] 19 p0391 N78-22500
Code of practice for the petroleum industry. Part
1: The handling, storage, and distribution of
petroleum products
[SABS-089-1977-PT-1] 19 pO<!02 N78-21I366
Design method for heat loss calculation tor
in-ground heat storage tanks
[COO-2939-3] 19 pOimi H78-26402
Hydrogen storage. Part 1: Storage as a gas or
ligjid. A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/05«6/8] 20 p0569 H78-30270
Investigation of alternate types of water-storage
components to be utilized in conjunction with
the ACES systen
[OB1L/SOB-78/1I1233/1] 20 p0620 N78-33578
STRAITS
The energy 01 near-surface internal waves in the
Strait of Georgia
I/ p0092 A78-179U8
STRATIFICATION
Thermal stratification enhancement for sclar
energy applications
[AD-A055918] 20 p059i( H78-31517
STRATIFIED FLOW
Stratified turbulence nodeling for the near field
external flow application to Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion plants
19 p0302 A78-33316
STRATIGRAPHY
Subsurface structure of the southern portion of
the Salton Sea geothermal field
[UCRL-52354] 19 pOH67 N78-27695
STBESS AHALTSIS
Design aspects of a large toroidal stabilizing
shell and vacuum liner assembly
17 pOOUO A78-1118U
Stress and deflection analysis of the PLT-coil
using ANSYS computer code
19 p0316 478-39792
Mechanical and thermal design of a gas-cooled
fusion blanket module
19 p0357 A78-10010
Summary of static load test of the Bod-0 blade
19 p0266 N78-19627
STBESS CONCENTRATION
Stress response investigations related to in-situ
gasification of coal
[AS8E PAPER 77-PET-25] 17 p0077 A78-15083
Blanket structure design for JAERI Experimental
Fusion Reactor
19 p0357 A78-100I11
STRESS CORROSION CBACKIHG
Corrosion fatigue of 5086-H31 aluminum in sea water
for ocean thermal energy conversion
19 p0305 A78-333IK1
Compatibility studies for the
ammonia-titanium-seawater system as related to
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0305 A78-333145
Materials evaluation for geothermal applications:
Turbine materials
[DCRL-79360] 19 p0392 N78-23238
STBIP.HIRING
Remote-sensing methods for monitoring surface coal
Dining in the northern Great Plains
18 p0206 A78-2821"'
The application of LANPSAT-1 imagery for
monitoring strip mines in the new river
watershed in northeast Tennessee, part 2
[E78-10032] 17 p0125 N78-12506
Estimating environmental damages from surface
mining of coal in Appalachia: A case study
[PB-279150/7] 20 p0560 1178-29553
Proceedings: 3rd Kentucky Coal Refuse Disposal
and Utilization Seminar
[PB-279321/1] 20 p0560 N78-29559
Remote sensing of strippable coal reserves and
mine inventory in part of the Warrior Coal Field
in Alabama
[NASA-CR-150781 ] 20 p0603 H78-32520
STBONTIOB 90
Economic feasibility of strontium-90 fueled
heaters for use in cold regions
[PNL-2176] 20 p0616 S78-33516
STHOOHAL HDHBEB
Hydroiynamic loads on the cold water pipe for
Ocean Thermal Enercy Conversion application
19 p0303 A78-33326
STHBCTOBAL ABALISIS
Some factors affecting the selection of OTEC plant
platform/cold water pipe designs
19 p0303 A78-33325
Using computer r^apnj-i.^  co analyze the placement
of neutral-beam injectors for the Mirror Fusion
Test Facility
19 p0357 A78-10026
Structural analysis of a two-component torus /TCT/
hybrid reactor first wall
19 p0358 A78-110072
Structural effects in chemically sprayed
CdS/Cu/sub x/S photovoltaic cells
[SASD-76-0737] 17 p0161 1178-15573
Simplified modeling for wind turbine modal
analysis using BASTRAH
18 p0265 K78-19619
STRUCTURAL BASINS
Remote sensing applications in hydro-geothermal
exploration of the northern basin and range
province
18 p0238 H78-16105
Stnrties in basin and range volcanism
20 pOS55 1178-28695
STBOCTDBAL DESIGH
Conceptual design of OTEC platforms Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion
17 pOOOS A78-1072U
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SUBJECT IHDBI STBOCTOBIL SEIGBT
Finite size corrections for a reflector-collector
system
17 pOOH3 A78-11227
Optimum and near-optima blade configurations for
high speed wind tarbines
17 pOOSI A78-11311
Solar energy: Fundamentals in hollaing design
Book
17 p0081 A78-16275
optiial design of anisotropic /fiber-reinforced/
flywheels for energy storage
17 p0092 A78-17789
Design parameters affecting the performance of
resistance-type, vertical-axis vindrotors - An
experimental investigation
17 p009") J78-18093
Passive solar heating and cooling systens
18 p0175 A78-23425
Convectire heat transfer effects within honeycomb
strnctares for flat plate solar collectors
18 p0200 A78-27857
Blade design and fabrication - 17-neter VA»T
Vertical Axis Wind Tnrbine
18 p0234 A78-32422
Structural and mechanical design of tokamaks
[AStlE PAPEB 77-HA/SE-2] 19 p0299 A78-33186
Optical design of solar concentrators
[AIAA PAPEB 78-901] 19 p0324 A78-36022
The effect of burner design and operational
factors on the emission of nitrogen oxides vhen
burning an anthracite/slurry mixture
19 p0335 A78-37861
Lateral support structure for constant tension
D-shaped coils in tokamak fusion devices
19 p0351 A78-39916
Blanket structure design for JAEBI Experimental
Fusion Beactor
19 p0357 A78-40041,
Capturing sunlight - A revolution in collector
design
19 p0365 A78-41217
A new design of organic vapour engine for solar
systems
19 p0376 478-12161
Solar energy operated oscillating heat engine
19 p0376 A78-42162
A domestic uolti-porpose solar energy unit
19 p0376 A78-42165
Calculation of the geometry and performance of a
high-speed wind rotor
19 p0382 A78-42419
Secondary parameters affecting the performance of
resistance-type vertical-axis wind rotors
19 p0382 A78-12920
The differential cost of a solar energy system
completing the assessment
20 p0480 A78-43998
Deep ocean inflatable pipe for OTEC
20 p0501 A78-49666
Hodel and prototype performance characteristics of
Savonius rotor windmill
20 p0502 A78-U9839
Design of solar heating and cooling systems for
nonresidential buildings in the east north
central region of the United States
20 p0503 A78-49948
Design concept of geostationary platform
[AIAA PAPER 78-16121 20 P0514 A78-51981"
Large space structures at the Marshall Space
Plight Center
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1650] 20 posu A78-51982
Piping design considerations in a solar-Fankine
pover plant pipe size
17 p0158 N78-15085
Design data brochure: SIRS prototype system 2
[HASA-CB-150558] 18 p0268 H78-196U.9
Design data brochure for CSI series 7 solar
heating system
fNASA-CB-150600] 18 p0275 H78-20615
Silicon solar cells with a total power capacity of
30 kilowatts
[NASA-CR-157066] 19 p0107 H78-24639
Automated array assembly, phase 2
[FASA-CH-157131] 19 pfl«07 K78-24653
Concentrating solar collector subsystem:
prelininarv design package
r»ASA-CB-1S071«] -19 pOIII 078-26559
Design and installation package for the Snnnat
Flat Plate solar collector
[BASA-CB-150741] 20 p0592 H78-31536
Issues and methodology for the selection of a
conceptual design for a solar central receiver
pilot plant
[SAHD-77-8763] 20 p0608 H78-32582
Hodale/array interface study
[HASA-CB-1 57774] 20 p0615 S78-33533
STBOCrUBAt DBSIGH CBIIBBIA
Flat-plate solar collector design for industrial
air heating using design data hand book
19 p0375 A78-42157
Interpretation of oceanographic data for the
design of ocean therial energy conversion plants
20 pOSOl 478-19662
Definition of requirements for geotheraal power
conversion system studies
[DCBI-13751] 18 p0288 B78-21650
Design data brochure: Solar hot air heater
[HASJ-CB-1 50697] 19 p0421 N78-25548
Inducing the development and adoption of socially
efficient antonotive technology
[PB-279454/3] 20 p0559 1178-29465
Standard criteria for the economic evaluation of
alternative pipeline and fuel gas demonstration
plant design concepts ,
[FE-2343-42] 20 p0583 H78-30683
STRUCTURAL EH6IDEEBIBG
Anchor systems for offshore power plants
19 p0303 A78-33328
Industrial application of flaidized-bed combustion
boiler and plant design
[FE-2461-5] 19 p0436 H78-26190
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
Hetallographic analysis of a steel plate which
failed in service in a coal gasifier
17 p0077 A78-15354
STROCTDEAL HEHBEBS
Interdisciplinary research and development on the
effects of the nature and properties of ceramic
materials in the design of advanced structural
components
[MSA-CR-155733] 18 p02«7 H78-17223
Influence of wind turbine foundation
18 p0266 H78-19626
STBOCTOEAL PBOPBBTIES (SBOLOGT)
The engineering properties of Texas lignite and
associated rocks in relation to the stability of
an in situ gasification chamber
17 p0071 A78-1U072
Significance of the space imagery for studies of
the petroleum platform areas in Lower Volga
region
19 p0313 A78-34877
Applications of remote sensing in resource
management in Hebraska
[E78-10099] 18 p0273 B78-20567
LADDSAT satellite mapping in Egypt and its
possible applications in petroleum and natural
gas exploration
[E78-10168J 20 p05B7 H78-28573
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
The engineering properties of Texas lignite and
associated rocks in relation to the stability of
an in situ gasification chamber
17 p0071 A78-11072
Heliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes
20 p0477 A78-43976
STRUCTURAL VIBRATIOH
Use of asymptotic methods in vibration analysis
18 p0265 S78-19620
STRUCTURAL SBIGBT
Evolution of the aircraft gas turbine engine
18 p0220 A78-30257
Advanced lightweight solar array technology
for communication satellites
[AIAA 78-S33] 19 p029H A78-32883
On the relationship between gross vehicle weight,
payload, effective range, and cost of electric
vehicles
[SAE PAPEB 780220] 19 p0307 A78-33379
Veight propagation and equivalent horsepower for
alternate-engined cars
[SAE PAPEB 7803H8] 19 p0366 A78-41225
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SOBHILLIBETEB HIVES SUBJECT IHDEX
SDBHILLIHETEB SAVES
Applications of snbmillimeter waves in plasma
physics and controlled fusion research
19 p0360 A78-U0241
SUBSIDENCE
Evaluation of geothermal energy exploration and
resource assessment, volume 1: A review of
geothernal subsidence modeling
[SAN-1269-1-VOL-1] 20 p0613 N78-33515
SUBSOHIC AIECBAPf
Hydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
17 p0100 A7R-18843
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
18 p0226 A78-31302
The Liquid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: S status report
fKASA-TB-711089] 17 p0109 N78-10306
SOBSOHIC FLOS
Subsonic flow in an HHD channel
19 P03I41 A78-38963
SOBSOHIC SPEED
Adaptation for economization, or adaptation for
the economization of energy in transport
aircraft design and operation
17 p0063 A78-12030
SOBSTBATES
Silicon solar cells on metallurgical silicon
substrates
17 p0013 A78-10915
Effect of substrate on graphite and other solar
selective surfaces
19 pf>305 A78-39637
Failure analysis of cadmium sulphide solar cells
for spacecraft power supplies
19 p0372 A78-U2121
Silicon films on foreign substrates for solar cells
20 p0536- A78-53191
Fuel cell stacks
[AD-AO!t2315] 17 p0112 H78-10566
Potential of arid zone vegetation as a source of
substrates
[LBL-721U] 20 p0556 S78-28777
SOCTIOH
lift on a rotating porons cylinder with
application to wind power generation
18 p0167 A78-21633
Improvement of windmill efficiency by boundary
layer control
20 p0503 A78-U981I1
S06AB BEETS
Dsing sugar crops to capture solar energy
biomass conversion technigues
18 p0208 A78-28365
S06AB CASE
Using, sugar crops to capture solar energy
biomass conversion techniques
18 p0208 A78-28365
Only source of energy green plants
[LBL-7548] 20 p0606 N78-32568
Fuels from sugar crops
[TID-28191] 20 p0612 N78-33259
S01FATES
Geothermal reservoir temperatures estimated from
the oxygen isotope compositions of dissolved
sulfate and water from hot springs and shallow
drillholes
17 p0062 A78-11492
Conversion rates of S02 to submicron sulfate in
the plume of a coal-fired power plant in the
western United States
[APCA PAPEB 77-39.1] 18 p0185 A78-25412
A study of production and growth of sulfate
particles in plumes from a coal-fired power plant
19 B0366 A78-II1251
Dynamics of automotive sulfate emissions
fPB-280559/6] 20 p0610 N78-32613
SOIFATIOH
Fluidized-bed combustion of coal with lime
additives - Catalytic sulfation of lime with
iron compounds and coal ash
20 pOU91 A78-46371
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systems
20 p0531 A78-53339
SOLFOHATES
El Dorado nicellar-polymer demonstration project
report oil recovery
[BEBC/TPR-77/12] 19 pOM13 S78-25225
SOLFOHIC ACID
New materials for fluorosulfonic acid electrolyte
fuel cells
[AD-AOqq<l1<l] 17 p0126 N78-12531
SULFUB
Sulfur, energy, and environment Book
18 p022« A78-31069
Some studies on a solid-state sulfur probe for
coal gasification systems
19 p0310 A78-31273
Hethods and costs of controlling sulfur emissions
from a petroleum refinery
19 p0320 A78-35698
Sulfur budget of a power plant plume
19 p0366 A78-11275
The employment ot the X-ray fluorescence
radioisotope technigue for the determination of
sulfur 111 fuel oils
20 p0192 A78-I16U88
The sodium-sulfur battery - Problems and promises
20 p0531 A78-53338
Investigation of sulfur based thermochemical
cycles for hydrogen production by water
decomposition
17 p0123 B78-12160
Preliminary evaluation of sulfur variability in
low-sulfur coals from selected mines
[PB-275000/8] 18 p0261 B78-18566
Modifications and costs of converting to low
sulfur western coals
[CONF-771024-3] 19 p03«2 N78-23219
Standards support and environmental impact
statement. Volume 2: Promulgated standards of
performance for petroleum refinery sulfur
recovery plants
[PB-278163/1] 19 pOUSO H78-266»8
Ford/EEDA sodium-sulfur battery development, phase 2
[COO-2566-30] 19 pO«63 H78-27585
Evaluation of sulfur-tolerant catalytic processes
for producing peak-shaving alcohol fuels
[EPBI-AF-687] 20 p055B H78-29263
SULFUB COHPODHDS
Sulfur, energy, and environment Book
18 p0221 A78-31069
Chemistry, thermodynamics and kinetics of
reactions of sulphur in coal-gas reactions - A
review
18 p0229 A78-317M9
Sulphur emissions in Europe
19 p0366 A78-U1267
SULFUB DIOXIDES
Scrubbers win the energy-SO2 controversy
17 p0002 A78-1030C
A history of fine gas desulfunzation systems
since 1850 - Research, development and
demonstration
17 p0003 A7b-iust>2
Synthetic S02 sorbents for fluidized-bed coal
combustors
17 p0003 A78-10503
Supervisory and transmission system for the
control of atmospheric pollution in areas
surrounding thermoelectric plants
17 p0065 478-12936
Estimates of smoke and sulphur dioxide pollution
from fuel combustion in the Dnited Kingdom for
1975 and 1976
17 p0097 A78-18819
Comparison ot Calculated and observed
characteristics of plumes from two coal-fired
power plants located in complex terrain
18 p0167 A78-21821
Ambient air quality in complex terrain
18 p0167 A78-21833
Securing energy production and protecting the
environment electric power production
18 p0177 A78-239B1
An evaluatjon of control strategies for S02
emissions from petroleum refineries
[APCA PAPEB 77-113,1] 18 p018<l A78-25380
A continuous monitoring system for sulfur dioxide
mass emissions from stationary sources
[APCA PAPEB 77-27,5] 18 p0185 A78-25100
Conversion rates of SO2 to submicron sulfate in
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Industrial applications of solar total energy.
Volume 1: Technical
[^AN/1132-2/2-VOl-2] 19 p0424 N78-25588
Application analysis of solar total energy to the
residential sector
[TID-28103] 19 pfl«29 N78-2562U
Institutional applications of solar total energy
systems
[TID-22782] 19 p0429 178-25625
Industrial application of fluidized-bed combustion
boiler and plant design
[FB-2461-5] 19 pOt36 178-26190
Impacts of the national energy programme on solar
economics
f LA-UR-78-131 ] 19 pOUIII N78-26567
Framework for a solar energy research and
development policy proposed for Indonesia and
its relevance to solar energy utilization in
building systems
20 p0513 H78-28521
Solar energy utilization in the Best Indies
20 pOSHil N78-28526
Solar energy utilization research in Iran
20 pOSIt 178-28528
Status of solar energy projects in the Federal
Republic of Germany
20 p05U4 N78-28530
Solar houses- A general appraisal of solar
building design and technology
20 pOSUI 178-28533
Inducing the development and adoption of socially
efficient automotive technology
CPB-279154/3] 20 p0559 N78-29065
EEDA facilities: A national resource for
resolving energy problems
[ERDA-77-80] 20 p0623 N78-33597
TECTONICS
Applications of remote sensing in resource
management in Nebraska
[E78-10099] 18 p0273 N78-20567
Tectonic atlas of uranium potential in crystalline
rocks of the eastern OS
[GJBX-€9(77) ] 19 pOitOO N78-23666
Regional investigations of tectonic and igneous
geology, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey
TE78-10197] 20 p0591 N78-31195
TEFLON (TPiDEBARK)
Teflon F5P fluorocarbon film for flat plate solar
collectors
17 pOO«2 A78-11218
Optical and electrical properties of ion beam
textured Kapton and Teflon
18 p0182 A78-24908
Transport processes in Teflon-bonded fuel cell
electrodes
17 p0135-178-13524
TEIECOBBONICATIOH
The application of small wind powered generators
in telecommunications and other high reliability
systems
20 p0503 A78-49842
Solar cells for terrestrial communications. II
20 pOSIt A78-51909
Hew energies in telecommunications
20 p0524 A78-528H9
Modem power installations for telecommunications
[BLL-THANS-3501-(7737.470)1 20 p05«1 N78-28290
TELEOPEHATOBS
Some opportunities in teleoperated mining
18 p0222 &78-30507
TELEVISION TRAKSfllSSIOH
Solarelectric power supply for a television
transmitter in Western Germany
20 p0525 A78-5285H
Solar-cell power supplies for radio communication
and TV broadcasting equipment
20 p0527 478-52892
TBLLOBIC LINES
Telluric and D. C. resistivity techniques applied
to the geophysical investigation of basin and
range geothermal systems
20 p0599 N78-31627
TE1LOBIDES
Thermoelectric efficiency of some compositions
from the /GeTe/x-/AgSbTe2/1-x system
20 p0483 A78-U4472
TEBPEBiTOBE
Characterization of solar cells for space
applications. Volume 1: Electrical
characteristics of OCLI violet solar cells as a
function of intensity and temperature
[FASA-CR-156162] 18 p0283 N78-21601
TEBPEBiTOBE COHPBHS&TIOH
The evening out of hot ^junction temperatures in
solar thermoelectric generators by a disk method
17 p0106 A78-20H23
TEHPERATUBE COBTSOL
Fluid flow control strategies in flat-plate and
evacuated tube collectors solar collectors
17 p0017 A78-11260
Lightweight thermal storage for solar heated
buildings
17 p0083 A78-16832
The University of Louisville Dual Solar Energy
Research Center
17 p0091 A78-17551
The use of heat pumps in reducing fuel consumption
for nonsolar climate control of buildings
18 p017t| A78-22812
Beat pipes in space and on earth
C A I A A ' P A P E H 79-295] 18 pOi78 A78-2aoos
Investigation of gas-controlled cryogenic heat pipes
18 p0221 A78-30U95
Evacuated-tube solar collector - Effect of control
on efficiency at high operating temperatures
19 p0317 A78-35560
A variable conductance heat pipe for terrestrial
applications
[AIAA 78-377] 19 p0317 A78-35578
Emerging heat pipe applications
[AIAA 78-390] 19 p0317 A78-35585
Technical applications of heat pipes
[AIA1 78-396] 19 p0318 A78-35589
Heat pipes in space and on earth
[AIAA 78-U39] 19 p0318 A78-35619
Application of heat pipes an electronic modules
[AIAA 78-4U9] 19 p0319 A78-35625
Direct heat pipe cooling of semiconductor devices
[AIAA 78-450] 19 p0319 A78-35626
A thermal canister experiment for the Space Shuttle
[AIAA 78-1)56] 19 p0319 478-35631
Investigation of the dynamics of melting processes
in a solar furnace
19 p0336 A78-37919
Heat transfer and thermal control systems;
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 15th, Los Angeles,
Calif., January 21-26, 1977 and Thermophysics
Conference, 12th, Albuquerque, H. Bex., June
27-29, 1977, Technical Papers
19 p0336 A78-3805I!
Thermal control requirements for large space
structures
[AHA PAPER 78-1675] 20 pOS14 A78-51999
nodular control subsystems for use in solar
heating systems for multi-family dwellings[NASA-CP-150593] 18 p0275 N78-20613
Heat piper, volume 2. Citations from the
engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0303] 19 p0417 S78-25382
A-3Q8
SUBJECT IHDEZ TEBBABT ALLOTS
Heat pipes, volume 3. Citations fro* the
engineering index data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0304] 19 pO»17 H78-25383
Beat pipes, volume 3. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[HTIS/PS-78/0302] 19 pO«17 >I78-2538«
Theory and design of conventional heat pipes for
space applications
[HLB-TB-77001-0] 20 p0559 H78-29420
TBHPBBAT0BE DISTBIBOTIOH
The evening ont of hot junction temperatures in
solar thermoelectric generators by a disk aethod
17 p0106 A78-20423
Experimental study of temperature fields in
liquids in the steady state regime for solar
thernoelectric generator cooling
18 p0166 A78-21030
Two-dimensional temperature distribution in a
ceranic-based electrode for BHD channels
18 p0173 A78-22806
An estimate of the impact of OTEC operation on the
vertical distribution of heat in the Gulf of
Hexico
19 p0302 A78-33317
Study of liquid-metal heat pipes characteristics
at start-up and operation under gravitation
[AIA8 78-434] 19 p0318 A78-3561II
The natural circulation solar heater-models with
linear and nonlinear temperature distributions
19 p03£9 A78-42064
Thermal modeling of solar cells operating under
concentrated sunlight
20 p0526 A78-52868
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation on
life sciences engineering (air) solar collector
[HASS-CB-150665] 19 p0420 178-25547
1
Thermal regimes of the Hississippi and Hissonri
Bivers downstream from the southern Iowa border
[PB-279470/9] 20 p05£0 S78-29563
TBHPEBATOBE EFFECTS
Temperature dependence of the photovoltaic
performance of Si cells under blue, white and
near-bandgap irradiation
17 p0012 A78-10909
Infrared spectral emittance profiles of spectrally
selective solar absorbing layers at elevated
temperatures
17 p0070 A78-13907
Thermoxigration of silicon wafers in a solar furnace
17 p008« A78-16837
An approach for determining the impact of peak
coolant temperature on fusion reactor size and
electricity costs
[AS»E PAPEB 77-HT-73] 17 p0090 A78-17501
Isoprenoid hydrocarbons produced by thermal
alteration of Mostoc muscorum and
Bhodopseudomonas spheroides
18 p0167 A78-22008
Energy characteristics of an BHD generator cycle
with internal cooling of the channel
18 p0172 A78-22531
Investigation of the temperature dependence of the
electrical conductivity of the working fluid of
large HHD generators
18 p0194 478-27136
Anomalous temperature dependence observed on the
photovoltage of Se-based amorphous thin
film-Sn02 heterostructures
18 p0222 A78-30644
Heat pipe mirrors for high power lasers
[AIAA 78-391] 19 p0317 A78-35586
Hydrothernal alteration in active geothermal fields
19 p0339 A78-38770
Blanket structure design for J&EBI Experimental
Fusion Beactor
19 p0357 A78-40041
Temperature dependence of flatband potentials at
semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces in
solar cells
19 p0362 A78-40531
Oil shale retorting - Effects of particle size and
heating rate on oil evolution and intraparticle
oil degradation
19 p0367 478-41521
Effects of temperature on the performance of
silicon solar cells
19 p0371 A78-42117
Beliostat structural stability as a function of
solar heating and ambient temperature changes
20 p0477 A78-U3976
Investigation of the temperature dependence of the
electrical conductivity of the working fluid of
large HHD generators
20 p0486 A78-45657
Effect of nonideal conditions on the electrical
performance of Faraday HHD generators
20 pO«97 A78-48816
Effect of temperature on the operational
parameters of pCdTe-nCdS thin-film photocells
20 p0518 A78-52773
The effect of temperature within the encapsulation
on charging current of solar silicon electric
generator
20 p0527 A78-52894
Effect of inlet temperature on the performance of
a catalytic reactor air pollution control
[KASA-TH-78977] 20 p0592 H78-31531
TEHPEBATDEB GBADIEHTS
Power from the oceans' thermal gradients
17 p0006 A78-10652
Thermophotoelectrochemical cells for solar energy
conversion
18 p0205 A78-28H9
£ir conditioning using ocean thermal gradients
19 p0376 A78-42160
OTEC thermal resource report for Hawaii
[TID-27950] 20 p0620 N78-33573
TBHPEB1TUBE HEASOBEHEHT
Time and space resolved temperature measurements
of a limiter in a Tokamak discharge using an
infra red camera
17 p0041 A78-11200
Chemical geothermometers and mixing models for
geothermal systems
17 p0062 A78-11491
Geothermal reservoir temperatures estimated from
the oxygen isotope compositions of dissolved
sulfate and water from hot springs and shallow
drillholes
17 p0062 A78-11492
Temperature sheaths on probes or electrodes in HHD
plasmas
19 p0336 A78-38108
Energy flux and surface temperature measurements
at surfaces in the DITE tokamak
19 p0377 A78-42205
Observation of a forbidden line of Fe XX and its
application for ion temperature measurements in
the Princeton Large Torus tokamak
< 20 p0498 A78-49246
Use of aerial thermography in Canadian energy
conservation programs
17 p0149 H78-14566
TEBPEEATOBE PBOFILES
Preparation of a coal conversion systems technical
data book
[FE-2286-21] 19 p0398 H78-23591
TBBPEEATOEE SEHSOBS
Installation package for 77-180 SOLABSTAT and 77-1
controller
[NASi-CB-150743] 20 p0561 S78-29571
TEHESSEE
The application of LARDSAT-1 imagery for
monitoring strip mines in the new river
watershed in northeast Tennessee, part 2
[E78-10032] 17 p0125 H78-12506
TBHSILE STBBHGTH
Hydrogen attack - Influence of hydrogen snlfide
on carbon steel
20 p0481 A78-44108
TEBSILE TBSIS
Dynamic oil shale fracture experiments
[PB-269258/0] 17 p0122 H78-11559
TERBIHAL COBPIGOBED VEHICLE PBOGBAB
CTOL concepts and technology development
20 pO»69 A78-43358
TEBHAEY ALLOYS
Preparation of Ga/1-x/Al/x/Sb p-n homojunctions
and study of the photovoltaic effect
20 p0521 A78-52812
Indirect gap semiconductors for photovoltaic solar
energy conversion
20 p0526 A78-52872
Ternary compound thin film solar cells-2
[PB-270029/2] 17 p0121 H78-11515
a-309
TBBBAIH SUBJECT IBDEX
TEBBAIH
Comparison of calculated and observed
characteristics of plumes from two coal-fired
power plants located in complex terrain
18 p0167 A78-21821
Ambient air quality in complex terrain
18 p0167 A78-21833
TBBBilN ANALYSIS
Mathematical modelling of topographic effects on
wind energy systems
18 p0169 A78-22228
Wind tunnel simulation of the influence cf two
dimensional ridges on wind speed an! turbulence
for windpower generator site selection in
hilly terrain
18 p0169 A78-22231
Significance of the space imagery for studies of
the petroleum platform areas in Lower Volga
region
19 p0313 A78-3D877
A simplified physics airflow model for evaluating
wind power sites in complex terrain
19 p03CO A78-38791
?he application of LANDSAT-1 imagery for
monitoring strip mines in the new river
watershed in northeast Tennessee, part 2
[E78-10032] 17 p0125 S78-12506
TEST BO.DIPHE8T
Design of a measurement facility for determining
the losses of a solar collector under standard
conditions Dutch thesis
20 pO«73 A78-13615
Comparison of three experimental methods used in
determining the thermal performance of
flat-plate solar collectors
[BASA-TM-78929]
 ( 20 p05U9 N78-28614
Antimisting fuel spillage/airshear tests at Naval
Weapons Center
[AD-A056113] 20 p0589 N78-31256
TEST FACILITIES
The battery energy storage test /BEST/ facility -
Its purposes and description
17 p0029 A78-11079
Testing of flat-plate air heaters according to
ASHRAE Standard 93-77
17 pOOU2 A78-11220
Desalts of experiments with heliostats for central
receiver power plants
17 p0053 A73-11326
A JJHD simulation test facility for investigating
the thermal properties of a slag/seed coated
radiant boiler and superheater for a 2000 MWt
1HD power plant
[ASHE PAPER 77-BT-64] 17 p0090 A78-17196
Solar thermal test facility
18 p0216 A78-29227
An experimental facility for wind engineering
research
fAIAS 78-813] 18 p023t A78-3">367
TFTR Toroidal Field coil design Tokamak Fusion
Test Reactor
19 p03U5 A78-39785
The coil win3er for the magnet of the Mirror
Fusion Test Facility
19 p0350 A78-39901
Dual 30 kA, HVDC interrupter test facility for
fusion reactors
19 p0353 A78-39959
Osing computer graphics to analyze the placement
of neutral-beam injectors for the Mirror Fusion
Test Facility
19 p0357 A78-U0026
Facility for the testing of the TFTR prototype
neutral beam injector Tokamak Fusion Test
Feactor
19 p0^57 A78-100U9
A 1100 kv high temperature solar test facility
19 p038"4 A78-U289U
A solar cell system for concentrated sunlight
20 p0521 A78-52808
The ESDA/leRC Photovoltaic Systems Test Facility
20 p0525 A78-52851
Conceptual design of a battery Energy Storage Test
(BEST) facility
rEPRI-255-TR-2] 17 p0143 S78-13597
Ford-EPA emission laboratory correlation study
[PB-270699/2] 17 p01H5 N78-13631
EPA-BBH correlation program
[PB-270559/8] 17 p01Q5 H78-13632
The ERDA/LeRC photovoltaic systems test facility
[NASA-TM-73787] 17
 P01b7 N78-15059
Sims Prototype System 2 test results: Engineering
analysis
[NASA-CR-1505UU] 18 p0263 H78-19604
Methodology for site selection of a solar total
energy large scale experiment
[SAND-77-0248] 18 p0277 H78-206QH
ERDA Geothermal Component Test Facility (6CTF),
East Hesa, Imperial Valley, California. Test
operations management plan
[TID-28010] 19 p0397 H78-23577
DOE leEC photovoltaic systems test facility
[SASA-TM-78923] 19 pOUU3 N78-26519
Waster control and data system for the 5H& solar
thermal test facility
[SA10-79-0205C] 19 p0460 S78-27562
TEST STANDS
An Early Ocean Test Platform Conversion for
thermal energy conversion
19 p0300 A78-33302
An Early Ocean Test Platform for testing cycle
components in Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
19 p0300 A78-33303
Use of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
20 p0501 A78-19731
TEST VEHICLES
General safety considerations of the Ohio DOT
electric vehicle
[SAE PAPER 780160] 19 p0307 A78-33376
Test and evaluation of 23 electric vehicles for
state-of-the-art assessment
[SAE PAPER 780290] 19 p0307 A78-33382
TESTS
Ocean thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) test
facilities study program, volume 1
[SAH/1156-77/1-VOL-1] 17 p0120 H78-11507
TEXAS
On the relation between insolation and
climatological variables. Ill - The relation
between normal incidence solar intensity, total
insolation, and weather at Fort Hood, Texas. IV
- construction of a model year of solar
intensity and climate
19 p0322 A78-3b781
Strategic petroleum reserve: Byron Hound salt
dome, draft supplement
[PB-270108/U] 17 p0119 S78-11256
Strategic petroleum reserve: Final environmental
impact statement for Kleer Mine
[FES-77-2] 19 p0387 N78-22U39
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 1: "ast Hackberry expansion. Black
Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-1] 19 p0390 N78-22U87
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 2, appendices A and B: West Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-2] 19 p0391 N78-22»88
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
volume 4, appendices D-S: West Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, VintoL, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-1 ] 19 p0391 N78-22IJ90
Solar total energy; large scale experiment. Phase
2: Fort Hood, Texas
[TID-18040] 19 pO«29 H78-25630
Homopolar generator development at the University
of Texas
[ORO-55911-7] 19
 P0167 F78-27922
TEXTILES
Feasibility evaluation: Solar heated textile
process water
[SRO-0885-75/1] 19 pOU28 N78-25621
TEXTDBES
Processing ramifications of textured surfaces
of silicon wafers for solar cells
17 p0016 A78-109U9
THEHATIC BAEPIHG
Mapping offshore oil leases interactive
computer graphics
[LA-UR-77-2892] 19 pO«56 H78-27500
THERBil ABSORPTION
Mass and energy transfer in a hot liquid energy
storage system
17 pOOSO A78-11302
1-350
SUBJECT IBDEX THEBBAL E1EEGT
Fundamental studies of direct contact latent heat
energy storage
17 p0051 A78-11306
Selective absorption of solar energy in granular
metals - The role of particle shape
19 p0369 A78-11910
Thermal perfornance of honeyvell double covered
liquid solar collector
CUASA-CB-150505] 18 p02«9 R78-17»72
Site dependent factors affecting the economic
feasibility of solar povered absorption cooling
tHASA-CB-150533] 18 p0255 H78-18521
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
the Solaron (air) solar collector
fBASA-CS-150572] 18 p0268 B78-19652
Solar pond
[SASA-CASE-RPO-13581-2] 20 p0591 B78-31525
TBEBBAL BiTTEBIES
Study of diffusion processes in low-temperatare
thermal elements for solar energy conversion
19 p0326 A78-36135
Output power and lifetime of high-voltage,
low-temperature thermoelectric batteries
19 p0330 A78-36854
Analysis of the effect of mismatch of thermal
battery parameters and external factors on the
operation of a solar thermoelectric generator
20 p0482 A78-SU330
European developments in the Ha/S high temperature
battery for automobile propulsion and energy
storaqe
[AD-A0125U1] 17 p0120 H78-11501
High energy density pelletized aluminum chloride
thermal batteries. Part 2: Cathode screening
[AD-AOU3659] 17 p0120 N78-11502
THERMAL BOOBDASY LAYEB
Effect of nonideal conditions on the electrical
performance of Faraday SBD generators
20 pO»97 A78-H8816
TBBBHAL COHFOET
Energy conservation and thermal comfort in a Mew
York City high rise office building
19 p0311 A78-3U380
TBEHBA1 COBDUCTIVITY
Downhole measurements of thermal conductivity in
geothermal reservoirs
[ASHE PAPEE 77-PST-23] 17 p0076 A78-15079
Technigues for reducing thermal conduction and
natural convection heat losses in annular
receiver geometries for solar collectors
19 p029« A78-33029
Investigation of the effective thermal
conductivity of metal-fiber wicks in
low-temperature heat pipes
19 p0308 A78-33573
A variable conductance heat pipe for terrestrial
applications
tAIAA 78-377] 19 p0317 AV8-35578
Technical applications of heat pipes
[AIAA 78-396] 19 p0318 A78-35589
Classical diffusion in large-aspect toroidal plasmas
19 p0382 A78-02182
THBBHAL COBTBOL COATIBGS
Analytical investigation of thermal barrier
coatings for advanced power generation
combustion turbines
[ASBE PAPEE 77-HS/ENEB-13] 19 p0298 A78-33151
Converter of solar radiation to thermal energy
designed on the basis of coaxial evacuated
tubular elements with multilayer and selective
coatings
19 p0335 A78-379H6
THEBBAL CYCLING TESTS
Sea thermal power cycles
19 p0306 A78-333H8
THEBHAL DEGBADATIOH
Fuels from wood waste
18 p0198 A78-27810
Thermal deformations of solar concentrators
19 p0335 A78-379U5
Oil shale retorting - Effects of particle size and
heating rate on oil evolution and intraparticle
oil degradation
19 p0367 A78-1M521
Oil-shale kerogen - Low temperature degradation in
molten salts
20 pO<!93 A78-<I7205
Chemistry of hot corrosion in fossil-fuel
energy conversion systems
20 p0531 A78-53339
Hethanation catalysts: Activity, adsorption and
degradation studies of nickel and nickel
bimetallic catalysts for methanation
20 p0611 1178-33161
IHEBBAL DIFFOSIOH
An estimate of the impact of OTEC operation on the
vertical distribution of heat in the Gulf of
Mexico
19 p0302 A78-33317
Dynamic models of house beating based on
equivalent thermal parameters
19 pO«56 H78-27517
TBEEBAL DIFFOSIVITY
Heat transfer in a dense layer at large Biot numbers
19 p0335 A78-37912
TBEB8AL OISSOCIATIOB
The thermodynamics of a fuel cell aggregate
involving thermal-catalytic methanol decomposition
17 p007l| J78-1HU97
Use of solar energy for direct and two-step water
decomposition cycles
17 pOOBO A78-16018
High temperature, stable, spectrally selective
solar absorbers for thermocheoical hydrogen
production
17 p0080 A78-16049
Water dissociation by a thernochemical cycle - A
thermodynamic analysis of principles and
efficiencies
19 p03tO A78-38893
The thermochemical dissociation of water
17 p0123 B78-12163
THBBHAL BHISSION
Amorphous silicon as a selective absorber of solar
energy - A spectral emissivity study
20 pO<t91 A78-H61I13
THEBHAL EHEBGY
Storage of off-peak thermal energy in oil
17 p0029 A78-11078
A cellwise method for the optimization of large
central receiver systems solar collectors
17 p0053 178-11330
Nitinol engine development Hi-Ti alloy for
therma1-to-mechanical energy converter
17 p0056' A78-113I18
Survey of the applications of solar thermal energy
systems to industrial process heat
17 pOOSS A78-11370
A solar collector for industrial and commercial
applications
17 p0058 A78-11371
Optimization of a fixed solar thermal energy
collector
 v
17 p0059 A78-11380
Evaluation of an optimized solar thermal collector
by a new method
17 p0060 A78-11381
Prospects for geothermal energy applications and
utilization in Canada
17 p0067 A78-13313
Volcanoes as a source of geothermal energy
17 p0067 A78-133H6
Estimating the potential of a solar-to-thermal
collector industry
17 p0070 A78-13851
Basis of cheap energy economic nuclear-thernal
energy distribution systems
17 p0102 A78-192HQ
The construction of long-distance thermal-energy
supply systems in Hannheim within the framework
of a demonstration project
17 p0102 A78-19215
Dnconventional types of power-heat coupling
17 p0102 A78-192«6
The block heating power station - characteristics
and first experience
17 p0103 A78-19217
Therma-hydranlic energy from the sea
18 p0225 A78-3127U
Survey of atomic energy planning taking into
account the production of energy in addition to
electricity
18 p0227 A78-31»7«
Steady metal combnstor as a closed thermal energy
source
18 p0233 A78-321K1
1-351
TBEBHJ1L EBEEGI CONTD SUBJECT ISDBX
A scheme of low powered thermal energy conversion
for satellite manoeuvres
MIAA PAPER -78-690] 19 p0293 A78-32762
On the study of applications of solar thermal
energy for mobile home park and community
19 p0296 H78-330UO
High temperature thermal energy storage, including
a discussion of TES integrated into poser plants
BooK
19 p0311 A78-3UH68
Marine thermic energy and the combination of
solar, radiative and aeolian energies
19 p0328 A78-36623
Solar thernal heating systems: Technical aspects
and economic limits /2nd revised edition/
German book
19 p0328 A78-36650
Converter of solar radiation to thermal energy
3esigned on the basis of coaxial evacuated
tubular elements with multilayer and selective
coatings
19 j>0335 A78-37916
Investigation of the dynamics of melting processes
in a solar furnace
19 p0336 A78-379H9
Application of solar energy to a solvent
reclamation system
19 p0338 A78-38126
Research and Product Development programme in the
area of solar thermal energy
19 p0370 A78-U2108
Thermal storage Book
20 pO«92 A78-16525
Progress in geothermal energy
20 p019« A78-477U8
Dependence of the thermal engineering
characteristics of a glassed solar regenerator
on the cross section of the air slit
20 pOt95 S78-118U07
Thermal conversion of solar radiation -
Theoretical performance of collectors furnished
with an absorbent selective surface
20 pOSOO A78-49613
Direct and indirect energy recovery via pyrolysis
in Hultiple Hearth Furnaces
20 p0513 A78-51787
'' 'Assessment of high temperature nuclear energy
storage systems for the production of
intermediate and peak-load electric power
• rOBHL/TH-5821] 17 p0115 N78-10588
Survey of the applications of solar thermal energy
1
 systems to industrial process heat. Volume 1:
Summary
' ' [TID-27348/1-70L-1] 17 p0153 H78-1B656
Integration of solar thermal power plants into
electric utility systems
[TID-27627/1] 17 pOISt N78-1«666
Integration of solar thermal power plants into
electric utility systems
[•TID-27627/2] 17 p015« H78-1«667
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced Thermal Energy
Storage (TES) systems. Volume 2: Phase change
TES sizing computer program
[EPBI-EH-256-VOL-2] 17 p0162 H78-15586
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced Thermal Energy
Storage (TES) systems. Volume 3:
Thermochemical TES sizing computer program
fEPEI-EB-256-7OL-3] 17 p0162 S78-15587
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced thermal energy
storage (TES) systems. Volume II: Solar Power
Plant Operation, analysis computer program
[EPBI-EH-256-VOL-ll] 18 p02«2 N78-16162
Thermal energy storage
[NASA-CB-1505631 18 p0255 H78-18520
Analysis of requirements for accelerating the
development of geothermal energy resources in
California
[NASA-CR-155782] 18 p0256 H78-18528
Ocean thermal energy conversion: legal,
political, and institutional aspects
f PB-27M23/91 18 p0261 H78-1856B
Trenton ICES, volume 1, phase 1
[COO-»212-1/1-VOL-1] 18 p0287 N78-21639
Molten salt thermal energy storage systems
[NASA-CB-1351119] 19 pOOOS <f78-2«618
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 2, Section 3:
Facility concept design
[ALO/3987-1/2-VOL-2] 19 p0109 N78-21672
Solar total energy system, large scale experiment,
Shenandoah, Georgia, volume 3
[ALO/3987-1/3-70L-3] 19 p0009 S78-21673
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 2, book 2: Central receiver
optical model users manual, CDBL item 2
[SAH/1109-8/3-70L-2-BK-2] 19 p012» B78-25583
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 2, book 3: Dynamic simulation
model and computer program descriptions, CDBL
item 2
[SAN/1109-8/<l-VOL-2-BK-3] 19 pO»2U H78-2558U
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 3: Collector subsystem, CDEL
item 2
[SAN/1109-8/5-V01-3] 19 p0124 H78-25585
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 6: Electrical power generation;
master control subsystems; balance of plant CDEL
item 2
[SAH/1109-8/8-7OL-6] 19 pO»24 S78-25586
Heat extraction system of the Pern thermal
electric power plant
[OBHL-TR-IKI92] 19 pO<!26 N78-25599
Commercial applications of solar total energy
systems
[AI-ERDA-13203] 19 p0127 K78-25613
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part 7:
Thermal energy storage and publication list, 7.1
Thermal energy storage, 7.2 List of general
notors Stirling engine publications
CGHH-2690-PT-7] 19 pO<l«0 B78-26326
Thermal energy storage for road vehicle propulsion
[GSB-2690-SECT-7.103] 19 pOIW S78-26329
Thermal energy storage Stirling engine power
plants 1: Calculated heat transfer and pressure
drop across ground power unit heater assemblies
[GMB-2690-SECT-7.101I] 19 pOtlO S78-26330
Analysis of the failure of the nickel tank used
for LiOH thermal energy storage for the Calvair
automobile
CGHS-2690-SECT-7.106] 19 pOlaO S78-26332
Thermal energy storage—Stirling engine power
plants 2. Calculated energy transfer rates from
solidifying lithium fluoride to a plain-tube
heater
[GMB-2690-SECT-7.108] 19 pODIO N78-26334
Dynamic models of falling film evaporators for
ocean thermal energy conversion plants
[COO-26111-3] 19 pO"IU7 N78-26591
Proceedings of the Alternate Energy Systems Seminar
[NASA-CE-157255] 19 p0457 H78-27522
Geothermal systems
19 p0457 B78-27521
Solar thermal systems
19 pOU57 N78-27526
Utilization of waste heat in trucks for increased
fuel economy
[SASA-CE-157292] 19 pOU58 N78-27532
Molten-salt thermal-energy storage systems
[CONF-770955-3] 19 pO<»60 B78-27556
Three dimensional free surface nodel for thermal
discharge study
20 p05!)2 N78-28369
Direct conversion of solar energy into electricity
20 pOS<(6 N78-28546
Thermal energy storage demonstration unit for
Vuilleumier cryogenic cooler
tAD-A05«166] 20 p0562 H78-29589
Thermal energy storage/heat engine for highway
vehicle propulsion
20 p0570 S78-30320
Hydrothermal energy systems FT 1977:
Environmental Development Plan (EDP)
[EDP/G-01(77) ] 20 p0585 S78-30702
Rot dry rock, an alternate geothermal energy
resource: A challenge for instrumentation
[LA-OR-78-707] 20 p059» K78-31553
OSA? terrestrial energy study. Volume 1:
Executive summary
CAD-A055213] 20 p0605 K78-32552
Investment in commercial development of Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) plant-ships
[PB-280922/6] 20 p0609 B78-32588
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OTBC thermal resource report for Hawaii
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Amorphous semiconductors in photovoltaic and solar
thermal conversion
rBHL-24216] 20 p0621 B78-3358Q
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High temperature heat pipes for terrestrial
applications
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Analysis of the thermal fatigue induced by'DUB
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Electrical and thermal instabilities and their
suppression in thermally eguilibrium HHD plasma
18 p0192 478-26622
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Heat losses from solar energy absorbers enclosed
in glass tubes
i7 pOOIH A78-11231
Thermal mass and beadwalls in tvo new buildings
for solar energy storage
17 pOOIS A78-11276
Construction physics for solar houses
17 p0071 A78-1U091
Thermal-engineering preliminaries for the
retrofitting of old houses to solar-energy
utilization
18 p0213 A78-28583
Refractory periclase materials and means of using
then in hiqh-teaperature power plants
19 p0328 A78-36566
Poloidal field coil design for a fusion-fission
breeder reactor
19 p035U A78-39977
Thermal detector of solar energy with selective
coating and vacuum thermal-insulation
20 p0518 A78-5277»
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Heat balance of earth Russian book
20 p0192 A78-16579
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
1AHDSST-1 data collection system. Part 3: Heat
discharge from Hount St. Helens, Nashington
[E78-10122] 19 p0387 H78-22H35
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LABDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 1:
lassen volcanic region
[678-101231 19 p0394 B78-23»99
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 5:
Electronic thermal sensor and data collection
platform technology
[E78-10121] '9 P039U H78-23500
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Be-circolating power, unit costs and chernal
pollution of fusion power stations
18 p0189 A78-26372
Remote monitoring of the Gravelly Sun thermal
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•lurry nuclear power plant on the James Biver
19 p0313 A78-3II905
The heat distribution in the Stechlin Lake as a
result of anthropogenic effects
20 p0098 A78-99159
Thermal performance measurements on ultimate heat
sinks: Cooling ponds
[BUBEG-CB-0008] 20 p0590 H78-3139H
TBEHBAL PEOTECT10B
Blanket structure design for JABHI Experimental
Fusion Reactor
19 P0357 A78-10041
Protection of walls from hard disruptions in large
tokanaks
19 p0379 A78-1221H
THEBBAL BADIATIOH
Thermophotovoltaic systems for electrical energy
conversion
17 p0023 A78-11031
Thermal detector of solar energy with selective
coating and vacuum thermal-insolation
20 p0518 A78-52771
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A fluidized bed solar reactor - A thermochemical
application
18 p0165 A78-20623
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The analysis, design and thermal performance
testing of a heat pipe flat plate collector
17 p0012 A78-1121Q
Direct heat pipe cooling of semiconductor devices
[AIJA 78-150] 19 p0319 A78-35626
Determination of contact thermal resistances
for solar thermoelectric generators
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Development and .evaluation of elastomeric
materials for geothermal applications
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BOCKBEO - A computer program for thermal storage
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Recovery and utilization of extreme low
temperature geothermal energy in Korea
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TBEBUL SHOCK
Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
uses solar energy to apply thermal shocks to gas
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THEBBAL SIBOIATIOH
A BHD simulation test facility for investigating
the thermal properties of a slag/seed coated
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[ASBE PAPER 77-HT-61] 17 p0090 A78-17196
Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
the Solaron (air) solar collector
[HiSl-CR-150572] 18 p0268 B78-19652
THEBHAL STABILITY
Hew materials for coal liquefaction catalysts
18 p0190 A78-26581
Investigation of gas-controlled cryogenic heat pipes
18 p0221 /.78-30195
A plausible scheme to improve stability, life and
efficiency of thermoelectric energy converters
19 p0373 A78-12131
Aluminous keatite - A durable ceramic material for
rotary regenerator cores for automotive gas
turbine engines
20 p0508 A78-50588
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Stress response investigations related to in-situ
gasification of coal
[ASBE PAPEB 77-PET-25] 17 p0077 478-15083
The development of a regenerator seal for
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engines
20 p0508 A78-50587
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Electron emission from nickel-alloy surfaces in
cesium vapor
18 p0188 A78-26112
Experiments with enhanced mode thermionic converters
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Therrionic emission from electrodes with raised
surfaces in a thermionic converter
18 P0221 A78-31011
Thermionic energy conversion topping system
utilization of waste energy from steam generators
[ASBE PAPEB 77-SA/EBBB-6] 19 p0297 A78-331H«
Optimization of the parameters of a Knndsen
thermionic converter with Cs-Ba filler
19 p0340 A78-38933
The problem of optimizing the output
characteristics of an ideal thermionic converter
19 p0311 A78-38931
ERDA/BASA advanced thermionic technology program
[COO-3056-20] 17 p0120 H78-11501
Advanced Thermionic Technology Program
[HASA-CR-155299] 17 p01«3 H78-13599
EBDA/BASA advanced thermionic technology program
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Lithium and potassium beat pipes for thermionic
converters
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Thermion i c energy conversion, volume 1. A
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T tie-rotionic energy conversion, volume 2. A
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18 p022ti A78-31011
THERMIONIC EMITTERS
Invest igat ion of the the rmion ic emission of some
advanced cathode materials
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I i t h i i r a and potassium heat pipes for thermionic
converters
[NA^f l -TM-789 '46 ] 19 pO««1 N78-26390
P e r f o r m a nco of a thermionic converter module
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THERMIONIC POWER GENERATION
Investigation of the electrical characteristics of
low-temper-it ure tht/rra ionic power generators
18 p0227 A78-31338
Per fo rmance and cost evaluation foi a thermionic
topping power plant
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fCOO-3056-?0] 17
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Advanced Thermionic Technology Program
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energy conversion for space
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Opt imize out-of-core thermionic energy conversion
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High "'temperatute heat pipe research at N A ^ A Lewis
Research Center
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Thermionic energy conversion, volume 1. A
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Thermionic energy conversion, volume 2. A
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Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using the
LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Preface and
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'• - volcanic region, California, Surtsey, Iceland
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THERHOCHEHICAL PROPERTIES
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program on hydrogen product ion f i o m water via
thermocheraical cycles
18 p0217 A78-29331
THERMOCHEMISTRY
Chemical geothermometers and m i x i n g models for
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17 p0062 A78-11491
Combust ion Book
17 pOOSO A78-15951
Thermodynamics of thermochemical cycles in the
decomposition of wat^r
17 p0098 A78-18833
Thermocheraical hydrogen production - Engineering
efficiency and economics
17 p0099 A78-18834
Design and evaluation of thermochemical cycles -
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17 p0099 A78-18835
Chemistry of thermochemical cycles f r o m United
States hydrogen programme - Thermochemical
hydrogen production: Chemistry and
thermochemical e f f i c i ency for hydrogen
production
17 p0100 A78-188Q9
Comparison of the costs of producing hydrogen by
electrolysis and by nuclear-based thermochemistry
17 pOIOI A78-18850
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermochemical generation of synthetic
fuels. I - The hybrid sulfuric acid process
18 p017U A78-22861
Entropy production, efficiency, and economics in
the thermochenical generation of synthetic
fuels. II - The metnanol water splitting cycle
18 pOl7U A78-22868
Biomass - Progress and plans fermentation,
thermochemical conversion and methane production
18 p0182 A78-2476U
Solar production of hydrogen
18 p0201 A78-27868
Thermochemiral enerqy transport costs for a
distributed solar power plant
19 p03l2 A78-3«515
Hater dissociation by a thermochemical cycle - A
therraodynamic analysis of principles and
efficiencies
19 p03ttO A78-38893
Thermochemistry of the reactions of the metals Hb,
V, and No with the resid.ua! gases of a vacuum
19 p0379 fl78-«2227
Experimental and theoretical investigation of
t her Biochemical hydrogen production
19 p0383 A78-42859
Thermochemical water decomposition hydrogen
separation for energy applications
20
 POS3i* A78-53455
Investigation of su l fu r based thermocheaiical
cycles for hydrogen production by water
decomposition
17 p0123 N78-12160
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
and thermochemical advanced Thermal Energy
Storage (TFS) syst'eras. Volume 2: Phase change
TFi sizing computer program
tErRI-EH-2S6-V01-23 17 p0162 N78-15586
Technical and economic assessment of phase change
dnd t her Biochemical advanced Thermal Fnergy
Storage (TES) systems. Volume" 3:
Thermechanical TF^ sizing computer program
f F P R I - E H - ^ S f i - V O L - a ] 17 p0162 N78-15587
Kinetics of thermochemical decomposition of
hydrogen sulfide for the purpose ot generating
hydrogen
18 p0247 N78-17166
Status of European thermochemical hydrogen programs
[LA-UR-77-2985] 19 pO*U6 N78-26583
Molten carbonate fuel cell research at O B N L . 2:
Theoretical and experimental transport studies,
thermochemistry, and electron microscopy
f OENL/TH-6168/V2 ] 19 pO**U8 N78-26601
Thermochemical energy storage systems: A review
[SAND-77-80 r i1 ] 19 pOU60 N78-27557
Use of the Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester
(JFTOT) for predicting diesel fuel performance
( A D - A 0 5 5 Q 2 1 } 20 p0601 N78-32276
Sol nr-t her Biochemical production of hydrogen from
water
fLA-UR-78-1052 ] 20 p0621 N78-33586
THEHMODTNAHIC CYCLES
The Gas Turbine HTGR plant with a binary cycle
17 p0029 A78-11083
Theoretical modeling of an ammonia/water
absorption cycle with solar energy storage
17 pOOQ6 A78-11250
A novel gas adsorption cycle for solar therma 1
power generation
17 p0052 A78-11323
Application of direct contact heat exchangers in
geotherral systems
[ASHE PAPPR 77-HT-3] 17 pOOP9 A79-17M78
Thermodynamics of thermocheoical cycles in the
decomposition of water
17 p0098 A78-18833
Steady metal combustor as a closed thermal energy
source
18 p0233 A78-32141
Steam bottoming plants for combined cycles
19 p0296 A78-33102
Alternative automobile engines
19 p0367 A78-«1466
Solar energy operated oscillating heat engine
19 p0376 A78-U2162
Simulation of a solar assisted and open cycle
cooling/system using air as the transport mediua
20 pO«79 A78-H3995
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Ose of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
20 pOSOl A78-«9731
Implications of utilizing synthetic fuels in
contained cycles with respect to operating
efficiency and gas turbine conta&ination
20 p0510 A78-51221
Solar power satellites - Beat engine or solar cells
[AIAA PAPEB 78-16814] 20 p0514 A78-52001
The thermochemical dissociation of water
17 p0123 H78-12163
The use of dissociating gases as the working fluid
in tbermodynanlc power conversion cycles
20 p0611 H78-32906
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Analysis of closed cycle Brayton systens for solar
electric power generation
17 p0053 A78-11321
Some results of an experimental study of the
Stirling engine in solar energy systens
17 p006U A78-12391
Heat optimization for solar power plants -
Concentration of radiation and the tenperatnre
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17 pOOCt A78-12392
Heat pump application in houses
17 p0068 A78-13452
The thermodynamics of a fuel cell aggregate
involving thermal-catalytic methanol decomposition
17 p007lt A78-1UU97
Pulverized coal-pressure gasification with air as
a topping stage for the combined gas/steam
turbine process
17 p007<l A78-11198
Collection properties of generalized light
concentrators
17 pOOSO A78-16093
Thermochemical hydrogen production - Engineering
efficiency and economics
17 p0099 A78-1883U
Some problems in the operational analysis of a
hydrogen-fueled gas turbine
18 p0186 A78-25637
Thermal optimization of compact solar water heaters
18 p0206 A78-28172
Experimental and theoretical analysis of Hankel
engine performance
tSAE PAPER 780H16] 19 p0308 A78-33388
Some results of an experimental investigation of a
Stirling engine in solar energy systems
19 p0331 A78-36868
Thermal optimization of solar power plants -
Radiation concentration and working-fluid
temperature
19 p0332 A78-36869
Design of high efficiency flat plate solar
collectors for space and water heating
[ASHE PAPEB 78-DE-7] 19 p0315 A78-39776
A high thermal efficiency X-ray energy conversion
scheme for advanced fusion reactors
19 p035<! A78-39978
Mechanical and thermal design of a gas-cooled
fusion blanket module
19 p0357 A78-t0040
Performance characteristics of coapressed air
energy storage systems
19 p036U A78-10823
A suggestion for improving the heat transfer froo
solar heaters
19 p037<l A78-«21«6
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19 p038U A78-42894
Optimization of heat exchangers for solar
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systems
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application
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Evaluation of the efficiency of a device which
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Improving the efficiency of high-temperature power
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High temperature solar photon engines heat
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combustion engines using alternative fuels -
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fueled engines
20 p0516 A78-52518
Thermodynamic analysis of a combined
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20 p0517 A78-52771
Regenerative fuel cells Russian book
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A theraodynamic analysis of a solar-powered jet
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Indoor test for thermal performance evaluation of
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Analysis of data and results for the ronndrobin
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Amorphous semiconductors in photovoltaic and
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Tandem photovoltaic solar cells and increased
solar energy conversion efficiency
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A study of copper-sulfide/cadmium-sulfide
photovoltaic cells based on sulfurization. and
other processes
17 p0111 N78-10556
BOILDING HESEAHCB ESTABLISHHENT, BATFOBD (ENGLAND) .
Solar energy applications in (JK buildings
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BOREAO OF ECONOHIC ANALTSIS, BASHIHGTON, D. C.
Measuring the impact on scheduled air lines
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Projects to expand fuel sources in eastern
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Projects to expand fuel sources in Eastern
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CALIFORNIA UNIT., BERKELEY.
Isoprenoid hydrocarbons produced by thermal
alteration of Nostoc muscorum and
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Some studies on a solid-state sulfur probe for
coal gasification systems
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The thermochemical dissociation of water
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Coal energy and the environment: Analysis of
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environmental and resource constraints on the
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algae
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Governmental costs and revenues associated with
geothermal energy development in Imperial County
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Bicroseisms in geothermal exploration: Studies
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Telluric and D. C. resistivity techniques
applied to the geophysical investigation of
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Lean limit combustion in an expanding chamber
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CALIFORNIA UNIT., BERKELEY. LARBENCE BERKELEY LAB.
Some studies on a solid-state sulfur probe for
coal gasification systems
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Beview of air quality modeling techniques.
Volume 8: health and safety impacts of
nuclear, geothermal, and fossil-fuel electric
generation in California
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Investigation of the feasibility of a dual model
electric transportation system i
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Performance of an experimental solar-driven
absorption air conditioner
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Health and safety impacts of nuclear,
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generation in California. Volume 2:
Radiological health and related standards for
nuclear power plants
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Study of treatment methods for geothermal fluids
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Distributed technologies in California's energy
future, volume 1
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Distributed technologies in California's energy
future: A preliminary report, volume 2 '
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Analysis of the bipole-dipole resistivity method
for geothermal exploration
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EPDA Geothermal Component Test Facility (GCTF) ,
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operations management plan
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quality control in California
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CALIFOBNIA ONIV., LIYERHOBE.
Survey of models to predict the effect of
geothermal power development on domestic water
supplies and to design pollution monitoring
methods
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flywheels
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Generalized numerical model for predicting
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solar ponds
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Magnetic fusion energy
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Metering low-quality steam-water flows
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Electrostatic direct energy converter
performance and cost scaling laws
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Large-scale cryopumping for controlled fusion
[BCRL-79381] 18 p0271 178-19957
Alternative fuels for transportation:
Implications of the broad-cut option
fOCBL-52313] 18 p0281 1178-21322
Decision making wi th interactive access to
integrated administrative and technological
data bases. An illustrated conceptual overview
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applications: Turbine materials
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Alternative fuels utilization program
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Potential growth of electric power production
from Imperial Valley geothermal resources
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Removal of silica from spent geothermal brine
[OCID-17702] 19 pOU3C N78-25636
Mechanical engineering depar tment
[OCKL-50016-77-3] 19 pOU31 N78-25C15
Hydrogeochemical and stream-sediment survey of
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fuel fusion reactors
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Study of future heat engine vehicle systems
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ILL gas stimulation program
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Summary of the metal-air fuel cell research
program
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Energy and Resource Planning Group
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High-voltage high-current breaker and closer for
power systems with inductive storage devices
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Subsurface structure of the southern portion of
the Salton Sea geothermal field
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Department of Energy's Solar Technology Transfer
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Methodology for assessing the potential impact
on air quality resulting from geothermal
resource development in the Imperial Valley
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Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF)
[DCRL-79856] 20 p0556 N78-28953
Current status of composite flywheel development
[OCRL-8060M] 20 p056H K78-29605
Conditioning of geothermal brine effluents for
injection: Ose of coagulants
[DCID-17716] 20 p0564 N78-29609
Representative industrial solar energy
installation, Horthridge Hospital, Horthridge,
California
[DCBL-13789] 20 p056q N78-29613
Studies of air pollution effects on vegetation
[DCID-17714] 20 p0565 N78-2963U
Alternative Fuels ntilization Program (AFOP)
reassessment
20 p0571 N78-30321
The flywheel-battery hybrid power systems: A
concept to improve electric vehicle performance
[COHF-770U30-2] 20 p0579 1)78-30111
Theoretical performance upgrading of the EVA
electric vehicle by use of a' flywheel/battery
hybrid power train system
[COHF-770q30-3] 20 p0579 N78-30U16
Energy and technology review
[ 3CRL-52000-77-6] 20 p058<t 1178-30697
Utilization of flywheels for the evolution of
high-performance electric vehicles
[ OCRL-523U6] 20 p0585 N78-30699
Inflated cylindrical solar concentrator for
producing industrial process heat
[DCID-17612] 20 p0585 R78-30700
High performance metal/air fuel cells. Part 1:
General review
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Geothermal resource development: Laws and
regulations
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Energy and technology review
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Environmental Geology Workshop for the
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Area
[OCRL-52U18] 20 p0608 N78-3258«
Analysis of off-guideway energy
storage/propulsion systems for dual mode
transit systems
[OCRL-8087H] 20 p0622 1178-33589
CALIFORNIA OBIV., LOS AHGELES.
Thermal alteration experiments on organic matter
in recent marine sediments as a model for
petroleum genesis
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European developnents in the recovery of energy
and materials from municipal solid waste
[ PB-270219/9] 17 p0122 N78-11892
The air quality and oil spill implications of
Alaskan oil importation into Southern California
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CALIFORNIA OHIV., BIVEBSIDE.
Heat flow in a qeothermally active area: The
Geysers, California
18 p0261 N78-18602
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Synthoil hydrodynamics
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Dynamic models of falling film evaporators for
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[COO-26II1-3] 19 p04«7 B78-26591
A mechanism for nltralow interfacial tension in
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Theoretical considerations and experiments
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20 p0611 B78-32906
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20 p061U B78-33525
CASE RESTBBU BESEBVE OBIT., CLEVELABD, OHIO.
Improved cathodes for phosphoric acid fuel cells
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A dynamic energy optimization model under
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CATALY.TICA ASSOCIATES, IBC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Evaluation of sulfur-tolerant catalytic
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fuels
[EPBI-AF-687] 20 p0558 N78-29263
Assessment of fuel processing alternatives for
fuel cell power generation
[EPBI-EB-570] 20 p0563 B78-29596
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Solar energy applications centers: \ strategy
to facilitate the commercialization of solar
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Solar electricity
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prediction
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Inducing the development and adoption of
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Integrating policy analysis
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-- Integrating policy analysis: Study module 7.
Volume 2: Technical appendix
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Dispersion and analysis of methane in the
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report
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[GPO-91-909] 18 p0239 B78-16430
Alaska natural resource issues
[GPO-95-110] - 19 pOIOd B78-2<(601
Petroleum industry involvement in alternative
sources of energy
[GPO-93-800] 19 pOIOS B78-21661
Solar energy
[GPO-91-910] 19 p0408 N78-21I662
Implementation of Public Law 95-87
[GPO-28-863] 20 p0556 N78-28990
COHBITTEE OH FINANCE (0. S. SENATE).
Incentives for developing new energy sources
[GPO-93-810] 18 p028« B78-21613
The fuel efficiency incentive tax proposal: Its
impact upon the future of the OS passenger
automobile industry
[GPO-93-188] 19 pOU12 N78-25002
COBBITTEE ON IHTEBST1TE AND FOBEIGB COHHBBCE (0.
S. BOOSE).
National Energy Act, part 4
[GPO-96-231] 19 pO»12 N78-25000
National Energy Act, part 5
[GPO-98-577] 19 pO«12 N78-25001
COHBITTEE ON POBLIC HOBKS AND TBANSPOHTATIOB (0. S.
BOOSE).
Ose of solar energy in Federal Building
[GPO-911-365] 18 p028« N78-21610
COHBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (0. S. BOOSE).
NASA authorization, 1979, program review, volume
2, part 1
CGPO-98-932] 18 p0252 N78-17932
The 1978 EBDA authorization; the Clinch Elver
breeder reactor program, volume 1
[GPO-92-«62] 19 p0113 B78-25006
Solar power satellite
[GPO-28-155] 20 pOSitl N78-28119
Future needs and opportunities in the air
traffic control system
[GPO-98-931] 20 p0588 N78-31076
Briefing on Department of Energy
[GPO-20-083] 20 p0593 N78-315»2
Environmental challenges of the President's
energy plan: Implications _f or research and
development
[GPO-96-8311] 20 p0593 N78-31513
NASA authorization, 1979, volume 1, part 3
[GPO-25-291] 20 p0611 N78-32926
COHBOHKEALTB BESEARCH CORP., CHICAGO, ILL.
Gasification combined cycle test facility,
Pekin, Illinois
[FE-2352-03] 18 p0286 N78-21632
COHBOBICATIONS SATELLITE COBP., WASHINGTON, D.C.
The sawtooth cover slide
17 p0137 B78-13537
Oltraviolet damage in solar cell assemblies with
various UV filters
17 p0138 N78-13551
COBPLETIOB TECBNOLOGI CO., HOUSTON, TEX.
Geotherraal well completions: An overview of
existing methods in four types of developments
[SAND-78-7010] 20 p0621 N78-33580
COHPTBOLLEB GENERAL OF THE ONITED STATES,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
An evaluation of the national energy plan
[EHD-77-H8] 19 p0396 N78-23566
CONGRESSIONAL BODGET OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
President Carter's automobile related energy
conservation proposals
18 p0258 N78-18512
CONSOLIDATED CONTBOLS CORP., EL SEGOBDO, CALIF.
Coal gasification valves, phase 2
(FB-2355-2-REV-D] 19 p039<l N78-23<|1»1
CONSOLIDATION COAL CO., LIBRARY, PA.
High-temperature desnlfnrization of low-Btn-gas
[PB-271008/5] 17 p012H H78-12246
COHTEHPORABY SYSTEHS, INC., JAFFBEY, S. H.
Design data brochure for CSI series V solar
heating system
[NASA-CB-150600] 18 p0275 B78-20615
COBPOBATE SOOBCE IHDEI DEPABTBBBT OF BBBBGY,
Preliminary design package for prototype solar
heating system
[8ASA-CB-150615} 19 pOIOS B78-24610
COPEBHAGEB OHIT. (DEBBABK).
Solac heat systems for use at high latitudes
20 p0545 H78-28534
COPPEB DETELOPBEBT iSSOCIATIOB, IFC., BEB YOBK, B. I.
Collation of monthly and semiannual reports
covering instraaentation at the Decade 80
house in Tucson, Arizona
rNASA-CS-150728] 20 p0549 H78-28609
Design package for instrumentation of the Decade
80 honse in Tacson, Arizona
[NASA-CK-150730] 20 p0549 N78-28611
COBHELL DBIV., ITBACA, B. I.
Enhanced oil recovery: The impact of policy
options
[PB-276763/0] 19 p0388 H78-22151
Geothermal energy-related problems of natural
convection in porous media
19 p0393 N78-23378
An erperimental study of reciprocating internal
combustion engines operated on hydrogen "
20 p0512 H78-28454
Anaerobic fermentation of agricultural residues:
potential for improvement and implementation
[COO-2981-6] 20 p0552 B78-2861I7
COTTRELL BHVIROHSBHTil SYSTBHS, ISC., BODSD BBOOK,
B. J.
Development of a high-temperature/high-pressure
electrostatic precipitator
[PB-276626/9] 19 p0391 B78-22497
COOBCIL OB EBVIBOBBBBTAL QOALITI, BASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Oil and gas in coastal lands and waters
19 p01»OU H78-24597
CBITEBIOB ABALTSIS, IFC., DALLAS, TEI.
Appraisal of energy analysis
[EPBI-EA-50U] 20 p0616 B78-33547
CULP/SBSBEB/COLP CLEAB DATES COSSOLTAHTS, S4STA
ABA, CALIF.
Energy requirements for municipal pollution
control facilities
[PB-276989/1 ] 19 pOafll N78-24003
CUBBIBS EBGIBE CO., INC., COLOflBUS, IND.
Trucking and fuel economy
18 p0257 B78-18538
COBTISS-BBIGBT COBP.. BOOD-BIDGE, B.J.
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 1: Combined cycle electric power plant
with coal derived low Bta gas or coal-liquid
fuel, book 2
TFE-2291-18-BK-2] 19 p0417 H78-25442
An update of the direct injected stratified
charge rotary engine developments at
'Curtiss-rfright
20 p0573 N78-30364
D1IBLBH-BEBZ, A.G., STUTTGABT (BEST GEBBABY).
Emission control of V-engines with oxygen sensors
20 p0574 B78-30373
Characteristics of a single-cylinder
hydrogen-fueled I.e. engine using various
mixture formation methods
20 p0577 N78-30398
DABES ABO BOOBE, PHOEBII, ABIZ.
Annotated bibliography o* natural resource
information: lorthwestern New Hexico
fPB-276024/7] 18 p0273 B78-20597
DATSTAB COBP., BOBLIBGTOB. BASS.
Solar energy in high-rise buildings
[DS2/1963-1 1 19 p0431 N78-2561H
DAYTOf) OBIT., OBIO.
Automobile exhaust emission surveillance
analysis of the FY 1974 program
[PB-268782/0] 17 p0117 N78-10622
OB BATILLABD AIBCBAFT CO. ITD., DOBBSTIBB (OBTABIO).
Some aspects of powerplant airframe integration
affecting fuel conservation
18 p0226 A78-31304
DE LADEEAL BBGIBEEBS, IHC., BEB OBLEABS, LA.
Grid-connected ICES preliminary feasibility
analysis and evaluation. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[COO-4214-1/1-VOL-1] 18 p0287 N78-216I11
DECISIONS ABD DESIGBS, IBC., BCLEAB, VA.
An attitndinal study of the home market for
solar devices
[AD-A045082] 17 p0126 B78-1253S
DEFEBSE INTELLIGENCE AGEBCI, BASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Hydrogen technology, foreign
[AD-A05502t t ] 20 p0589 H78-31261
DBLABABE OBIT., N E W A R K .
Consumer demand analysis: Solar heating and
cooling of buildings
[COO-2598-1] 17 p0153 H78-1O655
DEBTEB FEDEBAL EXECUTIVE BOABD, COLO.
Conference proceedings: A critical economic
balance: water, land, energy, people
[PB-27B089/2 ] 18 p0253 B78-1791I!
DEBTEB BBSEABCH IBST., COLO.
Information and data flows in societal problem
areas: Focus-energy
[PB-269U97/U] 17 p0118 H78-10965
DEPABTBEBT OF EBBBGY, BABTLESTILLE, OKLA.
Experiments with novel fuels for diesel engines
[BEBC/TPB-77/8] 19 p0436 B78-26225
Beview of petroleum oil saturation and its
determination
[BEEC/BI-77/15] 19 pO<l<!2 B78-26525
Hotor gasolines, summer 1977
[BEBC/PPS-78/1] 19 pOBSO F78-27287
Non-petroleum fuels and compatible engines:
1977 BEBC up-date report
20 p0571 B78-30326
Investigative study of engine limiting
[BEBC/BI-77/13] 20 p0603 F78-321U3
Performance of gasoline and diesel fuels
produced from COED syncrude
[BEBC/BI-78/2] 20 p0612 B78-33261
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the Dnited States. Second series,
Beport No. 1: 1976 Chevrolet Tega 140 (CID
(2.3 liters) , 2T
[PB-28177VO] 20 p0613 ,578-33455
Performance characteristics of automotive.
engines in the United states. Second series,
report no. 2: 1976 Chevrolet 305 CID (5.0
liters), 2V
[PB-281775/7] 20 p0613 H78-33456
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the Dnited States. Second series,
report no. 3: 1977 Chrysler 225 CID (3.7
liters), 2T
[PB-281776/51 20 p0613 K78-331157
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the United States. First series,
report no. 12: 1975 Perkins diesel 247 CID
(4.0 liters), FI
[PB-281777/3] 20 p0613 N78-33458
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the Dnited States. First series,
report no. 13: 1975 American Motors, 258 CID
(4.2 liters), 1T
[PB-281778/1] 20 p0613 H78-33459
DEPABTBBNT OF ENEBGI, LARRHIE, BYO.
Thermal conversion of oil-shale kerogen using CO
and water at elevated pressures
[ LEBC-78/1] 20 p0617 N78-33552
DBPABTBEBT OF EHEBGT, JlOBGANTOSf), B. TA.
High pressure rotary piston coal feeder
[HEBC/SP-77/6] 19 p0417 H78-25443
LEPABTHEBT OF EBEBGY, OAK BIDGE, TEBS.
First four years of operation of the LFG plant
at Skikda (Algeria): Causes and remedies of
the corrosion of cryogenic exchanges by mercury
[DOE-TB-16] 20 p0567 B78-30223
Tests at the FOS terminal on the Ing behavior in
large tanks
[DOE-TB-17] 20 p0568 B78-30263
DEPABTBEBT OF EREBGY, BASBIBGTOB, D. C.
Energy emergency planning guide: Sinter 1977 -
1978
[DOE/EBA-0031] 19 p0397 H78-23580
Perspectives on the development of fusion power
by magnetic confinement, 1977
[DOE/ET-0002] 19 p0401 B78-23900
Tokamak impurity report
[DOE/ET-0001] 19 p0434 B7B-25920
Approach to lignefied natural gas (LNG) safety
and environmental control research
[DOE/ET-0002] 19 p0437 B78-26227
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND IFDOSTBIAL BESB1BCH, COHPORATB SODBCE INDEX
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
C1ASA-CR-150713-) 19
 P0«lt0 H78-26558
Fossil energy demonstration plants
CTID-28182] 19 p0415 N78-26573
Helium heaters of the helinm turbine unit of the
Oberhausen energy supply
CDOE-T8-35] 19 pOU55 N78-271110
Otilization of waste heat in trucks for
increased fuel economy
tHASJ-CR-157292] 19 pO<»58 H78-27532
analysis of the current economic feasibility of
solar water and space heating
[DOE/CS-0023] 19 pO»60 S78-27560
Methods of forecasting of scientific and
technical progress in the production and
consumption of fuel and energy resources
[DOE-TR-21] 19 p0161 N78-27573
DoE facilities solar design handbook
[DOE/AD-0006/1 ] 19 p0463 M78-27586
Research and development for fuels fron woody
biomass
[TID-2802U] 20 p0511 R78-28263
Agricultural and industrial process heat
20 p0550 K78-28620
Conservation as an alternative energy source
20 pOSSO N78-28621
Satellite Power System (SPS) concept development
and evaluation program plan, July 1977 -
August 1980
[NASA-TH-79100] 20 p0563 N78-29593
Proceedings of a conference on solar energy for
heating greenhouses and greenhouse-residential
combinations
[CONF-770367] 20 p056<l N78-29610
Highway vehicle systems
[COHF-771037] 20 p0569 N78-30293
Guide to solar energy programs
[DOE/ET-0036 ] 20 p0583 N78-30678
Methodological aspects of estimating the
efficiency of utilization of fuel and energy
resources
[DQE-TR-25J 20 p0585 N78-30701
Survey and analysis of selected topics within
the Energy Research and Development
Administration's (ERDA) materials research and
development programs
[ DOE/ET-0006 ] 20 p0589 N78-31170
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of aviation gasoline from the
mandatory petroleum allocation and price
regulations
(DOE/EBA-00011 20 p0600 N78-31957
Preliminary findings and views concerning the
exemption of kerojet fuels from the mandatory
petroleum allocation and price regulations
[DOE/EEi-0002] 20 p0600 N78-31958
Program planning document: Highway vehicle
Alternative Fuels Otilization Program (AFOP)
[DOE/CS-0029] 20 p0602 N78-32288
Federal Energy Data System (FEDS): Statistical
summary
[DOE/EIA-0031/2] 20 p0606 N78-3256U
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Solar
heating and cooling of buildings, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0001 ] 20 p0606 N78-32565
Energy impact assistance: Report to the president
[DOE/IR-0009] 20 p0607 1178-32577
Energy Research and Development Administration's
(ERDA) Materials Coordinating Committee (EUACC)
[DOE/ET-0011 1 20 p0608 N78-32580
Report to the President and the Congress on the
state energy conservation program
[DOFYCS-0019/1 ] 20 p0608 N78-32583
Department of Energy position paper on alcohol
fuels
[DOE/DS-0001/1] 20 p0612 N78-33256
Voluntary business energy conservation program
fDOE/CS-0018/6] 20 p0616 N78-33548
Environmental development plan for electric
energy systems program, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0016] 20 p0617 N78-33554
Environmental development plan for Conservation
Research and Technology Program, 1977
fDOE/EDP-0017] 20 p0617 N78-33555
Environmental development plan for the Division
of Transportation energy conservation, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0018] 20 p0617 N78-33556
Simple economic model for energy research and
supply strategies, draft
[DOE/ER-0005/D] 20 p0618 N78-33557
•Demonstration project as a procedure for
accelerating the application of new
technology. Charpie task force report, volume 1
[DOE/RA-0003/1-VOL-1] 20 p0618 S78-33563
Demonstration project as a procedure fcr
accelerating the application of new
technology. Charpie task force report, volume 2
[DOE/RA-0003/2-VOL-2] 20 p0618 H78-335611
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Solar
agricultural and industrial process heat, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0002] 20 p0619 N78-33568
Environmental Development Plan (EDP): Energy
storage systems, FT 1977
[DOE/EDP-0015] 20 p0620 N78-33579
Federal wind energy program. Program summary
[DOE/ET-0023/1] 20 p0622 N78-3359<1
Environmental development plan for buildings and
community systems, 1977
[DOE/EDP-0020] 20 p062t H78-33622
HAP3S: Studying the transport, transformation,
and fate of atmospheric energy-related
pollutants
[DOE/EV-0008/1] ' 20 p0621 H78-33626
Evaluation of FIDC system
[NASA-CR-157763] 20 p0626 N78-34007
DEPABTHENT OF SCIENTIFIC AHD INDUSTRIAL BESEIBCH,
LOHEB BOTT (RED ZEALAND) .
Hethanol from natural gas for engine fuel
[NP-22771] 20 p0601 N78-3228<l
DETROIT DIESEL 4LLISOH, INDIANAPOLIS, IHD.
Improved heavy duty gas turbine engine
20 p0572 N78-303UO
DEDTSCHE FOBSCHUHGS- DHD YEBSDCHSAHST4LT FOBB L0FT-
OHD KADBFABBT, C010GSE (REST GEB8ANT).
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
[T-LR-FB-77-23] 17 p0156 H78-11686
DEVELOPHENT SCIENCES, INC., SAGAHORE, HASS.
First order estimates of energy requirements for
pollution control
[PB-2782711/6] 19 pO«65 N78-27608
DOBNIEB-SISTE8 G.M.B.H., FBIEDBICBSHAFEN (WEST
GERHAHY).
Scenarios for chemical technology
[BMFT-FB-T-77-01] 17 p0123 N78-11897
DOOG1AS AIBCBAFT CO., INC., 1OHG BEACH, CALIF.
Cost/benefit tradeoffs for reducing the energy
consumption of the commercial air
transportation system
[SASA-CR-137925] 17 p0109 N78-10035
DOB CHEMICAL CO., BIDIAND, RICH.
Chemicals from coal: OSBM Synthoil
[FE-1531-119] 18 p0280 U78-21320
Energy from in situ processing of antrim oil shale
[FE-23146-16] 19 pO«32 N78-256I19
Energy from in situ processing of antrim oil shale
[FE-2316-19] 19 pOU32 N78-25652
DOI COBBING COBP., HEMLOCK, RICH.
Silicon solar cells from transition metal doped
Czochralski and web crystals
17 p0013 A78-10922
Production of solar-grade silicon from purified
metallurgical silicon
17 p0013 A78-10925
DOS COBNIBG COBP., MIDLAND, HIGH.
High-purity silicon for solar cell applications
19 p034« A78-39567
Solar silicon via the Dow Corning process
[NASA-CB-157065] 19 p0406 S78-2M637
DBAPEB (CHABLES STARK) LAB., INC., C&HBBIDGE, HASS.
Research toward improved flywheel suspension and
energy conversion systems
[PB-2711113/7] 17 p0139 N78-13561
Research toward improved flywheel suspension and
energy conversion systems
[PB-278679/6] 19 pOH58 N78-275H1
D8EXEL OBIT., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Selective paints for solar absorbers
18 p0237 B78-16177
An analysis of alternative residential heating
systens in terms of three criteria: Energy
conservation, environmental impact and
life-cycle economics
18 p0239 N78-16123 '
Double-exposure collector system
[TID-28291] 20 p0597 N78-31576
C-12
COBPOBATB SODBCE ISDEI EHEBGY BESEABCB AHD DEVELOPBEBT
DUKE OSIV., DDBBAB, B. C.
A theory of control for a class of electronic
pover processing systems: Energy-storage
dc-to-dc converters
18 p0262 N78-19382
DYNATECH B/D CO., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Investigation of converting the product of coal
gasification to methane by the action of
microorganisms, phase 1
[FS-2203-16J 18 p0280 N78-21319
Fuel gas production from animal vaste, phase 1
[COO-2991-17] 18 p0280 B78-21321
Fuel gas production from animal waste, phase 1
[COO-2991-23] 19 pO<t15 N78-25218
DYHATHEBS COBP., COCKEYSVILLE, HD.
Heat pipe central solar receiver
fCOO-2839-1] 17 pOIIU H78-10579
Heat pipe development
[1ASA-CB-156669] 18 p0238 178-16327
DYHATBEND, IHC., ABIINGTON. TA.
National Fuel Cell Seminar. Program and abstracts
[C01F-770664-ABSTS] 20 p056U (178-296111
EA6LB-PICHEB CO., JOP1IN, BO.
Electric vehicle propulsion batteries: Design
and cost study for nickel/zinc battery
manufacture, task A
[ANL-K-77-3512-1] 17 p01i(2 N78-13594
EAST1DHD (BEH) FOSIOH SYSTEBS CO., BOCKVILLB, HD.
Borkshop on Synthetic Fuels froo Fusion
CEPBI-EB-U39-SB] 17 p0131 N78-13239
ECOLOGY CONSULTANTS, IHC., FOBT COLLINS, COLO.
Annotated bibliography of natural resource
information: northwestern New Mexico
[PB-27602H/7] 18 p0273 178-20597
ECOH, IHC., PBIHCETOH, H. J.
A study of some economic factors relating to the
development and implementation of a satellite
pover system
[HASA-CF-150602] 18 p0268 B78-19651
Political and legal implications of developing
and operating a satellite power system
[SASA-CB-157077 ] 19 p0112 178-25003
BCOBEBGY IBC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
A study of characteristics of intercity
transportation systems. Phase 1: Definition
of transportation comparison methodology
CHASA-CS-152153-1] 20 p0566 B78-29995
ECOHOMICS BESEiBCH GSOOP LTD., TOBOHTO (OHTABIO).
Dynamic models of the industrial demand for energy
[EPRI-EA-580] 19 pOU25 N78-25596
ECONOBICS, STATISTICS AMD COOPEBATIVES SEBVICE,
SASHIHGTOB, D. C.
Gasohol from grain: The economic issues
[PB-280120/7] 20 p0568 N78-30268
EDGEBTOH, GEBBESHAUSEN AND GBIEB, IHC., IDAHO
FALLS, IDAHO.
Floating power optimization studies for the
cooling system of a geothermal power plant
[TBEE-116U] 18 p0277 H78-206II6
Energy oriented study of industrial cyclone
separators
[TBEE-117I1] 18 p0287 N78-216»2
EG AHD G WASHINGTON AHALYTICAL SERVICES CESTEB,
INC., BOCK7ILLS, BD.
Sampling of water and wastewater
[PB-2726611/1 ] 17 p0163 H78-15957
EIDGEHOBSSISCBES FLDGZEUGBEBK, EBHEH (SBITZEBLAHD).
Design study of an experiment cooling system
with liguid/air heat exchanger for Spacelab
payloads (ECLA)
[F+S-FO-13781 19 pOUOl N78-2H511
ELCAB, IHC., SANTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Prototype solar heated hot water systems and
double-walled heat exchangers: A collection
of guarterly reports
[NASA-CF-150591] 18 p0282 H78-21591
Preliminary design package for Sunspot Domestic
Hot Water Heating System
[NASA-CR-150605] 19 pOH56 N78-27518
ELECTBIC PO»EB BESEABCB IHST., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Coal and nuclear generating costs
[EPBI-PS-1455-SB] 17 p0155 178-11)671
Four Workshops in Alternate Concepts in
Controlled Fusion. Part A: Executive
summaries. Part B: Extended snmnaries. Part
C: CTB using the p-B-11 reaction
[EPBI-EB-129-SB-PT-A] 18 p0290 N78-21927
" Dynamic models of the industrial demand for energy
[EPBI-EA-580] 19 pOU25 P78-25596
Forecasting and modeling time-of-day and
seasonal electricity demands
[EPBI-EA-S78-SB] 19 p0925 N78-25598
Perspectives on utility central station
photovoltaic applications
[EPRI-EB-589-SH] 19 pOIK17 H78-26592
Electric utility solar energy activities- 1977
survey
CEP8I-EB-619-SR] 20 p0605 H78-32561
DEHAHD 77; EPBI annual energy forPcasts and
consumption model. Volume 1: Forecasts ana
general description of the model
[3PPI-EA-621-SR-VOL-1] 20p0606 N78-32563
Geothermal energy prospects for tho next 50
years. Preliminary report to the Conservation
— Commission Borld Energy Conference
[EPHI-ER-611-SR] 20 p0606 H78-32566
ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY CORP., SEATTLE, BASH.
Improvements in energy efficiency of industrial
electrochemical processes
[ASL/OEPB-77-2] 17 p011» H78-10588
EBPLOYHEHT AHD TBAIHIHG ADBIBISTBATIOR, HASHIBGTOH,
D. C.
A review of energy models with particular
reference to employment and manpower analysis
[PB-279417/7 ] 20 p056t N78-29989
BHEBGY DETELOPBEBT ASSOCIATES, BADISOH HEIGBTS, BICH.
Development of high-efficiency cost-effective,
zinc-chlorine batteries for utility
peak-shaving, 1976
[EPBI-EH-711 ] 20 p0622 N78-33590
ENEBGY, INC., IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO.
Energy supply and environmental impacts:
Conventional energy sources i
rPB-276U10/8] 18 p0289 N78-21669
EHEBGY BESEiBCH AND DEVELOPBEHT ADHIHISTBATIOH,
ALBDQOEBQUE, H. BEX.
Solar total energy system, large scale
experiment, shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 2,
Section 3: Facility concept design
[ALO/3987-1/2-TOL-2] 19 pOU09 N78-21672
Solar total energy system, large scale
experiment, Shenandoah, Georgia, volume 3
TALO/3987-1/3-VOL-3] 19 p01(09 N78-2I1673
Solar total energy system: Large scale
experiment, Shenandoah, Georgia. Volume 1.
Section 1: Conclusions and recommendations.
Section 2: Systems requirements
[ ALO/3987-1/1-VOL-1 ] 19 pO«31 N78-256UI1
EHEBGY BESEABCH AHD DEVELOPBEHT ADHIHISTBATIOB,
BARTLESVILLE, OKU.
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the United States. Report no. 8:
Bitsubishi Bodel 6DS7 diesel engine
[PB-271370/8] 18 p025U B78-18t37
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the United States. Report no. 9:
Chrysler (1975) 225-CID 1-bbl engine
[PB-27II375/5] 18 p0251 178-18438
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the United States. Report no. 10:
Chevrolet (1975) 250 CID 1-bbl engine
[PB-27U376/3] 18 p0254 N78-18139
Performance characteristics of automotive
engines in the United States. Report no. IV
Chrysler (1975) 318-CID 2-bbl engine
[PB-2714377/1 ] 18 p025t N78-18110
Diesel fuel oils, 1977
[BERC/PPS-77/5] 18 p0281 N78-21320
GLC analysis of n-paraffin distributions in
crude oils and topped crude oils for oil
identification
[BERC/RI-77/12] 19 pO«02 N78-2132U
Alternative fuels: The outlook and options
within the next decade
20 p0577 S78-30391I
Investigation of fuel economy potential of four
1977 model vehicles
[COHF-7709103-1] 20 p0580 N78-30590
Effects of catalytic reactors on diesel exhaust
composition
[PB-281083/6 ] 20 p062<l N78-33628
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EBEBGY RESEARCH ABO DEVELOPHEBT ADHIBISTBATIOB, COBPOBATE SOOBCB IBDEI
EBEHGY RESEARCH AHD DEVELOPHEST 4DSIBISTBATIOB,
LABAHIE, »YO.
Thermal analysis oh oil shale: Determination of
potential oil yields and dawsonite, nahcolite,
and nordstrandite content
[LEBC/BI-77/6] 20 p0580 N78-306<H
EBEBGY BESEABCH AFD DEVELOPBEBT ADBIBISIBATIOB.
BORGABTOWH, B. 7A.
Development of coal-feeding systems at the
lorgantown Energy Research Center
17 p0131 M78-132U6
Gravity flow rate of solids through orifices and
pipes
17 p0133 1178-13260
High pressure rotary piston coal feeder
17 p0133 N78-13261
ENEBGY BESEABCB ABD DEVBLOPBBNT ADHIBISTBATIOB,
PITTSBDBGH, PA.
Experience in feeding coal into a liquefaction
process development unit
17 p0131 N78-13212
Coal preosurization and feeding: Ise of a lock
hopper system
17 p0131 ti78-132<tU
' Research in coal-based magnetohyflroaynamics
[TID-27893] 19 p0132 N78-25650
EBEBGY RESEARCH ASD DETE10PHEHT ADHIBISTBATION,
BASHISGTOS, D. C.
Energy and remote sensing
17 p0075 A78-1U805
Solar energy in America's future: A preliminary
assessment
[DSE/115-1] 17 p0113 N78-10576
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors
[ERDA-77-U7/5] 17 p0113 178-10577
Solar program assessment: Environmental
factors. Fuel frons biomass
[ERDA-77-117/7] 17 p0120 N78-11506
Management plan for enhanced oil recovery.
Volume 2: Appendices
rERDA-77-15/2-V01-2-APP] 17 p0127 N78-12513
Fossil energy research program of the Energy
Research and Development Administration, FY 1978
[ERDA-77-331 17 p0127 B78-125«4
Energy conservation B and D objectives workshop.
Volume 1: Sorting papers
[CONF-770305-PT-11 17 p0139 R78-13568
Energy conservation R and D objectives workshop.
Volume 2: Summary
[CONF-770305-PT-2] 17 p0140 N78-13569
Interim policy options for commercialization of
solar heating and cooling systems
[ZRDA-77-62] 17 p0142 N78-13585
Solar program assessment: Environmental
factors. Photovoltaics
[ERDA-77-C17/31 17 p0112 B78-13593
Proceedings of a Seminar on International Energy
fERDA-791 17 p01<)5 N78-13620
Modeling and analysis of industrial energy usage
[MTR-7329] 17 p0151 N78-1IJ641
Program Research and Development Announcement
(PRDA) . Solar collector materials and fluids
for solar heating and cooling applications
[PRDA-FG-77-D-29-0003] 17 p0151 H78-1!)6<13
Solar program assessment: Environmental
factors. Solar heating and cooling of buildings
fEPDA-77-t!7/1 ] 17 p0155 H78-11680
Solar program assessment: Environmental factors
[ ERDA-77-U7/11 17 p0156 N78-1M681
Solar program assessment: Environmental
factors. Wind energy conversion
[ERDA-77-U7/61 17 p0156 178-11682
Solar program assessment: Environmental
factors. Ocean thermal energy conversion
f EBDA-77-U7/81 17 p0156 1178-1U683
Onderground coal gasification program
fEBDA-77-51] 18 p0241 N78-16UH6
EBDA funding in transportation energy
conservation area and research plans
18 p0259 B78-18553
Hot dry rock geothprmal energy status of
exploration and assessment. Report no. 1: Of
the hot dry rock assessment panel
[EKDA-77-711] 18 p0270 B78-19671
Introduction to the SRDA electric and hybrid
demonstration project
[ERHQ-0008] 18 p0279 1178-21016
Low-Btu coal gasification
[ERHQ-0015] 18 p0280 N78-21318
Fossil energy research meeting
[CONF-7706100] 19 p0398 B78-23585
Oil shale, FY 1977
[EDP/F-01 (77) ] 19 pOH11 H78-2H69U
Alternative fuels demonstration program, volume
1 of 2
[ERDA-1547-VOL-1] 19 p O Q I S B78-25215
Beport on ERDA workshop with southeastern states
and cities on improving coordination in energy
ED and D especially for solar programs
[TID-27778] 19 p0123 S78-25571
Fossil energy program report
[EBDA-77-70] 19 p042U N78-25582
Hodels and methodologies for assessing the
impact of energy development
[EBDA-77-91] 19 pOt63 N78-27587
Assistance from energy developers: A
negotiating guide for communities
[ERDA-77-90] 19 pOU63 R78-27588
Managing the socio-economic impacts of energy
development* A guide for the small community
[EBDA-77-79] 19 p0163 878-27589
Environmental monitoring at major OS Energy
Research and Development Administration
contractor sites: Calendar year, 1976, volume 1
[ ERDA-77-101/1-VOL-1] 19 pO»66 B78-27635
Environmental monitoring at major OS Energy
Research and Development Administration
contractor sites: Calendar year 1976, volume 2
[ERDA-77-10V2-VOL-2] 19 p0166 H78-27636
Hethanation activity of Raney nickel catalysts:
Effect of proportion of BiAll and Bi2A13 in
precursor alloys
[PB-279656/3] 20 p0557 B78-29198
ERDA facilities solar design handbook
[ERDA-77-65] 20 p058<l N78-3069II
Hydrothermal energy systems FY 1977:
Environmental Development Plan (EDP)
[EDP/G-01 (77) 1 20 p058S 1178-30702
Alternative fuels demonstration program
[EHDA-15t7-VOL-2] 20 p0601 H78-32282
ERDA facilities: A national resource for
resolving energy problems
[EHDA-77-80] 20 p0623 B78-33597
EBEBGY BESEABCB COBP., DABBOBY, COBS.
Fuel cell stacks
C A D - A O U 2 3 1 5 1 17 p0112 B78-10566
Hew materials for fluorosulfonic acid
electrolyte fuel cells
[ AD-AOimtHtl 17 p0126 K78-12531
Beversible metal hybride-air fuel cell
TAD-A056591] 20 p0616 H78-33540
A 1.5 kw nethanol fuel cell powerplant
[AD-A0571H5] 20 p0616 N78-33501
EHEBGY BESODBCES CO., IBC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Study to determine the technical and economic
feasibility of reclaiming chemicals used in
micellar polymer and low tension surfactant
flooding
[FE-2600-1] 19 p0102 H78-21325
Study to determine the technical and economic
feasibility ot reclaiming chemicals used in
micellar polymer and low tension surfactant
flooding
[FE-2600-2] 19 pO<402 M78-2M326
EBEBGY TASK FOBCE, IBC., BEH YOBK.
Bindmill power for city people
[PB-275658/3] 18 p0288 B78-2165"t
EBGIBEEBHG SOCIETIES COHRISSIOB OB EBERGY, IBC.,
IASHINGTOH, D. C.
ESCOE information retrieval system. System
description and operation
[FE-2U68-26] 20 p0626 11/8-33985
EBVIBOBBEBTAL 1AB IBS!., IASHIBGTOB, D. C.
legal and institutional perspectives on solar
energy in Colorado. A case study of land use
and energy decision-making
[P8-27999V8] 20 p0586 N78-30710
EBVIBOBBEBTAL PBOfECTIOH AGEBCY, ABB AHBOB, HICH.
Ford-EPA emission laboratory correlation study
[PB-270699/2] 17 p01i45 H78-13631
EPA-BHH correlation program
[PB-270559/8] 17 p01i)5 B78-13632
Typical vehicle diurnal
[PB-270690/1] 17 p01»5 H78-13633
Shift schedules for emissions and fuel economy
testing
[PB-27q865/5] 18 p0261 B78-1859H
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COBPOBATB SODBCE IBDEX FEDEBAL EBB8GY BEGOLATOBY COHBISSIOB,
Automobile exhaust emission surveillance:
Analysis of the FT 1975 program
[PB-279355/2] 20 p0555 H78-28688
BBVIBOBHBBTAt PBOTECTIOH AGEBCY, DBHVEB, C01O.
Federally sponsored energy research in the
northern Great Plains, North Dakota, fiscal
year 1976
[PB-278132/6] 19 pO<165 H78-27607
EBVIBOSHEBTAl PBOTECTIOB AGEBCY, BESEABCH TBIAHGLE
PABK, B.C.
Instrunental sensing of stationary source
emissions
17 p0001 A78-10056
Compilation of air pollutant emission factors,
supplement no. 7
[PB-270281/9] 17 p0122 878-11541
Control of volatile organic emissions from
storage of petroleum liquids in fixed roof tanks
[PB-2767119/9] 19 p0391 H78-22500
Standards support and environmental impact
statement-^ Volume 2: Promulgated standards
of performance for petroleum refinery sulfur
recovery plants
[PB-278163/1 ] 19 p0450 878-26618
Standards support and environmental impact
statement. Volume 2: Promulgated standards
of performance for lignite-fired steam
generators
[PB-279008/7] 19 p0466 H78-27621
Control of emissions from lurgi coal
gasification plants
[PB-279012/9] 19 p0466 N78-27623
BHTIBOHHEBTAI PEOTECTIOH AGEBCY, SBiTTIE, HASH.
The Alaskan oil disposition study: Potential
air quality impact of a major off-loading
terminal in the Pacific Northwest
[PB-271261/0] 17 p0147 N78-13657
BBVIBOBHEBTAl BESEABCH ABD TECHNOLOGY, ISC. ,
COBCOBD, BASS.
Energy consumption of environmental controls:
Fossil fuel, steam electric generating industry
[PB-273019/0] 18 p0244 B78-16476
EQOTTABIB EBVIBOBBEBTAL, IBC., PiBK BIDGB, ILL.
Economic impact of relaxing the regulation on
sulfur content of fuel oils (B75-8)
[PB-280974/7] .20 p0609 N78-32608
EBBST AHD EBHST, liSBTSGTOB, D. C.
The long-tun incremental cost of electric
utilities
CPB-276082/5] 18 p0289 1)78-21660
ESB, IBC., YABDLEY, PA.
Flywheel electric motor hybrid power train for
electric vehicles
• 20 p0578 B78-30108
ESCHEB TECBBOLOGY ASSOC1ATBS, ST. JOHBS, BICH.
Alternative fuels for intercity trucking systems
20 p0571 S78-30325
BDBOEEAB SPACE AGBBCY, PABIS (PBABCE).
Some experimental results on selective absorbing
surfaces for low temperature solar collectors
[ESA-TT-432] 19 p0390 "78-22482
EIIOB EBTEBPBISES, IBC., KE» YOBK.
Comparative efficiencies of alternative future
automotive power systems
20 p0579 N78-30410
EXXOB BESEABCH ABD EBGIBEEBIBG CO., FLOBHAH PABK,
B. J.
EDS coal liquefaction process development, phase
3 B
[FE-2893-6] 19 pOU59 878-27549
EXXON RESEARCH ABD EB6IBEEBIBG CO., 1IBDEB, B. J.
Effect of hydrocarbon composition on
oxidant-hydrocarbon relationships. Phase 2.
Blend of total hydrocarbon emissions
fPB-273219/6] 18 p0244 878-16483
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation
turbine fuels from synthetic erode oils, phase
3, volume 3
[AD-A053106] 19 p0414 N78-25239
Alternate fuels nitrogen chemistry
CAD-A053299] 19 p0414 878-25240
Production economics for hydrogen, ammonia and
methanol during the 1980-2000 period
[BHL-50663] 19 p0415 B78-25243
Heterostracture single crystal silicon
photovoltaic cell. Type A: Semiconductor
heterojunction silicon devices
[TID-27910] 19 p0462 N78-27579
Catalyst sintering studies
[EPBI-EH-661] 20 p0620 B78-33577
PAOCETT (JACK) ASSOCIATES, IBC., CHEVY CHASE, BD.
State-of-the-art of functional use data
measuring energy consumption in the commercial
sector
[PB-269906/4] 17 p0115 N78-10592
Energy consumption in commercial industries by
census division - 1974
[PB-268851/3 ] 17 p0139 B78-13558
FEDEBAL-STATE LABD USE PLABBIBG COHHISSIOB FOB
ALASKA, ABCHOBAGE.
Land use planning issues and the Alaska gas
pipeline: A report to the President
[PB-281327/7] 20 p0614 H7S-33522
FBOEBAL EBEBGY ADHIBISTBATIOB, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES)
documentation. Volume 14: A users guide
"" " [PB-268850/5] 17"p0116 B78-10599
Petroleum supply alternatives for the northern
tier states through 1980
tPB-269809/0] 17 p0116 N78-10600
Strategic petroleum reserve: Supplement to
final environmental impact statement for bayou
choctav salt dome
[PB-270435/1] 17 p0119 B78-11254
Strategic petroleum reserve: Central Hock (line
[PB-270itU7/6] 17 p0119 P78-11255
Strategic petroleum reserve: Byron Hound salt
dome, draft supplement
[PB-270108/4] 17 p0119 878-11256
Future refinery capacity needs, construction
incentives, and processing configurations
[PB-271099/1] 17 p0124 H78-12211
Cumulative production/consumption effects of the
crude oil price incentive rnlemakings
 c
[PB-271319/6] 17 p012U B78-12247
State energy conservation program sourcebook.
Volume 2: State energy conservation plan
handbook
tPB-271799/9] 17 p01«3 B78-13610
State energy conservation program sourcebook.
Volume 3: Grants-in aid management handbook
[PB-271800/5] 17 p014U S78-13611
Strategic petroleum reserve
[PB-273487/9] 18 p0237 N78-16198
Beport to Congress on the economic impact of
energy actions
[PB-272080/3] 18 p02«3 H78-16467
Allocation of petroleum feedstocks to synthetic
natural gas plants
[PB-273098/4] 18 p0251 B78-17490
Federal policy options to effect fuel
conservation in the air industry
18 p0259 B78-18548
Other storage reserve report
[ PB-273474/7] 18 p0260 B78-18564
Strategic petroleum reserve: Final
environmental impact statement for Kleer Nine
[FES-77-2] 19 p0387 B78-22439
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 1: West Hackberry expansion. Black
Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-1] 19 p0390 B78-22487
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 2, appendices A and, B: Best Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
TFEA/S-77/323-VOL-2] 19 p0391 878-22488
Strategic petroleum reserve. Texoma group salt
domes. Draft environmental impact statement.
Volume 1, appendices D-S: »est Hackberry
expansion. Black Bayou, Vinton, Big Hill
[FEA/S-77/323-VOL-4] 19 p0391 K78-22490
Federal-assistance programs and
energy-development-impacted municipalities
[FEA/D-77/039] 20 p0616 B78-33549
FEDERAL EBEBGY REG01ATOEY COHHISSIOB, IASHIBGTOB,
D. C.
Electric utilities use of flue gas
desnlfunzation technology in the United States
[PB-274120/5] 18 p0251 878-17514
Projected 1977 - 1978 winter electric
load-supply situation, contiguous United States
[PB-276269/8] 18 p0285 H78-21621
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADHINISTBATIOB, BASHIHGTOH, COBPOBATB SOOBCE INDEX.
FEDEBAL HIGBBAY ADSINISTBATIOH, SASBIHGTON, D.C.
Estimated highway foel savings in 1975
18 p0257 N78-18539
FEDEBAL PODEB COHHISSIOH, WASHIHGTON, D. C.
The status of flue gas desnlfunzation
applications in the Dnited States: A
technological assessment, highlights
[PB-271361/8] 17 p0128 H78-12560
The status of flue gas desulfurization
applications in the United States: A
technological assessment, report in full
[PB-271362/6] 17 p0128 S78-12561
FEDEBAI BAI1BOAD ADHIBISTBATION, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Outline of the energy-related projects sponsored
by the Federal Railroad Administration, DOT
18 p0258 N78-1854<4
FIAT BESEABCH CENTEB, OBBASSAHO (ITALY}.
Fiat electric city car prototype
20 p0579 N78-30409
FLOBIDI SOLAS ENERGY CENTEB, CAPE CANATEBAL.
Solar energy commercialization at the state
level: The Florida solar energy nater heater
program
[PB-270158/9] 17 p0128 N78-12551
FLOBIDA TECHNOLOGICAL DSIV., OBLiSDO.
Alternate working fluids for solar air
conditioning applications
20 p0478 A78-43989
FLOBIDA OHlV., GAINESVILLE.
Experimental determination of series resistance
of p-n junction diodes and solar cells
18 p0228 A78-31731
Emitter current suppression in a
high-low-junction emitter solar cell using an
oxide-charge-induced electron accumulation layer
20 p0484 A78-44759
Transport processes in Teflon-bonded fuel cell
electrodes
17 p0135 N78-13524
Measurement of material parameters that limit
the open-circuit voltage in P-H-junction
silicon solar cells
17 p0136 1178-13532
Heavy metal interactions with natural organics
in aquatic environments
18 p0244 N78-16479
Two-phase Hartmann flows in the flHD generator
configuration
tAD-A051450] 19 p0401 N78-23927
Concepts and technigues for evaluation of
energy-related water problems
[PB-279608/4] 20 p0565 N78-29619
Energy analysis of models of the United States
20 p0595 1178-31555
Energy analysis of models of the Dnited States,
narrative
20 p0595 N78-31556
Energy analysis of models of the Onited States,
a sumnary of progress
20 p0595 N78-31557
Energy analysis, energy quality, and environment
20 p0595 N78-31558
Energy aodels of exchange with simulation of the
role of exchange in spatial organization
20 p0595 H78-31559
Efficiency and investment matching of hiah
quality energy
20 p0595 N78-31560
Energy diagrams of published energy analysis of
others
20 p0595 1178-31561
A meso-aodel of the economy of the Dnited States
for comparison of economic and energetic
analysis
20 p0595 1178-31562
Comparison of energy analysis of oil shale
20 p0596 N78-31563
Energy analysis and models of soil formation
20 p0596 N78-31564
Energy-quality calculations for freshwater
chemical potential
20 p0596 1178-31566
A historic and current energy analysis of Florida
20 p0596 N78-31568
Statistical test of energy models for prediction
of urban growth in Florida
20 p0596 N78-31569
Some aspects of energy use in housing
20 p0596 N78-31570
Energy analysis and model of intermediate
agriculture
20 p0596 H78-31571
Energy analysis of Brazil
20 p0596 S78-31572
FLOIDYHE ENGINBBBIBG COBP., HIHBEAPOLIS, HIBB.
Support testing and design study evaluation of
regenerative air heaters
fFE-2254-5] 19 p0441 N78-26398
FLOOB ENGIHEEBS AFD COHSTHIJCTOBS, INC., IBVIHE,
CALIF.
Economic studies of coal gasification: Combined
cycle systems for electric power generation
[EPBI-AF-642] 20 p0551 1178-28630
FOBD HO TO 8 CO. , DEARBORN, (!ICB.
Potential for automotive fuel economy improvement
18 p0258 H78-18543
Automotive Stirling engine development program
[NASA-CB-135331] 19 p0392 B78-22970
Stirling engine feasibility study of an 80 to
100 hp engine of improvement potential for
emissions and fuel economy
[COO-2631-22] 19 p0394 H78-23442
Ford/ESDA sodium-sulfur battery development,
phase 2
[COO-2566-30] 19 p0463 N78-27585
Status of Ford regenerator systems development
20 p0569 B78-30307
Fabrication and testing of silicon nitride
turbine rotors
20 p0570 1178-30309
Improved Stirling engine development
20 p0570 N78-30315
Stirling engine program
20 p0573 1178-30348
Advanced program weight control system
20 p0625 1178-33779
FOSTEB ASSOCIATES, INC., HSSBIHGTOH, D.C.
Impact of natural gas shortage on major
industrial fuel-burning installations. Volume
1: Text
[PB-269365/3] 17 p0115 N78-10596
Impact of natural gas shortage on major
industrial fuel-burning installations. Volume
2: Schedules (data and tables)
[PB-269366/1 ] 17 p0116 1178-10597
Impact of natural gas shortage on major
industrial fuel burning installations. Volume
3. Appendix: Summary and analysis of
fuel-burning characteristics of MFBIS
[PB-269367/9] 17 p0116 S78-10598
Fuel and energy price forecasts. Volume 1:
Report
[EPSI-EA-411-VOL-1 ] 17 p01!t2 N78-13589
Fuel and energy price forecasts. Volume 2:
Schedules
[EPBI-EA-411-VOL-2] 17 p0142 H78-13590
FOSTEB-BILLEB ASSOCIATES, INC., SALTHAB, BASS.
Foster-Hiller's development of dry coal feed
systems
17 p0132 N78-13251
Development of a passive heating and cooling
system using a pumped heat pipe
[TID-28188] 20 p0554 N78-28658
FOSTEB DHEELEB COBP., LIVIHSSTOB, N.J.
Development work for an advanced coal
gasification system for electric power
generation from coal directed toward a
commercial gasification generating plant,
phase 2. Volume 12: Cold-flow model testing
of a two-stage entrained-flow slagging coal
gasifler
[FE-1521-31] 19 p0426 H78-25601
Development work for an advanced coal
gasification system for electric power
generation from coal directed toward a
commercial gasification generating plant,
phase 2. Volume 14: System analysis
CFE-1521-33] 19 p0426 N78-25602
Design report. Volume 1: Process design.
Development work for an advanced coal
gasification system for electric power
generation from coal directed toward a
commercial gasification generation plant,
phase 2
[FE-1521-20-VOL-1] 20 p0583 N78-30681
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COBPOBiTE SOOBCE ISDEI GE1EE1L ELECTRIC CO.,
FBASKLIB IHST. BESEiECB LIBS., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
& literature review: Problem definition stodies
on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 4:
Occupational health and safety aspects of the
fog oils SGF No. 1 and SGF No. 2 and smoke
screens generated fron then
[AD-A055903] 20 p0610 878-32709
G
GABD, ISC., HUES, III.
Continuous high pressure lump coal feeder design
study
17 p0132 878-13253
GABDIHEB (S. G.) EHGUBBBIBG SBBVICBS LTD.,
ViBCOOVEB (BBITISH COLUHBI&).
Economc pre-feasibility stndy: Large-scale
methanol fuel prodaction fron surplus Canadian
forest biomass. Part 2: Sorking papers
[RP-22159/2] 19 p0393 878-23253
GABT OPEBATISG CO., ESGLBiOOD. COLO.
Bell Creek Field micellar-polynec pilot
demonstration . .
CBERC/TPR-77/13] 19 p0113 H78-25226
Pilot demonstration-enhanced oil recovery by
micellar-polymer waterflooding Bell Creek Field
rCDO-4207-14] 19 p0418 B78-25510
GCA COBP., BEDFOBD, RASS.
Filtration model for coal fly ash with glass
fabrics
fPB-276489/2] 18 p0289 878-21667
Regulatory guidance for control of volatile
organic compound emissions fron 15 categories
of stationary sources
[PB-281138/8] 20 p0610 878-32619
GBLLBiH BESEABCH ASSOCIATES, INC., JBHKIHTOSB, PA.
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 1
[PB-272178/5] 17 p0157 878-14939
The role of scientific and technical information
in critical period management, volume 2
[PB-272 179/3] 17 p0157 878-14900
GEHEBiL ACCODBTING OFFICE, BASHIBGTON, D. C.
Outer continental shelf sale 40: Inadequate
data used to select and evaluate lands to
lease: Department of The Interior
[PB-269865/2] 17 p0110 878-10550
Domestic energy resource and reserve estimates:
}ses, limitations, and needed data
[PB-268966/9] 17 p0115 878-10590
Environmental protection issues facing the nation
fP"3-269748/01 17 p0117 878-10633
Rocky fountain energy resource development:
Status, potential, and socioeconomic issues
[PB-269969/2] 17 p0126 H78-12533
An evaluation of the national energy plan
rPB-270T>2/0] 17 p0127 878-12548
Effective fuel conservation programs could save
millions of gallons of aviation fuel
[PB-2712U9/5] 17 p0128 >178~12552
More attention should be paid to making the O.S.
less vulnerable to foreign oil price and
supply decisions
[PB-275309/3] 18 p0276 878-20625
Evaluation of the plan to conserve energy in
federal buildings through retrofit programs
CPB-275311/9] 18 p0276 878-206,27
Emergency natural gas purchases: Actions needed
to correct program abuses and consumer
inequities
[PB-275876/1] 18 p0280 H78-21313
OS energy conservation could benefit from
experiences of other countries
[PB-276006/4] 18 p0281 H78-21619
The magnitude of the Federal solar energy
program and the effects of different levels of
funding
TPB-277018/8] 19 pOilOO 878-23605
Solar demonstrations on Federal residences:
Better planning and management control needed
[PB-279700/9] 20 p0586 H78-30708
Benefits derived from the outer continental
shelf environmental studies program are
questionable
[PB-281782/3] 20 p0614 H78-33520
Lover Cook Inlet: Another example of more data
needed for appraising outer continental shelf
oil and gas resources
[PB-281769/0] 20 p0611 "78-33521
The moltiprogram laboratories: A national
resource for nonnnclear energy research,
development, and demonstration
[PB-281265/91 20 p0624 H78-33607
Department of energy's consolidation of
information processing activities needs more
attention
[PB-281269/1] 20 p0626 H78-33996
GENEBAL 4TOHIC CO., SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Solar collector field subsystem program on the
fixed mirror solar concentrator
[GA-A-14209-BEV] 17 p0141 H78-13583
Latge closed-cycle gas turbine plant
[GA-A-14311}
Preliminary system analysis of a
solar power central station
4 -
17 p0152 B78-14652
fixed mirror
tEPBI-5K-43 ($ 77) J
'Gas tur'b
optio
[GA-A-
18 p0241 878-16452
A total energy utilization
484] 18 p0270 878-19670
HTS thermal storage peaking plant
[OBBL/SOB-4188-2] 18 p0277 878-20645
Prediction of thermoelectric battery power and
voltage for a 15 year lifetime HB-75 mB (B)
battery
[GA-A-14718] 19 p0446 878-26576
Electrode polarization studies in hot corrosion
systems
[COO-2960-2] 20 p0567 878-302 IS
Quality assurance program document for 75 mB
radioisotope thermoelectric generator program
[GA-A-14807] 20 p0596 U78-31573
Analysis of nuclear systems satisfying OS energy
needs
[GA-A-14848] 20 pOS99 S78-31891
GEBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., CIBCIBBATI, OHIO.
BASA/General Electric Engine Component
Improvement Program
[AIAA PAPEB 78-929] 20 p0485 A78-45098
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[8ASA-CASE-LEH-12321-1] 17 p0109 S78-10467
Long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/N 451-380
[BASA-CR-159390] 20 p0557 878-29103
Energy efficient engine: Preliminary design and
integration studies
[SAS1-CR-135444] 20 p0588 878-31108
GEBEB5L ELECTBIC CO., BBIE, Pi.
Electrification of railroads
problems-potentlals-economic impacts
18 p0259 878-18550
GEBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., EVEHDALE, OHIO.
Development and fabrication of a diffusion
welded Columbian alloy heat exchanger
[AIDE PAPEB A78-61] 18 p0228 A78-31SOO
GEHEBAL ELECTBIC CO., FAIBFIEID, CORN.
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and
integration studies
19 p0453 878-27054
GEBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Design study, of wind turbines 50 kB to 3000 kB
for electric utility applications. Volume 1:
Summary report
[BASA-CR-134934] 17 p0125 878-12529
Improved ceramic heat exchanger material
[KASA-CR-135292] 17 p0130 878-13209
Bind energy mission analysis, executive summary
[COO-2578-1-1] " ~~ '
Bind energy mission analysis
[COO-2578-1-2]
Bind energy mission analysis, appendices A-J
[COO-2578-1-3] 17 p0152 878-14647
Solar array conceptual design for the Halley's
Comet ion drive mission, phase 2
[BASA-CB-155594] 18 p0240 878-16438
Design stndy of wind turbines 50 kB to 3000 k«
for electric utility applications. Volume 2:
Analysis and design
[NASA-CH-134935] 18 p0248 R78-17462
Design stndy of wind turbines 50 kB to 3000 kB
for electric utility applications. Volume 3:
Supplementary design and analysis tasks
[BASA-CB-135121] 18 p0248 B78-17463
Conceptual approach stndy of a 200 watt per
kilogram solar array, phase 1
[SASA-CR-155614] 18 ?0248 878-17465
HOD-1 BTG dynamic analysis
18 p0265 878-19618
17 p0152 B78-14645
17 p0152 N78-14646
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Hod-1 wind turbine generator analysis
18 p0266 N78-19631
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150686] 19 pO«20 H78-25537
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[HASA-CB-150687] 19 p0120 N78-25538
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
[NASA-CB-150691 ] 19 pO»20 B78-255I10
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systens
[NASA-CB-150692] 19 p0120 N78-255U1
Prototype solar heating and combined heating and
cooling systems
fNASA-CB-150693] I 19 pOH20 178-25512
Prototype solar heating and combinedJjeating and
cooling systems x.*
[NASA-CB-150691)] 19 pOT20 N78-255D3
Solar total energy; large scale experiment.* No.
2, phase 2: Conceptual design
[TID-27995] 19 P0128 S78-25618
Solar heating and cooling system design and
development
[NASA-CB-150705] 19 pO«<Kl N78-26556
Solar heating and cooling system design and
development
rNASA-CB-150735] *" 20 p05U9 B78-28613
Applied research on energy storage and
conversion for photovoltaic and wind energy
systems. Volume 3: Rind conversion systems
with energy storage
. [TID-28287/3] 20 p0553 K78-28657
GENEBAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N. T.
Pulse battery charger employing 1000 ampere
transistor switches
18 p0231 A78-3197I1
Design and calculated performance and cost of
the ECAS Phase II open cycle »HD power
generation system
[ASME PAPER 77-WA/ENER-5] 19 p0297 A78-33113
Open-Cycle Gas Turbine/Steam Turbine Combined
Cycles with synthetic fuels from coal
CASHE PAPEB 77-HA/ENER-9] 19 p0298 A78-33117
Performance and economics of advanced energy
conversion systems for coal and coal-derived
fuels
19 p0309 A78-34078
Development of high temperature turbine
subsystem technology to technology readiness
status; phase 1
[FE-1806-6] 17 p012U N78-12<I25
Pressurized feeding on the GEGAS system
17 p0132 N78-13255
Demonstration of an inductor
motor/alternator/flywheel energy storage system
[COO-U010-21 17 pOIUI N78-13579
Study of practical cycles for geothermal power
plants
[COO-2C19-1] 18 p0288 N78-21651
CFCC development program
[PE-2357-19] 19 pO<!6l| B78-27593
Hot corrosion/erosion testing of materials for
applications for advanced power conversion
systems using coal-derived fuels. Task 2.
Evaluation of turbine materials for use in a
coal-fired flnidized bed combustion environment
[FE-2326-20] 20 p0611 N78-33210
Floating substrate process: large-area silicon
sheet task low-cost solar array project
[NASA-CB-157759] 20 p0612 NT8-332B5
GENEBAL ELECTRIC CO., 8ILBISGTOS, BASS.
SPE water electrolysis technology development
for large scale hydrogen production
fCOO-2675-6] 19 pO<l15 N78-2521I9
Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) fuel cell
technology program
[NASA-CB-151750] 20 p0561 N78-29567
GEHEBAL HOTOBS COBP., DETROIT, BICE.
Improved heavy duty gas turbine engine program
20 p0569 N78-30306
SENEBA1 HOTOBS COBP., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Study and program plan for improved heavy duty
gas turbine engine ceramic component development
[NASA-CB-135230] 20 p0512 N78-28U66
GEBBHAl HOTOBS BESEAECH LABS., HABBEB, RICH.
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Botors1 research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.1: Model 3 ground power units design,
construction and testing. Government contract
reports
[GHB-2690-PT-1.1] 19 p0137 N78-26237
Stirling engine ground power unit
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.108] 19 p0037 N78-262U5
Stirling engine Ground Power Dnit model GPO 3
acceptance test report
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.110:) 19 pOQ37 N78-26207
OS Army Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories five hundred hour engineering
evaluation of the Stirling GPO 2-1
[GBB-2690-SECT-1.112 ] 19 pfll(37 N78-262&9
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General lotors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
1.2: Model 3 ground power units design,
construction, and testing. General Motors
research studies
[GH8-2690-PT-1.2] 19 pOU37 N78-26250
Effect of diesel fuel on Stirling engine ground
power unit components
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.201] 19 p0137 N78-26251
Hanual cranking tests of the Stirling engine
ground power unit
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.202] 19 p0137 N78-26252
The GPO-3 Stirling engine ground power unit
ignition system
[GBR-2690-SECT-1.203] 19 pO«38 N78-26253
Combnstor development for Stirling ground power
units, GPU-2 and GPO-3
[GHR-2690-SECT-1.204] 19 pO«38 N78-2£25»
Preliminary performance tests of a GPO-3
Stirling engine on hydrogen, helium, and
nitrogen i
[GHB-2690-SECT-1.206] 19 pO<!38 N78-26256
STIR-LEC 2 Stirling engine performance
[GSR-2690-SECT-1.207] 19 p0438 N78-26257
Hethod of tests and instructions (generator
sets, Stirling engine'drive)"""
[GBR-2690-SECT-1.208] 19 pOU38 N78-26258
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
2: Stirling cycle analysis and engine design
studies
CGBB-2690-PT-2] 19 pO»38 F78-26262
Stirling engine heater tube failures
[GHB-2690-SECT-3.1011 19 p0438 N78-26285
Stirling engine heater tube failure
[GBB-2690-SECT-3.102] 19 pO«38 N78-26286
Examination of Stirling engine regenerator screens
[GBB-2690-SECT-3.105] 19 p0439 N78-26289
Evaluation of stresses in tubes with external
heat flux and internal pressnrization
[GHB-2690-SECT-3.20H] 19 pO»39 N78-2629«
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Motors' research, 1958 to 1970. Part
6: Begenerators
[GBF-2690-PT-6] 19 pO"139 N78-26318
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost
reduction program outline
[GHB-2690-SECT-6.001] 19 p0439 N78-26319
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost
reduction program report 1: Wire cloth matrix
materials
[GHB-2690-SECT-6.002] 19 p0139 N78-26320
Stirling engine regenerator performance analysis
[GHB-2690-SECT-6.003] 19 pO<139 N78-26321
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost
reduction program. Report 2: June 1965 status
[GBB-2690-SECT-6.00U] 19 pO«39 N78-26322
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost
reduction program. Report 3: Hanufacturing
the electro-motive division US/8V12C Stirling
engine regenerators
[GBR-2690-SECT-6.005] 19 p0439 N78-26323
Stirling thermal engine regenerator cost
reduction program. Report 4: BET SET fluid
friction heat transfer test results, engine
test for four regeneration materials
[GBB-2690-SECT-6.006] 19 pOqUO N78-2632H
A collection of Stirling engine reports from
General Hotors" research, 1958 to 1970. Part
7: Thermal energy storage and publication
list, 7.1 Thermal energy storage, 7.2 List of
general motors Stirling engine publications
[GHR-2690-PT-7] 19 pOKIO N78-26326
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Thernal energy storage for road vehicle propnlsion
CGHB-2690-SECT-7.103] 19 pOIIO F78-26329
Thernal energy storage Stirling engine povec
plants 1: Calculated beat transfer and
pressure drop across ground pover nnit beater
assemblies
[GHB-2690-SECT-7.10a] 19 p O U U O B78-26330
Analysis of the failure of the nickel tank used
for LiOH thermal energy storage for the
Calvair automobile
rGMB-2690-SECT-7.106] 19 p O Q U O S78-26332
Energy storage systeas cooplenent the Stirling
engine
rGHB-2690-SECT-7.107} 19 pOUtO S78-26333
Thermal energy storage—Stirling engine power
plants 2. Calculated energy transfer rates
froa solidifying lithium fluoride to a
plain-tube heater
rG(IB-2690-S5CT-7. 108] 19 pOOlO H78-26331
letallurgical studies of high temperature alloy
capsules after long tine cyclic corrosion
tests as containers for lithium fluoride
[GBP-2690-SECT-7.109] 19 pOltO N78-26335
Performance evaluation of a Stirling cycle heat
pump
[GBB-2690-SECT-7.110] 19 p01«1 H78-26336
Thermal energy storage-Stirling engine
powerplants for road vehicles
[GHP-2C90-SECT-7.1113 19 p O « 0 1 N78-26337
Vehicle evaluation of neat methanol:
Compromises anong exhaust emissions, fuel
economy, and driveability
20 p0577 N7B-30395
Evaluation of acetylene as a spark ignition
engine fuel
20 p0577 M78-30396
GEHEBAl HOTOBS TECHNICAL CBNTEB, BARBBB, RICH.
An analytical study of transmission
modifications as related to vehicle performance
20 p0575 N78-30381
GESERSl BESBABCB COBP,, HCLEAB, TA.
Solar sail-solar electric technology readiness
and transfer assessment
[SASA-CB-157239] 19 pOU36 H78-2£154
GENEBA1 BESEABCB COBP., SAHTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Electric car technology for demonstration anc5,
development
18 p0259 N78-18551
Drban applications and energy impacts of future
electric cars
18 p0259 S78-18552
Performance standards for electric vehicles
20 p0579 N78-30113
GBHOA BHIV. (ITAL7) .
Solar energy and limits to the energy on the earth
20 p0515 H78-28535
GEOLOGICAL SOBVEI, BAI SAIHT LOOIS, HISS.
Computer techniques to aid in the interpretation
of subsurface fluid-pressure gradients
rPB-268£03/8] 17 pO110 N78-10516
GEOLOGICAL SOBVEI, DBBVBB, COLO.
Borehole gravity survey to determine density
variations in the Devonian shale sequence of
Lincoln County
[1EBC/CH-77/7] 17 p0157 S78-1H729
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using
the LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 3:
Heat discharge from Hount St. Helens, Washington
[E7S-10122] 19 p0387 N78-22Q35
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using
the L A N D S A T - 1 data collection system. Preface
and part 1: The Surtsey, Iceland, teoperatnre
data relay experiment via LANDSAT-1
[E78-101211 19 p039tt N78-23U98
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using
the LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 1:
lassen volcanic region
[E78-10123] 19 p0394 N78-23499
Thermal surveillance of active volcanoes using
the LANDSAT-1 data collection system. Part 5:
Electronic thermal sensor and data collection
platform technology
CE78-10121] 19 p0390 H78-23500
GEOLOGICAL SOBVEI, OBIVBBSITI, ALB.
Remote sensing of strippable coal reserves and
nine inventory in part of the Barrier coal
Field IE Alabama
C»IASA-CB-150781) 20 p0603 N78-32520
GEOBGE BASH1NGTOH OBIV., iiSBIHGTOI, D. C.
Performance potential of the energy separator
without mechanical energy recovery
CPB-269721/7] 17 pOIIS F78-10601
Legal-institutional implications of Rind Energy
Conversion Systems (0ECS}, executive saaoar;
[PB-273006/7] 18 p02«« N78-16H72
Analysis of policy options for accelerating
•commercialization of solar heating and cooling
systems
[TID-27597] 19 pO«28 H78-25615
legal-institutional arrangements facilitating
offshore Rind Energy Conversion Systems (DECS)
utilization
[DOE/HSF/19137-77/3] 19 pOU35 H78-25982
legal-institutional inplications of Rind Energy
Conversion Systems (WECS)
[HSF/BA-77020H] 19
 P0035 F78-25983
l(. Summary of proceedings of Solar Beating and
Cooling Coomercialization workshop
fDSE/1017-1] 19 pOOIS B78-26568
, Solar energy incentives analysis:
—Psycho-econOtfic factors affecting the decision
making of consumers and the technology
delivery system
[HCP/B25311] 19 pO«63 N76-2758II
GEOBGETORI UNIV., WASHIHGTOH, D.C.
Industrial application of fluidized-bed combustion
[FE-2H61-5] 19 pO»36 N78-26190
Georgetown Bniversity Coal Osing-Integrated
Community Energy System (GO/CO-ICES)
demonstration project. Phase 1: Detailed
work management plan
CCOO-1H88-1] 20 p05S1 H78-2863S
GEOBGIA IRST. OF TECH., ATLABTA.
Experimental and analytical comparisons of the
performance and combustion characteristics of
gasoline, methane, and methanol in a Rankel
engine
17 p0158 S78-15H87
A project to reduce the impact of energy
shortages and cost increases on industrial
production in the southeast. Volume 1:
Project overview
[PB-278078/1 ] 19 p04<!9 B78-26616
A project to reduce the impact of energy
shortages and cost increases on industrial
production in the southeast. Volume 2: Case
study and technical assistance
[ PB-278079/9] 19 pO«19 B78-26617
A project to reduce the impact of energy
shortages and cost increases on industrial
production in the southeast. Volume 3:
Transfer package
[ PB-278080/7] 19 p0149 D78-26618
GEOBGIA SOOTHVESTERH COIL., ABSRICOS.
Introductory workshops on remote sensing as
related to geological problems in Georgia
[E78-10152] 19 pO«55 B78-27I182
GEORGIA OHIV., JTHEtlS.
Irradiance for skew rays incident upon a
trough-like solar collector of arbitrary shape
17 pOIOH A78-19829
Flat-sided rectilinear trough as a solar
concentrator - An analytical study
19 p03Q<l A78-39636
Solar concentrating properties of truncated
hexagonal, pyramidal and circular cones
20 p0491 A78-16»«!l
The energy question: A case study in major
public policy development in a quasi-free
enterprise society
18 p027H F78-20599
Development of a practical photocheaical energy
storage system
[SBO-893-6] 18 p0285 S78-21626
Development of a practical photochemical energy
storage system
[SBO-893-8] 18 p0285 B78-21627
Development of a practical photochemical energy
storage system
[SBO-893-9] 18 p0285 S78-21628
Development of a practical photochemical energy
storage system
CSBO-893-10] 18 p0285 K78-21629
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GESBILSCBAFT FOEB VEBGASOHG ODD VEBFIOBSSIGONG TOR
STEIHKOHLE H.B.B., ESSEH (REST GERHABY).
Study of capital requirements, cost estimates
and economic analysis of a SRC-II (Solvent
Refined Coal) plant under conditions related
to the Federal Republic of Germany
[BHFT-FB-T-77-64] 20 p0562 H78-29582
GINEK, INC., BALTHAB, HASS.
Study of corrosion and its control in aluminum
solar collectors
[COO-2934-4] 20 p0567 N78-30214
GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC EHGISEEBIKG, IHC., PORTLAND, OBEG.
The inertial storage transmission
20 p0575 N78-30384
GLOBE-ONION, INC., HILWADKEE, WIS.
Design and cost study for development of
lead-acid batteries suitable for electric
vehicle propulsion
 +*-
[ANL-K-77-3624-1 ] 20 pot?4 N78-31548
GOBDIAN ASSOCIATES, INC., NEB YORK.
Computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 2:
Data and technical bases
[NASA-CR-135334] 18 p0262 N78-19326
Computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 1:
Program description
tNASA-CB-135333} 18 p0272 N78-20350
Computer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 3:
Detailed systems and programming documentation
fNASA-CB-135335] 19 p0414 N78-25235
Small refiner bias analysis
[HCP/B70258-01} 19 p0416 N78-25253
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source
[HCP/L50172-01] 19 pOU52 N78-27005
Overcoming institutional barriers to solid waste
utilization as an energy source: Executive
summary
[HCP/L50172-02] 19 pOIl53 N78-27006
GOOLD, INC., BOLLING HBADOBS, ILL.
Develop nickel-zinc battery suitable for
i electronic vehicle propulsion. Task A:
Design and cost study
[ANL-K-77-3558-11 17 p01!43 N78-13607
State-of-the-art lead-acid vehicle
[ANL-K-77-3639-1] 19 p0459 N78-27547
GROSSBAH (B. E.) AND ASSOCIATES, C4ROGA PABK, CALIF.
Representative industrial solar energy
installation, Northridge Hospital, Northridge,
California
[UCBL-13789] 20 p056« N78-29613
GBOBHAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETBFAGE, S.Y.
Learning to build large structures in space
17 p0082 A78-16698
Thermal energy storage heat exchanger: Rolten
salt heat exchanger design for utility power
plants
[NASA-CR-135244] 17 p0150 N78-1H632
Thermal energy storage heat exchanger: Holten
salt heat exchanger design for utility power
plants
[NASA-CR-135245] 17 p0150 N78-14633
Investigation of diffuser-augmented wind
turbines. Part 1: Executive summary
[COO-2616-2-PT-1] 17 p0154 R78-H1668
Investigation of diffuser-augoented wind
turbines. Part 2: Technical report
[COO-2616-2-PT-2] 17 p0154 N78-14669
GEDY FEDERAL, INC., ARLINGTON, VA.
Pricing effects on frontier oil production
[PB-269807/1(1 17 p0115 H78-10593
Oil and gas replacement cost: Development and
production. Volume 1: Discussion of
methodology, exhibits, and projections
[TID-28043/1 ] 19 p0418 N78-25514
Oil and gas replacement cost: Development and
production. Volume 2: Exhibits
[TID-28043/2] 19 p0418 N78-25515
GOLF BESEARCH AND DBVELOPHENT CO., PITTSBOBGB, PA.
Passenger car fuel economy in short trip operation
[COO-4248-1] 20 p0622 S78-33592
H
BANFORD ENGINEERING DEVELOPBENT LAB., RICHLAND, BASH.
Tribology: Research and development needs in
advanced energy technology
[HEDL-SA-1191-REV] 19 p0442 H78-26450
BARKER INDUSTRIES, INC., ABBANDALE, VA.
A new look at exhaust gas recycle and its
potential for improving fuel flexibility and
economy of spark ignition engines
20 p0573 H78-30369
Combining engine cooling with heat driven air
conditioning to improve automotive fuel economy
20 p0576 N78-30388
BABAII UHIV., HOBOLDLD.
Synchronization of wind turbine generators
against an infinite b'us under gnsting wind
conditions
[IEEE PAPEB f 77 675-2] 18 p0219 A78-30196
Employing static excitation control and tie line
reactance to stabilize wind turbine generators
[VASA-CH-135344] 18 p0274 N78-20603
HEALTH EDUCATION AUTHORITY OF LOUISIANA, NEB ORLEANS.
Grid-connected ICES preliminary feasibility
analysis and evaluation. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[COO-42KI-V1-VOL-1] 18 p0287 B78-216U1
HITTHAR ASSOCIATES, IRC., COLD8BIA, HD.
Environmental assessment of coal liquefaction
[PB-278333/0] 19 p0451 H78-26654
HOLT (BED) CO., PASADENA, CALIF.
Geothermal direct contact beat exchange
[SAN/1116-1] 18 p0277 N78-20638
HOLT/PROCOH, PASADERA, CALIF.
Preliminary design manual for a geothermal
demonstration plant at Herber, California
[EPRI-ER-670] 20 p0597 H78-31575
HOBBISELL CORPORATE BESEARCB CENTER, BLOOBIBGTOB,.
BIRR.
Dip-coated sheet silicon solar, cells
17 pOOlU A78-10926
HOHETBELL, INC., BLOOBIBGTOR, HINN.
Silicon on ceramic process. Silicon sheet
growth development for the large-area silicon
sheet task of the low-cost silicon solar array
project
[NASA-CS-155613] 18 p0248 1178-17464
HONETBELL, INC., HINNEAPOLIS, BIRB.
Solar central electric power generation - A
baseline design
17 p0010 A78-10742
Optimization of coatings for flat plate solar
collectors, phase 2
[COO-2930-4] 17 p0152 1178-14648
Survey of the applications of solar thermal
energy systens to industrial process heat.
Volume 1: Summary
[TID-27348/1-VOL-1] 17 p0153 S78-14656
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[NASA-CB-150542] 18 p0263 N78-19603
Low-cost solar air heater
[COO-2929-6] 18 p0277 1178-20639
Solar heating and cooling system design and
development
[1ASA-CR-150640] 19 p0388 B78-22467
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 2, book 2: Central receiver
optical model users manual, CDRL item 2
[ SAN/1109-8/3-VOL-2-BK-2] 19 p042<l N78-25583
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 2, book 3: Dynamic simulation
model and computer program descriptions, CDE1
item 2
[SAN/1109-8/4-VOL-2-BK-3] 19 p042» N78-25584
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 3: Collector subsystem, CDBL
item 2
[ SAN/1109-8/5-VOL-3] 19 pO»2<l N78-25585
Solar pilot plant, phase 1, preliminary design
report. Volume 6: Electrical power
generation; master control subsystems; balance
of plant CDRL item 2
[ SAN/1109-8/8-VOL-6] 19 p042<l B78-25586
Optimization of coatings for flat plate solar
collectors, phase 2
[COO-2930-12] 19 pO«41 K78-26565
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Mixed strategies for energy conservation and
alternative energy utilization (solar) in
buildings, volume 1. Executive summary
[SAB/12311-1/1] 19 pO»48 B78-26598
Solar beating and cooling systems design and
development
[NASA-CB-150732] 20 p05B9 S78-28612
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[NASA-CH-150770] 20 p0592 1178-31532
Solar Pilot Plant, phase 1: Preliminary design
report. Volume 7: Pilot plant cost,
commercial plant cost and performance, C D R L
item ?
[SAH/1109-8/9-VOL-7] 20 p0597 H78-31574
Solar heating and cooling systems design and
development
[HASA-CB-150786] 20 p060<! H78-32516
Development of flat-plate solar collectors for
the heating and cooling of buildings:
Executive summary
CHASA-CB-134804] 20 p0615 H78-33527
HOHEYBELL COBPOBATE RA7EBIAL SCIEHCES CEHTEB,
BLOOBIHGTOH, BIBB.
Dip-coating process: Silicon sheet gro»th
development for the large-area silicon sheet
task of the low-cost silicon solar array project
CHASA-CB-157072] 19 p0406 H78-21627
BOOSTON CHEMICAL CO., COBPOS CBBISTI, TBI.
Solar heat transport fluid
fMASi-CB-1506123 18 p0283 H78-21592
Solar heat transport fluil
[NASA-CB-150806] 20 p0615 H78-33530
HOOSTOB CHEHICAl CO., PITTSBOBGH, Pi.
Solar heat transport fluids for solar energy
collection systems: A collection of quarterly
reports
fHASA-CB-150560] . 18 p027« H78-20606
Preliminary design package for noncorrosive
fluid subsystem, solar heating and cooling
[HASA-CB-1 50698]' ' 19 p0421 H78-25549
BOOSTOH DHI7., TBI.
A pilot system for the Texas energy data bank
and information retrieval system
17 p0118 N78-10957
Liquid metal cooled solar central receiver
feasibility study and heliostat field
analysis. Part 1: Liquid sodium cooled
central receiver system conceptual design
[OBO-5178-78/1] 19 p01«7 N78-26594
HUDSON IDS?., I»C., CBOTOB-Ol-BaOSOB, B. Y..
Suggestions for a phase-2 national energy policy
[PE-2660-1] 19 p0397 N78-23581
BOSBBS AIHCBAPT CO., COLVEB CITI, CHLIF.
Project STOP (Spectral Thermal Optimization
Program)
17 p0137 B78-13541
HUGHES AIBCRAFT CO., EL SBGOHDO, CALIF.
ATS-6 solar cell flight experieent through 2
years in orbit
17 p O O I I A78-10932
HDGBES BESBABCB LABS., BALIBD, CALIF.
GaAs solar cell development
17 p0138 H18-1354U
Extended performance solar electric propulsion
thrust system study. Volume t: Thruster
technology evaluation
[NASA-CS-135281-VOL-4] 18 p023-> S78-16090
Indium phosphide/cadmium snlfide thinfiln
terrestrial solar cells
[ALO/3717-11 19 p0462 S78-27581
H06HBS SPACE ADD COHHOHICATIOHS GBODP, LOS 8FGBLBS,
CALIF.
Extend*-:! performance solar electric propulsion
thrust system study. Volume 1: Thruster
technology evaluation
CNAS»-CB-135281-VOL-« ] 18 p0237 S78-16090
IBB FEDBBAL SYSTEMS DIV. . BOHTS?ILLE, 4LA.
Site-dependent factors affecting the economic
feasibility of solar powered absorpticn cooling
17 p00146 A78-11217
Application of solar energy to air conditioning
systems
[NASA-CR-150532] 18 p0250 U78-17183
SIHS prototype system 1: Design data brochure
f 1ASA-CB-15053D) 18 p0250 178-179811
Installation package - SIHS prototype system 1A
[HASA-CB-150524] 18 p0255 H78-18523
Site dependent factors affecting the economic
feasibility of solar powered absorption cooling
[HASA-CB-150533J 18 p0255 H78-18520
SIMS prototype system 1 test results:
Engineering analysis
[BASA-CB-150522] 18 p0256 H78-18527
Site selection for HSFC operational tests of
solar heating and cooling systems
[B&SA-CB-150S37J 18 p0263 H78-19602
Sins Prototype Systea 2 test results:
Engineering analysis
[HASA-CB-1505HU] 18 p0263 B78-1960B
Site selection feasibility for a solar energy
system on the Fairbanks Federal Building
[BASA-CB-1505S9] 18 p0268 B78-196H5
Design data brochure: SIHS prototype systen 2
[HAS1-CB-150558] 18 p0268 H78-196B9
Preliminary design review package for the solar
heating and cooling central data processing
system
- - [NASA-CB-15059H] - 18 p027H H78-2060H
Subsystem design package for Nod 2 site data
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rNTIS/fS-78/0802/1] 20 p0620 N78-33608
Flat plate solar collector design and
performance. Citations from the engineering
index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/08«1/3] 20 p0624 N78-33610
Geothermal energy. Part 1: Exploration, volume
3. Citations fron NTIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/066V9] 20 p0625 S78-33881
Geothermal energy. Part 2: Corrosion and
eguipment, volume 3. Citations from the NTIS
data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0665/6] 20 p0625 B78-33882
Geothermal energy. Part 3: Technology and
general studies, volume 3. Citations from the
NTIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0666/1] 20 p0625 N78-33883
Geothermal energy, volume 3. Citations from the
engineering index data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0667/2] 20 p0626 N78-33880
NATO COHBITTEE OR THE CHALLENGES OF HOOEBI SOCIETY,
BRUSSELS (BELGIDH).
CCMS solar energy pilot study Report of the
annual meeting
[PB-271797/3] 17 p0115 N78-13623
NATOBAL DYHABICS, DES BOIHES, IOWA.
Fast production of methane by anaerobic digestion
[COO-2900-11] 19 p0416 N78-25252
RATAL ACADEBY, ANNAPOLIS, HD.
Performance analysis of a modified internal
combustion engine
[AD-AOI15378] 17 p0135 N78-13P42
NAVAL AIB PBOP0LSION TEST CEHTEB, TBENTOB, ».J.
Effect of fuel bound nitrogen on oxides of
nitrogen emission from a gas turbine engine
[AD-A018382] 18 p0262 N78-19162
NAVAL CIVIL BHGINEBBIHG LIB., POST HOEHEHE, CALIF.
Analysis of Chamberlin flat plate solar
collector using National Bureau of Standards
test criteria
[AD-A05I4215] 20 p0562 N78-29588
Solar heating of buildings and domestic hot water
[AD-A05M601] 20 p0581 B78-3066H
NAVAL POSTGBADOiTE SCHOOL, HOHTEREY, CALIF.
Nature of primary organic films in the marine
environment and their significance for Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) heat exchange
surfaces
[BNHL-2283] 17 p0150 N78-11663
Solar energy for the Naval shore Establishment
[AD-A050026] 18 p0284 N78-21616
HAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.
Coso geothermal corrosion studies
[AD-A045511] 17 p01U7-N78-13681
Antimisting fuel spillage/airshear tests at
Kaval Weapons Center
[AD-A056113] 20 p0589 N78-31256
Conversion of trash to gasoline
[AD-A055113] 20 p0589 N78-31257
NEBRASKA BNIV., LINCOLN.
Applications of remote sensing in resource
management in Nebraska
[E78-10099] 18 p0273 N78-20567
NETHEBLAND, SESELL AND ASSOCIATES, INC., DALLAS, TEX.
Preliminary study of the present and possible
future oil and gas development of areas
immediately surrounding the Interior Salt
Domes Dpper Gulf Coast Salt Dome basins of
east Texas, north Louisiana, and Hississippi
[OBNL/SOB-75/87988] 17 p0110 N78-10545
NEVADA BOBEAO OF BINES AND GEOLOGY, BEHO.
Summary report of availability of geothermal
data for potential direct heat application in
Nevada
[NVO/0671-1] 20 p0584 N78-30693
NEW ENGLABD FEDEBAL BEGIONAL CODBCIL.
Potential of wood as an energy resource in New
England
[TID-28131] 19 pO<!32 N78-25655
HEW HABPSHIBE DNIV., DDEHAB.
Investigation of the mechanism of fly-ash
formation in coal-fired utility boilers
[FE-2205-8] 19 pOH33 N78-25671
NEW BEIICO STATE BUBEAU OF BINES ABD HIBEBAL
EESODBCES, SOCOBHO.
Bibliography of New Mexico geology and mineral
technology, 1971-1975
[PB-278348/8] 19 p0151 N78-26699
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COEPOBiTE SOOBCE IBDEI OAK BIDGE BATIOH1L LAB.,
NEB HBXICO OHIV., ALBOQOERQOE.
Investigation of sulfur based thermochemical
cycles for hydrogen production by water
decomposition
17 p0123 N78-12160
Investigation of an ejector heat panp
17 p0124 H78-12361
HEW OBLEABS POBLIC SEBVICE, IBC., LA.
Grid-connected ICES preliminary feasibility
analysis and evaluation. Volume 1: Executive
summary
CCOO-4214-1/1-VOL-1] 18 p0287 H78-21611
NEH YORK STATE DEPT. OF TBASSPOHTATIOB, ALBABY.
long range transportation planning under energy
constraints: A critical review of cnrrent
capability
18 p0256 B78-18532
HB» YOBK OBJy., X. I.
Consequences of new energy patterns
[PB-273259/2} 18 p0240 1)78-16174
Magnetic confinenent fusion energy research
[COO-3077-143] 18 p0270 N78-19673
BEWSOS (BEBBABD D.) , IOS ALTOS HILLS, CALIF.
Research plan for study of biological and
ecological effects of the solar power
satellite transmission system
CBASA-CB-30H«] 20 p0603 B78-32316
BOBTB ATLANTIC TREATY OBGABIZATIOB, BRUSSELS
(BELGIDH).
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Symposium on Automotive Propulsion Systems,
volnne 1
CNATO/CCHS-61-VOL-1] 20 p0572 B78-30332
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Symposium on Automotive Propulsion Systems,
volume 2
[HATO/CC1S-61-VOL-2] 20 p0574 B78-30370
NORTH CAROLINA AGBICOHOBAL ABD TECBBICAL STATE
OHIV., GBEEBSBOBO.
Innovations in microelectronics and solid state
at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
State University
18 p0237 H78-16280
BOBTH CAHOLIBA STATE OBIV., RALEIGH.
A study of improvements in silicon solar cell
efficiency due to various geometrical and
doping modifications
17 p0012 A78-10906
Computer analysis of heterojunction and graded
bandgap solar cells
17 p0026 478-11056
Impurity gradients and high efficiency solar cells
17 p0136 N78-13531
A computer analysis of heterojunction and graded
bandgap solar cells
18 p0254 S78-18512
Solar energy storage subsystem utilizing latent
heat of phase change
18 p0255 B78-18513
BOBTH CAROLINA ONIV., CHAPEL HILL.
Tectonic atlas of uranium potential in
crystalline rocks of the eastern DS
[GJBX-69(77)] 19 pOUOO S78-23666
BORTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE COOHCIL, BISHABCK.
Legislative handbook on energy-related topics
fPB-276766/3] 19 p0390 N78-22477
BOBTB DAKOTA STATE OBIV., FABGO.
Dltrafiltration and hyperfiltration of phenolic
compounds in coal gasification wastewater
streams
19 p0435 N78-26007
NOBTHEASTEBN LEGISLATIVE LEADERS ESEBGY BBSEABCB
PROJECT.
Energy policy making in the Northeast: A
directory of state programs and institutions
rPB-277503/91 19 pO<449 N78-26621
BOBTBEBB ARIZONA UBIV., FLAGSTAFF.
Generalized numerical model for predicting
energy transfers and performance of large
solar ponds
[OCRl-13722] 17 p0161 N78-15576
HOBTBBUP, IBC., HOTCHIBS, TEI.
Developaent and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[HASA-CB-150712] 19 pO««4 878-26557
Development and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
rNASA-CB-150713] 19 p0444 1T8-26558
Concentrating solar collector subsystem:
Preliminary design package
[BASA-CH-150714] 19 p04<)4 B78-26559
Installation package for concentrating sola'r
collector panels '
[BASA-CR-150780] 20 p0604 H78-32548
Developaent and fabrication of a concentrating
solar collector subsystem
[1ASA-CB-150787] 20 p0615 B78-33529
'BOBTHSESTEBB TECHBOLOGICAL IHST., EVABSTOB, ILL.
Heat extraction from hot, dry rock masses
[PB-271411/1 ] 17 p0139 S78-13560
NOBTB9ES7EBB OBIV., EVANSTOB, ILL.
Interfacial effects in the recovery of residual
oil by displacement: Studies at Northwestern
University
rcOO-0039-5] 18 p02l|» H78-16494
HOTBE DABE OBIV., ISO.
Potential damage to dc superconducting magnets
due to high frequency electromagnetic waves
19 p0350 A78-39902
BOCLEAB BEGOLATOBY C088ISSION, RASHIBGTOB, D. C.
Report to congress on abnormal occurrences July
- September 1977
[PB-278534] 19 pO«12 B78-24923
OAK BIDGE ASSOCIATED OBIVEBSITIES, TEBB.
Environmental effects of energy
rPB-278169/8] 19 p0449 H78-26620
How much energy does energy cosf
20 p0551 H78-28623
OAK BIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
Boiling heat transfer in a bench-scale
molten-salt thermal energy storage device
[OBNL/TH-5689] 17 p0114 H78-10b86
Assessment of high temperature nuclear energy
storage systems for the production of
intermediate and peak-load electric power
[ORHL/TH-5821] 17 p0115 B78-10588
Sensitivity theory for general nonlinear
algebraic equations with constraints
[OBBL/TH-5815] 17 p0118 N78-10814
Transportation energy conservation data book,
supplement-3
COHBL-5248] 17 p0121 H78-11508
Transmutation doping of silicon solar cells
17 p0137 H78-13539
Consensus forecast of OS energy supply and
demand to the year 2000
[OFBL/TM-53691 17 p01«0 S78-13576
Consensus forecast of OS electricity supply and
demand to the year 2000
[OBNL/TH-5370] 17 p0111 N78-13578
Coal technology program
[OHHL/TB-5883] 17 p01H2 S78-13586
Energy sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
[CONF-770130-2] 17 p0148 N78-1U181
Holten carbonate fuel cell research at OFHL
[OHNL/TH-5886] 17 p0151 B78-1I1639
Outline for optimizing and evaluating proposed
OTEC systems
[COHF-770331-2] 17 p0153 B78-11660
Analytical and experimental studies of OTIC heat
transfer problems at Oak Ridge Rational
Laboratory
[CONF-770331-1 ] 17 p0153 B78-14661
Power conversion system of the 21st century
[CONF-770U48-1] 17 p0155 878-14672
Character and transformation of pollutants from
major fossil fuel energy sources
[OBNL/TM-5919] 17 p0156 B78-14698
Energy conservation and the environment
[PB-272428/4] 17 p0162 N78-15590
Data needs in transportation energy conservation
research
18 p0259 H78-18554
Loose-parts monitoring: Present status of the
technology, its implementation in OS reactors,
and some recommendations for achieving
improved performance
[CONF-770902-5] 18 p0282 N78-21483
Annual cycle energy system concept and application
[COBF-770870-1] 18 p0288 H78-21647
Conservation and the contributions from advanced
energy source
[CONF-770870-2] 18 p0288 N78-21648
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OAK BIDGE Y-12 PLANT, TEHH. COBPOB8TE SODECE ISDEI
Commercial feasibility of fusion power based on
the Tokamak concept
rcONF-771109-551 19 p0391 H78-22915
Report of survey of valve industry capabilities
[COHF-77111)5-2] 19 p0393 H78-23440
Kinetic model for predicting the composition of
chlorinated water discharged f rom power plant
cooling systems
[CONF-771070-1] 19 pO<l11 N78-2K695
Environmental, health, and control aspects of
coal conversion, an information overview,
volume 1
[ORNL/EIS-94-VOL-1J 19 p0411 178-24696
Environmental, health, and control aspects of
coal conversion: An information overview,
volume 2
[OEN1/EIS-95-V01-2] 19 pO«11 H78-24697
Central heating: Package boilers
[ANL/CES/TE-77-6] 19 pf l l l22 N78-25564
Coal-fired alkali metal power system design study
[OBHL-TB-6000] 19 p0423 N78-25576
Heat extraction system of the Perm thermal
electric power plant
[ORNL-TB-4U92] 19 p0426 N78-25599
Coal technology program
[ORHL-TB-6137] 19 p0126 N78-25605
Experimental study of heat transfer enhancement
for ammonia condensing on vertical fluted tubes
[OBNL-5356] 19 p0429 N78-25623
Evaluation of in situ coal gasification
processes on a regional basis
[OBHL-5279] 19 p0431 N78-25647
Solid waste utilization: Pyrolysis
[ANL/CES/TE-77-15] 19
 P0435 N78-26038
Impact of alternate fuels on refractories and
refractory insulations
[ORRL/TB-5895-ADD] 19 p0136 H78-26226
Nationwide assessment of water quantity impacts
of the National Energy Plan. Volume 1:
Summary and conclusions
[OHH1/TB-6098-V01-1] 19 pOI»U2 N78-26521
Value of energy storage for direct-replacement
solar thermal power plants
[CONF-780216-2] 19 p0446 N78-26584
Energy f rom biomass: An overview of
environmental aspects
CCOHF-780109-3] 19 p0446 N78-26585
Holten carbonate fuel cell research at ORNl. 2:
Theoretical and experimental transport
studies, thermochemistry, and electron
microscopy
[OBHL/TB-6168/V21 19 p O M « 8 N78-26601
Power plant reject heat utilization: An
assessment of the potential for wide-scale
implementation
[ORHL/TB-5841] 19 p0449 N78-26613
Commercial energy ase: A disaggregation by
fuel, building type, and end use
[ORNL/COH-14] 20 p0551 N78-28636
Alternate operating conditions and systeis for
the coal-fired modular integrated utility system
( ORNL/HaD/HIOS-i t6] 20 p0582 N78-30670
Support research and development on separations
technology
rOBNl/TH-581431 20 p0583 N78-30685
Steady-state composition profiles in mixed
molten salt battery and fuel cell analogs
[COHF-771109-67] 20 p0583 N78-30686
Residential energy use to the year 2000: A
regional analysis
COHW./COH-17] 20 p0583 H78-30687
Economic evaluation of Tokamak power plants
fCOHF-771056-3] 20 p0588 R78-30959
Synthetic fuels process research digest
f O R H L / F E - 1 ] 20 p0601 N78-32283
Hydrogen production methods
[CONF-780325-1 ] 20 p0602 H78-32289
Performance evaluation of a low-first-cost,
three-ton, air-to-air heat pump in the heating
mode
rcOSF-780029-1] 20 p0607 N78-32573
Commercial Demand for energy: A disaggregated
approach
[OBSL/C01I-15] 20 p0619 S78-33570
OAK HIDGE Y-12 P1AHT, TENS.
Development' of the bandwrap flywheel
CY/DA-7290] 20 p058<» H78-30695
Analysis of the Deltawrap flywheel design
rY/BA-72921 20 p0584 S78-30696
Economy of a retrofit solar system
[Y-2098] 20 p0605 N78-32558
OCCIDENTAL BESEAECH COBP., LA VERDE, CALIF.
Pryolsis of industrial wastes for oil and
activated carbon recovery
[PB-270961/6] 17 p01»7 H78-13967
OCEAH DATA SYSTEMS, IRC., HONTBRBY, CALIF.
OTEC thermal resource report for Hawaii
CTID-27950] 20 p0620 N78-33573
OFFICE OF HA7AL RESEARCH, LONDON ( E N G L A N D ) .
European developments in the Na/S high
temperature battery for automobile propulsion
and energy storage
[AD-A012511J 17 p0120 H78-11501
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSBENT, RASHIIGTOB, 0. C.
Analysis of the proposed National Energy Plan
[PB-273118/7] 18 p02l»« N78-16173
Enhanced oil recovery potential in the United
States
[ PB-27659II/9] 19 p0388 H78-22452
Task reports: Slurry coal pipelines, volume 2,
part 1
CPB-278676/2] 19 pO»65 N78-27603
Task reports: Slurry coal pipelines, volume 2,
part 2
[PB-278677/0] 19 pOU65 B78-27601
OHIO AGBICOLTDBAL EESEABCH AND DE7ELOPHENT CEHTEE,
WOOSTEB.
Proceedings of a conference on solar energy for
heating greenhouses and greenhouse-residential
combinations
[CONF-770367] 20 p056U N78-29610
OHIO STATE ONIV., COLOHBOS.
A variable inertia flywheel as an energy storage
system
20 p0592 N78-31529
OKLABOBA STATE ONIV., STILLRATBR.
An evaluation of geotheroal energy potential
18 p027H N78-20601
Bass spectrometric analytical services and
research activities to support coal-lignifl
characterization research
[COO-0020-8] 19 pO»27 1178-25607
Transient behavior of wind driven synchronous
machines
20 p0581 N78-30653
OKLAHOBA ONIV., HOBHAH.
Development of working fluid thermodynamic
properties information for geothermal cycles;
phase 1
[OBO-52U9-1] 17 p01U3 N78-13600
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy
resource development. Volnoe 1: Summary report
[PB-271752/8] 17 pOIUH N78-13616
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy
resource development. Volume 2: Detailed
analysis and supporting materials
CPB-271753/6) 17 p01«« S78-13617
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy
resource development. Volume 3: Preliminary
policy analysis
[PB-271754/11] 17 p0141 S78-13618
Energy from the west: A progress report of a
technology assessment of western energy
resource development. Volume 8: Appendices
[PB-272243/7] 17 pOIUU B78-13619
Thermal and kinetic analysis of the pyrolysis of
coals
[EPBI-AF-528] 20 pOS94 N78-31552
OLD DOBINION DHIV., NORFOLK, VA.
Remote monitoring of the Gravelly Bun thermal
plume at Ropewell and the thermal plume at the
Surry nuclear power plant on the James Biver
19 p0313 A78-3U905
Impact of novel energy sources: OTEC, wind,
goethermal, biomass
20 p0550 N78-28619
OPEN ONIV. , BILTOH (ENGLAND) .
Combined heat and power: A discussion of Energy
Paper 20
[EBG-018] 18 p028a 178-21608
The relative costs of producing syncrude from
oil shales of various grades under varying
conditions
[EB6-022] 20 p0589 178-31268
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COBPOBATE SOOBCE IBDEI PITISBOBGH AHD BIDIAT COAL BIIX1S CO.,
Energy analysis and oil shale reserves
[EB6-023] 20 p0596 B78-3158<)
OPEBATIOBS BBSEABCH, IBC., SILVEB SPEIBG, BD.
Phase 1: Definition of intercity transportation
comparison framework. Volume 1: Snmmary
[HASA-CB-152152-VOL-1] 20 p0556 B78-28993
Phase 1: Definition of intercity transportation
comparison framework. Volume 2: Hetbodology
fSASi-CB-152152-701-21 20 p0556 B78-28994
OPTICAL COATIBG LAB., IBC., CITY OP IBDOSTBY, CALIP.
High efficiency, long life terrestrial solar panel
CHASA-CB-157060] 19 pO«07 B78-216II9
High output solar cell with multilayer AE coating
rAD-A051226] 20 p0593 B78-31545
OBE60B STATE OBIV., COBVALLIS.
Reiote sensing applications in hydro-geothermal
exploration of the northern basin and range
province
18 p0238 B78-16105
Heat transfer effects in forced geoheat recovery
systems
19 p0395 B78-2355*
An evaluation of uses for low to intermediate
temperature geotheroal fluids in the Klamath
Basin, Oregon
[BUIL-55} 19 p0396 H78-23568
Simulating Oregon's future electrical energy
demand
[PB-276970/1] 19 p0399 N78-23603
OBEGOH UNIV., EOGEHE.
Community leaders workshop on solar energy
assessment
[BLO/2230/T5-1] 19 pOS«6 N78-26586
OBGABIZATIOB FOB ECOBOHIC CO-OPEBATIOB ABD
DEVELOPBEBT. PABIS (PEABCE).
International energy trends: Monthly supplement
on oil trends
fBP-22885) 19 pO«62 B78-27577
OBB-SCHELBB-HATBBOH ABD ASSOCIATES, IBC.,
HIBBEAPOLIS, HIBB.
Grid-connected ICES preliminary feasibility
analysis and evaluation. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[COO-«2in-1/1-VOI-1] 18 p0287 N78-21611
OBSBABSK? THABSBISSIOS COHP. . SAB DIEGO, CALIP.
Design factors of hydro-mechanical transmissions
for passenger cars
20 p0575 N78-30383
OWEBS-ILIIBOIS, IBC., TOLEDO, OHIO.
Application of thick-film technology to solar
cell fabrication
17 pOOIS A78-109U7
Development of prototype air/liguid solar
collector subsystem
CNASA-CR-150627] 18 p0283 N78-2160*
Air-liguid solar collector for solar heating,
combined heating and cooling, and hot vater
subsystems
fNASA-CB-1 50569] 19 p0389 878-22U75
Development of prototype air/liguid solar
collector subsystem
[NASA-CP-150703] 19 p0421 B78-25550
Improved heat exchanger materials
20 p0570 B78-30312
Installation package for Sunpak solar collectors
rNASA-CB-150802] 20 p0615 178-33528
PACIFIC EBVIBONBEHTAL SEBVICES, IBC., SABTA ROBICA,
CALIF.
Economic analysis of vapor recovery systems on
small bulk plants
[PB-269884/3] 17 p0117 H78-10S36
PACIFIC BOBTHREST BBVIBOSBBBTAL BESEABCB LAB.,
COBVALLIS, OBE.
Energy consumption of advanced wastewater
treatment at Ely, Minnesota
[PB-278270/4] 19
 P0it52 B78-26998
The bioenvironmental impact of a coal-fired
power plant, Colstrip, Montana, December 1977
[PB-280326/01 20 p0587 H78-30736
PABLA7I OBIV., SHIBAZ (IEAB) .
Solar energy utilization research in Iran
20 pOSiq B78-28528
International coordination and planning for a
oore effective utilization of solar energy
20 p051« 178-28531
PIBiGOB PACIFIC, ISC., EL SEGDSDO, CALIF.
Plans for wind energy system simulation ,
18 p0267 N78-196QO
PABSOBS (BALPB R.) CO., PASADEBA, CALIP. ,
Oil/gas complex conceptual design/economic
analysis: Oil and SBG production
[FE-1775-8] 17 p0161 B78-15575
Screening evaluation: Synthetic ligaid fuels
manufacture
[EPHI-AF-523] 20 p0568 S78-3026H
PATIE, IBC., ABBAPOLIS, RD.
Water pulsejet research
(AD-A016533] 17 p0158 N7B-15197
PEAT, HABHICK, BITCBELL ABD CO., BASHIBGTOH, D. C.
Energy and economic impacts of projected freight
transportation improvements
18 p0257 H78-18537
PEDCO-BBVIBOBHBBTAL SPECIALISTS, IBC., CIBCIBBATI,
OHIO.
Operation and maintenance of particalate control
devices on coal-fired utility boilers
-- -[PB-27<l10l)/9] - - 18 p0251 B78-17S05
Preliminary evaluation of sulfur variability in
low-sulfur coals from selected Bines
[PB-275000/8] 18 p0261 H78-1856e
Inspection manual for the enforcement of new
source performance standards: Coal
preparation plants
(PB-271262/5] 18 p0270 N78-19683
EPA utility FGD (Flue Gas Desnlfnrization)
survey: December 1977 - January 1978
[PB-279011/1] 19 pOiee B78-27622
Flue gas desnlfnrization system capabilities for
coal-fired steam generators. Volume 2:
Technical report
[PB-2791117/0] 19 pO«67 B78-27659
Effects of alteinative new source performance
standards on flue gas desulfurization system
supply and demand
[PB-279080/6] 19 pO»67 F78-27661
PEBBSYLVABIA STATE DBIV., OBIVEHSITT PABK.
H-I-S solar cell - Theory and experimental results
17 p0025 A78-11010
Qualitative and guantitative studies of
volatiles from coal pyrolysis using mass
spectrometry and gas chromatography
17 p0119 B78-11207
High-temperture linear radiation-cavity solar
collector with a Fresnel concentrator
CAD-A019982] 18 p0276 B78-20628
High-temperature linear radiation-cavity solar
collector with a Presnel concentrator
20 p061it B78-33524
PEHHSYLVAHIA OBIT., PHILADBLPBIA.
A study of efficiency indicators of urban public
transportation systems
[PB-2709aO/0] 17 p0107 B78-13970
Hot forming of silicon sheet, silicon sheet
growth development for the large area silicon
£heet task of the low cost silicon solar array
project
CNASA-CR-15593H] 18 p0255 878-18517
Energy use in intercity freight transport and
policy implications
18 p0257 B78-18536
PETBOCABB, IBC., B. T.
The Petrocarb pneunatic feeding system: A
proven method for feeding particalate solids
at controlled rates
17 p0131 B78-132»3
PHILADELPHIA ELECTBIC CO., PA.
Evaluation of the economical and technological
viability of various underground transmission
systems for long feeds to urban load areas
[HCP/T2055-1 ] 20 p055e B78-28997
PHILIPS LABS., BBIIBCLIFP HABOB, BBS TOBK.
Stirling total energy systems study
[HCP/T29U7-1] 19 p0161 B78-27570
PHILLIPS PETROLEDn CO., HOHBB CITT, PA.
Sas generator research and development: Bi-gas
process
[PE-1207-29] 18 p02H1 B78-16HU7
PILATOS AIBCBAPT LTD., STABS (SRITZEBLABO).
Study of test methods for large flexible solar
arrays (VELSA)
[ESA-CB(P)-1016] 19 p0011 B78-24688
PITTSBDRGH ADD BIDRAT COAL BIBIHG CO., BEBBIAH, KABS.
Solvent Eefined Coal (SBC) process
[FE-496-138] 19 p0010 878-24679
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PITTSBDBGH ONIV., PA. COBPOBATB SOOECE INDEX
17 p0162 N78-1558II
PITTSBOBSH ONIV., PA.
Development of a Ti/Pe redox couple flow battery
system
19 p0388 N78-22458
leasurement of the flow properties and capillary
pressure relationships of certain coals
pertaining to underground coal gasification
[COO-4129-3] 19 p0410 N78-20680
POLISH ACADEHT OP SCIENCES, WARSAW.
Generalization of the description of energy
conversion in C02 impulse lasers
17 p0109 878-10114
Energy management as a scientific discipline
17 p0111 H78-10558
POLYSET, IHC., BANCBBSTEB, HASS.
Development of a freeze-tolerant solar water
heater using crosslinked polyethylene as a
material of construction
[COO-2956-5]
POBSCHE (FEBDINAND) AS, STDTT6ABT (WEST GEBBANY) ,
Operating with lean mixtures: 4 solution for
the future?
20 p0573 N78-30366
PORTLAND CEHEHT ASSOCIATION, SKOKIE, III.
Applications of thermal energy storage in the
cement industry
rNASA-CE-159399] 20 p0615 N78-33537
POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Automotive emissions
20 p057ll N78-30371
PBATT AND WBITNEI AIBC8AFT, WEST PALH BEACH, PLA.
Advanced industrial gas turbine technology
readiness demonstration program. Phase 1:
Design study
[HCP/T5035-1] 20 p05«2 178-281(68
PBATT AND WHITBEY AIBCBAFT GBOOP, EAST HABTPOBD,
CONN.
Energy efficient engine: Preliminary design and
integration studies
19 pOt53 N78-27053
PBICE WATEBBODSE AID CO., WASHINGTON, D. C.
Digest of federal registers
fPB-270153/0] 17 p0113 H78-10571
Reference guide to changes in reseller pricing
regulations and rulings
fPE-270152/2] 17 p0115 B78-1059II
Beference guide to changes in refiner and
reseller pricing regulations and rulings
f PIi-270151/1] 17 p0115 N78-10595
PRINCETON UNIV., N. 3.
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19 p0431 N78-25643
EG-77-C-04-3986
20 p0619 N78-33566
EG-77-C-04-3987
19 p0409 1178-24672
19 p0409 1178-24673
19 p0431 B78-25644
EG-77-C-04-3988
19 p0429 N78-25630
D-2
COBTB&CT BOBBEB ISDEI
EG-77-C-01-1098
20 pOSSI B73-2B658
EG-77-G-01-1108
18 p0225 A78-31215
EG-77-G-01-U089
20 p0597 178-31576
EG-77-G-05-5363
19 p0300 A78-33301
EG-77-S-05-5591
19 p0167 N78-2^922
19 p0167 178-27921
t9 p0167 N78-27927
EG-77-X-01-2693
19 pOIIS B78-25212
EG-77-X-10-0285
20 p0623 178-33598
EG-77-5-02-1151
18 p0208 A78-28363
BG-77-6-03-1617
19 p0386 A78-13287
EB-71-C-01-8022
19 p0161 878-27575
EH-75-C-01-8103
19 p0452 N78-27005
19 p0153 N78-27006
EH-77-C-01-8758
19 p0116 178-25253
EN-77-C-01-2611
19 p0161 N78-27591
ENG-77-C-01-3985
19 p0128 M78-25f18
EPA-IAG-D5-E681
19 p0399 178-23601
EPA-IAG-D5-0616
17 p0118 178-114182
EPA-IAG-D6-E091
18 p0211 878-16176
EPA-IAG-D7-0781
20 p0589 N78-31257
EPA-B-802925-02-2
19 p0333 A78-37297
EPA-B-803101-01-0
19 p0321 A78-35702
EPA-B-803I101-01-3
19 p0393 W78-23261
EPA-B-803660
20 p0610 S78-32613
EPA-R-803661-01-2
17 p0035 A78-11129
EPA-B-803851-02
19 p0366 A78-11253
19 p0366 A78-11251
EPA-R-803896
19 p0366 A78-11275
EPA-S-801202
17 p0117 878-13967
EPi-S-802681
17 p0159 N78-15552
EPA-S-802931
20 p0602 178-32291
EPA-S-802931-01-1
17 p0035 A78-11132
EPA-T-900591-01-0
19 p0152 N78-26968
19 poi52 178-^6969
19 pOi!52 F78-26970
EPJ-5-03-1502
17 p0122 878-11892
EPA-C-99-3131
17 p0163 H78-15957
EPA-02-1331
17 p0162 178-15588
EPA-68-01-1916
17 p0111 N78-13616
17 p0111 178-13617
17 p0111 K78-13618
17 p0111 H78-13619
SPA-68-01-2911
19 p0133 N78-25678
EPA-68-01-2910
18 p0261 H78-18587
EPA-6S-01-3150
18
 P0270 N78-19683
EPA-e8-01-3156
17
 P0117 S78-1063C
EPA-68-01-3188
18 p0289 178-21661
EPA-68-01-3586
20 p0560 178-29553
EPA-e8-01-1100
17
 P0156 878-11687
EPA-68
19
3PA-68
19
EPA-68
17
EPA-68
18
EPA-68
19
EPA-63
17
EPA-68
18
EPA-68
17
18
18
EPA-6<S-
17
EPA-68-
17
20
EPA-68-
18
PPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
18
EP\-68-
18
EPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
17
17
17
EPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
17
EPA-68-
19
EPA-68-
18
18
EPA-68-
19
EPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
19
EPA-f8-
18
20
EPA-68-
20
EPA-68-
17
EPA-68-
19
^PA-68-
17
EPA-C8-
19
EPA-68-
17
EPA-68-
18
EPA-68-
19
19
EPA-68-
20
20
EPA-68-
20
EPA-68-
20
EPA-68-
20
20
EPA-f8-
19
FPA-68-
20
EPA-68-
20
-01-«150
pOU65 S78
1-01-1)337
pfla«2 »78
-02-0222
p0121 N78
-02-0635
p0173 A78
02-1316
p0320 J78
-02-1319
p0163 S78
-02-1321
p0261 178
-02-1331
p0162 S78
p0203 178
p02U3 N78
•02-1333
p012H 1178
•02-1360
p0163 -)78-
p0599 878-
•02-1366
"p0260 N78-
•02-1387
p0167 A78-
•02-1100
pOISS A78-
•02-1U06
p0185 A78-
•02-1(138
p0289 H78-
•02-11152
p0115 S78-
p0116 U78-
p0116 N78-
•02-1719
p021t N78-
•02-1871
p0185 A78-
•02-1919
p0001 A78-
02-210U
p0391 N78-
02-2105
p0185 A78-
p0251 N78-
02-211U
p0391 N78-
07-2138
p0206 A78-
02-21UH
p0297 A78-
02-2117
p0281 N78-
P0559 N78-
02-21U9
p0559 N78-
02-2152
p0117 N78-
02-2162
P0151 S78-
02-2166
p0163 N78-
02-2171
pOOSO H78-
02-2258
P0163 N78-
02-2566
P0185 A78-
02-2603
pous7 ins-
pone? R7fi-
02-2608
p0565 N78-
p0565 N78
02-2611
p0599 S78-
02-2612
p0625 N76-
02-2616
p0598 F78-
p0598 N78-
02-2635
pO«50 S78-
02-2887
p0610 N78-
03-2015
p0587 N78-
-27608
-26529
-11526
-22822
-35701
-15605
18566
15589
16165
16168
-12216
•15607
•31615
18565
21821
•25tOO
25UOO
21667
10596
10597
10598
16183
25101
10059
22197
25110
17505
22195
28271
33126
21325
29275
29275
10631
26651
15956
26615
15606
25100
27659
27661
29638
29639
31612
33636
31598
31599
26616
32619
30731
EPA-68-03-2105
17 p0036 A78-11136
EPA-68-03-2186
19 p0101 B78-21003
EPA-68-03-2207
17 p0128 H78-12556
EPA-68-03-2368
20 p0599 B78-31606
EPA-68-03-2371
20 p0625 H78-33672
EPA-68-03-2378
20 p0610 B78-32611
EPA-68-03-238U
17 p0117 S78-10622
EPBI PBOJ. BP112-1
19 p0125 B78-25595
EPFI PROJ. 239
20 p0551 N78-28630
EPEI P10J. 368-1
20 p0591 N78-31552
EPRI PBOJ. 377-1
20 p0552 H78-28611
EPBI PBOJ. 381
19 p0161 K78-27572
EPBI PROJ. 188-1
19 p0115 N78-26570
EPRI PROJ. 523-1
19 p0130 H78-25639
EPRI PBOJ. 511-1
17 p0139 N78-13565
EPRI PR1J. 519-1
19 p0159 878-27518
PROJ. 580
20 p0597 H78-31575
EPRI PROJ. 631-1
J9 p0123 N78-25578
EPHI PROJ. 615
19 p0135 H78-25938
EPRI PROJ. 683-1
19 p0125 H78-25596
SPRI PROJ. 716-1
19 pOIIS N78-26571
EPRI PROJ. 739-1
18 p0211 N78-16152
EPRI PROJ. 759-1
18 p0286 878-21637
EPRI PROJ. 788-1
17 p016? H78-15586
17 p0162 N78-15r>87
18 p0212 N78-16162
EPBI PROJ. 790-1
18 p0212 H78-16160
EPRI PBOJ. 918
20 p0620 878-33576
BPRI PROJ. 919-1
20 p0563 N78-29596
EPRI PBOJ. 1235-5
19 p0137 878-26232
ER-78-5-02-1657
19 p0333 J78-37177
E R D A PROJECT 8
17 p0020 J78-11006
E8DA PROJECT 38
17 p0011 A78-10776
19 p0355 A78-39983
19 p0357 A78-10010
ERDA PROJECT 239
17 p0056 A78-11351
ERDA TASK 85
17 p0058 A78-11370
ERDA HSK 95
19 p0311 A78-39170
ESA-1857/73-JS
17 p0135 S78-13398
ESA-2701/76-F-HBT(SC)
17 p0131 N78-13308
17 p0131 H78-13309
17 p0131 878-13310
17 p0131 D78-13311
17 p0131 N78-13312
ESTEC-2590/75-AK
17 p0103 A78-19186
ESTEC-2886/76-B1-PP(SC)
19 pOIOI 878-21511
ESTEC-2990/76-BL-BP(SC)
19 pOIl l S78-21688
FT(11-1)-3231
18 p0207 A78-28356
ET-76-I-01-9036
20 p0518 878-28586
EOBATOH-JET-B-GK-78
19 p0379 A78-12215
EB-78-I-06-1071
20 p0580 H78-30199
EI-76-A-01-17«2
20 p0582 B78-30670
EI-76-A-01-2195-028
20 p0552 H78-28638
EI-76-A-29-1060
18 p0261 S78-19615
EI-76-A-31-1011
20 p0512 H78-28166
BX-76-C-01-OU96
19 p0110 B78-21679
EI-7f-C-01-1216
19 pOIIS H78-26572
19 p0116 N78-26578
20 p0595 878-31551
EX-76-C-01-1221
19 p0392 878-23250
EX-76-C-01-1513
19 p0109 878-21675
19 p0126 878-25600
EX-76-C-01-1521
19 p0126 878-25601
19 p0126 878-25602
20 p0583 B78-30681
EI-76-C-01-1531
18 p0280 B78-21320
EI-76-C-01-1515
19 p0131 S78-25618
EX-76-C-01-1760
19 p0368 A78-IM870
EX-76-C-01-1775
17 p0161 878-15575
EX-76-C-01-1791
17 p0132 B78-13250
EX-76-C-01-1795
19 p0133 878-25671
EX-76-C-01-1806
17 p0121 H78-12125
EX-76-C-01-2015
19 pOISS K78-27117
EX-76-C-01-2018
17 p0130 H78-13175
EX-76-C-01-2035
19 p0152 178-26962
EX-76-C-01-2011
18 p0177 A78-21001
EX-76-C-01-2017
17 p0160 B78-15571
EX-76-C-01-2055
20 p0556 B78-2B997
EX-76-C-01-2103
18 p0215 W78-16931
18 p0215 878-16933
18 p0216 H78-16931
18 p0216 1>78-16935
EX-76-C-01-2112
18 p0278 D78-20619
EX-76-C-01-2111
17 pOIll B78-10583
EX-76-C-01-2202
20 p0511 S78-28262
EX-76-C-01-2203
18 p0280 B78-21319
EX-76-C-01-2205
19 p0133 K7B-25671
EX-76-C-01-2210
19 p0117 B78-25376
20 p0590 B78-31385
EX-7f-C-01-222B
17 p0090 K78-17093
EX-76-C-01-2229
19 p0398 878-23589
EX-76-C-01-2237
19 pOIIS B78-25510
EX-76-C-01-2213
17 p0091 A78-17506
EX-76-C-01-2216
17 p0090 A78-17196
19 p0116 878-26581
EX-76-C-01-2218
19 p0136 S78-26217
EX-76-C-01-2252
20 p0586 S78-30718
EX-76-C-01-2253
19 p0127 B78-25609
EX-76-C-01-2251
19 p0111 S78-26398
D-3
COHTHACT 8UHBEB HDBX
EX-76-C-01-2261
19 p0422 N78-25570
EX-76-C-01-2275
19 p0390 N78-22480
EX-76-C-01-2276
19 p0454 H78-27289
EX-76-C-01-2286
19 p0398 H78-23591
ET-76-C-01-2287
17 p0157 B78-14729
EX-76-C-01-2290
17 pOl t IS 178-111)19
17 p0149 N78-14420
17 p0119 N78-14421
18 p0282 B78-21480
EX-76-C-01-2295-006
20 p0618 K78-33563
20 p0618 1178-33564
EX-76-C-01-2307
19 POU03 178-21382
Et-76-001-2315
19 p0423 H78-2SS79
EX-76-C-01-2326
20 P0611 N78-33210
Tjr-76-001-2341
17 p0077 A78-15155
18 p0215 H78-16874
EX-76-C-01-2343
20 p0583 N78-30683
E7-76-C-01-2345
19 P0459 1178-27550
EX-76-001-2346
19 p0432 N78-25649
19 p0432 N78-25652
EX-76-C-01-2355
19 P0394 N78-23441
EX-76-C-01-2357
19 p0464 H78-27593
EX-76-C-01-2366
19 pO«17 N78-25439
EX-76-C-01-2386
j,, 18 P0274 H78-20605
EX-7*-C-01-2401
20 p0604 1)78-32513
SX-76-O01-2424
19 p0303 A78-33325
EI-76-C-01-2426
17 p0153 S7S-14658
18 p0211 K78-16153
18 p0212 B78-16454
EX-76-C-01-213S
19 p0415 N78-25250
19 p0116 H78-25254
EX-76-C-01-2442
17 P0155 H78-14679
EX-76-C-01-2118
19 p0110 H78-21681
EX-76-C-01-2157
20 p0563 B78-29595
EX-76-C-01-2161
19 P0136 N78-26190
EX-76-C-01-2478
18 p0188 A78-26109
19 p0122 N78-25566
,-EX-76-C-01-2489
20 P0601 1178-32286
EX-76-C-01-2190
18 p0272 N78-20356
EX-76-C-01-2521
17 p0152 N78-11650
EX-76-C-10-3835
17 p0151 1178-14641
EI-76-C-10-3879
19 p0398 B78-23591
19 p0399 N78-23595
EX-76-C-16-3077
17 p0114 N78-10581
EX-76-C-16-3086
18 P0270 B78-19672
EX-76-C-01-2531
19 p0163 N78-27581
EX-76-S-01-2454
18 p0229 A78-31870
18 p0230 A78-31871
EX-76-29-1060
17 p0159 N78-15562
ET-77-»-29-1055
20 p0605 H78-32556
EX-77-O01-2483
19 p0116 B78-25337
EY-76-C-01-1830
17 p0151 1178-14662
EY-76-C-01-2291
19 p0417 H78-25442
EY-76-C-01-2515
17 p0151 N78-14663
EI-76-C-02-0003
18 p0280 N78-21316
18 p0280 N78-21317
EY-76-C-02-0004
19 p0423 N78-25573
EY-76-C-02-0016
20 p0491 A78-16371
17 p0117 N78-10614
17 p0110 1178-13573
17 p0155 H78-14675
17 p0155 N78-11676
18 p0241 V78-16150
18 p0241 N78-16151
18 p0286 N78-21633
18 p0286 178-21631
19 p0397 N78-23578
19 p0397 S78-23579
19 p0109 N78-24676
19 p0115 N78-25243
19 p0125 N78-25595
19 pOU27 N78-25610
19 pOU17 N78-26597
19 pOU61 N78-27568
19 p0162 1178-27580
19 pOH62 N78-27582
19 p0163 N78-27590
19 p0163 N78-27591
19 pO»68 N78-27988
20 p0551 N78-28633
20 p0561 B78-29611
20 p0568 H78-30262
20 p0582 N78-30671
20 p0587 H78-30722
20 p0601 N78-32285
20 p0607 N78-32571
20 p0621 N78-33581
EY-76-C-02-0029
19 p0391 H78-23539
EY-76-C-02-0789
17 p0151 N78-11665
EY-76-C-02-2263
19 p0297 A78-33115
EY-76-C-02-2566
19 pO<!63 N78-27585
EY-76-C-02-2578
17 p0152 N78-10615
17 p0152 178-11616
17 p0152 N78-11647
EY-76-C-02-2591
20 p0582 1178-30669
EY-76-C-02-2597
20 p0196 A78-18535
18 p0285 N78-21624
EY-76-C-02-2598
17 p0153 N78-14655
EY-76-C-02-2616
17 p0154 N78-11668
17 p0154 N78-14669
EY-76-C-02-2617
20 p0597 N78-31579
EY-76-C-02-2619
18 p0288 N78-21651
EY-76-C-02-2631
19 p0391 V78-23112
EY-76-C-02-2675
19 p0115 H78-25249
EY-76-C-02-2688
17 p0143 H78-13606
EY-76-C-02-2698
20 p0622 N78-33595
EY-76-C-02-2708-012
19 p0435 B78-26036
EY-76-C-02-2749
17 p0120 1178-11405
17 p0135 N78-13455
18 p0281 H78-21479
EY-76-C-02-2769
20 p0552 H78-2B641
EY-76-C-02-2839
17 p0114 178-10579
EY-76-C-02-2852
17 p0140 N78-13572
EY-76-C-02-2888
19 p0405 N78-24618
19 p0460 N78-27556
EY-76-C-02-2900
19 p0116 H78-25252
EY-76-C-02-2929
18 p0277 N78-20639
EY-76-C-02-2930
17 p0152 H78-14648
19 p0444 B78-26565
EY-76-C-02-2931
20 p0567 N78-30211
EY-76-C-02-2938
17 p0153 B78-11651
EY-76-C-02-2939
18 p0287 1178-21645
19 p0141 B78-26402
EY-76-C-02-2956
17 p0162 H78-15584
EY-76-C-02-2983
19 p0428 H78-25617
EY-76-C-02-2991
18 p0280 B78-21321
19 p0415 H78-25218
EY-76-C-02-3056
17 p0120 B78-11504
17 p0143 N78-13599
19 p0409 B78-24674
EY-76-C-02-3073
19 p0299 A78-33187
19 p0325 A78-36016
19 p0342 A78-39389
19 p0351 A78-39909
19 p0354 A78-39975
19 p0357 A78-40064
19 p0380 &78-12259
20 p0193 A78-46873
20 p0498 A78-49216
20 p0538 178-53681
EY-76-C-02-3077
20 p0197 A78-48910
18 p0270 B78-19673
EY-76-C-02-4010
17 p0141 1178-13579
EY-76-C-02-4082
20 p0614 B78-33516
EY-76-C-02-4094
17 p0111 N78-13581
17 p0161 B78-15578
EY-76-C-02-1100
19 p0413 H78-25225
EY-76-C-02-4123
18 p0217 H78-20643
EY-76-C-03-0167
19 p0349 A78-39878
19 p0355 A78-39983
19 p0355 A78-40007
19 p0357 A78-40040
EY-76-C-03-0167-PA-38
19 p0332 A78-37143
20 p0515 A78-52119
EY-76-C-03-0167-046
17 p0152 N78-11652
18 p0270 N78-19670
EY-76-C-03-0167-060
19 p0446 B78-26576
20 p0596 N78-31573
EY-76-C-03-0167-065
20 p0599 1178-31891
EY-76-C-03-1068
17 p0053 A78-11329
EY-76-C-03-1075
18 p0269 B78-19669
EY-76-C-03-1093
20 p0497 A78-48854
18 p0269 178-19668
EY-76-C-03-1099
20 p0590 N78-31436
EY-76-C-03-1108
19 p0398 H78-23587
20 p0619 N78-33571
EY-76-C-03-1109
19 p0424 B78-25583
19 p0424 B78-25584
19 p0424 H78-25585
19 p0424 1178-25586
20 p0597 N78-31571
EY-76-C-03-1110
17 p0053 A78-11326
17 p0054 A78-11332
BY-76-C-03-1111
19 p0122 N78-25565
19 p0418 H78-26609
EY-76-C-03-1116
18 p0277 B78-20638
EY-76-C-03-1117
17 p0154 N78-14666
17 p0154 H78-10667
EY-76-C-03-1132
18 p0242 N78-16457
19 p0424 B78-25587
19 p0421 B78-25588
19 p0124 B78-25589
19 p0425 B78-25590
EY-76-C-03-1140
17 p0127 B78-12545
EY-76-C-03-1156
17 p0120 B78-11507
EY-'76-C-03-1178
18 p0287 N78-21640
EY-76-C-03-1198
20 p0617 N78-33553
EY-76-C-03-1210
19 p0427 B78-25613
EY-76-C-03-1218
19 p0422 N78-25569
EY-76-C-03-1230
20 p0585 H78-30704
EY-76-C-03-1234
19 p0118 B78-26598
EY-76-C-03-1269
20 p0613 N78-33515
EY-76-C-03-1283
19 p0462 1178-27579
EY-76-C-03-1285
19 p0334 A78-37467
EY-76-C-03-1295
18 p0273 N78-20448
EY-76-C-03-1323
20 p0618 N78-33562
EY-76-C-04-0053
19 p0401 1178-23988
19 p0434 B78-25719
19 p0434 N78-25720
EY-76-C-01-0789
17 p0121 N78-11509
17 p01«1 B78-13577
17 p0111 B78-13583
17 p0143 1178-13603
17 p0143 N78-13604
17 p0151 1178-14634
17 p0151 N78-14642
17 p0154 F78-14664
17 p0155 N78-14670
17 p0161 H78-15581
17 p0161 N78-15582
18 p0242 K78-16459
18 p0277 1178-20644
19 p0398 B78-23593
19 p0403 1178-24383
19 p0410 B78-24685
19 pOUO N78-21686
19 p0411 1178-24731
19 p0428 B78-25620
19 p0429 1178-25631
19 p0430 1178-25632
19 p0431 N78-25642
19 p0432 1178-25653
19 p0444 B78-26563
19 p0444 N78-26564
19 p0107 B78-26588
19 p0148 B78-26604
19 p0460 H78-27557
19 p0460 B78-27561
19 p0460 N78-27562
19 p0460 1178-27564
19 p0461 1178-27569
19 p0464 S78-27595
20 p0542 B78-28467
20 p0553 B78-28653
20 p0554 B78-28661
20 p0554 B78-28664
20 p0554 H78-28665
20 p0563 B78-29603
20 p0564 B78-29608
20 p0567 B78-30176
20 p0567 B78-30227
20 p0594 N78-31550
20 p0597 178-31580
20 p0608 1178-32579
20 pOeOS H78-32582
20 p0618 H78-33560
20 p0618 N78-33561
20 p0621 B78-33580
D-0
COBTB1CT HB»BZB ISDBX
20 p0623 878-33596
EY-76-C-00-2701)
17 p0141 B78-13582
EY-76-C-04-3717
19 p0462 878-27581
EY-76-C-05-0033
18 p0173 A78-22840
17 p0127 178-12512
18 p0245 H78-16195
18 p0287 H78-21613
18 p0288 1178-21652
18 p0288 B78-21653
20 p0607 1178-32575
20 p0607 878-32576
EY-76-C-05-5035
20 p05«2 N78-28D68
EY-76-C-05-5123
20 p0621 B78-33583
EY-76-C-05-5159
20 p0598 878-31582
EY-76-C-05-5204
19 p0418 878-25518
EY-76-C-05-00333
20 p0617 178-33550
ZY-76-C-06-1830
18 p0234 A78-32U13
20 p0515 A78-52136
17 p0117 B78-10613
17 p0117 878-10672
17 pOIIO 178-13571
17 p0151 878-14641
18 p0241 878-16449
18 p0288 H78-21649
18
 P0290 N78-21671
19 p0397 178-23583
19 p0399 878-23597
19 pfl«10 878-24683
19 p0437 H78-26227
19 pOISO N78-26634
19 p0454 878-27261
19 p0462 878-27578
19 p0468 B78-27975
20 pOSl)8 178-28590
20 p0551 878-28628
20 p0586 878-30717
20 p0590 D78-31391
20 p0605 S78-32559
20 p0605 1179-32560
20 p0610 N78-32649
20 p0616 N78-33545
20 p0616 878-33546
20 p0619 M78-33565
EY-76-C-06-2332
20 p0606 178-32570
EY-7E-C-07-1570
18 p0277 1178-20646
18 p0287 N78-21642
19 p0455 H78-27497
20 p0619 878-33567
EY-76-C-08-0020
19 p0437 878-26227
BY-76-C-13-J66J
19 p0400 S78-23666
EY-76-C-13-1664
19 p0391 178-22534
EY-76-C-14-2170
19 p0442 m8-26450
EY-76-C-5040-IS
20 p0475 A78-43775
EY-76-S-02-0020
19 p0127 878-25607
EY-76-S-02-0039
18 p024U 878-16494
EY-76-S-02-0056
18 00273 178-20473
EY-76-S-n">-0066
19 pl)448 N78-26610
SY-76-S-02-1340
20 p0584 178-30689
20 p0606 178-32567
EY-76-S-02-2200
18 p0231 A78-32068
ET-76-S-02-2446
17 p0059 ^8-11378
17 p0160 878-15570
EY-76-S-02-2456
19 p0299 A78-33185
20 pOS37 A78-53500
EY-76-S-02-2EIf1
19 D0447 H78-26591
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
BY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
BY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
EY-
^
EY-"
EY-
EY-
E1-'
^Y-"
BY-'
BY-'
EY--
EY-'
BY-'
EY--
EY-'
SY-"
EY-1
EY-7
-76-S-02-2830
17 p0043 A78-11225
17 p001)7 A78-11264
-76-S-02-2865
17 p0142 B78-13592
20 p0563 878-29598
-76-S-02-2908
17 p01t)1 B78-13584
-76-S-02-2917
20 p0553 878-28648
20 p0554 178-28666
-76-S-02-2960
20 p0567 878-30215
-76-S-02-2981
20 p0552 B78-28647
-76-S-02-2982
20 p0612 878-33257
-76-S-02-2983
17 p0157 B78-14952
-76-S-02-3551
20 p0611 878-33224
76-S-02-1009
17 p0051 A78-11308
-76-S-02-4051
18 p0218 A78-29998
-76-S-02-4114
20 p0552 1778-28646
•76-S-O2-4129
19 pOIIO B78-24680
•76-S-02-4130
20 p0503 A78-49949
•76-S-03-0034-239
19 p0460 U78-27565
•76-S-03-0326
17 p0126 878-12537
19 p0116 878-25312
•76-S-03-1110
17 p0161 N78-15583
•76-S-04-3723
20 p0620 878-33575
•76-S-05-033
20 p0586 N78-30720
•76-S-O5-4398
20 p0595 878-31555
•76-S-05-4927
18 p0242 878-16461
76-S-05-5003
19 p0459 N78-27554
•76-S-05-5017
19 p0431 878-25742
76-S-05-5019
18 p0284 878-21607
76-S-05-5100
19 p0323 A78-36016
76-S-05-5103
17 p0162 N78-15585
76-S-O5-5136
17 p0152 H78-146U9
76-S-05-5249
17 p0143 878-13600
76-S-06-2230-005
J9 pOmi6 V7S-26586
76-S-06-2342
17
 P0092 478-17653
19 p0314 A78-34935
76-S-06-2343
20 p0587 B78-30784
76-S-06-2438
19 p0340 A78-38791
76-S-06-2439
17 pOOSI A78-11313
76-S-07-1523
20 p0597 1178-31578
76-S-07-1549
20 p0597 B78-31578
76-S-08-0671
20 p0584 878-30693
76-S-09-0885
19 p0428 878-25621
76-S-09-0893
18 p0285 878-21626
18 p0285 878-21627
18 p0285 B78-21628
18 p0285 878-21629
76-S-21-8036
19 p0418 878-25511
77-C-01-2003
20 p0602 X76-32290
7-C-02-4207
19 p0413 178-25226
E9(49-18)-2921
19 p0302 478-33315
7M SHOO. 181-521-100
20 p0541 H78-28081
FEA-CA-05-50041-00
18 p0282 H78-21580
PES-CA-05-50053-00
17 p0128 S78-12551
FE»-CG-05-500ai-1
18 p0243 H78-16469
18 p0243 H78-16470
18 p0243 N78-16471
?2A-CG-13-700UO-00
17 p0146 H78-13648
FEA-CO-03-S0316-00
17 p0139 S78-13558
FEA-CO-01-50040-00
18 p0243 B78-16466
FEA-CO-04-50172-00
19 p0152 B78-27005
19 p0153 B78-27006
FEA-CO-04-50279
17 p0115 H78-10591
FEA-CO-05-10301-00
17 p0126 H78-12510
FEA-CO-05-50301-00
17 p0127 R78-12511
17 p0139 S78-13559
FEA-CE-04-60802-00
17 p0143 N78-13609
17 p0144 B78-13612
17 pOUl K78-13613
FEH-CR-05-60731-00
18 p0238 M78-16413
18 p0238 N78-16114
19 p0398 B78-23588
FEA-CB-05-60813-00
17 p0115 S78-10593
19 pOIIS K78-25514
19 p0418 K78-25515
FEA-CB-06-77-4463-0
17 p0115 N78-10595
FEA-CE-06-70002-00
17 p0113 K78-10574
17 p0115 N78-10594
PEA-P-03-77-4390-0
17 pOI IS N78-10592
F08635-77-C-0126
20 p0605 K78-32555
"33615-73-C-4085
17 p0017 A78-10970
F33615-71-C-20
19 p0113 878-25096
F33615-74-C-2011
17 p0112 B78-10563
F33615-74-C-2036
19 p0414 B78-25239
?33615-75-C-2
17 p0112 B78-10572
F3361S-75-C-2006
17 p0015 A78-10946
17 p0137 H7S-13538
F33615-75-C-2045
20 p0562 B78-29589
F33615-75-C-2066
17 p0015 A78-10941
F33615-75-C-2069
17 p0111 B78-10560
F33615-76-C-1283
18 p0251 1178-17189
F33615-76-C-2058
17 p0012 A78-10907
20 pQ518 A78-52779
17 p0137 B78-13510
17 p0151 B78-11636
F33615-76-C-2166
20 p0593 B78-31545
F33615-76-C-2171
20 p0616 H78-33542
F33615-76-C-5384
17 p0126 1178-12532
F44620-75-C-0057
20 pQ587 B78-30940
GE-25-0017-112
19 p0465 N78-27605
19 p0165 B78-27606
GS-OO-B-871
20 p0580 F78-30595
HDD-B-75-S1-06-001
19 p0390 878-22478
BOD-H-2822-BG
20 p0586 S78-30709
IGT PEOJ. 8987
19 pO«31 878-25613
JPL PBOJ. 6072.1
19 pO«06 B78-24636
JPL-9512B9
17 pOOIS I78-109U6
JPI-954290
20 p0518 A78-52779
JPL-951331
19 p0406 H78-21622
JPL-954343
19 p0396 B78-23561
JPl-951350
20 p0612 F78-33265
JPL-951352
18 p0176 A78-23636
18 p0176 A78-23637
20 p0548 1178-28598
JP1-954356
17 pOOII A78-10926
19 pO«06 S78-24627
JPL-954363
18 p0255-»78-18516
JPL-951374
19 p0406 B78-24629
JPL-954376
18 p0240 878-16437
19 p0406 B78-24630
JPL-9S4393
18 p02«0 S78-16438
18 p0248 H78-17465
JPL-954405
17 p0015 A78-10944
19 p0396 B78-23562
JP1-954S06
17 p0014 A78-10928
18 p0255 H78-18517
JPL-954521 '
17 p0016 A78-10948
JPL-954525
17 p0025 A78-11040
JPL-954527
19 p0406 S78-24636
JPI-954559
19 p0344 A78-39567
19 p0406 N78-24637
JPL-954577
19 p0407 N78-24639
JPL-954589
19 p0407 878-24640
JPL-954606
18 p0255 878-18519
19 p0407 D78-24642
19 p0407 N78-24643
JP1-954637
19 p0407 878-24615
JPL-954639
19 p0402 878-24255
JPL-954652
19 pO«»2 W78-25003
JPL-954654
19 p0396 878-23563
JPL-954663
20 p0566 B78-29674
JPI-954698
20 p0615 N78-33533
JPI-954800
19 p0412 878-24974
JP1-954831
19 p0407 B78-24649
JPI-954848
20 p0615 H78-33534
JPL-954853
19 p0407 878-24650
JP1-954881
19 pO»07 878-24653
JPL-954883
19 pOBOS 878-24654
JP1-954886
19 pOIOS B78-24656
JPI-954905
20 p0581 878-30658
JPI-995070
20 p0581 H78-30659
MA-5-38024
18 p0246 878-16947
18 p0246 B78-169U8
18 p0246 878-16949
D-5
COHTBACT HDBBEB IHDEX
1A-5-38054
20 p0609 N78-32588
NIPR-Z-70099-5-50352
19 p0409 B78-24667
MOB- 111911
18 p0207 A78-28355
HASH OBDEE A-29674B
18 p0282 N78-21590
HASA OSDBB S-70243-AG
19 p0387 B78-22435
19 p0394 H78-23498
19 p0394 B78-23499
19 p0394 H78-23500
SASB-2790
17 p0124 B78-12418
HASB-2791
17 p0122 B78-11889
17 p0159 178-15561
18 p0290 H78-21957
19 p0408 B78-24660
19 p0413 B78-25012
SASW-2800
17 00069 A78-13666
SASS-2973
19 pO«36 R78-26154
HASS-2988
20 p0580 B78-30595
BASW-3078
19 p0395 N78-23555
20 p0518 B78-28597
KASB-3199
20 p0625 N78-33642
HAS1-12812
17 p0026 A78-11057
FAS1-14116
20 p0514 A78-51999
HAS1-14614
20 p0538 H78-31085
20 p0588 H78-31086
BAS1-14698
17 p0159 B78-15564
HAS1-14981
18 p0248 H78-17339
KAS1-15003
20 p0600 B78-32186
HAS2-8612
18 p0279 B78-21095
NAS2-8618
17 p0109 B78-10035
NAS2-9104
18 p0226 A78-31306
HAS2-9109
20 p0510 A78-51067
18 p02«7 N78-17251
BAS2-9655
20 p0603 U78-32316
HAS2-9814
20 p0566 N78-29995
FAS2-9815
20 p0556 B78-28993
20 p0556 B78-28994
HAS3-10094
19 p0395 N78-23560
FAS3-17862
20 p0615 B78-33527
BAS3-18034
20 p0535 A78-53089
BAS3-18541
18 p0228 A78-31500
BAS3-19403
17 p0125 B78-12S29
18 p0248 878-17462
18 p0248 K78-17063
RAS3-19404
19 p0395 N78-23559
BAS3-19406
, 19 p0297 A78-33113
19 p0298 A78-33147
19 p0309 A78-34078
HAS3-19407
19 p0298 A78-33151
SAS3-19427
18 p0281 878-21472
20 p0559 B78-29449
HAS3-19439
20 p0535 A78-53489
BAS3-19441
17 pOOIS A78-10947
HAS3-19698
17 p0130 878-13209
BAS3-19747
20 p0471 A78-43415
SAS3-19750
18 p0231 A78-31974
NAS3-20064
20 p05U2 878-28466
BAS3-20117
17 p0150 878-14632
17 p0150 878-14633
NAS3-20222
18 p0238 878-16329
BAS3-20270
19 p04U1 878-26390
19 p0454 878-27174
H&S3-20302
18 p0218 A78-29636
17 p0143 H78-13599
19 p0409 N78-24674
SAS3-20374
20 p0589 H78-31143
NAS3-203S5
18 p0278 N78-20802
18 p0278 1178-20803
18 p0278 H78-2080i(
NAS3-20388
18 p0276 N78-20621
NAS3-20395
18 p0237 178-16090
R&S3-20592
20 p0562 H78-29584
NAS3-20620
18 p0262 178-19326
18 p0272 N78-20350
19 p0414 H78-25235
NAS3-20627
20 p0588 N78-31108
NAS3-20629
20 p0485 A78-45098
NAS3-20630
20 p0484 A78-45097
BAS3-20631
20 pO«85 A78-45098
20 p0557 N78-29103
NAS3-20632
20 p048« A78-45097
NAS3-20816
20 p05H9 S78-28608
NAS3-20818
20 p0604 N78-32544
NAS5-11I155
18 p0238 S78-16327
NAS5-11677
17 p0014 A78-10932
NAS5-22873
17 p0014 A78-10932
NAS5-24206
18 p0282 N78-21516
NAS5-24232
18 p0263 S78-19570
SAS7-100
17 p0013 A78-10922
17 pOOIS A78-10946
17 p0016 A78-10948
17 p0016 A78-10951
17 p0016 A78-10955
17 p0023 A78-11030
17 p0024 A78-11036
17 p0025 A78-11044
17 p0049 A78-11283
17 p0051 A78-11309
17 p0052 A78-11321
17 p0094 A78-18097
19 p0295 A78-33030
19 p0297 A78-33123
19 p0312 A78-34517
19 p0324 A78-36021
19 p0340 A78-38841
19 p0368 A78-41816
20 p0477 A78-43977
20 p0511 A78-51342
20 p0528 A78-53074
17 p0124 N78-12419
17 p0128 S78-12823
17 p0128 H78-12824
17 p0131 H78-13241
17 p0160 N78-15566
17 p0160 H78-15'567
17 p0160 N78-15568
18 p0240 N78-16437
18 p0240 S78-16438
18 p02M8 B78-17464
18 p0248 S78-17465
18 p0255 H78-18516
18 p0255 M78-18517
18 p0255 S78-18519
18 p0256 1178-18528
18 p0261 N78-18897
18 p0262 N78-19041
18 p0264 R78-19609
18 p0264 U78-19610
18 p0264 1178-19611
18 p0264 H78-19612
18 p0264 B78-19613
18 p0264 H78-19614
18 p0264 S78-19615
18 p0275 S78-20618
18 p0276 S78-20619
18 p0276 N78-20620
18 p0283 H78-21599
18 p0283 N78-21601
19 p0387 H78-22184
19 p0389 1178-22470
19 p0396 K78-23563
19 p0403 1178-24387
19 p0406 1178-24622
19 p0406 H78-24627
19 p0406 N78-24629
19 p0406 878-24630
19 p0406 N78-24636
19 p0406 S78-24637
19 p0407 1178-24640
19 p0407 H78-24642
19 p0407 1178-24643
19 p0407 N78-24649
19 p0407 H78-24653
19 p0408 H78-24654
19 p0408 H78-24656
19 p0412 H78-24974
19 p0414 K78-25233
19 p0419 N78-25532
19 p0419 N78-25533
19 p0419 N78-2S535
19 p0419 1178-25536
19 pO«21 H78-25559
19 p0421 H78-25560
19 p0442 H78-26541
19 p0457 N78-27522
19 p0457 H78-27530
19 p0457 H78-27531
19 p0458 1178-27532
19 p0458 H78-27533
20 p0548 N78-28586
20 p0548 H78-28598
20 p0548 1178-28602
20 p0551 N78-28626
20 p0566 H78-29674
20 p0580 1178-30636
20 p0581 H78-30658
20 p0581 N78-30659
20 p0581 H78--30663
20 p0589 1178-31237
20 p0590 N78-31428
20 p0590 H78-31429
20 p0591 N78-31511
20 p0591 H78-31512
20 p0593 H78-31541
20 p0604 H78-32545
20 p0626 N78-34007
NAS8-30756
20 p0478 A78-43989
SAS8-30884
19 p0455 H78-27482
SAS8-31100
18 p0255 N78-18520
HAS8-31564
18 p0275 N78-20617
FAS8-31573
20 p0603 H78-32520
NAS8-31670
17 p0138 1178-13548
NAS8-31980
17 p0125 S78-12506
NAS8-32036
17 p0046 A78-11247
18 p0249 1178-17470
18 p0249 H78-17471
18 p0249 1178-17472
18 p0249 1178-17474
18 p0250 H78-17478
18 p0250 H78-17480
18 p0250 N78-17481
18 p0250 B78-17483
18 p0250 H78-17484
18 p0255 F78-18521
18 p0255 B78-18523
18 p0255 H78-18524
18 p0256 N78-18525
18 p0256 1178-18527
18 p0263 1178-19602
18 p0263 F78-19604
18 p0268 N78-19645
18 p0268 S78-19649
18 p0268 H78-19652
18 p0274 1178-20604
18 p0275 H78-20611
18 p0282 B78-21589
18 p0283 B78-21595
19 p0388 B78-22465
19 p0388 N78-22466
19 p0405 B78-24613
19 p0405 H78-24614
19 p0420 S78-25547
19 p0421 B78-25552
20 p0581 1178-30654
20 p0581 1178-30660
BAS8-32091
18 pX)268 H78-19655
19 p0456 B78-27519
19 p0458 B78-27537
BAS8-32092
19 pOU20 1178-25537
19 p0420 N78-25538
19 p0420 B78-25540
19 pO«20 1178-25541
19 p0420 S78-25542
19 p0420 H78-25543
19 p0444 F78-26556
20 p0549 1178-28613
»AS8-32093
18 p0263 N78-19603
19 p0388 H78-22467
20 p0549 H78-28612
20 p0592 N78-31532
20 p0604 1178-32546
BAS8-32149
19 p0344 A78-39636
20 p0491 A78-46444
HAS8-32198
17 p0118 1178-10973
HAS8-32242
18 p0250 B78-17482
20 p0605 B78-32549
20 p0605 B78-32550
NAS8-32243
18 p0275 S78-20615
19 p0405 H78-24610
BAS8-32244
20 p0549 B78-28609
20 p0549 B78-28611
KAS8-32245
18 p0282 S78-21591
19 p0456 B78-27518
HAS8-32246
18 p0256 K78-18526
18 p0275 H78-20612
20 p0604 H78-32547
20 p0615 B78-33531
BAS8-32247
18 p0275 B78-20610
20 p0593 N78-31538
BAS8-32248
18 p0268 B78-1960E
18 p0283 H78-21603
BAS8-32249
18 p0263 F78-19601
BAS8-32250
18 p0268 B78-19653
19 p0458 B78-27536
BAS8-32251
19 p044» H78-26557
19 p044« H78-26558
19 p044U S78-26559
20 p0604 B78-32548
20 p0615 B78-33529
BAS8-32253
18 p0275 B78-20614
19 p0389 B78-22472
20 p0561 K78-29570
20 p0592 F78-31536
20 p0615 B78-33532
SAS8-32255
18 p0270 B78-20606
18 p0283 S78-21592
D-6
COHTBACT SOHBEB ISDEI
19 pOl(21 H78-25549
20
 P0615 N78-33530
B1S8-32256
19 p0405 N78-24611
20 p0562 S78-29579
BAS8-32258
18 p0275 B78-20613
20 pOS61 B78-29571
HAS8-32259
18 p0283 H78-21604
19 p0389 N78-22475
19 pO«21 B7B-25550
20 p0615 B78-33528
BAS8-32260
18 p0274 B78-20602
19 p0389 H78-221173
NAS8-32261
18 p0250 B78-171179
18 p0263 B78-19605
18 p027S N78-20616
18 p0283 B78-21602
NAS8-32269
18 p0274 S78-20609
HAS8-32347
19 p0421 B78-25548
N4S8-32475
20 p0506 A78-50221
20 p0600 B78-3216H
NAS8-32481
18 p0250 178-17477
NAS8-32606
18 p0273 N78-20573
HAS8-32698
18 p0268 B78-196511
NAS8-42375
19 p0293 A78-32765
BAS9-14958
20 p0517 A78-52746
17 p0109 N78-10185
NAS9-15171
18
 P0230 A78-31916
17 p0158 N78-15148
NAS9-15176
17 p0130 N78-13106
NAS9-15196
19 p0329 A78-36705
20 p0502 A78-49803
20 p0514 A78-52001
20 p0537 A78-53610
17 p0129 178-13099
17 p0129 N78-13100
17 p0130 B78-13102
17 p0130 N78-13103
18 p0271 N78-20156
18 p0271 N78-20157
18 p0271 N78-20158
18 p0271 B78-20159
18 p0271 N78-20160
13 p0271 N78-20161
18 p0272 B78-20162
18 p0272 B78-20163
18 p0272 N78-20164
20 p0557 B78-29133
NAS9-15212
20 p0579 N78-30475
NAS9-15286
20 p0561 S78-29567
NAS9-15294
20 p0525 A78-52853
19 p0458 S78-27538
NBS-7-35734
20 p0586 N78-30711
B6L-05-003-003
18 p0167 A78-22008
NGL-05-020-103
18 p0215 A78-2892I1
NGL-28-004-020
18 p0273 B78-20567
NGl-49-002-044
20 p0485 878-<l5136
20 p0502 A78-49781
BGE-05-007-221
17 p0097 A78-18784
20 p0533 A78-53425
BGE-40-002-093
17 p0027 A78-11059
1GE-48-002-004
18 p0247 B78-17223
BO4A PBOJECT E/E-6
18 p0217 A78-29623
HOAA-04-6-158-4410
18 p0217 A78-29623
HOAA-04-6-158-44117
19 p0301 A78-33309
19 p0306 A78-33348
BBC A-7929
20 p0476 A78-43972
NSF AEH-73-07881
20 p0515 A78-52083
BSF AEB-75-06535
20 p0529 A78-53080
BSP AER-75-15168
17 p0146 N78-13645
NSF AEB-72-03478
17 p0017 A78-10971
17 p0018 A78-10982
18 p0228 A78-31730
20 p0523 A78-52825
20 p0536 A78-53492
SSP AEK-72-03487
17 p0077 A78-15155
HSF AEB-72-03562
18 p0272 V78-20291
HSF SEB-72-03562-A02
18 p0190 A78-26580
BSP AEE-72-035S6-A02
17 pOOBO A78-16049
BSF AEB-72-03579
18 p0202 A78-27893
HSP AEB-73-0357-A02
17 p0112 H78-10569
NSF AEB-73-03197
18 p0251 B78-17493
BSF AEB-73-03259-A03
20 p0558 H78-29273
SSF AEB-73-03341
18 p0273 B78-20380
NSF AEB-73-07843
17 p0013 A78-10915
18 p0219 A78-30190
18 p0219 A78-30191
BSF AEB-74-04014-A03
18 p0169 A78-22232
18 p0170 A78-22236
SSF AEE-74-09139
17 p0097 A78-18785
NSF AEE-74-15532
17 p0012 A78-10905
20 p0536 A78-53490
»SF AEB-75-00033
19 p0301 A78-33312
19 p0409 N78-24677
MSP AEB-75-00187
17 p0076 &78-15080
17 p0139 H78-13560
NSF AEF-75-00280-A02
18 p0261 N78-18568
BSF AEE-75-00357
17 p0092 A78-17653
19 p0314 A78-34935
BSF AEE-75-00367-000
17 p0031 A78-11101
18 p0171 A78-22244
NSF AEE-75-00547
18 p0168 A78-22227
NSF AEE-75-00647
17 p0083 A78-16829
18 p0205 A78-28163
NSP AES-75-00850
17 p0094 A78-18091
NSP AEB-75-03960
17 p0078 A78-15828
NSF AEB-75-08793
18 p0228 A78-31742
NSP AES-75-09588
17 p0157 N78-14725
NSP AES-75-11171
18 p0207 A78-28353
NSP AEB-75-14536
20 p0514 A78-51926
BSP AEB-75-15213
19 p0398 N78-23590
NSP AES-75-16962
18 p0207 A78-28357
NSP AEB-75-17247
19 p0466 B78-27617
NSF AEE-75-18813
17 p0139 B78-13564
19 p0458 N78-27544
BSF AEB-75-19576-A01
17 p0121 B78-11515
NSF AEB-76-05596
19 p0386 A78-43287
BSF »EB-76-10809
17 p0034 A78-11124
17 p0056 A78-11351
18 p0208 A78-28364
BSP AEB-77-11545
20 pOt12 N78-33264
BSF APB-75-17303
20 p0542 N78-28502
HSF iG-398
17 p0162 B78-15590
NSF APB-75-18004
20 p0598 N78-31588
SSF APB-75-18247
20 p0586 N78-30710
»SP APB-75-18279
19 p0301 A78-33307
BSF APB-75-18301
17 p0145 N78-13621
BSF APB-75-18321-A02
19 p0322 A78-35768
NSF APB-75-19137
18 p0244 N78-16472
19 p0435 N78-25982
19 p0435 N78-25983
NSP APB-75-22213
20 p0582 N78-30675
NSF APS-75-166666
18 p0289 B78-21660
BSF ATH-75-02797-A01
18 p0231 A78-32068
BSF ATH-76-09581
20 p0514 A78-51926
BSF BHS-71-00978
18 p0207 A78-28356
BSF BBS-72-02298
17 p0079 A78-15847
BSF BBS-75-03415
18 p0207 A78-28357
NSF BHS-75-18023
18 p0207 A78-28352
BSF BMS-75-19643
18 p0207 A78-28357
BSF C-75-22221
20 p0553 N78-28657
NSF C-805
20 p0531 A78-53338
BSF C-828
17 p0122 B78-11863
BSP C-836
17 p0010 A78-10744
NSF C-1008
19 p0301 A78-33312
19 p0409 B78-24677
BSP DES-75-03882
19 p0386 A78-43291
BSF DHB-76-17443
20 pO»91 A78-46443
NSF DBB-7501267
17 p0045 A78-11239
NSP ENS-73-20136-A02
17 p0081 A78-16340
NSF ENG-74-11654
19 p0297 A78-33129
NSF ENG-74-018062
19 p0298 A78-33171
NSP ENG-75-01409
17 p0116 B78-10601
NSP ENG-75-02709
19 p0380 A78-42263
20 p0491 A78-46184
NSF ENG-75-03221
17 p0076 A78-15053
BSF EBG-75-05341
17 p0068 A78-13447
NSF ENG-75-10251
19 p0435 S78-26007
BSF ENG-75-10313
17 p0122 N78-11559
NSF ENG-75-14452
19 p0360 A78-40241
NSF ENG-75-18074
17 p0026 A78-11052
HSP ENG-76-03135
18 p0233 A78-32366
NSF ENG-76-09256
17 p0019 A78-10986
SSF ENV-74-14810-A03
19 p0451 B78-26653
NSF EPP-75-04328
18 p0205 A78-28167
BSP EPP-75-04701
17 p0023 A78-11031
NSP BBS-73-02706
19 p0336 A78-38055
BSP EBS-77-17735
19 pO«53 B78-27009
19 p0453 H78-27010
BSP EET-74-19063
17 p0104 A78-19828
BSP GAEE-75-00702
18 p0169 A78-22231
NSP GI-36338X
20 p0499 A78-19421
BSP GI-36567
18 p0272 N78-20291
NSF GI-38103
18 p0202 S78-27893
NSF GI-38319
17 p0088 A78-17476
19 p0369 A78-42080
20 p0497 A78-48854
BSF GI-39415
-18 p0169 A78-22234
NSF GI-40533
18 p0203 A78-27919
18 p0203 A78-27920
NSP GI-41306
17 p0083 A78-16832
18 p0273 N78-20380
NSF GI-41310
20 p0493 A78-47190
NSF GI-418UO
18 p0170 A78-22236
NSF GI-44099
17 p0020 A78-11006
NSP GI-392278
20 p0512 A78-51777
NSP ISP-74-43894
19 p0449 N78-26621
BSF ISP-75-22472
19 p0452 N78-26986
NSF ISP-76-10209
19 p0390 B78-22477
NSP HCS-76-10597
19 p0449 N78-266.19
NSF HCS-76-20019
17 p0126 N78-12537
NSF SPS-75-13752
17 p0083 A78-16830
NSF OCE-72-06419
20 p053S A78-53468
NSF OIP-74-08333-A02
18 p0232 A78-32113
HSF PCH-74-11747
18 p0208 A78-28359
NSF PCH-76-11655
17 p0079 A78-15847
NSF PBA-76-81015
18 p0257 N78-18534
19 pO«42 N78-26457
HSF PTP-75-05156 .
17 p0104 A78-19830
17 p0144 N78-13615
BSF SIA-74-21846
19 p0388 B78-22451
NSF SIS-74-19324
17 p0118 N78-10965
BSP SHI-76-02784
17 p0068 A78-13447
BSF 62-3649
18 p0234 A78-32410
NSF 75-22556
19 p0310 A78-34237
HSF 76-05499
17 p0157 R78-14939
17 p0157 N78-14940
HSF 36910X
t9 p0386 A78-43291
HSF 38701
18 p0190 A78-26579
18 p0191 A78-26585
18 p0192 A78-26591
HSF 43441
19 p0304 A78-33336
BSG-3018
17 p0136 N78-13532
NSG-3019
18 p0228 A78-31731
D-7
C01TBACT BDHBEB IHDEI
"SG-3045
17 p0065 A78-12557
MSG-3065
18 p0281 178-21469
SSG-3083
17 p0027 A78-11062
SSG-3123
17 p0136 178-13535
NSG-3132
18 p0274 N78-20603
-, iG-7019
18 p0188 A78-26112
I^G-7039
19 p0451 N78-26869
HSG-7229
20 p0603 178-32387
BSG-8025
18 p0249 178-17475
1SG-8011
17 p0138 178-13552
1SB-09-051-001
18 p0204 A78-27933
1T1F-B-1810.5205
17 p0122 N78-11535
HZEBDf-3039
20 p0516 478-52236
101-HV-4-2901
18 p0243 ''78-161611
100014-75-C-0126
17 p0126 N78-12535
100011-75-C-0865
17 p0126 H78-12537
100011-75-C-0926
17 p0158 K78-15497
SOOOKI-75-C-1175
18 p0215 A78-28924
1(000111-75-01(73
18 p0231 A78-32068
100011-76-00030
19 p0368 A78-41813
100014-76-00410
19 p0401 178-23927
100014-76-00442
19 p0408 178-24665
100014-76-00824
18 p0241 178-16445
N00014-76-F-0026
18 p0240 178-16441
100014-76-G-0057
19 p0312 A78-39153
100014-77-O0033
19 p0302 A78-33316
19 p0302 A78-33317
100014-77-O0350
20 p0556 H78-28984
100014-77-O0523
19 p0109 H78-24669
100017-72-01101
17 p0013 A78-10921
20 p0498 A78-49171
N00017-73-C-1H18
18 p0276 N78-20628
100019-76-00675
19 p0414 178-25210
N00025-77-C-0001
20 p0580 H78-30595
1(2472-76-01068
18 p0188 A78-26108
168305-76-00009
17 p0112 H78-10561
168305-76-00029
17 p0113 S78-105-.5
168305-76-00036
20 p0591 "78-31517
PHS-1-R13-ES-01170-01
18 p0244 S78-16171
PBOJ. 187-1
17 p0116 S78-13615
PBOJ. 791-1
19 p0130 S78-25633
PBOJ. 3246
19 p0446 H78-26576
20 p0596 N78-31573
PBOJ. 7354
20 p0619 1178-33566
PBOJ. 8979
19 p0398 178-23591
PBOJ. 8981
19 pOIOS "78-24618
PBOJ. 8985
20 p0601 S78-32286
PBOJ. 9010
19 p0416 178-25254
SBOB/BG/9233, 8
18 p0170 A78-22241
SBI PBOJ. 5040
17 p0129 178-12909
17 p0129 178-12910
HSBLH-AA550-CT6-19
17 p0065 A78-12811
DSBH-P0480374
20 pOD75 A78-43825
OSDA-12-14-7001-566
17 p0105 A78-19837
DSIBSF-1314
20 p0515 A78-52195
H-31-109-EHG-38
17 p0114 178-10584
17 p0114 U78-10585
17 p0142 178-13594
17 p0143 178-13597
17 p0143 178-13607
18 p0238 178-16334
18 p0287 178-21644
19 p0392 N78-23219
19 p0397 N78-23582
19 p0397 N78-23581
19 pOIOI H78-24559
19 p0412 178-24920
19 p0422 178-25564
19 p 0 4 2 2 178-25568
19 p0423 178-25575
19 00425 178-25593
19 p0426 N78-25606
19 p0428 178-25614
19 pO«29 N78-25627
19 p0429 M78-25628
19 p0429 S78-25629
19 p0430 178-25640
19 p0432 N78-25651
19 p0434 N78-25923
19 p0431 N78-25930
19 p0435 S78-26038
19 p0445 N78-26571
19 pOISO H78-26612
19 p015' 178-26933
19 p0459 178-27547
19 p0464 H78-27592
20 p0581 178-30667
20 p0582 N78-30673
20 p0586 178-30719
20 p0594 H78-31548
20 p0606 178-32562
20 p0607 178-32578
20 p0621 N78-33585
20 p0626 N78-33943
W-31-109-38-3995
20 p0198 A78-49171
W-7405-ENG-26
19 p0346 A78-39797
19 p0348 A78-39822
19 p0349 A78-39877
19 p0351 A78-39916
19 p0351 A78-39918
19 p0382 A78-42487
17 p0110 178-10545
17 p0111 178-10586
17 p0115 »'78-10588
17 p0118 S78-10814
17 p0121 H78-11508
17 p0140 H78-13576
17 p0141 178-13578
17 p0142 H78-13586
17 p014£ 178-13644
17 p0148 N78-14181
17 p0151 178-14639
17 p0153 178-14657
17 p0153 178-14660
17 p0153 178-14661
17 p0155 178-14672
17 p0156 178-14698
17 p0162 178-15590
18 p0277 S78-20645
18 p0282 178-21483
18 p0288 178-21647
18 p0288 H78-2164B
19 p0391 178-22915
19 p0393 178-23440
19 p0411 H78-24695
19 p0111 178-24697
19 p0416 178-25340
19 p0423 1178-25576
19 p0426 H78-25605
19 p0429 N78-25623
19 p0431 178-25647
19 p0436 178-26226
19 p0442 H78-26524
19 p0446 178-26584
19 p0448 S78-26601
19 p0449 878-26613
20 p0551 178-28636
20 p0561 178-29576
20 p0582 178-30670
20 p0583 S78-30685
20 p0583 N78-30686
20 p0583 178-30687
20 p0584 178-30695
20 p0584 178-30696
20 p0588 H78-30959
20 p0589 178-31170
20 p0601 178-32283
20 p0602 178-32289
20 p0605 H78-32558
20 p0607 178-32573
20 p0619 H78-33570
20 p0620 178-33578
W-7405-E1G-36
17 pOOOl A78-10062
17 p0004 A78-10605
17 p0153 179-14653
18 p0242 178-16456
18 p026« 178-19667
18 p0270 178-19674
18 p0273 H78-20471
19 p0393 H78-23251
19 p0400 178-23899
19 pOUO 178-28678
19 p0416 178-25335
19 pOIII 178-26567
19 p0446 178-26583
19 p0447 H78-26595
19 p0456 178-27500
19 p0463 178-27586
19 pOU67 178-27791
19 p0467 178-27898
19 p0468 N78-27934
19 p0468 178-27982
20 p0553 178-28649
20 p0560 178-29547
20 p0567 178-30171
20 p0594 178-31553
20 p0597 178-31581
20 p0607 178-32571
20 p0608 178-32581
20 p0618 178-33558
20 p0618 178-33559
20 p0620 178-33572
20 p0621 178-33586
20 p0621 178-33625
W-7105-E1G-38
20 p0594 178-31551
K-7405-E1G-48
17 p0011 A78-10874
17 p0012 A78-10909
17 p0057 A78-11364
17 p0064 A78-12486
17 p0085 A78-16901
17 p0092 A78-17789
13 p0229 1178-31750
18 p0230 A78-31953
18 p0235 178-32434
18 p0235 A78-32439
18 p0235 A78-32140
19 p0342 A78-39367
19 p0345 A78-39784
19 p0347 A78-39805
19 p0347 A78-3980f
19 p0348 A78-39831
19 p0319 A78-39888
19 p0319 A78-39889
19 p0350 A78-39901
19 p0351 A78-39920
19 p0352 A78-39952
19 p0353 A78-39964
19 p0353 478-39965
19 p0357 A78-40026
19 p0357 A78-40032
19 p0360 A78-40226
19 p0366 A78-41284
19 p0367 A78-41S18
19 p0367 A78-41521
19
 P0377 A78-42207
19 p0380 A78-42260
20 p0181 A78-44112
20 p0481 A78-44149
20 p0488 A78-46023
20 p0532 A78-53342
20 p0538 A78-53682
20 p0538 A78-53683
17 p0114 178-1058">
17 p0117 178-1061t
17 p0127 N78-12546
17 p0119 178-14451
17 p0157 H78-14762
17 p0157 178-14954
17 p0161 178-15576
17 p0161 178-15579
18 p0245 178-16P72
18 p0263 178-19455
18 p0269 178-19665
18 p0271 178-19957
18 p0278 N78-20769
18 p0281 178-21322
18 p0285 178-21622
18 p0285 178-21623
18 p0286 178-21631
18 p0286 178-21635
18 p0288 178-21650
18 p0290 178-21710
18 p0290 178-21986
19 p0392 178-23238
19 p0397 178-23577
19 p0414 178-25241
19 pOIIS 178-25512
19 p0425 H78-25592
19 p0130 178-25633
19 p0430 178-25634
19 p0030 H78-25635
19 p0430 178-25636
19 p0430 178-25637
19 p0431 178-25645
19 p0431 178-25646
19 p0431 178-25722
19 p0136 178-26039
19 p0437 S78-26227
19 pOIIS 178-26575
19 p0446 178-26580
19 p0446 H78-26585
19 p0448 178-26611
19 p0460 178-27559
19 p0467 H78-27695
20 p0553 S78-28652
20 p0553 178-28654
20 p0553 178-28655
20 p0556 178-28777
20 p0556 178-28953
20 p0564 178-29605
20 p0564 178-29609
20 p0564 178-29613
20 p0565 178-29634
20 p0566 178-29998
20 p0580 H78-30613
20 p0584 178-30697
20 p0585 178-30699
20 p0588 N78-30952
20 p0594 178-31549
20 p0605 178-32557
20 p0606 178-32568
20 p0607 178-32572
20 pO£08 178-32584
20 p0612 178-33258
20 p0621 178-33582
20 p0622 178-33589
B-7405-E1G-82
17 p0120 H78-11505
19 p0466 N78-27637
W-7405-E1G-92
17 p0058 A78-11370
19 p0341 A78-39470
17 p0153 178-14656
B-7D05-EI'G-92-TAS-94
17 pOIII N78-13580
S-7405-E1G-92-077
20 p0612 178-33259
S-7006-E1G-26
19 pOIII 178-24696
BA-76-3104
17 p0006 A78-10655
TF57571999
20 p0581 178-30664
ZF57571001
17 p0113 178-10575
20 p0562 N78-29588
D-8
COHTEiCT BOBBEB IBDEI
20 p0591 H78-
ZF57571001
18 p0262 N78-
505-01
17 p0158 H78-
505-16
18 p0273 N78-
506-16-31
17 p0131 H78-
516-50-23-01
19 p0120 N78-
716-01-02
20 p0588 S78-
778-11
19 pf ldOS S78-
778-83
20 p05«1 H78-
791-QO-13-01
19 pOH13 N78-
315M7
19162
15229
20512
13368
255115
31108
21659
28225
25017
D-9
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A-7255 17 p0134 H78-13368**
A/A-77/2 17 p0122 878-11559 *
AAAF-NT-77-25 19 p0401 H78-24128 I
AAAF-HT-77-28 19 p0402 B7B-2Q131 *
AAS PAPBB 78-02UA 20 pOS37 A78-53610*»
AAS 77-200 19 p0329 A78-36702
AAS 77-203 19 p0329 A78-36705'
AAS 77-230 19 p0330 A78-36729
AAS 77-237 19 p0329 A78-36712
AAS 77-237 20 p0475 A78-43881
AAS 77-239 19 p0329 A78-36716
AAS 77-2(10 19 p0330 A78-36717*
AAS 77-241 19 p0330 A78-36718*
ACH-TB-105 17 p0158 H78-15148**
ACDHBX/TR-77/87 20 p0599 878-31612 *
AD-A010381 17p0111 N78-10560
AD-AOI42315 17 p0112 N78-10566
AD-A012385 17 p0112 N78-10561
AD-A042389 17 p0112 N78-10563
AD-A042541 17 p0120 H78-11501
AD-AOU2578 17 p0112 N78-10567
AD-A042799 17 p0112 N78-10568
AD-A012861 17 p0116 N78-10608
AD-A043323 17 p0119 N78-11253
AD-A043382 17 p0112 N78-10572
AD-A043566 17 p0109 S78-10308
AD-A043659 17 pO.120 F78-11502
AD-A043951 17 p0113 B78-10575
A D - A O U U 1 3 1 17 p0126 H78-12532
AD-A044414 17 p0126 S78-12531
AD-A04U787 19 p0403 H78-24375
AD-A044888 17 p0126 S78-12534
AD-A044908 17 p0126 1178-12537
AD-A01(S082 17 p0126 B78-12535
AD-A045127 17 p0135 N78-13Ult«
AD-AOH5378 17 p0135 S78-13«it2
AD-AOa5511 17 p01»7 H78-13681
AD-AOH5582 17 p0129 B78-13065
AD-10U6150 17 pOISI N78-11636
AD-A016H56 17 p0158 K78-15213
SD-«0«6533 17 p0158 H78-15197
AD-AOtt65«1 17
 P0158 B78-15295
AD-A046951 18 p02«0 S78-16»1ll
AD-»0»e95« 18 P0211 S78-16"»ti5
AD-fiO«7356 19 pOH09 S78-21667
AD-A017U33 18 p0251 B78-17U87
iD-AO.47925
AD-A048042
AO-A048382
AD-A048655
AD-A048806
AD-A048908
AO-A049490
AD-A049982
AD-A050026
AD-A050920
AD-A051131
AD-A051336
AD-A051450
AD-A052395
AD-A052S81
AD-A052750
AD-A053106
AD-A053293
AD-A053300
AD-A053428
AD-A051099
AD-A054141
AD-A054215
AD-A054226
AD-A054229
AD-A054466
AD-A054601
AD-A055024
AD-A055113
AD-A055182
AD-A055213
AD-A055421
AD-A055452
AD-A055903
AD-A055918
AD-A056113
AD-A056591
AD-A057145
AD-A057252
AD1-C-79679
AED-COBP-77-139-004
AEOI-26
APA1-TR-77-T4
1PAP1-TB-75-10-V01-3
APAM.-TF-76-87
AFAPL-TB-77-9
AFAP1-TB-77-15
AFAPL-TB-77-36
AFAP1-TB-77-38
APAPL-TB-77-65
APAPL-TB-77-71
APAPL-TB-78-19-VOL-1
AFAP1-TB-78-19-VOL-3-PT-2 .
AFCEC-TB-78-4
APIT-CI-78-19
AFIT-LSSR-32-77B
AFIT/GEP/PH/77D-3
AFLB1-81
AFLRL-88
AFIRL-101
AFOSB-77-1262TB
AFOSB-78-0714TB
AGABD-AB-123
18 p02€0 B78-18558*
18 p0251 B78-17489
18 p0262 S78-19162
18 p0253 B78-18226
18 p0269 B78- 19662
.... 18 p0269 B78-19663
18 p0277 B78-20630
18 p0276 B78-20628
18 p0284 H78-21616
19 p0389 B78-22476
19 p0403 B78-24372
19 p0408 H78-24665
19 p0401 B78-23927
19 p0409 B78-24669
19 p0404 B78-24431
.... 19 p0413 B78-25096
19 p041« B78-25239
19 p0414 B78-25240
19 p0422 F78-25562
20 p0556 B78-28984
20 p0587 B78-30940
20 p0541 H78-28081
.... 20 p0562 B78-29588
20 p0593 H78-31545
20 p0568 B78- 30259
20 p0562 B78-29589
20 p0581 B78-30664
20 p0589 H78-31261
20 p0589 B78-31257
20 p0593 B78-31546
20 p0605 S78-32552
20 p0601 S78-32276
20 p0605 B78-32555
.... 20 p0610 P78-32709
20 p0594 H78-31547
.... 20 p0589 F78-31256
20 p0616 B78-33540
20 p0616 B78-33541
20 p0616 B78-33542
17 p0113 B78-10575
20 p0583 B78-30682
18 p0289 H78-21662
18 p0251 B78- 17489
19 pOBIH S78-25239
.... 17 p0111 H78-10560
17 p0112 878-10563
19 p0413 S78-25096
17 p0112 N78-10572
.... 17 pOISI B78-14636
20 p0562 H78-29589
20 p0593 B78-315t»5
20 p0605 B78-32552
20 p0616 S78-33542
20 p0605 B78-32555
19 pOUOS B78-2U372
18 p0251 B78-17487
18 p0269 B78-19663
17 p0119 H78-112S3
17 p0109 878-10308
, , 20 p0568 S78- 30259
17 p0158 S78-15213
20 p0587 B78-30940
20 p0600 S78-32104 »
B-1
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HOHBEH INDEX
AGEBSF-21 20 p0568 B78-30268 t
AI-ERDA-13203 19 p0427 B78-25613 *
AIAA PAPEB 78-115
4IAA PAPEB 78-268
AIAA PAPEB 78-277
AIAA PAPEfi 78-278
AIAA PAPEB 78-279
AIAA PAPES 78-281
AIAA PAPES 78-290
AIAA PAPEfi 78-291
AIAA PAPEB 78-292
AIAA PAPEB 78-293
AIAA PAPEB 78-295
AIAA PAPEB 78-307
AIAA PAPEB 78-354
AIAA PAPEB 78-357
AIAA PAPEB 78-362
AIAA PAPEB 78-689
AIAA PAPEfi 78-690
AIAA PAPEB 78-691
AIAA PAPEB 78-896
AIAA PAPEB 78-899
AIAA PAPEB 78-900
AIAA PAPES 78-901
AIAA PAPEB 78-903
AIAA PAPEB 78-904
AIAA PAPEB 78-929
AIAA PAPEB 78-930
AIAA PAPER 78-931
AIAA PAPEB 78-932
AIAA PAPEB 78-966
AIAA PAPEB 78-975
AIAA PAPEfi 78-1051
AIAA PAPEB 78-1105
AIAA PAPEB 78-1173
AIAA PAPBB 78-117(1
AIAA PAPEB 78-1177
AIAA PAPEB 78-1484
AIAA PAPEfi 78-1637
AIAA PAPEB 78-16*2
AIAA PAPEB 78-1651
AIAA PAPES 78-1675
AIAA PAPEB 78-1683
AIAA PAPEB 78-168U
AIAA PAPER 78-1693
AIAA 77-1550
AIAA 77-1553
AIAA 77-1577
AIAA 77-1583
AIAA '78-377
AIAA 78-390
AIAA 78-392
AIAA 78-393
AIAA 78-102
AIAA 78-409
AIAA 78-131
AIAA 78-135
AIAA 78-139
AIAA 78-141
AIAA 78-119
AIAA 78-150
AIAA 78-151
AIAA 78-156
AIAA 78-157
AIAA 78-533
AIAA 78-536
AIAA 78-571
AIAA 78-812
AIAA 78-813
AIAA 78-818
AIAA 78-1266
18 p0172 A78-22558
18 p0165 A78-20781
18 p0172 A78-22612
18 p0166 A78-20785
18 p0166 A78-20786
18 p0166 A78-20788
18 p0177 A78-21001
18 p0177 A78-21002
18 p0177 A78-21003
18 p0177 A78-24004
18 p0178 A78-21005*
18 p0178 A78-21008
18 p0178 A78-21030
18 p0178 A78-21032
18 p0178 A78-2103U
19 p0293 A78-32761
19 p0293 A78-32762
19 p0293 A78-32765*
19 p0323 A78-36016
19 p0321 A78-36018
19 p0321 A78-36020
19 p0321 A78-36019
19 p0321 A78-36021*
19 p0321 A78-36022
20 p0485 A78-15098*
20 p0484 A78-45097*
20 p0172 A78-43504*
20 p0172 A78-13505*
20 p0196 A78-48463
20 p0173 A78-43530
20 p0496 A78-18486
20 p0473 A78-43603
19 p0368 A78-41870
20 p0185 A78-15135
20 p0485 A78-15136*
20 p0502 A78-l)9781»
20 p0514 A78-51977
20 p0511 A78-51981*
20 p0511 A78-51982*
20 p0517 A78-52742
20 p0514 A78-51999*
20 p0517 A78-52746*
20 p0514 A78-52001*
20 p0515 A78-52005*
17 p0069 A78-13681
17 p0069 A78-13684
17 p0069 A78-13663
17 p0069 A78-13666*
19 p0317 A78-35578
19 p0317 A78-35585
19 p0317 A78-35586
19 p0317 A78-35587
19 p0317 A78-35588
19 p0318 A78-35589
19 p0318 A78-35592
19 p0318 A78-35597
19 p0318 A78-35611
19 p0318 A78-35615
19 p0318 A78-35619*
19 p0318 A78-35620
19 p0319 A78-35623
19 p0319 A78-35625
19 p0319 A78-35626
19 p0319 A78-35629
19 p0319 A78-35631*
19 p0319 A78-35632
19 p0291 A78-32883
19 p0291 A78-32885
19 p0291 A78-32912
18 p0233 A78-32366
18 p0231 A78-32367
18 p0231 A78-32372
20 p0506 A78-50221**
AIAA-PAPEK-77-521 17 p0137 B78-13536*»
AIHE PAPES A78-61 18 p0228 A78-31500**
AIRESEABCB-76-12994 19 p0458 N78-27537**
AIRESEARCB-76-13448 19 p0456 B78-27519**
AIBESEABCH-78-15171 20 p0549 B78-28608**
ALO-41/1 20 p0618 H78-33560 *
ALO-3723-76/3 20 p0620 H78-33575 *
ALO-3786-2 20 p0619 N78-33569 f
A10/3717-1 19 p0462 H78-27581
ALO/3786-1 19 p0128 H78-25619
ALO/3987-V1-VOL-1 19 p0431 H78-25644
ALO/3987-1/2-VOL-2 19p0409 H78-24672
ALO/3987-1/3-70L-3 19 p0409 H78-24673
AHHBC-CTB-77-18 17 p0126 N78-12534
ASE-3086-1 18 p0270 H78-19672
ANL-K-76-3541-1 17 p0114 H78-10S85
ABL-K-77-3542-1 17 p0142 B78-13594
ANI-K-77-3558-1 17 p0143 1178-13607
ABL-K-77-3624-1 20 p0591 B78-31518
ABL-K-77-3639-1 19 p0459 B78-27547
AS1-K-3723-1 20 p0594 878-31551
ABL-HHD-77-3 18 p0240 H78-16444
ABL-HHD-77-3 19 p0432 N78-25651
AHl-77-39 18 p0238 S78-16334
ASL-77-56 20 p0581 H78-30667
ASL-77-61 19 p0426 S78-25606
ABL-77-68 19 p0425 N78-25593
ANL-77-70 19 p0412 S78-24920
ANL-77-79 19 p0445 H78-26571
ABL-78-XX-92 20 p0607 H78-32578
ANI/CEN/FE-77-2 19 p0423 S78-25575
AN1/CES/FE-77-3 19 p0399 H78-23604
ABL/CES/TE-77-6 19 p0422 B78-25564
AH1/CES/TE-77-15 19 p0435 B78-26038
AH1/FE-19622-9 19 p0130 S78-25610
ANL/HHD-77-2 19 p0122 H78-25568
AS1/HSD/FE-77-4 19p0404 U78-2D559
ANI/OEPH-77-2 17 p0111 N78-10584
AB1/OEPH-77-3 19 p0128 B78-2S614
AP-42-SOPPL-7 17 p0122 B78-11541 «
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
APCA
PAPEE
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEE
PAPEE
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
77-3,
77-14
77-11
77-14
77-15
77-15
77-17
77-27
77-29
77-37
77-37
77-39
77-13
77-56
1
,1
,2
,4
,1
,4
.5
,5
,5
,1
,6
,1
,1
,4
APL/JHU/SH-77-3
AB-2
AB-2
AB-3
ABO-12367.1-C
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
17
-. .. 18
19
17
p0184
p0185
p0186
p0186
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0185
p0184
p0186
p0609
p0130
p0218
p0113
p0158
A78-25386
A78-25410
A78-25445
A78-25446
A78-25406
A78- 25438
A78-25124
A78-25400
A78-25443
A78-25427
A78-25404
A78-25412
A78-25380
A78-25447
N78-32588
N78-13237
H78- 17464*
H78-25225
B78-15295
4
*
*
t
*
»
t
*
ASI-1277-1 19 p0396 H78-23565**
AS1E PREPRIST 77-LC-5B-1 18 p0209 A78-28431
ASHE PAPER 76-SA/HT-1 17 p0076 A78-15057 *
ASHE PAPER 77-HT-1 17 p0088 A78-17476
ASHE PAPEB 77-BT-2 17 p0089 A78-17477
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-3 17 p0089 A78-17178
ASHE PAPER 77-HT-1 17 p0089 A78-17479
ASHE PAPER 77-HT-5 '. 17 p0089 A78-17480
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-38 17 p0089 A78-17487
ASHE PAPER 77-HT-59 . .-. 17 p0089 A78-17191
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-60 17 p0089 A78-17192
ASHE PAPER 77-HT-61 17 p0090 A78-17193
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-62 17 p0090 A78-17194
ASHE PAPBB 77-HT-63 17 p0090 A78-17495
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-64 17 p0090 A78-17496
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-65 17 p0090 A78-17197
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-66 17 p0090 A78-17198
ASHE PAPEB 77-HT-73 17 p0090 A78-17501
ASHE PAPBB 77-HT-90 17 p0091 A78-17506
ASHE PAPER 77-JPGC-PHR-7 19 p0310 A78-34080
E-2
BZPORT/1CCBSSIOB HOBBEB IHDBX
ASHE PAPEB 77-PET-23
ASBE PAPEB 77-PET-25 . . .
ASHE PAPEB 77-PET-41
ASgE PAPEB 77-PET-53
ASHE PAPEB 77-PET-67
ASHE PAPEB 77-BA/APC-1 . ..
ASRS PAPEB 77-8A/APC-2 . ..
ASBE PAPEB 77-BA/APC-6 ....
ASHB PAPEB 77-SA/ADT-3 ....
ASRE PAPEB 77-HA/EFEB-5
ASHE PAPEB 77-HA/EBEB-6 ..
ASBE PAPEB 77-BA/EHEB-7 ...
ASBE PAPEB 77-BA/EHEB-9 ...
ASHB PAPEB 77-WA/EBEB-10 .
ASHE PAPEB 77-SA/EHEB-11
ASHB PAPEB 77-WA/EBEB-13 •
ASBE PAPEB 77-WA/FE-20 . ..
ASHB PAPEB 77-HA/HT-5
ASHB PAPEB 77-BA/HT-12 . ..
ASHB PAPEB 77-HA/NE-1 .* ..
ASBB PAPEB 77-WA/HE-2
ASHE PAPEB 77-IH/FE-3 .....
ASHE PAPEB 77-WA/SOL-1 . ..
ASHB PAPER 77-WA/SOL-2 . ..
ASHE PAPEB 77-M/SOI-3 ....
ASHE PAPEB 77-HA/SOI-5 . .
ASHS PAPEB 78-DE-7
ASHE/GPT-1978/1 .. . ..
ATL-CH-77-01
ATB-78 (7666) -1 ... .
ATR-78(7667) -1-VO1-1
&V-FB-7112
BCS-40180-1-VOL-1
BCS-40180-2-VOI-2
BCS-40180-3-VOL-3
BDH/H-77-425-TR , .
BDH/H-77-425-TB-VOL-1 . .
BDH/H-77-425-TB-VOI-2
BEBC/OP-77/4
BEBC/OP-77/5 , .
BEBC/OP-77/28 .... .. . .
BEBC/OP-77/28 ..
BEBC/OP-77/47-1
BEBC/OP-77/47-2 *. ..
BEBC/OP-77/4 8
BEHC/PPS-77/5
BEHC/BI-77/13 *.
BEBC/BI-77/15
BEBC/BI-78/2 .... .
BEBC/TPB-77/8
BERC/TPH-77/12
BLL-TBANS-3501- (7737.470)
17 p0076 A78-15079
. 17 p0077 A78-15083
17 p0076 A78-15080
t7 p0077 A78-15081
17 p0077 A78-15082
19 p0297 A78-33126
..... 19 p0297 A78-33127
19 p0297 A78-33129
19 p0297 A78-33130
..... 18 p0229 178-31828
19 p0297 A78-33143*
. 19 p0297 A78-33144
19 p0297 A78-331U5
19 p0298 A78-33146
19 p0298 A78-33117*
.. . 19 p0298 A78-33148
..... 19 p0298 A78-33149
19 p0298 A78-33150
.. . 19 p0298 A78-33151»
19 p0298 A78-33152
. . .. 18 p0218 A78-30035
. 19 p0298 A78-33171
19 p0299 A78-33175
19 p0299 A78-33185
. 19 p0299 A78-33186
19 p0299 A78-33187
19 pQ299 A78-33189
.19 p0299 A78-33190
..... 19 p0299 A78-33191
19 p0299 A78-33192
 . .. 19 p0299 A78-33193
. . 19 003*15 A78-39776
20 p0493 A78-17187
20 p0559 B78-29288
18 p0289 B78-21657
..... 17 p0153 B78-14654
. . 19 p0395 B78-23555*
20 p05H8 H78-28597*
19 pQ467 1178-27665 <
19 p0436 B78-26145*!
18 p0278 B78-20802*
18 p0278 H78-20803*
18 p0246 N78-16949
18 p0246 H78-16947
18 p0246 B78-16948
19 p0411 H78-2M690
J8 p0251 B78-18437
18 p0251 B78-18438
18 p0254 B78-18439
18 p0254 B78-18440
 ... 20 p0613 N78-33458
. 20 p0613 R78-33459
20 p0613 B78-33455
. ... 20 p0613 N78-33456
20 p0613 N78-33457
18 p0281 H78-21321
20 p0603 N78-32443
19 p0412 S78-26525
. . . 20 p0612 H78-33261
19 pOi)36 H78-26225
19 p0413 N78-25225
19 pO<(13 S78-25226
20 pOSdl N78-28290
. ...T 18 p0254 S78-18507
19 p0467 B78-27665
.... 17 p012t N78-122K5
18 p0238 S78-16119
20 p0609 N78-32590
20 p0621 H78-33581
I
|
F
I
I
1
BB-OFB-17(1) -78
BH-BI-8247
BH-HI-8272
BH-TPB-105
BHFT-FB-T-77-61
BBL-TB-637
BS1-21920
BSL-22559
BB1-22595
BNL-22676
BH1-22677
BB1-22730
BHI-22735
BB1-22881
BBI-22969
BBL-2357U
BFL-236U3
BBI-23670
BBI-23931
BBL-24216
BH1-50501-S ,. ..
BBL-50633
BBI-50631
BB1-50663
BBL-50667
BB1-50696
BBL-50706
BBL-50713
BB1-5072U
BBL-50736
BBl-50745
BB1-50751
BBL-50754
BN1-50760
BBHL-BAP-16
BBB1-BAP-21
BFBL-2004-6
BBH1-2103
BBH1-2107
BKD1-2134
BNW1-2162
BBH1-2192
BSH.-2208
BBiL-2311
BMil-2393
BOLI-3-BEV-1
C-80020
C-81173
CED-77-92
CED- 78-93
CEEDO-TH-77-39 ..... ...
CEL-CB-78. 011
CEI-TM-1517
CEEL-IB-E-110
CGB/DC-15/76
19 p0158 B78-275U5
19 p0155 B78- 27493
18 p0245 B78-16499
17 p0145 H78-13624
20 p0557 B78-29198
20 p0624 B78-33628'
17 p0123 B78-11897
20 p0562 B78-29582
17 p0141 B78-13580
17 p0115 B78-10589
17 p0140 B78-13573
17 p0152 B78-14651
19 p0468 B78-27988
17 p0117 H78-10614
19 p0397 B78-23579
18 p0211 S78-16451
20 p0587 B78-30722
17 p0155 H78-14676
18 p0286 U78-21633
19 p0461 H78-27568
20 p0551 B78-28633
19 p0460 K78-27558
20 p0601 N78-32285
20 p0621 B78- 33584
19 p0397 B78-23578
18 p0286 B78-21634
18 p0241 B78-16450
19 p0447 B78-26597
19 p0415 B78-25243
19 p0409 H78-24676
19 p0425 B78-25595
19 p0427 B78-25610
20 p0582 B78- 30674
20 p0607 B78-32571
19 p0462 B78- 27582
19 p0463 B78-27591
20 p0564 B78-29611
19 p0463 B78-27590
19 p0462 B78-27580
19 p0468 B78-27975
20 p0586 S78-30717
17 p0154 H78-14662
17 pOIIO B78-13574
19 p0397 B78- 23583
17 p0117 B78-10613
18 p0290 H78-21671
17 p0140 B78-13571
17 p0117 H78-10672
18 p0241 B78-16449
17 p0151 B78-1K644
19 p0410 B78-24683
17 p0154 B78-14663
18 p0288 F78-21649
19 pOtSO B78- 26634
18 p0270 B78-19677
19 p0399 B78-23603
19 p0396 B78-23568
19 p0451 B78-26699
19 p0402 B78-24255*
20 p0604 B78-32544»
17 p0117 B78-10633
17 p0128 N78-12552
20 p0614 B78-33520
18 p0277 B78-20630
17 p0113 B78-10575
20 p0594 B78-31547
20 p0562 B78-29588 1
20 p0581 S78-3066P f
17 p0112 B78-10567 *
17 D0116 B78-10608 *
E-3
BEPOET/iCCESSIOH BOBBER INDEX
CGR/DC-18/76-70L-2
CL-1976-16
COH-73-11582
COH-73-11692
COH-74-10935
COH-74-10967
COH-74-10969
COH-7a-11102
COH-74-11103
COM-74-11138
COli-74-11533
COBF-760158-1
COBF-760254
COBF-761 109-12
COSF-761167-1
COBF-761171-1
CONF-761246-1
CONP-770130-2
COBF-770210-6
COHF-770237-1
CONF-770302-1
COBF-770 302-2
COBF-770305-PT-1
CONF-770305-PT-2
COBF-770323-5
COBF-770331-1
CONF-770331-2
COBF-770331-5
COHF-770359-1
CONF-770367
COBF-770403-8
COBF-770407-2
COBF-770430-1-VOL-1
CONF-770430-1-VOL-2
CONF-770130-2
CONF-770430-3
COBF-770440-11
COBF-770445-2
CONF-770448-1
CONF-770505-72
CONF-770505-235
COBF-770505-243
CONF-770516-2
CONF-770526-4
COBP-770531-9
COBF-770539-1
COBF-770540-1
CONF-770549-1
CONF-770569-2
CONP-770592-4
CONF-770593
COHF-770622-5
CONF-770630-1
COBF-770630-2
COBF-7706J2
CONF-770664-ABSTS
CONF-770742-1
COBF-770801-16
COBF-770814-9
CONF-770814-10
COBF-770824-1
COHF-770836-5
CONF-770870-1
COBF-770870-2
COBF-770921-5
COBF-770937-3
COBF-770953-4
COBF-770 95^-5
CONF-770953-6
COHF-770953-7
COUF-770955-3
CONF-770956-2
CONF-771024-3
COBF-771 029-32
19 p0409 B78-24667
19 p0450 N78-26644
19 p0433 N78-25661
20 p0585 N78-30706
20 p0558 H78-29270
19 p0466 B78-27609
.20 pOS60 B78-29551
20 p0623 B78-33602
19 pODSS N78-27601
19 pO<!33 N78-25661
20 p0609 »78-32592
18 p0270 B78-19673
17 p0131 B78-13239
17 p0120 N78-11505
17 p01l)0 B78-13573
17 p0140 N78-13574
19 p0423 M78-25581
17 p0148 N78-14181
17 poms B78-13603
19 p0442 N78-26450
17 p011t N78-10581
17 p0153 N78-14653
17 p0139 N78-13568
17 p0140 B78-13569
19 p0451 N78-26906
17 p0153 N78-14661
17 p0153 B78-14660
18 p0241 B78-16453
18 p0242 N78-16455
.... 20 p0564 1178-29610
17 p0141 B78-13582
... 17 p0114 N78-10587
20 p0572 N78-30332
20 p0574 N78-30370
20 p0579 N78-30411
20 p0579 N78-30416
19 p0411 N78-24731
19 p0468 N78-27988
17 p0155 N78-14672
19 p0390 H78-22484
17 p0116 878-10603
17 p0116 N78-10605
17 p0152 N78-14651
20 p0587 N78-30722
17 p0155 B78-14676
17 p0163 S78-15657
17 p0152 N78-14652
18 p0241 H78-164S1
19 p0392 N78-23238
20 pOS52 H78-286H2
19 p0393 N78-23251
18 p0185 A78-25406
17 p0154 N78-14664
17 p0154 N78-14665
18 p0287 N78-21644
20 p0564 N78-29614
18 p0286 B78-21633
18 p0271 N78-19957
17 p0151 H78-14634
19 p0423 B78-25579
19 p0392 N78-23250
18 p0270 K78-19670
19 p0410 B78-24678
20 p0565 878-29637
18 p0288 B78-21647
18 p0288 B78-21648
18 p0282 B78-21483
20 p0587 H78-30784
18 p0290 N78-21986
20 p0594 K78-31550
19 p0441 B78-26564
19 p0429 M78-25629
19 pO«29 B78-25628
19 p0429 B78-25627
19 p0460 N78-27556
19 p0461 N78-27576
...... 19 p0448 H78-26599
20 p0586 B78-30718
19 p0392 B78-23249
19 B0416 K78-25335
I|
I
I
COBF-771 02 9-1 1 9
COBF-771029-121
COBF-771029-178
COBF-771029-1 91 . .
COBF-771037
COSF-771038- 3
COSF-771038-4
COSF-771038- 5
COBF-771053-3 ...
COBF-771053-6 ..
CONF-771056-3
CONF-771070-1 ...
COBF-771092-5
COBF-771098-1 . ...
COBF-771 102-20 ...
COBF-771109-55
CONF-771 120-21 ...
CONF-771131-3 .... ...
CONF-771 131-4 ...
COHF-771131-S
CONF-771 132-3 ... . ...
COBF-771 136-30
CONF-771 158-1 . ...
COBF-771 201-6
CONF-771 203 -7
COBF-771226-1 . ...
CONF-771 229-SDHH
COBF-780109-2
CONF-780109-3 ...
COBF-780109-5 .
CONF-780114-2
CONF-780114-3 . ...
CONF-7801 14-7
CONF-7801 14-8
CONF-780209-1 ...
CQijp_780216-1 .
COB F-7 80 2 16- 2
CONF-780303-2 . ...
COBF-780305-6 ..
CONF-780305-15
COBF-78031 1- 1 ...
CONF-7 80 324-2
COBF-780325-1
COBF-780336-7
COBF-780413-1
COBF-780425-1
CONF-780425-2 .....
CONF-780426-1
CONF-780447-2 . ...
CQNF-780502-4 ..
COHF-7 8050 3-5
COBF-780503-7
COBF-780503-8 ...
CONF-780504-1
COBF-76091 35-1
COHF-7609156 . ...
CONF-7706100
COBF-7709103-1 ...
CONF-7710101-1 ..
COBF-7710101-2
COBF-7710101-5
COBF-771 01 01-6
COBS/0064-1 .. ..
COBS/0385-1
COBS/0385-?
COBS/0385-3 .. ...
COBS/1002-3
COBS/101 1-1
CONS/1011-3
CONS/1011-4
CONS/101 1-5
CONS/1011-6 .. . ...
CONS/1011-7
COBS/1011-8
CONS/1011-9 .. .
CONS/1011-10 . . ..
COBS/1011-12
COBS/1011-13
COBS/10 11-14
COBS/1011-20
COBS/1011-21
19 p0467 B78-27927
19 p0434 N78-25930
... 19 p0434 B78-25923
....... 19 p0434 N78-25720
19 p0434 N78-25719
...... 20 p0584 B78-30695
..... 20 p0584 P78-30696
20 p0588 B78-30959
...... 19 p0411 B78-24695
19 p0415 B78-25250
....... 19 p0452 B78-26933
....... 20 p0582 B78-30673
19 p0391 N78-22915
....... 19 p0464 N78-27592
20 p0597 B78-31581
....... 19 pOi^46 N78- 26583
.... 19 p0460 B78-27558
....... 19 p0467 B78-27922
. 20 p0556 B78- 28953
....... 20 p0556 N78-28777
.. 19 p0410 N78-24685
19 p0464 B78-27595
....... 20 p0551 B78-28633
20 p0553 N78-28652
...... 19 p0446 B78-26585
20 p0554 N78-28661
19 p0444 N78-26567
....... 20 p0554 N78-28662
. ... 20 p0621 N78-33584
20 p0621 N78-33585
....... 19 p0456 N78-27500
. 20 p0554 N78-28665
19 p0446 N78-26584
....... 20 p0566 N78-29998
... 19 p0431 N78-25646
20 pOE18 N78-33559
..... . 19 p0467 N78-27791
20 p0624 B78-33625
20 p0602 N78-32289
....... 20 p0626 B78-33943
19 p0460 B78-27561
20 p0618 B78-33561
20 p0608 N78-32582
. 20 p0622 B78-33589
20 p0607 B78-32573
20 p0621 N78-33586
. 20 p0564 N78-29605
. .19 p0460 B78-27562
20 p0554 B78-28664
20 p0594 B78-31553
20 p0553 B78-28655
17 p0154 B78-14662
19 p0436 N78-26226
19 p0398 B78-23585
20 p0580 H78-30590
19 p0397 N78-23582
19 p0450 B78-26642
19 p0397 N78-23584
20 p0586 B78-30719
. .. .. 20 p0542 B78-28U66*
18 p0278 B78-20802*
18 p0278 B78-20803*
.. .... 18 p0278 B78-20804*
18 p0268 N78-19656*
18 p0262 B78-189884
. . 18 p0252 H78- 17933*
18 p0245 B78-16928*
18 p0279 B78-21010*
18 p0253 B78-17939*
18 p0253 B78-17938*
18 p0252 N78-17936*
18 p0237 N78-16053*
19 p0443 N78-26551*
17 p0148 B73-14177*
18 P0252 B78-17937*
E-4
BEPOBT/1CCBSSIOH BOSSES IBDBX
COBS/2103-3
COO-1340-55
COO-1310-56
COO-2578-1-2
COO-2578-1-3
COO-2591-76/1
COO-2616-2-PT-1
COO-2616-2-PT-2 .........
COO-2619-1
COO-2631-22
COO-2675-6
COO-2688-76-13
COO-2749-17
COO-2749-18
COO-2888-3
COO-2917-6
COO-291"'-7
COO-2930-1
COO-2930-12
COO-2934-4
COO-2938-77/1
COO-2939-3
COO-2981-6
COO-2983-6
COO-2991-17
COO-2991-23
COO-3056-23
COO-3077-143
COO-3G51-44
rOO-4210-1-SOH(!
COO-4214-1/1-7OL-1
.. . 18 p0247 R78-17187*
1g p0246 S78-16935
18 p0246 H78-16934
..18 p0245 S78-16933
18 p0245 B78-16931
17 p0114 N78-10583
19 pO<!15 H78-25242
19 p0392 H78-22970*
. 20 p0592 B78-31537*
20 p0615 B78-33537*
18 p0281 178-211*72*
... 20 p0559 S78-29449*
. . 17 p0130 B78-13209*
18 p0280 H78-21316
. 18 p0280 878-21317
19 p0423 H78-25573
19 p0427 N7S-25607
. 19 p0394 B78-23539
. 18 p0244 878-16190
18 p0273 878-20473
. 19 p0448 N78-26610
20 p0584 878-30689
20 p0606 N78-32567
. 20 p0625 B78-33676
. 17 p0160 B78-15570
. 19 p0463 B78-27585
. 17 p0152 878-14645
17 p0152 878-14646
17 p0152 B78-14647
20 p0582 S78-30669
18 p0285 B7S-21624
17 p0153 S78-14655
17 p0154 N78-14668
17 p0154 B78-11669
. .. .20 p0597 B78-31579
18 p0288 B78-21651
19 p0394 S78-23442
. 19 p0447 B78-26591
19 p0415 878-25249
17 p0143 B78-13606
20 p0622 B78-33595
. 17 p0120 B78-111105
17 p0135 N78-13<I55
18 p0281 B78-21479
20 p0552 B78-28641
. .. .17 p0114 B78-10579
. .. .17 p0140 S78-13572
17 p01it2 H78-13592
17 p0114 S78-10580
. .. .20 p0563 B78-29598
19 p0405 H78-24618*
.... . 17 p0141 H78-13584
20 p0553 N78-28648
20 p0554 B78-28666
. .. .18 p0277 B78-20639
17 p0152 B78-14648
19 p0444 B78-26565
20 p0567 B78-30214
17 p0153 B78-14654
. 18 p0287 B78-21645
19 pOUHI B78-26U02
. 17 p0162 K78-1558a
20 p0552 M78-28647
. 20 p0612 S78-33257
19 pOH?8 S78-25617
18 p0280 H78-21321
17 p01U3 B78-13599*
19 p0409 B78-2167U*
18 p0270 D78-19673
20 p0611 B78-3322U
17 p01U1 B78-13579
. 17 p01i|1 S78-13581
17 p0161 B78-15578
20 p0552 K78-286U6
. .. .18 p0277 B78-20613
19 pOUIB H78-25510
19 oflqi3 K78-25226
18 p0286 k78-21f38
18 p0287 B78-21639 1
18 D0287 H78-216D1 I
000-4247-1 19 p0435 B78-25939 f
COO-4248-1 20 p0622 H78-33592 *
COO-4339-1 19 p0427 B78-25612 t
COO-4488-1 20 p0551 B78-28635 i
COO-4593-1 20 p0583 B78-30677 *
COBR-75-2 17 p0145 B78-13632 *
COBH-76-2 17 p0145 B78-13631, *
CBA-322 20 p0559 B78-29465 *
CBREL-77-19 17 p0135 B78-13444 *
CSSP-4676-14 17 p0122 B78-11863 f
CTI-76-09497 17 p0156 B78-14684 *
CSJ1/C-640003-VOL-1 17 p0134 B78-13308 t
CSJ1/C-640003-VOL-2 17 p0134 B78-133"09 *
CBJ1/C-640003-VOL-3 17 p0134 N78-13310 #
OJ1/C-640003-TOL-4 17 p0134 B78-13311 »
CWJ1/C-640003-VOL-5-SDBH 17 p0134 B78-13312 *
DAC/PL-77/101 19 p0390 B78-22478 t
DDA-EDB-9068 20
 P0542 B78-28466**
DES-77-7 17 p0124 B78-12247 *
OES-77-8 19 p0391 H78-22490 t
DES-77-8-VOL-1 19 p0390 B78-22487 *
DES-77-8-V01-2 19 p0391 H78-22488 *
DGLB PAPEF 77-011 18 p0179 A78-24405 *'
DGLR PAPER 77-012 18 p0180 A78-24406 *
DGLB PAPER 77-041 18 pOISO A78-24430 f
DGLR PAPER 77-061 17 p0096 A78-18702 *
DSLR PAPER 77-073 17 p0096 A78-18708 i
DGLR PAPER 77-075 17 p0096 A78-18711 *
DHEB/PDB/NIOSH-77/192 19 p0412 S78-24790 #
DLR-FB-77-21 17 p0156 B78-14686 »
DLB-FB-77-23 19 p0390 K78-22482 f
DOC-76SDS4287-T01-1 17
DOC-77SDS4207 18
p012S B78-12529**
p0248 B78-1746S**
DOC-77SDS4243 18 p0240 B78-16438*f
DOC-78SDSU200 19 p0428 B78-25618 *
DOB-COBP-7711U8 18 p0265 B78-19616**
DOE-TR-16 20 p0567 B78-30223 *
DOE-TR-1'' 20 p0568 B78-30263 *
DOE-TB-24 19 p0461 B78-27573 *
DOE-TB-2S 20 p0585 B78-30701 t
DOE-TB-35 19 p045S B78-274"40 *
DOE/AD-0006/1 19 p0463 B78-27586 *
DOE/CS-0018/6 20 p0616 N78-33548 *
DOE/CS-0019/1 20 p0608 B78-32583 *
DOE/CS-0023 19
 P0460 H78-27560 *
DOE/CS-0029 20 p0602 B78-32288 *
DOB/EDP-OOOJ 20 p0606 B7S-32565 *
DOE/EDP-0002 20 p0619 B78-33568 *
DOE/EDP-0015 20 p0620 B78-33579 *
DOE/EDP-0016 20 p0617 H78-33554 *
DOE/EDP-0017 20 p0617 B78-33555 *
DOE/EDP-0018 20 p0617 B78-33556 «
DOE/EDP-0020 20 p0624 B78-33622 *
DOE/EIA-0015 20 p0584 B78-30688 f
DOE/EIA-0031/2 20 p0606 B78-32564 f
DOE/EB-0005/D 20 p0618 N78-33557 *
DOE/ERA-0001 20 p0600 B78-31957 t
DOE/EHA-0002 20 p0600 B78-31958 *
DOE/EBA-0031 19 p0397 B78-23580 *
DOE/ET-0001 19 p0430 B78-25920 t
DOE/ET-0002 19 p0401 B78-23900 t
DOE/ET-0006 20 p0589 S78-31170 t
DOE/ET-0011 20 pOEOS S78-32580 f
DOB/ET-0023/1 20 p0622 B78-33594 *
DOE/ET-0034 20 p0563 B78-29593**
DOE/ET-0036 20 p0583 B78-30678 *
DOE/EV-0002 19 pO«37 S78-26227 »
DOE/EV-0008/1 20 p0624 B78-33626 *
DOE/IH-0009 20 p0607 B78-32577 »
DOE/JPI-1012-77/4 18 p026« K78-19614**
DOE/JPL-1012-77/6 19 p0387 B78-22184**
DOE/JPl-10T>-78/1-VOL-2 19 p0388 B78-22464*»
DOE/JPL-1060-78/1 18 p0264 N78-19615**
B-5
EBPOET/1CCESSIOB BOBBER IBDEI
DOE/JPL-1060-78/2
DOE/JPL-95465-77/1
DOE/JPL-954350-78/3
DOE/JPL-95U352-77/4
DOE/JPL-954376-78/1
DOE/JPL-954431-78/1
DO^/JPL-954559-78/1
DOE/JPL-954698-78/1
DOE/JPL-954831-77/12
DOE/JPL-954848-78/1 ...... .....
DOE/JPL-954853-78/1
DOE/JPL-954881-78-1
DOE/3 PL-95U8 86 -78/1
DOE/SASA/0592-78/1
DOE/BASA/101 1-78/23 .... .....
DOE/NASA/101 1-78/24
DOE/NASA/101 1-78/25
DOE/NASA/101 1-78/26 ...... .....
DOE/NASA/1022-77/22 ...
DOE/NASA/1022-77/24
DOE/BASA/1022-78/25
DOE/NASA/1022-78/29 ......
DOE/NASA/1022-78/30
DOE/NASA/1022-78/31 ...... .....
DOE/NASA/1022-78/32
DOE/NASA/1022-78/34
DOE/HASA/1022-78/35
DOE/NASA/1022-78/38
DOE/NASA/1022-78/40
DOE/NASA/1028-77/10 ............
DOE/NASA/1028-77/13
DOE/NASA/1028-78/15
DOE/NASA/1028-78/17 ...... .....
DOE/NASA/1028-78/18
DOE/BASA/1034-78/1
DOE/BASA/1034-78/2
DOE/NASA/1040-78/1
DOE/NASA/1059-78/1
DOE/NASA/9404-76/2
DOE/BSF/19137-77/3
DOE/OS-0001/1
DOT-HS-803-183 .... ...... ....
DOT-BS-803-250-V01-2
DOT-HS-803-275 ....!
DOT-HS-803-276
DOT-HS-803-277
DOT-HS-803-279
DOT-ISC-NHTSA-78-2
DOT-TSC-BHTSA-78-5
DOT-TSC-OST-74-38
DOT-TSC-OST-77-23-1-V01-1
DOT-TSC-OST-77-23-2-VOL-2
DOT-TSC-OST-77-23-3-VOL-3
DOT-TSC-OSI-77-23-il-7OL-4
DOT-TSC-OST-77-31
DOT-TSC-OST-77-49
DOT-TSC-OST-77-51
DOT-TSC-BSPD-78-4
DOT-TSC-OBTA-77-6-2
DOT-TSC-<J."ITA-77-6-3
DOT-TSC-UBTA-77-6-4
DOT-TST-77-31
DOT-TST-77-47
20 p0581 B78-30663**
20 p0548 N78-28602*!
20 p0612 S78-33265*!
20 p0548 W78-28598*ft
19 p0406 N78-24630**
19 pOU06 878-24622*1
19 pOU06 B78-24637M
20 p0615 B78-33533**
19 p0107 S78-24649*t
20 pOG15 B78-33534*#
19 pOU07 B78-24650**
19 p0407 N78-24653**
19 p0408 ^78-2(1656**
20 p0581 N78-30658**
20 p0562 N78-29584**
19 p0443 N78-26553**
19 p0387 B78-22243**
20 p0566 878-29994**
19 p0436 N78-26098**
19 p0405 B78-24616**
18 p0252 B78-17935**
18 p0271 B78-19710*t
18 p0267 N78-19643**
18 p0268 178-19644**
20 p0560 B78-29566**
19 p0452 878-26995**
19 p0443 N78-26547**
19 p0443 878-26549**
19 p0421 878-25551**
19 p0444 878-26554**
19 pOt«3 N78-26550**
20 p0561 N78-29578**
18 p0219 N78-17U67**
18 p0219 N78-17I166**
18 p0267 N78-196112**
19 p0395 878-23556*1
19 p0395 N78-23558**
19 p0143 B78-26552**
20 p0561 S78-29577**
20 p0561 S78-29576**
20 p0592 B78-31533**
20 p0592 N78-31531**
20 p0561 S78-29575**
18 p0274 N78-20603*$
19 p0395 B78-23559*S
19 p0395 B78-23560**
19 pOU35 S78-25982
20 p0618 1178-33563
20 p0618 N78-3356U
20 p0612 N78-33256
18 p0280 B78-21314
18 p0280 B78-21315
20 p0591 S78-31HIH
20 p0613 B78-33U55
20 p0613 B78-33U56
20 p0613 N78-33457
20 p0613 N78-33458
20 p0613 B78-33M59
20 p0613 878-33155
20 p0613 H78-33II56
20 pO€13 S78-33U57
20 p0613 B78-33158
20 p0613 1178-33459
17 p0123 1178-12243
19 p0404 B78-24564
19 p0464 B78-27596
19 p0464 B78-27597
19 p0464 N78-27598
19 pOH65 M78-27599
17 p0123 B78-12243
18 p0254 178-18437
18 p0251 N78-18438
18 p0254 N78-18439
18 p0254 B78-18440
20 p0559 B78-29165
17 p0109 S78-10483
17 p0110 178-10484
17 p0110 B78-10485
17 p0110 B78-10486
17 p0149 B78-14426
17 p0123 B78-11894
17 p0147 N78-13970
DOT/TPI/20-77/21-2-PT-2
DOW/SKPB-1 6 ...............
BSE/115-1
DSE/1963-1
DSE/2457-4
DSE/2457-5
DSE/2521-1
D180-22876-1-PT-1-VO1-1 ...
D 180-22 876- 1-PT-2-VOL-1
D180-22876-2-PT-1-VO1-2 ...
D1 80-22876-2- PT-2-VOI-2 ...
D1 80-22876-3- PT-2-VOL-3 ...
D180-22876-4-PT-2-VOI-4 ...
D180-22876-7-VOL-7 .....
D180-22876-8-PT-2-7OI-8 ...
D180-24071-3-PT-3 . .....
E-8964
E-9195
E-9262 .. ....... ....
E-9276
E-9308
E-9310 ....
E-9336
E-9349
E-9353 . . .....
E-9354 . . ... .
E-9356
E-9358
E-9375
2-9383
E-9409 .... .... .. ..
E-9416 . . . . ...
E-9422
E-9431 ... .... ....
E-9434 ... ...
E-9438
E-9442 .... ..... ...
E-9449
E-9450
E-9452
E-9469
E-9470
E-9480 . ....
E-9481
E-9482 ............ ....
E-9483
E-9485
E-9492
E-9496
E-950 3
E-9507
E-9510
E-9517-1
E-9518
E-9524
E-9537
E-9553
E-9566
E-9567
E-9575
E-9577
E-9585
E-9596
E-9597
E-9604
E-9609
17 p0129 1178-12910
... 17 p0129 B78-12909
.... 19 p0432 W78-256U9
19 p0432 B78-25652
17 pQ113 B78-10576
.... 19 p0431 B78-25641
17 p0153 B78-14658
18 p0242 H78-16II54
20 p0563 N78- 29595
20 p0566 B78-29759
17 p0152 B78-1H650
.... 19 p0445 N78-26568
.... 20 p0589 B78-31261
.... 18 p0238 S78-16327*
.... 17 p0129 878-13100*
17 p0130 B78-13102*
.... 18 p0272 K78- 20162*
.... 18 p0272 B78-20162*
.... 18 p0271 B78-20156*
.... 18 p0271 N78-20156*
.... 18 p0271 B78-20157*
.... 18 p0271 B78-20158*
.... 18 p0271 S78-20159*
.... 18 p0271 B78-20160*
... 18 p0271 B78-20161*
.... 18 p0272 B78-20163*
.... 20 p0557 B78-29133*
.... 18 p0272 N78-20164*
.... 19 p0408 1178-24659*
.... 18 p0237 B78-16053*
.... 18 p0273 B78-20512*
.... 17 p0118 N78-11063*
... 17 p0158 N78-15229*
.... 18 p0262 1178-18988*
... 17 p0150 B78-14628*
17 p0129 K78-13056*
.... 1"" p0148 B78-14177*
.... 17 p0150 N78-14629*
.... 18 p0268 N78-19656*
18 p0247 B78-17187*
.... 17 p0150 H78-14630*
.... 17 p0159 B78-15562*
18 p0252 B78-17933*
.... 18 p0250 K78-17486*
.... 17 p0130 B78-13233*
.... 18 p0249 1178-17466*
.... 17 p0147 B78-13890*
... 18 p0245 B78-16928*
18 p0252 B78-17937*
.... 18 p0252 B78-17934*
.... 18 p0252 1178-17921*
.... 18 p0249 B78-17ii67*
18 p0252 B78-17935*
18 p0253 H78-17938*
.... 18 p0252 B78-17936*
19 p0436 B78-26098*
.... 18 p0253 1178-17939*
.... 18 p0271 B78-20022*
18 p0253 B78-17940*
.... 18 p0279 B78-21010*
18 p0271 B78-19710*
18 p0267 B78-19642*
.... 18 p0281 1578-21441*
... 20 p0541 B78-28225*
18 p0267 1178-19643*
... 19 p0436 K78-26145*
18 p0265 B78-19616*
18 p0283 B78-21596*
... 19 p0393 B78-23384*
20 p0561 N78-29575*
.... 18 p0268 B78-19644*
19 p0395 N78-23557*
19 p0395 B78-23558*
.... 19 p0395 1178-23556*
... 19 p0387 B78-22243*
19 p0403 1178-24370*
.... 19 p0402 B78- 24369*
... 19 p0443 B78-26551*
20 P0560 B78-29566*
E-6
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH JOBBER IHDEI
E-9613
E-9637 .
E-9638 ... ...
2-9639
E-9646 .
E-9652 .
E-965H
E-9656
E-9661 .
E-9663
E-9664 ...
E-9669 ..
E-9679
E-9685 ...
E-9695 ...
E-9698 ... .. ...
E-9702 . ...
E-9705
E-9708 ....
E-9719 . ...
E-9752
E-9761
E-9793 ... ' ... ...
ECOF1-72-0288-F
ECOH -77-2644 -F
ECON-77-195- 1
EDA-77-0113
EDA-78-016
EDA-78-056 ...
EDA-78-057
EDA-78-058
EDA/OEB-78/0 06
EDH- 1028 ...
EDP/F-01 (77) .
EDP/G-01 <77)
EHD-77-6 ... .
EHD-77-23
EMD-77-48 ,
EMD-77-48
EHD-77-51
E1D-78-2
EHD-73-10
EMD-78-24
7MD-78-27 .. . , . . ,
EMD-78-4 0
END- 7 8- 4 8 ... .......
EHD-78-60 . .
EMD-78-62 ,
EPA-340/1-77-013 ... - ...
EPA -340/1- 77-022 .-• ...
EPA-450/2-76-030B . . . . ,
EPA-4 50/2-77-036 - .
EPA-4 50/2-78 -01 2
EPA-450/3-77-017E-V01" -2
EPA-450/3-77-017r-VOL-3
EPA -450/3- 77 -044
EPA- 46 0/3-76 -019 ..
EPA-46 0/3-77-005
EPA- 460/3- 77-01 2 A . . ,
EPA- 160/3-77 -022
EPA -6 00/2 -77 -025
EPA -600/2-77 -091
EPA-600/2-77-129 .......
EPA-600/2-77-147 . . .,
EPA-600/2-77-206
EPA- 6 00/2- 77 -2 14
EPA-600/2-78-026 - - ......
EPA-600/3-77-109B
E P H - f O O / 3-78-0 ">1
EPA-EOO/3-78-043 .- ........
EPA-600/M-77-039 * . .....
EPA-600/7- 77-040 .. .......
PP A -600/7- 7 7 -05 ? • - •
EPA-60 0/7-77 -065 -
EPA- 600/7-77-068
EPA-600/7-77-072A-VOL-1 ...,
... 20 p0566 H78-29994*
19 p0442 N78-26542*
.... 19 p0452 H78-26995*
19 p0443 N78-26553*
20 p0592 H78-31533*
19 p0443 H78-26549*
.... 19 p0421 B78-25551*
.... 19 p0454 N78-27174*
... 19 p0458 N78-27539*
20 p0600 H78-31954*
17 p0112 N78-10568
19 p0412 N78- 25003*
... 17 p0127 N78-12549
19 p0390 N78-22483
19 p0449 N78-26617
19 p0468 fl78- 28015
18 p0284 N78-21607
19 p0411 N78-24694
20 p0585 N78-3070?
17 p0115 N78-10590
.... 17 p0126 S78-12533
.... 19 p0396 N78-23566
17 p0110 N78-10550
.. . 18 p0276 N78-20627
18 p0280 K78- 21313
18 p0276 ^78- 20625
19 p0400 N78-23605
20 p0586 K78-30708
20 p061U N78-33521
20 p0626 N78-33996
20 p0624 N78- 33607
17 p0117 N7 8- 10636
18 p0270 N78-19683
19 p046€ N78-27621
19 p0391 N78-22500
19 p0466 N78-27623
17 p0116 N78-10597
17 pO 1 17 N78-10622
20 p0610 N78-32611
19 p0393 N78-23261
20 p0555 R78- 28688
17 D0147 N78- 13967
.... 13 p025l W78-17505
17 p0148 N78-14182
.... 18 p0260 N78-18565
20 p0560 N78-29553
20 p0602 N78-32291
18 p02U4 R 78- 1£ 483
20 p0587 N78-30736
20 p0610 N78- 32613
17 p0163 N78-15957
17 p0122 K 78-1 1892
17 pO 1 17 H7Q-10637
17 p0128 N78- 12556
.... 17 p0159 N78-15552
17 D014Q N78-13616
EPA-600/7-77-072B-VOL-2
EPA-600/7-77-072C-VOL-3
EPA-600/7-77-072D-VOL-4
EPA-600/7-77-073E
EPA- 60 0/7-77-084
IPA-600/7-77-085
EPA- 60 0/7-77-091
EPA-600/7-77-094B
EPft-600/7-77-101
EPA-600/7-77-106
EPA-600/7-77-110
ZPA-600/7-7"'-132
EPA-60 0/7-77- 142
EPA- 600/7- 78-001
"EPA-60 0/7-78-0 19
EPA-60 0/7-78-030 A
EPA-600/7-78-033
EPA-600/7-78-045A-VOL-1
EPA-600/7-78-045B-VOL-2
EPA-60 0/7-78-063
EPA-60 0/9-77-0 10
EPA-90 8/4-77-008
EPFI-2H-256-VOL-3
EPRI-ER-352 --
17 p0144 H78-13617
17 p0144 H 78- 136 18
17 p0144 B78-13619
18 p0261 H78-18590
18 p0289 P78- 21667
18 p0243 R78-16468
18 p0243 R78-16465
17 p0162 B7 8- 15589
17 p0163 878-15956
17 p0163 H78-15607
20 p0599 H78-31615
18 p0244 R78-16476
17 p0163 H78-15606
19 p0450 N78-26645
17 p0163 N78-15605
19 p0391 H78-22497
19 p0399 N78- 23604
18 p0281 W78-21325
19 p0452 H78-26998
20 p0599 R78-31606
20 p0587 N 78-307 31
20 p0625 H78-33672
19 p0451 N78-26654
19 p O W 6 5 N78- 27608
19 p0450 R78-266U6
20 p0598 N78-31598
20 p0598 H73-315S9
19 p0467 H78-27659
19 pOU67 F78-27661
20 pG565 N78-29638
20 p0565 N78-29639
19 p0466 N78-27622
20 p0559 N78-29275
20 p0625 R78-33636
19 p0391 R78-224°5
17 p0156 N78-14687
18 p0261 N78-18587
18 p0289 N70-21661
19 p0433 N78-25678
20 p0610 N7 8- 32619
19 p0447 N78-26529
19 p0465 F78-27607
17 p0147 B78-13657
17 p0157 S78-14951
19 p0427 N78-25608
20 p0568 N78-30264
20 p0594 N78-31552
20 p0582 N78-30668
19 p0430 N78-2563*'
20 p0551 N78- 28630
20 pO€13 N78-33391
20 p0553 N78-29263
20 p0602 N78-32287
19 p0462 N78-27583
17 p0142 B78-13589
17 p0142 H78-13590
17 p0146 N78- 13645
19 p O U O O N78-23614
18 p0286 N78-21637
17 p0140 N78-13575
17 p0155 N78-14675
20 p0616 N78-33547
19 p0125 H78-25598
19 p0425 N78-25596
20 p0563 H78-29599
19 p0449 N78-26612
19 p0445 N78-26570
20 p0606 N78-32563
19 p0461 N78-27572
17 p01£2 N78-15586
17 p0162 N^8-15587
18 p0242 ^78-16462
17 p0139 N78-13567
17 p0139 N78-13565
17 p0139 H7B-13565
17 p0139 N78-13565
19 p0423 H78-25578
20 p0563 N78-29596
19 p0459 H78-27553
20 p0620 N78-33577
20 p0620 S78-33576
20 p0626 N78-30008
20 p0622 N78- 33590
1& 00286 K78-21630 f
E-7
REPORT/ACCESSIOH HOHBEH HIDES
ZPBI-EB-429-SB-PT-A
EPBI-EB-429-SB-PT-E
EPBI-EB'429-SB-PT-C
EPBI-EB-<434(6-77)
EPBI-EB-439-SH
EPBI-EB-476
EPBI-EB-<478
EPEI-EB-581
EPBI-EE-589-3B
EPBI-EB-594
EPRI-ER-611-SR
EPRI-ER-625
EPRI-EB-629
EPBI-EB-633
EPBI-EB-635-TOL-2
EPBI-EB-6I49-SB
EPBI-EB-652
EPBI-EB-670
EPBI-EB-680
EPBI-EE-712
EPEI-FP-539
EPBI-FP-628
"PBI-PS-455-SB
EPBI-255-TB-2
EPBI-472-1
EEC-0123-F
EBC-7396-4
EBDA-31-109-38-2962-TB-2
EBDA-77-15/2-VOL-2-APP ..
EBDA-77-33
EBDA-77-47/1
EBDA-77-47/3
EBDA-77-47/4
EBDA-77-17/5
EEDA-77-47/6
EBDA-77-47/7
EBDA-77-47/8
EBDA -77-51
ERDA-77-62
ERDA-77-65
EBDi-77-70
EBDA-77-7H
EBDA-77-79
EBDA-77-80 .,
EBDA-77-90
EBDA-77-91
ERDA-77-104/1-VOL-1
EBDA-77-104/2-VOL-2
EEDA-79
ESDA-1517-V01-1
EBDA-1547-V01-2
EEDA/JPL-954343-78/1
EBDA/JPl-954356-77/3
EBDA/JPl-954356-77/4
EBDA/JP1-954363-77/1
ERDA/JPL-95U374-77/«
EBDA/JPL-954376-77/14
ERDA/JPI.-954405-77/7
EBDA/JPl-954506-77/3
EBDA/JP1 -951)527-77/14
EBDA/JP1-9514589-77/3
ERDA/JPL-9514606-77/2
ERDA/aPl-954606-77/3
EBDA/JP1-954606-77/14
EBDA/JPL-954654-77/3
BBDA/JP1-954751-78/1
EBDA/JPL-954800-77/2.1 ..
EBDA/SASA-1022/77/17
ERDA/8ASA-1022/77/19
EBDA/BASA-1022/77/20
ERDA/8ASA-1022/77/21
EBDA/NASi-1028/77/9
EBDA/SASA-1028/77/12
FRDA/'JASA-1060/77/1
EBDA/NASA-9I403/76/1-VOL-1
ERDA/NAS&-9403/76/2-VOL-2
FRDA/NASA-9403/76/3-VOL-3
FBDA/NSF-00033/76/TI
ERDA/HSF'13UH 1/76/1
ERG-018
ERG-022
ERG-023
18 p0290 N78-21927
18 p0290 1178-21927
18 p0290 878-21927
18 p0241 878-16452
17 p0131 N78-13239
19 p0430 N78-25633
18 p0242 878-16460
19 p0435 878-25938
19 p0447 878-26592
19 p0459 878-27548
20 p0606 1178-32566
19 p0468 878-2793<4
20 p0552 878-28644
19 p0461 878-27567
19 p0462 878-27578
20 p0605 N78-32561
20 p0597 H78-31575
20 p0597 H78-31577
20 p0620 N78-33574
19 pOBUS N78-26574
19 pO<437 878-26232
17 p0155 878-14674
17 p0113 878-13597
17 p0147 N78-13903
17 p0126 N78-12531
17 p0112 H78-10566
17 p0143 B78-13597
17 p0127 N78-125M3
17 p0127 N78-12541
17 p0155 B78-14680
17 p0142 B78-13593
17 p0156 N78-14681
17 p0113 N78-10577
17 p0156 B78-14682
17 p0120 N78-11506
17 p0156 N78-11I683
18 P0241 N78-16446
17 p0142 N78-13585
20 p0584 N78-30694
19 pO«21 1178-25582
18 p0270 N78-19671
19 p0063 B78-27589
20 p0623 N78-33597
19 pO«63 H78-27588
19 pO«63 B78-27587
19 pO«66 N78-27635
19 p0166 N78-27636
17 p0145 N78-13620
19 pO«15 N78-25245
20 p0601 N78-32282
19 p0396 N78-23561*
18 p 0 2 M 8 N78-171164*
19 pO«06 N78-24627*
18 p0255 N78-18516*
19 p01|06 N78-24629*
18 p0240 S78-16437*
19 p0396 B78-23562*
18 p0255 H78-1851T*
19 p0406 B78-2P636*
19 p0407 B78-24610*
18 p0255 N78-18519*
19 pO<(07 N78-24642*
19 p O U 0 7 N78-246lt3*
19 p0396 B78-23563*
19 p0396 B78-23565*
19 p0412 N78-24974*
17 p O I S O N78-1H628*
17 p0157 N78-15059*
17 p0150 N78-14629*
17 p0150 N78-HI630*
17 p0159 N78-15563*
19 p0240 H78-164311*
17 p0159 N78-15562*
17 p0125 N78-12529*
18 p0218 878-17162*
18 p0248 N78-17463*
19 p0409 N78-24677
19 p O t I O B78-24681
18 p0284 B78-21608
20 p0589 N78-31268
20 p0598 >)78-31581|
EEHQ-0008 18 p0279 878-21016 *
EEHQ-0015 18 p0280 878-21318 #
ERT-P-1839 18 p02H4 «78-16416 *
ESA-CR(P)-972-VOL-1 17 p0134 878-13308 *
ESA-CB(P)-972-VOl-2 17 p0134 H78-13309 f
ESA-CB(P)-972-VOL-3 17 p0134 N78-13310 *
ESA-CE(P)-972-V01-4 17 p013« 878-13311 *
ESA-CR(P)-972-VOI.-5-SOH« 17 p0134 H78-13312 *
ESA-CB(P)-997 17 p0135 878-13398 *
ESA-CB(P)-1002 19 p0404 878-24511 *
ESA-CB(P)-1016 19 p0411 B78-24688 *
ESA-TT-432 19 p0390 R78-22482 *
ESCS-11 20 p0568 1178-30268 *
ET-78-D-01-4126 20 p0541 1178-28263 *
EVAP-76-3 17 p0145 878-13633 f
EVC PAPEB 7747 17 p0086 A78-16935 *
EVC PAPEE 7750 17 p0085 A78-16927 *
EVC PAPEE 7751 17 p0086 A78-16940 *
EVC PAPEB 7752 17 p0086 A78-16931 i
EVC P A P E B 7753 17 p0086 A78- 16941 *
EVC PAPEB 7755 17 pOOBS A78-16926 #
EVC PAPEB 7756 17 p0086 A78-169314 *
EVC PAPEE 7780 17 p0086 A78-16930 *
EVC PAPEB 7781 17 p0086 A78-16933 *
EVC PAPEE 7782 17 pOOSS A78-16928 *
EXXON/GBO. 1KWC.77 19 p041<4 N78-252UO *
EXXO8/GB0.3PEA.77-VOL-3 19 p0414 1178-25239 »
E78-10032 17 p0125 N78-12506**
E78-10092 18 p0263 878-19570**
E78-10099 18 p0273 878-20567**
E78-10111 18 p0282 N78-21516**
E78-10121 19 p0394 878-23498**
E78-10122 19 p0387 878-22435**
E78-10123 19 p0394 N78-23499**
E78-10124 19 p0394 878-23500**
E78-10152 19 POI455 878-27482**
E78-10168 20 p05»7 878-28573**
E78-10197 20 p0591 878-31495**
E78-10208 20 p0591 878-31506**
FtH-FO-1378
PAA-NA-77-U8
19
20
B78-24511 t
B78-28081 *
PAA-ED-78-28 ................... 20 p05<41 S78-28081 *
PAA-ED-78-50 ................... 20 p0589 1178-31256 *
FE-496-138 19 p0410
FE-1207-29 18 p0241
FE-1216-2 19 pOI445
FE-1216-4 20 p0595
FE-1513-64 19 p0409
PE-1513-69 19 p0426
FE-1521-20-VOL-1 20 p0583
FE-1521-31 19 p0426
FE-1521-33 19 pfl!426
PE-1534-49 18 p0280
FE-1545-38 19 p0431
FE-1775-8 17 p0161
PE-1806-6 17 p0124
FE-2003-27 20 p0602
PE-2015-16-V01-1 19 p0455
FE-2018-5 17 p0130
FE-2035-1C 19 pO«52
FE-20147-2 17 p0160
PE-2202-23 20 p0541
FE-2203-16 18 p0280
FE-2205-8 19 p0433
FE-2210-18 20 p0590
FS-2210-20 19 pO«17
PE-2229-5 19 p0398
FE-22U6-3-SEV-A 19 p0446
FE-2248-15 19 p0436
FE-2253-5 19 pO«27
FE-225M-5 19 pOHU1
FE-2275-4 19p0390
FE-2276-20 1 9 p 0 4 5 4
FE-2286-21 19p0398
FE-2290-18 17 p0148
K78-24679 *
N78-164I47 f
K78-26572 «
N78-31554 *
B78-24675 #
S78-25600
1178-30684
B78-25601
N78-25602
B78-21320
B78-25648
1178-15575 *
N78-12425
B78-32290
B78-274U7
B78-13175
H78-26962
N78-15571
N78-28262
1178-21319
1178-25671 *
878-31385 *
878-25376 *
N78-23589 *
N78-26581
N78-26217
878-25609
S78-26398
878-22480
878-27289
878-23591
N78-14419
E-8
BEPOBT/1CCZSSIOB IDHBEB IHDBI
FE-2290-19 17 p0149 B78-14420
FE-2290-21 17 p0119 878-14421
PE-2290-26 18 p0282 B78-21480
FS-2291-18-BK-2 19 pOai7 B78-25442
PE-2307-17 19 p0403 H78-20382
FB-2326-20 20 p0611 H78-33210
FE-2341-1 18 p0245 878-16874
FE-2343-1 19 p0459 1178-27550
FE-2343-42 20 p0583 878-30683
FE-2346-16 19 p0432 878-25649
FE-2346-19 19 p0432 H78-25652
FB-2352-03 18 p0286 H78-21632
PE-2355-2-EEV-D 19 p0391 H78-23441
FE-2357-19 19 p046« S78-27593
PE-2435-12 19 p0416 878-25254
FB-2442-1 17 pOISS S78-14679
FE-2447-12 19 p0415 878-25251
FE-2461-5 19 p0436 H78-2C190
FE-2468-26 20 p0626 878-33985
FE-2478-4-REV-A 19 p0422 878-25566
FE-2489-16 20 p0601 S78-32286
FE-2H90-8 18 p0272 878-20356
FE-2518-ll 19 p0415 878-25244
FE-2519-1 19 p0447 B78-26596
FE-2592-4 20 p0548 H78-28591
FE-2600-1 19 p0402 878-24325
FE-2600-2 19 p0402 878-24326
FE-2660-1 19 p0397 B78-23581
FE-2664-3 19 p0454 B78-27279
FE-2893-6 19 p0459 878-27549
FE-6010-9 19 p0441 H78-26380
FE-6010-11 19 p0426 B78-25603
FEA-76-8-7 17 p0128 R78-12550
FBA-76/2-DBAFT-SOPPI, 18 p0237 K78-16198
FEA-77-8-6 18 p0253 878-17944
FEA/B-77/167 17 p0139 878-13558
FBA/B-77/224 17 p0115 B78-10592
FEA/B-77/371 18 p0243 M78-16467
PE4/D-76/I170-VOL-1 17 p0143 B78-13609
FEA/D-76/471-VOL-2 17 p0143 1178-13610
FEA/D-76/472-VOL-3 17 p0144 B78-13611
FEA/D-76/473-701-4 17 p01<lS S78-13612
FEA/D-76/475-VOL-6 17 p014« S78-13613
FEA/D-77/039 20 p0616 H78-33549
FEA/D-77/187 17 p0115 N78-10591
FEA/D-77/380 18 p0243 H78-16466
FEA/G-77/059 18 p0282 B78-21580
FEA/G-77/101 17 p0116 B78-10602
FEA/G-77/235 17 p0124 878-12244
FEA/G-77/270 17 p0128 N78-12551
FEA/G-77/282-VOI-1 18 p0243 K78-16469
FEA/G-77/283-VOL-2 18 p0243 N78-16470
FEA/G-77/356-VOL-1 18 p0238 B78-16I)13
FEA/G-77/357-TOL-2 19 p0398 H78-23588
FEA/G-77/357-VOI-2-APP 18 p0238 H78-16414
FEA/G-77/362 18 p0243 S78-16H71
PEA/H-77/183 17 p0116 B78-10600
FEA/H-77/223 17 p0115 B78-10593
PEA/H-77/278 17 p0115 B78-10595
PEA/H-77/279 17 p0115 B78-1059U
FEA/H-77/280 17p0113 B78-1057«t
PEA/H-77/333 17 p012« H78-12217
PEA/B-77/369 18 p0251 H78-17U90
FEA/B-^e/ltla-YOI-l 17 p0139 B78-13559
FEA/B-76/U20-VOI-10 17 p0127 S78-125U1
FEA/B-76/K21 17 p0126'S78-12540
FEA/S-77/129-SOPSI. 17 p0119 B78-11251
FEA/S-77/211-SDPP1 17 p0119 H78-11256
FEA/S-77/21« 17 p0119 B78-11255
FEA/S-77/323-VOI-1 19 p0390 B78-22487
FEA/S-77/323-VOI-2 19 p0391 B78-22488
FEA/S-77/323-V01-4 19 p0391 B78-22490
FBA/S-77/324 19 p0387 R78-22439
FEA/S-77/329 18 p0237 N78-16198
?Ei/S-77/359 18 p0260 H78-18564
FEA/W-77/115 17 p0116 B78-10599
FES-76-5-SOPPL 17 p0119 B78-11254
FES-77-2 19 p0387 B78-22439
FES-77-4 18 p0251 H78-17490
FF-1795-3-PT-2-BEV 19 pOU33 B78-25674
FHWA-HD-77-56 17 p0129 B78-12907
FHWA-BD-77-136 19 p0451 H78-26657
FJS8I.-TB-77-0004-PT-2 17 p0120 R78-11502 *
FB-2
FSEC-76-3
FSGTR/'RH-SS
TSS/OBS-76/52
FtS/OBS-77/33
F3437-QB-106
F3437-QB-108
GA-A-14160
G1-A-14209-BEV
GA-A-14484
Gl-A-14718
GA-A-14807
GA-A-14848
GCA"-TB-78-15-G
GE-SD-76SDS4288-70L-2
GJBX-69(77)
GJBZ-74<77)
GBP-2690-SECT-7. 109
GBB-2690-PT-1.1
GBB-2690-PT-1.2
GBB-2690-PT-2
GSB-2690-PT-6
GBB-2690-PT-7
GSB-2690-SECT-1.108
GBB-2690-SECT-1.110
GBB-2690-SECT-1.112
GHB-2690-SECT-1.201
GBB-2690-SECT-1.202
GBB-2690-SECT-1.203
GBB-2690-SECT-1.204
GBB-2690-SECT-1.206
GBB-2690-SECT-1.207
GBB-2690-SECT-1.208
GSR-2690-S2CT-3.101
GBB-2690-SECT-3. 102
GBB-2690-SECT-3.105
GBR-2690-SECT-3.204
GSB-2690-SECT-6.001
GBB-2690-SECT-6. 002
GHB-2690-SECT-6.003
GBB-2690-SBCT-6.004
GHB-2690-SECT-6.005
GBB-2690-SECT-6. 006
SBB-2690-SECT-7. 103
GBB-2690-SECT-7. 106
GBB-2690-SECT-7. 107
GBB-2690-SECT-7.108
GBB-2690-SECT-7.110
GBB-2690-SECT-7.111
GPO-20-083
GPO-25-291
GPO-28-155
GPO-28-863
GPO-89-006
GPO-91-295
GPO-91-90?
GPO-92-462
GPO-93-188
GPO-93-800
GPO-93-810
GPO-94-275
GPO-94-365
GPO-94-843
GPO-94-910
GPO-95-110
GPO-96-231
GPO-96-834
GPO-97-013
GPO-97-394
GPO-98-577
GPO-98-931
GPO-98-932
H-BEPT-95-589
20 p0590 B78-31440 »
17 p0128 878-12551 *
20 p0609 878-32589 *
19 p0449 878-26620
18 p0273 878-20597
18 p0263 878-19603*
19 p0388 878-22467*
17 p0141 878-13583
17 p0152 H78-14652
19 p04i)6 578-26576
20 p0596 878-31573
20 p0599 878-31891
18 p0289 878-21667
20 p0610 878-32619
19 p0400 B78-23666
19 p0440 878-26335
19 pOM37 N78-26237
19 p0437 878-26250
19 p0438 878-26262
19 p0439 B78-26318
19 p0440 878-26326
19 p0437 878-26245
19 p0437 878-26247
19 p0437 878-26249
19 p0437 878-26251
19 p0437 878-26252
19 p0438 878-26253
19 p0438 878-26256
19 p0438 878-26257
19 p0438 878-26258
19 p0438 878-26285
19 p0438 878-26286
19 p0439 878-26289
19 p0439 878-26294
19 p0439 878-26319
19 pO«39 878-26320
19 p0439 878-26321
19 p0439 878-26322
19 p0439 878-26323
19 pO«40 878-26324
19 p0440 878-26329
19 p0440 878-26330
19 p0440 878-26332
19 p0440 878-26333
19 p0440 878-26334
19 p0441 878-26336
19 p0441 878-26337
20 p0593 878-31542
20 p0611 878-32926
20 p0541 878-28149
20 p0556 878-28990
19 p0392 R78- 22968
18 p0239 878-16429
18 p0239 878-16430
19 p0413 878-25006
19 p0412 878-25002
19 p0408 878-24661
18 p0284 B78-21613
19 p0397 878-23569
18 p0284 878-21610
19 p0401 878-23992
19 p0408 878-24662
19 p0404 878-24601
19 p0412 878-25000
20 p0593 878-31543
19 p0405 878-24619
19 p0397 878-23570
19 p0412 878-25001
20 p0588 878-31076
18 p0252 878-17932
19 p0392 878-22968 *
E-9
EEPOST/ACCESSIOB HOHBBB IBDBX
HCP/B70258-01 19 pO<(16 H78-25253 *
BCP/I60901-01 19 pOK61 H78-27575 i
HCP/LU965-0001 18 p0260 H78-18562 *
BCP/I50172-01 19 pOI»52 B78-27005 *
HCP/I50172-02 19 p0153 B78-27006 *
HCP/B253U 19 p0463 B78-2758U *
HCP/B253D-02 19 pO<»28 N78-25615 *
BCP/B3879-VOL-1 19 p0398 B78-23591 *
BC-p/n3819-1--JOL-2 19 p0399 1H8-23S95 *
HCP/B3879-0003 19 p0399 N78-23596 *
BCP/BU007-01 20 p0563 H78-29592 *
HCP/H1038 20 p0583 878-30680 *
HCP/H50217-01 20 p0622 N78-33591 *
HCP/B60172-01/2 20 p0617 H78-33551 *
HCP/T0285-02 20 p0623 N78-33598 t
HCP/T1216-0001 19 pOU<l6 1178-26578 t
HCP/T2055-1 20 p0556 N78-28997 *
HCP/T29U7-1 19 p0161 B78-27570 *
HCP/T5035-1 20 p0512 B78-28468 *
HCP/T7I»05-1 20 p0621 B78-33582 *
HEDL-SA-1191-BEV 19 p011lt2 B78-26450 f
HOHETWEI.I-QE-7 19 pfli)06 H78-24627**
HT1-13 17 p0153 N78-11657 *
HOD/RES-1331 20 p0586 B78-30709 t
IA-1327 17 p011<l B78-10582 *
IAEA-CH-36/SJ 17 p0116 S78-10605 *
IAEA-CN-36/118 19 p0390 B78-22I481 #
IAEA-CB-36/581 17 p0116 B78-10603 *
IAF PAPEB 77-72 17 pOOSO A78-15930
IBH-76S-0060 18 p027U B78-206011**
IBB-76W-0122 .' 18 p0250 B78-17U83**
IBB-77H-0008-BEV 18 p0268 B78-19615**
IBB-77B-0061 18 p0256 B78-18527**
IBB-78W-0003 18 p0263 N78-19604**
IBB-78W-0005 1 9 p O U 2 1 B78-25552**
IBB-78H-00009 18 p0263 B78-19602**
IBH-7933252 18 p0283 578-21595*4
IBH-7933tit7 18 p0250 B78-17t8«*»
IBB-7933656 18 p0268 (178-1961(9**
ID-78-U 18 p0281 N78-21619 #
IDO-1519-8 20 p0597 N78-31578 *
IEEE PAPER A 77 816-2 17 p0071 A78-1U077*
IEEE PAPER T
IEEE PAPER F
77 672-9 18 p0219 A78-30195
77 675-2 18 p0219 A78-30196*
IEEE PIPER F 77 679-tt 18 p0219 A78-30197
IIASA-PP-77-1 17 p0123 N78-11896 t
IIASA-PP-77-9 19 p0399 B78-23600 *
IIASA-HB-77-II 17 p0122 S78-1186« *
IIASA-BN-77-23 19 p0123 B78-25581 *
IIASA-BH-77-M2 , 19 p0399 H78-23601 t
IIASA-RE-77-3 17p0121 1178-11511 *
IIASA-RR-77-8 18p0278 N78-20941 *
IIEQ-77/08 , 17 p0146 B78-13650 f
IIEQ-77/13 20 p0609 N78-32609 *
IIEQ-77/30 20 p0609 N78-32608 *
IIHP-211 20 p0560 1178-29563 *
IKE-5-206 20 p0552 N78-286a2 t
ILLDOE-77/08 18 p0277 H78-20618 *
I11DOH-77/13 19 p0165 N78-27606 *
I1LDOE-77/1H 19 p0165 H78-27605 t
ILR-20 19 p0392 N78-23072 *
IBBR28-PD17-77 17 p0130 H78-13237 I
IBHR29-PD18-77 18 p0260 N78-18560 *
IBBR32-BU-77 20 p0560 H78-29559 I
IBHH33-PD20-78 20 p0558 1178-29273 t
INPE-1129-TPT/070 17 p01«9 B78-1«610 *
IPPJ-T-30
IPR-II
IR-2
IR-2
IH-3
IH-I(
IS-B-83
IS-B-124
ISBB-0-309-02728-4
ISBB-0-626-Oa3»8-1
ISBB-0-669-01IHH-9
ISBB-0-8218-0121-I
ISBB-0-356240-70-2
ISBB-2-7170-OQ50-5
ISBB-2-7170-0453-X
ISBS-3-7983-0588-9
ISBB-82-595-0813-3
ISBH-92-63-10477-8
ISBB-92-835-1289-8
ISS-L-76/15-PT-1
ISS-1-76/16-PT-2
ISS-L-16/n-S1-3
ISS-L-77/11
ISS-P-77/2
ISO-EHI-ABES-7731»
JiCKFAD-77-173-1
JOB-2175-3
JPL-PDB-77-^7
JPL-PDB-77-l(9
JP1-POB-77-54
JPL-PUB-77-55
JPL-POB-77-56
JP1-POB-77-59-V01-1
JPL-POB-77-59-VOL-2
JPL-P.aB-77-63
JPL-POB-77-69
JPl-POB-77-76
JPL-POB-77-77
JPL-PDB-77-78
JPL-POB-78-1
JPL-POB-78-5
JPl-PaB-78-8
JPL-POB-78-9
JPL-POB-78-10-VOL-1
JPL-POB-78-15-VOL-3
JPL-PDB-78-18
JPI-P0B-78-21
JPI-POB-78-?2
JPL-POB-78-^5
JPL-POB-78-26
JP1-POB-78-29
JPL-POB-78-33
JPL-PDB-78-36-VOI-2
JPl-POB-78-37
JP1-PDB-78-39
JPL-P0B-78-l(2
JPI-POB-78-45
JP1-PDB-78-1I8-701-1
aPL-PDB-78-48-TOI-2
JPL-PUB-78-66-VOL-1
JPL-POB-78-66-VOL-2
JPL-POB-78-69
JPL-PDB-78-71-V01-1
JPL-POB-78-71-VOL-2
JPI-PDB-78-72
JP1-PDB-78-75
JPI-PDB-78-76
JPL-PDB-78-93
JPL-PnB-78-100
JPL-5030-131
JPI-50BO-3
JPI-50UO-10
JPI-5010-27-V01-1
JPL- 50 10- 27-YOl- 2-CHAN6E- 1
JPL-5101-45
19 pfl<!22 H78-25562 *
20 p0563 B78-29603 *
20 p0601 B78-3228H f
20 p0587 B78-30736 *
17 p0161 B78-15575 #
17 p0120 B78-11505 f
19 pOU66 B78-27637 *
20 p0565 B78-29623 *
19 pOU02 N78-24366
18 p0261 N78-18568 t
19 pOU«9 R78-26619 «
17 p0120 B78-11505 t
19 pOBOl B78-2»128 *
19 pOt02 B73-21131 *
19 p0392 B78- 23072 *
17 p0122 H78-11535 f
20 p05«2 B78-28501 t
20 p0600 B78-3210P *
20 p0551 B78-28669 *
20 p0555 B78-28670 *
20 posss me-28671 *
20 p0551 B78-28667 *
19 p0399 B78-23599 *
17 p0153 B78-11657 *
17 p0115 H78-10592 «
17 p0127 F78-12549 #
18 p026» S78- 19613**
18 p026U N78-19612**
17 p012« K78-12119**
17 p0131 B78-132«1*#
17 p0160 N78-15566**
17 p0128 B78-12823**
17 p0128 F78-1282I»*#
18 p0256 H78-18528**
18 p0261 H78-18897*f
18 p026H H78-19611**
18 p026« H78-19610*t
17 p0160 B78-15567**
17 p0160 H78-15568*f
19 pOU19 N78-25532*t
|8 p0275 S78-20618**
19 pO«19 N78-25533**
18 p0261 B78-19614**
18 p0283 B78-21599**
18 p0283 H78-21601**
20 p060<4 F78-32515*»
19 p0387 B78-22181**
20 p0603 H78-32126**
19 pOt1!4 B78-25233*f
18 p0276 N78-20619*t
20 p05«8 F78-28586**
19 pO»58 H78-27533*t
19 pOH19 B78- 25535**
19 p0388 B78-221I6U**
18 p0276 N78-20620**
19 pOH58 H78-27532**
19 pO»19 B78-25536**
19 pO<157 H78-27522**
19 p0457 F78-27530**
19 pO»57 B78-27531**
20 p0591 H78-31511**
20 p0591 B78-31512**
20 p0589 B78-31237**
20 p0590 B78-31H28**
20 p0590 H78-31129**
20 p0580 H78-30636**
20 p0581 B78-30663**
20 p0593 N78-315IH**
20 p0626 H78-31007**
18 p0264 B78-19615**
19 pO«03 B78-2S375 S
17 p0125 N78-12527**
17 p0125 B78-12528**
18 p0260 F78-18558**
19 pO<!09 B78-2P667 *
19 pOi|«2 B78-265I11**
E-10
BEPORT/ACCESSIOB BOHBEB IBDBX
JPBS-70524 . . ...........
JPBS-71447 .. ..... ....
JSC-12973-70L-1
L-12178
1-12251
1-12275
1-12276 . . .... .
LA-TB-77-296
LA-OB-77-1 937 ... .
1A-BB-77-2330
LA-OB-77-2U08
LA-UB-77-2779
IA-DB-77-2805
LA-UB-77-2892
LA-OE-77-2985 "
LA-tJB-78-131
LA-3E-78-689 .........
1A-DB-78-706
LA-6379-BS ... ... . .
LA-6689-BS .. .
LA-6770 . .
LA-£886-BS
LA-6889-RS .. . ...
li-6931-PB
LA-7115-PB
LA-7 184-PR
LA-7190-BS
LA-7219-BS
LA-7240-PR .. ..... .... .
LBL-5?31 . . . .
1B1-5911
1B1-5998
LBL-6301
LB1-6332
1BL-6337 . . . . .'
LBL-6369
1B1-6371
1BL-6807
LBL-6831 -VOL-1 ... . ..
1BL-6831-V01-2
1BI-68U1
IBL-6855
1B1-7012
IBI-7214
1B1-7262
1B1-7548
LC-77-2049
LC-77-10824
I.C-77-90963
LC-77-600032
LC-77-600034
1C-77-600063
LC-77-624084
LDi'P-77-6
LERC-78/1
LHSC-D573788
LHSC-BBEC-TB-D496748
IHSC-HBEC-TB-D568188
LPS-77-12
IB-221 (PE)
LB-28283
LP-2838H-VOL-1
..... . 17 p0159 879-15557 t
20 p05S5 H78-28672 8
17 p0111 B78-10559**
17 p0118 B78-10965 *
.. 19 p0453 B78-27046**
....... 20 pOSSO 578-28615*8
19 p0420 B78-25515**
19 p0413 878-25047*8
20 p0551 B78-28661 *
17 p0153 B78-1H653 *
19 p0410 B78-24678 8
20 p0553 S78-28649 #
19 p0416 B78-25335 *
19 p0467 878-27791 *
20 p0597 B78-31581 *
19 p0456 B78-27500 8
19 pOI)46 B78-26583 *
19 pOUII H78-26567 ft
.... 20 p0624 B78-33625 *
20 p0618 B78-33559 *
20 p0594 878-31553 8
20 p0621 B78-33586 *
18 p0269 878-19667 *
20 p0618 N78-33558 *
18 p0242 878-16456 8
20 p0567 N78-30171 t
20 p0560 B78-29547 *
19 p0400 H78-23899 *
18 p0273 B78-20471 *
19 pQ447 B78-26595 *
20 p0608 B78-32581 *
19 p0467 B78-27898 t
...... 19 p0468 B78-27982 8
20 p0620 B78-33572 *
20 p0607 H78-32574 #
19 pOU30 K78-25637 t
18 p0278 F78-20769 *
17 p0161 878-15579 *
17 p0117 B78-10615 *
17 p0157 N78-14954 #
18 p0290 B78-21710 *
18 p0285 B78-21622 *
18 p0286 N78-21631 *
...... 19 pOI»30 N78-25633 »
20 p0612 B78-33258 »
... 18 p0285 N78-21623 #
18 p0286 S78-21635 *
18 p0230 A78-31953 *
19 p0431 B78-256U6 *
20 p0580 B78-30613 *
20 p0556 K78-28777 #
... 20 p0566 N78-29998 *
20 p0606 S78-32568 #
18 p0261 B78-18568 S
..... 20 p0598 B78-31589 ft
... 18 p0273 B78-20597 *
17 p0130 H78-13212 *
18 p 0 2 U U N78-16173 8
.... 19 p0388 H78-22U52 *
19 p0392 S78-22979 #
20 p0617 B78-33552 *
17 p0120 N78-11507 8
.... 20 p0581 B78-30659*8
18 p0243 S78-16165 8
18 p0255 N78-18520*8
17 pQ156 B78-14685 8
17 p0120 N78-11505 t
18 p0279 N78-21095**
20 P0588 N78-31085*»
HA-BD-9110-78001
HA-BD-910-78002-7OL-1
BA-BD-9UO-78003-VOI-2
BCB-76-526
HDC-G-6776-VOL-2
HDC-G-B776-70L-3-EK-2
HDC-G4I1U9
HDC-G6954-PT-3-VOL-7
HDC-J73MO
HE-78-NS6-7229
MERADCOfI-2220
BEBADCOH-2235
BEEC/CB-77/7
~ HEBC/SP-77/6 '. ...
«F-88
BIT-EL-77-005
HIT-EL-77-019
BLB-2466(OP)
B1B-2467 (OP)
gR-23
HTI-77TB5
BTI-77TB17
BTPB-1t
HTE-7329
B75(AS)-U
BAPC-PE-1
NASA-CASE-ABC-10198 .........
NASA-CASE-GSC-10135
NASA-CASE-6SC-12022-2
NASA-CASE-GSC- 12030-1
NASA-CASE-LAH-12009-1
NASA-CASE-LSB-12205-1
BASA-CASE-1EB-12159-1
HASA-CASE-IER-12217-1
BASA-CASE-1EW-12541-1
NASA-CASE-lEB-12552-1
BASA-CASE-LEH-12586-1
FASA-CASE-LEK-12785-1
SASA-CASE-1EW-12806-1
KASA-CASE-BFS-2351ei-1
BASA-CASE-HFS-235UO-1
SASA-CASE-BPS-23727-1
NASA-CASE-BPO-12148-1
BASA-CASE-SPO-13182-1
BASA-CASE-BPO-13579-4 .. ..
BASA-CASE-NPO-13581-2
NASA-CASE-NPO-13652-3
HASA-CASE-NPO-13763-1 ...
BASA-CASE-KPO-13813-1
NASA-CASE-SPO-11068-1
KASA-CASE-HPO-14200-1
... 18 p0246 878-16909 8
... 18 p0246 B78-16947 8
... 18 p0216 N78-16918 8
... 20 p0619 B78- 33571 8
... 19 p0398 K78-23587 8
18 p0243 N78-16464 8
... 17 p0109 B78-10185*8
... 17 p0109 878-10035*8
... 20 p0603 878-32387*8
... 18 p0253 B78-18226 8
... 20 p0601 B78-32276 8
... 17 p0157 B78-14729 8
... 19 p0417 B78-25143 8
... 18 p0270 R78- 19673 8
... 19 p0442 878-26457 8
... 19 p0434 H78-25720 8
... 19 p043>) F78-25719 8
... 20 p0541 B78-28262 8
... 19 p0423 F78- 25573 8
... 19 p0417 B78-25439 8
... 19 p0418 H78-25510 8
... 17 p0151 S78-1H641 8
... 18 p0262 B78-19162 8
. .. 18 p0248 878-17336*
... 18 p0247 878-17296*
... 19 p0405 878-24609*
... 17 p0159 878-15560*
. .. 19 p0396 1178-23567*8
... 18 p0263 H78-19599*
. .. 17 p01«9 N78- 14152*
... 17 p0109 878-10467*
... 19 p0419 S78-25529*
... 19 p0419 878-25527*
. .. 19 p0456 878-27520*8
. .. 19 p0419 878-25530*
... 19 p0387 878-22149*8
. .. 19 p0404 878-24545*
. .. 19 pOU21 878-25553*8
... 19 p0453 878-27122*8
... 19 p0389 878-22469*8
... 19 p0421 N78-25557*8
18 p0249 878-17468*8
17 p0139 878-13556*8
... 19 p0456 878-27515*
... 17 p0135 N78- 13526*
... 18 p0248 N78-17460*
. .. 19 p0421 878-25559*8
... 20 p0591 N78-31525*
... 19 p0421 878-25560*8
... 17 p O I I I 878-10554*
. .. 20 p O e i 4 878-33526*
... 20 p0591 878-31526*
. .. 20 p0591 878-31c26*
. .. 20 p0592 878-31527*
. .. 18 p0264 878-19609*1
19 p0403 878-24387*8
... 1° 00^89 878-22470*8
.. 19 P0389 878-22470*8
E-11
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB IOHBEB IHCEI
BASA-CASE-BPO-14272-1 ....
HHSA-CASE-HPO-14303-1 ....
NASA-CASE-BPO-14305-1 ....
HASA-CASE-BPO-11381-1 ....
NASA-CP-2020
NASA-CP-2021
NASA-CP-2026
NASA-CP-2034
BASA-CP-2036-PT-1
NASA-CP-2042
BASA-CB-2976
NASA-CB-30'41 «
NASA -CE- 1311801
NASA-Cfi-134931 '
NASA-CR-134935
HASA-CB-134936
NASA-CR-134937
NASA-CR-135121
NASA-CR-135230
NASA-CH-135244
NASA-CR-135215
HASA-CR-135255
NASA-CB-135281-VOL-4
BASA-CB-13S283
BASA-C8-135281
NASA-CR-135285
NASA-CR-135292
NASA-CB-135298
NASA-CB-135331
RASA-CB-135333
NASA-CB-135334 •
BASA-CK-135335
NASA-CB-135310
BASA-CB-135314
N'ASA-CB-135368
BASA-CR-135402 '
VASA-CB-135119
NASA-CR-135428
NASA-CH-135II29
NASA-CR- 135UUII
SASA-CR-137925
NASA-CR-115282
HASA-CR-115301
NASA-CR-145369-V01-1
BASA-CB-145369-VOL-2
1ASA-CB-145382-2
NASA-CB-1504'3
NASA-CE-150495
NASA-CB-150196
NASA-CS-150197
NASA-CB-150505
NASA-CB-150506
BASA-CB-150508
NASA-CB-150509
NASA-CP-150510
NASA-CR-150511
NASA-CB-150512
NASA-CB-150513
BASA-CB-150514
NASA-CR-150515
BASA-CE-150521
HASA-CR-150522
NASA-CR-150524
RASA-CR-150525
NASA-CR-150532
KASA-CE-150533
NASA-CR-150531
NASA-CB-150536
NASA-CR-150537 '
NASA-CR-150539
NASA-CP-150542
N A S A -CR- 150511
NASA-CR-150515
NASA-CR-150558
1ASA-CR-150559
NASA-CR-150563'
FASA-CR-150569
NASA-CE-150570
NASA-CE-150572
NASA-CR-150573
NASA-CR-150575
NASA-CR- 150576
NASA-CP-150580
NASA-CR-150588
NASA-C1-150589
20 p0611 B78-33164**
20 p0551 B78-28626*!
19 p0103 N78-24387**
17 p0118 N78-11063*f
18 p0265 H78-19616**
19 p0153 N78-27046**
20 p0550 B78-28615**
18 p0281 B78-21469**
... . 20 p0603 R78-32316**
20 p0615 B78-33527**
17 p0125 N78-12529**
18 p0218 N78-17462**
19 p0395 N78-23559**
19 p0395 N78-23560**
18 p0218 N78-17463**
20 p0512 B78-28466**
.... 17 p0150 N78-14632**
17 p0150 H78-11633**
18 p0238 S78-16329**
18 p0237 K78-16090**
18 p0278 K78-20802**
18 p0278 H78-20803**
18 p0278 N78-20801**
17 p0130 N78-13209**
18 p0276 N78-20621**
18 p0272 H78-20350*#
18 p0262 N78-19326**
19 p0411 B78-25235**
20 p0562 B78-29581I**
18 p0271 H78-20603**
18 p0281 N78-21172**
20 p0559 N78-29II19**
19 p0105 N78-21618**
20 p0601 K78-32511**
20 p0588 S78-31108**
17 p0159 N78-15561**
18 p0218 N78-17339**
20 p0588 N78-31086**
20 p0600 178-32186**
18 p0219 N78-17171**
18 p0219 N78-17U72**
18 p0256 N78-18525**
18 p0219 N78-17U71**
18 p0250 N78-17178**
18 p0250 N78-17181**
18 p0255 N78-18521**
18 p0271 N78-20602**
18 p0219 N78-17175**
18 p0250 N78-17179**
18 p0256 N78-18526**
19 p0388 N78-22165**
18 p0256 B78-18527*#
18 p0255 N78-18523**
18 p0250 N78-17482**
18 p0250 N78-17181**
18 p0263 N78-19605**
18 p0263 R78-19602**
18 p0250 S78-17177**
18 p0263 N78-19603**
18 p0263 K78-19601**
18 p0261 N78-19606**
18 p0268 N78-19619**
18 p0268 H78-19615**
18 p0255 N78-18520**
19 p0389 B78-22175**
18 p0268 B78-19655**
18 p0268 S78-19652**
18 p0268 S78-19650**
18 p0268 878-19653**
18 p0263 N78-19601**
.... 18 p0283 N78-21595**
18 p0271 B78-20609**
18 p0275 N78-20610**
BASA-CH-150591 ..... ..
NASA-CR- 150 601
HASA-CB-150605
NASA-CE-1506 11 .. .
NASA-CB-150627
NASA-CR-150673 ..
NASA-CB-150692
NASA-CB-150699 ....
NASA-CB-150705 .....
NASA-CR- 150707
NASA-CB-150712
NASA-CB-150728
NASA-CE-150729
NASA-CR-150732 ......
NASA-CR-15071 1 ....
NASA-CB-150713 ........
NASA-CB-150711 .
BASA-CB-150757 .....
NASA-CB-150758 .
NASA-CB- 150760
NASA-CR-150780 .....
NASA-CH-150781
NASA-CR- 150785
NASA-CB- 150786
NASA-CB- 150 80 2
NASA-CB-150806
NASA-CB-151535 .... .
NASA-CB-151551
HASA-CB-151555
NASA-CR- 15 1557
NASA-CR- 151558
NASA-CB-151577
HASA-CB-151603 .
NASA-CB-151665 ....
NASA-CB- 151 667
NASA-CR-151668
NASA-CR-151669 .. ..
NASA-CE-1516~0
NASA-CE-15 1671
NASA-CE-151672 ....
NASA-CB-151673
NASA-CR- 15 1710
NASA-CE-151716
SASA-CB-1517SO
..... . 18 p0282 N78-21591**
. 18 p0275 N78- 20612**
18 p0271 H78-20601**
18 p0275 N78-20614**
18 p0275 B78- 20615**
.... 18 p0275 R78-20616**
19 p0156 N78-27518**
18 p0283 N78-21602**
18 p0283 N78-21592**
........ 18 p0282 N78-21589**
19 pOIOS N78-24610**
19 pQ458 N78-27536**
18 p0283 N78-21603**
19 p0389 N78-22173**
18 p0273 N78-20573**
18 p0283 N78-21601**
19 pOIOS N78-21611**
19 p0389 N78-22172**
19 p0388 N78-22466**
19 p0388 N78-22467**
19 p0120 N78-25547**
19 p0405 H78-24613**
19 p O U 5 8 N78-27537**
19 p0456 K78-27519**
19 pOIOS N78-24614**
19 p0420 B78-25537**
..... . 19 p0120 N78-25538**
20 p0600 N78-32161**
19 p0420 N78-255UO**
19 p0420 K78-25541**
19 pQ420 N78-255U2**
19 p0420 N78-25543**
19 p0421 B78-255H8**
19 p0121 B78-25549**
20 p0593 N78-31538**
.. 19 p0121 N78-25550**
19 pom B78-26556**
...... 19 p0121 N78- 25552**
19 p0455 N78-27482**
.. .. . 19 p0141 N78-26557**
19 pQ444 B78- 26558**
19 p0444 N78-26559**
..... 20 p0549 B78-28609**
20 p0549 B78-28610**
20 p0549 N78-28611**
20 p0549 B78-28612**
20 p0549 N78-28613**
20 p0561 H78-29570**
20 p0592 B78-31536**
20 p0581 B78-30654**
20 p0561 N78-29571**
20 p0562 B78-29579**
20 p0604 N78-32543**
....... 20 p0605 B78-32550**
20 p0581 B78-30660**
20 p0604 N78-32547**
20 p0592 N78-31532**
. . 20 p0604 N78- 32548**
20 p0603 N78-32520**
20 p0615 B78-33532**
20 p0605 N78-32549**
20 p0604 R78-32546**
20 p0615 N78-33528**
. 17 p0109 B78- 10185**
17 p0129 B78-13099**
17 p0158 B78-15148**
.. 18 p0272 B78-20162**
18 p0271 B78-20159**
18 p0272 N78- 20163**
20 p0557 N78-29133**
20 P0561 B78-29567**
E-12
BEPOET/iCCESSIOB HOBBEB IBDEI
NASA-CB- 1520 31 ...
HASA-CB- 152077
WAS A-CR- 1520 96
H AS A -CB- 152 152 -VOL- 1
NASA-CB-152152-VOL-2
NASA-CB- 152 153-1 .
N ASA -CB- 1552 03
NASA-CB- 1552 67 ... .....
H AS A -CR- 1552 99
HASA-CB-155"M3
IAS A-CR- 1553 19 ...
H AS A-CR- 155320
H ASA -CR- 1553 25
HAS A-CR- 1553 26
NASA-CR-1 553 31 ,
SASA-CB-155336
N AS A -CR- 1554 26
HASA-CR-15C427
NASA-CB-155554
H AS A -CR- 155 5 86 ...
NASA-CB- 1555 94 . . . ,
HASA-CB-155613 .
1 AS A -CR- 1556 14
N AS A -CB- 1557 33
KASA-CR-155773
N AS A -CR- 1557 82 ... ....
N AS A-CR- 155801
H AS A -CR- 155932
NASA-CB- 155934
HAS A-CR- 1559 35 ...
H AS A-CB- 155940
NASA-CB- 155942 ... . ...
HAS A-CR- 155944
HAS A-CR- 1559 45
HASA-CR- 155 946
NASA-CR-155948
HAS A-CR- 156 127
NASA ~CR- 156 133
N AS A -CB- 156 134 .
HAS A-CR- 156 139
NASA-CR-1561 62 ... ......
NASA-CB- 1561 65 ... ...
NASA-CR-1561 81
NASA-CR-1 56185 ... ......
NASA-CR-156669 . ...
HAS A-CR- 156 94 8
N AS A -CB- 156 971
NJS A-CR- 156 972
N AS A -CB- 156 97 3 .
HAS A-CR- 156 974
HASA-CB-156982
HAS A-CR- 156984 .. ..
N AS A -CP- 156 9 85
NASA-CB- 1570 02
HASA-CR- 157030 ... ....
NASA-CP-157057 .
HAS A-CR- 1570 5 8 .
N ASA -CB- 157060
HAS A-CR- 157065 ... ....
NASA-CR-1 57 066 .
N AS A -CB- 157071
HASA-CR- 157 074 . * ....
WAS A -CH- 157077
NASA-CS-157080
N AS A -CB- 157 082 ... ....
NASA-CR-1 570 92
NASA-CB-1571 17
NASA-CR-157131
NASA-CB- 1^7135 ...
N AS A -CB- 1*7 149
NASA-CH-1 57157 ... .....
HAS A-CR- 1571 64 ...
P ASA -CR- 157 167
HASA-CR- 157172
H AS A -CB- 15 72 39
HAS A-CR- 1572 55
HASA-CR- 157264 ....
HASA-CB- 157265 .
HASA-CB-1 ti7292 " . •
H ASA -CR- 1 573 1 7
18 p0282 N78-21590*#
...... 18 p0247 N78-17251**
18 p0279 H78-21095**
... 20 p0556 H78-28994**
20 p056£ N7 8- 2 9995*$
.. 17 p012U B78-12419*8
17 pQl43 B78-13599*fl
. .... 18 p0261 878-18897*5
... 17 p0128 H78-12823**
17 p0128 N78-12824**
...... 17 p0125 N78-12527**
17 p0125 B78-12528**
17 p0131 N78-13241**
17 p0138 N78-13552**
17 p0160 H78-15567**
.... 17 p0160 N78-15568**
17 p0160 N78-15566**
. .... 18 p02UO H78~16437*t
... 18 p0240 H78-16438**
18 p0248 H78-17464**
13 p0248 H78-17465**
...... 18 p02<O N78-17223*S
18 p0263 N78-19570*S
... 18 p0256 N78-18528*f
18 p0273 N78-20567*#
18 p0255 N78-18519**
...... 18 p0255 B78-18517**
.... 18 p0255 H78-18516**
18 p0264 H78-19615**
. .... 18 p0264 N78-19611*!
18 p0264 H78-19614**
..... 18 p026P 578-19613**
18 p0264 N78-19610**
. 18 p0264 1178-19612*1
18 p0282 N78-21516**
...... 18 p0275 N78-20618**
. 18 p0276 N7 8- 20620**
18 p0276 B78-20619**
..... 18 p0283 N78-21601**
. . 18 p0283 N78-21599*!
19 p0387 B78-22184**
...... 19 p0388 H78-22464**
.. 18 p0238 N7 8- 16327**
20 p0566 N78-29674**
...... 19 p0394 N78-23498**
...... 19 p0387 N7 8- 22435**
19 p0394 N 78 -23499**
19 p0396 N78-23565**
. 19 p0396 N78-23563**
19 p0396 N7 8- 23562*4
19 p0395 B78-23555**
.... 19 p0396 B78-23561 **
.. 19 p0407 W7 8-24650**
. . 19 p0408 N78-24654**
..... 19 p0406 N7 8- 24637**
.. 19 p0407 N78-24639**
19 p0407 N78-24643**
..... 19 p0407 N7 8-24642**
19 p0412 S78-25003**
... .. 19 p0406 N7 8-24622**
. . 19 p04>09 N78-24674**
... 19 p0408 H78-24656**
19 p0402 H78-24255**
. .. 19 p0419 H78-25532**
19 p04!4 N78-25233**
19 p0419 N78-25533**
19 p0436 N7 8- 26154**
. ... 19 p0457 N78-27530**
19 p0457 H78-27531**
20 p0547 H78-28573**
... 19 p0458 H78-27532**
20 P0548 H78-28598**
NASA-CB- 157 34 8
NASA-CB- 15738 7
NASA-CB-157559
NASA-CR-157594
HAS A-CR- 157601
NASA-CB-1 57604
NASA-CB- 1576 16
HASA-CB-157737
NASA-CB- 157759
HASA-CR- 157 772
HAS A-CR- 159399
HASA-CB- 1594 10
HASA-TH-73760
NiSA-TM-73764
NASA-TH-73787
NASA-TM-7^799
NASA-TM-73825
NASA-TW-73850
NASA-TM-73863
NflSA-TH-73881
HASA-TH-78172
20 p0548 H78-28602**
20 p0591 N78-31495**
20 p0581 S78-30659*f
20 p0581 H78-30663*t
20 p0590 N78-31428**
20 p0590 H78-31429**
20 p0593 H78-31541**
20 p0591 H78-31511**
20 p0591 N78-31512**
20 p0603 H78-32426**
20 p0604 H78-32545**
20 p0580 K78-30595*f
20 p0603 H78-32387**
20 p0612 K78-33265**
20 p0626 H78-34007**
20 p0615 H78-33534**
20 p0615 F78-33533**
20 p0557 N78-29103*t
20 p0592 878-31537**
20 p0615 B78-33537**
20 p0589 N78-31143**
17 pOl38 B78-13554**
17 pOISO H78-14628*ft
18 p0240 N78-16434**
18 p0262 N78-18988*#
18 p0252 F78-17933*!
18 p0245 N78-16928**
18 p0279 H78-21010**
18 p0253 N78-17940*t
18 p0253 H78-17939*#
18 p0253 H78-17938*t
18 p0252 N78-17934**
18 p0252 B78-17936*#
20 p0561 N78- 29575**
18 p0271 F78-20022**
19 pQ443 H78-26551**
19 p0395 B78-23556**
17 pQ129 N78-13056**
17 pQ148 N78-14177**
17 p01^7 N78-15059**
17 p0150 N78-14629**
18 p0247 N78-17187**
........ 17 p0159 N78-15562*!
18 p0250 N78-17486**
17 pQ159 N78-15563**
17 p0130 N78-13233**
18 p0249 N78-17466**
18 p0247 N78-17229**
17 pQ147 N78-13890**
17 pQ129 N78-13062**
18 p0252 N78-17937**
18 p0252 N78-17921*
18 p0249 N78-17467**
18 p0252 H78-17935**
19 p0408 N78-24659**
18 p0268 N78-19656**
18 p0271 H78-19710**
18 p0267 N78-19642**
18 p0247 N78-17060*t
18 p0281 N78-21441**
18 p0252 P78-17856*#
18 p0267 H78-19643**
18 p0283 H78-21596**
17 p0109 H78-10306**
17 p0111 N78-10559**
17 p0159 N78-15561*#
19 p0408 N78- 24660**
17 p0122 N78-11889**
18 p0254 N78-18357*#
18 p0290 N78-21957**
19 p0413 H78-25012**
17 p0124 N78-12418**
18 p0239 H78-16431**
20 p0625 N78-33642**
17 p0138 N78-13553**
18 p0240 H78-16433**
18 p0240 N78-16432**
18 p0283 F78-21597**
18 p0284 H78-21605**
19 p0420 N78-25546**
19 p0420 H78-25539**
E-13
BEPOET/iCCESSIOH BDBBEE IBDZX
NASA-IB'
8ASA-TB
NASA-TH'
N A S A - T H
NASA-TB
N A S A - T H -
NASA-TB'
NASA-TB
N A S A - T B '
NASA-TB'
N A S A - T H
NASA-TB
N A S A - T B
N A S A - T H -
NASA-TB'
NASA-IB-
NASA-TB-
NASA-Ti l -
BASA-TH-
NASA-IB-
N A S A - T B -
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
BASA-T1-
N A S A - I B -
NASA-IB-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
N A S A - T H -
NASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
NASA-TH-
N A S A - T H -
NASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
"SASA-TH-
NASA-TH-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TM-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
NASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
N A S A - T B -
NASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
-78179 20
•78180 20
•78182 20
•78118 17
•78696 19
•78697 19
•78832 19
•7881)7 18
•78853 19
•78856 19
•78865 19
•78866 19
•78880 20
•78881 20
•78893 19
•78891 19
•78901 19
•7890? 19
•78903 19
•78906 19
•78911 19
•78915 19
•78916 19
•78919 20
•78921 19
•78923 19
•7892U 19
78929 20
78936 19
78939 19
78941 19
•78916 19
78952 20
78953 20
78957 19
78961 20
78962 19
78961 20
78977 20
78981 20
79009 20
79360 18
79100 20
79131 18
79135 18
79136
79510
79612
79711
79751
79757
18
19
20
20
20
20
p0561 B78-
p0567 B78-
p0561 N78-
p013'l N78-
p0120 N78-
p0113 B78-
p0393 N78-
p0268 B78-
p0395 B78-
p0387 N78-
p0103 B78-
p0102 N78-
p0560 B78-
P0566 N78-
p0111 N78-
p0136 N78-
pOIOS B78-
p0112 N78-
p0152 1178-
pO«36 B78-
p0113 878-
p0113 878-
p0113 N78-
p0592 N78-
p0113 lITS-
pOIIS N78-
p0121 878-
p0519 N78-
pOIII N78-
p0113 878-
p0151 B78-
pOIII B78-
p0561 N78-
p0561 N78-
p0158 N78-
p0519 N78-
p0151 N78-
p0561 S78-
p0592 N78-
p0600 878-
p0611 878-
p0253 878-
p0563 878-
p0281 B78-
p0279 878-
p0281 878-
p0136 N78-
p0593 N78-
p0591 N78-
p0605 N78-
p0562 N78-
•29572**
•30202**
•29573**
•13368**
•25515**
•25017**
•23381**
•19611**
•23558**
•22213**
•20370**
•21369**
•29566**
•29991**
•26112**
•26098**
•21616**
•26512**
26995**
•26115**
•26513**
26552**
•26553**
•31533**
•26517**
•26519**
25551**
28611**
26551**
26550**
27171**
26390**
29577**
29576**
27539**
28607**
27127**
29578**
31531**
31951**
33102**
18091**
29593**
21612**
21179**
21611**
26223*
31539**
31506**
32556**
29583**
NASA-TP-1007 18 p0237 N78-16053**
NASA-TP-1128 17 p0158 B78-15229**
N1SA-TP-1150 18 P0273 N78-20512**
NASA-TP-1271 20 p0511 N78-28225**
NATGOV-77/03071 17 p01U1 D78-1361U *
NATO/CCBS-51 17 p0115 N78-13623 *
NATO/CCBS-61-VOI-1 20 p0572 N78-30332 *
NATO/CCBS-61-VOI-2 20 p0571 N78-30370 #
NBS-SP-188 17 p0130 B78-13212 #
NBS-TN-698 18 p0272 N78-20376 #
NBS/GCB-77-109-FEV 18 p0289 N78-21655 *
NBS/GCP-78/125 20 p0536 N78-30711 *
NBSIB-76-1088 18 p0261 N78-18655 #
NBSIB-77-862 18p0237 S78-16199 *
NBSIB-77-1270 17p0113 N78-10573 *
NBSIB-77-1272 17 p0139 N78-13563 #
NBSIB-77-1297 18 p0261 N78-18567 *
NBSIE-77-1305 18 p0213 N78-16163 *
NBSIB-77-1311 18 p0211 N78-16475 #
NBSIB-77-1137 20p0591 N78-31111 *
NBSIB-78-1116 20 p0566 N78-29781 »
NCWTD-CNDST-BIP-6 17 p0150 N78-11626
NCWTD-CNDST-BIB-7 17 p0150 N78-11627
NJPP-III-A 18 p0289 N78-21669 *
NEPP-IV 18 p0276 K78-20626 *
NEPP-1-A-V01-2 20 p0565 S78-29620 *
NEPP-7-VOI-2 20 p0598 N78-31587 *
SEPP-8 20 p0565 K78-29621 *
NIH-K01-HV-1-2901-1 18 p0213 N78-16161 *
HIH/NIEHS-77/005 18 p0211 S78-16171 *
BIB-TH-77001-0 20 p0559 H78-29120 *
SBAB-331 18 p0278 R78-20619 *
SBEC-KP-161 20 p0559 H78-29271 *
NOAA-TB-EBL-BESA-17 18 p0279 N78-21312 *
80AA-77072523
KOAA-77122003
BOAA-78020801
BP-21901
NP-22159/2
BP-22771
BP-22885
NP-23162
BP1-CHEH-68-PB-1
BPL-CHEH-72
8BC-76-20
NSF/PBA-7681015/1/8
BSF/HA-760003
BSF/BA-760595
NSF/BA-761119
HSF/BA-770010
BSF/BA-770026
NSF/BA-770032
8SF/BA-770121
NSF/BA-770111
NSF/BA-770172
BSF/BA-770179
NSF/EA-770203 ,
SSF/HA-770201
NSF/BA-770273
NSF/BA-77C322
NSF/BA-770321
BSF/BA-770326
BSF/BA-770335
BSF/BA-770336
NSF/BA-770122
NSF/BA-770129
NSF/BA-770157
NSP/BA-770182
BSF/BA-780002
BSF/BA/N-71-100
HSF/HA8H/SE/AER73-03197/PB/77
BSBDS-BBS-61-PT-1
BTIS/PS-75/215
STIS/PS-75/251
BTIS/PS-75/256
BTIS/PS-75/312
BTIS/PS-75/313
NTIS/PS-75/317
NTIS/PS-75/318
BTIS/PS-75/362
BTIS/PS-75/368
NTIS/PS-75/371
NTIS/PS-75/372
NTIS/PS-75/381
NTIS/PS-75/386
HTIS/PS-75/171
NTIS/PS-75/172
NTIS/PS-75/179
BTIS/PS-75/655
BTIS/PS-76/0161
BTIS/PS-76/0162
NTIS/PS-76/0187
NTIS/PS-76/0188
NTIS/PS-76/0222
NTIS/PS-76/0226
NTIS/PS-76/0219
BTIS/PS-''S/0251
NTIS/PS-76/0271
8TIS/PS-76/0275
NTIS/PS-76/0276
.. 17 p0116 B78- 13618
.. 18 p0279 N78-21312
. . 18 p0290 H78-21980
.. 17 p0112 H78-13588
. . T9 p0393 N78-23253
.. 20 p0601 878-32281
. . 19 p0162 N78-27577
20 p0598 B78-31583
.. 17 p0121 N78-11510
,. 19 p0399 B78-23602
.. 18 p0289 B78-21662
. . 19 p0398 N78-23590
. . 19 p0112 B78-26157
. 17 p0111 N78-13615
. 17 p0115 B78-13621
. 17 p0139 H78- 13561
. 19 p0390 878-22177
. 20 p0582 B78-30675
. 17 p0112 N78-10569
. 17 p0122 N78-11863
. 17 p0121 878-11515
. 17 p0139 B78-13560
. 17 p0157 N78-11725
. 18 p0270 B78-19677
. 18 p0211 B78-16172
. 19 p0135 B78-25983
. 19 p0119 N78-26621
. 18 p0261 S78-18568
. 18 p0272 878-20291
. 19 p0388 N78-22151
. 18 p0273 N78-20380
. 18 p0289 N78-21660
. 20 p0586 N78-30710
. 19 p0166 N78-27617
. 19 p0151 878-26653
. 20 p0598 878-31588
. 20 p0612 B78-33261
. 19 p0152 878-26986
. 17 p0162 878-15590
. 18 p0251 1178-17193
. 20 p0598 878-31589
. 19 p0133 878-25661
. 19 p0111 B78- 21689
. 19 pOlOO 878-23609
. 19 pOlOO B78-23623
. 19 pOlOO 878-23627
. 19 p0117 S78-25381
. 19 p0165 B78-27601
. 20 p0560 N78-29551
. 20 p0603 N78-32360
. 19 p0131 N78-25701
. 20 p0585 878-30706
. 20 p0558 N78-29270
. 19 p0166 N78-27609
. 20 p0623 N78-33603
. 20 p0621 878-33605
. 20 p0609 878-32592
. 20 p0558 N78-29266
. 19 pOlOO 878-23609
. 19 pOlOO N78-23608
. 19 pOlOO 878- 23623
. 19 pOlOO N78-23627
. 19 p0131 B78-25701
. 20 p0556 N78-28999
. 19 p0117 878-25381
. 19 p0117 878-25383
. 19 p0133 N78-25658
. 19 p0132 878-25657
. 19 p0133 878-25661
BEPOBl/ACCESSIOB HBBBEB IBDEI
STIS/PS-76/0278
RTIS/PS-76/0319
BTIS/PS-76/0320
STIS/PS- 76/0358
BT1S/PS-76/0359
BTIS/PS- 76/0389
BTIS/PS-76/0391
BTIS/PS-76/0399
BTIS/PS- 76/OHOH
HTIS/PS-76/OU07
8 TIS/PS- 76/0 1)1(5
8TIS/PS-76/OD58
BTIS/PS-76/0!>59
NTIS/PS-76/0160
HTIS/PS-7f/OD61
BTIS/PS-76/OU65
NTIS/PS-76/0476
NTIS/PS-76/OU77
KTIS/PS-7S/04S5
STIS/PS-76/OU98
HTIS/PS-76/0507
BTIS/PS-76/05IJ3
STIS/PS-76/OSD4
BTIS/PS-76/051)?
HTIS/PS-76/0795
1TIS/PS-77-0195
HTIS/PS-77/0098
NTIS/PS-77/0112
BTIS/PS-77/0113
HTIS/PS-77/019U
NTIS/PS-77/0212
NTIS/PS-77/0227
NTIS/PS-77/0230
NTIS/PS-77/0231
BTIS/PS-77/0233
HTIS/PS- 77/0272
STIS/PS-77/0273
HTIS/PS-77/0275
STIS/PS-77/0276
NTIS/PS-77/0283
STIS/PS-77/0281)
BTIS/PS-77/0305
KTIS/PS-77/0331
NTIS/PS-77/0385
NTIS/PS-77/0387
BTIS/PS-77/0396
BTIS/PS-77/0399
BTIS/PS-77/OI)00
NTIS/PS-77/OD31
BTIS/PS-77/01)77
8TIS/PS- 77/011 78
BTIS/PS-77/01492
NTIS/PS-77/OD95
BTIS/PS-77/01196(TTIS/PS-77/0505
NTIS/PS-77/0517
BTIS/PS-77/0520
STIS/PS-77/0522
BTIS/PS-77/0527
8TIS/PS-77/0511
B1IS/PS-77/0516
8TIS/PS-77/05»7
BTIS/PS-77/0551
8TIS/PS-77/055''
BTIS/PS-77/0561
HTIS/PS- 77/0562
8TIS/PS-77/0563
HTIS/PS-77/0565
NTIS/PS-77/057U
VTIS/PS-77/0620
STIS/PS-77/0621
BTIS/PS-77/0633
BTIS/PS-77/0638
HTIS/PS-77/0639
HTIS/PS-78/0179/8
BTIS/PS-78/0195/lt
NTIS/PS-78/0196/2
NTIS/PS-78/0197/0
NTIS/PS-78/0208/5
BTIS/PS-78/0235/8
NTIS/PS-78/0277
NTIS/PS-78/0278
NTIS/PS-78/0279
STIS/PS-78/0291
NTIS/PS-78/0295
8TIS/PS-78/0296
NTIS/PS-78/0302
BTIS/PS-78/0303
HTIS/PS-7S/0301
19 pO«33 878-25662
20 pOS60 K78-29551
20 p0560 B78-29552
19 pO«65 878-27601
19 pO»65 B78-27602
20 p0585 878-30706
19 pO«66 B78-27609
20 p0558 S78-29270
20 p0608 B78-32585
20 p0558 B7&-29268
20 p0590 B78-31379
20 p0602 H78-32292
20 p0602 N78-3229I)
20 p0569 N78-30270
20 p0569 1178-30267
20 p0626 878-33881)
20 p0603 S78-32360
20 p0603 H78-32361
20 p0558 S78-29269
20 p0602 B78-32293
20 p0609 H78-32592
20 p0623 S78-33603
20 p0623 B78-3360U
20 p062« S78-33605
20 p0558 878-29266
19 pflaOO H78-23608
19 p0393 1178-23263
20 p0558 R78-29266
20 p0558 N78-29267
19 p O U O O 878-23609
19 p013U 878-25701
19 pODOO 878-23623
19 p O U O O 878-23627
19 pO«11 H78-21689
19 p0433 H78-25660
19 pO«33 N78-25658
19 pO«32 N78-25657
19 pO«17 B78-25381I
19 p O H 1 7 B78-25383
19 pO«33 B78-25661
19 p0433 878-25662
19 pOU66 B78-27609
20 p0556 878-28999
20 p0560 878-29551
20 p0560 N78-29552
20 p056U B78-29618
19 pOieS B78-27601
19 p0165 K78-27602
20 p0558 N78-29270
20 p0558 B78-29268
20 p0558 B78-29269
20 p0602 B78-3229*
20 p0569 H78-30270
20 p0568 N78-30267
20 p0608 K78-32585
20 p0590 B78-31379
20 p0598 B78-31586
20 p0602 N78-32292
20 p0585 B78-30706
20 p0609 B78-32592
20 p0603 N78-32360
20 p0603 B78-32361
20 p0623 S78-33602
20 p0623 S78-33600
20 p0625 »78-33881
20 p0625 S78-33882
20 p0625 B78-33883
20 p0626 S78-33881
20 p0602 B78-32293
20 p0612 K78-33262
20 p0612 B78-33263
20 p0621 S78-33605
20 p0623 S78-33603
20 p0623 B78-3360H
19 p0393 B78-23263
19 pOUOO 1178-23607
19 pOUOO B78-23608
19 pOlOO B78-23609
19 pOUOO B78-23623
19 pOlOO 878-23627
19 pOH11 178-21)689
19 p0133 B78-25659
19 pOQ33 S78-25660
19 pOH33 N78-25661
19 p0133 878-25663
19 pOil33 B78-25662
19 p0117 H78-2538«
19 pOi(17 878-25382
19 pO«17 N78-25383
BTIS/PS-78/0305
RTIS/PS-78/0306
BTIS/PS-78/031U
HTIS/PS-78/03a5/5
HTIS/PS-78/0367/9
BTIS/PS-78/0307/3
BTIS/PS-78/OU15/6
BTIS/PS-78/OU16/P
8TIS/PS-78/OU17/2
BTIS/PS-78/01123/0
BTIS/PS-78/OH21/8
BTIS/PS-78/01453/7
BTIS/PS-78/0<)5!l/5-VOL-1
NTIS/PS-78/OII55/2-701-2 ...
HTIS/PS-7S/01I85/9
BTIS/PS -78/01186/7
STIS/PS-78/OU97/11
BTIS/PS-78/OU99/0
STIS/PS-78/0500/5
BTIS/PS-78/0502/1
STIS/PS-78/0503/9
BTIS/PS-78/0510/6
BTIS/PS-78/05U6/8
BTIS/PS-78/05lt7/6
BTIS/PS-78/0570/8
BTIS/PS-78/0580/7
BTIS/PS-78/0586/U
BTIS/PS-78/0590/6
BTIS/PS-78/0591/U
BTIS/PS-78/0599/7
BTIS/PS-78/0621/9
BTIS/PS-78/0632/6
BTIS/PS-78/Oe 33/11
STIS/PS-78/0635/9
8TIS/PS-78/060I1/1
NTIS/PS-78/0615/8
BTIS/PS-78/0616/6
BTIS/PS-78/0651/6
BTIS/PS-78/0660/7
STIS/PS-78/0661/5
STIS/PS-78/066U/9
BTIS/PS-78/0665/6
NTIS/PS-78/0666/i*
NTIS/PS-78/OG67/2
HTIS/PS-78/0673/0
BTIS/PS-78/067II/8
BTIS/PS-78/0689/6
NTIS/PS-78/0707/6
BTIS/PS-78/0708/1)
NTIS/PS-78/0709/2
BTIS/PS-78/0710/0
BTIS/PS-78/08111/3
STIS/PS-78/0812/1
HORES-CB-0008
BOEEG-0090-9
870/0655-100
870/0671-1
BHC-TP-5974
BSC-TP-6022
8ISEBDA-75/3U
NYSEBDM-75/126
OJQPS-1. 2-089
OAQPS- 1.2-093
OEO-LB-2137
ONEBA, TP BO. 1977-156
ONEBA, TP 80. 1978-20
ONBl-B-5-77
OHAB/IEA (HJ-77-1
OSAO/IEA (B)-77-2
OBAO/IE4 (B) -77-5
OSAO/IEA (HJ-77-6
OB40/IEJ(M) -77-18
O R A U / I E A ( H ) -77-27
ORJO/IEA (M) -77-29
OBAD/IEA(B) -77-33
ORA0/IEA(0) -77-15
OBAO/IEA (OJ-78-3
OBAO/IEA-78-6(B)
19 pO«33 B78-25658
19 pO«32 H78-25657
19 pO!!3a B78-25701
19 pOq66 U78-27609
20 p0556 HT8- 28999
20 pOSSS 878-29271
19 p0465 878-27600
19 p0165 B78- 27601
19 pO«65 B78- 27602
20 p0560 878-29551
20 p0560 578-29552
20 p0557 878-29229
20 p0557 H78-29230
20 p0557 878-29231
20 p0558 878-29268
20 p0558 878-29269
20 p0558 H78-29270
20 p0558 H78-29266
..... 20 p0558 B78-29267
20 p056U 878-29617
20 p056S 878-29618
20 p0602 878-3229B
"20 p0569 878-30270
20 p0568 878-30267
20 p0608 878-32585
20 p0590 878-31379
20 p0598 878-31586
20 p0585 878-30705
20 pOS85 878-30706
20 p0609 878-32586
20 p0602 878-32293
20 p0609 N78-32591
20 p0609 878-32592
20 p0602 H78-32292
20 p0603 N78-32359
20 p0603 B78- 32360
20 p0603 B78-32361
20 p0609 B78- 32593
20 p0623 N78-33603
20 p0623 R78-3360U
20 p0625 B78-33881
20 p0625 878-33882
20 p0625 878-33883
20 p0626 H78-3388Q
20 p0612 S78-33262
20 p0612 878-33263
20 p062H N78-33605
20 p0623 S78-33599
20 p0623 K78-33600
20 p0623 878-33601
20 p0623 S78-33602
20 p062i| H78-33610
20 p062i| 878-33608
20 p0590 K78-3139H
19 DOU12 H78-2K923
20 p0563 878-29597
20 p058U 878-30693
17 p01il7 B78-13681
20 p0589 H78-31257
18 p0260 878-18561
18 p0289 878-21657
19 p0391 B78-22500
19 pOi)66 N78-27623
18 p0288 878-216511
17 p0076 A78-15021
18 p022« A78-31123
17
 P0120 878-11501
18 p0288 878-21652
20 p0585 878-30703
18 p0288 878-21653
17 p0127 878-12512
18 p0287 N78-216»3
20 p0586 878-30720
20 p0599 N78-31890
20 p0607 878-32576
18 p02«5 878-16895
20 p0607 878-32575
20 p0617 878-33550
E-15
BEPOBI/1CCBSSIOB BOHBEE IBDEI
OBI-TR-1298-701-2 20 p0556 N78-28993*
OBI-TS-1298-701-2 20 p0556 878-28994*
OBBL-TH-6000 19 p0423 N78-25576_.
OBHL-Tff-6137 19 p0426 H78-25605
ORHL-TR-4492 19 p0426 N78-25599
OSB1-5248 17 p0121 1178-11508
OBHL-5279 19 p0431 578-25647
OESl-5356 19 p0429 578-25623
OHHL/COH-14 20 p0551 B78-28636
OBSL/C05-15 20 p0619 578-33570
OBBL/C05-17 20 p0583 S78-30687
OHS1/EIS-9W-VOL-1 19 pOU11 H78-24696
OR8L/EIS-95-70L-2 19 p0411 578-24697
OBHL/PE-1 20 p0601 H78-32283
ORSL/HDD/HIOS-1I6 20 p0582 H78-30670
ORSl/HSF-EP-77 1 7 p 0 1 6 2 H78-15590
OBBL/OEPA-3-V01-1 19 p04i»2 578-26524
ORSL/SOB-75/87988 17 p0110 578-10545
OBNL/SOB-77/14216/1 17 p0153 B78-14657
OBNL/SOB-78/14233/1 20 p0620 578-33578
OBHL/SOB-U188-2 18 p0277 H78-20645
OBBl/TH-5369 17 p0140 H78-13576
OR5L/TH-5370 17 p0141 578-13578
ORBL/Th-5689 17 p011<t N78-10586
OBHL/TH-5815 17 p0118 B78-10814
OR5L/TH-5821 17 p0115 878-10588
ORBI/TH-5841 19 p0449 578-26613
ORBL/TB-5843 20 p0583 578-30685
OBBL/TH-5883 ., 17 p0142 578-13586
OB8L/TB-58B6 17 p0151 S78-14639
OBBI/TH-5895-ADD 19 p0436 S78-26226
OSHL/TH-5919 , 17 p0156 878-14698
OBBI/TH-6098-70L-1 19 p0442 S78-26524
OB8L/TB-6168/72 19 p0448 N78-26601
OHO-D927-77/1 18 p0242 S78-16461
OBO-5003-1 19 p0459 S78-27554
OBO-5017-3 19 p0434 878-25742
OBO-5123-1 20 p0621 B78-33583
OBO-5136-76X I 17 p0152 H78-146H9
OBO-5159-10 20 p0598 H78-31582
OBO-M78-78/1 19 p0447 K78-26594
OBO-5219-1 17 p01I|3 H78-13600
OBO-5302-20 19 pO<»55 H78-27i(99
OBO-559U-7 19 p01(67 S78-27922
OBO-8036-5 19 p O U 1 8 H78-25511
OTA-E-51 18 p0214 N78-16<I73
OTA-E-59 19 p0388 B78-22U52
OTA-E-60-VOI-2-PT-1 19 p0165 H78-27603
OTA-E-60-70L-2-PT-2 19 p0465 S78-2760U
OSBT-B-092-Ill(a) 18 p0251 B78-17U91
OWBT-B-115-BO(2) 20 p0599 S78-31608
OWBT-C-7516(6236) (1) 20 p0565 N78-29619
OWET/S-78/1 18 p0285 H78-21620
PB-268603/8 17 p0110 B78-10516
PB-268782/0 17 p0117 H78-10622
PB-268850/5 17 p0116 S78-10599
PB-268851/3 17 p0139 S78-13558
PB-268966/9 17 p0115 N78-10590
PB-269189/7 17 p0115 B78-10591
PB-269258/0 17 p0122 578-11559
PB-269277/0 17 p0121 B78-11526
PB-269365/3 17 p0115 H78-10596
PB-269366/1 17 p0116 H78-10597
PB-269367/9 17 p0116 1178-10598
PB-269IJOO/8 17 p0109 H78-10483
PB-269U01/6 17 p0110 F78-1048I1
PB-269U02/lt 17 p0110 B78-10I485
PB-2E9»03/2 17 p0110 B78-10H86
PB-269107/3 17 p0112 H78-10569
PB-269a97/U 17 p0118 B78-10965
PB-269518/7 17 p0113 N78-10573
PB-269557/5 17 p0117 1178-10631
PB-269568/2 . 17 p0128 1178-12556
PB-269721/7 17 p0116 N78-10601
PB-2697U8/0 17 p0117 H78-10633
PB-269807/H 17 p0115 1178-10593
PB-269809/0 17 p0116 B78-10600
PB-269865/2 17 p0110 B78-10550
PB-269884/3 17 p0117 F78-10636
PB-269898/3 17 p0116 F78-10602
PB-269906/1 17 p O I I S H78-10592
PB-2699U7/8 17 p0127 1178-12511
PB-2699118/6 17 p0126 S78-12510
PB-269969/2 17 p0126 H78-12533
PB-270029/2 17 p0121 1178-11515
PB-270089/6 17 p0122 S78-11863
PB-270102/7 17 p0123 »78-1189(t
PB-270108/4 17 p0119 N78-11256
PB-270151/it 17 p0115 1178-10595
PB-270152/2 17 p0115 B78-10594
PB-270153/0 17 p0113 N78-10571
PB-270158/9 17 p0128 H78-12551
PB-270172/0 17 p0127 H78-12548
PB-270219/9 17 p0122 H78-11892
PB-270256/1 17 p0127 S78-125a9
PB-270281/9 17 p0122 N78-115I41
PB-270385/8 17p0139 N78-13559
PB-270U01/3 17 p0123 H78-122U3
PE-270H28/6 17 p0128 H78-12550
PB-270U35/1 17 p0119 H78-1125U
PB-270447/6 17 p0119 S78-11255
PB-2701167/lt 17 p0129 S78-12910
EB-270468/2 17 p0129 H78-12909
PB-270529/1 17 p0129 N78-12907
PB-270559/8 17 p O I U S N78-13632
PB-270690/1 17 p01t5 N78-13633
PB-270699/2 17 p0115 S78-13631
PB-270862/6 17 p01»6 N78-13650
PB-270910/0 17 p0117 N78-13970
PB-270961/6 17 pOU7 N78-13967
PB-271008/5 17 p012t H78-12246
PB-271093/7 17 p012« N78-12215
PB-271099/4 17 p012» H78-122»»
PB-27117a/5 17 pOlta S78-13615
EB-27121U/9 17 p0118 S78-13975
PB-2712i(9/5 17 p0128 N78-12552
PB-271261/0 17 p01t7 1178-13657
PB-271283/4 17 p011« 1178-1361*
PB-271292/5 17 p0116 N78-13618
PB-271319/6 17 p0121 S78-12217
PB-271321/2 17 p01Q8 1178-13976
PB-271361/8 17 p0128 K78-12560
PB-271362/6 17 p0128 S18-12561
PB-271111/1 17 p0139 H78-13560
PB-271II13/7 17 p0139 H78-1356a
PB-271415/2 17 p0115 B78-13621
PB-271561/3 17 p0156 B78-1«687
PB-271562/1 17 p0130 1178-13212
PB-271752/8 17 pOl t l H78-13616
PB-271753/6 17 p011"» »78-13617
PB-271754/1 17 p01ia N78-13618
PB-271758/5 17 p0139 1178-13563
PB-271797/3 17 p01»5 1178-13623
PB-271798/1 17 p0113 K78-13609
PB-271799/9 17 p0113 1178-13610
PB-271800/5 17 p011U 1178-13611
PB-271801/3 17 p01t« 578-13612
PB-271802/1 17 pOllt 578-13613
PB-271875/7 17 p0115 H78-13621
PB-271916/9 17 p0130 1178-13237
PB-271940/9 17 p0157 578-14725
PB-271912/5 18 p0270 578-19677
PB-272080/3 18 p0243 578-16467
EB-272178/5 17 p0157 578-14939
PB-272179/3 17 p0157 578-14910
PB-2722U3/7 17 p0144 B78-13619
PB-272244/5 17 p0159 578-15552
PB-272259/3 17 p0149 578-14426
PB-272267/6 17 p0157 578-14951
PB-272337/7 18 p0243 578-16466
PB-272352/6 18 p0243 H78-16465
PB-272423/5 17 p0148 S78-14182
PB-272428/4 17 p0162 578-15590
PB-272500/0 18 p0243 N78-16463
PB-272550/5 17 p0163 N78-15606
PB-272604/0 17 p0162 1178-15589
PB-272609/9 18 p02K3 S78-16464
PB-272614/9 17 p0163 H78-15607
PB-272646/1 17 p0163 878-15956
PB-27266V"» 17 p0163 H78-15957
PB-272714/7 18 p0246 H78-16936
PB-272735/2 18 p0238 H78-16419
PB-272759/2 17 p0162 B78-15588
PB-272784/0 17 p0163 H78-15605
PB-272946/5 18 p0245 B78-16499
PB-272983/8 18 p0246 B78-16947
PB-272984/6 18 p0246 H78-16948
E-16
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB B08BEB IBDEI
PB-272985/3 18 p02»6 R78-169II9
PB-273006/7 18
 P02»<t B78-16U72
PB-273019/0 18 p02«t( H78-16<|76
P3-273022/<t 18 p0251 H78-17«91
PB-273098/ll 18 p0251 M78-17»90
PB-273108/1 18 p02l|3 H78-16468
PB-273148/7 18 p02«<l B78-16H73
PB-273219/6 18 p02«« B78-16483
PB-273259/2 18 p02l»S B78-1647<1
PB-273305/3 18 p02Ui» S78-16475
PB-273II74/7 18 p0260 N78-18561
PB-273II87/9 18 p0237 H78-16198
PB-273587/7 18 p025t N78-17639
PB-273700/5 18 p0254 S78-18506
PB-273701/3 18 p0254 B78-18507
PB-273702/1 18 p025U S78-1850B
PB-273899/5 18 p0261 N78-18567
PB-273949/8 18 p0261 1178-18655
PB-273969/6 18 p02«3 N78-16U69
PB-273970/1 18 p0243 B78-16470
PB-273971/2 18 p02U3 H78-16K71
PB-27UOOO/9 18 p0238 H78-16113
PB-27S001/7 ., 18 p0238 878-16414
PB-274027/2 18 p0251 B78-17492
PB-274041/3 18 p0251 H78-17493
PB-271t058/7 18 p0237 878-16199
PB-274089/2 ., 18 p0253 B78-17944
PB-27410V9 18 p0251 H78-17505
PB-27U113/0 18 p0260 S78-18565
PB-274120/5 18 p0251 878-17514
PB-274123/9 18
 P0261 878-18568
PB-274220/3 18 p0260 878-18562
PB-274262/5 18 p0270 N78-19683
PB-2711336/7 ., 18 p0270 B78-19676
PB-274337/5 18 p0269 B78-19661
PB-274374/8 18p025Il B78-18II37
PB-274375/5 18 p0254 B78-18438
PB-27H376/3 18p025« B78-18439
PB-274377/1 ., 18 p0254 B78-18U40
PB-274406/8 18 p0260 H78-18560
PB-274492/8 18 p0270 B78-19675
PB-274541/2 18 p0261 S78-18587
PB-274865/5 18p0261 H78-18590
PB-274897/8 18 p0261 B78-18590
PB-275000/8 18 p0261 B78-18566
PB-275042/0 18 p0260 878-18561
PB-275105/5 18 p0278 B78-206U9
PB-275309/3 18 p0276 H78-20625
PB-275311/9 18 pQ276 N78-20627
PB-275371/3 18 p0276 D78-20626
PB-2751150/5 ., 18 p0272 S78-20376
PB-275565/0 18 p0277 N78-20618
PB-27S576/7 18 p0289 H78-21655
PB-275658/3 18 p0288 178-2165P
PB-275681/9 18 pQ273 B78-20380
PB-275772/2 18 p0289 H78-21659
PB-275827/U 18 p0280 H78-2131I1
PB-275876/1 18 p0280 S78-21313
PB-275891/0 18 p0272 B78-20291
PB-275895/1 18p0280 B78-21315
PB-276006/11 18 p028il B78-21619
PB-27602U/7 18 p0273 B78-20597
PB-276082/5 18p0289 K78-21660
PB-27ei31/0 18 p0289 N78-21657
PB-27617U/0 18 p0285 B78-21620
PB-276269/8 18 p0285 H78-21621
PB-276U10/8 18 p0289 B78-21669
PB-276119/6 18 p0289 S78-21661
PB-276H89/2 18 p0289 B78-21667
PB-276580/8 18 p0281 B78-21325
PB-276587/3 19 p0390 B78-22U83
PB-27659a/9 19 p0388 B78-22452
PB-276612/9 19 p0387 H78-22385
PB-276616/0 19 p0390 B78-22P78
PB-276626/9 19 p0391 B78-22197
PB-276613/U 19 p0391 H78-22195
PB-2767M9/9 19 p0391 R78-22500
PB-276763/0 19 p0388 B78-22«51
PB-276766/3 19p0390 B78-22177
PB-276970/1 19 p0399 B78-23603
PB-27697H/3 19 p0399 B78-23601
PB-276989/1 19 poaoi B78-2P003
P8-2770ie/e 19 pOlOO H78-23605
PB-277095/6 18 p0290 B78-21980
PB-277100/q 18 p0279 878-21312
PB-277135/0 19 p0393 B78-23261
PB-2771H3/U 19 p0392 H78-22979
PB-277235 19 pO«11 878-21690
PB-27735U 19 pO»17 B78-2513a
PB-27706D 19 pOflO« H78-2U5611
PB-277U93 19 pOU19 B78-25526
PB-277503/9 19 pOatt9 1178-26621
PB-27790V9 19 pOt52 N78-26968
PB-277905/6 19 pOU52 B78-26969
PB-277906/1 19 pOa52 B78-26970
PB-277917 19 p0033 B78-25678
PB-277962/7 19 pOBSI R78-26653
PB-278001/3 19 pO«56 B78-27511
PB-278031/0 19 pO«51 B78-26657
PB-278078/1 19 p O U U 9 H78-26616
PB-278079/9 19 p01<19 B78-26617
PB-278080/7 19 pOH«9 K78-26618
PB-278118/5 19 pOll6t B78-27596
PB-278119/3 19 pOa6<4 B78-27597
PB-278120/1 19 pO«6« B78-27598
PB-278121/9 19 pOU65 H78-27599
PB-278121/3 19 pO««2 H78-26457
PB-278132/6 19 pOa65 B78-27607
PB-278159/9 19 pOU92 B78-26529
PB-278163/1 19 pOOSO H78-26618
PB-278169/8 19 pOaa9 F78-26620
PB-278175/5 19 pOaSO H78-266CI6
PB-278270/1 , 19 pO«52 B78-26998
PB-27827V6 19 pOU65 B78-27608
PB-278333/0 19 pOSSI B78-2665B
PB-278318/8 19 pO«51 B78-26699
PB-278350/1 19 pO<!49 H78-26619
PB-278373/6 19 pOUSO H78-266tl5
PB-2781)96/5 19 p0466 B78-27617
PB-278530/1 19 pOt52 B78-26986
PB-27853H 19 p0412 B78-2U923
PB-278639/0 19 pfl«53 R78-27009
PB-2786BO/8 19 pO«53 B78-27010
PB-278676/2 19 p0065 H78-27603
PB-278677/0 19 p0165 B78-2760M
PB-278679/6 19 p0158 B78-27514D
PB-2787IV1 19 p0165 F78-27605
PB-278715/8 1>, pO«65 B78-27606
PB-278755/4 19 pO«58 B78-275U5
PB-278756/2 19 pOB55 B78-27193
PB-278918/8 19 p0068 H78-28015
PB-279008/7 19 pO«66 H78-27621
PB-279011/1 19 pO!)66 H78-27622
PB-279012/9 19 pOt66 H78-27623
PB-279080/6 19 pO"167 B78-27661
PB-279088/9 19 pO«67 B78-27665
PB-279150/7 20 p0560 H78-29553
PB-279193/7 20 p0566 B78-29981
PB-279217/* 20 p056S B78-29621
PB-279257/0 20 p0559 H78-2927Q
PB-279321/1 20 p0560 R78-29559
PB-279322/2 20 pOSSS B78-29273
PB-279330/5 20 p0559 H78-29288
PB-279355/2 20 p0555 B78-28688
PB-2791117/0 19 pO«67 B78-27659
PB-279H17/7 20 p0566 B78-29989
PB-27915<l/3 20 p0559 U78-29165
PB-279i(70/9 20 p0560 N78-29563
PB-279539/1 20 p0565 H78-29623
PB-279608/ll 20 p0565 B78-29619
PB-279635/7 20 p0565 B78-29638
PB-279636/5 20 p0565 B78-29639
PB-279641/5 20 p0559 H78-29275
PB-279656/3 20 p0557 B78-29198
PB-279661/3 20 p0566 B78-2978U
PB-279664/7 20 p0565 B78-29620
PB-279679/5 20 p0590 B78-31110
PB-279700/9 20 p0586 B78-30708
PB-279936/9 20 p0586 B78-30709
PB-27999U/8 20 p0586 B78-30710
PB-280025/8 20 p0586 B78-30711
PB-28003a/0 20 p0599 N78-31612
PB-280037/3 20 p0598 B78-31S87
PB-280112/ll 20 p0580 B78-30595»
PB-28011H/0 20 p0591 H78-31111H
PB-280120/7 20 p0568 B78-30268
PB-280153/8 20 p0591 N78-311111
PB-280165/2 20 p0598 B78-31588
PB-280180/1 20 p0587 H78-30731
PB-280189/2 20 p0602 B78-32291
PB-280199/1 20 p0599 H78-31615
PB-280203/1 20 p0599 S78-31606
PB-280253/6 20 p0598 B78-31598
PB-28025H/1' 20 p0598 B78-31599
PB-280326/0 20 p0587 B78-30736
PB-280559/6 20 p0610 B78-32613
PB-280580/2 20 p0599 S78-31608
PB-280717/0 20 p0609 B78-32609
B-17
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOB BQHBBB IBDBI
PB-280725/3 20 p0610 R78-32611
PB-280795/6 20 p0598 R78-31589
PB-280922/6 20 p0609 H78-32588
PB-2809711/7 20 p0609 B78-32608
PB-280995/2 20 p0612 B78-33264
PB-281023/2 20 p0625 H78-33672
PB-281036/4 20 p0609 H78-32589
PB-281083/6 20 p0624 B78-33628
PB-281138/8 20 p0610 F78-32619
PB-2812119/3 20 p0609 H78-32590
PB-281265/9 20 p0624 S78-33607
PB-281269/1 20 p0626 B78-33996
PB-281327/7 20 p0614 B78-33522
PB-281769/0 20 p061* H7B-33521
PB-281774/0 20 p0613 B78-33155
PB-281775/7 20 p0613 B78-33456
PB-281776/5 „ 20 p0613 H78-33457
PB-281777/3 20 p0613 B78-33458
PB-281778/1 20 p0613 B78-33159
PB-281782/3 20 p0614 B78-33520
P§-282429/0 20 p0625 B78-33636
p0619 H78-33565
p0399 H78-23597
p0454 H78-27264
p0548 B78-28590
p0590 H78-3139II
p0616 1178-33545
p0616 S78-33546
p0551 B78-28628
p0610 B78-32649
pO£05 B78-32560
PHL-21HO 20
PHL-2436 19
SL-2456 19
PHL-2459 20
PNL-2163 '. 20
PBL-2464 20
PHL-2476 20
PHL-2501 20
PHL-2508 20
PHL-2568 20
PHL-2597 20 p0605 S78-32559
PHL-2616 20 p0580 B78-30499
PH-1 17
 P01il1 B78-13584
PB-1 19 p0399 B78-23602
PF-3 18 p0242 B78-16461
PB-6 19 p0415 B78-25249
PB-6 20 p0616 S78-33548
PTt-13 20 p0625 878-33676
PB-ia 20 p0564 B78-29611
PB-20 17 p0120 B78-11504
PB-20 20 p0611 H78-33210
PB-22 17
PR-23 19
p01<t3 N78-13599*
p0409 B78-24674
PR-30 19 p0463 S78-27585
PK-59 19 p0426 S78-25600
PB-287 20 p0625 N78-336I12*
PBDA-EG-77-D-29-0003 17 p0151 B78-14643
PRRL-77-CR-54 20 p0548 N78-28598*
PBBL-78-CB-8 20 p0587 B78-30940
PT-5228 20 p0589 N78-31143*
POB-1-12 19 p0468 B78-2801S
PUBL-95-33 18 p0239 H78-16U29
PUBL-95-54 19 p0408 B78-24661
POBL-95-65 19 p0408 B78-24662
POBL-95-122 20 p0556 B78-28990
PDBL-13800 20 p0553 H78-28654
QPB-1 19
QPB-2 17
QPB-2 18
QPB-3 19
QPB-3 19
QPE-U 19
QPB-5 19
QPB-8 19
QPR-16 17
QPB-17 17
pO<l28 H78-25619
p0153 H78-14658
p0250 H78-17I177*
p0123 U78-25576
pO«27 N78-25613
p0115 H78-25248
pO«27 S78-25610
p0137 N78-26215
p0120 N78-11H05
p0135 N78-13a55
QB-1 19 pO<»07 S78-2U6U9*
QB-1 19 pOllUt H78-26559*
QB-1 19 pOi|62 S78-27579
QB-2 17 p0121 H78-11515
QB-2 18 p0255 H78-18519*
QB-2 19 p0129 H78-25625
QB-2 19 pOiml B78-26557*
QR-2 20 p0621 N78-33582
QB-3 19 p0396 N78-23563*
QB-3 19 pO«07 H78-2U642*
QB-3 19 p0116 B78-25251(
QB-3 19 p0418 H78-25519
QB-3 19 pO«20 B78-25510*
QB-3 19 pO»23 H78-25572 t
QB-3 » 19 pCWII H78-26558*»
QB-3 20 p0612 B78-33259
QB-3 20 p0619 H78-33569
QB-1 18 p0280 F78-21319
QR-4 19 p0110 B78-2U683
QB-Q 19 pO«20 H78-255I11*
CB-H 19 pOtal B78-26558*
QB-<t 19 pO«62 K78-27581
QB-4 20 p0563 B78-29595
QB-« 20 p0592 B78-31532**
QB-5 18 p0255 B78-18517»»
QB-5 18 p026H B78-1961l|*t
QS-5 18 p0283 F78-2160<t*t
QB-5 19 p0120 H78-255U2**
QB-5 20 p0566 F78-29759 t
QE-6 19 p0106 H78-24637**
QB-6 19 pOU20 B78-255<l3»t
QB-6 19 p0121 B78-25550*t
QB-6 19 pO«32 B78-25653 *
QB-6 20 p0552 H78-286";7 *
QB-7 19 p0106 B78-21629*#
QB-9 19 p0106 B78-2»622*»
QTPB-1 19 p0392 B78-22970*f
QTPB-1 19 p0396 B78-23561*t
QTPB-1 20 p0551) B78-28658 t
QTPB-2 19 p0155 H78-27I411 *
QTPB-1 19 pOU07 B78-2»653*»
B-ABD-D-BEPT-114 17 p0161 B78-15575 *
B-960 17 p0139 B78-13561 »
B-1108 19 p0158 B78-2751H *
B-1382 19 p0395 B78-23559**
B-1382 19 p0395 B78-23560**
B-2128-EBD& 19 pOU22 H78-25570 *
BA-77-0319 19 p0398 H78-23591 *
BJ-77-0319 19 p0399 H78-23595 *
BDA-TB-0400-001-V01-1 20 p0613 H78-33515 t
BEC-EBC-77-10 18 p0251 B78-17U92 *
BEPT-1 17 p0152 K78-1461(9 «
BEPT-10 18 p025<t F78-18139 *
BEPT-11 18 p025tt H78-18UltO *
BEPT-23 20 p0601 S78-32281 »
BEPT-76I-0128-BEV 18 p0255 H78-18521*f
HEPT-77-1-1 20 p0566 B78-29671**
BEPT-77-116-1 18 p0268 B78-1965U*t
BEPT-77S1111 20 p0615 078-33532**
BEPT-709-01-CB 19 p0436 N78-26151**
BEPT-762-003-1 17 p0143 K78-13607 *
BEPT-0110-0080 19 pOIOS B78-24656**
BEPT-1099-1 18 p0262 H78-19326**
BEPT-1099-1-VOL-1 18 p0272 B78-20350**
BEPT-1099-1-70I-3 19 p0414 H78-25235**
SEPT-1559 18 p0280 B78-21319 *
BEPT-1665 19 p0415 B78-25248 *
BEPT-2256/8 19 p0406 H78-24630**
SEPT-2258/4 18 p0255 H78-18516**
BEPT-2340-F 20 p0562 B78-29589 *
HEPT-5104-VOL-2 19 p0388 H78-22464**
BEPT-10046-4 19 p0444 B78-26559**
BEPT-28110 20 p0591 B78-31495**
BEPT-068670-15-P 20 p0625 N78-33676 *
HHB-78-035 20 p0562 H78-29584**
BI/BD77-252 18 p0276 N78-20621**
BLO/2229/T12-76/1-PT-2 17 p0113 B78-10578 *
BLO/2230/T5-1 19 p0046 H78-26586 *
BLO/2332-1 20 p0606 B78-32570 *
BLO/2343-5 20 p0587 B78-30784 «
BTI-410-1259 18 p0251 B78-17489 t
B77-952588-3 19 pOU66 B78-27617 *
B77-952907-5 19 p0416 B78-25337 *
S78AEG510 20 p0588 B78-31108M
SABS-089-1977-PT-1 19 p0402 N78-24366
SAE PAPEB 770992 18 p0176 A78-23828
SAE PAPEB 780075 19 p0306 A78-33364*
SAE PAPEB 780087 19 p0307 A78-33368
E-18
BEPOH1/ACCESSIOB HOBBBB
SAE PAPEB 780160 19 p0307 A78-33376
SAE PAPEK 780216 19 p0307 A78-33377
SAE PAPEB 780217 19 p0307 A78-33378
SAE PAPEB 780220 19 p0307 A78-33379
SAE PAPEB 780221 19 p0307 A78-33380
SAE PAPEB 780233 19 p0307 A78-33381
SAE PAPEB 780290 19 p0307 A78-33382*
SAE PAPEB 780291 19 p0307 A78-33383
SAE PAPEB 780293 19 p0308 A78-33385
SAB PAPEB 780295 19 p0308 A78-33386
SAE PAPEB 780297 19 p0308 A78-33387
SAE PAPEB 7803U8 19 p0366 A78-41225*
SAE PAPEB 780116 19 p0308 A78-33388
SAE PAPEB 780417 19 p0308 A78-33389
SAE PAPEB 780118 19 p0308 A78-33390
SAH-TB-75-340 17 p0129 H78-13065 »
SAS-1108-8/1-VOL-2
SAN-1198-1
SAN-1269-1-VOL-1
SAH-1323-3
SAN/0034-77/1
SAN/0326-1
SAS/1075-1/2
SAH/1099-1
SAN/1108-8/3
SAB/1 109-8/3-VOL-2-BK-2
SAN/1 109-8/4-VOL-2-BK-3 ...
SAN/1109-8/5-VOL-3
SAN/1109-8/8-VOL-6
SAN/1 109-8/9-V01-7
SAN/1110-76/3
SAN/1111-8/2
SAN/1111-76-7
SAN/1116-1
EAN/1132-1
SAH/1132-2/1-VOL'1
SAN/1 132-2/2-VOL-2
Sis/1 132-2/3-10L-3
SAN/1 132-2/5-VOL-5
SAN/1 140-1/3-VCL-3-APP
SAN/1156-77/1-V01-1
SAN/1178-1
SAN/1 218-3-V01-1
SAN/1230-1
SAN/1234-1/1
SAN/1295-1
SAN/1395-14
SAN/1395-15
SAND-75-6132
SAND-76-0415
SAND-76-0737
SAND-76-9058
SAND-77-0172
SAND-77-0248
SAND-77-0287
SAND-77-0380
SAND-77-0489
SAND-77-0499C .,
SAND-77-0509
SAND-77-0642C
SAND-77-0667C
SAND-77-0696C
SAND-77-0730-BEV
SAND-77-0814
SAND-77-1063
SAND-77-1331
SAND-77-1375
SAND-77-1393
SAND-77-1403
SAND-77-1462
SAND-77-1466C
SAND-77-1497
SAHD-77-1610C
SAND-77-1658
SAND-77-1919
SiSD-77-1951
SAND-77-2075C
SAND-77-6014
SAND-77-8051
SAND-77-8176
SAND-77-8216
SAND-77-8243
SAND-77-8277
SAND-77-8278
SAND-77-8279
20 p0619 S78-33571
20 p0617 N78-33553
20 p0613 N78-33515
20 p0618 878-33562
19 p0460 N78-27565
19 p0416 N78-25342
18 p0269 S78-19669
20 p0590 N78-31436
19 p0398 S78-23587
19 p0424 H78-25583
19 p0424 N78-25584
.... 19 p0424 N78-25585
19 p0424 N78-25586
20 p0597 N78-31574
17 p0161 N78-15583
19 p0422 N78-25565
19 p0448 178-26609
18 p0277 N78-20638
. 18 p0242 N78-16457
19 p0424 N78-25587
19 p0424 N78-25588
19 p042U H78-25589
19 p0425 N78-25590
17 p0127 N78-12545
17 p0120 N78-11507
18 p0287 S78-21640
19 p0422 N78-25569
20 p0585 H78-30704
19 pOUUS N78-26598
18 p0273 N78-20448
19 p0418 N78-25519
19 p0455 N78-27498
17 p0151 N78-14634
17 p01«1 N78-13577
17
 P0161 H78-15573
17 p0143 N78-13603
17 p0161 N78-15581
18 p0277 N78-20644
17 p0143 N78-13604
17 p0161 N78-15582
17 p0155 N78-14670
19 p0411 N78-24731
19 p0403 N78-24383
.... 17 p0154 178-14665
17 p0151 S78-14661
17 p0163 N78-15657
17 p0151 N78-1I1642
19
 P0398 N78-23593
19 p0430 N78-25632
19
 P04£1 N78-27569
20 p0597 N78-31530
19 p0410 N78-24686
19 p0428 N78-25620
20 p05«2 B78-28467
19 p04U4 N78-26561
19
 P0432 N78-25653
19
 P0410 K78-24685
19 p0448 N78-266011
19 p0429 N78-25631
20 p0564 N78-29608
20 p0618 R78-33561
20 p0568 N78-30261
19 p0460 B78-27557
20 p0553 N78-28653
17
 P0121 N78-11509
18 p0242 N78-16459
20 p0567 N78-30227
. 19 p0447 N78-26588
19 p0460 N78-27564
SAHD-77-8283 19 p0431 N78-25642 I
SAHD-77-8300 19 p0444 B78-26S63 »
SAHD-77-8510 20 p0594 H78-31550
SAHD-77-8665 19 p0464 N78-27595
SABD-77-8763 20 p0608 S78-32582
SABD-78-0012C 20 pOSSU N78-28664
SAND-78-0148C 19 pO«60 B78-27561
SAHD-78-0205C 19 p0460 B78-27562
SAND-78-035HC 20 p0567 N78-30176
SABD-78-0398C 20 p0554 H78-28662
SAHD-78-0577 20 p0623 N78-33S96
SAHD-78-7010 20 p0621 H78-33580
SAND-78-7014 20 p0608 H78-32579
SABD-78-8206 20 p0563 H78-29603
SAND-78-03424C 20 p0554 N78-28665
SAPB-3 20
SASB-29 18
SD-77-AP-009I1 17
SD-78-AP-0113 20
SDC/HBI-2345-017 19
SE-3986-1 20
SFB-HHD-27 17
SOBI-EAS-77-677 19
SBO-893-6 18
SEO-893-8 18
SBO-893-9 18
SEO-893-10 18
SEO-0885-75/1 19
STAPF-PAPEB-77-27 19
STF21-A76054 17
S3-SOL-77-19 17
SBHI-15-4967 18
SX/111/3 19
SX/111/4 19
SX/115/1Q 19
TASK-0142 20
TDCK-68902 19
TE-4217/0220-123-77 17
TE-4217/H220-140-77 19
TETBAT-A-938-78-361 20
TE5471-10-78 19
TI-03-77-4!) 19
TI-03-77-56 19
p0552 H73-28C47 *
p0247 B78-17223**
p0118 S78-10973»*
p0600 N78-32164**
p0451 H78-26832 *
pOC19 H78-33566 *
p0121 H78-11512 *
p0391 S7B-22495 *
p0285 N78-21626
p0285 N78-21627
p0285 N78-21628
p0285 N78-21629
p0428 S78-25621
p0388 N78-22451 *
p0122 N78-11535 *
p0126 H78-12537 *
p0273 N78-20573»*
p0407 H78-24642**
P0407 N78-24643**
p0408 N78-24654*t
p0583 N78-30683 #
p0450 N78-26644 *
p01U3 178-13599**
p0409 N78-2467U**
p0556 S78-28984 *
p0409 H78-24669 *
p0396 H78-23562**
p0407 N78-24653**
TID-180HO
TID-22782
TID-27312
TID-27348/1-VOL-1
TID-27597
TID-27627/1
TID-27627/2
TID-27687
TID-277H7
TID-27778
TID- 27893
TID-27910
TID-27941
TID-27950
TID-27995
TID-27998
TID-28010
TID-28024
TID-28030
TID-28043/1
TID-280H3/2
TID-28058
TID-28078
TID-28103
TID-28104
TID-28131
19 p0429 N78-25630
19 pO«29 N78- 25625
18 p0269 N78-19668
17 p0153 N78-14656
19 p0428 N78- 25615
17 p0154 N78-14666
17 p0154 N78- 14667
18 p0270 N78-19674
18 p0281 N78-21323
19 p0423 N78-25571
19 p0432 N78-25650
19 p0462 N78-27579
20 p0614 N78-33516
20 p0620 N78-33573
19 p0428 N78-25618
19 p0423 B78-25572
19 p0397 N78-23577
20 p0541 N78-28263
19 p0435 N78-26036
19 p0418 N78-25514
19 p0418 H78-25515
19 p0418 N78-25513
19 p0464 N78-27594
19 p0429 H78-25624
19 p0431 N78-25643
19 p0432 N78-25655
B-19
lEPOET/iCCESSIOB B01BBB IHDEI
TID-28140
TID-28179
TID-28182
TID-28188
TID-28191
TID-28197
TID-28200
TID-28287/3
TID-28291
TID-28393
TB-77-326
TPB-5
TPE-047
'TQPB-2
TH-ES-772
TB-7
TB-69
TB-76-219-V01-1
TR-77-5-25
TB-531-11-BEV-B
TBEE-1162
TBEE-1164
TBEE-1174
TBEE-1182
TBBL-SOPPLEBENTABY-329
TS-102
TT-7708
OAG-B-240-PT-2
OCID-16911-77-2
OCID-17411
OCID-17476-76
OCID-17558-PT-1
OCID-17560
OCID-17591
OCID-17612
OCID-17637
OCID-176115
OCID-17702
OCID-17714
OCID-17716
OCB1-TBANS-11310
OCBL-13722
OCB1-13751
OCBL-13773
OCBL-13781
OCBL-13784
OCBL-13789
OCBL-13796
OCB1-13800
OCB1-50016-77-3
OCB1-50029-77
OCE1-50033-77-3
OCB1-50036-77-3
OCB1-52000-77-6
OCSL-52000-77-10
OCB1-52252
OCB1-52271
OCRL-52313
OCB1-52327
DCBL-52346
OC8L-52354
UCR1-52U18
OCB1-78610
OCB1-79360
OCPL.-79381
OCBL-79388
OCBL-79430
OCBL-79eOO
aCRl-79856
OCB1-79977
OCBL-80353
OCBL-80431
OCBL-80604
OCBL-8087U
OIlO-WRC-77-0126
20 p0605 N78-32556**
19 p0418 N78-25518 *
19 p0445 S78-26573 t
20 p0554 N78-28658 *
20 p0612 N78-33259 *
20 p0552 N78-28638 *
19 p0455 N78-27441 «
20 p0553 N78-28657 *
20 p0597 S78-31576 *
20 p0606 N78-32562 *
18 p0276 N78-20628 *
19 p0416 S78-25337 «
20 p0561 N78-29567**
17 p0141 N78-13579 *
17 p0116 N78-10601 *
19 p0408 N78-24665 *
20 p0580 878-30595**
19 p0422 N78-25569 *
17 p0126 N78-12535 *
19 p0388 N78-22466**
19 p0455 N78-27497 *
18 p0277 N78-20646 *
18 p0287 N78-21642 t
20 p0619 N78-33567 *
19 p0417 N78-25U34 *
17 p0148 N78-13976 *
20 p0558 N78-29259 »
17 p0113 N78-10578 *
19 p0434 N78-25722 *
17 p0127 N78-12546 *
17 p0149 N78-14451 t
20 p0594 N78-31549 *
18 p0269 N78-19665 *
19 p0446 878-26580 *
20 p0585 N78-30700 *
19 p0430 N78-25634 *
19 p0414 N78-25241 «
19 p0430 N78-25636 t
20 p0565 N78-29634 *
20 p0564 N78-29609 *
19 p0454 N78-27344 *
17 p0161 N78-15576 «
18 p0288 N78-21650 »
19 p0418 N78-25512 *
19 p0436 N78-26039 *
19 p0460 N78-27559 •
20 p0564 N78-29613 1
20 p0588 N78-30952 *
20 p0553 B78-28654 *
19 p0431 N78-25645 »
19 p0448 S78-26611 *
19 p0445 N78-26575 *
20 p0584 N78-30697 t
20 p0607 N78-32572 *
19 p0430 N78-25635 t
18 p0263 N78-19455 t
18 p0281 N78-21322 *
20 p0605 N78-32557 t
20 p0585 N78-30699 *
19 p0467 K78-27695 *
20 p0608 N78-32584 *
17 p0114 N78-10587 »
19 p0392 S78-23238 *
18 p0271 N78-19957 *
20 p0553 N78-28655 *
17 p0157 N78-14762 t
18 p0245 S78-16872 *
20 p0556 N78-2B953 *
20 p0565 N78-29637 *
18 p0290 S78-21986 1
20 p0553 N78-28652 *
20 p0564 N78-29605 *
20 p0622 N78-33589 1
18 p0251 S78-17491 i
OBTA-CA-06-0088-77-2 18 p0246 N78-16936 t
OHTA-IT-06-0025-78-2 19 p0387 H78-22385 t
OBTA-B&-06-0025-77-2 17 p0109 N78-10483 *
OBTA-BA-06-0025-77-4 17 pOIIO N78-10485 *
OHTA-BA-06-0025-77-5 17 p O I I O N78-10986 t
OBTA-SA-06-0044-77-1 17 p01<l9 N78-14426 *
OBTA-VA-06-0044-77-1 17 p0148 N7S-13976 t
OBTA-WA-09-0012-77-1 17 p0148 H78-13975 *
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-A PPi-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SH'
DS-PATENT-APPL-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
DS-PATENT-APPl-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN'
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN'
OS-PATE1T-APP1-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPl-SS-
OS-PATENT-APPL-S8-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN-
DS-PATENT-APPL-SS-
DS-PATEHT-APPl-SR-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATEST-J PP1-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPl-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-
-112088 18
-1)95021 17
-576488 19
-590975 20
-596641 17
-598969 18
-643041 18
-680939 17
-693074 19
-709415 19
•710035 19
•717320 17
•718137 20
•718268 20
•720521 19
•739909 19
•763753 17
•764823 18
•765139 20
•770869 19
•790637 19
•811815 20
•856465 17
•858769 18
•863773 18
•878253 20
•880726 19
•883090 19
•891243 19
•891358 19
•891370 19
897832 19
900843 19
•906297 19
910793 19
915050 19
•916654 19
916655 19
928133 20
OS-PATENT-CLASS-29-572 19
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-29-572 19
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-29-572 19
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-44-1E 20
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-44-2 20
OS-PATENT-CLASS-60-39.28B 17
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-60-39.28B 19
DS-PATENT-C1ASS-60-39.66 17
OS-PATENT-CLAS5-60-641 18
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-62-4 18
OS-PATENT-CLASS-123-DIG.12 20
DS-PATENT-CLASS-123-1A 20
OS-PATENT-CLASS-123-3 20
OS-PATEKT-CLASS-123-41.33 17
OS-PATENT-CLASS-123-122E 17
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-126-263 18
OS-PATEST-C1ASS-126-270 17
OS-PATENT-CLASS-126-270 18
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-126-270 20
OS-PATENT-C1ASS-126-271 17
OS-PATENT-CLASS-126-271 18
aS-PATENT-CLASS-126-271 20
OS-PATEST-CLASS-126-271 20
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